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PREFACE In the curricular structure introduced by this University for students of Post-Graduate degree programme, the

opportunity to pursue Post-Graduate course in a subject is introduced by this University is equally available to all learners. Instead

of being guided by any presumption about ability level, it would perhaps stand to reason if receptivity of a learner is judged in the

course of the learning process. That would be entirely in keeping with the objectives of open education which does not believe in

artificial differentiation. I am happy to note that University has been recently accredited by National Assessment and Accreditation

Council of India (NAAC) with grade ‘A’. Keeping this in view, study materials of the Post-Graduate level in different subjects are

being prepared on the basis of a well laid-out syllabus. The course structure combines the best elements in the approved syllabi

of Central and State Universities in respective subjects. It has been so designed as to be upgradable with the addition of new

information as well as results of fresh thinking and analysis. The accepted methodology of distance education has been followed

in the preparation of these study materials. Co-operation in every form of experienced scholars is indispensable for a work of this

kind. We, therefore, owe an enormous debt of gratitude to everyone whose tireless efforts went into the writing, editing, and

devising of a proper layout of the materials. Practically speaking, their role amounts to an involvement in ‘invisible teaching’. For,

whoever makes use of these study materials would virtually derive the benefit of learning under their collective care without each

being seen by the other. The more a learner would seriously pursue these study materials the easier it will be for him or her to

reach out to larger horizons of a subject. Care has also been taken to make the language lucid and presentation attractive so that

they may be rated as quality self-learning materials. If anything remains still obscure or difficult to follow, arrangements are there

to come to terms with them through the counselling sessions regularly available at the network of study centres set up by the

University. Needless to add, a great deal of these efforts are still experimental—in fact, pioneering in certain areas. Naturally, there

is every possibility of some lapse or deficiency here and there. However, these do admit of rectification and further improvement

in due course. On the whole, therefore, these study materials are expected to evoke wider appreciation the more they receive

serious attention of all concerned. Prof. (Dr.) Subha Sankar Sarkar Vice-Chancellor

Printed in accordance with the regulations of the Distance Education Bureau of the University Grants Commission. First Print :

February, 2022 Netaji Subhas Open University Post Graduate Degree Programme Subject : Social Work Course : History and

Philosophy of Social Work Code : PGSW-I

Notification All rights reserved. No part of this study material may be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from
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Module - 1 CONCEPT AND PHILOSOPHY OF SOCIAL WORK Unit 1 ? Concept : Social Work Unit 2 ? Generic Principle, Values

and Ethics

32% MATCHING BLOCK 1/180 MSWS 11 Introduction to Social Work.docx (D117055407)

of Social Work Unit 3 ? Code of Ethics of Professional Social Work Unit 4 ? Introduction of terms - Social Service, Social Welfare,

Social Development, Social Change, Social Assistance, Social Justice, Social Security, Human Rights

Module - 2 HISTORY AND

34% MATCHING BLOCK 2/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL WORK IN ABROAD AND INDIA Unit 5 ? Historical Development of Social Work in UK Unit 6 ?

Historical Development of Social Work in U.S.A Unit 7 ? Historical Development of Social Work in

India including social situation in Ancient, Medieval, Colonial and Post Colonial India Unit 8 ? Development of Social Work as a

Profession and Education in India Module - 3 PERSPECTIVES

70% MATCHING BLOCK 3/180

OF SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE IN INDIA Unit 9 ?Social Reform Movements- in 18th and 19 th century
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in India: Contribution of various Social Reform Organisation and Social Reformers Unit 10 ?Social Movement and Development

Perspective Unit 11 ?Human Rights and Social Work Unit 12 ?IIntroduction to Civil Society. Role of Non Governmental

Organization in the developmental sectors Netaji Subhas Open University Course : History and Philosophy of Social Work Course

: PGSW-I PG : Social Work (MSW) (New Syllabus) 7 – 20 21 – 28 29 – 46 47 – 64 65 – 72 73 – 81 82 – 89 90 – 101 102 – 114 115

– 137 138 – 145 146 – 160

Unit 1 Concept : Social Work Structure 1.1 Objective 1.2 Introduction 1.3 Definition of Social Work 1.3.1 Explanation of core

concepts used in the definition 1.3.2 Other Definitions 1.3.3 Definition

52% MATCHING BLOCK 4/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

of social work by different author 1.4 Objectives 1.5 Scope of Social Work 1.6 Functions of Social Work 1.7 Philosophy of Social

Work 1.8

Concept of Charity and Philanthropy 1.9 Conclusion 1.10 Exercise 1.11 References 1.1 Objective Learners would get brief

understanding about the concept of Social Work, Develop Understanding about the functions, scope & philosophy of social work.

1.2 Introduction Social work is an academic discipline and practice-based profession that encompasses individuals, families,

groups, communities and society in a holistic way within it premises in order to meet basic needs and enhance social functioning,

self- determination, collective responsibility, and overall well-being. Social work relates the theories and principles of different

disciplines like sociology, psychology, political science, public health, law, community development, and economics etc. and

involves in client systems, conduct assessment, and developmental interventions as this specific discipline aspires to address

social and personal problems and accelerate social change. (CASW).

NSOU ? PGSW- I 8 Social work can be recognized as a profession which applies its knowledge to enhance

75% MATCHING BLOCK 5/180 MSWS 11 Introduction to Social Work.docx (D117055407)

social change and development, cohesion and the empowerment of people and communities. Social work practice exercises

its perspective of human development, behavior and the social economic and cultural institutions and interactions. Social work

can be considered as a profession which intervene to solve social, economical, psychological, educational, political and

environmental problem in three stages like : Individual (Micro), Group (Meso) and Community (Macro). Social work was primarily

is a discipline and appeared as a profession during 19 th century. The roots of professional social work practice can be identified

in voluntary and philanthropic activities mainly in the grassroots level. But it can be stated that, long before 19 th century various

activities for responding towards social needs were carried out through public almshouses, private charities and religious

organization. More specifically social work as a definite discipline emerged as an upshot of Industrial Revolution and the Great

Depression of 1930s. (Dorrien, 2008). 1.3 Definition of Social Work The definition of social work can be divided into two parts.

Some definitions are given by several organizations that are legal bodies to decide upon the trajectory of social work profession

and other definitions have been penned down by different prominent authors. The following definition has been approved by

IFSW (International Federation of Social Worker) General Meeting and the IASSW (International Association of School

91% MATCHING BLOCK 6/180

of Social Work) General Assembly in July 2014. “Social Work is a practice-based profession and an academic discipline that

promotes social change and development, social cohesion, and the empowerment and liberation of people. Principles of social

justice, human rights, collective responsibility and respect for diversities are central to social work. Underpinned by theories of

social work, social sciences, humanities, and indigenous knowledge, social work engages people and structures to address life

challenges and enhance

well-being.”–International Federation of Social Workers. 1.3.1 Explanation of core concepts used in the definition The core

concepts used in this definition have been explained in details in the context of

50% MATCHING BLOCK 7/180

social work profession’s core mandates, principles, knowledge and practice. Core mandates: The core mandates of social work

profession incorporate enhancing social change, social development, social cohesion and liberation of people. Social PGSW- I

? NSOU 9 work considers the fact that historical, socio-economic, cultural, spatial, political and personal factors

are interrelated and can act as an opportunities or hindrances to development of human being. The mandate of
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58% MATCHING BLOCK 11/180

social change is based on the ground that the requirement of social work intervention emerges when the contemporary

situation at the level of person, group, community or society is in need of change and development.

The mandate of social development is consisted of strategies of intervention, desired end state and a policy framework.

51% MATCHING BLOCK 8/180

Principles: The comprehensive principles of social work are based on respect of dignity of human beings, doing no harm,

respect for diversity and standing for human rights and social justice.

Knowledge: Social work is at the same time both interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary and it is based on a wide assortment of

scientific research and theories. Social work draws on its own knowledge

90% MATCHING BLOCK 9/180

constantly developing theoretical foundation and research as well as theories from other human sciences, but not limited to

community development, social psychology, administration, anthropology, ecology, economics, education, management,

nursing, psychiatry, psychology, public health, and sociology. Social work

is unique in itself as the theories and research is applied and experimental. Practice: Social work practice is legitimized as it

intervenes at the point where people interact with the environment.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 10/180

The participatory methodology advocated in social work is reflected in “Engages people and structures to address life

challenges and enhance wellbeing.” As far as possible social work supports working with rather than for people. (

Work, 2014) . 1.3.2 Other Definitions “Social work is a profession concerned with helping individuals, families, groups and

communities to enhance their individual and collective well-being. It aims to help people develop their skills and their ability to

use their resources and those of the community to resolve problems. Social work is concerned with individual and personal

problems but also with broader social issues such as poverty, unemployment, and domestic violence.” –Canadian Association of

Social Workers.

96% MATCHING BLOCK 12/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

Social work practice consists of the professional application of social work values, principles, and techniques to one or more of

the following ends: helping people obtain tangible services; counseling and psychotherapy with individuals, families, and

groups; helping communities or groups provide or improve

social and health services, and participating in legislative processes. The practice of social work requires

NSOU ? PGSW- I 10

66% MATCHING BLOCK 19/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

knowledge of human development and behavior; of social and economic, and cultural institutions; and the interaction of all

these factors.” –National Association of Social Workers “
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Social workers work with individuals and families to help improve outcomes in their lives. This may be helping to protect

vulnerable people from harm or abuse or supporting people to live independently. Social workers support people, act as

advocates and direct people to the services they may require. Social workers often work in multi-disciplinary teams alongside

health and education professionals.” –British Association of Social Workers. The following definition has been approved by

NAPSWI (National Associations of Professional Social Workers in India) in 6 th Indian Social Work Congress 2018 in Delhi.

“Professional social work is based on democratic values, humanitarian philosophy with central focus on the human relationships

and human dignity. In India, the profession of social work draws its strengths from indigenous wisdom, constitutional

commitment for equality, social justice and human rights, and scientific knowledge base. Its professional practice contributes to

macro level understanding and policy change while continuing to focus on people at individual, group and the community levels.

As a practice-based profession its interactions enrich institutions and systems at all levels through culturally responsive

interventions that aim at individual and social wellbeing. Its central concerns are empowerment of vulnerable, oppressed, and

marginalized sections of our communities and as a practice it endeavors to partake in social change, sustainable development

through participatory and collaborator processes with people in need, institutions and the state.” 1.3.3 Definition of social work by

different author

100% MATCHING BLOCK 13/180

Anderson (1943) stated, “Social work is a professional service rendered to the people for the purpose of assisting them, as

individuals or in groups to attain satisfying relationships and standards of life in accordance with their particular wishes and

capacities and in harmony with those of the community”.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 14/180

Friedlander (1951) defined , “Social work is a professional service, based on scientific knowledge and skill in human relations,

which assists individuals, alone or in groups, to obtain social and personal satisfaction and independence”.

According to

60% MATCHING BLOCK 15/180

Indian Conference of Social work (1957) “Social work is a welfare activity based on humanitarian philosophy, scientific

knowledge and technical skill PGSW- I ? NSOU 11 for helping individuals or community, to live

a rich and full life.”

97% MATCHING BLOCK 16/180

Mirza R. Ahmad (1969) said, “Social work is professional service based on the knowledge of human relations and skills in

relationships and concerned with intra- personal and inter-personal adjustments resulting from unmet individual, group or

community needs”. This definition has emphasized on role social work as professional practice to bring intra-personal (within

the person) and inter-personal (between persons) adjustments. Pincus and

96% MATCHING BLOCK 17/180

Minahan (1978) combinedly gave a definition of social work saying, “Social work is concerned with the interaction between

people and their environment which affects the ability of people to accomplish their life tasks, alleviate distress, and realize their

aspirations and values”.

The Social Work

Dictionary (1995) defines social work as “the applied science of helping people achieve an effective level of psychosocial

functioning and effecting societal changes to enhance the well-being of all people.” (Nepal, 2020). 1.4 Objectives Objectives of

social work in the words of Professor Clark are ? To help people, make such use of their own capacities and of environmental

resources as well which result in personal satisfaction and adjustment. ? To help in the modification of the environment so that

people will have few personal and social problems. According to Professor Fried Lander “Social work seeks to assist individuals,

group and community to reach the highest possible degree of social, mental and physical well beings in life.”
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94% MATCHING BLOCK 18/180

Gordon Brown has given four objectives of social work such as: ? to provide physical or material support ? to help in social

adjustment ? to help in solving the psychological problems and ? to make adequate opportunities for the individuals in

problems for raising their standard of living which can prevent problems from intruding. Emerging objectives of Social Work:

NSOU ? PGSW- I 12 ? Material Security: Through economic and political organization that will assure every individual and every

family the means of satisfying basic material needs. ? Emotional Security: Through personal and social adjustment. ? Social

Achievement: Through collective effort. ? Spiritual power: Through philosophical and religious thoughts. Generally

65% MATCHING BLOCK 21/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

Social work has following objectives: ? To solve psycho-social problem. ? To fulfill humanitarian needs. ? To solve adjust mental

problems. ? To create self-sufficiency. ? To make and strengthen harmonious social relations. ? To make provision of corrective

and recreational services . ? To develop democratic values. ? To provide opportunities for development and social programme.

? To change the environment in favor of individuals growth and development. ? To bring change in social system for social

development.

If we analyze all the objectives mentioned above and try to combine them, we can come up with two statements which will

provide core essence of the objectives of social work,

93% MATCHING BLOCK 20/180

such as: ? Enabling the individual and his impaired being so as to make him fit to live a self sufficient and satisfied life and ?

Modifying his social environment in his for so that it becomes conducive for him to live happy and adequate life. (Sahrwardi,

2014). 1.5 Scope of Social Work

Scope of social work entails the extent and also speaks about the specific field and areas of social work intervention through its

methods, tools and techniques. The scope of social work has been changing with contemporary situation and day by day it is

expanding. Consequently the range of social work intervention can be classified into three broad categories and they are 1)

91% MATCHING BLOCK 22/180

The agencies-non-governmental, semi- governmental or governmental which render social work services; 2) The ways PGSW-

I ? NSOU 13 (methods) through which they render services such as Case Work, Group Work, Community Organization, Social

Action, Social Research, Social Welfare Administration etc and 3) The various types of services (fields of social work) that they

render to different individuals, groups and communities keeping in mind the objectives, philosophy and values of social work.

Social work

is considered as one of the most recent discipline and is gradually encompassing every aspect of human life within its premises

and thus now a days

63% MATCHING BLOCK 37/180

it deals with all most all the areas of society in the following ways : a) Public Assistance: It

refers to the help provided to meet the economic and social needs of the client. In India this type of intervention includes services

provided

51% MATCHING BLOCK 23/180

to elderly, blind, disabled and disadvantaged people. b) Social Insurance: Social insurance refers to fulfill certain contingencies

like old age, unemployment, industrial accidents and occupational diseases etc.

c) Family Welfare Services: Family is considered as the oldest and most permanent social institution and as a association it plays

an important role in
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67% MATCHING BLOCK 24/180

human development. Social work renders significant services in this sector like material assistance and counseling service to the

family relating to marriage, health, economic problems and bringing up siblings.

d) Child Welfare Services: Another important area of social work intervention is child welfare where it provides

100% MATCHING BLOCK 25/180

residential institutions for their care and protection, education and rehabilitation of socially handicapped children viz, orphans,

destitute

and fondling children of unmarried mothers,

79% MATCHING BLOCK 26/180

recreational and cultural facilities, holiday homes for the children of low income families etc. e) Community Welfare Service :

Community is an important

place where the intervention of social work takes place through

97% MATCHING BLOCK 27/180

establishment of urban community development centers dealing with the welfare aspects of slum improvement such as slum

clearance, sanitation, health education and care, seeking employment for women, dormitories and night shelters for migrant

homeless people, holiday home for children and community welfare service in rural areas etc f) Women Welfare Service:

Women

Welfare is very important for a developed nation. So social work also intervenes in this sector through women specific

programmes like safe motherhood, women protection, family counseling, marriage counseling, and income generation

programme for women etc.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 14 g) Labour Welfare Service: The scope of social work also extends to labour welfare and its intervention

76% MATCHING BLOCK 28/180

includes the activities such as family management counseling, counseling on safety maintenance, advocacy for labour rights,

health education, value education etc. h) Welfare Services for the

Persons with Disability (PWDS), aged and Infirm :

80% MATCHING BLOCK 29/180

The welfare service for differently able incorporates institution for the care and rehabilitation of physically and mentally

retarded, hostels for the working handicapped, small production units for the differently able, special schools for mentally

retarded children and orthopedically challenged and counseling service for mentally depressed etc.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 30/180

The activities of social work for the aged and infirm include running old age home, recreational facilities, physical support,

psychological

and support etc. i) School Social Work: In contemporary society , school has become an important premises where intervention is

required urgently as now a days due to high competition, broken homes, addiction to electronic gadgets , several problems have

been observed in the relationship among students
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79% MATCHING BLOCK 31/180

and teachers. The activities of social work intervention in schools range from counseling service to the children and their

parents, to the

counseling of the teacher on the perspectives of the emering problems, etc. j) Correctional Services: Social work has also

expanded its services in correctional set up like Reformatory homes, probation home, parole home, juvenile shelters etc.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 32/180

It includes recreational activities, counseling, vocational training for the unemployed criminals, after care service, rehabilitation

etc.

k) Youth Welfare Service: Social work has a vast scope in the field of youth welfare as youth is considered as an important pillar of

the society. Through different schemes like

100% MATCHING BLOCK 33/180

Youth counseling service, Youth health service, National Fitness Corps, Services for poor students, National Physical efficacy

Drive, National Employment Scheme

social work aims to ensure welfare of the youth. l) Welfare of the weaker section: In contemporary society social work also

intervene in different unexplored areas and tend to provide unique services like services to weaker or marginalized sections of the

society ((NAPSWI, 2016). 1.6 Functions of Social Work Function of social work implies the activities taken during intervention.

90% MATCHING BLOCK 34/180

According to Prof. P.D. Mishra “social work operates to assist individuals in adjusting to the

PGSW- I ? NSOU 15

95% MATCHING BLOCK 35/180

institutional frame work of the society and attempts to modify the institutional frame work itself in appropriate areas. He

classified the functions of social work into the following 4 major categories: 1) Curative Function: The services listed under

curative functions are–medical and health services, services relating to psychiatry, child guidance, child welfare services,

services for the handicapped or disable in the form of protection and rehabilitation. These kinds of services address the

physical, social, material, psychological sickness of individuals in the society. 2) Correctional Function:

There are three broad areas within correctional function of social work like Individual reform service, services for improving social

relationship, and services for social reform. 3) Preventive Function: Preventive function aims to address prevention of problems

like insecurity, unlawfulness, ignorance, sickness etc and

100% MATCHING BLOCK 36/180

it includes life insurance services, public assistance, social legislation, adult education and prevention of diseases etc. 4)

Developmental Function: Developmental services refers to activities carried out for

93% MATCHING BLOCK 38/180

socio economic development such as education, recreational services, urban and rural development programmes and

programmes of integration etc which are primarily concerned with the development of individuals, families, groups and

communities. ((NAPSWI), 2016) The basic functions of social work can be divided in 3 broad interdependent and interrelated

categories, viz; o Restoration of social functioning
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o Provision of resources and o Prevention of social dysfunction 1.7 Philosophy of Social Work Philosophy can be defined as

believes and principles underlying any department of knowledge. (Oxford Dictionary). As a specific discipline social work is also

based upon certain believes and values which guide its application of knowledge as a profession and its activities. The philosophy

of social work is mainly based on the belief that every human being has its own worth and dignity. Social work also focuses on

social justice, equality and empowerment as its guiding principles. In

NSOU ? PGSW- I 16 short it believes in humanitarian philosophy. (S.Nayre, 2016). (Philosophy of social work Herbert Bisno and

Chaya Patel). 1.8 Concept of Charity and Philanthropy Charity: Charity is considered as a humanitarian act and it refers to giving

help to people who are in need. Charity is a voluntary act. The word charity originates in late Old English to mean a “Christian love

of one’s fellows” and until beginning of the 20 th century, this meaning remained synonymous with charity. In reality charity is

etymologically connected with Christianity. But originally this word comes from French word charité ”, which was derived from

the Latin “caritas ”, a word commonly used in the Vulgate New Testament to translate the Greek word agape (ãÜðç ), a distinct

form of “ love ” (Online Etymology Dictionary) But with time the meaning of charity has transformed from one of “Christian love”

to that of “providing for those in need, generosity and giving.” Charity giving refers to giving away money, food, goods or time to

the disadvantaged section of the society who are generally termed as poor. This task can be carried out either directly or through

any charitable trust due to some noble cause. Charitable giving is also termed as alms or alms giving as it is considered a religious

act. The recipient of the charity mostly includes destitute people like widowed, orphaned, sick or disable etc. The famous phase

“charity begins at home “implies that some group of people practice charity by donating to the members of that particular group.

But generally charity denotes providing services to those who are in need. In most cases doing charity implies providing basic

necessities which are essential for survival like food, water, shelter, and health care but charity also includes activities like visiting

the imprisoned or the homebound, ransoming captives, educating orphans, even social movements. Donations to causes that

benefit the unfortunate indirectly, such as donations to fund cancer research, are also considered as charity. If the religious aspect

of the charity is considered, it is stated that the recipient of charity may offer to pray for the patron. Like it is a much known ritual

to feed the poor during funeral so that they can pray for peace of the deceased soul. Institutions may commemorate benefactors

by displaying their names, up to naming buildings or even the institution itself after the benefactors. (Dunn, 2000) In the past, the

activities in the charitable organization were carried out on the basis of a charitable model in which the donators donated to the

organization and the

PGSW- I ? NSOU 17 organization distributed it among the beneficiaries, like “Make a Wish Foundation” and the “World Wildlife

Fund”. But in recent times the charitable organizations have adapted different approach, where people allowed donating online,

through websites such as Just Giving. But originally charity means distributing goods to the recipient directly. Now most of the

charities are not following the charitable model and have adopted more direct donator to recipient approach , like Global Giving

(direct funding of community development projects in developing countries), Donors Choose (for US-based projects), Pure

Charity, Kiva (funding loans administered by microfinance organizations in developing countries) and Zidisha funding individual

microfinance borrowers directly. Many institutions evolved with time which aspires to support the poor and these institutions are

known as charities provide the bulk of charitable giving today, in terms of monetory value. These types of institution allows

people who have time and inclination for charity , to lend their helping hands towards destitute sections of the society either by

providing monitory help or helping these institutions in their charitable activities . These institutions can also effectively filter the

original needy from those who deceitfully claim charity .There is a strong connection between religion and charity as studies have

found that “individuals who are religious are more likely to give money to charitable organizations” and they are also more likely

to give more money than those who are not religious. ” (Monsma, 2007) Philanthropy : Philanthropy consists of “private initiatives,

for the public good, focusing on quality of life”. Philanthropy contrasts with business initiatives, which are private initiatives for

private good, focusing on material gain, and with government endeavors, which are public initiatives for public good, e.g.,

focusing on provision of public services. A person who practices philanthropy is a philanthropist. Philanthropy engrosses

charitable giving for some noble causes on a large scale but it can be considered as something which is more than just charitable

giving. It can be recognized as an effort of any individual or specific organization based on the aspiration to reduce human

suffering and enhance human welfare. Sometimes affluent individuals set up some private foundations to facilitate their

philanthropic efforts. Philanthropic social work is a professional social work intervention in the field of philanthropy. Philanthropy

is the major area of professional social work in India. The word philanthropy originated from ancient Greek word “philanthropia”.

If we dissect this word then we get phil which means love or fond of and arthropos which means humankind or mankind. During

second century AD, Plutarch used this concept
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NSOU ? PGSW- I 18 to describe superiority of human beings. In Roman Catholic Middle Age the concept of “philanthropia” was

outdated by the concept of Caritas charity which implied selfless love, value for salvation and escape from purgatory. And then

during 1600s this specific concept was modernized by Sir Francis Bacon. According to Bacon the word philanthropia was

synonymous with goodness and was associated with the Aristotelian perception of virtue. Samuel Johnson had generally defined

philanthropy as “love of mankind or good nature”. The root of philosophy can be found in ancient Greek society. The famous

philosopher Plato in 347 B.C, instructed his nephew in his will to use the family earnings of the family farm for funding the

academy that was established by Plato. The money was utilized to help students and faculty to keep the academy running.

Approximately after 150 years Pliney and Younger bore one third cost of education for a Roman school for young boys with the

aim to provide proper education to the young Romans within the country. (Hayes, 2021) Following are the main features of

philanthropy: ? Philanthropy refers to charitable acts or other good works that help others or society as a whole. ? Philanthropy

can include donating money to a worthy cause or volunteering time, effort, or other forms of altruism. ? The Greek philosopher

Plato was a philanthropist, leaving funds in his will to help maintain the academy he had founded. ? Andrew Carnegie is one of

America’s most famous philanthropists, noted for the large scale of his charitable contributions, which included the building of

more than 2,500 libraries worldwide. ? In modern times, philanthropy is often undertaken by those seeking tax breaks, in addition

to feeling good and helping others. (Hayes, 2021) 1.8.1 Difference between Charity and philanthropy Although charity and

philanthropy are quite dissimilar, but there is some overlap. These two concepts are sometimes used interchangeably, but the

differences are as follows: Charity is a natural and poignant response to an immediate situation and it is mainly short term. Charity

may occur in the form of monetary donations or volunteering. The main objective of charity is to alleviate the adverse effect of a

particular social

PGSW- I ? NSOU 19 problem. But Philanthropy mainly addresses the root cause of a specific social problem and provides a more

strategic and long term solution. In addition to giving money or volunteering, some philanthropists participate in advocacy work.

Disaster relief is an area where both charity and philanthropy plays an important role. When some natural calamity or any disaster

affects the humanity, then the charitable organizations and some individual are inclined to provide immediate monetary help or

provide aid for basic necessities. On the other hand philanthropy addressed full disaster life cycle starting from prevention to

preparedness to recover. Donors may focus on certain populations, such as the elderly or the poor, as part of their strategy or

work directly with stakeholders to improve systems. The original meaning of charity — “Christian love of one’s fellow,” is rooted in

Late Old English while philanthropy, or “the love of humanity,” originated in Greek. Charity is strongly related with the process of

donations, charitable giving, children, charity ratings and organizations. Whereas philanthropy correlates with processes like

managing, creating, knowledge, research and organizations. Regardless of the issue area, the two terms — and practices — share

one main thing in common: They’re all about spreading the love and reducing human suffering. (Jope, 2019). 1.9 Conclusion

From this unit, we developed an understanding about the basic concept of Social Work. This understanding will help us to know

the real essence of this noble profession, and we may now carry out our professional with much more efficiency. 1.10 Exercises (i)

What is

55% MATCHING BLOCK 39/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

Social Work? (ii) What are the objectives of Social Work? (iii) Write about the scope and functions of social work? (

iv) What do you understand by ‘charity’ and ‘philanthropy’?
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Unit 2 Generic Principle, Values and Ethics of Social Work Structure 2.1 Objective 2.2 Introduction 2.3 Generic Principle of Social

work 2.4 Values of Social Work 2.5 Ethical Principles 2.6 Conclusion 2.7 Exercise 2.8 References 2.1 Objective Learners would

develop commitment towards the goals of humanism, principles, values, ethics and attitudes cherished by the professional social

worker. 2.2 Introduction Social work is an academic discipline and practice-based profession that encompasses individuals,

families, groups, communities and society in a holistic way within it premises in order to meet basic needs and enhance social

functioning, self- determination, collective responsibility, and overall well-being. Social work relates the theories and principles of

different disciplines like sociology, psychology, political science, public health, law, community development, and economics etc.

and involves in client systems, conduct assessment, and developmental interventions as this specific discipline aspires to address

social and personal problems and accelerate social change. 2.3 Generic Principle of Social Work Social work can be recognized

as the application of greater knowledge to promote social change and social welfare within the society. The profession of social

work is

NSOU ? PGSW- I 22 responsible for inculcating awareness about different deprivations and privileges, identifying and practicing

evidence-based theories and activities, empowering individual and lobbying for the requirements of the people to assist in

reforming injustice throughout the social order. The entire profession of social work is based on certain principles which drive a

professional social worker to change the individual, group, community and system of the whole society.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 41/180

Principles are guiding beliefs and statement of do’s and

dont’s.

74% MATCHING BLOCK 48/180

Social work principles are guiding declarations of statement which have evolved from experience and research. The most

commonly discussed principles of social work are as follows: Principle of acceptance:

This specific principle enables social worker to accept the individual client

85% MATCHING BLOCK 42/180

as he or she is with all his/her limitations. Social work believes that acceptance is the root of all help. Social worker should not

feel hostile towards a client because his behavior deviates from the approved one. The principle of acceptance entails that

social worker must perceive, acknowledge, receive and establish a relationship with the individual client as he actually is, not as

social worker wishes him to be or think he should be. Principle of individualization: The principle of individualization is

fundamental to effective social work practice. Social work believes that every individual is unique. Each individual is different

from that of every other individual in nature

and behaviour.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 43/180

As we know that individual is unique as his thumb print. The social worker views the problem of each client as specific and

helps the client move forward finding the most satisfactory means

and resources

100% MATCHING BLOCK 44/180

for client to deal with particular problem situation. Principle of Communications: Communication is a two way process most of

the problem that give pain are precisely the problem of communication. When the communication is inadequate or insufficient

the problems occurs either automatically or because of misunderstanding. The social worker should have enough skills to

grasp the communication. The proper communication is crucial in social work relationship because the background of the

client and worker may be different, the mental status of the client and the worker may vary. Therefore, the social worker should

make all the efforts to see that communication between him and client is proper. The client should be made

to
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feel comfortable and at ease to express his thoughts feelings and facts. PGSW- I ? NSOU 23 Principle of Confidentiality: Social

work believes that during the process of providing professional help to the client, client may have to share personal information

about them in relationship with a social agency.

But this particular principle drives the social worker to maintain the confidentiality of client’s personal information

100% MATCHING BLOCK 46/180

and other agencies and individual & should be consulted only with the (

Client’s)

98% MATCHING BLOCK 47/180

consent. Principle of Self-Determination: The principle emphasizes client’s right to self determination. Every individual client has

the right to decide what is appropriate for him and decides the ways and strategies to accomplish it. In other words, social

worker should not enforce decisions or solutions on the clients because the client has come to him for help. Therefore, social

worker should support and guide the client to develop insight into his social situations in correct perspective and encourage

and involve him to like decisions that are good and acceptable to him. Principle of Non-Judgmental Attitude: Principle of non-

judgmental attitude presumes that the social worker should begin the professional relationship without any bias. He should not

form opinion about the client, good or bad, worthy or unworthy. He has to treat the client as somebody who has come to him

for help and he should be willing to help the client without being influenced by the opinions of other about the client or his

situation. This enables the worker and the client feel free to develop understanding of each other. Principle of Controlled

Emotional Involvement: This principle guides social work professional not to indulge too much personally in the client’s difficult

situation or being too objective. Therefore, the social worker should maintain a reasonable emotional distance even while

sympathizing with the client social worker should indicate the understanding of the difficult situations of the client without

showing pity or appearing to be indifference. (

H. 2020) 2.4 Values of Social Work Values are basic and fundamental beliefs that guide or motivate attitude, behavior or action.

Values include moral ideas, general conceptions or orientation towards world or environment or sometimes it means simply

interests, attitudes, preferences, needs, sentiments and depositions. The ethical principles based on six main values of social

NSOU ? PGSW- I 24 work which reflects the mission of social work (NASW) and they are as follows: ? Service ? Social justice ?

Dignity and worth of the individual ? Importance and centrality of human relationships ? Integrity ? Competence

98% MATCHING BLOCK 49/180

Service ? Empowering individuals, families, and communities is a primary goal of all social workers. Service is the value from

which all other social work values stem. Social workers regularly elevate the needs of their communities above their own

personal interests and use their skills and knowledge (from education and experience) to enhance the wellbeing of others. In

addition, social workers often volunteer their time or expertise above and beyond their professional commitments. ? For

example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, many social workers coordinated material aid, community meals, and PPE drives.

Social Justice ? Social workers advocate on behalf of the oppressed, the marginalized, and anyone who needs their voice

amplified. They often focus on issues such as poverty, homelessness, discrimination, harassment, and other forms of injustice.

Social workers provide information, help, and other resources to people seeking equality, and they educate people who may

not directly experience discrimination about the struggles of others who may not have the same level of privileges in our

society. ? Social workers’ efforts to address injustices include examining their own biases and encouraging others to do the

same. They work to create more equitable support systems and identify structural conditions that contribute to disparities in the

health and well-being of individuals and communities. Dignity and Worth of the Person ? Social workers are mindful of

individual differences in thinking and

PGSW- I ? NSOU 25 behaviour,
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as well as cultural and ethnic diversity. Only by treating each person with dignity and respect can social workers promote their

clients’ capacity and opportunity to address their own needs and improve their personal situations. Social workers must be

cognizant of their duties to both individual clients and to society as a whole, and seek solutions for their clients that also

support society’s broader interests. ? Social workers seek to eliminate factors that threaten the dignity and worth of individuals,

but they do so with a decentred approach that respects differences and honors self-determination. Rather than imposing their

own values, social workers leverage the values of their clients and the communities they serve. Importance of Human

Relationships ? Social workers connect people who need assistance with organizations and individuals who can provide the

appropriate help. Social workers recognize that facilitating human relationships can be a useful vehicle for creating change, and

they excel at engaging potential partners who can create, maintain, and enhance the well-being of families, neighbourhoods,

and whole communities. ? Challenging social conditions, such as those created by the COVID-19 pandemic, highlight the

essential role of human relationships in supporting health and healing. Social workers not only build and maintain strong

relationships with individuals and communities, they also help their clients identify relationships that are helpful to them.

Integrity ? To facilitate these relationships and empower others to improve their lives, social workers must act in a way that

engenders trust. Each social worker must be continually aware of the profession’s mission, values, and ethical principles and

standards, and set a good example of these components for their clients. By behaving honestly and demonstrating personal

integrity, social workers can promote the organizations with which they are affiliated while also creating the most value for the

populations they serve. ? One relevant trend in social work is the profession’s use of and interest in social media. A study

published by Social Sciences & Humanities Open in 2020 reports that the social work profession seeks to “regard data privacy

NSOU ? PGSW- I 26 protection as a human and civil rights issue” and “support inclusion of social media information in social

work.” Competence ? Professional social workers often hold undergraduate or graduate degrees in social work, but a fair

amount of their knowledge comes from gaining on- the-job experience. As part of the social work values outlined in the NASW

Code of Ethics, each social worker must practice within their scope of competence and avoid misrepresenting skills or

experience to potential clients. ? Social workers must constantly strive to expand their knowledge base and competence in

order to make meaningful contributions to the profession and those they serve. Social work is a lifelong learning commitment,

and continuing education can take the form of any activity that expands a social worker’ knowledge and skill set, conducting

personal study and research, attending webinars and conferences, or pursuing additional licences or degrees. (

University, 2021) 2.5 Ethical Principles Human Rights and Human Dignity: The core value of social work is to respect the inherent

worth and dignity of every human being irrespective of their caste and creed and to protect the rights of every individual. A

professional social worker should encourage people to make informed choices through active participation in the process of

service providing and also should respect their values and decisions from client’s perspective. It is the responsibility of the social

worker to enhance and defend each person’s physical, psychological, emotional and spiritual integrity and well-being through ?

Respecting the right to self determination ? Promoting the right to participation ? Treating each person as a whole ? Identifying

and developing strength Social Justice : A professional social worker bears the responsibility to ensure social justice for society

and as well as for the people they are working for Social workers should always raise their voice against any kind of negative

discrimination
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on the basis of characteristics such as ability, age, culture, gender or sex, marital status, PGSW- I ? NSOU 27 socio-economic

status, political opinions, skin color, racial or other physical characteristics, sexual orientation, or spiritual beliefs.

They should always aspire to challenge social exclusion, stigmatization and suppression and build an all inclusive society through

? Challenging negative discrimination ? Recognizing diversity ? Distributing resources equally ? Challenging unjust policies and

practices ? Working in solidarity. Integrity and Belongingness: Social workers through their professional intervention should

always exhibit and endorse qualities like honesty, reliability, impartiality, diligence and transparency etc. They should always follow

a high level of professional conduct through their loyalty, accountability and promotion of professional values. They always

should focus on openness and transparency in their professional life and should avoid any situation or relationships which can be

a barrier to integrity and impartiality through, ? Being loyal and trustworthy ? Being professionally accountable and responsible ?

Working with transparency Sustainability: The success of a project which aims to bring a change in any diverse situation depends

on its sustainability and it is the responsibility of a professional social worker to make it sustainable by running even after

withdrawal of donor’s assistance. They should enhance their capacity to provide intended service, continue activities in local level

and develop successor services over a period of time. They should ensure continuation of the programme in the future through ?

Seeking people’s participation ? Developing leadership ? Building capacity Services: Professional social workers should provide

endless services not only to help people but also to assure that their issues and other social problems are addressed properly.

They should put their every effort to pose a balance between needs of individual
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NSOU ? PGSW- I 28 and his rights and freedom so that collective interest of distressed humanity can be served in a better way. A

professional social worker is obliged to keep his personal interest aside while promoting individual development and serving

whole society. Human Relations: As social worker mainly work with people, so they should be well versed with every dynamics of

relationship between and among people as it is one of most significant determinants for social change. Social workers intend to

fortify relations among people and community with a special purpose and that is

96% MATCHING BLOCK 52/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

to promote, restore, maintain and enhance the well-being of individuals, families, social groups and communities (

NASW) . 2.6 Conclusion The knowledge of the generic principles along with the ethics and values will help our learners to work in

a scientific and professional manner. 2.7 Exercises (i) Write the principles of social work profession. (ii) What are the values of

social work? (iii) Discuss ethical principles of social work. 2.8 References CASW. (n.d.). What is Social Work . Retrieved June 26,

2021, from Canadian Associations of Social Workers: www.casw-acts.ca. H, J. (2020, August 18). What are 7 principles of Social

Work . Retrieved August 5, 2021, from Careervillage.org : https://www.careervillage.org/questions/281232/ what-are-the-7-

principles-of-social-work NASW. (n.d.). Read the Code of Ethics . Retrieved August 5, 2021, from NASW- National Association of

Social Workerwebsite:
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https://www.socialworkers.org/ About/Ethics/Code-of-Ethics/Code-of-Ethics-English

University, T. (2021, May 16). 6 Core Social Work Values and Ethics . Retrieved August 5, 2021, from Tulane University :

https://socialwork.tulane.edu/blog/ social-work-values

Unit 3 Code of Ethics of Professional Social Work Structure 3.1 Objective 3.2 Introduction 3.3 Code of Ethics by National

Association of Social Workers 3.3.1 Purpose of the NASW Code of Ethics 3.3.2 Main ethical standards as per the NASW code of

ethics 3.4 Code of Ethics for Professional Social Workers in India 3.4.1 Aims and Objective of Code of Ethics 3.4.2 Scope and

Coverage 3.4.3 Ethical Principles 3.4.4 Professional conduct 3.4.5 Ethical Responsibilities 3.5 Disciplinary Action 3.6 Pledge 3.7

Continuing Updating 3.8 Conclusion 3.9 Exercise 3.10 References 3.1 Objective Learners will get brief unders about code of Ethics

of Professional Social Workers. 3.2 Introduction A code of ethics is a set of guided principles which work as a blueprint for the

professionals so that they can conduct their business with full honesty and integrity. A code of ethics aspires to lay down the

mission or values of a profession or organization and describe how professionals can address crisis, the ethical principles based

on the organization’s core value and the standards to which the professional is held. A code of ethics can be termed as an “ethical

code” which incorporates issues like

NSOU ? PGSW- I 30 business ethics, a code of professional practice, and an employee code of conduct. Main features of code of

ethics: ? A code of ethics pens down a profession’s ethical guidelines and describe about best practices to maintain honesty,

integrity and professionalism. ? If the professionals or members of the organization violate the code of ethics then it may lead to

suspension or sometime termination. ? In some industries, including banking and finance, specific laws govern business conduct.

In others, a code of ethics may be voluntarily adopted. ? Mainly there are three types of code of ethics which includes

compliance- based code of ethics, a value-based code of ethics, and a code of ethics among professionals. 3.3 Code of Ethics by

National Association of Social Workers Similarly social work as a profession also has a set of ethical guidelines to which all the

professional social workers are beholden during their course of studies and have to undertake an oath to abide by its standards

and principles throughout their careers. These are known as Social Work Code of Ethics or otherwise termed as The National

Association of Social Workers (NASW) Code of Ethics. As a designated authority of social work NASW prepared the first draft of

code of ethics during the month of October in 1960. Afterwards it has been amended several times but it maintains many

71% MATCHING BLOCK 54/180

of the original principles. (NASW) 3.3.1 Purpose of the NASW Code of Ethics Professional ethics lies at the core of social work

and social work as a profession has a responsibility to preach and practice its basic values, ethical principles and ethical standards.

87% MATCHING BLOCK 57/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

The Code is relevant to all social workers and social work students, regardless of their professional functions, the settings in

which they work, or the populations they serve. This specific code of ethics has six purposes
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as mentioned: ? To establish the core values upon which the social work profession is based. ? To create specific ethical standards

that should guide social work practice and reflect the core values. ? To help social workers navigate professional considerations

and obligations when ethical uncertainties arise. ? To provide ethical standards to which the social work profession can be

PGSW- I ? NSOU 31 held accountable. ? To initiate new social workers to
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the profession’s mission, values, and ethical principles and standards. ?

To create standards by which the social work profession can assess if a social worker has engaged in unethical conduct. Social

workers who pledge to abide by this code must cooperate with its implementation and disciplinary rulings based upon it. The

code of ethics is based on six main values of social work which reflects the mission of social work and they are as follows: ?

Service ? Social justice ? Dignity and worth of the individual ? Importance and centrality of human relationships ? Integrity ?

Competence 3.3.2 Main ethical standards as per the NASW code of ethics The code is comprised of six thematic areas that

outline a social worker’s responsibility to clients, colleagues, employers, and
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the profession in general. The following ethical standards are relevant to the professional activities of all social workers. These

standards concern (1) Social workers’ ethical responsibilities to clients, (2) Social workers’ ethical responsibilities to colleagues,

(3) Social workers’ ethical responsibilities in practice settings, (4) Social workers’ ethical responsibilities as professionals (5) Social

workers ’ethical responsibilities to the social work profession (6) Social workers ’ethical responsibilities to the broader society. (

NASW) 3.4 Code of Ethics for Professional Social Workers in India In India the apex body dedicated towards promotion of

standards and enhancement of the status of the social work profession is National Association of Professional Social Workers also

known as NAPSWI. It is a national level professional

NSOU ? PGSW- I 32 organization and has engraved the code of ethics to be followed by the professional social workers in India.

According to the preamble of Code of ethics as drafted by NAPSWI “A code of ethics is a statement which expresses the primary

ethical values, obligations and goals of the profession. It is a commitment which serves to bear witness to our promise as a

profession to uphold the values and ethical obligations expressed in the code. It gives definition to our commitment to practice in

ethical terms. A code of ethics lays out clearly the profession’s values and explains what they are in terms of what we ought to do

in order to protect and promote the public good, and what we must avoid doing in order to prevent harm to the public”. A code

of ethics can be considered as a blueprint or set of guidelines which are scripted to set a standard of the behaviors expected from

the members of a particular group, association or a profession. On one hand this code of ethics set a professional standard and

on the other hand it also intends to boost up the confidence of the professionals as it ensures commitment and enthusiasm of

the workforce. (NAPSWI, 2015). 3.4.1 Aims and Objective of Code of Ethics The main aim of this code of ethics is to articulate

basic values, ethical principles and ethical standards of social work, in order to guide the conduct of social work professionals.

The specific objectives are as follows: 1. Sets forth ethical guidelines to control professional conduct of social workers; 2. Provide
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ethical standards to which the people can hold the social work profession

answerable; 3. Serves as a guideline for the development of ethically based professional conduct and helps social work

professionals, especially new comers to take a stand on various issues and situations; 4. Stimulate ethical discourse between

professionals in social work and social organizations, training and professional development institutions, other disciplines and

professional organizations. 5. Strengthen the professional identity and self-conception of professionals, their networks and the

organizations in which social work is practiced. 3.4.2 Scope and Coverage This specific Code of Ethics is applicable to entire

fraternity of social work in India
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 33 which incorporates educators, practitioners, employers and also students. It also encompasses all the

professional social worker (under-graduates and post graduates) and the professional organizations practicing social work ,

institutions affiliated to the Universities recognized by the University Grants Commission (UGC) or through the specially

established departments of social work functioning as a part of university system , training and professional development

institutions, professionals in other occupations and disciplines with whom social work professionals cooperate and the people

among whom social work professionals accomplish their tasks. 3.4.3 Ethical Principles Human Rights and Human Dignity: The

core value of social work is to respect the inherent worth and dignity of every human being irrespective of their caste and creed

and to protect the rights of every individual. A professional social worker should encourage people to make informed choices

through active participation in the process of service providing and also should respect their values and decisions from client’s

perspective. It is the responsibility of the social worker to enhance and defend each person’s physical, psychological, emotional

and spiritual integrity and well-being through ? Respecting the right to self determination ? Promoting the right to participation ?

Treating each person as a whole ? Identifying and developing strength Social Justice: A professional social worker bears the

responsibility to ensure social justice for society and as well as for the people they are working for .Social workers should always

raise their voice against any kind of negative discrimination
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on the basis of characteristics such as ability, age, culture, gender or sex, marital status, socio-economic status, political

opinions, skin color, racial or other physical characteristics, sexual orientation, or spiritual beliefs.

They should always aspire to challenge social exclusion, stigmatization and suppression and build an all inclusive society through

? Challenging negative discrimination ? Recognizing diversity ? Distributing resources equally ? Challenging unjust policies and

practices ? Working in solidarity.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 34 Integrity and Belongingness: Social workers through their professional intervention should always exhibit and

endorse qualities like honesty, reliability, impartiality, diligence and transparency etc. They should always follow a high level of

professional conduct through their loyalty, accountability and promotion of professional values. They always should focus on

openness and transparency in their professional life and should avoid any situation or relationships which can be a barrier to

integrity and impartiality through, ? Being loyal and trustworthy ? Being professionally accountable and responsible ? Working

with transparency Sustainability: The success of a project which aims to bring a change in any diverse situation depends on its

sustainability and it is the responsibility of a professional social worker to make it sustainable by running even after withdrawal of

donor’s assistance. They should enhance their capacity to provide intended service, continue activities in local level and develop

successor services over a period of time. They should ensure continuation of the programme in the future through ? Seeking

people’s participation ? Developing leadership ? Building capacity Services: Professional social workers should provide endless

services not only to help people but also to assure that their issues and other social problems are addressed properly. They should

put their every effort to pose a balance between needs of individual and his rights and freedom so that collective interest of

distressed humanity can be served in a better way. A professional social worker is obliged to keep his personal interest aside while

promoting individual development and serving whole society. Human Relations: As social worker mainly work with people, so

they should be well versed with every dynamics of relationship between and among people as it is one of most significant

determinants for social change. Social workers intend to fortify relations among people and community with a special purpose

and that is
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to promote, restore, maintain and enhance the well-being of individuals, families, social groups and communities. 3.4.4

Professional conduct NAPSWI as a member organization of IFSW and IASSW bears the responsibility of

PGSW- I ? NSOU 35 developing and updating the code of ethics which should be compatible with the guidelines of IFSW and

IASSW. As a national level organization, it is the commitment of NAPSWI to notify all the professional social workers and schools

of social work about these codes or guideline. All the professional social worker should abide by these codes while practicing

social worker in India. The general guidelines on professional conduct are as follows: ?
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Social workers are expected to develop and maintain the required skills and competence to

do their job. ? Social workers should not allow their skills to be used for inhumane purposes. ? Social workers should act with

integrity. This includes
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not abusing the relationship of trust with the people using their services, recognizing the boundaries between personal and

professional life and not abusing their position for personal benefit or gain. ?

Social workers should act in relation to the people using their services with compassion, empathy and care. ? Social workers

should not subordinate the needs or interests of people who use their services to their own needs or interests. ? Social workers

have a duty to take necessary steps to care for themselves professionally and personally in the workplace and in society, in order

to ensure that they are able to provide appropriate services. ? Social workers should maintain confidentiality regarding

information about people who use their services. Exceptions to this may only be justified on the basis of a greater ethical

requirement (such as the preservation of life). ? Social workers need to acknowledge that they are accountable for their actions to

the users of their services, the people they work with, their colleagues, their employers, professional association and to the law

and that these accountabilities may conflict. ?
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Social workers should be willing to collaborate with the schools of social work in order to support social work students to get

practical training

of good quality and up to date practical knowledge. ?
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Social workers should foster and engage in ethical debate with their colleagues and employers

and take responsibility for making ethically informed decisions. ? Social workers should be prepared to state the reasons for their

decisions

NSOU ? PGSW- I 36 based on ethical considerations and be accountable for their choices and actions. ? Social workers should

work to create conditions in employing agencies and in their countries where the principles of this statement and those of their

own national code (if applicable) are discussed, evaluated and upheld. 3.4.5 Ethical Responsibilities All the professional social

workers in this country are expected to abide by the ethical responsibilities while delivering their services in the context of both

education and practice .These responsibilities can be classified in various segments which are mentioned below : Towards Client ?

Social workers should promote the wellbeing of clients and maintain the best interests of clients as a priority with due regard to

the respective interests of other persons. In exceptional cases, the priority of clients’ interests may be overshadowed by the

interests of other persons or by legal requirements. ? Social workers should respect and promote the right of clients to self-

determination and their autonomy, assist and enable them in their efforts to identify their goals. They should discuss with clients

their rights and responsibilities and provide them with honest and accurate available information regarding: (a) Nature of the

social work service being offered; (b) Recording of information and who will have access to such information; (c) Foreseeable

potential risks and benefits of proposed courses of action; (d) Their right to obtain a second opinion or to refuse or cease service:

and (e) Their rights of access to records and to avenues of complaint. ? Social workers should ensure that clients understand the

sense of informed consent and the circumstances under which it may be required. In instances when clients lack the capacity to

provide informed consent, social workers should protect clients’ interests by seeking permission from an appropriate third party,

informing clients consistent with the clients’ level of understanding. ? Social workers should build up and sustain the professional

relationships based on people’s right to control their own lives and make their own choices and decisions. Such relationships

should be based on people’s rights to respect.
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 37 ? Social workers should provide services and represent themselves as competent only within the boundaries

of their education, training and relevant professional experience. ? Social workers should have a knowledge base of their clients’

cultures and be able to its function in human society. For this purpose, they should obtain education and seek to understand the

nature of social diversity and oppression with respect to race, ethnicity, national origin, color, gender identity or expression, age,

marital status, political belief, religion, immigration status, and mental or physical disability. ? Social workers should be vigilant to

and avoid conflicts of interest that interfere with the exercise of professional decision and impartial judgment. They should inform

clients when a real or probable conflict of interest arises and take reasonable steps to resolve the issue in a manner that makes

the clients’ interests primary and protects clients’ interests to the greatest extent possible. ? Social workers should respect clients’

right to privacy. They should not solicit private information from clients unless it is essential to providing services. They may

disclose confidential information when appropriate with valid consent from a client or a person authorized to consent on behalf

of a client. Thus, social workers should protect the confidentiality of all information obtained in the course of social work

assistance. ? Social workers should provide clients with reasonable access to records concerning to them. Those who think that

clients’ access to their records could cause serious misunderstanding or harm to the client should provide assistance in

interpreting the records. They should limit clients’ access to their records or portions of their records, only in exceptional

circumstances when there is compelling evidence that such access would cause serious harm to the client. ? Social workers

should use the authority of their role in a responsible, accountable and respectful manner. They should exercise such authority

appropriately to safeguard people with whom they work and to ensure people have as much control over their lives as is

consistent with the rights of others. ? Social workers should terminate their services to clients and professional relationships with

them when such services and relationships are no longer required. They should take reasonable steps to avoid abandoning clients

who are still in need of services.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 38 Towards Professional Colleagues: ? Social workers should treat their professional colleagues with respect

and admire accurately and fairly their qualifications, views and obligations whenever needed. They should avoid criticism of

colleagues in communications with other professionals and especially with the clients. They should cooperate with colleagues

and with colleagues of other professions when such cooperation is essential for wellbeing of the clients. ? Social workers should

respect confidential information shared by colleagues in the course of their professional relationships and transactions. They

should ensure that such colleagues understand social workers’ obligation to respect confidentiality and any exceptions related to

it. ? Social workers who are members of team of professionals which is interdisciplinary in nature, should participate and

contribute to decisions that affect the wellbeing of clients by drawing on the perspectives, values, and experiences of the social

work profession. ? Social workers should not take any advantage of a dispute between a colleague and employer to obtain a

position or otherwise advance the social workers’ own interests. They should not drag their clients in disputes with colleagues or

engage clients in any inappropriate discussion of conflicts between social workers and their colleagues. ? Social workers should

seek the cooperation of colleagues and consult them whenever it is in the best interests of clients. They should keep themselves

well informed about colleagues’ areas of expertise and competencies. ? Social workers should refer clients to other professionals

when their specialized knowledge or expertise is needed to serve clients fully or partially, when it is believed that they are not

being effective or making reasonable progress with clients and that referral service is required. Social workers those who refer

clients to other professionals should take appropriate steps to facilitate an orderly transfer of responsibility. ? Social workers who

have direct knowledge of a professional colleague’s impairment that is due to personal problems, psychosocial distress,

substance abuse, or mental health difficulties and that interferes with practice effectiveness should consult with that colleague

when feasible and assist the colleague in taking remedial action. ? Social workers should take adequate measures to discourage,

prevent, expose, and correct the unethical conduct of colleagues. They should be

PGSW- I ? NSOU 39 knowledgeable about established policies and procedures for handling concerns about colleagues’ unethical

behavior. ? Social workers should contribute to the education and training of colleagues by sharing knowledge and practice

wisdom. They should identify, develop, use and disseminate knowledge, theory and practice. Towards Practice Setting: ? Social

workers should undertake to carry out their duties diligently according to the standards of the code of ethics and strive to ensure

such are upheld, respected and complied with by the organizations for which they work. ? Social workers should address any

potentially conflicting goals or ethical differences between themselves and the organization for which they work and try to find

solutions to such problems in accordance with the code of ethics. ? Social workers should strive for working conditions within

their organization satisfactory to all concerned that promote integrity and protect health, and for the continuous development

and improvement of quality. ? Social workers who provide supervision or consultation should have the necessary knowledge and

skills appropriately and should do so only within their areas of knowledge and competence. Those who provide supervision or

consultation are responsible for setting clear, appropriate and culturally sensitive boundaries. ? Social worker should carefully

consider the client’s needs before agreeing to provide services, especially, when he/she is receiving services from another agency

or colleague and contacts him for his/her services. They should discuss with potential clients the nature of the clients’ current

relationship with other service providers and the implications, including possible benefits or risks, of entering into a relationship

with a new service provider in order to minimize the possible confusion and conflict. ? Social workers should take appropriate

steps to ensure that documentation of records is accurate and reflects the services provided. They should include sufficient and

timely documentation in records to facilitate the delivery of services and to ensure continuity of services provided to clients in the

future. ? Social workers should adhere to commitments made to employers and employing organizations. They should work to

improve employing agencies’ policies and procedures and the efficiency and effectiveness of their services. They should also take

appropriate steps to ensure that employers are aware
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NSOU ? PGSW- I 40 of social workers’ ethical obligations as set forth in the code of ethics for social work practice. ? Social

workers should not allow an employing organization’s policies, procedures, regulations, or administrative orders to interfere with

their ethical practice of social work. ? Social workers should act to prevent and eliminate discrimination in the employing

organization’s work assignments and in its employment policies and practices. Towards Self-Employment: Social workers those

who are self-employed should: ? Inform their clients regarding monetary charges and any other costs before commencing

professional service and
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charge only for hours and services contracted with them. ? Arrange appropriate temporary or substitute service for clients

when unavailable or unable to continue practice. ?

Inform clients and offer suitable referral when their needs fall outside the practitioner’s area of expertise or ability to provide

services or resources. ? Not solicit the clients of either their colleagues or their place of self- employment. ? Maintain practice

records in accordance with all relevant statutory requirements. ? Maintain adequate professional indemnity and public liability

insurance coverage as a protection for clients. ? Ensure that when their services provided are funded by third parties, they have a

prime responsibility for the welfare of their clients. ? Ensure that the services they provide are ethically and professionally

appropriate while making negotiations to provide services to clients on behalf of an agency or funding source. Towards Education

and Supervision/Instruction: Social workers who function as educators or field work supervisors/instructors of students should: ?

Provide instruction only within their areas of knowledge and competence based on the most updated information and

knowledge available in the profession.

PGSW- I ? NSOU 41 ? Assess and evaluate students’ performance in a manner that is based on the scientific methodology and as

per the institutional rules and regulations. ? Take reasonable steps to ensure that clients are routinely informed when services are

being provided by students. ? Not engage in any dual or multiple relationships with students in which there is a risk of exploitation

or probable harm to the students. Social work educators and field work supervisors of students are responsible for setting clear,

appropriate, and culturally sensitive boundaries. ? Arrange student field work placements only in organizations that exercise fair

personnel practices. Towards Research and Dissemination of its Findings: Social workers those who are engaged in research

should ? Undertake specific ethical responsibilities and observe the conventions of ethical scholarly enquiry. ? Monitor and

evaluate policies, the implementation of programs, and practice interventions. ? Promote and facilitate evaluation and research to

contribute to the development of knowledge. ? Critically examine and keep up with current emerging knowledge relevant to

social work and fully use evaluation and research evidence in their professional practice. ? Carefully consider possible

consequences and should follow guidelines developed for the protection of evaluation and research participants. ? Obtain

voluntary and written informed consent from participants, when appropriate, without any implied or actual deprivation or penalty

for refusal to participate; without undue inducement to participate; and with due regard for participants’ wellbeing, privacy, and

dignity. ? Promote appropriate individual and community participation in research. ? Ensure that the research has merit and

integrity by demonstrating its potential benefit, utilizing appropriate methods and basing it on a thorough review of the literature.

? Accurately and fully disseminate research findings. ? Bring research results that indicate or demonstrate social inequalities or

injustices to the attention of the relevant bodies.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 42 ? Acknowledge and attribute fully the work of all other authors and contributors. ? Adhere to general policies

on authorship and credit should be taken only for work actually performed. ? Educate themselves, their students, and their

colleagues about responsible research practices. Towards Administration /Management of Social Work Services: ? Social work

administrators should advocate within and outside their agencies for adequate resources to meet the needs of clients. ? Social

work administrators should advocate for resource allocation procedures that are open and fair. When not all clients’ needs can be

met, an allocation procedure should be developed that is non-discriminatory and based on appropriate and consistently applied

principles. ? Social work administrators should take appropriate steps to ensure that the working environment for which they are

responsible is consistent with and encourages compliance with the code of ethics. ? Social work administrators should take

appropriate steps to eliminate any conditions in their organizations that violate, interfere with or discourage compliance with the

code of ethics. ? Social work administrators should take appropriate steps to provide or arrange for continuing development for

all staff for whom they are responsible which should address updated knowledge and emerging trends related to social work

practice. Towards Oneself of Being Professional ? Social workers should critically assess their own practice and be aware of their

impact on others. They should recognize the limits of their practice and seek advice of other professionals if necessary in order to

ensure that they work in a more effective manner. ? Social workers should strive to become and remain proficient in professional

practice and the performance of professional functions. They should critically examine and keep current with emerging

knowledge relevant to social work. They should also routinely review the professional literature and participate in continuing

education relevant to social work practice and social work ethics. ? Social workers should base their practice on recognized

knowledge, including empirically based knowledge, relevant to social work and social work ethics.
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 43 ? Social workers should not allow their own personal problems, psychosocial distress, legal problems,

substance abuse, or mental health difficulties to inter in to their professional performance. ? Social workers should not participate

in, condone or be associated with dishonesty, fraud, or deception in any manner. ? Social workers should make clear distinctions

between statements made and actions engaged in as a common individual and as a representative of the social work profession,

a professional social work organization. ? Social workers should ensure that their representations to clients, agencies and the

public of professional qualifications, credentials, education, competence, affiliations, services provided or results to be achieved

are accurate. ?
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Social workers must shoulder responsibility and credit, including authorship credit, only for the work they have actually

performed and to which they have contributed.

They should honestly acknowledge the work of and the contributions made by others. Towards the Social Work Profession Itself:

? Social workers must work for the promotion and maintenance of high standards of education and practice. ? Social workers

must uphold and advance the values, ethics, knowledge, mission and goals of the profession. They should protect, enhance and

improve the integrity of the profession through appropriate measures-study, active discussions & deliberations and responsible

criticism of the profession. ? Social workers should devote time and contribute professional expertise to activities that promote

respect for the value, integrity, competence and recognition of the social work profession. These activities may include advocacy,

teaching, research, consultation, service, legislative testimony, presentations in the community, and participation in their

professional organizations. ? Social workers should contribute to the body of knowledge of social work and share with colleagues

their own knowledge related to practice, research, and ethics. ? Social workers should seek to contribute to the profession’s

literature and to share their knowledge at conferences, seminars, workshops and professional meetings. ? Social workers must

not indulge in and also act to prevent the unfair and

NSOU ? PGSW- I 44 non-professional practices of social work Towards the Society ? Social workers must work for the overall

welfare of the society, from local to national levels, and the development of people, communities and environment. They must

have faith in democratic values and uphold commitment to the constitution of the country. ? Social workers must advocate for

the conditions advantageous to the fulfillment of basic human needs and should promote social, economic, political, and cultural

values and institutions that are well-suited with the realization of social justice. ? Social workers should involve in social and

political action that seeks to ensure that all people have equal access to the resources, employment opportunities and services

they require to meet their basic human needs. ? Social workers must provide suitable professional services in public emergencies

such as - natural and manmade disasters to the greatest extent possible. ? Social workers must respond upon expanding choices

and opportunities for all, promoting people’s participation with special reference to vulnerable, disadvantaged, oppressed, and

exploited people and groups in order to empower them. ? Social workers within their capacities must respond to prevent and

eradicate any type of injustice, exploitation and discrimination against any person, group, or class. They should expedite people

participation for public opinion in shaping social policies and institutions. 3.5 Disciplinary Action While the code of professional

conduct is for voluntary adoption, the Disciplinary Rules are equally applicable on all the members of NAPSWI. Its constitution

also provides that the members should have faith and allegiance to aim and objectives and willing to submit him/her with rules

and regulations of the NAPSWI. It is implied that those who do not have faith and allegiance to its constitution, may leave the

organization or if knowingly violate may face disciplinary actions for corrective measures. The spirit of the Disciplinary Rules in

any code of ethics is based on the minimum level of conduct below which no professional social worker

PGSW- I ? NSOU 45 can fall without being subject to disciplinary action. The disciplinary rules should be uniformly applied to all

members, regardless of the nature of their professional activities. The provision of this Code of Ethics may be used for preventive

education and interpretive guidance to resolve conflicts arising thereof. 3.6 Pledge A pledge is basically a formal promise that we

accept to keep it at any cost. This pledge shall act as a guide in the journey of a professional social worker. NAPSWI has adopted

the pledge to be administered to all professionals including to those who join the formal training in social work profession at any

social work educational institution. It shall be endeavor of each professional social worker to internalize the pledge in professional

conduct and behavior and also to share, publicize, and disseminate the same at all possible places. 3.7 Continuing Updating The

code of ethics for professional social workers intends for entire social work fraternity including individuals, institutions and social

work professional organizations in India. All the members of NAPSWI are expected to follow this while performing their task

related to education, research and practice. Keeping in view that society’s values and practices are changing constantly, NAPSWI

has the responsibility to amend this code of ethics at the appropriate intervals and in accordance with the international and

national mandate and to maintain its relevance for the social work profession in India. NAPSWI always comments and suggestions

are always welcome for further improvement. 3.8 Conclusion In this unit our learners got a detailed idea about the code of ethics

of social work profession. These code of ethics will help us to know our responsibilities towards our clients, colleagues, practice

settings and society. 3.9 Exercises (i) What are the code of Ethics for professional social workers?

NSOU ? PGSW- I 46 (ii) Discuss ethical responsibilities? (iii) Briefly discuss ethical responsibilities towards professional colleagues

and society. 3.10 References NAPSWI. (2015). Code of Ethics for Professional Social Workers in India. Ahmednagar: NAPSWI.

NASW. (n.d.). Read the Code of Ehics. Retrieved June 26, 2021, from NASW:
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Unit 4 Introduction of terms - Social Service,
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Social Welfare , Social Development, Social Change, Social Assistance, Social Justice, Social Security, Human Rights Structure

4.1 Objective 4.2 Introduction 4.3 Social Service 4.4 Social Welfare 4.5 Social Development 4.6 Social

Change 4.7 Social Assistance 4.8 Social Justice 4.9 Social Security 4.10 Human Rights 4.11 Conclusion 4.12 Exercise 4.13

References 4.1 Objective Learners will get acquaint with the terminologies or concept related to social work like Social change,

Social Justice, Human Rights etc. 4.2 Introduction As a student of Social Work we must carefully understand some of the relevant

terms that we may often come across in our professional life. In this unit we shall try to get acquainted with the following terms -

? Social Service ? Social Welfare’ Social Development ? Social Change

NSOU ? PGSW- I 48 ? Social Assistance ? Social Justice ? Social Security ? Human Rights 4.3 Social Service Social service in social

work, is an integral part of this discipline, which is any of the numerous publicly or privately provided services, intended to aid the

disadvantaged, distressed and vulnerable persons or groups. This term of social service also denotes the profession which is

engaged in rendering such services to the community. Social services are a range of public services that are majorly intended to

provide support and assistance towards particular groups, which commonly include the disadvantaged. They may be provided by

individual actors, private and independent organisations, or administered by a government agency. Social services have a

statutory obligation to safeguard and promote the welfare of vulnerable children and adults and can provide a wide range of

services to children and their parents, usually within the own home environment and co-ordinated by a social worker. Social

service interventions also may include concrete services such as income support or material aid, institutional placement, mental

health services, in-home health services, supervision, education, transportation, housing, medical services, legal services, in-

home assistance, socialization, nutrition, and child care and many others. A ‘Service’ is termed as ‘Social’ when it focuses on the

enhancement of the welfare of the individual or the community either through personal effort or by collective action. Therefore,

they are conceived as organised philanthropic actions to promote human welfare. In India, Social Services are generally

interpreted as those activities which are meant for enhancing and furthering the people’s welfare and betterment and these

include education, public health activities, social security measures, social insurance, social assistance, child welfare, corrections,

mental hygiene, recreation, labour protection, housing etc. Social services are also denoting programs, such as health care and

education,that serve the general population, majorly like the “welfare services,” denoting aid directed to vulnerable groups, such

as the poor, the disabled, and the delinquent. There are also some remedial services which address the basic needs of individuals,

who are in acute or chronic distress; like preventive services, which seek to reduce the pressures and obstacles that cause such

distress; and also supportive services, which attempt through educational, health, employment, and other programs, to maintain

and improve the functioning of individuals in society.

PGSW- I ? NSOU 49 Social welfare services originated as emergency measures that were applied when all other measures failed.

They are regarded as a necessary function in any society and a means not only of rescuing the endangered but also of fostering a

society’s ongoing, corporate well-being. The majority of personal social services are rendered on an individual basis to people

who are unable, whether temporarily or permanently, to cope with the problems of everyday living. Recipients of these services

include families faced with loss of income, desertion, or illness; children and youths whose physical or moral welfare is at risk; the

sick; the disabled; the frail elderly; and the unemployed. Social services generally place a high value on keeping families together

in their local communities, organizing support from friends or neighbours when kinship ties are weak. Where necessary, the

services provide substitute forms of home life or residential care, and play a key role in the care and control of juvenile

delinquents and other socially deviant groups. 4.4 Social Welfare Social welfare systems provide assistance to individuals and

communities through programs such as health care, food security, unemployment compensation, housing assistance, and child

care assistance. Social welfare and social work both terms refer to the development and provision of public or private social

services to promote social justice amongst individuals and groups of individuals. The term social welfare refers more generally to

the well-being of groups and individuals as well as the system of social service delivery. The scientific study of social welfare

involves the application of physical science, social science, and technology to the goals of informing social work practice and

improving human well-being. According to
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Friedlander : “Social Welfare is the organized systems of social services and institutions designed to aid individuals and groups to

attain satisfying standards of life and health , and personal and social relationships which permit them to develop their full

capacities and to promote their well being in harmony with the needs of their families and the community.
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Social Welfare is a condition; it refers to the programs in place to aide people in society.
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Social welfare services are given to the needy individuals, groups and communities but it doesn’t have any specific method to

deal with the problems of the people.

It
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is a system of laws, programs, benefits and services which strengthens or assures provisions for the wellbeing of the individuals.

A social

welfare policy reflects clear choices and positions of a government or a non-governmental agency. Such choices are tied to and

build on values, beliefs, and principles of the sponsoring group or entity. These choices directly impact the form and function of

program with services ranging from minimal or limiting to comprehensive and wide ranging.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 50 4.5 Social Development The term ‘development’ is used and understood in terms of economic development.

But it is more than purely economic and physical. It is directly related with satisfaction which may have little or nothing to do with

objective statistical measures, such as GNP, GDP or per capita income. ‘
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Social development is the process of planned institutional change to bring about better adjustment between human

needs and aspirations
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on the one hand and social policies and programmes on the other’ (

Ahuja, 1993) It encompasses a wide range of issues—social and economic equality, universal education, health and food security,

provision of housing and sanitation conditions, safeguarding environment, upliftment of weaker section of society, redistribution

of wealth, moral development, etc. All these may be regarded as indicators of social development. Development cannot be

understood in isolation. It is part of a more general process of social transformation. At no point in that process are we simply

concerned with the attainment of economic goals or the creation of a new economic system. The goals and priorities, and the

phasing of economic development, are deeply affected by overall social transformation requirement. An important aspect of

development is that it is concerned with improving the overall welfare of human beings. It includes more than just increased

productivity; it includes the resulting rise in the ability of people to consume the things they need to improve their level of living.

Social development entails changes in everything at once to achieve the following: 1. Elimination of poverty. 2. High literacy. 3.

Social justice—equal distribution of opportunities. 4. Improvement in social welfare amenities. 5. A safe environment. 6.

Opportunity for personal growth. 7. Protection and improvement of health—security in old age. 8. Upliftment of weaker sections

of the society. 9. Providing security against various contingencies of life. 10. Enrichment and access to goods and services beyond

the absolute minimum to sustain life. 11. High expectation of life at birth and low fertility.

PGSW- I ? NSOU 51 12. Increase in level of employment—low proportion of labour engaged in agriculture. Social Development is

majorly involved in assessing the needs of the people, introducing some structural changes in society such as discarding some

old institutions and creating some new institutions, or changing some existing institutions, making institutions responsible to

people and associating people with decision-making. Social development is about improving the well-being of every individual in

society so they can reach their full potential. The success of society is linked to the well-being of each and every citizen. The

functions of social work are to change individuals and institutions with respect to individual social welfare. Social development

focuses on the institutions of society. It is regarded as a basic perspective of social work, cognate with social treatment. The task

of conceptual integration of the various strands of social development, or “macro structural” practice, requires the identification

and interrelationship of key elements of community organization, policy analysis, social planning, and administration. Further, the

differences and similarities between social development and social treatment also need to be identified, for example, in terms of

ideology, worker’s qualification, “use of relationship,” influence scientific method, and resource complexity and consent. 4.6

Social Change
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Change is an ever-present phenomenon. It is the law of nature. Society is not at all a static phenomenon, but it is a dynamic

entity. It is an ongoing process. The social structure is subject to incessant changes. Individuals may strive for stability, yet the

fact remains that society is an every changing phenomenon; growing, decaying, renewing and accommodating itself to

changing conditions. The human composition of societies changes over time, technologies expand, ideologies and values take

on new components; institutional functions and structures undergo reshaping. Hence, no society remains complete static.

Incessant changeability is very inherent nature of human society. A social structure is a nexus of present relationships. It exists

because social beings seek to maintain it. It continues to exist because men demand its continuance. But the existing social

structure is influenced by many factors and forces that inevitably cause it to change. Society is thus subject to continuous

change. The change of man and society has been the central and quite dominant concern of sociology right from the time

when it emerged as branch of learning. The concern for social change is of great importance not only in studying past changes

but also in NSOU ? PGSW- I 52 investigating ‘future’ developments. Change implies all variations in human societies. When

changes occur in the modes of living of individuals and social relation gets influenced, such changes are called social changes.

Social change refers to the modifications which take place in life pattern of people. It occurs because all societies are in a

constant state of disequilibrium. The word ‘change’ denotes a difference in anything observed over some period of time.

Hence, social change would mean observable differences in any social phenomena over any period of time. Social change is

the change in society and society is a web of social relationships. Hence, social change is a change in social relationships. Social

relationships are social processes, social patterns and social interactions. These include the mutual activities and relations of the

various parts of the society. Thus, the term ‘social change’ is used to describe variations of any aspect of social processes, social

patterns, social interaction or social organization. Social change may be defined as changes in the social organization, that is,

the structure and functions of the society. Whenever one finds that a large number of persons are engaged in activities that

differ from those which their immediate forefathers were engaged in some time before, one finds a social change. Whenever

human behaviour is in the process of modification, one finds that social change is occurring. Human society is constituted of

human beings. Social change means human change, since men are human beings. Theorists of social change agree that in

most concrete sense of the word ‘change’, every social system is changing all the time. The composition of the population

changes through the life cycle and thus the occupation or roles changes; the members of society undergo physiological

changes; the continuing interactions among member modify attitudes and expectations; new knowledge is constantly being

gained and transmitted.
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As Kingsley Davis says, “By Social change is meant only such alternations as occur in social organization – that is, the structure

and functions of society”. According to Maclver and Page, “Social change refers to a process responsive to many types of

changes; to changes the man in made condition of life; to changes in the attitudes and beliefs of men, and to the changes that

go beyond the human control to the biological and the physical nature of things”. Morris Ginsberg defines, “By social change, I

understand a change in social structure, e.g., the size of the society, the composition or the balance of its parts or the type of its

organization”.
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By analyzing all the definitions mentioned above, we reach at the conclusion that the two type of changes should be treated as

two facts of the same social phenomenon. Two type of changes are e.g. (i) changes in the structure of society, (ii) changes in

the values and social norms which bind the people together and help to maintain PGSW- I ? NSOU 53 social order. These two

type of changes should not, however, be treated separately because a change in one automatically induces changes in the

other.
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When change in social structure, social order, social values, certain customs and traditions, socio- cultural norms, code of

conduct, way of conducting oneself in the society, standards, attitudes, customs and traditions of the society and related

factors take place, it is said that there is social change. When there is social change, the process of socialization also changes

accordingly. The individual who is an active member of the society becomes an agent and target of social change. He brings

social changes and also is influenced by such changes. 4.7
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Social Assistance Social assistance is defined as a benefit offered by the state (national or local) and usually provided on the basis

of a means. Public support systems and social assistance schemes have not expanded sufficiently to compensate for the decline

of traditional systems. Social assistance is material support are provided to those who are unable to support themselves and

providing them with social security, including, if they are unable to support themselves and their dependents, appropriate social

assistance. Social welfare systems provide assistance to individuals and families through programs such as health care, food

security, unemployment compensation, housing assistance, and child care assistance. The National Social Assistance Programme

(NSAP) is a welfare programme being administered by the Ministry of Rural Development. This programme is being implemented

in rural areas as well as urban areas. NSAP represents a significant step towards the fulfilment of the
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Directive Principles of State Policy enshrined in the Constitution of India

which enjoin upon the State to undertake within its means a number of welfare measures. These are intended to secure for the

citizens adequate means of livelihood, raise the standard of living, improve public health, provide free and compulsory education

for children etc. In particular, Article 41 of the Constitution of India directs the State to provide
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public assistance to its citizens in case of unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement and in other cases of undeserved

want

within the limit of its economic capacity and development. It is in accordance with these noble principles that the Government of

India on 15th August 1995 included the National Social Assistance Programme in the Central Budget for 1995-96. The Prime

Minister in his broadcast to the Nation on 28th July 1995 announced that the programme will come into effect from 15th August

1995. Accordingly the Govt. of India launched NSAP as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme w.e.f 15th August 1995 towards fulfilment

of these principles. The National Social

NSOU ? PGSW- I 54 Assistance Programme (NSAP) then comprised of National Old Age Pension Scheme (NOAPS), National

Family Benefit Scheme (NFBS) and National Maternity Benefit Scheme (NMBS). These programmes were meant for providing

social assistance benefit to the aged, the BPL households in the case of death of the primary breadwinner and for maternity.

These programmes were aimed to ensure minimum national standards in addition to the benefits that the States were then

providing or would provide in future. The scale of benefit and eligibility for various schemes of NSAP when first started were as

follows: I. National Old Age Pension Scheme (NOAPS): is provided to destitute above 65 years. The scheme covered destitute

having little or no regular means of subsistence from his / her own sources of income or through financial support from family

members or other sources. In order to determine destitution, the criteria, if any, currently in force in the State / UT Governments

were adapted. The Government of India reserved the right to review these criteria and suggest appropriate revised criteria. II.

National Family Benefit Scheme (NFBS): A grant of Rs 5000 in case of death due to natural causes and Rs 20,000 (2012) in case of

accidental death of the primary breadwinner is provided to the bereaved household under this scheme. The primary breadwinner

as specified in the scheme, whether male or female, had to be a member of the household whose earning contributed

substantially to the total household income. The death of such a primary breadwinner occurring whilst he or she is in the age

group of 18 to 59 years i.e., more than 18 years of age and less than 60 years of age, makes the family eligible to receive grants

under the scheme. III. National Maternity Benefit Scheme (NMBS): Under the scheme, Rs 300 per pregnancy upto the first two live

births is provided. The beneficiary should belong to a household Below the Poverty Line (BPL) according to the criteria prescribed

by Government of India. In 1998, the amount of benefit under NFBS was raised to Rs 40,000 in case of death due to natural

causes as well as accidental causes. The assistance under the National Maternity Benefit Scheme which was at Rs 300/-, was

increased to Rs 500/- per pregnancy. The NSAP is implemented in the States/UTs in accordance with the general conditions

applicable to all components of the NSAP as well as specific condition applicable to each component. The NSAP Schemes are

mainly implemented by the Social Welfare Departments in the States. But NSAP is implemented by Rural Development

Department in the States of Andhra
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 55 Pradesh, Assam, Goa, Meghalaya and West Bengal; by the Department of Women & Child Development in

Orissa and Puducherry; by the Revenue Department in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu and by the Department of Labour Employment

& Training in Jharkhand. The NSAP extends to both the rural as well as urban areas. Though the implementation of various

schemes under NSAP is not uniform across the country, the issues of implementation are regularly being discussed with the State

Government officials in the Nodal Officers meetings and quarterly PRC meetings. 4.8 Social Justice Social justice is the view that

everyone deserves equal economic, political and social rights and opportunities. Social workers aim to open the doors of access

and opportunity for everyone, particularly those in greatest need. Social justice refers to the overall fairness of a society and the

manner in which it divides its rewards and burdens upon groups of people. Working with marginalized groups, social justice

agents or advocates are concerned with bringing equality within society. Historically and in theory, the idea of social justice is that

all people should have equal access to wealth, health, well-being, justice, privileges, and opportunity regardless of their legal,

political, economic, or other circumstances. Social justice principles are embedded in the very mission statement of today’s social

workers. The National Association of Social Workers Code of Ethics outlines the need for social workers to promote social justice

in their work with others. Social justice is one of the six main values of the profession. Social justice examples in social work

include making sure the children get equal opportunities, participation in decision making, and that they are provided with the

basic necessities needed to thrive as members of society. By promoting social justice in social work, social workers also enhance

the social welfare of their underage charges. For social justice, the ethical principle is “Social workers challenge social injustice.”

The Code of Ethics expands upon this principle:
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Social workers strive to ensure access to needed information, services, and resources; equality of opportunity; and meaningful

participation in decision making for all people.

Social workers empower individuals and groups to influence social policies and institutions and promote social justice. Social

workers advocate for change to ensure that all people have equal access to the resources and opportunities required to meet

basic needs and develop fully. Social workers may go about their advocacy work by lobbying elected officials, working within

their own agencies to make change, or by building coalitions around particular issues in the community. Social workers empower

communities to advocate

NSOU ? PGSW- I 56 for change and they also do some of the work themselves. Social justice promotes fairness and equity across

many aspects of society. For example, it promotes equal economic, educational and workplace opportunities. It’s also important

to the safety and security of individuals and communities. The principles of social justice are an essential part of effective health

promotion. There are four interrelated principles of social justice; equity, access, participation and rights. The aspiration for social

justice, through which every working man and woman can claim freely and on the basis of equality of opportunity their fair share

of the wealth that they have helped to generate, is as great today as it was when the ILO was created in 1919. Social justice in

social work can be a crucial element of a social worker’s daily duties. The principles of social justice are applied in social work

with everyone from the disabled, poor, elderly and children. When social workers engage in social justice work with children, they

do what they can to make sure the children receive what they need and are treated like human beings and with respect in the

process. It can be difficult as a social worker to promote social justice in their social work with children, as their needs and desires

can often be overlooked or considered unimportant. They must work hard to make sure their young charges’ voices are heard

amongst the din of bureaucratic noise. Working as hard to achieve social justice for children as for adults is part of a social

worker’s professional responsibility. Social workers must protect people from things such as oppression, negative discrimination,

human rights violations, and economic injustice. They must ensure people get an appropriate degree of freedom for their age,

personal privacy, access to quality education and health care, and a standard of living that promotes human dignity. They

recognize the common thread between social work and social justice and incorporate these social justice principles into their

work with children as well as adults. A dedicated social worker should see social justice in social work as necessary for the healthy

physical and emotional development of their charges. Ever since its formal inauguration in the late 19th century, social work has

always paid attention to social justice issues. Since its beginning, social workers have wrestled with the complex relationship

between “case” and “cause” and between amelioration of individual suffering and social change that addresses the structural flaws

and injustices in the broader society that foster the problems people experience.

PGSW- I ? NSOU 57 Social Work for Social Justice: Ten Principles Human Dignity Dignity of the human person is the ethical

foundation of a moral society. The measure of every institution is whether it threatens or enhances the life
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and dignity of the human person. Social workers respect the inherent dignity and worth of all individuals. Social workers treat

each person in a caring, respectful manner mindful of individual differences and cultural and ethnic diversity. Social workers
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seek to promote the responsiveness of organizations, communities and social institutions to individuals’ needs and social

problems.
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Social workers act to prevent and eliminate domination of, exploitation of, and discrimination against any person or group on

any basis.

Community and the Common Good All individuals by virtue of their human nature have social needs. Human relationships enable

people to meet their needs and provide an important vehicle for change. The family, in all its diverse forms, is the central social

institution that must be supported and strengthened. The way in which society is organized – in education, economics, politics,

government – directly affects human dignity and the common good. Social workers promote the general welfare and

development of individuals, families and communities.
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Social workers seek to strengthen relationships among people at all levels to promote the well being of

all. Dignity of Work and the Rights of Workers In a marketplace where profit often takes precedence over the dignity and rights of

workers, it is important to recognize that the economy must serve the people, not the other way around. If the dignity of work is

to be protected, the basic rights of workers must be respected – the right to productive work, to decent and fair wages, to

organize and join unions, to private property and to economic initiative. Social workers challenge injustice related to

unemployment, workers’ rights and inhumane labor practices. Social workers engage in organized action, including the formation

of and participation in labor unions, to improve services to clients and working conditions. Solidarity We are our brother’s and

sister’s keeper. We are one human family, whatever our national, racial, ethnic, economic, and ideological differences. An ethic of

care acknowledging our interdependence belongs to every aspect of human experience including the family, community, society

and global dimensions.
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Social workers understand that relationships between and among people are an important vehicle for change. Social workers

engage people as partners in the helping process

and seek to strengthen relationships among people to promote well being at all levels.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 58 Rights and Responsibilities People have a right and a responsibility to participate in society and to work

together toward the common good. Human dignity is protected and healthy community can be achieved only if human rights

are protected and responsibilities are met. Accordingly, every person has a fundamental right to things necessary for human

decency.Corresponding to these rights are responsibilities to family, community and society. Social workers, mindful of individual

differences and diversity, respect and promote the right of all individuals to self- determination and personal growth and

development. Social workers provide education and advocacy to protect human rights and end oppression. Social workers

empower individuals/groups to function as effectively as possible. Priority for the Poor and Vulnerable A basic moral test of any

community or society is the way in which the most vulnerable members are faring. In a society characterized by deepening

divisions between rich and poor, the needs of those most at risk should be considered a priority. Social workers advocate for

living conditions conducive to the fulfillment of basic human needs and to promote social, economic, political, and cultural

values and institutions that are compatible with the realization of social justice. Social workers pursue change with and

Stewardship It is incumbent upon us to recognize and protect the value of all people and all resources on our planet. While rights

to personal property are recognized, these rights are not unconditional and are secondary to the best interest of the common

good especially in relation to the right of all individuals to meet their basic needs. Stewardship of resources is important at all

levels/settings: family, community, agency, community and society.
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Social workers strive to ensure access to needed information, services and resources; equality of opportunity; and meaningful

participation for all people.
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Social workers promote the general welfare of people and their environments. Governance/Principle of Subsidiarity Governance

structures in all levels/ settings have an imperative to promote human dignity, protect human rights, and build the common good.

While the principle of subsidiarity calls for the functions of government to be performed at the lowest level possible in order to

insure for self-determination and empowerment, higher levels of government have the responsibility to provide leadership and

set policy in the best interest of the common good. Social workers engage in social and

PGSW- I ? NSOU 59 on behalf of vulnerable and oppressed individuals and groups to: address poverty, unemployment,

discrimination and other forms of social injustice; expand choice and opportunity; and promote social justice. Participation All

people have a right to participate in the economic, political and cultural life of society. Social justice and human dignity require

that all people be assured a minimum level of participation in the community. It is the ultimate injustice for a person or a group to

be excluded unfairly. Social workers strive to ensure access to equal opportunity and meaningful participation for all. Social

workers empower individuals and groups to influence social policies and institutions and promote social justice. Social workers

advocate for change to ensure that all people have equal access to the resources and opportunities required to meet basic needs,

and develop fully. 4.9 Social Security Social Security is a concept that represents society’s current answer to the problem of

economic insecurity. It has evolved out of previous methods used to deal with the same problem. A number of text books have

been written charting the slow evolution. However, story will instead be taken up from the 1930’s because this period is important

in the evolution of social security. The concept of Social security is essentially related to the high ideals of human dignity and

social justice. In fact, it is the protection that a society provides and households to ensure access to health care and political

action in order to promote equality, challenge injustice, expand opportunity and empower individuals, families and groups to

participate in governance structures at all levels. Promotion of Peace In light of the human dignity and worth of all and the ethical

imperatives of solidarity and stewardship, we are called to promote peace and non-violence at all levels – within families,

communities, society and globally. Peace is the fruit of justice and is dependent upon the respect and cooperation between

peoples and nations. Social workers promote peace and the general welfare of society from local to global levels.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 60 to guarantee income security, particularly in cases of old age, sickness, maternity, work injury,

unemployment, invalidity. According to Lord William Beveridge, the term ‘Social Security’ is used to denote the security of an

income to take the place of earnings when they are interrupted by unemployment, sickness or accident, to provide for retirement

through age, to provide against loss of support by death of another person and to meet exceptional expenditures, such as those

concerned with birth, death and marriage.In the words of Maurice Stack, ‘
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Social security’ we understand a programme of protection provided by society against those contingencies of modern life –

sickness, unemployment, old- age, dependency, industrial accidents, and invalidism- against which the individual cannot be

expected to protect

himself and his family by his own ability or foresight. According to International Labour Organization, ‘
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Social security is the security that society furnishes, through appropriate organization, against certain risks to which its members

are exposed.

The risks are essentially contingencies against which the individual
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of small means cannot effectively provide by his own ability or

foresight alone or even in private combination with his fellows. On the basis of these definitions, views of experts, and others the

following features of social security can be listed: ? Social security is a measure of ensuring social justice. ? It is an essential part of

public policy in a welfare state like India. ? Social security is a dynamic concept. Its change with the social and economic

conditions obtaining in a particular country at a given point of time. ? The basic purpose this is to protect people of small means

from risks or contingencies. ? Contingences under social security include sickness, old age, invalidity, maternity, death,

unemployment, etc. The scope of social security is very wide though the social security programmes differ from country to

country. Generally, social security schemes are of the following type:· ? Social insurance - Under it, the Workers and employees

make periodical contributions, with or without a subsidy from the Government. The funds so collected are used to provide

benefits on the basis of the contribution record of the beneficiary without testing his financially position. Provident fund and

group insurance are examples of these types. ? Social Assistance - Under this, the cost of the benefit provided is financed fully by

he Government without any contributions from workers and employers. However, benefits are paid after judging the financial

position of
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 61 the beneficiary. Old age pension is an example. The Social Security (minimum standard) Convention No. 102

of the International Labour Organization prescribes the following components of social security. i. Medical care ii. Sickness

benefit iii. Old age benefits or Retirement benefits iv. Employment injury benefit v. Family benefit vi. Maternity benefit vii. Invalidity

benefit viii.Survivor’s benefit India is a Welfare State and therefore, social security is an essential component of Government policy.

According to the Constitution of India, “
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the state shall within the limits of its economics capacity and development make effective provision securing the right to work

to, to education and to public assistance in case of unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement

and other cases of unserved wants.” 4.10 Human Rights After the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the UN General

Assembly on December 10, 1948, the concept of Human Rights assumed a significance of its own though earlier than this,

International Labour Organisation in 1920 also initiated the Conventions on the rights of workers to form unions and

organisations, abolition of forced labour and right to collective bargaining. The UN Charter in 1945 affirmed faith in the

fundamental human rights and appointed a Commission on Human Rights under Mrs. E. Roosevelt. This declaration was the

outcome of the latter’s deliberations A.A. Said aptly remarked “The concept of Human Rights may be difficult to define but

impossible to ignore”. The Human Rights are concerned with the dignity of the individual—the level of self esteem that secures

personal identity and promotes human community. The human rights as proclaimed by the UN Assembly find their origin in the

concept of natural rights as espoused by political philosophers like Locke and Paine. Vincent holds “Human rights are the rights

that everyone has and everyone equally by virtue of their very humanity. They are grounded in our appeal to human nature”.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 62 Characteristic Features of Human Rights: The Characteristic Features of the Concept of Human Rights are

Enumerated Below: (i) They are essential for every human being. They cannot be categorized as the preserve of one particular

nation but are in fact the possession of mankind as a whole. (ii) Just like that of
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moral rights the element of their enforcement lies in the individual’s conscience. (iii) They cover legal rights

which are safeguarded by the law of the land. They also comprise fundamental rights which are included in the constitution of a

particular country. As such, they are accorded special treatment as regards their amendment and forms of rights—social,

economic and political—which enable a person to lead a life of dignity and live in peace and security. (iv) The human rights are

universal. They are provided to members of the human society as a whole whether or not some section of them is aware of them

or not. The uncivilized Negroes of Somalia or LTTE of Sri Lanka who are always involved in civil war also cannot be deprived of

them. (v) If human rights are infringed in any part of the world, besides persuasion, even force by alien powers—the votaries of the

human rights is permissible, for their enforcement. The International Community, for example, was within its rights to restrain

Saddam Hussain of Iraq from suppressing the rights of the Kurds. In the recent past, the International Community led by USA and

UK (after 11th Sept. 2001 attack on World Trade Centre in New York) had determined to fight out terrorism to the end so that

tormented humanity may no longer suffer at the hands of the terrorists and lose right to life and property. They must enjoy

peaceful living—the genuine right, of every individual. (vi) The Human Rights are not unbridled. They are to be restricted in the

interest of public peace, political security, morality and social decency. Each state has its own cultural standard and norms of

civilization, in the light of which reasonable restrictions are indispensable. This shows that human rights are not limitless. They

have to function within boundary of civilized norms and cultural legacy of a country.
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 63 Universal Declaration of Human Rights Dec. 10, 1948: The famous Declaration of Human Rights contains an

elaborate list of civil social, political, economic and cultural rights. We refer to a few such rights—equality before law; protection

against arbitrary arrest and detention; right to a fair trial; freedom of thought and expression; freedom of peaceful assembly and

association; freedom of conscience and religion, right to own property; right to residence and movement; right to family and

marry; right to free education and free participation in cultural activities of the society to avail social security; prohibition of slavery

and inhuman treatment; and finally prohibition of any activity against declaration of Human Rights. Thus the above Declaration

was a sort of an informal instrument appended to the charter of the UN whose purpose is “to explain the contents of human

rights, provisions of the charter and thus to be a preliminary formulation of the Fundamental Freedoms which needed recognition

internationally by a series of binding commitments”. The concept of Human Rights is not the exclusive preserve of the Western

countries. In India, the ancient concept of Dharma included the concepts of rights, freedoms and duties. However, the

prevalence of caste system deprived a section of people the privilege of enjoying certain rights and freedoms on equitable and

equal basis. Though the Hindu epics idealized the caste system, yet they also prescribed obligation of the rulers towards all

sections of people. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (December 10, 1945) had deep impact on the framing of the

Indian Constitution. The Father of the Indian Constitution included a number of such rights in Part III of the Constitution. They

related to equality, freedom of religion, non exploitation, education and culture, property and constitutional remedies. The

Constitution empowered the Supreme Court and the High Courts to issue prerogative writs for the protection and enforcement

of these rights termed as fundamental rights. Some of the rights which could not be included in the Fundamental Rights were

included in Chapter IV—the Directive Principles of State Policy. However, the latter was not justiciable or mandatory. Though the

succeeding governments could not ignore them, they served as beacons for the legislatures. 4.11 Conclusion In this unit learners

got a clear conceptual clarity about the various concepts which are needed to be understood by a professional social worker.

Thus they will also become aware about the differences as well as inter relation between these core concepts.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 64 4.12 Exercises (i) Explain the terms/concepts of Social Service, Social welfare, Social Development Social

Justice. (ii) Discuss about the dissimilarities between Social Work and Social Service? (iii) What is Social Assistance of Social

Security? (iv) Discuss about Human Rights in relation to Social Work. 4.13 References 1. Paul Chaney. (2020) Examining Political
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for Social Work Practice. USA: Allyn & Bacon 3. Mills, G. (2002), ‘Which Way for Welfare in the South Pacific?’ International Social

Work , Vol-45, No-2, P-239- 250. 4. Srivastava, S.P. (1999), ‘Addressing the Future of Social Work in India’, The Indian Journal of

Social Work , Vol. 60, 1, P. 118. 5. http://www.socialworkers.org/pubs/choices/choices2.asp 6. http://www.we

bindia123.com/career/study abroad /Canada/ subject.asp? a ctio n=Social+W ork 7. http: //

www.utexas.edu/student/careercenter/careers/social_work.pdf 8. http://www.swfs.ubc.ca/index.php?id=2963 9.

http://www.times jobs.com/times Job Web App/tj/common/social.jsp 10. http://www.uq.edu.au/careers/index.html?
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Unit 5 Historical Development of Social Work in UK Structure 5.1 Objective 5.2 Introduction 5.3 A trajectory of historical

development of Social Work in UK 5.3.1 Role of the Church 5.3.2 Welfare Becomes a State Responsibility 5.3.3 The Elizabethan

Poor Law 1601 5.3.4 Influence of the Elizabethan Poor Law 5.3.5 The Poor Law Revisions: 1834-1909 5.3.6 The Beveridge Report

5.3.7 Beginnings of the COS Movement and Settlement House Movement 5.4 Conclusion 5.5 Exercise 5.6 References 5.1

Objective Develop historical awarenece & development of social work profession, UK. 5.2 Introduction The roots of
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social work can be traced in the earnest efforts of society put forward to deal with the problem of poverty and inequality.

The entire process of social work has been inspired by the ideas of charity work but social work should be comprehended in

broader terms. The concept of charity work was quite popular from

61% MATCHING BLOCK 93/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

ancient time and the practice of helping the poor has its roots in all major global religions.

Before the evolution of modern states, mainly the Christian Church used to provide charitable services in the Mildite rranean

world. When Christianity was endorsed in the 4 th Century, the newly legitimized church established burial societies, poor

houses, homes for the aged, shelter for the homeless, hospitals, and orphanages in Roman
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Christian Church had a huge impact on European society and Christians used to comprehend charity as a responsibility and a

sign of one’s piety. All these charitable works were expressed in form of direct relief like giving money, food or other material

goods to alleviate a particular need, but it didn’t try to indentify or address the root causes of social ills. With the emergence of

industrialization and urbanization this informal helping was replaced by social welfare services. The origin of practice of

professional social work is relatively modern and scientific and mainly developed three stands. The first branch was individual case

work which was pioneered by the Charity Organization Society in the mid 19 th century. The second strand was social

administration which consisted of various forms of poverty relief. Statewide poverty relief could be said to have its roots in the

English Poor Laws of the 17th century, but was first systematized through the efforts of the Charity Organization Society. The third

consisted of social action - rather than engaging in the resolution of immediate individual requirements, the emphasis was placed

on political action working through the community and the group to improve their social conditions and thereby alleviate

poverty. This approach was developed originally by the settlement house movement. This was accompanied by a less easily

defined movement; the development of institutions to deal with the entire range of social problems. All had their most rapid

growth during the nineteenth century, and laid the foundational basis for modern social work, both in theory and in practice.
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Professional social work originated in 19th century England, and had its roots in the social and economic upheaval brought by

the Industrial Revolution, in particular the societal struggle to deal with the resultant mass urban-based poverty and its related

problems.

Because poverty was the main focus of early social work, it was intricately linked with the idea of charity work. As feudalism

declined in 19 th century in England, the poor people were considered as the threat to society. The Government took proper

initiative to establish a proper poor relief system to care for the poor community as they were not associated to any particular

feudal manor. The origins of the English Poor Law system can be traced as far back as late medieval statutes dealing with beggars

and vagrancy but it was only during the Tudor period that the Poor Law system became codified. The first complete code of poor

relief was made in the Act for the Relief of the Poor 1597 and some provision for the “deserving poor” was eventually made in the

PGSW- I ? NSOU 67 Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601. The Poor Law Amendment Act completely refurbished the existing system in

Britain and a Poor Law Commission was set up to oversee the national operation of the system. This included the forming

together of small parishes into poor law unions and the building of workhouses in each union for the giving of poor relief.

Although the Poor Law Amendment Act did not outlaw all forms of outdoor relief, it gave an order that no able-bodied person

was to receive money or other help from the Poor Law authorities except in a workhouse. Conditions in workhouses were to be

made harsh to discourage people from claiming. Workhouses were to be built in every rural community and, if parishes were too

small, parishes could group together to form poor law unions. The Poor Law Commissioners were to be responsible for

overseeing the implementation of the Act. During 19 th century a surge was observed in the rate of migration to urban areas

throughout the Western World as there was great leap forward in technological and scientific achievement. This accelerated the

socially active, prosperous middle and upper classes to look for ways to restructure the physical and spiritual conditions of the

poor under classes. This was coupled with a religious revival, and many Protestant mission

100% MATCHING BLOCK 94/180

efforts (urban missions), attempted to resolve the problems inherent in large cities like poverty, prostitution, disease, and other

afflictions.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 95/180

A new philosophy of “scientific charity” emerged, which stated charity should be “secular, rational and empirical as opposed to

sectarian, sentimental, and dogmatic.

During this period rescue societies were also established to provide appropriate means of self support for the women engaged in

prostitution. State-built mental asylums were built from the 1840s to assist in taking care of the mentally challenged. According to

many historians Helen Bosanquet and Octavia Hill established Charity organization society in London in 1869 which led the

foundation of the social theory which formed the foundation for emergence of professional social work.COS had its main focus

on individual casework. It supported the concept of self-help and limited government intervention to deal with the effects of

poverty. The organization claimed to use “scientific principles to root out scroungers and target relief where it was most needed”.

The process of social action was highlighted during 1880s, which was pioneered by the Settlement house movement. This

Movement (creating integrated mixed communities of rich and poor) was initiated directly out of Octavia Hill’s work.
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as the first university-sponsored settlement. Another early organization was Mansfield House Settlement, also in east London.

During 20th century, these different organizations with their diverse intellectual underpinnings were beginning to coalesce into

modern social work. Foundations were established to examine the root causes of social problems such as poverty, and social

workers became more professional and scientific in their methodology. 5.3 A trajectory of historical development of Social Work

in UK 5.3.1 Role of the Church In Europe, in the early Christian era, the folk tradition continued and the faithful considered it a

religious obligation to care for those members of the group who could not care for themselves. Religion provided the greatest

motivation for charity. The church, especially the monasteries, became the centres for distributing food, medical aid and shelter.

Alms were collected in the parish

71% MATCHING BLOCK 97/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

and distributed by the parish priest and other clergymen who knew the individuals and their situation. 5.3.2

Welfare Becomes a State Responsibility The shift from church responsibility to government responsibility for relief is seen first in

the restrictive legislation forbidding begging and vagrancy. In England between 1350 and 1530, a series of laws were enacted,

known as the “Statutes of Labourers,” designed to force the poor to work. The decreasing authority of the church and the

increasing tendency to shift responsibility to governmental authorities gave rise in England to a series of measures which

culminated in the famous Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601. 5.3.3 The Elizabethan Poor Law 1601 The Poor Law of 1601 was a

codification of the preceding poor relief legislation. The statute represented the final form of poor law legislation in England after

three generations of political, religious, and economic changes that required government action. The law distinguished three

classes of the poor: 1)The able-bodied poor were called “sturdy beggars” and were forced to

PGSW- I ? NSOU 69 work in the house of correction or workhouse. Those who refused to work in the house of correction were

put in the stocks or in jail. 2)The impotent poor were people unable to work—the sick, the old, the blind, the deaf-mute, the lame,

the demented and mothers with young children. They were placed in the almshouse where they were to help within the limits of

their capacities. If they had a place to live, they were given “outdoor relief” in the form of food, clothes and fuel. 3)Dependent

children were orphans and children who had been deserted by their parents or whose parents were so poor that they could not

support them. Children of eight years and older able to do some domestic and other work were indentured with a townsman.

The Poor Law of 1601 set the pattern of public relief under governmental responsibility for Great Britain for 300 years. It

established the principle that the local community, namely the parish, had to organize and finance poor relief for its residents. The

overseers of the poor administered the poor law in the parish. Their function was to receive the application of the poor person for

relief, to investigate his or her condition, and to decide whether he or she was eligible for relief. 5.3.4 Influence of the Elizabethan

Poor Law Though there were similar reform plans advocated in Europe; it is the Poor Law of 1601, , which was most influential in

the development of public welfare and social work. There are several important principles in the English Poor Law, which

continue to have a dominating influence on welfare legislation four centuries later. 1) The principle of the state’s responsibility for

relief is universally adopted and has never beenseriously questioned. It is in tune with democratic philosophy as well as with the

principle of the separation of church and state. 2) The principle of local responsibility for welfare enunciated in the Poor Law goes

back to 1388 and is designed to discourage vagrancy. It stipulates that “sturdy beggars” to return to their birth places and there

seek relief. 3) A third principle stipulated differential treatment of individuals according to categories: the deserving as against the

undeserving poor, children, the aged, and the sick. This principle is based on the theory that certain types of unfortunate people

have a greater claim on the community than other types. 4) The Poor Law also delineated family responsibility for aiding

dependants.
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Elizabethan Poor Law was noteworthy and progressive when it was enacted. It has served as the basis for both English and

American public welfare. 5.3.5 The Poor Law Revisions: 1834-1909 In 1834 a Parliamentary Commission presented a report which

aimed to revise the Elizabethan and post- Elizabethan Poor Laws. Upon the basis of the committee’s report legislation was

enacted enunciating the following principles: (a) doctrine of least eligibility (b) re-establishment of the workhouse test, and (c)

centralization of control. The doctrine of least eligibility meant that the condition of paupers shall in no case be so eligible as the

condition of persons of the lowest class subsisting on the fruits of their own industry. In other words, no person receiving aid was

to be as well off. According to the second principle, the able-bodied poor could apply for assistance in the public workhouse, but

refusal to accept the lodging and fare of the workhouse debarred them from qualifying for any aid. Outdoor relief was reduced to

an absolute minimum. As per the third principle, a central authority consisting of three Poor Law Commissioners had power to

consolidate and coordinate poor law services throughout the land. Parishes were no longer to be the administrative units.

Between 1834 and 1909 there were numerous changes in Poor Law legislation, the cumulative effect of which was to veer the

entire system away from the principles of 1834. The most important changes were those that began to develop specialized care

for certain disadvantaged groups. For instance, for dependent children district schools and foster homes were provided and for

the insane and feeble-minded specialized institutions were started. A more positive approach to the poor laws can be seen in The

Poor Law Report of 1909. The report stressed curative treatment and rehabilitation rather than repression, and provision for all in

the place of the selective workhouse test. If the principles of 1834 provided a ‘framework of repression’, those of 1909 may be

termed as the ‘framework of prevention’. 5.3.6 The Beveridge Report In 1942, Sir William Beveridge, chairman of the Inter-

Departmental Committee on Social Insurance and Allied Services, presented the Committee’s Report to the government. The

report emphasized four major principles:
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accident, old age, widowhood, maternity— to be included in a single insurance, 3) A flat rate of contribution to be paid regardless

of the contributor’s income, and 4) A flat rate of benefit to be paid, also without regard to income, as a right to all who qualify.

Beveridge emphasized that the underlying social philosophy of his plan was to secure the British against social evils. Everyone is

entitled to benefits, which include maternity, sickness, unemployment, industrial injury, retirement and grant for widows. The

related services are Family Allowances, National Health Services and National Assistance. The Beveridge Report of 1942 takes its

place as one of the great documents in English Poor Law history — 1601, 1834, 1909, and 1942. The Report became the

foundation of the modern social welfare legislation for UK. 5.3.7 Beginnings of the COS Movement and Settlement House

Movement In England, where the problem of competing and overlapping social services in London had been increasing over the

years, a group of public-spirited citizens founded in 1869 the London Charity Organization Society (COS). Octavia Hill and Samuel

Barnett were two of these founders. In her work as housing reformer, Octavia Hill introduced a system of “friendly rent collecting”

as a method of improving slum housing. Octavia Hill communicated to the volunteers certain principles or laws to be followed in

their activities, through weekly meetings and ‘Letters to Fellow Workers’. She stressed that ‘each case and each situation must be

individualised.’ Everyone must be treated with respect for his or her privacy and independence. She advised her workers not to

judge the tenants by their personal standards. She believed in the value of dignity of even the most degraded of her tenants.

Samuel Augustus Barnett was the founder of Toynbee Hall, the first settlement house, in which wealthy Oxford students “settled”

in an attempt to improve living conditions in the slums of White Chapel. The basic idea was to bring the educated in contact with

the poor for their mutual benefit. Realization had dawned on the Christian Socialists that mere distribution of charity does not

solve problems. In order to better understand the situation of poverty and underdevelopment, one needed to live with the poor

and listen to their problems.
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about various important laws and report like- Elizabethan poor law 1601, Beveridge Report 1942. This unit also highlighted about

the COS movement and Settlement Movement. 5.5 Exercises (i) Briefly discuss about historical development of Social Work

Profession in UK. (ii) Write a note on Elizabethan Poor Law, 1601. (iii) Discuss Beveridge Report, 1942. 5.6 References Barker, R. L.

(1999). Milestones in the Development of Social Work and Social Welfare. Washington, D.C.: NASW Press. Cree, V. E. (2002). Social
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Unit 6 Historical Development of Social Work in U.S.A Structure 6.1 Objective 6.2 Introduction 6.3 Early Historical Development of

social work 6.4 Development of social work and social welfare in North America 6.4.1 United States of America: 6.4.2 Canada 6.5

Development of social work and social welfare in South America 6.6 Conclusion 6.7 Exercise 6.8 References 6.1 Objective Learner

will understand about the historical development

of Social Work in U.S.A. 6.2 Introduction “
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Social work is a practiced based profession and an academic discipline that promotes social change and development, social

cohesion and the empowerment and liberation of people. Principles of social justice, human rights, collective responsibility and

respect for diversities are central to social work. Underpinned by theories of social work, social sciences, humanities and

indigenous knowledge, social work engages people and structures to address life challenge and enhance wellbeing.” (

IFSW, 2014) Historical influences in different parts of the world have structured the specific nature of social welfare and social

work. The concept of universal influences and specifically the cultural ones must be taken into account in forming the perception

about social work profession. During the earlier period of 17 th century a large population from Europe migrated to United States

and established new settlement. The older settlement of US was inspired by European culture and civilization. In

NSOU ? PGSW- I 74 the field of social welfare the American settlement followed Europe and specially England. Like England,

United States of America also emphasized the private charity. However since 1935 a huge and revolutionary change could be

observed in the development of social work as profession in America which left behind its development in England. The historical

development of social work in America can be discussed in the light of early historical development of social work. 6.3 Early

Historical Development of social work It has been mentioned earlier that early settlers in American colonies migrated from

different European countries especially from England carried their traditions, laws and perception of their institutions along with

them. This crowd was deeply engaged in resettlement problem which compelled them to ponder over the troubles of the needy

migrants. Actually they were inspired by their religious principles and consequently they could not turn their back on the religious

obligation of helping people who are in need. The concept of social work and social welfare has been developed within a broader

context which has been manipulated by global and historical influences in different societies. The origins of all these influencers

can be traced in ancient societies of Asia and Europe during the period Before the Common Era (BCE). Robert. L. Barker provided

a list of these influences along with significant dates and events which will represent the broadest possible chronology of social

work history” and preceding major developments in the Americas include: ? B.C.E. 2500: The Books of the Dead, Egyptian

papyrus scrolls, were placed in many pyramids ? Spelling out a king’s duties, including care for the sick, hungry, and homeless. ?

B.C.E. 1750: King Hammurabi, in Babylonia, issued a code of justice requiring that people help each other in times of need. ?

B.C.E. 1200: In Israel, Jewish people are told that their faith requires them to help the poor, elderly, disadvantaged, widows, and

orphans. ? B.C.E. 530: The Buddha, Siddhartha Gautama, teaches that love and charity for others leads to enlightenment. ? B.C.E.

500: Philanthropy, or “acts of love for humanity”, is introduced in Greece, where citizens are encouraged to donate money for the

public good. ? B.C.E. 300: In China, Confucius declares that humans are bound to each
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endows hospitals and shelters for both people and animals. ? B.C.E. 100: The Roman tradition wherein the wealthy provide free or

low- cost grain to all citizens is well established. ? B. C.E. 30: Christian teachings emphasize the importance of giving to those

who are less fortunate. ? 400: In India, hospitals, or facilities providing shelter for the poor and disabled, are established. ? 542:

Hospitals similar to those in India are established throughout China and the Middle east, and spread to Europe. ? 650: Muslims are

told that paying zakat (a “purification tax”) to care for the poor is one of the Five Pillars (duties) of Islam. ? 1100: The Roman

Church declares that rich people have a moral and legal obligation to support the poor. ? 1215: The Magna Carta, in England,

establishes human rights, but only for the nobility (privileged class). ? 1348: Partly because of the bubonic plague, which killed

nearly one-third of the population, European feudalism begins to break down, leaving the poor even more economically

vulnerable. ? 1531: England’s first legislation providing relief to the poor is issued, licensing older and disabled people to beg in

their own neighborhoods. ? 1601: The Elizabethan Poor Law is established. Lasting for nearly 200 years, and providing a model on

which colonial American laws were based, they taxed people to support basic needs of dependent people in their communities,

and harshly punished the “able-bodied” poor. During different period of time and cultures, eventually it has become quite evident

that different societies have struggled to admit the fact that all the members of the community cannot have equal access to all

the resources or even to basic necessities of survival. Religious and spiritual influences have provided required pathways for

responding to these needs, drawing on common principles recognizing the importance of sympathy for the disadvantaged and

downtrodden. Many new ideas and strategies which have emerged in different societies of Asia and Europe have contributed

effectively in structuring the developmental trajectory of social work and social welfare in the New World, where colonial

influences faced a competition with indigenous people in the process of shaping of social order.
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strategies of social work and social welfare especially in United States and Canada have been shaped by social, political and

economic practices derived from Europe and especially from United Kingdom. In Canada, French influences also were significant,

and led to the development of diverse practices within a common national context. 6.4.1 United States of America: Social Work

education in United States has been formalized just more than one century ago, when the first lecture was delivered to persons

who had been working for the downtrodden at the School of Social Economics, in Chicago, Illinois. When Juino is the American

colonies were established and began to prosper the problems related to social context became more complex. Bernard provided

a brief which expressed the strategies of addressing these problems in the early history of the U.S. In the initial years the

population was limited and the resources were plentiful and consequently poverty and dependency were viewed as both unusual

and temporary. Almshouses and workhouses became shelter for all those who either could not or would not be productive. But

eventually it became apparent that this was neither an effective nor a profitable solution. The concept of voluntary societies

emerged from various religious group and they started working for the poor and unproductive. With very limited public provision,

the number and variety of these voluntary organizations became extensive. Barker’s Milestone (1999) highlighted some of the key

steps in the evolution of social welfare and social work in the United States of America. ? 1624: Virginia Colony institutes laws

providing for the needs of disabled soldiers and sailors. ? 1642: Plymouth Colony, based on the Elizabethan Poor Law, enacts the

first such legislation in the “New World”. ? 1650: The “Protestant Work Ethic”, emphasizing self-discipline, frugality, and hard work

becomes prominent, justifying those who adopted its view to look down upon people who are unemployed or dependent on

others. ? 1692: Massachusetts introduces indentured servitude, providing that homeless children could be placed with other

families who could require them to work for a period of time to pay for their care.
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1787: The U.S. Constitution is adopted to “promote the general welfare”, moving social welfare into American political discourse. ?

1813: Child labor laws are passed in Connecticut, requiring that factory owners teach reading , writing, and arithmetic to children

working for them. ? 1830: The National Negro Conventions meet to begin discussions about civil rights, health, and welfare for

people of color and women. ? 1843: The New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor is established, and

thereafter imitated its emphasis on abstaining from alcohol, becoming self-disciplined, and developing a work ethic as ways to

end poverty. ? 1848: Feminists meet to begin establishment of women’s rights to vote and receive equal opportunities for

education and employment. ? 1870: Social Darwinism gains influence, supporting the view that poverty was a natural part of the

human condition, and that helping the poor made them lazy. ? 1874: The first Charity Organization Society is established, at first

giving only advice, and not direct financial aid to the needy. Charity Organization Societies: COSs were originally established to

bring order and organization to the extensive private strategies to deal with the problems of the disadvantaged. The underlined

philosophy was to give every disadvantaged person equal opportunity to be able to become self independent with those

requesting aid being classified by the volunteers as either deserving or undeserving, based on whether they were judged as being

willing to help them. ? 1886: The first US settlement house, modeled on earlier efforts in the UK, is established with a goal of

eliminating the distance between socio economic classes by locating housing for the poor in working class neighborhoods.

Settlement houses initially provided day nurseries for working mothers, health clinics, and classes in dance, drama, art, and

sewing (Van Wormer, 2003). Eventually, they become more politicized and rather than looking down on the poor or assuming

that by setting a superior example the problems of the poor would be resolved, they begin to focus on the needs and desires of

those with whom they were working through advocacy and social change. ? 1895: Chicago’s School of Social Economics, often

recognized as the
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1900: The term “social workers” is coined by Simon Patten, who disputes with Mary Richmond whether their major role should be

social advocacy or the delivery of individual services. ? 1915: Abraham Flexner issues his report declaring that social work is not

yet a profession because it lacks a written body of knowledge and educationally communicable techniques. ? 1917: Mary

Richmond publishes Social Diagnosis, influenced by the work of Sigmund Freud, and emphases an approach to client problems

based on understanding their inner lives and familial environments. ? 1933: U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt proclaims a “New

Deal” for Americans, establishing major social welfare programs responding to poverty and unemployment. ? 1950: The Social

Security Act of 1935 is amended to include children and relatives with whom needy children are living, and to aid permanently

and totally disabled people. ? 1955: Rosa Parks, a black woman, refuses to move to the back of a bus in Montgomery, Alabam ?

1964: U.S. President Lyndon B. Johnson establishes the “Great Society” programs, and the Civil Rights Act makes racial

discrimination in public places illegal. ? 1965: More “Great Society” programs, providing for medical care, the needs of older

Americans, and children’s education, are established. ? 1990: The Americans with Disabilities Act makes it illegal to discriminate

against disabled people in any business employing more than 15 persons. ? 1990: The Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS

Resources Emergency Act provides funding for prevention, intervention, treatment, and community planning in relation to the

HIV/AIDS. ? 1996: President Clinton signs into law the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act, restricting

or eliminating many entitlement programs for poor people, and replacing them with more temporary aid designed to promote

independence. 6.4.2 Canada Canada also has many historical influences which have similarities with United States and its

development has in many ways mirrored major events in its neighbor to the
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because they are poor”. Canada has a long history of public welfare programs, jointly funded through public and private sources

(Hopmeyer, Kimberly, & Hawkins, 1995). These include programs in health, personal and social service delivered through federal

and provincial governments. ? 1840: Britain abolishes slavery in all its colonies in the Western Hemisphere. ? 1864: French

sociologist P.G.F. Le Play completes the first scientific study on poverty – it’s extent, causes, consequences, and possible

solutions. ? 1919: The 17 schools of social work in Canada and the US form the first organization promoting uniform standard for

education and training (eventually named the Council on Social Work Education in1952). ? 1926: The Canadian Association of

Social Workers (CASW) is founded. ? 1935: The Canadian welfare state begins, in the height of the Great Depression, with passage

of the first unemployment insurance legislation (becoming, in 1940, The Unemployment Insurance Act). ? 1943: The Marsh

Report formalizes guidelines for the Canadian post-war welfare system. ? 1944: The National Housing Act is established. ? 1945:

Family Allowances, a system of universal, non-taxable child benefits payable to the mother is passed. ? 1952: Old Age Security

(OAS) is introduced, providing universal, non- taxable benefits to every senior over age 65 who meets residency requirements. ?

1965-66: Three key programs, the Canada Pension Plan (CPP), the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP), and Medicare set the “high

water mark” for social welfare provision. ? 1985: The Canadian Health Act provides for universal comprehensive health care. 6.5

Development of social work and social welfare in South America The development of social work and social welfare in South

America was largely influenced by various European countries like United Kingdom, France, Germany, Spain or Portugal .

NSOU ? PGSW- I 80 ? 1494: Monarchs of Spain & Portugal accept the Pope’s territorial division of the New World. ? 1925: The first

South American school of social work is created in Santiago de Chile. ? 1930: The Argentine Social Museum approved a proposal

creating the School of Social Service, offering the first professional social work curriculum. ? 1945: The First Pan-American

Congress of Social Service was held in Chile, where curriculum standards were framed. ? 1976: Military rule ensues in Argentina,

leading to the abduction, torture, and killing of more than 12,000 citizens. ? 1978: The Argentine Council on Social Service

education is created. Since 1983, after many years of military repression and governmental control, social work has been able to

gain professional and educational reorganization. Initially modeled on U.S. educational and professional practices, emphasizing

casework, group work, and community organization, Latin American social work over time became free from these influences

and put its step towards conceptualizations of indigenous social realities. Social work and social welfare continue to be at the

core of tensions in creation and maintenance of just societies, and in the equitable distribution of resources to meet basic human

needs. 6.6 Conclusion The history of social work and social welfare in America were largely shaped by European influences

.These in turn arose in part in ancient Asian and middle Eastern traditions . On continents of the new world, colonial influences

helped define the nature of well being and proscribed responses for inequalities that emerged in the distribution of social

resources. The difference between “Have and Have nots” often involved judgments about the moral character or social status of

persons in need and led to variations in remedies for their circumstances. 6.7 Exercises (i) Discuss or Illustrate the historical

emergence of development of Social Work in U.S.A. (ii) What is C.O.S? (iii) Discuss the development of Social Work in South

America.
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Unit 7 Historical Development of Social Work in India including social situation in Ancient, Medieval, Colonial and Post Colonial

India Structure 7.1 Objective 7.2 Introduction 7.3 Religious belief 7.4 Social Work in Ancient India 7.5 Social Work in Medieval Period

(1206-1706) 7.6 Social Work in Modern Period (AD 1800 onwards) 7.7 Conclusion 7.8 Exercise 7.9 References 7.1 Objective

Develop an understanding about historical development of Social Work in India considering the post & present. 7.2 Introduction

India is one of the countries of the world that carries a rich social and cultural heritage which dates back to 3000 BC. The culture

of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro (now in Pakistan) is considered to be the oldest and finest culture as regards the quality of life the

citizens of any state. The second oldest culture observed in Indian history is the Vedic period between 1700 and 600 BC when the

Aryans came to India, probably from Persia speaking Indo-European language. During this period these nomadic tribes began the

era of agricultural society settling at the Ganges valley. It is also assumed that the caste system based on the occupation emerged

during this time. Sharing of resources among the members of the communities and the society at large came into being at this

point of time, though there are agreements and disagreements among the historians. Vedas guided the social and cultural life of

the people during this period. The Vedas, the Upanishad and the Gita the oldest

PGSW- I ? NSOU 83 epics controlled the people with an open and broad outlook, preaching the welfare of the poor with

almsgiving including all other assistance to the people in need, accepting that all the human being as individuals possess dignity

and worth. Tolerance was preferred than violence for maintaining peace and tranquility in society. The third oldest culture which

developed in undivided India is as old as 300 to 500 BC when Gautama Buddha established the paths of life. In fact, many

professional social workers consider Buddha as the first social worker in Indian and the world on the following logic. He left the

place at young age and went for searching the knowledge on humankind and their sufferings. He moved around the

communities and learned from his observation and made scientific analysis about the causes and effects relationships of suffering

of the poor, downtrodden and the sick. Meditation after observation helped him to conceptualize the truth behind all kinds of

sufferings creating a knowledge base on the life and living of people and the society in general. While living in the communities

with the masses he got trained in building rapport and providing the services according the needs of the individuals, groups and

communities. His association with common and needy could be compared to a systematic training in providing social services.

While conceptualizing the ways of happy life his eight paths were recognized as the right way of living life. This approach of

service delivery got recognition from the people across the world. It won’t be wrong to say that his teachings were spiritually and

socially recognized everywhere. Finally, Buddhism is now an international organization serving the well off people spiritually and

the downtrodden with the basic necessities of life with a concern for peace. Buddhist Monasteries are now professionally

managed organizations of the world. In this sense Gautama Buddha is the first professional social worker in India which meets all

the essential requirements of a profession. Buddha’s teaching may be viewed as both a reaction against rigid, ritualistic

Brahmanism and the loss of his status to Kshatriyas . Gore 1 (1966) in his article ‘The Cultural Perspectives of Social Work in India’

wrote that at least five approaches can be identified as the religious-traditional, the liberal-reformist, the secular- missionary, the

ethical-revolutionary and the liberal professional. It’s true that social service emerged from religious faith but some superstitious

belief called for reform of the same with the initiatives of the reformers. The secular missionaries took the welfare and

development of the social milieu a step further with their concern for humanism. The ethics that governed the conduct and

behavior of the people traditionally in India inculcated the altruism among all human sect. The professional approach with rights

and justice came much later with beginning of the formal training in social work in India. 1. Gore, M.S. Seminar paper presented at

the conference organized by the Council of Social Work Education and The East West Center, February 21–March 4, 1966,

Honolulu, Hawaii

NSOU ? PGSW- I 84 The culture of any country or society is based on; a. Religious belief b. Social norms and customs c.

Economic policy d. Ethical and spiritual values e. Political environment 7.3 Religious belief The cultural tradition and social service

in India is one of the oldest and were inbuilt in the social systems itself. Vedas prescriptions about the life and living of the people

were based on natural laws that govern the universe. Live and let live was the basic policy. Give and take was the way of life. Lives

of people were based on mutual help and assistance. The Gita and the Upanishad furthered the value laden society inculcating

high levels of moral and ethical consideration. Happiness or the bliss is essential for everyone’s life and living. This could be

achieved by good deeds or pious act by offering food to the hungry poor, crippled, and any person in need of basic things for

survival. This giving in the early Vedic period included cattle, land, female and male slaves, grain, clothes etc. Following the

guidelines of the Vedas and the Upanishad the ultimate aim of life for any person living in a Hindu society was to acquire virtue

which will pay them back in future including on their rebirth. Group and community living were then common in such state of

mind of the people. Hindus believe in birth and re-birth of the immortal souls everybody wanted to achieve higher status in

society by doing charity to the people as an act of merit. Guilds in ancient and medieval India were the corporate organization

that provided a number of social and economic welfare programmes for the vulnerable populations. Later on, these guilds were

considered as the part of the state. Buddhism emerged in line with Hinduism, though contradicting the Brahamanism and their

supremacy, but accepted without much conflict with each other. In fact, cultural history show that there was minimum conflict

among different religious groups of India till the medieval period beginning from 1000 BC until the Mughal invaded this land with

a different culture 12 th century AD. The religious and social order was then controlled the behavior and conduct of the citizens in

the country preventing war and conflict. Joint families and communities made provisions for the aged, the sick, and the 2. Pathak,

Shankar, Social Work and Social Welfare, P- 35, Niruta Publications, 2012, Bangalore.
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 85 person in distress including the unemployed. Suffering was considered as a temporary lapse due to

individuals’ inactiveness. According to the Hindu religion ‘work is worship and nothing could be achieved without hard work’. As

social harmony prevailed with high level of values among the people during the Vedic period, the tradition continued until the

beginning of 12 th century. During the 1 st to 8 th century AD the Mauryan rules the king was made responsible for the welfare of

the subjects. The welfare activities since then became a state responsibility along with the religious and charitable institutions.

During this period “the general population had few rights. Their duties not only specified in great detail for all aspects of their lives,

but also strictly enforced. A close watch was kept on them through a comprehensive and efficient system of espionage. There

was a huge bureaucracy running the highly centralized system of administration, which was supported by a large professional

army. There was little freedom for the people.” 2 The status of women during this period was somehow better as they had

property rights, right to divorce and remarriage which were not sanctioned under Brahamanism, the state discouraged asceticism

that were being popular following the Buddhist influence. In a caste layered society where occupation was decided by their status

in families it was almost impossible to change their occupation. King Ashok followed the similar bureaucracy and wanted to

expand his kingdom with his army. After Kalinga war when he was shocked by the bloodshed he adopted the paths of non-

violence following Buddhism. Soon he became a benevolent king to due his concern for the welfare of his subjects. Most notable

tradition he introduced was special care for the women appointing officials as Superintendant of Women. Taking the welfare

further he appointed High Commissioners of Charity for organizing donations from the royal families and regulating all charity

work in the state. Prison welfare was another area of intervention initiated by Ashok with Commissioners of equity. He made

special provisions for development rural inhabitants as they were backward in all sense though they used to feed everyone with

agricultural products. The ideology of the state of Ashok was based on humanism. As follower of Buddhism and his love for the

common with strategic development plans is one of the pioneer works done in ancient period in India. The people of ancient

India were more religious and spiritual in nature and compliance to religion developed the spirituality to the highest level leading

to happiness in life. Social reform and social work can be traced at the beginning of the nineteenth century, especially to the time

of Raja Rammohan Roy. Any reference made to earlier period mention reform activities of some Muslim or Maratha rulers.

However, one comes across vague reference to social welfare activities in ancient India- mostly as a glorification of the past. For

getting a bird’s view about the ancient period, it has been classified into 2500 BC to AD 1000 as ancient period, AD1100 or 1200

to AD 1800 as the medieval period and the period from AD 1800 onwards as modem

NSOU ? PGSW- I 86 period. Specific attention in this section would & given to the ancient period, which is roughly eight-century

AD or possibly a little earlier. One must take into account that this period covers a large span of almost thrée thousand years for

which there is little historical evidence, especially about the social structure. So the chronological approach followed is in a broad

sense - with the aim of giving a direction and glimpse of the development of social welfare concept. 7.4 Social Work in Ancient

India Charity and religious devotion was the mainstay of the Indian culture in ancient period. The main characteristic was doing or

initiating welfare and common good of all, the glimpses of which can & found in folk tales and legends in old literary works,

Smiritis or Dhramsastras.

The earliest mention to charity can be obtained from Rigveda

100% MATCHING BLOCK 98/180

which encourages charity by saying “May the one who gives shine most”. The

Arthasastras, ascribed to Kautilya is one of the oldest works in polity- that refers to the construction work for public good by joint

efforts of villagers. It also mentions social work as care of children, old or invalid in case of no protectors. Special regulations were

established for persons living in cities for common good. Collective charity was popular form of social work, of which progress of

education or Ndyadana was an important one as one of the numerous Jatakas reflect. Other Upanashidas like Brihadarnayaka,

Chhandogya and Taittiriya prescribes that every householder must practice charity. Next to education, reference may be made to

religion, which took precedence over everything else to the people of ancient India. One of the popular methods of performing

social activities hence was Yagnas. The main aim of yagnas was the common welfare of all, devoid of any personal benefit or

profit. There were several Yagnashalas, which were like classrooms wherein students were instilled with the feeling of working

without the egocentric desires. This learning and spirit transcended to the home, workplace and in the ordinary community life.

The community was urged to move ahead as one entity and achieve progress. The communitarian stricture of early Vedic period

functioned like an extended family, where everybody catered to everybody’s needs. Due to the simple nature of activities and

relationships community welfare was a concern of everybody. With the gradual development of agrarian societies, private

ownership of land and charity came into being. Charity or Dana became the instrument and virtue of the privileged sections to be

dispensed voluntarily. By later vedic period Charity (dana) became institutionalized and became associated with religious

ideology. It was extolled as a cherished virtue. The advent of Buddhism changed the character of the society to class based

agrarian society. It’s philosophy attempted to explain the class differences and emphasized
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 87 upon the punya and dana (charity). Charity was not merely a means to ameliorate the conditions of the

marginalized populace but also as the giving of gifts to Songs, which were centres of shelters and learning. Guilds, also arose as

significant corporate body entnisted with political and economic functions during this period. These also provided social security

to the downtrodden sections of the society, and parts of its funds were utilized for the relief of blind, destitute, invalid, infirm,

orphan and widowed women. With the establishment of new political system in Magadha states, earliest attempts to establish

administrative system were made. General welfare, construction of roads, agriculture etc. was given attention. Kautilya

83% MATCHING BLOCK 102/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

highlights the duties of the King towards the welfare and happiness of his subjects. During the reign of

Ashoka and later Kanishka, similar range of social welfare activities were initiated which encompassed women’s

96% MATCHING BLOCK 100/180

welfare, rehabilitation of prisoners, rural development, free medical care, regulation of prostitution, provision of public

utility services etc. 7.5 Social Work in Medieval Period (1206-1706) The approach followed while mentioning the social reform

activities during the medieval period would be to focus not on individual kings and their achievements but to the extent of their

contribution to changes in social institutions and structure. The Muslim Sultanate who formed a significant phase of the medieval

period were motivated and driven by the same spirit of social service in the fields of religion and education. Humayun was the

pioneer amongst the Muslim rulers to make the efforts to prohibit Sati system. Akbar was an illustrious ruler who took initiatives in

bringing reforms in Indian society by abolishing slavery in 1583. He introduced equality among people irrespective of class and

religion, and established

66% MATCHING BLOCK 101/180

comprehensive system of poor relief which was of two types: granting relief in cash or kind to every needy person who

made requests for the same and the other was systematic and organized assistance provided regularly. Before the advent of the

British, Indian practically lived in village. Thus the economy of the village was self-sufficient. But under the British rule, India was

help as an agrarian country. Only Industries were allowed to develop which provided better opportunities for the investment of

British capital. Further,

100% MATCHING BLOCK 103/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

the British rules menaced the organization of production. These economic and

organization change

83% MATCHING BLOCK 107/180 INTRODUCTION - Copy 08.08.21.docx (D111002472)

brought down the economic condition of Indians. All the problems are chiefly related with health, housing, child and woman

welfare and labour, recreation, crime and social disorganization.

Due to these problems the need for organized social work was realized. British rule was main inspiration for social reform

movement. Christian missionaries spread education, brought the theory of equality, which in turn helped the social reforms to

attack the evil customs and inequality. There were no property
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NSOU ? PGSW- I 88 rights for Indian women. Early marriage, inequality, caste system, widow remarriage, custom of Sati were the

burning problems of Indian Society. In the Independent India the source of all welfare service are inherent in the constitution.

Various schemes with regard to the welfare of women, children, youths and aged persons have been implemented. Government

has realized the need of trained professional social workers to work in area of welfare and has also made statutory liabilities to

welfare officers in Industries. These services are distinct from the general social services. In order to supervise the social welfare

services, the central social welfare Board has been established. The board assists in the improvement and development of social

welfare activities. Thus, in Indian social work is gradually emerging as a profession which will be dealt subsequently. 7.6 Social

Work in Modern Period (AD 1800 onwards) The Indian society gradually underwent several major changes in the political,

economic and social spheres during this period. Some of the major changes which reverberated the entire structure were new

legal system based on western ideas of property rights, rule of law, judiciary and the emergence of market economy,

development of railways and communications, and a new educational system which opened visions to ideals of liberty, justice,

equality. These changes affected the family, kinship, marriage and caste. It influenced and led to the growth of an elite group of

western liberal rational outlook that spearheaded the movement for social reform during the nineteenth century.

67% MATCHING BLOCK 104/180

The genesis of social reform movement can be traced to the work of Rammohan Roy, who sowed the seeds of religious and

social reforms. A number of reformers like Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Jotirao Phule, Sasipada Banerjee, Gopal Krishna

Gokahale, Swami Dayanand, Swami Vlvekananda, Bal Shastri Jambhekar in different parts of the country for a period of almost a

century concentrated their efforts on reforming certain features of Indian society like caste system, child marriage, sati,

widowhood, idol worship. The ideals of justice, equality, liberties were underlying principles of these reform movements.

Several of them established schools and institutions to provide service to individuals affected with the harmful aspects of the

Hindu society. They based their attack on

54% MATCHING BLOCK 105/180

spreading education and propaganda encouraging the governments to pass legislation to eradicate these social practices.

Some of the important organizations that played a key role in development of this movement are Brahmo Samaj, Arya Samaj,

Theosophical Society, Ram Krishna Mission, Indian Social Conference, Servants

of India Society etc. However, this social refomi movement confined to small elitist segment of the popula0on mostly consisting

of English speaking middle class. But with the advent of Gandhiji on the scene, the entire social refomi and political independence

movement took a turn.

PGSW- I ? NSOU 89 Significantly, Gandhiji linked political movement with the social movement and transformed this into a mass

movement with the participation of all sections of population notably women and peasants and lower castes. After

independence, the government shifted towards the welfare approach and took

41% MATCHING BLOCK 106/180

several areas of social work under its purview. The establishment of the first school of social work, Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate

School of Social Work, Bombay in 1936 marks a watershed in

training and education of social work profession. Gandhi linked political movement with the social movement and transformed

this into a mass movement with the participation of all sections of population notably women and peasants and lower castes. 7.7

Conclusion This unit took us to a beautiful journey of social work in India right from the ancient period to the present period. We

got an idea about how the traditional religious practice in India underwent a transformation. Finally, India after witnessing several

social reform movements adopted a welfare approach after independence. 7.8 Exercises (i) Social Work in Ancient India –

Discuss. (ii) Illustrate Social Work in Medieval period. (iii) Development of Social Working Moder period. 7.9 References

96% MATCHING BLOCK 108/180

Diwakar, V.D. (Ed.) (1991), Social Reform Movements in India: A Historical Perspective, Popular Prakashan
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95% MATCHING BLOCK 116/180
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Unit 8 Development of Social Work as a Profession and Education in India Structure 8.1 Objective 8.2 Introduction 8.3 Prospect

for professional social workers in development sectors 8.4 Skills Required for a Professional Social Worker 8.5 Conclusion 8.6

Exercise 8.7 References 8.1 Objective Learner will learn about the development of Social Work as academic discipline India. 8.2

Introduction Social Work is a noble profession with the blend of scientific knowledge and humanistic practice. In India, during the

last eight decades the professional Social Work has contributed drastically for the wellbeing of the poor and less privileged. When

Professional Social Work entered in 1936, India was a colonial country. The profession of Social Work in India marked its platinum

jubilee in the year 2012. Seventy-five years and more have been critical in the establishment of the profession as an independent

helping profession, interdisciplinary in nature and based on a foundation of traditional Social Work methods and skills, values and

ethics built around humanitarian principles with a combination of several religio-cultural philosophies rich to the nation. The

Western legacy of professionalization of Social Work continues in several develop- ing countries that have adopted an American–

Eurocentric model. The initiation of Social Work education in India was based on Western thought and pedagogy.

Professionalization of Social Work began with practice in Mumbai (erstwhile Bombay) in 1936 under the leadership of Sir Clifford

Manshardt, an American missionary, at

PGSW- I ? NSOU 91 the Nagpada Neighbourhood House (settlement house for family welfare). He became the founder-director

of the

61% MATCHING BLOCK 110/180

Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate School of Social Work which began with a Diploma in Social Service Administration.

In 1964, the School became the Tata Institute of Social Sciences (a Deemed University) which offered a Master of Arts Degree in

Social Work.

88% MATCHING BLOCK 111/180

Social work profession addresses the barriers, inequities and injustices that exist in society.

94% MATCHING BLOCK 112/180

Its mission is to help people to develop their full potential, enrich their lives, and prevent dysfunction. Professional social work is

focused on problem solving and change. As such, social workers are change agents in society and in the lives of the individuals,

families and communities they serve.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 113/180

It responds to crises and emergencies as well as to everyday personal and social problems. Social Work
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as profession in India has already passed its infancy long back and in the last few decades it has emerged as one of the most

demanding profession in India. In India a person – holding a Bachelor (BSW) or Master (M.A in Social Work/MSW) degree in Social

Work – is generally considered a professional social worker. As far as Indian scenario is concerned professional social workers can

be found in direct practice in administrative, management and policy planning positions in various Government and Non-

Governmental Organizations (NGOs) as well as in government ministries. Both Governmental and Non-Governmental

Organizations (NGOs) have a lot to offer, if you are willing to work hard and in any given conditions. International organizations

too are socially aware and hence a number of opportunities are available in international social work. Industrial and commercial

units too are looking to hire social workers. A degree or diploma in Social Work is creating a large number opportunities for the

millions of Indian youth in various sectors. A very significant paradigm shift in social work curriculum was the move from a ‘social

problem perspective’ to a ‘developmental perspective’ in the analysis of social issues. This was greatly influenced by the World

Summit on Social Development in 1995 in Copenhagen that led to the United Nations focusing on key social development

themes. Social work educators were thus influenced to integrate development concerns and issues in the curriculum. This

perspective was also integrated in the National Social Work Curriculum (University Grants Commission 2001). Since the turn of

the century, social work teachers have been joining hands with human rights groups to protect the rights of children, women,

prisoners, activists, etc. Social work colleges in India too are gradually incorporating the human rights perspective in their

curriculum, pioneering programs and policy change to protect the rights of the child,

NSOU ? PGSW- I 92 the girl child, women, and the right to education, health and livelihood. This is in keeping with the United

Nations Human Development Reports (United Nations Development Programme 2007 and 2009) adopted

by

65% MATCHING BLOCK 114/180

the International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW) and the International Federation of Social Workers (IFSW).

Education and training in the discipline of social work

is far more complex in view of its unique nature. To create a cadre of competent professional social workers requires competent

teachers and practitioners who together form a pool of educators created from a praxis of reflections on theory and practice.

Most social work educators are trained social work professionals who qualify through passing the UGC governed National

Eligibility Test or the state governed State Level Eligibility Test (www.ugcnetonline.in) to teach at the college level. Giving priority

to past or simultaneous practice experience is always an advantage. They further qualify with an MPhil or PhD in social work.

Schools of social work are required to mandatorily employ such qualified personnel in the teaching profession. Faculties are also

required to complete certain refresher courses for career advancement. A major challenge is the lack of faculty development

programs or refresher courses tailored specifically for enhancing capacities of educators. Retaining competent faculty is a major

challenge owing to the larger sociopolitical, financial and infrastructural constraints that draw them to more fulfilling and greener

pastures, even outside the country. The need for a strong body or network of schools that weaves together the diversities in

teaching and learning methodologies, and ensures high quality in the education and training patterns in the country, is apparent.

The profession is not governed by an exclusive council or a body that oversees the areas of social work practice. Therefore, no

rigid or clearly marked boundaries exist in the country. Social work practitioners do not require a license as would doctors,

lawyers, nurses, etc. This has led to several other disciplines entering the domain of social work practice. Educational programs

such as Human Rights, Development Studies, Health Management, Human Resource Management, Rural Management, Urban

Studies etc. are becoming independent disciplines or professions, which were once an integral part of the domain of social work.

The profession is going through the process of re-establishing a national association of social work educators in the country.

Educators are spearheading this effort to create a credible body that will monitor and enhance the quality of social work

education and practice in India. This effort has taken on a distinct and clear-cut structure in the recent past in the formation
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 93 of a National Network of Schools of Social Work (Nadkarni & Desai 2012). In a recent consultation, a group of

senior educators from the network met at Tata Institute of Social Sciences to launch the Indian Association of Social Work

Education (IASWE). This association is expected to chart new pathways for enhancing the competency and visibility of the

profession through its educational programs. With increasing focus on the services and manufacturing sector in India, there is

today great demand for management skills in business and industry. In this era of an unregulated labour market, there is

increasing need for human resource management and skills in project planning and development as well as monitoring and

evaluation. The response of social work has been to cater to these capacity-building needs by initiating postgraduate degrees in

these areas which have been the territory of management schools. In turn, management schools are also preparing managers

and social entrepreneurs for the social sectors. Based on the need for a transformative paradigm for social work education, the

National Network of Schools of Social Work members developed objectives to make social work education emancipator and

transformative to create an inclusive and just society; set minimum required standards of curriculum, re-emphasizing its ethical

foundations; created a universally accessible repository of high quality knowledge, resources, expertise and processes of sharing

with schools across the country; achieve visibility for the profession through structures that engage state, civil society, and

industry; established linkages and databases that connect and inform all responsible stakeholders; strived to improve standards

through accreditation systems and periodic reviews; and created representative scientific associations to explore various facets of

social work, taking responsibility for collective advocacy and action (Nadkarni 2012). 8.3 Prospect for professional social workers

in development sectors At present the development sector is largely controlled and managed by the welfare or Non-

Governmental Organizations (NGOs)–who are doing the pioneer work towards the overall development of the society. A person

with a degree (preferably a Master degree) in Social Work is highly preferred in developmental agencies and NGOs. In other

words, it can be said that NGO sectors as well as the development sectors are being dominated by the professional social

workers. As far as the salary of a professional social worker in development sector (in India) is concerned – it varies from

organization to organization. Generally it is negotiated at the time of interview.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 94 As salary is negotiable in development sector, likewise flexibility also exists in the recruitment process.

Sometimes it is also observed that a person gets recruitment in a particular position – though he/she has not fulfilled the

minimum requirements. Percentage of marks in M.S.W hardly matters in recruitment-process of development sector; 50% to 55%

marks in M.S.W is enough to get a good job in a reputed organization. What does matter – is relevant working experiences,

possession of suitable technical skills of project management, sound knowledge managing NGO administration (see table 3) etc;

sometimes the reputation of the academic institution – from where the applicant obtained the degree in Social Work – is taken

into consideration by the recruiting organizations. Students completing M.S.W from institutes like TISS, XISS, Delhi University – are

generally preferred and get higher salary at the beginning. 8.4 Skills Required for a Professional Social Worker ? Preparing Project

Proposal ? Preparing Management Information System (MIS) ? Preparing Project Implementation Plan (PIP) ? Managing and

coordinating project at district/state/national level ? Program monitoring & evaluation ? Report writing and presentation ?

Preparation of monthly plan and budget ? Coordinating and liasioning with district and state administration, other stake holder

and partner organizations ? Organizing training, workshops, seminars etc. ? Developing Information Education Communication

(I.E.C) materials ? Documentation and case studies ? Team management ? Facilitation and people mobilization ? Doing long-hour

field work and extensive travelling ? Managing and coordinating projects at state and district level ? Positive work attitude ?

Integrity and honesty

PGSW- I ? NSOU 95 ? Doing long-hour field work in adverse situation ? Have interpersonal communication skills ? Have

proficiency on the computer ? Knowledge of community resources etc. Most of International NGOs have a specified pay

structure for different positions – For entering into these organizations – at least three to five years’ prior working experiences in

a reputed developmental organization is necessary. In the 1950s and 1960s several schools of Social Work started in other parts

of the country with faculty who completed doctoral studies in the US. This was a major factor, particularly for the growth of

postgraduate degrees in Social Work with specialisations in clinical and non-clinical Social Work. Social Work educators have

written extensively on the urgent need to indigenise the curriculum. Writings of Gore (1965), Dasgupta (1968), Banerjee (1972),

Desai (1985), Siddique (1987), Desai (2004), Saldanha (2008) and recently by Bodhi (2011) have strongly criticised the Western

models and made emphatic deliberations on the need for a newer and relevant curriculum design for Social Work practice in

India. Social welfare during the British period was predominantly controlled by religious beliefs adding up Christian Missionary and

its activities in India. Reform movements that took place during the British regime were limited to voluntary initiatives by non-

government organizations, faith based organizations who took the lead to care the poor and vulnerable sections of the society

including those physically, mentally or otherwise challenged. Raja Ram Mohan Roy, founding ‘Brahmo Samaj’ in 1826 started

agitating against the ‘Sati’, the burning of wife along with his husband’s pyre and he persuaded till an act prohibiting ‘Sati’ as illegal

practice in 1928. The Hindu women and widows who were the victims of abandonment in many cases were being empowered

by educationalist and activist like Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar creating opportunity to women to come up for higher education and

opened up the avenue for re-marriage of the widows (1856) seems to converge with the philosophy and action by such great

social reforms. Both Raja Ram Mohan Roy and Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar has to face tremendous opposition of the Hindu

Orthodox Leaders and convince them with their logic for gender equity and need for ameliorating the status of women in our

society. Dada Bhai Naoroji and Mahadev Govind Ranade was the pioneer in furthering the education for girls, religious reforms

and women’s education during the 6 th and 7 th
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return to ‘Vedas’ and shape their lifestyle according to its guidelines. These activities are described social reform movement in

India during the British period. Among other voluntary actions the most notable move was foundation of Ramakrishna Mission

(RKM) by Swami Vivekananda in 1898 to strengthen and promote the poor, lower caste and socio-economically vulnerable

sections of Indians. He chalked out a member of pro-active and scientific action in empowering the youth, men and women

following the philosophy of his ‘guru’ Ramakrishna who was deeply moved by the sufferings of ignorant and poorer sections of

the society. Gandhi, the father of nation and man of the century, a greatest ever humanist was shocked to observe the

exploitation by employers and racial discrimination on the basis of caste and colour. While travelling in train by first class he was

pulled out of the compartment because he was a black man. He raised his voice in unique way of drawing the attention of the

exploiter and the divider of caste and colour with his sharp weapon called ‘non-violence’. He dedicated his life to uplift the quality

of life of the downtrodden by ensuring justice through individual and community participation, involvement and intervention by

the state and the people whenever necessary. ‘Love thy neighbor’ as preached by Jesus was and is the ‘mantra’ for the Hindus in

India. The ‘Mughals’ who invaded and settled in India during the 13 th century ruled the country till British took over its

administration in the eighteenth century. The medieval period India, can be termed as the age of turmoil due to foreign invasion

and the period of conflict and war against the foreigners. In United Kingdom the relief available in plenty had demolished the will

of the poor to earn as they could obtain food, clothes and shelters from religious institutions as well as the well to do persons

including state. The United States of America has passed through the crisis of manpower to exploit its natural resources and

called people to come and settle to work for the country. The golden ages with regard to social services to the needy differed

from country to country depending upon its need and available resources. Churches have significantly long heritage (2005 years)

towards the service to mankind. The followers of Jesus Christ believe in service to the neighbourhood who suffers from any

deficiency of life, as this is the original message from him. Responding to neighbour’s call for help and assistance equals’ service

to self and others that is what Christianity advocates for. With the establishment of Indian National Congress in 1885 in Mumbai,

the Leaders of the Society placed the prevalent and emerging social issues like women’s
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the ethnic groups, status of widows, child labour etc. R. Raghunath Rao and Mahadeo Govind Ranade felt the need for separate

platforms to take up the issues of social development with a true spirit holistic development. The Indian National Congress then

were more interested in resolving political issues like freedom from British rule and self-rule by Indians leaving social issues on

second priority. In 1887 the Indian National Social Conference (INSC) was established in Chennai to address the social and human

issues as the primary concern. The INSC then contributed immensely towards the development of the attitude of the people by

communicating across the country and draw attention of the people for preventive, promotional and corrective actions as an

appropriate national forum of the responsible citizen. Contribution of Mahatma Gandhi for social development in India and

abroad has to be recognized as universal principles to be applied to any social and economic situation. He believed that the

justice could be made when the development is holistic in nature and spread across all sections of the society. While he began his

movement against exploitation of workers by the employers in South Africa in a non-violent way showing the path to the people

to resolve conflicts with greater amount of confidence, self-reliance and satisfaction without applying any violent method by any

means. His philosophy of the rise of all ‘Sarvodaya’ (rise of all) and ‘Swaraj’ (Self- Governance) made him father of the nation as

well as the man of the millennium. His basic approach towards human development has been accepted as a universal method of

sustained development. The social work philosophy and principles rests on the pillars founded by Gandhiji in his thoughts like

self-help and ideal self-governance. He was committed to eradicate the sufferings of the poor people through evolutionary

process of uplifting the downtrodden, the vulnerable, the women and the child including the working class in the organized and

unorganized sector of employment. He was opposed to any bloody revolution that may bring immediate change but may not

have a long lasting effect and endanger the natural process of development with a human face. This paved the way to the

development of social work, which too believe in the same principle of change and development in the society. He was very

much concerned about the practice of untouchables in India on the basis of caste and creed. He also opposed the practiced of

apartheid in South Africa while he practiced as a lawyer in that country. Inequality and the widening gulf between the rich and the

poor, the blacks and the whites, upper caste and the lower caste pained him that prevailed in the world including India was the

major concern for him hence he fought for the justice and promoted universal brotherhood. The ideals of self-governance or

‘Swaraj’,
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autonomy to the individuals and communities to run its system seemed to be more viable then directing people from the top.

This is the core practice in social work today and is valued by the country and the world, which seeks to develop its people and

the economy of the country. It is therefore, accepted by the government to work in line with thoughts of Mahamta and

introduced Panchayati Raj System with autonomy in deciding the methods of overall improvement in the quality of life of the

people, as the decisions are emerging from and within the people through the Panchayati Raj Institutions. Contributions of

Rabindranath Tagore in rural reconstruction cannot be overlooked as a contemporary development emerged during the

beginning of twentieth century in India. Rabindranath Tagore – a poet, novelist, music composer and synthesizer as well as a

humanist was moved by the suffering of the rural communities, which he observed while working in the villages in connection

with work of their ancestral land lordship in ‘Seliadaha and Patisar’ (presently in Bangladesh). He found people living in extreme

poverty, having no access to education and minimum health care. They were not even making any effort to overcome the

deplorable situations they faced in their day-to-day life. He was moved by the suffering and wished to experiment with a

sustained method of rural reconstruction by ‘bringing back the cultural tradition of the country, making the rural folk self-reliant

and self-respectful, acquainted with the cultural tradition of their own and competent to make an efficient use of modern

resources for their social, cultural and intellectual development. Thus he initiated the Sriniketan Experiment of Rural

Reconstruction. Few other notable experiments in community development namely, the Gurgaon Project, Etwah Project,

Marthandam and Nelokheri experiments must be recognized to have contributed towards the development of social work

practice and education in India to a great extent. Formal Education
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and training Social Work found its birth in India with the establishment of Sir Dorabji School of social work in

Mumbai in 1936 with his visionary, though he was an industrialist by profession. Subsequently, a number of schools of Social work

were established in the country for imparting professional education to meet the increasing needs of the industry and social

welfare organizations. It was then felt to have specialization in the training and education of social work to consolidate its

foundation as a profession. The Tata Institute of Social Sciences then introduced the specialized education in Urban and Rural

Community Development, Social Welfare administration, Family and Child
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Personal Management and industrial relations being one of the fields of social work practiced has been totally separated from its

course curriculum although some of the institutes are still offering the specialization and good numbers of trained social workers

are finding employment as Welfare Officer and Personnel Officer in industrial establishments. The area of options within the

generic curriculum of social work is also shifting according to the society, sate and the organizations. The options available in

generic social work course are: Health and Development, Disaster management, HIV/AIDS; Care and Management, Counseling

Theory and Practice, Alcohol and Substance Abuse, Disability – Rehabilitation and Management, Entrepreneurship and Small

Enterprise Development, Care for Elderly Citizens, Micro-Finance and Self-Help Group etc. The whole range of specialization is

emerging due to the changing needs of the people, state and the society. Social Workers are placed to be one of the key

stakeholders in socio-economic development of the target group. The liability of the workers engaged in development, therefore,

is found to be inclining with higher expectations from the social workers. The knowledge, skills and attitude, which form the core

competency of professionals, are constantly being updated focusing the need of the hour. Nevertheless, trained social workers

today finds easy access to employment and practice in the area of his/ her interest if one accepts the challenge with a positive

attitude to perform the task and achieve the desired goals in social development. This is sure that the professional social work

have emerged following the western pattern of training and education but the traditional form of services to the needy was in

existence in the pre-Christ era e.g. Lord Buddha, coming out of his princely comforts and joining the suffers to understand what

suffering is and build up knowledge for service to the mankind. He then dedicates his life towards the service to the sick, the poor

and other vulnerable people of the society including other living species of the planet. The knowledge he gained from his

experiences is now, well recognized throughout the world and millions of people follow the path shown by Buddha with his

heartfelt by practice and services to the needy. His exemplary service to the statesman is akin to social work theory and practice

which is a century old profession. It is akin on the count that Buddha’s suffering is the study and understanding through

participatory observation, which is an essential part of education and training in social work. His scientific observations might have

help to focus on the contemporary needs and aspirations and winning the love and respect of millions of the people,
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of the people and sustainable lifestyle. Modern social work seeks attitudinal as well as socio-economic change that bridges the

gap between the rich and the poor and ensures justice to all. An important aspect that is critical to envisioning a professional

identity for the profession in India is to chart out a clear curriculum that emphasizes critical and analytical thinking to enable

students to commit themselves in working towards development needs of the poor and marginalized people: the Dalits, the

indigenous people, children, women, girls, the socially stigmatised and all groups that are increasingly deprived of social safety

nets with the declining investment of the government in social sectors. Indian social work educators need to continuously tailor

programs and update themselves on current knowledge frameworks in order to carry forward a professional approach in the

plans for work, especially in the most poor and backward areas of the country. In doing so, the profession of social work will gain

its rightful recognition and acceptance in Indian society. The task may be uphill but it will move towards the achievement of what

social work definitions portend in all the major bodies of social work education in the world. 8.5 Conclusion This unit discussed

elaborately about the development of social work as a profession in our nation. Contribution of eminent personalities who played

crucial role in promoting Social Work Education in India was also discussed in this portion. 8.6 Exercises (i) Discuss Historical

development of Social Work profession in India. (ii) Skills required for Social Work practitioner — Discuss. (iii) What are the

prospects for professional social worker in development sectors.
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 103 9.1 Objective Learners would get knowledge about various Social Reform Movements in India will also know

about contribution of Social Reformers & Social Organization in this regard. 9.2 Introduction
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The urgent need for social and religious reform that began to manifest itself from the early decades of the 19th century India

arose in response to the contact with Western culture and education. The weakness and decay of Indian society was evident to

educated Indians who started to work systematically for their removal. They were no longer willing to accept the traditions,

beliefs and practices of Hindu society simply because they had been observed for centuries. The impact of Western ideas gave

birth to new awakening. The change that took place in the Indian social scenario is popularly known as the Renaissance.
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The humanistic ideals of social equality and the equal worth of all individuals which inspired the newly educated middle class had

a major impact on the field of social reform. This enlightened section of society was disgusted with the prevailing social ills and

inhuman social practices. 9.3 Reform Movements in India & Bengal 9.3.1 ARYA SAMAJ The Arya Samaj was an important

movement during the last quarter of the 19th century which tried to reform the Hindu society. It was founded by Swami

Dayanand Saraswati in 1875. It introduced and contributed to the following reforms in the Indian society: I. It vehemently

opposed the caste system and propagated against the practice of Untouchability. II. It condemned the practice of ‘Sati’ and ‘Child

Marriage’. III. It prevented conversion of the Hindus to other religions. IV. It worked actively for the uplift of women and their

education. V. It started a network of schools and colleges (known as the D.A.V. schools or colleges) for the spread of education.

VI. It condemned idol worship and useless religious rites and repudiated the authority of the Brahmans. Indian nationalism

emerged as a result of a conflict of interest: the interest of Britain to keep India politically and economically subjected to it, and

the interest of
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British rule. The first popular reformer of this new age was Dayanand Saraswati , who carried the spirit of‘ nationalism to the

masses of northern India. His movement developed a new national consciousness among the Hindus. Arya Samaj was the first

reform movement to bring nationalism in the country. The religious nationalism preached by this movement became successful

to ward off to some extent the inferiority complex prevailing in the country. This movement, as Romain Roll says, “Prepared the

way in 1905 for the revolt of Bengal’. Arya Samaj as an institution did not play any direct role in the freedom struggle. But it

produced persons like Lajpat Rai, Shraddhanand and Bhai Parmanand who threw their heart and soul in the freedom struggle.

Upto 1920 Arya Samaj remained a force in the country but when Gandhiji entered the Indian scene the influence of Arya Samaj

leaders began to wane. Through Arya Samaj, Swami Dayanand Saraswati brought about a complete overhaul of the education

system of India by introducing Anglo-Vedic schools to offer students an updated curriculum - imparting both the knowledge of

the Vedas and contemporary English education. Swami Dayanand put emphasis on the Veda. He praised the culture of the Vedas

in no uncertain terms. He gave the slogan— “Go back to the Vedas”. He discerned how the Vedas contained the message of

equality, parity and several reforms. The Vedas contain scientific knowledge, several reforms, philosophy and doctrines of

morality. Although Dayanand immortalized the Vedas, however, he opposed idol worship. He raised voice against ritualistic

religious practices. Those religious performances would lead to social, economic, political and religious degeneration of India. He

also rejected the ideas contained in Indian mythology. He denounced polytheism or worship of God in different forms. He

emphasized that this polytheism had brought the division in Hindu society. Dayanand spearheaded his crusade against Caste

system and Untouchability. He reinterpreted the system of Varna mentioned in the Veda. It was meant for occupational purpose

in the society. As per the doctrines of guna, karma and swabhava, the society was divided into different varnas like the Brahmins,

Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Sudras with their respective occupation like worship, protecting the country, carrying on trade and

commerce and to serve the other three castes. These occupations were interchangeable. He emphasized the political need of

this division of society. Dayanand was deeply moved by the conversion of the Hindus to the Christianity or Islam. He appeared as

a saviour of Hinduism. He took steps to return back the Hindus into the fold of Hinduism those who had accepted Christianity or

Islam due to adverse circumstances.
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the converted Hindus from Christianity or Islam to the fold of Hinduism again. For that he was vehemently opposed by others but

he did not care it at all. The ‘Suddhi Movement’ of Dayanand mainly checked the attitudes of Christian Fathers who were

converting the poorer section of the Hindus to their religion. This made the mind of the Hindus strings and checked its further

deterioration. Thus, Dayanand appeared as a saviour of Hinduism. Arya Samaj had three types of workers. Firstly those like Shyamji

and Lala Lajpat Rai who actually joined the nationalist movement and spearheaded it in the early years of the twentieth century.

Secondly, those who opposed the national movement and joined the Hindu Mahasabha. Bhai Parmanand was one of the

foremost workers of this kind. He took a keen part in Ghadr rebellion, but later became a staunch Hindu Mahasabhaite, and

opposed Congress and Gandhiji. Thirdly, there was a group which never joined the Congress and kept itself confirmed to

educational activities. Lala Hansraj was prominent among them. Not only did he not join the freedom struggle, but he also

opposed Gandhiji when the latter went at Lahore to call on the students to strike. Arya Samaj opposed the demand for a separate

Muslim homeland and held that the demand of Pakistan was fatal for the religious, cultural and political interests of the country.

9.3.2 THE BRAHMO SAMAJ Raja Ram Mohan Roy is regarded as Father of Modern India who founded the first religious reform

organisation i.e. Brahmo Samaj in 1828.The two most prominent leader of the Brahmo Samaj were Debendranath Tagore and

Keshab Chandra Sen. Beginning with the reform of certain aspects of religious and social life, this awakening, in course of time,

affected every aspect of social, economic, cultural and political life
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of the country. From the late 18th century, a number of European and Indian scholars began the study of ancient India’s

philosophy, science, religions and literature. This growing knowledge of India’s past gave to the Indian people a sense of pride

in their civilization. It also helped the reformers in their work of religious and social reforms. In their struggle against
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social evils, superstitions and inhuman practices and customs, the reformers used the authority of the ancient texts. While doing

so, most of them based themselves on reason rather than mere belief and faith. Thus, Indian religious and social reformers made

use of their knowledge of western ideas as well as of ancient learning.
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His greatest achievement in the field of religious reform was

the setting up of the Brahmo Sabha in 1828 and
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the Brahmo Samaj was the first important organization NSOU ? PGSW- I 106 of religious reforms. It forbade idol-worship and

discarded meaningless rites and rituals. The Samaj also forbade its members from attacking any religion.

The greatest achievement in the field of social reform was the abolition of Sati in1829. He had seen how the wife of his elder

brother was forced to commit Sati. His campaign against Sati aroused the opposition of the orthodox Hindus who bitterly

attacked him. Ram Mohan
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Roy realized that the practice of sati was due to the extremely low position of Hindu women. He

advocated the abolition of polygamy , and wanted women to be educated and given the right to inherit property. The influence of

Brahmo Samaj spread and branches of the Samaj were opened in different parts of the country. The two most prominent leader

of the Brahmo Samaj were Debendranath Tagore and Keshab Chandra Sen. To spread the message of Brahmo Sama j Keshab

Chandra Sen travelled throughout Madras and Bombay presidencies and, later, the northern India. The Brahmo Reform

Movement in 19th Century Bengal was the mother movement to which almost all modernizing efforts at popular level owed their

origin. Its contributions towards popular awakening outshine its ultimate eclipse. The movement progressed through four

districts, through overlapping phases. The central figures of the first three phases were, one after another, Rammohan Roy,

Debendranath Tagore and Keshab Chandra Sen, During the fourth phase—the phase of Sadharan Brahmo Samaj - the incipient

radical trend in the movement reached its high noon. The Brahmo tradition of Raja Rammohun Roy was carried forward after

1843 by Devendranath Tagore, who also repudiated the doctrine that the Vedic scriptures were infallible and after 1866 by Keshub

Chandra Sen. The Brahmo Samaj made an effort to reform Hindu religion by removing abuses and basing it on the worship of

one God and on the teachings of the Vedas and Upanishads even though it repudiated the doctrine of the infallibility of the Vedas.

It also tried to incorporate the best aspects of modern Western thought. Most of all it based itself on human reason which was to

be the ultimate criterion for deciding what was worthwhile and what was useless in the past or present religious principles and

practices. In 1866, there was a split in the Brahmo Samaj when Keshab Chandra Sen and his group held views which were more

radical than those of the original Brahmo Samajists. They proclaimed freedom from the bondage of caste and customs, and from

the authority of scriptures. They advocated and performed inter-caste marriages and widow remarriages, opposed the custom of

purdah and condemned caste divisions. They attacked caste rigidity, started taking their food with the people of the so-called

lower castes and other religions, opposed restrictions about food and drink, devoted their life to the spread of education and

condemned the old Hindu
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country. While this group rose in prominence, the influence of the other group, which showed little interest in social reforms,

declined. 9.3.3 Henry Vivian Derozio and The Young Bengal movement
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The establishment of the Hindu College in 1817 was a major event in the history of Bengal. It played an important role in

carrying forward the reformist movement that had already emerged in the province. A radical movement for the reform of

Hindu Society, known as the Young Bengal Movement, started in the college. Its leader was Henry Vivian Derozio, a teacher of

the Hindu College. Derozio was born in 1809. He was of mixed parentage his father was Portuguese and his mother was Indian.

In 1826, at the age of 17, he joined the Hindu College as a teacher and taught there till 1831.Derozio was deeply influenced by

the revolutionary ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity. He was a brilliant teacher and within a short period

of time,
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he drew around him a group of intelligent boys in the college. He inspired his students to think rationally and freely, to question

authority, to love liberty, equality and freedom and to worship truth. By organising an association for debates and discussions

on literature, philosophy, history and science, he spread radical ideas. The movement started by Derozio was called the Young

Bengal Movement and his followers were known as the Derozians. They condemned religious rites and the rituals, and pleaded

for eradication of social evils, female education and improvement in the condition of women. Derozio was a poet, teacher,

reformer and a fiery journalist. He was perhaps the first nationalist poet of modern India. He was removed from the Hindu

College because of his radicalism and died soon after at the age of 22. 9.3.4

Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar, a towering personality of the mid- nineteenth century, was born in a poor

Brahmin family of Bengal in 1820. He was a renowned Sanskrit scholar and became the Principal of the Sanskrit College in 1851.

The Sanskrit College conferred on him the title of ‘Vidyasagar’ because of his profound knowledge of Sanskrit. Pandit Iswar

Chandra Vidyasagar was both a scholar and a reformer. He was a great humanist and had deep sympathy for the poor and the

oppressed. He dedicated his entire life to the cause of social reform which he thought was necessary for modernizing India. By

admitting non-Brahmin students to the Sanskrit College, he dealt a severe blow to the prevalent caste system. Vidyasagar was a

staunch supporter of women’s education and helped Drinkwater Bethune to establish the Bethune School, the first Indian school

for girls, in 1849. As Inspector of Schools, Vidyasagar opened a number of schools for girls in the districts under his charge.

Vidyasagar’s greatest contribution lies in the improvement of the condition of widows.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 108 Despite opposition, Vidyasagar openly advocated widow remarriage. Soon a powerful movement in favour

of widow remarriage was started. At last, after prolonged struggle the Widow Remarriage Act was passed in 1856. Through his

efforts, twenty-five widow remarriages took place. He also spoke vehemently against child marriage and polygamy. Vidyasagar

contributed enormously to the growth of the Bengali language and contributed to the evolution of the modern prose style in

Bengali. He wrote a Bengali primer, ‘Varna Parichay’, which is used even today. Through his writings, Vidyasagar made the people

aware of the social problems and thus helped the growth of nationalism in India. 9.3.5 Sri Ramakrishna Paramhamsa
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Sri Ramakrishna Paramhamsa was one of the greatest saints of modern India. Ramakrishna was born in a poor Brahmin family

of Bengal. He showed a religious bent of mind from his childhood. He had no formal education but his discourses were full of

wisdom. He was the chief priest of the Kali temple at Dakshineswar near Calcutta. People from all walks of life visited

Dakshineswar to listen to his discourses. Ramakrishna Paramhamsa was a man with a liberal outlook. He firmly believed that

there was an underlying unity among all religions and that only the methods of worship were different. God could be

approached by any form of worship as long as it was done with single- minded devotion.

He believed that service to man was
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service to God, for man was the embodiment of God on earth. As man was the creation of God, man-made divisions made no

sense to him.Ramakrishna Paramhamsa was a great teacher who could express complicated philosophical ideas in a simple

language for everyone to understand. He believed that religious salvation could be attained through renunciation, meditation

and devotion. 9.3.6 Swami Vivekananda Narendra Nath Dutta, better known as Swami Vivekananda, was the most illustrious

disciple of Sri Ramakrishna. He was born in Calcutta in January, 1863. He graduated from the Scottish Church College and was

well-versed in Western philosophy. Vivekananda was a man of great intellect and possessed a critical and analytical mind. At the

age of eighteen, Vivekananda met Sri Ramakrishna. This meeting transformed his life completely. After the death of Sri

Ramakrishna, he became a ‘sanyasi’ and devoted his life to preaching and spreading Ramakrishna’s message to the people. His

religious message was put in a form that would suit the needs of contemporary Indian society. Vivekananda proclaimed the

essential oneness of all religions. He condemned the caste- system, religious rituals, ceremonies and superstitions. He had a

deep understanding of Hindu philosophy and travelled far and wide to spread its message. At the Parliament of World Religions

in Chicago (1893), Vivekananda spoke about Hindu religion at length. His brilliant speech on Hindu philosophy was well

received.
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In India, Vivekananda’s main role was that of a social reformer rather than a religious leader. He propagated Ramakrishna’s

message of peace and brotherhood and emphasized the need for religious tolerance which would lead to the establishment of

peace and harmony in the country. He believed that it was the social responsibility of the better placed people to take care of

the downtrodden, or the ‘daridra narayan’.
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In 1896, Vivekananda founded the Ramakrishna Mission to propagate social welfare. It laid emphasis not on personal salvation

but

on
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social good and social service. The Ramakrishna Mission stood for religious and social reform based on the ancient culture of

India. Emphasis was put on the essential spirit of Hinduism and not on rituals. Rendering social service was the primary aim of

the Ramakrishna Mission. It believed that serving a human being was the same as worshipping God. The Mission opened a

chain of schools, hospitals, orphanages and libraries throughout the country. It provided relief during famines, earthquakes and

epidemics.

A
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math or monastery was established in Belur near Calcutta. The Belur Math took care of the religious developments of the

people. 9.3.7

Christian Missionaries In 1793 two English missionaries, William Carey and John Thomas, both Baptists, set out to India with the

clear intention of starting a mission. In view of the ban on missionary activity they settled down in the Danish Colony of

Serampore, north of Calcutta. William Carey, along with two other missionaries, Joshua Marshman and William Ward established

the Serampore mission in 1792. These three missionaries who were to play a major role in the renaissance of Bengal were known

as the ‘Serampore Trio’. The Serampore missionaries were the first evangelical Baptist missionaries in India. They were followed

later by other missionary groups belonging to different Protestant denominations. Before the arrival of the Serampore

missionaries, several centuries earlier, there were Christian missions in the Portuguese territory of Goa, and also on the Malabar

coast. The work of the earlier missionaries was limited both geographically and in terms of the number of conversions to

Christianity. Thus the major attempt at proselytisation began during the nineteenth century with the establishment of the first

Baptist mission in Serampore. The main aim of the missionaries was converting the native heathens to Christianity, which they

considered as the nobler object. It was as an adjunct to this major activity that the missionaries began their work of social reform

and social service. The main missionary attack against the native religions of Islam and Hinduism was aimed at a variety of

superstitious religious practices. The criticism of the missionaries was particularly directed against the Hindus who believed in idol

worship and in several gods and observed a variety of practices, some of which like the sati created a
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succeed much. Firstly, the preaching of Christianity was based on a negative approach. It involved crude and harsh criticism of

the religious convictions, superstitions and practices of the local people. Secondly, the age-old resilience of Hinduism to adapt

itself to changing times by first permitting protestant sects to emerge and then later absorbing these also was a major factor. The

most remarkable among the missionary activities, is perhaps their contribution in pioneering modern education in India. During

the early years of Company rule, the government followed a policy of encouraging the traditional system of education by

establishing a madrasah for the Muslims in Calcutta and a Sanskrit Vidyalaya for Hindus in Varanasi. These were to serve as

centres of higher learning for the native population. However, the College of Fort William in Calcutta, which was established in

1800 by Governor-General Wellesley for the training of the Company’s officers, became a centre for learning which contributed

in many ways to the Bengal renaissance. It may be noted here that William Carey was appointed as a lecturer in the College of

Fort William, which he used to advantage in furthering the causes that were dear to him and his colleagues. The Company

government did little to provide modern education for the native population. For a long time, the provision of elementary school

facilities to the native population, especially in the interiors for the lower castes and the poor people, was a responsibility willingly

accepted by the Christian missionaries. The missionaries were even attacked by some Europeans in London and India for catering

to the lower castes and ignoring the higher castes. This is indicative of the social conditions of the time and bears testimony to

the contribution made by the early Christian missionaries to the education of the disadvantaged rural population in India.

Following Macaulay’s Note on the introduction of modern education in India, the Company established schools and thus began

to provide educational facilities in Bengal during the 1930s. Even then, a major proportion of pupils continued to be in the

missionary schools. Ingham observes: ‘While legislative action might be the speediest remedy for the more blatant evils of Indian

society, the missionaries soon became aware that education rather than legislation was necessary to make the Indians themselves

desire reform. In this task of creating a strong desire among Indians for reform through modern education the missionaries

succeeded very well. The emergence of an increasing number of new elites in the Indian society following the introduction of

modern education contributed significantly to the birth of a number of indigenous movements of religious and social reforms.

Perhaps, the greatest contribution of missionaries to the modernisation of India was that of a new ideology based on

individualism.
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prominent role in bringing about reforms in Maharashtra. He fought for improving the condition of women, the poor and the

untouchables. He started a school for the education of girls of the lower castes and founded an association called the

Satyasodhak Samaj. People from all castes and religions were allowed to join the association. He was opposed to the

domination of the Brahmins and started the practice of conducting marriages without Brahmin priests. 9.3.9
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The Prarthana Samaj In 1867, the Prarthana Samaj was started in Maharashtra with the aim of reforming Hinduism and

preaching the worship of one God. Mahadev Govind Ranade and R.G. Bhandarkar were the two great leaders of the Samaj. The

Prarthana Samaj did in Maharashtra what the Brahmo Samaj did in Bengal. It attacked the caste system and the predominance

of the Brahmins, campaigned against child marriage and the purdah system, preached widow remarriage and emphasised

female education.

In order
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to reform Hinduism, Ranade started the Widow Remarriage Association and the Deccan Education Society. In 1887, Ranade

founded the National Social Conference

with the aim of introducing
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social reforms throughout the country. Ranade was also one of the founders of the Indian National Congress. 9.3.10

The Theosophical Society and Annie Besant
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Many Europeans were attracted towards Hindu philosophy. In 1875, a Russian spiritualist named Madame Blavatsky and an

American called Colonel Olcott founded the Theosophical Society in America. The society was greatly influenced by the Indian

doctrine of karma. In 1886 they founded the Theosophical Society at Adyar near Madras. Annie Besant, an Irish woman who

came to India in 1893, helped the Theosophist movement to gain strength. She propagated Vedic philosophy and urged Indians

to take pride in their culture. The Theosophists stood for the revival of the ancient Indian religion and universal brotherhood.

The uniqueness of the movement lay in the fact that it was spearheaded by foreigners who glorified Indian religious and

philosophical traditions. Annie Besant was the founder of the Central Hindu College in Banaras, which later developed into the

Banaras Hindu University. Annie Besant herself made India her permanent home and played a prominent role in Indian politics.

In 1917, she was elected President of the Indian National Congress.
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movements among the Muslims Movements for socio-religious reforms among the Muslims emerged late. Most Muslims

feared that Western education would endanger their religion as it was un-Islamic

in character.
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During the first half of the 19th century only a handful of Muslims had accepted English education. The Muhammedan Literary

Society, established by Nawab Abdul Latif in 1863, was one of the earliest institutions that attempted to spread modern

education. Abdul Latif also tried to remove social abuses and promote Hindu- Muslim unity. 9.4.1

Syed Ahmad Khan
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The most important socio-religious movement among the Muslims came to be known as the Aligarh Movement. It was

organised by Syed Ahmad Khan(1817-1899), a man described as the most outstanding figure among the Muslims. Syed Ahmad

Khan was born in 1817 into a Muslim noble family and had joined the service of the Company as a judicial officer. He realised

that the Muslims had to adapt themselves to British rule. So Syed Ahmad advised Muslims to embrace Western education and

take up government service. In 1862, he founded the Scientific Society to translate English books on science and other subjects

into Urdu. He also started an English- Urdu journal through which he spread the ideas of social reform.

Through his initiative was
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established the Mohammedan Oriental College which later developed into the Aligarh Muslim University. It helped to develop a

modern outlook among its students. This intellectual movement is called the Aligarh Movement. As a social reformer, Syed

Ahmad Khan campaigned against the purdah system, polygamy and the Muslim system of divorce. He emphasized the need for

removing irrational social customs while retaining the essence of Islam and encouraging a rational interpretation of the Koran.

Syed Ahmad Khan believed that the interest of the Muslims would be best served through cooperation with the British

Government. It was only through the guidance of the British that India could mature into a full-fledged nation. So he opposed

the participation of the Muslims in the activities of the Indian National Congress. 9.5

Reform
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movements among the Parsis and the Sikhs The Parsi Religious Reform Association was started in 1851. It campaigned against

orthodoxy in religion.
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Religious and social movements among the Sikhs were undertaken by various gurus who tried to bring about positive changes

in the Sikh religion. Baba Dayal Das propagated the nirankar (formless) idea of God. By the end PGSW- I ? NSOU 113 of the 19 T

h century a new reform movement called the Akali Movement was launched to reform the corrupt management of Gurdwaras.

9.6

Women Reformers 9.6.1 Pandita Ramabai
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The British Government did not take substantial steps to educate women. Still, by the end of the 19th century,

there were several women who
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had become aware of the need for social reform. Pandita Rama bai had been educated in United States and

in
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England. She wrote about the unequal treatment meted out to the women of India. She founded the Arya Mahila Sabha in Pune

and opened the Sarda Sadan for helping destitute widows. 9.6.2 Sarojini Naidu Sarojini Naidu was a renowned poet and social

worker. She inspired the masses with the spirit of nationalism through her patriotic poems. She stood for voting rights for

women, and took an active interest in the political situation in the country. She also helped to set up the All India Women’s

Conference. 9.7 Literature

and the Press
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Literature was used as a powerful weapon for spreading social awareness among

the
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people. It was also used for promoting social reforms. The social reformers made valuable contributions to literature.

Bharatendu Harish Chandra, Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay and Rabindranath Tagore spread the ideas of social reform and

condemned social injustice in Hindi and Bengali.Poets like Iqbal and Subramania Bharati inspired the masses. Premchand wrote

about the sufferings of the poor and thus made the people aware of social injustice. Rabindranath Tagore composed the

National Anthem. Bankim Chandra and Iqbal composed two other national songs Bande Mataram and Saare Jahan Se Achchha.

9.8

Conclusion The learners came to know about the various social reformers and their noble contribution in framing the nation and

freeing the society from evil practices.
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contribution of Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar, Swami Vivekananda. (iii) Write about Theosophical Society. (iv) Discuss indetail about

Women Reformers in
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Unit 10 Social Movement and Development Perspective Structure 10.1 Objective 10.2 Introduction 10.2.1 Social Movement 10.2.2

Definitions of Social Movement 10.2.3 History 10.2.4 Key processes 10.2.5. Stages of Social Movement 10.3 Dalit Movements 10.4

Tribal Movements 10.4.1 Tribal Movement before independence: 10.4.2 Tribal Movements after independence 10.5 Peasant

Movement 10.5.1 Peasant movement before Gandhian era 10.5.2 Peasant movement during Gandhian era 10.5.3 Impact of these

revolts 10.6 Working Class Movement 10.6.1 Formation of Trade Union 10.7 Naxalite Movements : 10.8 Women’s Movement 10.9

Environmental Movement 10.10 Conclusion 10.11 Exercise 10.12 References 10.1 Objective Learners will know various social

momements, Dalit Movements, Tribal Movements any other Movements in India.
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a loosely organized effort by a large group of people

in order to accomplish specifically either social or political goal. Social movements are mainly carried out to initiate, resist or undo

a social change or an existing situation. Social movements are mainly considered as a group action and both individual and or a

particular organization can participate in this mass activity. Social movement can be explained
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as “organizational structures and strategies that may empower oppressed populations to mount effective challenges and resist

more powerful and advantaged elites” (

Webster’s Online Dictionary). Actually in brief it can be articulated that social movements manifest a method of social change

which emerge from the bottom sphere of society (Scott, 2009). Actually social movement cannot be considered neither as a

political party or interest group which holds neither definite political power, nor it is an unorganized and momentary mass whim

without any specific objectives. It lies somewhere in between. (Freeman & Johnson1999). Therefore, social movements can be

enumerated as informal yet organized social entities that are involved in an extra-institutional conflict with some specific

objectives (Christiansen, 2009). These movements either aim at a narrow or specific policy change or in broader spectrum

towards cultural change. Some characteristics of social movement are as follows: ? Involved in divergent relations with clearly

indentified opponent. ? Are connected with dense informal networks. ? Share a distinct collective identity. 10.2.2 Definitions of

Social Movement
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Mario Diani argues that nearly all definitions share three criteria: “a network of informal interactions between a plurality of

individuals, groups and/or organizations, engaged in a political or cultural conflict, on the basis of a shared collective identity” (

Diani, 1992) .
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Sociologist Charles Tilly defines social movements as a series of contentious performances, displays and campaigns by which

ordinary people make collective claims on others. For Tilly, social movements are a major vehicle for ordinary people’s

participation in public politics (

Tilly, 2004).
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He argues that there are three major elements to a social movement: 1. Campaigns : a sustained, organized public effort

making collective claims of target authorities; 2. Repertoire (repertoire of contention): employment of combinations from

among
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the following forms of political action: creation of special-purpose associations and coalitions, public meetings, solemn

processions, vigils, rallies, demonstrations, petition drives, statements to and in public media, and pamphleteering etc. 3. WUNC

displays : participants’ concerted public representation of worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitments on the part of

themselves and/or their constituencies. Sidney Tarrow defines a social movement as “collective challenges (to elites, authorities,

other groups or cultural codes) by people with common purposes and solidarity in sustained interactions with elites, opponents

and authorities.” He specifically distinguishes social movements from political parties and advocacy groups (Tarrow, 1994). The

sociologists John McCarthy and Mayer Zald define a social movement as “a set of opinions and beliefs in a population which

represents preferences for changing some elements of the social structure and/or reward distribution of a society” (

John McCarthy, 1977). 10.2.3 History
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The early growth of social movement can be traced in economic and political changes in England in the mid 18 th Century. It

can be stated that first mass social movement emerged around

a controversial political figure John Wilkes, editor of a news paper, who strongly assailed and
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vigorously attacked the new administration of Lord Bute and the peace terms that the new government accepted at the 1763

Treaty of Paris at the end of the Seven Years’ War (

Tilly C. , 1981). Later
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Wilkes became an Alderman of London and an activist group society for the supporters of the Bill of Rights started promoting

his policies

and this was considered as first ever sustained social movement (Organization, 2016). After that a larger mass movement

happened when anti-Catholic protest was prompted. There are several other political movements which took place in the late 18

th century like British abolitionist movement against slavery etc. From 1815, Britain observed
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a period of social turmoil characterized by growing numbers of social movements and special interest associations like

Chartism was the first social mass movement of growing working class.

These types of labor and social movements are considered as prototypical social movements which gave birth to communist and

social democratic parties and organization. During 1945 after winning Second World War, Britain observed an era of radical

reform and change. In this post war period feminist movement, gay rights movement, peace movements, civil rights movements,

anti nuclear movements, and environmental movement emerged as new age social movements (Westd, 2004). 10.2.4 Key

processes It can be stated that some key processes work as a catalyst for these social movements. The first process is

urbanization which facilitates gatherings of large number of people with
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emerged in urban areas. Secondly Industrialization also played an important role in accelerating working class movement.

Another significant stream of movement is student movement which originated in different universities, where the process of

mass education brought likeminded young people together. As communication technology becomes more and more advance,

carrying out activities of social movement became easier (Wikipedia). 10.2.5. Stages of Social Movement According to Herbert

Blumer the entire process of social movement is consisted of four stages .The four stages he described were social ferment,

popular excitement, formalization and institutionalization. But after his early work these stages have been refined and reframed by

different scholars, but the inherent themes have remained constant. In contemporary era four stages of social movements are as

follows: Emergence: The first stage of the cycle of the social movement is named as emergence. This is a very preliminary stage

of social movement and in this stage the movements are not very organized. Instead this stage is characterized by a widespread

discontent about any particular situation or policy among any individual or some potential movement participants. But in this

stage these discontents are limited to discussion, media coverage or printed news in local news paper only. This unhappiness is

not transformed in any type of strategic and collected actions during this stage. In this early stage, social movement may take a

definite form within a specific social movement organization (SMO) which aspires to carry out tasks required for survival and

success of a social movement. Now in emergence stage these SMOs and its members play the role of agitators who raise

awareness among the related factors and help to develop the sense of restlessness among general mass. Coalescence: In the

second stage of the cycle social movements have to overcome some hindrances to become a mass movement. Sometimes

many social movements cannot overcome all these obstacles like in a community people may be discontent about certain issues

and they may discuss it within themselves, but they may not plan any definite action and social movement may not reach the

next level. This second stage is characterized by a more vividly defined sense of discontent. It can be stated that in this level

discontent is no longer unorganized and individual; but it becomes focalized and collective. At this juncture leadership

materializes and the agitators become more organized and strategic to ensure success of the movement. Also in this stage one

important feature of social movement is mass demonstrations which flaunt social movement’s power and place clear demands.

Bureaucratization: Bureaucratization is the third stage of this particular cycle. This stage is characterized by higher level of

organization and coalition based strategies. During this

PGSW- I ? NSOU 119 stage social movements can achieve a mass support through raising awareness. As obvious consequences

during this phase the social movement organizations design coordinated strategies and for this they intend to rely on professional

staff with specialized knowledge and they also bear the responsibility of running the day to day functions of these SMOs to

accomplish objectives of the movements. Social movements in this phase do not rely only on mass demonstration and

inspirational leaders for achieving desired success. In this stage the political power is greater than other stages. And in this stage

many social movements may not succeed to bureaucratize in this way and end up fizzling out. Decline: Finally the last stage of

this cycle is decline. Decline does not mean failure of social movement but Miller (1999) spoke about four ways in which social

movement can decline. They are as follows: Repression: The first mode in which social movement can decline is repression. It

takes place when authorities use measures even sometime violent measures to control or destroy social movements. This implies

Government may pass laws to declare some movements or organization as illegal or unsafe for public interest. This type of

repression makes it exceedingly difficult for social movements to carry out their activities and recruit new members. Co-optation:

Movement can also decline if the organizations are run by a centralized authority or by some charismatic leadership through co-

optation. Co-optation occurs when movement leaders come to associate with authorities or movement targets more than with

the social movement constituents. Success: Some social movements decline because they became successful. Local movements

which are organized in a small scale and share very specific goals often have better chance of success. Many social movements

have goals that are much less clearly defined and many organize new campaigns once others are wrapping up either through

success or compromise. Failure: Failure of social movements due to organizational or strategic flaws is very common and can be

considered as another way in which social movement can decline. Sometime organizations are not able to handle rapid

expansion that took place because of their success and due to organizational stain. As an obvious consequence the organization

and as well as social movement collapsed into different factions. Establishment with Mainstream: Many scholars have noted that

there is a fifth reason for decline of social movement and that happens when social movement organization becomes established

in the mainstream. This implies that the goals and ideologies of any particular movement are approved and adapted by

mainstream society and thus the need for any movement gradually evaporates (Jonathan Christiansen, 2009). Social movements

can trace and the causes of social problems but it cannot always bring solution to every social problems. But social movement

may bring social change and they
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social movement and accelerate further change or development. “In fact, Smeler has defined a social movement as an organized

group effort to generate socio- cultural change (Rao, 2006). Now some important social movements have been illustrated below

which will describe their origin, trajectory, consequences and their impact on development of society . 10.3 Dalit Movements

Dalits in India are considered as a group of people belonging to lowest caste and are often termed as ‘untouchable’. History

depicts that Dalits were excluded from ‘Four Varna’ system that prevailed in Hindu Society in Vedic era. The term Dalit is a self

applied term utilized to denote the “untouchable”. According to Dr. B.R. Ambedkar the concept of untouchability originated in

Indian Society around 400 CE as an upshot of conflict for establishing the supremacy between Buddhism and Brahmanism

(Omvedt, 2003). In later period of 1880, the term Dalit was utilized by Mahatma Jotiba Phule to represent the outcast and

untouchables who became the pray of violence and oppression for decades. Eventually Dalit has become a political identity. As

an obvious consequence of this age long suppression, our society witnessed Dalit uprising during 1956 which was led by Dr.

Ambedkar. Nearly half a million Dalit who were formerly considered as untouchables participated in this movement along with

Dr.Ambedkar and converted to Navayana Buddhism. The main objective of this movement was to challenge the caste system and

to promote the rights of the Dalit community. The movement also abandoned the traditional teaching process of Theravada,

Mahayana and Vajrayana ideologies of Buddhism and took an oath to pursue a new form of engaged Buddhism as preached by

Dr. Ambedkar (Skaria, 2015). If we excavate our historical traditions, it can be found that formation of caste system is the root

cause behind all the oppressions of the marginalized section of the society especially of lower caste like Dalits. The inscription of

Rig Veda in Vedic period strengthen the foundation of oppression of the people of Shudra Varna and later in 5 th century people

from Shudra Varna were transformed into untouchable and this led to commencement of Brahmin domination along with Dalit

exploitation . All these exploitations were based on two myths prompted by Vedic region and they said that ? Firstly, the Dalits

should accept the exploitation done against them as the result of their own deeds of past birth. They should consider that they

committed some misdeeds due to which they are facing such kind of oppression.
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life in the next birth. Deprivation of resources at every level of social, economic and political system, led the Dalit community

towards a state of immense oppression and degradation. The Dalit movement can be considered as an upshot of constant

barbaric brutality of the upper caste towards Dalit community. As the people from Shudra Varna were allotted the duties to serve

the upper caste and they were not allowed the right to education. They were also denied any kind of social-economic and

political status. A belief retained among the upper caste people that Dalits were impure since birth and their touch or presence

could pollute them. That is why they were considered untouchables. For decades the Dalits were kept out from the mainstream

society and they were forced to pursue unskilled occupation like cleaning dry latrines, sweeping, tanning or working as landless

labour for meager daily wages. They used to work as bonded labour for cultivating the land and worked as scavengers. Due to the

concept of untouchability, Dalits had to live a barbaric live in an inhuman condition. They were not allowed to enter the mainland

and were prohibited to wear decent dress and ornaments. Dalit women were the worst affected and often they were turned into

prostitute to fulfill the sexual needs of upper caste people. These atrocities were carried out in the name of religion and right to

education was monopolized to retain the control over the lower caste people (Mani, 2005). As the Dalits were denied access to

all types of material and intellectual resources, they decided to stop all these unequal practices and began struggle against

oppression and exploitation. This specific movement aspired to achieve equal status in the society for the Dalits and to stop cruel

practices against them. Although commenced in the Vedic era, Dalit movement gained its momentum in the post independence

period. The Mukti movement was organized by a group of very poor Dalit. With the introduction of western language, and with

the influence of the Christian missionaries, the Dalits began to come across the ideals of equality and liberty and thus began the

Dalit Movement in modern times. Educated Dalits started protesting against the age old exploitation and atrocities and

manipulated other illiterate Dalits to pursue the movement. Dalit movement gave birth to many writers, journalist and a group of

thinkers. During 1970 Dalit Panther Movement began in Maharashtra as a consequence of repression and terror under which the

oppressed Dalits continued to live in the rural area and it was led by a group of educated Mahars. During this movement when

there was no means of communication to support Dalits, expressing their sufferings through writings was the only solution. When

all media newspaper were controlled by the upper caste people, the Dalits started their own magazines and many Dalit writers

started to write songs, poems, stories, autobiographies to express their distress and experience. All their feelings were bursting out

in the form of writings. Writing
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compare the past situation of Dalits to the present and future generation not to create hatred, but to make them aware of their

pitiable condition. It is not caste literature but is associated with Dalit movement to bring about socioeconomic change, through

a democratic social movement. Dalit movements can be considered as a social revolution aspired to bring social change and to

replace the very old hierarchical caste system. But in modern society untouchability is eradicated but still the people from lower

caste face discrimination. Today to wear good clothes is not forbidden. Education is the only remedy for such discrimination.

Thus the Movement for social change will succeed only when all the Dalits unite together to fight for equality (India). 10.4 Tribal

Movements A number of tribal revolution took place in India , beginning with one in Bihar during 1772 , followed by many

insurgencies in Andhra Pradesh , Andaman and Nicobar Islands , Arunachal Pradesh , Assam , Mizoram and Nagaland etc . The

Tribal population has been considered as quite conservative and was concerned in retaining their salient features and indigenous

resources and ways of life. Besides fighting for their own rights and against oppression, they also aspired to take opportunity of

this situation to eradicate social evils and ill tendencies from contemporary tribal society. The consciousness of the Tribal

community is very firm and these movements were not only agrarian but also forest based. Some tribal movements were

characterized by ethnicity as all these insurgencies were directed against zamindars, moneylenders and petty government

officials who were not only their exploiters but aliens too. In some cases when the tribal community failed to repay their loan, the

landlord seized their lands and the tribal people transformed into bonded labor in their own land. Police, revenue officer and

other government employees instead of helping them, used these down-to-earth people for their work without any payment.

The judicial system of the country also was ignorant about their plight. Certain factors like land alienation, forced labour,

minimum wages, and land grabbing etc. forced many tribal community like Munda, Santhals, Kol, Bhils, Warli, to revolt in many

regions. Another important factor behind tribal movement in this country was management of forest as in many regions forest

remains the main source of livelihood for many tribal community. The British government had introduced certain legislations

permitting merchants and contractors to cut the forests. These rules not only deprived the tribal of several forest products but

also made them victims of harassment by the forest officials. All these factors led many tribal communities to accelerate revolt

(Aggarwal).

PGSW- I ? NSOU 123 10.4.1 Tribal Movement before independence As soon as British expanded their sovereignty over Eastern

India, tribal revolution was instigated to challenge alien rule. In the early years of colonialisation, no other community in India

offered such heroic resistance to British rule or faced such tragic consequences as did the numerous Advise Communities of now

Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Orissa and Bengal. In 1768 under the feudal king Krushna Bhanja of Ghumsar, the Kondha fought a

pitched battle against the British and many lost their lives. The same year Raja Narayan Deb of Parlakhemundi fought another

battle at Jalwara where 30 tribals died. In 1772 the Paharia revolt broke out which was followed by a five year uprising led by Tilka

Manjhi who was hanged in Bhagalpur in 1785. In the next two decades, revolt took place in Singbhum, Gumla, Birbhum, Bankura

Monbhoom and Palama, followed by the great Koi Rising of 1832 and Khewar and Bhum.j revolts (1832-34). The various uprising

of the “Kondh meli” and the noteworthy militant struggle of the Khonds for a decade from 1846-56 under the leadership of

Chakara Biso and the resistance to British exploitation by the Santhals of Orissa under the Murmu Brothers among many others

will go down as momentous events in the history of India’s struggle against the British. The rebellion of 1855-1857 was a great

event in history of Santhal under leadership of Sidho and Kano. In 1855 the Santhals promoted wage war against the permanent

settlement of Lord Cornwallis. The Santhal uprising (1855-1857) was an attempt to recover the tribal land which was steadily lost

to the outsiders and to wipe out the non-tribals from their territory. Adivasis uprising in the Jharkhand belt were quelled by the

British through massive deployment of troops across the region. The long struggles led by Birsa Munda were directed at British

policies that allowed the Zamindars and money-lenders to harshly exploit the tribals. In 1914 Oraon started what is called Tana

Bhagat movement. The Kolhas, Gonds, Santhals, Birjhals and Khonds joined hands with Surendra Sai in this first revolt for

Independence. The insurgencies of the Munda under the leadership of Birsa Munda were another landmark. As the freedom

movement became wide spread, the tribal community joined the struggle. Many landless and subjugated tribal communities

joined in with upper- caste freedom fighters expecting that the defect of the British would usher in a new democratic era

(Mondal). 10.4.2 Tribal Movements after independence Even after fifty years of independence, the tribal communities are least

benefited community. The basic factors which set off tribal movement in India after independence are forest alienation training

and job deprivation due to influx of the outsiders, cultural sub-mergence and unbalanced development. After independence,

tribal movements may be classified into three groups (i) movement due to exploitation of outsider’s (ii) movements due to

economic deprivation (like those of
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(like those of the Nagas and Mizos). The tribal movements may be classified on the basis of their orientation into four types:(i)

forest-based movements, (ii) socio-religious movements or social-culture movements (iii) movements seeking political

autonomy and formations of States (Nagas, Mizos, Jharkhand) and (iv) agrarian movement, Naxalban movement-1967 and

Brisadal movement 1968-69. Reformative movement was found among the Mundas under powerful leadership of Dharli Aba,

who preached Hindu ideals of ritual purity, asceticism and criticized the worship of priests. The Naga revolution began in 1948

and continued upto 1972 when the new elected Government came to power and the Naga insurgency was controlled. The

Naxalite movement of the tribal community in Bihar, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh; the agrarian movements of the Gonds and

Bhils in Madhya Pradesh and the forest- based movements of Gonds were mainly launched for liberation from oppression and

discrimination, backwardness and a Government which was callous to the tribal plight marked by poverty, hunger,

unemployment and exploitation. The movement against mining is popular among the Advisees such as Bhuiyan, Juang, Munda,

Santhal, and Kondh. The chief slogan of the movement against mining has been “Our lands,’ our minerals and our rights”. The

villager and tribal community of Rallagaruvu village in Vishakhapatnam district of Andhra Pradesh had put up a brave resistance

against illegal mining by various companies in the last decades. Rise of tribal consciousness, tribal regionalism, frontier tribalism,

etc. gained currency after the movements in North East Frontier areas. The tribal community must have equal access to proper

education, health service, cultural and economic opportunities to reverse the effects of colonialisation and earlier injustice

(Mondal). 10.5 Peasant Movement Peasant movement is considered as a social movement which aspired to fight for the rights of

the peasants and it also challenged existing agricultural policy. Peasant movement has a long history and in India it became

prominent during British colonial period as economic policy of the British adversely affected the Indian peasants .This economic

policy was drafted in the favor of the landlords and the money lenders and exploited the farmers. The economic policy also

accelerated the process of ruining the traditional handicrafts leading to change of ownership, overcrowding of land, massive debt

and impoverishment of peasantry. All these factors laid the foundation of farmer uprisings during the colonial period and peasant

movements in the post colonial period (Priya).
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foundation of British sovereignty was Indigo movement. European planters compelled the poor farmers to cultivate indigo

instead of food crops as it was a very profitable business. The farmers were totally unprotected from the indigo planters, who

resorted to mortgages or destruction of their property if they were unwilling to obey them. Due to this severe oppression, the

farmers resorted to revolt. During British rule some landlords used to collect high rents and land taxes from the poor peasants

and also stopped the tenants from acquiring occupancy right under Act X of 1859. Due to very low production of jute the

peasants experienced famine. But in the same time some landlords increased the land taxes and this triggered another peasant

revolt in India . During 1875 a group of peasants from different districts like Pune, Satara , Ahmednagar from Maharashtra

protested against enhanced agrarian distress. The agitators aspired to acquire and damage the bonds, decrees and other

documents in the possession of the moneylenders (Priya). 10.5.2 Peasant movement during Gandhian era One of the eminent

farmer movements of India was Champaran Satyagraha of 1917.Actually the European planters had applied all sorts of illegal and

barbaric methods to manipulate the farmers for indigo plantation. The local Zamindars also exploited the farmers in order to

please their European lords .In this situation Gandhiji decided to fight for the rights of the peasants and the famous Champaran

Satyagraha was initiated. Other famous peasant movements of India were Molpah movement which took place during 1921 in

Malabar. The Molpah farmers revolted against the Hindu landlords and the British Government and they complained against

security of tenure, high rents, renewal fees and other unfair demands of the landlords. Few other peasant movements which

acquired significant position in India history like Kheda Peasant Struggle, Bardoli Movement in Gujarat, Peasant Revolt in

Telangana, Tebhaga Movement in Bengal. All these movements were launched against oppressive British government and

Zamindars. 10.5.3 Impact of these revolts ? All these peasant movements aspired to obtain justice for the farmers and were

initiated against atrocities of local zamindars and British government but it laid the foundation for revolt for uprooting British rule

from India as they created awareness among mass. ? These movements helped the farmers to develop a strong awareness about

their rights. ? The oppressed peasants realized the need to protest against all these illegal and inhuman behavior for a better life

which would be free from exploitations.
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and initiated the struggle for their own rights. ? As an obvious consequence the Government appointed an indigo commission to

inquire into the problem of indigo cultivation. Based on its recommendations, the Government issued a notification in November

1860 that the farmers could not be compelled to grow indigo and that it would ensure that all disputes were settled by legal

means. ? The Deccan Agriculturists Relief Act was passed and enacted in 1879. ? A number of Kisan Sabha was established to

protest against the atrocities towards the farmers and raise voice to fulfill their demands in an organized way during Non

Cooperation Movement. ? The Champaran Agrarian Act was consented by Governor-General of India on 1 st May,1918 . The

ideology of non-violence had bestowed much strength upon the farmers who participated in the movement. The movement also

contributed to the growth of nationalism. All these movements created a milieu for post-independence agrarian reforms like

abolition of Zamindari system. These movements also contributed in erosion of landowner class, thus adding to the

transformation of the agrarian structure (Priya). 10.6 Working Class Movement During the beginning of the second half of the

nineteenth century, India witnessed the entry of modern industry within the country. The emergence and development of

railways, coal, and cotton and jute industries incubated modern working class as thousands of workers were employed in

construction of railways. And later in the chronology the development of ancillary industry was accompanied by industrialization.

Then the coal industry flourished and employed a large number of a people as working force. Then came cotton and jute

industries and contributed in the development of Indian working class. The working class was an integral part of the capitalist

economy which was introduced in India during 19 th century under colonial dispensation. It was an ironic situation where the

organization of production was capitalistic whereas the labour market was not free (Mondal, Working Class Movement Against

British Rule in India). But with time the Indian working class started suffering from several exploitations similar to those

experienced by the working class in Europe and rest of the west during industrialization like low wages, long working hour,

unhygienic and hazardous working conditions, employment of child labor and the lack of access towards basic amenities. It

PGSW- I ? NSOU 127 can be articulated that for the majority of workers in colonial India, the recruitment and working conditions

were not as free as present in some other more capitalistically developed countries. All these factors accelerated the process of

working class movement as it developed over the years. In addition to less developed economy, the colonial condition was also

responsible for the labour movement. Moreover, the existence of colonialism made Indian working class movement distinct from

other working class movement. The Indian working class had to deal with two basic antagonistic forces like an imperialist political

rule and economic exploitation at the hands of both foreign and native capitalist classes. In these circumstances the Indian

working class movement became entwined with the political struggle for freedom of the country. Although the plantations and

mines contained a large number of workers who were heavily exploited, their conditions did not attract much attention in the

initial period because they were far from the urban areas, away from the notice of early social reformers, journalists and public

activists. But, despite this isolation, the plantation workers, on their own, registered their protests against the exploitation and

oppression by the plantation owners and managers. Reports of such resistance are available since 1884. Individual and collective

abstention from work and abandonment of the tea gardens were forms of passive resistance by the workers. More active forms of

protests were expressed in individual and collective violence against the assaults by the plantation authorities. The workers in the

cotton and jute industries and in the railways, on the other hand, were more in the public gaze. The early social workers and

philanthropists were also involved with them. This facilitated better organizational work as well as better reporting and public

support. Records of open resistance are available since the 1870s in Bombay. In 1884, the Bombay cotton mill workers held a big

meeting and submitted their demands to the government for lesser hours of work. There were also reports of strikes among the

mill workers. By the 1890s, the strikes became so frequent that the authorities spoke about a ‘strike mania’ among the workers.

These strikes and protests increasingly began to involve more and more workers. The increasing duration of strikes and

involvement of larger number of workers forced the Bombay Mill owners’ Association to refer to the existence of a ‘labour

movement’ in this country in 1913. In other industrial centres like Calcutta, Ahmedabad, Kanpur, Madras, Nagpur and Surat the

situation was almost similar. The workers were slowly learning to protest and combine for the redress of their grievances. These

combinations were increasingly growing bigger involving larger number of workers. Strike waves spread in other places and

engulfed non- factory concerns like railways, plantations, mines, ports and docks, engineering workshops, oil installations,

government mint and presses, tramways, gas and electricity supply undertakings and even the municipal workers.
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initiated welfare activities among the workers since early 1870s. He tried to educate them and to voice their grievances. For this

purpose, he founded the ‘Working Men’s Club’ in 1870 and started publishing a monthly journal in Bengali entitled Bharat

Shramjibi in 1874. The Brahmo Samaj formed the ‘Working Men’s Mission’ in Bengal in 1878 to impart moral education among the

workers. It also established the ‘Working Men’s Institution’ in 1905. In Bombay, N.M. Lokhanday was actively involved in welfare

and organizational activities among the cotton mill workers since the 1880s. In 1890, he established the ‘Bombay Millhands’

Association’ and in 1898 he started publishing a journal entitled Dinbandhu in Marathi. Besides him, S.S.Bengali was also actively

propagating for improving the conditions of the workers since 1878. Some other important organisations active among the

Bombay workers were the Bombay Millhands Defence Association formed by Bal Gangadhar Tilak in 1908, the Kamgar

Hitwardhak Sabha formed in 1909 and the Social Service League established in 1911. All these organizations mainly focused on

welfare activities for the workers. During this period some organization was formed which can be treated as forebear of trade

union. Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants of India and Burma formed in 1897, the Printers’ Union in Calcutta and the Postal

Union in Bombay were among these. But they could not maintain any continuity in their functioning and were in existence for a

short period only (MOVEMENTS). 10.6.1 Formation of Trade Union On October 31, 1920, All India Trade Union Congress was

founded. Lala Lajpat Rai was then became the first president and Dewan Chaman Lal was the first general secretary. Lala Lajpat

Rai was the first person who linked capitalism with imperialism and gave the statement, ‘ Imperialism and militarism are the twin

children of capitalism’ . CR Das, Jawaharlal Nehru, Subhas Chandra Bose, CF Andrews, JM Sengupta, Satyamurthy, VV Giri and

Sarojini Naidu supported the formation of trade union. In 1918, the Trade Union emerged as a pressure group in a capitalist

society because during this year Gandhi helped to organize the Ahmedabad Textile Labour Association and their demand in wage

hike which was arbitrated 35 percent instead of 27.5 percent. In 1926, British government came with the Trade Union Act to

formalize the trade union as a legal association. It also laid down eligibility criteria for registration and regulation of trade union

activities. This act not only secured the immunity for both civil and criminal from prosecution for the legitimate activities of the

trade union act but also imposed restrictions on their political activities. The modern working class movement was a product of

capitalist economy in India. Initially, most of the capital was British owned while certain industries, such as cotton textile and
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exploitations and deprivations led to protest among the working class. Emergence of trade union manifested more organized

struggle of the working class which resulted in the betterment of their condition (MOVEMENTS). 10.7 Naxalite Movements :

Naxalite movements can be recognized as the revolt of oppressed peasants in West Bengal against the feudal landowners which

was inspired by communist ideologies. It has been stated that the breeding ground for Naxalism was a small village of West

Bengal (North) named as Naxalbari. It was all stared in 1967, when a faction of Communist Party of India led by renowned leaders

likes Charu Majumder, Kanu Sanayal and Jangal Santhal instigated an armed farmer uprising against land owners of the state.

During this period, India was independent for last 20 years, but it hang on to the colonial land tenancy system. As an obvious

consequence and as exhibited by census of 1971 around 60% population was landless and a lion’s share of land was captured by

the landlords. The landless farmers were forced to work as bonded labour in these land and they were immensely exploited. This

exploitation led to one of the famous social movements – Naxalite Movement. The agitators were known as Naxals ((EFSAS,

2019) . On 18 th May, 1967 The Siliguri Kishan Sabha led by Jagan Santhal as president displayed their support towards Naxalite

movements and its alacrity to continue with armed struggle with the objective of redistribution of land among the landless. In

following week due to a land dispute a share cropper near Naxalbari village was assaulted by landlord’s men. Then on 24 th May

when a team of police arrived in the village to arrest peasant leaders, they were also attacked by a group of santhals led by Jagan

Santhal and a police person was killed due to severe injury caused by their arrows. This event accelerated the Naxalite movement

and many Santhaals along with other poor people joined the movement and started attacking the landlords. A large number of

people belonging to urban elite class became inspired by this ideology, through the writing of Charu Majumder especially

through ‘Historic Eight Documents’ which formed the foundation of Naxalite ideology. Practically the origin of all Naxalite groups

can be traced to Communist Party of India , which was inspired by the Marxist ideology of classless society (PTI, 2011). But at its

peak in 1969, Majumder officially split from the CPI-M by forming the Communist Party of India- Marxist Leninist (CPI-ML).

Despite the name, Mazumdar was much more inspired by Maoist ideology than Marxist or Leninist Doctrine. The early 1970

witnessed the rapid spread of Naxalism in almost every state of India
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projected that until 1980 30 Naxalite groups were active with approximately 30,000 memberships. Around 1971 the Naxalite

movement was expanded and it took a form of radical student movement in Calcutta. Many brilliant students being inspired by

this ideology sacrificed their glorious career to join Naxalite movement. Charu Majumder to enroll more students in his

organization articulated that revolutionary welfare was not limited to the rural areas, but it was extended everywhere

spontaneously. In order to expand their base, the movement relied on these students to spread communist philosophy among

the uneducated rural and working class communities. Thus Majumdar declared an “annihilation line”, a dictum that Naxalites

should assassinate individual “class enemies” (such as landlords, businessmen, university teachers, police officers, politicians of the

right and left) and others. The chief minister, Siddhartha Shankar Ray of the Congress Party, instituted strong counter-measures

against the Naxalites. The West Bengal police fought back to stop the Naxalite. Large sections of the Naxal movement began to

question Majumdar’s leadership. In 1971 the CPI (ML) was split, as Satyanarayan Singh revolted against Majumdar’s leadership. In

1972 Majumdar was arrested by the police and died in Alipore Jail presumably as a result of torture. His death accelerated the

fragmentation of the movement (PTI, 2011). The merger of the People’s War Group and Maoist Communist Center in 2004

resulted in the creation of the Communist Party of India-Maoist (CPI-Maoist) and its armed wing, the People’s Liberation Guerilla

Army (PLGA), and an upsurge in Left Wing Extremism (LWE) related violence. This merger instigated an upsurge in aggression in

many Indian states which prompted Manhoman Singh, the Prime Minister of India from 2004 to 2014, to declare that Naxalism

was “the single biggest security challenge ever faced by our country” , in April 2006. During this time many people were killed due

to Naxalite or Maoist activities. Maoist factions, to this day, continue operating in India’s “Red Corridor” , which includes central

and eastern states such as Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Telangana,

West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh. Pockets in these states have been riddled with poverty and underdevelopment for decades,

which the Naxalites seek to exploit in order to achieve their aims. Since its beginning Naxalite movements aspired to seize land

from the landlords and to redistribute it among the peasants, but in modern days the insurgency takes place against the State and

development industries. History depicts that most social movements only survive by giving up armed struggle and joining

mainstream politics. Both the CPI and the CPI-M started out with aims of revolutionary armed struggle, but eventually joined

mainstream Indian politics and are today established, legitimate political parties ((EFSAS), 2019).
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a series of political campaigns for challenging issues affecting women’s life like, reproductive rights, domestic violence, maternity

leave equal play, women’s suffrage, sexual harassment etc. The issues which have instigated women movement have varied in

different nations and communities. These issues have ranged from opposition to female genital mutilation in one country to

opposition against glass ceiling in another. Feminist movement is an integral part of Western culture and it is comprised of three

waves. First wave of feminism took place within 19 th century and 20 th century throughout the world. This movement mainly

formed around middle and upper class white women and main aspects were suffrage and political equality. In addition to this the

first wave of feminist movement focused on legal issues and aspired to acquire voting rights for women. During first wave, the

women’s movement for their rights was strongly connected with slavery abolition movement as according to Frederick Douglass

it was very significant for both the movements to work together to obtain true equality in regards to race and sex. The first

women’s rights convention was held in Seneca Falls, New York (now known as the Seneca Falls Convention) from July 19 to July

20, 1848 and advertised itself as “a convention to discuss the social, civil, and religious condition and rights of woman”. While

there, 68 women and 32 men—100 out of some 300 attendees, signed the Declaration of Sentiments, also known as the

Declaration of Rights and Sentiments. Second wave of feminist movement occurred during early 1960s in the United States and

gradually it expanded throughout the Western world and beyond. The second wave lasted for nearly 10years until 1980s. During

second wave of feminist movement the issues addressed were like sexuality, family, workplace, reproductive rights, de facto

inequalities and legal inequalities etc .These phase of movement also focused on domestic violence , marital rape issues ,

establishment of rape crisis and battered women’s shelter and changes in custody and divorce law. During 1960, the Food and

Drug Administration approved the combined oral contraceptive pill, which was marketed in 1961. Therefore, it became easier for

women to pursue their carrier and women could avoid troubles related to unwanted pregnancy. The third wave of feminism is

considered as a combination of diverse strain of feminist activity and study and it began in early 1990s and this wave is still

continuing in the contemporary era. The movement arose partially as a response to the perceived failures of and backlash against

initiatives and movements created by second-wave feminism during the 1960s, ’70s, and ’80s, and the perception that women

are of “many colors, ethnicities, nationalities, religions, and cultural backgrounds” (Lumen).
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NSOU ? PGSW- I 132 In India feminist or women’s movement was introduced in mid-19 th century, when many reformers started

raising their voice in favor of women’s right in the context of education, customs related to women. Feminism in India is a set of

movements aimed at defining, establishing and defending equal political, economic and social rights and opportunities for

women in India. It is the pursuit of women’s rights within the society of India. Women movement in India also focused on equal

rights of women: the right to work for equal wages, the right to equal access to health and education and equal political rights.

But specifically Indian feminist also had to fight against patriarchal society of India like law of inheritance. Indian women

movement also experienced several challenges in a patriarchal society which is quite different from the Western society. Indian

women negotiate survival through an array of oppressive patriarchal family structures: age, ordinal status, relationship to men

through family of origin, marriage and procreation and patriarchal attributes. During 19 th century majority of women’s issue

attracted attention of people and reforms were initiated. It can be stated that much of the early reforms in India was carried out

by men counterpart. The first phase of feminist movement of India occurred during 1850 to 1915. In this phase Indian reformers

mainly men took initiative to uproot some social evil which not only violated women’s dignity but also demanded their lives like

abolition of Sati pratha, widow remarriage, eradication of child marriage, multiple marriage, reducing illiteracy among women.

Besides this some women from upper caste Hindu protested against the constraints imposed on them by Brahmin traditions.

However, efforts for improving the status of women in Indian society were somewhat thwarted by the late nineteenth century, as

nationalist movements emerged in India. These movements resisted ‘colonial interventions in gender relations’ particularly in the

areas of family relations (Napier, 1851). In the second phase of feminist movement in India, freedom struggle against colonial rule

was accelerated. Gandhiji legitimized India’s women movement by relating them to non violent civil disobedience movement

.Peasant women played an important role in the rural satyagrahas of Borsad and Bardoli. Women-only organisations like All India

Women’s Conference (AIWC) and the National Federation of Indian Women (NFIW) emerged. Women were grappling with issues

relating to the scope of women’s political participation, women’s franchise, communal awards, and leadership roles in political

parties. During 1920, feminism prompted creation of several women association which raised their concern regarding women’s

education, developed livelihood strategies for working class women etc. Under leadership of Mahatma Gandhi AIWC participated

in the freedom movement which made the mass mobilization of women an integral part of Indian nationalism (Kumar, 1998).

Post independence feminists began to redefine the extent to which women were allowed to engage in the workforce. Prior to

independence, most feminists accepted the sexual
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established and fought to reverse them. These inequalities included unequal wages for women, relegation of women to ‘unskilled’

spheres of work and restricting women as a reserve army for labour. In other words the feminists’ aim was to abolish the free

service of women who were essentially being used as cheap capital. In contemporary era Indian feminist movement has

expanded its scope from fighting for treating women as useful members of society and a right to parity but also possessing the

power to decide the course of their personal lives and the right of self-determination (Kumar, 1998). 10.9 Environmental

Movement An environmental movement can be defined as social or political movement for the conservation of environment or

for the improvement of the state of the environment. According to Christopher Rootes “The environmental movements are

conceived as broad networks of people and organizations engaged in collective action in the pursuit of environmental benefits.

Environmental movements are understood to be very diverse and complex, their organizational forms ranging from highly

organized and formally institutionalized to the radical informal, the spatial scope of their activities ranging from the local to the

almost global, the nature of their concerns ranging from single issue to the full panoply of global environmental concerns. Such

an inclusive conception is consistent with the usage of the term amongst environmental activists themselves and enables us to

consider the linkages between the several levels and forms of what activists call ‘the environmental movement’. In India the

traditional practices of worshiping tress , plants ,forests and river manifests the natural and social domains and the ideology of

tracing unity in the living and non-living world . The environmental movements in India encompasses different categories of

caste, class, race , religion , nations and also diverse categories of the organic and inorganic world. The history of environmental

movements in India is very diverse and full of unique incidents of dedication towards nature. In contemporary era the

environmental movements in India concentrates on dams , displacement and resettlement and it has implied that the human

consequences of tampering with the courses of natural resources has fueled the protest activities against the forces and agencies

responsible for environmental degradation .A brief history of environmental movements are mentioned below: Bishnoi

Movement: Bishnoi is a religious sect found in the western Thar Desert and northern states of India. It was founded by Guru

Maharaj Jambaji in 1485 AD in the Marwar (Jodhpur) desert region of western Rajasthan, India. It is non-violent community of

nature worshippers. This movement was started by sage Sombaji around 1700 AD against deforestation. After that Amrita Devi

forwarded the movement. The 363 people
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NSOU ? PGSW- I 134 from the Bishnoi community were killed in the protest. When the king of this region came to know the

protest and killing then he rushed to the village and apologized and declared the region as protected area. It is noteworthy that

this legislation is still exists today. Chipko Movement: It was launched from Gopeshwar in Chamoli district, Uttarakhand in

1973.The movement was to prevent illegal cutting of trees in the Himalayan region (Uttarakhand). Sunderlal Bahuguna and Chandi

Prasad Bhatt were the leaders of this movement. The most notable characteristics of this movement were the involvement of

women. Appiko Movement: In 1983, on the lines of Chipko Movement, Pandurang Hegde launched a movement which is come

to known as Appiko Movement in Karnataka. Its main objectives were afforestation as well as development, conservation and

proper utilization of forests in the best manner. The meaning of “appiko” is to express one’s affection for a tree by embracing it.

Silent Valley Movement: It is an area of tropical evergreen forests in Kerala. It is very rich in biodiversity. The environmentalists and

the local people strongly objected to the hydel power project being set up here in 1973. Under pressure, the government had to

declare it the national reserve forests in 1985. Jungle Bachao Andola: The tribal community of Singhbhum district of Jharkhand

(Previously, it was a district of India during the British Raj, part of the Chota Nagpur Division of the Bengal Presidency) agitated

against the forest policy of the Government in 1982. The Government wanted to replace the natural soil, forests with the high-

priced teak. Many environmentalists refer to this movement as “Greed Game Political Populism”. Narmada Bachao Movement:

The environmentalists and the local people started protest against the building of Dams on the Narmada river for the production

of hydro-electricity since 1985 which was popularly known as Narmada Bachao Aandolan. Medha Patkar has been the leader of

this aandolan who got support from the Arundhati Roy, Baba Amte and Aamir Khan. Tehri Dam Conflict: This movement was

started by the local people around 1980s and 1990s because the dam project would constructed in the seismic sensitive region

and people think that it causes submergence of forest areas along with Tehri town. Despite of protest, the construction of the

dam is being carried out with police protection as Sunderlal Bahuguna is sitting on fast unto death. After assurance from the

government to review the project, Bahuguna ended his fast but construction goes on though at a slower pace. Other movements

: Apart from the movements discussed above, there are other movements which also shares strong environmental theme like

Jharkhand Baster Belt Movement, Zahirili Gas Morcha in Bhopal , movement against Harihar Polyfibre Factory in Karnataka

PGSW- I ? NSOU 135 , movement against the poisoning of Cheliyar river in Kerala, movement against Vishnuprayag Dam etc .

Therefore, a number of grassroot environmental movements have been launched against the developmental activities that have

endangered the ecological balance and they have been successful to some extent to bring changes in the public policy which

become inclined towards the environment (Ashraf). 10.10 Conclusion This unit clarified the concept about social movement. We

understood the need, process and stages of social movement. We also discussed the various social movement in detail in this

unit. 10.11 Exercises (i) What is Social Movements? Give examples? (ii) Discuss Dalit Movements and Tribal Movements in India. (iii)

What is working class movement? (iv) What is Naxalite Movements. (v) Disscuss in detail about Women’s Movement and
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Unit 11 Human Rights and Social Work Structure 11.1 Objective 11.2 Introduction 11.3 Human Rights & Social Work 11.4

Conclusion 11.5 Exercise 11.6 References 11.1 Objective Learners would get knowledge about Human Rights any relation between

Human Rights & Social Work. 11.2 Introduction

100% MATCHING BLOCK 159/180

Human rights are “commonly understood as inalienable fundamental rights to which a person is inherently entitled simply

because she or he is a human being. Human rights are thus conceived as universal (applicable everywhere) and egalitarian (the

same for everyone). These rights may exist as natural rights or as legal rights, in

local, regional, national, and international law.

Social Work is the professional activity of helping individuals, groups, or communities enhance or restore their capacity for social

functioning and creating societal conditions favourable to this goal.
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Social work in its various forms addresses the multiple, complex transactions between people and their environments. Its

mission is to enable all people to develop their full potential, enrich their lives, and prevent dysfunction. Professional social work

is focused on problem solving and change. 11.3

Human Rights & Social Work The term “human rights” refers to those rights that are considered universal to humanity, regardless

of citizenship, residency status, ethnicity, gender, or other considerations. “
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The social work profession promotes social change, problem solving in human relationships and the empowerment and

liberation of people to enhance PGSW- I ? NSOU 139 well-being. Utilising theories of human behaviour and social systems,

social work intervenes at the points where people interact with their environments. Principles of human rights and social justice

are fundamental to social work”. (
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International Federation of Social workers, IFSW: 1982) “Social Workers respect the basic human rights of individuals and groups

as expressed in the united nations universal declaration of human rights and other international conventions derived from that

declaration” (IFSW:2000). Social workers should promote conditions that encourage respect for cultural and social diversity within

the globe. Social workers should promote policies and practices that demonstrate respect for difference, support and expansion

of cultural knowledge and resources, advocate for programmes and institutions that demonstrate cultural competence and

promote policies that safeguard the rights and confirm equity and social justice for all people. (NASW, 1996: Page- 27) Social work

practice based on human rights is no panacea for discrimination, inequality, poverty and other social problems, knowledge of

human rights can help the profession better understand its role as a helping profession. The social work profession concerns itself

with helping people. Human rights cover an entire range of political, economic and cultural needs required to form a human

society. Based on established concepts and definitions of human rights, Social workers can readily identify a connection between

human rights and their profession. Social work has to be conscious of its values and possess a solid knowledge base, least in the

field of human rights, to guide it in many conflicting situations throughout its practice. While social workers through their actions

may well reinforce the rights of clients, faulty judgment can lead them to jeopardize those rights. Viewing its work from a global

human rights perspective helps the profession by providing a sense of unity and solidarity without losing sight of the local

perspectives, conditions and needs which constitutes the framework within which social workers operate. Social Work works to

meet the basic human needs of people. But nowadays it works for transform “Needs” in the “Rights” by practicing various

consideration of human rights practice on organization principle. Working within different political systems social workers

upholds and defend the rights of their individuals or collective clients while attempting to meet their needs. They do this while

often employed by established, sanctioned by authority; and their position as agents of the state or employees of powerful

institutions or agencies, has placed many in a precarious role. The situations where social workers face some of the most

complex ethical dilemmas are where, for example, an intervention has to be considered that might result in a

NSOU ? PGSW- I 140 person being detained in a mental health hospital for the safety of themselves or others, advice to a Court

about whether society may need protection from an offender, or where a child and parent should live apart to prevent harm. An

ethical dilemma is a predicament where a person must decide between two viable solutions that seem to have similar ethical

value. An ethical dilemma can occur when a social worker has to take a moral course of action depending upon two different

moral philosophies that conflict with each other. Human Rights are inseparable from Social work theory, values and ethics, and

practice. Rights corresponding to human needs which have to upheld and fostered and they embody the justification and

motivation for social work action. Advocacy of such rights must therefore be an integral part of social work, even if in countries

living under authoritarian regimes such advocacy can have serious consequences for social work professionals. The social work

profession shares a close relationship with human rights, because it adheres to values such as respect, dignity, and self-

determination - values that are strongly embedded in the code of ethics for all practitioners. The client-social worker relationship

has long been celebrated. The profession is highly regarded for challenging the inhumane treatment of vulnerable people, its

commitment to challenge anti-oppressive practice, and most importantly, ensuring that vulnerable people are given a voice.

Human rights are particularly important for social workers when making decisions that concern the future care needs of

individuals. The most recent global definition of social work identifies human rights as one of the guiding values for social work,

next to social justice, respect for diversities and collective responsibilities (IFSW, 2014; Ornellas et al., 2018). Since the emergence

of the first public declaration of the International Federation of Social Work in 1988, human rights were recognised as an

important value framework for social work. The framework stressed that social work was - and always will be - a human rights

profession. In the meanwhile, this declaration led to a renewed and vital body of scholarship on the role of human rights for social

work (Ife, 2001; Reischert, 2007; Wronka, 2008). McPherson et al. (2017), for example, made a plea for a human rights perspective

in social work that helps shape understandings of who is disadvantaged and who is not, but also enables the social work

community to identify macro-forces at work as well as the need for intervention on the macro-level. In that vein, Ife (2001)

distinguishes between a top-down and a bottom-up approach to human rights in social work, referring to the discursive nature

of human rights. This means that human rights are not fixed or static, and therefore they cannot only be fully defined but should

also be seen as levers for marginalised groups to struggle
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PGSW- I ? NSOU 141 for social justice (Lister, 2007). Human rights might thus have two interpretations in social work (Dean, 2015;

Vandekinderen et al., 2019). In that sense, Ife (2001, p. 152) argues that social workers can position themselves as active

participants in this discursive process in two specific ways, and distinguishes between a deductive and inductive approach to

human rights which both require a democratic, participative process in which all stakeholders can have a role. On the one hand,

the deductive approach starts from the formal rights of citizens who have a formal status as citizens in the nation state (Lister,

2007) and then asks: ‘what does this mean for practice?’ Also other authors address this function of formal rights, with reference

to how equality of access to formal rights can guarantee that vulnerable groups are eligible for claiming and using their rights,

case by case (Weiss-Gal & Gal, 2009). As such, many social workers are engaged in ensuring these rights on a daily basis. In that

vein, Dean (2015) refers to the articulation of ‘thin needs’ through rights, related to what is required for human beings’ bare

survival, which ‘may in part be met through the protections offered by formal or procedural rights, which guarantee equality of

access and opportunity’ (Dean, 2015, p. 21). A sole focus on this legally guaranteed function of rights is nonetheless not enough,

as it entails the risk that rights are seen as a purely individual matter. As McPherson et al. (2017) argue, a human rights lens

however goes beyond a legalistic understanding of human rights and engages with a socio-political interpretation of human

rights, addressing the question: how can social work shape society in such a way that human rights and social justice are

substantively realised? The inductive approach, on the other hand, thus starts from the realities and complexities emerging in

everyday social work practice situations of citizens who experience a kind of second-class citizenship and then asks: what are the

human rights issues at stake and how can they be realised? (Warming & Fahnoe, 2017). In this vein, Dean (2015, p. 21) argues that

we should make sure that ‘thick needs’ are met through substantive rights, which ensures universal protection related to ‘what is

required for true fulfilment’ of the right to human flourishing. A thicker understanding of human needs and rights embraces the

social, political, historical and cultural context that sustains our human dignity and flourishing and is embedded in a citizenship

discourse in which the aim of social policy and the welfare state is to promote and guarantee social justice and social equality

(Dean, 2015). The socio-political function of human rights implies that social work reaches beyond the (re)mediating strategies in

individual situations, but takes up a public mandate to reformulate personal troubles into public issues (Lorenz, 2008, 2016). For

social workers, this encompasses attempts to intervene in the structural aspects of the living conditions of citizens and to provide

and mobilise the available social resources in order to enable everyone to realise the right to

NSOU ? PGSW- I 142 human flourishing (Dean, 2015; Lorenz, 2016). This public role and mandate of social work can be filled in

differently, such as advocating for policy change but also developing innovative social work practices that raise the voice of

excluded groups or that disturb the current social order. In other words, this political role of social work can’t be limited to various

types of policy practice and advocacy strategies at the macro level, but is also shaped in social work practice that investigates the

vital significance of social work practice development in the realm of the ‘lived citizenship’ of people who are living on the edge

of society (Warming & Fahnoe, 2017). The crisis of the welfare state and the current historical and social context in which social

work is active raises questions about the stance of social work research towards the core values of human rights and social justice

(Mullaly, 2007). As reflected in the global definition of social work, rather than being neutral, technical and value- free, social work

research intrinsically has a normative value orientation, being in search of human rights and social justice (Shaw, Gredig &

Sommerfeld 2012; Roose et al., 2016). However, to this day social work has always had an ‘uneasy relationship’ with research

(Lorenz, 2008) and different understandings of the nature and purpose of social work research have evolved, reflecting diverse

conceptions of the nature and purposes of social work itself (Shaw, Gredig & Sommerfeld, 2012; Parton & Kirk, 2010; Powell &

Ramos, 2010). As we are crucially interested in how the European social work research community deals with this search for a

disciplinary identity, we will mainly focus on the question whether – and how - social work researchers take a stance and have a

constitutive commitment to pursue human rights and social justice. Human-rights-based approaches to social work are

sometimes contrasted with needs- based approaches (Mapp, McPherson, Androff, & Gatenio Gabel, 2019). Needs- based

approaches are associated with an individualistic, case- based orientation based on clinical or deficit models of practice. Needs-

based approaches tend to characterise social workers as experts who intervene to promote the wellbeing of people in need.

Rights-based approaches, on the other hand, emphasise the common humanity of social workers and service users. Rights-

based approaches promote the dignity and worth of all people and encourage bottom- up practice that empowers individuals,

families and collectives (Ife, 2012). Strength- based perspectives and partnership working is encouraged. From this point of view,

people who use social work services are considered. Some social work roles might seem more directly related to human rights

work than others. So, any social worker whose main activity concerns advocacy is almost certainly working in the domain of

human rights. However, if we read the 29 articles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (and these should be on wall of

the office of every social worker in

PGSW- I ? NSOU 143 the country), it is hard to imagine any social work role that is not connected to the promotion and

protection of human rights: the right to an education; the right to life, liberty and security; the right not to be subjected to torture

or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and

impartial tribunal; the right to work;
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the right to a standard of living adequate for health and well-being, including food, clothing, housing
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and medical care and many more. The intentions of those who drafted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights were to

establish a benchmark for rights that were held to be universal —they belong to all of us, to everybody in the world; inalienable —

they cannot be taken away from us; and indivisible and interdependent — that is, governments should not be able to pick and

choose which are respected. Sadly, governments throughout the world routinely ignore and breach the human rights of their

people that is why we need agreed statements of universal human rights, and human rights defenders—including social workers

—who will take resolute action to promote and protect them. Human rights are as old as human civilization; but their use and

relevance have been well defined during the recent years. It has gathered more importance in the post-second-world war period,

particularly after the United Nation’s Declaration of Human Rights (UNDHR) in 1948. In a broader sense, the human rights are

“those rights to which every man and woman inhabiting any part of the world should be deemed entitled by virtue of having been

born a human being” (Kashyap). In other words, human rights are those rights which are essential for a dignified and a decent

human living as well as human existence and adequate development of human personality. Human rights are held by all human

beings and human rights exist as long as human beings exist. Both are inalienable and cannot be separated. Precisely, human

rights imply availability of “Such conditions which are essential for the fullest development and realization of the innate

characteristics which nature has bestowed him/her with, as a human being”. They are essential to ensure the dignity of every

person as a human being’. Man is gregarious and he loves staying together. Every human being, as a social being, lives in a group

in the society. As an individual, he has a right to life and right to a decent living. As a social being, and an inseparable part of the

society/ community, he too has other rights, like: right to freedom of speech, expression, thought, belief and faith and right to

move freely. Thus, human rights are essential for the development of the human personality in society, where he lives. The

concept of human rights was further strengthened with the emergence of Magna Carta (1215) and Bill of Rights (England) 1689,

following the glorious Revolution of 1688. Unlike Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) and John Locke (1632-1704) talked of partial

surrender

NSOU ? PGSW- I 144 of a few natural rights; Rights like right to life, liberty and property were never to be given up as those were

inalienable rights. The basic concept of Lockes theory of natural rights was that the citizens have always a legitimate right to

overthrow a Government if it failed to protect the citizens’ rights. From the ancient days India has been committed to the ideals

and doctrine of human rights. In conformity with the UDHR, the Constitution of India, in Part III, provides for sue types of

Fundamental Rights ensuring equality, justice and freedom to all citizens of India. The Part IV captioned “Directive Principles of

State Policy” also ensure Socio- economic justice and rights. India’s fight for freedom from the clutches of the British rulers was

also viewed as a struggle for human rights. Our six fundamental rights comprise both individual rights and social rights but

emphasis has been put on individual’s right ‘to equality of opportunity for all including those belonging to the weaker and

disadvantaged section of the ‘Society in the nature of ‘Protective discrimination’. Articles 14, 15, 16, 17, 29, 38, 46, 330, 332, 334

and 335 dealing elaborately with ‘protective discrimination’ ensure ‘an egalitarian social order’. Abolition of Untouchability has

been given a constitutional sanctity under Art 17 of the Constitution and its practice in any form has been declared as a public

offence. Art 15(4), Art 16(4) and Art 335 deal with reservation of seats for admission into educational institutions and reservation of

posts for appointment to different services for the S.Cs and S.Ts as a mechanism to ensure and secure social economic justice.

Seats in the Union and States Legislatures have been kept reserved for the S.Cs and STs. In the State of Orissa, 30% of seats have

been kept reserved for women in the rural and urban local bodies. At the heart of social work, human rights are a set of

interdependent guiding principles having implications for meta-macro (global), macro (whole population), mezzo (at risk), micro

(clinical), meta-micro (everyday life), and research interventions to eradicate social malaises and promote well-being. They can be

best understood vis-à-vis the UN Human Rights Triptych. This consists of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, increasingly

referred to as customary international law on the center panel; the guiding principles, declarations, and conventions following it,

on the right panel—like the conventions on the Rights of the Child (CRC), Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), and

Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW); and implementation mechanisms, on the left panel—like the filing of

country reports on compliance to conventions, the Universal Periodic Review, thematic and country reports by special

rapporteurs, and world conferences. Briefly, this powerful idea, which emerged from the ashes of World War II, emphasizes five

crucial notions: human dignity; non-discrimination; civil and political rights;

PGSW- I ? NSOU 145 economic, social, and cultural rights; and solidarity rights. Whereas this article emphasizes issues pertaining

to the United States, it touches upon other countries as appropriate, calling for a global vision in the hopes that every person,

everywhere, will have their human rights realized. Only chosen values endure. The challenge, through open discussion and

debate, is the creation of a human rights culture, which is a lived awareness of these principles in one’s mind, heart, and body,

integrated dragged into our everyday lives. 11.4 Conclusion Learners got a detailed understanding about Humsan Rights and

would now be able to relate the concept of Human Rights with Social Work and in the long run would learn to work by adopting

a right based approach. 11.5 Exercises (i) What is Human Rights? Discuss its importance. (ii) Relation between Human Rights &

Social Work. (iii) Discuss about the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 11.6 References 1. Beddoe, L. (2019, August 17). Time
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Unit 12 Introduction to Civil Society. Role of Non Governmental Organization in the developmental sectors Structure 12.1

Objective 12.2 Introduction 12.2.1 Introduction 12.2. Definition 12.2.3 History 12.2.4 Systems of civil society 12.2.5 Principles of

Civil Society 12.2.6 Characteristics of Civil Society 12.2.7 Role and Importance of civil society 12.3 Role of Non-governmental

Organization in developmental sector 12.3.1 Definition 12.3.2 Types of NGO 12.4 Conclusion 12.5 Exercise 12.6 References 12.1

Objective Learners will develop understanding about civil society and NGO. Role of NGO of Civil Society in development sectors.

12.2 Introduction to Civil Society 12.2.1 Introduction Civil society can be recognized as the “third sector” (after government or

society) which is different from government and business and also from the family or any other private sphere. As per other

authors the term
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civil society is used in the sense of 1) the aggregate of non-governmental organizations and institutions that manifest PGSW- I ?

NSOU 147 interests and will of citizens or 2) individuals and organizations in a society which are independent of the

government (What is Civil Society, 2009). Sometimes the word civil society is also used in more general sense of “the elements

such as freedom of speech, an independent judiciary, etc, that makes up a democratic society” (Collins English Dictionary).

The term civil society has been derived from Aristotle’s phrase ‘Koinonia Politike’ from his book ‘Politics’ where he referred civil

society as ‘ political community’, which is synonymous to Greek ‘city state’ and was characterized “ by a shared set of norms and

ethos, in which free citizens on an equal footing lived under the rule of law (Jean L. Cohen, 1994 ) . The concept of civil society

also

87% MATCHING BLOCK 180/180

was used by many Roman writers like Cicero, where it reflected the ancient notion of a republic (Blumenfeld, 2004). “It re-

entered into Western political discourse following one of the late medieval translations of Aristotle’s Politics into Latin by

Leonardo Bruni who first translated koinōnía politik into societas civilis . With the rise of a distinction between monarchical

autonomy and public law, the term then gained currency to denote the corporate estates ( Ständestaat ) of feudal elite of land-

holders as opposed to the powers exercised by the prince” (

Jean L. Cohen, 1994). In post-modern society, the usage of civil society was first located in the writings of Aleksander Smolar in

1978-79 where it denoted the concept of political opposition (Powell, 2007). This specific term became trendy in several political

and economic discussions during 1980s. From this time onwards civil society started to share same features with non- state

movements that confronted authoritarian command, in different places of Central and Eastern Europe and Latin America. Civil

society somehow retains power to manipulate the actions of elected policy makers and businesses. But it can also be stated that

features and nature of civil society is continuously evolving with rapid technological developments and changes within society

(Jezard, 2018). In contemporary era civil society has become core essence of all philanthropic and civic activity, but still this

concept is difficult to define due to its inherent complications and its resistance to be interpreted through a solitary theoretical

lens. In brief it can be articulated that this term on one hand progressively recommend how public life should function within and

between societies and on other hand it also illustrate social action that takes place within the framework of voluntary associations

or intermediary bodies. (Riesman and Glazer, 1950; Van Til, 2000).

NSOU ? PGSW- I 148 12.2. Definition According to the World Bank: “Civil society refers to a wide array of organizations:

community groups, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), labour unions, indigenous groups, charitable organizations, faith-

based organizations, professional associations, and foundations” (Jezard, 2018). Similarly Civil Society organization can be defined

as non-state, not-for-profit, voluntary entities formed by people in the social sphere that are separate from the State and the

market. CSOs represent a wide range of interests and ties. They can be community-based organizations as well as non-

governmental organizations (NGOs). In the context of the UN Guiding Principles Reporting Framework, CSOs do not include

business or for-profit associations. 12.2.3 History If we analyze the evolution of the concept of the civil society throughout the

history, it can be observed that its meaning has changed twice with time from its original classic form. The first change occurred

during French Revolution and during fall of communism in Europe its meaning had been changed for second time. Western

Antiquity: In the pre-modern classical republican understanding of civil society, the essence of philosophy found in the Age of

Enlightenment during 18 th century can be detected. ‘
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Generally civil society has been referred to as a political association governing social conflict through the imposition of rules

that restrain citizens from harming one another’(Edwards 2004). During classical period

civil society had been referred to as a good society which was a part
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of the state. For Plato, “the ideal state was a just society in which people dedicate themselves to the common good, practice

civic virtues of wisdom, courage, moderation and justice and perform the occupational role to which they were best suited. It

was the duty of the ‘philosopher king’ to look after people in civility.” Aristotle

stated that the polis can be defined as an “association of associations” that enables the
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citizens to share in the virtuous task of ruling and being ruled’ (Wikipedia). Roman philosopher Cicero brought up the concept

of ‘societas civilis’ . In the classical period, the political scenario highlighted the concept of a good society which eventually

ensure peace and order among common people .

During classical period no demarcation was made
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between the state and society .The philosophers of this era opined that the PGSW- I ? NSOU 149 state represented civil form of

society and civility reflected the requirement of

the good citizen. This opinion implies that the

70% MATCHING BLOCK 170/180

classical political thinkers endorsed the origins of civil society in its actual sense. During middle

age the concept of classical civil society evaporated from mainstream discussion (Wikipedia). Modern History: G.W.F. Hegel

pioneered a modern liberal understanding of civil society and represented

86% MATCHING BLOCK 171/180

it as a form of non-political society as opposed to institutions of modern nation state. In classical age civil society was

synonymous with political society,

but Hegel has drawn a line between political state and civil society and it
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was followed by Tocqueville’s distinction between civil and political societies and associations, repeated by Marx and Töthnnies.

Hegel represented civil society as a system of needs which intervene between family and the state.

In industrial capitalist society civil society nurtures economic relations and it also served its interests like individual rights and

private property. Karl Marx believed that
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modern state created a space for civil society that reduced society to private interests competing against each other (

Wikipedia). Post Modern History:
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The post modern concept of civil society has believed to emerge in the former Soviet bloc East European countries

by political opposition during 1980s.

46% MATCHING BLOCK 175/180

According to theory of restructurization of welfare systems, concept of civil society became an ideology and it has legitimized

development of the third sector as an alternative for the welfare state. As a consequence concept of third sector

has been developed. It is stated that
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postmodern usage of the concept of civil society has been divided into two main streams –as political society and the third

sector.

During end of 1990s civil society is mainly used
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to legitimize its democratic credentials. This led to the creation by the UN of a high level panel on civil society. In this era, with

emergence of non-governmental organization and the new social movements on a large scale , civil society also has came out

as a third sector which is now become a strategic action to build up an alternative social and world order. 12.2.4

Systems of civil society All the societies including civil societies are based on organized systems of collective human experience,

including economic exchange, political governance, and social relationships. With addition to this system of economic exchanges

also contributes in constructing civil societies which depends on sustainable availability and equitable use of natural and social

resources required for satisfying life by present and future generations. The formation of civil society usually partners with an

identifiable system of political

NSOU ? PGSW- I 150 governance, characterized by open, public decision-making for all community members through

governmental structures that (1) permit legitimate access to and use of civic space and resources, and (2) maintain fairness within

the existing political and judicial systems by promoting and protecting the welfare of the people, with particular concern for the

disenfranchised. Social relationships within a civil society are characterized by strong, active, vibrant, diverse community-based

groups and networks that (1) facilitate open, voluntary participation; (2) enable community stakeholders to hold economic and

political actors accountable for outcomes of policy decisions; (3) provide a context for mutual benefit and exchange; and (4) seek

to promote the “common good,” with a particular concern for inclusion of those currently marginalized. 12.2.5 Principles of Civil

Society The literature suggests that the three principles–participatory engagement, constitutional authority and moral

responsibility–are found in all civil societies regardless of cultural context. Participatory engagement indicates that members of

the society (1) enjoy access to and governance of resources used for the common good, (2) are free to be involved in civic action

and social change, and (3) are free to participate in group affiliations that provide a sense of belonging on a community level.

Constitutional authority protects the rights and privileges of citizens in a civil society. Under the rule of law, citizens and social

groups are constitutionally legitimized and empowered to hold economic and political actors accountable for their work as

community servants and trustees. Local and national decision-makers, motivated by the common good rather than self-interest

are expected to design and implement public policies that strengthen the vitality and welfare of the community. Within this social

context, all community members have moral responsibility to use their civil liberties in ways that do not violate the human rights

of others. The practice of equity, justice, and reciprocity produces social order and stability. 12.2.6 Characteristics of Civil Society

These three systems and three principles combine to articulate nine measurable characteristics of civil society. ? The Common

Civil society is advanced when citizens share a social right of access to the commonwealth of resources produced, used, and

exchanged through natural and
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to contribute to the resources and to benefit from them. Broad, community-based civic engagement in economic activities

occurs in the arena of what is historically called “the Commons,” as in the Greek agora and the English market. As citizens

participate in the open exchange of commonwealth resources, they can form and strengthen social connections and networks

with others. ? Office Civil society is advanced when citizens can exercise their civic duty of self-governance by participating in

political structures that exhibit decentralized power and authority. Community-based civic engagement in political governance

exists when community members have the opportunity to hold positions or “offices” of public decision- making and leadership. ?

Associations Civil society is advanced when citizens can openly and voluntarily participate in diverse social affiliations, groups,

networks, and structures for self-governance and social transformation. “Association” refers to those social places where people

gather and interact with others to exchange ideas, offer support, and receive a sense of belonging. Community-based civic

engagement in systems of social exchange exists when diverse social groups and gatherings are present and permeable. ?

Trusteeship Civil society is advanced when citizens hold decision-making power, work to strengthen and improve local and

regional economies, and exercise sustainable and socially transparent stewardship of societal resources (e.g., human, social,

material, and ecological) on behalf of the “common good.” Community-based activities of civic responsibility in systems of

economic development exist when citizens enjoy the legitimate authority of resource trusteeship. ? Sovereignty Civil society is

advanced when citizens have the right to be involved in all aspects of political governance and the authority to make decisions

and perform actions affecting all levels of public life, without the institutions of public life being “captured” by the interests of

specific groups or individuals. The presence and legitimacy of community-based civic authority through systems of political

governance increase the ability of citizens to exercise sovereignty over policies and programs that can positively affect their lives

and the quality of life in their community.

NSOU ? PGSW- I 152 ? Accountability Civil society is advanced when citizens, acting through community-based groups and

associations are able to use basic civic freedoms and rights (e.g., fair elections, free speech, a free press providing access to

information, freedom to organize in groups) to hold economic and political actors responsible for the outcomes of policies,

programs and patterns of resource distribution, and the exercise of political power. ? Equity Civil society is advanced when each

citizen is given equitable access to and use of resources required for constructing a satisfying life. A moral condition of equity

forms the foundation of activities that expand and strengthen economic conditions for all community members. Economic

equity of resources is necessary for producing and sustaining an improved quality of life for all people, especially the poor. ?

Justice Civil society is advanced when citizens pursue social justice by (1) consistently and compassionately using the “rule of law”

in fulfillment of their civic obligations, and (2) advocating for those excluded from the political process and harmed by unjust

laws. ? Reciprocity Civil society is advanced when citizens (1) pursue social transformation through reciprocal, mutually

dependent collaboration with others, and (2) negotiate, mediate, and resolve conflict through peaceful, nonviolent means. The

nature of civic environments requires that social relationships in communities be limited and conditional. Not everyone in a

society is invariably viewed as a legitimate member and given equal access to its resources. The term reciprocity highlights two

interrelated moral issues of social relationships: how people to treat one another, especially when conflict exists and how group

boundaries are defined and transcended (Timothy J. Peterson, 2004). 12.2.7 Role and Importance of civil society Civil society is

widely referred to as a space which excludes family market and space and in contemporary era it includes a broad spectrum of

organized and organic group which includes nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) trade unions social movements and

grassroots organizations, online networks and communities and faith groups. Civil society organizations (CSOs), groups and

networks vary by size, structure and platform ranging from international non-governmental organizations (e.g. Oxfam)

PGSW- I ? NSOU 153 and mass social movements (e.g. the Arab Spring) to small, local organizations (e.g. Coalition of Jakarta

Residents Opposing Water Privatization) (Cooper, 2018). Civil society organizations bear the responsibility of advocating the

people’s right and wish of the people including but not limited to health, environment and economic right. On one hand they put

important checks on the system of democracy and also create a balance within the system. Civil societies can persuade country’s

ruling government and can make them accountable for their actions. Therefore, it can be articulated that free and active civil

societies reflects a healthy participatory democratic system. Civil society organizations also have accelerated positive social

change throughout the world. Civil Society Organizations intend to serve the humanity through following roles, like ? Service

provider (for example, running primary schools and providing basic community health care services) ? Advocate/Campaigner (for

example, lobbying governments or business on issues including indigenous rights or the environment) ? Watchdog (for example,

monitoring government compliance with human rights treaties) ? Building active citizenship (for example, motivating civic

engagement at the local level and engagement with local, regional and national governance) ? Participating in global governance

processes (for example, civil society organizations serve on the advisory board of the World Bank’s Climate Investment Funds)

(Cooper, 2018). Civil societies are mainly those organizations which are not associated with government like schools and

universities, advocacy groups, professional associations, churches and cultural institutions. Civil societies have plethora of roles.

On one hand they are significant resource who can provide important information to both government and citizens. These civil

societies also set up a monitoring system for government policies and actions and can ask for explanation from the government.

They are also involved in advocacy process and may recommend alternative strategies for government, private sector and other

institutions. Civil societies also aspire to provide services towards disadvantaged group of societies. They also protect the citizen

from violation of their basic rights and design activities to change and espouse unprejudiced social norms and behavior (Ingram,

2020).
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governmental organization (NGO) is a legally constituted organization created by natural or legal persons that operates

independently from any government and a term usually used by governments to refer to entities that have no government status.

In some cases where NGOs are funded by government totally or partially can retain its status as non-governmental organization

by not placing any government representatives in the board of the organization. NGOs share wider social aim that may contain

political aspect, but they are not explicitly political organization. NGOs are defined by the World Bank as “private organizations

that pursue activities to relieve suffering, promote the interests of the poor, protect the environment, provide basic social services

or undertake community development”. The term NGO stands for non-governmental organization and it includes a variety of

organizations such as “private voluntary organizations,” “civil society organizations,” and “nonprofit organization” (McGann &

Johnstone, 2006). The term NGO describes a range of groups and organizations from watchdog activist groups and aid agencies

to development and policy organizations. Usually, NGOs are defined as organizations that pursue a public interest agenda, rather

than commercial interests (Hall-Jones, 2006). It is believed that the first international NGO was probably the Anti-Slavery Society,

formed in 1839. However, the term NGO originated at the end of World War II when the United Nations sought to distinguish

between private organizations and intergovernmental specialized agencies (Hall-Jones, 2006). NGOs are a complex mixture

comprised of alliances and rivalries; businesses and charities; conservatives and radicals. The funding comes from various sources

and though NGOs are usually nonprofit organizations, there are some that operate for profit (Hall-Jones, 2006). NGOs originate

from all over the world and have access to different levels of resources. Some organizations focus on a single policy objective of

AIDS while others will aim at larger policy goals of poverty eradication (Hall-Jones, 2006).

PGSW- I ? NSOU 155 During 20 th century globalization takes place which enhance the importance of NGOs as it has become

impossible to solve every problems within a nation. In this period several organizations centered their activities towards

safeguarding the interest of capitalist enterprises. Now to counterbalance this trend, NGOs emerged to highlight humanitarian

issues, developmental aid and sustainable development (Davies, 2014). 12.3.2 Types of NGO 12.3.2.1 NGOs can be classified by

orientation and level of co-operation. NGO type by orientation: ? Charitable orientation; ? Service orientation; ? Participatory

orientation; ? Empowering orientation; NGO type by level of co-operation ? Community Based Organization; ? City Wide

Organization; ? National NGOs; ? International NGOs; Apart from “NGO”, often alternative terms are used as for example:

independent sector, volunteer sector, civil society, grassroots organizations, transnational social movement organizations, private

voluntary organizations, self-help organizations and non-state actors (NSA’s). Non-governmental organizations are a

heterogeneous group. A long list of acronyms has developed around the term “NGO”. These include: ? BINGO: short for

business-friendly international NGO or big international NGO ? CSO: Civil Society Organization ? DONGO: Donor Organized

NGO ? ENGO: environmental NGO, such as Greenpeace and WWF

NSOU ? PGSW- I 156 ? GONGOs are government-operated NGOs, which may have been set up by governments to look like

NGOs in order to qualify for outside aid or promote the interests of the government in question. ? INGO stands for international

NGO; Oxfam is an international NGO ? QUANGOs are quasi-autonomous non-governmental organizations, such as the

International Organization for Standardization (ISO). ? TANGO: stands for technical assistance NGO ? TNGO: stands for

transnational NGO ? GSO: Grassroots Support Organization ? MANGO: stands for Market Advocacy NGO There are also other

classifications of NGO. According to World Bank there are two types of NGOs –Operational and Advocacy. The basic difference

lies in their purpose. The main purpose of an operational NGO is to design and implement development related project. On the

other hand the primary purpose of an advocacy NGO is to defend or promote a specific cause. 12.3.2.2 Role of NGOs in

developmental Sector: There are four important roles of NGOs and they are as follows: a) Social Development : The most

important role that a Non Governmental Organization play is to enhance the process of social development globally which

eventually has helped to facilitate the process of human development as measured by the UN Human Development Index (HDI).

The most significant positive feature of NGOs is their capacity to maintain institutional independence and their stand towards

political neutrality. But in some cases NGOs may need to collaborate with Governmental agencies to provide required services to

the deprived section of the society. If a Governmental agency claims political allegiance, then NGOs may face the dilemma of

either infringing their neutral position or depriving the poor population from required services. Due to this reason sometime

NGOs have to withdraw their project from politically troubled countries. NGOs have justified this role by introducing some

important features like “flexibility, ability to innovate, and grassroots orientation, humanitarian versus commercial goal orientation,

non-profit status, dedication and commitment, and recruitment philosophy”. But there are also some disadvantages of NGOs

which can adversely affect this specific role of NGOs. These disadvantages are like
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misunderstandings with host partner, inflexibility in recruitment and procedures, turf wars, inadequately trained personnel, lack of

funding to complete projects, lack of transparency, inability to replicate results, and cultural insensitivity”. b) Sustainable

Community Development: NGOs have proved his leadership qualities in promoting community level development. The NGOs are

driven by such ideology and values, so that they can spread their activities among the distressed sections of the society in order

to accomplish their requirements. Due to some specific feature of the NGOs they can easily mobilize mass for spreading

awareness about different social issues. They have pioneered in empowering these sections so that they can control certain

factors to bring back their lives into mainstream. NGOs also bear the responsibility to strengthen local organizations at grassroots

level. NGOs are also expert in implementing project at a very lower cost than government agencies and most sigficantly can

facilitate sustainable community development. Sustainable community development has five salient features and they are as

follows: ? Increasing local economic diversity ? Self reliance: development of local markets, local production, local processing,

greater co-operation among local economic entities. ? Reduction in the use of energy combined with recycling and

management of waste products. ? Protection and enhancement of biological diversity and stewardship of natural resources. ?

Commitment of sustainable communities to social justice. (Bridger & Luloff, 1999) As NGOs engage professional social workers to

reduce human suffering, they play a vital role in supporting women, men, households and community. The roles for such NGOs

include “counseling and support service, awareness raising and advocacy, legal aid and microfinance” (Desai, 2005).These NGOs

have aspired to accelerate sustainable community development through activities like capacity building and building self-reliance.

In this process NGOs also involve themselves in funding projects, contributing to awareness and promoting self-organization of

various group (Baccaro, 2001). It can be articulated that NGOs play an important role in promoting sustainable community

development through three basic function:1) service delivery (relief,

NSOU ? PGSW- I 158 welfare) (2) education and (3) public policy advocacy (Stromquist, 2002). NGOs can accelerate sustainable

community development through microfinance, capacity building and self reliance of the community. NGOs promote local

products and local market, expand social capital and human resources, encourage people to participate in several activities

designed for them and try to bridge the gap between community and system as network liaisons. In this manner, the long-run

goal of sustainable community development would be achieved (Nikkhah & Redzuan, 2010). c) Sustainable Development: NGOs

not only promote sustainable development at local community level, but also at international level. In contemporary era besides

focusing on government activities, NGOs have expanded their scope of activities and they have started focusing on larger

corporations. NGOs are involved in assessing social and environmental impacts of business activity, supported by advances in

information and communication technology .Several multinational corporations have also become accountable to keep proper

record of corporation’s labor, environmental and human rights record. As an obvious consequence now a days, many

corporations are taking care of the impact of their business activity on customers, employees, communities and other interested

group. These initiatives are manifested through several activities like highlighting social and environmental affairs , becoming

accountable for their action and documenting about the impact of their activities and most importantly drafting management

structure that incorporate sustainable development concerns (Hall-Jones, 2006). NGOs play an important role in creating these

trends. Some NGOs monitor, publicize and critically analyze the failure of the companies to assess the impacts of their activity on

the community. NGOs are willing to assign some of their resources towards corporate social responsibility (CSR). d) Sustainable

consumption: Another important role of NGOs is manifested through its partnership with industries in promoting sustainable

consumptions. Some of the instances where this partnership has been successful are in categories such as product develop-

ment, sustainable housing, labeling, World Wildlife Fund (WWF), green purchasing, marine stewardship and so on. In different

project, it has been manifested that NGOs are engaging business to promote sustainable consumption through different

interesting approaches like; ? Using Strategic Means to Point Out Problems ? Assessing Environmental Impacts of Products ?

Greening the Supply of Products and Services ? Focusing on Market Forces ? Forming Extensive Networks of Different

Stakeholders.

PGSW- I ? NSOU 159 12.4 Conclusion There are numbers of NGOs worldwide and these organizations have played a significant

role in social development, sustainable community development, and promoting sustainable consumption. Business corporations

that wish to take care of the interest of their stakeholders can benefit from a productive relationship with NGOs. 12.5 Exercises (i)

What is Civil Society? Role of Civil Society in development sectors. (ii) Discuss role of importance of NGO in development sectors.

(iii) Characteristics of Civil Society. (iv) Define NGO. Discuss various types of NGOs. 12.6 References Blumenfeld, B. (2004).
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him and decides the ways and strategies to accomplish it. In

other words, social worker should not enforce decisions or

solutions on the clients because the client has come to him

for help. Therefore, social worker should support and guide

the client to develop insight into his social situations in

correct perspective and encourage and involve him to like

decisions that are good and acceptable to him. Principle of

Non-Judgmental Attitude: Principle of non-judgmental

attitude presumes that the social worker should begin the

professional relationship without any bias. He should not form

opinion about the client, good or bad, worthy or unworthy.

He has to treat the client as somebody who has come to him

for help and he should be willing to help the client without

being influenced by the opinions of other about the client or

his situation. This enables the worker and the client feel free

to develop understanding of each other. Principle of

Controlled Emotional Involvement: This principle guides

social work professional not to indulge too much personally

in the client’s difficult situation or being too objective.

Therefore, the social worker should maintain a reasonable

emotional distance even while sympathizing with the client

social worker should indicate the understanding of the

difficult situations of the client without showing pity or

appearing to be indifference. (
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Social work principles are guiding declarations of statement

which have evolved from experience and research. The most

commonly discussed principles of social work are as follows:

Principle of acceptance:
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Service ? Empowering individuals, families, and communities

is a primary goal of all social workers. Service is the value from

which all other social work values stem. Social workers

regularly elevate the needs of their communities above their

own personal interests and use their skills and knowledge

(from education and experience) to enhance the wellbeing of

others. In addition, social workers often volunteer their time

or expertise above and beyond their professional

commitments. ? For example, during the COVID-19

pandemic, many social workers coordinated material aid,

community meals, and PPE drives. Social Justice ? Social

workers advocate on behalf of the oppressed, the

marginalized, and anyone who needs their voice amplified.

They often focus on issues such as poverty, homelessness,

discrimination, harassment, and other forms of injustice.

Social workers provide information, help, and other resources

to people seeking equality, and they educate people who may

not directly experience discrimination about the struggles of

others who may not have the same level of privileges in our

society. ? Social workers’ efforts to address injustices include

examining their own biases and encouraging others to do the

same. They work to create more equitable support systems

and identify structural conditions that contribute to disparities

in the health and well-being of individuals and communities.

Dignity and Worth of the Person ? Social workers are mindful

of individual differences in thinking and
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3. Dignity and Worth of the Person Social workers are mindful

of individual differences in thinking and
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as well as cultural and ethnic diversity. Only by treating each

person with dignity and respect can social workers promote

their clients’ capacity and opportunity to address their own

needs and improve their personal situations. Social workers

must be cognizant of their duties to both individual clients

and to society as a whole, and seek solutions for their clients

that also support society’s broader interests. ? Social workers

seek to eliminate factors that threaten the dignity and worth

of individuals, but they do so with a decentred approach that

respects differences and honors self-determination. Rather

than imposing their own values, social workers leverage the

values of their clients and the communities they serve.

Importance of Human Relationships ? Social workers connect

people who need assistance with organizations and

individuals who can provide the appropriate help. Social

workers recognize that facilitating human relationships can be

a useful vehicle for creating change, and they excel at

engaging potential partners who can create, maintain, and

enhance the well-being of families, neighbourhoods, and

whole communities. ? Challenging social conditions, such as

those created by the COVID-19 pandemic, highlight the

essential role of human relationships in supporting health and

healing. Social workers not only build and maintain strong

relationships with individuals and communities, they also help

their clients identify relationships that are helpful to them.

Integrity ? To facilitate these relationships and empower

others to improve their lives, social workers must act in a way

that engenders trust. Each social worker must be continually

aware of the profession’s mission, values, and ethical

principles and standards, and set a good example of these

components for their clients. By behaving honestly and

demonstrating personal integrity, social workers can promote

the organizations with which they are affiliated while also

creating the most value for the populations they serve. ? One

relevant trend in social work is the profession’s use of and

interest in social media. A study published by Social Sciences

& Humanities Open in 2020 reports that the social work

profession seeks to “regard data privacy NSOU ? PGSW- I 26

protection as a human and civil rights issue” and “support

inclusion of social media information in social work.”

Competence ? Professional social workers often hold

undergraduate or graduate degrees in social work, but a fair

amount of their knowledge comes from gaining on- the-job

experience. As part of the social work values outlined in the

NASW Code of Ethics, each social worker must practice

within their scope of competence and avoid misrepresenting

skills or experience to potential clients. ? Social workers must

constantly strive to expand their knowledge base and

competence in order to make meaningful contributions to

the profession and those they serve. Social work is a lifelong

learning commitment, and continuing education can take the

form of any activity that expands a social worker’ knowledge

and skill set, conducting personal study and research,

attending webinars and conferences, or pursuing additional

licences or degrees. (
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on the basis of characteristics such as ability, age, culture,

gender or sex, marital status, PGSW- I ? NSOU 27 socio-

economic status, political opinions, skin color, racial or other

physical characteristics, sexual orientation, or spiritual beliefs.
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of the original principles. (NASW) 3.3.1 Purpose of the NASW

Code of Ethics Professional ethics lies at the core of social

work
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of the human Purpose of the NASW Code of Ethics

Professional ethics are at the core of social work.
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the profession’s mission, values, and ethical principles and

standards. ?
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the profession in general. The following ethical standards are

relevant to the professional activities of all social workers.

These standards concern (1) Social workers’ ethical

responsibilities to clients, (2) Social workers’ ethical

responsibilities to colleagues, (3) Social workers’ ethical

responsibilities in practice settings, (4) Social workers’ ethical

responsibilities as professionals (5) Social workers ’ethical

responsibilities to the social work profession (6) Social

workers ’ethical responsibilities to the broader society. (
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The Code is relevant to all social workers and social work

students, regardless of their professional functions, the

settings in which they work, or the populations they serve.

This specific code of ethics has six purposes
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ethical standards to which the people can hold the social

work profession
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individuals, families, social groups and communities. 3.4.4
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Social workers are expected to develop and maintain the

required skills and competence to
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Social workers are expected to develop and maintain the

quality skills and competence to
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not abusing the relationship of trust with the people using

their services, recognizing the boundaries between personal

and professional life and not abusing their position for

personal benefit or gain. ?
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Social workers should foster and engage in ethical debate

with their colleagues and employers
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charge only for hours and services contracted with them. ?

Arrange appropriate temporary or substitute service for clients

when unavailable or unable to continue practice. ?
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Charge only for hours and services contracted by them; iii.

Charge fair and reasonable fees; iv. Arrange appropriate

temporary or substitute service for service users when

unavailable or unable to continue practice
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Social workers must shoulder responsibility and credit,

including authorship credit, only for the work they have

actually performed and to which they have contributed.
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have contributed.
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Social workers should be willing to collaborate with the

schools of social work in order to support social work

students to get practical training
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Social workers should also be willing to collaborate with the

schools of social work in order to extend support and

supervision to the social work students to get exposed to the

practical training
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Friedlander : “Social Welfare is the organized systems of social

services and institutions designed to aid individuals and

groups to attain satisfying standards of life and health , and

personal and social relationships which permit them to

develop their full capacities and to promote their well being in

harmony with the needs of their families and the community.
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personal and social relationships that permits them to

develop their full capacities and to promote their well being in

harmony with the needs of their families and the community”.
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Social welfare services are given to the needy individuals,

groups and communities but it doesn’t have any specific

method to deal with the problems of the people.
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change to bring about better adjustment between human
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Change is an ever-present phenomenon. It is the law of

nature. Society is not at all a static phenomenon, but it is a

dynamic entity. It is an ongoing process. The social structure

is subject to incessant changes. Individuals may strive for

stability, yet the fact remains that society is an every changing

phenomenon; growing, decaying, renewing and

accommodating itself to changing conditions. The human

composition of societies changes over time, technologies

expand, ideologies and values take on new components;

institutional functions and structures undergo reshaping.

Hence, no society remains complete static. Incessant

changeability is very inherent nature of human society. A

social structure is a nexus of present relationships. It exists

because social beings seek to maintain it. It continues to exist

because men demand its continuance. But the existing social

structure is influenced by many factors and forces that

inevitably cause it to change. Society is thus subject to

continuous change. The change of man and society has been

the central and quite dominant concern of sociology right

from the time when it emerged as branch of learning. The

concern for social change is of great importance not only in

studying past changes but also in NSOU ? PGSW- I 52

investigating ‘future’ developments. Change implies all

variations in human societies. When changes occur in the

modes of living of individuals and social relation gets

influenced, such changes are called social changes. Social

change refers to the modifications which take place in life

pattern of people. It occurs because all societies are in a

constant state of disequilibrium. The word ‘change’ denotes a

difference in anything observed over some period of time.

Hence, social change would mean observable differences in

any social phenomena over any period of time. Social change

is the change in society and society is a web of social

relationships. Hence, social change is a change in social

relationships. Social relationships are social processes, social

patterns and social interactions. These include the mutual

activities and relations of the various parts of the society.

Thus, the term ‘social change’ is used to describe variations of

any aspect of social processes, social patterns, social

interaction or social organization. Social change may be

defined as changes in the social organization, that is, the

structure and functions of the society. Whenever one finds

that a large number of persons are engaged in activities that

differ from those which their immediate forefathers were

engaged in some time before, one finds a social change.

Whenever human behaviour is in the process of modification,

one finds that social change is occurring. Human society is

constituted of human beings. Social change means human

change, since men are human beings. Theorists of social

change agree that in most concrete sense of the word

‘change’, every social system is changing all the time. The

composition of the population changes through the life cycle

and thus the occupation or roles changes; the members of

society undergo physiological changes; the continuing

interactions among member modify attitudes and

expectations; new knowledge is constantly being gained and

transmitted.
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defined as changes in the social organization, that is, the

structure and functions of the society. Whenever one finds

that a large number of persons are engaged in activities that

differ from those which their immediate forefathers were

engaged in some time before, one finds a social change.

Whenever human behaviour is in the process of modification,

one finds that social change is occurring. Human society is

constituted of human beings. Social change means human

change, since men are human beings. To change society, as

says Davis, is to change man. Theorists of social change agree

that in most concrete sense of the word ‘change’, every social

system is changing all the time. The composition of the

population changes through the life cycle and thus the

occupation or roles changes; the members of society

undergo physiological changes; the continuing interactions

among member modify attitudes and expectations; new

knowledge is constantly being gained and transmitted.
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As Kingsley Davis says, “By Social change is meant only such

alternations as occur in social organization – that is, the

structure and functions of society”. According to Maclver and

Page, “Social change refers to a process responsive to many

types of changes; to changes the man in made condition of

life; to changes in the attitudes and beliefs of men, and to the

changes that go beyond the human control to the biological

and the physical nature of things”. Morris Ginsberg defines,

“By social change, I understand a change in social structure,

e.g., the size of the society, the composition or the balance of

its parts or the type of its organization”.
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propagate social welfare. It laid emphasis not on personal

salvation but
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social good and social service. The Ramakrishna Mission

stood for religious and social reform based on the ancient

culture of India. Emphasis was put on the essential spirit of

Hinduism and not on rituals. Rendering social service was the

primary aim of the Ramakrishna Mission. It believed that

serving a human being was the same as worshipping God.

The Mission opened a chain of schools, hospitals, orphanages

and libraries throughout the country. It provided relief during

famines, earthquakes and epidemics.
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math or monastery was established in Belur near Calcutta.

The Belur Math took care of the religious developments of

the people. 9.3.7
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prominent role in bringing about reforms in Maharashtra. He

fought for improving the condition of women, the poor and

the untouchables. He started a school for the education of

girls of the lower castes and founded an association called

the Satyasodhak Samaj. People from all castes and religions

were allowed to join the association. He was opposed to the

domination of the Brahmins and started the practice of

conducting marriages without Brahmin priests. 9.3.9
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The Prarthana Samaj In 1867, the Prarthana Samaj was started

in Maharashtra with the aim of reforming Hinduism and

preaching the worship of one God. Mahadev Govind Ranade

and R.G. Bhandarkar were the two great leaders of the Samaj.

The Prarthana Samaj did in Maharashtra what the Brahmo

Samaj did in Bengal. It attacked the caste system and the

predominance of the Brahmins, campaigned against child

marriage and the purdah system, preached widow remarriage

and emphasised female education.
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to reform Hinduism, Ranade started the Widow Remarriage

Association and the Deccan Education Society. In 1887,

Ranade founded the National Social Conference
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social reforms throughout the country. Ranade was also one

of the founders of the Indian National Congress. 9.3.10
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Many Europeans were attracted towards Hindu philosophy. In

1875, a Russian spiritualist named Madame Blavatsky and an

American called Colonel Olcott founded the Theosophical

Society in America. The society was greatly influenced by the

Indian doctrine of karma. In 1886 they founded the

Theosophical Society at Adyar near Madras. Annie Besant, an

Irish woman who came to India in 1893, helped the

Theosophist movement to gain strength. She propagated

Vedic philosophy and urged Indians to take pride in their

culture. The Theosophists stood for the revival of the ancient

Indian religion and universal brotherhood. The uniqueness of

the movement lay in the fact that it was spearheaded by

foreigners who glorified Indian religious and philosophical

traditions. Annie Besant was the founder of the Central Hindu

College in Banaras, which later developed into the Banaras

Hindu University. Annie Besant herself made India her

permanent home and played a prominent role in Indian

politics. In 1917, she was elected President of the Indian

National Congress.
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movements among the Muslims Movements for socio-

religious reforms among the Muslims emerged late. Most

Muslims feared that Western education would endanger their

religion as it was un-Islamic
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During the first half of the 19th century only a handful of

Muslims had accepted English education. The Muhammedan

Literary Society, established by Nawab Abdul Latif in 1863, was

one of the earliest institutions that attempted to spread

modern education. Abdul Latif also tried to remove social

abuses and promote Hindu- Muslim unity. 9.4.1
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The most important socio-religious movement among the

Muslims came to be known as the Aligarh Movement. It was

organised by Syed Ahmad Khan(1817-1899), a man described

as the most outstanding figure among the Muslims. Syed

Ahmad Khan was born in 1817 into a Muslim noble family and

had joined the service of the Company as a judicial officer. He

realised that the Muslims had to adapt themselves to British

rule. So Syed Ahmad advised Muslims to embrace Western

education and take up government service. In 1862, he

founded the Scientific Society to translate English books on

science and other subjects into Urdu. He also started an

English- Urdu journal through which he spread the ideas of

social reform.
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established the Mohammedan Oriental College which later

developed into the Aligarh Muslim University. It helped to

develop a modern outlook among its students. This

intellectual movement is called the Aligarh Movement. As a

social reformer, Syed Ahmad Khan campaigned against the

purdah system, polygamy and the Muslim system of divorce.

He emphasized the need for removing irrational social

customs while retaining the essence of Islam and

encouraging a rational interpretation of the Koran. Syed

Ahmad Khan believed that the interest of the Muslims would

be best served through cooperation with the British

Government. It was only through the guidance of the British

that India could mature into a full-fledged nation. So he

opposed the participation of the Muslims in the activities of

the Indian National Congress. 9.5
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movements among the Parsis and the Sikhs The Parsi

Religious Reform Association was started in 1851. It

campaigned against orthodoxy in religion.
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Religious and social movements among the Sikhs were

undertaken by various gurus who tried to bring about positive

changes in the Sikh religion. Baba Dayal Das propagated the

nirankar (formless) idea of God. By the end PGSW- I ? NSOU

113 of the 19 T h century a new reform movement called the

Akali Movement was launched to reform the corrupt

management of Gurdwaras. 9.6
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The British Government did not take substantial steps to

educate women. Still, by the end of the 19th century,
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had become aware of the need for social reform. Pandita

Rama bai had been educated in United States and
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England. She wrote about the unequal treatment meted out

to the women of India. She founded the Arya Mahila Sabha in

Pune and opened the Sarda Sadan for helping destitute

widows. 9.6.2 Sarojini Naidu Sarojini Naidu was a renowned

poet and social worker. She inspired the masses with the spirit

of nationalism through her patriotic poems. She stood for

voting rights for women, and took an active interest in the

political situation in the country. She also helped to set up the

All India Women’s Conference. 9.7 Literature
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Literature was used as a powerful weapon for spreading social

awareness among
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people. It was also used for promoting social reforms. The

social reformers made valuable contributions to literature.

Bharatendu Harish Chandra, Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay

and Rabindranath Tagore spread the ideas of social reform

and condemned social injustice in Hindi and Bengali.Poets

like Iqbal and Subramania Bharati inspired the masses.

Premchand wrote about the sufferings of the poor and thus

made the people aware of social injustice. Rabindranath

Tagore composed the National Anthem. Bankim Chandra and

Iqbal composed two other national songs Bande Mataram

and Saare Jahan Se Achchha. 9.8
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which ordinary people make collective claims on others. For
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Sociologist Charles Tilly defines social movements as a series

of contentious performances, displays and campaigns by

which ordinary people make collective claims on others.[8]

For Tilly, social movements are a major vehicle for ordinary

people's participation in public politics.[13]
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movement: 1. Campaigns : a sustained, organized public

effort making collective claims of target authorities; 2.

Repertoire (repertoire of contention): employment of
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He argues that there are three major elements to a social

movement:[8] • Campaigns: a sustained, organized public

effort making collective claims of target authorities; •

Repertoire (repertoire of contention): employment of

combinations from among
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the following forms of political action: creation of special-

purpose associations and coalitions, public meetings, solemn

processions, vigils, rallies, demonstrations, petition drives,

statements to and in public media, and pamphleteering etc. 3.

WUNC displays : participants’ concerted public representation

of worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitments on the part

of themselves and/or their constituencies. Sidney Tarrow

defines a social movement as “collective challenges (to elites,

authorities, other groups or cultural codes) by people with

common purposes and solidarity in sustained interactions

with elites, opponents and authorities.” He specifically

distinguishes social movements from political parties and

advocacy groups (Tarrow, 1994). The sociologists John

McCarthy and Mayer Zald define a social movement as “a set

of opinions and beliefs in a population which represents

preferences for changing some elements of the social

structure and/or reward distribution of a society” (
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the following forms of political action: creation of special-

purpose associations and coalitions, public meetings, solemn

processions, vigils, rallies, demonstrations, petition drives,

statements to and in public media, and pamphleteering; and •

WUNC displays: participants' concerted public representation

of worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitments on the part

of themselves and/or their constituencies. Sidney Tarrow

defines a social movement as "collective challenges [to elites,

authorities, other groups or cultural codes] by people with

common purposes and solidarity in sustained interactions

with elites, opponents and authorities." He specifically

distinguishes social movements from political parties and

advocacy groups.[14] The sociologists John McCarthy and

Mayer Zald define as a social movement as "a set of opinions

and beliefs in a population which represents preferences for

changing some elements of the social structure and/or

reward distribution of a society."[15]
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The early growth of social movement can be traced in

economic and political changes in England in the mid 18 th

Century. It can be stated that first mass social movement

emerged around
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The early growth of social movements was connected to

broad economic and political changes in England in the mid-

18th century, including political representation, market

capitalization, and proletarianization.[8] The first mass social

movement catalyzed around
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the peace terms that the new government accepted at the
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vigorously attacked the new administration of Lord Bute and

the peace terms that the new government accepted at the

1763 Treaty of Paris at the end of the Seven Years' War.
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Wilkes became an Alderman of London and an activist group

society for the supporters of the Bill of Rights started

promoting his policies
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Wilkes became an Alderman of London in 1769, and an

activist group called the Society for the Supporters of the Bill

of Rights began aggressively promoting his policies.[20]
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a period of social turmoil characterized by growing numbers

of social movements and special interest associations like

Chartism was the first social mass movement of growing

working class.
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a period of social upheaval characterised by the growing

maturity of the use of social movements and special-interest

associations. Chartism was the first mass movement of the

growing working-class
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Human rights are commonly understood as "inalienable

fundamental rights to which a person is inherently entitled

simply because she or he is a human being." Human rights are

thus conceived as universal (applicable everywhere) and

egalitarian (the same for everyone). These rights may exist as

natural rights or as legal rights, in
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Social work in its various forms addresses the multiple,

complex transactions between people and their

environments. Its mission is to enable all people to develop

their full potential, enrich their lives, and prevent dysfunction.

Professional social work is focused on problem solving and

change. 11.3
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Social work in its various forms addresses the multiple,

complex problems between people and their environment. Its

mission is to enable all people to develop their full potential,

enrich their lives, and prevent social dysfunctions.

Professional social work is focused on problem solving and

change.
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systems, social work intervenes at the points where people

interact with their environments. Principles of human rights

and social justice are fundamental to social work”. (
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The social work profession promotes social change, problem

solving in human relationships and the empowerment and

liberation of people to enhance well-being. Utilizing theories

of human behaviour and social systems, social work

intervenes at the points where people interact with their

environments. Principles of human rights and social justice

are fundamental to social work”.
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as "organizational structures and strategies that may

empower oppressed populations to mount effective

challenges and resist the more powerful and advantaged

elites".[4]
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civil society is used in the sense of 1) the aggregate of non-

governmental organizations and institutions that manifest

PGSW- I ? NSOU 147 interests and will of citizens or 2)

individuals and organizations in a society which are

independent of the government (What is Civil Society, 2009).

Sometimes the word civil society is also used in more general

sense of “the elements such as freedom of speech, an

independent judiciary, etc, that makes up a democratic

society” (Collins English Dictionary).
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civil society is used in the sense of 1) the aggregate of non-

governmental organizations and institutions that advance the

interests and will of citizens or 2) individuals and organizations

in a society which are independent of the government.[2]

Sometimes the term civil society is used in the more general

sense of "the elements such as freedom of speech, an

independent judiciary, etc, that make up a democratic

society" (Collins English Dictionary).[3]
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Generally, civil society has been referred to as a political

association governing social conflict through the imposition

of rules that restrain citizens from harming one another.[54] In

the classical period,
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citizens to share in the virtuous task of ruling and being ruled’

(Wikipedia). Roman philosopher Cicero brought up the

concept of ‘societas civilis’ . In the classical period, the

political scenario highlighted the concept of a good society

which eventually ensure peace and order among common

people .
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citizens to share in the virtuous task of ruling and being ruled.

[54] His koinonia politike as political community. The concept

of societas civilis is Roman and was introduced by Cicero. The

political discourse in the classical period, places importance

on the idea of a ‘good society’ in ensuring peace and order

among the people.
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between the state and society. Rather they held that the state

represented the civil form of society and ‘civility’ represented

the requirement of
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classical political thinkers endorsed the genesis of civil society

in its original sense. The Middle
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it as a form of non-political society as opposed to institutions

of modern nation state. In classical age civil society was

synonymous with political society,
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it as a form of non-political society as opposed to institutions

of modern nation state.[12] While in classical republicanism

civil society where synonymous with political society,
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needs which intervene between family and the state.
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was followed by Tocqueville's distinction between civil and

political societies and associations,[12] repeated by Marx and

Tönnies. Unlike his predecessors, Hegel considered civil

society (German: bürgerliche Gesellschaft) as a separate

realm, a "system of needs", that is the, "[stage of] difference

which intervenes between the family and the state".[60]
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modern state created a realm of civil society that reduced

society to private interests competing against each other.
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the post-modern way of understanding civil society was first

developed by political opposition in the former Soviet bloc

East European countries
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According to theory of restructurization of welfare systems, a

new way of using the concept of civil society became a

neoliberal ideology legitimizing development of the third

sector as a substitute for the welfare state. The recent

development of the third sector
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postmodern usage of the concept of civil society has been

divided into two main streams –as political society and the

third sector.
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postmodern usage of the idea of civil society became divided

into two main ones: as political society and as the third sector

–
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to legitimize its democratic credentials. This led to the

creation by the UN of a high level panel on civil society. In this

era, with emergence of non-governmental organization and

the new social movements on a large scale , civil society also

has came out as a third sector which is now become a

strategic action to build up an alternative social and world

order. 12.2.4
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to justify its legitimacy and democratic credentials. This led to

the creation by the UN of a high level panel on civil society.

[68] However, in the 1990s with the emergence of the

nongovernmental organizations and the new social

movements (NSMs) on a global scale, civil society as a third

sector became treated as a key terrain of strategic action to

construct ‘an alternative social and world order.’
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was used by many Roman writers like Cicero, where it

reflected the ancient notion of a republic (Blumenfeld, 2004).

“It re-entered into Western political discourse following one

of the late medieval translations of Aristotle’s Politics into

Latin by Leonardo Bruni who first translated koinōnía politik

into societas civilis . With the rise of a distinction between

monarchical autonomy and public law, the term then gained

currency to denote the corporate estates ( Ständestaat ) of

feudal elite of land-holders as opposed to the powers

exercised by the prince” (

87% MATCHING TEXT 82 WORDS

was used by Roman writers, such as Cicero, where it referred

to the ancient notion of a republic (res publica). It re-entered

into Western political discourse following one of the late

medieval translations of Aristotle's Politics into Latin by

Leonardo Bruni who as a first translated koinōnía politikḗ into

societas civilis. With the rise of a distinction between

monarchical autonomy and public law, the term then gained

currency to denote the corporate estates (Ständestaat) of a

feudal elite of land-holders as opposed to the powers

exercised by the prince.[9]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_society
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1

Entire Document

98% MATCHING BLOCK 1/1

1 «*ìôdôÇæ væçìèä ¼ãÛì» âãk èûxHèûóÖìÜíúë t¬‰ìçíôì+ë vx*èËë äæÖ vö-øìÒ¹â «*ûèçÞç ðíúí×• çìë ÜáËéú ¾ûèÐ,%Ö

ðÜ «*èçèå èÐáìÇéÞíô çþìë ø×`óâíçì vôìæß èû»íú ÅE÷èÐáì †ŒðíËë ¼ãíöìù ôíë vóßúì¯ Í-váír ûÖèkùçÛìíû çþìíóë †ŒðË

áâçì Ììíù vÇíôÈ Ìæãâìæ ôíë æì èæíú èæúç âïÜÖìúíæë âÓÖ èóíú v¼åì èòë ôëìÈ öãèköãk¯ v¼È Ìæãöìúé ÍôìèÓô èû»íú øìÒ-

ÅøôëË ëè÷ç ðíúí× ß ðíE×_öìë âïÜ ôìÒìíâì èòëéô·ç ðíúí× Íôèå ¼ãè÷è¬Q?ç øìÒ¹íâë èÛè+íç¯ v¼È ¼íà öãk ðíúí× ÌÓéçûÖ

èû»íú æçhæ çÇÖ• âææ ß èûíxX»íËë ¼âìíûÐ¯ óïë-¼˜ìëé èÐáìóìíæë t¬Héô·ç øºoèç Ìæã¼ëË ôíëÈ ÍÈ¼û øìÒ-ÅøôëË

vÜÔìë ôìä ÷Üí×¯ èûèÛˆ‰ èû»íúë ÌèÛÚ øè„çâ„Üéë ¼ìðìöÖ Í-ôìíä ÌøèëðìöÞ Íû¤ öþìíóë èæëÜ¼ øèëx*íâ vÜÔì• ¼@øìóæì

çÇì èûæÖì¼ôâÞ ¼ã¼@øˆ‰ ðíE× çþìëì ¼ôíÜÈ ÓæÖûìíóë øìr¯ Ìì¼íÜ• Íþëì ¼ôíÜÈ ÌÜíáÖ vÇíô óïë-¼˜ìëé èÐáìóìíæë

ôìöÞ¹íâ Ì¤Ð èæíE×æ/ öÔæÈ vôìæß èÐáìÇéÞ ÍÈ øìÒÖû¬t¬;èæ÷íúë ¼ìðìöÖ væíûæ• çÔæÈ èçèæ ôìöÞç ÍôìèÓô

èÐáôâ„Üéë øíëìá ÌÓÖìøæìë çìûÁ ¼ãèûÓì vøíú öìíE×æ¯ ÍÈ¼û øìÒ-ÅøôëíËë ÷÷Þì ß ÌæãÐéÜíæ öçåì âíæìèæíûÐ ôëíûæ

vôìæß èÐáìÇéÞ• èû»íúë ùÛéíë öìßúì çþìë øíá ççÈ ¼ðä ðíû¯ èû»úû¬t¬; öìíç èæíäë v÷,%ìú ÌèÓùç ðú• øìÒ-ÅøôëíËë Ûì»ì ß

Åøòìøæì çìë Åøíöìùé ôëìë èóíô ¼ûÞ¬t¬?íë æäë ëìÔì ðíúí×¯ çìë ßøë• «*èç øöÞìíúë vÐí» «*ó+ ÌæãÐéÜæé ß Ìèçèëk Úìæ

ÌäÞíæë äæÖ †Œp-èæíóÞÐ èÐáìÇéÞë †ŒðËáâçì ß è÷¬Q?ìÐéÜçì ûüèºoë ¼ðìúô ðíû¯ ÍÈ ÌèÛæû Ììíúìäíæë vûÐ èô×ã

«*úì¼È ÍÔæß øëéáìâïÜô_Ìíæô váír Ííôûìíë «*Çâ øóíáø¯ t¬HÛìûçÈ rgèå-èû÷hÖèç èô×ã èô×ã Çìôíç øìíë• öì ÌûÐÖÈ

¼¤íÐìÓæ ß øèëâìäÞæìë Ìíøáì ëìíÔ¯ ¼ìÓìëËÛìíû ÌìÐì ôëì öìú• ûÖìøôçë ûÖûðìíëë âÓÖ èóíú øìÒ-ÅøôëËIèÜ ¼ûÞr ¼âìóüç

ðíû¯ ’

Ò…±¬Ûfl¬ ïÎ¬.ó qˆ¬ ˙Ç¬ı˛ ¸ı˛fl¬±ı˛ Åøì÷ìöÞ

2 ò¢ü ˛õ)î≈ü%oî ≠ ~!≤Ã°ñ 2022 !ÓŸª!Óòƒy°Î˚ üO%!Ó˚ Ü˛!ü¢ˆÏöÓ˚ ò)Ó˚!¢«˛y Ó%ƒˆÏÓ˚yÓ˚ !Ó!ô xö%ÎyÎ˚# Ä

xÌ≈yö%Ü)˛ˆÏ°ƒ ü%!oï˛–

Printed in accordance with the regulations and financial assistance of the Distance

Educa- tion Bureau of the University Grants Commission.

3

øèëè÷èç èû»ú ½ ¼âìäôâÞ t¬‰ìçíôì+ë ¬t¬?ë øìÒ¹â ½ M. S. W. : 9 ë÷æì ¼@øìóæì Íôô 1, 2, 5 ÌÓÖìøô ™

qÐéÜ û¼ã ÌÓÖìøô Ìèäç ôhâìë øèç Íôô 3, 4, 8 ÌÓÖìøô Ìè¼ç ôhâìë û¼ã Íôô 6, 7, 9, 10 ÌÓÖìøô Ûé,‡íóû ÌèÓôìëé õ∂:±¬ÛÚ

ÍÈ øìÒ ¼¤ôÜíæë ¼âãóú t¬H& væçìèä ¼ãÛì» âãk èûxHèûóÖìÜíúë Pìëì ¼¤ëèáç¯ èûxHèûóÖìÜú ôçüÞøíáë èÜèÔç Ìæãâèç

×ì§ì Íë vôìæ Ì¤íÐë øãæâãÞ°Ë ûì vôìíæìÛìíû Åºüoèç ¼@øïËÞ èæè»ºo¯ !

Ü˛ˆÏ¢yÓ˚ ˆ§ö=Æ èæûaoô
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væçìèä ¼ãÛì» âãk èûxHèûóÖìÜú M.S.W. - 9 ‘t¬‰ìçíôì+ë øìÒ¹â’ Íôô 1 ❐ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæì_ ÓìëËì•

vöîèkôçì• æéèç ß øèëèÓ 7 Íôô 2 ❐ «*Ðì¼èæô «*è¹úì ß çìë Åøìóìæ¼âïð 13 Íôô 3 ❐ çóìëèô• Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË ß âïÜÖìúæ

½ ÓìëËì• æéèç• ¼¤Úì• Åøìóìæ• ôìöÞ ß øºoèç ûì vôîÐÜ 19 Íôô 4 ❐ «*èçVìíæë ÓìëËì ß Iëg&• «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë•

ÅPãºoôëË• óÜ ûì vùìVé ùÒæ• væç·&• è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË ß vùìVéë ùèçâúçì 28 Íôô 5 ❐ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß ûÖûòìøæìë øèëí«*èáíç

ôâÞé ¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç• âìæû ¼@øó øèëôGFæì ß Åˆ‰úæ• ôâÞé Åˆ‰úæ• «*èÐáË ß ôâéÞíóë øëìâÐÞóìæ 41 Íôô 6 ❐
¼âìäôÜÖìË øèë÷ìÜæ_vô\éú ¬t¬?íë 49 Íôô 7 ❐ ëìäÖ¬t¬?íë ¼âìäôÜÖìË øèë÷ìÜæ 60

6 Íôô 8 ❐ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß Åˆ‰úæ ôìíä vû¼ëôìèë ûì vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë Ûïèâôì• èæúâ-æéèç• vû¼ëôìèë «*ôíGF ÌÇÞ

¼ìðìíöÖë ûì ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìíæë èûèÛˆ‰ ÐçÞ• èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ß t¬HE×çì 73 Íôô 9 ❐ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû ùÒæ_÷ìèðóì èæëCøË•

øÇèæíóÞèÐôì Íû¤ «*íúìùíôîÐÜ 80 Íôô 10 ❐ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì_Åøìóìæ• óáçì¼âïð• vôîÐÜ• øºoèç 93

7 Íôô 1 ❐ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæì_ÓìëËì• vöîèkôçì æéèç ß øèëèÓ (Concept, Importance, Princples and Areas

of Social Welfare and Social Welfare Administration) ùÒæ 1¿1 ÓìëËì (Concept) o1¿2 vöîèkôçì (Importance) 1¿3 æéèç

(Princples) 1¿4 ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë øèëèÓ (Areas of Social Welfare) 1¿5 ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæì (Social Welfare Administration)

1¿6 †ŒpøJé (Bibliography) 1¿7 ÌæãÐéÜæé (Exercise) 1¿1 ÓìëËì (Concept) “¼âìäôÜÖìË” Ðjèåë ÌÇÞ ûÖìøô Íû¤ ûTèûÓ

ôìäôâÞ Íë øèë¼éâìÛhk¯ ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû ¼âìíäë Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËë Åˆ‰èçë äæÖ ôâÞ¼ïè÷¼âïðíô ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ûÜì

ðú¯ ¼ãóïë Ìçéíç ¼âìäôÜÖìË Ôãû ¼¤ôéËÞ ÌíÇÞ ûÖû´ç ðç¯ ÐìëéèëôÛìíû Ìáâ• Ì¼âÇÞ• âìæè¼ô vëìùé ÈçÖìèó vx*èËë

âìæã»íóë äæÖ èô×ã vt¬HE×ìí¼ûì ß ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìä ôëì_ÍåìÈ è×Ü ¼âìäôÜÖìË¯ ôìÜ¹íâ ÍÈ ÓìëËìë øèëûçÞæ Ùíå Íû¤ öÇìëéèç

øèëèÓ ûÖìøüç ðú¯ «*ìÇèâô ¬t¬?íë ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìíäë âíÓÖ óúìâïÜô âíæìÛìû è×Ü¯ Ìíæíô ÍÈ ôìíäë âíÓÖ øãËÖÜìÛ ðú

ûíÜß âíæ ôëíçæ¯ v¼È ¼âíú ¼âìíä ¾û»âÖíô Ôãû t¬HìÛìèûô ûíÜ Ûìûì ðç¯ ¼ìâìèäô ¬t¬?ëèûæÖìí¼ë Ðéí»Þ öþìëì Ìûòìæ

ôëíçæ• ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäôÛìíû æéí÷ë çÜìë âìæã»íóë äæÖ âìíÄâíÓÖ ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìäôâÞ ôëíçæ Ììë ÌìKç·è: ÌæãÛû ôëíçæ¯ ¼ãçëì¤
¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìíäë Óìëì è×Ü ÌçÖ¬Q? Ìèæúèâç¯ øëûçÞéôìíÜ è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæìë váír ûÖìøô øèëûçÞæ Ùíå ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô

ôìíäë Íôèå Óìëìûìèðôçì øèëÜèáç ðú¯ ¼ì@eèçô ÓìëËì ðÜ_Ðìëéèëô• ¼ìâìèäô âæ¬t¬?ìè+Uô• Ììíûù ß ëìäÊæèçôÛìíû Ì¼âÇÞ

¼@eóìúÛhk âìæã» öìëì ¼ìâìèäô øèëí»ûì• vöâæ_èÐáì• t¬HìòÖ• èûíæìóæ• ùüð ß ôâÞ¼¤òìíæë ¼ãíöìù-¼ãèûÓì ÜìíÛ

8 ûè˜ç Íû¤ ÌûíðèÜç ÍÈ ¼â¬t¬? øèëí»ûìâïÜô ôìäôâÞíô ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÜì öìú¯ ÌæÖÛìíû ûÜì öìú vö óèë°• Ðìëéèëô «*èçûaoé

çÇìôèÇç èæ@¬‰ûùÞéú ¼@eóìíúë ëìäÊæèçô• ¼ìâìèäô• ÌÇÞÊæèçô Åˆ‰úíæ ¼ìðìöÖ óìæ ß ¼âìíäë âïÜít¬Œìíç çìíóë ÐìèâÜ

ôëìÈ ðÜ ¼âìäôÜÖìË¯ (Social welfare refers to those set of services which are provided to such segments of population,

who virtue of certain handicaps Physical, Psychological, emotional and political are unable to take advantage of social

services such as education, health, recreation, housing, employment etc. or are traditionally denied the use of these

services because of certain Social or Political abilities thus, Welfaresim means helping poor, handicapped, dountrodden

to raise their Political, Social, Economic and emotional levels to bring into the main stream of the society–Dr. D. Paul

Chowdhury.) o1¿2 vöîèkôçì (Importance) oóãóÞÐì†Œ¬t¬? ß óèë° âìæã»íóë «*íúìäíæ ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì Ðì¼æôçÞì ûì ¼âìíäë

¼ó¼Öíóë ôçÞûÖ è×Ü¯ ¼ìâ¬Q?çìèQŸô öãíùß ¼ðíöìùéíóë øìíÐ óþì§ìíæì• óìæôìíöÞ Ìì†Œð Íû¤ qìç·&íûìÓ è×Ü¯ ÌÇÞèûóÖì•

ÌÛúóìæ• øëèðÊçè»çì ÈçÖìèó óìíæë èûèÛˆ‰ ëCøíô vûìÄìç¯ vôîèåíÜÖë âíç• óèë°• ûút¬› ß ÌæìÇíóë óìèú&Ûìë Ðì¼ôíóë ðìíçÈ

Çìôì Åè÷ç¯ ¼@¬Œìå ÌíÐìô ¼ìÓìëË âìæãí»ë ôÜÖìíËë äæÖ ûTèûÓ ôìä ôíëè×íÜæ¯ Ììëß Ììíù I:öãíù Ðìëéèëô «*èçûaoéíóë äæÖ

«*èÐáíËë ûÖûòì è×Ü¯ èûèÛˆ‰ ÓâÞ¼@eóìíúë æéèç ß ôìíäë vô\èû`óãÈ ðÜ ¼âìäôÜÖìË¯ èð`óãÓíâÞ óìæôìíöÞë ßøë Ìçéû

Iëg& vóßúì ðú_âè`óë• âÒ ß ÓâÞÐìÜì ûÖìøôÛìíû ¼ìâìèäô øèëí»ûìë ôìä ôíë Çìíô¯ ÍÈ ¼¤ùÒæIèÜ èûíÐ»ç «*ìô·èçô èûøöÞíú

¼ìÓìëË âìæã»íô «*Û—ç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë Çìíô¯ ¼þì÷éë vûîºo¬¬t¬?ïíøß ûT óìæ«*ó+ôìëéë æìâ vÔìóìÈ ôëì Ììí×¯ Í×ì§ì vûîºoÓíâÞ

“èæûÞìË” ÜìíÛë äæÖ âìæãí»ë âíÓÖ ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìíäë ÅíGXÔ vóÔì öìú¯ ríúìóÐ ß ÷çhóÞÐ Ðçìjéíç âã¼Üâìæ Ðì¼íæß

¼âìäôÜÖìôë ôìäôíâÞë èæóÐÞæ vóÔíç øìßúì öìú¯ v¼ öãíùß t¬ã›Ü• ðì¼øìçìÜ òìøæ ûì óã¥òíóë «*íúìäíæ ¼ìðìöÖóìæ ÈçÖìèó

è×Ü¯ È¤íëä Ðì¼æôìíÜß èÔšéú èâÐæìèëëì èûèÛˆ‰ Óëíæë ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìäôâÞ ™ëg ôíë¯ øëûçÞéôìíÜ ûT ¼âìä-

¼¤t¬›ìëô• vöâæ_ëìäì ëìâíâìðæ ëìú• ÉxHë÷\ èûóÖì¼ìùë• óìóìÛìÈ væîëäé• ûèWâ÷\ ÷íªìøìÓÖìú• âðìíóû vùìèû`ó ëìËìíõ•

âóæíâìðæ âìÜûÖ• t¬Hìâé èûíûôìæ`ó• ÜìÜì ÜìäøÁ ëìú• vùìøìÜô·Ã vùìÔíÜ• vâìðæóì¼ ôëâ÷þìó ùìèao ß Ûéâ ëìß «*âãÔ

ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô èóô vÇíô Ìæãˆ‰ç vx*èËë âìæãí»ë Åˆ‰úíæë äæÖ èæë¬Q?ë «*úìí¼ ûuçé è×íÜæ¯ èûèÛˆ‰ ûÖèkí&ë

øìÐìøìèÐ ûT vùìVéß ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë ôìíä öãk¯ ÍÈ ¼â¬t¬? ûÖèk ß vùìVéíóë ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû èçæèå èûÛìíù èûÛk ôëì vöíç øìíë ½_

‘ô’ ôÜÖìËôìâé vùìVé (Philanthropic Group)¯
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9 ‘Ô’ ¼¤t¬›ìëôìâé vùìVé (Reformist Group)¯ ‘ù’ ¾û«Xèûô vùìVé (Revolutionary Group)¯ ôÜÖìËôìâé vùìVé èûxHì¼ ôíë vö•

¼ìâìèäô ¼¤ùÒæ ß ôìÒìíâìë øèëûçÞæ æì-ôíë ¼ëì¼èë âìæûçìë ÅíóÖìíù âìæãí»ë Ìûòìë ¼¤t¬›ìë¼ìÓæ ôëì ¼@¬cû•

vöâæ_t¬ã›Ü• ðì¼øìçìÜ òìøæ ÈçÖìèó¯ äæ Üôd• vûpìâ «*âãÔ ÍÈ vùìVéë «*ûkì¯ ¼¤t¬›ìëôìâé vùìVéë âíç ¼¤t¬›ìëâïÜô ôìä ðÜ

¼ìâìèäô ôìÒìíâì ß çìë «*èçVìæIèÜë ûì ¼¤ùÒæIèÜë ¼¤t¬›ìë¼ìÓíæë âìÓÖíâ t¬HìòÖôë ôâÞÓìëì ÌûÖìðç ëìÔì¯ çþìëì âíæ

ôíëæ• ¼¤t¬›ìë¼ìÓæ ðíÜÈ ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû âìæãí»ë äéûæöìrìë IËùç øèëûçÞæ Ùåíû¯ Íþëì ¼ìâìèäô ôìÒìíâì ß çìë «*èçVìæIèÜë

ÌûÜãè:ôëíË èûxHì¼ ôíëæ æì¯ ™Óãâìr çìíóë ¼¤t¬›ìë¼ìÓíæë ÌèÛâç vøì»Ë ôíëæ¯ ÷ìÜ¼Þ Øhèëíúë• væìíúÜ ûíúØ «*âãÔ

è÷¬Q?ìèûóëì ÍÈ vùìVéÛhk¯ ¾û«Xèûô vùìVéë ¼ó¼Öëì âíæ ôíëæ• óìèë°• ÌÚçì ¼ì¤t¬ü›èçô øfìÁøóûèçÞçì âïÜç ¼ìâìèäô

ôìÒìíâì ß çìë «*èçVìæIèÜë âíÓÖÈ èæèðç¯ çìíóë èûxHì¼ ûÖèkùç óìæ• ¼ìðìöÖ ß «*ìèçVìèæô ¼¤t¬›ìë vôìíæìèô×ãÈ âìæã»íô

çìë ÷ìèðóì• vëìù• èæëáëçì vÇíô âãk ôëíç øìíë æì¯ çìëì óüÆ«*èçÚ vö• ¼ìâìèäô ôÜÖìíËë âïíÜ Ììí× ¼ìâìèäô ôìÒìíâì ß çìë

«*èçVìæIèÜ¯ ¼ãçëì¤ ¼ìâìèäô ôìÒìíâì øèëûçÞíæë PìëìÈ ¼â¼ÖìûèÜë óïëéôëË ¼@¬cû¯ ôìÜÞ âìôÞ¼d «*âãÔ ¼âìäèûÚìæéëì

ÍÈ vùìVéíç øí§æ¯ Ûìëçûí»Þ ¼íûÞìóú• Û—óìæ• †Œìâóìæ ÈçÖìèó Ììí`óìÜíæë âìÓÖíâ ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë vöîèkôçì óìæì ûìíÓ¯

öìë ØíÜ ôÜÖìËâãÔé ëìí,%³ë (Welfare State) ÓìëËì ùèÒç ðú¯ Ûìëçû»Þ ôÜÖìËâãÔé ëì,%³ èð¼ìíû ÓìëËì ÌèÛèðç ðú¯ ¼ãçëì¤
¼âìäôÜÖìËôë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë vöîèkôçì Ììëß óïÆ èÛè+Û—èâë ßøë «*èçèVç ðú¯ 1¿3 æéèç (Principles) ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìäôâÞ

èûíÐ»Ûìíû ÌæãÓìûæ ôëíÜ vóÔì öìú• ÍIèÜ ôèçøú èûíÐ» æéèçë ßøë èÛè+ ôíë ëCøìèúç ðíú Çìíô¯ ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû ÍIèÜíô èçæèå

Ûìíù èûÛk ôëì vöíç øìíë•_ûÖèkùç• ÓâÞéú ß ¼ìâìèäô¯ ûÖèkùç váír ôçôIèÜ èû»ú ôìä ôíë• vöâæ_øìèëûìèëô ÑèçðÖ• äìèçùç

ôÜÖìË• øìøôìöÞ ¸ìÜæ• ùËÖâìæÖ ûÖèkí&ë ¼íà ÙèæVçì• Ììúôë ûþì÷ìíæì• ôìÅíô ÔãèÐ ôëì ûì ÌìK«*÷ìë¯ ÓâÞéú váír

t¬HùÞìíëìðË ûì vâìáÜìÛ ÌÇûì ÓâÞéú èæíóÞíÐ Ììíúë Íôèå èæèóÞ,% Ì¤Ð ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë Åí!ÐÖ ûÖú ÈçÖìèó èû»ú èûíûè÷ç ðú¯

¼ìâìèäô æéèçë váír vóÔì öìú vö• vôìæß èûíÐ» ôìíä Ìàéôìëûºoçì• t¬H÷íá ôìëß óãëûòì vóÔì ÌÇûì vôìíæì ¼¤ùÒæ ûì ûÖèkë

ÛìíÜì ôìíäë ¼ãØÜ ÌæãÛû ôëì¯

10 1¿4 ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë øèëèÓ (Areas of Social Welfare) “¼âìäôÜÖìË” Íôèå ùèçÐéÜ ûì ÷èÜÃã øºoèç¯ Íë ûÖìè: ëì,%³íÛíó

¼âúíÛíó ¼çç øèëûçÞæÐéÜ¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË vôìíæìÛìíûÈ ôçôIíÜì ¼¤t¬›ìëâïÜô ûÖûòì æú• ûë¤ ôçôIíÜì «*èçôìëâïÜô ß

«*èçí»Óô ûÖûòì¼âïð Íë ÌìßçìÛhk¯ Ìíæô ¼âú ¼ìâìèäô ¼¤ùÒæIèÜ öíÇìøöãk ¼âè,% øèëí»ûìë øèëôìÒìíâì ¾çèë ôíë ¼ìâìèäô

¼¤ùÒæIèÜë âíÓÖ øèëûçÞæ èæíú Ììí¼¯ Ììûìë ÌæÖÛìíû ûÜì öìú vö• èÐ™• âèðÜì• ûüºo ß «*èçûaoé âìæã»íóë äæÖ ¼ã¼¤ðç

øèëí»ûìë ßøë Iëg& Ììíëìø ôëìÈ ðÜ ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë ôìä¯ èô¬Q; Ûìëûí»Þë âíçì Åˆ‰úæÐéÜ vóÐIèÜë øíá ¼ûìë äæÖ ÍÈ Óëíæë

ûÖûòìèó †ŒðË ôëì ¼@¬cûøë ðú æì• vöÔìíæ Åˆ‰ç vóÐIèÜ t¬HìÛìèûôÛìíû ¼ìâìèäô èæëìø+ìë vâì§íô ÍÈ Óëíæë ûÖûòìèó

¼ðíäÈ †ŒðË ôëíç øìíë¯ ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû ¼âìäôÜÖìËíô óãÈÛìíû Ûìù ôëì vöíç øìíë• ¼ìâìèäô ¼â¼Öì Íû¤ ¼âìä ÍÈ ¼â¼ÖìIèÜíô

ôéÛìíû vóíÔ çìë ßøë¯ «*ìÇèâôÛìíû ÍÈ ¼â¼ÖìûèÜ ûÖèkèûíÐ»íô tøÐÞ ôëíÜß ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû vùìåì ¼âìäíô «*Ûìèûç ôíë¯ vôìæß

ûÖèkâìæãí»ë ¼â¼Öì vÇíô ÍÈ ¼â¼ÖìIèÜ Ålc—ç ðíÜß ¼âìíäë ÌæÖìæÖ ¼ó¼Öíóë váírß ÍIèÜ ¼âÛìíû «*íöìäÖ¯ vö-vôìíæì

¼â¼ÖìÈ ¼ï÷æìú ûÖèk èæíä ûì çìë øèëûìë vâåìíæìë v÷,%ì ôíë èô¬Q; öÔæ v¼IèÜ çìíóë áâçìë ûìÈíë ÷íÜ öìú çÔæ ¼âìä Íèùíú

Ììí¼ v¼È ¼â¼Öì¼âïíðë «*èçôìë¼ìÓíæ¯ ÍÈ ¼ìâìèäô ¼â¼ÖìIèÜ ðÜ óìèë°Ö• ûì¼òìæ• ôâÞ¼¤òìæ• ¼ìÓìëË ÌøëìÓ• vöîæ

ÌøëìÓ• ûút¬›íóë Íôìôé& ß èÐ™íóë ÌûíðÜì ÈçÖìèó¯ ¼âìä ¼â¼ÖìIèÜë óïëéÛ—çôëíË ¼ìâìèäô æéèç (Social Policy)• ¼ìâìèäô

ÌìÈæ ë÷æì ôíë Íû¤ ¼ëôìèë Ðì¼æöQŸ ß ûÖûòìøæìë âìÓÖíâ ÍIèÜ «*Ðâíæ ¼í÷,% ðú¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë Ììßçìú vôìæd vôìæd

øèëí¼ûì öãk ðíû_Í ûÖìøìíë æìæìèûÓ âçìâç vóÔì öìú¯ Í «*¼íà èõ¿ èÛ¿ ôhÜôìËÞéë ûkûÖ «*èËÓìæíöìùÖ¯ èçèæ ûíÜí×æ•

““¼ìâìèäô øèëí»ûì ‘Social Service) ß ¼âìäôÜÖìË (Social Welfare) «*ìúÐÈ ÍôÈ ÌíÇÞ ûÖû´ç ðú¯ âïÜç¥ ¼ìâìèäô øèëí¼ûìë

øèëèÓ ûÖìøô Íû¤ ¼âìíäë ¼â¬t¬? vx*èËë âìæãí»ë äæÖÈ «*íúìäæ¯ ÍIèÜ âìæãí»ë äéûæöìrìë IËùç âìíæìˆ‰úíæë äæÖ¯

¼âìäôÜÖìË øèëí¼ûì ¼âìíäë Ìæãˆ‰ç vx*èË öìëì «*èçûaoé ß «*ÇìùçÛìíû ¼ãíöìù-¼ãèûÓì vÇíô ûè˜ç¯”” ¼âìäèûÚìæé õ¥ Í¼¿

è¼¿ õhíûë âíç• èæí@¬‰ìk ôìöÞìûÜé ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk_ ‘ô’ äæ¼âè,%ë èûíæìóæ ûÖûòì¯ ‘Ô’ x*gèç÷ìáh ¼ðìèúôì

(Andronisnal aids) èæíóÞÐóìæ ß èûíæìóæ¯ ‘ù’ vÔÜìÓãÜì¯ ‘Ù’ †ŒìâíâÜì ¼¤ùÒæ ûÖûòì¯ ‘Â’ ¼âûìú ùÒæ ß t¬HèæÛÞëçìë

ÜíáÖ ûÖûòìèó †ŒðË¯ ÌÓÖìøô ëìíäxHë «*¼ìó Íôèå èæûíao ÅíGXÔ ôíëí×æ ôÜÖìËâïÜô øèëí¼ûìë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk èû»ú¼âïð¯ ‘ô’

¼ìâìèäô ß «*èçíëìÓâïÜô ôâÞ¼ïè÷¯
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11 ‘Ô’ ¼ìâìèäô ß ¾æèçô øèëE×ˆ‰çì¯ ‘ù’ çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Åøäìèçíóë äæÖ øèëí¼ûì¯ ‘Ù’ øèëûìë ôÜÖìË ‘øëìâÐÞóìæ ß

øèëôGFæì’¯ ‘Â’ ûì¬t¬;÷hÖçíóë øãæûÞì¼æ ‘÷’ âèðÜì ß èÐ™íóë äæÖ øèëí»ûì ‘øëìâÐÞóìæ• èûíæìóæ• «*èÐáË ß ¼âìäèÐáì

ÈçÖìèó’¯ ‘×’ öãûôÜÖìË øèëí¼ûì ‘øëìâÐÞóìæ• ¼ã¼¤ðç èûíæìóæ• ôâÞ¼¤òìæ ß æìùèëô& «*èÐáË ÈçÖìèó’¯ ‘ä’ ¼âìíäë

óãûÞÜçë vx*èËë äæÖ øèëí¼ûì ‘ûüºo ¼âìèäô ß Ðìëéèëô «*èçûaoé’¯ ‘Ä’ †ŒìâéË ôÜÖìË¯ ‘ƒ’ x*âäéûé ôÜÖìË¯ äìçéú

Åˆ‰úíæë ÌèûíE×óÖ Ì¤Ð èð¼ìíû• Ûìëçéú ¼¤èûÓìíæ ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë Ì¬Q?Û·èkôëË¯ ¼¤èûÓìæÈ ôÜÖìËâïÜô «*í÷,%ìë èóô

èæíóÞÐ ôíë¯ ûüð+ë váír ¼¤èûÓìíæë èûèÛˆ‰ Óìëì ûì¬¬t¬?ûìèúçôëíË Íû¤ æìùèëôíóë ¼ìâìèäô ß ÌÇÞÊæèçô æÖìú «*èçVìë

âìÓÖíâ äìçéú ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìíæìë Åí!íÐÖ Íôèå ÌÇÞÊæèçô ß ¼ìâìèäô ¼ãè÷è¬Q?ç øèëôGFæì 1951 ¼ìíÜ ™ëg ðú¯ øëûçÞé

øöÞìíú ø˜âûìè»Þôé øèëôGFæì• ¼âïíð ÍÈ Óëíæë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ßøë öíÇš Iëg& «*óìæ ôëì ðú¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô øèëí»ûìë øèëèÓ

âïÜç èæÛÞë ôíë èûèÛˆ‰ ¼ìâìèäô èû»ú ß v¼IèÜíô èæúQŸíËë áâçì ¼@øíôÞ äìçéú óüè,%Ûèàë ßøë¯ öèó ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë ÌÇÞ

øãæûÞì¼æ ß «*èçôìëâïÜô ûÖûòìèó †ŒðË ðú• çìðíÜ øèëí¼ûì-†ŒðËôìëéë ¼¤ÔÖì Ôãû vûèÐ ðíû æì¯ èô¬Q; ÜáÖ öèó ðú

øãæÞûì¼æ ûÖûòìë ¼íà ¼íà «*èçíëìÓâïÜô ûÖûòìèó †ŒðË• çìðíÜ ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë ôìíäë øèëèÓ ðíû èæ¼í`óíð Ììëß ûÖìøô¯

¼ãçëì¤ ¼âìäôÜÖìË Íôèå ùèçÐéÜ ÓìëËì ß ¼çç ûÖìøüç «*è¹úì¯ ûì¬t¬?ûíáír ¼âìäôÜÖìËíô Íôèå øèëôèGFç ôâÞ¼ï÷é èð¼ìíû

Ûìûì Åè÷ç öì øèëûìë• vùìVé Íû¤ äæ¼âè,%íô øèëûèçÞç ¼ìâìèäô Ìûòì vÇíô Ålc—ç ¼ìâìèäô ¼â¼ÖìûèÜíô vâìôìèûÜì ôëíç

¼ìðìöÖ ôëíû¯ «XÖìèæ¤ ôèâÐíæë øïûÞçæ ¼ð¥«*Óìæ ‘¼âìäôÜÖìË’ ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë ùèçâãÔ øèëûçÞæíô ÍÈÛìíû èûíxX»Ë

ôíëí×æ_ ‘ô’ ¼ìâìèäô rìíËë øèëûíçÞ óèë° ß «*èçûaoé âìæã»íô øïËÞ øãæûÞì¼æ «*è¹úìú èæíú Ììí¼¯ ‘Ô’ «*èçôìëâïÜô ûÖûòì

vÇíô «*èçí»ÓâïÜô øèëí¼ûì¯ ‘ù’ ôèçøú «*èçûaoé âìæãí»ë øèë÷öÞì vÇíô ûT óã¥ò âìæãí»ë èÐáì• «*èÐáË ÈçÖìèóë øèëí»ûì

öìëì «*íúìäæ âíæ ôíë• çìíóëíô øèëí¼ûì vóßúì¯ ‘Ù’ èûèÛˆ‰ «*èçûaoé âìæã»íô «*ìèçVìèæô ¼ãèûÓìóìíæë øèëûíçÞ èûíÐ»

vx*èËë «*èçûaoéíóë ÷ìèðóì Ìæãöìúé èæèóÞ,% øãæûÞì¼æ ûÖûòì¯ 1¿5 ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæì (Social Welfare

Administration) “¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæì ðÜ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ûÖûòìøæì¯” ÌÓÖìøô èõ¿ èÛ¿ ôhÜôìËÞé Ììëß ûíÜí×æ vö•

“¼ìâìèäô øèëí¼ûì (Social Services) Íû¤ ¼âìäôÜÖìË øèëí¼ûì (Social Welfare

12 Service) ¼ìâìèäô ûÖûòìøæìë ÌàéÛhç¯ ¼ãçëì¤ ¼ìâìèäô øèëí¼ûì ðÜ “¼âìäôÜÖìíËë èæèâ+ öãÇûºo ôâÞôìí„ë Åˆ‰úæ¯

Íôèå vÛîíùìèÜô øèë¼éâìë Ì¬Q?èòç ¼â¼Öìë è÷èÿçôëË ß çìë øèët]håôëË¯” ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë ¼ØÜçì èæÛÞë ôíë ¼¤èxX,%

ëìí,%³ë ûÖûòìøæì ¼¤¹ì¬Q? öíÇìøöãk ûÖûòìèó ß ¼ãVh ûÖûòìøæìë ßøë¯ ëìí,%³ë ¼ìâìèäô æéèç (Social Policy) èûèÛˆ‰

¼ìâìèäô «*í÷,%ìë (Social action) âìÓÖíâ ôìè)áç øèëûçÞæ Ììæì ¼@¬cû¯ ¼ìâìèäô æéèçë ëCøìúíËë Pìëì ¼ìâìèäô «*í÷,%ì

Ììæúíæë ðìèçúìë ðÜ ¼ìâìèäô ûÖûòìøæì ¼ìâìèäô æéèç_v¼È vóíÐë ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô Ìûòìë v«*èáíç «*Ëúæ ôëì «*íúìäæ Íû¤ v¼èå

èæúç øèëûçÞæÐéÜ¯ ¼ìâìèäô ûÖûòìøæì ÍÈ ÌíÇÞ äæ¼âè,%ë Åˆ‰úíæë Íôèå «*è¹úì• vöèå ¼ìâìèäô øèëûçÞæ ß ¼ìâìèäô

æéèç è¼ºoì¬Q? ëCøìúíËë âìÓÖíâ ¼â†Œ äæ¼âè,%ë Åˆ‰úæ Ùåìú¯ ¼ìâìèäô Åˆ‰úæ æéèç ÌÇÞÊæèçô ß ëì,%³Êæèçô

Åˆ‰úæ æéèçë øèëøïëô Íû¤ ÜáÖ ðÜ ûÖèk• øèëûìë vùìVéë èæät¬H ß ¼ìâìèäô Åˆ‰úíæë ¼ãíöìíùë ûÖûòì ôíë vóßúì¯

«*èçèå ëìí,%³ë ÜáÖ çìë æìùèëôíóë t¬HìE×í`óÖë ûÖûòì ôëì ÷ìÜ¼Þ ûìõÞ öÇìÇÞÈ ûíÜí×æ¯ “ûÖûòìøæì ûÖçéç ÌæÖ vôìíæì

èû»ú Iëg&øïËÞ æú• ¼ÛÖ ¼ëôìíëë Íâæèô Ììèâ âíæ ôèë ¼ÛÖçìë Ûèû»ÖÁ èæÛÞë ôíë Íôèå èûÚìæ• óÐÞæ Íû¤ Íôèå

ûÖûòìøæì ùÒæ ôëìë Ììâìíóë óáçìë ßøë• vöèå ¼ÛÖ ¼âìíäë ôìöÞìûÜé ¼@øìóæ ôëìë áâçì¼@øˆ‰¯ (There is no subjcet

more impatant than this subject of administration the future of civilised Govt. and even I think of civilisation itself rests

upon our ability to develop a science and a Philosophy & a practice of administration competent to discharge the

turchons of civilised Society.) ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæìë várèå ÔãûÈ ôèÒæ Íû¤ Åˆ‰úíæë âïÜ Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ ¼@øíóë öíÇìøöãk

ûÖûðìíëë âìÓÖíâ èæ@¬‰èû+íóë äéûæöìrìë IËùç âìíæìˆ‰úæ ôëì Íû¤ óìèë°¼éâìë ßøíë çhíÜ Ììæì¯ ¼ãçëì¤ ¼âìäôÜÖìË

ûÖûòìøæìë ôìöÞíáírë øèëèÓ Åˆ‰úæ ûÖûòìøæìë ¼â¬t¬? èóôIèÜíô èæíúÈ¯ Ûìëçûí»Þ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæì øèë÷ìèÜç ðú

¼¤ùÒíæë âìÓÖíâ «*Çìùç (formal) Ì-«*Çìùç (informal), ¼ëôìèë• vû¼ëôìèë «*Û·èç¯ 1¿6 †ŒpøJé (Bibliography) i) Social

Welfare Administration : S. L. Goel & R. K. Jain ii) Social Welfare Administration : D. Paul Choudhury 1¿7 ÌæãÐéÜæé

(Exercise) i) ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæìë ÌÇÞ èôÀ ii) ¼âìä ôÜÖìíËë øèëèÓ ûÖìÔÖì ôë¯

13 Íôô 2 ❐ «*Ðì¼èæô «*è¹úì ß çìë Åøìóìæ¼âïð ùÒæ 2¿1 ÓìëËì (Concept) 2¿2 øèëôGFæì 2¿3 øèëôGFæìë ¹â 2¿4

¼¤ùèÒçôëË (Organising) 2¿5 ôìöÞôëé ¼¤ùèÒçôëíËë ÐçÞìûÜé 2¿6 ôâÞéèû»úô (Staffing) 2¿7 ¼âˆHú (Coordination) 2¿8

¼@øíóë ûÖûðìë (Resource Mobilisation) 2¿9 ûìíäå (Budgeting) 2¿10 †ŒpøJé (Bibliography) 2¿11 ÌæãÐéÜæé (Exercise) 2¿1

ÓìëËì øèëôGFæì• ¼¤ùèÒçôëË• ôâÞé ûÖûòì• øèë÷ìÜæì• èæíóÞÐæì• ¼âˆHú ¼@øó ¼¤†Œð ß çìë ûÖûðìë• Ììùìâ èð¼ìû

‘ûìíäå’ Administrative process and its components : Planning, Organising, Staffing, Directing, coordirating Resource

Mobilisation and Budgeting. «*Ðì¼èæô «*è¹úì ðÜ ûÖûòìøæìë Íôèå Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ èæèóÞ,% Åí!ÐÖè¼èºoë äæÖ âìæû

¼@øó ß «*öãèkë ¼âˆHú¼ìÓæ Íû¤ ¼¤öãèkôëË ðÜ ûÖûòìøæì¯ ôhæåä øèëôGFæì• ¼¤ùèÒçôëË• ôâÞéûÖûòì• øèë÷ìÜæ•

èæíóÞÐæì ¼âˆHú ß èæúQŸËíô ûÖûòìøæìë ôìöÞìûèÜ ûíÜ ÅíGXÔ ôíëí×æ¯ 2¿2 øèëôGFæì øèëôGFæìíô èûèÛˆ‰ èóô ðíç

ûÖìÔÖì ôëì öìú¯ ûÖûòìøæìú øèëôGFæìíô Éèœç ÜáÖøïëíËë äæÖ ¼í÷çæ «*í÷,%ì (conscious effort to achieve desired

ends) ûíÜ ÅíGXÔ ôëì ðíúí×¯ Ììûìë øèëôGFæìíô Íôèå èæèóÞ,% ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìíæìë äæÖ ¼@øíóë öãèk¼@‡ç ûÖûðìë-øºoèç

(rational method of application of resources for the fulfilment of specified objectives)¯ øèëôGFæìë ¼¤Úì
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14 ÍÈÛìíû vóßúì vöíç øìíë vö_øèëôGFæì ðÜ vôìíæì Íôèå ¼¤ùÒíæë Åí!ÐÖøïëíËë äæÖ è¼ºoì¬Q?†ŒðË• vöèå ôâÞ«*ËìèÜë

èæÓÞìëË ß ¼âˆHú¼ìÓæíô Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôíë (Planning is decision making and involves selecting and integrating the courses

of action that an organisation will follow to attain its objcetives)¯ ÌÓÖìøô èä¿ ÍÜ ëìú Ììëß øèët]hå ôíë ûíÜí×æ vö•

øèëôGFæì ðÜ Íôèå è¼ºoì¬Q?†ŒðË «*è¹úì• vöÔìíæ ûçÞâìæ Ìûòì ß ¼â¼ÖìûèÜë öãèkèæV èûíxX»Ë• ¼â¼ÖìIèÜë ¼âìÓìæ

Íû¤ öÇìÇÞ øèëûçÞô (alternative) èæûÞì÷íæë äæÖ èûèÛˆ‰ øèëûçÞíôë âïÜÖìúæ¯ ûÖèk ß äæ¼âè,%ë Åˆ‰úíæë Åí!íÐÖ

¼ëôìèë vû¼ëôìèë ¼âûìèúô ÅíóÖìíùë âìÓÖíâ òìæéú ÷ìèðóì ß ¼@øíóë ßøë èÛè+ ôíë öÇìÇÞ Iëgí&ë ¹â èæÓÞìëË¯

«*Ðì¼èæô «*è¹úìë ¼â¬t¬? èû»úIèÜë âíÓÖ øèëôGFæì ðÜ ¼ûÞìíøáì Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ vôÜí¼ ß ðìæÞ (Kelsey & Herne)

øèëôGFæì «*Ëúíæë t¬Høíá ôçôIèÜ öãèk vóèÔíúí×æ¯ v¼IèÜ ðÜ ÍÈëôâ_ ‘ô’ ôé Íû¤ vôæ ôëì ðíû v¼ ¼@øíôÞ è¼ºoìí¬Q?ë

¼ãèæèfÁôëË ¼@¬cû¯ ‘Ô’ æçhæ «*¬t¬?ìûæìë vôìíæì èû»ú¼âïð èûíû÷æì ôëì «*íúìäæ vö ûÖìøìíë Íôèå èæíóÞèÐôì ¾çèë ôëì

öìú¯ ‘ù’ vôìæd «*ùèçIèÜë øèëâìø ß âïÜÖìúæ ôëì ðíû_v¼È ¼@øíôÞ Åí!ÐÖ¼âïð èæëCøË ôëì öìú¯ ‘Ù’ Åøìú¼âïð èòë ôëì_áh°

ß ôâ Iëg&øïËÞ ¼â¼ÖìIèÜë âíÓÖ ùÛéë ¼â¼ÖìIèÜë Íû¤ ¼ìâèúô øèëûçÞæIèÜë âíÓÖ òìúé ¼â¼Öìë è÷èÿçôëË ¼@¬cû¯ ‘Â’

èûèÛˆ‰ ôìöÞèæûÞìðé Íû¤ ¼¤ùÒæIèÜë Åøìú ß ØÜìØÜ ¼@øíôÞ Íôèå ¼ûÞäæt¬Héô·ç vûìÄìø§ì ùí§ vçìÜì öìú¯ ‘÷’ ôâÞé

øèëûçÞíæë ¼âíú Óìëìûìèðôçì Ìáh# ëìÔì ¼@¬cû¯ ‘×’ væç·& èûôìíÐ ¼ðìúçì ôëì öìú¯ ‘ä’ ¼âú ß ÌíÇÞë Ìø÷ú vëìÓ ôëì Íû¤
¼ìÓìëË ¾æøãËÖíô &ëìèˆHç ôëìë Åøìíúë ûÖûòì ôëì öìú¯ ‘Ä’ ûÖíúë öìÇìÇÞÖ èæëCøË ß ÌÇÞ vöìùìæíô ¼ãèæèfÁ ôëì ÈçÖìèó

¼@¬cû¯ 2¿3 øèëôGFæìë ¹â «*èçèå ¼ØÜ øèëôGFæì «*è¹úìë ôçôIèÜ Óìø Çìíô• v¼IèÜíô ¹âìæã¼ìíë ÍÈÛìíû vóÔìíæì vöíç

øìíë¯ ‘ô’ çÇÖ ¼¤†Œð ½ Íèå øèëôGFæì «*è¹úìë ¼ûÞìèÓô Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ çÇÖ ¼¤†Œíðë ÅÁ¼ óãèå_«*ìÇèâô ß Ì«*Óìæ

ÅÁ¼ (Primary & Secondary)¯ çÇÖ ¼¤†Œíðë Åí!íÐÖ ×ô ûì «*x‰âìÜì

15 ¾çèë ôëì ðú¯ ¼¤èxX,% ÍÜìôìë vÛîíùìèÜô ß âìæã»äæ-¼@øèôÞç èûèÛˆ‰ çÇÖ• ¼ãíöìù-¼ãèûÓì• Ì¬Q?ëìú¼âïð• ¼@øó

Íû¤ ¼íûÞìøèë ¼â¼ÖìûèÜ «*Û·èç èû»íú «*íúìäæéú çÇÖìûèÜ ¼¤†Œð ôëì ðú¯ ‘Ô’ ûçÞâìæ Ìûòì èûíxX»Ë ½ ¼¤ùüðéç çíÇÖë

ÌìíÜìíô ûçÞâìæ Ìûòìë ¼ìâè†Œô èûíxX»Ë ôëì ðú¯ ûçÞâìæ Ìûòì ¼@øíôÞ ¼ãtø,% ÓìëËì• ¼â¼Öì èæÓÞìëíË Íû¤ ¼èÒô Åˆ‰úæ

ôâÞ¼ïè÷ èæÓÞìëíË ¼ðìúçì ôíë¯ ‘ù’ ÜáÖâìrì èæÓÞìëË ½ Ìûòì èûíxX»íËë âìÓÖíâ èûèÛˆ‰ ¼â¼Öìë è÷èÿçôëË ¼@¬cû ðú¯

¼â¼Öì è÷èÿçôëíËë øë Ì†ŒìèÓôìíëë ¹â ôëì Íû¤ øëûçÞé øöÞìíú áâçìæã¼ìíë ÜáÖâìrì èòëéô·ç ðú¯ ‘Ù’ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ øèëôGFæì

«*Ëúæ ½ Éèœç ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìíæìë äæÖ ¼ãtø,% ôâÞ¼ïè÷ øèëôGFæì «*Ëúæ Íôì¬Q? «*íúìäæ¯ âãÔÖ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ¼íà

¼¤èxX,% èô×ã Ì«*Óìæ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë Çìíô• v¼IèÜë âíÓÖ ¼ã¼âˆHíúë è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæì «*íúìäæ¯ Í×ì§ì ôâÞ¼ïè÷ øèëôGFæìú

èæèóÞ,% ¼âú¼éâì• «*ìô·èçô ûì ÌÇÞ ¼@øó• âìæû ¼@øó• óìèú&Ûìë ÌøÞË «*Û·èç èû»ú¼âïíðë èûÐó øöÞìíÜì÷æì Ìçéû

äëgèë¯ ‘Â’ çóìëèôôëË ½ vôìíæì Íôèå ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ëCøìúË ôìä ™ëg ðíÜÈ vö v¼èå øèëôGFæìâìèØô ëCøìèúç ðíû Íâæ vôìíæì

èæfúçì væÈ/ v¼äæÖ v¼èå öìíç ¼ã÷ìëgëCíø ¼@øìèóç ðú çìë äæÖ ¼ãèæèóÞ,% øpìú çóìëèôôëË «*íúìäæ¯ ™Óãâìr-

øèëâìËùç æú IËùç ÅÁô»Þçìë ÜáÖâìrì øïëËÈ ðÜ ¼ãøèëôGFæìë ¼ØÜçì¯ ‘÷’ âïÜÖìúæ ½ «*èçèå ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë Íôèå èæèóÞ,%

¼âú¼éâì Çìíô¯ v¼È ¼âú¼éâìë vÐí» çìë Íôåì øöÞìíÜì÷æì ôëì ðú¯ ÍÈ øöÞìíÜì÷æìë ÜáÖ ðÜ øèëôGFæì ¬t¬?íë vöÛìíû

ôâÞ¼ïè÷èå ëCøìúíËë ôÇì Ûìûì ðíúè×Ü çìë ¼íà ûì¬t¬?èûô váír vôìíæì ¾ûøëéçÖ Ùíåè×Ü èôæìÀ çìë âìrì èôÀ ¼íûÞìøèë

âïÜÖìúæ ¼¤èxX,% çÇÖ øãæëìú øèëôGFæì «*Ëúíæ ôìöÞôëé Û—èâôì †ŒðË ôíë¯ 2¿4 ¼¤ùèÒçôëË (Organising)

¼¤ùèÒçôëË ¼@øíôÞ ôhædä ß ÌæÖìæÖëì ûíÜí×æ• ““Organising is establisting an intertional Structure of roles for people

in an enterprise to fill¿”” ‘¼¤ùèÒçôëË ðÜ Íôèå ôâÞ«*í÷,%ì ûì ÅíóÖìíù âìæãí»ë Û—èâôìë Íôèå ¼¤ôèGFç ôìÒìíâìíô «*èçVì ôëì’

vö èû»úIèÜ Íèå Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôíë v¼IíÜì ðÜ_‘ô’ ÜáÖøïëíËë äæÖ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë óüÆçì• ‘Ô’ ÍÈ ¼â¬t¬? ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë èûÛìèäçôëË• ‘ù’

Íôäæ ç+UìûÓìúôíô ÍÈ èûÛìèäç ôâÞ¼ïè÷¼âïíðë óìèú&Ûìë ÌøÞË• ‘Ù’ ¼¤ùÒæ ôìÒìíâìú ôâÞ¼ïè÷• ôç·Þ& Íû¤ çíÇÖë ÌæãÛ—

èâô ß ÅÜè@¬Hç (horizonal and vertical) Ûìíû ¼âˆHú¼ìÓíæë ûÖûòì¯ 2¿5 ôìöÞôëé ¼¤ùèÒçôëíËë ÐçÞìûÜé ‘ô’ Íôèå ¼ã»â

¼ì¤ùÒèæô ôìÒìíâì¯

16 ‘Ô’ Íôèå ¼íûÞìE÷ èæúQŸË ûÖûòì_Íôäæ èæúìâô ôìöÞôëéÛìíû öçäæ âìæãí»ë ôìäôâÞ vóÔìíÐìæì ôëíç øíëæ¯ ‘ù’ ¼íûÞìE÷

¬t¬?ë vÇíô ÌÓ¬t¬?æ ¬t¬?ë ÌûèÓ Íôèå øèë,¬›ìë ôç·Þ& vëÔì (line of authority)¯ ‘Ù’ öíÇìøöãk ôç·Þ& ÌøÞË¯ ‘Â’ ÌèøÞç ôç·Þ& ß

óìèú& øèëøïëíËë âíÓÖ ¼ìäãöÖ¯ ‘÷’ ôìíäë èûíÐ»ìúíËë èÛè+íç x*âèûÛìù¯ ‘×’ øöÞì: ¼âˆHú¯ 2¿6 ôâÞéèû»úô (Staffing)

¼¤ùÒíæë ÅíóÖìíù èûèÛˆ‰ äìúùìú ¼èÒô âìæã»íô öãk ôëìÈ Íë ÜáÖ¯ ôâÞé èû»íú ™Óãâìr èæöãèkôëËÈ æú• çìë èæûÞì÷æ•

«*èÐáË• öíÇìøöãk äìúùìú èæöãèkôëË• áèçôëË• Å+ëË ÌÇûì Ìûæâæ Íû¤ Ìû¼ë ¼â¬t¬? èû»úÈ Íë ÌìßçìÛhk¯ «*èçèå ¼¤ùÒíæ

ôç·Þ& (authority) ôìöÞôëé vëÔì ß ôâÞé (Line & Staff) ôìíäë âìÓÖíâ¯ Íë PìëìÈ vûìÄì öìú• ¼¤ùÒíæ ôç·Þí&ë ù§æèå ôéëCøÀ

vëÔì ôìä ðÜ öìë âìÓÖíâ ÏÓ[Þçæ ôç·Þøá çìë ÌÓéæ¬ò ôâÞéíóë ßøë ôç·Þ& «*èçèVç ôíë¯ ÌæÖèóíô ôâÞé ôìä ðÜ ÏºÞçæ

ôç·Þ&øáíô ¼ðìúçì ôëì¯ ôâÞéëì âïÜç èçæ Óëíæë ½ «*öãèkèûó (techinica) öìëì «*öãèkùç èû»ú vóÔìíÐìæì ôíë• ÌìèÓôìèëô

(officer) öìëì ¼ìÓìëË ûÖûòìøæìë ôìä vöâæ ôâÞé-¼¤¹ì¬Q?¯ ÌÇÞ èð¼ìû ß èäèæ¼ør ¹ú ÈçÖìèó Íû¤ ¼ìÓìëË ôâÞé öìëì

¼ëì¼èë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìúíË öãk¯ ôìöÞôìëé ôâÞé-èû»úô ûÖûòì ôçôIèÜ èû»íúë ßøë èæÛÞë ôíë• v¼IèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘ô’ ¼¤ùÒæ Û

—èâôìë t¬HE× ¼¤Úì¯ ‘Ô’ ¼ãèÐèáç ôâÞé èæûÞì÷æ ß èæöãèkôëË öìëì vöìùÖ ß Ìì†Œðé¯ ‘ù’ ÌÇÞ ß öíÇìøöãk ôìíäë øèëíûÐ

¼üè,%¯ ‘Ù’ ¼@øˆ‰ ôìíäë âïÜÖìúíæë (performance apprasal) Íôèå èæèóÞ,% øºoèç Ìæã¼ëË¯ ‘Â’ èæèóÞ,% ¼âú Ì¬Q?ë

ôâÞéë ôìíäë âïÜÖìúæ• öìë øºoèç ¼@øíôÞ ôâÞéë Ììùìâ Ìûùèç¯ ‘÷’ èæúç «*èÐáË ôâÞéë Å+ëíËë ûÖûòì¯ 2¿7 ¼âˆHú

(Coordination) ¼âˆHíúë ÌÇÞ ðÜ ¼¤ùÒíæë Åí!ÐÖ ¼@øïëíËë äæÖ ûÖèk ß vùìVé ÅíóÖìíùë âíÓÖ ¼¤ðèçòìøíæë ûÖûòì

†ŒðË¯ ¼¤ùÒíæë Åí!íÐÖë ¼íà ¼ìäãöÖ vëíÔ ¼âˆHú¼ìÓíæë ûÖûòì «*íúìäæ¯ ¼¤ùÒíæë ôìíäë ûÖìè:ë ¼íà ¼íà ¼âˆHíúë

«*¼ìëçìß ûüèºo øìú¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæìë âïÜ ÜáÖ ðÜ ¼ìâìèäô ôìíäë (Social Action) øïËÞ ûÖûðìë¯ ¼ãçëì¤ ¼ìâè†Œô

èû»ú¼âïíðë ¼âˆHú¼ìÓæ ðíÜÈ øïËÞ ûÖûðìë ¼@¬cû¯
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17 ¼âˆHú vôìíæì ôìíäë øãæëìûüè+íô vëìÓ ôíë Íû¤ öìë ØíÜ ôâÞé¼@øó• ÌÇÞ¼@øó ß ÌèÛÚçì Ìø÷ú ûì ÌøûÖûðìë vëìÓ ôíë

¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæìë øïËÞ ¼ódûÖûðìë ôíë¯ ¼èÒôÛìíû ûÜì öìú vö• ¼âˆHú ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìíæìë Åøìú Íèå èæíäÈ ÜáÖ æú¯

ÅÈèÜúìâ ÍÈ÷ èæÅâÖìæ ûíÜí×æ vö• ¼âˆHú Íâæ Íôèå ôìä vöÔìíæ ¼â¬t¬? ôâÞéíóë ôìäôâÞ ÑôÖûºo Íû¤ vöîÇ Åí!ÐÖ¼ìÓíæë

äæÖ ¼ã¼¤ûºo¯ ÌÓÖìøô Í¼¿ ÍÜ¿ vùìíúÜ ûíÜí×æ• “¼âˆHúíô ôìöÞôëé ß Åí!ÐÖøïËÞ ôëíç vùíÜ ÷ìëèå èû»íú Ûìûì «*íúìäæ”¯

v¼IèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘ô’ Íèå Íôèå ÷Üâìæ «*è¹úì¯ ‘Ô’ ¼¤èxX,% ûÖèkíóë âíÓÖ Íôèå ¼ëì¼èë «*è¹úì¯ ‘ù’ Íèå ôìöÞìëí@¬cë ¼âú vÇíôÈ

™ëg ðú¯ ‘Ù’ Íèå Íôèå Ìûòìë ¼â¬t¬? èû»úIèÜë ¼íà ÌÇÞûðÛìíû ¼@øük¯ 2¿8 ¼@øíóë ûÖûðìë (Resource Mobilisation)

¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìúíËë äæÖ ¼@øíóë väìùìæ ß çìë ûÖûðìë ÌçÖ¬Q? Iëg&øïËÞ¯ ¼¤èxX,% ¼¤ùÒæ çìë ôâÞ¼ïè÷

ëCøìúËíô èæèfç ôëìë äæÖ «*íúìäæéú ÌìèÇÞô ¼¤òìíæë ûÖûòì ôíë¯ øèëôGFæì «*Ëúæ ¬t¬?íë ¼@øó ¼¤†Œíðë ûÖìøìëèåíô

èûíÐ»Ûìíû Iëg& vóßúì ðú• æí÷Á ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ûì ¼¤ùÒíæë ÜáÖ ß Åí!ÐÖ øèëøïèëç ðú æì¯ ¼&ë ß öíÇìøöãk è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðËíô

&ëìèˆHçôëíËë äæÖ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ÌÇÞÊæèçô Ìûòì• ØÜ«*¼ïçì• ôìöÞôìèëçì• ¼@øó ¼¤†Œð ß çìë ûÖûðìë Ìçéû «*íúìäæ¯

¼âìäôÜÖìíËë váír ÌìèÇÞô ¼@øíóë ÅÁ¼ ûTèûÓ ðíç øìíë¯ ¼ëôìèë ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë váír ÅÁ¼ ¼ëôìèë ûëì! ÌÇÞ âïÜç vô\

ß ëìäÖ ¼ëôìíëë ¼âìäôÜÖìË ó:ë¼ð ÌæÖìæÖ èûèÛˆ‰ ó:íëë ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë äæÖ ûëì!oô·ç ÌìèÇÞô ¼¤òìæ¯ èô¬Q;

vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤ùÒæIèÜ ¼ëôìèë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ «*ôíGFë äæÖ èæèóÞ,% ÌÇÞ ß çìíóë èæät¬H ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìúíËë äæÖ

ÅøíÛìkìíóë ôì× vÇíô ÌÇÞ ¼¤†Œð ôíë Íû¤ óìæ ¼¤†Œíðë âìÓÖíâß ÌÇÞ ¼¤ùüðéç ðú¯ ÌÇÞ¼@øó ûÖûðìíëë váír øèëôGFæì

Ìæãöìúé ¼ãøèë÷ìÜæ ûÖûòìë âìÓÖíâ ûÖèúç ðú¯ ÌÇÞ¼@øó ûÖçéç âìæû ¼@øó ß «*ìô·èçô ¼@øó ¼¤†Œð Íû¤ çìë

ûÖûðìíëë ßøíë vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤ùÒæ Iëg& èóíú Çìíô¯ 2¿9 ûìíäå (Budgeting) ““ÌÓÖìøô èä¿ ÍÜ ëìú ûíÜí×æ• ûìíäå ðÜ ¼¤ÔÖì ß

ÌìèÇÞô èóô vÇíô Åí!ÐÖíô äìæìíæì (Budgeting means stating the objictives in numerical and financial terms) ûìíäíåë ÜáÖ ðÜ

«*ôGF ëCøìúíËë äæÖ Íôèå æïÖæçâ Ôë÷ ß Ìçéû ôìöÞôìèë Íôèå æâãæì (model) òìøæ ôëì¯ Íèå «*ôíGFë èûèÛˆ‰ váír

ÌÇÞûëìí!ë ûÖûòì ôíë¯

18 Ììûìë ÌÓÖìøô Í¼¿ ÍÜ¿ vùìíúÜ ûíÜí×æ• ““ûìíäå Íôèå ÌìèÇÞô ûÖûòì vöèå Íôèå èæèóÞ,% ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô ß ëìäÊæèçô ôìÒìíâìë

âíÓÖ Ûìë¼ìâÖ ëáìôìëé ÷¹ èð¼ìíû ôìä ôíë”” (Budget Serves as the balancing wheel of the financial system operating within

the framework of a given socio-economic and political system)¯ Ììûìë vôÅ vôÅ ûìíäåíô “Åí!ÐÖ¼âïíðë †ŒÇéçôëË ß

ôâÞ¼ïè÷¼âïíðë ¼ã¼¤ûºoôëË «*è¹úìë Íôèå óèÜÜ” ûíÜ ÅíGXÔ ôíëí×æ¯ ûìíäå vâîèÜô ÌíÇÞ ø×í`óë ôìÒìíâìë Åøìú ß ØÜìØÜ

¼¤ùÒíæë ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ÷èërèåíô øèët]hå ôíë Íû¤ Íèå ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë âïÜÖíûìÓ ß óÐÞæ¯ 2¿10 †ŒpøJé (Bibliography)

i) Organisation of Social Welfare : A. S. Kohli & S. R. Sharma ii) Encyclopaedia of Social Welfare Administration : A. S. Kohli

& S. R. Sharma 2¿11 ÌæãÐéÜæé (Exercise) i) øèëôGFæì èôÀ Íë èûèÛˆ‰ ¹âIèÜ èôÀ ii) ¼âˆHú Ðjèåë ÌÇÞ ûÖìÔÖì ôë Íû¤ èô

Ûìíû çìíô ôìöÞôëé ôëì öìú çì ûÖìÔÖì ôë¯ ___

19 Íôô 3 ❐ çóìëèô• Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË ß âïÜÖìúæ ½ ÓìëËì• æéèç• ¼¤Úì• Åøìóìæ• ôìöÞ ß øºoèç ûì vôîÐÜ (Supervision,

Monitoring and E1valuation—Concept, Principle, defination, components, functions & technique or Methods) ½ ùÒæ 3¿1

çóìëèô• ÓìëËì• æéèç ß ¼¤Úì 3¿2 çóìëèôë Åøìóìæ¼âïð (Elements) 3¿3 çóìëèô ôìä (Function) 3¿4 çóìëèô øºoèç ûì vôîÐÜ

(Methods or techniques) 3¿5 Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË (Monitoring) 3¿6 âïÜÖìúæ (Evaluation) 3¿7 äæ¼¤íöìù (Public Relations)

3¿8 †ŒpøJé (Bibliography) 3¿9 ÌæãÐéÜæé (Exercise) 3¿1 çóìëèô ÓìëËì• æéèç ß ¼¤Úì çóìëèô ¼âìäôÜÖìË Ðì¼æôìíäë ¼ìíÇ

(Social Welfare administraion) ÌàìàéÛìíû öãk¯ çóìëèôë ÌìèÛÓìèæô ÌÇÞ ôâÞéíóë ôìíäë ç+UìûÓìæ ûì vóÔÛìÜ ôëì• öìíç çìëì

¼èÒô øºoèç Ìæã¼ëË ôíë èæèóÞ,% ¼âíú IËùç ß øèëâìËùç âìæ ß ÅÁô»Þ ûäìú vëíÔ ¼èÒôÛìíû ôìäèåë ÅíóÖÐÖ øïëË ôëíç

øìíë¯ Ììáèëô ÌíÇÞ çóìëèô ûì ç+UìûÓìæ ûÜíç vûìÄì öìú vôìíæì ôìä ÷ÜìôìÜéæ v¼èåíô èæëéáË ûì «*çÖá ôëì• öìíç ßÈ ôìíäë

¼ûëôâ ÛhÜrgèåIíÜìíô Íè§íú ûì ™Óíë öÇì¼âíú èæèóÞ,% ôìäèå ¼èÒôÛìíû vÐ» ôëì ¼@¬cû ðú¯ çóìëèôë ØíÜ ßÈôìäèåë

øèëôGFæì ß øèëôGFæìë âìíæë èô×ã vðëíØë ðíç øìíë• öì Íë ÅíóÖíÐÖë øèëøpé æú¯ ôìöÞôëé çóìëèô ¼âìäôÜÖìË

Ðì¼æûÖûòìë ÌçÖ¬Q? Iëg&øïËÞ Íôèå èû»ú• öìë ßøë ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìíäë Ìíæôåì ¼ìØÜÖÈ èæÛÞë ôíë¯ ÌíæôIèÜ Ðj Ììí×• vöIíÜì

çóìëèô ûì ç+UìûÓìæ «*¼íà ûÖû´ç ðú• vöâæ_ÅøíóÐ (advice), øèëóÐÞæ (inspection), øëìâÐÞóìæ (counselling)•

øÇèæíóÞÐ (guidance), ¼ðìúçì (help), ëCøìèúç ôìíäë èð¼ìû (performace audit) ß Ìæã¼aoìæ (investigation)¯ öèóß ÐjIèÜ

Ìíæôåì ¼âÇÞô èô¬Q; ÍIíÜìë vôìíæìåìÈ çóìëèôë ¼@øïËÞ ÌÇÞ «*ôìÐ ôëíç øìíë æì/ vôûÜ Ìì¤èÐô ÌÇÞ «*ôìÐ ôíë¯ çìÈ çóìëèô

ûÜíç ÍIíÜìë vôìíæìåìÈ ûÖû´ç ðú æì¯
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20 èûÚìæé èâíÜíåë (Millet) âíç• ÍÈ çóìëèô ôìäåì óã-Ûìíû ðíç øìíë_Íôèå û¬t¬; ûì çìë Ìè¬t¬?í&ë (Substantive) çóìëèô Íû¤ Ìøëèå

Íë «*ËìÜé ûì vôîÐíÜë (technical)¯ Ìóá• «*èÐáËðéæ ôâÞéíóë èæíú ôìä ôëìë váír ôìöÞôëé çóìëèô ûì ç+UìûÓìæ ÌçÖ¬Q?

äëgèë¯ Ííáír çóìëèô ðÜ ¼â¬t¬? øèë÷ìÜæ ôìíäë vâìå vöìùØÜ• vöåì «*íúìù ðú ¼â¬t¬? ôâÞéíóë øÇèæíóÞÐ (guidance) èóíú•

ÅÁ¼ìð (inspiration) èóíú ß èæíóÞÐ (directing) èóíú ôâÞéë v¼ëì ôìäèå Ììóìú ôíë Íë Ììôìè)áç Åí!ÐÖ øïëË ôëì¯ ÅÈèÜúìâ¼íæë

(Williamson) âíç• çóìëèô Íôèå øºoèç• öìë Pìëì ôâÞéëì Íôäæ ÏÓ[Þoçæ ôâÞéë ¼ìðìíöÖ «*íúìäæ Ìæã¼ìíë çìíóë Úìæ ß óáçìíô

¼ûí÷íú ÛìíÜìÛìíû ôìíä Üìùìíç vÐíÔ Íû¤ çìíóë óáçìíôß ûì§ìíç øìíë• öìíç çìëì èæíäíóë ôìäèå Ììëß ¼ã÷ìëgÛìíû ôíë èæíäíóë ¼¬Q;è,%

ß «*èçVìíæë ¼¬Q;è,% ûäìú ëìíÔ (Supervision is a proeess by which workers are helped by a designated staff members to

earn according to their needs to make the best use of their knowledge & skills and to imeprove their abilities so that they

do their jobs more effectively & with increasing satisfaction to themselves and the agencies)¯ äæ¿ èõ¿ èâíÜå (J. D. Millett)

ûíÜæ• çóìëèô ™Óã Íôèå øºoèç æú• Íèå øºoèçë vÇíôß vûèÐ èô×ã• Íèå Íôèå áâçì ûì Ðèk (spirit)• öì vôìíæì «*èçVìæ ß çìë

Ðì¼æôìíäë (administration) âíÓÖë ¼@øôÞíô «*ì¬Q?û¬Q? ôíë ÌÇûì öÔæ çóìëèô èÒôâç ðú æì çÔæ Ììûìë v¼È

Ðì¼æôìöÞíôÈ øàã ôíë vóú¯ vôûÜ ôìöÞôëé øèë÷ìÜæÈ (effective management) Í Ìûòìåì ûãÄíç øìíë Íû¤ öìíç Ðì¼æôìöÞåì øàã

ðíú æì öìú v¼ÛìíûÈ çóìëèô ôëíç ¼í÷,% ðú¯ ¼ãçëì¤ çóìëèô ðíE× øèë÷ìÜæ ôìíäë ¼ìâè†Œô vöìùØÜ vöåì «*íúìù ðú ôâÞéóÜíô

øÇèæíóÞÐ• ÅÁ¼ìð ß ÌæÖìˆ‰ èæíóÞÐ èóíú çìë v¼ëì ôìäèå Ììóìú ôíë Íë ¼ìðìíöÖ ßÈ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ÅíóÖÐÖ øïëË ôëì¯ çóìëèô

èæíóÞíÐë ¼ìíÇ (direction) ¼ëì¼èë ¼@øôÞöãk¯ çóìëèôë âìÓÖíâ ôâÞéíóë ¼ëì¼èë èæíóÞÐ vóßúì ðíú Çìíô ôìíäë Åí!ÐÖ

Ìæã¼ìíë v¼èå èÒôÒìôÛìíû ôëìë äæÖ¯ ôìëË Ìíæô váírÈ ôâÞéëì öíÇ,% óá ß çÁøë æì-ß ðíç øìíë¯ ÍÈ èæíóÞíÐë âÓÖ èóíú

ôâÞéíô «*èçVìíæë «*èç ÌìæãùçÖ ß «*èçVìæ ß çìíóë vö ÍôÈ ÜáÖ v¼ ¼@øíôÞ çìíóëíô ¼í÷çæ ôëì ðú¯ ôâÞéë Ìì†Œð (interest),

Ììôì)áì (desire), «*íúìäæ (need) ß ÅE÷ìôì)áì (aspiration) ÈçÖìèóíô äìèùíú “ôìíäë «*èç Ìì†Œð” (will to work) ÍÈ âìæè¼ôçì ß áâçìåì

(spirit) ôâÞéë âìÇìú vÕìôìíæì ðú¯ ôìëË âìæã» çìë ÓìëËì• èûxHì¼• Ììíûù ÈçÖìèó ¼ìíøíá èæíäëìÈ Íôèå ûþìÓì èæíäíóë øïËÞâìrìú

ôìä æì-ôëìë (full capacity) èöèæ çóìëèô ôëíûæ• çìíô øèëèòèç ¼èÒôÛìíû vûìÄìë ß ôâÞéíóë vûìÄìíæìë áâçì Çìôíû¯ ôìèëùèë

Úìæ ß óáçì Çìôíû¯ âìæè¼ô óüè,%Ûèà Åóìë ß öãèkèæÛÞë ðíû• è÷¬Q?ìÐéÜ ðíûæ• ôâÞéíóë èæúQŸË ôëìë áâçì Çìôíû¯

21 3¿2 çóìëèôë Åøìóìæ¼âïð (Elements) ¾ûÚìæé ðÖìÜí¼ë âíç• çóìëèôë ÅøìóìæIèÜ ðÜ_ ‘ô’ «*èçèå ôìíäë äæÖ ¼èÒô

ûÖèkíô èæûÞì÷æ¯ ‘Ô’ «*íçÖô ôâÞéë âíÓÖ ôìíäë «*èç ÅÁ¼ìð äìùìíæì Íû¤ çìíô vÐÔìíæì vôâæ ôíë v¼ çìë v¼ëì óáçìíô ôìíä

Üìùìíû¯ ‘ù’ ëCøìèúç ôìíäë øèëâìË ß Ìæãøìç ôëì• öìíç vûìÄì öìú vÐÔìíæì ¼@øïËÞ ôìöÞôìèë ðíúí×¯ ‘Ù’ ôìöÞ øèë÷ìÜæì

(administering)-¼@øèôÞç ÛhÜ vÐìÓëìíæì• vöÔìíæ Íåì «*íúìäæ Íû¤ öìíóë äæÖ ôìäèå ¼èÒô ðíE× æì• çìíóë òìæ ûóÜ ôíë ÌæÖ

Åøöãk ôìíä èæíúìù ôëì¯ ‘Â’ vöÔìíæ «*Ð¤¼ì ß øãët¬›ìë ÛìíÜì ôìíäë äæÖ óëôìë v¼Ôìíæ v¼åì ôëì¯ ‘÷’ «*èçèå ôâÞéíô óÜùç ôìíä

óÜ èð¼ìíû ÍôÈ ¼ãíë öãk ôëì• öìíç çìëì «*íçÖíô ¾ÓíöÞÖë ¼ìíÇ ûãèºo èóíú óáçìë ¼ìíÇ ÅóÖâé ðíú ¼èÒôÛìíû ôìäèå vÐ»

ôëíç øìíë¯ 3¿3 çóìëèô ôìä (Function) ‘ô’ Ðì¼æôìöÞ øèë÷ìÜæì (administration) ½ vôìíæìëôâ øáøìèç& ×ì§ìÈ ôâÞéíóë ôìíä öãk

ôëì• öìíç ßÈ ôìä èæíú ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ vôìíæì ù„íùìÜ ¾çèë æì ðú¯ ‘Ô’ «*èÐáË (Teaching) ½ «*èçVìíæë ÜáÖøïëíË «*íúìäæéú

èÐáì ß øëìâÐÞóìæ äëgèë¯ ‘ù’ ¼ìðìöÖ (Helping) ½ ¼ã¼@øíôÞë Pìëì vöìùìíöìùåì èÒô ëìÔì ß «*íúìäíæ ôâÞéíóë ¼ìðìöÖ•

¼ðíöìèùçì ôëì¯ ‘Ù’ èæëïøË ûì âïÜÖìúæ (Evaluation) ½ ôâÞéíóë ÷Üèç ôìöÞ ¼@øìóíæë âïÜÖìúæ• âïÜÖìúíæë ØÜ Ìæã¼ìíë

Ûèû»Öíç ôìöÞ øèëôGFæì ß ôìöÞ èæÓÞìëË ôëì¯ 3¿4 çóìëèô øºoèç ûì vôîÐÜ (Methods or techniques) äæ¿ èõ¿ èâíÜå ×ú

Óëíæë çóìëèô øºoèç ûì vôîÐíÜë ôÇì ûíÜí×æ ½ ‘ô’ øïûÞ Ìæãíâìóæ (Prior approval) : vôìíæì ôìä ™ëg ôëìë Ììíù Åøöãk ôç·Þøíáë

ôì× vÇíô ôìíäë ¼@‡èç èæíú ôìä ™ëg ôëì¯ «*ôGF ¼@øíôÞ èû¬t¬?ìèëç çÇÖ væßúì¯ «*èçVìæíôÅ ßÈ ôìíäë ÜáÖ ¼@øíôÞ

çóìëèôíô èû¬t¬?ìèëç äìæìíæì¯ ôç·Þøá çóìëíôë ôì× vÇíô èô ÌìÐì ôíëæ v¼åìß äìæìíç ðíû¯ èæèóÞ,% ôíë ôç·Þøáíô äìæìíç

ðíû_vôìíæì èû÷hÖèç• Û—Ü vûìÄìûãèÄ• ¼âíúë Ìø÷ú ÌìèÇÞô áâçì• âìæû ¼@øódé ÅøôëË ¼@øó ÈçÖìèóë vôìíæì vôìíæì èû»íú

ôç·Þøá ¼¤íÐìÓæ ûì «*èçôìë ÷ìÈí×æ¯
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22 ‘Ô’ ôìíäë âìæ ß Óëæ (Service standards) : ôìíäë Óëæ ß âìæ èÒô ôëì¯ Íôìä Ôãû ¼ðä æú¯ IËùç âìæ• øèëâìË ß ÜáÖâìrì øïëË

Íû¤ vöÛìíû v¼åì øïëË ðíû_Í óãíúë âíÓÖ ¼ìâJ¼Ö ß ¼âçì ëìÔì äëgèë¯ ‘ù’ ûÖíúë ¼éâìûºoçì (Budgetory limitations) : «*ôíGFë

èûèÛˆ‰ ¬t¬?íë ß èûÛìíùë ôìíä èæÓÞìèëç ûì èòëéô·ç ûÖúûëìóÖ öì Ììí× v¼Èâíçì Ôë÷ ôëì¯ v¼È Ìæãøìíç «*èçèóíæë èð¼ìû•

«*èçèóæ ¾çèë ôëì ß Ôèçíú vóÔì vôìíæì ÌìèÇÞô Ì¼¤ùèç ûì Ìèæúâ ðíúí× èôæì¯ ‘Ù’ ôâÞé èæíúìíùë ¼@‡èç (Approval of

personnel) : «*èçVìíæë Åøöãk øóìèÓôìèëíôë ¼@‡èç ¼ìíøíá «*íöìäæéú ôâÞé èæíúìíùë ÌèÓôìë¯ Ííç ôâÞéíóë ßøë çóìëíôë

èæúQŸË Çìíô ß ôìäèå ÛìíÜì ðú¯ ‘Â’ èÜèÔç èûûüèç «*ôìíÐë ûÖûòì (Reporting system) : «*èçèóæôìë ôìíäë âïÜÖìúíæë

èÜèÔç èûûëË «*ôìÐ Íôèå Ìèç Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ Ííç ôìä ôëìë ¼âú vôìÇìú èô Óëíæë ÛhÜ ¹hèå ðíE× v¼åì Óëíç øìëì öìú¯ ÍÈ

èûûëËé vÜÔìë ûÖûòì Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøíËë váír èûíÐ» Û—èâôì øìÜæ ôíë¯ ‘÷’ øèëóÐÞæ (Inspection) : çóìëèôë váír

øèëóÐÞæ Íôèå Ìèç ôìöÞôëé ûÖûòì¯ çóìëèô èöèæ ôíëæ èçèæ ÜáÖ ëìíÔæ øèëóÐÞæ vöæ ¼âúâíçì• ØÜóìèú• âìæûèðÊç»é

Íû¤ ¼â¼Öì ¼âìÓìíæ Ìì†Œðé ðú¯ øèëóÐÞæ èöèæ ôíëæ çìë ¼ìíÇ çìë ôâÞéíóë Íôèå âìæûóëóé ¼@øíôÞë v¼çh Íë âìÓÖíâ

¾çèë ðú Íû¤ Ííç Ììôìè)áç ôìäèå ¼ðíä ¼@øïËÞ ðíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ øèëóÐÞæ ôâÞéíóë vöâæ èæíóÞÐ ß ¼ðíöìèùçì vóú vçâèæ

ôâÞéë óáçì ûì§ìíçß ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ ôìíäë øèëôGFæì ¾çèë• èÜèÔç øºoèç «*ôëË ¾çèë• èûèÛˆ‰ èæíóÞÐ• ôâÞéíóë èæíú ¼Ûì

ÈçÖìèó øèëóÐÞô «*ôíGFë t¬HìíÇÞ ôíë Çìíôæ¯ 3¿5 Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË (Monitoring) 1¿ Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË æéèç• ÓìëËì ß

¼¤Úì ½ ûÖúûëìóÖ ß èæèóÞ,% ¼âú¼éâìë âíÓÖ «*ôíGFë ôìäíô ¼èÒôÛìíû ëCøìúíæë äæÖ Óìëìûìèðô ûì ¹âìùç èæëCøË

(Monitoring) ÌçÖ¬Q? Iëg&øïËÞ Íôèå öQŸ (instrument) ûì vôîÐÜ¯ ÍÈ Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË ™Óãâìr ôìíäë IËùç âìæ öì÷ìÈ ôíë æì•

Í ôìíäë ÜáÖâìrì (target) ûì øèëâìËß vóíÔ ôìíäë ÅíóÖíÐÖë ¼ìíÇ èâèÜíú¯ «*ôíGFë ôìä ëCøìúíËë váír ôìíäë ôé Ìûòì• ûçÞâìíæ

vôìÇìú v¼åì óþìè§íú_Íåì äìæìë Íôèå ¼ðä øºoèç ðÜ ÍÈ ¹âìˆHú ûì Ìèûëç Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË¯ âïÜÖìúíæë (Evoluation) ¼ìíÇ

Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøíËë (Monitoring) çØìç ðÜ «*Çâèå èæèóÞ,% ¼âú Ì¬Q?ë ôëì ðú Íû¤ èPçéúèå ¹âìùç ûì ÓìëìûìèðôÛìíû ôëì ðú

‘‘Monitoring is a continuous assessment both of the functioning of the project activities in the context of implementation

schedules and in the context of design expectations’’¯ Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË

23 Íôèå øºoèç• öì ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë ôìíäë rgèåÝØìåÜIíÜìíô ¼æìk ôëíç• ¼èÒô è¼ºoì¬Q? èæíç Íû¤ ¼èÒô èæíóÞÐ èóíú ôìäèåíô

&ëìèˆHç ôëíç¯ Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË ¼ìÓìëËç ûÖû´ç ðú ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìúíËë èÛçë èóíú Ålc—ç çÇÖíô ôìíäë rgèå ¼¤íÐìÓíæë

ôìíä ûÖûðìë ôíë ôìäèåíô ¼ã¼@øˆ‰ ôëíç¯ Í×ì§ì “âèæåèë¤” «*ôíGFë ôìäíô ¼ëì¼èë èæúQŸË ôíë Íû¤ Ûèû»ÖÁ øèëôGFæìíç

¼ìðìöÖ ôíë• Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË Íôèå ûÖûòì ûì øºoèç• öì óãÛìíû øìxHÞ ûì Ü@¬H ûëìûë (horizentally & vertically) çÇÖ

¼ëûëìð ôíë è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðíË ß öÇì¼âíú ôìäèå ¼@øˆ‰ ôëíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ 2¿ Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøíËë Åøìóìæ ½ ô¿ «*ôGF ß

ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë Åí!ÐÖ¯ Ô¿ ôìíäë âìæ ß Ìûòì_IËùç ß øèëâìËùç¯ ù¿ ÅøíÛìkìíóëÝvûèæèØ¼ìèëíóë ßøë «*ôíGFë «*Ûìû¯ Ù¿ ôâÞ¼ï÷é

ëCøìúíËë ¼âíú ØìåÜ ûì rgèåIíÜìíô Íû¤ ¼óÇÞô Ðèkíô (Positive force) ¼æìk- ôëË¯ Â¿ ôâÞéíóë ôìí× ¹âìˆHíú «*íúìäæéú

èæíóÞÐ øìÒìíæì¯ ÷¿ «*ôíGFë ôìä èæúQŸË ôëì¯ ×¿ «*èçVìæ• «*ôGF ß ÅøíÛìkìë âíÓÖ Íû¤ «*¼ìÐæ• øèë÷ìÜæ ß ÅøíÛìkìíóë

ßøë Íë «*Ûìû Íû¤ Ííóë ¼âˆHú¼ìÓìæ¯ ä¿ Ûèû»ÖÁ øèëôGFæìú ¼ìðìöÖ¯ 3¿ Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøíËë øºoèç ûì vôîÐÜ ½ ô¿

ÌìÓãèæô çÇÖ-«*öãèkë ¼ðìúçì (Use of imformation) : ÌìÓãèæô çÇÖ-«*öãèk ûÖûðìë ôíë çÇÖ èûíxX»Ë ß çÇÖ èûæÖì¼

ôëì¯ Ííç óéÙÞ ¼âíúë øèëûíçÞ Ìèç ÌGF ¼âíú ôìäèå èÒôâíçì ôëì¯ Ô¿ ¼@øìèóç ôìíäë èð¼ìûíô ûÖûðìë (Use performance

budgeting) : øèëôGFæì Ìæã¼ìíë èæèóÞ,% ôìíäë èð¼ìûâíçì èæúèâç èð¼ìû væßúì ß çì vÇíô ÌèÛÚçì èæíú øëûçÞé ôìäíô

¼¤íÐìÓæ ôëì ß vÐ» ôëì¯ ù¿ èø¿ È¿ Ììë¿ èåÝ è¼¿ èø¿ Íâ¿ vôîÐÜ (Network technique) : ÍÈ vôîÐÜèå «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì•

øèëôGFæì• ¼âú èæëCøË ß èæúQŸíËë äæÖ ûÖû´ç ðú¯ æùë øèëôGFæì• ûìè§ ûìæìíæì ÈçÖìèó «*ôíGFë ôìíäÈ ÍÈ vôîÐÜ

vûèÐ ûÖû´ç ðú¯ Ù¿ ßúìôÞ šìèõ (Work study) : ßúìôÞ šìèõë ÜáÖ ðÜ ôìíäë Ìóáçìíô ÌìÜìóì ôíë è÷èÿç ôëì/ øèë÷ìÜæì ß «*Ðì¼æ

vö-vôìíæì ôìíäë vÛçë vÇíô ¼èÒô ¼@øó ¼ódûÖûðìíëë Pìëì_âìæã»• åìôì ß û¬t¬;¼@øó¯

24 Íåì ÌçÖQ? «*÷èÜç èûíxX»ËÓâÞé vôîÐÜ• öì ôâÞ øèë÷ìÜæìú óëôìë ðú¯ Íåì Íôèå Åøìú ôìöÞôìëé ÅÁô»Þçì ûì§ìíæìë äæÖ

vôìæ «*èçVìíæë¯ Â¿ «*ìèçVìèæô èûíxX»Ë (Organizational analysis) : Íèå Íôèå øºoèç öì èæèfç ôíë «*èçVìíæë ÌèÓô ¼ØÜçì

ÌGF Ôëí÷ âìæã»ß û¬t¬; ¼@øó ûÖûðìë ôíë¯ ÍÈ vôîÐíÜë ÅíóÖÐÖ ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ Íôèå âÓãë ¼@øôÞ ¾çèë ôíë ÜáÖøïëíË

ôâÞéíóë ÅoooooPhºo ôëì¯ ÷¿ ¼ìâìèäô ÜìÛ ß áèçë èð¼ìû (Social cost benefit analysis) : ¼ìâìèäô Ôë÷ ß ¼ìâìèäô ÜìíÛë

èð¼ìíûë âìÓÖíâ «*ôGF èÒô ôëì ß çìë ôìäíô ¼ã¼¤ðç ôëì¯ ¼ìâìèäôÛìíû ¼óÇÞô ß ÜìÛäæô æì-ðíÜ çì ëCøìúË ôëì èÒô æú¯

áèçôìëô «*Ûìû ¼âìíäë váír ¼ìâìèäô Ôë÷ Ììë ¼óÇÞôÝÅøôìëé «*Ûìû ¼âìíäë váír ¼ìâìèäô vûèæèØå ûì ¼ìâìèäô ÜìÛ¯ ×¿

vöìùìæ ûÖûòì (Supply system) : vöìùìæ ß û–åæ ûÖûòì èûíxX»íËë âìÓÖíâ «*ôíGFë ôìíäë ÷hÜí÷ëì èû÷ìë èûíxX»Ë ß çì vÇíô

è¼ºoì¬Q? ôëì Íû¤ v¼È èÐáì ß ÌèÛÚçìíô ôìíä Üìèùíú ôìäèåíô ¼èÒô øíÇ ÷ìÜæì ôëì ÍÈ vôîÐíÜë âïÜ ÜáÖ¯ ä¿ øºoèç èûíxX»Ë ß

«*íúìù ùíû»Ëì (System analysis & Operation Research) : Íôèå öãèkûìóé• ¼¤ÔÖìç+U Úìæ ß ÌèÛÚçìÜBo vôîÐÜ¯ 3¿6 âïÜÖìúæ

(Evaluation) ½ 1¿ âïÜÖìúæ ÓìëËì• æéèç ß ¼¤Úì ½ øèëôGFæì øºoèçë (Planning process) èçæèå èóôd ½ 1¿ øèëôèGFçÛìíû

¾çèë (Plan formulation)¯ 2¿ øèëôèGFç «*Ðì¼æ (Plan administration)¯ 3¿ øèëôèGFçÛìíû ¾çèë (Plan Evaluation)¯

âïÜÖìúæ ôéÀ_Íë Åí!íÐë ¼ìíÇ öãk (relate to objective)¯ vôâæ ôíë âïÜÖìúæÀ_øºoèçÝvôîÐÜ (Methodology)¯ ôé

âïÜÖìúæÀ_«*ôíGFë ôìä• «*ôíGFë «*Ûìû ÈçÖìèó (Project activities impact etc.) øèëôèGFçÛìíû ¼âìíä øèëûçÞæ Ììæìë äæÖ

øèëôèGFç ôâÞ¼ïè÷ èæíú ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìä ¼ôÜ ¼ëôìèë ß vû¼ëôìèë ÅíóÖìíù ™ëg ðíúí×¯ ÍÈ ôìä èÒôâíçì ðíE× èôæì v¼åì

äìæìë äíæÖ âïÜÖìúæ Íôèå äëgèë ôìä• öì «*ôíGFë ôìíäëÈ Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ûì Ì¤Ð¯ ôìíô ûíÜ ÍÈ âïÜÖìúæ (Evaluation)À âïÜÖìúæ ðÜ

èæúèâç ûÖûÓìíæ Íôèå èæëCøË øºoèç_«*ôíGFë «*ì¼èàôçì• ôìöÞ ¼@øìóæ• óáçì ß «*ôíGFë «*Ûìû Íë èæëCøË

øïûÞèæÓÞìèëç ÅíóÖíÐÖë øèëíøèáíç (Evaluation is a periodic assessment of the relevance, performance, efficiency and

impact of the project in the context of its stated objectives.) vö-vôìíæì ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìíäë vâëgó„ ðíE× ÍÈ âïÜÖìúæ• öì
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25 ¼ûÞóì ö¬-¼ðôìíë ôëì ÌçÖQ? äëgèë¯ It is critically reexamine, in the light of subsequent developments. Åío!íÐÖë

èæèëíÔ øºoèçâìèØô (systematic) ß ¼âˆHíúë ¼ìíÇ âïÜÖìúæ ôìä æì ðíÜ âïÜÖìúæ èÒô ðú æì¯ èûèÛˆ‰ ¾ûÚìèæô•

øèëôGFæìèûó âïÜÖìúæíô èæä èæä óüè,%íôìË vÇíô ûÖìÔÖì ôíëí×æ¯ Ìíæíô Ííô vóíÔí×æ Íôèå øºoèç èð¼ìíû• öìë Pìëì vôìíæì

ûÖèk ûì û¬t¬;ë âïÜÖ (value) èòë ôëì ðú¯ Ììë èô×ã ¾ûÚìèæô Ííô Íôèå èûíxX»Ëé (analysis) «*è¹úì èð¼ìíû ÌèÛèðç ôíëí×æ• öìë

Pìëì vôìíæì ûÖèkë çhÜæìâïÜô vóì» ß IË vûìÄì öìú• «*ôíGFë ôìíäë Ìûòì• øºoèç ÈçÖìèó vûìÄì öìú¯ ÌíæíôÈ âìæãí»ë vóì»• IË• óáçì

èû÷ìë ôëìë äíæÖ ÍÈ âïÜÖúìæíô ûÖûðìë ôíëæèæ¯ Ììûìë èô×ã ¾ûÚìèæô âïÜÖìúæíô ÌçÖ¬Q? Iëg&øïËÞ Íôèå “èð¼ìû ÌäÞíæë”

(achievement audit) øºoèç ûíÜ âíæ ôíëí×æ¯ ôÔíæì ôÔíæì Ííô “¼ìâìèäô èð¼ìû” (Social audit)-ß ûÜì ðíúí×¯ âïÜÖìúæ vôìíæì

«*ôíGFë ôìíäë Ì†Œùèç-ÌÓ¥ùèç• ôhØÜ-¼ãØÜ• ôh«*Ûìû-¼ã«*Ûìû ÈçÖìèó äìæìë äæÖ èæúèâç ûÖûÓìíæ ûÖû´ç Íôèå

øºoèç¯ Íèå øèëôGFæì öíQŸë (instrument) Íôèå ÌèûíE×óÖ Ì¤Ð öì «*ôíGFë váír è¼ºoì¬Q?†ŒðíË• æéèçèæÓÞìëíË ß çìè+Uô

Úìæ ÌäÞíæ èûíÐ» «*íúìäæ¯ 2¿ âïÜÖìúíæë ÅíóÖÐÖ• Åí!ÐÖ ß ¼ãíöìù ½ ô¿ ¼ìâìèäô øèëûçÞæ• èûôìÐ ß ¼ìâìèäô Ì†Œùèçíô

èòë ôëìë äæÖ (To determine social change, growth & social progress.)¯ Ô¿ «*ôíGFë û¬t¬; ¼ôÜ ß ÌìèÇÞô «*íúìäæéúçì èòë

ôëì ðú èæèóÞ,% ¼âíúë øèëíøèáíç Íû¤ ôìíäë ÅíóÖíÐÖë øèëí«*èáíç ÜáÖøïëíËë äæÖ¯ ù¿ ÛhÜ ûì rgèåIíÜìíô äìæìë äæÖ Íû¤ çìë

ôìëËIíÜìíô äìæìë äæÖ¯ Ù¿ èóô èæíóÞÐ ß øëìâÐÞ vóßúìë äæÖ ÷Üèç ôìíäë Íû¤ øëûçÞé ôìöÞ «*íúìíùë váír¯ Â¿ ¼¬Q;è,%ÜìíÛë

äæÖ ‘ôìä ôíë’¯ ÷¿ «*ôíGFë «*èçè¹úì ß «*Ûìû äìæì¯ 3¿ âïÜÖìúæ-vôîÐÜ ½ ô¿ «*ìÇèâô çÇÖ (Primary data) ß Ì«*Óìæ çÇÖ

(Secondary data) ¼¤†Œð¯ Ô¿ «*ôGF ™ëgë Ììíùë Ìûòì ß øëûçÞé âïÜÖìúíæë ¼âíúë Ìûòì Íû¤ Íë çìëçâÖ äìæì¯ ù¿ rgèå ûì

¼ØÜçì è÷èÿçôëË ß çìë ôìëË äìæì¯ Ù¿ ¼âú• Óìëìûìèðôçì• ¼âˆHú Íû¤ øºoèçâìèØô ôìä ðíúí× èôæì vóÔì¯ æì ðíÜ ôìëË ÌíˆH»Ë

ôëì¯ Â¿ ÜáÖøïëíË ¼âÇÞ èôæì• ôçåì ¼âÇÞ• ¼ØÜçì Ììôìè)áç ÅE÷çìú vøþî×ìíæì ¼@¬cû èôæì çì äìæì ß è¼ºoìí¬Q? Ìì¼ì¯ ÷¿

øèëûçÞæ è÷èÿçôëË ß ôìëË ÌíˆH»Ë¯ ×¿ «*Ûìû è÷èÿç ôëË ß èûíxX»Ë¯

26 ä¿ «*ôíGFë «*èçè¹úì ÜáÖ ôëì ß èûíxX»Ë ôëì¯ Ä¿ ÅøíÛìkìíóë âçìâç ß «*íúìäæ èûíû÷æì ôëì¯ 3¿7 äæ¼¤íöìù (Public

Relations) ¼âìäôÜÖìË «*Ðì¼íôë Íôèå Iëg&øïËÞ ôìä ðÜ äæ¼¤íöìù ¾çèë ôëì ûì ¼ìÓìëË ÅøíÛìkìíóë ¼ìíÇ Íôèå Ìì¬Q?èëô•

èæëíøá Íû¤ ¼ãâÓãë ¼@øôÞ ùí§ vçìÜì• öì ¼ãèæèfç ôëíû ÅøíÛìkìíóë Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ß ôÜÖìËôë ôìäèåë ¼@øìóæ¯ äæ¼¤íöìù

Ìì¼íÜ Íôèå vûìÄìø§ì ûì äìæìíûìÄì èô¤ûì Íåì Íôèå âìÓÖâ_Íôèå vûìÄìø§ì ûì äìæìíûìÄìë øèëíûÐ ¾çèëë äæÖ¯ ôìëË Íë âìÓÖíâ Íôèå

¼ãèûÓìäæô øèëíûÐ ¾çèë ðú ÌìÜìø-ÌìíÜì÷æìë¯ ¼ãçëì¤ äæ¼¤íöìíùë Åí!ÐÖ vôûÜ ™Óã çÇÖ øèëíûÐæ Íâæ æú• Íë Åí!ÐÖ

¼âìä èûÚìæé• ¼âìäôâÞé• «*èçVìíæë ÌìèÓôìèëôíóë ¼ìíÇ ÅøíÛìkìíóë Íôèå ¼ãâÓãë vûìÄìø§ì ß ¼ðíöìèùçìë ¼@øôÞ ¾çèë ôëíç

ÅÁ¼ìèðç ôëì¯ vôìíæì äæ«*èçVìíæ (Public Organisation) vôûÜ Íôäæ óá “âìÓÖâ èûíÐ»ÚÈ” (Media specialist) v¼È «*èçVìíæë

äæ¼¤íöìíùë ôìäèå ôíë Çìíôæ vçâæ æú• ûë¤ ÌæÖìæÖ ôâÞéëìß Í ôìäèåíô &ëìèˆHç ôíë Çìíôæ¯ ¼¤òìë èÛçë ß ûìÈíë ¼¤òìë

Íôèå “¼ðíöìèùçìë ÛìûâïèçÞ” ¾çèë ôíë¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ vçâæ Ììôìè)áç «*÷ìë øìú æì ‘äæ«*èçVìíæë’¯ Íë ôìëË äæ¼ìÓìëË

ß äæâìÓÖâIèÜë Í ûÖìøìíë Ìæéðì çì æú• Ìì¼íÜ äæ¼ìÓìëË ß äæâìÓÖâIèÜë ¼ìíÇ Ííóë vçâæ vöìùìíöìù ûì ¼ã¼@øôÞ ¾çèë ðú

æì/ èô¤ûì çìíóë öíÇ,% çÇÖ ¼ëûëìð ôëì ðú æì ûì v¼È Óëíæë vôìíæì øºoèçë ûÖûòì Çìíô æì¯ «*÷ìë ÌçÖ¬Q? Åøôìëé ûì

«*íúìäæéú ôìëË vôûÜ ôâÞ¼ïè÷íô çhíÜ Óëì ûì ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ÜáÖøïëíËë äæÖÈ æú ûë¤ Ìíæô âìæã»íô Íô¼ìíÇ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë Ì¬¬Q?

ÛhÞk ôëì öìú• çìíóë ÈE×ì• Ììôì)áìë «*èçè¹úì äìæì öìú Íû¤ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìäèå ëCøìúíËë äæÖ çìíóë ¼ðíöìèùçìß øìßúì öìú¯ Íåì

vóÔì vùí× vö• Ìíæô ™Û ÈE×ì ß ÛìíÜì ôâÞ¼ïè÷ß èô¤ûì ôìèëùèë èóô èóíú öÇìÇÞ Íôèå ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ß äæ¼ìÓìëíËë

Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ß ¼ìÓìëË âìæãí»ë †ŒðË æì-ôëìë ôìëíË ôÜÖìË «*ôGFèå ðçìÐìú øöÞûè¼ç ðíúí×¯ Íë ôìëË Ììë èô×ãÈ æú•

äæ¼¤íöìíùë ÌÛìíûÈ Íâæèå Ùíåí×¯ ôâÞ¼ïè÷èåíô ôìöÞôëéÛìíû äæ¼ìÓìëË ûì ÅøíÛìkìíóë ¼ìíÇ öãk ôëì ðúèæ ûì ðíç øìíëèæ• ØíÜ

Ôãû ¼ìâìæÖÈ ôâÞ¼ïè÷èå çìíóë æäë ôì§íç vøíëí× ûì ¼âÇÞæ vøíúí×¯ Í ûÖìøìíë vöIèÜ ÌûÐÖ ôëì Åè÷ç v¼IèÜ ðÜ_ ‘1’

¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìíäë «*÷ìë ôèâèå ùÒæ¯ ‘2’ òìæéú ¼¤ûìó ¼¤òì ß ÌæÖìæÖ “âìÓÖíâë” ¼ìíÇ ûÖèkùç vöìùìíöìù ëáì ôíë ÷Üì Íû¤
çÇÖ ¼ëûëìð ôëì¯ ‘3’ òìæéú âìæãí»ë ¼ìíÇ ¼ðíöìèùçìøïËÞ ¼@øôÞ ùí§ vçìÜì¯ ÅøíÛìkìíóë ¼ìíÇ vöìùìíöìù• ÌìÜìø- ÌìíÜì÷æìë•

èâèå¤ ÙæÙæ ¼¤ùèÒç ôëì¯ Í¼ûIíÜìÈ äæ¼¤íöìù ôìíäë Ì¤Ð¯

27 äæ¼¤íöìù ôìíäë Ììë Íôèå èóô ðÜ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìíäë “âQŸËì” ûì “øëìâÐÞ” (Counselling) vóßúì¯ äæ¼¤íöìùôìëé ÍÈ øëìâÐÞ

¼ìÓìëË âìæã» ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷ öìëì ëCøìúË ôëíûæ çìíóë vóíûæ¯ äæ¼¤íöìùôìëéë øëìâíÐÞë «*ìÇèâô Åí!ÐÖ ðíû äæ¼ìÓìëËíô

vûìÄìíæì vö• «*íçÖô “Íôô” ûÖèk ¼âìíäë Íô Íô äæ âïÜÖûìæ• ÅÁøìóæÐéÜ Íû¤ ¼âìíäë ¼ìíÇ ¼èÒôÛìíû ÔìøÔìßúìíæìë ¼âìíäë Íô

Íô äæ Iëg&øïËÞ ¼ó¼Ö Íû¤ ÍÈ øëìâÐÞ èóíç vùíÜ ¼ûÞ¼ìÓìëíËë ¼ìíÇ çìë Íôèå âÓãë ¼@øôÞ ×ì§ì øëìâÐÞ vóßúì ¼@¬cû æú¯

Ìì¼íÜ âQŸËì ûì øëìâÐÞ âìæã»íô çìë èûøíó ûì çìë Ìt¬HìÛìèûô Ìûòì vÇíô t¬HìÛìèûô Ìûòìú èØèëíú Ììæìë øëìâÐÞ óìæ ôíë¯ Í ôìäèå

çÔæÈ ôëì ¼@¬cû öÔæ ÅøíÛìkìë ¼ìíÇ äæ¼¤íöìùôìëéë Íôèå ¼ã¼@øôÞ ¾çèë ðú¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË «*Ðì¼íôë äæ¼¤íöìù ôìäèå

Ìèç Iëg&øïËÞ ÌæÖìæÖ ôìíäë âíÓÖ Íôèå¯ Íèå ÍçÈ Iëg&øïËÞ vö• Íë ÌÛìíû ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìäèå Ìè÷íëÈ ûÖÇÞ ðíç øìíë¯ ¼ãçëì¤ Í

èû»úèå Ììâìíóë t‡ëíË ëìÔì óëôìë¯ 3¿8 †ŒpøJé (Bibliography) 1¿ Social Welfare Administration–S. L. Goel & R. K. Jain. 2¿

Modern Managements Techinque–S. L. Goel. 3¿ Problem of Administration in Social work–Liece Atwoter. 3¿9 ÌæãÐéÜæé

(Exercise) 1¿ çóìëèô ûÜíç èô vûìÄÀ çóìëèôë ÅøìóìæIèÜ èô èôÀ 2¿ Óìëìûìèðô èæëCøË «*è¹úìèå ûÖìÔÖì ôë¯ ___
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28 Íôô 4 ❐ «*èçVìíæë ÓìëËì ß Iëg&• «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë• ÅódûãºoôëË• óÜ ûì vùìVé ùÒæ• væç·&• è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË ß

ùèçÐéÜ ûì è¹úìÐéÜ vùìVé ûì óÜ (Concept & Importance of Organisation, Organisational behaviour, Motivation, Team

building, leadsship, Decision making & Group dynamics) ½ ùÒæ 4¿1 «*èçVìíæë ÓìëËì ß Iëg& 4¿2 «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë 4¿3

ÅPãºoôëË 4¿4 vùìVé ûì óÜ ùÒæ 4¿5 væç·& 4¿6 è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË 4¿7 ùèçÐéÜ ûì è¹úìÐéÜ vùìVé 4¿8 †ŒpøèJ 4¿9

ÌæãÐéÜæé 4¿1 «*èçVìíæë ÓìëËì ß Iëg& èÐGFìúæ ß øíë æùëìúË Íû¤ ÌìÓãèæôéôëË-Íë ôìëíË Ûìëçûí»Þ «*Çâ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìä

™ëg ðú âìæãí»ë ôçôIèÜ «*íúìäæ vâåìíæìë äæÖ èûíÐ» Åí!ÐÖ èæíú¯ Íë Ììíù ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìä è×Ü áËòìúé• èûèE×ˆ‰ ß ôÔíæì•

¼Ôíæì “èëèÜØ ôìä” Óëíæë¯ vöåì ôëìë äíæÖ ¼ãùèÒç vôìíæì «*ìèçVìèæô ôìÒìíâì (Stucture) è×Ü æì¯ çÔæ Íâæ ôìä ôìöÞôëé

ðíúí× èûèÓûèðÛÞ—ç• ¼ìâèúô• ¼ëÜ vôîÐíÜë âìÓÖíâ ¼âè,% (Community) ûì ÅøíÛìkì (Beneficiaries)-vóë ¬t¬?íë• çìíóë Pìëì¯

ÍÈ Óëíæë «*èçVìæIèÜíô èûèÓûèðÛÞ—ç «*èçVìæ ûÜì ðç¯ Íëì vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ• vôìíæì ¼ëôìèë «*èçVìæ ûì ó:ë æú¯

Ìøëøíá• öÔæ èûèÓ¼@‡çÛìíû Ûìûæìè÷¬Q?ì ôíë øèëôGFæì• æôÐì ÈçÖìèó ûìèæíú vöìùÖ ôçÞìûÖèkíóë Pìëì öÇìöÇÛìíû

t¬Héô·èçë âìÓÖíâ «*èçVìæ øèëËèç vøç• çÔæ çìíô èûèÓ¼@‡ç «*èçVìæ ûÜì ðç (Formal organisation), vöâæ_¼ëôìèë

«*èçVìæ ûì èûÛìù¯ ÍÔìíæ «*ìèçVìèæô ùÒæ Ìæã¼ìíë «*èçVìíæë Íôèå çìèÜôì ûì ¼ìë†Œp (manual) Çìôç èûÛìùéú èûÛìäæ• çìë

ôìä• ôâÞ÷ìëé• çìíóë

29 óìèú&• vâîèÜô èæúâæéèç ÈçÖìèó vÜÔì¯ èô×ã Iëg&øïËÞ ôìä ôëìë äíæÖ âìæãí»ëì âíæ ôëç æçhæ «*èçVìæ óëôìë¯ çÔæ

æçhæ «*èçVìæ ùí§ ÅÒç èô×ã Åí!ÐÖíô ¼ØÜ ôëìë äíæÖ¯ çíû ¼â¬t¬? æçhæ «*íúìäíæ ûì ôìíä æçhæ «*èçVìæ ùí§ ÅÒíû_çìë

vôìíæì âìíæ væÈ¯ «*èçVìæ ùí§ vçìÜìë vö-vôìíæì v÷,%ì çì v¼ èûèÓ ¼@‡ç ûì èûèÓâãk öìÈ vðìô æì vôæ• çìë «*ìèçVìèæô

vôîÐíÜë Óëæ è×Ü ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìä• öì ¼ãûÖûèòç (Systematic) Ûìíû Ìíæô ûÖèkë ôìäíô ¼¤íöìèäç ôëç Íû¤ ¼í÷çæ ûì

Ì¼í÷çæ Ûìíû• t¬HE× ûì Ìt¬HE×Ûìíû èæíóÞèÐç ðç èô×ã ç+Uùç æôÐì (model) ÌæãôëíËë äíæÖ• öì ÅøíÛìkìíóë «*íúìäæéú

ôÜÖìËíô vâåìíç øìëç¯ «*Ðì¼æ (administration) «*èçVìíæë ôâÞéíóë ¼ðíöìèùçìíô (Cooperation) âïÜÓæ ôíë «*èçVìíæë Åí!ÐÖ

øïëË ôëìë ÜíáÖ ôìä ôíë¯ ÍÈ ôìíä çìë óëôìë ðú Íôèå ôâÞøèëôGFæìë¯ Ííô «*èçVìæ ûíÜ¯ «*Ðì¼íæë Ììíù ðÜ «*èçVìæ¯ “«*èçVìæ”

Ðjèå ûÖû´ç ðú èçæèå èÛˆ‰ øèëèòèçíç_‘ô’ «*Ðì¼èæô ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâìë æôÐì «*¬t¬;ç ôëíç¯ ‘Ô’ ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâì ù§íç vöâæ

«*èçVìíæë Åøöãk ôâÞ÷ìëéûü`óíô ôíâÞ èæöãk ôëíç¯ ‘ù’ èæíäÈ «*Ðì¼èæô ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâì èð¼ìíû øèëËç ðíç¯ ÜãÇìë IèÜô

(Luther Gullick)-Íë âíç ““«*èçVìæ ðÜ ôç·Þí&ë èûèÓ¼@‡ç ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâì öìë• Pìëì ôìíäë èûÛìäæ• û–åæ• óìèú& ûÖìÔÖì ß

¼¤íöìäíæë âìÓÖíâ ûèËÞç Åí!ÐÖ ¼ìÓæ ôëì ðú¯”” âãèæ (Mooney) ûíÜí×æ• “«*èçVìæ ðÜ Íôèå Óëæ ûì Ììôìë• ¼â¬t¬? âìæû

¼¤íÙë ¼ûÞäæéæ Åí!íÐÖ vøþî×ìûìë äíæÖ (organisation is the form of evry human association for the attainment of a

common purpose)¯ èõâôd ß èõâ¼d (Dimock & Dimock) «*èçVìæ ûÜíç ûíÜí×æ• ““«*èçVìæ ðÜ Íôèå øïËÞìà ÑôÖ ùÒíæë

äæÖ Ííô Ìøíëë ßøë èæÛÞëÐéÜ Ì¤Ðíô ¼ãûÖûèòçÛìíû Íôèrç ôëì• öìë Pìëì ôçÞ·&• ¼âˆHoú Íû¤ èæúQŸË ¼@¬cû ðú vôìíæì Åí!

ÐÖ øïëíËë äæÖ¯ ÅÈèÜúìâ ôhíÜä (William Schulze) ûíÜí×æ• «*èçVìæ ðÜ «*íúìäæéú âìæã»• û¬t¬;• vâèÐæ• öQŸøìèç•

¼ìä¼ëJìâ• ôìíäë äìúùì ÈçÖìèóë Íôèrç Íôèå ¼è@‡Üæ• öì ¼ãûÖûèòç Ûìíû Ííóëíô Íôèrç ôíë• ¼¤íöìäæ ûì ¼âˆHú Ùåìú

¼íûÞìøèë Ììôìè)áç Åí!ÐÖ øïëíË ôìä ôíë¯ èâÜßúìç (Milward)-Íë âíç• «*èçVìæ èæíä èô×ã ôíë æì• ôâÞ÷ìëé èæöãk ôíë• öìëì ôìä

ôíë¯”” «*èçVìæ Íôèå óéÙÞòìúé ôìÒìíâì ûì Íôèå ø»Þó• vöåì vôìíæì èûíÐ» Åí!íÐÖ ùèÒç ðíúí×¯ öìëì «*èçVìæ ÷ìÜìæ ß Ííô

èæúQŸË ôíëæ• çìëì ÌìÛÖ¬Q?ëéË æìæì ûþìÓì ôìèåíú Åí!ÐÖ øïëíËë äæÖ ôìä ôíë öìæ Íû¤ ôâÞéíóë v¼È ôìíä öãk ôíëæ¯

Íåèäßèæ (Etzioni) «*èçVìíæë ôçôIèÜ ¾ûèÐí,%Öë ôÇì ÅíGXÔ ôíëí×æ ½ ‘1’ ôâÞ èûÛìäæ Çìôíû• áâçìë ûÖìøìë Çìôíû•

vöìùìíöìíùë Pìèú& Çìôíû_Í¼û ôìä è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæì ôíë øèëôGFæì ôíë èæèóÞ,% ÜáÖøïëíËë äæÖ ôëì ðíû¯ ‘2’ áâçì vôí\ë (Power

Centre) Åøèòèç Çìôíû• öì èæúQŸË ôëíû «*èçVìíæë ¼è@‡èÜç ôâÞ «*í÷,%ìíô Íû¤ «*èçèæúç ¼@øìèóç ôìíäë èû÷ìë ôëíû Íû¤
«*íúìäæ ðíÜ çìíô ¼¤íÐìÓæ ôëíû• öìíç ôìíäë óáçì ß IËùçâìæ Åˆ‰úæ ûüèºo øìú¯
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30 ‘3’ ¼í¬Q?ì»äæô ôìä vôìíæì ôâÞéë ôì× vÇíô æì-vøíÜ çìë èûôGF ôâÞéíô èæíúìù ôëíû¯ ‘4’ ôâÞ÷ìëéíóë øíóìˆ‰èç ß ûóèÜë

ûÖûòì Çìôíû¯ «*èçVìæ óã-Óëíæë ðíç øìíë_‘1’ öìèQŸô ß ‘2’ âìæèûô¯ ‘1’ öìèQŸô ‘vâ¤ôìèæ,%ôd’ ½ Ííáír «*èçVìæíô öíQŸë ¼ìíÇ

çhÜæì ôëì ðú¯ «*èçVìæ öíQŸë âç ôìä ôíë ß v¼Ûìíû ùí§ ßíÒ Íû¤ âïÜ èæúQŸíôë Û—èâôì væú¯ ÍÔìíæ öíQŸë èûèÛˆ‰ Ì¤Ðíô

ôâÞ÷ìëéíóë ¼ìíÇ çhÜæì ôëì ðú¯ öíQŸë èûèÛˆ‰ Ì¤Ð ¼ã¼âˆHíúë ¼ìíÇ ôìä ôëíÜ öQŸèå vöâæ èÒôâíçì ôìä ôíë• vçâèæ

¼¤òìë ôâÞéëì ¼èÒôÛìíû ¼ã¼âˆHíúë âìÓÖíâ ôìä ôëíÜ «*èçVìæèåß èÒôâíçì ÷íÜ¯ ‘2’ âìæèûô ‘èðÅâÖìèæè,%ô’ ½ ÍÔìíæ

âìæãí»ë âìæèûô èóôèåíô ûÖûðìë ôíë ¼¤òìë Åí!ÐÖ øïëíËë äíæÖ ôìä ôëìë v÷,%ì ôëì ðú¯ Íë äíæÖ ôâÞ÷ìëéíóë «*èÐáË óëôìë

ðíÜ çìë ûÖûòìß ôëì ðú¯ Ìíæô váír «*èçVìæ ùí§ ßíÒ ™Óã «*íúìäíæë ôÇì âìÇìú vëíÔ âìæãí»ë âìæèûô èóôèåë ôÇì æì vÛíû¯

ÍÔìíæ âìæèûô èóôèåíô ôìíä Üìèùíú ôâÞ÷ìëéíóëíô ¼ãûÖûèòçÛìíû Íû¤ çìíóë ôìäíô ¼¤íöìäíæë Pìëì Åí!ÐÖ øïëíË Ì†Œ¼ë Ùåìíæì

ðú¯ «*èçVìíæë ôìíäë èû»íú Iëg&øïËÞ èóôIèÜ ðÜ_‘1’ ôçÞ·& ß óìèú&• ‘2’ ôìíäë û–åæ ß èûíô\éôëË• ‘3’ äæ¼¤íöìù• ‘4’ vöìùìíöìù•

‘5’ ¼¤íöìäæ ûì ¼âˆHú ß ‘6’ èæèëáË ß âïÜÖìúæ¯ 4¿2 «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë ½ âìæã» vö ¼âìíä ûì¼ ôíë¿ v¼È ¼âìíäë

ëéèçæéèç• Ìì÷ìë ûì èæúâôìæãæ çìíô vâíæ ÷Üíç ðú¯ çìë ûÖûðìëß ßÈ ëéèçæéèç• Ìì÷ìë ß èæúâôìæãæ vâíæÈ v¼Èâíçì «*ôìÐ

øìú¯ Íë èûëgºoì÷ëË ôëíÜ çìíô Ì¼ìâìèäô ûÖèk ûì vÜìôèåë ûÖûðìë Ôìëìø ûíÜ è÷èÿç ôëì ðú¯ vçâèæ vôìíæì ûÖèk vôìíæì

«*èçVìíæë ¼ìíÇ ôâÞé èð¼ìíû öãk ðíÜ ûì v¼Ôìæôìë ôâÞ÷ìëé ðíÜ• v¼È «*èçVìíæë ëéèçæéèç• èæúâôìæãæ çìíô vâíæ ÷Üíç

ðú Íû¤ v¼È Ìæã¼ìíë çìë «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìëß «*ôìÐ øìú¯ vôìíæì «*èçVìíæë ôâÞé v¼È «*èçVìíæë ¼ìâìèäô Ìûòìæ• âöÞìóì•

¼ìâìèäô øó• ¼ìâìèäô âïÜÖ• «*ìèçVìèæô ÌæãÐì¼æ• èæúQŸË• èæúâôìæãæ ÈçÖìèó vâíæ èæíäë ûÖûðìëíô v¼Ûìíû «*ôìÐ ôíë

ûì èæíä v¼Èâíçì ûÖûðìë ôëíÜ çÔæ çìíô «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë ûíÜ¯ «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë «*èçVìíæë øèëíûÐ• «*èçVìíæë æìâ•

ÔÖìèç ÈçÖìèóë ¼ìíÇ ùÛéëÛìíû öãk¯ «*èçVìíæë ¼ôÜ ôâÞéíóë ûÖûðìë vö ÍôÈ ëôâ ðíû vçâæ æú¯ ¼ôÜ ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ çìíóë

øóâöÞìóì• áâçì• ôìä• ôìíäë óáçì ß èæøãËçì Ìæã¼ìíë «*èçVìíæ çìíóë èûèÛˆ‰äíæë èûèÛˆ‰ òìíæ Ìûòìæ (hierarchical level)

Íû¤ ÍÈ èûèÛˆ‰çìë ôìëíË çìíóë «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìëß èûèÛˆ‰¯ vö ôìëíË ôâÞéíóë ‘ÅE÷¬t¬?ë vÇíô èæ@¬‰¬t¬?ë øöÞ¬Q?’

Ìì÷ëíËë ûì ûÖûðìíëë çìëçâÖ ðú çì ðÜ ½ ‘ô’ ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ x*â-èûÛìäæ• ôìíäë «*ô·èç• ÓëË èû»íú èûèÛˆ‰çì (division of

labour)¯ ‘Ô’ áâçìë èûÛìäæ (Power)¯

31 ‘ù’ óìèúí&ë çìëçâÖ (Responsibility)¯ Ù’ áâçì-vôí\ë ¼ó¼Ö ûì vô¬\éú áâçìú Ì¤Ð†ŒðË (Power-Centre)¯ Â’ óáçì•

èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ß ôâÞèËøãæçìë çìëçâÖ¯ «*èçVìíæë ¼ìèûÞô t¬HìíÇÞë «*íx‰ ûèðäÞùíçë âìæãí»ë ôìí× «*èçVìíæë ¼ôÜ

ôâÞéë Íâæèô ô+ÞìûÖèkíóëß «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë ÍôÈ ëôâ¯ çÔæ ÍÈ ûÖûðìíëë ¼ìíÇ «*èçVìíæëß èæíäë ¼ãæìâ• ¼ãÔÖìèç ß

¼@‡ìæ äè§ç ðú¯ «*èçVìíæë ÔÖìèç ß ¼@‡ìíæë ¼ìíÇ ¼ìíÇ v¼ èæíä Íôäæ ßÈ ¼@‡ìíæë Ì¤Ðéóìë ðú¯ «*èçVìíæë Åí!ÐÖ• çìë

âïÜÖíûìÓ• âìæèûô ¾ûèÐ,%Ö• ôâÞèæøãæçì• ¼ççì ÈçÖìèó Íôèå «*èçVìíæë «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë vôâæ ðíû çì èæëgøË ôíë¯

vöâæ• öèó vôìíæì «*èçVìíæë Åí!ÐÖ ðú ™Óã âãæìØì ôëì• âïÜÖíûìÓ ûíÜ èô×ã væÈ• âìæèûô ¾ûèÐí,%Öë öíÇ,% ÌÛìû• ¼ççìß

væÈ/ çíû ôâÞèæøãËçì Ììí×¯ ÍÈ Óëíæë «*èçVìíæë «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë Ììë vö «*èçVìíæë Åí!ÐÖ vóíÐë Åˆ‰úæ• ¼Á

âïÜÖíûìÓ¼@øˆ‰• ôìíä âìæèûô èóôèåíô Åíøáì ôíë æì• ¼ççìë ¼ìíÇ ôìä ôíë çìë «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë Íô æú¯ «*ìèçVìèæô

ûÖûðìë ¼ìÓìëËç «*èçVìíæë ôâÞéëì Ììú+ ôíë «*èçVìíæë øèëíûÐ ‘ôìíäë ß òìíæë t¬HE×çì ß æÖìíúë’• ÅE÷øóò ôçÞìûÖèk•

ÏÓ[Þoçæ ôâÞé• ç+UìûÓìúô Ííóë ôì× vÇíô ¾óæè`óæ øìëtøèëô vóÔì¼ìáìíçë âìÓÖíâ/ Í×ì§ìß «*èçVìíæë èô×ã èæúâ

èæúâôìæãæ «*èçVìíæë ôâÞéíóë ôíÒìëÛìíû øìÜæ ôëíç ðú¯ vöÔìíæ çìëì ¼ëì¼èë «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë èû»íú Ìíæô èô×ã Ìûùç

ðú¯ vôìíæì ûÖèk v¼È «*èçVìíæë âïÜÖíûìÓ• èæúâæéèç Åí!íÐÖë ¼ìíÇ èæíäíô Ôìø Ôìßúìíç æì- øìëíÜ ûì ÍÈ èæúâæéèçë

èûëgºoì÷ìëË ôëíÜ ûì ôìíäë Ìóáçìë ôìëíË çìë øèëûíçÞ èûôGF ûÖèkíô èæöãk ôëì ðíú Çìíô¯ ¼ãçëì¤ ¼ôÜ ôâÞéë ôìí×

«*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë Íôèå Ìèç Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ «*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìíëë PìëìÈ ôâÞé ß çìë «*èçVìæ ¼@øíôÞ ÌæÖ âìæãí»ë ÛìíÜì

ûì â`ó «*èçè¹úì ùí§ ßíÒ Íû¤ ÍÈ ûÖûðìë Ìæã¼ìíëÈ «*èçVìæèå ÛìíÜì ûì â`ó ûíÜ «*÷ìèëç ðú¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË «*èçVìíæ «*Çìùç

ûÖûðìëíô Ìíæô vûèÐ «*ìÓìæÖ vóßúì ðú¯ «*èçVìíæë ùÒæ ß ôâÞ-¾ûèÐ,%Ö Ìæã¼ìíë ûÖûðìëß èûèÛˆ‰ Íû¤ çì ôâÞèûÛìäíæë

ß óìèúí&ë ¼ìíÇ ¼@øôÞöãk¯ ‘1’ «*èçVìæ ðÜ ¼@øíôÞë èûèÓ¼@‡ç ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâì• öì vöìùìíöìù «*ËìÜéë Ìæãíâìèóç ôâÞäìíÜë

ÌæãëCø¯ ‘2’ ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâìèå ßøë vÇíô æé÷ øöÞ¬Q? vx*èËèûæÖ¬t¬? «*ô·èçë ûì ôç·Þí&ë ß óìèúí&ë vx*èËèûæÖìí¼

(hierarchy) ¾ûèÐ,%ÖøïËÞ¯ ‘3’ ôâÞéíóë ûÖûðìë Íâæ öì ÍÈ ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâìë âïÜ Åí!ÐÖ ÌÇÞìÁ ¼ôÜ «*ìèçVìèæô è¼ºoìí¬Q?ë

¼âˆHúíô ¼ãèæèfç ôíë¯ ‘4’ «*èçVìíæë ¼â¬t¬? ôìöÞ ¼@øìóíæë óìèú& ß ôç·Þ& ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâìë «*Óìæ Íë ßøë¯ ‘5’ ôçÞ·& ß

óìèú& û–åæ ôëì ßøë vÇíô æé÷ ¬t¬?ë øöÞ¬Q? vx*èËèûæÖì¼ Ìæã¼ìíë¯ «*Ðì¼èæô û–åæ Íë ûìÈíë æú¯
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32 4¿3 ÅPãºoôëË ÅPãºoôëË ðÜ ¼í÷çæ ß Åí!ÐÖ «*íËìèóçÛìíû vôìíæì ôìä ¼¤ùèÒç ôëìë Íôèå øºoèç ûì «*è¹úì¯

ÅódûãºoôëíËë ÌÇÞ ðÜ Ìì†Œðíô äìùìíæì (urge)¯ Åí!ÐÖ øèëøïëíËë ûì ÌèÛ,% ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìíæìë ûì vøþîí× vóßúìë äæÖ Íô ûì ÍôìèÓô

ûÖèkë âíÓÖ v«*ëËì ¼üè,% ûì Ìì†Œð ¼üè,% ôëìë «*è¹úì ûì øºoèçíô ÅódûãºoôëË (Motivation) ûÜì ðú¯ ÌÇÞìÁ èæèóÞ,% ôíâÞë

øíÇ Ìøëíô «*Ûìèûç ûì Ìæã«*ìèËç ôíë• çìíô Íèùíú vóßúìÈ ðÜ ÅódûãºoôëË¯ ÅódûãºoôëË ðÜ Ì¬Q?íëë çìèùó• çì§æì• ÌæãÛ—èç•

ÈE×ìÐèk• v«*ëËì ûì Å!éøæì• öì ûÖèkíô vôìíæì Íôèå èæèóÞ,% ôíâÞë øíÇ øèë÷ìèÜç ôíë/ èô¤ûì ÅódûãºoôëË ðÜ Íôèå «*è¹úì•

öì âìæãí»ë Ìì†Œðíô Å!é: ôíë ß Åódûãºo ôíë¯ çìÈ ÍÈ Ì¬Q?èæÞèðç ôâÞ-Å!éøæìë ùèçâãÔ ¼ûÞóì ÜáÖâãÔé (goal directed)¯

¼ãçëì¤ ÅódûãºoôëË ðÜ Ì¬Q?íëë ôâÞ-Å!éøæìë Íâæ Íô Ìûòì• vöÔìíæ ûÖèkë ¼â¬t¬? ¾óèðô ß âìæè¼ô Ðèk ¼ü,% øèëíûíÐë

Ìæãô—íÜ ¼¤íöìèäç ß øèë÷ìèÜç ðú¯ çìÈ vôìíæì èûíÐ» øèëíûíÐ ¼â¬t¬? «*èçô—Üçìë ¼íà Ü§ìÈ ôíë èæèóÞ,% ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìíç

v«*ëËì ûì ÅódûãºoôëË Íôèå ¼ðìúô Åøìú¯ öÔæ vôìíæì âìæã» ûãÄíç øìíë vôìíæì èûíÐ» èÐáì ûì Úìæ çìë äéûæ ß äéèûôìë

¼ðìúô• çÔæÈ v¼ v¼È èÐáì†ŒðíË Åódûãºo ðíú Çìíô¯ Ììûìë ÌæÖÛìíû• öèó Íô ûì ÍôìèÓô ûÖèk ûãÄíç ¼áâ ðú vö• vôìíæì

èûíÐ» ôâÞ çìíóë äéûæ ß äéèûôìë ¼ðìúô ðíû ûì ÌèÛ,%ÜìíÛ ¼ðìúô ðíú ÅÒíû• çìðíÜ v¼È ôâÞ†ŒðË ûì ¼@øìóíæ çìëì ÅÁ¼ìðé ûì

Åódûãºo ðíû¯ çìÈ Åí!ÐÖ øïëíË ûì ÌèÛ,% ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìíæìë äæÖ ûì vøþîí× vóßúìë äæÖ Íô ûì ÍôìèÓô ÷ìèðóì ûì Ììôì)áìÈ âìæãí»ë

v«*ëËìë ûì ÅódûãºoôëíËë âïÜ èÛè+Û—èâ¯ «*Óìæç ÅPãºoôëíËë âïÜ ÅÁ¼IèÜ èæÛÞë ôíë ½ ‘ô’ Ðìëéëûü+éú ÷ìèðóì vÇíô¯

‘Ô’ èæëìø+ìë ÷ìèðóì vÇíô¯ ‘ù’ ¾äèûô ÷ìèðóì vÇíô¯ ‘Ù’ Ìøíëë vt¬‰ð ß ÛìÜûì¼ì øìßúìë ûì¼æì vÇíô¯ ‘Â’ ¼âìíä èûèÐ,% ûÖèk

èð¼ìíû øèë÷úÜìíÛë Ììôì)áì vÇíô¯ ‘÷’ èæçÖ æãçæ ÌèÛÚçì ÜìíÛë Ììôì)áì vÇíô¯ ‘×’ ÌìK ÅøÜèBoë Ììôìbì ûì ÷ìèðóì vÇíô¯ âìæã»íô

ôéÛìíû ÅPdãºo ôëì öìú ½ ‘ô’ äéûíæë ÷ìèðóì• ÌìÐì ûì Ììôì)áì øïëíËë øÇ vóèÔíú¯ ‘Ô’ âìæã»íô ¼ðìæãÛ—èç «*óÐÞæ_ðþÖì

vûìÓô ôíë¯ ‘ù’ âíæìíöìù Ììô»ÞË ôëíç ûì÷æÛèà ûì æìåôéú Ûèàë âìÓÖíâ¯ ‘Ù’ æçhæí&ë ¼aoìæ èóíú¯

33 ‘Â’ ¼@‡ìæ «*óÐÞæ ß øãët¬ü›ç ôíë¯ ÅPãºoôëíËë «*íúìäæéçì ½ ÅódûãºoôëíËë «*íúìäæéçì ¼âìäôâÞéë ôìí× Ìøèë¼éâ¯

¼âìäôâÞéíô †Œìíâë ûì Ððíëë ¼¤èxX,% âìæã»íóë ¼í÷çæ ß Åódûãºo ôíë çíûÈ çìíóë èóíú çìíóë ¼â¼Öì ¼âìÓìíæë øèëôGFæì

ôíë ¼â¼Öìë ¼âìÓìæ ôëíç ðíû¯ ¼¤èxX,% âìæã» Åódûãºo æì ðíÜ vôìíæì Åˆ‰úæâïÜô ôìíäÈ çìëì Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôëíû æì¯ Ììë çìëì

Ì¤Ð†ŒðË æì-ôëíÜ Åˆ‰úæ ôìä ûìÈíë vÇíô èùíú vôÅ ôíë vóíû çìß ¼@¬cû æú¯ ¼ãçëì¤ Ììíù âìæã»íô ¼í÷çæ ß Åódûãºo ôëíç

ðíû Åˆ‰úæâïÜô ôìíä• çìðíÜÈ çìëì ÅÁ¼ìèðç ðíú Íèùíú Ìì¼íû Íû¤ ôìíä Ì¤Ð væíû¯ öìíóë äíæÖ ôìä çìíóëíô ûãÄíç ðíû Íåì çìíóë ôìä

Íû¤ v¼È ôìëíËÈ çìíóë èæíäíóë ôìäèå çìëì èæíäëìÈ ôëíû¯ ÍÈÔìíæ ÍÈ èÐáì ûì ÅódûãºoôëË «*è¹úì v¼ ôìëíË ÌçÖ¬Q? «*íúìäæ¯

†Œìíâë ùèëû âìæã» öíÇ,% èÐáì ß ÌìÓãèæô Úìæ ÌäÞæ ôëíç øìíëèæ¯ çìíóë «*èçèæúç óìèëí°Öë ¼ìíÇ ¼¤†Œìâ ôíë vûþí÷ Çìôíç

ðú¯ äéûíæë æìæì ÷ìèðóìë ôÇì æìæì «*íúìäíæë ôÇì çìë Ûìûìë ¼âú ðúèæ ûì Ûìûìë v÷,%ìß ôíëèæ¯ ØíÜ çìíóë Ìíæô èô×ãÈ Ìäìæì

ëíú vùí×¯ çìíóë v¼åì äìæìíæì• çìíô Åódûãºo ôëì æçhæ Åˆ‰ç äéûíæë øíÇ ¼âìäôâÞéë ôìä¯ ¼âìäôâÞéÈ øìíë çìíô ¼èÒôÛìíû

Åódûãºo ôíë Íôèå Åˆ‰ç äéûíæë øíÇ øèë÷ìèÜç ôëíç¯ ÍÔìíæÈ «*íúìäæ ÅódûãºoôëíËë¯ ÅódûãºoôëË âìæãí»ë âíæ v«*ëËì

väìùìú• æçhæ Åˆ‰ç Ûìûæìú ß ôìíä çìíô Ìì†Œðé ôíë vçìíÜ¯ ÍÔìíæÈ ÅódûãºoôëíËë «*íúìäæéúçì Iëg& øìú¯ 4¿4 vùìVé ûì óÜ

ùÒæ «*èçVìíæë Åí!ÐÖ øïëíËë äæÖ öÔæ «*èçVìíæë ôâÞéëì Íôèå óÜ ûì vùìVé èð¼ìíû èæíäíóë óÜùç Ðèk• óÜùç ¼¤ðèç•

¼ã-¼@øôÞ ß ¼ðíöìèùçìíô ôìíä Üìèùíú çìíóë ßøë æÖò ôìäIèÜíô ¼ã÷ìëgÛìíû ¼@øˆ‰ ôíë çÔæ çìíô åéâ ßúìôÞ ûì óÜùç ôìä

ûíÜ¯ Ììë öÔæ ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ øèëôèGFçÛìíû ÍÈ óÜùç ¼¤ðèç ¼ðíöìùéçì• ¼ã-¼@øôÞ ùí§ vçìÜì ðú ß çìíóë ¼è@‡èÜç Ðèk

(spirit) ß ÈE×ìíô Íôèrç ôëì ðú• çÔæ çìíô åéâ èûè&gt;¤ ûì óÜ ùÒæ ûíÜ¯ ÍÛìíû ôìä ôëíÜ Ììôìè)áç Åí!ÐÖ ¼ðíäÈ øïëË ôëì ¼@¬cû

ðú¯ ôìäèåß ¼èÒô ¼âíú ÛìíÜì Ûìíû vÐ» ôëì öìú¯ vùìåì «*èçVìæèå Íôèå óÜ èð¼ìíû ôìä ôëíÜ• «*èçVìíæë ôâÞéëì ßøëçÜì vÇíô

æé÷çÜì øöÞ¬Q? ¼ôíÜÈ èæä èæä ôìäIèÜ ¼ðíöìèùçì• ¼ã¼@øôÞ• óÜùç Ðèk ß ¼¤ðèçë ôìëíË ¼èÒôÛìíû ¼ã¼@øˆ‰ ôëíç

øìíë¯ «*èçVìæ öÔæ Íôèå óÜ çÔæ «*èçVìíæë «*Óìæ «*Ðì¼èæô ôçÞì ûì øèë÷ìÜô óÜíæçì èð¼ìíû Íôèå Iëg&øïËÞ Û—èâôì

øìÜæ ôíëæ óÜùÒíæ ûì óÜ øèë÷ìÜæìë¯ Í×ì§ì v×ìíåì v×ìíåì Íô Íôèå èûÛìíùë ôâÞéëìß èæíäíóë âíÓÖ ÍÛìíû óÜ ùÒæ ôíë ôìä ôëíç

øìíë¯ çìíç çìíóë ôìäèå Ìíæô ¼ðä ðíú öìú¯ Í*ôìë øíá ¼û ¼âíú vö¼û ôìä ôëì ¼@¬cû æú• çìÈ Ìøíëë ¼ðíöìèùçì ß ¼ìðìöÖ óëôìë¯

Ììë èåâ èð¼ìíû ôìä ôëíÜ ôìíä ÌíæÖë ¼ðíöìèùçì øìßúì öìú¯

34 ¼ìÓìëËç óÜ ûì vùìVé ùÒæ «*èçVìíæë ôìäíô ¼èÒôÛìíû ¼ðíä ôëìë äæÖ øºoèç èð¼ìíû vóÔì ðú¯ Í ôìä ôëíç ðíÜ

èæ@¬‰èÜèÔç èû»úIèÜ ùí§ vçìÜì ÌìûÐÖô ½ ‘ô’ ¼ôÜ ôâÞéë ôìí× «*èçVìíæë Íôèå t¬HE× ÛìûâïèçÞ ß ¼ã`óë ôìíäë øèëíûíÐë

ÓìëËì ùí§ vçìÜì¯ ‘Ô’ ôâÞéíóë «*èçVìíæë óÐÞæ• Åí!ÐÖ ß ôìä ¼@øíôÞ Åódûãºo ôëì• öìíç «*èçVìíæë «*èç ÛìíÜìûì¼ì• x*ºoì

¾çèë ðú¯ ‘ù’ “óíÜë” ÓìëËìèå ¼ôíÜë âíÓÖ ùÛéëÛìíû «*íûÐ ôëìíæì¯ ‘Ù’ ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ óÜéú ÑôÖ ß ¼¤ðèç ùí§ vçìÜì¯ ‘Â’

ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ ¼ã¼@øôÞ ß ¼ðíöìèùçìë Íû¤ ôíÒìëçìë øèëûíçÞ æâæéúçìë (flexible) øèëíûÐ ùí§ vçìÜì• vöÔìíæ t¬Hçt]—

çÞÛìíû äìæì ß vûìÄìë ûÖìøìëåì Çìôíû¯ ‘÷’ ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ ÛhÜ vûìÄìûãèÄ ß ÌèûxHì¼ óãë ôëì¯ ‘×’ óÜéú Ðèk• ¼¤ðèç•

¼ðíöìèùçì ¼@øíôÞ ôâÞ÷ìëéíóë Ìûùç ôëì¯ ‘ä’ ôâÞéíóë ûÖèkùç t¬HìíÇÞë vÇíô «*èçVìæ ûì ¼âè,%ë t¬HìÇÞ ûí§ì ôíë vóÔíç

vÐÔìíæì¯ ‘Ä’ èæíäíóë óíÜë Íôäæ èð¼ìíû Íû¤ «*èçVìíæë Íôäæ èð¼ìíû ùûÞíûìÓ ôëíç vÐÔìíæì¯ Íôèå óÜ ûì vùìVéë ¾ûèÐ,% ðíû

èæ@¬‰ëCø ½ ‘ô’ ÍôÈ Åí!íÐÖ ¼ôíÜ ôìä ôëíûæ¯ ‘Ô’ “óíÜë” ÓìëËìèå ¼ôíÜ ´óú èóíú ÌæãÛû ôëíûæ Íû¤ óíÜë Íôäæ èð¼ìíû ôìä

ôëíûæ¯ ‘ù’ èæíäíóë âíÓÖ ôìíäë ûÖìøìíë äìæì ß vûìÄìë ûÖìøìëåì t¬Hçt]hÞçÛìíû Çìôíû¯ ‘Ù’ óíÜ Íôäæ óá ß ÌèÛÚ væçì ‘óÜíæçì’

Çìôíûæ¯ ‘Â’ óíÜë t¬HìíÇÞ èæíäíóë óáçì ûì§ìíûæ¯ ‘÷’ èæíäíóë âíÓÖ ¼ã¼@øôÞ• ¼ðíöìèùçì• óÜéú ¼¤ðèç ß óÜéú Ðèkë

ùûÞíûìÓ Çìôíû¯ ‘×’ óíÜë Íôäæ èð¼ìíû óíÜë ôìíä ùûÞ Çìôíû¯ 4¿5 væç·& ûçÞâìíæ “væçì” Ðjèå ûTÜ ûÖûðìíë âìæãí»ë ôìí×

èûëèkôë Íôèå Ðj¯ èô¬Q; Í ûÖìøìíë Ììâìíóë ÛhÜ ÓìëËì Çìôì èÒô æú¯ Ììâìíóë äìæì óëôìë vö• «*ô·ç væç·& ôéÀ væçìë

«*íúìäæéúçìÈ ûì vôæÀ væçìë ôé ôé IË Çìôì óëôìë ÈçÖìèó ¼ûèô×ã¯ Ììâëì äìèæ• ¼âìíäë ¼ôÜ âìæã» Íôëôâ æú/ âìæãí»ë âíÓÖ

æìæìæ ¾ûè÷rÖ ß çØìç ëíúí×¯ ¼üè,%È âìæã»íô ÍÛìíû ¾çèë ôíëí×¯ ôìëß âíÓÖ äìæì• vûìÄì• ûãèºo• Úìæ• óáçì Ìíæô vûèÐ/

Ììûìë ôìëß âíÓÖ Ìíæô ôâ¯ Ììâëì ÍÈ¼û èûíÐ» vöìùÖçìë âìæã»íô ûÖûðìë ôëíç øìèë v¼È¼û ôâ vöìùÖçìë âìæã»íóë Åˆ‰úíæë ß

Åøôìíëë ôìíä¯ ÍÈ Ûìûæìë vÛçíëÈ Ììí× væç·í&ë vâîèÜô è÷¬Q?ìÝÓìëËì¯
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35 ôìíô væç·& ûíÜÀ “væç·&” Íôèå âìæèûô IíËë èóô• öì ÍôóÜ âìæã»íô Íôr ß Åódûãºo ôíë èæèóÞ,% ÜáÖøïëíËë äæÖ¯ væç·&íô

ûÖìÔÖì ôëíÜ Íâæ óþì§ìú vö• Íèå Íôèå óáçì (ability) öì ÌæÖíóëíô «*íëìè÷ç ôíë vôìíæì ûèËÞç Åí!ÐÖíô ÅE×Uìí¼ë ¼ìíÇ ÌäÞæ

ôëíç (The ability to persuate others to seek defined objectivies enthusiastically.) ¼ãçëì¤ væç·& Íôèå øºoèç• öì v¼È

øèëèòèçíç vôìíæì ûÖèk ûì vùìVéë ûÖûðìë ûì ôìöÞíô «*Ûìèûç ôíë øïíûÞ èòëéô·ç ÜáÖ ÌäÞíæ Íèùíú öìú¯ væç·í&ë èçæèå èû»ú

Ôãû Iëg&øïËÞ ½ ‘ô’ væçì (leader)• ‘Ô’ Ìæãùìâé (follower) Íû¤ ‘ù’ ÌæÖ èûèÛˆ‰çì (other variable)¯ ¼ãçëì¤ væç·í&ë

¼¤ÚìIèÜë èûíxX»Ë vÇíô ÍÔìíæ væç·í&ë ôçôIèÜ ¾ûèÐ,% øèë,¬›ìë ðíú ßíÒ ½ ‘ô’ væç·& «*ìÇèâôÛìíû Íôèå ûÖèkùç IË¯ væçìë

ÍÈ IË ûÖèkíô Åódûãºo ôíë væçìíô Ìæã¼ëË ôëíç¯ ‘Ô’ Íôäæ væçìë væç·& v÷,%ì ôíë çìë ÷ìëøìíÐë ûÖèkíô «*Ûìèûç ôíë ûèËÞç

Åí!ÐÖíô ¼ØÜ ôëíç¯ ‘ù’ Íô¼ìíÇ vÇíô ÍôÈ Åí!íÐÖ ôìä ôëìë äæÖ væçìë ¼ìíÇ væçìë Ìæãùìâéíóë Íôèå ¼@øôÞ ¾çèë ðú¯ ‘Ù’

væç·& Íôèå ùèçÐéÜ øºoèç• ûÖèkë ûÖûðìëíô (behaviour) «*Ûìèûç ôëìë¯ væçì ‘èÜõìë’ ½ èöèæ væç·& vóæ• èçèæ væçì¯

væçì ÌíæÖë óìèú& èæíäë ôþìíÓ èæíú• v¼È vûìÄì ûðæ ôíëæ• èô¬Q; vôìíæì ¼¤ôéËÞ âæ èæíú èô¤ûì øìèëx*èâíôë èûèæâíú ûì

ûÖèkùç ÜìíÛë äæÖ æú¯ t¬Hìâéèä ûíÜí×æ• v¼È v¼ûô ûì væçì vö óÐäíæë äíæÖ Íôäæ ðú¯ óÐäíæë ßøíë Íôäæ æì ðíú•

óÐäíæë äíæÖ Íôäæ ðßúìÈ væçì ûì v¼ûô ðßúì¯ Íôäæ ûÖèk væçì ðíú ßíÒæ vö-vôìíæì ¼ìâìèäô øèëèòèçíç öÔæ èçèæ çìë

Ûìûæì ß ôìíäë Pìëì ÌæÖíóë è÷¬Q?ì ß ûÖûðìëíô «*Ûìèûç ôíëæ¯ væçìë IË ½ ‘ô’ væçìë øèëôGFæì ôëìë áâçì Çìôíû¯ ‘Ô’

óãëóüè,%¼@øˆ‰ ðíûæ¯ ‘ù’ ¼èÒô è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúìë áâçì Çìôíû¯ ‘Ù’ ÛìíÜì ¼¤íöìäô ûì vöìùìíöìùôìëé ðíûæ¯ ‘Â’ ¾ÓöÞ ß

ÌÓÖû¼ìú Çìôíû¯ ‘÷’ è÷¬Q?ìÐéÜ• ûãèºoâìæ ß Úìæé ðíûæ¯ ‘×’ ¼Á ß ¼ìð¼é ðíûæ¯ ‘ä’ Ähèô væßúìë áâçì Çìôíû¯ ‘Ä’ ¼ôíÜë

âçìâç èæíú èæíäë âçìâíçë èæèëíÔ ÷—§ì¬Q? è¼ºoì¬Q? vææ¯

36 væç·í&ë Iëg& ûì «*íúìäæ ½ vôìíæì «*èçVìíæë ¼ØÜçì ÜìíÛë váír væç·& Íôèå Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ ÛìÜ væçì ×ì§ì vôìíæì

«*èçVìæÈ ôìöÞôìëé Ûìíû ß óáçìë ¼ìíÇ ôìä ôëíç øìíë æì¯ âìæã» è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæì ôíë «*èçVìæ ùí§ vçìíÜ vôìíæì èûíÐ» Åí!ÐÖíô

øïëË ôëìë ÜíáÖ¯ v¼Ôìíæ «*èçVìíæë ôâÞéíóë Íôèå èæóü,% øíÇ ôìä ôíë ÷Üíç ðú v¼È ÜáÖ øïëíËë äæÖ• væç·& çìíô Åódûãºo

ôíë v¼È øíÇ ôìä ôëíç Íû¤ væçì çìíô v¼È øÇ vóÔìú¯ væç·í& Iëg& ½ ‘ô’ ûÖèkíô Åódûãºo ôëíç ½ Íôäæ «*ô·ç væçì çìë

væç·í&ë Pìëì âìæã»íô Åódûãºo ôíëæ Íû¤ çìë ôìíäë ÅÁô»Þçìß ûì§ìæ¯ vö-vôìíæì «*èçVìíæ ÍÈ ôìöÞôhÐÜçì ÌçÖ¬Q? äëgèë¯ ‘Ô’

ÌìKèûxHì¼ ¾çèë ôëíç ½ væçì çìë væç·í&ë Pìëì ôâÞéíóë ûì Ìæãùìâéíóë âíÓÖ ÌìKèûxHì¼ ûì§ìíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíëæ¯ «*èçVìæ

«*Ðì¼æ ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ væçìë ÍÈ ÌìKèûxHì¼ ÌìÐì ôíë¯ ‘ù’ ¾æèçôçì ¾çèë ôëíç ½ ôâÞé ûì Ìæãùìâéíóë âíÓÖ væçìë væç·í&ë

Pìëì ¾æèçôçì ¾çèë ðú¯ óüè,%- Ûèàë øèëûçÞæ Ùíå¯ «*èçVìæ ß «*Ðì¼íæë ¼ìíÇ ¼ðíöìèùçìë ¼@øôÞ ¾çèë ðú¯ Í×ì§ì ÅE÷

¾æèçôçì ÌèÓô ¼ØÜçì ÜìíÛë ôìëË ‘«*èçVìíæë váír’¯ ‘Ù’ ¼@øó ¼¤†Œð ôëíç ½ ¼@øó ¼¤†Œð (mobilization of resources)

Åˆ‰úæ ôìíäë Íôèå Ìèç Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ væçì çìë væç·í&ë Pìëì ÍÈ ¼@øó ¼èÒôÛìíû Íû¤ «*íúìäæ Ìæã¼ìíë ¼¤†Œð ôëíç øìíë¯

‘Â’ ¼ìÓìëË âìæãí»ë Ì¤Ð†ŒðËíô ¼ãèæèfç ôëíç ½ væçìë væç·& âìæãí»ë ôâÞ¼ïè÷íç Ì¤Ð†ŒðËíô ¼ãèæèfç ôíë¯ âìæãí»ë

Ì¤Ð†ŒðË Åˆ‰úæ ôìíä ÌçÖ¬Q? Iëg&øïËÞ¯ ÍÈ ôìä væçìë ¼èÒô væç·í&ë PìëìÈ ¼@¬cû¯ væçìë Óëæ ½ ¼ìÓìëËç èçæ Óëíæë

væçì vóÔì öìú ½ ‘ô’ Ìíåì¹ìèåôd væç·& (Autocratic)¯ ‘Ô’ øìèådèÐíøèåÛ væç·& (Participative)¯ ‘ù’ èØ‹-vëæd væç·& (Free-

rein)¯ Ìíåì¹ìèåô væç·&íô ÌÇèëíåèëúìæ væç·&ß ûÜì ðú¯ Ííáír «*èçVìíæë «*Óìæ ¼â¬t¬? è¼ºoìí¬Q?ë áâçì èæíäë ôìí× ëìíÔæ¯

øìèådèÐíøèåÛ væç·& ùËçìèQŸô Íû¤ Ííáír ÌìíÜì÷æìë âìÓÖíâ ¼ûèô×ã ôëì ðú¯ ÍÔìíæ è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË øºoèçë èûíô\éôëË ôëì

ðú¯ èæíä Íôì è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúìë øèëûíçÞ «*èçVìíæë «*Óìæ ôâÞ÷ìëéíóë ¼ìíÇ ÌìíÜì÷æì ôíë• çìíóë Ì¤Ð†ŒðíËë âìÓÖíâ

è¼ºoì¬Q?íô ùËçìèQŸô ôíëæ¯

37 èØ‹-vëæ væç·& øãíëìøãèë t¬HìÓéæçì vóú ôâÞéíóë âç «*ôìíÐë• ÍÔìíæ «*Óìæ ¼û èÒô ôíë ‘«*ôGF• øèëôGFæì ÈçÖìèó’

ôâÞ÷ìëéíóë ôìí× øìèÒíú vóæ çìíóë vóÔìë äæÖ ûì çìíóë è¼ºoì¬Q? äìæìíæìë äæÖ¯ Ííáír ÌÓ¥¬t¬?æ ôâÞéëì ÌíæôíûèÐ óá ß

t¬HèæÛÞë¯ 4¿6 ❐ è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË «*èçVìæíô ùèçÐéÜ ëìÔíç vö-vôìíæì «*èçVìíæë Íôèå Iëg&øïËÞ ûÖìøìë ðÜ è¼ºoì¬Q?

†ŒðË• öì «*íúìäæ ðú ¼û¼âú ¼û ¬t¬?íëÈ¯ ôé Óëíæë è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúì ðíE× çìë ßøë ÌíæôåìÈ èæÛÞë ôíë vôìíæì «*èçVìíæë

¼ØÜçì ûì èûØÜçì¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË «*èçVìíæ è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË Íôèå Ìèç ¼ìð¼é ß Ähþèôë ôìä• ôìëË ÍÔìíæ âìæãí»ë ôÜÖìË èû»íú

ôìä ôëì ðú• v¼èå ÌçÖQ? ¼¤íûóæÐéÜ ß Åódûìúé (Volatile) ¯ «*èçVìíæë ¼â¬t¬? ¬t¬?íë ¼â¬t¬? ôìíä ÍôÈ Óëíæë ûì ÍôÈ âìíæë

è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúì ¼@¬cû æú• ôìëË è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË ¼ìâìèäô øèëíûíÐë ¼ìíÇ ÌèûíE×óÖÛìíû öãk¯ vöâæ vôìæd Ì˜íÜ ôé ôìä

ôëíÜ âèðÜìíóë ôÜÖìË ðíû_v¼ ûÖìøìíë Ììíù vÇíô è¼ºoì¬Q? ôëíÜ ÛhÜ ðíû• ôìëË Í ûÖìøìíë ßÈ âèðÜìëìÈ ÛìíÜì ûÜíç øìëíûæôé

ðíÜ çìíóë ôÜÖìË ðíû¯ ¼ãçëì¤ çìíóë ¼ìíÇ ôÇì ûíÜÈ è¼ºoì¬Q? èæíç ðíû• øïûÞ ÌèÛÚçì vÇíô æú¯ è¼ºoì¬Q?†ŒðË Íôèå Ìèç

èûÚìæ¼@‡ç èÐGF (Scientitific Art)• öì ùÛéë èû÷ìëèûíxX»íËë âìÓÖíâ °gç †ŒðË ôëì ðú¯ Í ûÖìøìíë ¼âìäôâÞéíóë «*èÐáË ß

ÌèÛÚçì «*íúìäæ¯ ßíúûšìíëë (Webster’s) ÌèÛÓìíæ “è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË”-Íë ÌÇÞ ðÜ• “vôìíæì Íôèå âçìâç ûì ôíâÞë ßøë èæíäë âíæ

èòëéô·ç vôîÐÜ ûì èÐGF” (The art determining in one’s own mind upon an opinion or course of action). ðä ß

äæ¼æ_(Hodge & Johnson) ûíÜí×æ• è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË ðÜ “vö-vôìíæì ûìÓìë ¼âìÓìæ• öì è¼ºoì¬Q?ôìëé ß «*èçVìíæë ôìíäë

âíÓÖ æìô ùÜìú ‘Åøèòç ðú’¯” Íèå Íôèå ¼í÷çæ âìæèûô øºoèç• öìë ¼ìíÇ ûãèºo ß Úìæ öãk Çìíô Íû¤ Íôèå ¼âìÓìæ ¼ïr «*ôìÐ

ôíë¯ ÉxHë óúìÜ_(Ishwar dayal) ûíÜí×æ• è¼ºoì¬Q? ðÜ è¼ºoì¬Q?ôìëéë ôìä ôëìë Ìàéôìë ÌÇÞìÁ ÍÈ Ìàéôìíëë âÓÖ èóíú

«*èçVìíæë ôâÞé• û¬t¬;¼ôÜ (material) ß ÌìèÇÞô ¼@øóíô ôìíäë ÜáÖâãÔé ôëì¯ è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðíËë äæÖ ôçIèÜ «*íúìäæéú

èû»ú ½ ‘ô’ è¼ºoì¬Q?ôìëéë è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðíËë öíÇ,% vöìùÖçì ß óáçì Çìôì «*íúìäæ¯ ‘Ô’ è¼ºoì¬Q? Íôèå äèåÜ øºoèç• ÍÔìíæ

ûTíáírë (Multidisciplinary) Úìæ ûì ÌèÛÚçìíô ûÖûðìë ôëì «*íúìäæ¯ èûèÛˆ‰ váírë óá âìæã»íô è¼ºoìí¬Q?ë váír öãk ôëì ûì

ûÖûðìë ôëì «*íúìäæ¯ ¼ãçëì¤ «*èçVìíæ ûTèû»úÝûTíáírë óá ûÖèkíô èæíú óÜ ûì vùìVé ùÒæ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìíäë váír Ië&øïËÞ¯

‘ù’ è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðíËë Ììíù ÅøíÛìk¯ ûì âí}Üíóë Ììôì)áì ûì ÅE×ìôì)áì èû»íú øèëè÷ç ðßúì äëgèë¯ è¼ºoì¬Q? ðíE× Åøìú_Íèå vÐ»

ôÇì æú¯ è¼ºoì¬Q? «*çÖá ûì øíëìáÛìíû âìæãí»ë äéûæíô
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38 ‘âí}Ü’ «*Ûìèûç ôíë¯ ¼ãçëì¤ v¼È âìæã»íóë ¼ìíÇ çìíóë Ìì†ŒðÝ«*íúìäæ èû»íú ôÇì ûíÜ øíë è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúì ÛìíÜì¯ ‘Ù’

¼ìâìèäô øèëíûÐ_ëìäÊæèçô ÌÇÞÊæèçô• ¼âìä-¼ì¤t¬ü›èçô èû»íú ÓìëËì Çìôì è¼ºoì¬Q?ôìëéë äíæÖ ÌçÖ¬Q? äëgèë¯ ôìëË

¼û òìíæë ¼ìâìèäô øèëíûÐ Íôëôâ æú¯ òìæíÛíó øèëíûÐ èûèÛˆ‰¯ ¼ãçëì¤ è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúìë Ììíù øèëíûÐ Úìæ ÌçÖ¬Q?

äëgèë¯ ‘Â’ è¼ºoì¬Q?ôìëéíô ûÖèkùç ß «*ìèçVìèæô «*íúìäíæë èóíô ¼äìù óüè,% vëíÔ èæíäíô ôìèëùèë ûì våÖôèæôìÜ Úìæ

ÌäÞæ ôëíç ðíû Íû¤ çìë ¼ìíÇ væç·í&ë IË ¼@øˆ‰ ðíç ðíû¯ ¼ìÈâæ (Simon) ûíÜí×• è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË èçæèå èæèóÞ,% Óìíø

ðú_(i) ûãèºoôâÞ ûì ÈæíåèÜíä`å ÌÖìôèåèÛèå• (ii) æôÐì ôâÞ ûì èõäìÈæ ÌÖìôèåèÛèå• (iii) ø×`ó ôìä ûì ÷íúä ÌÖìôèåèÛèå¯ ÌÇÞìÁ

ûãèºo• æçhæ ùÒæâïÜô ôìä ß ø×`ó¼È ÓìëËì¯ ‘÷’ øèë÷ìÜæ vôîÐíÜë Úìæ (Knowledge of Management technique) °gç ß

¼èÒô è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúìë äæÖ è¼ºoì¬Q?ôìëéíô øèë÷ìÜæ vôîÐÜ ûì âÖìíæäíâ`å våôèæíôë ¼ìðìöÖ «*íúìäæ¯ ¼âìä ôâÞéíô

ÍÈ våôèæô èÐÔíç ðú Íû¤ v¼È Ìæã¼ìíë è¼ºoì¬Q? èæíÜ• è¼ºoì¬Q? ÌíæôåìÈ ¼èÒô ðú¯ è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðíËë øóíáø ½ ¼èÒô

è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðíËë ¼âú Ììâëì Ììíûù ß èæíäíóë ÓìëËì ûì Ìæãâìæíô ûÖûðìë ôíë è¼ºoì¬Q? èæíú Çìèô• èô¬Q; Íåì èÒô æú¯

öãèk• çôÞ• øëéáìë øë è¼ºoì¬Q? Ìíæô vûèÐ ôìöÞôëé ß ¼èÒô ðú¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞéíóë âãÔÖç 5èå øóíáíøë âÓÖ èóíú

è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúì Åè÷ç• vöâæ_ ¼â¼Öìë ¼âìÓìæ è¼ºoì¬Q? ô¿ ¼â¼Öì ¼æìkôëË ¼â¼Öì ûçÞâìæ Ô¿ ¼â¼Öìë èûíxX»Ë

¼â¼Öì ôé• vôæ• ôÔæ• vôìÇìú vôâæ ôíë• èòë ôëì¯ ù¿ ¼@¬cìûÖ èûôGF èô×ã èòë ôÇì èûèÛˆ‰ ¼@øíóë ûÖûðìë ¼â¼Öì

¼âìÓìíæ¯ Ù¿ èûôGF Ûìûæìë «*Ûìû âïÜÖìúæ èûôGFíô èûèÛˆ‰ èóô vÇíô âïÜÖìúæ• Íë ôé «*Ûìû äìæìë äæÖ¯ è¼ºoì¬Q?

èòë ôëì_èûôGF èæûÞì÷æ Â¿ è¼ºoì¬Q? ëCøìúË ÜáÖ ÌäÞíæ ôìöÞôëé Û—èâôì øìÜæ¯ ¼ãçëì¤ ¼â¼Öì ¼æìkôëË• ¼â¼Öìë

èûíxX»Ë• ¼@¬cûÖ èûôGF èòë ôëì• èûôíGF âïÜÖìúæ Íû¤ çìë øíë è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúì Íû¤ øíë è¼ºoì¬Q? ëCøìúË_ÍÈ øþì÷èå

øóíáíø è¼ºoì¬Q? ôëìë Ììíù væßúì «*íúìäæ¯

39 4¿7 ùèçÐéÜ ûì è¹úìÐéÜ vùìVé vùìVé ðÜ ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû Íôèå ùèçÐéÜ ûì è¹úìÐéÜ «*è¹úì• öì øèëûçÞæ (change) ß ûüèºoë

(growth) äæÖ ôìöÞôëé¯ vùìVé ùèÒç ðú èô×ã ûÖèk ß ûÖèk&¼@øˆ‰ âìæãí»ë Pìëì_çìíóë «*íúìäæ• ÈE×ì• ÌìÔì)áì• ¼â¼Öì•

¼ðíöìèùçì• èûíæìóæ ÈçÖìèó vâåìíæìë äæÖ¯ «*íçÖô ûÖèkÈ èô×ã ¾ûèÐ,%Ö èæíú Ììí¼ vùìVéíç vöåì ™Óãâìr çìë èæíäë

vöâæ• çìë Ìì†Œð• çìë óáçì• çìë ÈE×ì ûì Ììôì)áì• çìë ¼â¼Öì• ðçìÐì ß çìë ÔìøÔìßúìíæìë áâçì• ÌæÖÛìíû ûÜíÜ Ììâëì öìíô çìë ûÖèk&

ûÜíç øìèë¯ ûÖèkí&ë ÍÈ ÌèÛûÖèk• IíÜìÈ ðÜ Ðèk ûì vØì¼Þ (force)• öì ùèçÐéÜ ûì è¹úìÐéÜ vùìVé ûì óÜ ùÒæ ôíë¯ ÍÈ Ðèk ûì

vØìí¼Þë ¼ìíÇ Ììëß èô×ã Ðèk ûì vØì¼Þ öãk ðú• vöåì ¾çèë ðú vùìVéë Íô ûÖèkë ¼ìíÇ Ììë Íô ûÖèkë øëtøèëô è¹úìú (inter

action)¯ ¼ìâ†ŒéôÛìíû ÍÈ ÐèkIèÜÈ ðÜ vùìVéë Åøìóìæ ûì ¼@øó (Property)¯ ÍIèÜë ¼âè,%• ÑôÖ ûì ÌÔ„çì Íû¤ «*¬t¬?ìûæìÈ ðÜ

vùìVéë ÌÛÖ¬Q?ëéË ùèçâúçì ûì è¹úìÐéÜçì ôìëË¯ Ììûìë èô×ã ûìÈíëë Ðèk ‘ûì vØì¼Þ’ vùìVéë ôìäíô «*Ûìèûç ôíë• vöâæ_¼âè,%

âïÜÖíûìÓ (community values), ¼âè,%ë «*çÖìÐì (community expectation), «*ìèçVìèæô âïÜÖíûìÓ (institutional values), âïÜ

«*èçVìíæë Ìæãíâìóæ ß èæúQŸË• Íô vùìVéë ¼ìíÇ ÌæÖ vùìVéë «*èçíöìèùçì (intergroup competition), «*íçÖô vùìVéë âöÞìóì ß

Ìûòìæ (prestige & status), ¼ó¼Öíóë ÅPãºoôëË• ôìíäë ÜáÖ ß Åøìú Íû¤ ÷Üèç ôìä¯ Ììë ÍÈ¼û ûìÈíëë Ðèk (external force) ûì

ûèð¥ò vØì¼Þ vùìVéë ¼ó¼Öíóë èûxHì¼ ÌæãÛ—èç ß ôìíäë âìÓÖíâ «*èçØèÜç ðíú Çìíô¯ vùìVéë ùèçÐéÜ ¾ûèÐ,%Ö ¼ôÜ ½

‘ô’ Ìæãâèç vóú ¼ó¼Öíóë âíÓÖ öíÇ,% øìëtøèëô è¹úì ß øìëtøèëô v«*ëËìë¯ ‘Ô’ óìèú& vóú ß ¼ôÜ ¼ó¼Öíô Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôëìú¯

‘ù’ óáçì• vöìùÖçì• ÌèÛÚçìíô ôìíä Üìùìíæì ðú ß çìë âïÜÖ vóßúì ðú¯ ‘Ù’ ¼ó¼Öíóë èÐÔíç ß Ûìûíç ûìÓÖ ôíë vùìVéë ¼aoìæ•

âöÞìóì ß ¼ìâìèäô Ìûòìæ¯ Íû¤ v¼Ûìíû ¾çèë ôëíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë ¼ó¼Öíóë¯ ‘Â’ Íâæ øèëèòèçë ¼üè,% ôíë• öì vÇíô væç·&

vûèëíú Ììí¼¯ ‘÷’ ¼â¬t¬? ¼óí¼Öëì çìíóë óüè,%Ûèàë èû¬t¬?ìë Ùåìú• Ííô ÌæÖíô äìíæ ß vûìíÄ (understanding) çìíóë

Ûìûæìè÷¬Q?ìíô t]èåíô øèëËç ôíë (crystallize)¯ ‘×’ Íë Pìëì ¼óí¼Öë ÅÁ¼ìèðç ðú ™æíç• «*èçØèÜç ôëíç• Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôëíç ß

çìíóë ûkûÖ ûì çìíóë Ì¤Ð (contribution) vøÐ ôëíç¯ ‘ä’ øìëtøìèëô ¼ðíöìèùçìë âìÓÖíâ ¼â¼Öì ûì èûèÛˆ‰ È¼ã ûì ¼ôÜ èû»ú

¼âìÓìæ ôíë¯ ‘Ä’ ÌìÛÖ¬Q?ëéË ß ûèð¥ò Ðèk ûì vØì¼ÞIèÜë ¼è¹ú «*Ûìíû ùèçÐéÜ ûì è¹úìÐéÜ vùìVé èð¼ìíû «*ôìÐ øìú¯

40 vùìVéíô ùèçÐéÜ ôëíç öìíóë Û—èâôì ÅíGXÔíöìùÖ çìëì• ðÜ ½ ‘ô’ øèëíûÐ (Atmosphere)¯ ‘Ô’ ¼¤íöìù øºoèç ûì vöìùìíöìù

øºoèç (Communication pattern)¯ ‘ù’ Ì¤Ð†ŒðË (Participation)¯ ‘Ù’ vùìVéë ¬t¬?ë ûì Óìø (Group standards)¯ ‘Â’ ¼ìâìèäô

èæúQŸË (Social control)¯ ‘÷’ è÷èÿçôëË ûì ““Ììâëì vûìÓ”” (Identity or we-feeling)¯ ‘×’ vùìVéë ÷ìø (Group pressure)¯ ‘ä’ «*Ûìû

(Influence)¯ ‘Ä’ Ííô Ìøíëë èæÛÞëÐéÜçì (Interdependence)¯ ‘ƒ’ áâçì (Power) ûìÓÖôìëì (Coercion)¯ ‘å’ Íô¼íà vÜíù Çìôì

(Cohesion)¯ 4¿8 †ŒpøèJ (Bibliography) ‘1’ Extension and Rural Development—Desai. ‘2’ Social Welfare and Administration

—Goel. ‘3’ Methods & Fields of Social work in India—Murthi. ‘4’ Introduction to Sociology-Sachdave. ‘5’ Social Welfare &

Administration—M.C. Jain. ‘6’ Modern Organisations–Amitai Etzioni. 4¿9 ÌæãïÐéÜæé (Exercise) ‘1’ «*èçVìæ ûÜíç ôé vûìÄÀ

«*ìèçVìèæô ûÖûðìë vôâæ ðßúì Åè÷çÀ Í ¼@øíôÞ èû¬t¬?ìèëç vÜíÔì¯ ‘2’ vùìVé ùÒæ ß væç·í&ë «*íúìäæ vôæÀ èûÐó ÌìíÜì÷æì

ôíëì¯ ‘3’ ÅódûãºoôëË ß è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË ôìíô ûíÜÀ Ííóë Iëg& ôé ß vôæÀ èûÐó ÌìíÜì÷æì ôíëì¯ ‘4’ è¹úìÐéÜ vùìVéë

¾ûèÐ,%ÖIèÜ ôé vÜíÔì¯
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41 Íôô 5 ❐ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæìë øèëí«*èáíç ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç• âìæû ¼@øó øèëôGFæì ß Åˆ‰úæ• âìæû áâçì

øèëôGFæì• ôâÞé Åˆ‰úæ ß «*èÐáË (Personnel Policies, Human Resource Planning and Development Manpower

Planning in the context of Social Welfare Administration, Staff Development, Training, Employee Councelling) ùÒæ 5¿1

ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç (Personnel Policy) 5¿2 âìæû ¼@øó øèëôGFæì ß Åˆ‰úæ (Human Resource Planning &

Development) 5¿3 âìæû ¼@øó Åˆ‰úæ (Human Resource Development) 5¿4 âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæì (Manpower Planning)

5¿5 «*èÐáË (T1rairing) 5¿6 øëìâÐÞóìæ (Councelling) 5¿7 †ŒpøJé (Bibliography) 5¿8 ÌæãÐéÜæé 5¿1 ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç

(Personnel Policy) ¼ëôìèë• vû¼ëôìèë• vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤ùÒíæë ôìäôâÞ øèë÷ìÜæì ß ëCøìúíËë äæÖ «*íúìäæ ôâÞéë¯

ûÖûòìøæìú ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? èû»úIèÜ ôâÞé ûÖûòìøæìë (Personnel Management) ÌìßçìÓéæ¯ ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? ôìäIèÜë øèëèÓ

¼@øíôÞ ÍõÅÈæ èû• èØYí«Fì ûíÜí×æ• “ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? ôìäIèÜ ðÜ ¼¤èxX,% ¼¤ùÒíæë Iëg&øïËÞ ÜáÖ ß Åí!ÐÖ ¼@øïëíËë

äæÖ èæíúìèäç v¼È ¼¤ùÒíæë ôâÞéíóë èæíúìù Åˆ‰úæ• áèçøïëË• ¼¤ûºoôëË ß ëáËìíûáË ¼¤¹ì¬Q?èû»ú¼âïð¯ (“The

Personnel function is concerned with the procurement development, compensation, integration and maintenance of the

personnel of an organisation for the purpose of contribution toward the accomplishment of that organisation’s major

goals or objective”—Edwin B. Flippo, Principles of Personnel Management)¯ «*èçèå ¼¤ùÒíæë ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? øèëôGFæì

Çìíô¯ v¼È øèëôGFæìë Iëg&øïËÞ Ì¤Ð ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç¯ ¼ãtø,% ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç ¼¤ùÒíæë ôìöÞìûÜéë ¼ãVh

¼@øìóíæ Íû¤ ôâÞéíóë ¼ãøèë÷ìÜæìë váír Iëg&øïËÞ Û—èâôì †ŒðË ôíë¯ ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç ÌìóÐÞ ûÖûòìøæìë èÛè+¯ Íôèå

vûìÄìø§ìë ôìÒìíâì (body of understanding) ðÜ æéèç Íû¤ Íèå è¼ºoì¬Q?†ŒðíË è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæì Íû¤ ôìäôâÞíô èæíóèÐÞç ôíë¯ ÍÈ

42 æéèçÈ çÇÖ vöìùìú ß ¼@¬cìûÖ è¼ºoì¬Q?íô &ëìèæç ôíë vöIèÜ «*úìÐÈ ¼¤ùÒíæë èûèÛˆ‰ váír ¼¤Ùèåç ðú¯ ôâÞéëìß

ûãÄíç øìíëæ ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç ¼@øôÞéç Ùåæìë váír ôé Óëíæë ûÖûòì †ŒðË ôëíç ðíû¯ æéèç èô¬Q; ÌìÈæ ûì èæèóÞ,%

èæúâôìæãæ æú• ÍäæÖÈ æéèç «*íúìíùë váír æâæéúçì vóÔì öìú¯ ÌÓÖìøô õ¥ èø¿ è¼¿ èrøìÒé ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèçë øèëèÓ

¼@øíôÞ ÌèÛâç «*ôìÐ ôíëí×æ vö èæ@¬‰èÜèÔç èû»úIèÜ ôâÞé ¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèçë ÌìßçìÓéæ¯ ‘ô’ ôâÞé èæûÞì÷æ ß øëéáì¯ ‘Ô’

ôâÞéíóë áèçøïëË¯ ‘ù’ ôâÞéíóë ¼ãíöìù-¼ãèûÓì ß ¾æèçôçì¯ ‘Ù’ ôâÞé-¼¤ùÒíæë ¼íà ¼@øôÞ¯ ‘Â’ äæ¼¤íöìù¯ Íôèå ¼ãtø,%

ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç vö-vôìíæì è¼ºoì¬Q?†ŒðíË ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ ôâÞé¼¤èxX,% vö-vôìíæì Óëíæë Ùåæìë váír ûÖûòìøæìú öìëì

Çìíôæ çþìëì ÌæìöÖ• ÌÊæèçô è¼ºoì¬Q? èæíç øìíëæ æì/ ¼íûÞìøèë ¼&ë è¼ºoì¬Q? væßúì öìú¯ Ììûìë ÌæÖÛìíû vóÔíç vùíÜ

ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç ôâÞéíóë èæúQŸíË Íôèå ôìöÞôëé Û—èâôì †ŒðË ôíë¯ ¼ãtø,% æéèç ¼@øíôÞ ôâÞéëì Ìûèðç Çìôìú çìëìß

æéèçûèðÛ—Þç ôìä ôëìë øïíûÞ è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæì ôíë¯ Íë ØíÜ ûÖûòìøô ß ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ ¼ã¼@øôÞ Çìíô¯ æéèç ôìíäë èòëçì ß

t¬HE×çì ûäìú vëíÔ ÷íÜ¯ ôâÞéíóë óìèú&Ûìë ß ¼ãíöìù-¼ãèûÓì «*óìíæë váír vôìíæì ¼¤ôéËÞ âíæìÛìû ûì øáøìèç& vóÔìíæìë

vôìíæì ¼ãíöìù Çìíô æì¯ ôìäôíâÞ ûðâìæçì ëáìë váírß æéèç Ûé»ËÛìíû ôìöÞôëé¯ ¼ãtø,% æéèç ôâÞéíóë Ìì†Œð &ëìèˆHç ôíë Íû¤
¼¤ùÒíæë «*èç Ìæãùç ðíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ ôâÞéëì vûìíÄæ• ¼¤ùÒíæë æéèç çìíóë t¬HìÇÞ ¼¤ëáíË ôìä ôíë¯ ¼ãçëì¤ çìëì çìíóë

æÖ¬t¬? óìèú& ¼ã÷ìëgëCíø øìÜæ ôíëæ¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìúíË ¼ëôìèë• ¼ëôìèë Ìæãóìæ«*ì: ¼¤ùÒæ ß ûT

vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤ùÒæ öãk¯ ¼ëôìèë ß ¼ëôìèë Ìæãóìæ«*ì: ¼¤ùÒæIèÜíç ¼ãtø,% ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèç Çìôìë ØíÜ ôâÞéëì

Ìíæô vûèÐ ¼ãëèáç ß t¬HìE×`óÖ vûìÓ ôíëæ¯ èô¬Q; vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤ùÒíæë ôâÞéëì ûT ÌèÓôìë ß ¼ãíöìù-¼ãèûÓì vÇíô

ûè˜ç ðæ¯ Íèå ¼ûÞäæèûèóç vö• ôâÞéëì öèó çìíóë ÌèÓôìë ß ¼ãíöìù-¼ãèûÓì ¼@øíôÞ èæëgèP†‰ ðæ• çìðíÜ çìíóë

ôâÞôhÐÜçì ûTÜ øèëâìíË ûüèºo øìú¯ ¼íûÞìøèë• ¼ãtø,% ôâÞé¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèçöãk ¼¤ùÒíæë t¬Héô·èç Ìæt¬HéôìöÞ¯ 5¿2

âìæû ¼@øó øèëôGFæì ß Åˆ‰úæ (Human Resource Planning & Development) ¼¤ùÒíæë èûèÛˆ‰ ¼@øíóë âíÓÖ âìæû

¼@øó ðÜ ÌæÖçâ Iëg&øïËÞ ¼@øó¯ Íôâìr âìæã»È ÌæÖìæÖ

43 ¼@øóíô ÷ìèÜç ôíë âìæû ¼@øíóë ¼ãV ûÖûðìëÈ ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû ¼¤èxX,% ¼ùÒíæë ¼ìâè†Œô ôâÞìûèÜíô Éèœç ß

ôìöÞôëé ¼@øìóíæ ¼ðìúçì ôíë¯ âìæû ¼@øó Åˆ‰úæ Íôèå ÷Üâìæ «*è¹úì• öìë âìÓÖíâ ¼¤ùÒíæë ôâÞéíóë «*èçèæúç

¼ìðìöÖ ôëì ðú çìíóë èæät¬H óáçìûüèºoíç¯ ûçÞâìíæ «*èçèå ¼¤ùÒæ çìë ÜíáÖ vøîþ×ìíæìë äæÖ çìë ôâÞéíóë Úìæ óüè,%Ûèà•

âïÜÖíûìÓ ß óáçìûüèºoë ßøë «*Û—ç Iëg& Ììíëìø ôíë¯ âìæû ¼@øó øèëôGFæì Íôèå ÷èÜÃhh «*è¹úì öìë• âìÓÖíâ Ûèû»Öíçë

ôâÞøèëôGFæìíô ûì¬t¬?ûìèúç ôëíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ âìæû Åˆ‰úæ øèëôGFæì Íôèå èæèóÞ,% ôìíäë äæÖ ôçäæ vöìùÖçì¼@øˆ‰

âìæãí»ë «*íúìäæ• ôçäæíô ¼èÒôÛìíû øìßúì vöíç øìíë Íû¤ «*íúìäíæ ÷ìèðóì Ìæãöìúé öÇìöÇ vöìùÖçì¼@øˆ‰ vÜìíôë vöìùìæíô

¼ãèæèfç ôíë¯ âìæû Åˆ‰úæ øèëôGFæì ¼¤ùÒíæë Åí!ÐÖ Íû¤ øèëôGFæìíô ûì¬t¬?ûìèúçôëíËë äæÖ öíÇìøöãk ôâÞé ß çìíóë

¼¤Úì èæëCøíË ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ 5¿3 âìæû ¼@øó Åˆ‰úæ (Human Resource Development) : âìæû ¼@øó Åˆ‰úíæë âïÜ ÜáÖ

ðÜ ôâÞéíóë èÐèáç ôëì «*èÐèáç ôëì ß øïËÞ «*èÐèáç ôëì (Human Resource Development aims at educating, training and

retraining the employees)¯ ôâÞéíóë ÚìæìäÞæ ûüèºoë ÌÇÞ ôìíäë ûìçìûëË ¼@øíôÞ ¼âÖô Úìæ¯ ÍÈ ÚìæìäÞíæë ûìçìûëíË

(Learning stuation) ôâÞé ÌæãÛû ôíëæ vö• çìë vÇíô ôé ÌìÐì ôëì ðíE×¯ ôâÞé ¼¤èxX,% èû»íú çÇÖ äìæíç ÷ìÈíç øìíëæ Íû¤
èæäôìä ¼ã÷ìëgëCíø ¼@øìóíæë äæÖ «*íúìäæéú ¼ìðìöÖ ÷ìÈíç øìíëæ¯ ¼ãçëì¤ ÍÈ èÐáì çìíô çìë rgèå ¼¤íÐìÓíæ ¼ðìúçì ôíë•

çìíô çìë ôìíä Ììëß Ìì†Œðé ôíë vçìíÜ¯ èæèóÞ,% ¼âú Ì¬Q?ë çìë ôìíäë âïÜÖìúæß (Performance appraisal) çìíô ôìíä Ììëß óá ôíë

vçìíÜ¯ âìæû ¼@øó Åˆ‰úíæ ôâÞéëì èçæèå èû»íú ÌìíÜìô«*ì: ðæ¯ v¼IèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘ô’ «*öãèkùç óáçì ß Úìæ ½ ¼âìäôÜÖìË

ôâÞ¼ï÷éë ëCøìúíËë äæÖ «*öãèkùç Úìæ ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷¼âïíðë ëCøìíúæë «*íúìäíæ öíÇìøöãk óáçì ÌäÞæ¯ ‘Ô’ ¼¤ùÒæ ¼@øíôÞ

t¬HE× ÓìëËì Íû¤ ôìíäë ÍÜìôìë ûìçìûëË ½ vö Ì˜íÜ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìèúç ðíû v¼È vÛîíùìèÜô ÍÜìôìë âìæãí»ë ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô Ìûòì ß

ëìäÊæèçô øèëíûÐ ¼@øíôÞ ¼âÖô øèëè÷èç¯ ‘ù’ çìè+Uô ÓìëËì Íë ûÖèkùç óáçì ½ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ûÖìè: ûì øèëèÓ

¼@øÞíô ÓìëËì ß ûÖûòìøæìë äæÖ «*íúìäæéú óáçì ÌäÞæ¯ [«*èÐáË ¼@øíôÞ ÌìíÜì÷æì “«*èÐáË” ÌÓÖìíú ÌìíÜìè÷ç ðíúí×] 5¿4

âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæì (Manpower Planning) ½ ¼¤ùÒíæë Ûèû»ÖÁ Åˆ‰úíæë èæèëíÔ âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæìë Íôèå èûíÐ»

çìÁøöÞ Ììí×¯ ÌÓÖìøô èø¿ è¼¿
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44 èrøìèÒ âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæìë ¼¤Úì èóíúí×æ ÍÈÛìíû vö• Íôèå ¼¤ùÒíæë âìæû ¼@øíóë èæíúìù• Å+ëË• óìèú&Ûìë ÌøÞË ß

ûÖûðìë ðÜ âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæì (Manpower planning may be defined as a strategy for the procurement, development,

allocation and utilisation of an enterprise’s human resources—Dr. P. C. Tripathy) âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæìë Åí!ÐÖIèÜ ¼¤íáíø

ÍÈÛìíû ÅíGXÔ ôëì vöíç øìíë ½ ‘ô’ ûçÞâìíæ ôâÞëç âìæû ¼@øíóë ¼íûÞìE÷ ûÖûðìëíô ¼ãèæèfç ôëì¯ ‘Ô’ ¼¤ùÒíæë Åí!ÐÖ

¼@øïëíËë ÜíáÖ óáçìë Ììùìâ ÷ìèðóì èæëCøË¯ ‘ù’ «*íúìäíæë ¼âú «*íúìäæéú ¼@øó ûÖûðìë ûÖûòìë ßøë èæúQŸË áâçì¯ ‘Ù’

èæíúìíùë ¬t¬?ë èæÓÞìëË¯ ‘Â’ ÌæìûÐÖô ôâÞ÷hÖèçíô Í§ìíæì¯ ‘÷’ «*èÐáíËë ¼íûÞìE÷ ¬t¬?ë èæÓÞìëË¯ ‘×’ ûÖûòìøæì Å+ëË

ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ûÖûòì ôëì¯ ‘ä’ Ììùìâé èæíúìù ÷ìèðóì-¼@øèôÞç âïÜÖìúæ¯ âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæì «*Ëúíæë ¼âú ¼¤ùÒæ ôé Óëíæë

ôìÒìíâìú ôìä ôíë• v¼èå Ûìûæìë âíÓÖ Çìôì «*íúìäæ¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ûT ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìèúç ðú ¼ëôìë Ìæãíâìèóç

¼¤ùÒæ ß vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤ùÒæIèÜë âìÓÖíâ• öìíóë ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìûìë äæÖ Íâæ Íôèå ûìçìûëíËë âíÓÖ ôìä ôëíç ðú vöÔìíæ

vûèÐëÛìù èû»úIèÜ Ììùìâ Ìæãâìíæë ûìÈíë ÌèæúèQŸç¯ ¼ãçëì¤ âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæì Ôãû Íôåì ØÜ«*¼ï ðûìë ¼@¬cìûæì

çhÜæìâïÜôÛìíû áéË¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûÖûòìøæìú âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæì ÌçÖ¬Q? Ië&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ Ííáír Íèå ôìöÞôëé- ôëíË ôçôIèÜ

èû»íú èûíÐ» Iëg& vóßúì ÌìûèÐÖô• vöâæ_¼¤ùÒíæë ÜáÖ ÌçÖ¬Q? ¼ãtø,% ðßúì «*íúìäæ¯ vôìíæìëôâ vÓþìúìÐì Çìôì Åè÷ç æú¯

èPçéúç• ôçôIèÜ øèëûçÞô ûì ûìÓì Çìíô• vöIèÜ ÌèæúèQŸç öÇì ¼ãtø,% ôâÞét¬HìÇÞ-¼@øèôÞç ÌìÈæ• «*íúìäæéú ÌìèÇÞô

¼¤òìæ ¼@øíôÞ Ììùìâ ¼ãtø,% ÓìëËì ¼@¬cû æú¯ ç·çéúç• Íâæ ôçôIèÜ èû»ú Çìíô vöIèÜ èæúQŸËíöìùÖ•_vöâæ ôâÞéíóë

¼âúâíçì öÇìöÇ vûçæ ûì ¼ì@‡ìèæíôë ûÖûòì ÈçÖìèó¯ ÷çhÇÞç• øèëôGFæìë ¼âú¼éâì öç ôâ ðíû• ççÈ ¼â¬t¬? èû»úèå

èæúQŸíË Çìôìë ¼@¬cìûæì Çìíô ûì Ììùìâ Ìæãâìæ• è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæì ØÜ«*¼ï ðûìë ¼@¬cìûæì «*ûÜ ðú¯ øèëíÐí»• ôâÞéíóë

«*èçè¹úì• ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ÌìßçìÛhk ûÖèkíóë ¼@¬cìûÖ «*èçè¹úì øèëôGFæì ¬t¬?íë èûíû÷æìíöìùÖ¯ ÌÓÖìøô vùìíúíÜë âíç•

¼ã¼¤ðç âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæì «*Ëúíæë ¼âú âìæûáâçì øèëôGFæìë ¼â¬t¬? èû»úIèÜë ¼âˆHú ¼ìÓæ Íôì¬Q? ôìâÖ¯ ßæìë

âíç èû»úIèÜ ÍÈëCø ½ ‘ô’ ¼ì¤ùÒèæô øèëôGFæì ß Åˆ‰úæ : ¼¤ùÒíæë ÜáÖ• Åí!ÐÖ• ¼ì¤ùÒèæô ôìÒìíâìë øãæùÞÒæ Íû¤
¼ìâè†Œô ôìÒìíâì ß ûÖèk-âìæãí»ë âíÓÖ Ì¬Q?ôâÞé ¼@øôÞ (interpersonal relationship) ùÒæ ÈçÖìèó Íë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk¯

45 ‘Ô’ vøÐìë Åˆ‰èç (career development) : ôâÞéíóë Ííáír èæíúìù ß èæûÞì÷æ• òÜìèÛè»kôëË (placement) øíóìˆ‰èç ß

ûóèÜ¯ ‘ù’ ÷ìôhèëë ÐçÞ (Terms of employment) : vûçæ ß ûÖûòìøæì• vûçæ Ìèçèëk ÌÇÞ (incentive) ¼ãëáìäèæç ¼ãèûÓì•

Ìû¼ëôìÜéæ ¼ãèûÓì ÈçÖìèó¯ ‘Ù’ ôâÞé ôÜÖìË (Employee Welfare) : è÷èôÁ¼ì-¼¤¹ì¬Q? ¼ãèûÓì• ×ãèå• èûíæìóæ• ùüð•

vû§ìíæìë ×ãèå Íû¤ ¼¬Q?ìæíóë ø§ìíÐìæì «*Û·èç¯ ‘Â’ ôâÞé çÇÖ æèÇûºoôëË ( Personnel Records) : ôâÞéíóë ØìÈÜ•

è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðíËë äæÖ ôâÞéíóë çÇÖ Íû¤ ôâÞéíóë ôìíäë âïÜÖìúæ ÍÈ èû»íúë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk¯ ‘÷’ ¾æèçôçì ß v«*»Ëì (Morale &

Motivation) : ÌÇÞÊæèçô ß ÌæÖìæÖ ¼ãèûÓì• ûÖûðìë ß èæúâìæãûèçÞçì• vøÐìùç Ìûòìæ Íû¤ ¼ìâìèäô ß âæ¬t¬?ìè+Uô ÷ìèðóì

øèëøïëË «*Û·èç èû»ú¼âïð¯ ‘×’ ûÖûòìøæì ß ôâÞé ¼@øôÞ (Managlment & Staff relations) : Ì¤Ð†ŒðËâïÜô ûÖûòìøæì ß

ôìöÞôëé vöîÇ vøÐìùç ¼¤ùÒæ ÈçÖìèó¯ ‘ä’ ôâÞé ùíû»Ëì Íû¤ âïÜÖìúæ (Personnel Reseach & Review) : ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ÍÜìôì

øèëôGFæì ß èòëéô·çôëË èûíxX»Ë• öíÇìøöãk ôâÞé ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ß æéèç «*Ëúæ• ¼ã¼¤ðç ôâÞé Åˆ‰úæ• çóìëèôôëË Åˆ‰úæ

øóíáø èû»úIèÜ Íë ÌìßçìÛhk¯ 5¿5 «*èÐáË (Training) «*èÐáíËë ÌÇÞ ðÜ âìæã»íô «*èÐèáç ôëì• vöìùÖ ôëì Íû¤ vôìíæì Íôèå ôìíä

çìíô óá ôíë vçìÜì¯ «*èÐáíËë èÐáì âìæãí»ë ûÖûðìíë Íôèå ôìè)áç øèëûçÞæ Ììæíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ ÍÈ ôìè)áç øèëûçÞæ «*èÐáìÇÞéë

Úìæ• óáçì• âìæè¼ôçì• âïÜÖíûìÓ• èûxHì¼ ß vûìíÓë váír øèëûçÞæ Ììæúæ ôíë• öìíç v¼ çìë ôìíä vöìùÖ ðú• èÐèáç ðú Íû¤
Éèœç Úìæíô öÇìíöìùÖ òìíæ ûì âìæãí»ë ôìí× vøþîí× vóûìë ûÖìøìíë óá ôíë vçìíÜ¯ èâÜåæ ðÜ (Milton Hall) «*èÐáíËë ¼¤Úì èóíç

èùíú ûíÜí×æ• ““öíÇìøöãk è÷¬Q?ì ß ôìíäë ÌÛÖìí¼ë ûãÖÁøè+• Úìæ ß óüè,%Ûèà”” Å+ëíËë âìÓÖíâ ûçÞâìæ ß Ûèû»Öíçë ôìíä

ôìöÞôìèëçì Ììæúíæë äæÖ Íèå ôâÞéíóë ¼ìðìíöÖë Íôèå «*è¹úì¯”” (‘The process of aiding employees to gain effectiveness in

their present and future work through the development of appropriate habits of thought and action, skills, knowledge

and attitudes—Milton Hall.) ÌÓÖìøô vùìíúÜ «*èÐáíËë ÌÇÞ «*¼íà ûíÜí×æ vö• ““«*èÐáË ðÜ Íôèå ôâÞ «*è¹úì• öìë âìÓÖíâ

ôâÞéíóë ôâÞóáçìë Å+ëË Íû¤ Ìíøáìô·ç t¬HGF ¼âíúë âíÓÖ ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ¼¤ùÒíæë ôìöÞìûèÜë ¼@øìóíæë äæÖ çìíóë Úìæ

óáçì Íû¤ óüè,%Ûè)Ùë ùí§ vçìÜì¯”” «*èÐáË vóûìë Ììíù «*èÐáíËë «*íúìäæ ôçåì_v¼ ¼@øôÞ ßúìèôûðìÜ ðßúì «*íúìäæ¯ vôìíæì

Íôèå ¼¤ùÒíæ «*èÐáíËë ÷ìèðóì èæëgøíËë äæÖ âÖìôèÙ Íû¤ ÇÖìúìë (Mcghee & Thayar) èrâãÔé
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46 èûíxX»íËë èû»ú ¼@øíôÞ ÌìíÜì÷æì ôíëí×æ• v¼IèÜ ðÜ ÍÈëCø ½ ‘ô’ ¼¤ùÒæ èûíxX»Ë (Organisation analysis) : Ííáír

¼¤ùÒíæë ùÒæ-ôìÒìíâì• Åí!ÐÖ• âìæû ¼@øó Íû¤ Ûèû»ÖÁ øèëôGFæì Íû¤ ¼ì¤t¬ü›èçô ûìçìûëíËë Íôèå øãbìæãøãb ÌæãÓÖìæ

«*íúìäæ¯ ÍÈ èûíxX»íËë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ ¼¤ùÒíæ «*èÐáíËë «*íúìäæ èæëCøË ôëì¯ ‘Ô’ ôâÞ èûíxX»Ë (Task analysis) : vôìíæì ôìíäë

èû»ú¼âïð• vôìíæì ôìíäë èæÓÞìèëç âìæó„ ûäìú ëìÔìë äæÖ óáçì ß «*èÐáíËë «*íúìäæéçì• óüè,%Ûè)ùë vÄþìô ÈçÖìèó èû»íúë

èûíxX»Ë óëôìë¯ âïÜ Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ «*èÐáíËë èû»ú èæÓÞìëË¯ ‘ù’ âæã»Ö èûíxX»Ë (Man analysis) : Íë ÜáÖ ðÜ vô «*èÐèáç ðíû Íû¤
ôé óáçì• Úìæ ûì óüèVÛèàë Å+ëË «*íúìäæ çì èûíxX»Ë ôëì¯ «*èÐáíËë «*íúìäæéúçì èûíxX»íËë øíëë èû÷ìöÞ èû»ú ðÜ «*èÐáíËë

èû»úû¬t¬;• «*èÐáô• «*èÐáíËë øºoèç èæûÞì÷æ• «*èÐáíËë ¼âú ß ¼íûÞìøèë «*íúìäæéú ÌíÇÞë ûÖûòì¯ «*èÐáíËë ôìöÞôìèëçì

ß †ŒðËíöìùÖçì øèëâìø ôëìë «*ô·,% øpì ðÜ «*èÐáË vÐí» «*èÐáìÇÞéíóë ôì× ðíç çìíóë âïÜÖûìæ âçìâç æèÇûºo ôëì¯ Íë ØíÜ

«*èÐáíËë ôìöÞôìèëçì âïÜÖìúæ ûÖçéç øëûçÞé «*èÐáíËë øèëôGFæìíô rgèåâãk ôëíç «*Û—ç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë Çìíô¯

¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìöÞìûÜéë ¼ãVh ß ôìöÞôëé ëCøìúíË ôâÞé «*èÐáíËë «*íúìäæéúçì Ìæt¬HéôìöÞ¯ Íèå ¼ìÓìëËÛìíû t¬Héô·ç

vö• «*èÐáË ÍôôÛìíû t¬Hú¤¼@øïËÞ æú¯ Íôäæ ÛìíÜì ôâÞé ðíç ðíÜ ûÖèkë èæät¬H ôçôIèÜ IËìûèÜ öÇì ¼ðìæãÛ—èç• ÅÃçì•

¼ðâèâÞçì• ÌæãÛ—èç «*ûËçì Çìôì «*íúìäæ¯ «*íúìäæ ß «*ô·èç Ìæãöìúé «*èÐáËíô èûèÛˆ‰ Ûìíù èûÛk ôëì vöíç øìíë• vöâæ_ ‘ô’

«*ìô-øèëí»ûì «*èÐáË (Preservice Training) ½ «*Çìùç èÐáìùç vöìùÖçì ÌäÞíæë øíë ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë ôìíä èæíúìèäç ûÖèkíóë

¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû ¼âìäôÜÖìË-¼@øèôÞç ôâÞ¼ïè÷ èû»íú «*èÐèáçôëíËë äæÖ «*èÐáíËë «*íúìäæ¯ ‘Ô’ ôâÞôìÜéæ «*èÐáË

(Inservice Training) ½ ÷ìôhèëíçÝôìíäë èæèóÞ,% èûÛìíù vöìùóìíæë ÌûÖûèðç øë ôìíäë «*ô·èç• Óëæ ß Ììúçæ ÈçÖìèó vûìÄìë

äæÖ èæèóÞ,% «*èÐáíËë «*íúìäæéúçì Ìæt¬HéôìöÞ¯ ‘ù’ òÜìèÛè»kôëË «*èÐáË (Induction Training) ½ øíó vöìùóìíæë øíëÈ

ôâÞéíô çìë èæèóÞ,% øó ¼@øèôÞç èû»íú ßúìèôûðìÜ ôíë vçìÜìë äæÖ çìë óìèú& ¼@øíôÞ ÌûèðçôëíËë äæÖ ÍÈ Óëíæë

«*èÐáíËë Íôì¬Q? «*íúìäæ¯ ‘Ù’ ÌìíÜì÷æì ß ¼í@‡Üæ_(Meeting & Conference) ½ èæèóÞ,% ¼âú Ì¬Q?ë ¼¤ùÒíæë ¼â¬t¬?

ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ¼@øèôÞç ÌìíÜì÷æì ûì èûÛìùéú ÌìíÜì÷æì Íû¤ ¼¤ùÒíæë ÌÛÖ¬Q?íë ÌÇûì ¼ëôìèë ûì ÌæÖ ¼¤ùÒæ Ììíúìèäç ¼í@‡Üæ ûì

ÌìíÜì÷æì ÷í¹ ÌìÓãèæô ÓÖìæÓìëËì ¼@øíôÞ ¼âÖô ÓìëËì ¾çèë ðú¯

47 «*èÐáË øºoèç (Training Methodology) ½ ûçÞâìíæ «*èÐáË øºoèçë váír ûÖìøô øèëûçÞæ Ùíå vùí×¯ vôìíæì èû»íúë vâîèÔô

Åøòìøæì (Lecture) ûÖçéç vùìVé ÌìíÜì÷æì (Group discussion), ¼í@‡Üæ (Conference), ôâÞÐìÜì (Workshop)_Í×ì§ì èæèóÞ,%

èû»íúë ßøë èûíÐ»Ú ûkìíóë Åøòìøæì (Seminar, Symposium) «*Û·èç¯ 5¿6 øëìâÐÞóìæ (Counselling) øëìâÐÞóìæ vöìùìíöìíùë

Íôèå èóô• vöèå ûÖûòìøô Iëg& ¼ðôìíë èûíû÷æì ôíëæ¯ ¼¤ùÒæ ß çìë ûìÈíë Íë ûÖûðìíëë ûTèóô Ììí×¯ ¼¤ùÒíæë váír

øëìâÐÞóìæ ðÜ Íô«*ôìë ÌìíÜì÷æì• vöÔìíæ ôâÞéë âìæè¼ô ÌæãÛû èûäè§ç vôìíæì ¼â¼Öì ðíÜ çìíô âìèæíú èæíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯

¼ãçëì¤ øëìâÐÞ óìæ ðÜ øëìâÐÞóìçì ß øëìâÐÞ†ŒðËôìëéë âíÓÖ Ûìû ß ÌæãÛhèçë Ììóìæ«*óìæ¯ âïÜç ¼¤èxX,% ¼¤ùÒíæë Åí!

ÐÖ ðÜ ÜáÖ ôìöÞìûÜéë «*ô·èçë ¼íà vôìíæì ôâÞéë èæät¬H è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæì• èû÷ìë ûì ÌæãÛíûë ¼íà ¼ìâJí¼Öë ÌÛìíû ôâÞéë

âíÓÖ èûøˆ‰çì Ììí¼¯ vôìíæì vôìíæì ¼âú ¼¤ùÒíæë ¼íà ¼¤Ùìç ÌûÐÖ@¬cìûé ðíú ßíÒ¯ ôìëË èð¼ìíû ûÜì vöíç øìíë• èÛˆ‰

âçìûÜ@¬Hé ¼ðôâÞé• ûÖèkí&ë ¼¤Ùìç• ôâÞéë øìèëûìèëô vùìÜíöìù ôìíäë ûìçìûëË ûì ¼¤ùÒíæë ÷ìèðóì Ìæãöìúé ôìöÞ

¼@øìóíæ ÌøìëóèÐÞçì «*Û·èç èû»íúë váír øëìâÐÞóìíæë «*íúìäæ ÌæãÛhç ðú¯ Åøöãk øëìâÐÞóìíæë âìÓÖíâ Íèåíô óïëéÛ—ç æì-

ôëì vùíÜ ¼¤ùÒæ ß ôâÞé ÅÛíúë ôìí×È Íèå èûøíóë ôìëË¯ øëìâÐÞóìíæë ûÖìè:ë ßøë øëìâÐÞóìæíô èçæèå Ûìíù Ûìù ôëì vöíç

øìíë¯ vöâæ_ ‘ô’ èæíóÞÐ øëìâÐÞóìæ (Derective Counselling) ½ Ííáír ôâÞéë ¼â¼Öì ™íæ ¼ëì¼èë çìíô øëìâÐÞ vóßúì ðú¯

¼ìÓìëËç ÅE÷¬t¬?íëë ûÖûòìøô çìë ÌÓ¬t¬?æíô èæíóÞÐ øëìâÐÞóìíæë âìÓÖíâ çìë ÅÁô.ìë Ìû¼ìæ Ùåìíæìë v÷,%ì ôíë¯ Íèå «*ìú

ÌìíóíÐë ¼âçhÜÖ¯ ‘Ô’ ¼ðÛìùé øëìâÐÞóìæ (Participative Counselling) ½ ÍÈ Óëíæë øëìâÐÞóìíæë váír øëìâÐÞóìçì ß øëìâÐÞ

†ŒðËôìëé vöîÇÛìíû øìëtøèëô ÌìíÜì÷æì ôíë ¼â¼Öì ¼âìÓìíæ ¼í÷,% ðæ¯ ÍÈ váír ÅÛíúë è÷¬Q?ìÛìûæì• Úìæ• èæät¬H âïÜÖíûìÓ

ÈçÖìèóë èû¬t¬?ìèëç øöÞìíÜì÷æìë âìÓÖíâ vöîÇ è¼ºoìí¬Q? Åøæéç ðûìë «*í÷,%ì vóÔì öìú¯ ‘ù’ èæíóÞÐâãk øëìâÐÞóìæ (Non-

directive Counselling) ½ Íèåíô ÅøíÛìkìíôè\ô (Clientele-Centre Councelling) øëìâÐÞóìæ èð¼ìíûß ÌèÛèðç ôëì ðú¯ Íë

æìâôëËÈ èæíóÞÐ ôíë vö• ÍÔìíæ øëìâÐÞ†Œðéçìë ßøë Iëg& Ììíëìø ôëì ðú¯ ÍÈ Óëíæë øëìâÐÞóìíæë váír øëìâÐÞóìçì ¾ÓöÞ

¼ðôìíë ÅøíÛìkìë ¼â¼Öì ùÛéëÛìíû ÌæãÓìûæ ôíë ¼@¬cìûÖ ¼âìÓìíæë øÇ èæíóÞÐ vóûìë v÷,%ì ôíëæ¯

48 5¿7 †ŒpøJé (Bibliography) 1. Extension Communication and Management : G. L. Roy. 2. Personal Management : Dr. P.

C. Tripathy. 3. Human Resoure Development : L. M. Prasad. 4. Education and Communication for Development : O. P.

Dahama & O. P. Bhatnagar. 5¿8 ÌæãÐéÜæé (Exercise) 1¿ ôâéÞ ¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèçë «*íúìäæéúçì Íû¤ çìë ÅøìóìæIèÜ ûÖìÔÖì ôë¯

2¿ âìæû¼@øó øèëôGFæìë Åí!ÐÖ èôÀ çìë èû»úIèÜ ûÖìÔÖì ôë¯ 3¿ «*èÐáË èôÀ çìë èûèÛˆ‰ «*ôìëIèÜ èûíxX»Ë ôë¯

49 Íôô 6 ❐ ¼âìäôÜÖìË øèë÷ìÜæ_vô\éú ¬t¬?íë ùÒæ 6¿1 vô\éú ¬t¬?íë ¼âìäôÜÖìË 6¿2 ôÜÖìË âQŸô ûì ¼ìâìèäô

æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸíôë ÌùÞìíæì†Œìâ (Organogram) 6¿3 ôÜÖìË âQŸíôë ‘¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ’ ôìäôâÞ 6¿4

ôÜÖìË âQŸíôë ‘¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸô’ èûèÛˆ‰ øèëôGFæì 6¿4¿1 çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Ììèóûì¼éíóë ôÜÖìË 6¿4¿2

Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËë ôÜÖìË 6¿4¿3 ¼¤ÔÖìÜÙã ¼@eóìíúë ôÜÖìË 6¿4¿4 «*èçûaoéíóë ôÜÖìË 6¿4¿5¿ ûút¬›íóë ôÜÖìË 6¿4¿6¿

øÇ èÐ™íóë ôÜÖìË 6¿5 âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸô ‘æìëé ß èÐ™íóë èûôìÐ’ 6¿5¿1 âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸíôë ‘æìëé ß èÐ™íóë

èûôìÐ’ ôìäôâÞ 6¿5¿2 èÐ™èûôìÐ 6¿5¿3 æìëéèûôìÐ 6¿6 âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸô ‘öãû ôÜÖìË ß ¹é§ì’ 6¿6¿1 öãûôÜÖìË 6¿6¿2

¹é§ì 6¿7 †ŒpøJé (Reference) 6¿8 ÌæãÐéÜæé 6¿1 vô\éú ¬t¬?íë ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûüèkùç ¼âìäí¼ûìë váír ¼âìäôÜÖìË øèë÷ìÜæ

è÷ëôìÜ Íô èûíÐ» ÅíGXÔíöìùÖ Û—èâôì øìÜæ ôíë Íí¼í×¯ æìëé• èÐ™• «*èçûaoé• ûì¬¬t¬;÷hÖç• ûút¬›o ß ÌûíðèÜç âìæã»íóë

«*íúìäæ vâåìíç ¼âìäí¼ûìíô «*ìèçVìèæô ëCø vóßúì ÌçÖ¬Q? äëgèë¯ ÍÈ ôìëíË vô\ ûì ëìäÖ• vö-vôìæß ¼ëôìëÈ èûèÛˆ‰ Óëíæë

«*Ðì¼èæô ôìÒìíâìë âìÓÖíâ çìíóë ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìäôâÞIèÜíô Ììëß â¼üË ôíë vçìÜìë v÷,%ì ÷ìÜìíE×¯ vôìæß vóíÐë

ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô Åˆ‰úæ Ùåìíæìë ÜíáÖ ¼âìäôÜÖìË øèë÷ìÜæ Íô Iëg&øïËÞ Åøìóìæ¯
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50 ¼âìíäë óãûÞÜçë Ì¤ÐIèÜë Åˆ‰úíæë óìèú& øìÜæ ôëíç Ûìëçéú ¼¤èûÓìæ ÍÈ Óëíæë ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìäôâÞíô èûèÛˆ‰ Ûìíù

Ûìù ôíë èóíúí×• vöâæ_‘1’ ¼¤ÔÖìÜÙãíóë ôÜÖìË• ‘2’ ¼ìâìèäô ß ÌÇÞÊæèçô èóíô èøè×íú-ø§ì vx*èËIèÜë ôÜÖìË• ‘3’ çøèÐèÜ

¼@eóìú ß Ììèóûì¼éë ôÜÖìË• ‘4’ ûè`óíóë ôÜÖìË• ‘5’ èôíÐìë ÌøëìÓé• ¼ãëì¼k• âìóô ûÖûðìëôìëé ß øèëèòèçë èÐôìë ðíú ø§ì

ÌæÖìæÖ æìæì Óëíæë âìæãí»ë ôÜÖìË• ‘6’ «*èçûaoé ôÜÖìË Íû¤ ‘7’ ûút¬› ß ÌÐk âìæãí»ë ôÜÖìË¯ t¬HìÓéæçìë øëûçÞé ¼âíú

¼âìäôÜÖìË øèë÷ìÜíæë Åí!ÐÖ ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô váír ¼âìíäë óãûÞÜçë Ì¤ÐIèÜë ôÜÖìË ß çìíóë áâçìóìæ ðíú ÅÒíÜ 1998 ¼ìíÜë vâ

âìí¼ ôÜÖìË âQŸíôë (Ministry of Welfare) æìâ øèëûçÞæ ôíë ¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸô (Ministry of social Justice

and Empowerment) ëìÔì ðú¯ Íô û×ë øíë 1999 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ âQŸôíô Ûìù ôíë Ììèóûì¼é âQŸô (Ministry of Tribal Affairs) ¼üè,% ôëì

ðú¯ ÍÈ æçhæ âQŸôèå ¼â¬t¬? óìèú& †ŒðË ôíë¯ ÌûÐÖ «*ìËé ôÜÖìíËë (Animal Welfare) Ìèçèëk óìèú& 1998 ¼ìíÜë

v¼í{@¬Hë âìí¼ øèëíûÐ ûæ âQŸíôë ðìç vÇíô ¼èëíú èæíú ¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸíôë ðìíç çhíÜ vóßúì ðú¯ 6¿2

ôÜÖìË âQŸô ûì ¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸíôë ÌùÞìíæì†Œìâ (Organogram) ôÜÖìË âQŸíôë ÌùÞìíæì†Œìâ ôÜÖìË âQŸô

‘¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ’ øïËÞÝëì,%³âQŸé ¼è÷û Ìèçèëk ¼è÷û öã†Š ¼è÷û ÌÇÞÊæèçô Åøíó,%ì øèë÷ìÜô çøèÐèÜ äìèç

ÌæÖìæÖ «*èçûaoôçì ßúìôdØ «*ìËéôÜÖìË «*èçûaoé ôÜÖìË ÌÇÞÊæèçô ÐìÔì ùíû»Ëì Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*ËéÝ¼¤ÔÖìÜÙã 6¿3 ôÜÖìË

âQŸíôë ‘¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ’ ôìäôâÞ ôÜÖìË âQŸíôë ‘¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ’ «*Óìæ ôìäIèÜ ÍÈ ëôâ ½ ●
¼âìíäë èûèÛˆ‰ Ì¤Ðíô ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìäôíâÞë Ììßçìú èæíú Ìì¼ì ½ ¼¤ÔÖìÜÙã ¼@eóìú• ÌÇÞÊæèçô èóíô Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èË•

«*èçûaoé• âìóôì¼k ß ÌæÖìæÖ Ûìíû øèëèòèçë èÐôìë ðßúì âìæã»íóë Íôèrç ôíë ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìäôíâÞë âíÓÖ Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì¯ ●
æéèç «*Ëúæ• ôâÞ¼ïè÷ øèëôGFæì ß ¼âˆHú ½ ¼ìèûÞôÛìíû æéèç «*Ëúæ• ôâÞ¼ïè÷ øèëôGFæì ß ¼âˆHíúë âìÓÖíâ ÍÈ

âQŸô ¼âìíäë èûèÛˆ‰ Ì¤íÐë ôÜÖìË ¼ìÓíæë ¼ìâè†Œô óìèú& †ŒðË ôíë¯

51 ● vô\éúÝvô\-¼ðìèúç øèëôGFæìIèÜë ëCøìúË ß æäëóìèë ½ ÅE÷çâ «*èçVìæ èð¼ìíû ÍÈ âQŸô ¼@¬cìûÖ ¼û óìèú& †ŒðË

ôíë vô\éúÝvô\-¼ðìèúç øèëôGFæìIèÜ ëCøìèúç ôíë ß çìíóë ç+UìûÓìæ ôíë¯ ● vöìäæì Ììíúìíùë ¼íà vöìùìíöìù ëìÔì ½ ÌÇÞ ûëì! ß

øíë øèëôGFæì ëCøìúíËë èû»íú ÌìíÜì÷æìë äæÖ ÍÈ âQŸô ¼ûÞóì vöìäæì Ììíúìíùë ¼íà vöìùìíöìù ûäìú ëìíÔ¯ ● ëìäì ¼ëôìëIèÜíô

èæíóÞèÐôì «*óìæ ½ óìèë°Ö ðuì¼• t¬HèæÛÞëçì ß ÌìKâöÞìóìíûìÓ ûüèºo ÈçÖìèó ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô äìçéú ÜáÖIèÜë ôÇì âíæ

vëíÔ ÍÈ âQŸô ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜíô ¼ìØíÜÖë ¼íà ëCøìèúç ôëíç ëìäÖ ¼ëôìëIèÜíô ¼@¬cìûÖ ¼û Óëíæë èæíóÞèÐôì

èóíú ¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ ● ÌìðUìúô èð¼ìíû ëìäÖ âQŸôÝôÜÖìË ¼è÷ûíóë ÌèÓíûÐæ ¼¤ùèÒç ôëì ½ vóíÐë èûèÛˆ‰ «*ìí¬Q? ðìíç

væßúì ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜë ôéÛìíû Ì†Œ¼ë ðíE×• çì Ôèçíú vóÔìë Åí!íÐÖ ÍÈ âQŸô ëìäÖIèÜë ¼âìäôÜÖìË âQŸé ß ¼è÷ûíóë Íô

ûìÁ¼èëô ÌèÓíûÐíæë Ììíúìäæ ôíë¯ ● ôèâÐæ ß ôèâèå ùÒæ ½ ÌæÖìæÖ âQŸíôë âíçì ÍÈ âQŸôß âìíÄ âìíÄ èûèÛˆ‰ ôèâèå•

øèë÷ìÜæ vùìVé• ùíû»ô vùìVé ÈçÖìèó ùÒæ ôíë¯ vöIèÜë âíÓÖ èÐáì ß «*öãèk äùíçë Ì-¼ëôìèë ûÖèk&íóëß Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì ðú¯

● vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìIèÜíô ¼ðìúçì ½ vóíÐë vö-vôìæß «*ìí¬Q? ÌûíðèÜç âìæã»íóë äæÖ ôâÞëç vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìIèÜíô ÍÈ âQŸô

¼@¬cìûÖ ¼û Óëíæë ¼ìðìöÖ èóíú Çìíô¯ ● ùËèÐáìâïÜô ôìäôâÞ ½ äæâç ß ¼í÷çæçì ùí§ vçìÜìë ÜíáÖ ÍÈ âQŸô çÇÖ ß ùË-

èÐáì â„Üé «*èçVì ôíëí×¯ ÍÈ â„Üéë ôìä ðÜ ûè˜ç âìæã»íóë ôÜÖìíËë äæÖ ùüðéç èûèÛˆ‰ øèëôGFæì ¼@øíôÞ âìæãí»ë

¼í÷çæçì ûüèºo ôëì¯ ● ùíû»Ëì• âïÜÖìúæ ß çÇÖ ¼¤ëáË ½ ¼ìâìèäô ¼â¼ÖìIèÜë ûçÞâìæ èóôIèÜ ¼@øíôÞ èûèÛˆ‰ çÇÖ

øèëíûÐæ ôëíç ß æéèç «*Ëúæ Íû¤ øèëôGFæìë ôìäíô Ììëß ôìöÞôë ôíë çhÜíç ÍÈ âQŸô âìíÄ âìíÄ èûèÛˆ‰ ùíû»Ëì ß âïÜÖìúæ

«*ôíGF ¼ðìúçì ôíë¯ ● ¼âìäôÜÖìË-¼¤¹ì¬Q? ¼ìë øãè¬t¬?ôì (Hand book) «*ôìÐæì ½ ÍÈ âQŸô âìíÄ âìíÄ ¼âìäôÜÖìË-

¼¤¹ì¬Q? ¼ìë øãè¬t¬?ôì «*ôìÐ ôíë• öìíç ¼¤ÔÖìçìè+Uô ¼¤ôÜíæë âìÓÖíâ èûèÛˆ‰ ¼âìäôÜÖìË æéèç ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ¼@øíôÞ

çÇÖ ¼@¬HèÜç ôëì Çìíô¯ 6¿4 ôÜÖìË âQŸíôë ‘¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸô’ èûèÛˆ‰ øèëôGFæì ôÜÖìË âQŸíôë

ùüðéç èûèÛˆ‰ øèëôGFæìIèÜ ðÜ ½ 6¿4¿1¿ çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Ììèóûì¼éíóë ôÜÖìË ● çøèÐèÜ äìèçë ôÜÖìË ½ çøèÐèÜ

äìèçíóë t¬HìÇÞëáìë ÜíáÖ Ûìëçéú ¼¤èûÓìíæ èô×ã ¼ãëáìâïÜô
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52 ûÖûòìë ßøë väìë vóßúì ðíúí×¯ çøèÐèÜ äìèçIèÜë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk âìæãí»ë ¼¤ÔÖì «*ìú 14 vôìèå• öì ¼â†Œ vóíÐë vâìå

äæ¼¤ÔÖìë «*ìú 17 Ðçì¤Ð¯ äìçéú æéèçë Ìà èð¼ìíû ø˜ûìè»Þôé øèëôGFæìIèÜíç çøèÐèÜ äìèçë ôÜÖìíËë ßøë èûíÐ» Iëg&

Ììíëìø ôëì ðíúí×¯ ● çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Ììèóûì¼éíóë äæÖ äìçéú ôèâÐæ ½ Ûìëçéú ¼¤èûÓìíæë 65-çâ ¼¤íÐìÓæéë 338 Óìëìë

ÌÓéíæ çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß çøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼éíóë äæÖ äìçéú ôèâÐæ ùÒæ ôëì ðú¯ öìë ôìä ðÜ Ííóë ôÜÖìíËë ßøë Üá ëìÔì¯ ÍÈ

ôèâÐíæ Íôäæ ¼Ûìøèç• ¼ð-¼Ûìøèç Íû¤ ëì,%³øèç èæöãk øþì÷äæ ¼ó¼Ö èæöãk ôëì ðú¯ çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß çøèÐèÜ

Ììèóûì¼éíóë èû»íú Iëg&øïËÞ vôìæß æéèç ¼@øíôÞ vô\ ß ¼ûôèå ëìäÖ ¼ëôìëíô ÍÈ ôèâÐíæë ¼íà ÌìíÜì÷æì ôëìë øëìâÐÞ vóßúì

ðíú Çìíô¯ ● ¼¤¼óéú ôèâèå ½ çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß çøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼éíóë t¬HìÇÞ ¼ãëèáç ëìÔíç 1966• 1971 ß 1973 ¼ìíÜ öÇì¹íâ

èçæèå ¼¤¼óéú ôèâèå ùÒæ ôëì ðú¯ ● ëìäÖIèÜë ôÜÖìË èûÛìù ½ çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Ììèóûì¼éíóë ôÜÖìíËë äæÖ ëìäÖ ß

vô\Ðìè¼ç Ì˜ÜIèÜíç øüÇô èûÛìù ùÒæ ôëì ðíúí×¯ ● Ì¼ìâìèäôçìë (Unsociability) èûëgíºo ÌìÈæ ½ Ííóë âíÓÖ Ììí× ÌtøüÐÖçì

óâíæë ÓìëìIèÜ ¼ìèûÞôÛìíû Ìæã¼ëË ôëì ß v¼IèÜíô ôíÒìëçë ôíë vçìÜì Íû¤ 1955 ¼ìíÜë Protection of Civil Rights Act æìíâë

ÌìÈæèå ûÜûÁ ôëì¯ ● çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Ììèóûì¼éíóë ßøë èæøé§æ ûao ôëì ¥ çÇìôèÇç ÅE÷íx*èËë âìæã»íóë èæøé§íæë ðìç vÇíô

çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Ììèóûì¼éíóë âãèk ß øãæûÞì¼æ èóíç 1989 ¼ìíÜ Prevention of Atrocities Act æìíâ Íô ÌìÈæ ÷ìÜã ôëì ðú¯ ●
èûíÐ» vô\éú ¼ðìúçì ½ çøèÐèÜ äìèçIèÜë äéûæöìøíæë âìæ Åˆ‰ç ôëìë Åí!íÐÖ ¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸô

èûèÛˆ‰ Óëíæë ““óìèë°Ö óïëéôëË”” øèëôGFæì †ŒðË ôíëí×¯ ● «*èÐáË ß ¼ðíöìùé øèëôGFæì ½ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ

çøèÐèÜ ¼@eóìíúë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ×ìríóë äæÖ «*ìô-øëéáì «*èÐáË vô\ òìøæ ôíë çìíóë ¼ûÞÛìëçéú «*èçíöìèùçìâïÜô øëéáì ‘vöâæ

(Indian Adaministrative Service) Íû¤ è÷èôÁ¼ìèûóÖì• ÈèJèæúìèë¤-Íë âíçì èÐáì¹âIèÜíç ÛèçÞ ðßúìë øëéáìIèÜë äæÖ «*¬t¬;ç

ôíë vçìÜì¯ ● ëìäÖ çøèÐèÜ äìèç Åˆ‰úæ èæùâ (State Scheduled caste Development Corpora- tion) ½ ëìäÖ ¬t¬?íë

çøèÐèÜ äìèçIèÜë Åˆ‰úíæë äæÖ 1979 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ ¼¤òì ùÒæ ôëì ðú¯ ● †Œp ûÖìW øèëôGFæì ½ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìíç õìkìèë ûì

ÈèJèæúìèë¤ øìÒëç çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Ììèóûì¼éíóë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ×ìríóë †Œp ûÖì¤íôë âìÓÖíâ øìÒÖøã¬t¬?ô «*óìæ ôëì ðú¯ ●
«*ìô-âÖìèå³ô ß âÖìèå³ô-Å+ë ûüè+ ½ çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß Ììèóûì¼é ¼@eóìúÛhk vâÓìûé ×ìr- ×ìréíóë äæÖ «*ìô-âÖìèå³ô ß

âÖìèå³ô-Å+ë ûüè+ë (Scholarship) ûÖûòì Ììí×¯ ● âãèk ß øãæûÞì¼æ ½ ÌæÖìæÖ èûèÛˆ‰ øèëôGFæìë âìÓÖíâ vâÇë

(Scavenger) ¼@eóìú ß çìíóë

53 âãÔìíøáé âìæã»íóë âãèk ß ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô øãæûÞì¼íæë ûÖûòì ôëì ðú¯ ● çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼é ×ìr×ìréíóë äæÖ ×ìrìûì¼

èæâÞìË ½ âãÔÖ ß ÅE÷¬t¬?íë èÐáìëç çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼é ¼@eóìúÛhk ×ìr×ìréíóë ¼ãèûÓìíÇÞ ×ìrìûì¼ èæâÞìíËë ûÖûòì

ôëì ðú¯ ● Ììèóûì¼é Ì˜ÜIèÜíç ûüè+âïÜô «*èÐáË ½ Ììèóûì¼é öãûô ß öãûèçíóë ÷ìôhèë vøíç ûì t¬Hèæöãk ðíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôëìë

Åí!íÐÖ 1993 ¼ìíÜë øë vÇíô çìíóë èûèÛˆ‰ èû»íú ôhÐÜé ðíú ßÒìë «*èÐáË vóßúì ðíE×¯ 6¿4¿2 Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËë ôÜÖìË ●
«*ìô-øëéáì «*èÐáË ½ ¼ëôìèë ÷ìôhèë ß èûèÛˆ‰ ûüè+âïÜô ‘vöâæ_õìkìèë• ÈèJèæúìèë¤ «*Û·èç’ èÐáì«*èçVìíæ ÛèçÞë äæÖ

ùüðéç ¼ûÞÛìëçéú «*èçíöìèùçìâïÜô øëéáìIèÜë äæÖ «*¬t¬;ç ôíë vçìÜìë ÜíáÖ ÌæÖìæÖ Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËÛhk ×ìr×ìréíóë äæÖ

«*èÐáíËë ûÖûòì ôëìÈ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë Åí!ÐÖ¯ ● æÖìÐæìÜ ûÖìôßúìõÞ ôYì¼ èØæìèAúìÜ ÌÖìw võÛÜøíâ`å ôíøÞìíëÐæ

(NBCFDC) ½ vô\éú ß ëìäÖ ¬t¬?íë Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËë âìæã»íóë Åˆ‰úíæë t¬HìíÇÞ 1992 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ «*èçVìæèå ùÒæ ôëì ðú¯ ●
ÌæÖìæÖ Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËë äæÖ †Œp ûÖìW øèëôGFæì ½ õìkìèë ûì ÈèJèæúìèë¤ øìÒëç Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËÛhk ×ìr×ìréíóë

øìÒÖøã¬t¬?ô ¼ëûëìð ôëìë äæÖ ÍÈ øèëôGFæì †ŒðË ôëì ðú¯ ● ÌæÖìæÖ Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËë äæÖ «*ìô-âÖìèå³ô ß âÖìèå³ô-

Å+ë ûüè+ ½ ÌæÖìæÖ Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËÛhk vâÓìûé ×ìr×ìréíóë äæÖ ÍÈ ûüè+IèÜë ûÖûòì ôëì ðú¯ 6¿4¿3 ¼¤ÔÖìÜÙã

¼@eóìíúë ôÜÖìË ● æÖìÐæìÜ âìÈæèëèåä võÛÜøíâ`å ÌÖìw èØæìA ôíøÞìíëÐæ ½ ¼¤ÔÖìÜÙã ¼@eóìíúë âíÓÖ Ìæ†Œ¼ë

vx*èËIèÜë ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô Åˆ‰úíæ ¼ðìúçì ôëìë äæÖ vô\éú ¼ëôìë ÍÈ «*èçVìæèå ùÒæ ôíë¯ Ííç èûíÐ» Iëg& øìú ûüè+ùç vùìVé

ß âèðÜìëì¯ ● ßúìôdØ ½ ßúìôíØ âã¼èÜâ ÌìÈíæ ÓâÞéú ß óìçûÖ èð¼ìíû t¬Héô·ç òìûë ß Ìòìûë ¼@øè+IèÜíô è÷ëôìíÜë äæÖ

ÅÁ¼ùÞ ôëì ðú¯ 1995 ¼ìíÜ ßúìôdØ ÌìÈæ 1995 ¼ìíÜ ÷ìÜã ðú Íû¤ Íë óìèú& ¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸíôë ðìíç çhíÜ

vóßúì ðú¯ 6¿4¿4 «*èçûaoéíóë ôÜÖìË ● «*èçûaoé âìæã»íóë ôÜÖìË-¼¤¹ì¬Q? ¼â¬t¬? æéèçë váír ¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß

áâçìóìæ âQŸôÈ ðÜ væìõìÜ (nodal) âQŸô¯ «*èçûaoé âìæã»íóë ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôìäôâÞ ¼ëôìíëë ¼ðìúçì èæíú vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìIèÜ

ôíë Çìíô¯

54 ● èëðÖìèûèÜíåÐæ ôìÅèAÜ ÌØ Èèwúì ½ Íèå Íôèå èûèÓûºo ¼¤òì Íû¤ Íë óìèú& ðÜ «*èçûaoôçìë ¼íà öãk èûèÛˆ‰

ûüè+IèÜë èû»íú æéèçèæÓÞìëË ôëì• «*èÐáíËë ûÖûòì ôëì ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìèúç ôëì¯ 6¿4¿5¿ ûút¬›íóë ôÜÖìË ½ ● ““ÌÖèæ

Èè`åí†Œíåõ v«*ì†Œìâ Øë ß&gt;ìë øì¼Þæ¼ (An Integrated Programme for Older Persons)’’ Ðé»Þô Íô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë âìÓÖíâ

¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ âQŸô ûút¬› âìæã»íóë ôÜÖìË¼ìÓíæë Íô øèëôGFæì ëCøìèúç ôëí×¯ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë Ììßçìú

ûüºoìûì¼• võ vôúìë ÈÅèæå (day care unit)• ÷Üâìæ t¬HìòÖí¼ûì ûÖûòì «*èçVì ôëì ß ÷ìÜã ëìÔìë äæÖ vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìíóë

ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçì vóßúì ðú¯ 6¿4¿6¿ øÇ èÐ™íóë ôÜÖìË ½ ● 1999 ¼ìíÜ øÇ èÐ™íóë ôÜÖìíËë äæÖ “An Integrated Programme

for Street Children” Ðé»Þô Íô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ †ŒðË ôëì ðú¯ ÍÈ ôâÞ¼ïè÷íç çìíóë Ììx*ú• øãè,%• t¬HìòÖ øèëí¼ûì• èÐáì• èûíæìóæ

Íû¤ vÐì»Ë ß ôh-ôìíä ûÖûðìíëë èûëgíºo èæëìø+ìë ßøë Iëg& vóßúì ðú¯ ● æìûìÜôíóë èû÷ìë ½ vûÌìÈèæ ôìíäë äæÖ ÌèÛöãk

æìûìÜô Íû¤ ö- ß ¼ãëáì ÷ìßúì èÐ™íóë váír Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of children), 2000 ðÜ «*ìÇèâô ÌìÈæ¯ 6¿5

âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸô ‘æìëé ß èÐ™íóë èûôìÐ’ âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸíôë Organogram âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸô âìæû

¼@øó èûôìíÐë Ûìë«*ì: âQŸé æìëé ß èÐ™ ôÜÖìË èûÛìù èÐ™ Åˆ‰úæ ûãÖíëì èÐ™ ôÜÖìË ûãÖíëì æìëé Åˆ‰úæ ûãÖíëì

æìëé ôÜÖìË ûãÖíëì ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìúíËë âìÓÖâ ¼ëôìèë ß vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òì
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55 6¿5¿1 âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸíôë ‘æìëé ß èÐ™íóë èûôìÐ’ ôìäôâÞ ● Íô væìõìÜ (nodal) ¼¤òì èð¼ìíû æìëé ß èÐ™ èûÛìù

vö âïÜ óìèú&IèÜ øìÜæ ôíë• v¼IèÜ ðÜ øèëôGFæìë• æéèç ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷ èæÓÞìëË ôëì• ÌìÈæ «*Ëúæ ôëì Íû¤ ¼ëôìèë ß

vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìIèÜë âíÓÖ ¼âˆHú Ùåìíæì• öìíç vóíÐë æìëé ß èÐ™íóë Ìûòìë Åˆ‰èç ðú¯ Ììíùë Organogram vÇíô Íåì tø,% ðíú

öìú vö• ÍÈ âQŸô èÐ™ èûôìÐ ûãÖíëì• èÐ™ ôÜÖìË ûãÖíëì• æìëé èûôìÐ ûãÖíëì ß æìëé ôÜÖìË ûãÖíëì_ÍÈ ÷ìëèå ûãÖíëìë

âìÓÖíâ ôìä ôíë¯ 6¿5¿2 èÐ™èûôìÐ ● Èè`åí†Œíåõ ÷ìÈ&gt; võíÛÜøíâ`å èt¬›â (ICDS) ½ 1975 ¼ìíÜ 33èå «*ôíGF øëéáìâïÜôÛìíû

ICDS øèëôGFæìèå ÷ìÜã ôëì ðú¯ ¼@øïëô øãè,% (Supplementary nutrition), «*èçíÐÓæ (Immunication), òìòÖ øëéáì•

vëØìëìÜ ¼ìèÛÞ¼• ‘Referral sevice’•«*ìô-t¬ã›Ü èÐáì Íû¤ âìíúíóë äæÖ t¬HìòÖ ß øãè,% èÐáìë âíçì øèëí¼ûì IE× vóßúì ÍÈ

øèëôGFæìë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk¯ ×ú û×ë ûút¬› øöÞ¬Q? èÐ™ëì ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë ÜáÖ¯ ● èôíÐìëé Ðèk vöìäæì (KSY) ½ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìú

Ìèûûìèðçì• óìèë°Ö ¼éâìë æéí÷ Ìûòìæ ôëì Íû¤ t¬ã›Ü-×ãå èôíÐìëéíóë èæûÞì÷æ ôíë «*èÐáíËë äæÖ ×ú âìí¼ë äæÖ òìæéú

Ìàæßúìóé vôí\ë ¼íà öãk ôíë vóßúì ðú¯ ● ûìÜí¼èûôì vå³èæ¤ v«*ì†Œìâ ½ Èèwúìæ ôìÅèAÜ ÌØ ÷ìÈ&gt; ßíúÜ vØúìë çìë 25èå

ûìÜí¼èûôì vå³èæ¤ ÈæèšèåÅíåë âìÓÖíâ ÍÈ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìèúç ôëí×¯ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë âìÓÖíâ «*èç û×íë 1250 ûìÜí¼èûôìíô

«*èÐáË vóßúì ðíú Çìíô¯ ● ÌìèÜÞ ÷ìÈ&gt;Tõ ÍõhíôÐæ èt¬›â ½ t¬ã›Ü-×ãåíóë ¼¤ÔÖì ðuì¼ ôëíç Íû¤ èÐ™íóë t¬ã›íÜ Óíë ëìÔíç

1982 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ øèëôGFæì †ŒðË ôëì ðú¯ ECE vô\IèÜë âìÓÖíâ vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìIèÜ ÍÈ øèëôGFæì ÷ìÜìú¯ 6¿5¿3 æìëéèûôìÐ ÍÈ

èûÛìíùë «*Óìæ ôìä ðÜ æìëéíóë áâçìóìæ Íû¤ ÍÈ Åí!íÐÖ Í Íô âãÔÖ Û—èâôì øìÜæ ôíë¯ ôâÞ¼¤òìæ ß Ììú ¼üè,%• ôÜÖìËâïÜô

øèëí¼ûì• èÜà ¼¤íûóéôëË (Gender sensitization) ß v÷çæì ¼üè,%ë âíçì èô×ã ôâÞ¼ïè÷ß ÍÈ èûÛìù ëCøìèúç ôëí×¯ æéí÷

ÍIèÜë èû¬t¬?ìèëç èûûëË vóßúì ðÜ ½

56 ● æìëéíóë «*èÐáË ß ôâÞ¼¤òìæ ôâÞ¼ïè÷íç ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì ½ ô·è»• âÁ¼Ö÷ì»• ð¬t¬?÷ìèÜç çþìçèÐGF ÈçÖìèó «*Çìùç

várIèÜíç óèë° ß ¼@øóðéæ âèðÜìíóë ÷ìôhèë vóûìë Åí!íÐÖ STEP ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë âìÓÖíâ 1987 ¼ìíÜ Íô «*í÷,%ì væßúì ðú¯ ●
ëì,%³éú âèðÜì vôì» ½ óèë° ß ¼@øóðéæ æìëéíóë ÎíËë «*íúìäæ vâåìíç 1993 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ ëì,%³éú âèðÜì vôì» ùÒæ ôëì ðú¯ ● âèðÜì

¼âüèºo vöìäæì ½ 1993 ¼ìíÜë 2ëì Ìí=ìûë ÷ìÜã ðßúì âèðÜì ¼âüèºo vöìäæìë ÜáÖ ðÜ †ŒìâéË «*ì:ûút¬› âèðÜìíóë õìôÙíë MSY

«*ôíGF åìôì äâì ëìÔíç ÅÁ¼ìð vóßúì• vöÔìíæ çìëì çìíóë ¼˜ú ôëì vö-vôìæß øèëâìË ÌÇÞ äâì ôëíç ¼áâ¯ Íô û×íëë äæÖ 300 åìôìë

váír ¼ëôìíëë Ìûóìæ ðíû 75 åìôì¯ ● Èè`óëì âèðÜì vöìäæì ½ várùç ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜë èûèÛˆ‰ Ì¤Ðíô ¼¤ðç ß ¼âèˆHç ôëíç ß

ÍÈÛìíû çìíóë èâèÜç ôíë âèðÜìíóë öÇì¼ìÓoÖ ôÜÖìíËë Åí!íÐÖ óã”íÐìèå ICDS ûLíô ÍÈ vöìäæì ÷ìÜã ôëì ðú¯ ● ôâÞëçì âèðÜìíóë

vðìíšÜ ½ ÷ìôhèëë ôìëíË Ððíë Ìì¼ì Íôìôé ôâÞëçì âèðÜìë èæëìø+ì ß ôâ ûÖú¼ìíøá Çìôìë äìúùìë ûÖûòì ôëíç 1973 ¼ìíÜ ôâÞëçì

âèðÜìíóë äæÖ vðìíšÜ ÷ìÜã ôëì ðú¯ ● âèðÜì ß ÌGFûút¬›ì vâíúíóë äæÖ t¬HGF ¼âíúë ûì¼òìæ ½ øìèëûìèëô ¼â¼Öì• âìæè¼ô

÷ìø• vÐì»Ë• ÌçÖì÷ìë ÈçÖìèóë èÐôìë«*ì: ß Ì«*ì: ûút¬›ì âèðÜìíóë Ìòìúé øãæûÞì¼æ ß Ììx*íúë ûÖûòì ôëìë äæÖ 1969 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ

Ììûì¼IèÜë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ÷ìÜã ôëì ðú¯ ● t¬Hú¤ è¼ºoì ½ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ èð¼ìíû t¬Hú¤ è¼ºoìë ÜáÖ ðÜ æìëéíóë ÍâæÛìíû áâçì «*óìæ

ôëì• öìíç çìëì øèëûìë• ¼@eóìú ß ¼ëôìíëë ôì× vÇíô çìíóë ÌèÓôìë óìûé ôëíç øìíë Íû¤ û¬t¬;ùç• ¼ìâìèäô ß ëìäÊæèçô

¼@øóIèÜíô èæíäëì èæúQŸË ôëíç øìíë¯ ● t¬HÓë ½ Ìèæèfç Ìûòìú ø§ì âèðÜìíóë äæÖ 2001 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ øèëôGFæì †ŒðË ôëì ðú¯

● t¬HÐèk «*ôGF ½ Ììú ¼üè,%ë äæÖ øíæíëì vÇíô ôhè§äæ âèðÜìíô èæíú Íô-Íôèå t¬HìûÜ@¬Hæ vùìVé (self-help group) ùí§

çhÜíç 1998 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ t¬HÐèk «*ôíGFë ¼ï÷æì ôëì ðú¯

57 6¿6 âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸô ‘öãû ôÜÖìË ß ¹é§ì’ ÌùÞìíæì†Œìâ ¹é§ì ß öãûôÜÖìË èûÛìù âìæû ¼@øó èûôìÐ âQŸô ‘¹é§ì ß

öãûôÜÖìË’ ëì,%³âQŸé ‘¼¤¼ó’ ¼è÷û öã†Š ¼è÷û ‘2’ øèë÷ìÜô ‘3’ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ Åøíó,%ì Åø-¼è÷û Ìûë ¼è÷û ‘8’ ôâÞ÷ìëé ¬t¬?ë

†Œgø “Í” †Œgø “èû” †Œgø “è¼” †Œgø “èõ” ‘18’ ‘74’ ‘79’ ‘31’ 6¿6¿1¿ öãûôÜÖìË ● æÖìÐæìÜ ¼ìèÛÞ¼ èt¬›â ½ 1970 ¼ìíÜ ÷ìÜã

ðßúì ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë ÜáÖ ðÜ ¼âè,% «*ôíGFë (Community service) âìÓÖíâ ×ìríóë ûÖèk& ùí§ vçìÜì Íû¤ äæùíËë ¼íà

¼üè,%ÐéÜ ß ùÒæâïÜôÛìíû ôìä ß ¼@øôÞ ùÒæ ôëìë ¼ãíöìù èóíú çìíóë âíÓÖ ¼âìä v÷çæì ùí§ vçìÜì¯ ● væðëg öãûíô\

¼¤ùÒæ ½ †ŒìâéË öãûìíóë ûÖèkí&ë èûôìÐ Ùåìíæì Íû¤ †Œìíâìˆ‰úíæë ôìíä væç·& èóíú çìíóë Íèùíú Ìì¼íç ÅÁ¼ìð vóûìë äæÖ

vóíÐë èûèÛˆ‰ «*ìí¬Q? ÍÈ vô\IèÜ «*èçVì ôëì ðú¯ Åˆ‰ççë øèëíûÐ ¼üè,%ë ÜíáÖ ÍÈ vô\IèÜ †ŒìâéË ¹é§ìíô ÅÁ¼ìðóìæ•

†ŒìâéË ¼¤t¬ü›èçë ÷÷Þì ß ¼¤ëáË• ûüè+âïÜô «*èÐáíËë ûÖûòì ß öãû¼)Ù ùÒæ ÈçÖìèó ôâÞ¼ïè÷ †ŒðË ôíë¯ ● æÖìÐæìÜ

¼ìèÛÞ¼ ÛÜìè`åúì¼Þ èt¬›â ½ t¬‰ìçô ðíú-ßÒì ×ìríóë äæÖ ¼ãíöìù ¼üè,% ôëíç Íû¤ èô×ã èóíæë vâúìíó ¼ûÞáíËë äæÖ

çìíóë vóÐ ùÒíæë ôìí× èæöãk ôëíç 1978 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ øèëôGFæì ÷ìÜã ôëì ðú¯ ● öãûôíóë «**èÐáË ½ öãû¼âìíäë ùÒæâïÜô

¼@¬cìûæìíô ôìíä Üìùìíæìë Åí!íÐÖ çìíóë «*èçÛìë èÛè+íç t¬Hèæöãèk ûì Ììëß Åøöãk ôâÞ¼¤òìíæë ûÖûòì ôëìë äæÖ èûèÛˆ‰

«*èÐáË ôâÞ¼ïè÷ †ŒðË
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58 ôëì ðú¯ vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤¸ì• væðëg öãû vô\• èÐáì«*èçVìæ ß èûèÛˆ‰ ëìäÖÝvô\Ðìè¼ç «*Ðì¼íæë âìÓÖíâ ÍÈ èæèóÞ,%

øèëôGFæìèå ëCøìèúç ôëì ðíE×¯ ● t¬›ìÅå¼ ÌÖì„ ùìÈõ¼ ½ vóÐí«*â• ÌíæÖë äæÖ ¼âìæãÛ—èç ß ¼âìäí¼ûìë âíæìÛìû ûì v÷çæì

äì†Œç ôíë çhÜíç Ûìëíç Ûìëç t¬›ìÈÅå¼ ÌÖìw ùìÈõ¼ ß èð`óãòìæ t¬›ìÅå¼ ÌÖì„ ùìÈõ¼ «*èçèVç ðú¯ ÍIèÜë âïÜ ÜáÖ ðÜ

ûú¥¼èaoíç vøþî×ìíæì v×íÜíâíúíóë ÷èërùÒæ¯ ● äìçéú öãû ÅÁ¼û ½ vôìæß èæûÞìè÷ç òìíæ «*èç û×ë 12È äìæãúìèë vÇíô

åìæì øþì÷ èóæ ÍÈ ÅÁ¼íûë Ììíúìäæ ôëì ðú¯ ÍÈ ÅÁ¼íû èûèÛˆ‰ ëìäÖ ß vô\Ðìè¼ç Ì˜Ü vÇíô «*ìú 2500 öãûì Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôíë¯ ●
ÈÅÇ vðìíšÜ ½ qâíËë âìÓÖíâ vóíÐë ¼âüºo ¼ì¤t¬ü›èçô ÑèçíðÖë ¼íà øèë÷ú ôèëíú vóûìë ÜíáÖ ¼â†Œ vóíÐ «*ìú 80èå ÈÅÇ

vðìíšÜ èæèâÞç ðíúí×¯ ™Óãâìr öãûôëìÈ ¼ëôìèë Ìæãóìíæë ØíÜ ôâ Ôëí÷ Íë ¼ÛÖ ðíç øìíë¯ ● ôâæßíúÜÇ ÈÅÇ v«*ì†Œìâ ½

äìçéú Åˆ‰úíæë «*è¹úìíç vöìùóìæ ôëìë äæÖ öãû¼âìäíô ÅÁ¼ìð èóíç ôâæßíúÜÇÛhk vóÐIèÜë çëgË v×íÜíâíúíóë ÍÈ

ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë âìÓÖíâ ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì ðú¯ 6¿6¿2¿ ¹é§ì ● vtøìåÞ¼ ÌÇèëèå ÌØ Èèwúì (SAI) ½ ¹é§ì váríô Ììëß èû¬t¬?üç ôíë çhÜíç ß

öãû¼âìäíô ¹é§ìú Ììëß øìëóÐÞé ôíë çhÜíç 1984 ¼ìíÜ Íô «*öãèkùç ß ¾ûÚìèæô ¼¤òì èð¼ìíû SAI- Íë äˆŠ ðú¯ æÖìÐæìÜ

ÈæèšèåÅå ÌØ èØèäôìÜ ÍõhíôÐæ (SNIPES) øìèçúìÜìë væçìèä ¼ãÛì» ÈæèšèåÅå ÌØ vtøìåÞ¼ (NSNIS) ß ôÜôìçì• ùìèaoæùë ß

ûìàìíÜìíë Ìûèòç Íë ¼ðíöìùé ¼¤òìIèÜ SAI-Íë Ì¤Ð¯ ● ¹é§ì øèëôìÒìíâì ùÒíæë äæÖ ¼ðìúçì ½ všèõúìâ• ¼ãÈèâ¤ øãÜ•

èäâæìè¼úìâ• vtøìåÞ¼ ôâí«XR ÈçÖìèó èæâÞìíË ëìäÖ ¼ëôìëIèÜíô ¼ìðìöÖ ôëìë äæÖ vô\éú ¼ëôìë Åøöãk ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçì ôíë

Çìíô¯ èûíÐ» ûÖûòì èð¼ìíû ÌÖìÇíÜèåôd¼ ß ðèôë äæÖ è¼æíÇèåô ß ô·èrâ ¼ìëíØ¼ (surface) ¾çëéë äæÖß vô\ ÌìèÇÞô

¼ìðìöÖ èóíú Çìíô¯ ● ôíÜä ß èûxHèûóÖìÜúIèÜíç ¹é§ìú ÅÁ¼ìðóìæ ½ vóÐäãí§ ôíÜä ß èûxHèûóÖìÜúIèÜíç vÔÜìÓïÜìíô ÅÁ¼ìð

èóíç Èæíõìë všèõúìâ ù§íç ß ¹é§ì ¼ëJìâ èôæíç vô\ ÌÇÞ ûëì! ôíë¯ ¹é§ìèûóíóë äæÖ «*èÐáË èÐèûíëë Ììíúìäæ• Ìì¬Q?¥

èûxHèûóÖìÜú ß èûíóèÐ «*èçíöìèùçìIèÜíç Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ÈçÖìèóë äæÖ ÌÖìí¼ìè¼íúÐæ ÌØ Èèwúìæ ÈÅèæÛìè¼Þèåäíô ¼ìðìöÖ

ôëì ðú¯

59 6¿7 ❐ †ŒpøJé (Bibliography) 1¿ Goel S. L., Jain R. K., ‘Social Welfare Administration’-Deep & Deep Publications, New

Delhi. 2¿ Kohli A. S., Sharma S. R. ‘Organisation of social Welfare-Anmol Publications Pvt. Ltd, New Delhi. 3¿ Publication

Division, Government of India-India-2003, Reference Annual. 6¿8 ❐ ÌæãÐéÜæé (Exercise) 1¿ ¹é§ì ß öãûôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë

ÌùÞìíæì†Œìíâë ¼¤èá: ûËÞæì óìß¯ 2¿ æìëé ß èÐ™ èûôìÐ èûÛìíùë «*Óìæ ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜ ¼¤íáíø ûËÞæì ôë¯ 3¿ «*èçûaoé• ûút¬›

ß øÇèÐ™íóë äæÖ ¼ìâìèäô æÖìúèû÷ìë ß áâçìóìæ èûÛìù ôé ôé ôâÞ¼ïè÷ †ŒðË ôíëí×À ___

60 Íôô 7 ❐ ëìäÖ¬t¬?íë ¼âìäôÜÖìË øèë÷ìÜæ ùÒæ 7¿1 Û—èâôì 7¿2 ¼âìäôÜÖìË ÌèÓôìë (Directorate of Social Welfare) 7¿3

¼âìäôÜÖìË ÌèÓôìíëë ÜáÖ 7¿4 ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìùÝÌèÓôìíëë ÌùÞìíæì†Œìâ 7¿5 ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë ôìäôâÞ 7¿6 èÐ™ôÜÖìË 7¿7

èÐ™íóë äæÖ Ìæìûìè¼ô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ 7¿8 æìëéôÜÖìË 7¿9 «*èçûaoé ß âìæè¼ô «*èçûaoéíóë ôÜÖìË 7¿10 çøèÐèÜ

äìèçÝçøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼éë ôÜÖìË 7¿11 †ŒpøJé 7¿12 «*x‰ìûÜé 7¿1 Û—èâôì çìíóë èæät¬H ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù ß vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé

¼¤òìíóë âìÓÖíâ ëìäÖ ¼ëôìë ß vô\Ðìè¼ç Ì˜ÜIèÜ ôÜÖìËâïÜô óìèú& ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜ øìÜæ ôíë¯ t¬HìÓéæçìë Ììíù ôíúôèå âìr

ëìíäÖ ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë Ìè¬t¬?& è×Ü• èô¬Q; øëûçÞéôìíÜ ¼ûô-èå ëìäÖ ß vô\Ðìè¼ç Ì˜ÜÈ t¬HìÓéæÛìíû ûì öãkÛìíû

èûèÛˆ‰ æìíâ ß èûèÛˆ‰ ¼âíú ÍÈ èûÛìù ÷ìÜã ôíëí×¯ Ìao«*íóÐ• ÌëgËì÷Ü«*íóÐ• Ì¼â• ðèëúìæì• ä@‡ã ß ôìxŠéë• ôËÞìåô•

âÓÖ«*íóÐ• âèËøãë• vâÙìÜú• æìùìÜÖìw• øìJìû• ëìäòìæ• è¼èôâ• çìèâÜæì§…• Å+ë«*íóÐ• øèfâûà Íû¤ Ìì`óìâìæ ß èæíôìûë

PéøøãJã• óìóëì ß æùë ðìíÛèÜ• èóèGX• óâæ ß èóÅ Íû¤ ÜìáìPéíøë âíçì vô\Ðìè¼ç Ì˜ÜIèÜíç ÍÈ èûÛìùèå ôÜÖìË èûÛìù (Welfare

department) æìíâ øèëè÷ç¯ Iäëìíå Íë æìâ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß Ììèóûì¼é ôÜÖìË èûÛìù/ vôëíÜ òìæéú «*Ðì¼æ ß ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù/

âðìëìí,%³ ¼âìäôÜÖìË• ¼¤t¬ü›èç• ¹é§ì ß øöÞåæ èûÛìù Íû¤ ßè§Ðìíç ¼âè,% Åˆ‰úæ èûÛìù ÍÈ èóôèå vóÔìíÐìæì ôíë¯ 1964

¼ìíÜ øüÇôÛìíû ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù ÷ìÜã ðßúìë Ììíù èrøãëìíç èÐáì èûÛìù Íû¤ øè„í÷ëéíç t¬HìòÖ èûóãÖÁ ß x*âèûÛìù ÍÈ óìèú&

øìÜæ ôëç¯ èûÛìùèåë èûèÛˆ‰ æìâ Çìôìë ¼@¬cìûÖ ôìëË ðÜ_òìæéú ¼¤t¬ü›èç «*íúìäæ ß øèëèòèçë èûèÛˆ‰çì Íû¤
èûÛìùIèÜ òìèøç ðûìë ¼âíú øèëôìÒìíâìë ÌÛìû¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù ×ì§ì ÌæÖ ôíúôèå èûÛìùß ¼âìäôÜÖìËâïÜô

61 ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìèúç ôíë¯ ÌæÖ ÍÈ èûÛìùIèÜ ðÜ_æìëé ß èÐ™ôÜÖìË èûÛìù• t¬Hëì,%³ èûÛìù ‘æìûìÜô ÌøëìÓo• èÛáìûüè+’•

väÜ èûÛìù ‘ûè`óôÜÖìË’• øãèÜÐ èûÛìù ‘ÌÊæèçô ôìäôâÞ óâæ’• èÐáì èûÛìù ‘«*èçûaoé ß ÌûíðèÜç âìæã»íóë èÐáì’• x*â èûÛìù

‘x*èâô ôÜÖìË’• çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼é èûÛìù ‘Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËëôÜÖìË’• †Œìíâìˆ‰úæ èûÛìù ß ø˜ìíúèçëìä «*èçVìæ ‘†ŒìâéË

âìæãí»ë ôÜÖìË’ ÈçÖìèó¯ 7¿2 ¼âìäôÜÖìË ÌèÓôìë (Directorate of Social Welfare) ¼âìäôÜÖìË-èû»úô ¼â¼ÖìIèÜ ¼@øíôÞ

Ìæã¼aoìíæë äæÖ t¬Hëì,%³ èûÛìíùë ÐìÔì èð¼ìíû 1956 ¼ìíÜë Ìí=ìûë âìí¼ øèfâûíà ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù òìèøèç ðú¯ ÍÈ èûÛìíùë

Ìæãíâìèóç øèëôGFæì ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜ ëCøìèúç ôëìë Åí!íÐÖ 1962 ¼ìíÜ øüÇôÛìíû ¼âìäôÜÖìË ÌèÓôìë «*èçVì ôëì ðú¯

¼âìäôÜÖìË ß Åˆ‰úæâïÜô ôìäôíâÞë äæÖ ç·ËâïÜ¬t¬?íë øèë÷ìÜæì ß èóô èæíóÞíÐë ôìä ôíë ÍÈ ÌèÓôìë ûì øèë÷ìÜô â„Üé¯ 7¿3

¼âìäôÜÖìË ÌèÓôìíëë ÜáÖ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ÌèÓôìíëë âïÜ ÜáÖIèÜ ðÜ èæ@¬‰èÜèÔç várIèÜíç «*ìèçVìèæô ß Ì-«*ìèçVìèæô

¼ðìúçì ôëì ½ ● æìëé ‘èæ¥t¬H• èûÓûì ß çìíóë ßøë èæÛÞëÐéÜ èÐ™¼íâç’¯ ● èÐ™ ‘¼âìíäë ¼ìíÇ âìèæíú ÷Üíç æì-øìëì

æìûìÜô ÌøëìÓé¼íâç’¯ ● «*èçûaoé¯ ● vö¼û öãûô ×ìr æú¯ ● ûút¬› ß ÌÐk âìæã»¯ ● èÛáhô¯ ● ôhV vëìùì¹ì¬Q? âìæã»¯

«*ìèçVìèæô ¼ðìúçì èð¼ìíû Çìôì-Ôìßúì• èÐáì• è÷èôÁ¼ì ß ûüè+âïÜô «*èÐáË èóíú Åøíëìk vùìVéIèÜë âìæã»íóë ÷—§ì¬Q?

øãæûÞì¼íæë «*í÷,%ì ôëì ðú¯ Ì-«*ìèçVìèæô ¼ðìúçìë Ìà èð¼ìíû «*çÖáÛìíû ÌÇûì vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìIèÜë âìÓÖíâ èæøéè§ç

øèëûìëIèÜë âìæã»íóë ÌìèÇÞô ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì ðú¯ ¼¤ôåìøˆ‰ âìæãí»ë äæÖ ÍÈ «*ìèçVìèæô øèëí¼ûìë èçæèå èóô

Ììí×_«*èçí»Óô• èæëìâúâïÜô ß øãæûÞì¼æâïÜô¯ ÍIèÜ vö ôìä ôíë Çìíô• çìë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ ½ ● èÐ™íóë t¬HìòÖûìæ ôíë vçìÜì¯ ●
¼ìâìèäô øìøôâÞ ß çìíóë ßøë ÌçÖì÷ìë ôâìíæìë Åí!íÐÖ æìëéíóë ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô ¼â¼Öì ðuì¼ ôëì¯ ● «*èçûaoé âìæã»íóë

t¬HèæÛÞë ôíë vçìÜì¯
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62 ● ûút¬› ß ÌÐk âìæã»íóë ¼âìääéûíæë âïÜ vt¬Œìíç èØèëíú èæíú Ìì¼ì¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ÌèÓôìíëë âïÜ óìèú& ðÜ øèëôèGFç Íû¤
ÌøèëôèGFç ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜ öÇìÇÞÛìíû ëCøìèúç ôëì• ¼¤ðç ôëì ß «*¼ìèëç ôëì¯ 7¿4 ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìùÝÌèÓôìíëë ÌùÞìíæì†Œìâ

¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë ¼íûÞìE÷ øíó Çìíôæ Ûìë«*ì: âQŸé Íû¤ Íë «*Ðì¼èæô «*Óìæ ðíÜæ ëìäÖ ¼ëôìíëë ¼è÷û¯ èûÛìíùë æéèç

«*Ëúæ ôëíç• èûÓìæ¼Ûìú ÌìÈæ øìÐ ôëíç Íû¤ æéèç• «*ôGF ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜë ç+UìûÓìæ ôëíç ¼è÷ûìÜú Ûìë«*ì: âQŸéíô

øëìâÐÞ ß ÅøíóÐ èóíú ¼ðìúçì ôíë¯ ÍÈ ÌèÓôìíëë Ðéí»Þ Çìíôæ Íô øèë÷ìÜô• öþìíô ¼ðìúçì ôíëæ Ìèçèëk øèë÷ìÜô ß öã†Š

øèë÷ìÜô• ÍôìèÓô ¼ðôìëé øèë÷ìÜô• «*Ðì¼èæô ÌèØ¼ìë ß ÌÓéæò ôâÞ÷ìëéëì¯ Ííóë «*Óìæ ôçÞûÖ ðÜ èûÛìíùë æéèç ß

øèëôGFæìIèÜ ëCøìèúç ôëì¯ Íëì ¼óë ooó:ë vÇíô ôìä ÷ìÜìæ¯ èûÛìùéú ß väÜì ¼âìäôÜÖìË ÌìèÓôìèëôëì väÜì¬t¬?íë èæíäíóë

ÍèkúìëÛhk òìæIèÜíç èûèÛˆ‰ ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ëCøìèúç ôíëæ¯ ûLô ß †Œìâ ¬t¬?íë ÍÈ ôìíäë óìèú& vææ ûLô ¼âìäôÜÖìË

ÌìèÓôìèëôëì• «*íçÖíôë «*íúìäæ âç Åøöãk ¼¤ÔÖô ¼è÷ûìÜú ôâÞé väìùìæ èóíú ¼è÷ûìÜú ÌèÓôìë ß váréú ôâÞòìíæ ôìíä

¼ðìúçì ôëì ðú¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù Ûìë«*ì: âQŸé ¼è÷û (IAS) øèë÷ìÜô â„Üé ÛûÙãíë èæúìâô ¼è÷ûìÜú ¼ðôìëé èæúìâô öã†Š

¼è÷û (IAS) øèfâûà ¼ëôìíëë ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë ÌùÞìíæì†Œìâ ¼ðôìëé øèë÷ìÜô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ Ììûì¼ ÌÇÞ ¼ðôìëé øèë÷ìÜô

¼ðôìëé øèë÷ìÜô Ìèçèëk øèë÷ìÜô ¼ðôìëé øèë÷ìÜô ‘æìëé èûôìÐ’ ¼âìäôÜÖìË øèëóÐÞô Åø-¼è÷û ÌÓéáô ‘7èå èæíô- çíæë

äæÖ’ ÛûÙãíë ôhV vëìùì¬Q? âìæã» ùíû»Ëì ÌèØ¼ ‘3’ âèðÜì ¼âìäí¼ûé ÌèØ¼ìë Ìæ vtøÐìÜ èõÅèå v¼ôÐæ ÌèØ¼ìë ÷hèGX-

øèëíûÐ Ììûì¼ èæíóÞÐô ¼ðôìëé ¼è÷û ¼ðôìëé øèë÷ìÜô väÜì v«*ì†Œìâ ÌèØ¼ìë èÐ™èûôìÐ «*ôGF Ìè¼¼ìë ICDS

ç+UìûÓìúô Ìàæûìóé ôâÞé ¼ìðìöÖôìëé v¼ôÐæ ÌèØ¼ìë v¼ôÐæ ÌèØ¼ìë v¼ôÐæ ÌèØ¼ìë v¼ôÐæ ÌèØ¼ìë øèë÷ìÜô (IAS)

63 7¿5 ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë ôìäôâÞ øèëôGFæì• æéèç• ôâÞ¼ïè÷ èæÓÞìëË ß ëCøìúíË ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù Íô Iëg&øïËÞ Û—

èâôì øìÜæ ôíë¯ Í×ì§ì ÍÈ èûÛìù æìëé• èÐ™• «*èçûaoé• ûút¬›• èæ¥t¬H ß ÌÐk âìæã»• çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝçøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼é ß

Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èË-èû»úô èûèÛˆ‰ ÌìÈæ øèë÷ìÜæì ôíë¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù ÍÈ¼û ôÜÖìËâïÜô øèëôGFæì øèë÷ìÜæì ôíë ½ ●
èÐ™ôÜÖìË¯ ● æìëéôÜÖìË¯ ● ûút¬›• ÌÐk ß èæ¥t¬H âìæãí»ë ôÜÖìË¯ ● ¾óèðô ß âìæè¼ô «*èçûaoéíóë ôÜÖìË¯ ● çøèÐèÜ

äìèçÝçøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼é ß Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËë ôÜÖìË¯ ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë ëCøìèúç ôÜÖìËâïÜô ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜíô óãÈ Ûìíù èûÛk

ôëì vöíç øìíë ½ ● Ììûìè¼ô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ (Residential Programme)¯ ● Ìæìûìè¼ô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ (Non-residential Programme)¯ 7¿6

èÐ™ôÜÖìË èÐ™íóë äæÖ Ììûìè¼ô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ½ ‘ô’ “Juvenile Justice (Care & Protection of Children) Act of 2000” Ìæã¼ìíë

èÐ™íóë äæÖ èûèÛˆ‰ Óëíæë Ììûìè¼ô «*èçVìæ ùí§ vçìÜì ðíúí×¯ ÍÈ ÌìÈíæ öìíóë ÌûíðèÜç èð¼ìíû vx*èËÛhk ôëì ðíúí×• v¼È

èÐ™íóë óìèú& †ŒðË ôíë Åøöãk èð¼ìíû t¬Héô·ç èô×ã vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òì¯ ‘Ô’ Juvenile Welfare Committee «*èçVì• öìíô øïíûÞ

Juvenile Welfare Board ûÜì ðç¯ Juvenile Justice Act Ìæãöìúé ÌûíðèÜç èÐ™ ûì æìûìÜôíóë ö-• ¼ãëáì• è÷èôÁ¼ì• èûôìÐ ß

øãæûìÞ¼íæë äæÖ øèfâûíà øþì÷èå Juvenile Welfare Committee ùÒæ ôëì ðíúí×¯ ‘ù’ Juvenile Justice Board «*èçVì• öì Ììíù

Juvenile Court æìíâ øèëè÷ç è×Ü¯ J. J. Act Ìæãöìúé øèfâûíà âìr Íôèå Juvenile Justice Board òìèøç ðíúí×¯ âïô ß ûèÓë•

óüè,%ðéæ• âìæè¼ô èóíô èøè×íú-ø§ì èÐ™íóë äæÖ ëìíäÖ vûÐ ôíúôèå Ììûì¼ ùí§ vçìÜì ðíúí×¯ øèççìÜú vÇíô Åºoìë ôëì

vâíúíóë äæÖß Íôèå Ììûì¼ òìøæ ôëì ðíúí×¯ ‘Ù’ ‘Cottage Scheme’ Ðé»Þô «*ôíGFë âìÓÖíâ ÌæèÓô 18 û×ë ûút¬› v×íÜíâíúíóë•

öìíóë ÍÈ ÌìÈíæ “èÐ™” ûíÜ ùËÖ ôëì ðú• çìíóë ö- ß ¼ãëáìë äæÖ J. J. Act-Íë Óìëì Ìæãöìúé èæ¥t¬H èÐ™íóë Ììûìè¼ô «*èçVìæ

ù§ì ðíúí×¯ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë ÜáÖ ðÜ_ÍÈ èÐ™íóë ¼âìíäë âïÜ vt¬Œìíç èØèëíú èæíú Ìì¼ì¯ Íë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë âíÓÖ ëíúí×_ÔìóÖ• Ììx*ú•

vøìÐìô• t¬HìòÖ ëáì ÈçÖìèóë

64 äæÖ øèëí¼ûì¯ èûèÛˆ‰ èû»íú èÐ™íóë óá ôíë çhÜíç çìíóë äæÖ ¼ìÓìëË èÐáì• ûüè+âïÜô «*èÐáË• ¼ì¤t¬ü›èçô ß

èûíæìóæâïÜô èÐáì• æìùèëôçì èÐáì ÈçÖìèóë ûÖûòì ôëì ðíúí×¯ ÍÈ «*èçVìæIèÜ Ûèû»Öíç èæ¥t¬Hçìë ¼@¬cìûæì vëìÓ ôëíç

çìíóë èæ¥t¬H Ì˜íÜ ¼í÷çæçì ¼üè,% ôëìë ôìíäß èÜ: Çìíô¯ 7¿7 èÐ™íóë äæÖ Ìæìûìè¼ô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ‘ô’ óéæ èÐ™íóë

Ì«*ìèçVìèæô ö-íôè\ô ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçì t¬›éâ 1994 ‘Non-Institutional Care Financial Assistance for the Destitute Children

Scheme, 1998) ÍÈ «*ôíGFë ÌÓéíæ ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçìë äæÖ Ììíûóæôìëéíóë æéí÷ë ÐçÞIèÜ øïëË ôëíç ðíû ½ ● çìíô Ûìëíçë æìùèëô

ß ôâøíá ùç ×ú û×ë Óíë øèfâûíàë ÌèÓûì¼é ðíç ðíû¯ ● ûú¼ 6 vÇíô 18-Íë âíÓÖ ðíç ðíû/ ● øèfâûà ¼ëôìë Ìæãíâìèóç vôìæß

«*èçVìíæ èæúèâç ×ìr ðíç ðíû¯ ● èøç·âìç·ðéæ ûì ™Óãâìr èøç·ðéæ èÐ™íóë «*èçøìÜæ ôëì ÌìKéú ûì âìíúíóë âìè¼ô Ììú 250

åìôìë ôâ ðíç ðíû¯ ● ëìäÖ ¼ëôìë• vô\éú ¼ëôìë ûì vôìæß vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤òìë ôìí× èæúèâç ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçì vøíÜ ÍÈ «*ôíGFë

Ììßçìú Ìì¼ì öìíû æì¯ ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçìë øèëâìË ðÜ èÐ™«*èç âìè¼ô »ìå åìôì¯ èÐ™èå ø§ìíÐìæì ÷ìÜìíæì ûì ÌìÒìíëì û×ë ûúí¼

vøþî×ìíæì• Ííóë âíÓÖ vöèå Ììíù Ùåíû• ççèóæ ÍÈ ¼ðìúçì ÷ìÜã Çìôíû ÌÇûì èæ¥t¬HÛìë ÅÁ¼IèÜ èæâïÞÜ ôëì øöÞ¬Q? ÍÈ ¼ðìúçì

èóíú öìßúì ðíû¯ ‘Ô’ øèëçÖk èÐ™íóë ó+ô †ŒðË 1994 ½ Adoption of Children who are either abandoned, relinquished by

their parents (1994) : ëìäÖ ¼ëôìë ½ ● èæät¬H ÍèkúìëÛhk óßô ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜë ßøë æäëóìèë ôíë Íû¤ èûèÛˆ‰ «*èçVìíæë

ôìäôíâÞë ¼âˆHú ¼ìÓæ ôíë/ ● ó+ô èð¼ìíû ûì vóíÐë vôìæß øèëûìíëë ÌèÛÛìûôí& vöìùÖ èÐ™íóë çhíÜ èóíç ÅÁ¼ìð vóú ß

¼ìðìöÖ ôíë¯ ● Orphanages and other Charitable Homes (supervision and control) Act, 1960 ÌìÈæèå ûÜûÁ ôíë ß èÐ™íóë

Íû¤ èÐ™íóë ôÜÖìËâïÜô «*èçVìæIèÜë Íôåì èæèóÞ,% æïÖæçâ âìæ ûäìú ëìÔíç Åøöãk èûôGF èæúâìûèÜ èæºoÞìëË ôíë¯ ●
Central Adoption Resource Agency-ë ôìí× vö¼û ¼¤òì t¬Héô·èç v÷íú Ììíûóæ ôíëí×• v¼IèÜ øèëóÐÞæ ôíë¯
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65 ● ó+ô ¼¤¹ì¬Q? Íô Åøíó,%ì ôèâèå ùÒæ ôíë¯ ● û×íë Ì¬Q?ç Íôûìë vóíÐë èÛçíë ß vóíÐë ûìÈíë ó+ô ¼¤¹ì¬Q? ôìíä èÜ: Çìôì

¼û ¼¤òì ß «*èçVìæ øèëóÐÞæ ôíë¯ ‘ù’ ÌÔ„ èÐ™ Åˆ‰úæ t¬›éâ ½ Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS) : 1975

¼ìíÜë 2ëì Ìí=ìûë ¼ìëì Ûìëíç 33èå øëéáìâïÜô «*ôGF èæíú Íôèå ¼¤ðç èÐ™-Åˆ‰úæ vöìäæì ÷ìÜã ôëì ðú¯ øèfâûíàë äæÖ óãèå

«*ôGF Ìæãíâìóæ ôëì ðú_æìùèëô vx*èËíç ôÜôìçìë èÔèóëøãíë ß †ŒìâéË vx*èËíç øãëgèÜúì väÜìë âìæûìäìíë¯ èÐ™ ß çìíóë

âìíúíóë Ìè¬t¬?&• ¼ãëáì ß Åˆ‰úíæë äæÖ èûèÛˆ‰ ûÖûòì Ìàæûìóé vô\IèÜë âìÓÖíâ ICDS çìíóë Ùíëë óëäìú vøþîí× èóíúí×¯

†Œìâ ß Ððíë «*èçèå Ìàæûìóé vô\ Íô ðìäìë ß Ììèóûì¼é ÍÜìôìú ¼ìçíÐì âìæãí»ë vóÔìíÐìæì ôíë¯ ¼â¬t¬? èûÛìíùë ôìäíô Íôèå vôí\

¼âˆHú Ùèåíú çìíóë †Œðéçìíóë ôìí× ×è§íú vóßúì ðú¯ ÍÈ vô\IèÜ ÌèÛÛìûô ß vùìVéIèÜíô èÐèáç ôíë vçìíÜ• öìíç çìëì èÐ™íóë

öìûçéú «*íúìäæ ¼@øíôÞ Ìûèðç ðíú çìíóë Ìûòìë Ììëß Åˆ‰èç Ùåìíç ¼áâ ðæ¯ ¼âè,% Ì¤Ð†ŒðíËë âìÓÖíâ ÌæèÓô ×ú û×íëë

èÐ™• ùÛÞûçé ß ¬t¬?æÖóìúé âìíúíóë äæÖ æéí÷ ÅèGXèÔç ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜ ëCøìèúç ôëì ðíE× ½ ‘ô’ ¼@øïëô øãè,%¯ ‘Ô’ ×úèå

âìëË vëìíùë èûëgíºo èåôìôëË ß «*èçí»Óô è÷èôÁ¼ì¯ ‘ù’ èÐ™ ß âìíúë t¬HìòÖ øëéáì¯ ‘Ù’ vëØìëìÜ ¼ìèÛÞ¼¯ ‘Â’ Ìæãø÷ìèëô

«*ìô-èûóÖìÜú èÐáì¯ ‘÷’ Åˆ‰ççë èÐ™ øèë÷öÞì ß âìíúíóë øãè,%ë äæÖ t¬HìòÖ èÐáì¯ ‘Ù’ äìçéú v¹÷ Øì„ t¬›éâ 1994 ½

National Creche Fund scheme (1994) : Ììëß vûèÐ ¼¤ÔÖìú èÐ™Ûûæ (creche) òìèøç ôëìë «*íúìäíæë ôÇì âìÇìú vëíÔ ÍÈ

National Creche Fund «*èçVì ôëì ðú¯ ÍÈ «*ôíGFë ÌÓéíæ èÐ™íóë äæÖ èóûì-vô\ (day care facilities), ¼@øïëô øãè,%•

è÷èôÁ¼ì• èûíæìóæ ÈçÖìèó øèëí¼ûì vóßúì ðú¯ ëìäÖ ¼ëôìë• vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤òì• 1963 ¼ìíÜë Societies Registration Act

Ìæã¼ìíë æèÇûºo ûì ôâøíá ùç óã-û×ë Óíë øìûèÜô å³ìš èð¼ìíû t¬Héô·ç Íû¤ èÐ™ôÜÖìíËë váír ôìíäë ¼ãûìíó øèëè÷ç âèðÜì

â„ÜIèÜ ÍÈ çðèûÜ vÇíô ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçìë äæÖ Ììíûóæ ôëìë vöìùÖ¯ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ ÌæèÓô øþì÷ û×íëë èÐ™íóë äæÖ

èóûì-vô\ òìøíæë âìÓÖíâ çìíóë «*ìèçVìèæôÛìíû ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì¯ Íë Ììßçìú øí§ ÌæèÓô øþì÷ û×íëë èÐ™ëì• öìíóë ÌèÛÛìûôíóë Ììú

66 û×íë 1800 åìôìë vûèÐ æú• öìëì ô·è»x*èâíôë ûì çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼éÛhk èøçìë ¼¬Q?ìæ Íû¤ v¼È æìëéëì öìëì Support

to Training and Employment Programmes of Women (STEP) ß Norwegion Agency for International Development

(NORAD)-Íë âíçì ôâÞ¼¤òìæ ¼üè,% ôëìë «*ôíGF ôâÞëç¯ ¼ì@eóìèúô óìàìú áèç†Œ¬t¬? øèëûìíëë èÐ™ëìß ÍÈ «*ôíGFë Ììßçìú

øí§¯ ‘Â’ ûìèÜôì ¼âüèºo vöìäæì (BSY) : ¼âìíä æìëéèÐ™ë âöÞìóì ûüèºoë äæÖ Íô óéÙÞíâúìèó øèëôGFæìë Ìà èð¼ìíû ÍÈ ûìèÜôì

¼âüèºo vöìäæì ÷ìÜã ôëì ðú¯ ÍÈ vöìäæìë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ ½ ● äíˆŠë ¼âú æìëéèÐ™ ß çìë âìíúë «*èç øèëûìë ß ¼âìíäë óüè,%Ûèàë

øèëûçÞæ Ììæì¯ ● Ììëß vûèÐ¼¤ÔÖô æìëéèÐ™íô t¬ã›íÜ ÛèçÞ ôëì ß Óíë ëìÔì¯ ● æìëéqCË ðçÖì ß èÐ™ðçÖìë èûëgíºo

¼í÷çæçì äì†Œç ôíë øíëìáÛìíû æìëéèÐ™ë Ìè¬t¬?& ¼ãëèáç ôëì¯ ● Ùíë ûì Ùíëë ûìÈíë æìëéèÐ™ x*íâë Ùåæì ðuì¼ ôëì¯ ●
æìëéèÐ™ë ¼ìâè†Œô âöÞìóì ûüèºo ôëì¯ ● ëìäÖ ¼ëôìíëë èæíóÞíÐ †Œìâ ø˜ìíúçÝøãë¼ÛìIèÜë âìÓÖíâ väÜì øèë»óÝväÜì

†Œìíâìˆ‰úæ ¼¤òìÝväÜì æùë Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òìÝväÜì æìëé Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òì ûì väÜì ¬t¬?íëë ÌæÖìæÖ “væìõìÜ” ¼¤òìIèÜ ÍÈ

øèëôGFæì ëCøìèúç ôëìë ôìíä èÜ:¯ vóíÐë vö-vôìæß väÜìú †Œìâ ûì æùë ÍÜìôìíç 1997 ¼ìíÜë 15È Ììùš ûì çìë øíë äˆŠ væßúì vö-

vôìæß æìëéèÐ™_öìë øèëûìë Ììëß ¼ëôìíëë èæúâìæãöìúé óìèë°Ö¼éâìë æéí÷ Ìûòìæ ôíë_ÍÈ vöìäæìë Ììßçìú øí§¯ æìëéèÐ™ë

âìíô æùó øþì÷íÐì åìôì vóßúì ðíú Çìíô¯ øèëôGFæì ëCøìúíËë óìèúí& Çìôì väÜì ¬t¬?íëë ÌìèÓôìèëôíóë âìÓÖíâ

ø˜ìíúçÝøãë¼ÛìIèÜíô ÍÈ ÌÇÞ vóßúì ðú¯ ÍÈ øèëôGFæì ÍôÈ øèëûìíëë óãèå æìëéèÐ™ë äæÖ ¼éâìûºo¯ ‘÷’ øÇûì¼é èÐ™íóë

äæÖ ÌÔ„ ôâÞ¼ï÷é (Integrated progamme for the street children) ¼ìèûÞô ÜáÖ ½ ùüð ß øèëûìëðéæ èÐ™íóë ¼@øïËÞ ß

¼ìèûÞô Åˆ‰úæ¯ Åí!ÐÖ ¥ èæ¥t¬Hçì «*èçíëìÓ ôíë øÇäéûæ vÇíô èÐ™íóë ¼èëíú Ííæ ¼âìíäë âïÜ vt¬Œìíç «*èçèVç ôëì/

Ììx*ú• øãè,%• è÷èôÁ¼ì• t¬HìòÖèûÓìæ• èæëìøó øìæéú äÜ• èÐáì ß èûíæìóíæë ûÖûòì ôëì Íû¤ ÌûíðèÜç øÇèÐ™íóë ßøë

ÌçÖì÷ìë ß vÐì»íËë èûëgíºo ¼ãëáìë ûÖûòì ôëì¯ ëËæéèç ¥ ¼ëôìë ‘vô\• ëìäÖ ß òìæéú’• vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òì ß ¼ìâè†ŒôÛìíû

vùìVéë ¼ìâÇÞÖ ûüèºo

67 ôëìë äæÖ ¼í÷çæçì äì†Œç ôëì• öìíç Rights of the child convention Juvenile Justice Act, 2000 ÌìÈæ Ìæãöìúé èÐ™íóë

èæät¬H ÌèÓôìë vóßúì ðú¯ ÜáÖ vùìVé (Target group) ¥ ÍÈ ôâÞ¼ïè÷íç øÇèÐ™• èûíÐ»ç öìëì ÌèÛÛìûô ß ùüððéæ Íû¤ vöîæôâÞ

ß ØhåøìÇûì¼é âìæã»íóë ¼¬Q?ìæ• çìíóë ¼ìâè†Œô ôÜÖìíËë äæÖ Ì-«*ìèçVìèæô ¼ðìúçì ôëìë öÇì¼ìºoÖ v÷,%ì ôëì ðíû¯ 7¿8

æìëéôÜÖìË 2¿ æìëéíóë äæÖ Ììûìè¼ô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ½ ‘ô’ æìëé Íû¤ èÐ™èûôìÐ ß ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù Prevention of Immoral

Traffic in Women and Girls (Amendment) Act, 1978 ÌìÈæèå ûÜûÁ ôíë¯ ÍÈ ÌìÈæ Ìæã¼ìíë ëìíäÖ ÍÈ èûÛìùèå ÈèçâíÓÖ øþì÷èå

Ììûì¼ «*èçVì ôíëí×¯ ‘Ô’ Juvenile Justice Act, 1986 Ìæã¼ìíë ëìäÖäãí§ æìûìÜô Ììûì¼IèÜë «*ì:ûút¬› ûìè¼`óìíóë äæÖ “ÌìØåìë

vôúìë vðìâ” ûì ÌìíëìùÖ øëûçÞé ™x*ã»ìë Ììûì¼ ÷ìÜìíæì ðíE×¯ ‘ù’ ûìèÜôì ß «*ì:ûút¬›ì æìëéíóë äæÖ t¬HGFíâúìèó Ììûì¼ ¥

øìèëûìèëô ¼â¼Öì• âìæè¼ô ÷ìø• ¼âìíä ÍôÙíë ðßúì• vÐì»Ë Íû¤ ÌæÖìæÖ ôìëíË öìíóë ëáËìíûáË ôëìë vôÅ væÈ• t¬HGF vâúìóé

Ììûì¼IèÜíç v¼È¼û ûìèÜôì ß æìëéíóë Ìòìúé Ììx*ú ß øãæûÞì¼íæë ûÖûòì ôëì ðú¯ äéûíæë æìæìæ ÷ìíÜíJë âãíÔìâãèÔ ðíç ÍÈ

Ììûì¼IèÜ Ííóë ¼ìâìèäô ß ÌÇÞÊæèçô èóô vÇíô «*¬t¬;ç ôíë vçìíÜ¯ ÍÈ Ììûì¼IèÜíç âìæè¼ô ö- ß è÷èôÁ¼ì• ôâÞè÷èôÁ¼ì

(occupational therapy), èÐáì çÇì ûüè+âïÜô «*èÐáË• èûíæìóíæë ¼ãèûÓì ÈçÖìèóë ûÖûòì ôëì ðú¯ Åí!ÐÖ ½ ● ¼ìâìèäô

ÌûÜ@¬Hæðéæ æìëé ß ûìèÜôìíóë Ìòìúé Ììx*ú ß ¼ìðìöÖ óìæ ôëì/ ● «*èÐáË• øëìâÐÞóìæ ÈçÖìèóë âìÓÖíâ æìëé ß ûìèÜôìíóë

¼ìâìèäô ß ÌÇÞÊæèçô øãæûÞì¼íæë ûÖûòì ôëì¯ ● øèççûüè+íç vöìù èóíç öìíóë ûìÓÖ ôëì ðíE× çìíóë• ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì¯ ●
øìèëûìèëô èûûìíóë äæÖ ¼ðìú ¼@¬HÜðéæ Ìûòìú öìëì Ùë ×ì§íç ûìÓÖ ðú ûì óì@øçÖ èûëìíóë äæÖ ÌìÈèæ èûûìíóë âíÓÖ øí§•

çìíóë ¼ðìúçì ôëì¯ ● vöîæ èæöÞìçíæë èÐôìë ðíú öìëì øèëûìë ûì ¼âìíä èØíë Ìì¼íç ¼â¼Öìë âãíÔìâãèÔ ðíE×• çìíóë ¼ðìúçì

ôëì¯ ● âìæè¼ô èûøöÞú• ¼âìíä ÍôÙíë ðßúì ÈçÖìèó Pìëì «*Ûìèûç æìëéíóë øìíÐ óþì§ìíæì¯ ● øìèëûìèëô ¼â¼Öìë äæÖ öìëì

ùüðçÖìù ôíë øìèÜíú öìæ• çìíóë âìæè¼ôÝÐìëéèëô è÷èôÁ¼ì•
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68 øãæûÞì¼íæë øëìâÐÞ Íû¤ øèëûìëÝ¼âìíä øãæ¥«*èçVìë ûÖûòì ôëì¯ ● 15 vÇíô 35 û×ë ûút¬› æìëéíóë Ì†ŒìèÓôìë vóßúì¯ ●
âìíúë ¼íà Çìôì ûì Ììûìí¼È äˆŠ ðßúì èÐ™íóë ¼ìç û×ë ûú¼ øöÞ¬Q? Ììûìí¼ Çìôíç vóßúì ðú• öìë øíë çìíóë èÐ™ Ììûì¼ ûì ÌæÖ

Åøöãk òìíæ òìæì¬Q?èëç ôëì ðú¯ ‘Ù’ èóûì-vô\¼íâç ôâÞëçì æìëéíóë ðíšÜ ½ æìëéíóë ôâÞ¼¤òìæ ûüèºo ôëíç ß «*öãèkùç

«*èÐáË èóíç ðíšÜ èæâÞìíËë äæÖ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤òì• ëìäÖ ¼ëôìë• ¼ëôìèë «*èçVìæ• èÐáì«*èçVìæIèÜíô ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë

ÌÓéíæ ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçì ôëì ðú¯ Åí!ÐÖ ¥ Ùíëë ûìÈíë Çìôì ôâÞëçì æìëéíóë äæÖ ¼¬t¬?ì ß èæëìøó ðíšíÜë ûÖûòì ôëì¯ ÜáÖ vùìVé

¥ Íôì ôâÞëçì æìëé• èûÓûì• èûûìðèûè×ˆ‰ì• øüÇô ðíú öìßúì Íû¤ öìíóë t¬Hìâéëì Ððíëë ûìÈíë ûì¼ ôíë• v¼È¼û âèðÜìëì¯ ôâÞëçì

æìëéíóë âìè¼ô Ììú vöæ ‘A’ vx*èËÛhk ÐðëIèÜë váír 16000 åìôì ß ÌæÖìæÖ òìæ 15000 åìôìë vûèÐ æì ðú¯ ôâÞëçì æìëéíóë

èÐ™¼¬Q?ìíæëì çìíóë âìíúë ¼íà ðíšíÜë èóûì-vô\IèÜíç Çìôíç øìíë¯ çøèÐèÜ äìèç ß çøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼éíóë äæÖ ðíšÜ ß èóûì-

vô\IèÜíç öÇì¹íâ 25S ß 7¿5S Ìì¼æ ¼¤ëèáç Çìíô¯ æìëéíóë äæÖ Ìæìûìè¼ô ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ½ ‘ô’ èæ¥t¬H æìëé ß ûìèÜôìíóë

«*èÐáíËë äæÖ vøìÐìô ¾çèë ß v¼ÜìÈ èÐáìë vô\ «*èçVìë øèëôGFæì ½ ÜáÖ ß Åí!ÐÖ ¥ ÌÇÞÊæèçô øãæûÞì¼íæë äæÖ

èæ¥t¬H âèðÜìíóë óèäÞèùèë çÇì Íâûuúõìèë ß v¼ÜìÈíúë ôìíä «*èÐáË vóßúì¯ ÍÈ èûÛìù ðìß§ì väÜìë ëìâëìäìçÜìíç vö ðìß§ì vðìâ

òìèøç ôíëí× èæ¥t¬H âèðÜìíóë äæÖ• v¼Ôìíæ ôìèå¤ ß våÜìèë¤ óã-û×íëë èõí«Xìâì vôì¼Þ Íû¤ vÜèõ vûuíûìíË èçæ û×íëë

èõí«Xìâì vôì¼Þ ÷ìÜã ôëì ðíúí×¯ ÍÔìíæ èûæìâïíÜÖ «*èÐáË vóßúì ðú Íû¤ èÐáìæûéÐëì âìè¼ô 200 åìôì Ûìçì øìæ¯ ‘Ô’ âèðÜìíóë

«*èÐáË ß èæíúìù ¼¤¹ì¬Q? ôâÞ¼ï÷é ‘Support to Training & Employment Programme for Women (STEP) : çìíóë ÅÁøìóæ

áâçì ûüèºo ôíë Íû¤ èûèÛˆ‰ Ììú ¼üè,%ôìëé ôìíä vöìù vóûìë ¼ãíöìù èóíú ÍÈ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ (STEP) æìëéíóë t¬HèæÛÞëçì ß

t¬HÐì¼æ ûì§ìíæìë ÜíáÖ ôìä ôíë¯ ô·è»• ø™øìÜæ• óãDo «*ôGF• âÁ¼Ö÷ì»• çþìç• Ôìèó ß †ŒìâéË èÐGF• vëÐâ ÷ì»•

ûæ¼üäæ ß øèçç äèâ Åˆ‰úíæë âíçì «*Çìùç várIèÜíç ôhÐÜé ôíë çhÜûìë äæÖ óèë° ß ¼@øóðéæ æìëéíóë äæÖ ÍÈ

ôâÞ¼ïè÷íç «*èÐáíËë ûÖûòì ôëì ðú¯

69 Åí!ÐÖ ½ ● «*èÐáË ß ÎËóìíæë âìÓÖíâ æìëéíóë v×ìíåì v×ìíåì vùìVéíç ¼âíûç ôëì¯ ● óáçì ûì§ìíæìë äæÖ «*èÐáíËë ûÖûòì ôëì¯

● ¼@‡ãÔ ß øfìÁùìâé vöìù¼ïr «*óìæ ôíë æìëé vùìVéIèÜíô ôâÞ¼¤òìæ çÇì Ììú ¼üè,%ë ôâÞ¼ïè÷íç vöìù èóíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì¯ ●
æìëéíóë «*èÐáË ß ôâÞ¼¤òìíæë øèëèòèçíô Åˆ‰ççë ôíë çhÜíç ¼ðìúçì ôëì¯ ëCøìúËôìëé ¼¤òì ¥ ¼ëôìèë «*èçVìæ• väÜì

†Œìíâìˆ‰úæ ¼¤òì• ¼âûìú ¼¤òì ß vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤òìIèÜ ÍÈ «*ôGF ëCøìèúç ôíë¯ ÜáÖ vùìVé ¥ öìíóë ôÇì è÷¬Q?ì ôíë ÍÈ

STEP ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ùüðéç ðíúí×• çìëì ðÜ «*ìè¬Q?ô• ¼@øóðéæ †ŒìâéË æìëé Íû¤ ÐTíë óèë°¯ Ííóë âíÓÖ ëíúí× âäãèë ôâÞé•

Ììèóûì¼é ß ÌæÖìæÖ òìæ÷—Öç vùìVé¯ ÍÈ ôâÞ¼ïè÷íç èûíÐ» Iëg& vóßúì ðú çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼é øèëûìëIèÜíô• öìëì

óìèë°Ö¼éâìë æéí÷ Ìûòìæ ôíë¯ ‘ù’ æìëéíóë äæÖ ôâÞ¼¤òìæ çÇì Ììú¼üè,%ë ÈÅèæå (NORAD) «*èçVì ½ ÍÈ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë Åí!ÐÖ

ðÜ ÈíÜôå³èæô¼• Ùè§ vâëìâèç• «*ìÇèâô ß Åˆ‰ççë ôâèøÅåìë «*èÐáË• vøìÐìô ¾çèë• ¼è÷ûíóë ôìä• Íâûuúõìèë ÈçÖìèó

¼ìíûèô ß ÌìÓãèæô èû»úIèÜíç çìíóë «*èÐáË èóíú óèë° âèðÜìíóë ßÈ¼û váír ôìä øìßúì ¼ãèæèfç ôëì¯ ‘Ù’ Èè`óëì âèðÜì vöìäæì

(IMY) ½ ÍÈ vöìäæìë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ ¼â¬t¬? váréú ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜë ¼âˆHú ß ¼¤ðèç Ùèåíú æìëéíóë ôÜÖìË ¼ìÓæ ôëì¯ øèëôèGFç ß

ÌøèëôèGFç Ôìíç æìëéôÜÖìíËë äæÖ èæèóÞ,% ÌÇÞ väìùìæ vóú vô\ ß ëìäÖ ¼ëôìëIèÜ¯ Èè`óëì âèðÜì vöìäæì ðÜ Íôèå

¼ã¼¤ùèÒç ûÖûòì ùí§ vçìÜìë «*í÷,%ì• öì æìëéíóë Åˆ‰úæ «*è¹úìë âïÜ vt¬Œìíçë ¼íà öãk ôëíû¯ ÍÈ vöìäæì väÜì¬t¬?íë Íô Åø-

øèëôGFæì èð¼ìíû ôìä ôíë• öì Ììûìë ç·ËâïÜt¬?íëë ¼¤òìIèÜë âìÓÖíâ †Œìâ¬t¬?íë ×è§íú øí§¯ Ííô ¼ðìúçì ôíë vô\ ß ëìäÖ ¼ëôìíëë

æéèçIèÜ¯ ‘Â’ øèfâûà èûÓûì vøæ¼æ èæúâìûèÜ ‘1979’ ½ ÍÈ èæúâìûèÜë Ììßçìú vôìæß èûÓûì æìëé vøæ¼æ øìûìë vöìùÖ ðíû

öèó_ ● v¼ ôâøíá óÐ û×ë Óíë øèfâûíàë ÌèÓûì¼é ðú¯ ● öèó çìë Ììíúë vôìæß ÅÁ¼ æì Çìíô Íû¤ äéèûôì ÅøìäÞíæë âíçì Ìûòì æì

Çìíô¯ ● èûÓûì vøæ¼íæë øèëâìË ðíû âìè¼ô 400 åìôì¯ ôÜôìçì õìô Ì˜íÜ Controller of Vagvancy ûì ÛûÙãíë èæúìâô• øèfâûà ß

väÜìIèÜíç âðôhâì Ðì¼ô ûì väÜì ÌìèÓôìèëôëì ÍÈ vøæ¼æ èûçëíËë ûÖûÇì ôíëæ¯

70 7¿9 «*èçûaoé ß âìæè¼ô «*èçûaoéíóë ôÜÖìË ‘ô’ Ðìëéèëô «*èçûaoé ×ìríóë äæÖ ûüè+ ¥ Ðìëéèëô «*èçûaoé ×ìríóë ûüè+

«*óìíæë øèëôGFæìèå ôíëí× øèfâûà ¼ëôìíëë æìëé Íû¤ èÐ™ Åˆ‰úæ ß ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìù¯ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ ëìäÖ

Ìæãíâìèóç èÐáì«*èçVìæIèÜíç øìÒëç óã¥ò Ðìëéèëô «*èçûaoé ×ìríóë ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçì ôëì¯ Íë «*Óìæ ÜáÖ ðÜ âìÓÖèâô ¬t¬?íë

ÍÈ ×ìríóë ÍâæÛìíû èÐèáç ôíë vçìÜì• öìíç çìëì vóíÐë vöìùÖ æìùèëô ðûìë Åí!ÐÖ èæíú ÅE÷çë èÐáìë äæÖ «*¬t¬;ç ðíç øìíë¯ ÍÈ

ûüè+ vóûìë váír Ðìëéèëô «*èçûaoéíóë èçæèå vx*èËíç Ûìù ôëì ðú ¥ óüè,%ðéæ• âïô ß ûèÓë Íû¤ Ìèòë èûôÜìàçìú Ìì¹ì¬Q?

×ìírëì¯ ‘Ô’ èÐáìú Ìì¼æ ¼¤ëáË ½ Equal opportunities, Protection of Rights & Full Participation Act, 1995 ÌìÈæ Ìæãöìúé

¼ëôìèë ¼ìðìöÖ«*ì: ¼û èÐáì«*èçVìíæ æçhæ ÛèçÞë ¼âú èçæ Ðçì¤Ð Ìì¼æ «*èçûaoé ×ìríóë äæÖ ¼¤ëèáç ôëìë ÌìíóÐ äìèë

ôëì ðú¯ ‘ù’ vëÜ ß ÌæÖìæÖ èûÛìíù èæät¬H èæúâìæã¼ìíë ×ìí§ë ûÖûòì ôëì ðú¯ ‘Ù’ «*èçûaoé ôâÞ÷ìëéíóë vøÐìùç ôë• Ììú ôíëë

Ììßçìë ûìÈíë ëìÔì ðú¯ ‘Â’ vôìæß ¼ëôìèë ôâÞ÷ìëé vÜìíôì-vâìåíëë vëìíù øàã ûì óüè,%ðéæ ðíÜ ûìè§ vÇíô ÌèØ¼ öìçìúìíçë äæÖ

Ûìçì øìûìë ÌèÓôìëé ðíûæ¯ ‘÷’ ÌèÛÛìûíôë Ìæãøèòèçíç ‘èöèæ ¼ëôìèë ôâÞ÷ìëé è×íÜæ’ vôìæß «*èçûaoé âìæã» ØÖìèâèÜ

vøæ¼æ øìûìë ÌèÓôìëé¯ ‘×’ æìûìÜôíóë èÛáì ß ÛûÙãíë ûüè+ ÅíE×ó ß èæúQŸíËë øèëôGFæì ½ Ûìëç ¼ëôìíëë âíõÜ Ìæã¼ëË

ôíë ëìäÖ ¼ëôìë ôÜôìçìë ëìäìûìäìë Ì˜íÜ ÍÈ øèëôGFæì ÷ìÜã ôíë¯ æìûìÜôíóë ÛûÙãíë ûüè+ë ¼íà Ü§ìÈ ôëíç ôÜôìçì ß âØ¥t¬HíÜë

øþì÷èå ûè¬t¬? ÍÜìôìíç øíë ÍÈ øèëôGFæì ™ëg ôëì ðú¯ Íë ØíÜ ûçÞâìíæ ëìäìûìäìë• vûðìÜì• óâóâ• Ìì`óãÜ vëìõ• ðìß§ì• Å+ëøì§ì ß

Õìôhèëúì_ÍÈ ×èå ÍÜìôìíç ÍÈ øèëôGFæì ÷ìÜã Ììí×¯ óèë°Ö øèëûìëIèÜë 8 vÇíô 16 û×ë ûút¬› èÐ™ëì ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë ØíÜ Åøô·ç

ðú¯ ÍÈ «*ôíGFë âìÓÖíâ Ííóë Åøöãk øëìâÐÞ• Ìæãø÷ìèëô èÐáì Íû¤ óèäÞèùèë• øãçhÜ ¾çèë• ôìíÒë ôìä• ÷ìí»ë ôìä• ûÈ ûþìÓìÈ

ÈçÖìèó ôìíä «*èÐáË vóßúì ðú¯ øì÷ åìôì âïíÜÖë èâõ-võ èâÜ ß âìÇìèø×ã ¾óèæô 21 åìôìë ûüè+ ×ì§ìß ôâÞéëì âìíÄ âìíÄÈ

ûèðÞqÞâË ß èûíæìóæâïÜô ÌæãVìíæë Ììíúìäæ ôíë¯ «*èçèå èûÛìíùë äæÖ âìè¼ô 2000 åìôìë ôþì÷ìâìÜ ¼ëûëìð ôëì ðú¯ ‘ä’ æìëé

ÛûÙãíëíóë äæÖ Ììûì¼ èæâÞìË¯ ‘Ä’ ôhV vëìùì¹ì¬Q? ÛûÙãíëíóë äæÖ Ììûì¼ èæâÞìË ‘âèðÜì èûÛìù’¯ ‘ƒ’ âìæè¼ô Ûìë¼ìâÖðéæ

ÛûÙãíëíóë äæÖ Ììûì¼ èæâÞìË ‘âèðÜì èûÛìù’
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71 7¿10 çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝçøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼éë ôÜÖìË vô\éú ß ëìäÖ ¼ëôìë çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝçøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼éë ôÜÖìË ¼ìÓìíËë

óìèú& ÛìùìÛìèù ôíë øìÜæ ôíë¯ ëìíäÖë ôÜÖìËâïÜô «*ôGFIèÜ ëCøìèúç ôëíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì ×ì§ì vô\éú ¼ëôìë ôÜÖìËâïÜô æéèç

ß ôâÞ¼ïè÷ «*Ëúíæë óìèú& øìÜæ ôíë¯ ôÜÖìËâQŸô çìë ôìäôâÞ Bureau for Tribal Development and Development of SC/ST

and Backward Classes-Íë âìÓÖíâ ôíë Çìíô¯ çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝçøèÐèÜ Ììèóûì¼é ß Ìæ†Œ¼ë vx*èËë t¬HìÇÞ ¼ãëèáç ëìÔìë Åí!

íÐÖ• ¼ëôìèë «*¬t¬?ìû æ¤ 13013Ý9Ý77-SCT-1 ‘21vÐ äãÜìÈ• 1978’ Ìæãöìúé çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝ Ììèóûì¼éë äæÖ Íô ôèâÐæ ùÒæ

ôëì ðú¯ ÍÈ ôèâÐíæë óìèú&IèÜ Íëôâ ½ ● ¼¤èûÓìíæ çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼éíóë äæÖ vö ëáìôûí÷ë ¼¤òìæ Ììí×• çì

øëéáìèæëéáì ôëì/ ● ÌtøüÐÖçì ß çì vÇíô Ålc—ç ûÖèkùç ¾û»âÖ øþì÷ û×íëë âíÓÖ èæâïÞÜ ôëìë ôÇì âíæ vëíÔ Protection

Civil Rights Act, 1955 ëCøìúíËë èû»úèå Ôèçíú vóÔì¯ ● çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼éíóë ßøë ¼¤Ùèåç ÌøëìíÓë vø×íæ ôé Óëíæë

ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô ß ÌæÖìæÖ «*ì¼èàô øèëèòèç ôìä ôíë• çì Ìæã¼aoìæ ôëì/ ÌìÈíæë øíÇ ûìÓìIèÜ óïë ôëì Íû¤ ÌøëìíÓë çóí¬Q?ë äæÖ

°gç ûÖûòì †ŒðË ôëì¯ ● çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼é èð¼ìíû èæíäíô óìèû ôëì• vôìæß ûÖèkíô ¼¤èûÓìæ «*ó+ ëáìôû÷ vÇíô ûè˜ç

ôëìë ÌèÛíöìù vøíÜ v¼È ¼@øíôÞ Ìæã¼aoìæ ôëì¯ çØèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼éíóë äæÖ ëìäÖ ¼ëôìíëë ùüðéç øèëôGFæìIèÜ Íëôâ

½ ‘ô’ âÓÖ ûì ÅE÷¬t¬?íë èÐáìëç çøèÐèÜ äìèçÛhk ×ìréíóë äæÖ ðíšÜ èæâÞìË¯ ‘Ô’ âÓÖ ûì ÅE÷¬t¬?íë èÐáìëç çøèÐèÜ

äìèçÛhk ×ìríóë äæÖ ðíšÜ èæâÞìË¯ ‘ù’ õìkìèë ûì ÈèJèæúìèë¤ øìÒëç çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼é ø§…úìíóë †ŒpûÖì¤íôë âìÓÖíâ

øìÒÖøã¬t¬?ô ¼ëûëìð ôëì¯ ‘Ù’ çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼éÛhk vâÓìûé ×ìr×ìréíóë äæÖ «*ìô-âÖìèå³ô ß âÖìèå³ô-Å+ë ûüè+

«*óìíæë ûÖûòì ôëì¯ ‘Â’ èûèÛˆ‰ øèëôGFæìë âìÓÖíâ vâÇë ß çìíóë ßøë èæÛÞëÐéÜ âìæãí»ë ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô øãæûÞì¼æ vóßúì¯

‘÷’ òìæéú t¬Hìú+Ðì¼æ ß èûÓìæ¼Ûìíç Ìì¼æ ¼¤ëáË ôëì¯ ‘×’ ûú¼• èÐáìß ÌæÖìæÖ vöìùÖçìë âìøôìèÒ ðuì¼ ôíë ¼ëôìèë

èæúâ Ìæãöìúé èÐáì ß ¼ëôìèë ÷ìôhèëíç Ìì¼æ ¼¤ëáË ôëì¯ ‘ä’ Special Comporent Plan ß Tribal Sub-Plan-Íë âìÓÖíâ ôìöÞôëé

ôÜÖìËâïÜô øÖìíôíäë ûÖûòì ôëì¯ ‘Ä’ ¼âíúë ¼íà ¼íà çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼éíóë ¼ìèûÞô Åˆ‰úíæë ÜíáÖ çìíóë äæÖ ùíû»Ëì ß

Åˆ‰úæ vô\ ùí§ vçìÜì¯

72 7¿11 †ŒpøJé 1¿ Goel S. L. Jain R. K. ‘Social Welfare Administration’—Deep & Deep Publication, New Delhi. 2¿ Kohli A.

S., Sharma S. R., ‘Organisation of social Welfare’—Anmol Publications Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi. 3¿ Publications Devision,

Government of India—India—2003, Reference Annual. 7¿12 «*x‰ìûÜé 1¿ øèfâûà ¼ëôìíëë ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë

ÌùÞìíæì†Œìíâë ¼¤èá: ûËÞæì óìß¯ 2¿ æìëé ß èÐ™íóë äæÖ ¼âìäôÜÖìË èûÛìíùë Iëg&øïËÞ ôâÞ¼ïè÷IèÜë ¼¤èá: ûËÞæì óìß¯

3¿ çøèÐèÜ äìèçÝÌìèóûì¼éíóë äæÖ øèfâûà ¼ëôìë ôé ôé øèëôGFæì †ŒðË ôíëí×À ___

73 Íôô 8 ❐ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß Åˆ‰úæ ôìíä vû¼ëôìèë ûì vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë Û—èâôì• èæúâæéèç• vû¼ëôìèë «*ôíGF ÌÇÞ

¼ìðìíöÖë ûì ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìíæë èûèÛˆ‰ ÐçÞ• èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ß t¬HE×çì (Role of NGO or Voluntary Organisation in Social

Welfare & development rules-regulation, Criteria for various, Grants-in-aid to NGO Programme, Accountability &

Transparency) ùÒæ 8¿1 ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß Åˆ‰úæ ôìíä vû¼ëôìèë ûì vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë Û—èâôì 8¿2 èæúâ-æéèç 8¿3

vû¼ëôìèë «*ôíGF ÌÇÞ¼ìðìíöÖë èûèÛˆ‰ ÐçÞ 8¿4 èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì 8¿5 t¬HE×çì 8¿6 †ŒpøJé 8¿7 ÌæãÐéÜæé 8¿1

¼âìäôÜÖìË ß Åˆ‰úæ ôìíä vû¼ëôìèë ûì vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë Û—èâôì ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß ¼âìä Åˆ‰úæ ôìíä vû¼ëôìèë ûì

vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë Û—èâôì vö Ìøèë¼éâ çì Ììë ûÜìë Ìíøáì ëìíÔ æì¯ Íë Û—èâôì ¼ûÞ¬t¬?íë t¬Héô·ç¯ çûãß Íë Û—èâôìIèÜ

Ììâëì ÌìíÜì÷æì ôëû¯ ‘1’ õ¥ èõ¿ øìÜ v÷îÓãèë çìë “ÛíÜ`åìèë ÍÖôåd Èæ v¼ì¼ìÜ ßíúÜíØúìë ÌÖì„ võÛÜøíâ`å” ûÈíç «*ìÇèâôÛìíû

vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë âãÔÖ èçæèå Û—èâôìë ôÇì ûíÜí×æ_‘ô’ ôÖìåìèÜíšë Û—èâôì (Catalystic role)• ‘Ô’ ÷ìø ¼üè,%ôìëé

(Pressure group) vùìVéë Û—èâôì ß ‘ù’ âìÅÇèø¼d (Mouthpiece) ûì âãÔøìírë Û—èâôì¯ ‘ô’ ôÖìåìèÜš ûì ÌæãÙåíôë ôìä ½ ÍÔìíæ

vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ †Œìíâë âìæã»íô ¼¤ùèÒç ôëì• ¼í÷çæ ôëì• «*èÐáË vóßúì ÈçÖìèó ôìäIèÜ èæíäëì ¼ëì¼èë ôëíç øìíë ûì

†Œìâ¬t¬?íëë vôìíæì «*èçVìæíô ¼ðíöìèùçì èóíú ÍÈ Óëíæë ôìäIèÜ ôëìíç øìíë¯ vöIíÜì øëíáìÛìíû ¼âìäôÜÖìË
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74 ûì †Œìâ-Åˆ‰úæ ôìäíô &ëìèˆHç ôëíû¯ †Œìíâë ¼â¼Öì è÷èÿçôëË• ¼@øó è÷èÿç- ôëË• âìæãí»ë óáçì ß áâçì è÷èÿç ôëË Íû¤
óáçì áâçìë ÌÛìû_«*èÐáíËë Pìëì øïëË ß ¼íûÞìøëé øèëôGFæì ë÷æì ß «*ôGF ëCøìúË øºoèç vÐÔìíæì_Í¼ûÈ ÌæãÙåíôë ôìä

èð¼ìíû vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ ôëíç øìíë †Œìâûì¼éíóë ûì û¬t¬?éûì¼éíóë Pìëì Åˆ‰úæ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ †ŒðË ß ëCøìúíËë äæÖ¯ ‘Ô’

÷ìø¼üè,%ôìëé vùìVé ½ ¼ëôìíëë ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìä †Œìíâë ûì æùíëë ùèëû âìæãí»ë äíæÖ¯ èô¬Q; Ìíæô ¼âú öìíóë äíæÖ «*ôGF

ûì vö äíæÖ «*ôGF• v¼åì èÒôâç øïëË ðú æì¯ ÍÔìíæ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ Íôèå èûíÐ» Û—èâôì øìÜæ ôëíç øìíë¯ çìëì èæíäëì

vøÐìë †Œgø èð¼ìíû ûì «*ôGF Ì˜íÜ òìæéú âìæãí»ë Pìëì v«*¼ìë †Œgø ¾çèë ôíë ¼ëôìèë ó:ë ß †Œìâûì¼éë âíÓÖ Íôèå vöìù¼ïr

¾çèë ôëíç øìíë¯ Ííóë ôìä ðíû ¼ëôìèë ó:ë ûì èûÛìù• öìëì Åˆ‰úæ ôìä ôëí×æ• çìíóëíô ÷ìø èóíú ¼âúâíçì ôìäèå èÒô èÒô âíçì

ëCøìúË ôëì• «*ô·ç öìíóë äíæÖ ôìä• «*íúìäæèÛè+ô v¼åì ðíE× èôæì vóÔì• æì ðíÜ èô ðßúì Åè÷ç v¼åì äìæìíæì Íû¤ v¼Èâç Ñ

ôìíäë çóìëèô ôíë ¼âíú ¼âíú ¼ëôìèë ó:ëíô ØÜìØÜ äìæìíæì ß ôé ôëíÜ Ììëß ÛìíÜì ðú v¼ ûÖìøìíë ¼ëôìëíô ûìÓÖôëìíæì

ôâÞ¼ïè÷ væßúìë¯ ‘ù’ âãÔøìr ½ Ííáír vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ †Œìâûì¼é ûì ÅøíÛìkìíóë óïç èð¼ìíû ôìä ôëíû¯ ¼ëôìèë «*èçVìæ ß

ó:íëë ôìí× ùèëû âìæãí»ë ¼â¼Öì• «*íúìäæ• çìíóë Ìûòì ÈçÖìèó çhíÜ Óëíû Íû¤ ÅøíÛìkìíóë ðíú ¼ßúìÜ ôëíû çìíóë Åˆ‰úæíô

&ëìèˆHç ôëíç¯ ÍÈ èçæèå Û—èâôì ×ì§ì Ììíëì Ìíæô ôìä ôëíç øìíë vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ¯ v¼ IèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘1’ †Œìíâ Íû¤ Ððíë Ìíæô

v×ìíåì v×ìíåì ¼â¼Öì Çìíô• vöIèÜ ¼ëôìèë øöÞìíú ¼âìÓìæ ôëì ðú æì ûì ôëì ¼@¬cû æú¯ v¼íáír òìæéú ¼¤ùÒæ ¾çèë ôíë

¼ðíäÈ Í óìèú& øìÜæ ðíç øìíë¯ òìæéú âìæã» òìæéú ¼¤ùÒíæë âìÓÖíâ öèó Íôèrç ðíú èæíäíóë ¼â¼Öì èæíäëìÈ vâåìíç øìíë

çìðíÜ çìíóëíô ¼ëôìë ûì ÌæÖ ôìëß âãÔìíøáé ðíú Çìôíç ðú æì/ èæíäëì t¬HìûÜ@¬Hé ðíú ßíÒ¯ Íû¤ v¼åìÈ Åˆ‰úíæë Åí!ÐÖ¯ ‘2’

òìæéú âìæã»• òìæéú ¼â¼Öì ß òìæéú «*íúìäæ ûìÈíëë ¼ëôìèë ûì vû¼ëôìèë vÜìíôíóë vÇíô ÛìíÜì vûìíÄæ¯ ¼ãçëì¤ öèó

Åˆ‰úæ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë øèëôGFæì vÇíô ëCøìúË ¼û ûÖìøìíëÈ v¼È¼û òìæéú âìæã» Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôíëæ çìðíÜ• Åˆ‰úæ ôìä ¼èÒô ß

°gç ðú¯ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ ÍÔìíæ âìæãí»ë Åˆ‰úæ ôâÞ¼ïè÷íç Ì¤Ð†ŒðËíô ¼ãèæèfç ôëìë äæÖ çìíóëíô Åódûãºo•

¼¤ùèÒç ß ¼í÷çæ ôëíç øìíëæ¯ Íèå ô,%¼ìÓÖ ß ¼âú¼ìíøá ôìä¯ ø˜ìíúíçë ßøë †Œìâ Åˆ‰úíæë Ìíæô ôìä æÖ¬t¬? Ììí×¯ öìíç

†Œìâ¼Ûìú ß †Œìâ ¼¤¼íó †Œìâûì¼éëì ¼ãèæèfçÛìíû Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôíë ß çìíóë âçìâç• è¼ºoì¬Q? äìæìú• çìðíÜ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé

«*èçVìæ v¼ ûÖìøìíë †Œìíâë âìæã»íô èÐèáç ß ¼í÷çæ ôíë çhÜíç øìíë¯ ‘3’ çÇÖ ¼ëûëìð• vöìùìíöìíùë âìÓÖâ èð¼ìíû

vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ ¼ëôìèë ó:ë• èûèÛˆ‰ ¼ëôìèë

75 èûÛìù• Ìì¬Q?äÞìèçô ¼¤òì• èûèÛˆ‰ Åˆ‰úæ ÔûëìÔûë ÈçÖìèó †Œìâûì¼éíô ¼ëûëìð ß Ììóìæ«*óìæ ôëíç øìíë• öì øíëìáÛìíû

çìíóë Åˆ‰úæ ÓìëËìíô ¼@‡üº ß Åˆ‰úæíô &ëìèˆHç ôëíû¯ ‘4’ vt¬HíE×í¼ûé «*èçVìæ ¼ðäÜÛÖ• Ììèû,¬›ìëâãÔé• æçhæ

øëéáìâïÜô «*ôGF ë÷æì ß ëCøìúË• æãçæ øëéáìâïÜô «*öãèkë ûÖûðìë• ¼ðäÜÛÖ «*öãèkë Pìëì òìæéú ¼@øíóë ûÖûðìë

èû»íú ùíû»Ëì ûì óìèë°Ö óïëéôëíË øëéáìâïÜô v×ìíåì âíõÜ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì ÈçÖìèó ôíë ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûì ¼âìä Åˆ‰úæ ôìäíô

&ëìèˆHç ôëíç øìíë¯ ‘5’ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ Åˆ‰úæ ß ¼ìâìèäô ¼@øôÞ• óìèë°Ö óïëéôëË• èûxHìúæ ÈçÖìèó vâîèÜô

èû»íúß ôìä ôíë æçhæ Åˆ‰úæ ÓìëËì ûì ç+U øèëíûÐæ ôëíç øìíë• öì «*çÖá ûì øíëìáÛìíû Åˆ‰úË ß ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìäíô «*Ûìèûç

ôëíû¯ o ‘6’ t¬HèæÛÞë vùìVéùÒíæ• t¬HèæÛÞë ¼âè,%ùÒíæ• t¬HèæÛÞë ¼âìäùÒíæ âìæã»íô ÌìKèûxHì¼é• ¼ìð¼é• ÌèÓôìë ß

ôçÞûÖ èû»íú ¼í÷çæ ôëì• ¼èðÃhçì• æÖìúøëìúËçì• ¼ðâèâÞçì• ÌæÖìíúë èûëgºoì÷ìëË ôëì ÈçÖìèó èû»íú vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé

«*èçVìæ âìæã»íô Åódûãºo ôëíç øìíë¯ ‘7’ ¼ëôìèë û–åæ ûÖûòìíô t¬HE×• rgèåâãk ß ôìöÞôëé ôëíç vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ

†Œìâ¬¬t¬?íë• väÜì¬t¬?íë ¼ëôìèë ó:íëë ¼ìíÇ ¼ðíöìèùçìë ¼@øôÞ ùí§ çhÜíç øìíë Íû¤ ôé ôíë Ììëß ÛìíÜì võèÜÛìèë è¼íšâ ôëì

öìú• v¼ ûÖìøìíë ¼ãè÷è¬Q?ç âçìâç †Œìâûì¼éíóë ¼ìíÇ Íô¼ìíÇ ûí¼ èÒô ôëíç øìíë Íû¤ çì ôìöÞôëé ôëíç øìíë¯ ‘8’ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé

«*èçVìæ ¼ìâìèäô ¼â¼Öì• æìëéèæöÞìçæ• v÷ìëì÷ìÜìæ• æìëé ß èÐ™ øì÷ìë• vöîæôâÞ• õ‹ìù ûÖû¼ì• ÍÈ÷-ÌìÈ-èÛ Íõ¼d

ÈçÖìèó èû»íú «*èçíëìÓ ß «*èçôìíë ¼í÷çæçì èÐèûë• «*èçôìë «*ôGF †ŒðË ôëíç øìíë¯ èÐáì• t¬HìòÖ• †Œìâ ¼âéáì• «*èçûaoé•

ô·è» Åˆ‰úæ• âìæè¼ô Ûìë¼ìâÖ vëìùéë øãæûÞì¼æ ÈçÖìèó èû»íú ôìä ôëíç øìíë¯ øèëíûÐ óï»Ë• ÌÇÞÊæèçô Åˆ‰èç• ¼ìâìèäô

ß ¼ì¤t¬ü›èçô èûôìÐ èû»íúß æìæì ôìä ôëíç øìíë¯ 8¿2 vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë èæúâæéèç «*èçèå vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë

Íôèå ¼¤èûÓìæ Ììí×¯ ÍÈ ¼¤èûÓìíæë èæúâôìæãíæë Pìëì «*èçVìæèå èæúèQŸç ðú¯ «*èçèå «*èçVìæ èæät¬H ¾ûèÐí,%Öë

Pìëì t¬HçQŸçì «*ôìÐ ôíë¯ vûèÐë Ûìù «*èçVìæÈ ¼ëôìèëÛìíû øèfâûà ¼èâèç èæûaoôëË ÌìÈæ Ìæã¼ìíë èæûaoô·ç¯ Ìíæô

«*èçVìæ Ììûìë èûíóèÐ ¼ìðìöÖ èæûaoôëË ÌìÈæ (F.C.R) Ìæã¼ìíë èæûaoô·ç¯ «*èçèå «*èçVìíæ Íôèå ôìöÞôëé ôèâèå Ììí×¯

ôìöÞôëé ¼èâèç ûì ôèâèå «*èçVìæ øèë÷ìÜæì ôíëæ¯ ôìöÞôëé ôèâèå ûì ¼èâèçë «*Óìæ ðíÜæ ôèâèåë ¼Ûìøèç ûì

v÷úìëâÖìæ¯ ¼@øìóô ôìöÞèæûÞìðé «*Óìæ èð¼ìíû «*èçVìíæ ôìä ôíëæ¯ ôìöÞôëé ôèâèåë ¼ó¼Öëì vûçæÛhk ææ¯

vûçæÛhk ôâÞéíóë ÍÈ ôìöÞôëé ôèâèå èæöãk ôíëæ¯ «*èçVìíæ Íôäæ øèë÷ìÜô Çìíôæ èöèæ
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76 vûçæÛhk¯ èçèæ vûçæÛhk ôâÞéíóë ôâÞû–åæ• ôìíäë âïÜÖìúæ ÈçÖìèó ¼û èô×ãë äíæÖ óìúé Çìíôæ¯ øèë÷ìÜô ôâÞéíóë

ôìíäë ¾ôèØúç çÜû ôíëæ¯ øèë÷ìÜíôë ôìíäë ¾ôèØúç èóíç ðú øèë÷ìÜæ ûì ôìöÞôëé ôèâèåíô¯ «*èçâìí¼ ôìöÞôëé ôèâèåë

¼ó¼Öëì Ì¬Q?ç Íôûìë èâèå¤-Í ûí¼æ¯ «*èçVìíæë øèë÷ìÜô øóìèÓôìëûíÜ ßÈ ôèâèåë ¼ó¼Ö ðæ¯ û×íë Íô ûì óãûìë ¼ìÓìëË

¼Ûì Íû¤ «*èç âìí¼ Íôûìë ûì óãûìë øèë÷ìÜæ ¼èâèçë ¼Ûì ÌæãèVç ðú¯ «*èçVìíæë ÌìèÇÞô èû»úIèÜ «*èçVìíæë vå³äìëìíëë

Ìæãâèç¹íâ èð¼ìûëáô ûì ÌÖìôìÅ`ååÖì`å vóÔÛìÜ ôíëæ Íû¤ ¼û èô×ãë èð¼ìûør èÒô èÒô âíçì èð¼ìû-øãè¬t¬?ôìíç èÜèøûºo

ôíëæ¯ ¼Ûìøèç vå³äìëìíëë ôì× vÇíô «*èçVìíæë ÌìèÇÞô Ìûòì ¼@øíôÞ Ìûèðç ðæ¯ ¼ìÓìëË ¼Ûìú «*èç 1 ûì 3 û×ë Ì¬Q?ë

øèë÷ìÜæ ôèâèåë èæûÞì÷æ ¼¤ùèÒç ôëì ðú¯ ¼óí¼Öëì vÛìíåë âìÓÖíâ øèë÷ìÜæ ¼èâèçë ¼ó¼Ö ôìëì ðíûæ çì èÒô ôíëæ

¼Ûìøèçë Åøèòèçíç¯ æçhæ ôèâèå 1 ûì 3 û×ë ¼¤èûÓìíæë èæúâ Ìæã¼ìíë øèë÷ìÜæ ôèâèåíç Çìôíç øìíëæ¯ ôâÞéíóë æìæì

¼â¼Öì èæíú øèë÷ìÜô• øèë÷ìÜæ ¼èâèçë èâèå¤-Í ÌìíÜì÷æì ôíë ÑôÖâç ðíú øèë÷ìÜæ ôèâèåë è¼ºoì¬Q? Ìæã¼ìíë v¼¼û

¼â¼Öìë ¼âìÓìæ ôíëæ¯ øèë÷ìÜô èûèÛˆ‰ èûÛìíùëÝ«*ôGF «*Óìæíóë âìÓÖíâ ôâÞéíóë ¼@øíôÞ äìæíç øìíëæ¯ ¾óæè`óæ

ôìä ôâÞ èûÛìèùú «*Óìæëì ûì «*ôGF «*Óìæëì èæä èæä «*ôGF Ìæã¼ìíë ç+UìûÓìæ ß çóìëèô ôíëæ¯ «*èçVìíæë Åí!ÐÖ ß ÜíáÖ

Ìæã«*ìèËç ðíú ßÈ Óëíæë âíæìÛìûì øˆ‰Ö ûÖèk ¼ó¼Öøó †ŒðË ôëíç øìíëæ¯ ¼ó¼Öøó †ŒðíËë äæÖ èûèÛˆ‰

vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë èæúâ èûèÛˆ‰¯ vôìÇìß ÛèçÞ èØ Üìíù Íû¤ âìí¼ âìí¼ ÷þìóì Üìíù¯ Ììûìë vôìÇìß vôìÇìß ÛèçÞ èØ Üìíù

æì¯ Ììûìë vôìíæì «*èçVìíæ ¼ìÓìëË ¼ó¼Ö †ŒðíËë èæúâÈ væÈ¯ v¼Ôìíæ vôûÜ øèë÷ìÜæ ôèâèå• ôâÞ÷ìëé• ™Ûìôì)áé ß

ÅøíÛìkìëìÈ Ììí×æ¯ Ììë Ììí×æ ÌÇÞ¼ìðìöÖôìëé ß ÌæÖìæÖ ¼ìðìöÖôìëé ¼¤òìIèÜ¯ «*èç û×ë «*èçVìíæë ôìíäë Íôèå ûìè»Þô

«*èçíûóæ ß ûìè»Þô ¼¤ùüðéç ÌíÇÞë èð¼ìû• (Audit èëíøÞìå’ vâìå ¼¤†Œðéç ÌÇÞ ß vâìå ûÖú-Íë èð¼ìû vøÐ ôëíç ðú ¼ìÓìëË

¼Ûìú¯ ¼ìÓìëË ¼Ûìë Ìæãíâìóæ vøíÜ çì ¼èÒô ûíÜ ùüðéç ðú¯ 8¿3 vû¼ëôìèë «*ôíGF ÌÇÞ¼ìðìíöÖë ÐçÞ ûì ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìíæë

ÐçÞ «*ôGF ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìæ ðÜ ôçÞ·í&ë ßøíëë Óìø vÇíô æéí÷ë Óìíø ÌÇÞ v«*ëíËë Íôèå Åøìú ‘¼èaoûºo ûÖûòìú’• öìë ¼ìíÇ Çìíô

èô×ã èæíóÞÐ• øëìâÐÞ ß ÅÛú øíáë èÒô ôëì ûì øëtøíëë ¼âèÇÞç «*ôGF Åí!ÐÖ ß ôìíäë ëCøíëÔì¯ èöèæ Ìæãóìæ vóæ ôé Åí!

íÐÖ ß çìë øèëâìË ôç Íû¤ ÍÈ ¼¤¹ì¬Q? èæúâ ß âïÜÖìúíæë Óëæ ôé ðíû ÈçÖìèó ¼û Ìæãóìæ-†Œðéçìíô äìæìæ¯ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé

«*èçVìæ èæ@¬‰èÜèÔç ÐçÞIèÜ øïëË ôëíÜ çíûÈ Ìæãóìæ øìßúìë vöìùÖ ðæ ½ ‘1’ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæíô Åøöãk ¼ëôìèë

èæûaoôëË ÌìÈæ Ìæã¼ìíë èæûaÛhk ðíç ðíû¯

77 ‘2’ «*èçVìíæë Íôèå ¼¤èûÓìæ Çìôíû Íû¤ ßÈ ¼¤èûÓìíæ ûèËÞç èæúâôìæãæ èÒô èÒô âíçì øìÜæ ðíû¯ èæúèâç øèë÷ìÜæ

ôèâèåë èâèå¤ ðíû¯ èâèå¤ vëäãíÜÐæ ûÈíç «*èçèå vëäãíÜÐæ ûì «*¬t¬?ìû vÜÔì ðíû¯ øèë÷ìÜæ ôèâèåë ¼ó¼Öëì èæúèâç

èâèå¤-Í Ììí¼æ¯ ¼ìÓìëË ¼Ûì èæúèâç ðú¯ ¼ó¼Öëì èÒô âíçì ÷þìóì vóæ¯ ‘3’ èð¼ìû èÒôâíçì ëìÔì ðú¯ «*èç û×íëë vÐí» Ììú-

ûÖíúë èð¼ìû ôëì ðú ß Ìèõå ôëìíæì ðú vôìíæì Ìèõå ØìâÞíô èóíú Íû¤ v¼È Ìèõå èëíøìåÞ øèë÷ìÜæ ¼èâèçë ¼ôÜ ¼ó¼Ö ß

¼ìÓìëË ¼ó¼Öíóë ôìí× øìÒìíæì ðú¯ ôÖìÐ ûãô• vÜäìë ûãô• šô vëèäšìë• ¼@øíóë (Assets) vëèäšìë Ôìçì vÜÔì ðú¯ ‘4’ ôâøíá

èçæ û×ë ¼âìäôÜÖìË ß Åˆ‰úæ ôìíäë ÌèÛÚçì Çìôíû¯ «*èçVìíæë ûìè»Þô èëíøìÞå èæúèâç «*ôìÐ ðíû¯ ‘5’ «*èçVìíæ ¼âìäôÜÖìË

ôìíäë Åøöãk óá vøÐìóìë ôâÞé ûì èûíÐ»Ú ôâÞé Çìôíûæ Íû¤ Çìôì óëôìë¯ ‘6’ ÅøíÛìkìëì vóíÐë æìùèëô Íû¤ äìèç• ÓâÞ• ûËÞ Ûì»ì

èæèûÞíÐí» çìíóë ¼ôíÜë äæÖÈ «*ôíGFë ôìíäë øèëôGFæì ôëì ðíû¯ ‘7’ «*ôíGFë vâìå ÌíÇÞë ôâøíá 10S ÅøíÛìkì ûì «*èçVìíæë øá

vÇíô ûìÓÖçìâïÜôÛìíû «*ôíGF óìæ ôëì ðíû¯ ‘8’ Íôèå «*ôGF ùÒæ ‘¼ðìúô Ìæãóìæôìëé ¼¤òìë «*¬t¬?ìèûç ûì ûèËÞç ØâÞìå

Ìæã¼ìíë’ ûì ë÷æì ôëì öìíç «*ôíGFë Åí!ÐÖ vÇíô ™ëg ôíë çìë âïÜÖìúæ øöÞ¬Q? ¼â¬t¬? øöÞìú øèët¬›ìëÛìíû vÜÔì Çìôíû¯ ÌÇÞ

«*íúìäæ vôìÇìú• ôÔæ Íû¤ ôç ÌÇÞìÁ Ììùìâ Ôëí÷ë èð¼ìû ÈçÖìèó ¼â¬t¬? èû»úIèÜ ÍÈ ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìíäë øèëôGFæì «*ôíGF

Çìôíû¯ Ì¼âì: ûì Ì¼@øïËÞ «*ôGF ûìèçÜ ôëì ðíû¯ ‘9’ ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìæôìëé ¼¤òìë vóßúì ¼â¬t¬? ÐçÞ ûì èæúâ âìæíç ûìÓÖ

Çìôíûæ ÌÇÞ†Œðéçì vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ¯ v¼ ûÖìøìíë óãÈ øíáë âíÓÖ Íôèå vâÖíâìëìwìâ ÌØd Ììwìëšìèw¤ (MOU) ðíû¯ ‘10’

èæèóÞ,% çìèëíÔë âíÓÖ ¾çèë «*ôGF• ûìè»Þô èëíøìÞå• «*èçVìíæë Ìèõíåõ všåíâ`å• ¼¤èûÓìíæë Ô¼§ì ¼ëôìèë• èæûaooôëË-

Íë Ô¼§ì ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìæôìëé ¼¤òìë ÌèØí¼ äâì èóíç ðíû¯ 8¿4 èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ¼âìäôÜÖìË ûì Åˆ‰úæ ôìíä èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì

Íôèå Ìèç Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú¯ †Œìíâë ùèëû âìæã»• öìíóë äíæÖ Åˆ‰úæ ôìä• çìíóë ôìí× èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì Íû¤ ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìæôìëé

¼¤òì• öìíóë ÌíÇÞ «*ôíGFë ôìä ëCøìèúç ðíû• çìíóë ôìí×ß èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ùí§ vçìÜì «*ôGF ëCøìúæôìëé vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤òì

Íôèå ÌçÖ¬Q? äëãèë ôìä¯ ¼ãçëì¤ «*ôGF ëCøìúËôìëé «*èçVìíæë Íôèå ûí§ì ôìä ðÜ
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78 ÅøíÛìkìíóë ôìí× Íû¤ ÌÇÞ ¼ìðìöÖôìëé ¼¤òìë ôìí× èæíäíô èûxHì¼íöìùÖ ôíë çhíÜ Óëì¯ ÍÈ èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ÌäÞæ æì-ôëíÜ çìë

øíá ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìä ôëì ¼@¬cû ðíû æì¯ âìæãí»ë äíæÖ ûì âíÓÖ vöâæ ôìä ôëíç øìëíû æì• vçâèæ vôìíæì «*ôGF-¼ðìúô

Ìæãóìæôìëé ÌÇÞ èóíúß «*ôGF ëCøìúíË ¼ìðìöÖ ôëíû æì¯ çìÈ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ ¼âìäôÜÖìíËë ôìíä öãk ðíÜ çìíô Í èû»úèå

ÌçÖQ? ùÛéëÛìíû âíæ ëìÔíç ðú¯ ôé ôé ôìëíË èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ¾çèë ðúÀ ‘ô’ «*èçVìíæë Íôèå âðÁ Åí!ÐÖ ß ÜáÖ Çìôíû Íû¤
«*èçVìíæë ¼ôÜ ôâÞé ß ™Ûìôì)áéëì v¼È Åí!ÐÖ ß ÜáÖøïëíË ôìä ôëíû¯ ‘Ô’ «*èçVìíæë ôâÞéíóë ôÇìú ß ôìíä èâÜ Çìôíû¯ ‘ù’

¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìíä «*èçVìíæë Íôèå óìúûºoçì Çìôíû• Ìàéôìë Çìôíû_ÅÁ¼ùÞ ûì ¼âøÞË Ûìû Çìôíû¯ ôâÞéíóë ôìíäß v¼åì «*ôìÐ øìíû¯

‘Ù’ ÌìèÇÞô ûÖìøìíë ÌçÖQ? t¬HE× ß øèëE×ˆ‰ Çìôíû vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé ¼¤òì¯ vôìíæì Üãíôì÷hèë ûì Üãíôì×ìøì Çìôíû æì¯ ¼ôÜ ôâÞé

¼ìÓìëË ¼ó¼Ö ß ÅøíÛìkìíóë ôìí× Ììú-ûÖíúë èð¼ìû «*ôìÐ ôëìë ûÖìøìíë vôìíæì ûìÓì Çìôíû æì¯ ‘Â’ ôâÞéëìß ¼Á ß t¬HE× ðíûæ

ôìíäë ß ÌíÇÞë ûÖìøìíë¯ ‘÷’ èæúèâç Ìèõåd• èëæãúÖìÜ ß øèë÷ìÜæ ¼Ûì ÌæãèVç ðíû¯ ‘×’ øèëôGFæì Ìæã¼ìíë ÌÇÞ ûÖú ôëì¯

øèëôGFæì ûèðÛÞ—ç Ôë÷ ûì Íô ôìíäë Ôë÷ ÌæÖ ôìíä ûÖûðìë èô¤ûì Íô «*ôíGFë åìôì ÌæÖ «*ôíGFë ôìíä ûÖûðìë_Í¼û Ìèæúâ

æì-ôëì¯ ‘ä’ øèëôGFæì vÇíô «*ôGF ëCøìúË «*èçèå váír «*ôíGF ÅøíÛìkìíóë Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ¼ãèæèfç ôëì¯ ‘Ä’ ÅøíÛìkì ôèâèå ôíë

ôìíäë çóìëèôë óìèú& vóßúì¯ 8¿5 t¬HE×çì t¬HE×çì Ììë Íôèå Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú ¼âìäôÜÖìË ôìíä öãk vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë

ôìí×¯ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìæ èæíä t¬HE× øèëE×ˆ‰ æì-ðíÜ ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìæ ¼¤òì ÌÇÞ èóíç ëìèä ðíû æì¯ Íû¤ öìíóë äíæÖ

ôâÞ¼ïè÷ v¼È ÅøíÛìkìë óÜß «*èçVìíæë ôìíä Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôëíû æì¯ ûë¤ âìæã» «*èçVìæèåíô «*çìëô• Òô• Óì«Fìûìä• Ì¼Á «*èçVìæ

èð¼ìíû ÛÁÞ¼æì ôëíû¯ ¼ãçëì¤ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæ t¬HE×çì ëáì ôëì ÌçÖ¬Q? äëgëé¯ vö ¼ôÜ ôìëíË t¬HE×çì «*ôìÐ øìú•

v¼IèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘1’ øèëôGFæì vÇíô ëCøìúË «*ôíGFë «*èçèå váír ¼ìÓìëË âìæãí»ë ûì ÅøíÛìkìíóë Ì¤Ð†ŒðË¯ ‘2’ èæúèâç vëèäšìõÞ

Ìèõåìëíô èóíú Ìèõå ß èð¼ìûør èÒôâç ëìÔì¯ ÌìèÇÞô èû»íú vôìíæì Üãíôì×ìøì æì-ëìÔì Íû¤ ¼ôíÜë ôìí× çì «*ôìÐ ôëìë ûÖìøìíë

vôìíæìëôâ Ì¼ãèûÓì æì-Çìôì¯ ‘3’ ¼ôÜ ôâÞéíô ¼âìæ v÷ìíÔ vóÔì Íû¤ vöìùÖçì• óáçì Ìæã¼ìíë ôìíäë Pìèú& vóßúì¯ ôìä û–åæ•

ôìíäë âìèðæì ÈçÖìèó ûÖìøìíë vôìíæìëôâ øáøìèç& æì-ôëì¯

79 ‘4’ ÅøíÛìkì èæûÞì÷íæ vôìíæìëôâ øáøìèç& æì ôëì_äìèç• ÓâÞ• ûËÞ Ûì»ì èæèûÞíÐí» ¼ôÜíô ¼âìæ v÷ìíÔ vóÔì¯ ‘5’ «*èçVìíæë

Íôèå âðÁ ÜáÖ ß Åí!ÐÖ èòë ôëì Íû¤ v¼È ÜáÖ Ìæã¼ìíë ¼ôÜ ôâÞéë Íôèå óìúûºoçì• Ìàéôìë• ÅÁ¼ùÞ ûì ¼âøÞíËë Ûìû Çìôíû

ôìíäë váír¯ ‘6’ øèëôGFæìûèðÛÞ—ç ûÖú æì-ôëì¯ Íô «*ôíGFë åìôì ÌæÖ «*ôíGF Ôë÷ æì-ôëì¯ ‘7’ ÅøíÛìkìíóë èæíú ôèâèå ùÒæ

ôíë «*ôíGFë ôìíäë çóìëèô ß ç+UìûÓìæ ôëì¯ 8¿6 †ŒpøèJ (Bibliography) 1¿ Leadership and Dynamic group action—Beal,

Bohlen. 2¿ The Sociology of small groups,—T. M. Mills. 8¿7 «*x‰ìûÜé (Exercise) 1¿ ¼âìä-Åˆ‰úíæ vû¼ëôìèë ûì

vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë Û—èâôì ôéÀ 2¿ ¼ðìúô Ìæãóìíæë ÐçÞ ôéÀ vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæë èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ¼âìä-Åˆ‰úæ

«*íx‰ Íôèå Ìèç Iëg&øïËÞ èû»ú vôæÀ 3¿ “t¬HE×çì” vt¬HE×ìí¼ûé «*èçVìíæ èûíÐ» óëôìë vôæÀ èôÛìíû «*èçVìíæë t¬HE×ìçì

ëáì ôëì vöíç øìíëÀ

80 Íôô 9 ❐ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû (Project Proposal) ùÒæ 9¿1 ÓìëËì 9¿1¿1 «*ôGF ûÜíç ôé vûìÄìúÀ 9¿1¿2 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû vôæÀ

9¿2 ÷ìèðóì ûì «*íúìäíæë âïÜÖìúæ 9¿3 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû «*Ëúíæë ÷ìÜô-æéèç 9¿3¿1 «*ôGFíô Íô ûüð+ë v«*áìøíå òìøæ ôëì

9¿3¿2 «*ôíGFë èû»úû¬t¬;íô Åˆ‰ç ôëì 9¿3¿3 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë ÌìóÜíô (format) Åˆ‰ç ôëì 9¿3¿4 «*ôGF èæâÞìíËë èûíxX»Ëé

Åøìóìæ èð¼ìíû Logical Framework Analysis (LFA) 9¿3¿4¿1 LFA «*è¹úìë «*Óìæ ÓìøIèÜ ðÜ 9¿3¿5 «*ôGF æôÐì ¾çèëë

øöÞìíúë øë Logical Framewrok Analysis-vô ûÖûðìë ôëíç ðú 9¿3¿6 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë ÌìóÜ (Format) 9¿4 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû

ë÷æìë vôîÐÜ 9¿5 ÌæãÐéÜæé 9¿1 ÓìëËì 9¿1¿1 ❐ «*ôGF ûÜíç ôé vûìÄìúÀ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû ¼@øíôÞ äìæíç Ììâìíóë «*ÇíâÈ vûìÄì

óëôìë• «*ôGF ûÜíç ôé vûìÄìú¯ «*ôGF ûÜíç vûìÄìú Íô ¼ãøèëôèGFç ôâÞöÚ• öìë ÜáÖ ðÜ ûÖèkë ÌìÇÞ¼ìâìèäô ß ¼ì¤t¬ü›èçô

äéûíæ øèëûçÞæ èæíú Ìì¼ì¯ Åˆ‰úæ-èû»úô váír vôìæß «*ôGF ¼ìÓìëËç óéÙÞíâúìèó ðíú Çìíô• öìíç Ììâëì vö ¼âìíä ûì¼ ôèë

çìë «*íúìäæéú øèëûçÞæ Ùåìíæì ¼@¬cû ðú¯ ¼âìíä ¼ãøèëôèGFç è¹úìôÜìíøë äæÖ ¼âíú ¼âíú ûìÈíëë ÌìèÇÞô «*öãèkùç ß

ÌæÖ Óëíæë ¼ìðìöÖ èæíú ÌÇûì çì ×ì§ìÈ èûèÛˆ‰ «*ôGF væßúì ðíú Çìíô¯ ÍÈ ¼ðìúçì øìûìë äæÖ ¼¤òìIèÜíô çìíóë «*¬t¬?ìèûç

ôìäôíâÞë Íô ¼ã¼@¬Hao èûûëË vøÐ ôëíç ðú Íû¤ äìæìíç ðú ôé Óëíæë «*íúìäæéú ¼ìðìöÖ çìëì ûìÈíë vÇíô ÌìÐì ôíë¯ ÍÈ

¼ã¼@¬Hao èûûëËíôÈ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû ûÜì ðú¯ Ììäíôë èóíæ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû öç t¬HE×• IËùç ß tø,% ðú• ¼ðìúçì øìûìë

¼@¬cìûæì çç ûüèºo øìú¯
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81 9¿1¿2 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû vôæÀ vôìæß «*ôGF öìíç çìë Åí!ÐÖ øïëË ôëíç øìíë• çìë äæÖ ¼âú ß ¼@øóíô èÒôÒìô ¼¤ùèÒç

ôëíç «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû ë÷æì Íô Ìèç Iëg&øïËÞ Åøìóìæ¯ ÎË¼¤¹ì¬Q? ûÖìøìíë vö Åí!íÐÖÈ ÍÈ «*¬t¬?ìû ëè÷ç vðìô æì vôæ• ùíû»Ëì ß

è¼ºoìí¬Q? Åøæéç ðûìë äæÖ ÓìëËì ùÒæ ôëíç «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë Û—èâôì Ìæt¬HéôìöÞ¯ vôÅ vôÅ Ííô Ìæãø÷ìèëç “÷hèk”

èð¼ìíû ûÖûðìë ôíëæ• öìíç ÷—§ì¬Q? «*ôGF èëíøìíåÞë èû»úû¬t¬; ß ¼éâìë âíÓÖ Íô âÊçôÖ ûì ¼ìâJ¼Ö «*èçVì ôëì öìú¯ Í×ì§ì•

vøÐìóìë äùíç «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû Íô Iëg&øïËÞ vöìùìíöìíùë ¼ïr ðßúìë óëgæ èÐáìë Ìà èð¼ìíû Ììâëì äìæíç øìèë_ôé ôé Åøìóìæ èóíú

ÍÈ «*¬t¬?ìû ùèÒç ðú¯ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë ¼íà Íôír öìëì ûìíäå vøÐ ôíë• ™Óãâìr çìëìÈ ûÖú vâåìíæìë äæÖ ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçì øìûìë

äæÖ èûíûè÷ç ðú¯ «*¬t¬?ìû ß ûìíäå «*¬t¬;ç ôëìë ¼âú ¼ôíÜëÈ Åè÷ç çìíóë Åøíó,%ìíóë ¼íà øëìâÐÞ ôíë væßúì Íû¤ èû»úíô

Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëìë äæÖ ÍÈ ÷ìÜô-æéèçë (guiderlines) èô×ã øèëûçÞæ ÌìûÐÖô ðíç øìíë¯ èô¬Q; vöíðçh ÌÇÞ ûëì! ôëì ðú

«*èçíöìèùçìë èÛè+íç• v¼íðçh «*íçÖíôë Åè÷ç æéí÷ë ÍÈ èû»úIèÜ Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì¯ 9¿2 ÷ìèðóì ûì «*íúìäíæë âïÜÖìúæ ½ Ììøæìë

¼¤òìë ÷ìèðóì ß öìëì ÍÈ «*¬t¬?ìèûç «*ôíGFë ØíÜ Åøô·ç ðíû• çìíóë ¼@øíôÞ ûÖìÔÖì ôëgæ¯ «*èçèå Åí!ÐÖ Íû¤ ëCøìúË

«*è¹úìë «*èçèå Iëg&øïËÞ Ì¤íÐë ÷ìèðóì vøÐ ôëgæ¯ «*ôíGF Ì¤Ð†ŒðËôìëé ‘vöâæ_øèëûìë• vùìVé ÈçÖìèó’ èð¼ìíû vö¼û

vùìVéíô èûíû÷æì ôëì öìú• çìíóë ¼ûìë ÷ìèðóì ûËÞæì ôëgæ¯ öìíóë ¼ìðìöÖ ß Åˆ‰èç «*íúìäæ• çìíóë ôìí× ôéÛìíû ¼ìðìöÖ

vøþî×ìíæì öìíû• v¼È èû»íú Èèàç èóæ¯ Èèçûì÷ôÛìíû Ììøæìë ¼¤òì ß Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôìëéíóë ÷ìèðóìë ôÇì Åøòìèøç ôëgæ¯ Ììøæìë

Åøòìøæì æéë¼ ûì ðçìÐìûÖJô ðíÜ ÍÈ ÓìëËì äˆŠìíç øìíë vö• æçhæ «*ôGF ùÒíæë «*ìÇèâô ÐçÞIèÜ øïëíËë áâçìß Ììøæìë væÈ¯

«*ôíGF ¼@¬cìûÖ Ì¤Ð†ŒðËôìëéíóë ¼íà øèëè÷ç âìæã»íóë ¼íà «*çÖá vöìùìíöìíùë «*âìË vøÐ ôëgæ¯ èô×ã Ì¤Ð†ŒðËôìëéë

èæät¬H øëìâÐÞ Íû¤ çìë ¼íà vùìVéë ÌæÖíóë ûkûÖ Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëgæ¯ ëCøìúË-«*è¹úì ¼@øíôÞ Ììøæìë âçìâíç vøþî×ìíæìë äæÖ

Ììøèæ ôéÛìíû Ì¤Ð†ŒðËôìëéíóë ÷ìèðóìIèÜ èûíxX»Ë ôíëí×æ• çì ûÖìÔÖì ôëgæ¯ ÅóìðëËt¬HëCø• Ììøèæ öèó vôìæß øìèëûìèëô

ôìäôíâÞë «*¬t¬?ìû ëìíÔæ• çìðíÜ v¼èåíô vôæ ûì×íÜæÀ ÍÈ «*ôíGF Ì¤Ð†ŒðËôìëéíóë Ììøèæ ôéÛìíû è÷èÿç ôëíÜæÀ ¼@¬cìûÖ

Ì¤Ð†ŒðËôìëé Íû¤ øèëûìë ß vùìVé ¼@øÞíô ÌèÛÚ ûÖèkíóë ôì× vÇíô Ììøèæ ôé èÐáì vøíÜæ öì Ììøæìíô ÍÈ èû»úèåë æôÐì ¾çèë

ôëíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôëÜÀ ÷ìèðóì âïÜÖìúíæë øºoèçIèÜ è÷èÿç ôëgæ ‘vöâæ_¼âéáì• ¼ìáìÁôìë• ¼¤ùèçøïËÞ øëéáì• ¼Ûì’¯

82 9¿3 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû «*Ëúíæë ÷ìÜô-æéèç Ìì¬Q?äÞìèçô Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òìIèÜë ¼ðìúçì vøíç ðíÜ «*ôGFIèÜ ôéÛìíû è÷èÿç•

«*¬t¬;ç ß çìíóë Ô¼§ì ôëíç ðú ÷ìÜô-æéèçíç v¼IèÜ ¼@øíôÞ «*ìÇèâô çÇÖ vóßúì ðú¯ Ìì¬Q?Þäìèçô Åˆ‰úË ¼¤òì ß

çðèûÜIèÜ t¬Héôìë ôíë vö• çìíóë ôìí× vøÐ ôëì ûT «*ôGFÈ öíÇ,% ÛìíÜì Íû¤ ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçìë öÇìÇÞ óìèûóìë¯ èô¬Q; ¼â¼Öì ÍÈ

vö• vóÐ ûì «*èçVìíæë ûüð+ë v«*áìøíå v¼IèÜ ôéÛìíû Ôìø Ôìíû• çì vûìÄìíç «*¬t¬?ìûIèÜ «*ìúÐÈ ûÖÇÞ ðú¯ óãÛÞìùÖûÐç• ÍÈ

¼¤òìIèÜ «*ìúÈ ÌèÛíöìù ôíë vö• çìíóë ùüðéç «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìûIèÜë èû»úû¬t¬;ÝÌÇûì ùÒæ (form) «*ìúÐÈ öíÇ,% óãûÞÜ Íû¤
øºoèçùç ôìëíËÈ ûT «*¬t¬?ìû çìëì «*çÖìÔÖìæ ôëíç ûìÓoÖ ðú¯ ÍÈ ÷ìèÜôì-æéèç «*ôGF ÷í¹ë èçæèå Iëg&øïËÞ èû»íúë ßøë

väìë vóú ½ ‘1’ «*ôíGFë Íô ûüð+ë v«*áìøíå òìøæ ôëì/ ‘2’ «*ôíGFë èû»úû¬t¬;ô Åˆ‰ç ôëì Íû¤ ‘3’ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë format ûì

ÌìóÜíô Åˆ‰ç ôëì¯ Íèå Logical framework Analysis ûì öãèk¼¤ùç ôìÒìíâì èûíxX»Ë Íû¤ çìë «*íúìù ûì ûÖûðìíëëß ûÖìÔÖì ôíë¯

¼ûíÐí» ÍÈ ÷ìèÜôì-æéèç «*ôGF ß ôâÞÐìÜìë Íôèå æâãæì ÌìóÜ vøÐ ôíë¯ 9¿3¿1 «*ôGFíô Íô ûüð+ë v«*áìøíå òìøæ ôëì «*ôíGFë

ÓìëËì ÌìôìÐ vÇíô ø§ì ¼âé÷éæ æú_v¼È ÓìëËì ðßúì Åè÷ç vóÐ ûì Ì˜íÜë äæÖ vôìæß ûüð+ë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ûì vôîÐíÜë Íô Ìà¯ ÌìóÐÞ

Íô «*ôGF vôìæß èûóÖâìæ ûì ÷ìÜã ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë èûôGF ðíû æì• ûë¤ v¼È ôâÞ¼ïè÷íô Ììëß ÐèkÐìÜé ôíë çhÜíû¯ öèó vôìæß

ûüð+ë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ÌÇûì ëËíôîÐÜ æì Çìíô• çìðíÜ «*ôíGFëÈ Åè÷ç Ì†ŒËé ðíú ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ¼¤Úì vóßúì• Íâæèô çì ™ëg ôëì ûì «*èçVì

ôëì¯ èô¬Q; vôìæß «*ôGFíô «*ìúÐÈ äìçéú• Ìì˜èÜô ûì Íâæèô øãë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë ÌÛìíûë ¼@¬cìûÖ «*èçôìë èð¼ìíû vóÔì ðú¯ ÍÈëôâ

øèëèòèçíç «*ôGF ëCøìèúç ðíÜß çì ôçåì òìúé ðíû_v¼È èû»íú ¼í`óð vÇíô öìú¯ «*ôíGFë Ìû¼ìíæ ûë¤ ôìäôâÞ vÇíâ öìú ß

¼âíúë ¼íà ¼íà çìë ØÜß ÐïíæÖ èâèÜíú öìú¯ ôìíäÈ vôìæß «*ôíGFë óéÙÞíâúìóé ß òìúé ¼ìØíÜÖë äæÖ Íô æéèç Í

ôâÞøèëôGFæì «*¬t¬;ç ôëì ÌçÖ¬Q? äëgèë¯ ÍÈ ôìä ¼ðä æú Íû¤ Íë äæÖ «*íúìäæ Íô ¼ã¼¤ùèÒç óüè,%Ûèà¯ 9¿3¿2 «*ôíGFë

èû»úû¬t¬;íô Åˆ‰ç ôëì «*ôíGFë èû»úû¬t¬;íç ¼â¼ÖìIèÜ ôéÛìíû è÷èÿç ôëì ðú ß çìíóë ¼âìÓìæ vÔþìäì ðú_çìë ÅíGXÔ Çìíô¯

vôìæß «*ôGFíô çÔæÈ ÅÁô·,% ûÜì öìíû öÔæ çì ûì¬t¬?û¼@‡ç ðíû¯ vôìæß vóÐ ûì Ì˜íÜë ¼û ¼â¼Öìë ¼âìÓìæ ôíë vØÜì

vôìæß «*ôíGFë ÜáÖ ðíç øìíë æì¯ âíæìíöìù ¼ðôìíë Ì†ŒìèÓôìë èòë ôëíç ðíû Íû¤ è¼ºoì¬Q? èæíç ðíû vôìæd ôìäèå ¼û vÇíô

Iëg&øïËÞ Íû¤ vô v¼È ôìä ôëíç «*ô·ç ¼áâ¯ vôìæß Iëg&øïËÞ «*ôíGFë óìèú& væûìë «*öãèkùç óáçì ôìë Ììí×_«*¬t¬?ìûôìëéíô

çìëß âïÜÖìúæ ôëíç ðíû¯
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83 vôìæß áh° vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òì ûì óãûÞÜ ¼ëôìèë «*èçVìæ vôìæß «*öãèkùç èóíô äèåÜ ß èûÐìÜ ûÖú¼ìíøá «*¬t¬?ìû vøÐ

ôëíÜ• v¼IèÜíô èûíÐ» Ìì¬Q?èëô ûíÜ âíæ ðú æì¯ ÍÈ «*¬t¬?ìûIèÜ ûì¬t¬?û¼@‡ç æú Íû¤ Íë ØíÜ øèë÷ìÜæìë Iëgçë ¼â¼Öì vóÔì

vóíû• ÍÈ ôìëË vóèÔíú Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òìIèÜ ørøìÒ ÍÈ «*¬t¬?ìûIèÜ æìô÷ ôíë vóíû¯ ÌæÖèóíô Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òì ûì çðèûÜIèÜ v×ìíåì

«*ôGF ø×`ó ôíë æì• ôìëË ÍIèÜ Ìæãíâìóæ• æäëóìèë ß âãÜÖìúíæ ûí§ì «*ôíGFë âíçìÈ «*Ðì¼èæô vûìÄìë ¼üè,% ôíë¯ ÍÈ ôìëíË

¼èÒô Ûìë¼ìâÖ ¼üè,% ôëì ÌçÖ¬Q? äëgèë Íû¤ çìë äæÖ Åè÷ç ÌèÛÚ äìçéú ûì Ìì¬Q?äÞìèçô «*èçVìæ ûì vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìíóë

¼íà Íôír ôìä ôëì¯ ÌìóÐÞÛìíû• «*ôGF ß ¼ëôìèë vár¼¤¹ì¬Q? æéèçë âíÓÖ Íô ¼@øôÞ Çìôì Åè÷ç¯ vôìæß ¼ëôìèë æéèçë

Ìæãøèòèçíç «*ôíGFë Íô Iëg&øïËÞ ÜáÖ ðßúì Åè÷ç_Åøöãk øèë÷ìÜæ æéèç èòë ôëì Íû¤ çì ëCøìèúç ôëì¯ ¼ëôìèë æéèç ûì

¼âÇÞíæë ÌÛìíû ûT «*ôGF vÐ» øöÞ¬Q? ûÖÇÞçìú øöÞûè¼ç ðú¯ ûí§ì Óëíæë ¼ëôìèë ¼âÇÞæíô Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òì ß çðèûÜIèÜ

«*ìúÐÈ Íô Èèçûì÷ô èóô èð¼ìíû vóíÔ¯ ÜáÖ• ¼@¬cìûÖ ØÜìØÜ ß çìë äæÖ ÌìûÐÖô ôìäôâÞíô Íô öãèk†ŒìðÖ ¹íâ Åøòìèøç ôëì

vôìæß «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë øíá ÌçÖ¬Q? Iëg&øïËÞ¯ «*ôíGFë Åí!ÐÖ öèó vôìæß èæèóÞ,% òìíæë äæÖ Íôèå øèë÷ìÜæ øèëôGFæì

¾çèë ôëì• çìðíÜ ßÈ òìíæë ¼éâìæì ß ¼éâìíëÔì èòë ôëìë ÌìíùÈ v¼Ôìíæ øèëôèGFç ôìäIèÜ ûËÞæì ôëìë vôìæß ÌÇÞ ðú æì¯ Ììûìë

«*ôGF øèë÷ìÜôíóë óÜ ßÈ òìíæ ôìäôíâÞë Ì†ŒìèÓôìë èòë ôëìë øë Ì¤Ð†ŒðËâïÜô «*è¹úì ™ëg ôëìëß vôìæß ÌÇÞ ðú æì¯

ÈèçâíÓÖÈ è¼ºoì¬Q? †ŒðË ôíë øíë òìæéú äæùËíô v¼IèÜ äìæìíæìíô èÒô Ì¤Ð†ŒðËâïÜô óüè,%Ûèà èð¼ìíû ÌèÛèðç ôëì öìú

æì¯ ûT «*ôíGFë váír Ììë Íôèå Ìèç-øèëè÷ç ¼â¼Öì ðÜ ÅøôëË ûì ¼ëJìâíô âìrìèçèëk Iëg& vóßúì¯ ¼ëJìâ ÌûÐÖÈ «*íúìäæéú•

èô¬Q; Ìì¬Q?äÞìèçô Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òìIèÜë âíç• çì ôÔíæìÈ vâìå ûìíäíåë ôhè§ Ðçì¤íÐë vûèÐ ðßúì ûìzæéú æú¯ ûT Ìì¬Q?äÞìèçô

Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òì Ììûìë øèëôìÒìíâì ùÒíæ ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçì ôëíç vçâæ ÅÁ¼ìðé æú¯ 9¿3¿3 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë ÌìóÜíô (format) Åˆ‰ç

ôëì vôìæß «*ôGFøírë (document) ÌìóÜß ¼âìæ Iëg&øïËÞ¯ æèÇ ûì «*ôGFøírë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ Íåì vóÔìíæì vö• «*ôGFèå Å+âëCíø ß

öãèk¼@‡çÛìíû øèëôGFæì ôëì ðíúí×¯ æèÇèå óãûÞÜÛìíû ëè÷ç ûì ùèÒç ðíÜ ÍÈ «*ôíGFë vø×íæ ôé öãèk ôìä ôëí× çì Ôèçíú

vóÔì ¼¤èxX,% ÌìèÓôìèëíôë øíá ôèÒæ ðíú óþì§ìú¯ «*¬t¬?ìûèå Åøòìøæì ôëìë Ûèàß «*¬t¬?ìûôìëéë «*öãèkùç ß øèë÷ìÜæ óáçì

¼@øíôÞ öíÇ,% ÌìÛì¼ vóú¯ ÍÔìíæß Íô öãèk†ŒìðÖ ¹â Ìæã¼ëË ôëì ÌìûÐÖô¯ «*ôíGFë ÜáÖ ûì ¼@¬cìûÖ ØÜìØíÜë ôÇì ÅíGXÔ

ôëìë ÌìíùÈ «*ôíGFë ôìäôíâÞë ôÇì ûÜì ûìzæéú æú¯ øèëÛì»ìë ¼èÒô ûÖûðìë ¼ðä æú Íû¤ çìíô ÛhÜÛìíû «*íúìù ôëíÜ ÛhÜ

vûìÄìûãèÄë ¼üè,% ðíç

84 øìíë¯ Í váír ¼èÒô øèëÛì»ì ûÖûðìë Ìçéû Iëg&øïËÞ¯ öìë âìÓÖíâ ¼ûìÈ ÍôÈ Ûì»ìú ôÇì ûÜíç øìíë ß ÍôìÈ ûìçÞì ûãÄíç øìíë¯

øèëÛì»ì ÌûÐÖ èûèÛˆ‰ Åˆ‰úæ ¼¤òìë váír èÛˆ‰ èÛˆ‰ ðíç øìíë¯ æéí÷ ûT ûÖû´ç èô×ã Ðíjë ÌÇÞ ûËÞæì ôëì ðÜ ½

Intervention logic ðÜ «*ôíGFë vâîèÜô ëËæéèç• öì Åˆ‰úíæë ÜáÖ (development objectives) øïëíËë èóíô Ííùìíæìë ¼â¬t¬?

øóíáøíô Ì¬Q?ÛÞhk ôíë¯ Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVI) ûÜíç v¼È øóíáøIèÜíô vûìÄìú• öìíóë ¼ìðìíöÖ Åˆ‰úæ ß

«*ôíGFë ÜáÖ Íû¤ «*ôíGFë ØÜìØíÜëß vx*èËèûÛìù ôëì öìú¯ vöÔìíæÈ ¼@¬cû ÍIèÜ vöæ øèëâìøíöìùÖ Íû¤ ÌûÐÖÈ öì÷ìÈíöìùÖ

ðú¯ Sources of verification ðÜ v¼È ÅøìóìæIèÜ ‘vöâæ_¼âéáìë ØÜìØÜ• èëíøìåÞ è÷r ÈçÖìèó’• öì OVI-Íë øèëí«*èáíç ØÜìØÜ

øëéáì ôëìë äæÖ «*íúìäæéú çÇÖ väìùìæ vóú¯ Assumptions ðÜ «*ôGF ûèðÞÛhç èô×ã èû»ú• öìíóë ßøë «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜíôë

vôìæß ëôâ èæúQŸË væÈ• èô¬Q; «*ôíGFë ØÜìØíÜë ßøë öìíóë öíÇ,% «*Ûìû ëíúí×¯ óü,%ì¬Q?t¬HëCø• ùüðöãºo• qâíËë ßøë

ûìÓìèæí»Ó• Ììûðìßúì ÈçÖìèó¯ Development objective-vô âìíÄ âìíÄ Overall objective ûì Development goal-ß ûÜì ðú¯ «*ôGF

vöÔìíæ çìë Ìûóìæ ëìÔíç ÷ìú_Íèå ðÜ v¼È ûüð+ë ÜáÖ¯ ÷ìÜã ëËæéèç ûì ÌæÖìæÖ ÌìæãVìèæôÛìíû vÙìè»ç ëËæéèçë ¼íà Íë

¼¤ùèç Çìôì Åè÷ç¯ Project objective-vô Project Purposes ûì Immediate objectives-ß ûÜì ðíú Çìíô¯ «*ôGFèåë ÜáÖ èÒô ôé

ôëì_Íèå v¼åìÈ vûìÄìú¯ Project purpose-Íë ¼íà vôìæß ¼âíúÈ çìë ôìäôâÞ ûì ØÜìØÜíô IèÜíú vØÜì èÒô æú¯ ÌçÖèÓô

¼¤ÔÖìú Project objective ÇìôíÜ• «*ôGFèåíç èûqìè¬Q?ë ¼üè,% ðú Íû¤ v¼èå ëCøìèúç ôëì ôèÒæ ðíú øí§¯ Outputs ûÜíç

«*ôíGFë ûì¬t¬?û ØÜìØÜíô vûìÄìú¯ û¬t¬;ùç ØÜìØÜ ðÜ v¼IèÜ• öìíóë Ììâëì «*ô·ç tøÐÞ ôëíç øìèë ÌÇûì vóÔíç øìÈ ¥ vôìæß

èæèâÞç øèëôìÒìíâì vôìæß øèë÷ìÜæ øèëôGFæìë ¼üè,%• vôìæß ¼ØÜ ÌìíÜì÷æì «*è¹úìë ëCøìúË• æçhæ ÌìÈæ• âìæè÷ír vôìæß

òìíæë ¼éâì èæÓoÞìëË• âäãç ¼ìâ†Œé ÷—§ì¬Q? ôëì ÈçÖìèó¯ û¬t¬;ùç æú Íâæ ØÜìØÜIèÜë âïÜÖìúæ ôëì ôèÒæ ðíÜß v¼IèÜ

ÔãûÈ Iëg&øïËÞ ¥ æéèçë Èèçûì÷ô øèëûçÞæ• Åˆ‰ççë «*èÐáË ôâÞé• æçhæ âìæè¼ôçì• ¼â¼ÖìûèÜ ¼@øíôÞ æçhæ

óüè,%Ûèà Ììëß Èèçûì÷ô Ìì÷ëË ÈçÖìèó¯ Ìíæíô «*ìúÐÈ Output-vô è¹úìøó èûíû÷æì ôíë çìíô ôìä ôëìë ¼íà ¼âìÇÞô Ûìûìë ÛhÜèå

ôíëæ¯ Activities ðÜ ØÜìØÜ øìûìë äæÖ «*íúìäæéú ôìäôâÞ¯ ûT Óëíæë ôìäôâÞ Çìôíç øìíë• èô¬Q; ûì¬t¬?ûâãÔé âíæìÛìû èæíú

çìíóë ¼@øó ß ûÖíúë ¼íà öãk ôíë vóÔì Åè÷ç¯ «*èçèå ôìíäë ¼íà Íôèå ØÜìØÜíô öãk ôëì Åè÷ç¯ vôìæß activity ¼ûÞóì Íô

è¹úìøó èóíú ™ëg ðú ¥ buy, contract, implement, do, visit, distribute, train ÈçÖìèó¯
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85 9¿3¿4 «*ôGF èæâÞìíËë èûíxX»Ëé Åøìóìæ èð¼ìíû Logical Framework Analysis (LFA) vôìæß «*ôíGFë ¼ìØÜÖ ÌíæôIèÜ

èû»íúë ßøë èæÛÞë ôíë ¥ ÅÁô·,% øèëôGFæì• öÇìöÇ ¼ì¤ùÒèæô áâçì• óá ß Å!é: ôâÞéë óÜ• ¼ôíÜëÈ èæät¬H óìèú&

èÒôÒìô øìÜæ ôëì ÈçÖìèó¯ èô¬Q; ™ëgíçÈ vö èû»úèå ¼ûíÇíô Iëg&øïËÞ• v¼èå ðÜ «*ôGF vöæ «*ô·ç ¼â¼Öìë ¼âìÓìíæ

ûuçé ðú¯ vôìæß «*ôíGFë ÓìëËìíô Íôèå øïËÞìà «*¬t¬?ìíû ëCøì¬Q?èëç ôëìë Ììíù «*ô·ç ¼â¼Öìèåíô è÷èÿç ôëì ß vûìÄìë äæÖ

«*íúìäæ ‘Logical framework analysis’-Íë ¼ìðìöÖ væßúì¯ Íë Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ vö v«*áìøíå ÍÈ «*ôGF ôìä ôëíû• çìë Íô tø,% ß æèÇÛhk

èûíxX»Ë ôëì¯ vö ¼â¼ÖìIèÜ èæíú «*ôGFèå ôìä ôëíû çìíô Ììíù è÷èÿç ôíë Íë Åè÷ç çìë èÛè+íç «*ôíGFë Åí!ÐÖ• ØÜìØÜ ß

ôìäôâÞ èòë ôëì¯ ôìíäÈ• «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû ôëìë ÌìíùÈ LFA-ë ôìä ðìíç væßúì Åè÷ç¯ ôìëË v¼èå ðÜ Íô ¼ãöãèkøïËÞ «*ôGF ¾çèëë

èÛè+¯ 9¿3¿4¿1 LFA «*è¹úìë «*Óìæ ÓìøIèÜ ðÜ ‘ô’ The Problem Tree : vôìæß øèëèòèç èûíxX»Ë ôëìë äæÖ «*Çíâ âïÜ

¼â¼Öìèåë ÅíGXÔ ôíë çìíô èûèÛˆ‰ èóíô Ûìù ôíë èææ¯ ÍÈ ‘tree’ vôìæß èûóÖâìæ øèëèòèçë væèçûì÷ô èóôIèÜë âíÓÖ

ôìëË-øèëËìâ ‘Cause-effect’ ¼@øôÞ «*èçVì ôëíç ¼ìðìöÖ ôëíû¯ ¼ûíÇíô ÛìíÜì ðú öèó Íèå vôìæß ¼Ûì ûì ôâÞÐìÜìíç «*¬t¬;ç

ôëì ðú¯ vöÔìíæ Íâæ ûÖèkëì Åøèòç Çìíôæ öþìëì øèëèòèçë ¼íà «*çÖáÛìíû öãk Íû¤ öìëì Ííô ÛìíÜì Ûìíû ÌæãÓìûæ ôíëæ¯ vôìæß

¼â¼Öìë ôìëË Ôãþäíç v÷,%ì ôëíÜ çìë «*öãèkùç• ÌÇÞÊæèçô• ¼ì¤t¬ü›èçô ß ¼ìâìèäô èóôIèÜ èûíû÷æì ôëíç ðú¯ ÍÈ ôìäèå

ÌçÖ¬Q? Iëg&øïËÞ• ôìëË «*ôíGFë ôìäôâÞ èæûÞì÷íæë ÍèåÈ ðÜ èÛè+¯ ‘Ô’ The Objective Tree : ¼â¼Öì èûíxX»íËë ôìä

¼@øïËÞ ðíÜ Ììøèæ ““ôìëËIèÜ”” ¼@øíôÞ ûÖûòì èæíç øìíëæ• öìíç ¼â¼Öì óïë ðú ÌÇûì çìë çéûuçì ôíâ¯ Íôìä ôëì ¼@¬cû Íô

objective Tree-Íë ¼ìðìíöÖ• öì âïÜç ¼â¼ÖìIèÜíô ‘vðçh ß øèëËìâ’ ““Èèçûì÷ô ¼ìØíÜÖ”” ‘ÜáÖ ß øpì’ ëCøì¬Q?èëç ôíë çìë

¼âìÓìæ ôíë_vöÔìíæ “ÜáÖ” ðÜ «*ôGF ¼@øïËÞ ðûìë øíë ôìè)áç Ìûòì¯ ‘ù’ ëËæéèç (Strategy) : Objective tree-Íë ôìä ¼@øïËÞ

ðíÜ Ììøæìíô Íôèå ëËæéèç èòë ôëíç ðíû Íû¤ çìíô ¼@øìóæ- vöìùÖ èô×ã ôìöÞìûèÜ èð¼ìíû «*ôìÐ ôëíç ðíû• öìíç «*ôíGFë vÐí»

v¼È ôìè)áç Ìûòìú vøþî×æ öìú¯

86 Ììøæìíô vûí× èæíç ðíû objective tree-Íë vôìæ øpìèå Ììøèæ «*ôíGFë äæÖ ûÖûðìë ôëíûæ¯ «*èçèå ôâÞéë v¼È ôìäÈ ôëì

Åè÷ç• öìíç v¼ ¼û vÇíô óá¯ vôìæß âÁ¼Ö÷ì» èûÛìùíô ÌÇÞÊæèçô èû»úIèÜíç óá Ûìûì èÒô ûãèºoâìíæë ôìä ðíû æì/ ÍÈ ÓëíËë

èû»úIèÜë äæÖ ÌÇÞ ûì øèëôGFæì âQŸíôë ¼ìðìöÖ ÷ìßúìÈ öÇìöÇ ðíû¯ èûôGF èð¼ìíû• âÁ¼Ö÷ì» âQŸíôë âíÓÖ Íôèå èûíÐ»

ÌÇÞÊæèçô èûÛìù ¼üè,% ôëì vöíç øìíë¯ èæûÞì÷íæë «*è¹úìèå ÌçÖ¬Q? øèëôèGFç Åøìíú ôëì Åè÷ç• öìíç ÜáÖIèÜë Ì†ŒìèÓôìë

ûì vx*èË¹â Íû¤ objective tree-Íë âíÓÖ ÜáÖÝøpì ¼@øôÞíô «*ìøÖ Iëg& èóíç ðíû¯ Ììøæìíô ÍÈ Iëg&øïËÞ èû»úIèÜ èûíû÷æì ôëíç

ðíû ¥ Ììøæìë ¼¤òìë èûíÐ» óáçì• óìçìë t¬HìÇÞ• ¼ìØíÜÖë ¼@¬cìûæì• t¬Hç¥è¼ºoIèÜë Iëg& Íû¤ «*ì: ûìíäå¯ «*ôíGFë æôÐì

ë÷æì ôëíç ôëíç Íåì vûìÄì vöíçÈ øìíë vö• problim tree-Íë ÌæÖ ôíúôèå ¼â¼Öì ÌæÖ vôìæß «*ôíGFë âìÓÖíâÈ ¼âìÓìæ ôëì

¼@¬cû¯ v¼È ÌæÖ «*ôíGFë óìèú& Ììøæìë ¼¤òì ûì ÌæÖ vôìæß ¼¤òì èæíç øìíë ‘ÍÈ ôìëíËÈ vár-ôâÞé ß óìçìë âíÓÖ ¼âˆHú Íç

äëgèë’¯ ëËæéèç ™Óãâìr «*ôíGFë æôÐì ¾çèëë øöÞìíú Iëg&øïËÞ æú¯ ëCøìúíËë øöÞìíúß Íèå Íô Iëg&øïËÞ Åøìóìæ¯ ëËæéèçíô

ôÔíæìÈ Ìæâæéú Ûìûì èÒô æú¯ «*ôGF ëCøìúíËë ¼âíú vôìæß ÌÛìûæéú øèëèòèçë ¼üè,% ðíç øìíë Íû¤ çìë ¼íà ¼¤ùèç vëíÔ

ëËæéèçë øèëûçÞæ Ùåìíç ðíç øìíë¯ «*ôíGFë ßøë ÛìíÜìÛìíû æäë ëìÔíÜ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜô ëËæéèçâïÜô øèëôGFæìë ôìöÞôìèëçì

ß «*ì¼èàôçì ¼@øíôÞ èØõ-ûÖìô ûì øãæèæÞíûÐ vøíç øìíëæ¯ ‘Ù’ øèëôGFæì Íë ÌÇÞ ðÜ øèëôGFæìâìèØô ¼¤ùèÒç ôëì¯

vôìæß øèëôGFæì ðÜ Íô èû¬t¬?ìèëç «*ôGF• öì tø,%Ûìíû ûèËÞç vôìæß ÜáÖøïëíËë Åí!íÐÖ ôëËéú ôìíäë Íô öãèk†ŒìðÖ ¹íâë Pìëì

ùèÒç¯ øèëèòèç èûíxX»íËë øëûçÞé Óìø ðÜ ‘Intervention’-Íë øèëôGFæì ôëì¯ ÷ìëèå ÅGX@¬H ß ÷ìëèå ÌæãÛ—èâô ¬t¬?í@¬cë

Íô âÖìèå³íRë (matrix) ëCíø Íôèå logical framework ùÒæ ôëíÜ øèëôGFæìë øöÞìíú ¼ãèûÓì ðú¯ ÍÈ âÖìèå³Rèå ¼¤èá: ß ¼ðíä

ûÖûðìëíöìùÖ Íû¤ Ííô èëíøìíåÞß ûÖûðìë ôëì ÷íÜ¯ ö- èæíú ôëíÜ ÍÈ ôìäèå «*ôGF ëCøìúíËë øöÞìíú «*ôGF ûÖûòìøíôë ¼âíúë

Ììx*ú ôëíû¯ «*ôíGFë æäëóìèë ß âïÜÖìúíæë ôìíä Í èûëìå ¼ìðìöÖ ôëíû¯ Íë vÇíô ¼ìâè†Œô «*ôíGFë Íô tø,% ×èûß øìßúì vöíç

øìíë¯ ÍôÇì ûÜìë Ìíøáì ëìíÔæì vö• «*ôGF øèëôGFæì ß øèë÷ìÜæìë äæÖ Íèå «*ô·çÈ Íô Iëg&øïËÞ ÅøôëË¯

87 Logical Framework Analysis ‘ÅóìðëË’ Logframe (1) Intervention (2) Objectively veri (3) Soures of (4) Assumptions logic

fied indicators verification (5) Development objective (6) Project objecti- 1. ves (7) Outputs (8) Activities 9¿3¿5 «*ôGF

æôÐì ¾çèëë øöÞìíúë øë Logical Framewrok Analysis-vô ûÖûðìë ôëíç ðú ½ (LFA-ë «*¼ìëíËë ÍÈ ôìä ™Óãâìr ûí§ì «*ôíGFë

váír «*íöìäÖ’ Time schedule : LFA-Íë ôìä vÐ» ðíú öìûìë øë Logframe-Í çìèÜôìÛhk ¼û ôìäôâÞíô ëCøìúíËë ¼âú Ìæãöìúé øë

øë ¼ìäìíç ðíû¯ Pragramme Poject Project components Development objective Project objective ➔ Development

objective Outputs ➔ Poject objectives ➔ Development objective Activities ➔ Outputs ➔ Project components Activities

➔ Outputs Activities
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88 ëCøìúíËë ûÖûòì ½ ÌìíùÈ ÅíGXÔ ôëì ðíúí× vö• Logical Framework Analysis-Íë Åøíöìèùçì ™Óãâìr «*ôGF æôÐì ôëì ûì

«*ôGF «*¬t¬;èçë váír ¼éâìûºo æú¯ vö¼û ÌçÖ¬Q? ûüðÁ «*ôíGF Ìíæô Óëíæë ôìäôâÞ ðú¯ v¼È¼û váír Logical framework

«*ôGF ôâÞéíóë âíÓÖ «*èçèå ôìíäë óìèú& ûëì! ôíë øèë÷ìÜæìë ôìíä ¼ìðìöÖ ôëíç øìíë¯ Logical framework-vô v¼È ôìëíË

ÌíæôIèÜ ‘Sub-logframe’’-Í èûÛk ôëì ðú• öìë «*íçÖôèå ‘’Master’’ logframe-Íë Ì¤ÐIèÜíô ûËÞæì ôíë¯ “Master” Logframe-

Íë_çìÁáèËô ÜáÖ ðíú óþì§ìú Sub-logframe-Íë development objective ÈçÖìèó¯ vôìæß ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ûì «*ôíGFë Ì¤ÐIèÜë ¼¤ùèç

«*ôìÐ ôëíç Íû¤ «*èçèå Ì¤Ðíô èû¬t¬?ìèëçÛìíû ûìè§íú çhÜíç ÍÈ øºoèç ÌçÖ¬Q? Åøíöìùé¯ èô¬Q; ÍÈ ôìäèå ôëì ¼ðä æú Íû¤ v¼È

ôìëíË Íë óìèú& ™Óãâìr «*èÐáË«*ì:• ÌèÛÚ «*ôGF ôâÞéíóë ðìíç ×ì§ì Åè÷ç¯ æäëóìèë ß âïÜÖìúæ ½ vôìæß «*ôíGFë èûûçÞæ ûì

¼ìØíÜÖë æäëóìèëë ÌÇÞ èæúèâç Ûìíû èô×ã ôìäôâÞ ûì èæÓÞìëô âìrìë (Parameter) ßøë Üá ëìÔì¯ “Master” ûì “Sub-logframe’’

vöèåÈ vðìô æì vôæ• vôìæß «*ôíGFë ¼ìØÜÖ ß Ì†Œùèçë âïÜÖìúæ ß æäëóìèëë váírß logframe-öíÇ,% ¼ðìúô «*âìèËç ðú¯

èûíÐ» ôíë ‘Sub-Logframe’ IèÜ æäëóìèëë ûì âïÜÖìúíæë Ûìë«*ì: ÌìèÓôìèëôíô ¼ðíäÈ vóèÔíú vóíû vôìíæì ÜáÖèå çÔæß øïëË

ðúèæ ûì vôìíæì ôìäèå çÔæß ûìèô Ììí×¯ Íåìß Ôãû °gç ß ¼ðíä vûë ôíë væßúì vö• ÍÈ ôìíäë óìèúí& vô è×Ü Íû¤ çìíô ÍÈ Ôûëèå

äìèæíú ôìäèå ¼@øïËÞ ôëíç èæíóÞÐ vóßúì ðú¯ 9¿3¿6 ❐ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë ÌìóÜ (Format) «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíû LFA «*è¹úìë

è¼ºoì¬Q?IèÜ «*èçØèÜç ðßúì Åè÷ç¯ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë Ììúçæ ß øãbìæã øãbçìë ¬t¬?ë ÌûÐÖÈ èæÛÞë ôëíû «*ôíGFëÈ

Ììúçíæë ßøë¯ ÌæÖÛìíû «*ôìÐ ôëíÜ• vôìæß ¼ìóìâìåì ÌìíÜì÷æì ¼Ûìë çhÜæìú Íôèå ûÖúûTÜ «*ôíGFë «*¬t¬?ìû Ìíæô vûèÐ

èû¬t¬?ìèëç ðíû¯ æéí÷ vóßúì «*ôíGFë «*Óìæ èÐíëìæìâIèÜ logframe ôìÒìíâìë ¼ìÓìëË óüè,%Ûèà Ìæã¼ëË ôíë ÷íÜ¯ ¼¤èá:¼ìë

½ ¼ì@¬cìûÖ ÎËóìæôìëéíóë ôìí× ôìöÞèæûÞìðé ¼¤èá:¼ìë (executive summary) ÌçÖ¬Q? Åøíöìùé¯ ‘ô’ Û—èâôì ½ âãÔûao

èð¼ìíû «*ôGF ¼@øíôÞ Íô ¼¤èá: øèëè÷èç vóßúì ÌìûÐÖô• öìíç ¼â†Œ «*ôGF ¼@øíôÞ ÌGF ôÇìú Íô èûûëË vóßúì Çìôíû¯ ‘Ô’

¼¤ùç ôìëË (Justification) ½ vôæ ÍÈ «*ôGF ðìíç væßúì ðÜ Íû¤ ôéÛìíû øºoèç ûì óüè,%ÛèàIèÜ vûí× væßúì ðÜ çìë ûÖìÔÖì ôëì

«*íúìäæ¯ Íë âíÓÖ Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì Åè÷ç ½ ‘1’ vö ¼â¼Öì ¼âìÓìæ ôëíç ÷ìßúì ðíE× çìë ûËÞæì¯

89 ‘2’ «*ôíGFë ¼ØÜ ¼âìè:ë øë ¼@¬cìûÖ Ìûòìë ûËÞæì¯ ‘3’ ôìëì ÍÈ «*ôíGFë Pìëì Åøô·ç ðíû Íû¤ ôéÛìíûÀ ‘4’ Ììøæìë ¼¤òìë ÍÈ

«*ôíGFë ¼íà äè§ç ðßúìë ôìëË¯ ‘5’ ëCøìúËôìëé ¼¤òìë ¼ìâÇÞÖ ûì áâçìë èûûëË¯ ‘ù’ Development objective ß Project

objectives : «*ôGFèå vö óéÙÞíâúìóé ÜáÖøïëíË ¼ðìúçì ôëíû çì ûÖìÔÖì ôëgæ Íû¤ Íë ØíÜ vö¼û èæèóÞ,% ÜíáÖ vøþî×ìíæì

öìíû çìë çìèÜôì vøÐ ôëgæ¯ ‘Ù’ Project outputs and activities : âïÜ ÜáÖøïëíËë øíÇ «*ôGFèå èæèóÞ,% vôìæd vôìæd ôìíä

¼ìØÜÖ vøíç ÷ìÈíû project outputs-Í çìë èûûëË Çìôì Åè÷ç¯ çìèÜôìÛhk outputs ÌäÞæ ôëíç vùíÜ vö¼û ôìäôâÞ ðìíç væßúì ðíû

project activities-Í v¼IèÜ ûËÞæì ôëì ûìzæéú vôìíæì «*ôíGFë Ôãû vûèÐ out put Çìôì ûìzæéú æú/ ÌûÐÖ activities vöëôâ

«*íúìäæ v¼ëôâÈ †ŒðË ôëì vöíç øìíë¯ Ììøèæ öèó ÌíæôIèÜ output vøíç Ìì†Œðé ðæ• çìðíÜ Ììøæìë Åè÷ç ÌíæôIèÜ «*ôGF ÷ìÜã

ôëì¯ ‘Â’ Inputs : ‘1’ ¼ëôìèë èæíûÐ (Government inputs) : ¼ëôìèë ôâÞ÷ìëé• ÌèØ¼ øèë¼ë• ¼ëJìâ• qâË ÈçÖìèó ¼íâç

¼ëôìèë ¼â¬t¬? èæíûíÐë çìèÜôì ôëgæ¯ ‘2’ ÎËóìæôìëéë èæíûÐ (donor inputs) : «*ôíGFë äæÖ «*íúìäæéú ÌÇÞ¼¤òìæ¯ ‘÷’

t¬Hç¥è¼ºoÝÄhþèô ½ ÍÈ èûÛìùèåë Åè÷ç «*ôíGFë ¼ìØíÜÖë äæÖ v¼È Iëg&øïËÞ èû»úIèÜíô è÷èÿç ôëì• vöIèÜ èô¬Q;

«*ôíGFë Ììßçìë ûìÈíë¯ ÍÔìíæ v¼È ÄþhèôIèÜë èû»íú ÌìíÜì÷æì ôëgæ vöIèÜ «*ôGF ëCøìúíËë ¼âú èûÜí@¬Hë ¼üè,% ôëíç øìíë

ÌÇûì ÜáÖøïëíË ûìÓìë ¼üè,% ôëíç øìíë¯ óü,%ì¬Q? èð¼ìíû Ììâëì ôìäôíâÞ ûìÓì ¼üè,%ôìëé Ìt¬HìÛìèûô û»Þì• ùËÌèòëçì• ¼ìÓìëË

ÓâÞÙå• ëìäÊæèçô øèëèòèçë Iëg&øïËÞ øèëûçÞæ ÈçÖìèó Ähþèôë ÅíGXÔ ôëíç øìèë¯ ‘×’ Ììíùë ôçÞûÖ ß øïûÞÐçÞ ½ «*ôíGFë

ôìä ™ëgë Ììíù vö¼û ôìä ôëì ûì çÇÖ äìæì «*íúìäæ• vöâæ_ëì¬t¬?ì èæâÞìË• òìæéú ôâÞéíóë äæÖ èûíÐ» «*èÐáË• ¼¤¼íó

Ìæãíâìèóç ÌìÈæ ÈçÖìèó ûËÞæì ôëgæ¯ ‘ä’ ëCøìúíËë ûÖûòì (Implementation arrangements) ½ ôéÛìíû «*ôGFèå ëCøìèúç ðíû

çì ûËÞæì ôëgæ¯ ÍÔìíæ ¼û ôâÞéë Û—èâôì ß óìèú& tø,%Ûìíû èæèóÞ,% ôíë èóíç ðíû¯ ‘Ä’ «*ôíGFë øöÞìíÜì÷æì• «*èçíûóæ ß

âïÜÖìúæ ½ «*öãèkùç ß ÌìèÇÞô• vôìíæì «*èçíûóæ ôç èóæ ÌQ?ë Ì¬Q?ë ¾çèë ôëì ðíû çì ûËÞæì ôëgæ¯ ÍÔìíæ Íåìß ÅíGXÔ ôëì

óëôìë vö• vô vôìæd «*èçíûóæ ¾çèë ôëíû Íû¤ çì ôìë äæÖ ¾çèë ðíû¯ ÌÛÖ¬Q?ëéË ß ûèð¥ò• «*ôíGFë ÍÈ óãÈ Óëíæë

âïÜÖìúæ ôé øºoèçíç ôëì ðú çì ûËÞæì ôëgæ¯ ‘ƒ’ ûìíäå èÐíå (budget sheet) èçæèå «*Óìæ Åøìóìæ Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì Åè÷ç ½ šìØ

åìÈâ ûì

90 staff time ‘òìæéú ß Ìì¬Q?äÞìèçô’• ¼ëJìâ ß «*èÐáË ‘öìë âíÓÖ øí§ ¼Ûì• ÌìæãVìèæô ß Ìæãø÷ìèëô «*èÐáË ÈçÖìèó’¯ Ííç

ôìäôíâÞë äæÖ «*íúìäæéú ÌìèÇÞô ¼@øóIèÜß ‘våèÜíØìæ• õìô• âã°Ë• ÌèØ¼ Ûì§ì• vár øèëóÐÞæ• qâË ÈçÖìèó’ Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì

Åè÷ç¯ ¼ìÓìëËç ¼ìâè†Œô ûìíäíåë ßøë 10S vÇíô 15S ûüèºo vâíæ væßúì ðú¯ ¼¤íöìäæ ½ ¼¤íöìäæIèÜë «*ô·èç èæÛÞë ôëíû

«*ôGFèåë ÷èër ß äèåÜçìë ßøë¯ ¼û Iëg&øïËÞ «*¬t¬?ìíûÈ ÌûÐÖ Problem Tree, Objective Tree ß Logframe Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì

Åè÷ç¯ ● Problem Tree, Objective Tree ß Logical Framework. ● Íôèå èû¬t¬?ìèëç work plan ûì ôâÞøèëôGFæì¯ ÍÈ æèÇë ¼íà

öãk «*ìÇèâô ôâÞøèëôGFæìíô †ŒðË ôíë «*ôGF ™ëgë øë öç ÐéÙu ¼@¬cû çìíô ¼âíúìøíöìùé ôíë ¼ì@eèçô ëCø èóíç ðíû¯ ●
«*ôGF øöÞìíÜì÷æì• «*èçíûóæ ß âïÜÖìúíæë Íô ¼âú¼ïè÷¯ ● ÅE÷øíó ÌèÛè»k «*ôGF ôâÞéíóë äæÖ ôìíäë ûËÞæìÝÌæã¼íaoú

èû»ú (terms of reference) ● «*ôGFíô ¼âÇÞæ äìèæíú òìæéú ôçÞ·í&ë è÷èÒ¯ 9¿4 «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû ë÷æìë vôîÐÜ Ììøæìë

øèëôGFæìë ÅÁô»Þ Íû¤ v¼èå ëCøìèúç ôëìë äæÖ Ììøæìë vöìùÖçì_ÍÈ óãÈíúëÈ èû÷ìë ðíû Ììøèæ ôç ÛìíÜì «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû ë÷æì

ôíëí×æ çì èóíú¯ Ííáír ÍÈ èû»úIèÜ âíæ ëìÔíç ðíû ½ øìÒôûùÞ (andience) ½ ëìäÖ ûì vô\éú ôâÞ¼ïè÷ë äæÖ öìëì Ììøæìë

øèëôGFæì ø§íû çìíóë äæÖ èÜÔãæ¯ øìÒíôë èÐáìùç øèë÷ú ¼@øíôÞ vöíðçh Ììøæìë vôìæß èæèfç ÓìëËì væÈ• âíæ ôíë èææ

vö Ììøæìë ¼¤òì• ×ìr ûì vùìVé ¼@øíôÞ çìíóë vôìæß ùÛéë Úìæ væÈ¯ ë÷æìèå èûíÐ»Úíóë äæÖ ðßúì Åè÷ç æú_ûë¤ ÍâæÛìíû

èÜÔãæ vö• Ììøèæ vöæ vôìæß ûaão ûì ÌìKéúíô Ììøæìë ôâÞ¼ïè÷ ûÖìÔÖì ôëí×æ¯ ¼¤ùÒæÝÌìóÜ (Organization/Format) ½

ÌìèÇÞô ¼ðìúçìôìëé ¼¤òìèåë èæúâ ß èæíóÞÐ Ìæãöìúé Ììøæìë øèëôGFæìèå ¼¤ùèÒç ôëgæ¯ èÐíëìæìâ (headings) Íû¤
ÅøèÐíëìæìâIèÜ (sub-headings) ûËÞæìíç v×ó Ììíæ• Iëg&øïËÞ èû»úIèÜ è÷èÿç ôíë Íû¤ Ììøæìë øèëôGFæìíô ¼ðäøìÒÖ ß

¼ðäíûìÓÖ ôíë vçìíÜ¯ ðëíØë âìø ß ÷èër Íâæ ðßúì Åè÷ç• öìíç çì øìÒÖû¬t¬;íô ¼âüºo ôíë• èô¬Q; âìrìèçèëk ¾ûè÷rÖ Íè§íú

÷íÜ¯ øìçìë ¼¤ÔÖì èóíú Íôèå ¼ïè÷ør Çìôì ÌìûÐÖô¯
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91 ¾ÐÜéÝûÖûðìë «*ËìÜé (style/usage) ½ ¾ÐÜé ß ûÖûðìë «*ËìÜéë ßøë Ììøæìë øèëôGFæìë èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì èæÛÞë ôíë¯

Ììøæìë ë÷æìíô tø,% ß èæÛhÞÜ ôíë vçìÜìë äæÖ ÍÔìíæ èô×ã øëìâÐÞ vóßúì ðÜ¯ ‘1’ ûìæìæ• ûÖìôëË• öèç ÈçÖìèóë ûÖìøìíë

¼ìðìöÖ vøíç ÌèÛÓìæ ûì The Chicago Manual of Style-Íë âíçì ¾ÐÜé-èæíóÞèÐôìë øëìâÐÞ èææ¯ ÍôìèÓô vÜÔô ÇìôíÜ Íôèå

ÌèÛˆ‰ ¾ÐÜé ûÖûðìë ôëì öãèköãk• ôìëË çìíç ë÷æìèåë âíÓÖ ¼ìâJ¼Ö ûäìú Çìíô¯ ‘2’ ¼¤èá: ûìôÖ ûÖûðìë ôëgæ¯ øíæíëìèåë

vûèÐ Ðíjë ¼ìðìíöÖ ùèÒç vôìæß ûìôÖ ø§ì ôèÒæ âíæ ðíç øìíë¯ ‘3’ ôâÞûìí÷Öë (Passive voice) «*íúìù Íè§íú ÷Üì ûìzæéú¯

““ÌèÛÛìûôíóë ¼íà vóÔì ôëì ðíû””_ÍÈ ûìíôÖë vÇíô ““èÐáôëì ÌèÛÛìûôíóë ¼íà vóÔì ôëíûæ”” Ìíæô vûèÐ «*çÖá ß çÇÖ¼âüºo¯

‘4’ ¼ðä Ûì»ì ûÖûðìë ôëgæ¯ Ü@¬Hì Ü@¬Hì Ðj ûì ûìôÖì¤Ð ûÖûðìë ôíë ë÷æìíô ÌöÇì äèåÜ ôíë çhÜíûæ æì¯ ‘5’ ÌÇÞûð æú Íâæ

vôìæß Ðj• ûìôÖ ûì ûìôÖì¤Ð ûìó èóæ¯ «*èçèå Ðjíô vöæ Ü§ìÈ ôíë èåíô Çìôíç ðú¯ ‘6’ óéÙÞ ÌæãíE×óIèÜíô v×ìíåì v×ìíåì Ûìù

ôëgæ¯ ÷ìë èô øþì÷èå ûìíôÖë âíÓÖ Íôèå ÌæãíE×óíô ¼éâìûºo ëìÔãæ¯ ‘7’ óãíûÞìÓÖ Ûì»ì ûì Ðj ûÖûðìë æì-ôíë èæèóÞ,% ß

øèët¬›ìë Ðj ûì Ûì»ìë ¼ìðìöÖ èææ¯ ‘8’ vôìæß èûÛìíùë ™ëgíç ûì vÐí» ¼¤èá:¼ìë èóæ¯ Ììøæìë ë÷æìë âÓÖ èóíú Ííùìíç øìÒôíô

¼ìðìöÖ ôëgæ¯ ‘9’ çÇÖ ß øèë¼¤ÔÖìíæë ¼ìðìíöÖ Ììøæìë ûkûÖ «*èçèVç ôëgæ¯ ‘10’ ÎËóìæôìëé ¼¤òìë tø,% èæíóÞÐ æì-

ÇìôíÜ Ðk ûþìÓìÈ• tabbed divider ûì ÌæÖ vôìæß ÷åôóìë èäèæ¼ Íè§íú ÷Üãæ¯ Åøòìøæìíô ¼ðä vëíÔ èû»úû¬t¬;íô ÐèkÐìÜé

Íû¤ ÌÇÞûð ôíë çhÜãæ¯ ¾óÙÞÖ ½ Ìèç óéÙÞ ûì Ìèç ¼¤èá:_Ììøæìë øèëôGFæìíç ÍÈ óãÈíúë âíÓÖ Ûìë¼ìâÖ Ììæãæ¯ ¼â¬t¬?

«*íúìäæ vâåìíç èô×ã ûì§èç èäèæ¼ ÇìôíÜß çì Ííôûìíë Ì«*íúìäæéú çÇÖ vöæ æì ðú¯ øèëôGFæìë èûèÛˆ‰ èûÛìùIèÜ øëtøíëë

ßøë èæÛÞëÐéÜ ûíÜÈ ÍÈ ÌìèÓíôÖë Ålcû ðú¯ øèëôGFæìë «*íúìäæ Ìæãöìúé øìçìë ¼¤ÔÖìë ¼éâì ûäìú ëìÔãæ¯ qâÐïæÖçì

(accuracy) ½ øèëôGFæìíç ûÖû´ç çÇÖ ß ÐjIèÜ ûìëûìë öì÷ìÈ ôíë çìíóë ¼èÒôçì ¼@øíôÞ èæèfç ðæ¯ ÛhhÜ çÇÖ• øãíëìíæì

øèë¼¤ÔÖìæ ûì Ì«*ì¼èàô ùíû»Ëì Ììøæìë èûxHì¼íöìùÖçì ðuì¼ ôëíû¯

92 ¼ìâJ¼Ö ûì ¼¤ùèç (Consistency) ÍÈ èû»úèå èæèfç ôëgæ vö• Íôèå èûÛìíù Ììøèæ vö çÇÖ ß ¼¤ÔÖìIèÜ ûÖûðìë ôíëí×æ•

v¼IèÜ vöæ ÌæÖìæÖ èûÛìíù ûÖû´ç çÇÖ ß ¼¤ÔÖìIèÜë ¼íà ¼¤ùèçøïËÞ ðú¯ ¼¤èá: èæíóÞÐô Ðj ‘Acronym ’ ÌÖìí¹ìèæâ ûì

ÌæÖìæÖ ¼¤íáèøç Ðj ôâ ûÖûðìë ôëgæ• ôìëË v¼IèÜ øìÒíôë ôìí× Ìøèëè÷ç ðíç øìíë¯ «*Çâûìë ûÖûðìë ôëìë ¼âú ¼@øïËÞ Ðjèå

èÜÔãæ¯ vöâæ UN æì èÜíÔ United Nations èÜÔãæ¯ óüÐÖùç (Visual) ½ ÷ìåÞ (chart), ¼ìëèË ß †ŒìØ (graph) ûÖûðìë ôíë

Ììøæìë Iëg&øïËÞ èû»úIèÜë ßøë väìë èóæ¯ Graphics ûÖûðìë ôëíÜ çìë øèëè÷èç vóßúì ÌûÐÖ ôçÞûÖ Íû¤ Ììøæìë ûkûÖíô çì

ôéÛìíû ¼âÇÞæ ôëí× çì ûÖìÔÖì ôëì ûìzæéú¯ Chart ûì ¼ìëèË ôé ûÜíç ÷ìÈí× çì vûìÄìë óìèú& øìÒíôë ßøë æì ×ì§ìÈ Åè÷ç¯ 9¿5

ÌæãÐéÜæé (Exercise) 1¿ «*ôGF èôÀ «*ôGF ë÷æì ôëíç ðíÜ èô èô èû»ú èûíû÷æìë âíÓÖ ëìÔíç ðúÀ 2¿ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìíûë

ÌìóÜèå ûËÞæì ôë¯ 3¿ «*ôGF «*¬t¬?ìû ë÷æìë vôîÐÜIèÜ èû¬t¬?ìèëçÛìíû ûÖìÔÖì ôë¯

93 Íôô 10 ❐ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì (Project Management) ùÒæ 10¿1 ùÒæ 10¿2 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë Èèçðì¼ 10¿3 «*ôGF

øèë÷ìÜæìë ôâÞ«*ËìÜé 10¿4 è÷ëì÷èëç ôâÞ«*ËìÜé (Traditional approach) ½ 10¿5 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë øºoèç¼âïð 10¿6

«*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì Íô øãæëìûüè+âïÜô «*è¹úì 10¿7 øºoèçë ûÖûðìëíöìùÖçì 10¿8 øºoèçèûóÖìíô Åøíöìùé ôíë væßúì (Tailoring

of the Methodology) ½ 10¿9 ¼@øìóæ øºoèç 10¿10 Óìëìûìèðô Åˆ‰èç (Continual improvements) 10¿11 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë

ôìäôâÞ 10¿12 «*ôGF-øèë÷ìÜíôë Û—èâôì 10¿13 «*ôGF-øèë÷ìÜíôë óáçì 10¿14 èæëéáì ûì Ììú-ûÖú øëéáì (Auditing) 10¿15

èæëéáíôë øöÞìíÜì÷æì ß øëìâÐÞ (Auditing) 10¿16 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìíç ûìÓì 10¿17 vô¼ šìèõä (Case Studies) 10¿18 ÌæãÐéÜæé

10¿1 ùÒæ Åæèû¤Ð Ðçíôë vÐ»èóíô çìë èÐô§ èæèðç ÇìôíÜß ÌìÓãèæô ÌíÇÞ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ¼ï÷æì 1960- Íë óÐíôë

«*Çâèóíô¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë «*íúìäæ ÌæãÛ—ç ðú v¼È ¼âíú• öÔæ ûÖû¼ìèúô ¼¤òìIèÜ

94 vôìæß «*ôGFíô èÙíë ôìäôâÞ ¼¤ùèÒç ôëìë Åøíöìèùçì Íû¤ èûèÛˆ‰ vøÐì ß èûÛìíùë ôìäIèÜë âíÓÖ vöìùìíöìù ß ¼âˆHú

Ùåíæìë ôìöÞôìèëçì ÅøÜèBo ôëíç ¼áâ ðæ¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë «*Çâèóíôë óü,%ì¬Q?IèÜë âíÓÖ ÌæÖçâ ðÜ âìèôÞæ âðìôìÐ

«*ôGF¯ ¼ëôìë• ¼ìâèëô ûìèðæé Íû¤ ôíøÞìíëå äùÁ ÍÔæ Íë «*íúìù ôíë Çìíô¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì ûÜíç Ììâëì ûãèÄ vö_ ‘1’ «*ôGF

øèë÷ìÜæì vôìæß ¼ðä ôìä æú/ ‘2’ Íèå Íôèå Óìëìûìèðô «*è¹úì• öìë èæèóÞ,% Ììë@¬c ß vÐ» Ììí×/ ‘3’ ÍÈ øºoèç ¼ìØÜÖ âìøìë

äæÖ èûèÛˆ‰ ÅøôëË ûÖûðìë ôíë ß «*ôíGFë ôìäôâÞ ¼@øíôÞ Ìûèðç Çìíô/ ‘4’ «*ôíGFë ôìíä «*ìúÐÈ çóÇÞô (ad-hoc) èÛè+íç

¼@øíóë «*íúìäæ• öì ™Óã øïËÞ ¼âíúë øó Çìôì ¼¤òìIèÜíç ðú æì Íû¤ ‘5’ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì Ähþèô ôâìú ß ¼ìØíÜÖë

¼@¬cìûæì ûìè§íú vçìíÜ¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì ðÜ Íâæ Íô èû»ú• öìë ôìä ðÜ «*ôGF ÷ÜìôìÜéæ ‘¼éèâç ¼âíúë èô×ã ôìäôâÞ’ óáçìë

¼íà ¼@øó ‘¼âú• ÌÇÞ• äæûÜ• ÅøôëË• Ðèk• øèë¼ë• vöìùìíöìù ÈçÖìèó’ ûÖûðìë ‘ûì vt¬ŒØ ûëì!’ ôíë ÜáÖ èæÓÞìëË ôëì ß çìíç

Åøæéç ðßúì¯ «*ôGF øèë÷Üæìë óìèú& «*ìúÐÈ vôìíæì Íô «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜíôë ðìíç Çìíô¯ ÍÈ ûÖèk «*ôíGFë ôìäôâÞ ôóìè÷Á

«*çÖáÛìíû Ì¤Ð†ŒðË ôíëæ• èô¬Q; ÍâæÛìíû èûèÛˆ‰ èûÛìíùë ôìäôíâÞë ¼âˆHú Ùèåíú «*ôGFíô Íèùíú èæíú öìûìë v÷,%ì ôíëæ•

öìíç ûÖÇÞçìë ¼ìâè†Œô Ähþèô ÌíæôÔìèæ ðuì¼ øìú¯ vôìæß «*ôGF ðÜ Íô ““Ìòìúé ûì ¼ìâèúô ÅíóÖìù• öìë ÜáÖ ðÜ Íô ÌææÖ ûì

èûíÐ» û¬t¬; ûì øèëí»ûì ¾çèë ôëì¯”” ™ëg vÇíô vÐ» øöÞ¬Q? «*ôGFèåë ûÖìè:ôìÜ ôíúô èóæ• ¼:ìð• âì¼ ûì û×ëß ðíç øìíë¯

«*ôíGFë óü,%ì¬Q? èð¼ìíû vöIèÜë ôÇì «*ÇíâÈ âíæ Ììí¼• v¼IèÜ ðÜ ÈèJèæúìèë¤ Íû¤ èûèÛˆ‰ û¬t¬;ë èæâÞìË• öìë âíÓÖ øí§

ùìè§• ûìè§• ¾ûóãÖèçæ öQŸøìèç• ôâèøÅåìë ðìõÞßúìë ÈçÖìèó¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìíô «*ìúÐÈ ¼¤íáíø Íô èrÛhíäë Ììô·èçíç

vóÔìíæì ðú¯ Íë èçæèå âãÔÖ èû»ú ðÜ ¼âú ûÖú ß ¼ãíöìù ûì v÷îðè!¯ IËâìæíô (quality) vôí\ vëíÔ ÍÈ èçæèå ðÜ èrÛhíäë Ðé»Þ

ûì vôîèËô èû`óã vertices)¯ ¼@eèç v¹çìë «*çÖìÐìíô vôí\ vëíÔ èrÛhíäë äìúùìú ÷çhÛhÞä ûÖûðìë ôëì ðíE×¯ öìë ÷ìëèå Ðé»Þ

ðÜ ¼âú• ûÖú• Íèkúìë ß IËâìæ¯ vöíðçh vôìæß óã”äæ v¹çìë «*çÖìÐìÈ Íôëôâ æú• v¼íðçh Ììøèæ çìíóë «*çÖìÐì ¼@øíôÞ «*x‰

çhíÜ øìíëæ¯ 1¿ «*ôGF èæÓÞìèëç ¼âíú vÐ» ôëíçÈ ðíû¯ 2¿ «*ôíGFë ûÖú èæÓÞìèëç ¼éâìë âíÓÖ ëìÔíç ðíû¯ 3¿ «*ôGFíô

Íèkúìíëë âíÓÖ Çìôíç ðíû¯ 4¿ «*ôíGFë IËâìæ v¹çìë ÷ìèðóì vâåìíæìë Åøöãk ðíç ðíû¯ ¼âú IËâìæ ¼ãíöìù ûì Í*èkúìë ûÖú
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95 vôìæß «*ôíGFë ÷ìëèå øöÞìú Çìíô ½ ‘1’ Project Definition ½ «*ôíGFë ÜáÖ• Åí!ÐÖ ß ¼ìØíÜÖë âïÜ øÇIèÜ èòë ôëì/ ‘2’

Project Initiation : ôìä ™ëg Ììíù «*ôGF «*èçVìë äæÖ «*íúìäæéú ¼ûèô×ã/ 3’ Project control : «*ôGF öìíç ÜáÖ÷hÖç æì ðú

v¼èóíô æäë ëìÔì ß çì èæèfç ôëì Íû¤ ‘4’ Project Closure : «*ôGF ÷ìÜã ëìÔìë äæÖ vö¼û Åøìóìæ ¼¤ùèÒç ôëì ðíúè×Ü çì

vÛíÂ vóßúì¯ 10¿2 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë Èèçðì¼ Òì„ì öãíºoë tøãåèæô (sputnik) ¼¤ôíåë Ììíù «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìíô èûèá:Ûìíû

ûÖûðìë ôëì ðç¯ ÍÈ ¼¤ôíåë øë âìèôÞæ öãkëì,%³ çìë ¼ìâèëô «*ôGF «*è¹úìIèÜíô &ëìèˆHç ôëìë «*íúìäæ ÌæãÛû ôíë¯ ÍÈ ÜíáÖ

vøþî×æë äæÖ æçhæ âíõÜ Ììèû,¬ü›ç ðú¯ 1958 ¼ìíÜ Polaris Missile submarine Programme- Íë Ìà èð¼ìíû çìëì Program

Evaluation and Review Techuique (PERT) Ålcìûæ ôíë¯ ÍôÈ ¼âíú ûÖû¼ìèúô ¼¤òì Dupont critical Path method (CPM) æìâô

øºoèçèå ÷ìÜã ôíë¯ øíë Work Breakdown structure (WBS) öãk ôíë PERT-vô «*¼ìèëç ôëì ðú¯ ¼ìâèúô «*íúìäæ væßúì ÍÈ

øºoèçIèÜ °gç vû¼ëôìèë ¼¤òìIèÜíçß ×è§íú øí§¯ 10¿3 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ôâÞ«*ËìÜé vôìæß «*ôíGFë ôìäôâÞ øèë÷ìÜæìë

äæÖ èûèÛˆ‰ øpì ÌûÜ@¬Hæ ôëì vöíç øìíë¯ vöâæ_agile ‘°gç’• iterative ‘øãæëìûüè+âïÜô’• incremental ‘ûüèºoâïÜô’ Íû¤
phased ‘øöÞìú¹èâô’¯ vôìæß è÷ëì÷èëç øöÞìú¹èâô «*ËìÜéíô ¼@øïËÞ ôëìë äæÖ øóíáøIèÜë Íôèå ¹â (sequence) è÷èÿç ôëì

ðú¯ Íèå agile software development ûì flexible product development ôâÞ«*ËìÜéë vÇíô ¼@øïËÞ øüÇô¯ ûËÞìèÜë ÌæÖ

«*ìí¬Q? Çìôì ÍÈ óüè,%ÛèàIèÜíç øèëèòèç Ìæãöìúé âìèæíú ÷íÜ v×ìíåì v×ìå ôìä èæÓÞìëË ß ¼@øïËÞ ôíë «*ôíGFë ôìä ôëì ðú_ÍÈ

«*è¹úì ¼@øïËÞÛìíû øïûÞ-øèëôèGFç æú¯ vö ôâÞ«*ËìÜéÈ †ŒðË ôëì vðìô æì vôæ• «*ôíGFë Åí!ÐÖ ß ÜáÖ Íû¤ èûíÐ» ôíë ¼û

Ì¤Ð†ŒðËôìëé ß Üè†‰ôìëéë Û—èâôì tø,%Ûìíû ûÖìÔÖì ôëì vóßúì «*íúìäæ¯ ¼âú «*çÖìÐì IËâìæ ûÖú Íèkúìë

96 10¿4 è÷ëì÷èëç ôâÞ«*ËìÜé (Traditional approach) ½ è÷ëì÷èëç ôâÞ«*ËìÜéíç vôìæß «*ôíGFë èûôìíÐë ¼âú çìíô Ììâëì

øþì÷èå Ì¤íÐ ‘÷ìëèå øöÞìú ß èæúQŸË’ Ûìù ôëíç øìèë ½ ‘1’ Project initiation ‘«*ôíGFë ¼ï÷æì’• ‘2’ Project planning ‘«*ôGF

øèëôGFæì’• ‘3’ Project production or execution ‘«*ôGF ¼@øìóæ ‘4’ Project monitoring or controlling ‘«*ôGF æäëóìèë ûì

èæúQŸË’ ß ‘5’ Project completion ‘«*ôGF ¼âìøæ’¯ ¼û «*ôGF ¼û ô-èå øöÞìíú vøþî×ìíç øìíë æì• ôìëË ¼âìøíæë ÌìíùÈ èô×ã

«*ôGF ûao ôíë vóßúì ðú¯ èô×ã «*ôíGFë ¼@¬cûç øèëôGFæìÝæäëóìèë Çìíô æì¯ èô×ã «*ôGF èPçéú• ç·çéú ß ÷çhÇÞ Óìøèå

Ìíæôûìë Ìèç¹â ôíë¯ ûT èÐíGFÈ ÍÈ øöÞìúIèÜ ¼ìâìæÖ øèëûçÞæ ôíë «*íúìù ôëì ðú¯ vöâæ• vôìæß ûìè§ ¾çèëë òìøçÖ æôÐìë

váír «*ôGFèå vö¼û øöÞìíúë âÓÖ èóú Ì†Œ¼ë ðíû• v¼IèÜ ðÜ Pre-planning, conceptual design, schematic design, design

development, construction drawings (or contract documents) Íû¤ construction administration¯ èûèÛˆ‰ èÐíGF èûèÛˆ‰

æìíâ øèëè÷ç ðíÜß• ¼â¼Öì ¼âìÓìíæ «*ô·ç øöÞìúIèÜ Íô ÌèÛˆ‰ øpì Ìæã¼ëË ôíë_¼â¼Öìë ¼¤Úì èæËÞú ôëì• èûèÛˆ‰ Åøìú

ûì èûôGF öì÷ìÈ ôëì• Íôèå øpì èòë ôëì• ëCøìèúç ß âïÜÖìúæ ôëì¯ è÷ëì÷èëç critical path methad-Íë Íôèå èû¬t¬?üç ëCø ðÜ

critical chain¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì-¼¤¹ì¬Q? ùíû»Ëìú Íåì Üá ôëì vùí× vö• PERT-èÛèkô âíõÜIèÜë ÌíæôIèÜÈ Ììäíôë ûT-«*ôGF

(multi-project) èÐíGFë øèëíûíÐë øíá Åøöãk æú¯ Ííóë vûèÐë ÛìùÈ ûüðÁ ÍôôìÜéæ• ûþìÓì ùíçë ûìÈíëë «*ôíGF ÅÁ¼ìðé Íû¤
Ììäíôë èóíæ ¼û Óëíæë øèë÷ìÜæìíô «*ôíGFë Ûì»ìú «*ôìÐ ôëì ðú¯ ûT váír ““«*ôGFIèÜë”” ôíúô ¼:ìíðë äæÖ ùüðéç äèåÜ

âíõÜIèÜ Ìí«*íúìäæéú ûÖíúë ôìëË ðíú óþìè§íúí× ûì çìë ùèçë øíÇ ûìÓìë ¼üè,% ôíëí×¯ Íë øèëûíçÞ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì èûíÐ»Úëì

èûèÛˆ‰ “ÜÙã” (light weight) âíõÜ è÷èÿç ôëìë v÷,%ì ôíëí×æ• vöâæ ¼Øådßúìë võÛÜøíâí`åë äæÖ Extreme Programming

Íû¤ scrum techniques ûì ôÜìíôîÐÜ¯ ÌæÖìæÖ «*ôíGF Extreme Programming-Íë ¼ìâìæÖéô·ç ëCøÈ ðÜ extreme project

management, öìíô process modelling Íû¤ human interaction management-Íë øèë÷ìÜæ æéèçë ¼íà Íôír ûÖûðìë ôëì vöíç

øìíë¯ 10¿5 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë øºoèç¼âïð «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæ• øºoèçèûóÖìë (methodology) Åí!ÐÖ ðÜ Íâæ Íô ÌìóÐÞ øºoèç ß

÷ìÜô-æéèç èæºoÞìëË ôëì• öìë ¼ìðìíöÖ çÇÖ «*öãèk ¼¤¹ì¬Q? «*ôGFIèÜ ¼ãÐübÜ• ¼ãøèëôèGFç ß Óìëìûìèðô Ûìíù Ì†Œ¼ë

ðíç øìíë öì ÅÁô·,% øËÖ «*¬t¬;ç ôëìë ¼ìíÇ ¼ìíÇ «*ôGFIèÜ èæèóÞ,% ¼âú ß ûÖú ¼éâìë âíÓÖ ¼@øïËÞ ôëì öìíû¯

97 10¿6 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì Íô øãæëìûüè+âïÜô «*è¹úì «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì Íô øãæëìûüè+âïÜô «*è¹úì¯ Íèå ôìäôíâÞë Íô lock-step

¹â æú¯ vôìæß vôìæß váír øöÞìúIèÜ ¼âìøèçç (overlap) ðú ‘vöâæ_concept definition and planning)¯ vöÔìíæ çìíóë øüÇôÛìíû

ûËÞæì ôëì ôèÒæ ðíú ßíÒ¯ ç+UìûÓìæ• IËâìæ èæúQŸË Íû¤ ôìäôíâÞë øöÞìíÜì÷æì ÈçÖìèó ôìäIèÜ ÷Üíç Çìíô Íû¤ «*ôíGFë

«*èçèå ÷í¹ Ííô Ìøëíô «*Ûìèûç ôíë¯ ÍÈ øºoèçèûóÖì ¼âˆHíúë vôîÐÜíôÈ «*ôìÐ ôíë¯ ÍÈ øºoèçèûóÖì «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ßøë

æäë vóú• «*ôGFíô Íèùíú èæíú öìûìë «*í÷,%ìë vx*èËùç äéûæ÷í¹ çì ÅÁ¼ìðé æú¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ¼íà Development life

cycle-Íë ¼@øôÞ ½ ÍÈ development life style Ùíå «*ôGF ¼@øìóíæë ¼âíú¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì ß çìë ¼¤èxX,% ôìäôâÞ

èæèóÞ,% øºoèçèûóÖìë ßøë èæÛÞë ôíë æì¯ vôìæß èæèóÞ,% development life cycle model ðßúì ÍÈ âíõíÜë ÜáÖ æú ‘vöâæ_

waterfall or spival development)¯ «*ô·çøíá «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë Íèå Íô vx*èËùç øºoèç• öì èûèÛˆ‰ ôâÞ«*ËìÜé Íû¤ æìæì

èû¬t¬?ìèëç ôìöÞ¼@øìóæ øºoèçíô Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôíë_vöIèÜ èæÓìÞèëç ôíëí× èûèÛˆ‰ ëì,%³éú ¼¤òì¯ 10¿7 øºoèçë

ûÖûðìëíöìùÖçì ôÖìèÜíØìèæÞúìë ¼ûôèå çÇÖ «*öãk «*ôíGFÈ ¼ìÓìëËÛìíû «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæ øºoèç «*íúìù ôëì öìú¯ ÍÈ

øºoèçèûóÖì ôçåì ûÖûðìë ôëì öìíû• çì èæÛÞë ôíë «*ôíGFë Ììúçæ ß Ähþèôë ßøë¯ çÇÖ «*öãèk «*ôGFIèÜë äæÖ èæèóÞ,%

ôëì ôìäôâÞ ß óìèú&IèÜíô ÍÈ øºoèç èûóÖì è÷èÿç ôíë¯ ÍÈ øºoèç èûóÖì ôÖìèÜíØìèæÞúìë çÇÖ «*öãèk «*ôGFIèÜ øèë÷ìÜæìë

váír Íô ÷ìÜô-æéèçë ôìä ôíë¯ Concept Definition Planning Start up Review Risk Management Tracking Development life

style Requirements Design Development Integration & Test Operation Closeout
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98 10¿8 øºoèçèûóÖìíô Åøíöìùé ôíë væßúì (Tailoring of the Methodology) ½ ôÖìèÜíØìèæÞúìíç væßúì èûèÛˆ‰ Óëíæë

çÇÖ «*öãèk «*ôíGFë èæät¬H «*íúìäæ Ìæãöìúé ÍÈ øºoèçèûóÖìë æôÐìíô ôìå×þìå ôíë væßúì öìú¯ ÍÈ øºoèçèûóÖì ß çìë

¼¤èxX,% «*è¹úìIèÜë æâæéúçì ÍôÇì t¬Héôìë ôíë vö áh° «*ôGFIèÜë çhÜæìú ûüðÁ• äèåÜ «*ôGFIèÜë äæÖ

øèë÷ìÜæ-«*è¹úìë Ììëß ôíÒìë «*íúìù «*íúìäæ¯ «*ôíGFë èûíÐ»&IèÜ èû÷ìë ôíë «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜô è¼ºoì¬Q? vææ ôéÛìíû

øºoèçèûóÖìíô Åøíöìùé ôíë vçìÜì ðíû Íû¤ ôé Óëíæë «*è¹úì óëôìë ðíû¯ «*ôíGFë «*çÖá ôìäôíâÞë äæÖ vôìæß Óìíø Óìíø Ííùìæë

¼ðìèúôì væÈ¯ ÍÔìíæ öì ¼û Åøòìèøç ðÜ• çìíóë Íôèåß ûíÜ vóú æì «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ôìäíô ôéÛìíû Óìíø Óìíø Íèùíú èæíú vöíç

ðíû¯ 10¿9 ¼@øìóæ øºoèç øºoèçèûóÖì ðÜ «*íúìäæéú øºoèçIèÜ ùí§ vçìÜì Íû¤ è÷èÿç ôëìë èÛè+¯ vôìæß «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìíç

vö¼û vâîèÜô «*è¹úì ëíúí×• v¼IèÜë ßøë èæÛÞë ôíë øºoèçèûóÖìíç èô×ã ÌìûÐÖô øèëûçÞæ ôëì vöíç øìíë• öìíç çì ¼ØÜÛìíû

«*íúìù ôëì ¼@¬cû ðú¯ ÌûÐÖ Ííáír ÌèÓôì¤ÐÈ ðÜ ÷ìÜô-æéèç Íû¤ ¼¤òìIèÜ èæíäíóë «*íúìäæ Ìæã¼ìíë çìíô Åøíöìùé ôíë çhÜíç

øìíë¯ 10¿10 Óìëìûìèðô Åˆ‰èç (Continual improvements) vôìæß øºoèçèûóÖìëÈ òìËã ûì Ìæ§ ðíú Çìôì ûìzæéú æú¯ ¼âíúë

¼íà ¼íà çìíô Ììëß Åˆ‰ç ôíë vçìÜìë «*úì¼ ÷ìÜã ëìÔì Åè÷ç¯ vôìæß «*è¹úìíô Åˆ‰ç ôíë vçìÜì Íô ÷¹ìôìíë ÌìûçÞæÐéÜ «*è¹úì• öìë

äæÖ «*íúìäæ ÓìëìûìèðôÛìíû âïÜÖìúæ ß øèëíÐìÓæ ôíë öìßúì• öçáË æì «*è¹úìèå v¼È ¼¤òìë ôìí× ¼û vÇíô Ìæãô—Ü ðíú

óþì§ìú¯ ¼¤òì ß ôâÞéíóë óìèú& ðÜ ½ ‘1’ æéèç ß øºoèçíô Ììëß Åˆ‰ç ôíë vçìÜìë ÜíáÖ èæëûèE×ˆ‰Ûìíû çÇÖ väìùìæ vóßúì/

‘2’ Ììëß ôìä ôëì «*íúìäæ vö várIèÜíç• v¼IèÜíô è÷èÿç ôëì Íû¤ ‘3’ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë æéèçIèÜ öìíç ëCøìèúç ðú çì ¼ãèæèfç

ôëì¯ 10¿11 «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ôìäôâÞ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë äæÖ èûèÛˆ‰ Óëíæë ôìíäë «*íúìäæ ðú¯ ÍIèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘1’ ôìíäë

øèëôGFæì ôëì/ ‘2’ Ähþèôë âïÜÖìúæ ôëì Íû¤ çì ðuì¼ ôëì/ ‘3’ ¼@øíóë øèëâìø ôëì/ ‘4’ ¼@øó ûëì! ôëì/ ‘5’ ôìä ¼¤ùèÒç ôëì/ ‘6’

âìæû ¼@øó ß û¬t¬;ùç ¼@øó ¼¤†Œð ôëì/ ‘7’ óìèú& û–åæ ôëì/ ‘8’ ôìäôâÞ

99 øèë÷ìÜæì ôëì/ ‘9’ «*ôGF ¼@øìóíæë ôìäíô èæúQŸË ôëì/ ‘10’ Ì†Œùèç ¼@øíôÞ èëíøìåÞ ôëì/ ‘11’ çíÇÖë èÛè+íç «*ì:

ØÜìØÜíô èûíxX»Ë ôëì Íû¤ ‘12’ èûíxX»Ë ß æôÐì «*¬t¬;ç ôëì¯ Project control variables ½ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ôìíä øþì÷èå

øèëûçÞæÐéÜ Åøìóìæíô èæúQŸíËë âíÓÖ èæíú Ìì¼ìë v÷,%ì ôëì ðú ½ ● ¼âú_«*ôGF ¼@øïËÞ ôëíç öçåì ¼âú óëôìë•

èûíxX»íËë ¼ãèûÓìë äæÖ Ííô vÛíÂ væßúì ðú• «*èçèå Ì¤íÐë äæÖ ôçåì ¼âú óëôìë Íû¤ Íëß øíë «*èçèå Ì¤íÐë «*èçèå óìèúí&ë

äæÖ ôçåì ¼âú óëôìë v¼È Ûìíù Ûìù ôëì ðú¯ ● ûÖú_¼âú vÇíô ûÖíúë èð¼ìû ôëì ðú¯ «*ôíGFë óÜéú ¼ó¼Öíóë ûÖíúë ¼íà

¼âíúë IËØÜ ðÜ Íôèå ÌÛÖ¬Q?ëéË «*ôGF ù§ìë ûÖú¯ vôìæß t¬HìÓéæ Åøíó,%ìíô èæöãk ôëíÜ ¼÷ëì÷ë ûÖú ðíú óì§ìú «*ôGF

¼@øïËÞ ôëìë ¼âú Íû¤ Åøíó,%ì «*èç Ù`åìú vö ÌÇÞ óìèû ôíëí×æ çìë IËØÜ¯ ● IËâìæ_vôìæß «*ôíGFë ¼èÒô IËâìæ èæÛÞë ôíë

øüÇôÛìíû «*íçÖôèå ôìíä ûÖú ôëì ¼âíúë ßøë¯ vôìæß ôìä ¼@øïËÞ ôëíç ðúíçì Íôåì èæèóÞ,% ¼âíúë «*íúìäæ ðú• èô¬Q; Ììëß

vûèÐ ¼âú ûÖú ôëíÜ ÍÈ ôìäèåÈ Ììûìë Ììëß Ìíæô ÛìíÜìÛìíû ôëì ¼@¬cû¯ vôìæß ûüðÁ «*ôGF ÷ÜìôìÜéæ ¼âú ß ûÖíúë ßøë IËâìæ

öíÇ,% âìrìú «*Ûìû vØÜíç ¼áâ ‘ÌÇûì Íë èûøëéç’¯ ● v÷îðè!_÷—§ì¬Q? ØÜìØíÜ öì ÌìÐì ôëì ðú¯ «*ôGF vôìíæìÜíáÖ Åøæéç ðíç ÷ìú

çìë ¼ìèûÞô ¼¤Úì Íû¤ ÷—§ì¬Q? ØÜìØíÜ ôé ôé ¼ìØÜÖ øìßúì Åè÷ç ß øìßúì ¼@¬cû ðÜ çìë èæèóÞ,% ûËÞæì¯ ●
Ähþèô_ûÖÇÞçìë ¼@¬cìûÖ èû`óã¯ öíÇ,% ¼âú ß ¼@øó ÇìôíÜ vûèÐë Ûìù Ähþèô ûì ¼@¬cìûÖ ûÖÇÞçìÈ ôìèåíú ßÒì öìú¯

ûìÈíëë ûì èÛçíëë v¹çì ÍIèÜë âíÓÖ èçæèå øèëûçÞæÐéÜ Åøìóìæ èóíç ¼áâ¯ öÇìöÇ øëéáìë èÛè+íç «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜôëì ûìèô

øèëûçÞæÐéÜ ÅøìóìæIèÜë âïÜÖ èòë ôëíç øìíëæ¯ «*ôGF- øèë÷ìÜô ß v¹çìë âíÓÖ ÌìíÜì÷æìë âìÓÖíâÈ ÷—§ì¬Q? âïÜÖ èòë

ôëíç ðíû¯ ¼ìÓìëËÛìíû ¼âú• ûÖú• IËâìæ ß Íèkúìíëë èû÷ìíë âïÜÖ ÷hèkûºo ðíú Çìíô¯ Process-based management ½

Process-based management ûì «*è¹úì èÛè+ô øèë÷ìÜæìë Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëìë ØíÜ «*ôGF èæúQŸíËë ÓìëËìèå Ììëß «*¼ìèëç ðú¯

CMMI (Capability Maturity model Integration) Íû¤ ISO/ IEC15504 (SPICE-Software Process Improvement and Capability

Determination)-Íë âíçì Maturity âíõÜIèÜ ûÖûðìë ÍÈ várèåíô Íèùíú èæíú öìíE×¯

100 10¿12 ❐ «*ôGF-øèë÷ìÜíôë Û—èâôì «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜíôë Û—èâôì ÌçÖ¬Q? óìèú&øïËÞ¯ ™ëg vÇíô vÐ» øöÞ¬Q? «*ôíGFë

øèë÷ìÜæì• ç+UìûÓìæ ß èæúQŸíËë óìèú& «*ôGF-øèë÷ìÜíôë¯ «*ôGF-øèë÷ìÜô «*ôíGFë vôìæß ôìä æì• ôëíÜß ÷íÜ èçèæ

ôìäôâÞ øèë÷ìÜæì ôëíÜÈ öíÇ,%¯ vôìæß «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜíôë ÌûÐÖ ôëËéú ôìäIèÜ ÍÈëôâ ½ ‘1’ çþìë ôìä «*ôíGFë ¼¤Úì èæÓÞìëË

ôëì• çìíô èæûÞìðíöìùÖ èô×ã ôìíä Ûìù ôíë væßúì• «*íúìäæéú ¼@øó väìùì§ ôëì ß «*ôíGFë ôìä ôëìë äæÖ óÜ ùÒæ ôëì/ ‘2’ çþìë

ôìä «*ôíGFë ÷—§ì¬Q? ÜáÖ èæèóÞ,% ôëì Íû¤ èæÓÞìèëç ¼âíúë âíÓÖ v¼èåíô ¼@øïËÞ ôëíç ôâÞéíóë Åódûãºo ôëì¯ ‘3’

«*ôíGFë Ì†Œùèç ¼@øíôÞ ¼â¬t¬? Üè†‰ôìëéíô èæúèâçÛìíû ßúìèôûðìÜ ëìÔì/ ‘4’ Ähþèôë âïÜÖìúæ ôëì Íû¤ çì ðuì¼ ôëì/ ‘5’

øèëûçÞíæë ¼íà âìèæíú èæíç vÐÔì• ôìëË vôìæß «*ôGFÈ Ííôûìíë 100S øèëôGFæì vâíæ ÷íÜ æì¯ 10¿13 ❐ «*ôGF-øèë÷ìÜíôë

óáçì ½ vö¼û èû»íú óáçì Çìôì vôìæß «*ôGF-øèë÷ìÜíôë øíá äëgèë• v¼IèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘1’ væç·&• ‘2’ People management ûì âìæû

¼@øó øèë÷ìÜæì ‘v¹çì• ¼ëûëìðôìëé• ¼ðôâÞé ÈçÖìèó’• ‘3’ vöìùìíöìù ‘vâîèÔô ß èÜèÔç’• ‘4’ ÌìÜìø-ÌìíÜì÷æì• ‘5’ øèëôGFæì• ‘6’

÷hèk øèë÷ìÜæì• ‘7’ ¼â¼Öìë ¼âìÓìæ ôëì• ‘8’ ¼üäæâïÜô è÷¬Q?ì¯ ““vôìæß èô×ãíô ôìíä øèëËç ôëìë ÷—§ì¬Q? óìèú& «*ôGF-

øèë÷ìÜíôë¯ è÷ëì÷èëçÛìíû• çìëì vt¬ŒØ ëCøìúËôìëé èð¼ìíû ÍÈ Û—èâôì øìÜæ ôíë Íí¼í×æ¯ çþìíóë ôìíäë äæÖ «*ìÇèâô

«*Ðì¼èæô ß «*öãèkùç óáçì Çìôì «*íúìäæ¯ Ììäíôë èóíæ çìëì ÌûÐÖ Ììëß ûí§ì âìíøë Û—èâôì øìÜæ ôíëæ¯ è÷ëì÷èëç èû»úIèÜ

×ì§ìß Ììä çþìíóë ûÖû¼ìèúç óáçì• v¹çì ¼@øíôÞë èû»íú óáçì ß ëìäÊæèçô óáçì ÌäÞæ ôëíç ðú¯ âìæè¼ôÛìíû çþìíóë ØÜìØÜ-

vôè\ô (result-oriented) ðßúì Íû¤ Ìtø,%çìë «*èç öíÇ,% ¼ðæÐéÜ ðßúì Åè÷ç• ôìëË Ììäíôë ûÖû¼ìäùíç Ôãû ôâ èäèæ¼È tø,%

ðíú vóÔì vóú¯ ÍÈ várIèÜ ¼ìâÜìíç æì-øìëíÜ «*ôGF ûÖÇÞ ðßúìë ¼@¬cìûæì vûí§ öìú””_vä vÛèÛõ¼æ vØ‹â¯ 10¿14 ❐ èæëéáì

ûì Ììú-ûÖú øëéáì (Auditing) ½ èæëéáôëì (Auditors) «*ôíGFë ¼íà èûèÛˆ‰ âìrìú äè§íç Çìôíç øìíëæ_«*è¹úìë «*èçèå øöÞìú

vÇíô ëCøìúË-øëûçÞé øöÞìíÜì÷æì øöÞ¬Q?¯ «*èçèå «*ôíGFë váír Ähþèôë øèëâìø ôíë væßúì ûìzæéú• öìíç øöÞìíÜì÷æìë

¼èÒô ¬t¬?ëèå èæÓÞìëË ôëì öìú¯ Í×ì§ì• èæëéáôíóë èûíû÷æì ôëì Åè÷ç ÌìèÇÞô èûûëíËë váír «*ôGFIèÜ ôçåì Iëg&øïËÞ•

èæúQŸË ôçÔìèæ èûxHì¼íöìùÖ Íû¤ ð¬t¬?÷ìèÜç èæúQŸË ôçÔìèæ¯
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101 «*è¹úìíç ÄhþèôIèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘1’ Íô ÌìæãVìèæô èûôìÐ-«*è¹úìë Ìæãøèòèç• ‘2’ Ìtø,% ëËæéèç• ‘3’ èæèóÞ,% ûì èæèfç âìøôìèÒë

ÌÛìû Íû¤ ‘4’ øèë÷ìÜæìë ßøë óãûÞÜ èæúQŸË¯ «*íúìíùë ÄhþèôIèÜ ðÜ ½ ‘1’ «*ôíGFë èûÐìÜ äèåÜçì• ‘2’ ûüð+ë «*ôGFIèÜ• ‘3’

Ìè¬Q?â ûÖûðìëôìëéíóë (end-users) v¼ëôâÛìíû «*ôíGFë ¼íà äè§ç æì-Çìôì Íû¤ ‘4’ ôâÞ÷ìëéë ¼¤ÔÖìGFçì¯ 10¿15 ❐
èæëéáíôë øöÞìíÜì÷æì ß øëìâÐÞ (Auditing) vôìæß èæèóÞ,% «*ôíGFë ¼íà äè§ç æì-ÇìôíÜß èæëéáôíóë Åè÷ç èûôìÐ ûì

Åˆ‰úæ «*è¹úì ß øºoèçIèÜ øöÞìíÜì÷æì ôëì¯ ÍÈ øöÞìíÜì÷æìë Åè÷ç øºoèçIèÜë âïÜÖìúæ ôëì Íû¤ vóÔì_v¼IèÜ ôéÛìíû

ëCøìèúç ôëì ðíE×¯ «*íúìäæ ðíÜ èûôìÐ_«*è¹úì ß Ìí¬Q?ÖìÁøˆ‰ øíËÖë IËâìíæëß øöÞìíÜì÷æì ôëì vöíç øìíë¯ vôÅ vôÅ èæëéáôíô

«*ôíGFë ¼íà ¼ûÞóìÈ äè§íú ëìÔíç ÷ìæ• öìíç vôìæß rgèå ÇìôíÜ çì ¼âú Çìôíç è÷èÿç ôëì öìú ß ¼¤íÐìÓíæë ûÖûòì ôëì öìú¯

vôìæß èæëéáô Íôäæ èæúQŸË Åøíó,%ì èð¼ìíû ôìä ôëíç øìíëæ ÌÇûì t¬HìÓéæ èæëéáç èð¼ìíû ôìä ÷ìèÜíú vöíç øìíëæ¯ øëìâÐÞ

vóûìë ¼âíú èæëéáôíóë Åè÷ç èûèÛˆ‰ Åøìíú èæúQŸíËë ûÖúIèÜ èûíû÷æì ôëì¯ ¼¤òìë ßøë èæÛÞë ôíë ÍÈ øëìâÐÞIèÜ øìÒìíæì

Åè÷ç óÜéú væçì• øèë÷ìÜô ûì Ìèõå ôèâèåë ôìí×¯ Auditing Formal Saftware Development Process ½ ûÖû¼ìèúô ¼¤òìIèÜ

vôìæß vôìæß ¼âíú Formal Systems Development Process ûÖûðìë ôíë• öìíç ¼ØÜÛìíû «*ËìÜéIèÜíô Åˆ‰ç ôíë vçìÜì öìú¯

Ììëß ÐèkÐìÜé èæúQŸË Ììæíç vôìæß ÌìæãVìèæô «*è¹úì Ìíæô vûèÐ ôìöÞôëé¯ èæëéáíôë Åè÷ç ÍÈ «*è¹úìë øöÞíÜì÷æì ôëì ß Íåì

¼ãèæèfç ôëì vö çì ¼ãèæèâÞç ðú Íû¤ ôìöÞíáír Ìæã¼ëË ôëì ðú¯ vôìæß Å+â âìíæë formal systems development øèëôGFæìë

ëCøíëÔìèå ÍÈ ëôâ ½ ● Åˆ‰úæ ûì èûôìÐíô ¼¤òìë ûüð+ë ÜíáÖë ¼íà vâÜìíç Íô çÇÖûÖûòìë (information system) vôîÐÜ

†ŒðË ôëì/ ● æçhæ ûÖûòìë âìøôìèÒ èæÓÞìëË ôëì/ ● ¼âú ß ûìíäíåë äæÖ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæì æéèç «*Ëúæ ôëì/ ● «*è¹úìíô

ûËÞæì ôíë øºoèç èòë ôëì¯ Auditing the System Development Process ½ vö øºoèçèûóÖìëÈ «*íúìù ôëì vðìô æì vôæ• «*ôGF

èûôìÐ-«*è¹úìë Iëg&øïËÞ ÓìøIèÜ ÍôÈ ëôíâë ½ øèëôGFæì• èûôìÐ• ëCøìúË ß ëáËìíûáË¯ øèëôGFæìë Óìøèå èûôìíÐë ÷èër ß

v÷îðè! èæÓìëË ôíë¯ ÍÈ øöÞìúèå ¼ØÜ æì-ðíÜ «*ôGFèåë

102 ¼¤òìèåë ÷ìèðóì vâåìíæì ôèÒæ ðíç øìíë¯ ÍÈ Óìíø èæëéáíôë âïÜ ôìä ðÜ øèëíûÐèå ÅøÜèBo ôíë «*íúìäæéú ¼û ëôíâë

èæúQŸË æôÐìë âíÓÖ Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì¯ vôìæß Ôìâèç ÇìôíÜ çì æäíë Ììæì Åè÷ç Íû¤ v¼IèÜ vâåìíç ûÖûòì væßúìë øëìâÐÞ vóßúì

Åè÷ç¯ ÍÈ øèëôGFæìë Óìíø èæëéáôëì æéí÷ë várIèÜíô èæíú Íô ¼¤öãk øèëôGFæì ¾çèëë v÷,%ì ôíëæ ½ ‘1’ øèëâìøíöìùÖ

ÜíáÖë èæèëíÔ ûÖû¼ìèúô «*íúìäíæë èûíxX»ËâïÜô ùíû»Ëì• ‘2’ ÷ìÜã ûÖûòìë øöÞìíÜì÷æì• ‘3’ æçhæ ûÖûòìú ôìäôíâÞë ÓìëËìùç

æôÐì• ‘4’ «*íúìäæéú ¼ëJìâ• ‘5’ ûìíäå-¼ð ûÖú ß ÜìíÛë ÌìèÇÞô èûíxX»Ë• ‘6’ ôâÞ¼ïè÷ «*¬t¬;çôìëô• ûÖûðìëôìëé ß «*ôíGFë

¼ìðìöÖôìëé ôâÞéíóë èæûÞì÷æ Íû¤ ‘7’ óìèú&• ¼âú¼ïè÷ ß ¼ëûëìðíöìùÖ ¼ìâ†Œéíô Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôíë «*ôGF øèëôGFæì¯

øèëôGFæìë Óìíøë øë ûÖûòìèå ¾çèë ß øëéáì ôëì ðú¯ øëéáì ôëìë ôìäèå ¼ìÓìëËç øëéáô ß Ìè¬Q?â ûÖûðìëôìëéíóë Íô èâèÜç

óÜ ôíë Çìíô¯ øëéáìë ôìä ¼ìâ†Œéèå ¾çèë ðûìë øë ûì ¾çèë ðßúìë ¼âú ôëì öìú¯ èæëéáôíóë Åè÷ç èæâÞìË ß øëéáì «*ËìÜé

Íû¤ ØÜìØÜ øöÞìíÜì÷æì ôëì• öìíç ¼ìâ†Œéë øíá èæÔãþçÛìíû çÇÖ «*è¹úìôëË ¼@¬cû ðú Íû¤ Íèåë ¼¤ÔÖì æïÖæçâ ¬t¬?íë

èæíú Íí¼ èæèóÞ,% âìíæ vøþî×ìíæì öìú¯ øëéáìë ¼ìðìíöÖ ÍÈ èû»úIèÜ öì÷ìÈ ôëì öìú ½ ‘1’ ¼ìâ†Œéèå ¼¤òì ß ûÖûðìëôìëéë

«*íúìäæ vâåìíç øìëí× èôæì• ‘2’ vöÛìíû æôÐì ¾çèë ðíúè×Ü v¼Ûìíû ôìä ðíE× èôæì• ‘3’ ðìõÞßúìë ß ÌæÖìæÖ ¼Øåßúìíëë ¼íà

ôìä ôëíç øìëí× èôæì Íû¤ ‘4’ rgèåâãk èôæì¯ ëCøìúíËë Óìíø Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ôëì ðú ëCøì¬Q?ë (conversion) çÇÖ (documentation) ß

«*èÐáË¯ ¼Øådßúìë è¼íšíâ ëCøì¬Q?ë ðÜ çÇÖíô øãíëìíæì vÇíô æçhæ ûÖûòìú ð¬t¬?ì¬Q?ë ôëì¯ Íèå Íô ôèÒæ «*è¹úì• öì

Ôãû ÛìíÜìÛìíû øëéáìë óìèû ëìíÔ¯ ûÖûòìèå vûìÄìë ÜíáÖ çìíóë èûèÛˆ‰ Óëíæë «*íúìäæ vâåìíç çÇÖ ¼¤ëáË ûÖûòì ùÒæ ôëì ðú

ëCøìúËôìëé ß Ìè¬Q?â ûÖûðìëôìëé_ÍÈ óãÈ øíáëÈ äæÖ¯ «*èÐáË ûÖûðìëôìëéë óáçì ûüèºo ôíë¯ ûÖûðìëôìëé öìíç ¼èÒôÛìíû

¼Øåßúìë ûÖûðìë ôëíç øìíëæ• çìë äæÖß «*èÐáË öíÇ,% Iëg&øïËÞ¯ ¼Øåßúìë ¼ìâ†ŒéIèÜíç ëáËìíûáË Íô èæëûèE×ˆ‰ «*è¹úì•

öìíç Ì¬Q?ÛhÞk ëíúí× ½ ‘1’ Ìè¬Q?â ûÖûðìëôìëéíóë ÓìëìûìèðôÛìíû ¼ìðìöÖ ôëì• ‘2’ rgèå ¼¤íÐìÓæ ôëì Íû¤ ‘3’ ¼âíúë ¼íà ¼íà

¼Øåßúìëíô ¼âíúìøíöìùé ôíë vçìÜì¯ ÍÈ øöÞìíú èæëéáíôë vóÔì Åè÷ç• ôç ôìöÞôëéÛìíû ß °gç ûÖûðìëôìëéíóë ¼â¼Öì vâåìíæì

¼@¬cû ðíE×¯ 10¿16 ❐ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìíç ûìÓì «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìíç ûT ¼â¼Öì vóÔì èóíç øìíë¯ ÍIèÜíô ¼÷ëì÷ë ûìÓì ûÜì ðíú

Çìíô¯ ÍÔìíæ ÍÔìíæ èô×ã ¼@¬cìûÖ ûìÓìíô è÷èÿç ôëì ðÜ ½ ‘1’ óãûÞÜ vöìùìíöìù• ‘2’ âçìÊæôÖ• ‘3’ ÛhÜ vûìÄìûãèÄ• ‘4’ Ôìëìø

Ììûðìßúì• ‘6’ ÈÅèæúíæë ÓâÞÙå• ‘6’ ûÖèkí&ë ¼¤Ùìç• ‘7’ óãûÞÜ øèë÷ìÜæì Íû¤ ‘8’ ÜáÖ ß Åí!íÐÖë ¼èÒô ¼¤t¬›ìë ÌÛìû¯
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103 vôìæß ÛìíÜì «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë âìÓÖíâß ¼ûëôíâë Ähþèô ûì èût‡ú Í§ìíæì öìú æì• èô¬Q; çìë ¼ìðìíöÖ ÍIèÜ Í§ìíæì ¼@¬cû

ðú ½ ‘1’ «*ôGF ¼@øïËÞ ðíç vóèë ðßúì• ûìíäå Ìèç¹â ôëì ûì v¹çìë ÷ìèðóì vâåìíç ûÖÇÞ ðßúì/ ‘2’ èûèÛˆ‰ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜíôë

ôìäôíâÞ Ì¼¤ùèç Çìôìë ØíÜ vôìæß «*ËìÜé ûì øºoèçíô ÌæÖèåë vÇíô vûèÐ Iëg& vóßúì/ ‘3’ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìíô ÍÛìíû vóÔì vö• çì

vôìæß âïÜÖ vöìù æì-ôíë ™Óãâìr ÌÇÞ ß ¼âíúë Ììø÷ú Íû¤ ‘4’ vôìæß Ì«*çÖìèÐç èÛçíëë ûì ûìÈíëë Ùåæìë Pìëì «*ôíGFë «*Ûìèûç

ðßúì¯ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ÜáÖ ðÜ Íâæ Íô øèëèòèç ß Ìûòìë ¼üè,% ôëì• vöÔìíæ ÍôóÜ ôâÞé èæúèQŸç Åøìíú «*ôGFèåíô çìë Åí!

ÐÖ ûì ÜíáÖ Åøæéç ôëíç ¼áâ ðæ¯ 10¿17 ❐ vô¼ šìèõä (Case Studies) ● Salvage of the Port of Massawa Evitvea, 1942. v¼

¼âíú âì¼ìßúì û`óíë ÷ëâ èûÐübÜì¯ û`óíë vøþî×ìíæìë øÇ ëgºo Íû¤ öìûçéú ¼ãíöìù• ¼ãèûÓì Ìíôíäì ôíë vóßúì ðíúí×¯ ÍÈ ¼âíú

ÍõßúìõÞ ÍÜ¼dûìùÞ æìíâ Íô âìèôÞæ Åºoìë èûíÐ»Ú vö ¼û áèç†Œò äìðìäíô èóíú û`óë Ììåôìíæì ðíúè×Ü• v¼IèÜíô °gç èârÐèkë

Ì¼ìâèëô ûìèËäÖçëé èð¼ìíû ôìíä Üìùìíæì Íû¤ û`óíëë ôìäôâÞ Ììûìë ÷ìÜã ôíëæ¯ ÌçÖ¬Q? ¼éèâç ¼ìâÇÞÖ èæíú ÍÜ¼dûìùÞ ÍÈ

óãëïð ôìäèå ¼@øˆ‰ ôëíç ¼áâ ðæ¯ ÍÈ Ùåæì vÇíô vûìÄì öìú vö• vôìæß «*ôGF-èûíÐ»Ú «*ìú Ì¼ìÓoÖ ôìä ¼@øˆ‰ ôëìë áâçì

ëìíÔæ¯ ÍÜ¼dûìíùÞë ôìí× ÔãûÈ ôâ¼¤ÔÖô ¼ðôìëé ûì óá ôâÞé è×Ü¯ èçèæ ÍôìÈ ¼û ôìäèåë øèëô@øæì ß øèë÷ìÜæì ôíëæ¯

èçèæ èæíä ÛìíÜì vÜÔô è×íÜæ Íû¤ çþìë Under the Red Sea Sun †Œíp ÍÈ Ùåæìë èûûëË vëíÔ öìæ¯ èPçéú èûxHöãºo ¼@øíôÞ

Íèå Íôåh ÌæÖ Óëíæë t‡üèç÷ìëË¯ ● Operation Miacemeat, 1943. Íë ¼ìðìíöÖ Û—âÓÖ¼ìùëéú Ì˜íÜ èârÐèkë øèëôGFæì

¼@øíôÞ äìâÞìæ ðìÈôâì„íô ÌçÖ¬Q? ¼ìØíÜÖë ¼íà èûqì¬Q? ôëì ðú¯ èûuèåÐ vùìíú`óìëì Íôèå âüçíóíð vøìÐìô øèëíú Íû¤ “Major

William Martin” æìâ èóíú õhíûìäìðìä vÇíô vtøíæë Åøô—íÜ vØíÜ Ììí¼æ¯ äìâÞìæëì âüçíóðèå “Major Martin” -Íë ûíÜ Óíë væú

Íû¤ çìë ¼íà Çìôì æèÇøríô ¼çÖ ûíÜ èûxHì¼ ôíë v¼È Ìæãöìúé ¾¼æÖ ¼âìíûÐ ôíë¯ ÍÈ ÌøìíëÐæíô ûËÞæì ôíë çìë Ûìë«*ì:

ÌèØ¼ìë Even Montagn “The man who Never was” æìíâ Íôèå †Œp ë÷æì ôíëæ¯ ÍÈ †Œpèå øíë Íôèå ÷ÜèE÷írß ëCøì¬Q?èëç

ðú¯ ● The Great Escape, 1944. Paul Brickhill-Íë The Great Escape-Í stalagluft III vÇíô 1944 ¼ìíÜ øìÜìíæìë ûËÞæì

104 Ììí×¯ Ííáír Íôèå ûí§ì Óëíæë öíÇ,% èûíô\éô·ç ¼¤òì óéÙÞ ¼âú Óíë ÍÈ ùËøÜìúíæë øèëôGFæì ôíë¯ Í vÇíô «*âìèËç ðú• ôèÒæ

øèëèòèçë âíÓÖ æìæì Óëíæë âìæã»íô èæíú Íôèå çóÇÞô (ad-hoc) vùìVé Íôèå ôèÒæ ôìä ¼âì: ôëíç øìíë¯ 1963 ¼ìíÜ ÍÈ

Ùåæìíô èæíú The Great Escape æìíâ Íôèå ÷ÜèE÷r èæèâÞç ðú¯ Alan Burgess-Íë The Longest Tunnel †Œíp ß ÍÈ øÜìúíæë

÷âÁôìë èûûëË Ììí×¯ 10¿18 ❐ ÌæãÐéÜæé (Exercise) 1¿ «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë ÌÇÞ ôéÀ Íë èûèÛˆ‰ ÅøìóìæIèÜ ôéÀ 2¿ ¼ìØíÜÖë

¼íà «*ôGF øèë÷ìÜæìë äæÖ ôé ÓëíËë óáçì ß «*íôîÐíÜë «*íúìù_çì ûÖìÔÖì ôëgæ¯

Hit and source - focused comparison, Side by Side

Submitted text As student entered the text in the submitted document.

Matching text As the text appears in the source.
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1/1 SUBMITTED TEXT 206 WORDS

1 «*ìôdôÇæ væçìèä ¼ãÛì» âãk èûxHèûóÖìÜíúë

t¬‰ìçíôì+ë vx*èËë äæÖ vö-øìÒ¹â «*ûèçÞç ðíúí×• çìë

ÜáËéú ¾ûèÐ,%Ö ðÜ «*èçèå èÐáìÇéÞíô çþìë ø×`óâíçì

vôìæß èû»íú ÅE÷èÐáì †ŒðíËë ¼ãíöìù ôíë vóßúì¯ Í-váír

ûÖèkùçÛìíû çþìíóë †ŒðË áâçì Ììíù vÇíôÈ Ìæãâìæ ôíë æì

èæíú èæúç âïÜÖìúíæë âÓÖ èóíú v¼åì èòë ôëìÈ öãèköãk¯

v¼È Ìæãöìúé ÍôìèÓô èû»íú øìÒ-ÅøôëË ëè÷ç ðíúí× ß

ðíE×_öìë âïÜ ôìÒìíâì èòëéô·ç ðíúí× Íôèå ¼ãè÷è¬Q?ç

øìÒ¹íâë èÛè+íç¯ v¼È ¼íà öãk ðíúí× ÌÓéçûÖ èû»íú æçhæ

çÇÖ• âææ ß èûíxX»íËë ¼âìíûÐ¯ óïë-¼˜ìëé èÐáìóìíæë

t¬Héô·ç øºoèç Ìæã¼ëË ôíëÈ ÍÈ¼û øìÒ-ÅøôëË vÜÔìë ôìä

÷Üí×¯ èûèÛˆ‰ èû»íúë ÌèÛÚ øè„çâ„Üéë ¼ìðìöÖ Í-ôìíä

ÌøèëðìöÞ Íû¤ öþìíóë èæëÜ¼ øèëx*íâ vÜÔì• ¼@øìóæì çÇì

èûæÖì¼ôâÞ ¼ã¼@øˆ‰ ðíE× çþìëì ¼ôíÜÈ ÓæÖûìíóë

øìr¯ Ìì¼íÜ• Íþëì ¼ôíÜÈ ÌÜíáÖ vÇíô óïë-¼˜ìëé èÐáìóìíæë

ôìöÞ¹íâ Ì¤Ð èæíE×æ/ öÔæÈ vôìæß èÐáìÇéÞ ÍÈ

øìÒÖû¬t¬;èæ÷íúë ¼ìðìöÖ væíûæ• çÔæÈ èçèæ ôìöÞç

ÍôìèÓô èÐáôâ„Üéë øíëìá ÌÓÖìøæìë çìûÁ ¼ãèûÓì vøíú

öìíE×æ¯ ÍÈ¼û øìÒ-ÅøôëíËë ÷÷Þì ß ÌæãÐéÜíæ öçåì

âíæìèæíûÐ ôëíûæ vôìæß èÐáìÇéÞ• èû»íúë ùÛéíë öìßúì

çþìë øíá ççÈ ¼ðä ðíû¯ èû»úû¬t¬; öìíç èæíäë v÷,%ìú ÌèÓùç

ðú• øìÒ-ÅøôëíËë Ûì»ì ß Åøòìøæì çìë Åøíöìùé ôëìë èóíô

¼ûÞ¬t¬?íë æäë ëìÔì ðíúí×¯ çìë ßøë• «*èç øöÞìíúë vÐí»

«*ó+ ÌæãÐéÜæé ß Ìèçèëk Úìæ ÌäÞíæë äæÖ †Œp-èæíóÞÐ

èÐáìÇéÞë †ŒðËáâçì ß è÷¬Q?ìÐéÜçì ûüèºoë ¼ðìúô ðíû¯

ÍÈ ÌèÛæû Ììíúìäíæë vûÐ èô×ã «*úì¼È ÍÔæß

øëéáìâïÜô_Ìíæô váír Ííôûìíë «*Çâ øóíáø¯ t¬HÛìûçÈ rgèå-

èû÷hÖèç èô×ã èô×ã Çìôíç øìíë• öì ÌûÐÖÈ ¼¤íÐìÓæ ß

øèëâìäÞæìë Ìíøáì ëìíÔ¯ ¼ìÓìëËÛìíû ÌìÐì ôëì öìú• ûÖìøôçë

ûÖûðìíëë âÓÖ èóíú øìÒ-ÅøôëËIèÜ ¼ûÞr ¼âìóüç ðíû¯ ’

98% MATCHING TEXT 206 WORDS

«*ìôdôÇæ væçìèä ¼ãÛì» âãk èûxHèûóÖìÜíúë t¬‰ìçíôì+ë

vx*èËë äæÖ vö-øìÒ¹â «*ûèçÞç ðíúí×• çìë ÜáËéú

¾ûèÐ,%Ö ðÜ «*èçèå èÐáìÇéÞíô çþìë ø×`óâíçì vôìæß

èû»íú ÅE÷èÐáì †ŒðíËë ¼ãíöìù ôíë vóßúì¯ Í-váír

ûÖèkùçÛìíû çþìíóë † ŒðËáâçì Ììíù vÇíôÈ Ìæãâìæ ôíë æì

èæíú èæúç âïÜÖìúíæë âÓÖ èóíú v¼åì èòë ôëìÈ öãèköãk¯

v¼È Ìæãöìúé ÍôìèÓô èû»íú øìÒ-ÅøôëË ëè÷ç ðíúí× ß

ðíE×_öìë âïÜ ôìÒìíâì èòëéô·ç ðíúí× Íôèå ¼ãè÷è¬Q?ç

øìÒ¹íâë èÛè+íç¯ v¼È ¼íà öãk ðíúí× ÌíÓÖçûÖ èû»íú

æçhæ çÇÖ• âææ ß èûíxX»íËë ¼âìíûÐ¯ óïë-¼˜ìëé

èÐáìóìíæë t¬Héô·ç øºoèç Ìæã¼ëË ôíëÈ ÍÈ¼û øìÒ-ÅøôëË

vÜÔìë ôìä ÷Üí×¯ èûèÛˆ‰ èû»íúë ÌèÛÚ øè„çâ„Üéë

¼ìðìöÖ Í-ôìíä ÌøèëðìöÞ Íû¤ öþìíóë èæëÜ¼ øèëx*íâ vÜÔì•

¼@øìóæì çÇì èûæÖì¼ôâÞ ¼ã¼@øˆ‰ ðíE× çþìëì ¼ôíÜÈ

ÓæÖûìíóë øìr¯ Ìì¼íÜ• Íþëì ¼ôíÜÈ ÌÜíáÖ vÇíô óïë-¼˜ìëé

èÐáìóìíæë ôìöÞ¹íâ Ì¤Ð èæíE×æ/ öÔæÈ vôìæß èÐáìÇéÞ ÍÈ

øìÒÖû¬t¬;èæ÷íúë ¼ìðìöÖ væíûæ• çÔæÈ èçèæ ôìöÞç

ÍôìèÓô èÐáôâ„Üéë øíëìá ÌÓÖìøæìë çìûÁ ¼ãèûÓì vøíú

öìíE×æ¯ ÍÈ¼û øìÒ-ÅøôëíËë ÷÷Þì ß ÌæãÐéÜíæ öçåì

âíæìèæíûÐ ôëíûæ vôìæß èÐáìÇéÞ• èû»íúë ùÛéíë öìßúì

çþìë øíá ççÈ ¼ðä ðíû¯ èû»úû¬t¬; öìíç èæíäë v÷,%ìú ÌèÓùç

ðú• øìÒ-ÅøôëíËë Ûì»ì ß Åøòìøæì çìë Åøíöìùé ôëìë èóíô

¼ûÞ¬t¬?íë æäë ëìÔì ðíúí×¯ çìë ßøë• «*èç øöÞìíúë vÐí»

«*ó+ ÌæãÐéÜæé ß Ìèçèëk Úìæ ÌäÞíæë äæÖ †Œp-èæíóÞÐ

èÐáìÇéÞë †ŒðËáâçì ß è÷¬Q?ìÐéÜçì ûüèºoë ¼ðìúô ðíû¯

ÍÈ ÌèÛæû Ììíúìäíæë vûÐ èô×ã «*úì¼È ÍÔæß

øëéáìâïÜô_Ìíæô váír Ííôûìíë «*Çâ øóíáø¯ t¬HÛìûçÈ rgèå-

èû÷hÖèç èô×ã èô×ã Çìôíç øìíë• öì ÌûÐÖÈ ¼¤íÐìÓæ ß

øèëâìäÞæìë Ìíøáì ëìíÔ¯ ¼ìÓìëËÛìíû ÌìÐì ôëì öìú• ûÖìøôçë

ûÖûðìíëë âÓÖ èóíú øìÒ-ÅøôëËIèÜ ¼ûÞr ¼âìóüç ðíû¯

http://www.wbnsou.ac.in/student_zone/e-resources/study_material/pg/PGEducationPaper2Modules12.pdf
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PREFACE In the curricular structure introduced by this University for students of Post-Graduate degree programme, the opportunity to

pursue Post-Graduate course in a subject is introduced by this University is equally available to all learners. Instead of being guided by

any presumption about ability level, it would perhaps stand to reason if receptivity of a learner is judged in the course of the learning

process. That would be entirely in keeping with the objectives of open education which does not believe in artificial differentiation. I

am happy to note that university has been recently accredited by National Assessment and Accreditation Council of India (NAAC) with

grade ‘A’. Keeping this in view, study materials of the Post-Graduate level in different subjects are being prepared on the basis of a well

laid-out syllabus. The course structure combines the best elements in the approved syllabi of Central and State Universities in

respective subjects. It has been so designed as to be upgradable with the addition of new information as well as results of fresh

thinking and analysis. The accepted methodology of distance education has been followed in the preparation of these study materials.

Co-operation in every form of experienced scholars is indispensable for a work of this kind. We, therefore, owe an enormous debt of

gratitude to everyone whose tireless efforts went into the writing, editing, and devising of a proper lay-out of the materials. Practically

speaking, their role amounts to an involvement in ‘invisible teaching’. For, whoever makes use of these study materials would virtually

derive the benefit of learning under their collective care without each being seen by the other. The more a learner would seriously

pursue these study materials the easier it will be for him or her to reach out to larger horizons of a subject. Care has also been taken to

make the language lucid and presentation attractive so that they may be rated as quality self-learning materials. If anything remains

still obscure of difficult to follow, arrangements are there to come to terms with them through the counselling sessions regularly

available at the network of study centres set up the University. Needless to add, a great deal of these efforts are still experiment—in

fact, pioneering in certain areas. Naturally, there is every possibility of some lapse or deficiency here and there. However, these do

admit of rectification and further improvement in due course. On the whole, therefore, these study materials are expected to evoke

wider appreciation the more they receive serious attention of all concerned. Professor (Dr.) Subha Sankar Sarkar Vice-Chancellor
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Unit 1 ? Historical Development of Social Casework : Global and Tradition Scenario Structure 1.1 Objective 1.2 Introduction 1.3 Growth

of

case work in USA 1.4 Early beginnings 1.5 Friendly Visitors 1.6 Socio-Economic Phase in case work 1.7 Many Richmond's Contribution

1.8 Psycho logical phase in case work 1.9 Case work in India 1.10 Special Contribution 1.11 Partner in the process of developmental

change 1.12 Application of developmental case work Method 1.13 Summary 1.14 Exercise 1.15 References 1.1 Objective In this Unit, we

have focused

55% MATCHING BLOCK 2/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

the historical development of case work in west. It starts with concept of charity, then its journey from friendly visitors to modern

professional case workers. Then we

have tried to focus the development of Case Work in India. In British period we studied the development of case work

79% MATCHING BLOCK 3/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

and starting of professional Social Work with establishment of schools of social work in India. We also pointed out the impact of

world wars, friendly visitors, contribution of Marry Richmond in the history of

case work development. More over tried to find out

100% MATCHING BLOCK 4/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

about the problems faced by individuals and families in their day to day life and
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in resolving the problem and finally. How the case work developed as a tool of dealing with individual in coming days. 1.2 Introduction

Case Work is a primary method of professional social work. Elements of case work, have been present in every society from time

immemorial. There has been a natural way of helping a person who have difficulties. This individualised help often taken the form of

doing something for the individual as well as helping him/her by the wholesome influence which one individual can have upon

another. This is a fact that psychologists and professional social workers are not the only ones who are able to influence others in a

helpful way. Very often a family friend or a relative may have a great helpful influence on the individual, though none of them may be

aware of the factors responsible for the same. Much of this influence is intuitive and neither person is aware of this factors at work in

the relations help that exists. This method is being practiced by social workers across the globe. This is one of the primary methods

that enhances the social functioning in individuals. It is a method which is based on one to one relationship.

61% MATCHING BLOCK 5/544 Kodzero Makunike Industrial Social Work Indepe ... (D52059512)

A method is well understood to be an orderly way of procedure and therefore it is always carried out towards achievement of a

specific aims. Case work is one such method that social workers use to help people of all ages and from various sections of society

to enhance their social functioning and to cope more effectively with their problems.

When one talks of case work as a method one implies, that a scientific body of knowledge has developed regarding this particular

individualised way of helping people and that this knowledge is transmissible. In other words it is a professional way of helping people

with awareness of the factors involved in the help giving process. 1.3 Growth of Case Work in USA The focus of charity throughout the

countries has always been that of services, care given by individual to an individual. This specific association of relief given with the

idea of charity is of long duration.

AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 9 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 NSOU ? PGSW-II 9 The individualisation of

social case problems began almost wholly with individualising persons on relief situation. The work of st. Vencent de Paul in the 16th

and 17th centuries and of Ozanam in the 19th century through the art of friendly visiting helped to individualised people at home;

directed perhaps more to the control of mendicancy than to study of individuals, social conditions and on behaviour. Edward Denison,

Sir Charles Loch, Octavian Hill, to name a few of the ENGLISH leaders, developed to a high point the theory and practice of personal

service, personal responsibility, and in depth study of each case. Finally Mary Richmond set up the first rational and systematic

approach to the analysis of individual social situations.

98% MATCHING BLOCK 6/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

All religions encouraged the helping of poor and helpless people. However it took professional shape in the late 19th and early 20th

century. To date the actual beginning of social

case work in the west growth are given below. 1.4

75% MATCHING BLOCK 7/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

Early Beginnings The Association for improving the condition of the poor (AICP) formed in America in 1843 approached the problem

of poverty more individually than had been previously handled. The aim of AICP was to visit the poor at homes, to give cousel, to

assist them particularly in obtaining employment, to instill self-respect and self- reliance

within in them,

100% MATCHING BLOCK 8/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

to inculcate the habits of economy and whenever absolutely necessary to provide such relief

according to their needs. Charity Organisation Society :

91% MATCHING BLOCK 9/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

The earliest organised effort in USA was the establishment of Charity Organisation Society in 1977. One as the aims of the Society

was to find out the ways and means of helping the poor and needy and thus to organize, individualised service.

This organisations work
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included the investigation of applicants to assess the need, central registration, recording and relief giving

to the poor and needy. The society used volunteers called "friendly visitors".

85% MATCHING BLOCK 11/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

They were kind hearted volunteers who visited poor families to assess their needs and to provide help, guidance and advise. They

made their visits in act of charity and not

and not expecting any money lay reward.

90% MATCHING BLOCK 12/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

There were hundreds of volunteers who made their visits to the home of the poor and brought whatever they could in the way of

understanding, sympathy, encouragement

NSOU ? PGSW-II 10 AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 10 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 and general good

will.

However there were

87% MATCHING BLOCK 13/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

comparatively little consciousness or the analysis of factors about social relationship. At the same time it was probably through the

efforts of friendly visitors that the concept of scientific charity evolved and

the seeds of social case work were sown. The

93% MATCHING BLOCK 14/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

visitor found the problem of all poor people is not alike and they should not be treated in the same manner. 1.5 Friendly Visitors

Mary Richmond, who was intimately connected with the charity organisation movement, in her book on "Friendly visiting among the

poor" published in 1899, made an interesting statement of the relationship of the friendly visitors with the poor family—friendly visiting

meant intimate and continuous contact with the poor families knowing their joys and sorrows, opinion and entire outlook about life.

Here again one sees the recognition of the principle of relationship as the most fundamental and important factor in treatment in

modern case work. The terms friendly visitors was supplement by the terms "Paid Agents". There paid Agents developed to perform

98% MATCHING BLOCK 15/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

their task. They collected data about the needy individuals and families and helped them after assessing their needs. Paid Agents also

maintained records including personal data and the type of help given to the

clients. The collective experience of 'Friendly Visitors' affiliated the understanding of human

behavior. With the development of schools of social work, friendly visitors received training and instruction about the method of

investigation, diagnosis and treatment from experienced social workers. The first training programme for the case work

73% MATCHING BLOCK 16/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

started at this time. Case work at this time was bared more on medical model. For sometime

case work
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was only confined to sick persons, a sick person to be treated was the priority. The term "work with case" was used for the first time

in national conference in USA. The first professional training programme especially for the case work was started in the form of

summer training. The impact of this training programme resulted in the need for more substantial training and School of Social Work

attached to the agencies come into existence. When

these schools attained a certain standing in the community, they were recognised as professional schools under the administrative

authority of Universities.

AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 11 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 NSOU ? PGSW-II 11 1.6 Socio-Economic

Phase in Case Work Within a quarter of a century of the charity organisation movement in America two well defined divergent trends

could be identified. First there were people who held that the major efforts of the charity organisation movement should be to correct

the external factors in the social organisation responsible for poverty lack of opportunity and individual and family disorganisation,

second, there were those who restricted their efforts to the individual client with the aim of effecting a change within the individual

which would enable him to utilise to the full of his own potentialities. This latter group developed a more intensive approach to the

individual client and gave shape to the specialisation of case work within the larger field of social work in the U.S.A. The social workers

were concerned with improvement of social conditions and worked with individuals or families who sought assistance. Manipulation

of situations and people was the accepted mode. The social worker individualised the family, studied its needs and gave a plan of

treatment which the family was to follow. If a bread winner of the family lost his Job, it was regarded that the best way was to help the

individual or his family by finding a job. If children were delinquent, they could be sent to the court, settlement house or church.

Everything had its 'cause' and the cause so often lay in the environment. Thus removal of the cause meant changing the environment.

Case work service was given in terms of a plan, brought out by the worker after studying the situation, which the client was to take up,

even if it was not a plan evolved after discussion with the client. This period in spoken if generally as the sociological phase, because it

embodied the conviction of students of society of that day that much of what people were as individuals was defermened by the kind

of social order in which they lived. 1.7 Mary Richmond's Contribution In Mary Richmond's book named "Social Diagnosis" social

workers found for the first time a framework for carrying out case work services. The book emphasized the need for gaining a full

knowledge of the individual and the family by an intensive

NSOU ? PGSW-II 12 AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 12 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 inquiry into past

history and the present situation. Investigation was to be carried on for the purpose of establishing facts of personality and the

situation, upon which a diagnosis was to be made. The end of diagnosis was treatment, which consisted of a plan that took into

consideration the entire social setting of two family. The investigation, diagnosis and treatment were to be on a friendly basis. Mary

Richmond describe the processes or sequence of steps for making investigation. She set forth a method to replace indiscriminate

investigation. There was an effort to arrive at an understanding of the social problem through an orderly and logical procedure. Even

though Mary Richmond realised the necessity of studying the personality of the client in arriving at the diagnosis of a social situation,

her focus, in diagnosis, was upon factors outside the client. There was less reliance on the participation of the client and more on

social evidence from interested people as to what the facts were. Secondly, the client was brought into planning only when the social

worker was in possession of all the relevant facts obtainable and decided upon a time of treatment which the client was asked to carry

out or was carried out by the social worker on his behalf. To the workers of the prewar period the above summed up the casework

philosophy and practice. 1.8 Psychological Phase in Case Work During World War-I the impact of new thinking in the field of

psychiatry brought about a marked shift from study and treatment of social factors as the basis of the individuals mal adjustment to

the study and treatment of psychological factors. Several decades of sociological and economic emphasis were thus followed by an

era when workers became very receptive to the psycho analytic thinking as formulated by Segment Friend. Social case work has

continued to be influenced by the followers of friend. The psycho analytic orientation has helped case work to become more

scientific in its approach. Charlotte Towle in her article, social case work in "Social work year Book". (USA), 1947 says "Since the

capacity for scientific thinking is dependent in large part on recognition of bias and a capacity to control one's relationship to the

information revealed and to the individuals concerned, Psychio analytic orientation made a contribution in giving the worker

awareness of how identification and projection may defeat objectivity in each phase of case work—

AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 13 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 NSOU ? PGSW-II 13 investigation,

diagnosis and treatment. Further more, psycho analysis, brought deeper insight into human behaviour, among which were an

enriched concept of individual differences, heightened appreciation of the family as the unit of society and an understanding if the

importance of the emotions in the motivation of human behaviour, together with a content of knowledge in this area. It also

contributed new ways of working with people. Not able among these the value of catharsis, and the possibility of developing insight—

through the free association implicit in this process. Not able also was the understanding it contributed to the worker-client

relationship as a dominant element in the in the clients response to help. In all these area, social case work had a body if force

knowledge which made for relatively rapid incorporation of psychoanalytic content. This integration is not complete nor has if

occurred without lags and phases of distorted emphasis. There were periods of over- emphases for example, on the study and

treatment of psycholigical factors to the exclusion of social factors as the basis of the individuals problems all social adjustment". 1.9

Case Work in India In India, development of case work has a variegated history. As stated before, elements of case work did exist in the

"One to One" help giving process in this country as had been the case in other countries, long before professional practice of social

case work method came into existence. It was in 1936 that the first step in the direction of importing professional training in social

work was taken by

the establishment of
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Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate School of social work in Bombay, now known as the Tata Institute of Social

Science. Case work was offered as one of the courses and the emphasis was on socio-economic factors being responsible for the

causation of a problem. By 1950 i.e. after World War-II when new psychological thinking and in particular, pychonalysis made much

advance in the west and when some of the schools of social work in India, including the Tata Institute of Social Sciences, had on their

staff teachers of social case work trained in the USA, Psychoanalytic orientation was gradually brought to this helping method of social

case work. However since environmental factors, mainly loomed large in social problem in India, specially after the partition of the

country in 1947, great emphasis in the

NSOU ? PGSW-II 14 AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 14 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 practice of case

work had to be laid on environmental factors, meanly economic factors. Proresty was regarded as the main cause of varied problems

and there fore, case workers tried to help their dainty by pooling together resources like institutions Orphanages, work centres,

employment agencies etc. In order to gain acceptance in this country, where professional social work was of recent origin, case work

practiced by trained workers in the beginning had to limit it self to environmental problems mostly as voluntary social work was going

ahead first in this area. 1.10 Special Contribution Days and years are going on, however experience gained over a period of time, the

case workers have been able to day more attention than before to psychological factors involved in a problematic situation. A certain

section of the public also was been able to accepts of the problem on the part of a trained case worker as his special contribution—

something which on untrained voluntary worker can not bring. There have been always in every society though in small numbers,

people who were interested in helping others. There were individuals who were known to be receptive and responsive to the needs

and the general term " Social Worker" is used irrespective of the specific method he or she in using. In India

73% MATCHING BLOCK 19/544

social service as a helping activity existed in one form or other through the ages.

Gouri Rani Banerjee, one of the pioneers in professional social work and social work education in India, has written lucidly about social

welfare in ancient India and the various forms of service that were adopted to help the people in distress (1967). However even before

the year 1936, Bombay city had short term training programme in Social work.

87% MATCHING BLOCK 20/544
MSW-03 Working with Individuals Unit-1 22-01-2 ...

(D156677112)

N. M. Joshi, one of the founder of the trade Union movement

in India, had established in 1911,

60% MATCHING BLOCK 21/544
MSW-03 Working with Individuals Unit-1 22-01-2 ...

(D156677112)

an organisation called the Social Service League in Bombay. The Social Service League conducted training programme for

volunteers, whose services were later utilized for

relief work among

76% MATCHING BLOCK 24/544 Social Case Work Block 2.pdf (D164874044)

people suffering from famines, epidemics, flood and such other disaster and also for welfare programmes among the poor and the

destitute (

Kasnik, V. B. 1972).

98% MATCHING BLOCK 22/544

Case work figured both as a Theoretical course and as a method of practice in the academic programme from the year 1946. The

other methods of social work were incorporated into the curriculum later

than Case work.
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more and more that case work is not limited to bring about a change in the outer conditions of the client (environmental Therapy), but

tries to determine the influence of the personal attitude of the client and the changes in that attitude necessary for the solution of the

problem. Agencies employing case workers are releasing that many social difficulties have releasing that many social difficulties have

their emotional components which in daily practice are often overlooked and seldom effectively treated. Secondly a good

interviewing technique and a capacity to diagnose are need to get a picture of the real causes of the difficulties as well as to make a

good treatment plan. A worker without any training in case work in hardly aware of the influence of his own attitude on that of the

client or of the fear of the client whether hidden behind some aggression or not. Such a worker can take what the client say or does

mostly at its face value. Another important factories diagnostic capacity. It is not only necessary to carry on the interview in such a way

as to give the client confidence and to let him disclose his real problems but it is important that the social worker be able also to

interpret the psychological data disclosed in the interview. If a case worker does not have pychonalytic orientation he will often do a

therapy of symptoms with an emphasis on environmental changes. Later he may realise (and then mostly with some resentment) that

the client in his new environment has similar problems the consequences may be either that the case will be 'treated' endlessly or that

the case be closed because of its being considered hopeless. During the last five decades,

91% MATCHING BLOCK 23/544

social work as a profession and as an academic programme has been enlarged and enriched by new perspectives ideas and

theories. Case work will continues to be taught in schools of social work and used as a method of social work in different

organisation. Conscious use of Relationship About the existence and the importance of the relation between the client and the social

worker something was known in social work, but in modern case work this relationship is being used much more consciously,

because it is exactly aware of emotional factors. It goes without saying that this conscious use will not be possible without deeper

insight on the part of the case worker into the psychological processes involved. This insight the practitioner gain by under going class

room trainers and supersized field work experience in Psycho analytically oriented case work in a recognized post graduate school of

social work.

NSOU ? PGSW-II 16 AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 16 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 Case should,

however, be taken that case worker in India do not commit the same mistakes that were committed by the case workers in the west a

few years back by over emphasizing the Psychological aspects and over looking the social one— mistakes which they have struggled

to ratify to a great extent since. While pulling emphasis upon the client as an individual, case worker should not overlook his as a social

being. Insight into individuality and personal characteristics and ability to use direct influence of mend should be inculcated by social

workers but at the same time insight into the resources, dangers and influences of environment, which are a essential part of a

sociological approach in case work, should also be increased. In short

83% MATCHING BLOCK 25/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

case workers, with due recognition of Psychological factor need to look into social factors intensively. They should study the client

as a person in his social content, find out what social factors (including cultural and religions factors) hamper his happiness, what he

and his community can do about this matter and how case workers can help him if one aspect the fact that start a person is today is

the result of all his yesterday, than it logically follows that

to days experiences

73% MATCHING BLOCK 26/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

of social living will be a part of his Psychie experience of tomorrow. Since case workers can have first hand knowledge or direct

information of social situations, they can be well equipped for their unique method

or

91% MATCHING BLOCK 27/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

Psychotherapy (case work therapy) though deeper understanding of social factors as they affect the personality and they can also

utilise their knowledge of social situation in the social readjustment of their clients. Their therapy needs to be more and more in the

line of Socio-Psychie therapy and not the Psychotherapy of a Psychiatrist. 1.11

Partner in the Process of Development Change Again in their country
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there is a general tendency towards conformity to group norm on the part of the people. Consequently the traditional case work

situation, where the individuals adjustment to his reality is disturbed due to

internal or external strains, will be comparatively few. However case work service will be of value also in helping the individual, whose

adjustment to his reality is not disturbed at all, to reach a new level of integration by introduction of

73% MATCHING BLOCK 35/544

new ideas and new ways of living. Case work should not be confirmed only to helping the client to adjust to the existing

AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 17 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 NSOU ? PGSW-II 17 reality but also to

become an active partner in the process of change for betterment of society. An Indian case worker should not be solely tied to the

agency set up, but be instrumental in bringing about a change in the individual as well as in the society. He should play an increasing

part in community life and be in contact with conditions that affect groups as well as individuals. Case work should be curative

preventive and promotive. In India, development of case work perhaps be described later as an important method of social work

processing a composed body of knowledge bared on Principles drawn from the Psychology, Psychiatry, Psychoanalysis, sociology,

biology and medicine etc. This method can be used to help people, individual by individual, when they experience some breakdown in

their capacity to deal with their affairs by themselves (curative aspect) or when they need assistance for conservation of their inner

strength to avoid a breakdown and to lead a socially and personally statisfying life (Preventive and prometive aspects). The help may

be rendered by posting together resources in the community and/or by enabling the person in need of help to make maximum use of

his capacities, so that he can adjust better to his total or partial environment and/or modify the environment when necessary. In the

context of development of case work therapy in India, it may be mentioned that in India people stay close to their family and the

community. The case worker therefore, should not fail to work through friends or relatives of the client. It stands to reason that those

whom the client accepts as friends or for whom he has respect or whom he regards as a member of his own social group have

greater influence on him than the case worker coming in from outside can have. Therefore this resource has to be considered and

should not be overlooked. Further, development of the working process with the community, it implies pooling together recourses of

the community like schools, employment exchanges, hospital, trusts, charities etc. to secure specific did like financial assestance or

job or artificial limb, and developing new recourses in the community to help the client to meet his unmeet need. The case worker

also tried to work to their best towards modifying community attitudes to enables the client to adjust better and often has to help the

client to become an active partner in the process of change for the progress of the community.

NSOU ? PGSW-II 18 AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 18 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 1.12 Application of

Developmental Case Work Method By and by case work is practiced in variety of agencies or organisations. It is practice in Primary

Setting (like family service agency), they are primary or main function of which is to help people with social problems. It is also

practiced in secondary setting settings i.e. agencies and institutions such as hospitality, Schools, Courts etc. which have some other

primary function but in which service to people and the promotion of human welfare are the key note if work.

93% MATCHING BLOCK 29/544

In India case work is practiced in some places in connection with medicine - medical social

and other private bodies. In the field of Pychiatry case work is practiced in the child guidance clinics, mental hospitals and Psychiatri

departments in general hospitals as a part of Pychiatiric social work.

88% MATCHING BLOCK 30/544

In family case work, efforts are concentrated upon family as a social unit and the individuals as members thereof. The problems

centre around family relationship or adjustments and/or any aspect of a family life. Family case work can be said to be basic to all

case work, for in the practice of

case work in different settings the individual as a whole is taken into account and this concept includes his family relationships.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 31/544

However, in family service agencies where case work should be practiced.

There is
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today an effort to limit the scope of work to certain family problems such as child placement, marriage counselling, meeting

problems of unmarried another, etc. instead of dealing with all problems relating to the family

like unemployment,

79% MATCHING BLOCK 33/544

family indebtedness involving financial relief, parent-child relationship and marital disharmony. Case work has also entered the field

of criminology and in same places is practised in

the cases of Juvenile courts, adult courts, probation and aftercare work. In some institutions for woman and children also case work

has been recently started.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 34/544

In the field of labour welfare. There is a great need for introducing case work to deal with varied social problems of workers in

industries.

Case work service case work service in schools and colleges is still in its experimental stage in India.

84% MATCHING BLOCK 36/544

In the end it may be started that a human being, be he a patient, mill worker, a student, a probationer or

85% MATCHING BLOCK 37/544

a prisoner, if his problem is of social adjustment (either because his personally adversity affects the environment and/or because his
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95% MATCHING BLOCK 38/544

problems of adjustment for him) deserves help through the case work method.

82% MATCHING BLOCK 39/544

This method in its truth, with its ever widening horizon, needs to be in search of numerous

100% MATCHING BLOCK 40/544

and novel skills to be of service to the suffering.

We know that

American case work did influence the use of

77% MATCHING BLOCK 41/544

case work in India as the first professional social workers that did case work in India setting were trained in the American schools of

social work. Case work was

one of the courses
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taught when the Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate School of social work, currently known as Tata Institute of Social Sciences was started in

Bombay in 1936, and it become a method of practice in helping people with their problem of social functioning. Latter some social

welfare agencies employed case workers particularly with the purpose of helping their clients in a one-to-one relationship.

Currently the So-called case workers attached to some welfare services are not trained social workers who used the method of care

work considerably in their work are not given the designation of case workers as they are likely to use other methods as well. 1.13

Summary The case work method is the pioneer to social work method. This method emerged in west with its roots embodied in

charity. The individualization of case work persons in relief. Situation, Gradually it was realised that helping people in need was a skill

oriented process and hence the volunteers who are involved in this helping process require some short of training. Mary Richmond

offered specialized services to thousand of clients and

86% MATCHING BLOCK 43/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

many men and women came to know the meaning of social case work for the first time. The World War made a wide impact on

social

case work

and Psychiatry in this period become important. Child guidance clinic movement and treatment, prevention of mental and emotional

and delingnency strengthened the Pychological orientation to this approach.

85% MATCHING BLOCK 44/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

In India culture and religion advocate the need to help the poor and needy.

But the

73% MATCHING BLOCK 47/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

efforts were paternalistic in nature and did not aim at making the individual independent. Thus there exist an important difference

between modern professional

case work and traditional helping of needy individual.

68% MATCHING BLOCK 45/544

The first professional social workers, who did case work in the Indian setting were trained in the American school of social work and

later in 1936 Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate School of social work, now know as Tata Institute of Social

Science (TISS) started to impart

training

where
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case work as a theoretical course and as a method of practice in the academic

programs. Initially case work was practiced in relatively few agencies but now a days social case work

65% MATCHING BLOCK 51/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

is practiced in many organisation and institutions such as hospitals, clinics, courts, industry, military organisation, family welfare

agency, child welfare agency, correctional settings, agency for aged, destitute, orphan etc. 1.14

EXERCISE 1. Development of family case work is said to be basic to all the case work practice—why. 2. Why after the partition of our

country in 1947 emphases on development of case work practice laid on environment in India? 3. Discuss briefly the contribute on

Mary Richmond to develop the case work in west. 4. Why Sir Dorabji Tata established Graduate School of Social work in Bombay in

1936? 5. Discuss briefly the historical development of social case work
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to Social Case Work-I Structure 2.1 Objective 2.2 Introduction 2.3 Place of Case Work in social work profession 2.4 Components of

Case Work 2.5 Principles of Case Work 2.6 Summary 2.7 Exercises 2.8 Reference 2.1 Objective The basic objective of this unit is to

know the place of case work in social work profession and

96% MATCHING BLOCK 50/544

different components of case work and relate to the role of a social worker in each

of its component. Also to understand

66% MATCHING BLOCK 59/544 Social Work with Indiv and Groups Block 1.pdf (D164882170)

the seven principles of case work and the practice of social case work in India

and the various fields of practice. 2.2 Introduction Many people have imagined that social case work and social work are co extensive,

but they are to understand and look into its objectives. This enormous work can be encompassed into two major objectives i.e.

improving physical quality of life that in socio-economic development and satisfying social relationship, social work profession aims at

the social betterment of the society there by aspiring for the fulfillment of highest need of self-actualization. Social case work as a

method of social work helps the individuals to solve their problem in the society to perform in a better way and to enhance their own

capabilities. Social case work is indispensable as a foundation for social planning and social action. At the door of the agency a person

with some problem (client) comes to seek help from a social worker to cope with the problem through a process.

86% MATCHING BLOCK 52/544

The case worker must not be a listener only but also an active agent in helping the client to

NSOU ? PGSW-II 22 AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 22 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 communicate about

his/her problem.

94% MATCHING BLOCK 53/544

Problem solving implies that both the case worker and his/her clients are simultaneously and consciously, though differently,

engaged in problem solving from the beginning.

Diagnosis must result in a "design of

action".

100% MATCHING BLOCK 54/544

Probably no process has been as troubling to case workers as diagnosis.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 55/544

Principles of case work are principles of action, based upon a fundamental which influences, guides and directs. The principles are

also referred to as qualities or elements as they are present
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as every case work is a part of relationship.

The relationship between

75% MATCHING BLOCK 56/544

the case worker and the client is of utmost importance. In a case work relationship however, case worker is on the role of a

professional helper while client is the person who needs help.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 57/544

In the Indian context, the concept of self fulfillment and self-expression go hand in hand with the concept of conformity to the

group norm. In

87% MATCHING BLOCK 58/544

practice of social case work time and again, one see that the needs of the clients are not limited to their material needs only

but mental and emotional needs are there. An active approach can geared to suitable solutions. Case work is now practiced in a

variety of agencies or human service organisations. 2.3 Place of Case Work in Social Work Profession The individual is the basic unit of

the society. If the individuals are satisfied in their life and efforts are made to minimize the mal adjustments, then it leads to formation

of peaceful society. Like any other profession, social work as a profession has developed a body of knowledge, which include

methods, tools and terminology of its own. Social work profession aims at the social betterment of the society there by aspiring for

the fulfillment of high need of self-actualisation. Esteemed goals of self-realization are embedded in the theory and practice of social

work, exemplified by the traditional

73% MATCHING BLOCK 60/544

social work method, social case work. Social case work as a method of social work

aims at helping individual to solve his/her problem in the society to perform better and to enhance his/her own capabilities. In the

sphere of social work, case work as a method demands a dual orientation, firstly, orientation in human Psychology and secondly,

orientation in knowing cultural force of the society in which he works. In organising it self to play a professional role in forwarding the

above said objectives, social work has identified a set of methods to cater to mass needs, community needs, group needs, and

individual needs. It is these individual needs that

AA(CD) A New Compose / MSW / P-II / B-2 (M-2) 23 PRINTTECH — 4th PROOF / 22.12.2021 NSOU ? PGSW-II 23 are being addressed

by case work method. It becomes possible to arrive at a definition to social case work without confusing it with the total process of

social work. Some of the criticism leveled at the case work in the past has been because the part was mistaken for the whole case

work is indispensable as a foundation for social planning and social action. Case work is recognizable, according to Richmond, by its

aim of social betterment and its method of differential treatment.

90% MATCHING BLOCK 66/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

Case work is concerned with the release of resource in the immediate environment and capacities in the individual which may give

him fuller and more satisfying life, both economic and

personal. The case worker deals with people and situations one by one. Case worker is a retailer and not a wholesaler. It is easy to

underestimate the importance of what case workers know—Just homes, parents, children, school play and people at work—because

every one has these experiences, but to have experiences does not mean to be aware of them in all their implications, and certainly

having them does not necessarily translate them into the war of social programmes. In case work situations, one by one, can be found

the needs of a complete educational process. Just as individual is the part of family, so the family is the part of the community and so

outward into national and international fellowship. Society would wage no wars if it really remembered the individual and its family

group. In the same way the unit personality has the power to socialize the community, for quality of attainment rests ultimately on the

development of individual personality. So, case work makes no confession for being interested in the child at home or foster care, in

the trouble adolescent, the transplanted alien, the disabled person or the frosted and abused housewife, but at the same time it makes

no pretense that treating cases one by one is a substitute for changing the broad environmental systems which may fundamentally

cause the mal adjustment. The idea that the case work always trying to convey is that differences and unlikeness must be considered

in forming the pattern and changing the pattern. There is always a polarity in social planning—to look at society form the basis of

whole and from the basis of the individual. Social institutions must be based on the relevant interconnections, which means that the

properties of the things themselves must be understood. It is equally fallacious to think one can solve the problems of the social
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work method, or to think that one can solve the problems of an individual with mass formulas. The case method address itself to

individual adjustments and the solutions that the meaning of these cases taken one by one may prove to be of for reaching

significance. Social workers have begun to develop a differential approach to those socio- economic needs, which require control of

the environment in a rational way and those needs which in any Socio-economic system will require individualised or so called case

approach. For example it does not mean that one can divide cases into pure unemployment and personality cases but the cause of

maladjustment, which are broadly socio-economic will be seen as such, while stress is which lead to more personal search and action

whether or not the economic factor is involved, come within the case work objective. Case workers treat many people whose

problems of social relationships have nothing to do with their financial status. 2.4 Components of Case Work Social case work is a

phenomenon at once

82% MATCHING BLOCK 61/544

complex, dynamic and in evaluation. It is complex by virtue if varied knowledge which feed it, the ethical commitments which infuse

if, the special auspices and condition of its practice, the objectives and ends which guide it, the skills which empower it. It is

complicated

further

96% MATCHING BLOCK 62/544

by the fact that it deals with materials which are in interaction and change among themselves and also in response to the injection

of case work itself. As it is experienced, practiced, or thought about, the social case work

situation is a living event. As such it almost can not be contained within a definition. This definition, therefore, is ventured herewith :

100% MATCHING BLOCK 63/544

Social case work is a process used by certain human welfare agencies to help individuals to cope more effectively with their

problems in social functioning.

Whatever the imperfection in this definition, it has this small merit if embodies the

83% MATCHING BLOCK 64/544

four essential components of case work in their relationships to one another.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 65/544

The nucleus of the case work event is this : A person with a problem comes to a place where a professional representative helps him

by a given process. Since this is the heart of almost any situation where a person seeks professional help, the distinctive

characteristics must be delineated.
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person ?

82% MATCHING BLOCK 69/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

The person is man, women or child any one who finds himself, or is found to be, in need of help in some aspect of historical—

emotional living, whether the need be for tangible processions or counsel. As he begins to receive such help, he is called a "client".

What is the

90% MATCHING BLOCK 67/544

Problem? The problem arise from some need or obstacle or accumulation of frustrations or maladjustments and

some times all the
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these together, which threatens or has already attacked the adequacy of the persons living situation or the effectiveness of his

effects to deal with it. What is the Place? The place is a social service agency or

a social service department

of another kind

of human welfare

94% MATCHING BLOCK 71/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

agency. It is a particular kind of social agency and department in that if is sets up to deal not with social problems at large but with

human beings who are experiencing such problems in the management of their own personal lives. Its purpose is to help individuals

with the particular social handicaps which hamper good personal or family living and with the problems created by faulty person to

person, person-to-group, or person-to-situation relationships.

This agency purpose and functions comes to life in the person and professional performance of the case worker.

What is the Process? The 'Process' named 'Social case

work' to denote its center of attention and its individualized aspect

100% MATCHING BLOCK 70/544

is a progressive transaction between the professional helper (The case worker) and the client. It consists of a series of problem—

solving operations carried

on

with in a manage full

100% MATCHING BLOCK 84/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

relationship. The end of this process is contained in its means to so influence the client-person that he develops effectiveness in

coping with his problem and/or to so influence the problem as to resolve it

intalate it effects.

The Person :

83% MATCHING BLOCK 72/544

The client of a social agency is like all the other persons we have ever known, but he is different too. In broad ways he is like all other

human beings, in a

some
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more limited way he is like all other human beings of his age or time or culture. But, as we move from understanding him simply as a

human being to understanding as this particular human being, we find that, with all his general likeness to other, he is as unique as

his thumbprint.

More over,

91% MATCHING BLOCK 74/544

the person is a man, women or child or any one who find himself/herself, or is found to be, in need of help in some aspect of his

social-emotional living, whether the need be for tangible prosiness or counsel. As he/she starts to receive help, he/she is called a

"client". A client is one who seeks professional help, one who employs the help of another or one who is served by a social agency

or an institution. David Landy has identified the process a person goes through in seeking help or becoming a client : 1. The help

seeker must decide something is wrong
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in him/her. 2.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 75/544

The help seeker must face the probability that family friends and neighbours will know of his disability. 3. The help seeker must

decide to admit to a helper

that

100% MATCHING BLOCK 76/544

he is in distress, failed or is not capable of handling his own problem. 4. The help seeker must decide to surrender enough

sovereignty and autonomy to place himself in a dependency role. 5. The help seeker must decide to direct his search for help

among persons and resources known to him. 6. The help seeker must decide to take time off a job or from other responsibilities to

receive help. 7. The

job

91% MATCHING BLOCK 77/544

seeker may realize that in receiving help relationship with others may be threatened. The person seeking help brings to the helping

situation concerns, needs and problem. The person comes with concerns, unmet needs and problems of social functioning. He/She

comes from a societal and cultured milieu, a set of life experiences and a set of transactions with other persons that make the

person unique yet sharing commonalities of human kind. The client of social agency is like the other persons one has ever known,

but he/she is different too. In broad ways he/she is like all other human beings.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 78/544

By nuance and fine line and by the particular way his/her bone and brain and spirit are joined, he/she is born and grows as a

personality
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different in some ways from every other individual of his/her family, genus, or species. The client role calls for active participation in

the helping endeavor, which includes furnishing appropriate information to inform the decision making progress. Participation in the

decision-making process to the limits of the client ability and capacity and the carrying put of the mutually agreed upon tasks.

Clients are of Serveral types : 1. Those who ask for appropriate help for themselves. 2. Those who ask for help for another person or

system. 3. Those who do not seek help but are in some way blocking or threatening the social functioning of another person. (e.g.

the

neglect ful
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parent in a child protection case) 4. Those who seek or use help as a means to reach their own goals or ends. 5. Those who seek

help but for

in appropriate
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goals. Indification of clients type is the first step in the delivery of service, for the worker-client relationship and interaction will very

depending on the types of client and the nature if help sought. Felix Briestic has identified seven needs of clients as they come to

the helping situation : 1. To deal with as an individual rather than a type or category. 2. To express feelings both positive and negative.

3. To be accepted as a person of worth, a person with innate dignity. 4. Sympathetic understanding of and response to feelings

expressed. 5. To be neither judged nor condemned for the difficulty in which the clients find himself. 6. To make own choices and

decisions concerning one's own life. 7. To help keep confidential information self as secret as possible. The client is a person with

both needs and problem(s). The problem may be related to a client. No one can ever knew, the whole of another person, though

may sometimes delude himself/herself to that effect. The reason for this lies not only in the sublet disentions and interlocking of any

personality but also in the shift and
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of new and old elements in the personality that take place continuously just because the person is alive in a live environment and is

in interaction with it. Never the

less,
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the person is a whole in any moment of his/her living. He/She operates as a Physical/Psychological, social entity, whether on the

problem of his/her neurotic anxieties or of his inadequate income. He/She is a product-in-process, so to speak of his/her

constitutional make up, his/her physical and social environment, his/ her past environment, his/her experiences, his/her present

perception and reactions, and even his/her future aspiration. It is this physical-psychological-social-past- present-future

configuration that he/she brings to every life situation he/she encounters. The person's behaviour has this purpose and meaning to

gain satisfaction, to avoid and dissolve frustration and to maintain his/her balance-in-movement. To understand a person, it is

important to know his/her parts of personality that is Id (life forces of the individual), ego, (conscious, drivers gliding our personality

forces) and superego (inconscions, ethical values and principles) which have an important role in governing his/her behaviour.

Whether a person's behaviour is not effective in promoting his/her well-being depends in large part upon the functioning of his/her

personality structure. The forces of the human personality combine in three major function. (1) The life energies that seek

satisfactory outlets; (2) The check system automatic or voluntary, that halts, modifies or rechannel these drives to make their ends

acceptable to their owner and his/her environment and (3) The organising and governing operations that controls the negotiations

and balance within the person himself/herself, as between what he/ she wants and what he/she can and ought to do and between

himself and his/her physical environment. Freud, Pychologist defined them as id, ego and superego. The harmonious concerted

action of these forces in one make for personal and social balance and competence; their discord of faultiness is revealed in

behaviour that is personality thwarting or socially unacceptable. A person at any stage of his/her life is not only "a product" of nature

but is also and always "in process" of bringing the present and becoming in the future. What happens to the individual today may be

as vital to him/her as what happened yesterday. Those physical, social and interpersonal situations he/she encounters in his/her

operations today as worker, parent, spouse, student or client will have an
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impact upon him/her and will respond that can affect his/her development either morbidly or benignly. The person "being and

becoming" behaviour is both shaped and judged by the expectations he/she and his/her culture have invested in the status and the

major social role he/she carries—a man may be a father, a son, an employee, a club member and a client of the case worker, all in

the space of a few hours. His/Her social role consists of the major function he/she carriers at a given time with broadly designated

behaviour, responsibility and rewards. His/Her conflict may be caused by his recognition of what his role calls for and his emotional

inability to meet it. The person who comes as client to a social agency is always under stress. Regardless of the client's reason for

coming for help, the client brings much more than concerns, needs or problems to the helping situation. The client brings the total

self as a biological, psychological, cultural and spiritual being. This includes the resources of self and the personal environment and

also environmental constrains. What the client brings includes perceptions of self and the situations and patterns of coping with

stress and patterns of interpersonal relationships. The client’s present need and or/problem is affected in part by the developmental

needs that have been met and by needs arising from the divers aspect of the client's life-style and from the expectations of the

client's environment. One of the major tasks of the worker is to understand the client as an unique person in a unique situation.

There can never be total knowledge about a client. That is impossible. The worker seeks knowledge about the client that is needed

for giving the service to be delivered. The client is the major source of the facts used to develop the understanding of the person in

the situation. Before a person seeks helps from a social agency, he or she has usually attempted to deal with a problem in a way that

has worked with previous problems, commonly known as "coping". Coping results not only in solving problems but in the

reductions of tension and anxiety. If the coping is not successful, a person may then turn to his/ her natural support system, that is

friends, relatives, associates etc. Thus individuals often come to the agency after a period of unsuccessful attempts to deal with their

problem.
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Problem : There is probably no problem in human being living that her not been brought to social workers in social agencies.

Problems of hunger for food and

of hunger for love, of seeking shelter and of wanting to run away, of getting married and of staying married, of wanting a child and of

wanting to get rid of a child, of needing money and of wasting money, of not wanting to live and of not wanting to die, of making

enemies and of needing friends, of wanting and of not wanting medication, of loving and of being unloved, of hating and of being

hated, of being unable to get a job and of being unable to hold a job, of feeling afraid, of feeling useless-all these, and many other

problems of physical and emotional survival as a human being, come to the door of the social agency.
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Problem, according to the America Heritage dictionary is a "question or situation that present uncertainty, perplexity or difficulty".

This definition is rather inadequate with calibration for defining this unit. 1. When does a situation become problematic? 2. When

does a problematic situation become approapriate for social work concern? Clarification of the term becomes some what easier if

one looks at problem interns of both need and social functioning. Concern for all need of human systems is the basis of the social

work response. When the need is seen is mitigating a block to social functioning, a problem

is
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concern to social work is said to exist. This concern should be understood also to include potential blocks to human functioning so

as to include preventive as well as ameliorative

concern. For problem solution, goals are related to need fulfillment. But even with in a given agency and within specific categories of

problems, it is helpful to recognize that there are certain characteristics of human problems as viewed by case worker. The problem

may be one of
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some unmet needs—economic, medical, educational, recreational—which hampers or undermines a person's adequate living. Or it

may be one of stress-Psychological. Social, physical-which causes the person to be

in effective or disturbed in carrying his social roles. Whether such needs and stress occur singly or in combination, it is the person's

inability to master the means by which to maintain or achieve social
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adequacy which brings the problem within the locus of case workers concern. The focus upon the problems a person is encountering

in his social secureness and his functioning adequacy is one distinguishing mark of social case work. It implies that the primary focus

of the social case workers help is upon the difficulties the person is having in behaving in socially accepted or constructive ways or

upon the assaults he is expiring from circumstances impinging on him. The client of the case worker typically sees his problem's
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as lying in some interacting relationship between himself and some other person or

person's or between himself and his circumstances. The help he seeks typically, is for some readjustment of the self he is
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in relation to the demands and expectation of the social role he

carries as spouse, parent, student, worker or he wants help in the readjustment of some parts of his social situation so that he can

maintain or achieve the equilibrium necessary to his daily pursuits. The importance of case workers orientation to the clients problem

as lying in his inability to function satisfactorily in one or more of his major roles or in his in ability to meet the deprivations and assaults

of his life-circumstances is that it helps the case workers chart his focus, his work plan and his goals. It means that he will constantly

keep before how the need to enable his client to cope with the frustrations and gain the potential gratification in the day-by-day living.

And, since the living takes place in dynamic interaction with other person's social circumstances, culturally determined expectation

and permissions, the case worker will take full measure of these forces in each case in order to know how they need to be influenced

and utilized in the interest of the client's best social adaptation. It is quite possible to understand the nature of a problem in the whole,

but it is rarely possible to work on it in the whole. In case work as in any other problem- solving activity, the overt action must be

partial, focussed, and sequential even though the mental comprehension and plan may be total. In part this is because perception is

contained within the individual, but adaptation and overt action involve conditions and force outside the individual which complicate

those tasks and in than selves pose problems. Therefore, faced with having to do something with his client about a problem, the case

worker must ask and answer the question as to what part
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should be placed in the centre of attention—what comes first, what is the primary importance, what is most accessible to

modification. The
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main considerations enter into the choice-of-problem focus. What the client wants and needs, what the case workers professional

judgements points to as possible and desirable solutions; and what the agency is for and can offer.

Each of these merits discussion. 1. The problem is the clients problem and his impetus is to get help with it as he sees and feels it. He

may see it with perfect accuracy and he may see its solution possibilities clearly too. He may see it with clarity as one of a constellation

of intimately related problems or as the end result of certain underlying problems, but he may be unready or unable to face up to it

fully enough to want help with anything more than the resulting problem he presents. On the other hand, he may not see the problem

correctly at all; that is, he may bring for help a situation which is really tangential or is secondary importance. This may happen when

the real problem is too freshening to face or when the person is beset by so many difficulties at one time that, like a trapped creature,

he seeks all and any exist. Sometimes the case worker is so clear in his own mind that the problem the client present is not "real" one

or he is so eager to establish his own speculations about the problem's sources, that he start to focus upon the areas of his, rather

than the clients interests. When this happens, he may find that he has gained full comprehension of the problem but has lost the

person whose problem it is. 2. The leadership given by the case worker to help the client select and centre on one of his several

problems or on some aspect of one of them is based and dependent upon his professional knowledge and judgement. Form the

moment the case worker begins to relative a specific client, he views him in the light of his understanding of experience with

personalities of this kind, with problems of this kind, with solutions or goals of his kind. Simultaneously, to be sure, he seeks to

establish the uniqueness of this particular person in relation to his particular problem in relation to this particular form of help, but this

judgement of specific qualities and his expectation of possible outcomes rise out of his professions accumulated experience who

could get help in learning the first step in diabetic management.
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managed this gentle but from shift of focus in ways that need not be delineated here, the basis of this shift was the case worker's

general knowledge and preliminary appraisal of the situation. We may assume he saw the situation something like this: The basic

problem in Mrs. Redd's possibly a neurotic character disorder. This is not amenable to change by the case work process, not can any

therapy notably affect it in less than years. The casual problem probably lies in Mrs Redd's old and current parental relationships. These

can not be undone. The precipitating problem is the baby's illness and all the normal and neurotic fears if excites. This is a reality with

which the mother will have to cope. The pressing problem is the child's imminent release from the hospital to a helpless mother. The

problem-to-be solved is this mother's insecurity in relation to her immediate handling of her sick child. This, then, is the first focus into

which the problem is cost. One further factor determined this case worker's focus, and that was the agency's function. The medical

social work department of a hospital has as its purpose the helping of patients (or relatives) to deal with such social and emotional

problems as interfere with medical treatment. This is its case workers directive. If, for example, Mrs. Redd had proved so upset as to

have been unable to relate herself to her baby's need, referral to psychiatric help might have been necessary, with the focus shifted

now to Mrs. Redd herself. Or, if Mrs. Redd had been able to mobilize herself to take the child home and meet the child's special

physical needs with some competence and with gratification at the results and if, then, she had shifted her complaints to the conflict

with her mother, the medical case worker might well have considered whether or not a family agency should have been the more

appropriate place for work on the newly emerging problem of the interfamily conflict. Had a referral to the family agency take place, it

would hopefully, have followed on Mrs. Redd's recognition that her problem had shifted to another area of her living, on her wantry to

be helped with it, and on her understanding, through discussion with the case worker, of the special relevance of the family agency's

services to her new problem-solving task.
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person, problem, place and process. This is what enable the case worker to know better than the client not what problem seems most

crucial or hurts most but what in general its significance is what in general can or can not be done about it. This is what justifies the

case worker's taking responsibility to help his client more from, let us say, the peripheral problem he has put forth to its more vital care

or, at other times, to more from what is a "hand care" problem to some outer aspect of it which in the case worker's judgement seems

more mallcabli, in either case it is to give aid and direction to the client focussing on his problem. Except as the case worker helps to

sort and select the problem to be worked on at a given time, the client may flounder endlessly among cause effect intricacies or the

multitude of instances in which the problem is reflected but not taken hold of. 3. Each social agency or each social work section of

another type of welfare agency (such as hospital) is set up to meet certain kinds of human problems and needs. Not only does an

agency declare its special area of service in its name ("child guidance clinic", "family service agency", "Public assistance department",

and so on) but in its interpretations of itself it makes its purpose explicit. Sometimes these purposes are quite specific and limited, such

as those of a child placement agency that gives its help in relation to children who must leave their own homes. Sometimes purposes

are more general, such as those of a family and child welfare agency where almost any problem which arises in family life might be

considered for service, whether or not any agency in able to function in live with its avowed purpose depends upon whether it has the

means, the services and resources, including skilled staff, by which to translate intent into action. A brief illustration may be seen in

Mrs. Redd's problem. Her fifteen month old baby was hospitalized in a diabetic come, and when Mrs. Redd presented herself to the

medical social worker several weeks later, referred by the child's physician, she was depressed and in a panic. She was having a

recurrence of old and fearful symptoms of emotional disorder—sleeplessness, weight loss, neurodermatitis. She felt she could not face

the prospect of endless years of a diabetic regimen. The case worker, however, helped her to shift this focus to herself.
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of how a problem arises : 1. The problem arises from some need or obstacle or accumulation of frustrations or maladjustments and

sometimes all of these together which Threatens or has already attacked the adequacy of the person's living situation or the

effectiveness of his/her efforts to deal with it. 2. The social functioning problem may rest in interpersonal relationships; for example,

the inability of a parent to understand on adolescent children need and thus, is so strict that the relationship between parent and

child is at the point where there is open rebellion and an inability to discuss the situation. 3. The problem may rest in an inability to

negotiate with systems in the environment for e.g., a patient in a hospital is unable to ask the doctor the questions that are bothering

the patient or to make his/her concerns known to the doctor. 4. The problem may rest in inadequate or

in appropriate
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role performance, for example, the parent does not meet the nutritional needs of the child or maintain a suitable home for

the
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child. May be one of deficiency; that is, an individual does not have either the material resources or the personal capacity (temporary

or permanent) to carry out the task needed for coping with a situation. An older person with a limited income and limited physical

capacity may not be able to maintain a home or fix nutritious meals. 5. One may not have the preparation needed to carry out a

social role. For example, the mother who did not have adequate mothering as a child and has received no instruction in

child care
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may not be able to properly care for her child because she just does not know how to

take care of
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small children. 6. May be due to disturbances or disorder resulting in intrapsychic turmoil, construction or distortion. For e.g. the

person may be mentally ill or have some perpetual difficulties which result in using

in appropriate or in effective means for coping with the
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life situation. 7. May be there is discrepancies between expectations of a person and the demands of various segments of that

person's environment. For example, an individual expects that food, clothing and shelter will be provided by

the
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social agency without work on his/her part, but the agency can only provide partially for those needs.
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may arise due to discrepancies between environmental demands and personal needs. For example, a

teen age
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girl whose mother is ill is expected to care for younger siblings, but she needs time for completing her education and for

socialization with her peers. According to perman, the social functioning focus of social work began to image when problems were

seen not as pathological but as

a
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part of life. Problems are frequent and unexpected in the human situation, and

the
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solutions are usually found without professional help. The concern of social work narrowed to those problems in which persons

cannot readily unblock the fulfillment of need with their own resources. Problem in social work usage refers to a social functioning

situation in which need fulfillment of any of the person or system involved is blocked or her a significant potential of blockage, and

in which the person involved can not by themselves remove the block to need fulfillment. Characteristics of client's Problem : 1. The

problems within the purview of social case work are these which vitally affect or are affected by a person’s social functioning. The

problems may be some unmet needs—economic, medical, educational, recreation—which hampers or undermines a

person's adequate living or it may be one of stress—Psychological, social, physical—which causes the person to be ineffective or

disturbed in carrying him/her
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social role. 2. The multifaceted and dynamic nature of the clients problem make necessary the selection by the case worker and

client of some part of it as the unit of work. 3.
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Problems in any part of a human beings living tent to have "chair reaction". This is because while in the study of a person he/she may

be compartmentalized and analyzed as a biological or psychological or social entity, a person lives a dynamic interrelated whole,

reacting to and upon the dynamic whole of his/ her environment. Whatever hurts one parts of his/her living will have its impact in

other parts. 4. Any problem which a person encounters has both an objective and subjective finance. A problem may be seen and

understood by an outlooker; it is self by its carrier, and it is experienced with the particularity of individual difference.
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Two aged man unable to work and needs money. This is a simple problem for which there is a ready solution in the form of age old

assistance, yet it may not feel simple for the two. One may feel depressed by the problem itself that he is old, is found useless and is

dumped by employees and so on. The other may accept his ageing and feels he has a right to be "given a hand", but his anger and

anxiety are aroused by the solution preffered—he

con not
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see why he must prove residence in his state or how he is expected to manage on so little money case worker must elicit and often

deal with such feelings so that they may implement rather than obstruct the client's work on his/her problem. 5. Not only

to
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the external (objective) and internal (subjective) aspects of the problem co-exist, but either one may be the cause of the other.

Everyone encounters situation in ones social living that, by his/her own momentary or chronic

in ability
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to deal, with them, create internal problem in ourself case worker helps in problem solving, provide other things, an intervention

which breaks or modifies the cause-effect chain of difficulties since this intervention may in itself prove problematic to the client,

the said case worker must seek to understand his/her means and processes as astutely as is possible so that he/she may facilitate

rather than complicate the clients problem solving efforts. The Place : The place is a social service agency or a social service

department of another kind of human welfare agency. The place to which the person comes for help with his/her problem is known

as social agency. The term "agency" has a misleading American sound, but it was used in British case work literature in the late

nineteenth country. Present day usage refers to the institution with which the case worker practices
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when such an agency gives services of material aid, situational change, counselling and psychological help or any combination of

these on an individualized case-by-case basis it takes its designation from its working method. It is called a social case work agency.
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Its purpose is to help individuals with the particular social handicaps which hampers good personal or

social
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family living and both the problems created by faulty person-to-person, person-to-group or person-to-situation
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relationships. This agency's purpose and function come to life in the person and professional performance of the case worker. Social

case worker agencies differ one from the other in a number of ways, but there are three major factors that determine their

classification : 1.

The
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source of support—public taxation (child welfare, physical and mental health programmes etc.) or voluntary contribution.

Tax-supported agencies, called "public" agencies, include not only the great income-maintenance programmes such as Aid to

department children, but also child welfare, correction and other health programmes. The so-called private agencies, private only in

the sense that they are maintained through the voluntary contributions of individuals or groups, provide services of the same kinds.

Both public and private agencies many use case work as the method by which their services are conveyed to the people who come to

them. But their policies and procedures, and the range and flexibility of their programs and methods, will be affected in many ways by

their sources of support. So for the voluntary agency-the sanction its supporting group, its charter, its discretionary rights, its applicant

population and so on, all bind or release, shape and color, the kind of service it gives to whom and under what conditions. 2.
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Their source of professional authority—primary agencies carry full authority and responsibility—for their social functions and

secondary agencies derive their authority—and responsibility from the host agency.

A second factor that classifies case work agencies, whether public or private is the source of professional authority. Some agencies

carry primary and full authority and responsibility for their social welfare functions; others, because they are part of another human

welfare organization, derive their authority and responsibility from the host agency. The former may be called "primary" the later

"secondary" social agencies. In the primary agency (family and child welfare agencies) the programme and resources available may be

varied, ranging from those designed to cope with social maladjustments caused by physical and economic breakdowns to those
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personality disorder. Such agencies are manned by social workers, the identification of all the staff is with social welfare purposes of

the agency and the basic method of giving help is by the case work process. Other professional persons are drawn into the primary

agency on a temporary or permanent basis. Their services and skills are auxiliary or supplementary to these carried by the social

workers. Other kinds of welfare organizations—hospitals, schools, clinics, courts, nurseries—frequently incorporation a social case

work agency i.e., they may have a social work department or a single case worker as a part of their structure and function. Many social

case work by these originations came about through the recognition of two facts. First, while a person's manifest problem may be one

appropriately brought to the non-social work agency, as sickness is brought to the doctor or as truancy is brought to the school

principal, the problem may be caused or affected by social or psychological circumstances which call for the particular knowledge

and resources of the social worker. Secondly people are often unable to make use of the services that are available to them. Thus, the

school child who is exposed to teaching but cannot learn, the hospital patient for whom bed rest has been prescribed but whose

home does not permit this luxury—all these call for a function which will implement that for which the organization is set up. The

implementing function has long been social worker's. It may be seen that what the social case worker will do—the range, focus and

emphasis of his operations, the condition which may limit or enhance his service and the authority and responsibilities he carries—will

be affected by whether his agency is primary or secondary as well as by whether it is supported by public or private fund. 3.
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Their special function and area of concern—primary agencies both public and private, may define certain areas of social needs as

the particular fielding in which they give services. Secondary case work help is related to the work of some other profession, such as

medicine, education or law and to its specific knowledge and purpose.

The third characterizing feature of the social case work agency is the nature of its particular function. Primary agencies, both public

and private, may
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define certain areas of social needs as the particular field in which they give

service and in which they develop expertness of knowledge and special problem-solving resources. Specialization in social case work

occurs because in the secondary selling
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case work help is related to the work of some other profession, such as medicine, education or law and to its specific knowledge

and purpose.

Whether the agencies highly specialized or is multifunctional, however, the agency functions—what it is for, what it is set up to

promote or prevent—will determine the case worker's focus and emphasis, the services he has to offer and the goals towards which

he works. These three factors, then—the source of support, the professional authority and the particular function—are the

determinates of major differences among case work agencies in regards to the clientele they give service, the services they offer, the

goals they set and the conditions and direction of their helping process. Yet despite their differences, there are generic ways of

thinking about all social case work agencies which may help the case worker to know his agency more surely and to use if more

effectively in the service of his client. The characteristics of Agency according to Perlman : 1.
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The social agency is an organization fashioned to express the will of a society or of same group in that society. An agency embodies

a society's decision to protect its members against social breakdowns, to prevent their maladjustments and/or to promote the

development of better or higher levels of human functioning. 2. Each social agency develops a programme to meet the particualr

areas if needed with which it sets out to deal. The agency programme consists of the aids and activities by which its intent is

translated into provisions of help. The ways and means which an agency programme provides will convey its function effectively or

not, depending as a number of factors; money the knowledge and competency of the agency staff; the interest, resources and

support of the community; the consistency between ascirtained needs and the proffered means. 3. The social agency has a

structure by which it organizes and delegate its responsibilities and tasks and governing policies and procedures by which it

stabilizes and systematizes its operation-structure, as it may be depicted on an
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organizational chart, is the agency's anatomy. The agency's body is made up of many members with different purposes and powers,

all dependent upon one another in the body's total working. The structure of an agency identifies and assigns separate and joint

responsibilities, authorities and tasks to each personal and demarcates the relationship

agency
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various functions in the total agency body. 4. The social agency is a living, adaptable organism susceptible to being understood and

changed, much as other living

organism—it
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agency structure may be seen as its anatomy, its operations may represent its physiology and the purpose, attitudes and goal

directions of its personnel and board are its psychology. The circumstance of its inception, the person who nurtured it and the social

situation if encounter will have affected the agency's present behaviour. 5. Every staff member in an agency speaks and acts for

some part of the agency's function and the case worker, represents the agency in its individualized problem—solving help what a

case worker can do with and for his client derives both from his professional commitment and skill and from the agency hires

him/her. In order to represent the agency, he/she must be psychologically identified with the purpose and the policies of his/her

agencies. Every social agency banks a fund of knowledge about the experience with the particular problems it has set out to solve.

6. The case worker while representing his/her agency is first and foremost a representative of his/her profession. The social case

worker practices in the conviction that individual human welfare is the purpose and the test of social poling; that his/her attitude

combine open enquiry with dedication to the people and the person he/she serves; that he/she maintains "social conscience" and

that he/she conducts himself ethically in all his/her professional transactions. Social work is an agency based profession. The

agencies provide environment of the worker-client interaction. This inter action often takes place in

the
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office or building identified as the "agency". The influence of the agency is strong even when the interaction talks place else where

in the community. As an employee, the worker is a part of the agency system and because of this the worker is accountable to the

agency

concerned.
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The form and content of the service offered must be

with in the
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purview and guidelines. The manner in which the agency is structured and functions greatly influence the nature of the worker-

client interaction. The agency also provides resources for both the worker and the client. The agencies are established to carry out

broad social functions as healing and rehabilitation is case of hospitals, ensuring good parent all care in the case of children

department of the local authority and soon. The worker is expected to contribute to these objectives and to clarify and develop

his/her own function within his broad social purpose. Yet, the most important aspect

in
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agency function is that it constitutes the meeting point of social worker and the client, it is what brings them together and gives

meaning and sustenance to their continued contact. The community provides financial and other support and sanction for the

agency; community attitudes impact the agency and its capacity to deliver services. It has also expectation for the nature and

outcome of services. There are two kinds of expectation; the professional and the bureaucratic. The greater the organizations, the

larger the differences. Bureaucratic expectation call for loyalty to the organization; acceptance of authority from

the
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achievement of goals, on specialization and efficiency. Professional expectations call for commitment to professional values and to

the service of the client; ability to have a broad span of decision-making power, collegial relationship and an emphases on meeting

client need and allowing for client self-determination and individualization. Before a worker can effectively deliver service as a

professional in a Bureaucratic organization, the worker must first understand the organization. The first task in understanding the

agency is to define its boundaries. The second task is to determine environmental factors that influence the structure and

functioning the agency the third task is to understand the structure and functioning of the agency system. Social workers not only

need to understand the agency in which they are employed but they also need to be able to understand other social agencies. This

is important if the worker is to help the client in order to use the resources and services of other agencies. The Process : The

case work process in essentially a series of problem solving activity. Immediately it must be said that this idea does not imply that case

work resolve the problem brought to it, nor does it imply that it is upon the problem as per the case worker bends his major efforts. It

is an idea, that stems from a conception of human life as being in itself a problem-solving process, a continuous change and

movement
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being works on so adopting himself to external objects or them to himself as to achieve maximum satisfaction. This in the work in

which every human being engages from the moment of birth to that of death. It is both unconscious and conscious. It is concerned

with problems, some small, some large, of two kinds; of replacing dissatisfactions or discomforts with satisfaction or comfort and of

seeking to achieve greater or more satisfactions. Here,
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the process, is a progressive transaction between the professional helper (the case worker) and the client. It consists of a series of

problem solving operation carried out within a meaningful relationship. The end of these is contained in its means; to influence the

client-person that he/she develops effectiveness in coping with his/her problem and/or to so influence the problem as to resolve it

or reduce its effects. As the social worker develops skills in the problem solving process, thinking about the phenomena being

confronted will begin to take place in orderly steps. These steps appear to be simple but are quite complex in application. Sal

Hofslein states "process refers to the recurrent patterning of a sequence of change over time and in a particular direction. It is

important to note three qualities of these process: 1) recurrent patterning or stages, 2) takes place over

a time and 3) in a particular direction (the process irreversible).
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Social work problems solving is finding a way through feeling, thinking and acting. It progresses, over time in a cyclical, irreversible

manner that is focused on removing blocks to need fulfillment that individuals can not remove with their own resources. In order to

understand what the case work process must include in its problem- solving help, it is necessary for the social case worker to take

stock first of the kinds of blocking which occur in people's normal problem-solving effort. These six are among the most common :

1. A problem can not be solved if the necessary tangible means and resources are not available to the person. A client for instance,

may see and assess his problem and its solution accurately and many lack only the material provision for it.

Social agencies contain and supply many of these provisions. Sometimes, however, the use of them or their very nature may present

another problem and the client may need the case worker's help to adapt. Compromise and come to terms with the differences

between his ideas and the reality of the means of solution.
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Sometimes people are unable to solve their problems simply out of ignorance or misapprehension about the facts of the problem or

the facts of existing ways of meeting it.

The

father who looks on his son's suturing as just a bad habit or the youngster who believes that his masturbation will result in his insanity

are examples of the former; the girl who finds herself pregnant and thinks only of a drastic way out or the women who recently

widowed, thinks she must place her children so that she can go to work to support them are the simplest examples of the latter.

Missing knowledge and facts, like missing pieces in a puzzle, may make problem impossible of solution. 3. A problem is difficult for

resolution what the person who has it is
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depleted or drained of emotional or physical energy. He needs to mobilize himself— "Pull himself together"—when he must plan and

act according to plan.

Energy is essential to such mobilization, where true is physical exhaustion, as may occur in illness, mal—nourishment, over work or

emotional exhaustion, as may occur when a person has struggled with conflicts and has found them too much for him, the person's

capacity is "see straight", to think clearly, or to organize himself to do something may be at low-ebb. In these circumstances it may be

necessary for the case worker to provide such physical or psychological supports as will restore the person equilibrium before he can

being to face up to and tackle his problem. 4. Some problems arouse high feelings is
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a person—emotions so strong that they over power his reason and deft his conscious controls. Sometimes these feelings are

realistically called for, as

great grief at a death or great anxiety over serious illness. In other instances they may be “over reactions”, caused by the problem's

bringing to life old, dormant emotions that add their strength to the present one's. High and strong feeling disintegrates a person's

capacities—"it pulls him to pieces", when the problem
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sets off a conflagration of feeling, a person's thought process, delicately alluned as they are to his emotion, become clouded and

tumbled about.

In such instances the case worker needs both to relieve the person's feelings and to lessen the impact of the problem so that the

person may begin, with case work sustainment, to try to "see straight", to analyze the situation in its effects upon him and his upon it,

and to think of alternative adaptations.
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The problem may be within the person; that is, he may have become subject to or victim if, emotions that chronically, over a

longtime, have governed his thinking and action.

In such instances the person's feelings are not necessarily, acute and high but may run long and deep—so deep, perhaps, as to be

almost unknown to their owner. Yet they, remain alive and active, harassing about in the unconscious mind, vitally affecting what their

victim sees". 6.
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Some people find problems difficult of solution because they have never developed systematic habits or orderly methods of

thinking and planning.

Such persons, characteristically impulsive or products of life experiences that have kept than constandly "running to stay where they

are", tend to see living as a series of unrelated episodes, as "happenstances". In some instances, these blindness have become

ingrained in the personality (again, neurosis); in others, however the difficultilies
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chiefly in the person's lack of experience in organizing his powers to grapple with problems. In the case work relationship, a

constant medium is provided that is accepting, nurturing and supporting, at the sometime that the stimulus of

problems-
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solving work is injected to promote the client's effort to feel, to be or to act in the ways leading to his/her better social adjustment.

The case work process sustains and fortifies the functions of the client's ego. The first part of the case work process, as in all

problem-solving, is to ascertain and clarity the facts of the problem. The second aspect of case work problem-solving grows out of

and interweaves with the

on going-
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eliciting of facts it is thinking through the facts. The conclusive phase of each problem-solving effort in case work is the making of

some choice or decision. Stages of Problem solving process : 1. Preliminary statement of the problem. 2. Statement of the

preliminary assumption about the nature of the problem. 3. Selection and collection of information 4. Analysis of information

available 5. Development of a plan 6. Implementation of the plan, and 7. Evaluation of the plan.
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Preliminary statement of the Problem : A clear statement of the problem is necessary before processing to subsequent steps. Often,

problem statement tends to be vogue, global and lacking in precision. For example, school dropouts or unwed mothers are often

referred to as problems. A move adequate formulation in the area of unwed mothers might be: lack of educational resources for

teenage pregnant girls. In this statement the need of the individual and society is education. 2. Statement of

the
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Preliminary assumptions about the nature of the Problem : This step is necessary to help make explicit the type of information

needed for understanding and planning. As the problem is stated, implicit assumptions are made about its nature and cause, which

provide indications as to the need in the situation and as to the block to need fulfillment. 3. Selection and Collection of Information :

Sources

of
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information should include a variety of perspectives that may be chosen historical, social, psychological, biological, economic,

political, religions and ethical under stings. Both the facts of the problem itself and the meaning of the problem to those concerned

are important. Skill in the collection of information also calls for skill in communication and social inter action with person who are

sources of the information. The values of social work call for the client to be a primary source. There is a need to determine and

accumulate relevant evidence about the situation and this evidence needs to be related to the salient features of the situation. 4.

Analysis of Information Available : Analysis of information is influenced and directed by the purpose for which the analysis is to be

used. Other purposes include determination of feasible goals and possible outcomes and of possible plan of action interpretation of

the meaning of the information gathered and evaluation. The cyclical nature of the process becomes apparent, for one returns

of
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analysis as an ingredient of each step of the process. The carrying out of the process generates new information. 5. Development of

a Plan : Information and its analysis lead to understanding of what can be done to remove obstacles blocking need fulfillment. A

social worker uses assessment in developing a plan of action. Plans develop from a consideration of a variety of possible strategies

and techniques. As a plan becomes more specific, the social worker will return to early steps in the process to gather and analyze

new
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information needed for the specifics of planning. Consideration of a variety of plans is important in creative planning. 6.

Implementation of the Plan : In social work, implementation involves interaction between people and is interventive in nature this

action based on thinking that has its source in feelings about concern or head. In addition, it is action based on substantial

knowledge from many sources that explains and predicts behaviour of persons in the situation. 7. Evaluation of the Plan : This step

may result in redefinition of the problem, expanded information gathering and analysis, reformulation of the plan. If the goal has

been reached, evaluation is an appropriate and necessary climax to the process. Regardless of the out come of the plan, evaluation

of what happened can lead to an understanding that can be transferred to other situations and to more effective problem solving in

those situations. The intent of the case work process is to engage the person himself/herself both in working on and in coping with

the one or several problems that confront him/her and to do so by such means as may stand

his/
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her in good stead as he/she goes forward in living. These Therapeutic means are as follows : 1. The provision of a therapeutic

relationship that sustains the client and effect the nature of his/her emotional relation to his/her problems. 2. The provision of

systematic, though always flexible, way by which the client may discuss and work over the nature of his/her problem, his/her

relation to it and its potential solutions; and 3. The provision of such opportunities and aids (those of communication and/ or

resources) as will further exercise and implement the client's adaptive action upon his/her problem. Three essential operations of

problem solving proccss are : 1. The facts that constitute and bear upon the problem must be ascertained and grasped. Such facts

may be of objective reality and of subjective reaction, of cause and effect, of relatedness between the person and his/her problems,

of the solution sought and of the actual means available. 2. The facts must be thought about. The facts must be played upon and

organized by ideas-ideas springing from knowledge and experience and subject to the governing aim of problem solution.
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Some choice or decision must be made that is the end result of the consideration of the particular facts and that affects or intent of

resolving the problem. The process can be conceptualized as having four major components, assessment, planning, action and

termination. All though assessment proceeds planning, proceeds action and action proceeds termination the process is cyclical in

nature.
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All four stages as well as the interactional process constitute intervention. All can influence changes in the transaction between

clients and the systems in their environment. All can influence the social functioning of individuals and social system. The aim of

case work process is to engage the client with his/her problem and his/her will to do some in a working relationship with the

agency, its intentions and special means of helpfulness. The context of the process is a fairly constant one, and its method, a fairly

systematic one-as constant and as systematic as a process keyed to living, feeling, changing human wings can be—while it yet

remains fluid and flexible. Finally, for the solution or mitigation of many problems there must exist certain material means or

accessible opportunities which are available to the

need full
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person and which he/she can be helped to use. Money, medical care, nursery

school, schoolship, shorts day with ones,
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recreational facilities—these are the kind of resources that person may need in order to resolve a given problem in his/her daily

living. The case worker should know about these resources or know how to become informed of them. He/She should be able to

pick the rightness imaginatively in their relation to the

clients problem. 2.5
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Principles of Case Work Principles are rule of action for guiding perform ance based upon a fundamental which influences, guides

and directs. The principles are also referred to as qualities or elements as they are present in every good case work relationship and

are the constitutive parts of the relationship (priestek). There are seven principles of the case work.
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Principle of Individualization 2. Principle of purposeful expression of feelings 3. Principle of controlled emotional involvement 4.

Principle of acceptance 5. Principle of non Judgemental attitude. 6. Principle of clients right to self-determination. 7. Principle of

Confidentially. Let us discuss one by one and get a clear understanding on their application in the Indian context. 1. Principal of

Individualization :

The first principle is that of individualization. Each client has to be perceived as a unique individual with a separate identity and not as

one of a mass. Human brings are not born in a mass nor do they die

is a mass, except in a catastrophe.
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Principle of individualization emanates from the basic recognition of each person as a unique entity. Individualization is one of the

essential notes in the concept of a person who according to Bothus is "an individual substance of rational nature". Each person is

individualized by his/her heredity, environment, innate intellectual capacity, strengths and limitation. Each person experiences

unique life situation from birth, forms distinct inter personal relationships. The thoughts, feelings, behaviours and capacities each

individual are distinct and differ from each other.
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Case work help, therefore, must be differentiated to meet the particular needs of the individual clients and to help the clients use

their abilities and resources for self help in order to work towards problem resolution.
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The client needs the workers undivided and individualized attention to discuss his/her problem by gaining worker's respect for

his/her as an individual with rights and needs, the client feels understood. The success of helping relationship depends upon the

individualization of each case by the worker, treating each person as a unique individual having social problem rather than being

treated as a case/category/patient.
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Pre-Requisites for Application of Principle of Individualization ? An open and unbiased attitude : It is essential for the case worker to

be aware of personal biases and prejudices and not to let than have an influence on the
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case work relationship. Accurate assessment of the client's problem, his/her life situations requires the worker to be objective and

free from pre conceived notions and Prejudices, if any. The Prejudices can pertain to diverse categories or groups like two caste,

class or gender distinctions, destinle, drugabousers, alcoholize, criminals, sex workers, unwed mothers, people including in pre or

extra marital relationships etc. A worker while handling cases must be honest and aware of personal feelings, needs and co-center

transference tendencies. ? Knowledge of human behaviour :

A knowledge of the patterns of human behaviour is necessary, however, as a framework within which the individual is understood and

helped. It guides the

case worker
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in securing the significant facts and in discovering the true situation.

A case worker's own life experiences are helped but inadequate for effectively understanding the various people who come to social

agencies. "Common sense" is a tremendous asset, but in the professional day-to-day service to people in needs to be supplemented

by
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knowledge and insight derived from the sciences, principally from medicine, psychology, psychiatry, sociology and philosophy. ?

Ability to listen and to observe : Hearing and seeing

is one of
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the principal avenues of learning the individual. The client needs to talk and the

case worker
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needs to listen. The more the client is enabled to tell his story in his own way, to tell of his own feelings, the more the case worker

learns. The worker gradually comes to see the person as he more about in his family and community relationships. He sees the

wholeness of the social situation, together with the individuals feelings and problem relating to this whole. The client wants and

needs someone to listen to him, not just in a friendly way, but in a competent, professional way. This means that the worker is

expected,

to have. 1.
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Thoughtfulness in details : Thoughtfulness in details, such as making appointment is an indication of individualization.

If the client is a mother of serval small children and is asked for an appointment, hour would conflict with the map schedule or would

see her to travel with the children in rush hours, she feels that his worker already understands her position to same context. If the

client is a working man, he responds favourably to the worker who suggests a late afternoon or an evening appointment.
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Privacy in interview : The place of interview is important as a means of giving the client the sense that his confidences are being

respected and of giving the

case worker
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the opportunity to devote full and undivided attention to him.

Privacy is the concrete manifestation of the agency's subscription
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to the principle of confidentiality. 3. Care in keeping appointment : As maintained earlier, appointments have to suit both the client

and the case worker. Case worker must keep a diary and promptly keep the appointment. If at all the meetings have to be

rescheduled due to an urgent work, client must be informed in advance. A promptly kept appointment gives a feeling of reassurance

and importance to the client. 4. Preparation for interview : One of the best immediate preparation for individualizing the client to

review the written case record. This helps in refreshing the details of the earlier discussion and enable the case worker to plan ahead

for the next meeting. 5. Engaging the client : If the client becomes engaged according to his present capacity in the

study, diagnosis and treatment, he will feel secured that he is bring delt with as an individual. As he participates in presenting the

necessary data, he can also be helped to understand the reason for the data and the fact that the data are collected purpose fully and

in accordance with the clients problem or need.
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Enabling the client in selecting treatment goals and encouraging the person to make a choice stimulates client self confidence and

demonstrate the principle of individualization. 6. Flexibility :

Although there is necessarily a certain degree of performance to the purpose of each case, there is also some change calling for

flexibility. The treatment goals need to be modified with the constantly increasing knowledge of the client and his situation and of the

continuous developments and changes in the clients life.
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The ability to adjust goals and methods calls for mature judgement. Objectivity, and the skill in the case worker. It is a specific way of

individualizing the client
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to listen, but also to hear. The most vital concerns of the client may not be expressed loudly, explicitly and formally, but rather softly,

hesitatingly and possibly hidden softly. Only careful lastingly to what the client is saying and to what he is not saying, can result in

hearing the pertinent material.
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Ability to move at the clients pace : As the case worker sees each client, he must be abc to begin where the client is and to proceed

at the client's pace. This is a detail in individualization which can help the client participate fully in the study, diagnosis and treatment

process; insensitively to the clients pace can stace the entire helping process because the client feels that the case worker is "taking

over". Correct pacing is the secret to the timing of every stage of the case work process, from the appointment for the intake

interview to the terminating interview, it guides the fact gathering, the analysis and interpretation, the determination of the treatment

goals and the use of resource pacing is the guide and the test of individualization. ? Ability to enter into the feelings of people : The

feelings of the client are his most individual characteristics. Problems produce different feelings in different individuals.

Individualization then requires a sensitively and a response to these feelings. The principal quality of the response is warmth. "To be

useful to another who is trying to change himself and his attitude, the social worker must have a gift for intimacy. He must be willing

to enter into the feeling experience of the client, willing to listen to the view of his problem and of his experience, willing to go

patiently along with him in his struggle for a solution". ? Ability to keep perspective : The emotional involvement, however, should be

controlled and directed to the total situation, so that the

case worker

100% MATCHING BLOCK 168/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

constantly maintains a perspective. This perspective helps him to see the feelings as they are related to the objective situation and

the individual as he is related to his family and social situation.
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93% MATCHING BLOCK 167/544

Having a holistic perspective helps the case worker to keep the focus on the client in his/her entirety and analyze the

inter stay of the psychosocial, conscious and unconscious factors affecting the client. Means of Individualizing : Although the internal

conviction of the case worker that individualization is vital to effective helping and the real desire to live this principle in practice is

paramount, individualizing can and should be externalized, so that the client can not fail to feel it.

94% MATCHING BLOCK 173/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

The following list of suggestions is only illustrative, but if contains a few practical means for individualizing and for transmitting the

individualization to the client.

Principle of purposeful expression of feelings : Man is rational congnition and volition, and he is animal, having drives, impulse, feelings

and emotions. The emotions are an integrate part of man's nature and their
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88% MATCHING BLOCK 169/544

healthy development is necessary for the development of the total personality. One of

the greatest challenges in human living is to keep the emotions well ordered.

98% MATCHING BLOCK 170/544

In the modern helping professions the importance of well ordered emotional life has been eminently recognized. Both psychology

and psychiatry have studied the normal, healthy role of

emotional in the personality structure.

80% MATCHING BLOCK 171/544

The need for expression and for sharing experiences has been singled by social

worker as a very

72% MATCHING BLOCK 172/544

pertinent dynamic in case work relationship. Purposeful expression of feelings according to Biestek in the "recognition of the clients

need to express the negative feelings. The case worker listen purpose fully, nieght there neither discouraging nor condemning the

expression of these feelings, sometimes even actively stimulating and encouraging them when they are therapeutically useful as a

part of the case work service". The clients expression of feelings

is not expression for expression's sake, but for a purpose. It is directly related to his need

for

96% MATCHING BLOCK 174/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

acceptance, to his need to be treated as an individual to help the client in seeking from the social agency, to the purpose of the

client worker relationship and to his need to participate in the solution of his own problems.

Purposeful Expression :

91% MATCHING BLOCK 175/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

The client's expression of feelings should of course serve a vital purpose in the case work process. The specific purpose in each

interview may be single or multiple; it may change from case to case, from interview to interview and within the same interview. The

following are some possible purposes. ?

Relieving Pressure : One purpose may be
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to relieve pressure and tensions and thus to help the client see his problem more clearly and objectively.

Feelings are expressed not just "to let off steam" but to free client for positive, constructive action. ? Assessment of Problem : Another

purpose may be

100% MATCHING BLOCK 177/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

to understand more adequately the problem and the person of the client for more accurate study, diagnosis and treatment.

It helps the case worker form a more adequate evaluation of strengths and weaknesses. ? Psychological support : Listening to a

persons feelings in relation to a problem is a form of psychological support. The client feels that he has shared his problem in a real

way with the case worker and thus his burden has been lessened because he and the case worker are jointly carrying it. ? Working

towards negative feelings : In some cases the negative feelings of the client may be the real problem. An expression of feelings, then

brings them out into the open so that something can be done about them.
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work relationship : An important purpose may be to deepen the case work relationship. A deep relationship does not ordinarily happen

suddenly; it must grow at an unforced pace, but its growth can be promoted by stimulating the expression of feelings that the client

can comfortably and gradually express. The expression of feelings is a barometer of the depth of the relationship. Purposeful

Limitations : Free association is not a case work technique; from the very first interview case work is focused upon the relation

between the problem and the client, according to diagnostic thinking and treatment planning the focus is upon the purpose. This

focusing means giving the interviews a direction and giving direction necessary mean operating with in constructive

limitations. The limitations of the purposeful expression of feelings are as follows : 1. Agency constants :

91% MATCHING BLOCK 182/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

Agency function limits the expression of feelings to those which can be treated within the agency. It is obvious that in an agency

which is not equipped to use intensive, therapy in deeply disturbing emotional problems, the case worker should not encourage the

release of such intense feeling. In such an instance the case worker should limit his help with feelings to the kind of service the

agency is equipped to offer. 2.

Work Load : Work load

64% MATCHING BLOCK 178/544

with the case worker determines the amount of time a case worker can devote its each case. For example, if a

case worker

74% MATCHING BLOCK 179/544

is handling fifty cases apart from regular agency work he/she may not have enough time to encourage expression of deeper feelings

which require more time in each interview. 3. Premature expression of deep feelings : Case worker needs to be cautious in the early

interview about client's premature expression of deeper feelings. For example, talking about intimate details of having undergone

through a rape by a victim in the very first meeting may not be desirable. This may inculcate feelings of guilt and hamper the case

work relationship. Case worker has to structure the entire case work process and slowly work towards building a relationship based

on trust rather than allowing ventilation of deeper feeling at a premature stage. 4. Client engagement : Clients may have the tending

to put the total burden of conflict resolution on the

case worker.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 180/544

Case worker must ensure engagement of the client in the helping process right from the beginning to avoid undue dependence on

the worker.
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The role

of the case worker :
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The function of the case worker

is principally to create an environment in which the client will be comfortable in giving expression to

95% MATCHING BLOCK 181/544

his feelings. This include gaining trust, confidence of the client. Most clients talk at a superficial level and do not disclose their inner

feelings till they are sure of the worker's accepting and permissive attitude towards client as an individual. Secondly, the case

workers real desire to help and feeling with the client has to be communicated to the client at the "feeling" level. Creation of a

permissive environment is essential for purposeful expression of feelings. This may be done in the following ways. ? Relaxed attitude

:

The case worker

100% MATCHING BLOCK 185/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

should be relaxed in order to help the client feel

fairly and comfortable.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 183/544

Ensuring privacy during interviews, having comfortable furniture in the room are some of the important steps to make the client feel

comfortable and open up. ? Preparation :

Although good case work requires a certain amount of preparation for each interview and

90% MATCHING BLOCK 184/544

prior to the interview, the case worker must go through the earlier case records. This would refresh the memory and prepare the

worker in planning and structuring for the up coming interview. ? Listening :

Probably the most important element in creating the permissive attitude is the case worker'

100% MATCHING BLOCK 188/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

s ability to listen attentively and purposefully. When the worker gives his full attention the client feels his interest.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 186/544

By asking appropriate questions, making empathic comments, nodding and showing interest through facial

expression,

100% MATCHING BLOCK 187/544

case worker can demonstrate active listening to the client. Encouragement : The

case worker

100% MATCHING BLOCK 191/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

may need to encourage the client to express his feelings. Even when provided with an atmosphere in which he feels free to express

himself, the client frequently will not do so without help.
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87% MATCHING BLOCK 189/544

Thus by asking non-threatening questions, repealing important phrases or words being said by client, making comments, expressing

empathy; worker can motivate the client to talk freely. Statements like "I realize how difficult this must be for you. What happened

thereafter?" "How did you feel when this happened?" Are open ended statements/ questions that require elaborate expression of

feelings by the client. Pace of Process : A sensitive awareness of the client's rate of movement in each interview, toward his case

work goals is very necessary. His motivation to work

on his problem will be an indication of his

100% MATCHING BLOCK 190/544

need and desire to express feelings at any given time.
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100% MATCHING BLOCK 193/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

Unrealistic reassurance, too early interpretation and too much interpretation can block the client's expression of feelings.

These are pitfalls into which a case worker who tends to over identify with a client is apt to stumble.

86% MATCHING BLOCK 192/544

The principle of purposeful expression of feelings aids in study and diagnosis in case work. This principle helps the case worker to

gain invaluable material for study and gain a realistic understanding of the client and his/her progress in totally. This helps in seeking

the problem clearly and working towards

the resolution.

93% MATCHING BLOCK 196/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

PRINCIPLE OF CONTROLLED EMOTIONAL INVOLVEMENT : Every communicating is a two way process, when one person speaks

directly to another person, he expects some kind of a response; silence would indicate a disinterest in communication and

equivalently, a disenterest in the person. The content of the communication indicate the kind of response that is expected chorally

speaking, the content can be classified into three categories; ideas only, feelings only, both ideas and feelings.

When a person approaches the information desk at a railway station and asks the clerk about the departure time of the next train for

New York, he is communicating in ideas only. He is seeking information and is expecting a factual response. When an adult daughter,

during the wake in a funeral parlor for her deceased mother, says to a relative. "It will be hard to get used to the fact that mother is

gone", she is communicating her feelings primarily. Only a

78% MATCHING BLOCK 194/544

feeling response would be appropriate. In case work interviews, the content of the communication most often is a combination of

thought and feeling. The nature of content depends upon many things: the problem of the client, the function of the agency, the

needs an feelings of the client in a particular interview, the changing moods of the client within an interview and the purpose of the

case worker in the on going process of study, diagnosis and treatment. The social case worker needs the skill to communicate at

both the thought and feeling levels. Case worker has to gain factual information and at the same time study client's ideas, thoughts

and feelings. The element of controlled emotional involvement in a case work relationship according to Biestek, is the case worker's

sensitivety to client's feelings and understanding of their meaning and a purposeful, appropriate response to the client's feelings.

There are three components in demonstration of controlled emotional involvement;
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93% MATCHING BLOCK 195/544

a) Sensitivity b) Understanding c) Response a) Sensitivity : Sensitivity means seeing and listening to the feelings of the client. Many

times clients are unable to express their feelings verbally or are ready to divulge personal details. With the knowledge of human

behaviour, observation and analytical skills, the case worker has to observe the minutest of the details and draw an understanding by

putting them in proper perspective, language or the non-verbal communication can be effectively used as clues and indices to

identify and interpret client's feelings. For example, use of hands, arms, and legs, pace, tone of speech, posture, eye contact, silence,

repetitive body actions are important indicators of client's non-verbal feelings. b) Understanding : As a professional helping person,

the case worker needs to understand the meaning of the feelings in relation to the client

and his problems. He needs to know what he is doing, what is going on when he stimulates the client to express his feelings, and how

this expression is contributing to the goals in the case. The understanding is a continuous process; in each interview the

understanding should increase and grow, but in many cases the case worker may have to be satisfied temporarily with a partial

understanding and continue to strive to wards a fuller understanding.

c)

87% MATCHING BLOCK 198/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

Response : Sensitivity and understanding are insufficient in themselves; they are means to the response. The case worker's response

to the client on the feeling level is the most important psychological element in the case work relationship and it is perhaps the most

difficult of the

case work skills.

If frightens the beginning case worker; if frequently mystifies and always intrigues the experienced practitioner because the response is

individualized to each client and even to the changing moods of the client with in a single interview.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 197/544

Essentially it is a response of attitude and feeling, guided by knowledge and purpose. It is primarily an internal response where the

case worker consciously and purposefully identifies with the feelings of the client. It is a sharing of a warmly human professional

person with fine sensitivities of another human being who needs help (Biestek, 1957). The response of the worker should reflect the

skill to probe in order to gather factual as well as feeling information from the client while verbalizing understanding. It should

convey warmth and empathy to the client.
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100% MATCHING BLOCK 200/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

PRINCIPLE OF ACCEPTANCE : One of the most commonly used terms in social work is "acceptance".

Everyone seems to agree upon its importance, especially as it is lived by case worker in the relationship with the client but it remains

83% MATCHING BLOCK 199/544

one of the vaguest terms in our professional language. It is an important value in social work is that guides social workers to accept

people as they are, with their strengths and limitation, potentialities and weakness, positive and negative feelings. In social work

acceptance is related with "Quality of life" professional attitude, the central dynamic and a principle. According to Biestek (1957),

action of acceptance is indicated as

the therapeutic understanding, respecting, loving, perceiving, acknowledging, helping and receiving. It would seem that

100% MATCHING BLOCK 201/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

there are three steps in the action of acceptance : 1. Perceiving : The

case worker
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83% MATCHING BLOCK 206/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

must first see and see objectively what he is accepting; 2. Therapeutic understanding : The case worker must see the object of

acceptance in relation to the causes which brought about the object, in relation to what is meant to this person, and in relation to

the purpose of the case work process in each individual case. 3. Acknowledging : It as a pertinent reality. The purpose of acceptance

was said to be "to respect his integrity as a fellow human being", "to help (the person) in need or trouble", "to add something to the

comfort and happiness of the other person", and "in helping the person to get well.........to regain control of his own life and conduct."

The purpose of acceptance in case work, all seem to agree, in therapeutic to help the client with his problem and needs. It differs,

therefore, from acceptance in other interpersonal relationships, such as the acceptance of a social companion or a professional

colleague or

95% MATCHING BLOCK 202/544

with spouse or siblings etc. Acceptance in case work process is therapeutic in nature as it aims at helping the client to deal with

problems and needs. Distinction between Acceptance and Approval : An important standpoint in case work is the distinction

between acceptance and approval. Acceptance does not mean concurrence with or approval of client's behaviour. To illustrate let

us take an example of a man who committed a murder and now seeking help from a case worker. In this case, following the

principle of acceptance would not apply that the worker's approval of the crime committed by the client. The worker would

objectively
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91% MATCHING BLOCK 203/544

study the client and assess the problem reasons that led the man to commit such a crime case worker would accept the client as an

individual possessing all his dignity and worth as an individual. However, the worker would disapprove of the murder committed by

the client. The worker should not verbally praise or condemn the act and show empahtic interest in getting to know the client and

his life situation better.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 204/544

It may be remembered that the client would not really be helped if his/her anti social behaviour (murder in this case) is apparently

appreciated by the worker. The objective of acceptance is not the good, but the real.

81% MATCHING BLOCK 205/544

The purpose is to free the client from using defense mechanism and enabling him/her see the reality and realistically deal with the

problem. Thus principle of acceptance as defined by Biestek (1957) is as follows : Principle of acceptance is a principle where the

case worker perceives and deals with the client as he/she really is, including strength and weakness, congenial and uncongenial

qualities, positive and negative, contractive and deconstractive, attitude and behaviour, maintaining all the while a sense of the

client's innate dignity and personal worth. Understanding the client better : The client who come to the social agency with a

problem

is essentially a person who is dissatisfied with some aspect of his present living, sees the need for change, but

can not make the change unaided due to environmental pressure

88% MATCHING BLOCK 207/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

or limitation within his personality. He is not happy about himself; or rather he is ambivalent himself.

It is

68% MATCHING BLOCK 208/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

ambivalence extends to the case worker : he realizes that he must reveal some of his short comings to the

case worker in order to be helped, while at the sanction
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he fears that the case worker, seeing him as he is, may thingless of him as a person. He fears disapproval. This fear may cause any

one number of reactions, depending on the nature of the problem and the personality of the client. He feels the insecurity of

approaching some one he has never met; he may fear that his request for help will be refused; he may feel resentment against the

conditions that make it necessary for him to seek help; and he may fear the self-involvement with the case worker. Therefore, the

constructs defenses, behind which he tries to hide a part of himself. He feels that it is unsafe for him to manifest something which

he knows need to be manifested because they are pertinent to his problem.

To deal with the

81% MATCHING BLOCK 209/544

insecurity, the client makes use of a defense mechanism that helps the client to hide anxieties and inner feelings from one's self and

from the worker.
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87% MATCHING BLOCK 210/544

In such a situation by making the client feel accepted, showing interest and genuine concern, the worker helps the client in reducing

the anxiety and lowering the defence mechanisms. The principle of acceptance is the case work process as the client begins to

express feelings and open up to the case worker. However, the client constantly checks the reactions of the worker to his/her

disclosure of feelings especially negative feelings. Demonstration of Principle of Acceptance : ? Giving the client focussed response,

directed to the needs of the client rather that worker's needs; ? Releasing client's potential for self help and exercising professional

responsibility for the promotion of the growth of the client; ? Giving response that contain the elements of both thoughts and

feelings; and ? Providing agency specific help to the client. Limitations of Principle of Acceptance : ? Inadequate knowledge of

human behaviour. ? Counter transference. ? Case worker being Judgemental about the client's situation; ? Case worker's personal

biases and prejudices; ? Unrealistic assurance by the worker. ? Confusion between acceptance and approval. ? Lack of respect for

the client. PINCIPLE OF NON JUDGEMENTAL ATTITUDE : One of the most talked about principle of case work that is also a difficult

to practice is the principle of non Judgemental attitude. According to Briestek (1957), principle of non Judgemental attitude is

defined as "Quality fer case work relationship, it is based on a conviction that the case work function excluder assigning guilt or

innocence or degree of client responsibility for causations of the problem or needs, but does include making evaluation

Judgemental about the attitudes, standards or action of the client: the attitude which involver both thoughts and feeding elements,

is transmitted to the client." Case work is a helping process where judgement would imply blaming the client and make him/her

responsible for causing problems in his/her life. Let us take an
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92% MATCHING BLOCK 211/544

example of a woman who has approached a child guidance clinic to seek help for her daughter who is showing sysmptoms of

depression. Being Judgemental in this case would imply blaming the mother for her daughter's condition. Similarly, passing a

judgement on a HIV positive person would mean blaming the for his/her physical condition and for contracting HIV. As maintained

earlier,

who listic understanding of the client and his/her life situation

100% MATCHING BLOCK 212/544

is necessary in the case work relationship. However, this does not give the case worker an authority to make Judgements about the

clients. Understanding

91% MATCHING BLOCK 213/544

the clients perspective : Seeking out side support for conflict resolution is not an easy task. The necessity to seek help from an

agency can itself produce a host of painful feelings. One of these feelings is the fear of being judged. In the initial interview, the

client looks at the case worker as one of the members of the larger society which is often judgemental with fixed standards of Do's

and Don'ts. The client fears of being labeled by the case worker, keeping in mind the preset standards of
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the

95% MATCHING BLOCK 214/544

right and wrong. As a result of these feelings the client adops by using defense mechanisms and is hesitant to express inner

thoughts and feelings. In such a scenario, demonstration of a non Judgemental attitude helps the client "feel" assured of the case

worker's disinterest in making any kind of judgement, in praising or condemning the client. As the relationship gradually strengthens,

the client grows in faith in the worker and begins to discuss needs and problems, develop objective analysis necessary for

constructive change. Evaluation of Attitudes, standards and action of

the

88% MATCHING BLOCK 215/544

client : There is a clear cut difference between being non judgemental towards the client and judging clients behaviour which may

mood immoral. When the case worker refrains from judging the guilt orinnocence of the client he/she objectively evaluates the

attitudes standard and actions of the client. In order to understand this let us take the case of a women who is in a live-in

relationship and seeking help to deal with problems with her lover. While dealing with such a case, the worker has no right to live the

client a moral lecture on the grounds of her live in relationships, which is still not accepted in large parts of India. However the

worker has to probe into her life situation in order to make evaluation of her behaviour. The purpose in this case would be to

understand the client and this would aid in the treatment process. There are strong and valid reasons for practing a non-

judgemental attitude. The worker being a social worker is a member of the larger society and his/her function
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92% MATCHING BLOCK 216/544

the client (and not condemn) with in the low and basic values of society. If the case worker is oblivious towards delinquent and

immoral behaviour/ attitude of the client, the client would not feel understood and may underrate the worker's ability to provide

professional help. Moreover the case worker has every right to have his/her own social, moral and spiritual values. The worker must,

however, ensure that his/her personal values, beliefs, opinions and code of ethics are not imposed on the client in any way. The

workers have no right to judge the client by personal standards. Demonstration of Principle of Non-Judgemental Attitude : ?

Encouraging the client to open up and express own thoughts and feelings. ? Being respectful and attentive to the client throughout

the case work relationship. ? Being aware of personal biases and prejudices and not letting them influence the case work

relationship. E.g. the worker might have been socialized to develop a dislike for certain castes/castes/categories like alcoholize,

differently abled, sex workers schedule caste/tribes etc. while in case work relationship with such clients, worker must ensure not to

let personal dislike interfere in the helping process. The worker must recognize and control personal biases and develop capacity to

see people objectively and not subjectively. ? Treat the client as a unique person. Worker should refrain from making references to

people who have faced similar

problem. ?

90% MATCHING BLOCK 217/544

Understanding negative feelings of the client towards the worker should be related with the use of defense mechanism. PRINCIPLE

OF SELF DETERMINATION :

Case worker is not philosopher by profession and seems to have tittle inclination in that direction. However, since they enter in

peoples lives in a very practical and intimate way, they necessarily become involved in issues which have an inescapable connection

with the philosophy of human living. Acknowledgment of the clients right to self determination is another principle in case work. Self

determination refers to self direction and is a derivative of

90% MATCHING BLOCK 219/544 2.2 Principles and process of working with ind ... (D111349362)

the philosophical assumption on the dignity and worth of the human being. The principle states that an individual has the right of

making decision about matters pertaining to his/her life and that other people's decision about directing his/her life should not be
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him/her. In the case work situation, the social worker should not make decisions, choices or plans for the client. The client, however,

can be guided and enabled to make her/his own decisions. Self determination like freedom, has its own limits. It is not an absolute

right. The decision made by the client has to be within certain constraints imposed by the social obligation which states that the

consequences of the decision should not be detrimental to others. Now should it be harmful to one self? Furthermore, the self

determined act should be with in the socially acceptable standard of behaviour. In addition, every self-determind decision implies that

the decision maker, the client, takes upon himself/herself the responsibility of carrying out the decision and handling the

consequences. When the principle is viewed from this perspective, one can see that people vary in their capacity for self-

determination. What follows in that the principle has to be exercised in accordance with the client's capacity for self- determination.

Closely associated with the principle of self-determination is that of client's participation in the handling of the problems that he is

confronted with. In a way, self-determination is a from of participation as it entails decision-making the client. The process of helping

and being helped does not stop at the point of decision- making by the client, but it goes much further in terms of plan pursued and

action taken. According to the principle, the client becomes the main actor in pursuing plans and taking action, where as, the social

worker is only an enabler. PRINCIPLE

91% MATCHING BLOCK 220/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

OF CONFIDENTIALITY : Social work touches human life more intimately in many ways than many of the other helping and healing

professions. The case worker, either in a home visit or in an office interview, is frequently the observer and regularly the recipient of

confidential information concerning the client and his family. It may be a series of facts, or situation in the client's life which he

shares with the

case worker or allows the case worker

76% MATCHING BLOCK 222/544 480E1230-Social Work with Individuals (Final P ... (D165107502)

to observe, with the implicit or explicit understanding that the case worker preserve the information as a served trust. Confidentiality

in social case work can be considered from two points of view; as an item in the professional code of either and as an element of

the case work relationship. The

principle of confidentiality is very complex and difficult to apply

concerned case work situation. Biestek (1957) has given

the following definition of
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the

principle of confidentiality: "

confidentiality
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is the preservation of secret information concerning the client which is disclosed in the professional relationship. Confidentiality is

based upon a basic right of the client. It is an ethical obligation of the case worker is necessary for effective case work service. The

client's right, however is not absolute. Moreover the clients secrete is often discussed with other professional persons within the

agency and in other agencies; the obligation then binds all

equality". Ethical Obligation of the

case worker :
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Confidential can be defined as a fact or a condition, or the knowledge thereof, pertaining to a person's private life which is normally

hidden from the eyes of others. Biestek (1957) has given three classes of confidential information: the natural secret the promised

secrete, and the entrusted secret. The Natural Secret is information which, if revealed, would defame, injure or unjustly sadden the

person. The obligation to preserve natural secrets binds everyone, regardless of the nature of the relationship. It may have become

know by a relative, a friend, a stranger, or a professional person.

It may have become known to a social worker in an unofficial manner, out side the professional relationship. The basis of the right to

natural secrets is man's natural right to his reputation. The social worker, therefore, has the obligation to safe guard such information

concerning the client even when the information become known to the social worker and private individual, provided of course that

another person's right does not separate the client's right.
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The promised secret is one in which the case worker gives an assurance, a promise, after he has learned the secret information, that

he will not divulge it. The subject matter of the promised secret may include the defamatory facts of a natural secret or it may

include non defamatory facts about the clients personal life which he does not want revealed. The entrusted Secret is information

which is communicated to a client with the precious explicit or implicit understanding that the matter will not be revealed. The

subject matter may or may not include a natural secret.

The entrusted secret implies a contractual agreement between two persons which bends the confident to secrecy even when the

matter is not of a defamatory nature.
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In case work relationship confidentiality includes all three types of secrets. There is always a presumption that the case worker

should be ethically bound to keep the confidence of the client. However, since the case worker works with in an agency setup, the

personal information shared by the client does not confine to the individual
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with in
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the agency. The agency should not be able to, provide services unless the information is shared by the case worker with

colleagues/team mates. The information also gets recorded in the case files of the client. However, all the persons in the agency are

bound to guard the confidentiality of the client. Limitations of principle of confidentiality :

The human right is absolute. The clients
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right to confidentiality is limited by (1) a higher duty to himself, (2) the rights of other individual, (3) the rights of the social worker, (4)

the rights of the social agency and (5) the rights of the community.

Since the natural law is the source all rights and duties, there can be no real conflict between the client's right to confidentiality and

the limiting duties and rights. The problem then, which is in some cases may be a very perplexing one, is to determine whether

another right or duly is greater than the right to confidentiality or whether confidentiality supersedes then. In an actual case, however,

the apparent conflict may be so extremely difficult to resolve that a consolation with persons specially qualified to assist in a solution

would be necessary. These are the following discussion of five classes of possible conflicts in the practice of social work where

general principles are involved. 1. Conflict within the client himself :
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An apparent conflict may exist between the clients right to preserve his secret and another of his right or duties. The solution of

the conflict requires a weighting of the rights involved. Care must be taken not to ex-aggerate either side.
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The presumption, however should always be that the right of confidentiality remains dominant untill clear evidence to the contrary

appears. 2. Conflicts with the rights of another individual :

In some cases the client is so is tally connected with another person that preservation of the secret would continue a serious harm or

damage to the other person. In other words, the preservation of the client's secret may appear to isolate unjustly the rights of an

innocent person. Here again an examination and a weighting of both rights is necessary. 3. Conflict with the rights of the social worker

: When the client communicates a secret to the social worker, the latter becomes aware of an obligation to keep the secret isolate.
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Occasionally by keeping the clients secret, the worker may forfeit his own personal rights, which may be more important than the

client. The worker can not be expected to surrender his own rights in the performance of personal duly. 4. Conflict with the rights of

the social agency : Every agency,

whether public or private, has been organized with a definite purpose; there by it has assumed some
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towards individuals, families and community generally. These duties are specified in agency by the kinds of services offered and the

conditions under which they are offered. Corresponding to these duties are specific rights, which are the necessary means for fulfilling

the duties. 5. Conflict with the rights of society as a whole : There is a conflict between the individual good and public good, between

the individual right and the common welfare. Society has the duty of promoting the public good of maintaining peace and good order

and of building programs which positively promote the physical, intellectual and moral welfare of the members of the community.
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The general principle is that the obligation of the entrusted secret cases when the preservation of the secret would constitute a real

and a serious damage to the common good. 2.6

Summary The learner got an idea about the professional aspects of case work, they understood about phase & principles of this

method. This will help us to know & understand the core concept of case work. We will now work with lots of professionalism & work

more effectively with the client. 2.7 Exercises 1.
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What can be the role of Social Worker in understanding and dealing with the client. 2.
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At what stage can the Social functioning begin to emerge in the context of problem of the client? 3.

What are the characteristics and functions of a social case work agency? 4. What are the stages of problem solving process? 5. What

are the requisites the application of individualization? 2.8
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to Social Case Work-II Structure 3.1 Objective 3.2 Introduction 3.3
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Case Work-client Relationship 3.4 Attributes of Case Work-client Relationship 3.5 Use of Case

Work practice 3.6 Summary 3.7 Exercises 3.8 Reference 3.1 Objective Establishment of a good rapport or what is better known as the

Client–Worker relationship is the pre requisite to initiate an effective and professional Case-Work practice. In this unit we shall try to

understand the importance of the various attributes of Case-Worker client Relationship as well as find out the different fields in which

Case Work may be successfully applied. 3.2 Introduction The method of Case Work is an important tool for dealing with the individual

problems.It is not only a way of finding out the problems of a client but also to discover the strengths of the client. Therefore without

establishing a professional relationship,we cannot carry out case work practice fruitfully.
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The relationship between
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the case worker and the client is of utmost importance. In a case work relationship however, case worker on the role of a

professional helper while client is the person who needs help.
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In the Indian context, the concept of self fulfillment and self-expression go hand in hand with the concept of conformity to the

group norm. In
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practice of social case work time and again, one see that the needs of the clients are not limited to their material needs only

but mental and emotional needs also. An active approach can geared to suitable solutions case work is now practiced in a variety of

agencies or human service organisations.
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Client Relationship Lives can not be lived with out relationship to other people. All institutions are built around relationship. Institutions

minus relationship have no existence. Help or troubles emanate from our relationship with the fellow human beings. Whether one is

troubled or helped by some one, relationship exist between them. Thus relationship is an "emotional bond" between people who

interact with each other. It can be said to be a "transmission belt" of communication, a set of attitudes and response between the

interacting units. According to perlman (1957), "it is a condition in which two persons with same common interest between them, long

term or temporary, interact with feelings. Relationship leaps from person to other at the moment when same kind of emotion moves

between them".
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Coyle (1948) considers relationship as "a discernible process by which people are connected to each other and around which the

group takes its shape and form" which Biestek (1957) consider as "the dynamic interactions of attitudes and emotion". Thus

relationship is a natural phenomenon occurring between persons interacting with each other singly or in

group.
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Relationship can be, then, shaped, manipulated or developed as we intend it to be.

How relationship can and should be used to help persons with problems has been a serious concern of not only social work but of

other professions too like that of psychiatry, psychology etc.
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social work always recognized the importance of human interacting and attempt to use relationship in a conscious and deliberate

manner to benefit the people it worked with
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social work literature is full of description of relationship from various angles only because of its great importance in a helping

process. Richmond (1917), in her earliest work, has pleaded for an intensive study and use of social relationship in social case work.

Social case workers focus should be on "skill in discovering the social relationship by which a given personality has been defined; an

ability to get at the control core of the difficulty in these relationships; and power to utilize the direct action of mind upon mind in

their adjustment." None can deny the utility and importance of human relationship in promoting change and development. When

relationship is established and used by a social worker consciously, purpose fully and deliberately to help client(s), it is called

professional relationship. It is characterized by "conscious purposiveness growing
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out of the knowledge of what must go into achieving its goal" (Perlman, 1957).

It is the medium through which knowledge of human nature and social interaction are need and through which they are given the

opportunity to make choices, both about receiving and using the help.
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Thus one finds that "relationship is the basis of all help."
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Vital relationship between people arise out of shared and emotionally changed situation.

Relationship is a catalyst, on
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enabling dynamism in the support, nurture and feeling of people's energies and motivation toward problem solving and the use of

help.
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The climate for growth of human personality, the nutrient for its development and the stimulus for its subtle adoption are

emotionally

changed relationship
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with other human beings. The very first contact that most persons have when they are born is with their mothers. Parent child

relationship is the most vital relationship that contributes in a major way towards laying the foundation for one's personality

development, confidence, attitudes towards self and others. It would be no exaggeration to state that our very existence largely

depends on relationship with people around us—our family, friends, colleagues, relatives and others.
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Nature of relationship : According to Helen Harries Perlman (1957); Relationship is a human beings feeling or sense of emotional

bonding with one another. It leaps into being like an electric current or it emerges and develop contiously when emotion is aroused

by and invested in someone or something and that someone or something "connects back" responsively. We feel "related" when we

feel at one with another (person or object) in some

heart felt way. Relationship
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may be "good" or "bad", brief or enduring, complex and heart felt or superficial and skin deep, swift and spontaneous or carefully

built. But whatever be its nature and substance its dynamics are the presence, recognition, deposit, releption and responsiveness of

emotion between individuals or between a person and an object or activity by which he/she has been moved. The emotions felt and

shared may be joy as well as anguish, gratification as well as deprivation, hope and despair, merriment and despondency rage and

gracefulness, guilt and hostility and any or all of these. To illustrate, a child who is extremely attached to his/her parents, feels joyous

on meeting them. On the other hand, an abandoned child would react in a different way on meeting the family. The emotions felt in

the latter case may range from hatred, anger to resentment. In most mutually reciprocative relationships, there is a hunger for

emotional bonding and dependency like in parent child

relationship.
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In the usual life of an adult, hunger for emotional bonding with others is gratified in
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many ways—in love and friendship bonds, in marriage and in parenthood. The words used to describe a meaningful relationship are-

warmth, love,

case,
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acceptance, responsiveness, concern and understanding. It may be remembered that any relationship that seeks to enable a person,

child or adult to feel secure and more forward, to risk new learning and new experiences combines a warm acceptance of the

person in his/ her uniqueness as a human being. Relationship in case work : Relationship is termed as the soul of social case work.

The relationship between the case worker and the client is of utmost importance. It is the principal of life which visifies. The process

of study, diagnosis and treatment makes case work a living warmly human experience. Social

case
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work thrives in its belief in the basic worth and dignity of individuals and enhancing their capacities to reach their human potential to

the fullest. Relationship between the case worker and the client is the medium through which the knowledge of human nature and

of the individual is used. Knowledge along, without skill in relationship is inadequate. Relationship is also the channel of the entire

case work process; through it, flow of mobilization of the capacities of the
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individual and mobilization of the community resources; through it flow the skills in interviewing, study diagnosis and treatment

(Biestek 1957). Uniqueness of case work client Relationship : Case work client relationship differs from other relationships that exist

in society at large like the parent child, teacher-pupil, friend-friend and colleague-colleague

relationship. The case work relationships differ from the
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other relationships on a number of points. One needs to analyze and compare other relationships with case work relationship

keeping in mind the levels of equality, mutual benefit being derived, presence and the level of emotional involvement in the

relationship. Firstly, it may be borne in mind that case work relationship is temporary in nature. It begins with the referral of the client

to the case worker with a problem and terminates after the completion of the case work process and treatment. Parent-child

relationship or relationship between siblings are life long relationships as they are tied by blood and kinship. Secondly, the emotional

component in the case work relationship is not very deep and penetrating. This is unlike the relationships that exist between the

spouses, parent-child or siblings. Though case work process is an emotionally charged one, it is operationalism in such a way that

the expressing of emotions is controlled and purpose full, focusing towards achieving clear-cut goals of clients well being and

treatment. Such an approach is missing in the relationship cited above. The third difference between
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case work relationship and others, is based on the levels of equality and mutuality. For example, friend-friend relationship is

characterized by its equality, mutual help and sharing. The case worker and the client are fundamentally equal as human beings. In

case work relationship however, case worker takes on the role of a professional helper while client is the person whe needs help.

Thus the grounds of equality are not uniform since in this relationship, case worker is the person having knowledge, skills and is

assigned to help the client through a professional relationship.
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Thus, this type of relationship is not based on mutual help and equality. One can also compaire the case work relationship with that

of a teacher-pupil relationships, which is more on an intellectual level.
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However, in this relationship, there is hardly any intentional use of emotional involvement. If at all emotions do crop-up in the

teacher-student relationship, they are accidental and more on the part of the pupils rather than the teachers. Case work

relationships are through out highly charged with emotions in a purposeful manner. Case worker client relationship also differs from

other professional relationships such as doctor-patient, Psychiatrist client. From an Indian perspective, health has become a serious

area of concern. The medical sources available are insufficient and lack

of
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adequate infrastructure, quality and maintenance doctor's is consider only next to god. It is not a custom to question the doctor

about the nature of one's illness, leave aside inquiring about the line of treatment. Patients in most cases are the passive recipients of

medical treatment being administrated by the doctor. This is in contrast to the case work client relationship where client is an equal

partner in the treatment process and is encouraged to open up and express inner thought and feelings. The only relationship that

case work is close to yet

destine of in its finer aspects an
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with the psychiatrist-client relationship. In this relationship, client is encouraged to talk about his/her problem. However, the

psychiatrist focuses on the unconscious mind of the client in contrast to the case worker who pays attention on the environmental

manipulation and working on the personality maladjustment at the conscious level of the client's mind. 3.4
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Attributes of Case Work Relationship Case work client relationship goes much beyond merely a friendly relationship between the

case worker and the client. Clients bring into the case work relationship,
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their feelings, attitudes and behaviour which they have experienced with others. The client therefore tends to react to the case

worker situation in a manner derived from his/her personal experiences. Case work focuses on understanding the client, his/her

psychological needs and making a "contact" to build the relationship. If this contact is to be of any value at all, the client must have

confidence in the workers good faith and the worker must have respect for the client as an individual. It is the responsibility of the

case worker to establish this relationship. This professional relationship is formed with the purpose of developing in the client a

personally satisfying and serially useful life. It is the individualized purpose which is unique to every relationship and is set to be

achieved in each case. The conscious purposive and deliberate efforts to develop a helping relationship comprises of the following

attributes : 1. Warmth : Warmth connotes some positive, lively outgoing interest in another person (or object or actively), for

reaching out to take in another with pleasure or compassion (Perlman : 1979). By exhibiting open "Warmth" attitude, case worker is

able to convey to the client his/her openness and concern to understand the client's problem, client's attitudes and sharing of

experiences. Warmth is demonstrated by the worker when he/she attends to the client with attention, listens patiently, give

confidence and conveys an understanding of the client's problem. 2. Empathy :

Perlmen (1979) explain
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this as "feeling with and into another person, being able to get into his shoes". Thus, one tries to know what the client feels and

experience without getting lost in the process. Rogers (1966) explain empathy as" the perceiving of the internal frame of reference

of another with accuracy and with the emotional components which pertain

there to,
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as if one were the other person but without ever losing the "as if condition". Empathy communicates that the worker understands

the depth of the feeling of the client and that he is with him. It requires an imaginative capacity. Comments like the following

communicate empathy "I understand that you

an upset". It
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can understand how disturbed you are because of........", "It must be difficult for you to........". "Empathy does not mean the loss of

objectivity. It can be learned and developed so that the therapist the world of the client as he sees it".

The helper can be effective in communicating empathatic understanding when he— 1. Contracts with intensity upon the helpee's

expression, both verbal and non- verbal.
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responses that are interchangeable with the helper. 3. Formulates his responses in language that is most attentive to the helper. 4.

Responds in a feeling tone similar to that communicated by the helper. 5. Is most responsive (interacts with the helper) 6. Having

established an interchangeable base if communication, mores tentatively towards expanding end classifying the helpee's experiences

at higher levels. 7. Concentrates upon what is not being expressed by the helpee (the deepest level if empathy involves feeling in what

is missing rather than simply dealing with what is present), and 8. Employ the helpee's behaviour as the best guide line to assess the

effectiveness of his response. 3.
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Genuineness : To be genuine and congruent, the worker relies on his moment to moment felt experiences in his relationship with

the client. Genuineness should reflect from the workers behaviour and permeate his all interactions with the client. A genuine and

congruent relationship consists of a consistent and honest openness and behavior matching with the verbalised intension and

values of social work.
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Genuineness is the product of life experiences that makes it possible to be self observant, self-aware and self accepting of strength

and limitations (

Perlman 1979) :
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The worker should be consistent in his communications and behaviour towards the client. If he says that he is honest, he must

accept it when he consists mistakes. Similarly, his claim to help the client must get expressed in his efforts. Congruence implies

workers what he feels inside.

If we are genuinely entereded in the clients welfare, it is bound to
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show up properly. To be genuine and congruent, one must understand oneself in terms of one's capabilities, attitudes, prejudices,

personal values, temperament, etc. Knowledge of agency and its policies, procedures, role, commitment to the clients welfare will

facilitate being genuine. Rogers (1954) has emphasized this as one of the most important factors (others being empathy and positive

regards) for effecting
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change in the clients.
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If possible, the worker may however, assure the client of making an effort to seek information about the agency and getting back to

the client within a stipulated time. The worker must also then get back to the client or give a source of contact that may provide the

requisite information. 4. Authority : Authority is an essential element of case worker client relationship. Authority has been referred to

by Perlman (1979) as "able ness" to be used for the
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client and not over or against the client. Authority in a case work relationship does not mean domination or

with full
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imposition. Client has the right to accept, reject or modify advice given by the worker. Authority rather conveys the meaning of

carrying those rights and powers that are inherent in special knowledge and are vested in special functions (Perlman 1957).

Social workers have always been concerned with the use of authority as a loop to help clients who need protective kind of services

and whose ego functioning in poor.
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Authority is the power delegated to the practitioners by society (client and agency) because of his status and expertise in the field.

Power denotes the inherent ability or the admitted right to rule, govern or determine. Authority refers to the power because of rank or

office to give commands, enforce obedience and make a decision. Herein, the worker (practitioner) occupying a certain position in

the agency is perceived as having power to influence to client to move towards the desired goal of change and growth.
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Having authority does not make the worker superior to the client. It rather implies that the case worker posses the expertise in

understanding, assessing and dealing with the problem faced by the client. Authority is that of knowledge and expertise. The client

goes to a worker in need of help who has the authority of knowledge and skill, someone who knows more than him/her.

Authority is always present in the worker-client relationship and the worker can not be divested of the authority and power as he is the

provider/ supplier of the services the client needs. This also means, therefore, that worker- client relationship can not be on equal

terms. Power emanating authority becomes apparent when the worker gives appointment, includes other members of the family in

the treatment process, explains him the dynamics of various situations and questions. 5. Transference and counter
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Transference : Transference is the tendency in every human being to relate the emotions and attitudes that have developed during

his growth to those people in his immediate environment.

The individual who brings to his object relationships his fantasied needs and who gives to the object fantasied qualities, is manifesting

the phenomenon of transference.
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This means that he is transferring to a real person's feelings, attitudes and fantasies which

come from his unconscious mind and which are residuals of his infantile experiences.
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The most frequently encountered necessity to "work" a relationship occurs with the phenomenon called transference or

transference reactions. To any emotionally charged relationship, each of us bring conscious and unconscious feelings and attitudes

that originally arose in or still belong to the earlier important relationship (Perlman 1957). For
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example, in case work with an adolescent girl to help her regarding her career options, the worker listens to the girl's aspirations and

dilemmas. The worker helps her to draw a choice of careers helping her to keep in mind her aptitude as well as preferences and also

arranges for her visit to a nearby vocational training centre. In such a case, what may

happens in
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that the girl may being to feel towards the worker as she felt towards her mother/grand mother when she was young. The degree of

emotional satisfaction which the client gets from such a relationship

in for

beyond the realistic limits of the

case worker-client
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relationship. These transferred elements could be affection, attraction or repulsion yearning or defensiveness, liking or dislikeing and

may occur at any point in the helping relationship. Transference is said to have taken place, when the client reacts inappropriately,

with excessive or distorted feelings towards the case worker. As seen in many case work

relationship, clients often remark to the case
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worker, you are like a father/mother/sister to me or may say, let us be friends. Transference may also manifest itself in the way the

client reacts towards the worker by being very obedient, helpless and approval seeking. The worker has to recognize these non

verbal cues. The effort in the case work relationship is to maintain reality and to keep the client and the worker aware of their joint

objective, their separate and realistic identities and their focus upon working some better adaptation between the client and his/her

current problem. Transference manifestations needs to be recognized, identified and delt with as they occur. Every effort has to be

made to manage the case work relationship and to give minimum encourasement to transference (Parlman: 1957). The case worker

may also expected to

an
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unconsciously transfer into the professional relationship, certain positive or negative reactions that are realistically uncalled for,

example, distrust and hospitality or strong feelings of attachment. This phenomenon is called counter transference that is,

transference on the part of the helping person. Any subjective involvement on the part of the case worker with the client or clients

problem may be part of a real counter transference or it may represent only a single instance of loss of professional objectively. To

illutrate, let up take up the case of a medical social worker who worked at the emergency ward of the hospital and was handling a

man who had brought his wife to the hospital in a critical condition from a road accident. The man was in a heightened state of

emotional trauma while maintaining about the have for his life and how the accident had taken place. The worker got so moved

with the details of the case that she began to identify with the man and some where related his life with her own. Finally when
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his wife died, both the client as well as the worker sobbed. In this case, the worker got involved with him own personal feelings and

lost the objectivity. She was unable to provide professional help that she ought to. The case worker mush remain objective through

out the helping relationship and be aware of his/her own feelings. If at all, they do crop up, they must be handled and controlled. 3.5

Use of
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Case Work Practice Fields of case work practice needs to look at the setting where the client gets help for his/her concern. Case

work is practiced in variety of agencies or human service organizations. Various human service agencies which offer case work

services to help people in distress are, social service departments of hospitals and clinics. Family counselling centres, residential

institutions for children and adults, social institutions and mental health settings.
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Though case work is a generic method, when it is combined with activities of other field or profession (other than social work),

differences arise from the special contribution of that field be it medicine, psychiatry or criminology. The practice of case work is

conditioned by the primary or major functions of a secondary setting for case work. For instance, one of the principles of the case

work in that client should be helped to verbalize his difficulties, in medical setting which is a secondary setting for case work. This

principle has to be modified

is
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certain cases e.g. the patient's condition may not be such that medically it would be advisable to make the client talk. Under such

circumstances the case worker has to modify his/her approach and find out how best

with out coming
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into clash with the practice of another profession. A case worker has also to see how the practice of case work in collaboration with

other professions can make both the profession more effective so far as human welfare is concerned.
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Case work practical in primary settings like family welfare agency, has the primary function to help people with social problems. In

secondary settings like hospitals, schools, courts etc., the case work function is to facilitate people to make optimum use of the

services and promotion of human welfare. Though case work is a generic method, which is combined with activities of other field or

profession (other than social work), differences arise from the special contribution of that field be it medicine, psychiatry or

criminology. The practice of case work is conditioned
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by the primary or major functions of a secondary setting for case work. For instance, one of the principles of the case work is that

client should be helped to verbalize his difficulties. In a medical setting, which is a secondary setting for case work, this principle has

to be modified in certain cases e.g. the patient's condition may not be such that medically it would be advisable to make the client

talk. Under such circumstances the case worker has to modify his/her and find out how best he/she could be of service without

coming into clash with the practice of another profession. A case worker has also to see how the practice of case work in

collaboration with other professions can make both the professions more effective so far as human welfare is concerned. In family

case work,
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efforts are concentrated upon family as a social unit and the individuals as

a member there of.

The problem centre on family relationships or adjustment and/or any aspect of a family life. Family case work can be said to be the

basic to all case work. For instance in the practice
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of case work in any setting like medical case work or psychiatric case work, family case work is included. However in family service

agencies where case work should be practiced today an effort to limit the scope of work to certain family problems such as child

placement, marriage counselling, problems of unmarried mothers etc., instead of dealing with all problems relating to the family

indebtedness, involving financial relief, parent-child relationship and marital disharmony. ? Medical setting : In India case work is

practiced in some places in connection with
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medicine, e.g. medical social work in hospitals and clinics run by government and other private bodies.

In the field of psychiatry,
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case work is practiced in the child guidance clinics, mental hospitals, psychiatric clinics, psychiatry departments

as
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general hospitals and crisis intervention centres as a part of psychiatric case work.

Social case work is utilized in the one patient of psychiatric case work,
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the wards and special clinics. The heavy work load of doctors in large government hospitals generally leads to lack of clear

communication between the medical staff and the patients and their families. In such a situation, the main role expected of social

workers are those of mediator, enabler, coordinator of services, case manager, mobilizer of the resources in terms of material and

man power and a member of the team of professionals. The major task of the social case worker is to work with the patient and his

family.
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Case work is practiced in the institutions proceeding mental health service for e.g. child guidance clinics, mental hospitals,

psychiatric clinics, psychiatry departments in general hospitals and crisis intervention centres as a part of psychiatric case work. In

this setting, psychiatrists and pyschologists are the main professional group in charge of care and treatment of the mentally ill

and
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or emotionally disturbed persons. The patients may be attending ODPS, day care or may be hospitalized. The main task of the case

worker are to maintain constant contact with the family of the patient, mediate between the doctors and the patient are his family,

provide counselling to the patient assist in discharge of the patient in order to rehabilitate him/her back into the society to which

he/she belongs. The worker also provides necessary support to the family and helps the family members to understand the needs of

the mentally ill person. ? Social case work with chronically and terminally ill patients : The patients who are suffering from chronic

illness like diabetes, asthma and heart disease need help in understanding their illness and the demands of the treatment and

adjusting their life styles to the limitation imposed by condition. The families of the patients also need support and guidance in

dealing with the patient's condition that may have long term implications for the entire family. In some cases, specially among those

belonging to lower income groups, the financial burden may need to be eased out by identifying and mobilizing resources in the

kinship network or the community at large. While working with the terminally ill patients, the first dilemma the worker faces is to

inform the patient and his family about his/her illness. The patients suffering from a terminal illness like cancer, HIV/AIDs have

additional stress factor. The stress is caused by the thought of death and the anxiety about the family after the death of the patient.

The tasks of the case worker include : ? Ensuring palliative care to reduce the pain and discomfort. ? Taking about death and

releasing the stress. ? Preparing and involving the patient in this future planning about the family after death and various unmet tasks.

? Providing opportunity and support to the family to accept the illness and talk about the consequences in the long run. ? Providing

emotional and material support to the family.
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case of HIV/AIDs the case worker need to handle the issues related to stigma and discrimination faced by the patient and the family

at various levels.
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CASE WORK IN RESIDENTIAL INSTITUTIONS : ? Case work has also entered the field of cirminology : And in some places is practical

in connection with Juvenile welfare board, adult courts, probation, parole and after case work.

Case work treatment in institutional settings relies as heavily upon efforts

towards
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role-adaptation in the client as upon role adjustment in the primary groups of which both the client and the persons who referred

him are his members. In the correctional field, the probation officer interprets the delinquent's behaviour to the judge and to the

police officers. The deligunent mode of adaptation to the combination of internal and external for us that directed him into the role

of delinguent requires the some kind of study and assessment as pursued with case

workers and clients. In the
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work with institutionalized delinquents and criminals, the case worker has ready access to those who define the social role of inmate

and who observe the

clients in their
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daily role performance. In such institutional settings, the case worker is part of the world to which he is trying help the client adapt

more statisfacterily. ? Case work with children's homes : Children who are destitute, orphans, runaways, vulnerable to violence,

abuse or moral danger are generally placed in children's homes. Most of these homes operate under the provisions of Juvenile

Justice Act and therefore provide custodial care to children for specific time period. Social case worker is expected to help each

inmate adjust to the life within the home and achieve psychological development. As the children have often gone through

traumatic experiences before they are placed in homes it is very important for them to come to terms with their life, talk about it and

get over the pain and the sense of betrayal. The worker is expected to provide pastoral care, liaison with schools where children go

for education help, children develop positive relationship within the institution and prepare for life after their stay in the home is over.

? Case work in homes for the aged : The stresses of modernization and break down of joint family structures has led to adult

children sending their aged parents to residential institutions. The residents to these homes need nursing, understanding and

emotional support. The case workers in these institutions help the residents to cope up with loss of loved ones, illness, lack of

energy, homeliness, loss of economic
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independence and the thought of approaching
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death. The case worker enables the client maintain his/her self esteem, mobilize community resources like children and youth to

spend time with the residents of the old age home, talk to them and offend to their simple errands. ? Case work

in Education setting :
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Case work practice is very popular in the school setting. The school case worker, working with the pupil in trouble in school setting,

goes through a similar course of study and assessments, usually knowing through a referral statement from a classroom teacher or

principal what social expectations the child is failing to meet. Case work in such situations may involve direct work not only with the

child but also with his parents. The child's performance of roles in extra familial settings is related theoretically to current experience

and probably the past experience in the control role relationships between parents and children. The goal of the school social work

is to re enforce the child's potential strengths and capacities for satisfying, effective and acceptable performance in the role of pupil.

To achieve this goal in an institutional setting like the school, the case worker directly works with teacher and also with other school

personnel, in an effort to help them understand some of what underlies the child's behaviour and to adjust their expectations for the

role
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of pupil, so that a given child's capacities for role adaptation to these standard may be understood and seen as falling

with in a some what broadened definition of acceptable behaviour for the pupil. ?
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Case worker's role in child welfare : One of the important roles that child welfare agencies are suppose to play is foster care and

adoption services. The case worker has a good idea about the chain that child is going to manifest in foster home and hence the

case worker tries to mach the attributes of the child with that of family environment. Similar is the role of case worker in the

adaptation services. The case worker sees to it that role demands of a family do not exceed the child's capacities for role adaptation.

In the child welfare, the primary concern of the case worker is to keep the child in his home with his/her parents as far as possible.

Otherwise the next possible thing
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that a case worker tries to provide an environment where the child's growth and development will occur in the desired direction. ?

Case work with diffently abled : The main tasks of the case worker is to fulfill the objectives of the organisation such as : ? Care ?

Rehabilitation—vocational training, education (depending upon their capacity)
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Offering services according to governmental provisions and special concessions. ? Advocacy to reduce

and
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remove social discrimination against differently abled; ? Facilitating the client's acceptance and understanding of his/her situation

and also recognition of his/her potential. Giving support to the client (both emotional and action oriented) is an important

intervention offered by the case worker. The case worker also works with the family of the client to cope them with the situation, to

understand the needs of the client and to learn the home management of the client. ? Case work in organizations working with

women : Social case workers are employed in family counselling centres, crime against women cells, legal aid cells, family courts

and rape and crisis intervention centres. The role of the case worker is to help the victims to come out of the trauma and deal with

the self confidence and self esteem of the client. They also work with the family so as to mobilize their support for the client so that

the client can deal in a better manner with his/her problem. ? Case work in organizations working with victims of disaster : There is

an increasing need for the individualized help for the victims of disaster—whether natural or man made. Some of the common

experiences of most of the victims of the disaster are trauma, loss of loved ones, loss of livelihood or assets, homelesness, feeling of

helplessness, aguish, hostility, lack of community feelings, sense of fatality and un reatistic expectations from the worker. In this

situation, the client needs individualized care to overcome debilitating impact of the crisis. The first step of the case worker

intervention is to bring them out of the trauma, then provide emotional support and build in them hope for a secure future. Once

the client has emerged from the trauma, the case worker engages the client in the planning and implementation of the action plan

to facilitate the rehabilitation process. ? In the field of labour welfare : There is a general need for introducing case work to deal with

varied social problems of workers in industries, individual problem of absenteeism, alcoholism, depression, stress related disorders,

drug addiction etc. among the factory workers are the concerns for the case workers.
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unit we learnt the ways in which a case worker may establish rapport with their client. This unit will help to understand the importance

of the professional relationship between the clients the case worker. 3.7 Exercises 1.
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Explain the term relationship. Why is it considered as ingredient for the delivery of case work relationship? 2. How is the case work

relationship is different from the other social and professional relationship? 3. What are the attributes of case

worker-client relationship? 4. What is the scope of social case work in correctional setting? 5. Family case work is said to be basic to all

the case work practice. Do you agree? Show reasons. 3.8 References 1.
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Concepts in Social Case Work (Self, Communication, Accountabilty etc.) Structure 4.1 Objective 4.2 Introduction 4.3 Knowlege of Self

4.4 Professional Self 4.5 Life style and Philosophy of Life 4.6 Skills 4.7 Values 4.8 Accountability 4.9 Communication 4.10 Relationship

4.11 Summary 4.12 Exercise 4.13 References 4.1 Objective 1. Development of a framework for a continuous process of developing

knowledge of self. 2. A beginning of the process of self-knowledge needed in the practice of social work. 3. Understanding of human

need at various stages of the human development process. 4. Identification of personal needs that arise from human development,

human diversity and membership in a social systems. 5. Identification of some of the helping skills that needed to be developed. 6.

Understanding the concepts of authority and responsibility and their relationship to the values of self-determination and social

responsibility. 7. Identification of the knowledge and skills that needed to be developed in order for the social worker to function in the

multi person worker situation.
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the interaction of generalist social worker and client, the social worker is first a person with life experience, human needs, and a

personal life style and value system. The worker is also a helping person with skills for interaction with individuals and groups and for

developing relationship. The worker brings to the helping situation a knowledge base that provides understanding about persons in

situation, knowledge of helping methods and of means for implementing those methods and knowledge gained from other helping

situation. The worker also brings a value system based on professional values, agency and community values and his own personal

values. In complex society with complex social problems and multiple human needs, it is sometimes advantageous for the worker to

become part of a multi person helping system. A multi person helping consists of several workers who are involved in providing the

needed service in a collaborative manner. Each worker has special knowledge or skill that is necessary for goal attainment. To explore

the meaning of the concept of the worker, three topics will be considered : (1) The worker as a person or knowledge of self, (2) The

helping person and (3) The multi person helping system. 4.3 Knowledge of Self It has been said that the most important tool a social

worker possesses is herself. To use that tool skillfully and knowledgeably, a worker must have considerable self- knowledge. This calls

for a kind of introspective stance that seeks to bring personal concerns, attitudes and values into the area of conscious thought. It calls

for a continuous search for self-understanding and for a reasonable degree of comfort with the discovered self. Social workers

develop this self knowledge in a variety of ways. The process of suppression or discussion of practice situation and problems with

peers has always been an important means of developing self-knowledge. Others can often see how our unrecognized concerns,

attitudes and values affect our interaction with others and
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Social worker need to be open to help from others an a means of developing self-understanding. Another way social workers develop

self- understanding is through the study of human behaviour. Psychological, Sociological, thropological and biological knowledge that

explain human functioning can be the source of considerable self understanding. It is important to recognize one's self as having

imperfections, but it is equally important to keep such awareness within the limits of reality. Medical students tends to believe that they

have the disease they are studying. Social work students sometimes believe that the dysfunctional situation they are studying are

operational in their own functioning and see symptoms pathology or a deviance in than selves. If this identification is realistic it can be

helpful to self-understanding. Care needs to be taken, however, not to become overly introspective and to assume dysfunction that is

not really there. A balance needs to be reached in which introspection is sufficient to gain needed self- knowledge but not so much as

to become overwhelming. Self-knowledge can not be developed all at once; it needs to grow over a period of time. It is also

important to learn to deal with the recognition of one's imperfection in a manner that supports self worth and dignity. Another useful

way for a beginning social worker to develop self-knowledge is to conduct organized self study. This entails thinking about one's life

style and Philosophy of life, moral code and value system, rools, life experience, personal needs and personal functioning. Meaning

and concept of Self : It is a reflective state of self-focused attention in which a person evaluates himself or herself and attempts to

attain correct and consistency in beliefs and behaviour. Each individual has their own unique pattern of abilities, interests and

personality traits. Self-understanding pinpoints the likes, dislikes, strengths and other traits that inspires personal growth by helping

people define their identity. More over one's self concept is a collection of belief about one- self. Generally, self-concept embodies

the answer to "who am I?" Self-concept is distinguishable from self-awareness, which refers to the extent to which self- knowledge is

defined, consistent and currently applicable to one's attitude and dispositions.
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person's essential being that distinguishes them from others, especially considered as the object of introspection or reflexive action.

"The self is an individual person as the object of its own reflective consciousness. Since the self is a reference by a subject to the same

subject, this reference is necessarily subjective. The sense of having a self or self-hood-should, however, not be confused with

subjectivity itself". [Wikipedia] 'Self is defined as the total being of a person awareness of the individual or qualities of the individual.' 4.4

Professional Self The professional self is that part of the social worker that is guided and informed by the values, ethics and principles

of the social work profession. It represents a way of conducting one self as a social worker. The professional self aims to be trust

worthy, reliable, responsible and accountable. What is professional use of self? The use of self means efficiently and rationally using

the knowledge, skills and values of the social work profession to enhance the well-being of a client—whether individual, group,

community or a society as a whole. Definition of professional self : Professional identity is one's self as perceived in relation to a

profession and to one's membership of it. Professional identity is created through one's beliefs and attitudes, values, motives and

experiences through which individuals define themselves, in their current or anticipated professional life. The use of self in social work

practice is the combining of knowledge,, values and skills gained in social work education with aspects of one's personal self, including

personality traits, belief system, life experiences and cultural heritage. (Dewane, 2006) Again the conscious use of self is the term. Used

by social workers to describe the skill of purposefully and intentionally using "his her motivation and capacity to communicate and

interact with others in ways that facilitate change". (Sheafor & Herijsi, 2003, P.69)
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Philosophy of Life People are different because of both heredity and environment. Such differences affect the manner in which life is

lived and how life's problems are dealt with. Some people are practical and matter of fact; others are sympathetic and friendly; others

are enthusiastic and insightful, still others are logical and well organized. Some people prefer to deal with technical facts and objects;

others prefer to give practical help and services to people, some like to understand and communicate with people; others like to deal

with technical and theoretical developments. Some people are physically strong with no disabling handicaps; others may have limited

sight or physical stamina or other disabilities, people differ according to gender, socio-economic class, cultural group and religious

beliefs. People differ in the way they learn and in their capacity for learning. They have different energy levels. All these factors effect

life style. Life style is the number in which we function in meeting our human needs, in interaction with others and in our patterns of

work, play and rest. His important not only to describe life style but also to be aware of why a particular life style is preferred. A

philosophy of life—which is related to life style in that life-style is affected by philosophy to life—is even more basic to self-

understanding. One's philosophy of life includes beliefs about people and society and about human life, its purpose and how it should

be lived. In identifying one's philosophy of life, some questions to be asked are: what are my beliefs about the nature of humanity? Is

humanity innately good or evil? What should be the relationship between man and woman? What is the place of work, family and

recreation in a person's life? When is dependence on another person acceptable? What responsibility does each person have for the

well-being of his or her fellow human beings? What is the relationship of person's to a higher being to god? What is the relationship of

persons to the natural world? One's philosophy of life affects all we are, feel, think and do. A philosophy of life is often strongly

dependent on religious leaihings or beliefs to which a person has been exposed. The influence of these early beliefs can result in their

rejection or in adherence or commitment to them. It is important that a philosophy of life be well thought out and reflect the person

each of us is. One's philosophy of life changes with growth and experiences.
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value system : A moral code and value system are closely related to one's philosophy of life. A moral code is a specification to that

which is considered to be the right or wrong in terms of behaviour. One's value system includes what is considered

desirable/preferred. The actions and things we consider valuable are also prioritized so that a system of values exists. A person's moral

code and value system are affected by cultural heritage, family influences, group affiliations (including religions affiliations) and

personal and educational experience. For some people, the moral code is prescribed and fixed regardless of the situation. For others

the moral code is determined by a set of principles that guides moral and value decisions but that allows for some degree of flexibility;

for still others, these decisions are dependent on the situation. Florence Kluckholm and Fred Strodtback have discussed value

orientations and identified several dimensions along which people develop a value system : 1. Human nature : Is it evil, neutral, mixture

of good and evil or good. 2. Relationship of individual to nature; should it be subjugation to nature, harmony with nature or mastery

over nature. 3. Time orientation : Is the emphasis placed on past, present or future? 4. Actively : Should activity focus on being, in

becoming or doing? 5. Relationship : Should its nature be one of lineality, collaborative or individuality. Identifying one's position on

each of these five dimentions can give some indication of basic values—one's way of responding to needs and situations. For example

: if a person sees people as basically evil, her response to behaviour she does not like may be to punish in order to exact "good"

behaviour. Such a presupposition carries a belief that people's inclination is to be bad and punishment is needed to curb undesirable

behaviour. On the other hand, seeing people as good carries a belief that people will try to do what is right, consider others and their

needs and work for what is right. The stance that human nature is good seems more in keeping with social work values than the

stance that human nature is bad. Family and cultural Roots : As a person thinks about life-style, philosophy of life, moral code and

value system, the importance of roots—cultural and family back
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become clear individuals have different reactions to their roots. Some feel comfortable continuing the traditions and life style of past

generations; others reject all or a part of that way of life. Many become confused and are uncertain about what should be continued

and what should be rejected; others find a balance between using the part of their roots they find useful and making adoptions and

changes necessary to function in their present life situation. One method of gaining understanding about one's cultural heritage is to

spend time studying that heritage. This can be done through formal causes; by reading books about people who belong to that

culture or about cultural heritage; and by taking with family members about family customs, life style and beliefs. The genogram, a

family tree that specifies significant information about each individual for at least three generation, is a useful tool for gaining

understanding of one's family. From studying a genogram one can identify the effect of such things as death, size of family, birth

position in family, naming patterns and major family behaviour patterns to name a few. This method of studying the family as a system

can yield much previously unrecognized information and help person see not only the place she has filled in a family but also how she

has been influenced by the family. There are other ways of considering family influence that aid in the quest for self-knowledge. The

study of the family from a sociological and psychological point of view provides insight into the family. Discussion with family member

about important events in the life of the family are another useful method for gaining deeper understanding about the family and its

way of functioning. Life experiences : The study of family and cultural roots yields some understanding of experiences important in

shaping the person. In addition to experiences with in the family, other experiences are important, including educational experience—

The experience of learning, the knowledge learned and attitude towards learning. Other meaningful experiences include those with

one's peers and those in one's community and neighbourhood and involve all kinds of people—those who are different because of

age, race, enthic background and mental or physical disabilities. Experiences in organized group situations and in religions activities

and experiences related to illness, disability poverty or abundance of economic resources are also important.
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experiences that have significant personal impact is yet another way of developing self-knowledge. It is helpful to evaluate how each

of these significant life experiences relates to other life experiences and how each affects ways of thinking, feeling and acting. Also to

be considered is how an experience results from a particular set of previous life experiences. Personal needs : Another area of

knowledge is understanding one's needs and how they are dealt with. This includes personal needs as related to common human

needs, that result from human diversity and needs that arise from relationships with social system. In thinking about common human

needs, the focus is on the need for food, clothing, shelter, care, safety, belongingness and opportunity for growth and learning. An

understanding of personal need includes how needs are met and the adequacy of the need provision. It is also useful to consider

personal development patterns in the area of physical development. An understanding of human development provides information

about expected development at a specific age; it is important to consider the development expected in relation to preceding

development. Also involved are biological needs, which encompass such issues as health and wellness, disease and disability, physical

strength and limitation, changes in the body and its functioning due to ageing and the need for physical closeness. Identification of

the current development stage in necessary before consideration can be given to the needs of individuals. For example during the

period of rapid physical growth and development in early adolescence a person has a need for additional food to support the growing

body. Eric Erikson and others have identified psychological need at various stages of human development. Identification of these

needs give rise to developmental tasks that must be accomplished if psychological need during each stage is to be fulfilled. Another

dimension of human functioning from which common human needs arise is the spiritual dimension. Spiritual development has often

been considered a part of religions development. Carlton Cornett defined spirituality as "the individual's understanding of and

response to meaning in life; time and morality; expectations regarding what, if any thing, follows death; and belief or non-belief in a

higher
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than, that spiritual development is the process a person goes through in developing as a spiritual being. Although social work has paid

little attention to these area, it in one that is extremely important in understanding the formation of a value system and philosophy of

life. It is particularly important to the self-knowledge a social worker needs to develop a professional value base. A second area of

personal need arises because of human diversity. Need because of diversity relates to how identification or affiliation with a particular

group has affected the person. Diversity refers to differences related to age, class, gender, color, culture, disability, ethnicity, marital,

family structure, race, national origin, religion, sex and sexual orientation. A third area of personal need raised because of each

person's interrelatedness with other persons—his or her membership in social system. Systems such as the family, peer groups,

institutions of work and education, organizations, the neighbourhood and community, and cultural groups all place expectations and

responsibilities on their members. People have a need to respond to these expectations and responsibilities. Individuals can accept

expectations and responsibilities and can negotiate with the system to modify expectations and responsibilities. Personal functioning :

Self-knowledge includes identification and understanding of one's life style, philosophy of life, moral code, value system, roots, and

personal needs. It also includes an understanding of how these factors affect day to day functioning. This involves identifying how one

learns, how one shares self with others, how one responds to a variety of situation and how one's biases and prejudices play a role.

Also important is how one feel about one self and this affect day to day functioning. Self knowledge includes understanding how one

meets personal needs; how one deals with freedom and restrictions; how accepts change, both in on self and in one's environment;

how one views one's responsibility towards the social system of which one is a part; and what one's role are in those system.

Fundamental to self-knowledge is a healthy self image or a sense of positive self- worth or self-esteem. When the worker is able to

achieve positive esteem, self- knowledge in the area mentioned about become more accessible. Negative self-worth leads to

defensiveness and a greater like. That both self-image and one's view of
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distorted. Positive self-worth is linked to the cardinal social work belief in the ingrate value and worth of all human beings. However,

by making mistakes, we prove that we are human. Accepting one self as worth while in spite of one's flaws and mistakes allows one to

view one self and others more genuinely. 4.6 Skills Skill is the practice component that brings knowledge and values together and

converts them to action and need. A sociological definition of skill is also useful in understanding the meaning of the term; a complex

organization of behaviour (physical or verbal) developed through learning and directed towards a particular goal or centered on a

particular activity. The more recent literature seems to use the term skill rather than enterventive repolarize in discussing the action

component of practice. Morales and see for state that "the skill of trial work requires both the appropriate selection of techniques for a

particular situation and the ability to use techniques effectively." They discuss how this selection is based on a conscious use of

knowledge and state that social work values filter this knowledge in determining appropriate skills for use in providing service. They

believe that skill is needed both for the selection of appropriate techniques and for the ability to use techniques effectively. They

define skill as the social worker's capacity to set in motion—"in a relationship with the client (individual, group, community)—guided

psychosocial intervention process is of change based on social work values and knowledge in a specific situation relevant to the client.

The change that beings to occur as the result of this skilled intervention

is effected with the greatest degree of considerations for and use of the strengths and capacities of the

client. This would seem to point to a consideration of how to enable the client to use these strengths and capacities not only in the

helping situation but on other areas of human functioning. Social work does not have one skill but a wide variety of skills useful for

many different situations. It would seem appropriate to use the term skill for the action component of practice and to use the term

skillful in discussing the component manner in which skills are used.
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have been made to identify the core, base or basic skills needed by all social worker. Betty Baer and Ronald Faderico have organized

the skills component of practice into four areas; (i) information gathering and assessment, (ii) The development and use of the

professional self, (iii) Practice activities with individuals, groups and communities and (iv) Evaluation they listed the needed skill cluster

in each of these areas and translated these skills into ten competencies. Included in these competencies are skills in working with and

on behalf of oppressed and disadvantaged population. This requires an appreciation for and valuing of diversity and an ability to see

strengths in those who are different. Given the amount of prejudice in our society it takes a great deal of skills to over come the

barriers among various groups. This includes skill at recognizing barriers with in our selves as well as those our clients may bring with

them. It means being open and creative in building bridges and tolerating complexity rather than seeking simplicity. So social workers

need to develop skills in self-awareness, empathy, and relationships, especially as these relate to race, culture, gender, age, sexual

orientation and disabilities. Based in part on this formulation as well as numerous other statements about the nature of social work

practice, other formulations have been developed. Skillfulness develops over time as a result of practice in the use of various

techniques and methodologies. The development of skillfulness involves not only the application of knowledge and the

operationalization of values but also the use of the worker's individual attributes and the development of a personal style of work. A

useful analogy in understanding the development of skillfulness (and thus competence and personal style) is the musician. Musicians

develop their skills and competence only after long hours of practice. Practice that starts with learning such simple bases as fingering,

note reading and time concepts over then progresses to more and more complex techniques and music. The musician's personal

style develops in the interpretation of the music. Similarly, it is only the social worker learns to blend the cognitive and interactive skills

that skillfulness develops. 4.7 Values Knowledge and values are often confused. It is important to distinguish between these two

important component, in social work practice. Knowledge in atleast
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probables; it is used to explain behaviour and to conceptualize practice. Values are not provable; they are that what is held to be

desirable; they are used to identify what is preferred. This includes preferable assumptions about human behaviour and preferable

ways of helping knowledge assumptions and value assumption are used to different ways in the helping unclear or several definition of

the term value are useful for developing on understanding of the term. Mariel Pumphney had defined values as fellows. "Values are

formulation of preferred behaviour helped by individuals or social groups. They imply a usual preference for certain means, ends, and

conditions of life, often being accompanied by strong feeling." A source from out side the field of social work is also useful in the

search for understanding the terms value. The literature of value classification sees values as (1) guides to behaviour, (2) growing but of

personal experiences, (3) modified as experiences accumulate and (4) evolving in nature. This literature provides additional

understanding about the nature of values by nothing that the conditions in which values operate often conflicting demands, that is,

several, values are functioning in the same situation and each calls for conflicting modes of functioning or end states. Milton Rokeach

defines value as " an enduring belief that a specific mode or end state of existence in personally or socially preferable to an opposite or

converse mode or and state of existence". He goes on to state that values, rather than standing alone, exist in systems that is individual

values are organized in such a manner that they have a relative importance to other values. Values are being relatively enduring as

belief upon which persons act by preference and as modes of conduct or end state of existence. Value beliefs are conception of what

is desirable. There is an emotion or feeling aspect of it and thus lead to action. Values originate in part from the society of which a

person is a part. If individuals are thought of as evil it is difficult to believe that individuals have worth and dignity. Factors that influence

the values individual hold include. (1) Their cultural heritage, (2) Values held by individuals and groups with which they are associated,

(3) personal experience and (4) the views they hold about human beings and the nature of the human situation. Social workers have

often ignored the importance of religious or spiritual values in the lives of people but religious beliefs and spiritual framework are

important
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development of beliefs. They strongly impact the value system of both individuals and culture groups Value conflicts develop as

individuals are exposed to the differing value systems upon which they are expected to act. The social value system contains values

generally held by the dominant segment of society. Social work practice is based on a set of values that is often expressed in such

principles as the worth and dignity of the individual, the right to self-determinations, and the right to confidentiality. Gordon expressed

these values in the following manner. "He is good and desirable for man to fulfil his potential, to realize himself and to balance this

with equal effort to help others fulfil their capacities and realize themselves." Aptekar has expressed these same ultimate values in a

slightly different manner. Worth and dignity of a man as related to the well-being and integrity of the group........progress and

development of individual and society as related to the security of individual and the society". Armando Morales using Charles Levy's

scheme for organizing values, have identified values held by the social work profession : Preferred conception of People 1. Social

workers believe in inherent worth and dignity. 2. Each person has an inherent capacity and drive towards change that can make life

more fulfilling. 3. Each person has responsibility for himself and his fellow human beings including society. 4. People needs to belong.

5. There are human needs common to each person, yet each person is unique and different from others. Code of ethics flow from

values, they are values in action and as such they are preferred instrumentalities for dealing with people. Wermer Bochm has stated

that values are behavioural expectation and preference in specific situations. Ethical codes specify what fought to be done in

professional practice. Growth and change in the profession of social work as well as short comings in the old code made it desirable

to develop this new code of ethics. 'The new code includes' issues such as use of electronic media and more specific guidelines for

worker behaviour in relationships with client. It also ties ethical principles directly to social work values.
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common human experience. It allows person to identify what they hold on high esteem—the objects, instruments, experiences,

conditions, qualities and objectives that are worthy of human effort and interest. It is particularly important for the social worker to

engage in the process of valueing. Each worker has developed an individual value system that at least in part is related to the society

and cultured value system of which he is a part. The social work values are also similar to the social value system in same respect, but

there are differences. Social workers must recognize these differences and develop ways of dealing with the tensions and conflicts

that result from them. They must be aware of their own values so that unexamined values do not influence their practice. 4.8

Accountability In recent years, more emphasis has been placed on accountability in the social welfare field. In its simplest from,

accountability is a responsibility. However, the complexity of accountability begins to become apparent when one asks the question.

Accountability to whom? The social worker is responsible to the client for upholding his part of any agreements for contacts and for

providing the service agreed on. The social worker is also responsible to the profession for upholding social work values and the

NASW code of ethics in delivering services. The social worker is responsible to the agency that employs the worker for delivering the

service within guidelines, programmes and polices developed by the agency. Concept of Accountability : Accountability is an

assurance that an individual or an organisation will be evaluated on their perform ance or behaviour related to something for which

they are responsible—corporate accountability involves being answerable to all an organisations stake holders for all actions and

results. Accountability is the means by which individuals and organisations report to a recognized authority or authorities and are held

responsible for their actions. Accountability, in terms of ethics and governance, is equated with answerability, blame worthiness,

liability and the expectation of account-giving. As an aspect of governance, it has control to discussion related to problems in the

public sector, non- profit and private and individual context. Accountability is when an individual or
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experiences consequences for their performance or actions. Accountability is essential for an organisation or society. Without it, is

difficult to get people to assume ownership of their own actions because they believe they will not face any consequences.

Accountability definition : It is "The quality or state of being accountable, especially an obligation or willingness to accept responsibility

or the account for one's action". Accountability is accepting responsibility and it can be personal or very public. A government has

accountability for decisions and laws affecting. Accountability is an assurance that an individual or an organisation will be evaluated on

their performance or behaviour related to something for which they assigned too. The objective of accountability is being

accountable helps every one involved to learn from your current activities and work more effectively in the future. This is a very

important aspect of accountability to beneficiaries, managers, trustees and donors. It is the engine that helps people improve how

they work. Another objective of accountability programme (OAP) is a multi-phased process that creates a sustainable productivity

culture in support of short and long term strategic in a plan period. Accountability eliminates the time and effort you spend on

distracting activities and other unproductive behaviour. When you make people accountable for their action you're effectively

teaching them to value their work. When does right, accountability can increase your team members skills and confidence.

Accountability is good for business in other ways as well. When leaders can own up to the mistakes they make, they can more easily

find a way to fix the problem and more forward. On the other hand, a leader who is in denial, a mistake likely would not be able to

work though it as quickly. Effective accountability requires not only clearly defining it, but also performing the following orienting,

emoting, engaging and communicating. Accountability across a team or organisation is impossible if people are not oriented properly

on what they are to focus their attention and efforts on action. Accountability was self driven skill one that made you feel good,

accomplished and without boundaries. People learn to trust themselves and they trust their own process of acquiring informations,

learning to apply that information to their job and owning the result of their work. Responsibility—being accountable not
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responsible for something but also ultimately being answerable for action. Also accountability is something what hold a person to only

after a task is done or not done. Accountability enables people to use their effort and time more constructively rather than focusing on

unproductive actions. Accounting empowers people to be in control of their action in their personal and business life. People can

create their own opportunities rather than availing any thing it is also empowers employees to not only recognize the critical gaps

between current and derived results and take ownership for closing the same. It is important to establish a great level of trust at the

work place. Records : One important area of accountability regards maintaining records and the use of information about the client,

social work has always placed considerable emphasis or
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recording. Process recording—a narrative report of all that happened during a client contact, including the worker's feelings and

thinking about what has happened—

is a form that at one time received great emphasis and was frequently used in the educational and supervisory processes. In recent

years it has not been used as often in part probably because it is extremely lime consuming. Also, the intensive individual supervision

of workers, which was once considered essential to social work and which made extensive use of recording important, is no longer

considered desirable in many settings. Process recording, however is still a technique that has value for students as they and their field

supervisors evaluate their work. Therefore, recording is important for Accountability. 4.9 Communication Our very social existence is

dependent upon the skill of communication. One communicates in order to learn the socially approved ways of acting, to know what

others think of him, what behaviour please or displeases those around him, and to exchange information and ideas with then. One

relates, influences and develops mutual confidence only through various skills of communication. Definition and Principle of

Communication : Communication is giving or receiving a message from to another individual with the
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conscious intent of eliciting and evoking a response and checking out its meaning. Communication refers to all behaviour both

verbal and non-verbal,

which occurs in a social context. Another
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communication could be "interaction". Fabun (1960) puts it very simply, "The interactions between the happening" that is you and the

'happenings' that are not you, are the raw, basic stuff we try to communicate about." Communication therefore, can be through

words, the way we stand, the tone of our voice, the way we look another i.e., any behaviour that we use to express what we are

experiencing. There is a message in communication, it may be expressed verbally, non-verbally or through posture or body language.

Basic elements involved in the process of communication by message can discerned as given below :- 1. The intentions, ideas,

feelings of the sender, and the behaviour he selects to engage in, all of which lead to his sending a message which conveys some

content. 2. The sender encoding his message by translating his ideas, feelings and intentions into a message appropriate for

transmission. 3. The transmission of the message to the receiver. 4. The channel through which the message is transmitted. 5. The

receiver decoding the message by taking the stimuli received and interpreting its meaning. 6. The receiver responding internally or

externally to the interpretation of the message. There is always some amount of noise in these steps. All our communications pass

through these processes though we are usually not aware of it. The principles discussed below speak about the nature of

communication which if assimilated will facilitate our communication and sender it effectively. 1. Communication is an interaction

situation wherein the participant are affected by each one's behaviour: Every message is simultaneously a stimulus to new behaviour

and a response to prior behaviour of the receiver. No message should be isolated for what has occurred before between the

communicants if we really want to understand the message. 2. One does communicate : We do communicate even when we are

ignoring the message of another or maintaining complete silence. An easy way to
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would be to think what you would do with some one. You did not want to interact with passed a smile to you. Even by ignoring him,

you will still be communicating. 3. The message received is not necessarily assessment : We usually retake to others as if there was

only one reality the way we perceive the world. We all leaves as separate individuals with different experiences and different views of

reality. How we interpret verbal or non-verbal messages may be quite different from the meaning intended by the speaker. 4.

Communication occurs simultaneously at more than one level : We communicate on the level of the literal constant of the

information being conveyed as well as on the relationship level. In other wards, we do not convey information to the receiver verbally

only. We are telling the other person how we see our relationship with him, how we see for selves and how he should interpret our

message. The effective communication is an impotant ingredient of the functioning action system. It is impotant for all social workers

to develop good communication skills. Communication is the sending and gathering and receiving masseges between two persons.

Effective communication occurs when the persons involved in a situation accurately perceive the messages of the other person and in

which the messages are send in a way that allows the receiver to take action or respond to the sender in ways that facilitate. The

purposes of communication in the social work interection include :- 1. Gathering information need for the helping endeavor including

strengths and resources. 2. Exploring ideas, feeling and possible ways to meet need based on the strengths and resources with in the

client and the eco system. 3. Expressing thoughts. 4. Structuring the work of the action system. 5. Providing support, informing,

advising, encouraging and giving necessary direction.
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a process. The sender conceptualizes the message and through a transmitter (voice or visual production) sends the message through

a channel (sensory and modern technological means) to a receiver that interprets the message cognitively and effectively. This results

in response, another message and or/an action. The response may result on feedback, a means for the sender to evaluate the

effectiveness of the message. One other factor of the process is interference or noise interference consist of those influences from

outside the process that affect the message while it is in the channel and cause distortion of the message as it reaches the receiver.

Each part of the process has a particular function and special problems that can interfere with the effectiveness of the

communication. The sender must conceptualize the message in a way that is understandable to the receiver. This requires

understanding how the receiver deals with and interprets ideas and information: The transmission of the message takes place not only

through verbalization but also through non-verbal means. Non-verbal communication takes place through vocal tone and behaviours,

such or gestures, facial expression etc. The motivation, needs feelings and attitudes of the sender influence the manner in which the

message is transmitted. The message has content, the specific words used—and it has meaning—how the content is treated: The

choice of words, the order of ideas and words, the use of human and silence all contribute to the quality of the message. Special

attention needs to be paid to cultural and personal differences in the meaning of words. Different culture can have different attitudes,

values and beliefs that influence how words are interpreted. Beyond the cultural aspect, each of us has unique and individual life

experiences. For example, take the word ‘mothers’. For some one who has had a warm, loving relationship with his mother, the world

will evoke positive feelings. However if a person had experienced the death of his mother at an early age, the word 'mother' will

probably be associated with grief and loss. Even siblings can have different ideas of their mother based on their individual perceptions.
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Conceptualization Transmission Receiving Interpretation of of channel of of message message message message Sender Receiver

Receiving response Channel Sending response or action Feedback or action Communication As the message travel through the

channel, the possibility of distortion is great. The recognition of distortion and noise is a recognition of the transitional nature of

communication. The manner in which the message is received also influences the effectiveness of the message. The receiver may

perceive or interpret the message in a manner different than the intention of the sender. The receiver may not comprehend the

meaning of the message as intended or may receive only part of the message Feedback is the means ascertaining if the message

received and the message intended by the sender are sufficiently similar to make the communication effective. Feedback is sending a

message about a received message to the sender of that message. Effective communication is communication in which the out come

is the accomplishment of the purpose intended by the sender. Message that have the best chance of being effective are those in

which. 1. The verbal and non verbal messages are congruent. 2. The message is simple, specific and intelligible. 3. The receiver can

understand what is meant by the sender. 4. There is sufficient repetition for the receiver to sense the importance of this message from

among other messages being received simultaneously. 5. There has been sufficient reduction of both psychological and actual noise.

6. Feedback has been solicited from the receiver and sufficient time taken to ensure that the original message was received.
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communication is affected by the credibility and honesty of the sender of the message. The receiver who has reason to trust the

competence and reliability of the sender will tend to be receptive to the message and its expectations. Effective communicators tune

into and are sensitive to the feelings and situation of those they are communicating with. They are assertive with out being overly

aggressive or confrontational. Often the one to one communication is not with the client but with other professionals with significant

others in the client's environment or with people who may in same way be involved in situation that one blocking client need

fulfillment. These relationship are particularly important when the focus is on organizational or community change. When social

workers find them selves in situations where the view point of the other may be different from their own, clear communication is

imperative. Sometimes the differences can resolved through clarification of messages, other times a clear understanding of the

differences allows work to progress. Brett Seabury has identified several problems that confront social workers in their communication

with clients and significant others. 1. Double messages—Two contradictory messages are received simultaneously or in close

succession. 2. Ambiguous messages—There messages have little meaning or several possible messages for the receiver. 3. Referent

confusion—The words have different meaning to each person, or they may be professional Jargon not understood by the other

person involved in the communication. 4. Selective attention and interpretation—This causes distortion of the message or confusion

as to meaning. 5. Overload—This is the receiving of more messages than a receiver can interpret and respond to at any one time. 6.

Rilual or order incongruence—This is the failure of the message sequence to follow expected or habitual behavioural patterns. 7.

Regulator incompatibility—The use of eye contact and pattern of speaking and listening that regulate the communication of one partly

in the
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not known to, used by or are unacceptable to another partly in the interchange. Other barriers to effective communication are

inattentiveness assuming the understanding of meanings and using the communication for purposes different than those of others in

the interchange (having hidden agendas). Cross-cultural communication is particularly problematic because the structure of messages

differs from culture to culture. Even if the same language used, words are used differently or have different meanings. Each culture has

its own idioms and expression and the syntax (form) of the language may be different. The differences make it difficult to listen to the

messages and make it likelihood of misunderstanding great. The social worker must overcome the barriers of effective

communication it the action system is to function to reach its goals. In social work communication is dialogue. The worker and client

openly talk together and seek mutual understanding. This is the essence of communication in its most effective form. This kind of

communication adds vitality to, nourishes and sustain the process of working together, the interaction. 4.10 Relationship Lives can not

be lived without relationship to other people. All institutions are built around relationship. Institutions minus relationship have no

existence help or troubles emanate from our relationship with the fellow human beings whether one is troubled or helped by some

one, relationship does exist between them. Thus relationship in an emotional bond between people who interact with each other. It

can be said to be a 'transmission belt' of communication, a set of responses and attitude between the interacting units. According to

northern (1969), relationship consist "primarily of emotional responses which ebb and flow from person to person as human

behaviour evoke different affective reactions." According to Perlman (1951), "His a condition in which two persons with some common

interest between them, long term or temporary, interact with feelings." Relationship leaps from one person to the other at the

moment when some kind of emotion mores between them.
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Coyle (1948) considers relationship as" a desirable process by which people are connected to each other and around which the

group takes its shape and from" while Biestek
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considers it as "the dynamic interactions of attitudes and emotion." Thus relationship is a natural phenomenon occurring between

person interacting with each other singly or in groups. Relationship can be then shaped, manipulated or developed as we intend it to

be.

The social work relationship is both professional and a helping relationship. A professional relationship is the one in which there is an

agreed on purpose, one that has a specific time; one in which the worker devotes self to the interests of the client; and one that

carries the authority of specialized knowledge, a professional code of ethics and specialized skill. In addition a professional relationship

is controlled in that the worker attempts to maintain objectivity towards the work at hand and to be aware and incharge of her own

feelings, reactions, and impulses. The helping Relationship : A great deal has been written about the nature of helping relationship. The

characteristics that appear are as follows. 1. Concern for other— An attitude that reflects warmth sincere liking friendliness, support

and an interest in the client. It communicates a real desire to understand person in situation. 2. Commitment and Obligation— A sense

of responsibility for the helping situation. Dependability and consistency are also involved. The worker must have a willingness to enter

into the world of others, with its hurts and joys, its frustration and commitments. 3. Acceptance—A non judgemental, noncritical

attitude on the part of the worker, as well as a realistic trust of the client and respect for the clients feelings. Belief that the client can

handle her own problems and can take charge of her own life. 4. Empathy—An ability
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to communicate to the client that the worker cares, has concern for the client's is hearing what the client is perceiving, wants to

understand and is hearing and understanding. 5. Clear Communication—The capacity to communicate to the client

in ways that enable the client to fully understand the message being sent. 6. Genuineness—The worker is honest about self and his

own feelings. An ability to separate the experiences and the feelings of the worker from
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client. Genuineness on the part of the worker allows the client to become what he wants to be. 7. Authority and Power—The

expectation that the client will work to fulfil needs and responsibilities and will want to resolve the situation. This involves encouraging

the client to go beyond the present level of functioning and providing guidance and resources so that the goals can be reached. It

involves insistence that the client do what she can for herself. The worker's knowledge and skills are a base for authority and power. 8.

Purpose—The helping relationship has a purpose known to and occupied by, both worker and client. According to Bewah Compton,

this is the most important characteristics. There is some disagreement about the place of advice giving in helping. Advise is tangible

evidence of help. If advice is given, it should be done selectively and as a result of mutual problem solving by worker and client. It

should be presented in a non demanding manner as some thing that might be tried, leaving the final decision for its use to the client.

Another characteristics of the helping situation is the help that can be given by the client to the worker. The client helps the worker

understand the situation or culture or diversity. This is help and should be recognized as such. An interdependent relationship

encourages growth rather than dependency and is more helpful to the client. 4.11 Summary We learnt about the key concept of social

case work which are required to work efficiently. These ideas will help us to know about the needs & problems of the client, & thus

develop skills to carryout our professional activities with lots of responsibility & accountability. 4.12 Exercises 1. Why knowledge of self

is important to a case worker? 2. What do you mean by the term 'self'.
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meaning of professional self ? 4. What areas of Self-knowledge should you examine in order to develop greater helping capacity? 5.

What is the difference between a philosophy of life and value system? 6. What are the 5 dimensions which people develop in value

system? 7. What do you mean by the term "Skill"? 8. What is the useful manner in which you develop skills in your daily living? How can

you use this method in learning social work skills? 9. What values do you hold about people and their relationship to each other? 10.

How will your values affect the manner in which you work with clients and others in social work situation? 11. How do you deal with

situation in which your values and societal values are different? 12. Define accountability. How do you consider that accountability is

important in social work practice? 13. Define communication. Discuss the purpose of communication. 14. Do you consider

communication plays an important role in the lives of human beings? How? 15. Do you consider relationship is the key note of all

types of work? Discuss. 16. Discuss the characteristics of relationship. 4.13 References 1. Upadhyay, R.K. Social case work, Rawat
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Work Process Structure 5.0 Objective 5.1 Introduction 5.2 System Theory 5.3 Role Theory 5.4 Intake 5.5 Study 5.6 Diagnosis 5.7

Treatment 5.8 Crisis Intervention 5.9 Assessment 5.10 Problem Solving Process in Case Work 5.11 Termination 5.12 Evaluation 5.13

Summary 5.14 Exercises 5.15 References 5.0 Objective The objective of this unit is to impart knowledge about the casework process

entailing its all components. The learners would get an idea about the various theoretical aspects which will help them to understand

social conditions in which a social worker has to work. 5.1
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Introduction Social case work, a primary method of social work, is concerned with the adjustment and development of the

individual towards more satisfying human
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relations. Better family life, improved schools, better housing, more hospitals and medical care facilities, protected economic

conditions and better relations between religious groups help the individual in his adjustment and development. But his adjustment

and development depend on the use of these resources by him. Sometimes due to certain factors, internal or external, he fails to

avail existing facilities. In such situations, social case worker helps him. Thus, in social case work one to one relationship works in

helping the individual for his adjustment and development.

To do case work, one has to understand the case work process, its tools and techniques along with the skills and attitudes of a case

worker. This particular unit will reflect the same. Before embark upon the case work process, it would not be irrelevant to gloss over

very briefly the system and role theory which are the crux of social work practice vis-à-vis social case work practice. 5.2 System

Theory System theory first came to the full attention of the scientific community in the 1960s. It is not in itself a body of knowledge,

rather it is content-free and is highly abstract set of assumptions or rules that can be applied to many fields of study to understand

systematic change. Bertalanffy was the founding father of system theory, offered the following definition of a system as follows : A

system is defined as a complex of components in mutual interaction. Concepts and principles of system theory are not limited to

material systems, but can be applied to any (whole) consisting of interacting (components). Every system has a unique, discernible

structure. Structure refers to the pattern of stable relationships among the members in the system and is based on the functions that

each person carries out. Every system has a sub-system (a component of a system that is a system of its own). A sub-system may be

thought of as an entity that is simultaneously a part and a whole. It contributes to the understanding that system members operate or

behave at more than one systems level. Subsystems are commonly formed in families by generation, by sex, by interest, and by

function.
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Role is the sum total of the cultural patterns associated with a particular status.

All the systems have two interrelated systems of roles—the instrumental, dealing
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economic tasks, and the expressive, dealing with emotions. Members of a system play both the roles at different times in their life. The

establishment of a hierarchy, or the ranking, power, and control of the various members of a system, is another property of a system.

Energy is also another important property of a system, which deals with system’s capacity to act, to maintain itself, and to effect

change. All the systems have the attributes of morphostatic and morphogenic dimensions. Morphostatic refers to the disinclination

towards accepting changes in the system, which is taking place in the environment. On the contrary morphogenic implies that

systems are always open to change. These can also be termed as open and close system. Every system must maintain balance

between change and maintenance. Homeostasis, the most commonly used term to describe a system’s ability to achieve balance, is

the inclination of a system to restore its balance when threatened. Equilibrium is a system’s ability to maintain balance without input

from the environment. Steady state, the most desirable term used when speaking about a system’s balance, occurs when a whole

system is in balance and is maintaining a viable relationship with its environment. Entropy, on the other hand, is the tendency of a

system to run down or become disordered or disorganized. Adaptability of a system refers to the attainment of a dynamic steady state

and demonstrates an innate capacity for growth and development. Adaptive system must manifest some degree of plasticity and

irritability vis-à-vis its environment, to maintain an interchange, have a source of variety or a pool of potential response to meet the

changing environment. Isomorphism also signifies another property of a system which speaks about when two systems resemble

each other. It can be best exemplified when two families have same value system and cultural background. Some basic assumptions

of system theory, which are very crucial for case worker to conceptualize are: 1. A social system comprises interrelated members who

constitute a unit, or a whole. 2. A change in any one member of the social system affects the nature of the social system as a whole.
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is adaptive or globally oriented and purposive. 4. There is a high degree of interdependence and internal organization among

members of a social system. 5. A system’s environment is that which is defined as outside the system’s boundaries. 6. All systems are

subsystems of other (larger) systems. 7. Transactions or movements across a social system boundaries influence the social systems’

functional capacity and internal make up. 8. There is interdependency and mutual interaction between and among social systems. 9.

The organizational ‘limits’ of a social system are defined by its established or arbitrarily defined boundaries and identified membership.

10. Boundaries give the social system its identity and focus as a system, distinguishing it from other social systems with which it may

interact. 11. Change within or from without the social system that moves the system to an imbalance in structure will result in an

attempt by the system to re- establish that balance. 12. The life of a social system is more than just the sum of its participants’

activities. Rather, a social system can be studied as a network of unique, interlocking relationships with discernible structural and

communication pattern. It is always perceived that every case worker while interacting with people has to come with close contact

distinctly with six systems : ? Client system ? Target system ? Action system ? Agency system ? Professional system ? Problem-

identification system People may be considered to be a part of a client system when (a) they have either asked for or sanctioned the

worker’s services; (b) they are expected to benefit
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services; (c) they have entered into an explicit or implicit contract with the worker. The change agents ‘need to change or influence in

order to accomplish their goals’ is the target system. The target system and the client system often overlap when it is the client, or the

client’s part in an intersystem transaction, which needs to be changed. The term action system is used to describe those with whom

the social worker interacts in a cooperative way to accomplish the purpose of the change effort. There are an endless number of

different action system in which the worker may be engaged. Social workers may be viewed as agency system or change agents who

are specifically employed for the purpose of planning and working with the six systems toward the planned change. The agency or

organization that employs them or of which they are a part can be thought of as the change agent system. Professional system is

made up of the professional associations of social workers, the educational system by which workers are prepared. The values and the

culture of the professional system strongly influence both the required and the permitted actions of the worker as change agent. The

problem-identification system is the system that acts to bring a potential client to the attention of the worker. At the initiation of its

contact with the worker, or the change agent system, it might be considered the client system. 5.3 Role Theory The structure of a

social system may be described as a network of roles. The term role refers to the socially expected behavior prescribed for a person

occupying a particular social status or position in a social system .Social norms for the position provide guides for the attitudes,

feelings, and behavior that are permitted, expected, or prohibited for the individual filling that role. These norms will differ from culture

to culture. In other words, the cultural environment in which the system finds itself will set different norms and expectations for role

occupants. For example, all culture have prescribed specific role behavior for a woman filling the role and status of mother within the

family system. However, these prescribed attitudes and behavior may differ significantly depending upon the cultural environment of

the particular family system. Three related concepts relating to role are the notions of role set, role complimentarily, and role conflict.
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either ascribed or achieved it is often found that certain aspects of the self are developed and brought out and certain aspects are

neglected and often very consciously repressed. However, the more rigid and circumscribed the notion or role behavior, and the more

certain characteristics of the person are tied to role position, the more stress individuals may feel in being placed in, or even in self-

selecting that role. Role incongruity, another construct in role theory, has been defined as a situation in which one’s own perception of

one’s role is defined from the expectations of significant others in the system or the environment. The example of role incongruity is

often found in the differing expectations for the behavior of the client system held by social worker and the client system, or

conversely, the difference between the client’s notion of the role of the worker and that held by the worker. To summarize, the

following concepts from role theory are important to case workers who are intimately working with individual having various sets of

problems. ? Certain behaviours are prescribed relative to our position within that system. ? Every role involves both our own

expectations and abilities and one or more others. ? Social functioning may be seen as the sum of the roles performed by a human

system. ? There are emotionally charged value judgments on how people carry out their roles both on the part of the person

occupying the role position and others. ? The notion of the role expectation implies that there are certain social norms that set the

outside limits for congruent, non conflicted interactions, and transaction between positions within the system and between systems. ?

The concept of role, role functioning, role expectations, and role transactions may be used to increase the knowledge base used for

the assessment of the problem situation. Role failure and/or role conflict will tend to follow such as, ? The loss or absence of

resources necessary to a system’s ability to perform a role well. ? When systems are thrust into new roles without knowing the role

expectations.
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conflict in role expectation on the part of interacting system. ? When there is a conflict of role expectations within the cluster of roles

carried by one system. ? When there is ambiguity on the part of other systems as to role expectations. ? When the individual as a

system or as a member of a social system, is deficient or handicapped in physical, intellectual, or social capacities demanded by the

role. ? When crisis situations suddenly and without warning disrupt previous role patterns. 5.4
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Intake Intake is an administrative procedure, and not a process of social

casework

but it is very crucial and backbone
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of social case work process, to take in the person with problem, i.e. admit him or enroll him as a client of the agency. This starts with

first encounter and ends with usually the second interview with the intake worker (

sometime case worker is called
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intake worker). This phase requires a very skillful probing into the client’s problem, mopping up all the relevant areas of the person-

in-his-situation. During one or two skillfully conducted interviews with the would-be client, the caseworker is able to assess; (1)

What are the needs/problems of applicant person, and (2) How and where his needs can be best met. This obviously requires that

the intake worker finds out the nature of need, if it can be met in the present set-up of agency’s p[policies, procedures, services and

personnel, and what sort of competence and provisions will be helpful and is required to tackle his problem. How does the worker

view the person and his problems diagnostically is also important to be mentioned. If his agency cannot serve the client’s needs,

which agency and which type of service are required to tackle his problems, and the need for referral are also decided at this stage

by the intake worker.
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for intake ?
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Appropriateness and intensity of feelings. ? Nature of defense mechanisms he frequently uses. ?
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The nature of request and its relation to his problem, and the cause of his problem, as the client sees. ?
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The stage of the problem at which the person, through whom, and the reasons because of which, comes to the agency. ? His

personal and social resources including material and financial position. ? The state of his physical and mental health. ? Whether the

request relates directly to his needs/problems ? His adjustment to his social functions in job, family, etc. ?
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Nature of family, its status, values, relationship pattern within the family etc. ? Reactions to the worker and seeking help from the

agency and sex of caseworker who will be suitable to help the person. 5.5
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Study According to Richmond, the caseworker must secure all and every fact that taken together, through logical and inferential

reasoning, would reveal the client’s personality and his situation for appropriate intervention. An exhaustive collection of facts about

the client and his situation is called study—the first step (process) in the continuum. Psycho-social study is an ongoing process

which begins with the first knowledge of the case, takes place in every interview, and extends over the entire contact. It may be

defined as that part of the casework process which brings together the facts about a case and is distinctly different from the

assessment of the meaning of the facts. The study involves exploration, observation and documentation of both objective and

subjective facts from a variety of sources. In casework, the primary source of information is the client. One must learn when to go

beyond personal report and seek data from collaterals, experts, significant others. Documents (records), psychological tests, and so

forth. One must be careful to carry out this search acting in full respect for the client, maintaining confidentiality, and without

violating the right of the client to participate in, so far as it is possible.
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Mutual engagement in the process is essential. It provides the caseworker with the client’s own view of the problem. It gives the

client an opportunity to clarify the problem in its various aspects, permits him to air his feeling about his situation, and gives him a

satisfaction that genuine efforts are being made to help him. While fact-gathering proceeds until the case is closed, there is usually

an emphasis on study at the time a case is opened. The extent and the breadth of the study depends on the situation presented by

the client, the purpose and goals in seeking help, the situation as perceived by the worker, the range of treatment modes available,

treatment potential and motivation for treatment, and on the agency structure and function. One needs to learn to determine the

kind of study to be carried out in relation to these factors. 5.6
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Diagnosis Perlman (1957) has described three types of diagnosis that is carried on in social case work process. These are: 1. Dynamic

diagnosis 2. Clinical diagnosis 3. Etiological diagnosis Dynamic diagnosis It gives an understanding of the current problem of the

client and the forces currently operating within the client, within social environment and between him/his environment. It gives the

answers of the questions—what is trouble?, what psychological, physical and social factors are contributing to it?, what solution is

sought? What are the means available within the client, his environment? What are organized services and resources by which the

problem may be affected?. The nature of such diagnosis is changeable because it is the beginning phase of social case work

practice. Clinical diagnosis Under clinical diagnosis, the case worker attempts to classify the client by the nature of his

sickness/problem. He identifies certain forms and qualities of client’s personality maladaptation and malfunctioning in his behavior.

The clinical diagnosis describes both the nature of the problem and its relation to the client and the helping
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goals.
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Such type of diagnosis is useful only when it becomes apparent that a disorder of personality accompanies the social disorder,

creating and complicating it. Etiological diagnosis It is concerned with the explanation of the beginning and life-history of problem

of the client, basically that problem lies in the client’s personality make up or functioning. The history of his development as a

problem encountering, problem- solving human being may provide the case worker with an understanding of what his client suffers

from and what the extent of his coping ability is likely to be (Perlman, 1957). Etiological diagnosis is more useful in explaining or rigid

reactions.

When

in spite of the
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fact that the client’s present problems are in the centre of attention, the client’s responses are not in accordance with, the past

history and its appraisal in the light of client’s current capacities, goals and problems are used for the treatment. This type of

diagnosis contributes to understanding the nature of the problem to be dealt with, the person who has the problem, and the ways

and means that can be anticipated as helpful.

Methods of data collection
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for diagnosis The data for diagnosis can be collected by at least three primary means : Interviews—Interview guides are used for

collecting information. There are a number of guides prepared by psychologists having the categories of information: client’s

behavior during the interview and physical description; presenting problems, nature of problems, historical setting, events

etc.
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Checklists and Inventories—The following inventories may be used: The Fear Survey Schedule , questionnaire on client’s perception

of himself , family functioning and marital functioning, sexual functioning and instruments for assessing environments. Direct

observation—Observation in those situation in which the behavior actually occurs, e.g., home or place of work makes the work of

diagnosing very easy. Steps in diagnosis The following steps are taken while diagnosing a problem : ? The worker begins to focus on

problematic behavior. He begins with the survey of both functional and dysfunctional behavior in

the environment. He
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classifies the various complaints and problems in terms of excesses and deficits. He evaluates client’s personal strength as well as of

his environment. ? He specifies the target behavior. This involves an attempt of breaking down complex behavior into their

component parts, being as clear and precise as possible about them. ? Baseline

data are
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collected to specify those events that appear to be currently controlling the problematic behavior. ? The collected information is

summarized in an attempt to anticipate and major problem in treatment and as a way of beginning to establish objectives for

treatment. ? Selecting priorities for treatment

is
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the final step of the diagnosis. Concentration on one problem at one time makes treatment process more manageable and allows

both client and worker to channel their energies into one area. It is the best of handling and proper use of available resources. 5.7

Treatment Social case work consists of those processes which develop personality through adjustments consciously affected

between men and their social environment. Generally, two types of efforts are required for social adjustment-environmental

modification and/or change in behaviour and attitudes. Early case work treatment was placed on modification through the

environment. Later on the development of ego psychology helped case workers to use intensive and direct treatment techniques.

Now the aim of social case work treatment is to restore the individual to social functioning or to help him develop

the
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capacity in order that he may achieve at one and at the same time his own and society’s betterment. According to Hamilton,

treatment is the sum total of all activities and services towards helping an individual with a problem. The focus is the relieving of the

immediate problem and, if feasible, modify any basic objectives difficulties which precipitated it. The social case work treatment are

as follows : ? To prevent social breakdown; ? To conserve client’s strength;
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To restore social functioning; ? To provide happy experiences to the client; ? To create opportunities for growth and development; ?

To compensate psychological damage; ? To increase capacity for self-direction; ? To increase his social contribution; Thus the

objectives are to alleviate the client’s distress and decrease the malfunctioning in the person-situation system. It is to enhance the

client’s comfort, satisfaction, and self-realization. This may require enhancing the adaptive skills of his ego and the functioning of the

person-situation system (1973).
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Principles of treatment The main objective of the treatment is of alleviating the client’s distress and decreasing the malfunctioning in

the person-situation system. The above objective is achieved by enhancing the adaptive skills of his ego and functioning of the

person- situation system. It is based on certain principles. ?

100% MATCHING BLOCK 345/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

Change in the client is brought largely through a correctional emotional experience in the relationship and through stimulating

growth experiences in the social reality. ?
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The success of the treatment programme is based on the utilization of the relationship purposefully. ?
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Nature and extent of both the social and psychological factors differ in each situation, treatment goals and techniques are planned

after the careful study of the particular needs of the client. ? The focus of discussion in the interview is centered on the
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problem and ways of resolving it. Attention is paid to know the obstacles (both situational and behaviuoural) that stand in the way of

solution. ?

Social

therapy and psycho-therapy are the two broad classification of
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social case work treatment. Treatment process Social case work treatment process begins with the initial contact with the client.

The process of treatment passes through many phases:
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Initial phase ? Motivation and role induction. ? Primary contract. ? Diagnosis and assessment. ? Establishing treatment goals. ?

Developing treatment plan. ? Preparation for actual treatment. ? Treatment in practice. ? Monitoring and evaluating the effects of

treatment. ? Planning of follow-up termination of therapeutic relationship. 5.8

Crisis Intervention Crisis Caplan has provided various definitions of crisis. He considers that a crisis is provoked when a person faces a

problem for which he appears not to have an immediate solution and that is for a time insurmountable through the utilization of usual

methods of problem solving. A period of upset and tension follows during which the person makes many attempts at the solution of

the problem. Eventually, some kind of adaptation and equilibrium is achieved which may leave the person in a better or worse

condition than prior to the crisis. Caplan suggests that the essential factor determining the occurrence of a crisis is an imbalance

between the perceived difficulty and importance of the threatening situation and the resources immediately available to deal with it;

the crisis refers to the person’s emotional reaction not to the threatening situation itself. Caplan’s crisis theory is grounded in the

concept of homeostasis. According to him, the organism constantly endeavours to maintain a homeostatic balance with the outside

environment. When this balance is disturbed either by physiological or psychological forces, the individual engages in problem solving

activities designed to restore this homeostatic balance. A crisis is considered an upset of a steady or homeostatic state. Parad has also

adopted Caplan’s definition of crisis, but stresses the importance of the individual’s perception of what constitutes a crisis. According

to him, the crisis is characterized by the following phenomena :
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identifiable stressful event. ? Perception of that event as meaningful and threatening. ? The response to the event and ? Coping tasks

involved in successful adaptation. The event precipitating the crisis must be perceived by the person as a stressful situation before it

becomes a crisis. Sifneos has identified 4 components of a crisis which are : 1. The hazardous event that starts the chain of reactions

which leads to the crisis. Sometimes it is a sudden unexpected event, while other times it can be a developmental change. 2. A

vulnerable state of the individual which is essential for the crisis to develop. 3. The precipitating factor that is the final event or

circumstance that makes the hazardous event unbearable and results in the crisis. 4. The state of active crisis. Baldwin had talked

about six types of crisis : ? Dispositional crises produced by problematic situations that can be remediated through an appropriate

management such as making a referral, providing information and/or education, making administrative change, etc. ? Crisis of

anticipated life transitions that reflect normal life transitions over which the person may have little control. ? Psychiatric emergencies,

in which general functioning is severely impaired. ? Crisis reflecting psychopathology, in which pre-existing or current

psychopathology complicates their resolution. ? Crisis resulting from traumatic stress, which are precipitated by external stressors or

situations that are unexpected, uncontrolled and emotionally overwhelming. ? Maturational/developmental crises, that results from

attempts to deal with interpersonal situations that reflect internal unresolved problems.
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Lindemann, Caplan and other theorists have provided a firm theoretical basis for what has come to be known as crisis intervention.
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Stelmachers and Maudal have discussed the historical origins of crisis intervention. The high incidence of traumatic neuroses in World

War II created a great need for expanded psychological services: as a result of it, new treatment approaches were developed to meet

the needs of the soldiers who experienced stress related neuroses. The treatment was given to them in the Unit as soon as possible

after the breakdown and its aim was mainly to relieve the symptoms.
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Ewing has defined crisis intervention as the informed and planful application of techniques derived from the established principles of

crisis theory, by persons qualified through training and experience to understand these principles, with the intention of assisting

individuals or families to modify personal characteristics such as feelings, attitudes and behavior that are judged to be maladaptive or

maladjustive.

Hafer and Peterson ,in a less formal definition, refer to crisis intervention as the kind of psychological first aid that
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enables to help an individual or group experiencing a temporary loss of ability to cope with a problem or situation.
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Levels of crisis treatment Jacobson, Strickler and Morley have discussed different levels of crisis treatment : Environmental

manipulation—In this case the helper serves as a referral source, getting the client in touch with a resource person or facility.

General support—It consists basically of active listening in a non threatening manner, allowing the person to speak in some detail

about his problem without challenging him. Generic manipulation—It is helping the person resolve a crisis by accomplishing certain

psychological tasks that are the same for all the people experiencing the same crisis regardless of individual differences. Individual

approach—It focuses on the specific needs of the person in crisis and emphasizes the assessment of the psychological and

psychosocial processes that are influencing the client. It looks at the specific psychological tasks and problem solving activities that

each person must accomplish in resolving a particular crisis. These levels of intervention are not mutually exclusive although there is

usually one that is predominantly used in the treatment process. Therefore, it is possible to use an environmental manipulation and

at the same time use a generic or individual approach or other combinations of treatment strategies.
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intervention Recompensation Model—It is a patient-oriented model, that is, it focuses on the patient exclusively. The main goal of the

treatment intervention is to stop the decomposition, gets the symptoms under control and return the patient to his pre- crisis levels of

functioning. The model does not aim at explaining the failure to cope nor at understanding the past dynamics of the person that led

him to the crisis. Moreover, there is not much concern about the person’s future adjustment. The military treatment of the traumatic

neuroses is a typical example of the recompensation approach to treatment. Stress-Oriented-Model—It takes into account the stress

event. The goal of the intervention is to achieve successful resolution of the specific tasks posed by the stress event. It emphasizes the

development of problem-solving strategies and coping skills and it is concerned with the future adjustment of the individual to other

stressful situations. This model has been developed to great extent by Lindemann and Caplan. System-Oriented Model—It is one

advocated by Langsley and Kaplan; it takes into account the social field in which the person deals with the crisis. It is based on the

belief that not only the development but also the outcome of the crisis depend in part on the social field of the person in crisis, and

therefore emphasizes the system approach to intervention. Family- Oriented crisis treatment is an important development of this

model, which is based on the assumption that the symptoms of the family member who seeks treatment are usually an expression of

family conflicts. These are the three basic models on which most of the crisis intervention strategies are based and the case worker

has to adopt any one of these or combination of all. While all of them seek a resolution of the crisis state, they focus on different

aspects, namely the individual, the stress event and the system, in their attempt to deal with the crisis situation. Goals of crisis

intervention Although the goals of the crisis intervention have been stated in various ways by different authors, there seems to be

some agreement with respect to the main focuses of the intervention. France (2005) states that restoring or improving the adjustment

of the individual can be considered one of the main aims of crisis intervention. He
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crisis is distressing timelimited episodes, which mean that they end with or without outside help. Crisis intervention aims at limiting the

duration and severity of these episodes. Puryear defines the minimum goals of crisis intervention as alleviating the immediate pressure

and restoring the individual to at least his pre-crisis level of functioning. He points out that ideally the resolution of the crisis should be

a growth experience that leaves the person better equipped to cope with future difficulties. Rapoport has discussed 4 main goals for

crisis intervention : ?
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Relief of symptoms. ? Restoration to the optimal level of functioning that existed before the present crisis. ? Understanding of the

relevant precipitating events that contributed to the state of disequilibrium. ? Identification of remedial measures that can be taken

by the client or family those are available through community resources.

The process of crisis intervention Various authors have attempted to describe the process of crisis intervention; some have focused in

the succession of psychological tasks that the individual follows during the treatment, others on the problem-solving activities in

which the person in crisis needs to be involved. Most authors cover to a certain extent the different functions of the crisis therapist

during the treatment process : Lindemann states the following : 1. Accept the pain of bereavement. 2. Review his relationship with the

deceased and become acquainted with the alterations in his own modes of emotional release. 3. Express sorrow and sense of loss. 4.

Find an acceptable formulation of his future relation to the deceased. 5. Verbalize his feelings of guilt and find persons around him

who he can use as primers for the acquisition of new patterns of conduct. According to Aguilera ; ? The client should be helped to

gain an intellectual understanding of the crisis.
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helped in expressing his present feelings towards the crisis. ? The client and the therapist explore alternative ways of coping with the

crisis. ? Both of them work on anticipatory planning. According to Kalafat; ? Establish a therapeutic relationship with the client. ?

Define the problem. ? Explore the feelings associated to it. ? Review previous attempts to resolve the problem. ? Explore the

alternatives and develop a plan of action. Smith has also discussed about the tasks to accomplish during the process of treatment : ?

Identify with the client the precipitating event. ? Discuss how the client feels about the crisis, allowing emotional catharsis. ? Explore

with the client how he has tried to cope with the crisis that is the problem-solving activities and coping skills that he has used. ? Assess

whether or not the client can be helped on an outpatient basis; this is particularly important in those crisis in which there is a suicidal

and/or homicidal risk. ? Explain to the client why he is in a state of crisis. ? Discuss with the client tasks that he can accomplish in

successfully resolving the crisis. According to Butcher; ? Offering emotional support. ? Providing opportunities for catharsis. ? Listening

selectively for workable material. ? Providing factual information and clearing up misconceptions when necessary. ? Formulating the

problem situation. ? Being empathic and to the point. ? Predicting future consequences if the patient follows his present course of

action.
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reinforcing adaptive mechanisms. ? Working out a contract with the client. ? Follow-up of the client’s progress after termination of

treatment. Puryear and France have emphasized the focus on problem-solving during the treatment process. According to them

problem-solving begins with the therapist recognizing the client’s distressing emotions and seeking to clarify the reasons that led to

the initial contact with the therapist. The release of tension is achieved through the client’s share of feelings; relating them to

conditions that influenced the development of their crisis, increases the emotional insight and control of the client. Considering the

alternatives to the problem and developing an action plan that describes the behavior intended to alleviate the problem are the last

steps of the problem-solving process. Technical characteristics of crisis intervention Promptness of intervention—It was pointed out

the heightened susceptibility of a person to intervention during a crisis period. This has been one of the reasons for the emphasis on

the immediate access to the person in a crisis. As Rapoport points out, that a little help rationally directed and purposively focused at a

strategic time is more effective that more extensive help given at a time of less emotional accessibility. It is therefore important to take

advantage of the person’s readiness to work. The availability of crisis intervention within 24 hours of the client’s initial contact has been

regarded as optimal. Present centeredness—Crisis intervention is focused on the client’s present problems, particularly those that

precipitated his request for help. It is important to maintain this narrow focus in order to utilize the treatment more effectively. Butcher

and Koss consider that the achievement and maintenance of focus is one of the most important technical aspects of crisis

intervention. Time limits—It is important to set time limits on the treatment. As a result of the time constraints, the treatment goals are

limited. Patterson and O’ Sullivan have stated that the goals of most crisis intervention programmes can be achieved in 3012 sessions.

The client’s awareness of it enhances and maintains the client’s motivation and speeds up their change process. Preventive emphasis

—Crisis intervention seeks not only to resolve the present crisis and to relieve the symptoms, but also help the clients develop new

problem-
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procedures and more adaptive mechanisms for coping with future problems and crisis. Sometimes crisis intervention may serve as a

stepping stone to other therapeutic services, preparing the client for further treatment. Reality orientation—It is helpful to confront the

client with the unrealistic or maladaptive nature of his beliefs or behaviours and to point out the possible negative consequences of

the perseverance of current patterns. It is important to help the client develop and maintain clear and correct cognitive perceptions of

his situation and problems. Family and community involvement—It has been noted that a crisis is usually also experienced to some

extent by the family and social network of the referred person. Therefore it becomes very important to involve the family and the

community in the treatment process as soon as possible, in order to facilitate not only the resolution of the crisis but also the post-

crisis adaptation of the individual. Therapist role—The time limitation of crisis intervention forces the crisis therapist to be much more

active and directive than he would be in ‘traditional’ psychotherapy. It has been noted that traditional attitudes of therapists such as

objectivity, uninvolvement and non-directiveness are not appropriate in the crisis context. The therapist must be able to actively

explore areas of interest and to direct the conversation toward those topics that might help in the resolution of the therapist’s

flexibility, ability to use various therapeutic techniques and adapt his intervention to meet the patient’s needs. Therapeutic relationship

—Developing a working relationship quickly becomes a critical aspect of the intervention due to the time limitation to the treatment.

Therefore positive transference is essential in crisis intervention. The client should have at least a somewhat hopeful expectation that

the therapist may be able to help him. Therapeutic tools—The use of reflection is often helpful at the initial stage of the intervention,

since it communicates understanding, gives the client and opportunity to clarify his feelings and keeps the focus of the interaction on

the client. Interpretations aimed at the achievement of insight can be pursued but with caution .Problem- solving techniques are some

of the most important tools used in the intervention process. Analysis, advice or interrogation can also be used in appropriate

circumstances.
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patients—France has noted that crisis intervention is most effective with essentially ‘normal’ people who are experiencing

overburdening problems. Traditionally it has been considered that the clients’ best suited for crisis intervention programmes were:

those in whom the behavior problem is of acute onset, those whose previous adjustment has been good, those with good ability to

relate and those with high initial motivation. Duration and the severity of the problem, diagnosis and motivation for treatment are the

criteria as being most often used in the selection process. Lang 91974), however believes that crisis intervention can be used with

chronic or deeply entrenched problems too. Use of lay therapists—There is a growing trend toward the use of para- professional and

non-professionals as crisis therapists. While at one time their use was considered the answer to a critical manpower shortage, their

contribution has proved to be extremely valuable. As McGee (2010) points out 80% of suicide prevention and crisis intervention

centers are operating with non-professionals as their primary staff resource. Professional people are often used in the role of

consultants. It is important to develop valid criteria for screening and evaluating the effectiveness of lay therapists in doing crisis work.

5.9 Assessment The first step in the generalist social work process is assessment, sometimes referred to as diagnosis. Interviews are a

very important source of information in assessing the problem. The assessment phase of the social case work process also includes

the study aspect of “study, diagnosis, and treatment” the classic description of the social case work process. Assessment is the phase

being discussed when the term analysis is used. The development of understanding about individuals, families, small groups, agencies,

and communities an important aspect of assessment. The same understanding about any system that are requisite for professional

interaction with that system are the core of the assessment stage of the interventive or service process. A social study is an

assessment. The content of group meetings is another important source of information. Observations of individual and group behavior

in the community are also important sources. Questionnaires and other research tools are sometimes used to gather needed

information as are various psychological tests.
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essential ingredients for the individualization of people and social systems. So, assessment can be
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defined as a process and a product of understanding on which action is based.

It is the collection and analysis of information, the fitting together of available facts so they yield meaning. Barker (2003) said “

Assessment is a process of determining the nature, cause, progression and prognosis of a problem and the personalities and situations

involved therein: the social work function of acquiring an understanding of a problem what causes and what can be changed to

minimize or resolve it. Assessment is a complex process at the core of the service process. The need for development of an

understanding of clients, whether they are individuals, families, or small groups, and of the system in the client’s environment in

relation to the interactional process. These schemes are tools for gather information. They provide a structure for information

gathering, but care must be taken that relevant information that falls outside the scheme is not overlooked. Assessment, although a

creative process, is also scientific in that it is a manifestation of the problem solving process. Some of the important characteristics of

assessment are : It is ongoing—It takes place throughout the life of the helping endeavour. During the early stage it is a primary focus.

However, during later stage when the work of doing something about need, of solving the problem, of intervening into transactions

among system takes place, assessment is also a concern. As the client and worker engage in their work together, new information

becomes available and new understandings emerge. These then become a part of the ongoing assessment. The ongoing assessment

process leads to greater understanding about persons and situations as the social case work process-the working together of worker

and client- progresses. Assessment is twofold, focusing both on understanding the client in his situation and on providing a base for

planning and action—Information must be gathered about the people and systems involved, about their interrelationship and their

environment. Information should be collected about the need, block to need fulfillment, the problem, and the people and systems

significant to the need and problem. It is also important to determine strengths, limitations, motivation for change, and resistance to

change that are applicable to the persons and the systems involved. When dealing with larger system, it is important to gather

information
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demography of the situation and the problem being considered. Also it may be important to gather information about interagency

relationships, coordination, and cooperation; funding and other resources available or potentially available; attitudes, values, and

cultural factors that may affect the problem solving work. This information is gathered in many different ways. Of prime importance is

the client’s perception and feelings about the problem and the situation. The manner in which the client tells the story, including

observation of nonverbal communication, provides important information. Judgments about the consistency of the story, pattern of

interaction and behavior and the client’s cognitive capacity, and coping mechanisms can develop from listening to the story. Other

sources of information may be previous case records and reports, from other interested persons. When gathering information about

large system such as community, both key persons in the community and those involved with the problem should be used as

informants. The information being collected should always be connected to the problem being worked on. Assessment is a mutual

process involving both client and worker—The client is involved in all aspects of assessment to the maximum of his or her capacity.

The primary content to be assessed arises from the worker-client interaction in the interview or in group discussions. Content also

arises from the information provided as the worker observes the client in the interview or in group discussions. It arises from

observations of the client in life situation. The worker discusses observations and other information and knowledge with the client in

establishing the meaning of the facts or the understanding of client in situation. The client’s response is an important part of the

information to be obtained. The client is also made aware of the relationship of the understanding and the interventive planning,

possibilities and limitations. There is movement within the assessment process—The movement usually is from observation of parts of

the service situation, to identification of information needed for understanding, to collect facts about parts of the service situation, to

explanation of the meaning of the facts collected, to putting together facts and their meanings about various parts in order to

understand the total situation. The initial observation is usually through the eyes of the client. As the client describes these

observations to the worker, the worker adds additional observations. Together, the worker and the client identify the parts of the

situation. The parts identified include
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impacting on the situation in any significant way. The worker and client then identify the information they need to understand the

situation. Both horizontal and vertical explorations are important—In early stages of assessment it is usually helpful to look at the

situation horizontally; the situation is examined in breadth to identify all possible parts, interactions, and relationship. The purpose of

this horizontal exploration is to determine the block to need fulfillment. Later, those parts identified as most important to the situation

or to the solution of the problem are examined vertically or in depth. The information gathering process can move from horizontal to

vertical and back to horizontal several times as the worker and client explore the need, problem, and the situation. The knowledge

base is used in developing understanding—The worker uses his knowledge base as one means for developing understanding of the

client in the situation. The understanding of an individual takes into consideration factors of human development and human diversity.

The understanding of a family is related to what is known about family structure and family process. The understanding of an agency

considers knowledge of bureaucratic structures. The understanding of community functioning calls for knowledge of economics and

political science. The understanding of a family with a retarded child calls for knowledge about mental retarding and family reactions

to having a mentally retarded family member. Assessment is individualized—Human situations are complex; no two are exactly the

same. Each assessment is different and is related to the differential situation of the client. It takes into consideration the different parts

of the situation and relates these to the unique whole that emerges. Assessment identifies in life situations, defines problems, and

explains their meaning and pattern—Assessment makes use of the problem-solving process in specifying the need and what is

blocking need fulfillment. Judgment is important—Many decisions must be made regarding each assessment. Decisions include what

parts to consider, which part of the knowledge base to apply, how to involve the client, and how to define the problem. The kinds of

decisions that are made greatly affect the content and interpretation of that content. There are limits to the understanding that can be

developed—No assessment is ever complete. Not only is it impossible to gain complete understanding of any situation but it is also

undesirable. Understanding takes time. Clients in need are
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this help often must be given quickly. The worker must decide what understanding is necessary to give that help and then be aware of

new understanding that develops in giving the help. The worker also must be comfortable with the uncertainty of limited

understanding. 5.10 Problem Solving Process in Case Work The social case work process is carried out in interaction with individuals-

worker, client, and significant others. The interaction may be person to person or any involve systems of people. Thus, it is important

for the worker not only to have skill in the use of the process in her own thinking but also to be able to carry the process out in

interaction with others. Indeed, her role is often to enable or teach others to participate in interactive problem solving. The

outstanding characteristics of the problem solving process in social case work practice is the inclusion of the client as much as

possible in the work at each step of the process. The client expresses the need of concern that is the source of the problem. The client

also finds much of the information needed in the process, validated information sought from other sources, participates in developing

the plan of action and in implementing and evaluating it, and develops problem-solving skills to use in coping with other life situations.

Problem-solving, a creative and cognitive process is used by the worker to think about a social work situation in order to develop

understanding of the client in the situation, identify the problem to be worked on, and formulate possible plans and ways of

intervention. Problem solving process is used with clients and significant other persons with the capacity to affect a client’s situation in

an important way to move through study, assessment, planning, action, and termination. Interaction in nature, it complements the

cognitive problem solving process. Further understanding of this process is gained by considering each step. Problem or concern

brought to worker or agency—Usually the problem is not well specified when someone comes to an agency with a difficulty of their

own or one about which they are concerned for someone else. Usually they are assigned to a worker to explore the concern, to

identify the needs involved, to identify the blocks to need fulfillment, to formulate the problem to be worked on. Sometimes the

concern is such that the worker goes out to a prospective client to determine if there
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willingness to explore it with the worker. Occasionally, the worker and client have a mandate from a legal body to work on a need or

problem. Initial statement of problem and its possible causes by worker and client— At this point the worker begins to determine with

the client if the client sees the need and problem in the same way that the worker does. The worker asks what is the problem? Why

does the problem exist? The situation in which the problem takes place and the seriousness of the problems are discussed. Necessary

clarification and modification occur to see if agreement can be reached. With at least some beginning agreement about the nature of

the need and problem to be worked on, worker and client begin to explore together what might be causing the problem. The worker’s

preliminary assumptions are considered together with the client’s thinking about the situation. The client is asked to give feedback on

whether these assumptions might be valid. The worker shares with the client what might be happening in the situation. The worker

uses his knowledge base to explain the situation and to identify the underlying factors related to the problem. Dealing with values is

central to social case work practice. The social case worker must be concerned with both societal and personal values, with the

client’s and with her own. The worker also must function within the framework of social work values and ethics. The worker must be

comfortable with discomfort as the search continue for congruence between believe and doing for resolution of conflict among

values. This calls for tolerance and patience. When exploring casualty, social works look to the client’s own behavior, the situation in

which the client is functioning relative to the problems, and to environmental factors that may be contributing to the problem.

Determination of desirability of continuation by worker and client—Worker and client discuss the kind of the worker also discusses

with the client the kind of help available and the worker’s recommendations. They discuss whether the agency and the worker are the

appropriate source for help. Sometimes all a person needs is something to help formulate their problem or to design the steps to be

taken to unblock need fulfillment. In such situation the client may decide not to continue. In other situations the client does not want

to use the help offered, which the client can choose to refuse unless she is mandated to receive service. Sometimes the worker or

agency may not be able to provide the service that is indicated. In which case the
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refer the client to an appropriate source of help? If no appropriate help is available, the worker may consider some means of resource

development for the clients help the client or for future clients. Selection of information to be sought—If the worker and client decide

to continue to work together, the worker discuss with the client the information he needs a an order to more fully understand the

problem and the situation. The client is asked to suggest people who may be of help. Family and friends are involved if this is

appropriate. The worker may also begin to obtain information about resources that may be useful in the given situation. The context

of the problem is given particular attention. Problems arise in a particular context and must be solved in that context. Without a

thorough understanding of the relationship of the context to the problem and how the context would affect any plan and its

implementation, information of vital importance may be missed. Collection of information—Once the necessary information is

identified, worker and client carry out the tasks needed to collect the information. Wherever possible, the client is used as the primary

source for the information. Sometimes clients do not realize the importance of a piece of information so the worker must take

responsibility to explore the situation with the client. It is often advisable to collect similar information from several sources so the

validity can be checked. Assessment of person in situation by worker and client—After gathering necessary information, the worker

uses her knowledge base to consider the meaning of the information, She compares information from various sources, considers the

influence of values and biases that may be at work, and develops an explanation of what seems to be client’s view of the situation

given this assimilated information. Adjustments are made based on any new information the client may provide. The worker and client

again determine the desirability of working together. Determination of goals, outcomes, and constraints of any plan by worker and

client—If the decision is to continue to work together, the worker and client discuss what the outcome of their work together should

be. The worker shares his thinking about what might be accomplished together, based upon the worker’s cognitive problem solving.

They discuss what should be accomplished and how much time and energy both the worker and the client can give to working

together on the problem. Any other constraints that may be at work are identified and
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Preliminary goals for the work together are developed. A preliminary contract is also developed. Determination of possible plans of

action by worker and client—The worker and client now begin to discuss ways in which they may go about reaching the goals. The

worker again shares responsibilities based on her use of the cognitive problem- solving process. The worker’s knowledge of possible

strategies and resources that might be available is most important at this stage. The worker discusses implementation of the use of the

various suggested plans. It is also important to be sure the means of the plans relate to the goals to consider ends before means.

Worker and client consider together what they know of the context of the problem and how each of the plans might work in that

context. The client expresses reactions to and preferences for the various suggested plans. Synthesis and choice of plan including

development of detail tasks, techniques—Together the worker and client now decide on how they are going to proceed in working on

the problem at hand. They specify what is to be done, with whom, and by when. Goals are modified if necessary. Usually the final plan

is a synthesis of the suggested plans of both the worker and the client. Contract between worker and client—When agreement is

reached between the worker and client, a contract may be written or a verbal agreement made./ The worker should be sure that the

client understands the various parts of the contract, what the client can expect of the worker, and the client’s own responsibilities in

this situation. The worker should also explore any negative feelings that the client may have about the contract before it is finalized.

Implementation of plan—The worker and the client now can proceed to do what it is that have contracted to do together. The worker

only does for the client what the client cannot do for himself. The worker gives the client help, support, and direction in carrying out

his tasks. Evaluation by worker and client—Whenever it seems appropriate the worker and client stop to see how their plan is working

out. Are expected changes happening? If not, whether there is a need to change the plan or the contract? Are the goals feasible or

appropriate? This evaluation is particularly important when the tasks laid out in the contract have been accomplished. In that case, the

focus is on whether the goals have been reached.
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appropriate step or termination—If the goals have been reached, it is time to move to the termination phase, unless there is some

agreement that there are other problems to be worked on. If other problems remain, the process begins anew. If the goals have not

been reached, consideration needs to be given as to why they have not been reached. The worker and the client determine together

whether to return to some earlier step or to terminate at this point. 5.11 Termination The final stage of the case work process is

termination, or the ending stage. Although ending the process is often slighted, it is nevertheless an important aspect of the social

work endeavour. Termination is planned from the beginning of the work together of worker and client. A social work relationship that

focuses on meeting the needs of the client terminates when those needs are met. The time line that is a part of the plan of action

specifies the anticipated time for termination. The termination work can enhance the client’s social functioning. It can also add to the

understanding developed by both client and worker as they worked together. Any ending arouses feelings that may be strong. These

feelings can be used as a means for growth, or they can be denied or suppressed, perhaps to arise and interfere with later social

functioning. Handling a termination is an important skill for case workers to develop. Evaluation is closely related to termination.

Evaluation takes place during the entire social work process, but it is an important aspect of any planned termination. In considering

termination, two areas will be discussed : (a) the kinds of termination and the reasons for clients’ and workers’ terminating a helping

relationship; (b) the content of the termination process-dealing with feelings, stabilizing change, and evaluating with clients.

Termination is an aspect of social case work that is often given inadequate consideration. Endings are painful for workers as well as for

clients. Workers sometimes make decisions about the desired goals of service that prolong the time of service beyond that which the

client desires. This has resulted in many unplanned terminations. Many researches have shown that :
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brief, time-limited treatment show at least as much durable improvement as recipients of long-term, open-ended treatment. ? Most

of the improvement associated with long-term treatment occurs relatively soon after treatment has begun. ? Regardless of their

intended length, most courses of treatment turn out to be relatively brief. In recent years an emphasis is given on short-term service.

The service considers the client’s desires and expectations in the planning to a greater extent than in long- term service. Plans are

much more specific, with specific goals and time frame for reaching those goals. Goals are also measurable so it is much easier to

know when the purpose of the service has been fulfilled, the goals met, and the contract fulfilled. The ending is more apt to be

planned by the worker and the client rather than the client deciding that the worker’s help is no longer needed. Termination can take

place at any point in the process: when the goals set by the worker and client have been reached and the client feels comfortable in

carrying out those goals without help from the worker; when clients feel that sufficient help has been given so they can meet the need

or deal with the problem on their own; when it becomes apparent that no progress is being made or the potential for change is poor;

or when a worker or an agency does not have the resources needed by the client or does not have the sanction of the agency to

deliver the service needed. This last condition may result in a referral. Sometimes clients terminate because the systems upon which

they are dependent are threatened by the possibility of change in the client and influence the client to terminate. If a worker is leaving

an agency, termination activity results in transfer to another worker within an agency or referral to another agency for continued

service. It may also result in a decision by the worker and the client to work on another goal or use another strategy in reaching an

elusive goal and thus continue together with a new plan of action. Termination is an expectation discussed with clients from the

beginning of the work together; it is planned for by the worker and the client together. When a worker senses that the client is not

using the help being offered, or when the client is missing appointments or in other ways is indicating that termination may be

advisable. It is
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possibility of termination. This is done to maximize the benefit that can come from a planned termination and to minimize feelings of

anger and guilt that might interfere with seeking help in future. When the worker-client relationship is being terminated because the

worker is ending employment or is being transferred to a new position, special consideration should be given to the client’s feelings. In

some cases this is also a good time for the client to terminate with the agency as well. At other times, the decision is to transfer the

client to a new worker. The client may be angry because the worker is breaking a contract. The client may be feeling deserted or may

have a reawakening of old feelings about previous separations. The worker may be experiencing feelings of guilt about leaving the

client and breaking the contract. The worker also may be absorbed in plans for a new job or in the demands of a new situation. When

a worker finds it necessary to engage in the termination process with a client because of his own plans to leave his current position, it

is important to bring the client’s feelings into open, however painful. Sometimes clients can also deal with previous painful separations

through this. The worker should be prepared to accept the client’s anger, and resentment and, whenever possible, should also help

the client accept the new worker. Often a useful technique is for the worker to introduce the client to the new worker and for all three

persons to discuss the work that has been done and the possibilities for future work. In order for a case worker to be effective in

terminating with clients, she needs to be aware of some blocks to effective termination that arise because of her feelings and

attitudes. There may be a tendency for the worker to hang on to clients. This may arise because of a reluctance to terminate a

relationship in which the worker has been getting some of her own needs met. The hanging on may be because of a need to control

others. Other reasons for hanging on may be that the worker expects more of the client or the situation than is warranted or that the

worker is ambitious and is seeking ‘the perfect case’. Sometimes a worker wants to compensate for what the client may have lost in

relationships or otherwise. Awareness of these feelings and a focus on the client’s needs and goals can prevent these blocks to

effective termination. Another factor of the termination phase is the nature of the worker-client relationship. Anytime a close working

relationship develops, both the worker and the
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have strong reactions to termination. Where this is the case, more time must be allowed for the termination process so that feelings of

loss can be handled properly. It should not, however, be assumed that all clients view termination as loss; some, especially those

mandated to service, may view termination with relief. Other clients view the work together as a necessary interlude in their lives but

are pleased because they have gained understanding and coping skills so they can get on with the business of living without further

help from the worker. If worker and client have developed the habit of consciously terminating each session together, they have

developed a good base on which to develop the termination of work together. Summarizing each session-what has been done and

what is to be done-should give the client a good sense of the process and how much time there is before the work is completed and

termination takes place. Planning termination should avoid a surprise ending and the feelings of desertion that go with such ending.

Evaluating at the end of each session should give the worker an understanding of the client’s sense of the work together and allow for

corrections so that unplanned or precipitous termination does not take place. What has been done in a small way at the end of each

session can then be done in a more complete manner at the end of the work together. Components of termination Disengagement—

Endings bring about a cessation of relationships. If relationships have been meaningful, feelings are aroused and should be dealt with.

An unplanned termination leaves the client to deal with these feelings on her own, which often results in a sense of unfinished

business. It is assumed that the client is aware that termination will take place when goals have been reached. Nevertheless, when

faced with actual termination, the client and the worker should face the reality of their feelings. The next reaction to termination is

usually a period of emotional reaction. Feelings or emotions may arise from fear of loss or fear of the unknown. There may be feelings

of sadness or of grief over the impending loss; there may be anger. There may be an arousal of feelings associated with old wounds

from previous disappointments and separations. There may be regression to old patterns of behavior. Regression may be a client’s

attempt to say that she is not ready for termination. At
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important for the worker to accept the client’s feelings and to help the client examine these feelings and the fears, anxieties, and past

experiences that are the source of feelings. Acceptance and help in the examination of feelings enables a working through of the

feelings. In a sense, the client is helped to go through a process of mourning and is enabled to disengage from the relationship in a

helpful manner. Another means of dealing with disengagement is reminiscing about or reviving what has been done in the work

together. Doing this can help clients see the positive aspects of the work together as well as help them to develop the understanding

that growth often has pain associated with it. At this time, workers also should try and minimize any guilt the client may have about the

work together. Clients sometimes regress when termination approaches; sometimes they also introduce new problems. The worker

and client together need to examine why these new problems have been introduced and whether there is a valid reason for

continuing the service with a focus on the new problems or whether the client can indeed work on these problems in other ways. The

social case worker needs to develop skill in disengaging from relationships with clients. This needs to be done with consideration for,

and sensitivity to, a client’s feelings and needs. A useful technique for disengagement is to taper off involvement with the client as

feelings are dealt with and other work of termination is completed. Appointments may be set further apart or more emphasis placed

on what the client is to do for herself. The worker needs to develop self-awareness about his own reactions to separation and loss. If

the worker has difficulty with these tasks, he is going to be less able to help the client deal with the tasks of separation. The worker

may wonder how to react to the intense feelings of the client that may arise in the process of termination. These feelings may be

related not only to loss or grief over loss but to dissatisfaction about what the worker and clients have been able to do together.

Everyone tends to ignore or downplay that which is uncomfortable. If, because of their own discomfort, workers do not adequately

reach for the client’s feelings about termination and about their work together, they will fail to allow growth by the client in the

management of feelings and in coping with life tasks. The work of disengagement then is reached not only to the particular social

work situation but to past and future losses of the client and social worker. In helping the
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the worker is sometimes helping the client deal with past losses and unresolved feelings about their losses. Also, the client is being

provided with coping mechanisms for dealing with future loss, with understanding for dealing with grief and other experiences related

to loss, which is, after all, a part of all human functioning. To bypass or minimize the disengagement process is to lose an opportunity

for client growth. Stabilization of change—In helping a client deal with the feelings of termination and disengagement from the

relationship, the client and the worker often review what has happened in the work together. This is also helpful in stabilizing the

change that has taken place. It helps clients understand how they have grown and what has led to the growth. It also gives clients

guidelines as to how future problems might be approached and dealt with. It gives clients the feeling that they have resources that can

enable them to make it on their own and to know what those resources are. One way to work on stabilization of change is for the

worker and the client to review what has happened as they worked together. The time together should be considered a part of the

ongoing social functioning of the client. It should be seen as one step, an important step, of the growth that results in better coping

with life tasks and in more adequate social functioning. This view implies there are other steps to be taken, not with the worker but

through new relationships or in ongoing coping with life situations. Continued growth is one way of stabilizing the change that has

taken place. Worker and client can discuss the next steps and how the client can go about taking these steps. They plan ways of

obtaining needed supports and resources for the client to use in taking these steps. Stabilization can also be encouraged by discussing

possible goals for future growth and resources that can be used to enable growth. This discussion can examine how change took

place as the worker and client worked together. The problem solving processes that was used can be examined and the worker can

maximize the client’s understanding of this process. The worker can also make certain the client understands the dysfunctional

patterns that caused the problem they have been working on. This is done so the client can spot potential problems at an earlier stage

and attempt to bring about change before serious problems develop. Through the work of stabilizing the change, the worker gives the

client realistic hope that the client can function without the worker’s help. She attempts to establish
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sense of accomplishment and a sense of competence. The client’s fears are recognized, examined, and suggestions are made about

how to deal with them. The stabilization of the change is an important stage in growth and change. Without conscious efforts to carry

out the tasks involved in the stabilization, the client’s capacity to sustain the desired change may be lessened. Evaluation—Third

component of termination is evaluation. Evaluation does not take place only at termination but is an important ongoing part of the

social work endeavour. It is, however, a particularly important component of the termination phase. As the worker and client engage in

evaluation during termination, the major focus is on the goal or goals set as a part of the plan of action and on the client’s need or

needs as identified in the assessment process. The major question to be answered is: Did we accomplish what we set out to do? If the

goal was achieved and the need met, then what has been determined to be the purpose of the service has been accomplished. If the

goal was met but the need remains troublesome, then the goal may not have been the right goal or other goals must be met as well.

When considering the outcome of service, it is useful to look at outcomes, not only from a behavioural point of view but also from the

perspective of the attitudes involved or changed and the knowledge gained. It is also useful to look at the process of reaching the goal

and to identify what has been useful and which parts of the process were not useful or might have been carried out differently. Any

spinoffs or unexpected consequences of the work together should be noted. This aspect of evaluation is useful for both worker and

client. It helps the client better understand how to cope with future problems and how to meet personal needs. It helps the worker

gain greater understanding of the helping process and of means for working with clients. The worker’s openness to evaluating what

has happened involves a certain amount of risk because the worker’s mistakes and limitations may come to light. The client may be

overly critical or display undue satisfaction, which may be one way the client expresses negative feelings related to termination. The

worker needs to accept these feelings without becoming defensive and, with the client, carefully examine the
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and sort out reality from feelings of abandonment or unrealistic dissatisfaction. Perhaps one of the reasons workers have not put

sufficient emphasis on the termination process is that it is indeed a time for examining the performance of the worker. This is a

threatening experience, but one that is essential for good social work practice. The social case work endeavour is terminated through

the intermingled activities aimed at disengagement, stabilization of change, and evaluation. Through these activities the client is

helped to deal with feelings so that they will not inhibit future social functioning , and the client is readied to continue to grow and to

cope with activities of living and with the environment and its expectations. 5.12 Evaluation As an ongoing part of the social case work

process, evaluation is the means for determining if the goals and objectives of the social case work endeavour are being reached. It

also involves looking at the means being used to reach goals and objectives. Evaluation identifies unexpected outcomes, both

negative and positive from the helping activity. Evaluation should be continuous, but it becomes particularly important as each step is

completed. Evaluation should occur after assessment to see that all needed information has been collected and that appropriate

conclusions about the meaning of the information and about the client in the situation have been drawn. After planning, there should

be evaluation to determine if the plan is complete and feasible. After action has been carried out, evaluation should be used to

determine if the desired goals have been reached. Evaluation is also an important part of the termination process. Evaluation, then, is

finding out what is expected to happen is really happening. It looks at completed work and determines which methods and strategies

worked and why. It is an opportunity to check with clients and significant others to see how it is going from their viewpoint. Evaluation

of one’s work is a professional obligation for every social worker, and should be a continuous process. Programmes and agencies are

obligated to carry out, on an ongoing basis, evaluation of the mission, purpose, and goals of the agency and its programmes.

Evaluation is necessary if social case worker and the agencies for which they work are to be accountable to clients, support sources,

and the general public.
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recent years, much emphasis has been placed on accountability in the social welfare field. In its simplest form. Accountability is

responsibility. However, the complexity of accountability begins to become apparent when one asks the question: Accountability to

Whom? The social case worker is responsible to the client for upholding his part of any agreements or contracts and for providing the

services agreed upon. The social worker is also responsible to the profession for upholding social work values and the Code of Ethics

in delivering services. The social case worker is responsible to the agency that employs the worker for delivering the service within

guidelines, programmes, and policies developed by the agency. The agency, in turn, is responsible to the persons who provide support

and sanction to the agency. This latter responsibility adds considerable complexity to accountability. Those who support the agency

are a nebulous mass of individuals (e.g. taxpayers) who have no universally accepted goal for the service. The goals that do exist are

often not congruent with the goals set by workers and clients. Accountability is complex because of the multiple constituency of the

social agency and because of the systematic nature of persons in situations. It is very difficult if not impossible to identify cause-and-

effect relationships or all variable that may be operating in any situation. Thus, adequate hard data are elusive. The complexity of social

service organizations further adds to the complexity of accountability. In all its complexity, accountability becomes an ambiguous

concept. Accountability has two components-efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency refers to the cost of service. Because of the

nature of human services, the counting of numbers of clients, time spent with clients, or cost of service in dollars and cents is not a

sufficient way of accounting for work. Social costs also must be considered. This would include such things as how the service is

impacting on the client’s capacity to parent, or function in the work force. It would include how the service is affecting the functioning

of systems in the client’s immediate environment, or how the quality of life of the client, significant others, and the community in

general is being affected. Effectiveness relates to whether the service leads to the goals for which it was intended. Because of the

complexity of the human situation and many individuals with differing goals concerned about agency programmes, it is difficult to

measure effectiveness. If goals that are measurable have been included in plans of action, however, it is possible to determine if those

goals have been reached in a particular service situation. If agencies have well-defined purposes and goals, then evaluation and

accountability have a sound base upon which to be carried out. The
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goals and the evaluation of the service are key factors in accountability. Evaluation is not only important as a part of the social case

work process but necessary for agency functioning in the contemporary social and political sense. There are a number of specific

reasons for evaluation : ? To find out how effectively a programme is meeting its goals. ? To obtain information that will help

restructure a programme or manage it more effectively. Perhaps the evaluator wants to see if a particular component should be

eliminated or replaced. ? To identify models for others to follow, or to test a theory or an approach to a problem. ? To find out what

staff members need in order to direct their programme effectively. ? To find out how well the programme is working from the client’s

point of view, and how to make it more effective. ? To improve public relations and funding efforts. ? To meet the requirements of a

funding source. Kinds of evaluation—Planning for evaluation when developing a plan of action is one way of assuring that the plan of

action is carried out in a way that yields maximum information to the worker, the client, and the agency. If the information to be used

in evaluation is identified before the action of the social work process begins, there is a better chance that such information will be

available for use in evaluation. In order to effectively and efficiently plan for evaluation, an understanding of the various kinds of

evaluation and some of the means for carrying out the evaluation process is useful. Evaluation serves many purposes and takes a

variety of forms. In its most simplified form, it is a worker thinking about what has happened and why it happened. Summative

evaluation is concerned with outcomes and effectiveness. Formative evaluation is concerned with looking at the process of the work,

at how the work during the various steps in the service influenced the final outcome of the work. Both types are important in social

case work process, and so the evaluation process should have a balance of both types. A second classification is qualitative versus

quantitative evaluation. The contemporary service delivery system has been highly influenced organizational
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trends and the use of a quantitative base for evaluation. Clinical practice has also been influenced by behavioural psychology and its

emphasis on measuring behavior. The trend toward computerization of information and records also supports the push for

quantitative data. However, most social case workers believe that not all information can be dealt with in a quantitative manner. They

believe there is a qualitative factor in human functioning. While behavior can be measured, feelings and emotions cannot, and

qualitative measures are a better mechanism for evaluating them. A third classification is that of clinical versus management

evaluation. While this classification might be closely related to the quantitative-qualitative classification (management generally using

quantitative data; clinical generally using qualitative data).Management evaluation is used to make internal staffing and programme

decisions and to substantiate need for services and resources to support services. Clinical evaluation is limited to use by professional

persons (worker and supervisor) and the client directly involved in the situation being evaluated. Hard line evaluation focuses on aims

and objectives set before the implementation of programmes. Some degree of scientific objectivity is involved in this type of

evaluation. Soft line evaluation is based on impressions and opinions. Each result yields quite different kinds of information. The

worker needs to determine if hard line information will adequately provide for the evaluation needs and appropriately tell the

necessary story. If not, then soft line information should be used either to tell the story or to supplement the hard line information.

Each type of classification points out a different dimension of evaluation. Each evaluative effort can be classified along a continuum

related to each of the four classifications. When choosing evaluating methods and techniques, it is important to consider the

requirements of the situation being evaluated, keeping the possibilities of all four of the above classifications in mind, and to choose

methods that provide for the requirements of that particular situation. Techniques for use in evaluating The process of evaluation

makes use of the same methods and techniques as does assessment, such as looking at information collected about the work and

determining what has happened in the social case work endeavour. The information may be gathered specifically for evaluative

purpose or it may be information developed as part of the social case work process.
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however, some special techniques used to facilitate the evaluative process. These include various kinds of recording and a variety of

research techniques, related to recording and research is the use of computer, a new and growing influence on evaluation. When

planning for evaluation, social workers should look at various methods and techniques for collecting the information and choose

those that can provide the information needed in the most reliable and efficient manner. This requires the same kind of creative

planning used in developing the plan of action. 5.13 Summary We learnt about the Systems & Role Theory and also understood about

the various phases of Case Work Process. We also learnt about the various ways of Crisis Intervention. These learning will help us to

enhance the problems solving process in case worke. 5.14 Exercises 1. Discuss briefly about systems Theory. 2. What are the three

types of diagnosis according to Perlman? Explain them. 3. Define treatment according to Hamilton. What are the principles of

treatment? 4. What do we mean by Crisis Intervention? Discuss any two models of Crisis Intervention. 5. Explain the term

Accountability and discuss about its two components. 5.15 References 1.
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Social Case Work Structure 6.0 Objective 6.1 Introduction 6.2 Tools of Social Case Work 6.2.1 Skill of an interviewer 6.3 Summary 6.4

Exercises 6.5 References 6.0 Objective The learners will get an orientation about the various tools of social case work which they

would require while carrying out social work in the field. These tools enables the professionals to work in a much more efficient

manner. 6.1 Introduction To carry out Social Case Work with lot of professionalism, one must adopt correct tools to deeply

understand the clients situation and note down every single details which may be used for reference later. Let us know about it. 6.2

Tools of Social Case Work Home visit—The importance of family has been well recognized by the personnel in social work, especially

those in the mental health field. Study of the emotional, social and physical aspects of family life is necessary to plan the treatment

effectively. It is also very important to gather sufficient details of information so that our prediction has less chance of being based on

hunches or prejudices, and this is achieved easily and effectively through home visits.
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therapeutic, sustaining and preventive measures as well. It is also recommended that home visits should be used for diagnostic

purposes, as well as for treatment and supervision of long-term patients in their own homes.
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By making home visits one sees the environment in which the patient lives, observes family and other relevant social interactions at

first hand and develops a fuller diagnostic understanding of the patient for appropriate treatment planning. Home visit has thus

become an

effective tool in total intervention programme. Active listening—It is a concept developed by Rogers (1966) in his ‘client- centered

therapy’. In active listening, we listen to what the person is saying, both the content and feelings expressed and we verbally

acknowledge that we are hearing him. Our primary purpose is not to check out to see if we have received the intended message but

rather to let him know that we are listening to and understanding what he is expressing. In active listening, we only rephrase the

statements of the sender. We do not evaluate, give our own opinion, advice, or interpret. We continue active listening until the speaker

indicates either verbally or non-verbally that he has stopped speaking for the time being. Active listening lets the sender know what I

am hearing and that I am accepting his message and he is also encouraged to say more and more and to share his feelings. As he

continues to talk and feel accepted and comfortable, he moves away from presenting problem to his deeper feelings. He becomes

more aware of and gains new insights into his behavior and feelings. Active listening cannot be applied equally to all situations. For

instance, if someone requests information about the location of a place etc., he probably will not appreciate if the response is like “you

would really like to know where this place is?’ It is up to the receiver to decide from verbal or non-verbal cues whether the person

wants to pursue the subject or not. In a nutshell, we can be effective in communication when we learn and practice to (1) repeat the

message, (2) use more than one channel, (3) specify and complete the messages, (4)own responsibility for our feelings, and (5) be

congruent in our verbal and non-verbal communications. In all the helping professions, much of what we do is based on our ability to

communicate effectively. An understanding of the basic premises of human communication and some of the common errors in

sending or receiving of message is essential. Hopefully, through increasing our awareness of
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how we affect others, and by developing skills in interpreting what another is expressing to us, we can enhance our capacity to

communicate in both our professional and day-to-day life. Observation-Observation is a method that employs vision as its means of

information collection. It implies the use of eyes rather than of ears and the voice. It is accurate watching and noting of phenomena as

they occur with regard to the cause and effect of mutual relations. It is watching other persons’ behavior as it actually happens without

controlling it. For example, watching bonded labours’ life, or treatment of widows and their drudgery at home provides graphic

description of their social life and sufferings. Observation is also defined as “a planned methodical watching that involves constraints

to improve accuracy”. Lindzey Gardener (1975) has defined it as “selection, provocation, recording and encoding of that set of

behavior and settings concerning organisms ‘in situ’ (naturalistic settings or familiar surroundings) which are consistent with empirical

aims”. In this definition, selection means that there is a focus in observation and also editing before, during and after the observations

are made. Provocation means that though observers do not destroy natural settings but they can make subtle changes in natural

settings which increase clarity. Recording means that the observed incidents/events are recorded for subsequent analysis. Encoding

involves simplification of records. Relationship—How relationship can and should be used to help persons with problem has been a

serious concern of not only social work but of other professions too like that of psychiatry, psychology etc.
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Social work always recognized the importance of human interaction and attempted to use relationship in a conscious and deliberate

manner to benefit the people it worked with.
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Social work literature is full of description of relationship from various angles only because of its great importance in a helping

process. Richmond (1917), in her earliest work, has pleaded for an intensive study and use of social relationship in social casework.

Social caseworker’s focus should be on “skill in discovering the social relationships by which a given personality has been defined; an

ability to get at the central core of the difficulty in these relationships; and power to utilize the direct action of mind upon mind in

their adjustment. None can deny the utility and importance of human relationship in promoting change and development. When

relationship is established and used by a social
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consciously, purposefully and deliberately to help clients, it is called a
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professional relationship. It is characterized by “conscious purposiveness growing out of the knowledge of what must go into

achieving its goal” (Perlman,1957).

In fact, relationship is the channel of entire casework process. It is the medium through which knowledge of human nature and social

interaction are used, and through which, they are given the opportunity to make choices, both about receiving and using the help.

Thus,
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one finds that relationship is the basis of all help.
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Professional relationship is formed with a particular purpose and it terminates once that purpose is served. This is in addition to the

normative purpose of all professional relationship. i.e.,

some kind of
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change in, or development of, human beings leading to a “personally satisfying and socially useful life”. It is the individualized

purpose which is unique to every relationship and is set to be achieved in each case. This purpose sets and determines how persons

in the professional relationship will behave towards one another.
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The conscious, purposive and deliberate efforts to develop a helping relationship

contained element of : ?
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Purpose and concern for the client system; ? Expectations; ? Empathy and clear communication; ? Genuineness and acceptance;

and ? authority

Interview—The interview is a primary tool of the case workers.
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It is the structure for operationalizing the interaction between a worker and a client.

Each social worker develops her own interviewing style. Interviewing is an art and skill, and learning how to interview is learned by

doing it. Some guides to interviewing can be helpful to the person learning to interview. These guides include preparing for interview,

the stages of interview, and skills used by the worker during the interview. Each interview should have a specific purpose or goal.

Generally, this purpose may be to obtain the information needed for carrying out some task or function, or to work together to meet a

client’s need or solve a client’s problems. The purpose of a specific interview will depend upon the stage of work together, the agency

function
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service, and the client’s needs and/or the nature of the problem or problems to be solved. In addition to purpose, several types of

variables, listed below, affect the nature of the interview. 1. How the interview is initiated- Is it voluntary activity on the part of the

client? Is it a formal, planned, regular interview or a walk-in request of the client? Or is it a life-space contact (one that takes place in

the process of the client’s daily activities)?. 2. Where the interview takes place- Does the interview take place in an office, at home, at

hospital room, or some other setting? 3. The experience of the worker and client with each other- How this worker and this client had

previous contact with each other? Is this encountering a part of a time-limited or long-term plan? Each interview will be
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different. The worker needs to be flexible in structuring and guiding the interview, depending on the interview’s purpose and the

needs of the client. It should be carried out in a manner that encourages interaction and relationship. In preparing for any interview

the worker has three tasks : ? Planning the environment for the interview ? Planning the content of the interview ? Tuning in The

worker thinks about the physical conditions of the interview. For an example, if the interview takes place in an office,

the worker arranges the office so as to encourage the work together. This can be done by giving some thought to the placement of

desk and chairs. An office that is comfortable and does not have too many distracting features is ideal.
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In planning for the content of the interview, the worker will recall the goal and the purpose of the service and will identify the goal

for this particular interview. The

tasks to be accomplished will be considered. Any additional knowledge or information needed will be obtained.
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The worker might review notes about the previous interview if there has been one. The structure of the interview and questions to

be asked will be considered. This planning is done to give form and focus to the interview, but the worker

is prepared to be flexible and make changes if the client has unanticipated needs.
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In tuning, the worker first tries to anticipate the client’s needs and feelings in the interview and
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think about his own response to those feelings and needs. The worker tries to become aware of his own feelings and attitudes that

might interfere with effective communication.

Such awareness should minimize the impact of these feelings and attitudes on the interview. The worker also needs to prepare to help

by dealing with personal needs and any work-related attitudes that might interfere with the
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work of the interview. All interviews have three stages : ? Beginning stage ? Middle stage ? Ending stage The beginning stage starts

when the worker greets the client

by name and does whatever seems in order to make the client comfortable. The worker tries to reduce any tensions and discuss any

hostilities that may exist and reaches out to the client to help him or her become an active participant in the interview. This can be

done by asking the client to share any significant events since the last session.
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During the beginning stage, the worker will define the purpose of the interview or recall plans made in a previous session.

The client is given an opportunity to discuss this purpose and any special needs he might have at this time. The worker reaches for the

client’s feelings about the work to be done and accepts the client’s sense of purpose and need by modifying
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the purpose and plan of the interview if necessary. When the worker senses that the client is ready to proceed to the work to be

done, the worker

changes the focus of the interview. The worker may have to demand this work. The middle stage has then begun. The content of this

phase depends on the task at hand.
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The worker needs to maintain proper timing attuned to the client’s pace of work, to refocus content strays from the task, or to

negotiate the purpose if that is indicated. The worker also should monitor the communication for its effectiveness.

In bringing the interview for an ending stage,
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the worker summarizes what has happened during the interview and how it fits into the service being offered. The
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worker and the client together plan the next steps, which will include work to be done by each before the next interview

and the purpose, goal, time, and place of the next interview. If this is a single interview or a final interview, the client is helped to say

good-bye and given permission to come again if other needs or problems develop. 6.2.1 Skills of an interviewer An interviewer needs

several skills such as : Observation skills—Clients give information and express feeling in nonverbal, behavioural ways. They also

provide information and express feeling in the way in which other information is given and discussed.
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Sensitivity to this nonverbal material is useful for tuning into where the client really is in relation to the material being discussed, for

checking the validity of the client’s verbal expression, and for feedback
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purposes. Workers should observe the following : 1. Body language— What is the client communicating by the way he or she sits, by

behavior such as thumping on the desk with the fingers, by facial expression?. 2.
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Shifts in conversation— These shifts, particularly when always related to similar topics, can indicate that a particular topic is painful,

or something the client does not want to discuss. 3. Association of ideas- Observing which ideas the client seems to associate with

which other ideas can often give the worker an indication of unspoken feelings. 4. Recurrent references- When the client continues

to bring up a subject, it indicates that it is a subject of importance to the client or one

with which the client would like help. 5. The
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content of opening and closing sentences— These sentences tend to contain particularly significant material. They also may give

clues about

the client’s attitudes toward self and the environment. 6. Inconsistencies
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or gaps— When these are present, it is an indication either that the material being discussed is threatening to the client or that the

client is unwilling to openly share in this area.
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Points of stress— In cross-cultural systems, stress and conflict may indicate areas of inadequate knowledge about cultural aspects of

the client’s functioning. This may also indicate misunderstanding on the part of the client or areas of client’s biasness or prejudice.

Listening skills-Of vital importance in any interview situation is listening- listening to what the client has to say and how the client

responds to questions and responses. Beginning workers often place primary emphasis on the questions to be asked and on what

they say. Good questioning does enable clients to provide necessary information, to consider alternatives, to work on the problem at

hand. However, if the worker’s listening skills are deficient; the full value of the interview will not be realized.
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Active listening-being with the client in her struggle to deal with difficulties and problems-is

the appropriate response at many points in the interview. Another reason to develop listening skills is because social workers are often

in communication with persons whose language expression is somewhat different from their own. In listening, it is important to try to

understand what the words mean to the client.
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Listening reflects an attitude of openness and acceptance, and it involves a sense of timing that allows the worker to focus on the

client and what is being said

and
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does not shut off the communication by premature evaluation or advice. Questioning skills-

A first category of questions includes open and close ended questions. A close- ended question calls for a specific answer. An

example would be: “What is your age”?. These are used to gain factual information. An open- ended question is one that enables the

client to define, discuss, or answer the question in any way they choose. An example would be: “What do you think is the reason why

your child is not going to school?” The open-ended question allows expression of feeling and gives the worker the client’s perception

of the subject at hand.
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There are leading and responding questions. A leading question is used when it is desirable for a client to continue to explore the

subject at hand. An example would be: “You have tried to cope with this problem, haven’t you?” A responding question follows the

lead of the client’s response. An

example would be when a client has been discussing how he has tried to cope with a problem and the worker responds: “Tell me

more about how you went about helping your child”.
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In an answer-and-agree question, the client is expected to answer in such a way as to agree with the worker.

An example would be: “you are feeling much better today, aren’t you?” This is usually not a good form of questioning to use because it

blocks discussion and imposes the worker’s ideas on the client. With most clients, it is better to ask questions so they contain single,

rather than several ideas. A question with a number of ideas might be used when the worker is attempting to help the client recognize

connection between the ideas. Questioning is one of the means used by a case worker to enhance relationships and communication.

Focusing, Guiding and Interpreting Skills This group of skills comprises those used by the worker to enable the action system to

accomplish the tasks necessary to reach the agreed upon objectives. It includes the capacity to paraphrase and summarize what has

been said, to reflect feelings and ideas, to confront, and to elaborate. The effective use of these skills includes a sense of timing as to

when to focus, when to interpret, and when to direct. Paraphrasing and summarizing often clarify what has been said. Clarification

and elaboration enhance understanding. With understanding of issues and facts, the work can progress as a truly joint effort.
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It is worker’s responsibility to direct the interview but not to control it. The worker

takes whatever material and expression of feeling is given by the client and,
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by focusing, guiding and directing, enables the process of the

work together to proceed toward the desired outcome. Climate-Setting Skills Three attributes have been identified as characteristics

of interpersonal situations that seem to produce understanding, openness and honesty, which are enabling factors in the work of the

action system. These three characteristics
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are empathy, genuineness, and non-possessive warmth. Empathy is the capacity to communicate to the client that the worker

accepts and cares for the client.

Empathy communicates that at this point in time the client’s welfare is to be considered before the worker’s. Empathy is expressed by

openly receiving and recognizing the feelings of the client, by accurately perceiving
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messages, and by providing the client with concrete feedback about messages.
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Genuineness is the capacity of the worker to communicate to the client that the worker is trustworthy.

It is expressed by being willing to let the client know the worker as a person in ways that meet the client’s need for such information. It

also expresses congruence between the workers’ verbal and non verbal messages. In addition, genuineness involves informing the

client when the worker disagrees with the client and when the client’s behavior and communication are inconsistent. This skill calls for

honesty, but honesty communicated in a manner that is sensitive
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to the client’s feelings and concerns. Nonpossessive warmth is the capacity to communicate to the client both a concern and a

desire for an intimacy that allows the client to make decisions, to have feelings negative and positive, and to feel worthwhile.

It has qualities of nonblame, closeness, and nondefensiveness. A warmth that is nonpossessive is displayed through positive regard

and respect for the client and through thoughtfulness and kindness as well as appreciation for, and pleasure at, the client’s growth and

well- being. Interviewing is just one form of communication. The skills used in the interview can also be used in the less formal social

work interactions. They are the same skills that encourage relationships to form and to be used and maintained. In the social case

work endeavour, in the one-to one action system, it is the responsibility of the social worker to move toward the client so that

relationships may form and a common ground for communication may be established. To do this the social worker must understand

the client and be willing to work with the client in meeting the client’s and in solving the client’s social-functioning problems. 6.3

Summary The learners got an idea about the important tools of case works, like, Home visit, Active listening & Interviewing. To get an

indepth knowledge about the client we must carefully adopt these tools and know all the minute detail about them.
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What are the different tools of Social Case Work? 2. How interview can be conducted effectively? What skills an interviewer needs? 3.

Discuss the skill needed by an Interviewer. 6.3 References 1. Miller, Lisa (2006); Counselling Skills for Social Work; Sage Publications,

London. 2. Caplan, G. (1964); Principles of preventive Psychiatry, Basic Books, Inc., New York. 3. Aguilera, D.C. (1970); Crisis

Intervention : Theory and Methodology, The C.V. Mosby Company, ST. Louis. 4. James, R.K. (2015); Crisis intervention strategies (6 th

ed.). Thomson- Brooks/Cole.
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Techniques of Social Case Work Structure 7.1 Objective 7.2 Introduction 7.3 Main techniques of Case Work are the followings 7.4 Role

played by the therapist/caseworker 7.5 Summary 7.6 Exercises 7.7 References 7.1 Objective The learners will get an idea about various

techniques required while practicing social case work. They will be able to learn about the role of the case worker as a therapist. 7.2

Introduction Only by adopting good Techniques a Social Case Worker can augment the treatment procedure. Proper Referral,

Advocacy, Counselling are some of the major techniques that a Case Workers may adopt to solve any problem. Let us now discuss

these techniques elaborately. 7.3 Main techniques of Case Work are the followings 1. Referral—Sometimes, before termination, cases

are referred to another caseworker or therapist like group worker in the same or to other agency for some important reasons. This is a

process by which client is enabled to become aware of other services and use them. In referral,
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the helping process does not end but it is the contact with a particular

caseworker which terminates. The client starts a new helping relationship with another therapist.
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Referral is done for various considerations: (1) when a different type of
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worker/therapy is required to achieve the finally formulated goals of treatment, and (2) when the worker and the client find it difficult

to move to or assume new responsibility. The case may be referred to some other agency if, at some point, it

is
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decided that the client cannot be helped in this agency for some

reason, like lack of required services, etc.
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Referral involves preparation of a referral note which gives a very brief summary of the problem and the efforts undertaken to solve

the problem along with psycho-social diagnosis. Preparation for referral should be done in the way preparation for termination is

undertaken though referral stage is not the final stage. Preparation involves (1) explaining reasons
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referral, (2) talking of the positive and negative feelings involved in referral process, (3) tackling separation anxiety in one or two

sessions, (4) handling the questions factually, and (5) preparing the client for new contact. 2.

Summarizing—A preferred technique is to summarize briefly major issues or conclusions at the end of a client-caseworker interview.

This serves as a review for interviewer and client (s), as a method of clarifying misunderstood points and as a place from where to

begin the next interview. In terminating a series of contacts, summarizing is a tool to assess movement, growth and change. As such, it

serves as a source of hope for the future. The client and the therapist should discuss the possibility of renewed contacts in the future if

it should become necessary. This is important so that the client does not feel completely alone and if it becomes necessary, can re-

initiate contacts without losing face. 3. Generalization—This technique is used to minimize guilt or anxiety feelings in the client by

generalizing the nature of events or reactions’; for example, one can say, “every child masturbates during adolescent period; we all feel

the same way in the situation you are passing through”. In effect it tells the client that his feelings and reactions are universal and

normal to the situation, therefore, he need not feel guilty or anxious about these events and/or reactions. 4. Partialization—In the initial

phase of case work practice one may try to focus on only one aspect of the total problem instead of tackling the whole problem. i.e.,

focusing on only one part of the problem. In choosing one part
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one should be careful to see that the part problem chosen is of immediate importance to him and can be solved with the available

resources in the shortest possible time. Once his immediate worries are tackled, it
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will strengthen the relationship between the worker and client and increase the client’

s respect for the worker. 5.
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Ventilation—The process of ventilation is the process of helping the client to air his feelings freely and to provide him with an

atmosphere which makes free expression of the feelings easier. It frees the individual from fears, guilt feelings, and brings to light the

hidden attitudes. The more intense the feelings, the better result through this process. This is usually used when the client is more

tense or eager to come out with his inner feelings. This

ventilation process is also often called catharsis with minor differences.
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This technique may be used in certain unpleasant situations which might have arises in between the interviews. Ventilation is not

only therapeutic but also diagnostic. The therapist should explore intently and stimulate the client, by questioning or commenting,

to tell more about his situation and its various aspects. Only towards the end of session, the caseworker may use generalization and

logical discussion to lesson his guilt. In the initial stages one should not minimize the anxiety lest he stops coming out with relevant

materials necessary to help him. The caseworker may choose either to be totally passive or actively participating and directing. The

client must feel that the worker is uncritical, tolerant and is listening to him. One should not permit ventilation when it is used as a

defense mechanism to avoid further exploration. In such situations, it is better to divert his attention and help him to discuss the

relevant matters concerning his problem. It should be avoided or used with caution in case of psychotics etc. Ventilation is used

sometimes by the client to seek attention and sympathy from the worker or a gratification from talking freely about self. The

caseworker should be conscious in all such situations and direct the interviews accordingly. 6.

Advocacy—It is an activity by an individual or group which aims to influence decisions within political, economic, and social systems

and institutions. Advocacy can include many activities that a person or organization undertakes including media campaigns, public

speaking, commissioning (often by lobby groups) is a form of advocacy where a direct approach is
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legislators on an issue which plays a significant role in modern politics. Advocacy in al, its forms seeks to ensure that people,

particularly those who are most vulnerable in society, are able to- (1) have their voice heared on issues that are important to them, (2)

defend and safeguard their rights, and (3) have their views and wishes genuinely considered when decisions are being made about

their lives. Advocacy is a process of supporting and enabling people to— (1) express their views and concerns, (2) access information

and services, (3) defend and promote their rights and responsibilities, and (4) explore choices and options. 7. Empathy—Empathetic

communication involves the ability of the social caseworker to perceive accurately and sensitively the inner feelings of the client and

to communicate his or her understanding of these feelings in language attuned to the client’s experiencing of the moment. The first

dimension of empathy, empathic recognition, is a precondition of the second dimension, demonstrating through accurate reflection

of feelings that the caseworker comprehends the client’s inner experiencing. Empathetic communication plays a vital role in nurturing

and sustaining the helping relationship and in providing the vehicle through which the social caseworker becomes emotionally

significant and influential in the client’s life. In mandated circumstances in which involuntary clients are not seeking a helping

relationship, conveying empathic understanding reduces the level of threat perceived by the client and mitigates his or her

defensiveness, conveys interest and helpful intent, and creates an atmosphere conducive to behavior change. In addition, many clients

live in environments that constrict resources and opportunities. Social worker’s empathy with the social and economic context of

problems is an important adjunct to empathy with personal experiencing. In responding to clients’ feelings, social workers must avoid

being misled by the conventional facades used to conceal emotions. As a consequence, the empathetic communicator responds to

the feelings that underline such flippant messages as “Oh, no, it doesn’t really matter” or “I don’t need anyone” when the client is

experiencing painful loneliness, or “I don’t let anyone hurt me” when the client is finding rejection hard to bear. To enter the client’s

private world of practical experience, the social worker
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making personal interpretations and judgments of the client’s private logic and feelings that, in superficial contacts, might appear

weak, foolish, or undesirable. Empathetic communication involves “stepping into the shoes of another”, in the sense that the social

worker attempts to perceive the client’s world and experiences. When the client feels pressure from an involuntary referral, the

empathetic social worker understands and is aware of that pressure and how it feels. At the same time, the social worker must remain

outside of the client’s world and avoid being overwhelmed by his or her fears, anger, joys, and hurts, even as the social worker deeply

senses the meaning and significance of these feelings for the client. “Being with” the client means that the social worker focuses

intensely on the client’s affective state without losing perspective or taking on the emotions experienced by the client. 8. Limit-setting

—This involves checking the behavior/activities of the client at a particular point because allowing him to act beyond that point will be

detrimental to the client’s interest. This can be achieved through use of authority or by shift of topics of discussion during the

interview. Examples: “I think we have discussed this for long and now we will discuss…I don’t think we can discuss this because…”. 9.

Reflection—People responds differently to their problems. They may express their feelings as fear, anger, anxiety or sadness about

problems. E.g. depression may be expressed as short temper, irritable behavior, less interest in daily routine, inability to sleep, loss of

weight and feeling of worthlessness and anxiety. Do not try to stop, let the person express his feelings, do not stop patient/ family

members from crying. Do not take anger personally and try to stay calm. The case worker must recognize such feelings in a direct,

unemotional way. The focus is kept on the emotions of the client and his/her subjective experiences in coping with the situation. Case

worker reflects the contents and feeling of the other persons by responding back to the client and communicating a message though

empathy, questioning or paraphrasing that conveys that case worker is listening and trying to understand case worker’s circumstances.
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process of paraphrasing and restating both the feelings and words of the speaker. The purposes of the reflecting are: ? To allow the

speaker to ‘hear’ their own thoughts and to focus on what they say and feel. ? To encourage them to continue talking. ? To show the

speaker that you are trying to perceive the world as they see it and that you are doing your best to understand his messages.

Reflecting does not involve you asking questions, introducing a new topic or leading the conversation in another direction. Speakers

are helped through reflecting as it not only allows them to feel understood, but it also gives them opportunity to focus their ideas. This

in turn helps them to direct their thoughts and further encourages them to continue speaking. Two main techniques of reflecting are

—(a) paraphrasing (already discussed) and (b) mirroring- it is a simple form of reflecting and involves repeating almost exactly what the

speaker says. Mirroring should be short and simple. It is usually enough to just repeat key words or the last few words spoken. This

shows you are trying to understand the speaker’s terms of reference and acts as a prompt for him or her to continue. Be aware not to

over mirror as this can become irritating and therefore a distraction from the message. Why you do it ? To show you understand how

the person feels ? To reflect what you are observing rather than what you are hearing. ? To help the person evaluate their own feelings

after hearing them expressed by someone else. How do you do it ? Listen to voice tone and watch for non-vernal cues that indicate

feelings. ? Listen to what the person tells you about what they feel. ? State back your sense or hunch of what they are feeling. ? An

active listener is already using aspects of this technique, but reflection requires taking even greater care in the following area.

Regarding reflection restate what you believe the speaker has said to check for the accuracy of your understanding (e.g., “So you

could not finish the assignment on
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think the time allotted was inadequate/”). Even more importantly, reflect back the speaker’s feelings as you have heared or inferred

them (e.g., “You seem to feel anxious because you could not finish the assignment on time”.). This interpretation of feelings is, of

course, more tricky in that it often requires you to read between the lines, to infer feelings underlying what has been said (e.g., “You

seem angry about the organization,” rather than “So the department was recognized”). Thus you may want to use wording or voice

tone make your inferences into questions, rather than statements (e.g., “So you feel anxious because you couldn’t finish the

assignment on time?” “Do you feel anxious because you could not finish the assignment on time?”) Guideline for reflecting ? Be

natural. ? Restate what you have been told in simple terms. ? Listen for the basic message consider the content, feeling and meaning

expressed by the speaker. ? Do not take the speaker’s topic in a new direction. ? Always be non-directive and non-judgmental. ? Do

not add to the speaker’s meaning. ? Do not question the speaker unnecessarily. ? When restating, look for nonverbal as well as verbal

cues that confirm or deny the accuracy of your paraphrasing. (Note that some speakers may pretend you have got it right because

they feel unable to assert themselves and disagree with you). 10. Counselling—The traditional approach of defining the subject at the

outset to help identify the scope of the field, while useful in a sense, may prove to be a stumbling block. Therefore, no attempt is made

to define counselling at this stage, however from the point of view of social case work technique a working definition is given.

‘Counselling’, like the terms ‘personality’ and ‘intelligence’, has acquired different shades of meaning. This difficulty is due to the

confusion between popular understanding of the term and technical and professional meanings of it. To counsel is to advice.

Individuals
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variety of situations. It is evident that from the earliest times man has turned to his fellow beings for advice, encouragement, sympathy,

comfort and understanding. He has been able to survive his hostile and hazardous environment only because of the innate concern of

his fellow beings for him. The goal of counselling is to help individuals overcome many of their future problems. In recent times, a

rapid social change caused by industrialization and urbanization has led to varied and perplexing problems. For most people the pace

of change is simply too fast and creates serious problems of adjustment. This means that counselling should start early in school

continue in order to enable individuals to meet vocational and personal problems of adjustment in later life. Naturally, counselling has

to minister to a variety of problems, such as educational, vocational, marital, parental and personal.

88% MATCHING BLOCK 402/544

Classification is the most important technique of counselling. It is a tool through

which

100% MATCHING BLOCK 403/544

the client becomes aware of certain attitudes. feelings, reality versus subjective concept and permits him to see himself and his

environment in a more objective manner which allows better control of the himself

and

94% MATCHING BLOCK 404/544

of situations. Counseling may include the giving of information, explaining a regime and analyzing its issue, and analyzing the steps

involved in a course of action.Counselling in

casework

92% MATCHING BLOCK 405/544

is provided to the clients under the following conditions : ? The individual is under a degree of tension, arising from incompatible

personal desires or from the conflict of social and environmental demands with individual needs. The tension and stress so created

are greater than the stress involved in expressing his feelings about his problems. ? The individual has some capacity to cope with

life. He possesses adequate ability and stability to exercise some control over the elements of his situation. The circumstances with

which he is faced are not so adverse or so unchangeable as to make it impossible for him to control or alter them. ? He is

95% MATCHING BLOCK 406/544

reasonably free from excessive instabilities, particularly of an organic nature. ? He possesses an adequate intelligence for coping

with his life situations, with an intelligence rating of dull, normal or above.
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able to express these tensions and conflicts either verbally or through other media. A conscious desire for help is advantageous, but

not entirely necessary. ? He is reasonably independent either emotionally or spatially, of close family control. ?

100% MATCHING BLOCK 408/544

There is an opportunity for the individual to express his conflicting tensions in planned contacts with the counselor. ?

He is

suitably aged-old enough to

94% MATCHING BLOCK 409/544

deal somewhat independently with life, young enough to retain some elasticity of adjustment. In terms of chronological age this

might mean roughly from ten to sixty. Similarities

and dissimilarities of casework and counselling : Similarities 1. Both have the same objective. 2. Both deals with same type of clients. 3.

Both deals with the same type of problems. 4. The effectiveness of both depends on ‘Relationship’. 5.

84% MATCHING BLOCK 410/544

Both believe in worth and dignity of the individual. 6. Both have common principles.

Dissimilarities a.

89% MATCHING BLOCK 411/544

In counselling help is provided to the client without social service whereas the main base of help in social case work is social service.

b. Agency is not essentially required in counselling but social case work is always practiced in an agency.

c. Counsellor is

88% MATCHING BLOCK 412/544

self-dependent in his counselling but case work services are provided through agency.

d.

84% MATCHING BLOCK 413/544

Social case work gives an emphasis on activity but in counselling the client is enabled to understand his problem. e. In counselling,

an emphasis is laid on the problem, not the person concerned but in social casework the emphasis is basically on client and the type

of service to be provided.
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Concrete help is not provided in counselling. Counselor and client talk together on the problem but in social case work concrete

service is rendered along with oral discussions. g. Counsellor is concerned most of the time with one type of problem as there are

various counselling agencies but in case work client is studied and understood as a whole. 11.

88% MATCHING BLOCK 416/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

Exploration—It starts with questions about age etc. and proceeds to explore the
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client’s feeling and experiences with open-ended questions. If the worker is uncertain as to why the client is emphasizing a particular

thing, or taking a question, or making a request, complaint, accusation, and so forth, it is wise to make further inquiry as to just what

the client has in mind, and why it is important to him. Exploring through questioning and commenting is also useful when the worker

wants clients to look in more depth at a

certain subject.

93% MATCHING BLOCK 417/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

This helps in collecting relevant data for diagnostic purposes and may lead the client to think various unexplored areas of the

problem, thus helping him to have insight into the problem. 12.

Initialization—

96% MATCHING BLOCK 418/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

We all have experienced anxiety whosoever we had to ask for help from persons unknown or formally known to us. Similarly,

questions about self from unknown or formally known persons also create anxiety in us. Apart from this, when the client approaches

the caseworkers, he is naturally suffering from some anxiety caused by his problems/non-fulfillment of his needs. The anxiety is

tackled and the client’s interest in solving his problem is sustained. Sustaining process becomes more useful when anxiety is greater

as it quickly reduces his anxiety, makes him comfortable and thus builds his confidence in caseworker. Techniques used in sustaining

process to maintain his/her current social functioning and interest in casework treatment are conveying acceptance, reassurance

and encouragement.

Here , it is very important to talk about the technique of direct influence in case work : ?

100% MATCHING BLOCK 419/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

Underlining : This involves approving or emphasizing a course of action, the client himself is contemplating upon. Here, the worker

may use the sentences like, “I think this is realistic for you to…”, “I think you are doing the right thing and the action should be taken

as quickly as possible”.
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Suggestion : Herein a solution is raised in the client’s mind by the worker and it is up to the client to accept or reject the idea. Since

the worker is not emphatic on this suggestion; the client is free to reject the idea. For example, worker may say, “You can utilize this

leisure time for painting or kitchen- garden etc”. In case the client uses his leisure time for walking or playing, he is free to do so

without any fear of criticism from the worker. ? Advice : This involves stating an opinion or taking a stand concerning certain issues

which must be acted upon by the client in his own interest and which if not taken will be harmful to the client’s interest. Physicians

advice drugs which should be taken by the client if he wants to get cured.

98% MATCHING BLOCK 421/544 470E1120-Social Work Practices with Individual ... (D165249726)

Similarly, the caseworker advises actions which should be adopted by the client to solve the problems. ? Advocating : This is one

step beyond the advice, i.e., putting certain urgency behind the advice offered. Advice is re-emphasized. It is offered in term of :it is

essential and that would be very unwise not to do so”. This is indicated when there is a chance of severe loss because of the client’s

ill-considered or impulsive action, or when enough time is not available for discussing consequences of the action being

contemplated by the client. Such situations may be like a mentally disturbed person sticking to the home, a person likely to commit

suicide, or running away from homes, etc. In all such situations, advocating becomes more useful because it saves the client from

the big loss he may suffer because of his ill-considered action. However, no attempt should be made to create guilt in the client,

when he fails, by telling him that “I told you so”. ? Actual intervention : Herein the caseworker takes action to prevent the client from

taking inadequately considered action or sees that he acts in a particular (the desirable) way. Examples are removing the patient to a

hospital, placing the child in a hostel, etc. Use of these technique demands that the worker be fully convinced that the step is

factually justified and necessary community resources and support are available. His action should be firm and polite without

communicating any anxiety to the people around. Direct influence techniques should be avoided unless it is really justified and it

should be, wherever possible, used in conjunction with the producers for development of understanding. To start with, most gentle

form of influence should be used. The
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caseworker has to be very cautious and conscious of his own needs while suggesting and offering advice. 13.

Acceptance—Rogers (1961) attaches great importance to the principle of acceptance. The nature of a client-caseworker relationship is

defined and set by this principle of the caseworker regarding the client unconditionally as a person of self-worth. Sometimes we have

conditional acceptance which no social relationship can escape. The caseworker- client relationship is also a kind of social

relationship and the parties, namely the caseworker and the client, may approach each other with different degrees of acceptance.

This is not a healthy client-caseworker relationship. An ideal relationship is one in which acceptance is unconditional. Complete

acceptance does not involve normative or judgmental attitudes. But it is deeply concerned with alleviating the misery of another

person. A client-caseworker relationship reveals acceptance by words, gesture, posture and the client’s as well as worker’s experience

of the feeling of being unconditionally liked, respected and understood. In this sense, acceptance is the essence of a client-

caseworker relationship. 14. Confrontation—Herein the client is confronted with his own motor behavior, feelings, reactions etc. These

are brought to his attention in its various aspects to help him to understand his own reactions to the situation/event/ person. This

brings in insight necessary for effecting desirable change in his approach to deal with life situations. Examples: “You remember your

eyes got red and your voice got raised when I… You remember you said’No’ when I requested you to see your hospitalized brother.”

15. Role play—It refers to the spontaneous demonstration of the situation. It s a play enacted or character seen in real life consciously

bringing out the feelings of the character brought into play. It s to uphold a particular phenomena or social issues through individual

enactment. The purpose of the role playing are : ? Understand one-self and others. ? The role played by people in actual life. ?

Examining personal attitude, feeling and behavior. ? Experimenting the new personal behavior.
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the different aspects of a role and interaction between the roles. ? Asking the observers for their comments. ? Reflecting on and

discussing the role play. Discovering insights and giving expression to them. ? Stooping the role play after 5-10 minutes or when the

main points are over, ask for role players’ own comments and experience. ? Briefly trying out the main roles. ? Intervening roles and

their general characteristics. ? Selecting those who will be most effective in the roles. ? Choosing observers and briefing them as to

what they should look for. ? Planning the role play and scenario in outline form by the main role players. ? Rehearsing and practicing

for dealing with new situation. Discussing briefly the issue or problem or previous experience or relationship and deciding which are

the important aspects to be included in the role play. ? Defining the purpose of a particular role play. ? Identifying roles and their

general characteristics. 16. Modeling—Modeling is a technique in which a client’s behavior is modified as a result of observing the

appropriate and normal behavior of other people used as models. One may use modeling therapy for eliminating a child’s fear of

rabbits by making him observe that other children are playing with the rabbits without fear. Similarly, one’s phobia of snakes may also

be overcome through modeling therapy. Such patients may be made to observe both real and filmed incidents of people (models) and

snakes in which people (models) may be seen approaching the snakes gradually with no signs of anxiety and fear. Modeling as a

technique may also be used for learning more adaptable and desirable ways of personal and social adjustment. People may also be

helped in the treatment of sexual dysfunctions by means of films or live models depicting practical techniques and normal sex

behavior. 17. Reality therapy—RT is an approach to psychotherapy and counselling developed by Glasses (1960). RT differs from

conventional psychiatry,
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and medical model schools of psychotherapy in that it focuses on what Glasser calls psychiatry’s three Rs- realism, responsibility, and

right-and-wrong, rather than symptoms of mental disorders. RT maintains that the individual is suffering from a socially universal

human condition rather than a mental illness. It is in the unsuccessful attainment of basic needs that a person’s behavior moves away

from the norm. Since fulfilling essential needs is part of a person’s present life, reality therapy does not concern itself with a client’s

past. Neither does this type of therapy deal with unconscious mental processes. In these ways reality therapy is very different from

other forms of psychotherapy. The reality therapy approach to counselling and problem-solving focuses on the here-and-now

actions of the client and the ability to create and choose a better future. Typically, clients seek to discover what they really want and

how they are currently choosing to behave in order to achieve these goals. According to Glasser, the social component of

psychological disorders has been highly overlooked in the rush to label the population as sick or mentally ill. Reality therapy attempts

to separate the client from the behavior. Just because someone is experiencing distress resulting from a social problem does not

make him sick; it just makes him out of sync with his psychological needs. 7.4 Role played by the therapist/caseworker Reality therapy

seeks to treat patients who face difficulty in working out a relationship with others. So, the information of a connection of the patient

with therapist is regarded as an important milestone at the start of the therapy. According to the therapists, bonding of the patients

with their therapists is the most crucial dynamics that would facilitate the healing process. As soon as this bonding is stable, it can help

to form a fulfilling connection outside the therapeutic environment. Patients receiving this kind of therapeutic treatment will learn

various ways to strengthen relationships in the most suitable manner possible and that too in the absence of their therapists’ safe

relationship. Moreover, they will be able to use their newfound skills in their personal lives. Reality therapy says that when patients are

able to use the skills, behaviours, actions and methods learned through the therapy in their personal lives, then they will
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successfully work out external relationships as well. This will provide them with the satisfaction of leading a more fulfilling life. While

traditional psycho-analysis and counselling often focus on past events, reality therapy and choice theory solutions lay in the present

and the future, Practitioners of reality therapy may visit the past but never dwell on it. In reality therapy, the past is seen as the source

of the client’s wants and his or her ways of behaving, not as a cause. A client’s “Quality World’ is examined as to what this person wants

in his life and it is realistic. Supposedly each person from birth has taken pictures or stored mental images that he wants in his Quality

World. Also, each person strives to attain these things that have given pleasure in the past. Everyone’s quality world is different, so

naturally when people enter into a relationship their quality world most likely will not match up with their new partner. Principles used

by the case worker while using reality therapy as a technique : ? Focus on the present and avoid discussing the past because all human

problems are caused by unsatisfying present relationships. ? Understand the concept of total behavior, which means focus on what

clients can directly act and think. ? Avoid discussing symptoms and complaints as much as possible since these are often the effective

ways that clients choose to deal with unsatisfying relationships. ? Be patient and supportive but keep focusing on the source of the

problem. ? Help them make specific, workable plans to reconnect with the people they need, and then follow through on what was

planned by helping them evaluate their progress. Based on their experience, therapists may suggest plans, but should not give the

message that there is only one plan. A plan is always open to revision or rejection by the client. ? Teach clients that legitimate or not,

excuses stand directly in the way of their ability to make needed connections. ? Focus on specifics. Find out as soon as possible who

clients are disconnected from and work to help them choose reconnecting behaviours. If they are completely disconnected, focus on

helping them finds a new connection.
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judgmental and non-coercive, but encourage people to judge all they are doing by the Choice Theory Axiom. ? Avoid criticizing,

blaming and/or complaining and help clients do the same. By doing this, they learn to avoid these extremely harmful external control

behaviours that destroy relationships. ? Spend less time on what they cannot do directly such as changing their feelings and

physiology. Feelings and physiology can be changed indirectly, but only if these is a change in the acting and thinking. 18. Family

therapy—Family therapy has grown out of the realization that each member of a family is influenced by every other member. Usually,

unhealthy intra familial relationships are responsible for the maladaptive abnormal behavior of a person. On the other hand, an

abnormal person may prove a potent factor in turning the environment of family uncongenial and thus paving the way for making

other members maladjusted and abnormal. A proper treatment procedure must care for the related factors in one’s family along with

his treatment. In order to bring about a desirable modification in the behavior of a person we have to take care of the interfamilial

relationships within his or her family. If we attempt to change the person without changing the others in family, we may find family

circumstances conspiring to keep him as he is. Family therapy is a challenging and promising approach. It helps the family members to

discuss their attitudes with each other and acquire insight in the interfamilial relationship. It brings desirable changes in the whole

family interaction, ensuring that changes in one person will not be counteracted by the behavior of others. This approach brings all or

a large portion of the family under study and thus helps in maintaining the family’s equilibrium and allows the family to work its

adjustment problems as they occur. 19. Transference—It

94% MATCHING BLOCK 423/544 Social Work with Indiv and Groups Block 1.pdf (D164882170)

is the tendency in every human being to relate the emotions and attitudes that have developed during his growth to those people in

his immediate environment.

The individual who brings to his object relationships his fantasized needs and who gives to the object fantasized qualities is

manifesting the phenomenon of transference. This means that he
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is transferring to a real person feelings, attitudes, and fantasies which
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come from his unconscious mind and which are residual of his infantile experiences and conflicts. A patient’s transference to the

analyst is only that part of the patient’s reaction to the analyst which repeats the patient’s reactions to a person who has, at some

previous time, played an important role in the patient’s life.When a patient recounts free associations, he soon speaks of events or

fantasies of vital interest to himself, and when these are told, the listener is gradually invested with some of the emotions which

accompany them. The patient gradually begins to feel that the sympathetic listener is loved or hated, a friend or an enemy, one who is

nice to him or one who frustrates his needs and punishes him. The feelings toward the listener become more and more like those felt

toward the specific people the patient is talking about, or, more exactly, those his unconscious “is talking about” This special case of

object displacement during psycho-analysis is called transference. Transference in case work—Transference was introduced into social

work parlance by Jessie Taft in 1924 who described it as “an emotional relationship to the client”. Hamilton defines transference as a

carrying over of irrational elements from other relationships, particularly in the past, displaced on to the social worker, reflecting

unconscious motivation. All relationships are based on previous experiences with people, however, the psycho-analytic term

‘transference ‘ refereeing to specific irrational responses of the client to the worker, as though the worker was some person in client’s

previous experience, is frequently used to refer any positive or negative feelings of the client for the worker. In this sense, the

therapeutic relationship would be viewed as a transference relationship, as opposed to a real relationship, thus permitting the worker

to insulate himself or herself from any true reactions and personally meaningful interactions with the client. A simple example of

transference would be that of a client who came from a home where his father was an arrogant and domineering person. As a man

the client has never been able to get along with his boss or any other figure of authority. In the case work situation, he transfers to the

case worker hostile feelings of the type he originally felt toward his father and accuses the case worker of the same arrogant

treatment at the hands of his father.
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transference—It is of two types-positive and negative. If the parents of the client have been friendly and helpful, even though

imperfectly or unsuccessfully but with the child’s (client) interest at heart, he
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will transfer a desire for help, friendship, guidance, emotional support and interest.

It is positive transference. If during client’s early development the parents had not shown interest in him and were indifferent, then the

client will transfer feeling of unfriendliness, suspicion and distrust. It is negative transference. If the transference is positive, help can be

given more quickly and easily. When the transference is negative, then part of the work of the case worker is to help the client

understand the origin of the negative feelings and work toward making them more positive. Use of transference—
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There are three stages in dealing and using transference in social case work.

These stages are : 1.

91% MATCHING BLOCK 426/544

Understanding the transference. 2. Utilizing the transference. 3. Interpreting the transference Understanding of the transference is

essential for the worker as it helps to understand the behavior of the client and to recognize its significance in his development

process. It also explains the present unconscious needs of the client. Understanding of the transference

gives an opportunity to the worker for the integration of factors i.e. the present behavior and problem, the environmental forces, the

past experiences and earlier relationships.
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Utilization of transference depends on the understanding of the social case work of the phenomena .It explains many cures or

treatments of emotional disturbances by life situations and by fortunate relationship with other persons. The recognition of a

transference need permits the establishment of a relationship between a case worker and a client which allows for the utilization of

such techniques as suggestion, advice, counselling, and education. The interpretation of

the transference, that is,

96% MATCHING BLOCK 429/544 Social Work with Indiv and Groups Block 1.pdf (D164882170)

confronting the individual with the awareness that his behavior is the repetition of a specific unconscious
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infantile constellation is definitely part of psycho-analytical therapy and requires the preparation of the individual by the careful

analysis of his unconscious defenses.
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Transference in Diagnosis The person, who comes for help, knows external factors of his problem and has little resistance discussing

them. In such cases a positive reality relationship is sufficient for diagnosis. When the emotional factors are involved in the problem,

the client will not like to disclose them easily and most of the time will avoid on that particular issue. In such cases transference

becomes necessary because apart from the resistance due to personal reasons involved in the problem, he is not fully aware about his

existence in him. Transference diminishes these resistances to some extent and thus helps him to talk more freely and friendly. It is

transference which gives clues by which social case worker infers the nature of his underlying difficulties. It also gives an insight into

the client’s personality and helps in identifying his weaknesses as well as his strengths and ego functioning. On the basis of the

understanding of the ego strength, social case worker prepares treatment plan for the client. Use of Transference Treatment In case

work, transference is developed in terms of psycho-social interaction to reveal specific relationship and situations rather than being

held within the worker- client focus as such. Transference is designed to free the patient sufficiently so that he may think and feel

more realistically about his behavior and relationships, to support him in great feelings of adequacy and confidence, and to mobilize

him to express his powers creatively in social situation.
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Transference promotes a feeling on the part of the client that his problem is being shared and case worker is genuinely interested in

his welfare. This feeling of the client makes him easy, calm; less burdened with anxiety and opens the road for fruitful solution.

The feeling of sharing of the client is his identifications with the worker who develops transference. Thus the transference helps in

treatment in a number of ways. ? The client feels relaxed. ? The client stats abandoning resistances. ? He perceives the problem

situation more realistically. ? The mature ego strengths of the worker serve to reinforce the weak ego strengths of the client.
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when he does not respond neurotically, helps the client to see and bear the reality. ? Identification with the worker gradually helps the

client to strengthen his ego power and capacity for reality testing and problem solving. 20. Counter transference—Relationship is a

two way process. Social case worker has also unconscious tendency to transfer out the client. As in the case of transference, these

counter transference feelings, both positive and negative, are unconscious but operate with force. Therefore, it is
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the job of case worker to recognize his feelings and must control them. 21.

Clarification—This involves clarifying the reality as distinct and separate from fantasy. This seeks to correct distorted ideas that are

unrealistic. This helps in developing awareness of unproductive repetitious behavior patterns and of the ego defenses operating in

individual’s such behavior patterns. Herein, the client is made aware of certain attitudes and feelings colouring his reality perception;

once he is aware of it, he can see how his actions are against his own real interests. His awareness of his own attitudes and feelings

helps him to see the situation objectively. He thus develops better control and takes decision according to his real needs and existing

reality. Examples: How do you know that your father—in -law is angry with you? How can you say that college-going girls do not

make good wives? Can you secure first division in the examination by studying for one hour daily only? 22. Interpretation—It is

meaning (why) of the client’s behavior in terms of the influence of his earlier experiences with parents and siblings on his current

functioning. The current functioning is interpreted in terms of his experiences in childhood and he is made to realize that his own

actions are against his own interest. Interpretation of the reaction of the client is done in terms of how (dynamic functioning) also, i.e.,

in terms of interaction between thinking and feeling, ego, id and superego, defense mechanisms and impulses etc. Examples: “Are you

afraid of your boss because you were afraid of your father? Do you fulfill all the wishes of your wife irrespective of its cost because of

your domineering sex urges”. 23. Resource utilization— It is a very common technique of social caseworker which implies that all the

resources available to the client, including
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well as community resources, are used to help the client and protect his legitimate interest. In this process, one can use the resources

of friends, relatives, neighbours, public and private agencies, in addition to his own (client’s) intelligence, psyche, education, talents

etc., to help him to solve his problem and adjust to his environment. 24. Individualization—It is just opposite to generalization. Herein,

the client is made to feel that the reactions/feelings are unique to the client and he should own responsibility for it if he is to solve his

problem. This is required in those cases where the client avoids taking responsibility for his feelings/ reactions by generalizing it. One

may say, for example, “I think, Mr.X, it you who feel like this. Others do not feel like this in such situations”. 25. Paraphrasing—

Paraphrasing has been regarded in professional literature as an influential reaction that greatly contributes to the process’s progress.

The counsellor rephrases the content of the client’s message. This reaction encourages additional thoughts and new expressions

which then aid the client in examining conflicts. Using paraphrasing during counselling also assists social case worker to clarify and

brighten the client’s expressions. ? Paraphrasing is rephrasing the main content of the client’s message (usually in a shortened form) to

clarify the essence of what he or she has just said. ? It is about stating thoughts from a different angle. ? It concentrates on immediate

client statements. ? It is about taking what the client has said and repeating it back to them in one’s own words BUT not necessarily

using the same words. ? An accurate paraphrase would involve interchangeability of client’s ideas. ? In summary, paraphrasing is

simply just about condensing, capturing and stating in one’s own words the important content message of what someone has just

said. Paraphrasing is repetition of the jest of client’s feelings by the counselor in their own words. For example, “You seem to be saying

that you are afraid that your family is not going to take care of you”. The clients might then agree with the interpretation. If not, the

counselor can seek clarification by saying “will you please explain it with
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Utilizing this technique, the case worker attempts to give feed back to the client; the essence or content of what the client has just

said and clarifies understanding of the client’s world. Clarification helps the client to come to understand themselves better. When you

ask the client to explain something in more details or in a different way; by doing this clients not only explore their own feelings

further, but will also feel that you are trying hard to understand their situation. In the process, case workers also tell the client about

the scientific facts known to them. A paraphrase reflects the essence of the verbal content; it expresses the facts of the situation but

pares away details. For instance, newscasters often repeat in their own words what people said during interviews. Each of you has

observed the use of the paraphrase and has probably used paraphrasing, perhaps without noticing it. When you take notes in a class,

you probably paraphrase the instructor’s lecture. When you send a telegram, you condense the message into as few words as

possible- again, a form of paraphrase. When to use paraphrase ????? When you have an hypothesis about what’s going on with the

client. ????? When the client is in a decision making conflict. ????? When the client has presented a lot of material and you feel

confused. It is helpful for the case worker to repeat the client’s preferred words especially if the client uses a particular word rather

frequently. This is highly useful as it helps the client feel a higher degree of rapport with the social worker. Also, when a client shares a

particular insight, parroting might help the insight to sink in further. The paraphrase has three main functions : Verification of

perception—A paraphrase acts as a perception check. To verify that you have understood what the other person has said. This is

especially helpful if you are confused, or if you feel you may be identifying too closely with the person’s situation. If you have heared

correctly, the client may respond to your paraphrase by saying “Yes”, ‘That’s it”, or “Right”. Clarification—It may clarify what the person

has said, especially if you pick up trends, set up dichotomies, or list priorities. As an active listener with some objectivity, you may see

these trends and priorities more clearly than the speaker.
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accurate empathy—A good paraphrase can demonstrate that you have what Carl Rogers called accurate empathy. Accurate empathy

is a non- judgmental reflection of another person’s world view; it is “walking a mile in another’s shoes”. It is important that a

paraphrase be brief. It should almost always be shorter than what was originally said. Standard openings for a paraphrase are: “In other

words,” or “So I hear you saying———”. Key points to remember while paraphrasing 1. When restating in your own words bear in mind

that you have to show a manner where the content and meaning of what has been said remains the same without any change. In

other words, the social worker should not add or alter the meaning of the client’s statement. 2. Also, such rephrasing statements

should be void of judgment. 3. In addition, paraphrasing statements should be presented without an attempt to problem-solving. 4.

Always check the accuracy of your paraphrasing with your client through phrases such as “Is that right?” 5. A tip for helping students

who have difficulties in paraphrasing would be to slow down the pace of the helping relationship so that they would have more time

to think. 6. During this time, social workers should try to recall the key message and attend to it. Also, recall key points and try to

reconstruct it you’re your own words. Moreover, many people have this conception that paraphrasing is merely putting the other

person’s ideas in another way. However, effective paraphrasing comes from an attitude, a desire to know what the other person

means. Hence, it is essential to communicate the meaning that their words convey to you. Social case workers should remember to

state paraphrases in a tentative way so the clients can correct errors, confirm accuracy or provide more details. Also, a tentative

paraphrase helps to pave the way for open discussions that might lead to deeper explorations. Examples of such tentative statements

are “Correct me if I’m wrong, but I’m sensing… and “Would I be right to say that you feel…”.
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stage, paraphrasing is especially important as the social case worker is just starting to understand how the client feels and thinks. The

client has an opportunity to know that the social worker has been listening to them, is with them and is interested in what he or she

has to say. Thus, paraphrasing has a powerful and positive effect as the client in turn would release their defense guard and would

share more without fear. Sharing more would lead to new understanding or insights for client with respect to their feelings and

problems. Through paraphrasing, client can also have an idea if the social worker has understood what he or she has said. If he or she

feels that they have yet to be accurately understood by the social worker, then this provides them a chance to try to make the

message clearer or correct the inaccuracy. Help the client by simplifying, focusing and crystallizing what they said. On the other hand,

if the paraphrase is accurate, it engages the client more and makes them open up more. It may encourage the client to elaborate

more. Paraphrasing is useful for confirming understanding such as confirming the social worker’s perceptions. It provides a check on

the accuracy of counsellor’s perceptions. Paraphrasing helps in the process of sorting out important from less important information.

This helps the client to not only focus on the content of his or her message but also aid them in organizing their disjointed thoughts.

Lastly, it helps to highlight content when attention to feelings is too early or self-defeating. A good paraphrase : ? Captures the

essence of what the person said; leaves out the details. ? Conveys the same meaning but usually uses different words. ? Is briefer that

what the person said. ? Is tentative. ? Is clear and concise. Steps in paraphrasing Client, a 40-year old woman : ‘How can I tell my

husband I want a divorce? He’ll think I’m crazy. I guess I’m just afraid to tell him “ ? Recall the message and restate it to yourself

covertly. ? Identify the content part of the message,.
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but has not told husband because he will think she is crazy. ? Select an appropriate beginning: e.g., “It should like”, “You think”, ‘I hear

you saying”. ? Translate the key content into your own words: Want a divorce= break off, split; e.g., ‘It sounds like you have not found a

way to tell your husband you want to end the relationship because of his possible reaction. Is that right?” ? Confirm the accuracy of

the paraphrase. How it is done Restate basic ideas and facts in your own words. Introduce your paraphrase with such comments as :

So, if I understand you right, you are saying…. (repeat what they just said in your own words)… Do I have it right? Let me see if I get

what you mean. You are suggesting that… Is that it? Ok, your point is that….Correct? Use your paraphrasing to separate factual content

from feelings by saying something like : - The factual situation is… (repeat their facts)… and the way you feel about that is…

(Emphatically describe how you think they feel). Is that right? Move toward problem solving. - Client : I lost my job at the start of the

year. On top of that I had marital problems with my husband. My children just don’t seem to respect me. - Social case worker : The

message I get is that you have had a number of serious things going wrong this year. - Client : I know it does not help my depression

to sit around at home or stay in bed all day. - Social case worker : It sounds like you know you should avoid staying in bed or sitting

around all day to help your depression. 26. Reassurance—It is used to allay unrealistic anxiety, guilts and apprehensions and create a

sense of security in the client. The strength of reassurance depends upon the confidence the client has in the worker. The way the

worker conducts himself in the situation can itself be reassuring to the client.
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fantasies/irrational thinking can be discussed to show their baselessness, thus making the client comfortable and secure. For example,

in the interview for jobs, the worker can explain the whole situation and thus make him believe that he had equal chance to be

selected along with others and that his apprehensions about the interview board are baseless. Reassurance should be given only when

the facts justify it. To cite an example, one may assure an anxious patient to be operated that there is every likelihood of its being

successful. If someone tells him that the operation is bound to be successful, he is taking risk as one can never be fully sure of the

operation’s success. Insecure persons may seek unconditional reassurance, which should be avoided for obvious reasons. 27.

Encouragement—It is done through expressing confidence in the client’s abilities, recognizing his achievements and expressing

pleasure in his success as we do when someone gets distinction in the examination or wins a match. It is useful with children and

adults lacking self-confidence or with persons in critical situation. Like any other technique, encouragement should also be based on

facts and not on false premises. False encouragement is detrimental to the growth of individual. Examples are congratulating

someone when successful in some competition, or when something has been achieved. 28. Explaining—This technique is used fir

helping the client to understand the situation or events in its various aspects with possible implications for the clients. The worker tries

to put all the aspects of the situation/event in detail and in proper sequence to enable the client to have better intellectual

understanding and appreciation of the situation/event. This helps him to take proper decision and allays his apprehensions and

corrects misconception. Sometimes one may take the help of theoretical knowledge also. 29. Catharsis—A catharsis is an emotional

discharge through which one can achieve a state of moral or spiritual renewal or achieve a state of liberation from anxiety and stress.

Catharsis is a Greek word and it means cleansing. In literature it is used for the cleansing of emotions of the characters. It can also be

any other radical change that leads to emotional rejuvenation of a person. This technique is often used by the caseworker to elicit all

pent up
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client which facilitate to realize many dimensions of the problem the client is encountering. 7.5 Summary We learnt that why it is

important to adopt the techniques while solving any client’s problems. While going through this unit we came across several Social

Work techniques and also learnt about the role of the Case Worker as a therapist. We must try to use these techniques in right

situation to get the best result. 7.6 Exercises 1. Write any four techniques of Social Work with examples from your field work

placement. 2. What is paraphrasing? Enumerate its key points. 3. Write a brief note on study, diagnosis and treatment. 4. Enumerate

the principles used by case worker while using reality therapy. 5. Discuss the Differences between cancelling & Case Work. 7.7
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Attitudes of Case Worker Structure 8.0 Objective 8.1 Introduction 8.2 Attitudes of Case Worker 8.3 Summary 8.4 Exercise 8.5

References 8.0 Objective In this unit the learners would get an idea about the various kinds of skill and attitudes required by the

professional social workers while working in different situations. 8.1 Introduction
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Skill is the capacity to perform a task or act in such a way that the objectives are realized effectively and within the shortest possible

time. Skill development depends upon training, practice, experience and knowledge of human behavior.

Basically, there are four skills required for effective casework practice. a) Skill in relationship b) Skill in exploring problems in depth c)

Skill in the use of the resources d) Skill in finding out alternative solutions It has been discussed earlier that casework treatment is

carried through relationship between the client and caseworker. This needs creating an atmosphere of trust, confidence and mutual

respect wherein the client feels comfortable to express himself and asks for help.
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Skill lies in showing respect, and genuine interest in the client and his problems, respecting his opinions and values, and involving

him in every stage of finding solution of his problems.
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ought to possess skills in probing the details and developmental sequence of the problem. Caseworker’s ability to help the client to tell

his story and to identify his real problem
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requires capacity to listen to, express interest and show respect to the

client’s versions along with understanding of human behavior in different conditions, and of social conditions and human problems.

Obviously, this requires capacity to empathize with the client. Very often, services and material resources are used as tools to help the

client to solve
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his problems. Therefore, caseworker needs capacity to tap all such resources either available in the friends circle or with the relatives

or in the community of the client in general to help him.

Caseworker’s

71% MATCHING BLOCK 437/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

skill lies in locating and using these resources for helping the client in such a way that it does not damage his self-image, especially

in out Indian settings. After having established a congenial relationship, explored his problems and tapped the needed resources, it is

extremely important to discuss the possible approaches to solve the problem in

greater detail and with full clarity. Alternative courses of action need to be thrashed out vividly and concretely in terms of its

advantages, disadvantages, implications for everyone likely to be affected by this decision.
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Skill lies in helping the client to understand each alternative with its all implications and to decide for the best possible course of

action in the situation.

The suggested actions have to be according to his capacity, status, resources and community norms. 8.2 Attitudes

of Case Worker
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Social casework attitudes
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have roots in the democratic social system. These contain certain ideas which are valuable to anyone engaged in social case work

practice. 1. Every man has inherent worth and dignity-This is a fundamental value of democracy, therefore, of social case work too.

He or she is worthy caring for the simple reason that he

or
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she is an individual, a human being capable of contributing to the growth of the society. It is because of this attitude that social

workers attend to every person’s need without an consideration of class, caste or creed etc., and serve anyone and everyone

without any discrimination. They recognize the fact that every member, whatever be his handicap, has worth; therefore, he deserves

to be respected and he is a
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dignified member of the society like anyone of the society. He had to be respected so that he can get all possible help and facilities

to live a socially productive and personally gratifying life. 2. From this it follows that individual has right to self-determination, taking

decisions about all the matters related to self as long as it does not interfere with the rights of others. One is considered to be

capable of taking decisions about one’s own future and the helper is only to tell him the pros and cons of his decisions to enable

him to choose his own future course of action. 3. Every individual is the primary concern of society, has potential for and the right to

growth and it is the responsibility of the society to provide equal opportunities to everyone to actualize his self. 4. Every individual in

turn, has to contribute to the society’s development by assuming his social responsibility, discharging his functions honestly and

acting properly and adequately in his social roles. 5. The individual and society in which one lives are interdependent. Neither the

individual nor the society can be conceived of without each other. 6. Basic human needs to be met by services which are not

contingent upon conformity either to moral behavior or to race, nationality, religion, caste, etc. 7.

Man
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is a bio-psycho-social who is in constant interaction with his environment. Social functioning

is determined by this interaction. When the child is born, he is nothing but a mere organism capable of bare minimum psychosocial

processes. Mother starts training the child. She teaches the baby either to suck the bottle or mother. The training continues. The child

learns where and when to pass faces, what to eat, what to put on, etc. It goes on further. He learns the language, how to address

mother, father, guests, seniors, etc. This process of learning goes on and he becomes a person by learning the social manners, social

customs, morals, laws, etc. He, as a member of the society, tries to establish his place in his group-family, neighbourhood, village, etc.

So, he does not remain a mere organism but becomes a person through the process of socialization. What he is today, is the product

of interaction of the organism with psychological, social and geographical factors. And, the social functioning (how does he act in

relation to self and others) is the result of the interaction of man, who is a product of biological (physical), psychological
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perception, learning, memory etc.) and social (membership of the group which has its own norms, values, customs and a certain style

of living) factors, with the environmental factors like the human beings, the living bodies, the climate, the amenities of life and the

natural surroundings, etc. 8.
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Every person is unique as well as similar to others. 9.

Man
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can grow and change limited only by his inherent capacities and potentials.
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This attitude implies that there is no limit to growth and development of an individual except the one imposed by our genetic

potentialities inherited by us. For example, we cannot make a person with an I.Q. of 50 compete with a person of 100 I.Q. This attitude

helps us plan our environment realistically and reduces our constraints involved in the process of helping others. 10. Within certain

limits, man can be understood and helped. Man is, as discussed earlier, a product of a very subtle and complicated interaction process

between bio-psycho-social (including environmental factors. Under no circumstances any one can understand this process to the

fullest extent. Nobody can remember all that has happened to him during his earlier parts of life. This becomes more evident when we

find that one invariably forgets what has happened to him even during one day. This is the human limitation. Hence, naturally, one can

study and understand a person within certain limits only and thus the help to be given to him will be limited by the understanding of

the man in question and the availability of various resources. 11. All problems in social functioning are psycho-social in nature and

most are interpersonal as well. Social casework, to start with was more concerned with socio-psychological problems. With the

advancement in the field, social casework has been described as a psychological process also dealing with psycho-social problems as

well. The fact is that no unit of our functioning in the society, say any act is either purely psychological or social. It may originate in

‘psyche’ and get expressed in social (psycho-social) or it may originate in ‘social’ and get expressed through psyche (socio-

psychological).For example, I think to present a pen to my child and I give it. This is psychosocial in nature. Similarly, when I see my

teacher, I bow down and greet him, which is termed as a socio-psychological act. However, in all the
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social and well as psychological components. Thinking takes place in a social context, and the why I think, has been patterned by the

society. Our ideas, beliefs and attitudes have been learnt from the society and its culture. All the problems caseworkers deal with are

psycho-social in nature, i.e. they have psychological as well as social components. (Here, psycho-social is used in terms of

psychological and social and not in terms of which precedes the other one). The causative factors of the problem may be either in the

psyche or in the social circumstances or in their interaction. Many a time, these problems have interpersonal components as well. 8.3

Summary To get the most effective result, it is important that the Case Workers must acquire some basic skills so that a meaningful

relationship in established with the client, and their problems are explored & resolved. The case worker must also adopt a democratic

attitude & give appropriate dignity to the client. 8.4 Exercises 1. Briefly elaborate the necessary skills of social case worker. 11. What

should be the ideal attitudes of case worker? 8.5
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Social Casework Structure 9.1 Objective 9.2 Introduction 9.3 Principles of Social Casework 9.4 Schools of Social Casework 9.5

Theories of Social Casework 9.6

Summary 9.7 Key Words 9.8 Exercises 9.9 Reference 9.1 Objective This unit will provide a good understanding about the principles of

social case work. Also provide scope to learn about thoughts of school of various theories
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of social case work. 9.2 Introduction Social Casework, a primary method of social work is concerned with the adjustment and

development of the individual towards more satisfying human relations. But his/her adjustment and development depend on the use

of available resources by him and within him. Sometimes due to certain factors, internal or external he/she fails to avail existing

facilities. In such situation social caseworker by using different resources; both material and human helps the client. But before

applying different techniques to the client in solving his/her psycho-social problems, he/she is required to know the theoretical

framework of social casework practice. There are certain principles of social casework practice andthese principles are the

guidelines to work with client. Those principles have also been discussed here.
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Diagnostic and functional schools of thought have been explained along with the difference between the two. Theories and models

of working with the individuals have got its place in the present unit. 9.3 Principles of Social Casework Letus quickly once again

revise the principles of social casework are applied in establishing close relationship between social caseworker and the client.

Relationship is the medium through which changes are brought in the behaviour and personality of the client. The term relationship

in social casework was used for the first time by Miss Virginia Robinson in her book, “A Changing Psychology in Social Case Work” in

1939. The social casework relationship is the dynamic interaction of attitudes and emotions between the social caseworker and the

client with the purpose of helping the client to achieve a better adjustment between himself and his/her environment. Thus the

purpose of establishing relationship is to help the client with his/her psycho- social needs and problems. The relationship between

caseworker and client may be more strengthened by using certain principles. These principles are : a) Principle of individualization b)

Principle of meaningful relationship c) Principle of acceptance d) Principle of communication e) Principle of expression of feelings f)

Principle of controlled emotional involvement g) Principle of non-judgmental attitude h) Principle of client’s self-determination i)

Principle of worker’s self-awareness j) Principle of social functioning k) Principle of tuning behaviour l) Principle of social learning m)

Principle of confidentiality
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Principle of individualization No two persons are alike in all qualities and traits. Their problems may be the same but the cause of the

problem, the perception towards the problem and ego strength differs in every individual. Therefore, each individual client should be

treated as a separate entity and complete information is required to establish close relations in order to solve his/her problem from

root. 2) Principle of meaningful relationship The purpose of establishing relationship in social casework is to change the behaviour of

the client or to achieve adjustment in maladjusted situation. Meaningful relationship is developed in social casework by

demonstrating the interests in client. He/she is convinced of the caseworker’s warmth as an individual and conveys respect and

caring for him/her. In return, the caseworker helps the client to trust in his/her objectivity and feel secured as worthwhile individual.

3) Principle of acceptance Social caseworker accepts the client as he is and with all his/her limitations. He/ she believes that

acceptance is the crux of all help. It embraces two basic ideas — one negative and one positive. He/she does not condemn or feel

hostile towards a client because his/her behaviour differs from the approved one. Later on, he/she tries to modify his/her behaviour

step by step. 4) Principle of communication Communication is a two-way process. There must be proper communication between

caseworker and the client, which helps, in proper understanding of each other. It is the road to the identification of the client’s

problem. The function of social caseworker is primarily to create an environment in which the client will feel comfortable in giving

expression to his/her feelings. It depends on a proper communication. 5) Principle of expression of feelings Purposeful expression of

feelings is the recognition of the client’s need to express his/her feelings freely, especially his/her negative feelings. The caseworker

listens purposefully, neither discouraging nor condemning the expression of those
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feelings. Sometimes he/ she even stimulate and encourage them when the expression is of therapeutic nature. 6) The Principle of

controlled emotional involvement The social caseworker tries to understand the client’s feelings and emotions but he/she

himself/herself does not involved emotionally in his/her problems. 7) Principle of non-judgmental attitude The non-judgmental

attitude is a quality of the casework relationship. The caseworker does not blame the client for his/her problem nor he assigns any

responsibility for his/ her miseries. He/she only evaluates the attitudes, standards or action of the client. 8) Principle of client self-

determination The client’s self-determination is the practical recognition of the right and need of clients to freedom in making

his/her own choices and decisions. But this right is limited by the client’s capacity for positive and constructive decision making. 9)

Principle of self-awareness It means that caseworker should know his/her own strengths and limitations in dealing with client’s

problems. If he/she feels that the problems of the client are beyond his/her capacity, the client should be transferred to the

appropriate authority. 10) Principle of social functioning Social functioning means the functioning of the individual in his/her social

roles and relationships, with emphasis on his/her relation to the environment. The caseworker tries to assess the roles of the client

and his/her capacity to perform these roles. 11) Principle of tuning behaviour Man has body, mind and intellect as three instruments

of experiences through which life constantly pulsates. These three instruments have their own distinct characteristics in each

person. Hence each person has unique personality. There is need of tuning three instruments for right perception and thinking. The

social caseworker does it. 12) Principle of social learning Social learning is a pre-requisite to the changes that are inevitably involved

in problem solving. The social learning processes involves :
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Arousing and focusing attention and concern, (2) Organising and evaluating the problem and planning future action, (3) Searching

for and acquiring new information, (4) Providing opportunities to the client for new experience. 13) Principle of confidentiality

Confidentiality is the preservation of the secret information concerning the client, which is disclosed in the professional relationship

only. 9.4 Schools of Social Casework In the beginning the aim of social work was to help but later on due to influence of psychology

and psychiatry, personality and behaviour treatment have also been added as the objective of social casework. Basic orientation of

social caseworkers are of different kinds and with the result diagnostic and functional schools appear in the practice of social

casework. Diagnostic School The diagnostic school is basically founded on the Freudian theory of psychoanalysis. Mary Richmond

gave shape to these thoughts in the form of a school. She wrote first book on social casework i.e. Social Diagnosis in 1917. The other

contributors of this school were Marion Kenworthy (New York School of Social Work), Betsey Libbey (Family Society of Philadelphia),

Gordon Hamilton, Bertha Reynolds, Charlotte Towle, Florence Day and Annette Garrett. The Diagnostic school is based on the

following main foundations. Principles of Diagnosis Social casework help is based on the understanding of each client individually

and his/ her problems. It is essential because it gives a realistic basis for differentiation, and a base for the improvement of the

client’s social situation and personal satisfaction and adjustment. The diagnosis is based on the following principles : 1) The

diagnostic process consists of a critical study of a client and his/her situation and the trouble concerning which help is sought or

needed for the purpose of understanding the nature of the difficulty with increasing details and accuracy.
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Diagnosis is based on the knowledge of the worker about the interplay of social and psychological factors affecting the client. 3) The

knowledge of interaction between inner and outer forces influencing the client makes the process of diagnosis helpful and

therapeutic. 4) Every problem of the individual should be understood in the light of multiple factors theory. 5) In the initial stage also,

relieving of pressure of stresses and strains on the client, helps the caseworker to arrive at a proper diagnosis. 6) The initial appraisal

of personality and motivations and their significance in the development of client’s problem provides the basis for planning the

treatment of the client’s problems. 7) For the solution of the problem of the client, it is of utmost importance to gain some

knowledge of his/her current capacity to work and to recognize the motivating forces in his/her behaviour. 8) The understanding of

the psycho-dynamics and the pathological symptoms of the personality of the client provides the basis of determining the kind of

help that can be appropriately offered. Principles of Treatment The main objective of the treatment is of alleviating the client’s

distress and decreasing the malfunctioning in the person situation system. The above objective is achieved by enhancing the

adaptive skills of his/her ego and functioning of the person situation system. It is based on certain principles : 1) The forces of the

discussion in the interview is centred on the problem and ways of resolving it. Attention is paid to know the obstacles both

situational and behavioural that stand in the way of solution. 2) Nature and extent of both social and psychological factors differ in

each situation. 3) Treatment goals and techniques are planned after a careful study of the particular needs of the client. 4) The

success of the treatment programme is based on the utilization of the relationship purposefully. 5) Social therapy and psychotherapy

are the two broad classifications of social casework treatment.
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Use of Techniques The techniques include encouraging, emotional discharge, reassurance, support, suggestion, guidance and

direction, provision of new experiences, clarification, interpretation, etc. Use of Relationship The relationship is the medium of

treatment through which client is enabled to find new ways of perceiving his/her problems and of handling himself. Functional

School The functional approach to social casework practice was developed by the Faculty Members of the School of the University

of Pennsylvania. This approach is based on the personality theory of Otto Rank. According to Functional School social casework is a

method of helping people through special services given by social agencies in such way that the experience of using such services

may be psychologically constructive. Thus the functional school of social casework has two inseparable aspects : 1) Potentials for

help to a person is inherent in the existence of service. Inspite of the differences in the clients and ways of using of agencies

services, the kind of service an agency gives and their purposes remain the same. 2) The use of agency service gives psychological

experience that differs from the form of another kind of service regardless of the similarity of problem in the people using the two

services. Diagnosis The diagnosis is most effective which is related to the need for some specific service and which is developed in

the course of giving the service. This school does not recognize the significance of understanding the total situation of the client.

Functional diagnosis recognizes that people cannot be categorized and a plan with a specific kind of service may deny potential

growth and change. In establishing a diagnostic conclusion each individual makes his/her own diagnosis of

him/her.
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Diagnosis is a way of engaging in a human relationship process, which frees the help seeker to determine his/her own goal for

himself/herself. The client is the centre for change capable of continuous growth and development.
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Treatment Functional school prefers to use the term helping process, rather than treatment. Social Caseworker is not responsible for

treating someone who is the passive recipient of treatment because the school believes that the centre for change resides in the

client itself. Social Casework through the agency service seeks to release power for improved social functioning. The process of

establishing and using a diagnosis serves as the part of casework helping. Total social casework process includes three stages or

three time phases: beginning, middle and ending. In the beginning phase, the caseworker establishes relationship by removing all

the hindrances that come in the way of understanding the client or by the client to the caseworker. He/she also tries to understand

the client’s needs, desires, motives, interests and hopes for future. He/she also divides the problem of the client and put them in

order of priority. The client starts to take services from the agency. In the middle stage the responsibility of the client increases and

the relation becomes closer. The last stage is of separation of client from the caseworker. It is a difficult process. Sometimes client

does not like to terminate the service due to emotional touch with the worker. The social caseworker with all his/her abilities and

capacities tries on one hand not to harm his/her feelings and on the other hand the client may go happily. Caseworker gives him/

her a chance to become conscious of his/her readiness to leave, so that he/she can leave the agency without and fear. Difference

between Diagnostic and Functional School 1) Diagnostic School follows the theory of personality developed by Sigmund Freud

whereas functional school is based on the theory of ‘will’ developed by Otto Rank. 2) Diagnostic School believes that personality is a

composite of many interacting forces, reacting not only in each other but also influences the social environment favourably or

unfavourably. The strength and the nature of balance of these forces are the result of individual’s experiences primarily of his/her

relationship to parents and the other person. The functional school also believes that the process of development of personality

takes place within the interaction of inner needs and environmental experiences, but such an interaction takes place and is directed

by the human beings inborn will to individual development and autonomy.
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According to diagnostic school, the ego is the chief of psychic energy, the strength of which is determined largely by the favourable

or unfavourable course of one’s psycho-social environment. But according to functional school the ego (self) is the result of the

creative use of inner and outer experience through the ‘will’ and is not the product of interaction of inner and outer forces. 4) In the

diagnostic view, the goal of treatment is to increase the individual’ ego capacity whereas functional school tends to direct his/her

effort toward helping the client to release his/her inner capacity of feeling, organising and acting. 5) Total information about the

client’s ego functions, total personality, motivating forces, reality pressures and his/her current feelings is essential according to

diagnostic view for enabling the client to take part in the therapeutic relationship. Functional school gives emphasis on the client’s

feelings in the immediate situation which includes both his/her problem and the casework relationship through which he/she may

solve the problem, other information are secondary. 6) Diagnostic School believes in doing planned and goal directed help to the

client — both psychological and social. Functional school gives full freedom to the client to give direction to his/her own process of

change. Agency services are made available. 7) The Diagnostic School accepts responsibility for apprising client’s capacities and

weakness and for organising and arranging measures for self development. The functional school believes in the client’s right for

choices and goals because of the constructive value of the use of self. 9.5 Theories of Social Casework Theories or models give the

direction to the caseworker to handle the client in a way which is suited according to the client’s need and social conditions.
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Psycho-social Theory Psycho-social theory was propounded by Hamilton. She published an article on “The Underlying Philosophy

of Social Case Work” in 1941 in which the word ‘diagnostic’ was used to express psycho-social problems. In this approach, diagnosis

and treatment are directed toward person in situation. The client is seen in the context of his/her interactions and transactions with

the outer world. For proper diagnosis and treatment client’s social context must be understood and mobilized. Treatment must be

differentiated according to the need of the client. Three stages are involved in psycho-social approach. Psycho-social Study Social

Caseworker starts his/her work with the knowledge of the needs of the client. He/she on the basis of the needs assesses what kind

of help is his/her need. He/she also finds out the perception of the client about his/her own problem, and his/ her desires about the

kind of assistance to be provided. He/she, then, himself/herself tries to arrive at his/her own understanding of what the client’s

trouble is, what factors contribute to it and what type of service is needed to improve his/her ego strength and adaptability.

Diagnosis On the basis of the collected data and available material social caseworker tries to assess the nature of client’s trouble

contributing factors and where changes can be brought in his/her behaviour without much efforts. Treatment Social Caseworker

gives much emphasis on indirect treatment or environmental modification. He/she intervenes actively in the environment and

provides necessary concrete help to the client. He/she provides financial help by locating such agency, proper health care and also

educational resources. Direct treatment is also provided for the ventilation of the client to accept concrete help. Psychological

support, counselling, suggestions, etc. techniques are used to establish close relations with the client. II) Behaviour Modification

Theory Behaviour modification theory is based upon the principles of learning and conditioning propounded by Pavlov and

Thorndike. The researches of B.F. Skinner
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helped to develop the behaviour modification approach further. The behaviouristic theory viewed problem as essentially the result

of a failure to learn necessary adaptive behaviours and competencies and/or the learning of ineffective and maladaptive behaviours.

It may happen due to conflicting situations that require the individual to make discriminations or decisions of which he/she feels

incapable. The maladjusted person has learned faulty coping patterns, which are being maintained by some kind of reinforcement,

and he/she has failed to learn needed competencies for coping with the problem of living. Techniques of Behaviour Modification

The following techniques are used for behaviour modification: Simple Extinction In this technique, the reinforcement is removed to

eliminate a maladaptive pattern of behaviour. This is especially helpful where maladaptive behaviour is being reinforced unknowingly

by others. Through this technique, learned behaviour patterns are made weaker and disappear overtime. Systematic Desensitization

It is a technique to deal with a wide variety of maladaptive emotional behaviours, particularly involving anxiety, irrational fears and

phobias and other forms of dysfunctions i.e. neurotic tendencies. There are five basic steps in systematic desensitization :

a)
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assessment, b) construction of anxiety hierarchies, c) training in muscle relaxation, d) imaginary training, and

e)
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implementation. Impulsive Therapy In this technique, instead of banishing anxiety, the social caseworker attempts to elicit a massive

flood of anxiety. With repeated exposure in a safe setting where no harm is felt by the client, the stimulus loses its strength to elicit

anxiety. Assertive Therapy It is needed to develop more effective coping mechanism. In such therapy, the opportunity is given to the

client for role-playing.
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Aversion Therapy This technique is used for the modification of undesirable behaviour by the method of punishment. Punishment

may involve either the removal of positive reinforcements or the use of aversive stimuli. Family Therapy Family is a system which is

composed of three sub systems : marriage, parenthood and siblings. There are continuous interactions and transactions among

these sub systems. It is quite often observed that sometimes relations may not be harmonious and at that time outside help is

required to bring the family on proper track. Family therapy is based on the assumption that marital relationship system influences

the family adjustment and therefore it is necessary to understand the nature of marriage. It is also true that the nature of the marital

equilibrium affects all family members but its effect differs on each of the member. The development of children is affected also by

the nature of the marital equilibrium because they interject the parents as models and guides. Further each developmental phase in

the family has stressful situation which requires new relationship. Family therapy is significant because whenever one member of a

family is in trouble, all are in trouble. Communication in the family is the channel through which members of the family interact.

Whenever there is problem in the family communication become faulty or dysfunctional. In family therapy, the diagnosis is

confirmed on the basis of various types of interviews with the client and family. The social caseworker tries to know family structure,

and the processes in the family responsibilities, roles patterns of daily living, role performance, role relationship, dependency,

separateness, independence level, capacity, tolerance and control of feelings, intimacy, anxiety, regression, taboo, etc. He/she

records the family history and analyses its contents. The social caseworker uses most of the techniques in one to one treatment,

such as guidance, advice, education, suggestion, clarification, and interpretations. Self-control and Self Management Therapy

Helping clients to help themselves is an old casework phrase. Self-control refers to the ability of individuals to change behavioural

patterns that they or others perceive as harmful. The role of social caseworker in this process is to help the client
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to develop the knowledge about how, when and where to use strategies for change. The worker acts as an instigator and motivator

to help the client to start the programme and have motivating force to complete it. A multi-step guide has been presented by

Watson and Tharp to develop a self-control plan. 1. List a current dissatisfaction. 2. Select one particular problem of behaviour that

occurs in a particular situation. 3. Describe the effect of problem on behaviour. 4. Be as precise as possible in stating the behaviour

that occurs and the situation in which they occur. 5. Gather baseline data. Count every instance of target behaviour and keep a

record of count. 6. Catalogue enforcements. Answer three questions for each potential reinforcer. (a) Is it a reinforcement or

specially formed? (b) Is it a strong reinforcer? (c) Is it accessible? 7. List and attempt to verify through observation possible

antecedents to problem behaviours. Devise a plan for intervention for altering antecedents. 8. Identify the emotional components of

the problem and plan for desensitization. 9. Select one of the plans that you have developed. 10. Continue to collect data on the

problem behaviour. Make a graph of the data to determine that the intervention plan is working. 11. If the plan is successful, consider

termination of relationship. The Problem Solving Theory This theory was propounded by Helen Harris Perlman in the book “Social

Case Work : A Problem Solving Process”. This model stands firmly upon the recognition that life is an outgoing problem

encountering — problem solving process. Every person is involved every time in coping with his/her problems. Sometimes he/she is

capable of coping and sometimes fails to resolve the crisis situation. Through problem solving process individual or family is helped

to cope with or resolve some difficulty that he/she is currently finding difficult to solve. Thus the primary goal of problem solving

model is to help a person cope as effectively as possible with such problems in carrying social tasks.
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In the initial phase the attempts are made to engage the client with his/her problems and to do something about it in a working

relationship with the agency. The problem solving process starts at once, from the first movement with treating the person. The

client is not treated for his/her problem but he is treated for the purpose of helping him/her to know himself/herself i.e. strength and

weaknesses and how to remove those weaknesses. In short, the problem- solving casework process involves the following steps : a)

It tries to release, energize and gives directions to the client’s motivation for change. b) It tries to release and exercise the client’s

mental, emotional and action capacities for coping with the problem. c) It tries to find and make accessible to the client such aids

and resources as are necessary to the solution of the problem. Role Theory Role is mainly behavioural concept. Role may be seen as

a product of an interplay between (i) individual member’s needs and resources, (ii) the solution in the social network, and (iii) the

forces acting on the social network from the environment. When there are internal or external difficulties, which are beyond the

capacity of an individual, he/she feels the problem and fails to perform his/her role. Social Caseworker with such clients suggests

new ideas and ways of facing the problem and suggests solution for a difficulty that the external factors have encountered. He/she

offers facts, which relate to his/her own experience for understanding the problem. He/ she gives suggestions in terms of examples,

and tries to explain how suggestion would work if followed by the client. He/she mediates between other members, attempts to

reconcile disagreements, and relieves tension in conflict situation. His/her efforts are also directed to keep communication channels

open by encouraging others to participate in the business of the client. Rational Emotive Therapy This technique is used in the area

of modifying irrational elements control over the self. Some of the irrational ideas at the core of emotional and behavioural

problems are as under : 1. It is dire necessity for an adult to be loved by everyone for everything he/ she does.
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Certain acts are awful or wicked, and people who perform such acts should be severely punished. 3. It is horrible when things are

not the way one would like them to be. 4. It is easier to avoid rather than face life’s difficulties and self-responsibilities. 5. One needs

something stronger or greater than one self on which to rely. 6. Human happiness can be achieved by inertia and inaction. 7. One

has virtually no control over one’s emotions and one can not help feeling certain things. Rational Emotive Therapy includes four

stages : 1) Presentation of Rationale The worker attempts to elicit the problems or significance of self-statements in general without

mentioning the client’s problems. 2) Overview of Irrational Assumption The worker presents a number of irrational self-statements

before the client and tries to makes the client realize that his/her statements are irrational. 3) Analysis of Client’s Problem in Rational

Emotive Terms Client is made aware of his/her problem rationally and is provided with the knowledge of how he/she has labeled the

event. 4) Teaching the Client to Modify Internal Statement In this stage the client is taught to change his/her opinions and attitudes

which are anxiety provoking. 9.6 Summary In this unit we have examined the similarities and differences between social casework,

counselling and psychotherapy because these three methods are used in providing services to the individual client. There are

different principles, which are significant in the practice of social casework, have been analyzed here. If the social worker working

with the individual follows these principles he/she will be more useful to the client and will be able to perform his/her job efficiently.

There are two schools of approaches in social casework—diagnostic and functional — are practiced in social casework. These have

been highlighted with their main features. Certain important theories or models of social casework practice have also been narrated

in this

unit.
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Key Words Counselling : It is a personal help directed toward the solution of a problem, which a person finds difficult to solve. It is

always used for some particular purpose like marriage counselling, family counselling, etc. Therapeutic Interviewing : It is used

where intra-psychic conflict is projected to the social environment. It is also used with neurotic patient or with behaviour disorders

patient. For the analysis of the unconscious, techniques of free association, dream interpretation, analysis of resistance and

transference are applied. Psychic Energy : It is an internal or psychological power of an individual, which gives him stimulus to work

in the direction as required. It is determined largely by the favourable or unfavourable course of one’s psycho-social development.

Relationship : The relationship is the medium in social casework through which help is provided to the client. Communication :

Communication is the medium through which an individual understands the personal and social environment of the client. When

there is any fault in communication, problem arises. Social Diagnosis : Social diagnosis is the attempt to reach the exact definition of

client’s social problem. There are three types of diagnosis—dynamics, clinical and etiological. Social Treatment : Social treatment is

the sum total of all activities and services directed towards helping a client with a problem. Three treatment methods are applied : (1)

administration of public services, and (2) environmental modification, (3) direct treatment—counselling, therapeutic interviewing,

insight development, psychological support, etc. 9.8
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Exercises 1. List five principles of casework and analyse them. 2. Write three differences between diagnostic and functional schools. 3.

Describe Systematic Desensitization Therapy.
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Casework in Various Settings and Role of Social Worker Structure 10.1 Objective 10.2 Introduction 10.3

Characteristics
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of Social Casework Practice 10.4 Determinants of Fields of Practice 10.5 Fields of Social Case Work Practice 10.6 The Family 10.7

Hospitals 10.8

Case 1 — Hospital Based Casework 10.9 Case 2 — Family Work in the Community 10.10 Summary 10.11 Exercises 10.12 References

10.1 Objective This unit helps learners to understand of characteristics features of social case work, fields of social case work.

Specifically we will learn to practice case work in family setting, Hospital setting with certain examples. 10.2
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Introduction Now that you have learnt about the concepts, process, and skills and techniques of Social Casework, it is time to look

at how to apply these concepts and techniques (differential use), where will you apply them (location) and with whom (client

groups). Social casework situation comes into existence when a person comes to a professional seeking help in connection with

some concern / problem / issue which
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he/she is not able to deal with himself. The professional, the social caseworker, views these concerns in the light of the person’s

total social environment. 10.3 Characteristics of

Social Casework Practice
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All that you have learnt now needs to be applied to specific clients — in specific situations with similar or different problems and

concerns — being served by different organisations. It will help you perform more effectively if you keep in mind the following

features that characterize social casework practice, wherever you may be located: _ let me start by stressing the fact that casework

help is not standardized. As we go along, we shall talk about different factors that may determine caseworker’s differential response

to a similar situation. ? The individual, the client, is seen as a whole — as a thinking, feeling, acting being — in continuous interaction

with his total social environment. ? The Social Caseworker represents not only the agency which has employed, but also

his
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profession — Social Work. That is, he/she has to practice (use knowledge and skills & techniques) within the professional value-

system, ethics and principles but at the same time be responsible for achieving the goals of the employing agency. ? While the Case

Worker generally work within the service delivery systems devised by the organisation, he/she has a commitment to performing the

role of a change — agent in case these systems are dehumanizing or degrading for the clients. ?

Case Worker has to be constantly aware of his/her

94% MATCHING BLOCK 474/544 SOCIAL CASE WORK SLM FOR ODL.pdf (D123772683)

personal self and make sure that it does not interfere in his/her social casework practice. ? It is all the more important in Social

Casework because its clients’ problems and concerns have heavy emotional component. ? Human problems of living are complex

and multidimensional and require sensitive handling. ? Therefore, Social Casework practice may very often require interagency

collaboration. ?

Social Case Worker
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will very often be a part of a team of professionals. In primary settings,

he/she is likely to be the main professional for service
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in secondary settings, he/she
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may have an ancillary status. It is important for him/her to communicate contribution as a social work professional to other

professionals in the team. ? Social Casework service may be offered for prevention, promotion, cure/ remedy, rehabilitation,

placement, reformation, palliative care, or for modification of social environment. 10.4 Determinants of Fields of Practice Fields of

social casework practice are broad areas or settings in which casework method is utilized to help individuals and families. Various

fields can be determined on the basis of the following components: a) Person-in-context—The context here includes the total

social environment of the client a male adult with visual impairment, a middle-aged woman abandoned by her husband, an

orphaned child in a Foundling Home. b) The concern or the problem requiring help—Destitution, chronic illness requiring major

changes in life-style, drug dependence, rehabilitation, trauma caused by riots or serious accident, bereavement, role conflict,

displacement. c) The human service organisations that provide the location for providing help, like, schools, hospitals, childcare

institutions, short stay homes, institutions for the elderly and juvenile homes. The first two dimensions can be analyzed further from

two perspectives : ? The needs perspective a) Common human needs—beside survival needs, every individual has needs for

affection, for security, for achievement and for belonging (to a group). b) Special human needs—needs that arise because a person

has a disabling impairment, is suffering from a chronic illness requiring major changes in life style, has deficit of coping or social

skills, needs arising due to traumatic experiences like accident, riots, natural calamities or needs of very young or old persons. c)

Societal caused needs—those that arise due to certain conditions in society itself, for example, discriminatory practices, oppression,

deprivation, or displacements due to large developmental projects. The needs perspective helps the worker in understanding the

source and extent of the problem as
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it applies in each case. It helps in knowing about the impact of the unfulfilled need of the client and his social environment. The

worker is able to help the clients decide upon the action plan for dealing with their problematic situation by fulfilling the unmet

needs. ? The life-span perspective An individual experiences a number of life changes as he/she goes through his life cycle, that is,

from birth to death. She/he is seen as moving in life through a series of developmental stages, each stage requiring the individual to

successfully complete some tasks before he/she moves on to the next one. In most cases, human beings move through this cycle

without major unsettling stresses. But if the person is not able to achieve this transition smoothly, he/she may find life changes

stressful and is thus unable to adapt to the new demands. A five-year-old child enters school, which is discipline-driven and formal,

after the secure and free atmosphere of home. A young girl gets married, shifts to her matrimonial home and takes over the role of a

wife and daughter-in-law. If she is not prepared for this transition, she may feel overwhelmed by the demands of her new situation

and get depressed. A middle-aged man, gainfully employed, gets retired from his job. From a very busy life style with set routines,

he/she now finds himself at loose ends, with a lot of time at his disposal. How well he/she is prepared to deal with the life changes

will determine the level of his emotional well-being. d) The human service organisations: The mandate of these organisations is that

of ‘service’, that is, to maintain and improve the general well-being and functioning of people. Examples of such organisations are

schools, hospitals, correctional institutions, and social welfare and development agencies. Human Service Organisations are

characterized by a) goals and objectives, b) specific client groups, c) personnel, d) programmes and services, e) service delivery

systems, f) material resources and networks.
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Fields of Social Case Work Practice As we have already stated that any discussion of fields of casework practice needs to look at two

components : client groups with some problem or concern and the setting where the clients get help with their concerns. Let us

first describe in brief the client groups and some of their characteristics. The Individual Person and his/her interaction with social

environment are influenced significantly by a number of factors. These factors determine as to how different clients react to a

similar situation/problem/concern differently. Their expectations from the caseworker may also vary accordingly. Some of these

factors are : ? Age : The needs and concerns, problems and difficulties faced by a child are invariably different from those of a young

adult or an elderly person. Again, how the individual of any specific age group looks at the situation under study, feels about it and

wants it to be handled may differ according to the age of the individual. ? Sex : The experiences and conditions of male and female

persons in a given society are socially and culturally determined. The status in society (rights, privileges and power within the family

and society at large), division of tasks, role expectation, role transitions, and role conflicts affect men and women differently. The

stereotyping of image and roles tend to become oppressive and discriminatory for women specially. ? Caste : In Indian society, caste

based discrimination affects individuals and families across age and sex divisions, although females suffer the most. The low status

because of belonging to lower castes results in deprivation, oppression, and lack of opportunity, depression, apathy and inertia. ?

Class : The income group an individual belongs to determine the life goals and motivation for striving for change. Outlook towards

life and problems of living are likely to affect persons belonging to : a) lower income groups; b) middle income groups; c) affluent

groups; or
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d) Those who are below poverty line. ? Religion : In a pluralistic society like India, belonging to minority groups’ religion has its own

difficulties. Religion holds a very important place in an Indian person’s upbringing. Understanding of religious beliefs, customs and

moral values is essential in helping a person. ? Region : People belonging to rural, urban or tribal areas tend to demonstrate specific

response patterns and preferences in life. Persons hailing from a small city, a village or a metro city, are exposed to different stimuli.

Their life experiences will, therefore, be different from one another. Their needs and expression of concerns may also be different.

10.6 The Family Family is a special social group wherein members are bound to each other by blood or marriage. The main function

of family is child rearing, growth and development of each member. Families fulfil their social responsibility by socializing children in

the culture of the society. In fulfilling their functions, families interact with a large number of social systems and organisations like,

kinship network, religious and economic institutions, schools, the work place, civic authorities, welfare and legal framework etc.

Unique patterns of interaction within the family (among members), and with outsiders evolve overtime. Family is a system wherein

the experience of any one member affects the other members. A drug dependent son, a physically or mentally challenged child, the

main earning member having problems at the work place, an elderly father / mother—all affect the social functioning of the family

as a whole. Sometimes, the problem faced by one member is an expression of a serious problem with the basic interpersonal

relationships, interaction and communication patterns within the family. Families go through a life cycle. Marriage takes place and

children are born. Children go to school or work. The first child gets married—the daughter goes away or the daughter-in-law joins.

The married son may or may not stay with the parents. The parents grow old and die. The son continues with the family. With each

change in the composition of
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the family and role transition, various stresses occur. Most often, families are able to cope with these normal transitions. But, some

special situations cause a sense of inadequacy in the families and they are forced to seek professional help. Some of the problems,

which put too much strain on family’s coping mechanisms, are severe marital discord, domestic violence, child abuse, incest and

redundancy (unemployment). Let us now discuss some of these settings in brief to get an idea of what are their main features, what

kind of problems or concerns they deal with and the kind of professional interventions Caseworkers provide to their clients—

individuals and families. 10.7 Hospitals Doctors are the main professional groups in the hospital, responsible for medical care of the

patients. The recognition of psycho-social and cultural dimensions of illness and hospitalization has enabled employment of trained

social workers in the hospitals. Social Casework is utilized in the OPDs (outpatient departments), the Wards, and Special Clinics. The

heavy work load of doctors in large Govt. Hospitals generally leads to lack of clear communication between the medical staff and

the patients and their families. In such a scenario, the main roles expected of social workers are those of mediator; enabler;

coordinator of services; case manager; mobilization of family, community and hospital resources; and acting as a member of the

team of professionals. Working with the patient and his/her family is a major task of the social worker. Therefore, Social Casework is

a primary method in medical social work practice. ? Institutions Providing Mental Health Care The caseworker works as a member of

the team of professionals including psychiatrists, psychologists and occupational therapists. Psychiatrists are the main professional

group in charge of care and treatment of the mentally ill or emotionally disturbed persons. The patients may be attending OPDs, day

care, or may be hospitalized. The main tasks of the caseworker are to maintain constant contact with the family of the patient;

mediate between the doctors and the patient/family; provide
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to the patient; assist in discharge and after care of the patient. The worker provides the necessary support to the family and helps

the other family members understand the needs of the mentally ill person. ? Working with the Chronically/Terminally Ill The patients

who are suffering from chronic illness, like diabetes, asthma, and heart disease, need help in understanding their illness and the

demands of the treatment, and adjusting their life-styles to the limitations imposed by the condition. The families of the patients also

need support and guidance in dealing with the patient’s condition that may have long-term implications for the entire family. In

some cases, especially among those belonging to lower income groups, the financial burden may need to be eased out by

identifying and mobilizing resources in the kinship network or community at large. While working with the terminally ill patients, the

first dilemma the worker faces is to inform the patient and his family about the illness. The patients suffering from a terminal illness,

like cancer and AIDS, have additional stress factor—the thought of impending death and anxiety about the family after their death.

The tasks of the caseworker include : a) ensuring palliative care to reduce pain and discomfort, b) talking about death, c) involving

the patient in planning for the family after his/her death, d) providing opportunity to family members to talk about death and dying,

e) providing support emotional and material to the patient family. In the case of AIDS, the caseworker will need to tackle the issue of

stigma attached with contracting AIDS and the possibility of infection getting passed on the other family members. ? Schools

Schools are institutions for formal education, with a fixed routine, set syllabus, and a well-established pattern of teaching and

learning. Teachers are the main professional group and they spend the maximum time with students. Schools vary in size— from

small single teacher schools in the villages and tribal areas to large bureaucratic organisations with thousands of students. Schools

may offer primary, middle, secondary or senior secondary education. Again, some may be Government
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schools/aided by the Govt. or fully private independent schools. Despite progressive and child-centred educational philosophy,

schools are characterized by emphasis on syllabus (information content), formal examination system for evaluating achievements

and formal teacher child relationships. In this context, the child very often is not able to get his basic human and educational needs

fulfilled. This situation proves to be stressful to the child. Due to preoccupation with syllabus and maintaining discipline, teachers are

unable to individualize the child’s situation and there is a ‘problem child’ at hand. Hence, there is recognition of need for

individualized. Social Casework service to help the child. School, however, offers an excellent opportunity to Caseworkers for

offering preventive and promotive interventions beside remedial service. Transition of the child from entry to passing out from

school coincides with the child’s own maturation process. By anticipating the demands and stresses of a particular age group,

appropriate interventions may be planned so as to avoid unnecessary emotional turmoil. By helping in the development of

personality and life and social skills, the Social Caseworker can achieve the status of a partner in the educational process. Despite of

its being a secondary setting of Social Casework practice, the Worker can easily demonstrate the vital contribution of Professional

Social Work to fulfillment of educational goals of schools. The Social Caseworker works as a liaison between the family and the

teacher. He/she acts as a mediator, enabler, teacher (giving necessary information), advocate (to highlight the negative impact of

school norms and practices on the child), change- agent for the school’s systems and procedures, and as a consultant for the staff

of the school in matters regarding children’s needs and well-being. ? Residential Institutions There are situations when individuals

have to be removed from their natural environments and placed in residential institutions. Some of the institutions where social

casework is practiced are as follows : a) Children’s Homes : Children who are destitute, orphans, or have run away from home and

cannot be sent back home; those who are violence, risk to health (e.g., healthy children of leprosy patients) or moral danger are

generally placed in children’s homes. Most of these Homes operate under the provisions of Juvenile Justice Act and, therefore,

provide custodial care.
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Children are committed for specific periods. There is sometimes a feeling among inmates that they are under detention. Only in a

small number of cases adoption and foster care services are or can be offered. Homes, run by the Govt. or voluntary organisations,

are expected to provide custody and care to the children. Social Worker is an important professional here. Living arrangements may

be dormitory or cottage types. Social Caseworker is expected to help each inmate adjust to the life within the Home and achieve

psychosocial development. As the children have often gone through traumatic experiences before they are placed in Homes, it is

very important for them to come to terms with their life, talk about it and get over the pain and the sense of betrayal. The worker is

expected to provide pastoral care, liaison with schools where the children go for education, help children develop positive

relationships within the institution, and prepare for life after the stay in the Home is over. b) Correctional Institutions : These include

homes/ special schools for the delinquent, prisons, remand/observation homes, beggar homes etc. The main task of the Social

Caseworker is to help those in conflict with law by enabling them to understand themselves and their relationship with others. They

need to understand what is expected of them as members of society. The aim is to rehabilitate these persons—to help them in such

a manner that they can engage in socially constructive activities once they go back to their homes. The worker helps the clients

change /modify their values (so that they are in line with the social values); change their behaviour and response patterns. The

residents of these institutions often have a feeling of hostility towards society or they suffer from a sense of inferiority and

inadequacy. Social Casework aims at correcting these attitudes and feelings by modifying the clients’ immediate environment,

working with their families and maintaining a supportive professional relationship with them. The Caseworker works as a member of

a team of professionals like, probation and parole officers, psychologists, psychiatrists, and vocational counsellors and educators. c)

Homes for the Aged : The number of old age homes has been increasing in cities. The stresses and constraints of urban living have

often led to adult children opting to send their aging parents or relatives to residential institutions.
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The residents in these homes need nursing care, understanding and emotional support. The caseworkers in these institutions help

the residents cope with loss of the loved ones, illness, lack of energy, loneliness, loss of economic independence and the thought of

approaching death. The caseworker enables the client maintain his/her self-esteem. He/she also helps the family deal with

suppressed or open feelings of guilt so as to encourage them to maintain cordial relation with the client. The worker needs to

identify and mobilize community resources like motivating and orienting volunteers to spend time with the residents, talk to them

and attend to their simple errands. d) Residential institutions for women : Short stay homes, rescue homes, nari niketans, widow

homes etc. are some of the settings where casework practice takes place. Most of the inmates are those women who are destitute,

abandoned or battered by their husbands, widows with no relative to give them support, victims of crimes including prostitution or

kidnapping. These residents need to build their skills—vocational and social—to become independent persons capable of taking care

of their lives. The caseworkers try to bring about conciliation between the client and her family, if any. Where marriage is indicated,

pre-marital counselling is provided. ? Organisations Working with the Differently Abled There are residential and non-residential

organisations offering variety of services to the differently abled. The main task of the caseworker is to fulfill the objectives of the

organizations such as a) Care, b) rehabilitation - vocational training, education (depending upon their capacity), employment; c)

offering services according to governmental provisions and special concessions; d) advocacy to reduce or remove social

discrimination against the differently abled; and e) facilitating the client’s acceptance and understanding of his/her situation and also

recognition of his/her potential. Giving support to the client—both emotional and action oriented—is an important
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intervention offered by the caseworker. The caseworker also works with the family to help them cope with the situation, to

understand the needs of the client, and to learn to take care of the client when he or she is at home. The worker very often acts as a

broker, linking the client and or his/her family with the available community resources and networks of other organisations working

in this area. ? Organisations Working with Victims of Disasters There is increasing recognition of the need for individualized help for

the victims of disasters whether natural or man-made. Victims of natural calamities are victims of floods, earthquakes, and drought.

Victims of man-made disasters include victims of communal violence (riots), serious accidents, mega projects of development etc.

Some of the common experiences of most of the victims of disasters are trauma; loss of loved ones; loss of livelihood or assets;

homelessness; feeling of helplessness; feeling of anguish or hostility (desire for revenge); loss of community feeling; despair and a

sense of fatality or sometimes high/unrealistic expectations from the worker. Despite this commonness, the clients need

individualized care to overcome debilitating impact of the crisis. Large-scale displacements due to mega projects like Dams lead to

erosion of community and family life, absence of usual social control mechanisms, the tearing of the social fabric, and loss of

livelihoods beside the problems of settling down in alien environments. Working with these persons is a big challenge for the

Caseworker. It is not easy to win their trust as they have lost confidence in everyone around them. Very often, winning their trust is

the first vital step towards taking them out of the traumatic experience. Beside offering them emotional support, the worker needs

to build in them hope for a secure future. The worker enhances the client’s resources by co-ordinating with various agencies—both

governmental and voluntary. Giving information about the available services and provisions goes a long way towards instilling hope

in the clients. The clients are helped in viewing their experiences rationally rather than emotionally. But, this can be done only after

they have emerged from their trauma. Engaging the client in the planning and implementation of the action plan facilitates the

client’s rehabilitation and recovery from despair. ? Organisations Working with Women
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Social caseworkers are employed in family counselling centers, crime women cells, legal aid cells, family courts and women

resource centers. The aim of the professional interventions is to enable women become empowered, confident, and independent

and also utilizes available legal provisions and safeguards for her protection. There are increasing number of cases of rape victims.

The worker has to help link the family with police, courts, hospitals, schools, and agencies working for

treatment and
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rehabilitation of these victims. Special techniques are used to help the victim come out from trauma, and restore her self-

confidence and self-esteem. The family also needs understanding and support of the worker in dealing with this situation. The

sensitivity towards the discrimination women face in families and society is vital in arriving at accurate assessment of the condition

under study. For illustrating Social Casework Practice two cases are presented below. 10.8 Case 1 — Hospital Based Casework

Referral The attending doctor refers a woman patient admitted in the female surgical ward to the medical social worker of a

government hospital. She is reported to be unwilling to undergo operation, which she has postponed twice before. The Casework

Process Study The social worker, Binita met the patient, Mrs. M. in the ward and told her about the doctor’s referral. Binita learnt that

Mrs. M was 35 years old married woman. Theirs was a nuclear family. She had three children, aged 14, 10 and 5 years. All the children

went to a school nearby. Mrs. M. was a housewife. A part time maid servant helped with a few of household jobs. Her husband’s job

required him often to be away from home. Mr. M had brought his wife to the hospital because of severe pain in her knee. The doctor

had advised surgery. Binita explored further to enquire the reasons for the client’s resistance to surgery by interviewing the client in

the ward and her husband, both in the ward and during a home visit. The worker also spoke to the nurse on duty in case the client

had shared
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any of her concerns with the nurses (using the collateral sources for information). She spoke to the doctor concerned to understand

the client’s medical problem and the chances of the client’s recovery. The worker considered the following probable reasons (there

could be even more than the ones listed) : a) Was it because of her anxiety as to who would look after her children during her long

period of hospitalization? b) Was she scared of the process of operation, as Binita , the medical social worker, knew from her

experience that surgery very often created panic in the patients and even their relatives? c) What was her husband’s reaction to the

doctor’s advice? Did he offer any support to her operation? d) Who will attend to her during the post-operative period, because,

according to hospital rules, only female attendant is allowed in the female wards? Assessment Binita, the worker, shared with Mrs. M,

her understanding of the likely reason(s) for the latter’s anxiety about the operation. Binita believed that it was important that Mrs. M

confirmed the worker’s definition of the client’s problem before some solution could be worked out. (Communicating empathy and

ensuring client’s participation in the process.) Depending on the reason/s, Binita and Mrs. M could consider one or more of the

following solutions : 1) Giving Information Binita could explain the exact problem Mrs. M was suffering from. It was possible that the

patient might not have felt free to ask the doctor or the doctor never explained the problem in detail. Worker could also explain the

complete process of surgery and the chances of recovery. (Based on facts gathered from the doctor himself.) Here she performed

the role of a mediator between the patient and the medical staff. 2) Identifying and Mobilizing Family Support System ? Some female

relative could be requested to be with children during the period of hospitalization; ? Husband could apply for leave from his office;
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could provide opportunity to Mr. M to express his anxiety. She could have sessions with

her
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husband and children to provide them emotional support. The family, then, could provide the necessary emotional support to the

client. (Counselling sessions with the family members.) ? The eldest child could be helped to share some responsibility at home in

the mother’s absence. With the support of the worker, this experience could become a source of positive learning for children to

learn to tackle difficult situations and to become independent. 3) Using Hospital Resources The medical social work department

could arrange for an attendant for the client. 4) Any other Any other help that the client may need or any other suggestion that Mrs.

M or Mr. M may now think of. Intervention The worker could assure the client that the surgery she was undergoing was well within

the doctor’s experience. (Based on facts gathered from the doctor himself, so that Binita could offer realistic assurance.) Following

the principle of client’s right to self determination, Binita could offer one or more of the interventions outlined earlier. Throughout

the casework process, she communicated her availability to the client in case of need. Binita also worked as a member of the team

of professionals responsible for the medical care of the patients being served by the hospital. Evaluation Mrs. M agrees to undergo

surgery. The doctor who had referred the case acknowledges Binita’s work and appreciates social work intervention in facilitating

the patient’s medical treatment. Termination The case is, therefore, formally closed. Binita describes the location of her office in the

hospital and working hours and encourages them to meet her whenever they feel the need. They thank the worker for all that she

had done for them. Follow-up Binita visits Mrs. M in the ward occasionally, before and after the operation. She seeks feedback about

the client’s recovery from the doctor and the nurses and passes it on to the family. She keeps in touch with Mr. M and enquires

about the children.
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Meets the family at the time of discharge of the patient from the hospital. She ensures that the family is prepared to look after the

patient at home during convalescence. In case, there is some unforeseen complication in the post-operative stage, Binita will have

to initiate the casework process again. Activity-I Given the same case of the referral of a patient who is unwilling to undergo surgery,

work out assessment in the following contexts/circumstances : 1. Patient is an office going male person. All other particulars are the

same. 2. Patient is a woman from low-income family. Her husband is a construction site labourer. 3. The patient is a school

going/non-school going child (male/female) aged 12 years. 4. The infection having become serious, the doctors may have to

amputate the patient’s leg above the knee. There is no risk to life on account of the operation. Select any of the family contexts

discussed above. Write down your answers and discuss with your field instructor. 10.9 Case 2 — Family Work in the Community We

shall now discuss a case where the social worker identified the client herself. The case also demonstrates proactive approach, that

is, the worker did not wait for the client to seek help. Rather she offered her service to the client at the latter’s own home. Referral

Punam, a young trained social worker recently qualified, is working in a community-based organisation. She recently organised a

women’s group around weekly kirtan (Devotional music and worship day organised by women themselves. A Brahmin woman

conducts the worship). The residents of the Basti belong to low- income groups, and mostly of lower castes. After one such session,

Punam asked Mrs. P about her daughter-in-law Kala. Punam told Mrs. P that though Kala had arrived some time back, she had not

been
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seen in the present group. Mrs. P invited Punam to visit their home and meet her daughter-in-law. During the home visit, Punam

found that Kala was looking very ill, was obviously anaemic, and did not talk to Punam at all. Sensing Punam’s concern, Mrs. P took

Punam outside and started complaining about Kala. She informed Punam that Kala was very lazy, did not know how to cook or do

other household work, and that Kala always pretended to be ill to escape work. Punam decided to take up the case to help the

family. As the family had not asked the help, Punam had to explore the particulars of the family and gather other relevant

information very slowly and discreetly (quietly) so that no member of the family felt offended. She learnt the following details about

the family. The Social Casework Process Punam realized the importance of applying different principles of casework to be able to

establish positive relationship not only with Kala, who Punam identified as her client, but also with Mrs. P and Mohan, Kala’s husband.

Only then could she hope to help Kala. She accepted Mrs. P Kala and Mohan; adopted a non judgemental attitude; created an

atmosphere in which the persons concerned could share their experiences and feelings freely. (Principle of purposeful expression of

feelings) She was careful not to allow her initial sympathetic attitude towards Kala and anger against Mrs. P to bias her and affect her

exploration work. (Controlled emotional involvement) She had to keep an open mind to gather and interpret information. Study

Punam interviewed Mrs. P in her shop. She visited Kala in the presence of Mrs. P and by involving both of them in conversation learnt

various facts about their situations. Once or twice she met Mohan along with his mother to observe their interaction. (Using tools of

interviewing and home Visit.) Mrs. P in late forties lost her husband when her two sons were still small. Her elder son had shifted,

after marriage, to his own establishment in another Basti. Mrs. P owned the single room tenement, acquired by her as result of the

slum clearance scheme of the City Government. She also owned a small shop near her home in which she sold simple items of daily

needs. Her younger son Mohan, aged 20 years, worked as a worker in a factory nearby. He had left school after studying till class

four. Mohan was under awe of his mother and obeyed her completely. Kala was 16 years old and belonged to a village in the district

of Jhansi, in the State of
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Uttar Pradesh. She had studied upto 7th Satndard and had been forced to leave studies. Kala was not used to cooking on kerosene

oil stove. In the village, they used Chullah, with wood and cow dung cakes as fuel. Theirs was a big family with something going on

all the time. She had been very scared in the City, very unsure of herself. Her mother-in-law never liked anything that she did. Her

husband did not bother about her or her health problems. She had been feeling weak and sickly for quite sometime but had not

been taken to the doctor. Kala had become depressed and lost her appetite. She never had any energy to do work fast or properly.

Mrs. P did not agree with these observations. Assessment After reflecting on the facts (objective facts and feelings about those facts

and experiences), Punam arrived at the following inferences tentatively: ? Kala was from a village and found living in the city

stressful; ? She was perhaps not prepared for marriage, being quite young; ? Kala found herself under constant scrutiny of her

mother-in-law, Mrs. G, their family consisting of only three members; ? Her sickness could be more due to depression than actual

physical reasons (psychosomatic symptoms); ? In any case, it was advisable to get her medical care to eliminate any physical causes

of sickness; ? Kala perhaps expected more support from her husband which was not there. Mohan just did not react to the situation;

? He did not want to be blamed or nagged by the mother for having supported the wife as had been the case with his older brother;

? Mrs. P had felt hurt when her older son had left her; ? She wished to keep her younger son and daughter in- law under her control;

? She felt insecure. After long widowhood and its associated problems, she felt that she had the right to demand obedience from

her son and daughter-in- law; ? She wished to prove to the community people that she had full control over her household.
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Plan of Action : Having achieved positive relationship with Mrs. P and Kala, Punam considered the following actions for initiating the

process of helping the family : a) Medical Care 1) Convince Mrs. P to allow Kala to go to hospital for proper medical check- up. 2) To

persuade Mohan to accompany Kala to the hospital, otherwise offer to escort Kala for medical check-up. This will also confirm

whether Punam had really won the family’s trust. b) Facilitating Role Transition 1) Help Kala accept her new roles of the daughter in-

law and that of wife. Provide her emotional support and an opportunity to express her feelings in a safe and encouraging

professional relationship with Punam. c) Improving Interpersonal Relationships within the Family 1) Help Mrs. P understand

difficulties of a young bride from a small village; 2) In a joint session, help Mrs. P spell out her expectations from Kala and let the

latter express her anxieties; 3) Help the two women develop bonds of affection. d) Use of Social Intercourse for Kala’s

Resocialization 1) Persuade Mrs. P to let Kala join women’s group to increase her interaction with the community people; 2) In case

Mrs. P agreed to this suggestion of Punam, this had to be done very cautiously because women’s curiosity and comments may

create complications. That may undo all that. 3) Punam had accomplished. (Community pressures may have both positive and

negative influence.) e) Assertiveness Training for Mohan 4) To try for a breakthrough with Mohan and help him to become more

assertive without being disrespectful towards his mother (A tall order! Punam felt);
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Mohan could be persuaded to join some group of men in the community or at his work place; 6) Help Mohan take on the role of

husband and feel responsible for Kala. f) Use of Community Resources 1) Identify some woman in the community who was friendly

with Mrs. P and could help in reducing Mrs. P’s antagonistic attitude towards Kala; 2) Enlist help of such a contact by ensuring that

this woman understands Punam’s intentions. f) Professional Relationship as an Intervention Intervention How many of the tasks

listed above would actually be done depended, of course, on the family members reaction to the first task decided upon. Punam

could not take her rapport with Mrs. P for granted. She had to continuously work at maintaining relationship with all the members.

Relationship itself could be therapeutic (healing). Evaluation Kala carried on the medical treatment prescribed. Kala started talking

more with her mother-in-law and took pains to cook food according to the latter’s instructions. Mohan went with Kala to the

hospital couple of times and worked in his mother’s shop to enable her to take rest. Kala attended the kirtan along with Mrs. P. Mrs. P

showed off her daughter-in-law proudly in the women’s group. Kala had a good voice and sang devotional songs in the group,

which were appreciated by other women. Termination and Follow-up As the things were under control and interpersonal

relationships within the family improved, Punam reduced her visits to the family. As she continued to work in the Basti, she would

greet them occasionally but terminated the case. 10.10

Summary
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We have seen that Social Casework Practice is determined by the client (person), his/her social environment (context), the problem

and/or concern for which the client
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needs professional intervention (problem), and the setting in which the worker is employed and where the client meets the worker

(place). Study of ‘Person’ and ‘Problem’ has two dimensions: 1) Needs and 2) Life Span (Developmental tasks and social roles

concepts) perspectives. Understanding goals, services and service delivery systems, and resources of human service organisations

(Place), in which the worker is employed, is very necessary for the caseworker to utilize casework process for helping the clients.

You have also gone through a brief description of different client groups and settings where these client groups receive casework

services. The Process of Social Casework (Study, Assessment, Intervention, Evaluation, and Termination and Follow-up) has been

illustrated through two cases. The illustration and the questions raised in the Assignments will help you in appreciating various

factors that are likely to influence assessments you arrive at and interventions you may decide to offer. The illustrations also sensitize

you towards use of some of the principles and the skills in the Social Casework Process. You have also been able to get some idea of

settings and areas of social casework practice to understand and appreciate its scope and relevance. 10.11

Exercises
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a) In case Mohan had been addicted to alcohol or drugs, what would be your action plan? b) If the husband and mother-in-law had

been beating Kala (domestic violence), what would your action plan (interventions) be? c) What legal provisions are there for dealing

with cases of Domestic Violence? d) In the light of the concept of “empowerment”, work out an action plan for helping Kala. e) As a

caseworker at a Remand Home, you are required to work with Mohan/ Mrs. P. Critically review the use of the principles of

acceptance and non- judgmental attitude in such a case. Write down your answers and discuss with your field instructor.
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Introduction In social casework practice, recording is defined as the process of writing down relevant information in a systematic

manner about the person who has come to the agency seeking some help. The information is about the person, his or her problem,

the social, economic, and health factors contributing to the situation of the person, the prognosis, the type of intervention, the

progress of the intervention, and the procedures for termination or referral. Social casework practice involves many types of

recording depending upon factors such as requirements of the agency, the theoretical perspective of the caseworker, the type of

intervention, and so on. 11.2 Objectives ? To know the meaning of recording, ? To gain an insight into the purpose of recording,
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To understand the need for recording and its Principles, and ? To comprehend the different dimensions of recording. Recording is a

written summary of the process of casework. The records of individuals are legally protected, except under special circumstances.

Records allow case workers an opportunity to document their work with individuals and afford legal protection against suits, as they

can show that caseworkers had followed an intervention plan based on an appropriate assessment. Recording is important as it

publicizes the efficiency of the services. Facts have to be gathered, organized, and recorded for measurement of results. In the

process of giving assistance to an individual there is also a need to record and document the proceedings for further follow-up and

cross verification.
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What is a Case Record? A record literally means ‘a formal writing of any fact or proceeding’ and when used as a verb means ‘to set

down in writing or other permanent form’. Taking cue from this we can define case record as a written account of the casework

proceedings. However, from the above statement one should not conclude that case recording is an easy, routine and simple task.

It is far from that because
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its a highly skilled and complex task. Recording is an important and integral part of casework procedure and is an output of the

activity of the casework. The importance of recording lies both in the process as well as the product. For, an individual who is

planning to become a caseworker, the art of record writing is worth striving to develop and perfect, not only because case recording

is an essential part of good casework and is becoming a more important factor with the increasing complexity of social treatment,

but also because the case record is fortunately or unfortunately often used as one of the important indexes of the caseworkers

ability. A question often asked is, why do we need to write records? Do they really serve any purpose? The importance of case

records can be ascertained when we look at their functions and the varied purposes they serve. Purpose of Recording According to

experts, recording in social casework serves the following purposes : 1. It aids practice 2. It aids administration
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and supervision 4. It aids research Purposes of recording in casework As an aid to practice : 1.
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helps in diagnosis and treatment 2. enables more effective interviewing and intervention 3. contributes to analytical reflection and

improvement in casework practice 4. useful for organising and structuring of information/aids orderly thinking 5. refreshes the

memory of the worker/increases retrospective understanding 6. enables better planning for subsequent interview 7. useful as a

guide to new worker in correcting past mistakes 8. useful as an index for correction of polices 9. ensure continuity if any caseworker

discontinues a case As an aid to Administration 1. ability of caseworker can be gauged 2. useful for future reference 3. useful in

evaluation of agency 4. Allows sharing of information between agencies 5. helps in supervision and training of students As an aid to

teaching

and supervision 1.

adds
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to body of knowledge of social work, which is made communicable 2. enables students to develop analytical and interpretative skills

3. easy method of introducing students to practice As an aid to research 1. useful for social research and planning 2. contains

accumulated experience 3. can help in providing statistical data on social problems
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Types of Recording From the literature available on casework recording no clear cut classification of records on the basis of their

types is available. However, for our understanding we can give the following classification of recording. (a) Process (b) Summary (c)

Verbatim (d) Non-Verbatim (i) Process Recording Process recording is a form of recording used frequently by the caseworker. In this

type, the process of interview is reported and is a rather detailed description of what transpired with considerable paraphrasing. It

preserves a sequence in which the various matters were discussed. It includes not only what both the worker and the client said but

also significant reaction of the client and changes in mood and response. In this the interview and observation go hand-in-hand. It

may be verbatim or non-verbatim reproduction. (ii) Summary Recording Summary is a good device for organising and analyzing

facts. Summary points into meaning and relative importance of material gathered. A careful summary made at appropriate intervals

reduces bulk, clarifies direction and saves the workers, time. Summary is commonly assumed to be a review or recapitulation of

material that has already appeared in the record. It may be either topically arranged or may appear as condensed chronological

narrative.

Types of Recording Process Summary Verbatim Non-Verbatim
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Mrs. Sheffield has defined summary in social casework recording as “A digest of significant facts in the client’s history which has

previously been recorded”. Summary could be a diagnostic summary, periodic summary or closing summary. The closing summary

is a summary made at the time the case is closed. To be most effective it should be written by the worker who was responsible for

the case at the time of closing. The periodic summary is simply the summary of material previously recorded and is made at more or

less regular intervals or at the end of more or less definite episodes in the family history. (iii) Verbatim Recording It is reproduction of

factual data in the individual’s own words. It is commonly used in casework because of its accuracy and objectivity. However, it

should not become a mechanical reproduction of information because casework as an art requires an intelligent selection and

rearrangement of material. As a part of training of the worker, verbatim recording may be of value in developing objectivity. Non-

verbatim /narrative recording Narrative recording has been and still is a predominant style of recording. It is the style found in

newspapers and magazines. It is the way we speak of the day’s events, it is the way we write letters, and it is the ways we keep

diaries. Narrative form of recording is preferred for reporting acts of practical helpfulness, events and most collateral visits or

conferences. It may be used for the contents of the interview in all instances except when the process itself and use of relationship

have special significance. 11.4

Need for recording
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There are compelling reasons to keep good records. Recording is an important and integral part of the case work procedure and is

an output of the activity of the case work. The importance of recording lies in both the process as well as the product. As recording

and documentation is part of every profession, case work recording is an inevitable part of the case work process. The demands of

recording go along with the pressing demands of accountability and documentation in any profession.
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Principles of Recording There are some guiding principles for maintaining a good record

of

case work.
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However there is no such thing as an ideal or model record. A record is a flexible instrument, which should be adapted to the needs

of the case. Each case is different, the conditions of work have marked differences and the recording therefore rests not on

following an outline, but in the mastery of certain component processes. ? Accuracy, objectivity, simplicity, clarity and brevity should

be observed in writing records. ? Facts and their interpretation should be distinguished between, as that leads to real objectivity of

the subject matter. The outcome should be drawn in a balanced manner without attempting to influence the judgment of the

reader. For example, frequent fights between the husband and wife might lead the case worker to interpret that the wife dislikes or

hates her husband. ? The record must be orderly in its arrangement. The caseworker should think in advance what should be

included and then set the material out in a logical sequence. ? The case work records are not meant to be literary masterpieces,

therefore they should be written in simple language and simple style. ? A verbatim quote can sometimes depict a situation much

better than a narrative description. Therefore, wherever possible, the reactions of the individuals should be recorded in their own

words. ? There should be a certain degree of uniformity and standardization as to the form of observation. ? A record should have

readability and visibility and should contain a clear and concise presentation of the material. For example, content can be organised

under topical eadings such as interviews, home visits, and contact contacts. ? To maintain clarity and accuracy, avoid using words

that are ambiguous. ? Note-taking, as far as possible, should be done immediately at the end of the interview and not during the

interview. ? It should always be made clear who are involved in the situation, who is addressing whom and what the sources of

information are.
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In social casework practice, recording is defined as the process of writing down relevant information in a systematic manner about

the person who has come to the agency seeking some help. The information is about the person, his or her problem, the social,

economic, and health factors contributing to the situation of the person, the prognosis, the type of intervention, the progress of the

intervention, and the procedures for termination or referral. Social casework practice involves many types of recording depending

upon factors such as requirements of the agency, the theoretical perspective of the caseworker, the type of intervention, and so on.

11.6
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Advantages of Record keeping ? The process of writing records enables the case worker to reflect systematically on what has

occurred and plan for future sessions. In other words, the process of making records enhances the quality of the case work process.

? Records provide the case worker with details such as the names of the people mentioned by the individual. This frees the case

worker to concentrate on issues raised by the individual rather than recalling the details from one session to another. ? Systematic

record-keeping makes any changes in the individual’s material over a series of sessions more apparent. The case worker can also

show the individual the progress of the case work process with evidence. ? As case workers seek to be professional and credible,

they need to develop the record-keeping practice that supports them in performing their role and meets the public expectations of

quality of service and accountability of any professional. This is regarded as an increasingly significant reason, which probably

explains why most of the case workers around the country have chosen to keep records. Maintaining records in the case work

process is the universal norm. Nevertheless, there is a minority of case workers who prefer not to keep records at all or only keep

records for some individuals, usually when seeing individuals in settings that require records. Although casework recording is a key

element in the process of casework practice, some caseworkers perceive it as a tedious and time consuming task that gets
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in the way of practice rather than enhancing it. They express the view that they spend too much time at their desk in writing the

records. Some research into social caseworkers’ attitude and experience of recording revealed the fact that the topic of recording

has created many strong and ambivalent feelings. a) One needs to ensure that records are both secure and really confidential. For

example, some case workers may work in settings where burglaries are so frequent that it is difficult to maintain secure records.

Community-based services operating out of converted buses or other forms of mobile premises have to consider the possibility of

the theft of the entire case work premises, including the records. b) Record-keeping may complicate trust-building with individuals.

For example, case workers working with individuals who are vulnerable to legal prosecution, like female sex workers, illicit drug

users and others, may have to take into account their clients’ fear that the police or other authorities could seize any records. c)

Record-keeping is time-consuming. d) Some case workers are opposed to the possibility of individuals acquiring a legal right to see

records kept about them. Therefore, they prefer not to keep records. e) Some case workers have reservations about creating records

which may be demanded by individuals for use outside the case work relationship in legal actions against others. They hope that an

absence of records will enable them to concentrate on the therapeutic relationship without having to consider how that work

would be viewed in a court of law. f) There is lack of training in the practice of recording. g) There are variable standards in recording

practice. 11.7 Aspects of Good Recording ? Good recording is done with the participation of the person whose record it is. ? The

views of the person whose record it is should be recorded including whether he or she has given permission to share information.
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The record should be accurate up to date of the process of casework which can be reviewed periodically and summarized at the

end. ? It should include the decisions taken during the process and the reasons for these decisions. ? The chronology of significant

events should be included in the record. ? The facts should be recorded distinctively from the opinions. ? Whatever is recorded

should be evidence-based and ethical. ? The record should mention the assessment as well as the risk assessment. ? It should

depict a clear and complete picture of care and support given up to date and the ensuing plan of action towards solving the

problem of the person. ? The personal profile of the individual should include details such as name, age, gender, religion, language,

region, educational level, and disability, if any, of the person. 11.8 Records and their Preservation Data protection refers to the set of

privacy laws, policies and procedures that aim to minimize intrusion into one’s privacy. Once it is decided to keep the records, the

existence of the records and the level of security with which they are protected have to be made known to the individual . There is a

strong ethical argument that the individuals need to know these facts in order to be in control of the information that they decide to

disclose to the case worker. The minimum standards suggest that the individuals should be informed about the security of the

records. There are different kinds of procedures adopted by the case workers for security. First of all, physical security of the records

is of paramount importance. Locking records in a desk or in a cupboard will prevent casual inspection by anyone. If there is a

foreseen risk of some unauthorized person wanting to access the records , then the records have to kept in a safe under lock and

key. 11.9 Contents of Casework Records There are no fixed rules about what must be included in case work/interview records or

how they ought to be written. Case work records that we see vary
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considerably in style, from brief factual accounts which focus on what the individual reported to ones that include more of the case

worker’s thoughts and responses. The guiding principle is that the type of record should be one that supports the therapy and

enables it to be delivered with a reasonable standard of care. A good record is written as closely as possible in time to the events it

records. Some case workers set aside ten minutes with individuals for this purpose. If there is any reason to think that a record might

need to be produced for legal purposes, it is good to distinguish between what was directly observed, what the individual said nd

the case worker’s own response or thoughts. There is no single correct way of writing case work notes. It still appears to be a topic

neglected in basic training. Each case worker has to develop a style that is sufficient to support the case work but without being

excessive in what is recorded. There are some other items to be included in the record : ? Any written and signed consents to all

interventions. ? Any written and signed contents to all passing of confidential information ? All appointments, including non-

attendance by the individual ? Intervention contracts ? Up-to-date record of the case worker’s reasoning behind decisions about

significant interventions and general strategies ? Consultations with anyone else about the individual ? Copies of any

correspondence from the individual or relating to work with the individual ? Any instructions given to the individual and whether or

not the individual acted on these. Matters not to be included in the process of Recording ? Records ought not to include anything

that could disrupt the therapy if seen by an individual. ? Prejudice and abusive comments are to be avoided. ? Negative evaluations

should only be included if they serve a therapeutic purpose, for ? example, a negative counter-transference would be justified if it is

integral to the therapy and is a statement about the case worker’s internal processes, rather than directly ascribed to the individual.
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Format of Casework Records and their Templates There are a few components written about how best to structure case work

records. There can be two sections. The first section contains useful background information about the individual and the

contractual terms that case worker and the individual have agreed upon. Individuals’ records need to be clearly identified so that

there can be no confusion regarding identity, because in large agencies it is not unusual to find two individuals with the same name.

The caseworker might include : ? Individual s family name ? Other names ? Date of birth ? Address ? Contact phone numbers Where

hand-written records are kept, it can be an advantage to label each page of the individual record with the individual’s full name so

that the possibility of pages being inadvertently placed in the wrong file is minimized. Additional demographic information about the

individual, if available, such as Marital status, Name of the partner or spouse, Names and ages of children, Referral source, and so on

could be added. The notes for each case work session may include Date of the session, Factual information given by the individual,

Details of the individual’s problems, issues, or dilemmas, Notes on the process that occurred during the session, the outcome of the

case work session, the intervention used by the case worker, any goals identified, any contract between the individual and the case

worker, matters to be considered in subsequent sessions, the counselor’s own feeling about the individual and the case work

process, and the case worker’s initials or signature. (FORMAT FOR NOTES-TAKING) Date of the session ___________________

Factual information given by the individual __________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Details of the individual’s problems, issues, or dilemmas _______________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ Notes on the process that occurred during the

session _________________ ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ Notes on the outcome of the case work

session_______________________ ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ Notes on the intervention used by the case worker

____________________ ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ Notes on any goals

identified______________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ Notes on any contract between the individual and

the case worker _______ ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 11.10

Methods of Collecting Information The caseworker can make use of the Face sheet or Intake sheet, Eco-map, and Genogram to

collect the necessary information about the client.
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Face Sheet/Intake Sheet Face sheet or intake sheet as some prefer to call it is generally filled in at the initial phase of the casework

process. Most of the social work agencies have a more
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or less standardized proforma which has blanks for entries to be made by the worker related to the identification data such as name,

age, occupation, family profile and other such information. The purpose of the face sheet is to give in a convenient form the

objective social facts or situation of the client of a permanent character to particularize the case. Genogram A family genogram is

the graphic representation of one’s family tree. It gives a pictorial representation of the members along with a chronological

statement of significant events. It helps in assessing a person’s psychosocial characteristics or the interactional patterns of the family.

The caseworker organizing the information can make it brief or extensive depending on the purpose it is to serve. Eco-map Though

family experiences are significant, people are also greatly affected by the social context in which they live. Our record will not be

complete if we do not depict this social context. An eco-map is an effective tool for this purpose. An eco map is an extremely useful

tool for portraying the social context, because it provides a diagrammatic representation of a person and social world

87% MATCHING BLOCK 522/544 Social Case Work Block 2.pdf (D164874044)

and energy-depleting relationships between members of a primary social system such as family or household, and the outside

world. The graphic nature of the eco-map highlights social strengths and social deficiencies and helps to identify areas of

conflict. It lets us know where the changes are

100% MATCHING BLOCK 526/544 Social Work with Indiv and Groups Block 1.pdf (D164882170)

needed. The ecomap is a natural adjunct to the genogram.
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Responsibility of the caseworker related to informing the client about records and recording The agency needs to establish and

maintain good practices for collection of information from individuals availing of the caseworker’s service. In this situation, the

caseworker needs to 1. Be clear about the agency’s reasons for collecting the information and explain the rationale to the person. 2.

Be ready, with no resistance or surprise, to answer specific queries from individuals about the details he or she asks for, any forms to

be completed or notes he or she makes.
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Deal with individuals’ questions courteously, even if they ask in an abrupt or confrontational way. Individuals may feel uneasy about

challenging the information systems and this unease can emerge in an apparently unfriendly way. 4. It is important that the agency

commits to the view that individuals have the right to understand why information is requested. 5. Explain in a straightforward way

how the person can access his or her own information, and the extent to which the information is available to others in the agency.

In short, Social caseworkers should be open and honest with the person or his or her family where appropriate, from the beginning

about why, what, how and with whom their information will, or could be shared. They must seek the person’s agreement to share

their information, unless it is unsafe or irrelevant to do so. 11.11 Summary In social casework practice, recording is defined as the

process of writing down relevant information in a systematic manner about the person who has come to the agency seeking some

help. Social casework practice involves many types of recording depending upon factors such as requirements of the agency, the

theoretical perspective of the caseworker, the type of intervention, and so on. Recording is an important and integral part of the

case work procedure and is an output of the activity of the case work. Although there is no such thing as an ideal or model record,

there are some guiding principles for maintaining a good record. As case workers seek to be professional and credible, they need to

develop the record-keeping practice that supports them in performing their role and meets the public expectations of quality of

service and accountability of any professional. Some case workers have reservations about creating records which may be

demanded by individuals for use outside the case work relationship in legal actions against others. They hope that an absence of

records will enable them to concentrate on the therapeutic relationship without having to consider how that work would be viewed

in a court of law.
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Once it is decided to keep the records, the existence of the records and the level of security with which they are protected have to

be made known to the individual . Case work records vary considerably in style, from brief factual accounts which focus on what the

individual reported to ones that include more of the case worker’s thoughts and responses. Records ought not to include anything

that could disrupt the therapy if seen by an individual Prejudice and abusive comments are to be avoided. The agency has to be

clear about its reasons for collecting the information and explain the rationale to the client. The caseworker should explain in a

straightforward way how the client can access his or her own information, and the extent to which the information is available to

others in the agency. 11.12

Exercises 1. What is a case record? What is its importance? 2. What are the important aspects of Record Keeping in case work? 3.

Analyse the importance of Record Keeping in case work practice? 11.13 Reference

http://epgp.inflibnet.ac.in/epgpdata/uploads/epgp_content/S000032SW/P000436/ M014354/ET/1456828634ET20.pdf

http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/sociology/

recording-as-an-important-method-to- learn-

social-work-practice/36558

http://www.ignou.ac.in/upload/bswe-02-block1-unit-5-small-size.pdf
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of Casework Record Structure 12.0 Objectives 12.1 Introduction 12.2 Objective of Casework Record Review 12.3 Advantage and

Disadvantage of Record Review 12.3.1 Advantage 12.3.2 Disadvantage 12.4 Sources of Records 12.5 Process of Record Review 12.6

Points to be avoided while Record review 12.7 Summary 12.8 Exercise 12.9 Reference 12.0 Objectives The learners by now know about

the importance of record keeping along with its various skills, techniques and principles. Record Review
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entails studying informa- tion that has already been recorded and involves summarizing the data, subjecting it to appropriate

statistical analysis and drawing inferences

In this unit we will learn how to review these records for our future requirements. 12.1 Introduction Recording
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aims to support social workers and other social care staff to improve recording skills – how you write down what you have seen and

done, your analysis of that, and what you plan to do as a result. It is based on the concept of PARTNERSHIP – that recording should

be done, as much as possible, in conjunction with the person you are working with. The

importance of recording
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Recording is an integral and important part of social work and social care. It is not simply an administrative burden to go through as

quickly as possible, but is central to good, person-centred support. Recording is vital: ? It supports good care and support ? It is a

legal requirement and part of staff’s professional duty ? It promotes continuity of care and communication with other agencies ? It is

a tool to help identify themes and challenges in a person’s life ? It is key to accountability – to people who use services, to

managers, to inspections and audits ? It is evidence – for court, complaints and investigations It will enhance your practice and the

support you can offer people if you can make good recording a central part of your work.

A “review of the Casework Records” is a classification and evaluation of what the case worker had already documented after

interviewing a client. It is sometimes sufficient to browse the text quickly. We can not always trust our memory, we can never

remember who said what, so it is better record everything and keep it handy for future review. A Case review consists of an overview, a

summary, and an evaluation of the already available information. It may also include a discussion of methodological issues and

suggestions for future reference.
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Record reviews, on the other hand, are based upon information that is already available in the form of records. If particular

information is not recorded reliably, then it cannot be used for record reviews.

Reviewing the records lets us gain and demonstrate skills in two basic area- 1. Information seeking: The ability to scan the record

efficiently, using manual and computerized methods. 2. Critical appraisal: The ability to identify unbiased and valid points from the

case which has been reviewed. 12.2 Objective of Casework Record Review Record Review must be— a. Be organized around and

related directly to the thesis or research question you are developing
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further details from the available sources c. Identify areas of controversy in the literature d. Formulate questions that need further

research The caseworkers conduct review to minutely study the available records and propose further strategies which can be taken

up in that specific area. It is also done to find out the gaps in the information if any. The caseworkers conduct review to minutely study

the available records and propose further strategies which can be taken up in that specific area. It is also done to find out the gaps in

the information if any. Record Reviewing in social work profession is a very important stage and it is done after- ?????
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Regular check-up visit ????? Safeguarding disclosure ????? Joint Assessment ????? Dealing with a complaint ????? Difficult

behaviour 12.3

Advantage and Disadvantages of Record Review 12.3.1 Advantages Conducting a record review has several advantages.
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It enables assessment of a large sample at limited cost. It enables easy collection of information which is routinely recorded. It

minimizes recall bias for an event in the past. It also reduces the need for intrusion into clients’ time for assessment as part of the

study. For some types of data, record review may be the most feasible type of study. 12.3.2
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Disadvantages Variation in the manner in which data has been gathered and recorded in the charts limits the extraction and

interpretation of the variables. Some records may be incomplete or lost in the course of time, leading to missing data. Also, records

may not have been stored in an easily retrievable manner restricting the extent to which they could be utilized further.
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Records
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A variety of data sources can be utilized to collect information for a record review. These sources could be in the form of hard

copies of case notes and case files, manually entered registers, and computerized databases. Data sources can include case notes,

clients case files, attendance registers, counselling records,
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national demographic records and so on.
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The national demographic databases (for events such as suicide,Rape etc) are reservoirs of information about a large popula- tion,

and are representative of the community sample. But these extensive reposito- ries require permissions and clearances before use

for academic purposes. Also, sifting through such large databases may require extensive and dedicated computing time. The type of

data source would determine the extent and type of information that can be gleaned from it. The selection of the data source is

based upon both convenience as well as the requirements of the Caseworker. Certain extensive data sources may require significant

resources and large organizational supports for processing. On the other hand smaller databases may provide information about a

limited sample. Also, some data may be missing or become non-retrievable with any type of source, depending on the manner of

recording and storage of data. Hence pragmatic and practical considerations quite often determine the usefulness of a data source

for purposes of answering a clinical query. 12.5 Process of Record Review The process of clinical record review involves multiple

step. The exact procedure and protocol needs to be modified in accordance with the type of study, nature of the data source and

local constraints. Some of the basic and commonly followed steps are as discussed as

under:- 1. Identifying an appropriate data source. The identification of an appropri- ate
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data source that can answer the clinical question is the next major step. Data sources can include clinical case records in the

outpatient or inpatient service, registration entries, adverse event monitoring systems, investigation report filing systems and so on.

Each type of data source has inherent
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strengths and weaknesses which should be evaluated before its selection. The data source should also be assessed for accuracy and

completion, which will determine the usefulness and generalizability of the data. Ethical aspects of data usage should be given due

consideration; and appropriate clearances should be obtained. 2. Devising a data extraction instrument. A well-designed instrument

to extract data from the case records to answer the clinical query is of immense importance. It is necessary to agree upon which

variables are to be extracted and how the coding is to be done before the data extraction occurs. A manual may be prepared

defining the various terminologies and enumerating the operational definitions for the coding process. 3. Extraction of the data.

Data extraction should be carried out in accordance with the instrument devised and the definitions agreed upon beforehand. The

person/people in-charge of coding the data should be clearly specified. In case data is extracted from technical or subjective case

notes, it should be ensured that the data extractors have sufficient expertise. Preferably, two raters can be used to extract the data,

and it is advisable to present an estimate of the agreement among the raters. Some differences are likely to crop up when subjective

data is being extracted by different raters. 4. Re-evaluating a small dataset. A small subsample (approximately 10% of the total

sample) can be reassessed to check agreement with the previously coded data and to determine the pattern and extent of

inaccuracies, if any. This is especially useful when dealing with large data sets where cumulative inaccuracies may translate into

substantial absolute values of discrepancy and limit generalizability of results. 5. Statistical analysis. Analysis of the data should be

conducted using appropri- ate statistical methods. Analysis can range in complexity from simple semi- quantitative measures for

qualitative data to hierarchical multivariate analy- sis. Excellent statistical software programs are available for carrying out

computations in minimal time. It is prudent to involve a trained statistician while dealing with large datasets and conducting complex

statistical analysis 6. Dissemination of findings. After conducting the record review, it is

impor- tant
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to archive and disseminate the results. This is useful to bolster the
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scientific evidence base on the subject studied through the record review. The results of the record review, even if negative, or

challenging to the existing views, should be made known. 12.6

Points
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to be avoided while Record review There are certain potential areas where errors may crop up in record reviews. The clinicians and

researchers may inadvertently miss out important components while reporting record reviews.
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Common errors How to avoid? Not specifying the data source clearly Specifying the

data source clearly Records of the client/s who came to the agency, for what propose and what method was applied to tackle it must

be mentioned Not specifying what elements of the Clearly mention the elements of the data
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data were extracted Relevant data was extracted from the records Data was extracted from the records extracted from the records

using a structured instrument and included age, gender, procedures conducted,etc. Not specifying who extracted the data Specify

who extracted the information Data was obtained from the records with regard to their expertise in the field. Data must be extracted

from the records by trained

professional in the particular field Not specifying ethical aspects No Mention the relevant ethical aspects in mention at all
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context The study had waiver of informed consent as per guidelines of the Social Work Ethics. and

ensure that the infor- mation was kept confidential 12.7 Summary Record reviews are crucial instruments for collecting information

investigative procedures in Social Work field and it also clearly explains about the outcomes of
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investigations.
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The effective use of record reviews for looking into specific clinical questions needs accurate planning and use of right data sources.

Record reviews have several advantages but their results should be interpreted keeping in view their limitations. Ethical issues,

particularly pertaining to maintaining confiden- tiality of records, need to be taken into consideration. Appropriately conducted

record reviews can help in effectively expanding the scientific knowledge base, and can provide information which may not be

available through other means. 12.8

Exercise 1. What is review of case work record ? What are its objectives? 2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of Review of

record? 3. What are the different sources of Records? 4. Discus the procedure for Reviewing of Records 5. What are the common

errors that we commit while review of records and how can we avoid it 12.9 Reference https://www.scie.org.uk/social-

work/recording https://www.smu.ca/webfiles/guidelitreviewbrief.pdf https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4225918/
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the person is a man, women or child or any one who find

himself/herself, or is found to be, in need of help in some aspect

of his social-emotional living, whether the need be for tangible

prosiness or counsel. As he/she starts to receive help, he/she is
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he is in distress, failed or is not capable of handling his own

problem. 4. The help seeker must decide to surrender enough

sovereignty and autonomy to place himself in a dependency
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among persons and resources known to him. 6. The help seeker

must decide to take time off a job or from other responsibilities

to receive help. 7. The
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seeker may realize that in receiving help relationship with others

may be threatened. The person seeking help brings to the

helping situation concerns, needs and problem. The person

comes with concerns, unmet needs and problems of social

functioning. He/She comes from a societal and cultured milieu,

a set of life experiences and a set of transactions with other

persons that make the person unique yet sharing commonalities

of human kind. The client of social agency is like the other

persons one has ever known, but he/she is different too. In

broad ways he/she is like all other human beings.
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goals. Indification of clients type is the first step in the delivery of

service, for the worker-client relationship and interaction will

very depending on the types of client and the nature if help

sought. Felix Briestic has identified seven needs of clients as

they come to the helping situation : 1. To deal with as an

individual rather than a type or category. 2. To express feelings

both positive and negative. 3. To be accepted as a person of

worth, a person with innate dignity. 4. Sympathetic

understanding of and response to feelings expressed. 5. To be

neither judged nor condemned for the difficulty in which the

clients find himself. 6. To make own choices and decisions

concerning one's own life. 7. To help keep confidential

information self as secret as possible. The client is a person with

both needs and problem(s). The problem may be related to a

client. No one can ever knew, the whole of another person,

though may sometimes delude himself/herself to that effect.

The reason for this lies not only in the sublet disentions and

interlocking of any personality but also in the shift and
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the person is a whole in any moment of his/her living. He/She

operates as a Physical/Psychological, social entity, whether on

the problem of his/her neurotic anxieties or of his inadequate

income. He/She is a product-in-process, so to speak of his/her

constitutional make up, his/her physical and social environment,

his/ her past environment, his/her experiences, his/her present

perception and reactions, and even his/her future aspiration. It is

this physical-psychological-social-past- present-future

configuration that he/she brings to every life situation he/she

encounters. The person's behaviour has this purpose and

meaning to gain satisfaction, to avoid and dissolve frustration

and to maintain his/her balance-in-movement. To understand a

person, it is important to know his/her parts of personality that is

Id (life forces of the individual), ego, (conscious, drivers gliding

our personality forces) and superego (inconscions, ethical

values and principles) which have an important role in governing

his/her behaviour. Whether a person's behaviour is not effective

in promoting his/her well-being depends in large part upon the

functioning of his/her personality structure. The forces of the

human personality combine in three major function. (1) The life

energies that seek satisfactory outlets; (2) The check system

automatic or voluntary, that halts, modifies or rechannel these

drives to make their ends acceptable to their owner and his/her

environment and (3) The organising and governing operations

that controls the negotiations and balance within the person

himself/herself, as between what he/ she wants and what

he/she can and ought to do and between himself and his/her

physical environment. Freud, Pychologist defined them as id,

ego and superego. The harmonious concerted action of these

forces in one make for personal and social balance and

competence; their discord of faultiness is revealed in behaviour

that is personality thwarting or socially unacceptable. A person

at any stage of his/her life is not only "a product" of nature but is

also and always "in process" of bringing the present and

becoming in the future. What happens to the individual today

may be as vital to him/her as what happened yesterday. Those

physical, social and interpersonal situations he/she encounters

in his/her operations today as worker, parent, spouse, student or

client will have an
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impact upon him/her and will respond that can affect his/her

development either morbidly or benignly. The person "being

and becoming" behaviour is both shaped and judged by the

expectations he/she and his/her culture have invested in the

status and the major social role he/she carries—a man may be a

father, a son, an employee, a club member and a client of the

case worker, all in the space of a few hours. His/Her social role

consists of the major function he/she carriers at a given time

with broadly designated behaviour, responsibility and rewards.

His/Her conflict may be caused by his recognition of what his

role calls for and his emotional inability to meet it. The person

who comes as client to a social agency is always under stress.

Regardless of the client's reason for coming for help, the client

brings much more than concerns, needs or problems to the

helping situation. The client brings the total self as a biological,

psychological, cultural and spiritual being. This includes the

resources of self and the personal environment and also

environmental constrains. What the client brings includes

perceptions of self and the situations and patterns of coping

with stress and patterns of interpersonal relationships. The

client’s present need and or/problem is affected in part by the

developmental needs that have been met and by needs arising

from the divers aspect of the client's life-style and from the

expectations of the client's environment. One of the major tasks

of the worker is to understand the client as an unique person in

a unique situation. There can never be total knowledge about a

client. That is impossible. The worker seeks knowledge about

the client that is needed for giving the service to be delivered.

The client is the major source of the facts used to develop the

understanding of the person in the situation. Before a person

seeks helps from a social agency, he or she has usually

attempted to deal with a problem in a way that has worked with

previous problems, commonly known as "coping". Coping

results not only in solving problems but in the reductions of

tension and anxiety. If the coping is not successful, a person

may then turn to his/ her natural support system, that is friends,

relatives, associates etc. Thus individuals often come to the

agency after a period of unsuccessful attempts to deal with their
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defining this unit. 1. When does a situation become
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approapriate for social work concern? Clarification of the term

becomes some what easier if one looks at problem interns of

both need and social functioning. Concern for all need of

human systems is the basis of the social work response. When

the need is seen is mitigating a block to social functioning, a
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of how a problem arises : 1. The problem arises from some need

or obstacle or accumulation of frustrations or maladjustments

and sometimes all of these together which Threatens or has

already attacked the adequacy of the person's living situation or

the effectiveness of his/her efforts to deal with it. 2. The social

functioning problem may rest in interpersonal relationships; for

example, the inability of a parent to understand on adolescent

children need and thus, is so strict that the relationship between

parent and child is at the point where there is open rebellion

and an inability to discuss the situation. 3. The problem may rest

in an inability to negotiate with systems in the environment for

e.g., a patient in a hospital is unable to ask the doctor the

questions that are bothering the patient or to make his/her

concerns known to the doctor. 4. The problem may rest in

inadequate or
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child. May be one of deficiency; that is, an individual does not

have either the material resources or the personal capacity

(temporary or permanent) to carry out the task needed for

coping with a situation. An older person with a limited income

and limited physical capacity may not be able to maintain a

home or fix nutritious meals. 5. One may not have the

preparation needed to carry out a social role. For example, the

mother who did not have adequate mothering as a child and

has received no instruction in
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ideas-ideas springing from knowledge and experience and

subject to the governing aim of problem solution.
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expression of deep feelings : Case worker needs to be cautious

in the early interview about client's premature expression of

deeper feelings. For example, talking about intimate details of

having undergone through a rape by a victim in the very first

meeting may not be desirable. This may inculcate feelings of

guilt and hamper the case work relationship. Case worker has to

structure the entire case work process and slowly work towards

building a relationship based on trust rather than allowing

ventilation of deeper feeling at a premature stage. 4. Client

engagement : Clients may have the tending to put the total

burden of conflict resolution on the
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to be communicated to the client at the "feeling" level. Creation

of a permissive environment is essential for purposeful

expression of feelings. This may be done in the following ways. ?
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Thus by asking non-threatening questions, repealing important

phrases or words being said by client, making comments,

expressing empathy; worker can motivate the client to talk

freely. Statements like "I realize how difficult this must be for

you. What happened thereafter?" "How did you feel when this

happened?" Are open ended statements/ questions that require

elaborate expression of feelings by the client. Pace of Process :

A sensitive awareness of the client's rate of movement in each

interview, toward his case work goals is very necessary. His

motivation to work
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and draw an understanding by putting them in proper
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effectively used as clues and indices to identify and interpret
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feelings. b) Understanding : As a professional helping person,

the case worker needs to understand the meaning of the

feelings in relation to the client
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Essentially it is a response of attitude and feeling, guided by

knowledge and purpose. It is primarily an internal response

where the case worker consciously and purposefully identifies

with the feelings of the client. It is a sharing of a warmly human

professional person with fine sensitivities of another human

being who needs help (Biestek, 1957). The response of the

worker should reflect the skill to probe in order to gather factual

as well as feeling information from the client while verbalizing

understanding. It should convey warmth and empathy to the

client.
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with spouse or siblings etc. Acceptance in case work process is

therapeutic in nature as it aims at helping the client to deal with

problems and needs. Distinction between Acceptance and

Approval : An important standpoint in case work is the

distinction between acceptance and approval. Acceptance does

not mean concurrence with or approval of client's behaviour. To

illustrate let us take an example of a man who committed a

murder and now seeking help from a case worker. In this case,

following the principle of acceptance would not apply that the

worker's approval of the crime committed by the client. The

worker would objectively
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apparently appreciated by the worker. The objective of

acceptance is not the good, but the real.
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The principle of acceptance is the case work process as the

client begins to express feelings and open up to the case

worker. However, the client constantly checks the reactions of

the worker to his/her disclosure of feelings especially negative

feelings. Demonstration of Principle of Acceptance : ? Giving

the client focussed response, directed to the needs of the client

rather that worker's needs; ? Releasing client's potential for self

help and exercising professional responsibility for the promotion

of the growth of the client; ? Giving response that contain the

elements of both thoughts and feelings; and ? Providing agency

specific help to the client. Limitations of Principle of Acceptance

: ? Inadequate knowledge of human behaviour. ? Counter

transference. ? Case worker being Judgemental about the

client's situation; ? Case worker's personal biases and

prejudices; ? Unrealistic assurance by the worker. ? Confusion

between acceptance and approval. ? Lack of respect for the

client. PINCIPLE OF NON JUDGEMENTAL ATTITUDE : One of

the most talked about principle of case work that is also a

difficult to practice is the principle of non Judgemental attitude.

According to Briestek (1957), principle of non Judgemental

attitude is defined as "Quality fer case work relationship, it is

based on a conviction that the case work function excluder

assigning guilt or innocence or degree of client responsibility for

causations of the problem or needs, but does include making

evaluation Judgemental about the attitudes, standards or action

of the client: the attitude which involver both thoughts and

feeding elements, is transmitted to the client." Case work is a

helping process where judgement would imply blaming the

client and make him/her responsible for causing problems in

his/her life. Let us take an
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example of a woman who has approached a child guidance

clinic to seek help for her daughter who is showing sysmptoms

of depression. Being Judgemental in this case would imply

blaming the mother for her daughter's condition. Similarly,

passing a judgement on a HIV positive person would mean

blaming the for his/her physical condition and for contracting

HIV. As maintained earlier,
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the clients perspective : Seeking out side support for conflict

resolution is not an easy task. The necessity to seek help from

an agency can itself produce a host of painful feelings. One of

these feelings is the fear of being judged. In the initial interview,

the client looks at the case worker as one of the members of

the larger society which is often judgemental with fixed

standards of Do's and Don'ts. The client fears of being labeled

by the case worker, keeping in mind the preset standards of
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right and wrong. As a result of these feelings the client adops by

using defense mechanisms and is hesitant to express inner

thoughts and feelings. In such a scenario, demonstration of a

non Judgemental attitude helps the client "feel" assured of the

case worker's disinterest in making any kind of judgement, in

praising or condemning the client. As the relationship gradually

strengthens, the client grows in faith in the worker and begins to

discuss needs and problems, develop objective analysis

necessary for constructive change. Evaluation of Attitudes,

standards and action of
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client : There is a clear cut difference between being non

judgemental towards the client and judging clients behaviour

which may mood immoral. When the case worker refrains from

judging the guilt orinnocence of the client he/she objectively

evaluates the attitudes standard and actions of the client. In

order to understand this let us take the case of a women who is

in a live-in relationship and seeking help to deal with problems

with her lover. While dealing with such a case, the worker has

no right to live the client a moral lecture on the grounds of her

live in relationships, which is still not accepted in large parts of

India. However the worker has to probe into her life situation in

order to make evaluation of her behaviour. The purpose in this

case would be to understand the client and this would aid in the

treatment process. There are strong and valid reasons for

practing a non-judgemental attitude. The worker being a social

worker is a member of the larger society and his/her function
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the client (and not condemn) with in the low and basic values of

society. If the case worker is oblivious towards delinquent and

immoral behaviour/ attitude of the client, the client would not

feel understood and may underrate the worker's ability to

provide professional help. Moreover the case worker has every

right to have his/her own social, moral and spiritual values. The

worker must, however, ensure that his/her personal values,

beliefs, opinions and code of ethics are not imposed on the

client in any way. The workers have no right to judge the client

by personal standards. Demonstration of Principle of Non-

Judgemental Attitude : ? Encouraging the client to open up and

express own thoughts and feelings. ? Being respectful and

attentive to the client throughout the case work relationship. ?

Being aware of personal biases and prejudices and not letting

them influence the case work relationship. E.g. the worker

might have been socialized to develop a dislike for certain

castes/castes/categories like alcoholize, differently abled, sex

workers schedule caste/tribes etc. while in case work

relationship with such clients, worker must ensure not to let

personal dislike interfere in the helping process. The worker

must recognize and control personal biases and develop

capacity to see people objectively and not subjectively. ? Treat

the client as a unique person. Worker should refrain from

making references to people who have faced similar
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he fears that the case worker, seeing him as he is, may thingless

of him as a person. He fears disapproval. This fear may cause

any one number of reactions, depending on the nature of the

problem and the personality of the client. He feels the insecurity

of approaching some one he has never met; he may fear that

his request for help will be refused; he may feel resentment

against the conditions that make it necessary for him to seek

help; and he may fear the self-involvement with the case

worker. Therefore, the constructs defenses, behind which he

tries to hide a part of himself. He feels that it is unsafe for him to

manifest something which he knows need to be manifested

because they are pertinent to his problem.
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the philosophical assumption on the dignity and worth of the

human being. The principle states that an individual has the right

of making decision about matters pertaining to his/her life and

that other people's decision about directing his/her life should

not be
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OF CONFIDENTIALITY : Social work touches human life more

intimately in many ways than many of the other helping and

healing professions. The case worker, either in a home visit or in

an office interview, is frequently the observer and regularly the

recipient of confidential information concerning the client and

his family. It may be a series of facts, or situation in the client's

life which he shares with the
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is the preservation of secret information concerning the client

which is disclosed in the professional relationship.

Confidentiality is based upon a basic right of the client. It is an

ethical obligation of the case worker is necessary for effective

case work service. The client's right, however is not absolute.

Moreover the clients secrete is often discussed with other

professional persons within the agency and in other agencies;

the obligation then binds all
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to observe, with the implicit or explicit understanding that the

case worker preserve the information as a served trust.

Confidentiality in social case work can be considered from two

points of view; as an item in the professional code of either and

as an element of the case work relationship. The
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Confidential can be defined as a fact or a condition, or the

knowledge thereof, pertaining to a person's private life which is

normally hidden from the eyes of others. Biestek (1957) has

given three classes of confidential information: the natural

secret the promised secrete, and the entrusted secret. The

Natural Secret is information which, if revealed, would defame,

injure or unjustly sadden the person. The obligation to preserve

natural secrets binds everyone, regardless of the nature of the

relationship. It may have become know by a relative, a friend, a

stranger, or a professional person.
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In case work relationship confidentiality includes all three types

of secrets. There is always a presumption that the case worker

should be ethically bound to keep the confidence of the client.

However, since the case worker works with in an agency setup,

the personal information shared by the client does not confine

to the individual
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the agency. The agency should not be able to, provide services

unless the information is shared by the case worker with

colleagues/team mates. The information also gets recorded in

the case files of the client. However, all the persons in the

agency are bound to guard the confidentiality of the client.
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information, that he will not divulge it. The subject matter of the
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social work literature is full of description of relationship from

various angles only because of its great importance in a helping

process. Richmond (1917), in her earliest work, has pleaded for

an intensive study and use of social relationship in social case

work. Social case workers focus should be on "skill in

discovering the social relationship by which a given personality

has been defined; an ability to get at the control core of the

difficulty in these relationships; and power to utilize the direct

action of mind upon mind in their adjustment." None can deny

the utility and importance of human relationship in promoting

change and development. When relationship is established and

used by a social worker consciously, purpose fully and

deliberately to help client(s), it is called professional relationship.

It is characterized by "conscious purposiveness growing
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with other human beings. The very first contact that most

persons have when they are born is with their mothers. Parent

child relationship is the most vital relationship that contributes in

a major way towards laying the foundation for one's personality

development, confidence, attitudes towards self and others. It

would be no exaggeration to state that our very existence

largely depends on relationship with people around us—our

family, friends, colleagues, relatives and others.
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(1957); Relationship is a human beings feeling or sense of

emotional bonding with one another. It leaps into being like an

electric current or it emerges and develop contiously when

emotion is aroused by and invested in someone or something

and that someone or something "connects back" responsively.

We feel "related" when we feel at one with another (person or

object) in some
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may be "good" or "bad", brief or enduring, complex and heart

felt or superficial and skin deep, swift and spontaneous or

carefully built. But whatever be its nature and substance its

dynamics are the presence, recognition, deposit, releption and

responsiveness of emotion between individuals or between a

person and an object or activity by which he/she has been

moved. The emotions felt and shared may be joy as well as

anguish, gratification as well as deprivation, hope and despair,

merriment and despondency rage and gracefulness, guilt and

hostility and any or all of these. To illustrate, a child who is

extremely attached to his/her parents, feels joyous on meeting

them. On the other hand, an abandoned child would react in a

different way on meeting the family. The emotions felt in the

latter case may range from hatred, anger to resentment. In most

mutually reciprocative relationships, there is a hunger for

emotional bonding and dependency like in parent child
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acceptance, responsiveness, concern and understanding. It may

be remembered that any relationship that seeks to enable a

person, child or adult to feel secure and more forward, to risk

new learning and new experiences combines a warm

acceptance of the person in his/ her uniqueness as a human

being. Relationship in case work : Relationship is termed as the

soul of social case work. The relationship between the case

worker and the client is of utmost importance. It is the principal

of life which visifies. The process of study, diagnosis and

treatment makes case work a living warmly human experience.
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work thrives in its belief in the basic worth and dignity of

individuals and enhancing their capacities to reach their human

potential to the fullest. Relationship between the case worker

and the client is the medium through which the knowledge of

human nature and of the individual is used. Knowledge along,

without skill in relationship is inadequate. Relationship is also the

channel of the entire case work process; through it, flow of

mobilization of the capacities of the
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through it flow the skills in interviewing, study diagnosis and
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other relationships on a number of points. One needs to analyze

and compare other relationships with case work relationship

keeping in mind the levels of equality, mutual benefit being

derived, presence and the level of emotional involvement in the

relationship. Firstly, it may be borne in mind that case work

relationship is temporary in nature. It begins with the referral of

the client to the case worker with a problem and terminates

after the completion of the case work process and treatment.

Parent-child relationship or relationship between siblings are life

long relationships as they are tied by blood and kinship.

Secondly, the emotional component in the case work

relationship is not very deep and penetrating. This is unlike the

relationships that exist between the spouses, parent-child or

siblings. Though case work process is an emotionally charged

one, it is operationalism in such a way that the expressing of

emotions is controlled and purpose full, focusing towards

achieving clear-cut goals of clients well being and treatment.

Such an approach is missing in the relationship cited above. The

third difference between
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case work relationship and others, is based on the levels of

equality and mutuality. For example, friend-friend relationship is

characterized by its equality, mutual help and sharing. The case

worker and the client are fundamentally equal as human beings.

In case work relationship however, case worker takes on the

role of a professional helper while client is the person whe

needs help. Thus the grounds of equality are not uniform since

in this relationship, case worker is the person having knowledge,

skills and is assigned to help the client through a professional

relationship.
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However, in this relationship, there is hardly any intentional use

of emotional involvement. If at all emotions do crop-up in the

teacher-student relationship, they are accidental and more on

the part of the pupils rather than the teachers. Case work

relationships are through out highly charged with emotions in a

purposeful manner. Case worker client relationship also differs

from other professional relationships such as doctor-patient,

Psychiatrist client. From an Indian perspective, health has

become a serious area of concern. The medical sources

available are insufficient and lack
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adequate infrastructure, quality and maintenance doctor's is

consider only next to god. It is not a custom to question the

doctor about the nature of one's illness, leave aside inquiring

about the line of treatment. Patients in most cases are the

passive recipients of medical treatment being administrated by

the doctor. This is in contrast to the case work client

relationship where client is an equal partner in the treatment

process and is encouraged to open up and express inner

thought and feelings. The only relationship that case work is

close to yet
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with the psychiatrist-client relationship. In this relationship,

client is encouraged to talk about his/her problem. However,

the psychiatrist focuses on the unconscious mind of the client

in contrast to the case worker who pays attention on the

environmental manipulation and working on the personality

maladjustment at the conscious level of the client's mind. 3.4
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their feelings, attitudes and behaviour which they have

experienced with others. The client therefore tends to react to

the case worker situation in a manner derived from his/her

personal experiences. Case work focuses on understanding the

client, his/her psychological needs and making a "contact" to

build the relationship. If this contact is to be of any value at all,

the client must have confidence in the workers good faith and

the worker must have respect for the client as an individual. It is

the responsibility of the case worker to establish this

relationship. This professional relationship is formed with the

purpose of developing in the client a personally satisfying and

serially useful life. It is the individualized purpose which is unique

to every relationship and is set to be achieved in each case. The

conscious purposive and deliberate efforts to develop a helping

relationship comprises of the following attributes : 1. Warmth :

Warmth connotes some positive, lively outgoing interest in

another person (or object or actively), for reaching out to take in

another with pleasure or compassion (Perlman : 1979). By

exhibiting open "Warmth" attitude, case worker is able to convey

to the client his/her openness and concern to understand the

client's problem, client's attitudes and sharing of experiences.

Warmth is demonstrated by the worker when he/she attends to

the client with attention, listens patiently, give confidence and

conveys an understanding of the client's problem. 2. Empathy :
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this as "feeling with and into another person, being able to get

into his shoes". Thus, one tries to know what the client feels and

experience without getting lost in the process. Rogers (1966)

explain empathy as" the perceiving of the internal frame of

reference of another with accuracy and with the emotional

components which pertain
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can understand how disturbed you are because of........", "It must

be difficult for you to........". "Empathy does not mean the loss of

objectivity. It can be learned and developed so that the therapist

the world of the client as he sees it".
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If possible, the worker may however, assure the client of making

an effort to seek information about the agency and getting back

to the client within a stipulated time. The worker must also then

get back to the client or give a source of contact that may

provide the requisite information. 4. Authority : Authority is an

essential element of case worker client relationship. Authority

has been referred to by Perlman (1979) as "able ness" to be used

for the
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imposition. Client has the right to accept, reject or modify

advice given by the worker. Authority rather conveys the

meaning of carrying those rights and powers that are inherent in

special knowledge and are vested in special functions (Perlman

1957).
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Having authority does not make the worker superior to the

client. It rather implies that the case worker posses the expertise

in understanding, assessing and dealing with the problem faced

by the client. Authority is that of knowledge and expertise. The

client goes to a worker in need of help who has the authority of

knowledge and skill, someone who knows more than him/her.
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The most frequently encountered necessity to "work" a

relationship occurs with the phenomenon called transference or

transference reactions. To any emotionally charged relationship,

each of us bring conscious and unconscious feelings and

attitudes that originally arose in or still belong to the earlier

important relationship (Perlman 1957). For
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example, in case work with an adolescent girl to help her

regarding her career options, the worker listens to the girl's

aspirations and dilemmas. The worker helps her to draw a

choice of careers helping her to keep in mind her aptitude as

well as preferences and also arranges for her visit to a nearby

vocational training centre. In such a case, what may
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relationship. These transferred elements could be affection,

attraction or repulsion yearning or defensiveness, liking or

dislikeing and may occur at any point in the helping relationship.

Transference is said to have taken place, when the client reacts

inappropriately, with excessive or distorted feelings towards the

case worker. As seen in many case work
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worker, you are like a father/mother/sister to me or may say, let

us be friends. Transference may also manifest itself in the way

the client reacts towards the worker by being very obedient,

helpless and approval seeking. The worker has to recognize

these non verbal cues. The effort in the case work relationship is

to maintain reality and to keep the client and the worker aware

of their joint objective, their separate and realistic identities and

their focus upon working some better adaptation between the

client and his/her current problem. Transference manifestations

needs to be recognized, identified and delt with as they occur.

Every effort has to be made to manage the case work

relationship and to give minimum encourasement to
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maintaining about the have for his life and how the accident had

taken place. The worker got so moved with the details of the
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must be handled and controlled. 3.5
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service agencies where case work should be practiced today an

effort to limit the scope of work to certain family problems such
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parent-child relationship and marital disharmony. ? Medical
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the wards and special clinics. The heavy work load of doctors in

large government hospitals generally leads to lack of clear

communication between the medical staff and the patients and

their families. In such a situation, the main role expected of

social workers are those of mediator, enabler, coordinator of

services, case manager, mobilizer of the resources in terms of

material and man power and a member of the team of

professionals. The major task of the social case worker is to

work with the patient and his family.
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or emotionally disturbed persons. The patients may be

attending ODPS, day care or may be hospitalized. The main task

of the case worker are to maintain constant contact with the

family of the patient, mediate between the doctors and the

patient are his family, provide counselling to the patient assist in

discharge of the patient in order to rehabilitate him/her back

into the society to which he/she belongs. The worker also

provides necessary support to the family and helps the family

members to understand the needs of the mentally ill person. ?

Social case work with chronically and terminally ill patients : The

patients who are suffering from chronic illness like diabetes,

asthma and heart disease need help in understanding their

illness and the demands of the treatment and adjusting their life

styles to the limitation imposed by condition. The families of the

patients also need support and guidance in dealing with the

patient's condition that may have long term implications for the

entire family. In some cases, specially among those belonging to

lower income groups, the financial burden may need to be

eased out by identifying and mobilizing resources in the kinship

network or the community at large. While working with the

terminally ill patients, the first dilemma the worker faces is to

inform the patient and his family about his/her illness. The

patients suffering from a terminal illness like cancer, HIV/AIDs

have additional stress factor. The stress is caused by the thought

of death and the anxiety about the family after the death of the

patient. The tasks of the case worker include : ? Ensuring

palliative care to reduce the pain and discomfort. ? Taking about

death and releasing the stress. ? Preparing and involving the

patient in this future planning about the family after death and

various unmet tasks. ? Providing opportunity and support to the

family to accept the illness and talk about the consequences in

the long run. ? Providing emotional and material support to the

family.
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daily role performance. In such institutional settings, the case

worker is part of the world to which he is trying help the client

adapt more statisfacterily. ? Case work with children's homes :

Children who are destitute, orphans, runaways, vulnerable to

violence, abuse or moral danger are generally placed in

children's homes. Most of these homes operate under the

provisions of Juvenile Justice Act and therefore provide

custodial care to children for specific time period. Social case

worker is expected to help each inmate adjust to the life within

the home and achieve psychological development. As the

children have often gone through traumatic experiences before

they are placed in homes it is very important for them to come

to terms with their life, talk about it and get over the pain and

the sense of betrayal. The worker is expected to provide pastoral

care, liaison with schools where children go for education help,

children develop positive relationship within the institution and

prepare for life after their stay in the home is over. ? Case work

in homes for the aged : The stresses of modernization and break

down of joint family structures has led to adult children sending

their aged parents to residential institutions. The residents to

these homes need nursing, understanding and emotional

support. The case workers in these institutions help the

residents to cope up with loss of loved ones, illness, lack of

energy, homeliness, loss of economic
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to spend time with the residents of the old age home, talk to
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setting, goes through a similar course of study and assessments,

usually knowing through a referral statement from a classroom

teacher or principal what social expectations the child is failing

to meet. Case work in such situations may involve direct work

not only with the child but also with his parents. The child's

performance of roles in extra familial settings is related

theoretically to current experience and probably the past

experience in the control role relationships between parents

and children. The goal of the school social work is to re enforce

the child's potential strengths and capacities for satisfying,

effective and acceptable performance in the role of pupil. To

achieve this goal in an institutional setting like the school, the

case worker directly works with teacher and also with other

school personnel, in an effort to help them understand some of

what underlies the child's behaviour and to adjust their
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remove social discrimination against differently abled; ?

Facilitating the client's acceptance and understanding of his/her

situation and also recognition of his/her potential. Giving

support to the client (both emotional and action oriented) is an

important intervention offered by the case worker. The case

worker also works with the family of the client to cope them

with the situation, to understand the needs of the client and to

learn the home management of the client. ? Case work in

organizations working with women : Social case workers are

employed in family counselling centres, crime against women

cells, legal aid cells, family courts and rape and crisis

intervention centres. The role of the case worker is to help the

victims to come out of the trauma and deal with the self

confidence and self esteem of the client. They also work with

the family so as to mobilize their support for the client so that

the client can deal in a better manner with his/her problem. ?

Case work in organizations working with victims of disaster :

There is an increasing need for the individualized help for the

victims of disaster—whether natural or man made. Some of the

common experiences of most of the victims of the disaster are

trauma, loss of loved ones, loss of livelihood or assets,

homelesness, feeling of helplessness, aguish, hostility, lack of

community feelings, sense of fatality and un reatistic

expectations from the worker. In this situation, the client needs

individualized care to overcome debilitating impact of the crisis.

The first step of the case worker intervention is to bring them

out of the trauma, then provide emotional support and build in

them hope for a secure future. Once the client has emerged

from the trauma, the case worker engages the client in the

planning and implementation of the action plan to facilitate the

rehabilitation process. ? In the field of labour welfare : There is a

general need for introducing case work to deal with varied

social problems of workers in industries, individual problem of

absenteeism, alcoholism, depression, stress related disorders,

drug addiction etc. among the factory workers are the concerns

for the case workers.
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relations. Better family life, improved schools, better housing,

more hospitals and medical care facilities, protected economic

conditions and better relations between religious groups help

the individual in his adjustment and development. But his

adjustment and development depend on the use of these

resources by him. Sometimes due to certain factors, internal or

external, he fails to avail existing facilities. In such situations,

social case worker helps him. Thus, in social case work one to

one relationship works in helping the individual for his

adjustment and development.
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Diagnosis Perlman (1957) has described three types of diagnosis

that is carried on in social case work process. These are: 1.

Dynamic diagnosis 2. Clinical diagnosis 3. Etiological diagnosis

Dynamic diagnosis It gives an understanding of the current

problem of the client and the forces currently operating within

the client, within social environment and between him/his

environment. It gives the answers of the questions—what is

trouble?, what psychological, physical and social factors are

contributing to it?, what solution is sought? What are the means

available within the client, his environment? What are organized

services and resources by which the problem may be affected?.

The nature of such diagnosis is changeable because it is the

beginning phase of social case work practice. Clinical diagnosis

Under clinical diagnosis, the case worker attempts to classify the

client by the nature of his sickness/problem. He identifies

certain forms and qualities of client’s personality maladaptation

and malfunctioning in his behavior. The clinical diagnosis

describes both the nature of the problem and its relation to the

client and the helping
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fact that the client’s present problems are in the centre of

attention, the client’s responses are not in accordance with, the

past history and its appraisal in the light of client’s current

capacities, goals and problems are used for the treatment. This

type of diagnosis contributes to understanding the nature of the

problem to be dealt with, the person who has the problem, and

the ways and means that can be anticipated as helpful.
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possible about them. ? Baseline
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the final step of the diagnosis. Concentration on one problem at

one time makes treatment process more manageable and

allows both client and worker to channel their energies into one

area. It is the best of handling and proper use of available

resources. 5.7 Treatment Social case work consists of those

processes which develop personality through adjustments

consciously affected between men and their social

environment. Generally, two types of efforts are required for

social adjustment-environmental modification and/or change in

behaviour and attitudes. Early case work treatment was placed

on modification through the environment. Later on the

development of ego psychology helped case workers to use

intensive and direct treatment techniques. Now the aim of

social case work treatment is to restore the individual to social

functioning or to help him develop
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contribution; Thus the objectives are to alleviate the client’s
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system. It is to enhance the client’s comfort, satisfaction, and

self-realization. This may require enhancing the adaptive skills of

his ego and the functioning of the person-situation system

(1973).
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This technique may be used in certain unpleasant situations

which might have arises in between the interviews. Ventilation is

not only therapeutic but also diagnostic. The therapist should

explore intently and stimulate the client, by questioning or

commenting, to tell more about his situation and its various

aspects. Only towards the end of session, the caseworker may

use generalization and logical discussion to lesson his guilt. In

the initial stages one should not minimize the anxiety lest he

stops coming out with relevant materials necessary to help him.

The caseworker may choose either to be totally passive or

actively participating and directing. The client must feel that the

worker is uncritical, tolerant and is listening to him. One should

not permit ventilation when it is used as a defense mechanism

to avoid further exploration. In such situations, it is better to

divert his attention and help him to discuss the relevant matters

concerning his problem. It should be avoided or used with

caution in case of psychotics etc. Ventilation is used sometimes

by the client to seek attention and sympathy from the worker or

a gratification from talking freely about self. The caseworker

should be conscious in all such situations and direct the

interviews accordingly. 6.
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also create anxiety in us. Apart from this, when the client

approaches the caseworkers, he is naturally suffering from some

anxiety caused by his problems/non-fulfillment of his needs.

The anxiety is tackled and the client’s interest in solving his

problem is sustained. Sustaining process becomes more useful

when anxiety is greater as it quickly reduces his anxiety, makes

him comfortable and thus builds his confidence in caseworker.

Techniques used in sustaining process to maintain his/her

current social functioning and interest in casework treatment

are conveying acceptance, reassurance and encouragement.
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is one step beyond the advice, i.e., putting certain urgency

behind the advice offered. Advice is re-emphasized. It is offered

in term of :it is essential and that would be very unwise not to

do so”. This is indicated when there is a chance of severe loss

because of the client’s ill-considered or impulsive action, or

when enough time is not available for discussing consequences

of the action being contemplated by the client. Such situations

may be like a mentally disturbed person sticking to the home, a

person likely to commit suicide, or running away from homes,

etc. In all such situations, advocating becomes more useful

because it saves the client from the big loss he may suffer

because of his ill-considered action. However, no attempt

should be made to create guilt in the client, when he fails, by

telling him that “I told you so”. ? Actual intervention : Herein the

caseworker takes action to prevent the client from taking

inadequately considered action or sees that he acts in a

particular (the desirable) way. Examples are removing the patient

to a hospital, placing the child in a hostel, etc. Use of these

technique demands that the worker be fully convinced that the

step is factually justified and necessary community resources

and support are available. His action should be firm and polite

without communicating any anxiety to the people around.

Direct influence techniques should be avoided unless it is really

justified and it should be, wherever possible, used in

conjunction with the producers for development of

understanding. To start with, most gentle form of influence

should be used. The
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dignified member of the society like anyone of the society. He

had to be respected so that he can get all possible help and

facilities to live a socially productive and personally gratifying

life. 2. From this it follows that individual has right to self-

determination, taking decisions about all the matters related to

self as long as it does not interfere with the rights of others. One

is considered to be capable of taking decisions about one’s own

future and the helper is only to tell him the pros and cons of his

decisions to enable him to choose his own future course of

action. 3. Every individual is the primary concern of society, has

potential for and the right to growth and it is the responsibility of

the society to provide equal opportunities to everyone to

actualize his self. 4. Every individual in turn, has to contribute to

the society’s development by assuming his social responsibility,

discharging his functions honestly and acting properly and

adequately in his social roles. 5. The individual and society in

which one lives are interdependent. Neither the individual nor

the society can be conceived of without each other. 6. Basic

human needs to be met by services which are not contingent

upon conformity either to moral behavior or to race, nationality,

religion, caste, etc. 7.
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Diagnostic and functional schools of thought have been

explained along with the difference between the two. Theories

and models of working with the individuals have got its place in

the present unit. 9.3 Principles of Social Casework Letus quickly

once again revise the principles of social casework are applied

in establishing close relationship between social caseworker and

the client. Relationship is the medium through which changes

are brought in the behaviour and personality of the client. The

term relationship in social casework was used for the first time

by Miss Virginia Robinson in her book, “A Changing Psychology

in Social Case Work” in 1939. The social casework relationship is

the dynamic interaction of attitudes and emotions between the

social caseworker and the client with the purpose of helping the

client to achieve a better adjustment between himself and

his/her environment. Thus the purpose of establishing

relationship is to help the client with his/her psycho- social

needs and problems. The relationship between caseworker and

client may be more strengthened by using certain principles.

These principles are : a) Principle of individualization b) Principle

of meaningful relationship c) Principle of acceptance d)

Principle of communication e) Principle of expression of feelings

f) Principle of controlled emotional involvement g) Principle of

non-judgmental attitude h) Principle of client’s self-

determination i) Principle of worker’s self-awareness j) Principle

of social functioning k) Principle of tuning behaviour l) Principle

of social learning m) Principle of confidentiality
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Principle of individualization No two persons are alike in all

qualities and traits. Their problems may be the same but the

cause of the problem, the perception towards the problem and

ego strength differs in every individual. Therefore, each

individual client should be treated as a separate entity and

complete information is required to establish close relations in

order to solve his/her problem from root. 2) Principle of

meaningful relationship The purpose of establishing relationship

in social casework is to change the behaviour of the client or to

achieve adjustment in maladjusted situation. Meaningful

relationship is developed in social casework by demonstrating

the interests in client. He/she is convinced of the caseworker’s

warmth as an individual and conveys respect and caring for

him/her. In return, the caseworker helps the client to trust in

his/her objectivity and feel secured as worthwhile individual. 3)

Principle of acceptance Social caseworker accepts the client as

he is and with all his/her limitations. He/ she believes that

acceptance is the crux of all help. It embraces two basic ideas —

one negative and one positive. He/she does not condemn or

feel hostile towards a client because his/her behaviour differs

from the approved one. Later on, he/she tries to modify his/her

behaviour step by step. 4) Principle of communication

Communication is a two-way process. There must be proper

communication between caseworker and the client, which

helps, in proper understanding of each other. It is the road to

the identification of the client’s problem. The function of social

caseworker is primarily to create an environment in which the

client will feel comfortable in giving expression to his/her

feelings. It depends on a proper communication. 5) Principle of

expression of feelings Purposeful expression of feelings is the

recognition of the client’s need to express his/her feelings freely,

especially his/her negative feelings. The caseworker listens

purposefully, neither discouraging nor condemning the

expression of those
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feelings. Sometimes he/ she even stimulate and encourage

them when the expression is of therapeutic nature. 6) The

Principle of controlled emotional involvement The social

caseworker tries to understand the client’s feelings and

emotions but he/she himself/herself does not involved

emotionally in his/her problems. 7) Principle of non-judgmental

attitude The non-judgmental attitude is a quality of the

casework relationship. The caseworker does not blame the

client for his/her problem nor he assigns any responsibility for

his/ her miseries. He/she only evaluates the attitudes, standards

or action of the client. 8) Principle of client self-determination

The client’s self-determination is the practical recognition of the

right and need of clients to freedom in making his/her own

choices and decisions. But this right is limited by the client’s

capacity for positive and constructive decision making. 9)

Principle of self-awareness It means that caseworker should

know his/her own strengths and limitations in dealing with

client’s problems. If he/she feels that the problems of the client

are beyond his/her capacity, the client should be transferred to

the appropriate authority. 10) Principle of social functioning

Social functioning means the functioning of the individual in

his/her social roles and relationships, with emphasis on his/her

relation to the environment. The caseworker tries to assess the

roles of the client and his/her capacity to perform these roles.

11) Principle of tuning behaviour Man has body, mind and

intellect as three instruments of experiences through which life

constantly pulsates. These three instruments have their own

distinct characteristics in each person. Hence each person has

unique personality. There is need of tuning three instruments for

right perception and thinking. The social caseworker does it. 12)

Principle of social learning Social learning is a pre-requisite to

the changes that are inevitably involved in problem solving. The

social learning processes involves :
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Arousing and focusing attention and concern, (2) Organising

and evaluating the problem and planning future action, (3)

Searching for and acquiring new information, (4) Providing

opportunities to the client for new experience. 13) Principle of

confidentiality Confidentiality is the preservation of the secret

information concerning the client, which is disclosed in the

professional relationship only. 9.4 Schools of Social Casework In

the beginning the aim of social work was to help but later on

due to influence of psychology and psychiatry, personality and

behaviour treatment have also been added as the objective of

social casework. Basic orientation of social caseworkers are of

different kinds and with the result diagnostic and functional

schools appear in the practice of social casework. Diagnostic

School The diagnostic school is basically founded on the

Freudian theory of psychoanalysis. Mary Richmond gave shape

to these thoughts in the form of a school. She wrote first book

on social casework i.e. Social Diagnosis in 1917. The other

contributors of this school were Marion Kenworthy (New York

School of Social Work), Betsey Libbey (Family Society of

Philadelphia), Gordon Hamilton, Bertha Reynolds, Charlotte

Towle, Florence Day and Annette Garrett. The Diagnostic school

is based on the following main foundations. Principles of

Diagnosis Social casework help is based on the understanding

of each client individually and his/ her problems. It is essential

because it gives a realistic basis for differentiation, and a base for

the improvement of the client’s social situation and personal

satisfaction and adjustment. The diagnosis is based on the

following principles : 1) The diagnostic process consists of a

critical study of a client and his/her situation and the trouble

concerning which help is sought or needed for the purpose of

understanding the nature of the difficulty with increasing details

and accuracy.
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Diagnosis is based on the knowledge of the worker about the

interplay of social and psychological factors affecting the client.

3) The knowledge of interaction between inner and outer forces

influencing the client makes the process of diagnosis helpful

and therapeutic. 4) Every problem of the individual should be

understood in the light of multiple factors theory. 5) In the initial

stage also, relieving of pressure of stresses and strains on the

client, helps the caseworker to arrive at a proper diagnosis. 6)

The initial appraisal of personality and motivations and their

significance in the development of client’s problem provides the

basis for planning the treatment of the client’s problems. 7) For

the solution of the problem of the client, it is of utmost

importance to gain some knowledge of his/her current capacity

to work and to recognize the motivating forces in his/her

behaviour. 8) The understanding of the psycho-dynamics and

the pathological symptoms of the personality of the client

provides the basis of determining the kind of help that can be

appropriately offered. Principles of Treatment The main

objective of the treatment is of alleviating the client’s distress

and decreasing the malfunctioning in the person situation

system. The above objective is achieved by enhancing the

adaptive skills of his/her ego and functioning of the person

situation system. It is based on certain principles : 1) The forces

of the discussion in the interview is centred on the problem and

ways of resolving it. Attention is paid to know the obstacles both

situational and behavioural that stand in the way of solution. 2)

Nature and extent of both social and psychological factors differ

in each situation. 3) Treatment goals and techniques are planned

after a careful study of the particular needs of the client. 4) The

success of the treatment programme is based on the utilization

of the relationship purposefully. 5) Social therapy and

psychotherapy are the two broad classifications of social

casework treatment.
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Use of Techniques The techniques include encouraging,

emotional discharge, reassurance, support, suggestion,

guidance and direction, provision of new experiences,

clarification, interpretation, etc. Use of Relationship The

relationship is the medium of treatment through which client is

enabled to find new ways of perceiving his/her problems and of

handling himself. Functional School The functional approach to

social casework practice was developed by the Faculty

Members of the School of the University of Pennsylvania. This

approach is based on the personality theory of Otto Rank.

According to Functional School social casework is a method of

helping people through special services given by social agencies

in such way that the experience of using such services may be

psychologically constructive. Thus the functional school of

social casework has two inseparable aspects : 1) Potentials for

help to a person is inherent in the existence of service. Inspite of

the differences in the clients and ways of using of agencies

services, the kind of service an agency gives and their purposes

remain the same. 2) The use of agency service gives

psychological experience that differs from the form of another

kind of service regardless of the similarity of problem in the

people using the two services. Diagnosis The diagnosis is most

effective which is related to the need for some specific service

and which is developed in the course of giving the service. This

school does not recognize the significance of understanding

the total situation of the client. Functional diagnosis recognizes

that people cannot be categorized and a plan with a specific

kind of service may deny potential growth and change. In

establishing a diagnostic conclusion each individual makes

his/her own diagnosis of
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Diagnosis is a way of engaging in a human relationship process,

which frees the help seeker to determine his/her own goal for

himself/herself. The client is the centre for change capable of

continuous growth and development.
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Treatment Functional school prefers to use the term helping

process, rather than treatment. Social Caseworker is not

responsible for treating someone who is the passive recipient of

treatment because the school believes that the centre for

change resides in the client itself. Social Casework through the

agency service seeks to release power for improved social

functioning. The process of establishing and using a diagnosis

serves as the part of casework helping. Total social casework

process includes three stages or three time phases: beginning,

middle and ending. In the beginning phase, the caseworker

establishes relationship by removing all the hindrances that

come in the way of understanding the client or by the client to

the caseworker. He/she also tries to understand the client’s

needs, desires, motives, interests and hopes for future. He/she

also divides the problem of the client and put them in order of

priority. The client starts to take services from the agency. In the

middle stage the responsibility of the client increases and the

relation becomes closer. The last stage is of separation of client

from the caseworker. It is a difficult process. Sometimes client

does not like to terminate the service due to emotional touch

with the worker. The social caseworker with all his/her abilities

and capacities tries on one hand not to harm his/her feelings

and on the other hand the client may go happily. Caseworker

gives him/ her a chance to become conscious of his/her

readiness to leave, so that he/she can leave the agency without

and fear. Difference between Diagnostic and Functional School

1) Diagnostic School follows the theory of personality developed

by Sigmund Freud whereas functional school is based on the

theory of ‘will’ developed by Otto Rank. 2) Diagnostic School

believes that personality is a composite of many interacting

forces, reacting not only in each other but also influences the

social environment favourably or unfavourably. The strength

and the nature of balance of these forces are the result of

individual’s experiences primarily of his/her relationship to

parents and the other person. The functional school also

believes that the process of development of personality takes

place within the interaction of inner needs and environmental

experiences, but such an interaction takes place and is directed

by the human beings inborn will to individual development and

autonomy.
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According to diagnostic school, the ego is the chief of psychic

energy, the strength of which is determined largely by the

favourable or unfavourable course of one’s psycho-social

environment. But according to functional school the ego (self) is

the result of the creative use of inner and outer experience

through the ‘will’ and is not the product of interaction of inner

and outer forces. 4) In the diagnostic view, the goal of treatment

is to increase the individual’ ego capacity whereas functional

school tends to direct his/her effort toward helping the client to

release his/her inner capacity of feeling, organising and acting.

5) Total information about the client’s ego functions, total

personality, motivating forces, reality pressures and his/her

current feelings is essential according to diagnostic view for

enabling the client to take part in the therapeutic relationship.

Functional school gives emphasis on the client’s feelings in the

immediate situation which includes both his/her problem and

the casework relationship through which he/she may solve the

problem, other information are secondary. 6) Diagnostic School

believes in doing planned and goal directed help to the client —

both psychological and social. Functional school gives full

freedom to the client to give direction to his/her own process of

change. Agency services are made available. 7) The Diagnostic

School accepts responsibility for apprising client’s capacities and

weakness and for organising and arranging measures for self

development. The functional school believes in the client’s right

for choices and goals because of the constructive value of the

use of self. 9.5 Theories of Social Casework Theories or models

give the direction to the caseworker to handle the client in a

way which is suited according to the client’s need and social

conditions.
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Psycho-social Theory Psycho-social theory was propounded by

Hamilton. She published an article on “The Underlying

Philosophy of Social Case Work” in 1941 in which the word

‘diagnostic’ was used to express psycho-social problems. In this

approach, diagnosis and treatment are directed toward person

in situation. The client is seen in the context of his/her

interactions and transactions with the outer world. For proper

diagnosis and treatment client’s social context must be

understood and mobilized. Treatment must be differentiated

according to the need of the client. Three stages are involved in

psycho-social approach. Psycho-social Study Social

Caseworker starts his/her work with the knowledge of the needs

of the client. He/she on the basis of the needs assesses what

kind of help is his/her need. He/she also finds out the

perception of the client about his/her own problem, and his/

her desires about the kind of assistance to be provided. He/she,

then, himself/herself tries to arrive at his/her own understanding

of what the client’s trouble is, what factors contribute to it and

what type of service is needed to improve his/her ego strength

and adaptability. Diagnosis On the basis of the collected data

and available material social caseworker tries to assess the

nature of client’s trouble contributing factors and where

changes can be brought in his/her behaviour without much

efforts. Treatment Social Caseworker gives much emphasis on

indirect treatment or environmental modification. He/she

intervenes actively in the environment and provides necessary

concrete help to the client. He/she provides financial help by

locating such agency, proper health care and also educational

resources. Direct treatment is also provided for the ventilation of

the client to accept concrete help. Psychological support,

counselling, suggestions, etc. techniques are used to establish

close relations with the client. II) Behaviour Modification Theory

Behaviour modification theory is based upon the principles of

learning and conditioning propounded by Pavlov and Thorndike.

The researches of B.F. Skinner
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close relations with the client. II) Behaviour Modification Theory

Behaviour modification theory is based upon the principles of

learning and conditioning propounded by Pavlov and Thorndike.

The researches of B.F. Skinner
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of social case work. 9.2 Introduction Social Casework, a primary

method of social work is concerned with the adjustment and

development of the individual towards more satisfying human

relations. But his/her adjustment and development depend on

the use of available resources by him and within him.

Sometimes due to certain factors, internal or external he/she

fails to avail existing facilities. In such situation social caseworker

by using different resources; both material and human helps the

client. But before applying different techniques to the client in

solving his/her psycho-social problems, he/she is required to

know the theoretical framework of social casework practice.

There are certain principles of social casework practice

andthese principles are the guidelines to work with client. Those

principles have also been discussed here.
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assessment, b) construction of anxiety hierarchies, c) training in

muscle relaxation, d) imaginary training, and
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implementation. Impulsive Therapy In this technique, instead of

banishing anxiety, the social caseworker attempts to elicit a

massive flood of anxiety. With repeated exposure in a safe

setting where no harm is felt by the client, the stimulus loses its

strength to elicit anxiety. Assertive Therapy It is needed to

develop more effective coping mechanism. In such therapy, the

opportunity is given to the client for role-playing.
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Aversion Therapy This technique is used for the modification of

undesirable behaviour by the method of punishment.

Punishment may involve either the removal of positive

reinforcements or the use of aversive stimuli. Family Therapy

Family is a system which is composed of three sub systems :

marriage, parenthood and siblings. There are continuous

interactions and transactions among these sub systems. It is

quite often observed that sometimes relations may not be

harmonious and at that time outside help is required to bring

the family on proper track. Family therapy is based on the

assumption that marital relationship system influences the

family adjustment and therefore it is necessary to understand

the nature of marriage. It is also true that the nature of the

marital equilibrium affects all family members but its effect

differs on each of the member. The development of children is

affected also by the nature of the marital equilibrium because

they interject the parents as models and guides. Further each

developmental phase in the family has stressful situation which

requires new relationship. Family therapy is significant because

whenever one member of a family is in trouble, all are in trouble.

Communication in the family is the channel through which

members of the family interact. Whenever there is problem in

the family communication become faulty or dysfunctional. In

family therapy, the diagnosis is confirmed on the basis of various

types of interviews with the client and family. The social

caseworker tries to know family structure, and the processes in

the family responsibilities, roles patterns of daily living, role

performance, role relationship, dependency, separateness,

independence level, capacity, tolerance and control of feelings,

intimacy, anxiety, regression, taboo, etc. He/she records the

family history and analyses its contents. The social caseworker

uses most of the techniques in one to one treatment, such as

guidance, advice, education, suggestion, clarification, and

interpretations. Self-control and Self Management Therapy

Helping clients to help themselves is an old casework phrase.

Self-control refers to the ability of individuals to change

behavioural patterns that they or others perceive as harmful.

The role of social caseworker in this process is to help the client
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to develop the knowledge about how, when and where to use

strategies for change. The worker acts as an instigator and

motivator to help the client to start the programme and have

motivating force to complete it. A multi-step guide has been

presented by Watson and Tharp to develop a self-control plan.

1. List a current dissatisfaction. 2. Select one particular problem

of behaviour that occurs in a particular situation. 3. Describe the

effect of problem on behaviour. 4. Be as precise as possible in

stating the behaviour that occurs and the situation in which they

occur. 5. Gather baseline data. Count every instance of target

behaviour and keep a record of count. 6. Catalogue

enforcements. Answer three questions for each potential

reinforcer. (a) Is it a reinforcement or specially formed? (b) Is it a

strong reinforcer? (c) Is it accessible? 7. List and attempt to verify

through observation possible antecedents to problem

behaviours. Devise a plan for intervention for altering

antecedents. 8. Identify the emotional components of the

problem and plan for desensitization. 9. Select one of the plans

that you have developed. 10. Continue to collect data on the

problem behaviour. Make a graph of the data to determine that

the intervention plan is working. 11. If the plan is successful,

consider termination of relationship. The Problem Solving

Theory This theory was propounded by Helen Harris Perlman in

the book “Social Case Work : A Problem Solving Process”. This

model stands firmly upon the recognition that life is an outgoing

problem encountering — problem solving process. Every person

is involved every time in coping with his/her problems.

Sometimes he/she is capable of coping and sometimes fails to

resolve the crisis situation. Through problem solving process

individual or family is helped to cope with or resolve some

difficulty that he/she is currently finding difficult to solve. Thus

the primary goal of problem solving model is to help a person

cope as effectively as possible with such problems in carrying

social tasks.
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In the initial phase the attempts are made to engage the client

with his/her problems and to do something about it in a

working relationship with the agency. The problem solving

process starts at once, from the first movement with treating the

person. The client is not treated for his/her problem but he is

treated for the purpose of helping him/her to know

himself/herself i.e. strength and weaknesses and how to remove

those weaknesses. In short, the problem- solving casework

process involves the following steps : a) It tries to release,

energize and gives directions to the client’s motivation for

change. b) It tries to release and exercise the client’s mental,

emotional and action capacities for coping with the problem. c)

It tries to find and make accessible to the client such aids and

resources as are necessary to the solution of the problem. Role

Theory Role is mainly behavioural concept. Role may be seen as

a product of an interplay between (i) individual member’s needs

and resources, (ii) the solution in the social network, and (iii) the

forces acting on the social network from the environment.

When there are internal or external difficulties, which are

beyond the capacity of an individual, he/she feels the problem

and fails to perform his/her role. Social Caseworker with such

clients suggests new ideas and ways of facing the problem and

suggests solution for a difficulty that the external factors have

encountered. He/she offers facts, which relate to his/her own

experience for understanding the problem. He/ she gives

suggestions in terms of examples, and tries to explain how

suggestion would work if followed by the client. He/she

mediates between other members, attempts to reconcile

disagreements, and relieves tension in conflict situation. His/her

efforts are also directed to keep communication channels open

by encouraging others to participate in the business of the

client. Rational Emotive Therapy This technique is used in the

area of modifying irrational elements control over the self. Some

of the irrational ideas at the core of emotional and behavioural

problems are as under : 1. It is dire necessity for an adult to be

loved by everyone for everything he/ she does.
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Certain acts are awful or wicked, and people who perform such

acts should be severely punished. 3. It is horrible when things

are not the way one would like them to be. 4. It is easier to avoid

rather than face life’s difficulties and self-responsibilities. 5. One

needs something stronger or greater than one self on which to

rely. 6. Human happiness can be achieved by inertia and

inaction. 7. One has virtually no control over one’s emotions and

one can not help feeling certain things. Rational Emotive

Therapy includes four stages : 1) Presentation of Rationale The

worker attempts to elicit the problems or significance of self-

statements in general without mentioning the client’s problems.

2) Overview of Irrational Assumption The worker presents a

number of irrational self-statements before the client and tries

to makes the client realize that his/her statements are irrational.

3) Analysis of Client’s Problem in Rational Emotive Terms Client

is made aware of his/her problem rationally and is provided with

the knowledge of how he/she has labeled the event. 4)

Teaching the Client to Modify Internal Statement In this stage

the client is taught to change his/her opinions and attitudes

which are anxiety provoking. 9.6 Summary In this unit we have

examined the similarities and differences between social

casework, counselling and psychotherapy because these three

methods are used in providing services to the individual client.

There are different principles, which are significant in the

practice of social casework, have been analyzed here. If the

social worker working with the individual follows these

principles he/she will be more useful to the client and will be

able to perform his/her job efficiently. There are two schools of

approaches in social casework—diagnostic and functional — are

practiced in social casework. These have been highlighted with

their main features. Certain important theories or models of

social casework practice have also been narrated in this
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Key Words Counselling : It is a personal help directed toward

the solution of a problem, which a person finds difficult to solve.

It is always used for some particular purpose like marriage

counselling, family counselling, etc. Therapeutic Interviewing : It

is used where intra-psychic conflict is projected to the social

environment. It is also used with neurotic patient or with

behaviour disorders patient. For the analysis of the unconscious,

techniques of free association, dream interpretation, analysis of

resistance and transference are applied. Psychic Energy : It is an

internal or psychological power of an individual, which gives

him stimulus to work in the direction as required. It is

determined largely by the favourable or unfavourable course of

one’s psycho-social development. Relationship : The

relationship is the medium in social casework through which

help is provided to the client. Communication : Communication

is the medium through which an individual understands the

personal and social environment of the client. When there is any

fault in communication, problem arises. Social Diagnosis : Social

diagnosis is the attempt to reach the exact definition of client’s

social problem. There are three types of diagnosis—dynamics,

clinical and etiological. Social Treatment : Social treatment is the

sum total of all activities and services directed towards helping a

client with a problem. Three treatment methods are applied : (1)

administration of public services, and (2) environmental

modification, (3) direct treatment—counselling, therapeutic

interviewing, insight development, psychological support, etc.

9.8
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helped to develop the behaviour modification approach further.

The behaviouristic theory viewed problem as essentially the

result of a failure to learn necessary adaptive behaviours and

competencies and/or the learning of ineffective and

maladaptive behaviours. It may happen due to conflicting

situations that require the individual to make discriminations or

decisions of which he/she feels incapable. The maladjusted

person has learned faulty coping patterns, which are being

maintained by some kind of reinforcement, and he/she has

failed to learn needed competencies for coping with the

problem of living. Techniques of Behaviour Modification The

following techniques are used for behaviour modification:

Simple Extinction In this technique, the reinforcement is

removed to eliminate a maladaptive pattern of behaviour. This is

especially helpful where maladaptive behaviour is being

reinforced unknowingly by others. Through this technique,

learned behaviour patterns are made weaker and disappear

overtime. Systematic Desensitization It is a technique to deal

with a wide variety of maladaptive emotional behaviours,

particularly involving anxiety, irrational fears and phobias and

other forms of dysfunctions i.e. neurotic tendencies. There are

five basic steps in systematic desensitization :
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Introduction Now that you have learnt about the concepts,

process, and skills and techniques of Social Casework, it is time

to look at how to apply these concepts and techniques

(differential use), where will you apply them (location) and with

whom (client groups). Social casework situation comes into

existence when a person comes to a professional seeking help

in connection with some concern / problem / issue which
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he/she is not able to deal with himself. The professional, the

social caseworker, views these concerns in the light of the

person’s total social environment. 10.3 Characteristics of
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All that you have learnt now needs to be applied to specific

clients — in specific situations with similar or different problems

and concerns — being served by different organisations. It will

help you perform more effectively if you keep in mind the

following features that characterize social casework practice,

wherever you may be located: _ let me start by stressing the

fact that casework help is not standardized. As we go along, we

shall talk about different factors that may determine

caseworker’s differential response to a similar situation. ? The

individual, the client, is seen as a whole — as a thinking, feeling,

acting being — in continuous interaction with his total social

environment. ? The Social Caseworker represents not only the

agency which has employed, but also
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profession — Social Work. That is, he/she has to practice (use

knowledge and skills & techniques) within the professional

value-system, ethics and principles but at the same time be

responsible for achieving the goals of the employing agency. ?

While the Case Worker generally work within the service delivery

systems devised by the organisation, he/she has a commitment

to performing the role of a change — agent in case these

systems are dehumanizing or degrading for the clients. ?
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personal self and make sure that it does not interfere in his/her

social casework practice. ? It is all the more important in Social

Casework because its clients’ problems and concerns have

heavy emotional component. ? Human problems of living are

complex and multidimensional and require sensitive handling. ?

Therefore, Social Casework practice may very often require

interagency collaboration. ?
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may have an ancillary status. It is important for him/her to

communicate contribution as a social work professional to

other professionals in the team. ? Social Casework service may

be offered for prevention, promotion, cure/ remedy,

rehabilitation, placement, reformation, palliative care, or for

modification of social environment. 10.4 Determinants of Fields

of Practice Fields of social casework practice are broad areas or

settings in which casework method is utilized to help individuals

and families. Various fields can be determined on the basis of

the following components: a) Person-in-context—The context

here includes the total social environment of the client a male

adult with visual impairment, a middle-aged woman abandoned

by her husband, an orphaned child in a Foundling Home. b) The

concern or the problem requiring help—Destitution, chronic

illness requiring major changes in life-style, drug dependence,

rehabilitation, trauma caused by riots or serious accident,

bereavement, role conflict, displacement. c) The human service

organisations that provide the location for providing help, like,

schools, hospitals, childcare institutions, short stay homes,

institutions for the elderly and juvenile homes. The first two

dimensions can be analyzed further from two perspectives : ?

The needs perspective a) Common human needs—beside

survival needs, every individual has needs for affection, for

security, for achievement and for belonging (to a group). b)

Special human needs—needs that arise because a person has a

disabling impairment, is suffering from a chronic illness requiring

major changes in life style, has deficit of coping or social skills,

needs arising due to traumatic experiences like accident, riots,

natural calamities or needs of very young or old persons. c)

Societal caused needs—those that arise due to certain

conditions in society itself, for example, discriminatory practices,

oppression, deprivation, or displacements due to large

developmental projects. The needs perspective helps the

worker in understanding the source and extent of the problem

as
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it applies in each case. It helps in knowing about the impact of

the unfulfilled need of the client and his social environment. The

worker is able to help the clients decide upon the action plan

for dealing with their problematic situation by fulfilling the

unmet needs. ? The life-span perspective An individual

experiences a number of life changes as he/she goes through

his life cycle, that is, from birth to death. She/he is seen as

moving in life through a series of developmental stages, each

stage requiring the individual to successfully complete some

tasks before he/she moves on to the next one. In most cases,

human beings move through this cycle without major unsettling

stresses. But if the person is not able to achieve this transition

smoothly, he/she may find life changes stressful and is thus

unable to adapt to the new demands. A five-year-old child

enters school, which is discipline-driven and formal, after the

secure and free atmosphere of home. A young girl gets married,

shifts to her matrimonial home and takes over the role of a wife

and daughter-in-law. If she is not prepared for this transition,

she may feel overwhelmed by the demands of her new situation

and get depressed. A middle-aged man, gainfully employed,

gets retired from his job. From a very busy life style with set

routines, he/she now finds himself at loose ends, with a lot of

time at his disposal. How well he/she is prepared to deal with

the life changes will determine the level of his emotional well-

being. d) The human service organisations: The mandate of

these organisations is that of ‘service’, that is, to maintain and

improve the general well-being and functioning of people.

Examples of such organisations are schools, hospitals,

correctional institutions, and social welfare and development

agencies. Human Service Organisations are characterized by a)

goals and objectives, b) specific client groups, c) personnel, d)

programmes and services, e) service delivery systems, f) material

resources and networks.
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Fields of Social Case Work Practice As we have already stated

that any discussion of fields of casework practice needs to look

at two components : client groups with some problem or

concern and the setting where the clients get help with their

concerns. Let us first describe in brief the client groups and

some of their characteristics. The Individual Person and his/her

interaction with social environment are influenced significantly

by a number of factors. These factors determine as to how

different clients react to a similar situation/problem/concern

differently. Their expectations from the caseworker may also

vary accordingly. Some of these factors are : ? Age : The needs

and concerns, problems and difficulties faced by a child are

invariably different from those of a young adult or an elderly

person. Again, how the individual of any specific age group

looks at the situation under study, feels about it and wants it to

be handled may differ according to the age of the individual. ?

Sex : The experiences and conditions of male and female

persons in a given society are socially and culturally determined.

The status in society (rights, privileges and power within the

family and society at large), division of tasks, role expectation,

role transitions, and role conflicts affect men and women

differently. The stereotyping of image and roles tend to become

oppressive and discriminatory for women specially. ? Caste : In

Indian society, caste based discrimination affects individuals and

families across age and sex divisions, although females suffer

the most. The low status because of belonging to lower castes

results in deprivation, oppression, and lack of opportunity,

depression, apathy and inertia. ? Class : The income group an

individual belongs to determine the life goals and motivation for

striving for change. Outlook towards life and problems of living

are likely to affect persons belonging to : a) lower income

groups; b) middle income groups; c) affluent groups; or
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d) Those who are below poverty line. ? Religion : In a pluralistic

society like India, belonging to minority groups’ religion has its

own difficulties. Religion holds a very important place in an

Indian person’s upbringing. Understanding of religious beliefs,

customs and moral values is essential in helping a person. ?

Region : People belonging to rural, urban or tribal areas tend to

demonstrate specific response patterns and preferences in life.

Persons hailing from a small city, a village or a metro city, are

exposed to different stimuli. Their life experiences will, therefore,

be different from one another. Their needs and expression of

concerns may also be different. 10.6 The Family Family is a

special social group wherein members are bound to each other

by blood or marriage. The main function of family is child

rearing, growth and development of each member. Families

fulfil their social responsibility by socializing children in the

culture of the society. In fulfilling their functions, families

interact with a large number of social systems and organisations

like, kinship network, religious and economic institutions,

schools, the work place, civic authorities, welfare and legal

framework etc. Unique patterns of interaction within the family

(among members), and with outsiders evolve overtime. Family is

a system wherein the experience of any one member affects the

other members. A drug dependent son, a physically or mentally

challenged child, the main earning member having problems at

the work place, an elderly father / mother—all affect the social

functioning of the family as a whole. Sometimes, the problem

faced by one member is an expression of a serious problem

with the basic interpersonal relationships, interaction and

communication patterns within the family. Families go through

a life cycle. Marriage takes place and children are born. Children

go to school or work. The first child gets married—the daughter

goes away or the daughter-in-law joins. The married son may or

may not stay with the parents. The parents grow old and die.

The son continues with the family. With each change in the

composition of
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the family and role transition, various stresses occur. Most often,

families are able to cope with these normal transitions. But,

some special situations cause a sense of inadequacy in the

families and they are forced to seek professional help. Some of

the problems, which put too much strain on family’s coping

mechanisms, are severe marital discord, domestic violence,

child abuse, incest and redundancy (unemployment). Let us

now discuss some of these settings in brief to get an idea of

what are their main features, what kind of problems or concerns

they deal with and the kind of professional interventions

Caseworkers provide to their clients—individuals and families.

10.7 Hospitals Doctors are the main professional groups in the

hospital, responsible for medical care of the patients. The

recognition of psycho-social and cultural dimensions of illness

and hospitalization has enabled employment of trained social

workers in the hospitals. Social Casework is utilized in the OPDs

(outpatient departments), the Wards, and Special Clinics. The

heavy work load of doctors in large Govt. Hospitals generally

leads to lack of clear communication between the medical staff

and the patients and their families. In such a scenario, the main

roles expected of social workers are those of mediator; enabler;

coordinator of services; case manager; mobilization of family,

community and hospital resources; and acting as a member of

the team of professionals. Working with the patient and his/her

family is a major task of the social worker. Therefore, Social

Casework is a primary method in medical social work practice. ?

Institutions Providing Mental Health Care The caseworker works

as a member of the team of professionals including

psychiatrists, psychologists and occupational therapists.

Psychiatrists are the main professional group in charge of care

and treatment of the mentally ill or emotionally disturbed

persons. The patients may be attending OPDs, day care, or may

be hospitalized. The main tasks of the caseworker are to

maintain constant contact with the family of the patient;

mediate between the doctors and the patient/family; provide
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schools/aided by the Govt. or fully private independent schools.

Despite progressive and child-centred educational philosophy,

schools are characterized by emphasis on syllabus (information

content), formal examination system for evaluating

achievements and formal teacher child relationships. In this

context, the child very often is not able to get his basic human

and educational needs fulfilled. This situation proves to be

stressful to the child. Due to preoccupation with syllabus and

maintaining discipline, teachers are unable to individualize the

child’s situation and there is a ‘problem child’ at hand. Hence,

there is recognition of need for individualized. Social Casework

service to help the child. School, however, offers an excellent

opportunity to Caseworkers for offering preventive and

promotive interventions beside remedial service. Transition of

the child from entry to passing out from school coincides with

the child’s own maturation process. By anticipating the

demands and stresses of a particular age group, appropriate

interventions may be planned so as to avoid unnecessary

emotional turmoil. By helping in the development of personality

and life and social skills, the Social Caseworker can achieve the

status of a partner in the educational process. Despite of its

being a secondary setting of Social Casework practice, the

Worker can easily demonstrate the vital contribution of

Professional Social Work to fulfillment of educational goals of

schools. The Social Caseworker works as a liaison between the

family and the teacher. He/she acts as a mediator, enabler,

teacher (giving necessary information), advocate (to highlight

the negative impact of school norms and practices on the child),

change- agent for the school’s systems and procedures, and as

a consultant for the staff of the school in matters regarding

children’s needs and well-being. ? Residential Institutions There

are situations when individuals have to be removed from their

natural environments and placed in residential institutions.

Some of the institutions where social casework is practiced are

as follows : a) Children’s Homes : Children who are destitute,

orphans, or have run away from home and cannot be sent back

home; those who are violence, risk to health (e.g., healthy

children of leprosy patients) or moral danger are generally

placed in children’s homes. Most of these Homes operate under

the provisions of Juvenile Justice Act and, therefore, provide

custodial care.
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to the patient; assist in discharge and after care of the patient.

The worker provides the necessary support to the family and

helps the other family members understand the needs of the

mentally ill person. ? Working with the Chronically/Terminally Ill

The patients who are suffering from chronic illness, like

diabetes, asthma, and heart disease, need help in understanding

their illness and the demands of the treatment, and adjusting

their life-styles to the limitations imposed by the condition. The

families of the patients also need support and guidance in

dealing with the patient’s condition that may have long-term

implications for the entire family. In some cases, especially

among those belonging to lower income groups, the financial

burden may need to be eased out by identifying and mobilizing

resources in the kinship network or community at large. While

working with the terminally ill patients, the first dilemma the

worker faces is to inform the patient and his family about the

illness. The patients suffering from a terminal illness, like cancer

and AIDS, have additional stress factor—the thought of

impending death and anxiety about the family after their death.

The tasks of the caseworker include : a) ensuring palliative care

to reduce pain and discomfort, b) talking about death, c)

involving the patient in planning for the family after his/her

death, d) providing opportunity to family members to talk about

death and dying, e) providing support emotional and material to

the patient family. In the case of AIDS, the caseworker will need

to tackle the issue of stigma attached with contracting AIDS and

the possibility of infection getting passed on the other family

members. ? Schools Schools are institutions for formal

education, with a fixed routine, set syllabus, and a well-

established pattern of teaching and learning. Teachers are the

main professional group and they spend the maximum time

with students. Schools vary in size— from small single teacher

schools in the villages and tribal areas to large bureaucratic

organisations with thousands of students. Schools may offer

primary, middle, secondary or senior secondary education.

Again, some may be Government
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The residents in these homes need nursing care, understanding

and emotional support. The caseworkers in these institutions

help the residents cope with loss of the loved ones, illness, lack

of energy, loneliness, loss of economic independence and the

thought of approaching death. The caseworker enables the

client maintain his/her self-esteem. He/she also helps the family

deal with suppressed or open feelings of guilt so as to

encourage them to maintain cordial relation with the client. The

worker needs to identify and mobilize community resources like

motivating and orienting volunteers to spend time with the

residents, talk to them and attend to their simple errands. d)

Residential institutions for women : Short stay homes, rescue

homes, nari niketans, widow homes etc. are some of the

settings where casework practice takes place. Most of the

inmates are those women who are destitute, abandoned or

battered by their husbands, widows with no relative to give

them support, victims of crimes including prostitution or

kidnapping. These residents need to build their skills—vocational

and social—to become independent persons capable of taking

care of their lives. The caseworkers try to bring about

conciliation between the client and her family, if any. Where

marriage is indicated, pre-marital counselling is provided. ?

Organisations Working with the Differently Abled There are

residential and non-residential organisations offering variety of

services to the differently abled. The main task of the

caseworker is to fulfill the objectives of the organizations such

as a) Care, b) rehabilitation - vocational training, education

(depending upon their capacity), employment; c) offering

services according to governmental provisions and special

concessions; d) advocacy to reduce or remove social

discrimination against the differently abled; and e) facilitating the

client’s acceptance and understanding of his/her situation and

also recognition of his/her potential. Giving support to the client

—both emotional and action oriented—is an important
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intervention offered by the caseworker. The caseworker also

works with the family to help them cope with the situation, to

understand the needs of the client, and to learn to take care of

the client when he or she is at home. The worker very often acts

as a broker, linking the client and or his/her family with the

available community resources and networks of other

organisations working in this area. ? Organisations Working with

Victims of Disasters There is increasing recognition of the need

for individualized help for the victims of disasters whether

natural or man-made. Victims of natural calamities are victims

of floods, earthquakes, and drought. Victims of man-made

disasters include victims of communal violence (riots), serious

accidents, mega projects of development etc. Some of the

common experiences of most of the victims of disasters are

trauma; loss of loved ones; loss of livelihood or assets;

homelessness; feeling of helplessness; feeling of anguish or

hostility (desire for revenge); loss of community feeling; despair

and a sense of fatality or sometimes high/unrealistic

expectations from the worker. Despite this commonness, the

clients need individualized care to overcome debilitating impact

of the crisis. Large-scale displacements due to mega projects

like Dams lead to erosion of community and family life, absence

of usual social control mechanisms, the tearing of the social

fabric, and loss of livelihoods beside the problems of settling

down in alien environments. Working with these persons is a big

challenge for the Caseworker. It is not easy to win their trust as

they have lost confidence in everyone around them. Very often,

winning their trust is the first vital step towards taking them out

of the traumatic experience. Beside offering them emotional

support, the worker needs to build in them hope for a secure

future. The worker enhances the client’s resources by co-

ordinating with various agencies—both governmental and

voluntary. Giving information about the available services and

provisions goes a long way towards instilling hope in the clients.

The clients are helped in viewing their experiences rationally

rather than emotionally. But, this can be done only after they

have emerged from their trauma. Engaging the client in the

planning and implementation of the action plan facilitates the

client’s rehabilitation and recovery from despair. ? Organisations

Working with Women
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Children are committed for specific periods. There is sometimes

a feeling among inmates that they are under detention. Only in

a small number of cases adoption and foster care services are or

can be offered. Homes, run by the Govt. or voluntary

organisations, are expected to provide custody and care to the

children. Social Worker is an important professional here. Living

arrangements may be dormitory or cottage types. Social

Caseworker is expected to help each inmate adjust to the life

within the Home and achieve psychosocial development. As the

children have often gone through traumatic experiences before

they are placed in Homes, it is very important for them to come

to terms with their life, talk about it and get over the pain and

the sense of betrayal. The worker is expected to provide pastoral

care, liaison with schools where the children go for education,

help children develop positive relationships within the

institution, and prepare for life after the stay in the Home is over.

b) Correctional Institutions : These include homes/ special

schools for the delinquent, prisons, remand/observation homes,

beggar homes etc. The main task of the Social Caseworker is to

help those in conflict with law by enabling them to understand

themselves and their relationship with others. They need to

understand what is expected of them as members of society.

The aim is to rehabilitate these persons—to help them in such a

manner that they can engage in socially constructive activities

once they go back to their homes. The worker helps the clients

change /modify their values (so that they are in line with the

social values); change their behaviour and response patterns.

The residents of these institutions often have a feeling of

hostility towards society or they suffer from a sense of inferiority

and inadequacy. Social Casework aims at correcting these

attitudes and feelings by modifying the clients’ immediate

environment, working with their families and maintaining a

supportive professional relationship with them. The Caseworker

works as a member of a team of professionals like, probation

and parole officers, psychologists, psychiatrists, and vocational

counsellors and educators. c) Homes for the Aged : The number

of old age homes has been increasing in cities. The stresses and

constraints of urban living have often led to adult children

opting to send their aging parents or relatives to residential

institutions.
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rehabilitation of these victims. Special techniques are used to

help the victim come out from trauma, and restore her self-

confidence and self-esteem. The family also needs

understanding and support of the worker in dealing with this

situation. The sensitivity towards the discrimination women face

in families and society is vital in arriving at accurate assessment

of the condition under study. For illustrating Social Casework

Practice two cases are presented below. 10.8 Case 1 — Hospital

Based Casework Referral The attending doctor refers a woman

patient admitted in the female surgical ward to the medical

social worker of a government hospital. She is reported to be

unwilling to undergo operation, which she has postponed twice

before. The Casework Process Study The social worker, Binita

met the patient, Mrs. M. in the ward and told her about the

doctor’s referral. Binita learnt that Mrs. M was 35 years old

married woman. Theirs was a nuclear family. She had three

children, aged 14, 10 and 5 years. All the children went to a

school nearby. Mrs. M. was a housewife. A part time maid

servant helped with a few of household jobs. Her husband’s job

required him often to be away from home. Mr. M had brought

his wife to the hospital because of severe pain in her knee. The

doctor had advised surgery. Binita explored further to enquire

the reasons for the client’s resistance to surgery by interviewing

the client in the ward and her husband, both in the ward and

during a home visit. The worker also spoke to the nurse on duty

in case the client had shared
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woman. Theirs was a nuclear family. She had three children,

aged 14, 10 and 5 years. All the children went to a school

nearby. Mrs. K. was a housewife. A part- time maid servant

helped with a few of household jobs. Her husband’s job required

him often to be away from home. Mr. K had brought his wife to

the hospital because Fields of Social Casework Practice 139 of

severe pain in her knee. The doctor had advised surgery.

Sangeeta explored further to enquire the reasons for the client’s

resistance to surgery by interviewing the client in the ward and

her husband, both in the ward and during a home visit. The

worker also spoke to the nurse on duty in case the client had

shared
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any of her concerns with the nurses (using the collateral sources

for information). She spoke to the doctor concerned to

understand the client’s medical problem and the chances of the

client’s recovery. The worker considered the following probable

reasons (there could be even more than the ones listed) : a) Was

it because of her anxiety as to who would look after her children

during her long period of hospitalization? b) Was she scared of

the process of operation, as Binita , the medical social worker,

knew from her experience that surgery very often created panic

in the patients and even their relatives? c) What was her

husband’s reaction to the doctor’s advice? Did he offer any

support to her operation? d) Who will attend to her during the

post-operative period, because, according to hospital rules, only

female attendant is allowed in the female wards? Assessment

Binita, the worker, shared with Mrs. M, her understanding of the

likely reason(s) for the latter’s anxiety about the operation. Binita

believed that it was important that Mrs. M confirmed the

worker’s definition of the client’s problem before some solution

could be worked out. (Communicating empathy and ensuring

client’s participation in the process.) Depending on the reason/s,

Binita and Mrs. M could consider one or more of the following

solutions : 1) Giving Information Binita could explain the exact

problem Mrs. M was suffering from. It was possible that the

patient might not have felt free to ask the doctor or the doctor

never explained the problem in detail. Worker could also explain

the complete process of surgery and the chances of recovery.

(Based on facts gathered from the doctor himself.) Here she

performed the role of a mediator between the patient and the

medical staff. 2) Identifying and Mobilizing Family Support

System ? Some female relative could be requested to be with

children during the period of hospitalization; ? Husband could

apply for leave from his office;
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it because of her anxiety as to who would look after her children

during her long period of hospitalization? b) Was she scared of

the process of operation, as Sangeeta, the medical social

worker, knew from her experience that surgery very often
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process.) Depending on the reason/s, Sangeeta and Mrs. K
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Information Sangeeta could explain the exact problem Mrs. K

was suffering from. It was possible that the patient might not

have felt free to ask the doctor or the doctor never explained

the problem in detail. Worker could also explain the complete

process of surgery and the chances of recovery. (Based on facts

gathered from the doctor himself.) Here she performed the role

of a mediator between the patient and the medical staff. 2)
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of hospitalization; Husband could apply for leave from his

office;
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could provide opportunity to Mr. M to express his anxiety. She

could have sessions with
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husband and children to provide them emotional support. The

family, then, could provide the necessary emotional support to

the client. (Counselling sessions with the family members.) ?

The eldest child could be helped to share some responsibility at

home in the mother’s absence. With the support of the worker,

this experience could become a source of positive learning for

children to learn to tackle difficult situations and to become

independent. 3) Using Hospital Resources The medical social

work department could arrange for an attendant for the client.

4) Any other Any other help that the client may need or any

other suggestion that Mrs. M or Mr. M may now think of.

Intervention The worker could assure the client that the surgery

she was undergoing was well within the doctor’s experience.

(Based on facts gathered from the doctor himself, so that Binita

could offer realistic assurance.) Following the principle of

client’s right to self determination, Binita could offer one or

more of the interventions outlined earlier. Throughout the

casework process, she communicated her availability to the

client in case of need. Binita also worked as a member of the

team of professionals responsible for the medical care of the

patients being served by the hospital. Evaluation Mrs. M agrees

to undergo surgery. The doctor who had referred the case

acknowledges Binita’s work and appreciates social work

intervention in facilitating the patient’s medical treatment.

Termination The case is, therefore, formally closed. Binita

describes the location of her office in the hospital and working

hours and encourages them to meet her whenever they feel the

need. They thank the worker for all that she had done for them.

Follow-up Binita visits Mrs. M in the ward occasionally, before

and after the operation. She seeks feedback about the client’s

recovery from the doctor and the nurses and passes it on to the

family. She keeps in touch with Mr. M and enquires about the

children.
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hours and encourages them to meet her whenever they feel the

need. They thank the worker for all that she had done for them.

Follow-up Sangeeta visits Mrs. K in the ward occasionally,
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Meets the family at the time of discharge of the patient from the

hospital. She ensures that the family is prepared to look after the

patient at home during convalescence. In case, there is some

unforeseen complication in the post-operative stage, Binita will

have to initiate the casework process again. Activity-I Given the

same case of the referral of a patient who is unwilling to

undergo surgery, work out assessment in the following

contexts/circumstances : 1. Patient is an office going male

person. All other particulars are the same. 2. Patient is a woman

from low-income family. Her husband is a construction site

labourer. 3. The patient is a school going/non-school going

child (male/female) aged 12 years. 4. The infection having

become serious, the doctors may have to amputate the patient’s

leg above the knee. There is no risk to life on account of the

operation. Select any of the family contexts discussed above.

Write down your answers and discuss with your field instructor.

10.9 Case 2 — Family Work in the Community We shall now

discuss a case where the social worker identified the client

herself. The case also demonstrates proactive approach, that is,

the worker did not wait for the client to seek help. Rather she

offered her service to the client at the latter’s own home.

Referral Punam, a young trained social worker recently qualified,

is working in a community-based organisation. She recently

organised a women’s group around weekly kirtan (Devotional

music and worship day organised by women themselves. A

Brahmin woman conducts the worship). The residents of the

Basti belong to low- income groups, and mostly of lower

castes. After one such session, Punam asked Mrs. P about her

daughter-in-law Kala. Punam told Mrs. P that though Kala had

arrived some time back, she had not been
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will have to initiate the casework process again.

Assignment/Activity-I Given the same case of the referral of a

patient who is unwilling to undergo surgery, work out

assessment in the following contexts/circumstances: a) Patient

is an office going male person. All other particulars are the
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instructor. Case 2 ----Family Work in the Community We shall

now discuss a case where the social worker identified the client

herself. The case also demonstrates proactive approach, that is,

the worker did not wait for the client to seek help. Rather she

offered her service to the client at the latter’s own home.

Referral Renu, a young trained social worker recently qualified, is

working in a community-based organisation. She recently

organised a women’s group around weekly kirtan (Devotional

music and worship day organised by women themselves. A

Brahmin woman conducts the worship). The residents of the

Basti belong to low-income groups, and mostly of lower castes.

After one such session, Renu asked Mrs. G about her daughter-

in-law Kala. Renu told Mrs. G that though Kala had arrived some

time back, she had not been
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seen in the present group. Mrs. P invited Punam to visit their

home and meet her daughter-in-law. During the home visit,

Punam found that Kala was looking very ill, was obviously

anaemic, and did not talk to Punam at all. Sensing Punam’s

concern, Mrs. P took Punam outside and started complaining

about Kala. She informed Punam that Kala was very lazy, did not

know how to cook or do other household work, and that Kala

always pretended to be ill to escape work. Punam decided to

take up the case to help the family. As the family had not asked

the help, Punam had to explore the particulars of the family and

gather other relevant information very slowly and discreetly

(quietly) so that no member of the family felt offended. She

learnt the following details about the family. The Social

Casework Process Punam realized the importance of applying

different principles of casework to be able to establish positive

relationship not only with Kala, who Punam identified as her

client, but also with Mrs. P and Mohan, Kala’s husband. Only

then could she hope to help Kala. She accepted Mrs. P Kala and

Mohan; adopted a non judgemental attitude; created an

atmosphere in which the persons concerned could share their

experiences and feelings freely. (Principle of purposeful

expression of feelings) She was careful not to allow her initial

sympathetic attitude towards Kala and anger against Mrs. P to

bias her and affect her exploration work. (Controlled emotional

involvement) She had to keep an open mind to gather and

interpret information. Study Punam interviewed Mrs. P in her

shop. She visited Kala in the presence of Mrs. P and by involving

both of them in conversation learnt various facts about their

situations. Once or twice she met Mohan along with his mother

to observe their interaction. (Using tools of interviewing and

home Visit.) Mrs. P in late forties lost her husband when her two

sons were still small. Her elder son had shifted, after marriage, to

his own establishment in another Basti. Mrs. P owned the single

room tenement, acquired by her as result of the slum clearance

scheme of the City Government. She also owned a small shop

near her home in which she sold simple items of daily needs.

Her younger son Mohan, aged 20 years, worked as a worker in a

factory nearby. He had left school after studying till class four.

Mohan was under awe of his mother and obeyed her

completely. Kala was 16 years old and belonged to a village in

the district of Jhansi, in the State of
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Mohan was under awe of his mother and obeyed her

completely. Kala was 16 years old and belonged to a village in

the district of Jhansi, in the State of
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Uttar Pradesh. She had studied upto 7th Satndard and had been

forced to leave studies. Kala was not used to cooking on

kerosene oil stove. In the village, they used Chullah, with wood

and cow dung cakes as fuel. Theirs was a big family with

something going on all the time. She had been very scared in

the City, very unsure of herself. Her mother-in-law never liked

anything that she did. Her husband did not bother about her or

her health problems. She had been feeling weak and sickly for

quite sometime but had not been taken to the doctor. Kala had

become depressed and lost her appetite. She never had any

energy to do work fast or properly. Mrs. P did not agree with

these observations. Assessment After reflecting on the facts

(objective facts and feelings about those facts and experiences),

Punam arrived at the following inferences tentatively: ? Kala was

from a village and found living in the city stressful; ? She was

perhaps not prepared for marriage, being quite young; ? Kala

found herself under constant scrutiny of her mother-in-law,

Mrs. G, their family consisting of only three members; ? Her

sickness could be more due to depression than actual physical

reasons (psychosomatic symptoms); ? In any case, it was

advisable to get her medical care to eliminate any physical

causes of sickness; ? Kala perhaps expected more support from

her husband which was not there. Mohan just did not react to

the situation; ? He did not want to be blamed or nagged by the

mother for having supported the wife as had been the case with

his older brother; ? Mrs. P had felt hurt when her older son had

left her; ? She wished to keep her younger son and daughter in-

law under her control; ? She felt insecure. After long

widowhood and its associated problems, she felt that she had

the right to demand obedience from her son and daughter-in-

law; ? She wished to prove to the community people that she

had full control over her household.
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advisable to get her medical care to eliminate any physical

causes of sickness; Kala perhaps expected more support from

her husband which was not there. Mohan just did not react to

the situation; He did not want to be blamed or nagged by the

mother for having supported the wife as had been the case with

his older brother; Mrs. G had felt hurt when her older son had

left her; She wished to keep her younger son and daughter- in-
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Plan of Action : Having achieved positive relationship with Mrs. P

and Kala, Punam considered the following actions for initiating

the process of helping the family : a) Medical Care 1) Convince

Mrs. P to allow Kala to go to hospital for proper medical check-

up. 2) To persuade Mohan to accompany Kala to the hospital,

otherwise offer to escort Kala for medical check-up. This will

also confirm whether Punam had really won the family’s trust. b)

Facilitating Role Transition 1) Help Kala accept her new roles of

the daughter in- law and that of wife. Provide her emotional

support and an opportunity to express her feelings in a safe and

encouraging professional relationship with Punam. c) Improving

Interpersonal Relationships within the Family 1) Help Mrs. P

understand difficulties of a young bride from a small village; 2) In

a joint session, help Mrs. P spell out her expectations from Kala

and let the latter express her anxieties; 3) Help the two women

develop bonds of affection. d) Use of Social Intercourse for

Kala’s Resocialization 1) Persuade Mrs. P to let Kala join women’s

group to increase her interaction with the community people; 2)

In case Mrs. P agreed to this suggestion of Punam, this had to

be done very cautiously because women’s curiosity and

comments may create complications. That may undo all that. 3)

Punam had accomplished. (Community pressures may have

both positive and negative influence.) e) Assertiveness Training

for Mohan 4) To try for a breakthrough with Mohan and help

him to become more assertive without being disrespectful

towards his mother (A tall order! Punam felt);
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Mohan could be persuaded to join some group of men in the

community or at his work place; 6) Help Mohan take on the role

of husband and feel responsible for Kala. f) Use of Community

Resources 1) Identify some woman in the community who was

friendly with Mrs. P and could help in reducing Mrs. P’s

antagonistic attitude towards Kala; 2) Enlist help of such a

contact by ensuring that this woman understands Punam’s

intentions. f) Professional Relationship as an Intervention

Intervention How many of the tasks listed above would actually

be done depended, of course, on the family members reaction

to the first task decided upon. Punam could not take her rapport

with Mrs. P for granted. She had to continuously work at

maintaining relationship with all the members. Relationship itself

could be therapeutic (healing). Evaluation Kala carried on the

medical treatment prescribed. Kala started talking more with her

mother-in-law and took pains to cook food according to the

latter’s instructions. Mohan went with Kala to the hospital

couple of times and worked in his mother’s shop to enable her

to take rest. Kala attended the kirtan along with Mrs. P. Mrs. P

showed off her daughter-in-law proudly in the women’s group.

Kala had a good voice and sang devotional songs in the group,

which were appreciated by other women. Termination and

Follow-up As the things were under control and interpersonal

relationships within the family improved, Punam reduced her

visits to the family. As she continued to work in the Basti, she

would greet them occasionally but terminated the case. 10.10
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Social caseworkers are employed in family counselling centers,

crime women cells, legal aid cells, family courts and women

resource centers. The aim of the professional interventions is to

enable women become empowered, confident, and

independent and also utilizes available legal provisions and

safeguards for her protection. There are increasing number of

cases of rape victims. The worker has to help link the family with

police, courts, hospitals, schools, and agencies working for
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needs professional intervention (problem), and the setting in

which the worker is employed and where the client meets the

worker (place). Study of ‘Person’ and ‘Problem’ has two

dimensions: 1) Needs and 2) Life Span (Developmental tasks and

social roles concepts) perspectives. Understanding goals,

services and service delivery systems, and resources of human

service organisations (Place), in which the worker is employed, is

very necessary for the caseworker to utilize casework process

for helping the clients. You have also gone through a brief

description of different client groups and settings where these

client groups receive casework services. The Process of Social

Casework (Study, Assessment, Intervention, Evaluation, and

Termination and Follow-up) has been illustrated through two

cases. The illustration and the questions raised in the

Assignments will help you in appreciating various factors that

are likely to influence assessments you arrive at and

interventions you may decide to offer. The illustrations also

sensitize you towards use of some of the principles and the skills

in the Social Casework Process. You have also been able to get

some idea of settings and areas of social casework practice to

understand and appreciate its scope and relevance. 10.11
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a) In case Mohan had been addicted to alcohol or drugs, what

would be your action plan? b) If the husband and mother-in-law

had been beating Kala (domestic violence), what would your

action plan (interventions) be? c) What legal provisions are there

for dealing with cases of Domestic Violence? d) In the light of

the concept of “empowerment”, work out an action plan for

helping Kala. e) As a caseworker at a Remand Home, you are

required to work with Mohan/ Mrs. P. Critically review the use of

the principles of acceptance and non- judgmental attitude in

such a case. Write down your answers and discuss with your

field instructor.
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Introduction In social casework practice, recording is defined as

the process of writing down relevant information in a systematic

manner about the person who has come to the agency seeking

some help. The information is about the person, his or her

problem, the social, economic, and health factors contributing

to the situation of the person, the prognosis, the type of

intervention, the progress of the intervention, and the

procedures for termination or referral. Social casework practice

involves many types of recording depending upon factors such

as requirements of the agency, the theoretical perspective of

the caseworker, the type of intervention, and so on. 11.2

Objectives ? To know the meaning of recording, ? To gain an

insight into the purpose of recording,
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To understand the need for recording and its Principles, and ? To

comprehend the different dimensions of recording. Recording is

a written summary of the process of casework. The records of

individuals are legally protected, except under special

circumstances. Records allow case workers an opportunity to

document their work with individuals and afford legal protection

against suits, as they can show that caseworkers had followed

an intervention plan based on an appropriate assessment.

Recording is important as it publicizes the efficiency of the

services. Facts have to be gathered, organized, and recorded for

measurement of results. In the process of giving assistance to

an individual there is also a need to record and document the

proceedings for further follow-up and cross verification.
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What is a Case Record? A record literally means ‘a formal writing

of any fact or proceeding’ and when used as a verb means ‘to

set down in writing or other permanent form’. Taking cue from

this we can define case record as a written account of the

casework proceedings. However, from the above statement one

should not conclude that case recording is an easy, routine and

simple task.
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helps in diagnosis and treatment 2. enables more effective

interviewing and intervention 3. contributes to analytical

reflection and improvement in casework practice 4. useful for

organising and structuring of information/aids orderly thinking

5. refreshes the memory of the worker/increases retrospective

understanding 6. enables better planning for subsequent

interview 7. useful as a guide to new worker in correcting past

mistakes 8. useful as an index for correction of polices 9. ensure

continuity if any caseworker discontinues a case As an aid to

Administration 1. ability of caseworker can be gauged 2. useful

for future reference 3. useful in evaluation of agency 4. Allows

sharing of information between agencies 5. helps in supervision

and training of students As an aid to teaching
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planning 2. contains accumulated experience 3. can help in

providing statistical data on social problems
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Types of Recording From the literature available on casework

recording no clear cut classification of records on the basis of

their types is available. However, for our understanding we can

give the following classification of recording. (a) Process (b)

Summary (c) Verbatim (d) Non-Verbatim (i) Process Recording

Process recording is a form of recording used frequently by the

caseworker. In this type, the process of interview is reported and

is a rather detailed description of what transpired with

considerable paraphrasing. It preserves a sequence in which the

various matters were discussed. It includes not only what both

the worker and the client said but also significant reaction of the

client and changes in mood and response. In this the interview

and observation go hand-in-hand. It may be verbatim or non-

verbatim reproduction. (ii) Summary Recording Summary is a

good device for organising and analyzing facts. Summary points

into meaning and relative importance of material gathered. A

careful summary made at appropriate intervals reduces bulk,

clarifies direction and saves the workers, time. Summary is

commonly assumed to be a review or recapitulation of material

that has already appeared in the record. It may be either

topically arranged or may appear as condensed chronological

narrative.
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Mrs. Sheffield has defined summary in social casework

recording as “A digest of significant facts in the client’s history

which has previously been recorded”. Summary could be a

diagnostic summary, periodic summary or closing summary.

The closing summary is a summary made at the time the case is

closed. To be most effective it should be written by the worker

who was responsible for the case at the time of closing. The

periodic summary is simply the summary of material previously

recorded and is made at more or less regular intervals or at the

end of more or less definite episodes in the family history. (iii)

Verbatim Recording It is reproduction of factual data in the

individual’s own words. It is commonly used in casework

because of its accuracy and objectivity. However, it should not

become a mechanical reproduction of information because

casework as an art requires an intelligent selection and

rearrangement of material. As a part of training of the worker,

verbatim recording may be of value in developing objectivity.

Non-verbatim /narrative recording Narrative recording has been

and still is a predominant style of recording. It is the style found

in newspapers and magazines. It is the way we speak of the

day’s events, it is the way we write letters, and it is the ways we

keep diaries. Narrative form of recording is preferred for

reporting acts of practical helpfulness, events and most

collateral visits or conferences. It may be used for the contents

of the interview in all instances except when the process itself

and use of relationship have special significance. 11.4
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its a highly skilled and complex task. Recording is an important

and integral part of casework procedure and is an output of the

activity of the casework. The importance of recording lies both

in the process as well as the product. For, an individual who is

planning to become a caseworker, the art of record writing is

worth striving to develop and perfect, not only because case

recording is an essential part of good casework and is becoming

a more important factor with the increasing complexity of social

treatment, but also because the case record is fortunately or

unfortunately often used as one of the important indexes of the

caseworkers ability. A question often asked is, why do we need

to write records? Do they really serve any purpose? The

importance of case records can be ascertained when we look at

their functions and the varied purposes they serve. Purpose of

Recording According to experts, recording in social casework

serves the following purposes : 1. It aids practice 2. It aids

administration
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Principles of Recording There are some guiding principles for

maintaining a good record
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There are compelling reasons to keep good records. Recording

is an important and integral part of the case work procedure and

is an output of the activity of the case work. The importance of

recording lies in both the process as well as the product. As

recording and documentation is part of every profession, case

work recording is an inevitable part of the case work process.

The demands of recording go along with the pressing demands

of accountability and documentation in any profession.
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II 237 ? The details of every significant subject or situation

should be given.
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However there is no such thing as an ideal or model record. A

record is a flexible instrument, which should be adapted to the

needs of the case. Each case is different, the conditions of work

have marked differences and the recording therefore rests not

on following an outline, but in the mastery of certain

component processes. ? Accuracy, objectivity, simplicity, clarity

and brevity should be observed in writing records. ? Facts and

their interpretation should be distinguished between, as that

leads to real objectivity of the subject matter. The outcome

should be drawn in a balanced manner without attempting to

influence the judgment of the reader. For example, frequent

fights between the husband and wife might lead the case

worker to interpret that the wife dislikes or hates her husband. ?

The record must be orderly in its arrangement. The caseworker

should think in advance what should be included and then set

the material out in a logical sequence. ? The case work records

are not meant to be literary masterpieces, therefore they should

be written in simple language and simple style. ? A verbatim

quote can sometimes depict a situation much better than a

narrative description. Therefore, wherever possible, the

reactions of the individuals should be recorded in their own

words. ? There should be a certain degree of uniformity and

standardization as to the form of observation. ? A record should

have readability and visibility and should contain a clear and

concise presentation of the material. For example, content can

be organised under topical eadings such as interviews, home

visits, and contact contacts. ? To maintain clarity and accuracy,

avoid using words that are ambiguous. ? Note-taking, as far as

possible, should be done immediately at the end of the

interview and not during the interview. ? It should always be

made clear who are involved in the situation, who is addressing

whom and what the sources of information are.
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Advantages of Record keeping ? The process of writing records

enables the case worker to reflect systematically on what has

occurred and plan for future sessions. In other words, the

process of making records enhances the quality of the case

work process. ? Records provide the case worker with details

such as the names of the people mentioned by the individual.

This frees the case worker to concentrate on issues raised by

the individual rather than recalling the details from one session

to another. ? Systematic record-keeping makes any changes in

the individual’s material over a series of sessions more apparent.

The case worker can also show the individual the progress of

the case work process with evidence. ? As case workers seek to

be professional and credible, they need to develop the record-

keeping practice that supports them in performing their role and

meets the public expectations of quality of service and

accountability of any professional. This is regarded as an

increasingly significant reason, which probably explains why

most of the case workers around the country have chosen to

keep records. Maintaining records in the case work process is

the universal norm. Nevertheless, there is a minority of case

workers who prefer not to keep records at all or only keep

records for some individuals, usually when seeing individuals in

settings that require records. Although casework recording is a

key element in the process of casework practice, some

caseworkers perceive it as a tedious and time consuming task

that gets
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in the way of practice rather than enhancing it. They express the

view that they spend too much time at their desk in writing the

records. Some research into social caseworkers’ attitude and

experience of recording revealed the fact that the topic of

recording has created many strong and ambivalent feelings. a)

One needs to ensure that records are both secure and really

confidential. For example, some case workers may work in

settings where burglaries are so frequent that it is difficult to

maintain secure records. Community-based services operating

out of converted buses or other forms of mobile premises have

to consider the possibility of the theft of the entire case work

premises, including the records. b) Record-keeping may

complicate trust-building with individuals. For example, case

workers working with individuals who are vulnerable to legal

prosecution, like female sex workers, illicit drug users and

others, may have to take into account their clients’ fear that the

police or other authorities could seize any records. c) Record-

keeping is time-consuming. d) Some case workers are opposed

to the possibility of individuals acquiring a legal right to see

records kept about them. Therefore, they prefer not to keep

records. e) Some case workers have reservations about creating

records which may be demanded by individuals for use outside

the case work relationship in legal actions against others. They

hope that an absence of records will enable them to

concentrate on the therapeutic relationship without having to

consider how that work would be viewed in a court of law. f)

There is lack of training in the practice of recording. g) There are

variable standards in recording practice. 11.7 Aspects of Good

Recording ? Good recording is done with the participation of

the person whose record it is. ? The views of the person whose

record it is should be recorded including whether he or she has

given permission to share information.
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The record should be accurate up to date of the process of

casework which can be reviewed periodically and summarized

at the end. ? It should include the decisions taken during the

process and the reasons for these decisions. ? The chronology

of significant events should be included in the record. ? The

facts should be recorded distinctively from the opinions. ?

Whatever is recorded should be evidence-based and ethical. ?

The record should mention the assessment as well as the risk

assessment. ? It should depict a clear and complete picture of

care and support given up to date and the ensuing plan of

action towards solving the problem of the person. ? The

personal profile of the individual should include details such as

name, age, gender, religion, language, region, educational level,

and disability, if any, of the person. 11.8 Records and their

Preservation Data protection refers to the set of privacy laws,

policies and procedures that aim to minimize intrusion into

one’s privacy. Once it is decided to keep the records, the

existence of the records and the level of security with which

they are protected have to be made known to the individual .

There is a strong ethical argument that the individuals need to

know these facts in order to be in control of the information

that they decide to disclose to the case worker. The minimum

standards suggest that the individuals should be informed about

the security of the records. There are different kinds of

procedures adopted by the case workers for security. First of all,

physical security of the records is of paramount importance.

Locking records in a desk or in a cupboard will prevent casual

inspection by anyone. If there is a foreseen risk of some

unauthorized person wanting to access the records , then the

records have to kept in a safe under lock and key. 11.9 Contents

of Casework Records There are no fixed rules about what must

be included in case work/interview records or how they ought

to be written. Case work records that we see vary
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considerably in style, from brief factual accounts which focus

on what the individual reported to ones that include more of the

case worker’s thoughts and responses. The guiding principle is

that the type of record should be one that supports the therapy

and enables it to be delivered with a reasonable standard of

care. A good record is written as closely as possible in time to

the events it records. Some case workers set aside ten minutes

with individuals for this purpose. If there is any reason to think

that a record might need to be produced for legal purposes, it is

good to distinguish between what was directly observed, what

the individual said nd the case worker’s own response or

thoughts. There is no single correct way of writing case work

notes. It still appears to be a topic neglected in basic training.

Each case worker has to develop a style that is sufficient to

support the case work but without being excessive in what is

recorded. There are some other items to be included in the

record : ? Any written and signed consents to all interventions. ?

Any written and signed contents to all passing of confidential

information ? All appointments, including non-attendance by

the individual ? Intervention contracts ? Up-to-date record of

the case worker’s reasoning behind decisions about significant

interventions and general strategies ? Consultations with

anyone else about the individual ? Copies of any

correspondence from the individual or relating to work with the

individual ? Any instructions given to the individual and whether

or not the individual acted on these. Matters not to be included

in the process of Recording ? Records ought not to include

anything that could disrupt the therapy if seen by an individual. ?

Prejudice and abusive comments are to be avoided. ? Negative

evaluations should only be included if they serve a therapeutic

purpose, for ? example, a negative counter-transference would

be justified if it is integral to the therapy and is a statement about

the case worker’s internal processes, rather than directly

ascribed to the individual.
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Format of Casework Records and their Templates There are a

few components written about how best to structure case work

records. There can be two sections. The first section contains

useful background information about the individual and the

contractual terms that case worker and the individual have

agreed upon. Individuals’ records need to be clearly identified so

that there can be no confusion regarding identity, because in

large agencies it is not unusual to find two individuals with the

same name. The caseworker might include : ? Individual s family

name ? Other names ? Date of birth ? Address ? Contact phone

numbers Where hand-written records are kept, it can be an

advantage to label each page of the individual record with the

individual’s full name so that the possibility of pages being

inadvertently placed in the wrong file is minimized. Additional

demographic information about the individual, if available, such

as Marital status, Name of the partner or spouse, Names and

ages of children, Referral source, and so on could be added. The

notes for each case work session may include Date of the

session, Factual information given by the individual, Details of

the individual’s problems, issues, or dilemmas, Notes on the

process that occurred during the session, the outcome of the

case work session, the intervention used by the case worker,

any goals identified, any contract between the individual and the

case worker, matters to be considered in subsequent sessions,

the counselor’s own feeling about the individual and the case

work process, and the case worker’s initials or signature.

(FORMAT FOR NOTES-TAKING) Date of the session

___________________ Factual information given by the

individual __________________________

__________________________________________________

____________

__________________________________________________

____________

__________________________________________________

____________
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Face Sheet/Intake Sheet Face sheet or intake sheet as some

prefer to call it is generally filled in at the initial phase of the

casework process. Most of the social work agencies have a

more
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or less standardized proforma which has blanks for entries to be

made by the worker related to the identification data such as

name, age, occupation, family profile and other such

information. The purpose of the face sheet is to give in a

convenient form the objective social facts or situation of the

client of a permanent character to particularize the case.

Genogram A family genogram is the graphic representation of

one’s family tree. It gives a pictorial representation of the

members along with a chronological statement of significant

events. It helps in assessing a person’s psychosocial

characteristics or the interactional patterns of the family. The

caseworker organizing the information can make it brief or

extensive depending on the purpose it is to serve. Eco-map

Though family experiences are significant, people are also

greatly affected by the social context in which they live. Our

record will not be complete if we do not depict this social

context. An eco-map is an effective tool for this purpose. An

eco map is an extremely useful tool for portraying the social

context, because it provides a diagrammatic representation of a

person and social world
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In social casework practice, recording is defined as the process

of writing down relevant information in a systematic manner

about the person who has come to the agency seeking some

help. The information is about the person, his or her problem,

the social, economic, and health factors contributing to the

situation of the person, the prognosis, the type of intervention,

the progress of the intervention, and the procedures for

termination or referral. Social casework practice involves many

types of recording depending upon factors such as

requirements of the agency, the theoretical perspective of the

caseworker, the type of intervention, and so on. 11.6
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and energy-depleting relationships between members of a

primary social system such as family or household, and the

outside world. The graphic nature of the eco-map highlights

social strengths and social deficiencies and helps to identify

areas of
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Responsibility of the caseworker related to informing the client

about records and recording The agency needs to establish and

maintain good practices for collection of information from

individuals availing of the caseworker’s service. In this situation,

the caseworker needs to 1. Be clear about the agency’s reasons

for collecting the information and explain the rationale to the

person. 2. Be ready, with no resistance or surprise, to answer

specific queries from individuals about the details he or she asks

for, any forms to be completed or notes he or she makes.
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Deal with individuals’ questions courteously, even if they ask in

an abrupt or confrontational way. Individuals may feel uneasy

about challenging the information systems and this unease can

emerge in an apparently unfriendly way. 4. It is important that

the agency commits to the view that individuals have the right

to understand why information is requested. 5. Explain in a

straightforward way how the person can access his or her own

information, and the extent to which the information is available

to others in the agency. In short, Social caseworkers should be

open and honest with the person or his or her family where

appropriate, from the beginning about why, what, how and with

whom their information will, or could be shared. They must seek

the person’s agreement to share their information, unless it is

unsafe or irrelevant to do so. 11.11 Summary In social casework

practice, recording is defined as the process of writing down

relevant information in a systematic manner about the person

who has come to the agency seeking some help. Social

casework practice involves many types of recording depending

upon factors such as requirements of the agency, the

theoretical perspective of the caseworker, the type of

intervention, and so on. Recording is an important and integral

part of the case work procedure and is an output of the activity

of the case work. Although there is no such thing as an ideal or

model record, there are some guiding principles for maintaining

a good record. As case workers seek to be professional and

credible, they need to develop the record-keeping practice that

supports them in performing their role and meets the public

expectations of quality of service and accountability of any

professional. Some case workers have reservations about

creating records which may be demanded by individuals for use

outside the case work relationship in legal actions against

others. They hope that an absence of records will enable them

to concentrate on the therapeutic relationship without having to

consider how that work would be viewed in a court of law.
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Once it is decided to keep the records, the existence of the

records and the level of security with which they are protected

have to be made known to the individual . Case work records

vary considerably in style, from brief factual accounts which

focus on what the individual reported to ones that include more

of the case worker’s thoughts and responses. Records ought

not to include anything that could disrupt the therapy if seen by

an individual Prejudice and abusive comments are to be

avoided. The agency has to be clear about its reasons for

collecting the information and explain the rationale to the client.

The caseworker should explain in a straightforward way how the

client can access his or her own information, and the extent to

which the information is available to others in the agency. 11.12
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should be ensured that the data extractors have sufficient
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and it is advisable to present an estimate of the agreement

among the raters. Some differences are likely to crop up when

subjective data is being extracted by different raters. 4. Re-

evaluating a small dataset. A small subsample (approximately

10% of the total sample) can be reassessed to check agreement

with the previously coded data and to determine the pattern

and extent of inaccuracies, if any. This is especially useful when

dealing with large data sets where cumulative inaccuracies may

translate into substantial absolute values of discrepancy and

limit generalizability of results. 5. Statistical analysis. Analysis of

the data should be conducted using appropri- ate statistical

methods. Analysis can range in complexity from simple semi-

quantitative measures for qualitative data to hierarchical

multivariate analy- sis. Excellent statistical software programs

are available for carrying out computations in minimal time. It is

prudent to involve a trained statistician while dealing with large

datasets and conducting complex statistical analysis 6.
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is
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PREFACE In the curricular structure introduced by this University for students of Post-Graduate degree programme, the opportunity to

pursue Post-Graduate course in a subject is introduced by this University is equally available to all learners. Instead of being guided by

any presumption about ability level, it would perhaps stand to reason if receptivity of a learner is judged in the course of the learning

process. That would be entirely in keeping with the objectives of open education which does not believe in artificial differentiation. I

am happy to note that university has been recently accredited by National Assessment and Accreditation Council of India (NAAC) with

grade ‘A’. Keeping this in view, study materials of the Post-Graduate level in different subjects are being prepared on the basis of a well

laid-out syllabus. The course structure combines the best elements in the approved syllabi of Central and State Universities in

respective subjects. It has been so designed as to be upgradable with the addition of new information as well as results of fresh

thinking and analysis. The accepted methodology of distance education has been followed in the preparation of these study materials.

Co-operation in every form of experienced scholars is indispensable for a work of this kind. We, therefore, owe an enormous debt of

gratitude to everyone whose tireless efforts went into the writing, editing, and devising of a proper lay-out of the materials. Practically

speaking, their role amounts to an involvement in ‘invisible teaching’. For, whoever makes use of these study materials would virtually

derive the benefit of learning under their collective care without each being seen by the other. The more a learner would seriously

pursue these study materials the easier it will be for him or her to reach out to larger horizons of a subject. Care has also been taken to

make the language lucid and presentation attractive so that they may be rated as quality self-learning materials. If anything remains

still obscure of difficult to follow, arrangements are there to come to terms with them through the counselling sessions regularly

available at the network of study centres set up the University. Needless to add, a great deal of these efforts are still experiment—in

fact, pioneering in certain areas. Naturally, there is every possibility of some lapse or deficiency here and there. However, these do

admit of rectification and further improvement in due course. On the whole, therefore, these study materials are expected to evoke

wider appreciation the more they receive serious attention of all concerned. Professor (Dr.) Subha Sankar Sarkar Vice-Chancellor
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Unit 1 ? Social Groups: Features and Types Structure 1.0 Objective 1.1 Introduction 1.2 Features of Social Group 1.3 Classification of

groups 1.4 Characteristics of Primary & Secondary groups 1.5 Difference between Primary & Secondary groups 1.6 Conclusion 1.7

Exercise 1.8 Reference 1.0 Objective In this unit we will focus our attention on the meaning & features of Social Group, and know the

classification of group with special imphasis on the characteristics of Primary & Secondary group. 1.1 Introduction When human

beings enter into human relation, interact with each other, is resulting a short of bonding and ultimately forming a social unit. The

social unit first take in the shape of primary group (s), like family and then enlarge themselves into various social associations. The

groups and the associations together form the society. It may be noted that a mere collection of individuals does not make a group. If

such individuals do not have any awareness of the fact of a relationship existing between each other, the group cannot come into

exist as social unit. This unit will highlight understanding on the concept of social groups: its basic features and various types.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 8 Meaning of Social Groups: Two or more persons in interaction in general sense constitute

a social group. In strict sense, group is a collection of people who interact each other in an orderly way on the basis of shared

expectations about each other’s behaviour. As a result of this interaction, the members of

79% MATCHING BLOCK 4/546

a group feel a common sense of belonging. Bur all collectivises do not constitute a social group. A group is distinct from an

aggregate (people waiting at railway station or bus stand) member of which do not interact with one another. The essence of the

social group is not physical closeness or contact between the individuals but a consciousness of joint interaction.

According to MacIver, by social group, we mean “

100% MATCHING BLOCK 7/546

any collection of human beings who are brought into social relationship with one another”.

According to Bottomore, “
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A social group is an aggregate of individuals in which a definite relations exist between

the individuals comprising it, and

100% MATCHING BLOCK 6/546

each individual is conscious of the group itself and its symbols”(

100% MATCHING BLOCK 13/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Social Groups: The Meaning, Characteristics, Classification and Other Details (7041 Words),

n.d.-a).

100% MATCHING BLOCK 8/546

This consciousness of interaction may be present even there is no personal contact between individuals.

According to Maclver and Page social groups refers to “

any

89% MATCHING BLOCK 9/546

collection of human beings who are brought into social relationship with one another”. Social relationships involve some degree of

reciprocity and mutual awareness among the members of the group.

Thus,

83% MATCHING BLOCK 10/546

a social group consists of such members as have reciprocal relations. The members are bound by a sense of unity. Their interest is

common, behaviour is similar. They are bound by the common consciousness of interaction. Viewed in this way, a family, a village, a

nation, a political party or a trade union

is a social group.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 11/546

In short, a group means a group of associated members, reciprocally interacting on one another.

Viewed in this way,

100% MATCHING BLOCK 12/546

all old men between fifty and sixty or men belonging to a particular income level are regarded as ‘ aggregates’ or ‘quasi-groups’.

They may become groups when they are in interaction with one another and have a common purpose. People belonging to a

particular income level may constitute a social group when they consider themselves to be a distinct unit with special interest.

Sociologists have classified social groups on the basis of size, local distribution, permanence, degree of intimacy, type of organisation

and quality of social interaction etc. Therefore, persons in very close proximity with each other, and travelling by a common public

transport at a time, cannot form a group. But as soon as a

NSOU ? PGSW-III 9 consciousness arises that they are related with each other, either through a common social organization or for

achieving a common goal, they form themselves into a group. 1.2 Features of Social Group The social group, therefore, can be taken

to possess the following characteristics: 1.
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Mutual Awareness: The members of a social group must be mutually related to one another. A more aggregate of individuals cannot

constitute a social group unless reciprocal awareness exists among them. Mutual attachment, is therefore, regarded as its important

and distinctive feature. It forms an essential feature of a group. 2. One or more Common Interests: Groups are mostly formed for

the fulfilment of certain interests. The individuals who form a group should possess one or more than one common interests and

ideals. It is for the realization of common interests that they meet together. Groups always originate starts and proceed with a

common interest. 3. Sense of Unity: Each social group requires sense of unity and a feeling of sympathy for the development of a

feeling or sense of belongingness. The members of a social group develop common loyalty or feeling of sympathy among

themselves in all matters because of this sense of unity. 4. We-feeling: A sense of we-feeling refers to the tendency on the part of

the members to identify themselves with the group. They treat the members of their own group as friends and the members

belonging to other groups as outsiders. They cooperate with those who belong to their groups and all of them protect their

interests unitedly. We-feeling generates sympathy, loyalty and fosters cooperation among members. 5. Similarity of Behaviour: For

the fulfilment of common interest, the members of a group behave in a similar way. Social group represents collective behaviour.

The-modes of behaviour of the members on a group are more or less similar. NSOU ? PGSW-III 10 6. Group Norms: Each and every

group has its own ideals and norms and the members are supposed to follow these. He who deviates from the existing group-

norms is severely punished. These norms may be in the form of customs, folk ways, mores, traditions, laws etc. They may be written

or unwritten. The group exercises some control over its members through the prevailing rules or norms. 1.3 Classification of Groups

We all are members of different types of groups at the same time. We are members of families, friendship groups, labor groups, and

fan clubs and religious groups. Let us try to classify different types of groups with some understanding of such concepts as follows:

Types of Groups:

NSOU ? PGSW-III 11 Primary Group and Secondary Groups We all are members of a primary group, i.e. family. In primary group, there

is a face-to-face, close and intimate relationship among the members such as we all are experiencing in the family. But in a secondary

group the relationship among the members are indirect, impersonal and superficial such as the political party, a city and trade union

etc. C.H. Cooley classified social groups on the basis of kind of contact into primary and secondary groups. The concept of primary

group was introduced by Charles Horton Cooley, in his book “Social Organisation” published in 1909. The Primary group is the most

simple and universal form of association. It is nucleus of all social organisations. It. is a small group in which a small number of persons

come into direct contact with one another. They meet “face to face” for mutual help, companionships and discussion of common

questions. They live in the presence and thought of one another. The primary group is a small group in which the members live

together. In the words of C.H. Cooley “By primary groups I mean those characterized by intimate face to face association and

cooperation. They are primary, in several senses, but chiefly in that they are fundamental in framing the social nature and ideal, of the

individual”. Such groups in Cooley’s phrase are “the nursery of human nature” where the essential. Voluntary and Involuntary Groups

Anyone can join political parties or specific groups (usually professions). Such groups in which we participate with

70% MATCHING BLOCK 14/546

our own choices and efforts are voluntary groups. In contrast, we are forced or automatically

accepted to join a particular group without making a choice. For example, you will be automatically grouped as a member

84% MATCHING BLOCK 15/546

based on gender, age, nationality, religion, and ethnicity. These latter groups, which we

have been born with or have no choice but to become members of, are involuntary groups. Dwight Sanderson has classified social

groups into three types on the bases of structure such as involuntary, voluntary and added one more as delegate groups. An

involuntary group is that to which man has no choice, which is based on kinship such as the family, tribe or clan. A voluntary group is

one which a man joins of his wishes. At any time he is free to withdraw his membership from this group. A delegate group is one to

which a man joins as a representative of a number of people either elected

NSOU ? PGSW-III 12 or nominated by them. Parliament or Assembly is a delegate group (

100% MATCHING BLOCK 19/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Social Groups: The Meaning, Characteristics, Classification and Other Details (7041 Words),

n.d.). Open ended Group and Closed ended Group An open group is a group that features a change of membership. Virtually anyone

can be a member here. If some members withdraw, new members will join
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and the group will continue. For example, anyone can join the Hrithik Roshan fan club. On the other hand, some groups maintain

their exclusivity by limiting membership and making participation much more difficult.

There are few eligibility to qualify for membership

64% MATCHING BLOCK 18/546

in such clubs. Such groups with limited membership criteria are closed groups. Examples: Mafia (Underworld), Royal Enfield

Motorcycle Club, Nightclub, etc. Closed groups usually have

a time limit, and group meetings have a given number of sessions. Members are usually expected to stay in the group until the end of

the group, and no new members are added. There are several advantages to opening a group that takes on new members when other

members leave. One of these is a better opportunity for members to interact with different people. The potential drawback of the

Open Group is that changing members quickly can lead to loss of cohesion, especially if many customers drop out or many new

customers are added at once. Therefore, it is recommended to add new members one by one as soon as the opening is done. Vertical

and horizontal groups There is a specific group whose horizontal group members are made up of individuals from all walks of life. For

example, the religious community can include members of all classes. Such groups can be thought of as vertical groups. Horizontal

groups, on the other hand, are primarily composed of members of one social class, for example occupational groups of doctors (eg

IMA); other groups like electricians, carpenters, and hidden officers etc, are primarily made up of members of the same social class.

This is also supported by P.A. Sorokin, an American sociologist, has divided groups into two major types – the vertical and the

horizontal. Reference Group: The term ‘reference group’ was coined by Herbert Hyman (1942) to apply to the group against which an

individual evaluates his or own situation or conduct. He distinguished between membership group to which people actually belong

and a

NSOU ? PGSW-III 13 reference group which is used as a basis for comparison. A reference group may or may not be a membership

group(

100% MATCHING BLOCK 20/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Social Groups: The Meaning, Characteristics, Classification and Other Details (7041 Words),

n.d.). The term reference was introduced into the literature on small group by Muzaffar Sheriff in his book “An Outline of Social

Psychology”. The concept was subsequently elaborated by R.K. Merton and Turner.Strictly speaking, a reference group is one to which

we do not actually belong but with which we identify ourselves or to which we would like to belong. We may actually belong to a

group, yet we accept the norms of another group to which we refer but to which we do not actually belong. L Merton writes,

individual in the society choose not only reference group but also reference individual. Reference individual has often been described

as “role model”. The person who identifies himself with a reference individual will seek to approximate the behaviour and value of that

individual in his several roles(

100% MATCHING BLOCK 21/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Social Groups: The Meaning, Characteristics, Classification and Other Details (7041 Words),

n.d.). According to Sherif, “A reference group is one to which the individual refers and with which he identifies himself, either

consciously or sub-consciously. The central aspect of the reference group is psychological identification.”According to Shibutani, “A

reference group is that group whose outlook is used by the act or as the frame of reference in the organization of his perceptual field.

Horton and Hunt have pointed out, “A reference group is any group to which we refer when making judgements – any group whose

value-judgements become our value-judgements”. They have further said, “Groups which are important as models for one’s ideas and

conduct norms…”can be called reference groups. Ogbum and Nimkoff say, “Groups which serve as points of comparison are known

as reference groups”. They have further added that the reference groups are those groups from which “we get our values or whose

approval we seek”. The individual evaluates his own situation and behaves with respect to three reference group situations(

100% MATCHING BLOCK 22/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Social Groups: The Meaning, Characteristics, Classification and Other Details (7041 Words),

n.d.).The reference group provides many of the standards that guide behaviour, even when the standards are contrary to those of

earlier membership groups. Unsocial, pseudo-social, antisocial and pro-social groups George Hasen has classified groups into four

types on the basis of their relations to other groups. They are unsocial, pseudo-social, antisocial and pro-social groups.
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NSOU ? PGSW-III 14 An unsocial group is one which largely lives to itself and for itself and does not participate in the larger society of

which it is a part. It does not mix-up with other groups and remains aloof from them(

100% MATCHING BLOCK 23/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Social Groups: The Meaning, Characteristics, Classification and Other Details (7041 Words),

n.d.). But it never goes against the interests of the larger group. A pseudo-social group participates in the larger group of which it is a

part but mainly for its own gain and not for the greater good. An antisocial group is one, which acts against the interest of the larger

group of which person is a part. A pro-social group is the reverse of the antisocial group. It works for the larger interest of the society

of which it is a part.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 24/546 BSWS-22- ENGLISH 3.4.22.docx (D132411911)

In-group and Out-group William Graham Sumner, an American Sociologist in his book “Folkways” made distinction between in-

group and out-group

98% MATCHING BLOCK 25/546 BSWS-22- ENGLISH 3.4.22.docx (D132411911)

According to Sumner, “The groups with which the individual identifies himself are his in-groups, his family or tribe or sex or college

or occupation or religion, by virtue of his awareness of likeness or consciousness of kind”. The individual belongs to a number of

groups which are his in-groups; all other groups to which he does not belong are his out-groups. In-group produces among the

members the sense of belonging together which is the core of the group life. In-group attitudes contain some element of sympathy

and a sense of attachment to the other members of the group. It embodies the collective pronoun ‘we’. The members of the in-

group display cooperation, goodwill, mutual help and respect for one another’s rights (

https://www.pacc.in/e-learning-portal/ec/admin/ contents/47_DSW%2013_2020122905135171.pdf). 1.4 Characteristics of Primary

Group and Secondary

97% MATCHING BLOCK 26/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

group Primary Group possesses certain essential traits. The following are the characteristics of Primary group. 1. Closeness or

Physical Proximity: Physical proximity or presence provides an opportunity for the development of intimate and close relations. In

order that relations of the people may be close, it is necessary that their contacts also should be close.

Seeing and talking with each other makes exchange of ideas and thoughts easy. It is because the members of primary group meet

NSOU ? PGSW-III 15 and talk frequently that a good feeling and a sense of identify develop among them quickly. Prof. K. Davis

remarked that physical proximity or face-to- face relation is not indispensable for establishing close contact or intimacy. For example,

we may have face-to-face relations with our barbers or laundrymen; there may not be intimacy or primary group relationship with

them. On the other hand, we may establish contact with our close friends through the correspondence of letter even though we may

not have seen for many years. Relationships among primary group members are based on intimacy not on contractual obligations. 2.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 27/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Smallness: Primary groups are smaller in size. The smaller the size of the group, the greater will be the intimacy among its members.

Relationship can be intimate and personal only in a small group. It is a fact that intimacy declines as the size of the group increases.

The limited size of the group facilitates the participation of all its members in its common activity. Better understanding and fellow

felling among the members can be possible only when the group is small in size. 3.

88% MATCHING BLOCK 28/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Durability: Primary group is relatively, a permanent group. Intimacy between the members becomes deeper because they meet

frequently and are closely associated with one another. All the members of the

primary group try to fulfill the condition of continuity or durability of relationship. 4.
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Identity of Ends: Members of a primary group have similar attitudes, desires and objectives. They all work together for the fulfillment

of their common end. Every member tries to promote the common welfare of his group.

The experiences, pain and pleasure, success and failure, prosperity and adversity of an individual member are shared by all the

members of the group.The interests of one are the same as the interests of other. Kingsley Davis has rightly remarked “the child’s

needs become the mother’s ends”. Such a complete and mutual identity of ends is seldom found. 5.

97% MATCHING BLOCK 30/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Relationship is an end in itself: The Primary relationship is regarded not as a means to an end but rather as an end itself. If the people

make friends for specific purpose or means, we cannot regard their friendship as genuine. A genuine friendship or true love is not

formed for a purpose. It is above the consideration of any selfish interest or interests. Friendship is

a source of

NSOU ? PGSW-III 16 pleasure, it is intrinsically enjoyable. The primary relations are voluntary and spontaneous because they possess

intrinsic value. 6. Relationship is Personal in nature:

100% MATCHING BLOCK 31/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

The primary relationship is a matter of persons. It exists because of them and it in sustained by them. It should be noted that this

relationship comes to an end as soon as one of the partners disappears from the primary group. The personal relationship is non

transferable and irreplaceable.

One individual cannot be substituted by another individual in the same relationship, for example, no one can take the place of our

dead friend. The vacuum created by his death cannot be filled in, nor can anybody establish and continue the same kind of

relationship with us after his death. (

100% MATCHING BLOCK 32/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

vii) Relationship is Inclusive: In the primary group, we face our fellows as total human beings. A person comes to know his fellow in

all the details of his life, as a whole being.

It thus becomes clear that

100% MATCHING BLOCK 33/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

primary relationships are non-contractual, non- economic, non-political and non-specialised; they are personal, spontaneous,

sentimental and inclusive. Secondary group

have the following features : 1.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 34/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Large in size: Secondary groups are relatively large in size. These groups comprise a very large number of persons. For example, a

political party, a trade union, international associations, such as Rotary Club, Lions Club, the Red cross Society which consists of

thousands of members scattered all over the world. 2. Formality: The relations of members in a secondary group are of a formal

type. It does not exercise primary influence over its members. Secondary groups exert influence on the members indirectly. They are

controlled by formal rules and regulations. Informal means of social control are less effective in regulating the relation of members.

Formal social controls such as law, legislation, police, court etc. are very much important for the members. Moral control is only

secondary. A formal authority is set up with designated powers in secondary groups. Here man is a legal and not a human entity.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 17 3.
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Impersonality: Secondary relations are impersonal in nature. In the large scale organisation, there are contacts and they may be

face-to-face, but they are, as says K. Davis, of “the touch and go variety.” Here contacts are chiefly indirect. The two persons may

never see each other. Relations among them are impersonal, because members are not very much interested in other members as

‘persons’. They are more concerned with their self-centered goals than with other persons. There is no sentiment attaching to the

contacts. It is not required that the parties know each other. For example, in the large scale factory organisation, the members are

known to each other as the boss, the foreman, skilled workers, ordinary workers etc. The secondary relations are viewed as a means

to an end and not an end in itself. 4. Indirect Cooperation: Indirect cooperation is another characteristic of secondary groups. In it,

members do different things interdependently. Ali contributes to the same result, but not in the same process. They do unlike things

together. In the large scale organisation where division of labour is complex, the members have not only different functions but

different powers, different degrees of participation, different rights and obligations. 5. Voluntary Membership: The membership of

most of the secondary groups is not compulsory but voluntary. Individuals are at liberty to join or to go away from the groups. It is

not essential to become the member of Rotary International or Red Cross Society. However, there are some secondary groups like

nation or the State whose membership is almost involuntary (

Netaji Subhas Open University, n.d.). 6. Status depends on

100% MATCHING BLOCK 36/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Role: In secondary groups the status or position of every member depends on his role. The determination of his status is not

influenced by ascription or by his birth or personal qualities but by the achievement or the role he plays. For example, the status of

the President in a trade union depends upon the role he plays in the union and not upon his birth.

Importance of Primary and Secondary Groups The primary group is considered very important both for the individual and society.The

primary group plays a commanding role in the development of human

NSOU ? PGSW-III 18 personality. It is fundamental in forming the social nature and ideal of the individual. It is regarded as a nursery of

human nature. The development of “self’– the core of personality depends on close, intimate and interaction with primary group. The

primary groups not only satisfy the human needs but also provide a stimulus to each of its members in the pursuit of interest. The

face-to-face association-ship or the close physical presence of others acts as a stimulus to each. Importances of

98% MATCHING BLOCK 37/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Secondary Groups are of special significance in modern society. They have become almost inevitable today. Their appearance is

mainly due to the growing cultural complexity.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 38/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

They are also called “special interest groups” or “self- interest groups”. The examples of secondary groups include a city, a nation, a

political party, corporation, labour union, an army, a large crowd etc. These groups have no direct bearing on the members.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 39/546 BSWS-22- ENGLISH 3.4.22.docx (D132411911)

According to C.H. Cooley, “Secondary groups are wholly lacking in intimacy of association and usually in most of the other primary

and quasi-primary characteristics”.

According to Kingsley Davis, “

96% MATCHING BLOCK 40/546 BSWS-22- ENGLISH 3.4.22.docx (D132411911)

Secondary groups can be roughly defined as the opposite of everything said about primary groups”.
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In place of cottage industry we have now grant corporations employing thousands of people. Population has moved from the village

to the city. The changing trends of modern society have swept away primary groups. Man now depends more on secondary groups

for his needs. The child was formerly born in the warm atmosphere of the family, now he is born in the cold atmosphere of the

hospital. The secondary group helps its member to improve their efficiency in their specific field of activity and in consequences, they

become experts. It broadens the outlook of its members. It accommodates a large number of individuals and localities which widens

the outlook of its members. It is more universal in its judgement than the primary group. The secondary groups have broaden

opportunities. A large number of professions and occupations are opening the way for specialised careers. Secondary groups provide

a greater chance to develop individual talents. The talented individual neither can nor rises from an unknown background to the

highest position in business, industry, civil and technical services. The functions of secondary groups are essential for our society if we

wish to enjoy our current life styles. The people are becoming more and more dependent on these groups. The tremendous advances

in

NSOU ? PGSW-III 19 material comfort and in life expectancy in modern world would be impossible without the rise or goal-directed

secondary groups(

100% MATCHING BLOCK 46/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Social Groups: The Meaning, Characteristics, Classification and Other Details (7041 Words),

n.d.). Difference between Primary Group and Secondary Group It is important to mention here that dichotomy between primary and

secondary’ groups were perceived by Cooley but it was not elaborated by him. However, the following are the chief points of

difference between the primary group and secondary group. Secondary Group Secondary group the membership is widespread. It

may contain thousands of members scattered in different parts of the world. Secondary groups do not give its members feeling of

close proximity that primary groups offered. In primary group, one is concerned with the other person who is fitting a role. Secondary

groups based on temporary relationship. For example, members of a club infrequently and only for a few hours at a time. In a

secondary group, the cooperation with the fellow members. The members cooperate only to achieve the objective of the group.

Every secondary group is regulated by a set of formal rules. A formal authority is set up with designated powers and a clear cut division

of labour in which the function of each is specified in relation to the function of all the rest fellows. Subject Size Physical Proximity:

Duration Kinds of Cooperation Types of Structures Primary Group Primary group is small in size. The membership is limited to a small

area. It is not spread over the whole world. Primary groups are based on close contacts. People in these groups do not merely know

one another and interact frequently. They have a strong emotional ties. Primary groups exist for a longer period. Relationships in

primary group are permanent in nature. In a primary group, on the other hand, the members directly cooperate with each other

participating in the same process. They sit together, discuss together play together. The primary group is based on an informal

structure. The members participate in the same process. The spontaneous adjustment in the working of the group. No formal and

detail rules are drafted. The structure is simple.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 20 Subject Primary Group Secondary Group Secondary group on the other hand is goal oriented. Members of the

secondary group value extrinsic political, economic or other benefits of the relationship rather than relationship itself. It is concerned

with a particular aspect of personality and it develops only that aspect. But in secondary groups, the position of a person is determined

by his roles. While secondary groups promote self-interest and individuality. A secondary group is based on impersonal relationships. It

does not exercise a primary influence over its members because they do not live in presence and thought of one another. In

secondary group individual interact with part of their personality. There is a feeling of external constraints between members.

Secondary group on the other hand, uses formal means of checking deviation of violation of norms. Formal agencies of social control

are more effective as formal relations exist between the members. Primary groups are an end in themselves. Individuals enter into

primary relations because such relations contribute to personal development, security and well- being. In primary groups, the position

or status of a person is fixed according to his birth, age and sex. Primary group is concerned with the total aspects personality of a

person and it develops his whole personality and qualities like love, sympathy, obligation, mutual help, tolerance etc., The relationship

of members with each other in primary group is direct, intimate and personal. They meet face to face and develop direct contacts.

People in primary group share their feelings, thoughts, fears and doubts without worrying that others will think less of them. The mode

of recruitment to the primary group is formal. Therefore, formal means of social control are more effective. As members have

closeness and greater intimacy, there is great control over a member. End in itself versus Means to an End Position Difference in

Development of Personality Relationship Social Control

NSOU ? PGSW-III 21 1.6 Conclusion We may can clude by saying that this unit devoted for inculcating knowledge on various types of

social groups. We all are members of different groups, like families, friendship groups, and fan clubs and religious groups or other

groups. Sociologists have tried to classify different types of groups such as voluntary and involuntary Groups. We can join political

parties or specific groups (usually professions). We participate in

61% MATCHING BLOCK 41/546

such groups with our own choices and efforts are voluntary groups. In contrast, we are forced or automatically

accepted to join a particular group without making a choice. For example, you will be automatically grouped as a member
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based on gender, age, nationality, religion, and ethnicity. These latter groups, which we

have been born with or have no choice but to become members of, are involuntary groups. Besides, as observed that there is also

open group and closed group .An open ended group and closed ended group, anyone can be a member in open

60% MATCHING BLOCK 43/546

For example, anyone can join the Hrithik Roshan fan club. On the other hand, some groups maintain their exclusivity by limiting

membership and making participation much more difficult.

There are few eligibility to qualify for membership

64% MATCHING BLOCK 44/546

in such clubs. Such groups with limited membership criteria are closed groups. Examples: Mafia (Underworld), Royal Enfield

Motorcycle Club, Nightclub, etc. Closed groups usually have

a time limit, and group meetings have a given number of sessions. Members are usually expected to stay in the group until the end of

the group, and no new members are added. We also see also those vertical vs horizontal groups. There is a specific group whose

horizontal group members are made up of individuals from all walks of life. For example, the religious community can include

members of all classes. Such groups can be thought of as vertical groups. So, a length of discussion has given on various social groups

including primary, secondary, vertical, horizontal and reference groups etc, which of course would be very helpful for the learners. 1.7

Exercise 1. Define the meaning of social group. Explain the basic features of group.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 22 2. Write notes on reference group. 3. Discuss various types of social groups. 4. Distinguish between primary

groups and secondary groups. 5. Explain the importance and functions of social group. 1.8 Reference
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Siddiqui, H.Y (2008) Group Work: Theories and Practices, Rawat Publications, Jaipur
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Social Groups: The Meaning, Characteristics, Classification and other details (7041 Words). (

n.d.-a). Retrieved December 25, 2021, from
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NSOU ? PGSW-III 23 Unit 2 ? Historical Development of Social Group Work: Global and Indian Scenario Structure 2.0 Objective 2.1

Introduction 2.2 Establishment of the club 2.3 Settlement movement 2.4 Playground and recreational exercise 2.5 World War and then

reflection of Social Group Work 2.6 Theoretical foundation 2.7 A Glimpse of Professionalization and Development of

100% MATCHING BLOCK 53/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

Literature in Social Group Work 2.8 Social Group Work in India 2.9

Conclusion 2.10 Exercise 2.11 Reference 2.0 Objective This unit will help us to know how Social Group Work as a method of Social

Work developed Globally as well as in India. 2.1 Introduction Group work was considered a pre-field move. It became away and

returned to the field (
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Middleman and Goldberg Papel, 1988). Group work played an essential role in dealing with multiple shifts.In the United States in the

late 19th and early 20th centuries:American Industrialization; Large Population Moves from Rural to Urban,And; a massive wave of

immigrants, especially to urban areas

of the United

NSOU ? PGSW-III 24 States(Konopka, 1972; Garvin, 1997). You can see the history of social work.In particular, and the focus is on three

main phases. (1) Formation of group workClub, the 1930s; (2) Merger to form National Socialist AssociationWorkers, 1950s; (3) Revival

of group work in the 1970s. Nevertheless, we can consider some of the developments between 1910 and 1910.1920 Adult Education,

Recreation, and Com- munity EngagementWe have begun to maximize the potential of group work. You understood betterthat group

can be used to help people work effectively in their group.A community that enriches people’s lives and supports their key people The

relationship was inadequate or dysfunctional. Sothey noticed it Possibility of groups to help people acquire social and problem-solving

skills. They started using groups well to prevent crime and rehabilitation of maladapted people. The organization that laid the

foundationfor Group work was self-help, informal, and recreational. In a settlement house, a neighborhood center, Y‘s, den Boy

Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, Jewish Center Camps, and more Trade union organizations in the industry. Later called “group work agency,”

Uniting on these ministries, a fascinating new element was
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involvement In small groups, democratic way of life, community responsibility, and recognition Membership in activities

that affect the national or even global level. In the early 1920, Mary Richmond saw the possibility of working with the group. She wrote

about the importance of small group psychology. Mary P. Foret, Politics Scientists, wrote about social solutions in the book “The New

State” in 1926(Jose & Jyotiram, n.d.). The problem will be “resulting in the formation of groups in and around the neighborhood.”

Social interest. Forett firmly believed in the power of a small group of educated people. In the community, she solved the

88% MATCHING BLOCK 51/546

social problems that her neighbors had in common. John Dewey proposed and developed the idea of progressive education, The

usefulness of small groups as early as 1933. Dewey

recognized a social group Working methods that apply the principles of progressive education to small things An informal group in the

leisure sector. Dewey, through his advanced training.Advocated for exercise and cooperation with small recreation groups (Fatout, M.,

1992). Increased influence of Foret and Dewey’s significant thinkers in group work Individualist perspective rooted in group work (Falck

interview, 1998) (Jose & Jyotiram, n.d.).

NSOU ? PGSW-III 25 2.2 Establishment of the club

71% MATCHING BLOCK 52/546

The first form of group setting goes back to Sir George Williams. Hard-working

workers organized them at the Bridgewater Curtain Shop Christian way of life. The success of such groups has influenced the

expansion 25 th Such grouping to other textile shops and other young men; thereby,The London Youth Christian Youth Association

was born in 1844. The waves soon YMCA members worked and encouraged women and girls in Germany and the United Kingdom.

They are for Christian fellowship. There are few similar movements in the UK Connections with the church were created

simultaneously in 1855. This was directly guided by Emma Roberts, a female

43% MATCHING BLOCK 60/546 BSWS-22- ENGLISH 3.4.22.docx (D132411911)

who formed a prayer community among them: her friends and wife. Arthur Kennard started training general women London

Institute for nurses returning from

the Crimean War. Successful The activities of these two organizations motivated Mr. Kiniad and Mr. Roberts. Unite both organizations

under one head. That’s why the YWCA was born.It was released in 1877. Considering the underprivi- leged female Privileged women in

the
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United States have launched many programs over the years. One such notable movement was the establishment of the Union

Prayer Circle

in 1858 by Marshal O. It was converted into a boarding school after 1860 and renamed to Ladies Christian Union in 1866. The room

was rented in the attic, preparing for the number of warehouses andnew wage earners’ needs. In the United States, the Boston YWCA

began in 1866 and had30 women.About the temporal, moral, and religious well-being of their fellow humans. Both YMCA And the

YWCA have proven to be pioneers of active organizations.Participation in education, recreation, and religious activities for young men

women. The publica- tions of these associations Greatly contributed to the literature on social group activities. Contribution By these

associations in providing qualified volunteers to carry out group work It’s huge (Jose & Jyotiram, n.d.). 2.3 Settlement movement

Social turmoil, a child of the
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Industrial Revolution, required the establishment of an organized organization to meet the welfare needs of those who bear the

burden NSOU ? PGSW-III 26 Of industrialization. The origin of the Settlement movement is in Jane Addams who wasfounder of Hull

House in Chicago in 1889. The exercise focused

Worked in

the causes of poverty and the three areas of influence (“3
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Rs”)- Research, Reform, and Residence. Jane and other pioneers who believed it Use the group approach to set

your exercise goals as follows(Jose & Jyotiram, n.d.): Identification of settlement workers with the environment; local residents could

share their cultural and religious knowledge among the poor and group responsibility for social reform. The crowded immigrant

population has become the target of most settlement’s workforce. There they were able to meet the changing conditions and needs

of people. People match different resources to meet people in need. They providedVarious services such as education,
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health, legal services and Advocated a change in social policy. According to Rameshweri Devi and Ravi, Prakash (2004) also served

as

the center of English education. Citizenship and clubs do both older and younger immigrants: the best American culture(Jose &

Jyotiram, n.d.). Stanton Coit focused its activities on forming the club A neighborhood that unknowingly builds a deep bond with the

Diocese.
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He was the founder of a neighborhood guild, The first American settlement in 1886. Picnics and other recreational activities We have

picked up so that more

young people and villages can also participate. A structured and informal association. Woods and Kennedy are on the horizon of

reconciliation, Commenting that the Settlement movement has opened up many possibilities for “actual interaction of associations.”

2.4 Playground and recreational exercise Of note is the role of recreational movements in group life. The socialization process begins

when the child begins dating and accepting Another kid playing with him. Even in America’s first urban playground, English Village

Green and group games were only in

50% MATCHING BLOCK 59/546

the Nineteenth century. In 1868, Boston’s first church came up with a vacation Playground while Washington Park in Chicago was

open for team playin 1876. But it was 1885 when a sand park began in Boston. Marie Zaklzevska, whose playground was chosen as

an exercise in history Social group work. She got the inspiration for such a concept. Children are playing in

a mountain of sand in a

NSOU ? PGSW-III 27 public park. Immediately playground and summer camp was shot like a mushroom under
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the leadership of villages, churches, and schools. That is the Successful playground movement and the need for more tax-backed

play Reasons that

led to

47% MATCHING BLOCK 64/546 BSWS-22- ENGLISH 3.4.22.docx (D132411911)

the establishment of a playground and recreation club American in 1906. Schools and other social institutions that supported the

movement Emphasize the importance of such group experiences in child growth’s social and emotional

areas. World War Community Services organized between Wars I and II

The recovery movement is greatly accelerated. Originating from a private territory Owned a small playground for the poor, which was

the growth of the recreational movement. It’s far beyond imagination. It has grown so much that it is now. The main source of

national wealt (Jose & Jyotiram, n.d.)h. 2.5 World War and then reflection of Social Group Work After World War I, social scientists also

Community / community. Frederick Slasher (1927) was the first to do this. He studied criminal organizations in the Chicago area. He

learned the group by making friends observe the members of the gang and the internal workings of the gang. Slasher is watching All

gang members had status in the group associated with The functional role that members played for the gang.It suggests a familiar role

in the evolved culture within the gang. A code that all members can follow. The code was enforced by the group opinions, coercion

and corporal punishment. Work this with othersaffects how youths work in groups at the Settlement House(Jose & Jyotiram, n.d.).

Neighborhood
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centers and youth organizations.Some later group workers relied on naturalistic observations

from a group of boys.Show how unity and group hostility develop in summer camps and operations. Social scientists have also

learned more about human behavior A group from research in the industry and the US Army. Characteristic, Workers in the industry

participate in informal organizations both inside and outside the workplace. 27 Foster expectations that their work and labor relations

will affect people of one type-
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gender, age, ethnic qualities, education, and social class (Jose, 2008; Warner, 1947). Such aggregates (also known as “

grids”) are a place where employees classify themselves according to rank, such as a cafeteria, Gender, age and location of the plant

(Hughes, 1946).

NSOU ? PGSW-III 28 2.6 Theoretical foundation In the 1930s, the influence of small group theory, especially differentiation, was seen.

Performed by Coolie in connection with primary and secondary groups. The Tony’s Proposal to Distinguish Society and Community It

also helped to deepen the understanding of the group. There was an explosion in the 1950s Of the development of knowledge and

theory related to small groups. Mayor Researchers included Vales, Hohmanns, Bion, Lewin, Weber and others. I will mention a few. A

big problem that emerged in the first half of the 20th In century was suitability, patterns of

59% MATCHING BLOCK 67/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

communication and interaction, leadership, Interpersonal preference, and social cognition, which are important factors handling

group processes in social work. It’s also important to mention thatthe contribution of psychoanalytic theory, learning theory, field

theory, social exchange theory, and system theory explains group functions (Jose & Jyotiram, n.d.). 2.7 A Glimpse of

Professionalization and Development

of Literature in Social Group Work We all know that the group work is comparatively younger than casework.

82% MATCHING BLOCK 65/546

The first course of group work was offered by Clara Kaiser, the School of Social Work at Western Reserved University in Clevelend.

When she left for New York in 1935, Grace Coyle continue to develop this course. Group was taught as a mthod and partially as a

field of practice. By 1937 about 10 schools

of social work offered this course
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in social work. However, as Schewartz points out, the real historical differ- ences between the two is that caseworksoon

becomeidentified with social work profession, where groupwork didnot become to formally linked with profession until much later

during the National Conference of Social Work in 1935. It was earlier rather informal in nature until the founding of National

Association of Social Workers (Toseland

and Rivas 1998). Some of the milestone may be pointed out as below:

NSOU ? PGSW-III 29 • National Conference of Social Work 1935 • Development of American Association of Study of Groups 1936. The
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group created National Association for the Study of Group under the leadership of Arthur Swift • 1939, group work began to be

treated as a distinct subject

marked by

83% MATCHING BLOCK 80/546 MSWS-13 Social Work practice with groups.docx (D117055454)

National Conference of Social Work • Identification of group work in social work

became stronger in 1940

94% MATCHING BLOCK 69/546

s • 1940 and 1950s group workers began to use groups more frequently to provide therapy in mental health

setting • Youth organizations like girls scouts, YWCA started practicing it • Some books like “Social Group Work Practice” (1949) by

Wilson, “Social Group Work” (1949) by H. B. Trecker, “Group Work with American Youth” (1948) by Grace Coyle and “Therapeutic

Group Work “ by Giesle Konopka given a strong input to put social group work as a part of helping function of social work widen

scope of knowledge and application. 2.8
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Social Group Work in India Group work as a method of social work came to India with its introduction

In 1936, 10 years after being recognized, of professional social education as a formal practice in the West. The evidence Group

approach is used in various situations- providing charity services, providing religious education, and mobilizing people through oral

tradition.Struggle for freedom against Britain in social reform strategies like Sarvodaya and Bhoodan’s movement. However, there are

few or few documents. The theory is based on it. All social work schools in India teach social group work courses (Also known as

“social work with groups” or “how to work together” group at both graduate and graduate levels”). We observed a series of social work

department in different universities started incorporating this method in its course curriculam. First it is observed by Tata Graduate

School of Social Work known now as Tata Institute of Social Sciences in 1936 followed by other schools of social work,

NSOU ? PGSW-III 30 such as Delhi School of Social Work, Visva-Bharati university, BHU, Madras School of Social Work, Indore School

of Social Work, Lucknow School of Social Work, and so on.

89% MATCHING BLOCK 71/546

There was a brave attempt to develop some indigenous materials in group work by the then UnitedNations Social Welfare and

Development Centre for Asia and the Pacific andthe Association of Schools of Social Work in 1979. Compared to casework

Contribution to the development of indigenous materials for community organizations and groups,the work can be traced back to the

1960s.Social School Association Cooperation with the technical cooperation mission (US) designated minimum The standard

78% MATCHING BLOCK 72/546

for group work practice in India. VD. Mehta (1987) and Helen Joseph (1997), two social workers

attempt and agree
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to follow the historical evolution of group work in India.With the theoretical perspective used in social work schools in India, the

practice model is primarily American, as is the case with social work itself. The practice of social group work in India is generally

limited to corrective actions. Other facilities in urban areas, hospitals, etc.The general activities undertaken were recreational,

educational, and cultural

incharacter.The method of
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group work was also practiced in community work. In the case of Mahila Mandala and Yuvac Mandala, it was mainly recognized. As

a collaborative work. The practice of group work is a Field research program at some schools initiated. Opened with the mediation of

agency students, the community works with groups of children, adolescents, adults, and the elderly. In urban and rural areas, it is “ill”

or healthy. For example,
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social work students in Kerala, housed in an open community, organize groups for children (Balasamithis) for adult women

(kudumbashree self-help

group) a disadvantaged area. For such groups, Socialization,

47% MATCHING BLOCK 76/546

structured recreation, functional literacy, awareness-raising effective parenting, health and hygiene, environment, Joint autonomy

and other socially related issues. In recent years,

a group

41% MATCHING BLOCK 77/546

of adolescent girls and boys was also organized in the village Addressing life skills development issues, including property

management, Consider reproductive and sexual health, sexuality, family planning methods,

and more.
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The social reality is that most of them get married early. This brief review of historical trends in group work

practices Understands the current trends in group from a broad perspective. An

NSOU ? PGSW-III 31 improvement approach focused on improving individual function is underway group members continue to be

the best practice. Practice is based on problem identification, assessment, and addressing of this model. Emphasizing the mutually

beneficial
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characteristics of group work The role of workers is to mediate between the needs of group members and society.

In these situations, mutual help and sharing of responsibilities are appropriate. Like short-stay homes and Nariniketan are supposed to

help women Live together in adversity, support each other, and confront adversity events in life. Also useful for community groups

such as Mahila Mandals and Youth Associations and other community groups that share mutual benefits. The central purpose is to

give and receive support. Professional social workers are also involved as advisors or moderators for self-help groups highlight the

Mutual Help property for the group (Jose & Jyotiram, n.d). 2.9 Conclusion In this unit we get a detailed Glimpe of the historical

development of Social Group Work in global as well as Indian Scenario. We came to know the contribution of various clubs &

movement in developing Social Group Work as one of the crucial Primary method of Social Work. 2.10 Exercise 1. Briefly write the

history of Group Work around the globe 2. Write history of social group work in india 3. Write Short Note on— (a) Settlement

Movement. (b) Establishment of the Club. (c) Impact of World War & reflection of Social Group Work.
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Unit 3 ? Introductions to Social Group Work Structure 3.0 Objective 3.1 Introduction 3.2 Definition of Social Group Work 3.3 Goal &

Functions of Social Group Work 3.4 Functions of group work 3.5 Underlying Values in Social Group Work 3.6

Conclusion 3.7 Exercise 3.8 Reference 3.0 Objective In this Unit we will get a swpe to understand the Scope, Goal & function

of Social Group Work, we will also become aware of the

values and

96% MATCHING BLOCK 84/546 Unit 3 _SP_ Final Introduction to Social Group ... (D123675973)

principles of Social Group Work. 3.1 Introduction Social group work is a method of social work that helps individuals improve their

social function and better address individual, group, or community problems through targeted group. It is also the process and

method by which group life is affected by workers who consciously direct the interaction process towards achiev- ing the goals

envisioned within the framework of democratic standards. Its characteristics are that group work with group experience is used as a

means of individual development in association with groups and that group workers develop social responsibility and active

citizenship for the improvement of democratic society. It is to be interested. Group work is a way of servicing individuals within and

through small groups of individuals to make the desired changes to the client’s participants. NSOU ? PGSW-III 34 The basic

objectives of this unit is to make the learners understand about social group work, its basic purpose, values catering around group

work and detailed discussion on various principles one should follow while practicing group work. 3.2 Definition of Social Group

Work Social Group work is a psychosocial process which is concerned no less than with developing leadership ability and co

operation than with building on the interests of the group for a social purpose (Hamilton, 1949). Kanopka (1960), group work is a

method of social work which helps person to enhance their social functioning through purposeful group experiences. 1

(Rengasamy, n.d.) Trecker (1980) says, “ Social group is a method in social work through which individuals in groups are helped by a

worker who guide their interaction in programme activities so that they may relate to one another and experience growth

opportunities in accordance with their needs and capacities to the end of individual, group and community development”. 2

(Rengasamy, n.d.) (In Indian context) Social Group Work will refer to working with a small group (members ranging from 7-10) to a

medium size group (members ranging from 10- 20) for a variety of purposes beginning from recreation to behaviour modification

on the one hand and accomplishing tasks including social change and development on the other, with a variety of clients ranging

from children to elderly. The worker makes use of the expertise in human relationships to help these groups to achieve the group

goals in a participatory manner while paying adequate attention to individual needs and social norms (Siddiqui,2008) Group Work is

well accepted method in social work profession. It basically helps towards improving social functioning of an individuals and groups.

It is directed towards bringing about desired changes of individuals, group and community level. The method is applied mainly at

two levels, one at individual level and two, entire group as a system level. It helps individual to develop potentialities; identify abilities

and help to cope better; enhance social functioning with their environment; to learn to inculcate new behaviour which sustained

their life.One should remember that the NSOU ? PGSW-III 35 relationship between Worker to Member, Worker to Group,

98% MATCHING BLOCK 85/546 Unit 3 _SP_ Final Introduction to Social Group ... (D123675973)

Member to Group generate a lot of forces attraction and interaction. Group became an instrument to meet the basic needs and

strengthen human capacities. It functions through programme media(Rengasamy, n.d.). Basic aims and objectives: 3 1. Enable

individual change; 2. Provide Individual support 3. Socialization of individuals 4. Develop self concept 5. Inculcate positive values. 6.

Individual growth and assessment 7. Group growth 3.3 Goal & Functions of Social Group Work Social group work is an orderly,

systematic plan; way of working with people in groups. Social group work is not an activity but a way of conducting many different

activities.

The members
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are helped to learn new ideas, develop skills, attitude changes & responsibilities through participation in a social process(Sehgal,

n.d.). In group work group itself has utilized by the individual with the help of the worker as a primary means of personality growth,

change & development of individual Alan Brown (1992 summarizes goals or purpose of group work are individual assessment;

individual support and maintenance; individual change; use for educational, informa- tion-giving and training groups; leisure/

compensatory groups for recreation & enjoyment; mediation between individuals and social systems(Sehgal, n.d.). The specific

purpose of group work could be mentioned as: • To teach individual to live & work together and participate in group activities for

their intellectual emotion& physical growth •

To
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taught to work together with other people & participate in different activities. • To develop individual personality& behaviour by using

different group work process

NSOU ? PGSW-III 36 •
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To prepare the individual to learn how to take responsibility in a democracy style of working. • To give opportunity to them who

have potentiality, worth and dignity of leadership • To make best use of leisure time ; to learn division of labour & specialization of

role just to indicate to play individual role in the group • To provide suitable task to the individual according to her/his skill, knowl-

edge and interest • To widen ones horizon; to prepare people for social change • To apply group therapy in need of physical, mental

and emotional adjustment • To solve problems of adjustment by development of individual’s personality through the group process.

• Prepare the individuals to learn to share responsibility in working of democ- racy as active citizens of the country. • Give

opportunity to those who have potentialities of leadership. • To
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prepare the people for social change. 3.4 Functions of group work Group works mainly sees the situation & the needs of all the

individuals & try to solve the problems of the individuals. Main functions of group work could be summarized as below: •

Group work is carried on with voluntary group in practice in social agency settings for helping individual to grow and assist in a

group. •
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A group fulfil the socially desires need of each individual in the group • Group

workers take care of social agencies using it
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in many fields such as education, religious & recreational field. • It’s a helping process with dual purpose of individual

as well as group growth. So,
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the function of the group work is always for the betterment of the individual as well as for the growth of the entire group. NSOU ?

PGSW-III 37 • Group worker plays role of

a enabler & helping person who use her/his better knowledge and
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try to make the group better. 3.5 Underlying Values in Social Group Work Values refer to our belief that influences our practice on

how one should behave. It is therefore influences our practice. There are few core values relating to group work practice as

discussed below: 1. Contextual value: The main sources of this value are sponsoring agency and value of social work profession. The

core social values in group like equality, democratic participation, group interaction, etc. the agency has its own values that prevail

and influences group work. Therefore, it most important to look into the questions: are decision made within the group or outside

group? What is the locus-standi of power? Another set of influence come from social work profession. Group worker imbibe

professional values like worth and dignity of individual group member, teach respect and fairness in approach, importance of

participation, individualization etc. 2. Value of Group Worker: Personal value of worker also influence in the process while working

with group. But it is necessary that group worker should inculcate value of cooperation and mutual help enable participation among

themselves, promote individual and group initiative, freedom to express thought and feelings, value of members etc. 3. Value of

Group Member: Group members also have their own set of values. Worker should be aware about this. It is also a fact that

member’s values are influenced by case, race and
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culture. So the worker need to make understanding clear that the own value or interest should not dominate rather they should

respect each other and create a good

value
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system within the group 4. Human Relationship: The group work process deals with basic values of human relationship. The basi

values as conceptualizes by Northen (2007) and Kurlend are:
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a) Dignity and worth of individual member; (b) Social Justice (c) Mutual help/responsibility Dignity and Worth: All members should

be accepted as they are. We should respect the inherent worth and dignity of member. Group worker should recognize and treat

each member as dignified member; Social Justice: fairness in approach should be the cardinal principal. Everyone should get equal

opportunities. They have the right to self determination. The worker should understand and take up working on removing causes

that created inequalities. Mutual Responsibilities: People are interdependent. They are capable of help- ing with each other. Worker

should therefore enable norms, communication, demo- cratic process and taking mutual responsibilities for the development of

group and community at large. Principles of Group Work as pointed out by HB Trecker mentioned below with elaborate discussion

(Sehgal, n.d.) : The group worker benefits the conscious understanding of the basic principles of social group work because this

knowledge provides him/her a frame work to work with the group.
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They are basic to all social work methods. A principle is a verbalized statement, general rules or laws, fundamental truths by which

we proceed from one situation to another. Principle must be understood to mean a hypothesis so adequately tested by observation

and experiment that it may be put forward as a guide to action. Social group work principles are guiding statements that have come

from experience and research. Basic principles of working with people in groups to help them grow and change have emerged from

the practice of social group work. The objectives of social group work can be fulfilled only within the frame work of principles.
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In 1948 H. B. Trecker wrote 10 principles in his book “Social Group Work: Principles and Practice which is still read widely as those

are cardinal principles of group work practice. The ten principles are discussed below for our better understanding: 1) The Principle

of Planned Group Formation In social group work, a group is a basic unit that an individual can carry out. As a result, organizations

and employees responsible for group formation or agency acceptance have factors specific to the group’s situation that make a

particular group
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a positive potential for personal growth and the realization of recognizable needs. You need to

know how to form a

group.
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The Social Group Work process uses group as a medium for providing services to the individual, hence the formation of a group is a

prerequisite for a group worker. Whether a group worker works with groups already functioning or forms her own group, s/he

should be aware of certain factors while forming a group so that the group becomes a positive potential for individual growth. A

group has to be formed in a planned way before initiating the group work process. From what is explained by Trecker we can say

this principle comprises the following fundamentals (Sehgal, n.d.) .Groups like individuals are different, evolv- ing, developmental

and ever-changing and tremendously influential upon the behaviour of individuals.

While forming the group age, sex, socio economic background etc must be looked into before setting elements of conscious design

and plan.
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The group worker’s skill will be evident in the way s/he consciously gives aid at the point of group formation. In India group

formation can become a difficult exercise as the people may lack the motivation to join a group and may do so after much

persuasion. So the group worker must have the skill to deal with the resistance of such members. The group worker should be

equipped with an in-depth under- standing of the client population, and pay attention to inter- personal compatibility and other

factors such as age, caste, gender, socio-cultural background etc. 2) The Principle of Specific Objectives. In the work of social

groups, specific goals for the development of individuals and groups must be consciously set by employees based on the needs of

individuals and groups. Specific objectives of individual and group must be consciously formu- lated by the worker in harmony with

group wishes

looking into capacities of members
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and in keeping with agency function. The group worker should help the members achieve the overall objectives of social work

through its own specific objectives, which are to assist individuals to grow and change; supplement emotional and social

nourishment; promote democratic participation and remedy individual and social disorganization (Sehgal, n.d.) . Agencies and their

workers must be aware of what people want from group experiences and help them to get it. The group worker who recognizes the

need for consciously formulated specific objectives for individuals and groups becomes a
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purposeful, rather than an unfocused worker and makes the group work in a planned than haphazard exercise. Objectives, thus,

become a controlling force in the life of the group and the group worker should have clarity about the specific goals s/he wants to

achieve along with the benefits s/he is hoping the members would get. When the worker focuses on individual and group

objectives, s/he reduces the likelihood of permitting her/his own needs to get in the way of the group s/he helps the members to

see their strengths and limitations and set their objectives accord- ingly, in alignment with the agency’s formulated purposes. The

expectations and the aspirations of the members should also be given due weightage while formulating the objectives and activities

planned accordingly. 3) The Principle of Purposeful Worker-Group Relationship. In social group work, there is a conscious

intentional relationship between workers and group members based on the acceptance of group members as they are and the

willingness of the group to accept assistance from workers. There is a need to establish a good relationship

between worker and member.
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A consciously purpose- ful relationship must be established between the worker and the group members based on mutual

acceptance. This principle is based on the premise that it is both possible and necessary to create an effective working relationship

with a group before the worker can be of any help(Sehgal, n.d.) . Before the worker helps the group members,

it is necessary for him/her to develop meaningful relationships and win confidence with each other.
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The worker’s relationship with the group is a major tool, and the quality and strength of this relationship determine the extent to

which the group can be helped to the fullest realization of its potentialities. When the group workers adopt the procedures

suggested by this principle, they begin their work motivated by an initial desire to understand the group as a basis for helping it. By

encouraging the group to “be itself” and accepting it as it is, the worker becomes accepted and helpful to the group. 4) The Principle

of Continuous Individualization. In social group activities, it is recognized that groups are different and individu- als use group

experiences in different ways to meet diverse needs. Therefore, continuous individualization must be practiced by workers. Groups

and individuals within groups must be understood as potential for development and change. Groups
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are different and individuals utilize group experiences in a variety of ways to meet their differing needs; consequently, the principle

of continuous individualization must be practiced by the group worker. Each group has to be seen as unique, different from any

other group, like the members in the group(Sehgal, n.d.) . When the group worker individualizes a group, she accepts the fact that

human beings are naturally different. To work with groups in awareness of their differences as well as similari- ties is a reinforcement

of the belief that people have a capacity to change, when given adequate opportunities for and help in changing. The worker should

be ready for a variety of individual responses rather than a uniformity of response. S/he should accept the differences in individual

ability and growth; strive to help individuals understand themselves and help them modify their behaviour towards those who have

special needs. Individualization should be a continuous process on the part of the group worker who accepts the certainty of

change of individuals and groups(Sehgal, n.d.). 5) The Principle of Guided Group Interaction. In the work of social groups, the main

source of energy that drives the group and makes a difference to the individual is the interaction or interaction of the members.

Group workers influence this interaction through the type and quality of

participa- tion.
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Social Group Work is a method through which individuals in groups in an agency setting are helped by a professionally trained

worker who guides their interaction in various program activities. The idea is that they relate themselves with others and experience

growth opportunities in accordance with their needs and capacities(Sehgal, n.d.). Interaction is a process whereby two or more

persons are in a meaningful contact, whereby their behaviour is modified. When people are in groups, the possibility of interaction

and inter-stimulation are always present(Sehgal, n.d.) . The main source of energy which propels the group is the interaction of the

members through planned programme and the group worker influences this interac- tion by the quality of her/his

designed plan and
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participation. As the possibility of inter-stimulation through interaction is always present in a group, the Social Group Worker must

harness and consciously direct and utilize this natural social process. The presence of the worker whose role is to actively influence

NSOU ? PGSW-III 42 the type and the degree of interaction, converts the social process into the social group work process. The

worker is primarily interested in helping to bring about individual growth and social development for the group as a whole as a result

of guided group interaction(Sehgal, n.d.). S/he enhances the potential for interaction by helping members to assume participating

roles. The group worker uses methods that stimulate the group to the fullest possible analysis and understanding of their own

situation and thereupon influence the social interaction of the constituent members of the society(Sehgal, n.d.). 6) The Principle of

Democratic Group Self-Determination. In social group work, groups must take the highest level of responsibility according to their

abilities, make their own decisions and help them decide on their own actions. The principle of self-determination is a core value of

the social work philosophy and has to be practiced, irrespective of the method of working. In social group work method, as in other

methods of social work this principle is of great significance. The idea is to inculcate in the members an ideology of

democracy(Sehgal, n.d.). The group must be helped to make its own decisions and determine its own activities, taking the maximum

amount of responsibility in line with its capacity and ability. The group has a right to make its own choices and the capacity to make

satisfactory decisions. The aim of the group worker is to encourage an ever- increasing capacity on the part of the group to take

responsibility for its actions. This principle assumes that groups can develop only when they are given opportunity to behave

responsibly but it is to be consciously judged as to how much responsibility a group can be asked to assume at any point in its

development (Sehgal, n.d.) . The group worker must first help the group to develop a conscious group-self before it can become

responsibly self-determining. The worker should give up any need to dominate the group and instead work with the group on the

basis of her/his ability to share her/his wide experience and competence (Sehgal, n.d.). 7) The Principle of Flexible Functional

Organisation. In social group work, the processes by which workers lead a group build a formal organization

for greater programme. It
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is important as the details of the actual structure of help in taking activities systematically. A formal organization must be flexible and

should be promoted if it can meet the perceived needs, be understood
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by its members, and function accordingly. Formal organizations need to be able to adapt changes within the group. Every group has

some informal organization of its constituent members enables it to function. As the group is formed for specific objectives, it

should also have a formal organization to help it achieve these objectives. This formal organization should meet a felt need, be

flexible, adaptive and should change as the group changes (Sehgal, n.d.) . The principle does not imply that group worker should

organize the group; rather she should help the group organize itself (Sehgal, n.d.) . The group should be encouraged to explore its

needs, set its objectives and determine specific functions and helped by the group worker to make its own decisions. The worker

should help the group to determine who should take the leadership assignments along with the qualifications and expectations, so

that the members are aware of what the group expects from them. Not only the structural details of this formal organization, but the

process through which the worker guides the group to have a formal organization is equally important. Group efforts which may be

scattered and haphazard become focused when formal organization is made available, as it allows the energies of the group

members to be properly channelized. Tasks and duties should be identified and allocated in an orderly manner and members helped

and encouraged to assume responsibilities

as like a formal organization.
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The process to organize itself is an excellent vehicle for growth. The formal group organization should be simple, stable yet flexible,

open to changes as per group needs. The experiences of the group members in solving the organizational problems are no less

valuable than the other program experiences. 8) The Principle of Progressive Programme Experience. In social group work, the

program experience in which the group participates must begin at the level of progress related to the interests, needs, experiences,

abilities of the members, and the developmental abilities of the group. Program in social group work does not only mean the

activities or events but is abroad concept that includes the entire range of individual and group relationships, interactions and

experiences deliberately planned and carried out with the help of the group worker to achieve the group goals (Sehgal, n.d.) .The

group worker should not impose her/ NSOU ? PGSW-III 44 his program plan on the group but

help the
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group to develop its own program by extending to the group a variety of choices. S/he may only make suggestions as to possible

programmes. The program development is a continuous process and grows out of group potentialities. This principle implies that

there is starting point for all group programmes. Small beginnings can culminate into bigger and more challeng- ing tasks as the

group progresses.

Always programming to be designed from simple to complex so that members can achieve the vision.
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The program experiences in which the groups engage should begin at the level of member interest, need, experience and

competence and should develop in tandem with the developing capacity of the group(Sehgal, n.d.) .The worker should help the

group to enjoy a progressive series of program experiences in consonance with the group’s potential and capacities. The group

cannot be expected to do the same thing all the time (Sehgal, n.d.) .After success in simple activities, the group can be encouraged

to move to more complex experiences. 9) The Principle of Resource Utilization. In social group work, the entire agency and

community environment has resources that should be used to enhance the content of individual and group-wide group

experiences. This principle guides the group worker to utilize the available resources to enrich the content of the group experience

for individuals and group as a whole. For this it is imperative that the Social group worker should possess knowledge about the

resources available in the group, agency and the community(Social Group Work Working With Groups, n.d.). S/he should use her/his

skill in locating and then acquainting the group with the various resources which can be utilized by the group for different

programs(Sehgal, n.d.). The worker serves as a liaison between the group and the community and her/his ability becomes apparent

in the skill with which she draws upon the environment. S/he not only helps to stimulate the group to action but also helps them to

discover and use the agency and community resources and those within the group. She must ensure that the members procure the

required material for the smooth conduct of the group sessions.S/he should take initiative in mobilizing both material and human

resources and oversee the utilization of the available resources by the members for the common good(Sehgal, n.d.) . NSOU ?

PGSW-III 45 10) The Principle of Evaluation. In social group work, continuous assessment of outcome processes and programs is

essential to ensure maximum self-actualization for all. Continuous evaluation of the process and program regarding the results of

workers, agencies and members are essential. The social group worker should carry out the evaluation of the outcomes in a

carefully planned manner. Maintaining records in a systematic and orderly way aids the evaluation process. Evaluation carried out in

an objective and neutral way helps in revealing the extent to which the group has been successful in achieving the group goals. A

feedback from the members along with the observation and assess- ment of the worker help the group members develop insights

into their strengths and weaknesses. Evaluation should be done at the end of each session and at the time of the termination.

Konopka has described certain principles to work with the groups. Summary of these principles has been narrated here (“Principles

of social group work,” n.d.): • Social worker’s goal is to enable

group members
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to move toward greater independence and capacity for help. • The social worker must use the scientific method to prepare for

action fact- finding analysis
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and diagnosis in relation to the individual, group and the social environment. • The social worker must form purposeful relationship.

It means a conscious focusing on the needs of the group members and attempts to fulfil them.
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The social worker must use himself consciously. This includes self-knowledge and discipline

in relationship
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but without the loss of warmth and spontaneity. • The social worker must accept members as they are, without condemning their

behaviour. This involves deep understanding of group members as
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well
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as knowledge and identification of values regulating human beings. • The social worker must understand the origins

of his own value system and be able to handle it in relation
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to the value system of others. • He must allow members to develop their

own behaviour
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without much interference and to choose their own point of departure without

imposing outside
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demands. But the worker has responsibility for stimulating change. NSOU ? PGSW-III 46 Cohen has also discussed certain principles

which maybe significant in working with the groups. According

to him: •
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The group members must be encouraged to help themselves by the social worker playing as in director enabling role rather than a

manipulative one.

It means
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the group members be given the right of self-direction and self- determination. • The work with the group should be started at the

level of group members. It means that proper knowledge of educational, economic, social andother characteristics are essential

while working with the group. If the work or programmes are abovethe mental level of members, they will loose their interest. Social

worker must focus not merely on the immediate problem as seen by the group but on relation to the total situation. • Social worker

must keep in mind that individual differences exist while dealing with the group members. • It should be kept in mind that the

welfare of individual is inextricably interwoven with the welfare of the group. Therefore social worker must be concerned with the

development of material, human and social resources to meet all the needs of all the members of the group. 3.6

Conclusion
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On the basis of above discussion, one would be very clear about various principles of social group work practice. These are guiding

principles and without understanding of such ideas, practice of group work in any set up would be meaningless. One should at least

consider HB Trecker 10 principles of social group work, such as principal of planned group formation, principle of specific

objectives, principle of purposeful worker group relationship, principle of continuous individu- alization, principle of guided group

interaction, principle of democratic group self determination, principle of flexible functional organization, principle of progressive

planning and programme, principle of

resource utilization

and principle of evalua- tion.
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Define Group Work. What are the purpose of group work 2. Discuss underlying values in group work practice 3.

Explain various principle of Social
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Group Work practice in India 4. Discuss the function of Group Work 3.8 Reference Principles of social group work. (n.d.). social work.

https://socialworkbhu. blogspot.com/2013/12/principles-of-social-group-work.html Rengasamy, S. (n.d.). Social Group Work.

https://files.drdeen.webnode.com/ 200000356-b5800b6f54/Social-Group-Work.%20Complete%20notes.pdf Sehgal, R. (n.d.).

VALUES AND PRINCIPLES IN SOCIAL GROUP WORK. eGyanKosh. https://egyankosh.ac.in/bitstream/123456789/58769/1/Unit4.pdf

MSW 008 Social Group Work Working With Groups. (n.d.). Pdfcoffee.Com. Retrieved December 24, 2021, from

https://pdfcoffee.com/msw-008-social-group-work- working-with-groups-pdf-free.html Trecker, Harleigh (1972) Social Group

Work:

Principles and Practices. Follet Pub- lishing Company, Chicago (Footnotes) 1
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Konopka, Gisela (1963) Social Group Work: A Helping Process 2 Trecker, H. B. (1980) Social Group Work: Principles and Practices 3

H. Y Siddiqui. Group Work: Theories and Practice

NSOU ? PGSW-III 48 Unit 4 ? Group Work as a Method of Social Work Structure 4.0 Objective 4.1 Introduction 4.2 Social Work and

Social Group Work 4.3 Values 4.4 Sanctions 4.5 Group Work Education 4.6 Group Work as Method of Social Work 4.7 Requirement of

Knowledge to practice as a method in social work 4.8 Technology Mediated Group Work 4.9 Functions of Social Group Worker 4.10

Conclusion 4.11 Exercise 4.12 Reference 4.0 Objective In this unit we shall know about the relationship of Social Work & Social Group

Work. We will also know in what ways Group Work would be an important method of Social Work

and also the role
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of Social Group Workes. 4.1 Introduction Social group work is a primary method of social work.

The other two primary methods are case work and community organization. We shall devote this chapter to understand basis
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of social group work as a method of social work

and what are its advantage and disadvantages. First,
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we will discuss the concept by understanding social work and group work and

its current trends as a method, and then we shall reflect on its advantages and disadvantages along with understanding of functioning

of social group workers.
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Social

Work and

Social
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Group Work Group work is a method of social work is used to organize and carry out different types of group activities. Giselle

Konopka pointed out group work as a method of social work that helps individuals

members in a group to improve their social function and it addresses individual, group, and community issues through targeted group
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experiences (Varghese, n.d.). The Trekker defined group work as a method of social work supported by staff that guides individuals in

many groups in different community environments to interact with others and gain experience in their program activities. So, group

work provides opportunities for growth according to needs and abilities until individuals, groups, and communities (Varghese, n.d.).

Alan Brown said: “Group work provides a situation where individuals help each other. It’s a way to help both groups and individuals. In

the definition of social work created by the US Open in 1956, described five attributes are required for social practice jobs. These

attributes are considered to be the basis of value, purpose, sanctions, knowledge and methods. Let us try to understand it. 4.3 Values

The values of social work practice are based on democratic and humanitarian principles. It influences the practices of social work. We

are already familiar with social group work definitions. Here we are trying to explain some descriptions of group work to look at how

attributes finds its expression in the practice of group work and how social group work and social work have evolved separately from

each other. We will also briefly explain how group work has been established as a method over time (Varghese, n.d.). Social work

values are based on the principles of democracy and humanitarianism. The intrinsic value and dignity are recognized, regardless of

position or behavior.
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Social work believes in inequality, justice, and freedom. Social challenges, structures, institutions, and practices that prevent

individuals, groups, and communities from achieving these goals. Therefore, human rights values are also important

in
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social work values. Another significant value is recognizing that everyone has the unique NSOU ? PGSW-III 50 ability to solve their

problems. Given the right conditions, this person can

solve the problem well. Social work values are systematized as professional ethics carried out by professional associations. Social work

principles are derived from these values of acceptance, personalization, self-determination, confidentiality, worthless attitudes, and

controlled emotional participation. Group work values correspond to the general importance of social work (Varghese, n.d.). Gisela

Konopka describes three human concerns about the group work while practicing group work as a method of social work as

mentioned below: 1. It gives a unique value to the individual in a group set-up. 2. People are responsible for each other for growth and

development. 3. People have a
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fundamental right to mental health created by social and political conditions that help them fulfill. These values find their expression

in the practice of group work. The focus of group work is the voluntary work of the members. Group workers may work with

involuntary groups due to legal or

regulatory requirements (Varghese, n.d.). But that’s not a rule. Second, social workers’ value the principles of group selection and
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self- determination. Group members are encouraged by group workers to participate in the planning and implementation of group

activities (

Varghese, n.d.). The worker does not impose her decision on the group, even if there is a disagreement
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between the group and the social worker regarding the fruitfullness of the activity.

Negotiations and discussions are a way for workers to help the group understand their views. Similarly, decisions about groups must

be made by groups using democratic methods. Participation of all members is essential. Everyone has the same right to participate in

group discussions(Varghese, n.d.). The group must respect the principle of confidentiality. However, in contrast to a clerk, group

workers also rely on group members to achieve this goal. Therefore, confidentiality clauses are often included in contracts. Social

workers pay special attention to confidentiality when working with children who have difficulty with this. Purpose The purpose of

group work is to contribute to society and legitimacy. Individuals and institutions accept groups by assessing how well they can

achieve the goals set by group work.
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The goals of group work as a method of social work

given by Alan Brown (1992) are mentioned below:

NSOU ? PGSW-III 51 a) Individual assessments within a group set up: Groups are used to assess individual behavior. This rating is based

on employee ratings, membership ratings, and group membership ratings. Group ratings can be used to obtain data from juvenile

training schools, nursing homes, and elderly care centers(Jose & Nair, n.d.). b) Individual care and nursing in group: Groups provide

psychosocial support to members in stressful situations. Groups are formed for people with disabilities, carers for dementia, and

students with learning disabilities(Varghese, n.d.). c) Individual changes: Management of individual deviant tendencies can also be

done through group. For example, child using slang language can be trained to control their behavior. Group work specifically as

method helps to socialize
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individuals to learn social skills for community life, improving interpersonal relationships, improving the economic sector—for

example, self-help groups, develop better self-concepts and emotions. For example,

a neighborhood woman discussing common issues(Varghese, n.d.). It is also helpful for individual growth and development of

encounter groups and T-groups(Jose & Nair, n.d.). d) Education, information, and training groups e) Leisure / relaxation groups for

recreation f) It can mediate between the individual and the social system: For example, group workers can prepare for discharge by

instructing patients to live outside the facility (Jose & Nair, n.d.). g) Working with natural or existing groups to improve certain aspects

of groups or solve the problems using family therapy for improving
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communication is one example. h) Environment Change: Group Formation to demand institutions and services government and

non-government organizations. i) Social changes. These groups raise member awareness, organize members, and help fight

the unjustified structure of society.
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Social group work as a method of social work is recognize as

the primary method by different professional associations, National Social Workers Association, British Social Workers Association,

Australian Social Work Association, etc (Varghese, n.d.). Other institutions of care facilities, school facilities, industry, family and child

welfare offices, communities, retirement homes, and youth reform centers use this method to practice very much in different aspects.

4.5 Group Work Education The
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international studies on the existence of social group work in social work schools in different countries worldwide show that 135

schools participated in the survey, 2,497 were teachers, and 174 (7%) were group work trainers and teachers. Group work was taught

as an individual course and

a general approach. In most places,
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the focus of group work seems to be on individual needs such as support, therapy, and personal development. In India, group work

is proposed as a separate paper in

the UGC Model curriculum. Most universities and colleges in India teach group work (Varghese, n.d.). 4.6
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Group Work as Method of Social Work The method means “one way to do things,” “a set of skills and techniques.” But everyone has

a way
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to do what is based on the action of their theory and assumptions about the situation guide his actions. The application

method distinguishes itself from the voluntary behavior of the layman as follows(Varghese, n.d.): 1.
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It is informed by the profession’s value system,which has been arrived at by the consensus of the members. 2. The profession uses

the method deliberately and purposefully to attain the treatment goals. 3. Its practice is carried by the knowledge base, which

constantly increases by research and sharing of knowledge by professionals NSOU ? PGSW-III 53 4. It is recognized as a procedure

by competent authorities. 5. The use of the method helps the clients/members and society at large through it. According to

Schwartz, aoccupation shouldhave three attributes,

one
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a function to perform in society to which it is held accountable;

two, the performance of this function involves specific modesof activity- a particular pattern of actions and three,
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these actions are performed within the systems in which it takes place. Further, Schwartz says that

the “method is functioning in action”. Now let us understand what social work tasks in our society are? Schwartz identifies the

following tasks(Jose & Nair, n.d.)- 1.
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Search for common ground between the member’sperception of his own need and the aspects of social demands with which he is

perceived. 2. Identify the barrier which stop people from harmonizing their self-interests and the needs

ofothers. 3. Provide dataideas, facts, and
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value concepts that are not available to the client to help him resolve the problems. 4. Give the client or member a new vision

(hope) and confidence about the future. 5. Maintain a professional relationship with the client. Advantages of

working with Group as a method (Advantages and Disadvantages of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.) 1.
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Groups are natural places where people live and grow. Families, peer groups, workgroups and neighborhood groups are central to

human social life.

If this group has a significant impact on our personality, shouldn’t we use it to change the behavior of its members? Group work aims

to achieve these goals in a variety of environments. 2.
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Group members with similar interests and interests can help each other by sharing experiences and interests. Emphasizes the

principles of mutual aid and self-help.

A significant advantage of group work over case studies is that each member becomes the group’s helper and helper. Support is

therefore provided and provided in the spirit of equality.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 54 3. Group members empower members by raising awareness and awareness. Human problems are known to the

public and become involved when many are known. Decisions are then discussed and an additional actions, actions are planned and

implemented. 4. Groups are used to confirm the views of institutional members on
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the services provided. 5. Group work can actually demonstrate democratic principles. 6. Group work is very effective for certain

groups of people such as adolescents, children and women.

It is more convenient for these groups to be helped as a group. This is because the needs for security and accessories are satisfied as a

group. 7. Group work can work with multiple clients at the same time, which is economical and time-saving. Disadvantages of Group

Work (Advantages and Disadvantages of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.) 1. Personal knowledge is shared with the group, so it is

difficult to ensure confidentiality. 2. Group formation
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can be complicated. Members often disband, are absent, and do not cooperate, which can lead to the disbandment of the group. 3.

The agency does not fully support group work

because it is not fully aware of the benefits of group work. 4. Group work often degenerates into fun and games, ignoring the healing

process. 5. The group needs resources such as expected time, location and assistance. 6. Lack of personal attention
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and non-participating members will be lonely. 7. Group work can contribute to the stigma and discrimination faced by members in

society when they identify themselves with the group. 8. Group work is often considered a general skill that everyone can

acquire, so there is often a lack of technical know-how.
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Knowledge is defined as the capability to understand. The knowledge base of group work

is steadily growing. Primary sources Knowledge Social groupsuse group work as methods(Varghese, n.d.). 1. Knowledge of groups

requires help of
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other disciplines Sociology, Psychology, and Social Psychology Research Groups, tiny groups, CH Cooley (primary and secondary

groups),

GHMead (group
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and outgroup), Robert Merton (reference group), Kurt Lewin (group dynamics), Moreno (sociometry), Elton Mayo (importance and

influence

group) and Simmel are pioneers in the field of group research(Varghese, n.d.). Asch, Sheriff Festinger, and Kreschand Tuckman made

significant contributions to improving group understanding, impact on members, group development, and more(Jose & Nair, n.d.).

Another essential source is Psychoanalysis School than in Casework and contributes to
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group therapy. 2. Requires knowledge from other practitioners Gisela Knopoka, Grace Coyle, Josephine Klein, Gertrude Wilson, and

Gladys Ryland

have previously participated in
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group work practice. They documented theirexperiences and developed basic practices and rules for group work. Grace L. Coyle

(1948) Group Work with American Youth: A Guide to Leadership Practices and Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland (1949) Social

Group Work Practices(Varghese, n.d.). The creative use of social processes was the earliest textbook. Social work with groups, small

group studies, and group

worker magazines are currently being published to disseminate the knowledge of the group. 3. Need knowledge from research

perspectives Group work research were
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relatively less frequent than other areas of social work. Most of the available literature on group work is a descriptive presentation of

the practice of anecdotal evidence and (Varghese, n.d.). A range of cognitive behavioural interventions in children. Research for other

approaches and other clients was inadequate. Further Search was performed group passed short, is a firmly structured, time-limited,

and homologous clients. Of these study results from other

NSOU ? PGSW-III 56 groups’ relevance needs further analysis. In India, the situation is out of studies. The work of in the group is equal

to. Research-based social work articles
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are limited. A small number of PhDs have been obtained on this subject,

primarily clinically(Varghese, n.d.). Three models have emerged in the practice of social work. Papelland Rothman (1966) proposed

three models. repair. The goal of a job/agency is personal social adaptation. Often a social ideal of group workpromotes social justice

through collective and socialbehavior. (Mark Smith, 2008) Thus, knowledge of social group work and the integration of theory and

practice is steadily growing. The group work
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knowledge base has grown by developing new research tools for assessing group work practices. The major gap in social work was

the lack of evidence of the method’s effectiveness(Varghese, n.d.). In other words, social workers could not

definitively show that the skills and techniques of professional social workers, consciously applied in different situations, made a big

difference to their clients. Evidence-based growth of Social Practice is the answers to these gaps. These trends also influence the

practice of social group work. A new research method has been identified to address this issue. (Gant in Gravin, 2004.) 4. Trends in

Group Work during COVID 19 4.8 Technology Mediated Group Work Many self-help groups form their groups online. For example,

women with breast cancer have an online support group. Most of these support groups provide information about problems and

treatment options (Varghese, n.d.). They also offer reviews from people who have successfully dealt with the illness. Frequent Asked

Questions: A section called Questions (FAQ) can often be used to raise questions or explanations related to a problem/illness. These

websites are operated by hospitals and support groups(Varghese, n.d.). 4.9 Functions of Social Group Worker Let us try to understand

the function of group workers while practicing group as a method of social work.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 57 The American Association of Group Workers (1949) explains the fundtions of a group worker practicing
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group work as a method. Group workers enable different types of groups to function, ensure group interactions, develop program

activities to personal growth and for achievement of desirable social goals.

Group worker goals include self-development tailored to individual skills and needs(“Group work,” 2008, p. xx). Adapting individuals to

groups, other institution and societies, individual motivations to improve and awareness of individual rights, skills, and differences.

Group workers want to influence the group process by participating in decision- making through the integration of knowledge and

exchange, ideas, experience and expertise, rather than control inside and outside
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the group. Social work interventions with individuals and groups through expertise, he / she
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is responsible for citizenship, cultural, religious, economic or mutual understanding between specific groups within the community

and participation to contribute to the community (“Group work,” 2008, p.). Group worker aim to establish relationships with other

connected groups and wider communities. Continuous improvement of our society towards democratic goals. The main purpose of

such leadership is based on the standard assumptions of a democratic society. That is, each individual may be free to exercise his or

her abilities, respect and appreciate others, and be socially responsible for maintaining and continuously improving a democratic

society. Group work practices are based on modern social science-based knowledge of individual and group behavior, as well as

social conditions and community relationships(“Group work,” 2008, p. xx). Based on the knowledge base, group workers contribute to

groups that enable members to fully utilize their abilities and organize socially constructive group activities. He recognizes program

activities for guided interactions within the group for desired change. Depending on their interests and needs, they help to benefit

from group experience with program activities and engaged in self-development through social relationships, and they get

opportunity to participate as a responsible citizen (“Group work,” 2008, p.). Group workers in any set up, whether rural community or

urban community set up working with the group consciously leverage their relationships with the group, their knowledge of the

program
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as a tool, their understanding of the individual and the group process, and

recognize their responsibilities to both the group and working with the individual (“Group work,” 2008, p. xx).
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group work is one of it. However, some professional questions have yet to be answered to as to effectiveness in group work can be

ensured. Survey- based findings rarely clarified their position. This may be due to the methodology used by the researchers.

Alternatively, the complexity of human behavior may make it difficult to detect changes in people.
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Group work as a method of social work seems to have this problem. Social workers often relyon personal experience and

observation to

determine benefits their clients /members. This method shoul all apply principles, small group theories and models, group therapy

wherever treatment group developed, assit members understanding the group process meaningfully. So, help of other practioners are

necessary requirement of the day. However, in pandemic situation, technology mediated group can be very meaningful in assisting

many members in our society. 4.11 Exercise 1. Discuss group work as a method of social work. 2. What are the present trends in Group

Work? 3. What are the advantages and disadvantages in group work? 4. Write a short note on Group Work Education. 4.12 Reference
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Unit 5 ? Theoretical Approaches and Models in Social Group Work Structure 5.1 Objectives 5.2 Introduction 5.3 Theories and Models

in Group work 5.3.1 Theories in Group Work 5.3.2 Models in Group Work 5.4 Conclusion 5.5 Exercise 5.6 Reference 5.1 Objectives

The objective of this unit is to develop a clear understanding on various social science theories relevant to social group work

practiceamong social work students for necessary use in their field work practice. 5.2 Introduction Groups may be defined in many

ways as there is no single definition on it. It is also highly problematic and contestable. For the purpose of discussing group work

within a context of working with people we may define a group as a small gathering of people. While on the other side group work

may be described as the study and application of the processes and outcomes experienced when a small group comes

togetherKonopka (1963) defines group work as a method of social work that is utilised in order to ‘help individuals to enhance their

social functioning and this is possible through purposeful group experiences, and to cope more effectively with their personal,

group or community problems. This definition shows a tradition within group work of helping individuals with problems. Brown

(1994) provides a
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modernised and more comprehensive definition of group work. He is of the opinion that ‘group work provides a context in which

individuals help each other. It is a method of helping groups as well as helping individuals. It can enable individuals and groups to

influence and change personal, group, and organizational and community problems. He then goes on to distinguishing between

‘relatively small and neighborhoodcentered‘ work and ‘macro, societal and political approaches‘ within community work, explaining

that only the former may be properly classified as group work. The role of group work can be seen as one which gives emphasis on

sharing of thoughts, ideas, problems and activities, in which theoretical understanding is very much essential for the worker to

undertake group activities meaningfully. 5.3 Assumptions and Theories Life Skills: One of the assumptions in group work is that many

persons lack requisite skills and experiences to cope with stresses in their social relationships. These stresses usually occur in their

childhood when children and adolescents move from one status and role position to the other or from one interaction milieu to the

other(Rengasamy, n.d.). For example, when a child moves out from secure home environment to a school which is a more open

and dynamic environment, from a primary school to middle or higher secondary school, from school to college, etc. These changes

can cause stress as a child or an adolescent is expected to adapt to a new set of norms and also rules, meant for regulating

behaviour. Adolescents in general experience stress associated with physical development, social acceptance and academic

performance(Rengasamy, n.d.). The degree of stress is directly related to the degree of life skills they possess in coping with the

change. For example, for a young boy to move from a rural school to an urban higher education institution will cause more stress

than for a young person moving from an urban school to a higher education institution in an urban area. Similarly, a child from a

family of uneducated parents will face more stress at school and other educational institutions (Siddiqui 2008). The inadequacy of

life skills such as verbal and nonverbal communications, asserting, handling feelings and conflicts, functioning of group consisting of

members from NSOU ? PGSW-III 62 multicultural background, increases the stress leading to maladjustment problems (Rengasamy,

n.d.). This framework would help a group worker to understand the children and adolescents exhibiting stress symptoms and their

inability to adjust in the group. The worker can provide these children a support group to discuss their problems and learn from each

other and to understand the coping strategies that they are using to deal with the situation. The group worker can help them to

learn new life skills to update their competence to cope with stresses and sources of stresses(Rengasamy, n.d.). Sharing Feedback:

The other assumption is that the sharing feedback can influence children and adolescents group very much in building healthy peer

relationship. Hence, it is important for them to understand how others relate them. How others view the behaviour of a member?

The group can provide an opportunity to children and adolescents to discover how others view them(Rengasamy, n.d.). It can also

help them to analyze it objectively and learn to take corrective action if needed. For example, labels to members of a particular

religious, linguistic or caste group, which are negative. Also the children and adolescents of these groups experience a high degree

of stress leading to academic and mental health problems (Siddiqui 2008). The group worker can use the knowledge to design a

number of programs for children and adolescents indulging in labelling and for those who are at the receiving end(Rengasamy, n.d.).

Emotional Support It is observed that a number of persons experience trauma due to a variety of reasons. Some examples are loss

of significant persons, family violence, long-term unemployment, retirement, trauma, and loss of shelter or other valuables, etc.

These conditions produce stress and could become traumatic. Individual counselling is helpful but emotional trauma shared with

fellow sufferers has been found to be of help. There are many studies of children and adolescents affected by disasters indicate that

the trauma produces a great deal of anxiety, resulting in loss of concentration and producing incoherent behaviour. The

adolescent’s reaction to stress may vary such as withdrawal or opting out, depression, loss of control, inability to concentrate,

irritability, disturbed sleep or eating patterns, flashbacks and emotional
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numbing. Loss of significant members such as parents or siblings and material resources such as housing will require a different set

of life skills and coping strategies to survive. The studies indicate that emotional support from others who have undergone a similar

trauma is helpful (Shelby, 1994). The finding is used to form groups of persons having suffered a trauma to provide emotional

support to each other. By now it is clear that in order to understand the events taking place within a group, one need to understand

the individuals within the group on the one hand and their interaction in the group on the other(Rengasamy, n.d.). There are a

number of psychological, sociological and political theories that provides an explanation of individual behaviour and how it can help

in understanding the group functioning. Some of these theories are explained below 5.3.1

Small Group
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Theories Learning Theory Learning Theory has raised a lot of controversy in social group work as it focuses more on individual than

on group dynamics with reference to influencing individual behaviour. Learning theory also provides a frame work for understanding

human behaviour. It provides an understanding of the social functioning of persons within their environments. The person in

dynamic interaction with all aspects of the environment is the focus of attention. Further, it emphasizes the importance of

assessment of observable behaviour, and advocates the use of specific terms in defining behaviour. And finally it takes a positive

approach as if behaviour is learned then it can also be unlearned (Rengasamy, n.d.).. It explains that respondent conditioning, which

refers to the emission of behaviour in response to a specific stimulus. The stimulus could be a word, sight or a sound. It has been

already experimented on dog. The second type of learning here explained to called modelling, which simply refers to learning by

observation. The children of parents who smoke are likely to be smokers. Children of parents with ability to control their feelings

under stress are likely to learn self-control. However, a number of factors or conditions can affect the effectiveness of modelling.

Some of them are similarity of the model to the observer, the prestige, status and expertise of the model, and the diversity of models

around the observer(Rengasamy, n.d.). Operant conditioning is a type of learning in which behaviours are altered primarily by

regulating the subsequence NSOU ? PGSW-III 64 which follows them. New behaviours could be learned and undesirable behaviours

could be weakened and eliminated by regulating the consequences(Rengasamy, n.d.). By using the learning theory framework,

social worker can understand how group can provide reinforcements to strengthen behaviour. There are both positive and negative

reinforcements. A good example of negative reinforcement in a group situation is to discourage behaviour which are not accepted

by others. The learning theory thus provides a framework for group workers to modify behaviour. The context could be

achievement of group tasks and development, or helping the members to unlearn behaviours that create problems in their social

functioning. Field Theory Kurt Lewin (1946)isone of the pioneers to study group functioning. He focused on the forces that

influenced the working of groups. He tried to study leadership styles by creating groups with different styles of leaderships in order

to see their impact on the functioning of the group (Rengaswamy, n.d). It is commonly observed that a leader becomes authoritarian

when the members are seeking favours, rather than questioning the decisions or even discussing the issues objectively. Lewin

argued that the leadership style is a product of leader and member interaction rather than a personality trait of the leader. Further,

while developing his Field Theory, he argued that a group has a life space and it has movement. It tries to accomplish goals or group

tasks and faces hurdles in its movement. He believed that group was an entity of opposing forces which keep the group members in

the group and move them along in achieving group goals. However, the behaviour of individual members and the group itself

should be seen as a product of the totality of the group situation (Lewis, 1946). He introduced several concepts to help in the

understanding of forces at work in the group. Some of them are • Roles—status rights and duties of group members; • Norms—

Rules governing the behaviour of group members; • Power—the ability of members to influence on another; • Cohesion—The

attraction the group members feel towards one another and towards the group; • Consensus—the degree of agreement regarding

goals and other group phenomena, and • Valence—the potency of goals and objects in the life space of the group.
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Other field theorists have continued to work on the characteristics of group that influence the individual behaviour. Cohesion has

been identified as an important factor, defined as, “the totality of forces acting on individual members to keep them in the group.

Cohesion reflects the agreement on goals and norms, shared understanding and a greater homogeneity in demographic

background, as also the productivity, satisfaction and cooperative interaction patterns (Cartwright and Zander 1968). Lewin

developed t-group as a means to observe the effects of group process on group members and as a means to induce changes in

behaviour. He thus helped in developing a theory that people change when they see their behaviour as others see it, thus leading to

development of the feedback method whereby the group members and the group leader provide feedback to the individual as to

how his/her behaviour was affecting them. Role plays and simulations are also used to highlight the group process(Rengasamy, n.d.).

The group workers using the field theory framework can design their own interventions in working with the group for achieving the

group goals along with individual development(Rengasamy, n.d.). Systems Theory(Rengasamy, n.d.) The systems theory is helpful to

explain the functioning of a group. Talcott Persons explained social system as a set of interdependent elements trying to function as

a unified whole to maintain order and a stable equilibrium. The social systems are constantly facing new challenges as the

environment around them and within, is constantly changing. Therefore, they must act to maintain the equilibrium if they have to

survive. This act of survival depends upon mainly on four basic functions, such as integration; adaptation; pattern maintenance; and

goal attainment (Siddiqui, H. Y. 2008). The group viewed as a system would therefore be able to achieve its objectives once it is able

to carry out these four functions effectively. It is able to integrate members by achieving individual and group goal matching. It also

has the capacity to make changes to adapt itself to outside demands like that of the community and the sponsoring organization

and with the internal dynamics as it changes with time. The pattern maintenance would require development of norms and

guidelines to regulate its activities and develop well defined objectives, identify and procedures that are able to sustain these over

time. The functioning of a system depends to a great extent on the carrying out the role assigned to them. The goal attainment is

the final task to ensure the smooth functioning NSOU ? PGSW-III 66 of the system. The members will lose interest and the

functioning of the group will be affected if the goals are attainable is an important attribute of group stability and functioning.

Parsons pointed out that problems will arise during the functioning of the group; the group, including its leadership must make use

of its resources effectively to tackle the problems to maintain the equilibrium of the group(Rengasamy, n.d.). Robert Bales (1950),

however, believed that the survival of the group depends on two central tasks. The first he termed the instrumental problems related

to tasks or goal related functions and the second, socio-emotional tasks related to the interpersonal relationships between

members, and between members and leader, for coordinating and maintaining the emotional unity and morale of the group. While

the instrumental problems generally arise on account of the external pressures, the socio emotional problems are rooted in the

internal dynamics of the group(Rengasamy, n.d.). The insights are helpful for workers to deal with both kinds of challenges in their

working with groups. It is often seen that exclusive focus on one results in ignoring the other, making the group dysfunctional in the

process. The worker can keep in mind that the emphasis on tasks will vary in different groups, depending upon the central purpose

of the group. It will be different in a self-help group formed to achieve a specific task, than in a group of children. It is also possible

to analyze the interaction between members in a group by using a tool developed by Bales called interaction process

analysis(Rengasamy, n.d.). Conflict Theory Sociologists differ in their understanding of conflict as a social phenomenon in society,

yet some of the explanations of conflicts are helpful in understanding the conflicts in groups and in dealing with them(Rengasamy,

n.d.). Sociologists have identified two broad categories of conflict, one endogenous conflict, which refers to sources of changes

from within a society and other one exogenous conflict, which refers to changes from without or between systems. Endogenous

conflict highlights the sources of conflict like inherent predilection to change, conflict over the differential distribution of resources

such as wealth, power and prestige, conflict of values, conflict of authority and Conflict between individual and collectively.The

exogenous conflict identifies three sources such aswars, cultural invasions and conflict of ideology. Lewis Coser (1973) distinguishes

between realistic and non-realistic conflicts. NSOU ? PGSW-III 67 Realistic conflicts are conflicts arising on account of non-

fulfilment of specific demands, whereas non –realistic conflicts are rooted in the need for release of tension and are not oriented

towards achievement of any specific demand(Rengasamy, n.d.). In every group there are occasions for conflict, since individuals and

sub-groups are likely to make rival claims to scarce resources, prestige or power positions. But social structures differ in the way the

group allows expression to these claims. Some are more tolerant, others are not. Firstly, it will not aim at resolving the immediate

issue as all accumulated grievances will come to force. Secondly, it is because of total personality involvement of the group

members. It is important for a group worker to remember that the hostility should not be permitted to accumulate and conflict

should be allowed to occur wherever a resolution of tension seems to be allowed to occur. In such cases the conflict is likely to

remain focused primarily on the condition leading to its outbreak. Conflicts within a group can also help to revitalize existing norms

and help to develop new norms as well(Rengasamy, n.d.). Social Exchange Theory According to the social-exchange theory, people

help because they want to gain in future from the one being helped. People calculate rewards and costs of helping others, and aim

at maximizing the former and minimizing the latter, which is known as a “minimax” strategy(“Minimax,” 2021). Rewards are

incentives, which can be materialistic goods, social rewards which can improve one’s image and reputation (e.g. praise) or self-

reward. Rewards are either external or internal. External reward is things that obtained from others when helping them, for instance,

friendship and gratitude. People are more likely to help those who are more attractive or important, whose approval is desired.

Internal reward is generated by oneself when helping others and gaining sense of goodness and self-satisfaction. The central

concern of the exchange theory is to find an explanation for the human transactions of giving and receiving. James Frazer suggests

that men enter in to institutionalized patterns of exchange to satisfy their economic needs(Social Group Work | PDF | Social Group |

Psychological Trauma, n.d.) But there is a difference between economic exchange and social exchange. Social exchange process
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informs all social, economic, and political interpersonal relationships in society(Rengasamy, n.d.). The triple obligations of social

exchange- to give, to receive and to repay – are to be understood not as self- interest but in terms of interpersonal, hence inter-

group, relations. Social exchange transaction creates social bonds creating ties between individuals and the collectively. Some argue

that it is the exchange which is important not the things which are exchanged and the primary function of the exchange is structural

integration of the collectively(Rengasamy, n.d.). Homans (1950) and Blau (1964) among others have developed the exchange theory

to explain membersbehaviour within a group. They argued that all members in a group will try to maximize individual rewards and

minimize punishments. All human interaction according to them is seeking something in return from the other. The behaviour is

conditioned to maximize rewards and minimize punishment in all interactions(Rengasamy, n.d.). The cognitive process and the

members capacities are not full explained by the exchange theory can be summarized as follows: social —the greatest rewards

within a coalition are given to the least dependent member of the coalition. Behaviour— is an exchange of goods, material and non-

material, such as approval or prestige. Persons that give to others try to get something in return, and persons who receive from

others are under pressure to give in return. This process of exchange tends to create equilibrium to balance the exchanges. Human

Capital and Social Capital James Coleman (1988) is one of the advocated for rational choice theory. Coleman believes in a concept

known a methodological individualism. The two concepts in Coleman’s theory are actors and resources, and two key resources,

according to him are: human capital and social capital. Similar to the creation of physical capital by shaping the material into tools

and machines to facilitate production, human capital is created by shaping the individuals by giving them skills and capabilities that

gives them power to act in innovative ways to produce(Rengasamy, n.d.). Social capital is Human Capital created by shaping

relations between individuals to facilitate action. For example, a group where members trust each other will act
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better than the one where there is no trust. The importance of social capital has been exhibited by the acceptance of team

development efforts by the corporations. • Skills & Abilities • Creativity • Life Experiences • Knowledge • Human Capital Human

capital and social capital can complement each other or they can destroy each other. Social capital as a concept can help the actors

to realize the importance and usefulness of those aspects of social to realize the importance and usefulness of those aspects of

social structure which will help them to achieve their interests. In a cohesive group where members are willing to help each other

and abide by the group norms, the level of trust worthiness of the group environment is a crucial factor in the success of the group.

It means that the obligations will be repaid(Rengasamy, n.d.). A simple example is the rotating credit groups. In such groups, each

member contributes and amount to a central fund, which is given to a member. Each member gets his/her amount back and in

addition gets a loan without interest. However, if obligations and expectations are not balanced the social capital gets diluted.

Norms and effective sanction can help in balancing obligations and expectations. Psychoanalytic Theory Sigmund Freud is one of

the earliest theorists to provide an explanation of human personality. He conceptualized that the human mind has broad systems.

He described these systems as conscious, pre-conscious and unconscious and the other as Id, Ego and super Ego (Daniel K. Lapsley

and Paul C 2011). Freud suggested that mind was composed of thoughts (ideas), feelings, instincts, drives, conflicts and motives.

Most of these elements were located in the unconscious or preconscious. There is a repressed area which serves as a barrier where

a lot of disturbing material (thoughts and feelings), as unresolved conflicts, are placed through the process of defense mechanism.

Defense mechanism or repression is a process in which unacceptable desires, memories and thoughts are excluded from

consciousness by
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sending the material into the unconscious area under the repressed barrier are avoided. He observed that this results in producing

irritants such as unwanted emotions and behaviour such as anger, hallucinations, etc. Describing the second system Freud explains

that Id is the primitive psychic force hidden in the unconscious. It represents the basic needs and drives such as hunger, thirst, sex

and self-preservation, which support other personality factors. Id governed by the pleasure principle primarily seeks to express itself

irrespective of the consequences, while Ego acts as the rational component of the mind which controls the thinking of the mind.

Super ego serves as the conscience by indicating what is right and wrong socially and morally(Rengasamy, n.d.). Freud

conceptualized that people pass through six psychosocial development stages. During any one of the stages conflicts may arise and

if it remains unresolved the person’s personality development will be affected. He thought that disturbances can arise from several

sources. Traumatic experiences which a person’s ego is not able to cope with directly are repressed. Similarly internal unconscious

processes could also cause disturbances. Freud, in elaborating the group’s influence on human behaviour, specifically mentions

about the importance of group leader, and the early life experiences of the members (Rengasamy, n.d.). The members use

transference in their interactions that occur within the group and try to recreate conflicts. A number of psychologists have

contributed in developing learning theory as an explanation of human behaviour, which is very helpful to understand individuals and

also helping them, which could be studied first and helped through group activities, counselling, etc. 5.3.2 Models in Social Group

Work Social workers basically utilized four distinct group work models. These are Social Goal Model; Remedial Model; Mediating

Model and Developmental Model. Besides, there are other models, which are considered as suitable models for effective practice in

social group work such as the Behavioural Model, Kurt Lewin’s individual change process, Bale’s stages of group development,

Tuchman’s stage model, Fisher’s theory of decision emergence in group, Northen and Kurland’s model, etc. A brief of each of these

models are given below: NSOU ? PGSW-III 71 The Social Goals Model: The basic concepts of this model are social consciousness,

social responsibility, and social change. It is suggested that by participation with others in a group situation, individuals can affect

social change. Social action is the desired outcome, and the group worker is regarded as an influence person and enabler, who

personify the values of social responsibility and acts as stimulator and role model without purveying any political viewpoint. Implicit

in this model is the emerging leader within the group. The model is concerned with democracy and the enhancement of personal

functioning within the social context, heightened self-esteem and an increase in social power for the members of the group

collectively and as individuals(Bimal Antony, 07:39:28 UTC). Remedial Model: Remedial model focuses on the individual’s

dysfunction and utilizes the group as a context and means for altering deviant behavior. This approach to group work practice

emphasizes its utility in removing the adverse conditions of individuals whose behavior is disapproved by the society. Clients of such

social group work practice are physically and mentally handicapped, legal offenders, emotionally disturbed, isolated and alienated

persons. The Michigan School contributed to this model. Credit goes to Vinter and his colleagues for developing remedial model. In

this model attempts are being made by social worker to bring change in the individual. According to the Remedial Model, the group

can be used to treat problems of adjustments in personal and social relations. According to Vinter “attention to such problems

reaffirms the profession’s historic mission of service to those most in need”. The remedial model is considered more as a clinical

model that seeks to help the socially maladapted to improve social functioning through guided group interaction experience (Bimal

Antony, 07:39:28 UTC). The social worker plays a key role as he/she gives expertise knowledge through the following activities. •

The social worker is the central person. The worker is the object of identification and drives. • He/she is a symbol and a spokesman.

He/she tries to maintain norms and values of the society.
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He/she is a motivator and stimulator. He/she helps the individual and group to understand their goal as a group member. • He/she is

an executive. He/she facilitates the activities of the group in order to gain the said objectives. In this model whatever the changes are

brought, they are explicitly limited to organizational and institutional elements that are responsible for individual’s dysfunction.

Though this model, one can focus on the individual client who is experiencing difficulty in a group situation. The model is helpful for

those likely to be affected. It means this model focuses on preventive aspects also. Reciprocal Model or Mediating Model: Schwartz

has introduced this model in 1961. This model is based on systems theory, humanistic psychology and an existential perspective.

The chief characteristic of this model is that the people and society are interdependent as due to the reason they have mutual

needs.In this model attention is directed towards the relationship of members in the group with each other, with the worker and the

group as a whole It is the relationship among the members that shows the characteristics of the group. It gives importance to the

emergent goal and actions, which are based on feelings of the group.
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Client and worker together as well as separately challenge the current problems with their total capacity. Basic educative processes

are utilized which incorporate particularizing, synthesizing and generalizing the feeling and action components of the problem. In

this model distinctions are not made with respect to types and several of group since it is presumed that this model is widely

applicable. In this model the individual and the group are significant components. The workers role appears here to be facilitative,

relying on the power and potency of mutual aid system to take care of itself. Developmental Model: This model has been developed

by the faculty members of Boston University in 1965
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In this approach, groups are seen as having “a degree of independence and autonomy, but the to and fro flow between them and

their members, between them and their social settings, is crucial to their existence, viability and achievements. The main

characteristics of this model are intimacy and closeness between the members
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over a span of time. The degree of intimacy is taken into account for appropriate worker interventions. This model derives

knowledge from Erikson’s ego psychology, group dynamics and conflict theory. The worker is connected with community,agency,

social group and also with the individual member in our society(Principles, Skills and Models of Group Work Practice - IGNOU,

n.d.).The social group worker tries to improve the situations among individual member, group agency and the social environment. In

short, it can be said that the developmental model is a compromise between the reciprocal, remedial and traditional approaches.

Behavioral Model: In this model some specific group programmes are implemented to alter dysfunctional patterns behavior. The

expertise of behavioral group therapist is essential in assessing and devising a treatment plan for each individual member within the

context of the group
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The group worker calculates the specific elements of the disturbing behavior to be decreased or desired behavior to be developed.

Other group members provide assistance and feedback concerning progress throughout the stages of the treatment process.

Beside, a number of such theoretical models have been developed to explain the change in group over certain period of time. Some

of the important theorists’ models are given subsequently. Kurt Lewin’s (1947) individual change process: Kurt Lewin is remembered

for coining the term ‘group dynamics’. His model of individual change is a stepping stone for many pioneers who have contributed

theoretically. His model has three stages such as unfreezing, change, and freezing in a change process or small group. The first

stage makes effort to remove lethargy or sluggishness and dismantles the existing mind set. The second stage is the transition phase

that brings change. In the last phase, the new mind set is crystallized and individual becomes stable(Lewin’s 3-Stage Model of

Change: Unfreezing, Changing & Refreezing - Video & Lesson Transcript | Study.Com, n.d.). Bales’s (1950) stages of group

development: Bales noted some stages of group development like orientation stage, evaluation stage and decision making stage,

which are described as below: Orientation: The
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first thing in the stages of group development is that the person in a group has to familiarize himself with other people and explore

the possibilities that the group has to offer to him. Thus, Bales termed this as orientation stage. Evaluation: Bales went on to suggest

next things to members to analyse the information gathered and reach some conclusion about what kind of members are there,

whether they are trustworthy, helpful and cooperative and how they look at the other members, its activities, programmes and so

on. He therefore termed this stage as evaluation stage. Decision making: According to Bales, the evaluation of members about the

people, programmes and benefits would lead to decision making about the participants and action in the group. Bales termed this

stage as decision making. Tuckman’s (1965) stage model: Bruce Tuckman reviewed about fifty studies of group development

(including Bales model) in the mid nineteen sixties and synthesized their commonalities in one of the most frequently cited models

of group development. The model describes four linear stages, such as Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing stage. Forming

whichis the first stage of group process. The forming of the team takes place. The individual’s behaviour is driven by the desire to be

accepted by the others, and avoid controversy or conflict. Serious illness and feelings are avoided, and people focus on being busy

with routines. This is comfortable stage to be in but the avoidance of conflicts and threat means that not much actually get done.

The team meets and learns about the opportunities and challenges and then agrees on goals and begins to tackle the tasks. Team

members tend to behave quite independently. Storming is the second stage. The members begin to assert the individual

personalities and the comfort of the forming stage begins to come under siege. Members experience personal, intra and inter group

conflict. Every group enter the storming stage in which different ideas complete for consideration. The team addresses issues such

as what problem they are really suppose to solve, how they will function independently and together and what leadership model

they will accept. Team members open up to each other and confront each others ideas and perspectives. The activities make in the

storming phase are lack of cohesion, subjectivity, hidden agendas, conflicts, confrontation, resentment, anger, inconstancy, failure

and so on. The next stage is Norming. During this stage, the group begins to work more constructively together towards formal or

informal roles(THEORY | GROUPS & GROUPWORK, n.d.).Some
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members may not be comfortable with the role or roles which have been allotted. During norming stage sub-groups are likely to

form in order that a supportive environment is once more created. Group members establish rules about how they will achieve their

goal(TEAM | Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary, n.d.). They address the types of communication that will or will not help

the task. Indicators include: questioning, performance, reviewing, clarification objectives, changing/ confirming roles, opening risky

issues, assertiveness, listening, testing new ground, identifying strengths and weakness. Performing is the 4 th stage of group

development. This is the best stage for a group to complete the tasks and assuming that task This stage the group also reach to a

conclusion and implement solution to their issues. Indicators in this phase include creativity, initiative, flexibility, open relationships,

pride, concern for people, learning, confidence, high morale, success, etc. Last stage is Adjourning. This phase was added when

Tuckman and Jensen updated original review of the literature in 1977. The final stage in the group ultimately is the termination.

Though often overlooked, this stage in a group development is equally important to positive outcomes. The ending of a group can

be very unhappy and distressing tune for some members, as they may feel some extent of dependency on the group. Fisher’s (1970)

theory of decision emergence in group: Fisher outlines four phases i.eorientation, conflict, emergence and reinforcement. In the first

phase, members get to know each other and experience primary tension. Second phase is meant for conflict and marked by

secondary tension. Members there disagree with each other and debate ideas. Group’s tasks as well as members’ viewpoints

become apparent in the emergence phase and group members bolster their final decision in the last phase(Fisher’s Model – Small

Group Communication, n.d.). Tubbs’s (1995) system model of group development: Stewart Tubbs studied small group interaction

and developed a system model focusing with four phases of development such as orientation, conflict, consensus and

closure(Tubbs’ Systems Model, Fisher’s Theory of Decision Emergence in Groups, Poole’s Multiple-Sequences Model -

Organizational Behaviour, n.d.).In the first phase, group members introduce each other, start talking on the problems and examine

the strengths as well as weaknesses. Ideas are evaluated through conflict in
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the second phase. Conflict ends in the third phase and the last stage announces results. Northen and Kurland’s (2001) model:

Northen and Kurland focus on a few stages of group development and point out that each stage has its own developmental issues

that must be attended and at least partially resolved before the group can move into the next stage. Northen and Kurland proposes a

four staged model with emphasis on socio-emotional themes. The different stages are described below. Inclusion-Orientation: The

main socio-emotional theme of this stage, as implies, is whether or not group member will feel included. This stage is typically

marked by anxiety and uncertainty as the group members become acquainted with the group leader and each other. The major task

for the members is to become oriented to the group and to decide to be included in the group’s membership. Uncertainty-

Exploration: The major theme of this stage has to do with group member’s uncertainty regarding issues of power and control. The

socio-emotional issue pertains to conflict, especially relationship to the group leader. Group members at this stage explore and test

their relationship with the leader and each other in order to establish roles and develop trust and acceptance. Mutuality—Goal

Achievement: At this stage, the group is characterized by mutual aid and problem solving. Socio-emotional patterns among group

members show greater self disclosure, empathy and mutual acceptance. Conflict and differences are dealt with as a means to

achieve both individual and group goals. Separation-Termination: The final stage focuses on the socio-emotional issues of

separation and termination. Members at this stage may be reluctant to leave the leader and the group. The task here is to help

prepare members for termination, deal with any unfinished business and, most importantly, help group members thereafter what

they have learnt in the group to life outside the group. NSOU ? PGSW-III 77 5.4 Conclusion Social group work is a primary method of

social work, which believes that the development of individual is mainly dependent on the group experiences. There are number of

socio-psychological problems that cannot be solved without the help of the group and understanding of the theory. The

development of personality is also dependent on the use of group life to some extent. The group worker should follow various

social science theories, some of the theories as discussed like learning, Social Exchange, Field, System Theory, Psychoanalytic,

Conflict Theory and Human and Social Capital etc., are very important. But one should not also forget the theory of Sigmund Freud,

psychoanalytic theory. Individual behaviour and their problems could be study well when he or she is in conflict situation. So, using

all such theories the group worker can be more knowledgeable, skilful, and logical and make themselves scientific in their approach

into practice field. This is also equally applicable that the group worker should develop knowledge and follow appropriate model of

group work practice, which would definitely help in reaching the objectives that are set for the groups at the beginning stage. Some

of the models like Social Goal, Remedial, Developmental, Fisher’s theory of decision emergence in group, Tuckman’s (1965) stage

model, Kurt Lewins individual change model, Northen and Kurland’s (2001) model, Tubbs’s system model of group

development,Bales’s stages of group development, etc, all are important in group work practice. These models are helpful in

developing and nurturing groups, especially in understanding individual in a group and a frame of reference. Scientific knowledge

about motivations of human behavior not only provided new insights to the problems which individuals experience as individuals,

but make interpretation of interaction of individuals in groups much more meaningful. All theories as discussed therefore are helping

to group worker to understand small group and its interaction, behavior etc for group growth and development. It is significantly

important because it is helping the individual for personality formation and also personality development. So, understanding of all

theories and models relating to group work are important. NSOU ? PGSW-III 78 5.5 Exercise 1. Briefly discuss any four small group

work theories in social group work practice (use separate page if required) 2. Write how small group work theories help worker in

group work practice 3. Write different models in group work practice and discuss how it can help worker in group work activities. 5.6
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Objectives 6.2 Introduction 6.3 Topic name: Group Formation 6.4 Conclusion 6.5 Exercise 6.6 Reference 6.1 Objectives The basic

objective of this unit is to help the students to understand how one should form a group and what should be its basic criteria. Such

understanding

not only essential, but it is also helpful for
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the social worker to follow a process for setting a purposeful group,

whether it is in community set up or in
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agency set up. 6.2 Introduction The various types of groups that can be formed by social group workers are classified as a) Remedial

groups, b) Growth groups, c) Task groups(Jagadish, n.d.). Remedial groups are mostly to enable the members to sustain their

changed behaviour and to cope up with new situations in life. The focus is more on the socio- emotional needs. This type of group

is formed with those people who have undergone some treatment for a pathological condition. For example, a group of people

who have been discharged from a drug de-addiction centre have to be helped to continue their changed behaviour and the

treatment(

Jagadish, n.d.).
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Growth groups are to create awareness about the opportunities to grow and develop in their career and other life positions. These

groups focus both on the social and emotional needs of the members as well as achievement of a tangible target. Some examples

are: a group of youth is brought together to enhance their
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entrepreneurial abilities so as to improve income generating capacities and make them feel they are worthy members of the society,

teaching children to acquire social skills and social etiquettes, so that they perform their social responsibilities properly and grow as

useful adults(

Jagadish, n.d.).
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Task groups focus on certain work or activity the group is to achieve for its own development. The task could be development

oriented, solving a problem or a crisis situation or a social disadvantage. Some examples are: a committee formed by an

organisation to deliberate on certain strategies to improve the service delivery, an administrative group of heads of different units of

an agency to work out ways and means to improve the performance of the staff and bring about coordination among the different

units, group formed to tackle water shortage, poor civic amenities and reservation of jobs for women. Therefore, formation of any

short of groups should be done with care and as per proper process, which are analyzed in details as below. 6.3 Group Formation

The
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Ken Heap (1985) discussed these as group formation and planning; the first meetings; the working phase; use of activities and

action; and the termination of the Group. According to Douglas (1979) there are five stages

of group forming and its activities viz., conceptualization, creation, operation, termination and lastly
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evaluation. He has discussed these as the functions of leader while Toseland and Rivas (1984) discussed the stages under planning

phase, beginning phase, middle phase and ending phase. For our purpose of understanding how one should form a group or what

matters the worker should take care in different form of groups are stated below(

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a): • Pre-group formation phase • Initial phase of group •
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Middle (active working) phase • Evaluation of the group • Ending phase
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In the pre-group phase worker identifies the need for organising a group and initiates steps to form the group. In the initial (first

meetings) phase the worker and the group members meet at the place specified agency or any other place where group is likely to

have it’sand initial orientation to the group’s purpose and other information is given and shared. In the middle (active working) phase

the group continues its deliberations and activities to accomplish its goals and in evaluation phase the performance of the group is

examined vis-à-vis the group purpose and members, goals. Finally, in the ending or termination phase the group is made to dissolve

and the worker enables the members to part with each other on a goodwill note(

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a).
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The worker should remember the following important areas while going for group formation. 1. Planning and Group Formation The

social group worker representing an agency providing services such as residential care, day-care and community work may come

across situations where the services of the agency are effectively utilised by the members through a positive group experience. The

needs of the group may even be identified. Once the worker identifies the need for formation of group, he/she starts planning for

the formation of the group. For this the worker has to answer some questions with his/her professional background very carefully

and systematically (
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Stages in the Group Work Process.Pdf, n.d.-a).
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These questions are: Why is the group? Here, the worker has to look at the need for forming the group. The purpose and goals it

can attain have to be conceptualised and defined. For whom the group is being formed? Here, the task is to work out type of

members the group addresses to. What are the eligibility criteria to enrol a member? How many? This focus on the life span of the

group in terms of time period and the number of sessions/ meetings it shall have(

Stages in the Group Work Process.Pdf, n.d.-a).
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The group exists for days, weeks, months and the frequency of its meetings. How to ensure members’ involvement in the group?

The agreements the members and the worker enter into ensure the group processes to go on till the attainment of the purpose of

the group. Keeping in mind these questions the broad steps at this stage are: • Formulating group objectives or purpose •

Composition of group
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Size of the group • Enrolling the members • Contracting Formulating Group’s objectives: Here the worker has to be clear in his mind

as to why the group is being conceived and what it is addressing itself to. The purpose has to be expressed in a well-defined

statement’s. It shall not be confusing and shall not give any scope for suspecting its genuineness as to group’s broad aim of helping

the potential needy members. Therefore, it shall be formulated in simple statements. It shall provide answers to the potential

members as to what to expect and to what extent their participating in the group is beneficial. A well-defined statement of the

purpose also takes care of unnecessary members to join the group. It also enables the agency that the formation of the group is

within the confines of the agency’s areas of operations and is not against its interests and services. It also enable the sponsors and

other resource agencies what to expect from the group. Composition of Group: Once the group is established then the worker

should look into what shall be the composition of the group. Should it be homogeneous in its composition or heterogeneous?

Homogeneity indicates sharing common features among the group members such as age, educational background, social class,

and other interests. Homogeneity helps in building the group bond faster which is a decisive force in group process.
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Heterogeneity addresses to the need for diversity of certain characteristics of the members such as the length of time suffering with

or coping with the problem, the efforts put into deal with the problem, the emotional state besides the other demographic

attributes. Diversity ensures sharing of each other’s situations, making comparisons, finding alternatives, and stimulates each other.

At the same time it poses problems of acceptance and involvement (

Participant Manual - Social Welfare - Part 3.Pdf, n.d.).
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Therefore, it is an important task for the group worker to decide the composition of the group keeping in mind the broad purpose

and the individual member needs and goals (

Participant Manual - Social Welfare - Part 3.Pdf, n.d.).
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Another aspect that has to be considered is whether to have an open group or a closed group. In open group there are no

restrictions on joining the group from the point of the time. One can be enrolled into the group any time during the life of the

group. While the closed group stops enrolment of members after the stipulated time of admission. Opting for open or closed group

depends on the purpose, the goals and the time frame set for the group. Size of the Group: How many members shall compose the

group? What shall be the ideal size? What are the criteria to determine whether the size of the group is too big or small (Participant

Manual - Social Welfare - Part 3.Pdf, n.d.)? All these questions are there in the mind of the worker There are no hard and fast rules to

determine the size of the group. It basically depends on the purpose of the group and manageability from the point of time, space,

funds and some form of controls that need to be introduced. Small size is easy to manage, cohesive

and it provides higher levels of interaction (Participant Manual - Social Welfare - Part 3.Pdf, n.d.).
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Enrolling Members: Once it is decided to form the group and other modalities of the group viz., group’s purpose, composition and

the size of the group have worked out, then the next step is to enrol the group members. Here, the worker has to make

arrangements to inform the potential members about forming the group. The information may be given directly to the potential

members or passed through a notice in the agency’s notice boards, a circular to the staff and other agencies concerned and by

advertising in the media such as newspapers, local channels etc., and seeking applications from the interested members. The

prospective members may approach either directly or by sending in their applications (

PG_M.S.W._Social Work_349 21_Social Group Work_MSW.Pdf, n.d.).
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The worker has to examine the applications as to the suitability of the candidates on the basis of eligibility criteria established. The

criteria include extent of need, urgency of intervention, demographic attributes, experience, and other skills. The worker can also

arrange interviews with the applicants to ascertain their suitability (

PG_M.S.W._Social Work_349 21_Social Group Work_MSW.Pdf, n.d.).
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By interviewing the applicants the worker can also explain to them about purpose of the group and dispel some of their doubts

about joining the group. Once the
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worker completes the screening, the suitable applicants are enrolled into the group (

PG_M.S.W._Social Work_349 21_Social Group Work_MSW.Pdf, n.d.)
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Contracting: At the time of enrolling the members the worker and members have to enter into an agreement and certain conditions

are followed during the course of group work. It consists of a statement of general responsibilities of the members and the worker

during the life of the group. Some of these include assurance to attend the group sessions regularly, to complete any task or work

assigned, maintain the confidentiality of the discussions of the group, not to indulge in a behaviour that is detrimental to the well-

being of the group (

PG_M.S.W._Social Work_349 21_Social Group Work_MSW.Pdf, n.d.).
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The contract also specifies the fees or charges if any for undertaking certain activities and for procuring any material, as well as the

penalties or fines the member/s has to pay for any violations of the terms of contract. The contents in the contract are subjected to

revisions to accommodate some unforeseen developments as the group process unfolds. The contract may be in written or an oral

understanding. The contract binds the worker and members to planned schedules of the group and facilitates an environment to

conduct the group processes effectively (

PG_M.S.W._Social Work_349 21_Social Group Work_MSW.Pdf, n.d.)
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Finally the worker has to prepare a stage for beginning the group proceedings. She/he has to procure a conducive place for group

sessions either in the agency itself or any other suitable place, arrange for monetary back up, and gather necessary information and

material. And make such other preparations for launching of the group. Initial Meetings: In this section we are looking into what are

the tasks the worker and members have to undertake to begin the group. In fact it is the most crucial stage as the success or failure

of the group depends on how well the initial meetings are handled by the worker. The members attend the meeting with a lot of

expectations. Memberattends the meeting with the hope that time has come to get over the problem that has been affecting them

over a (long) period of time. How much of it is going to be solved? They are also enthusiastic to meet and interact with others

whom they have not met before and who are also having similar needs/problems. They will look forward to
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having new social experiences. While on the other hand members many entertaining a number of doubts about the competence of

the worker and whether participating in this group exercise can really deal with their problems effectively. They are also having a

number of fears. They do not know what type of persons are the worker and other members (

Stages in the Group Work Process.Pdf, n.d.-b).
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The steps involved in this stage are self- presentations by the worker and the members, orientation about the group, goal formation,

structuring the group session and reviewing the contract Self-presentations: As soon as the group is convened for the first time, the

worker takes the initiative of making the group members feel comfortable by friendly greetings with each and every member. Once

the members are settled comfortably then the worker introduces himself/herself giving personal and professional details. The

worker shall give adequate information about himself/herself as possible so that it not only makes members confident about the

worker but it also act as guide as to the details of information they have to disclose when their self –presentations turn comes. After

that the members are asked to introduce themselves. This exercise of introductions shall be planned in such a way that it will help

the members to feel at ease, and come out with more details about their situation(

Jagadish, n.d.).
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The worker should make them understand that the more the details they give the better will be their understanding about each

other and will make a way for developing trust which is very important for effective results. There are a number of ways of

introductions. The worker can employ any of such introductions keeping in mind the group’s purpose and composition of the

group. One way is to sit in a circle and introductions start in either clockwise or anticlockwise direction. Another way is the members

are divided into pairs and each pair is asked to exchange information about each other and then one member of the pair introduces

the other and vice versa. Orientation about the Group: After the self-presentations the worker shall orient all members about the

broad purpose of the group for which it is formed. Here the worker spells out circumstances that paved the way for forming the

group. How their disadvantage/s are likely overcome through the participation in subsequent group processes. Members are told

explained about the functions and the roles of both the worker and the members. The NSOU ? PGSW-III 88 worker also mentions

previous experiences if any, so that members develop confidence in the worker as well as the strategy of adopting group work as a

viable alternative. Members are encouraged to seek clarifications as to the relevance of the group’s purpose to their needs or

problem situation. The worker also explains the agency’s background. Goal Setting: In this step, the goals of the group are framed.

Goals are statements of desired levels of change in behaviour or in social situation or in physical conditions to be achieved at some

future time. The purpose of the group, agency’s purpose, the needs of the individual members and the modalities of conducting the

group—Then norms of conduct — determine the goals. The worker assesses the individual needs of the members and in

consultation with them frames the goals. Toseland and Rivas (1984) specified three areas of goal formation. First area covers group

cantered goals that revolve around the conduct and maintenance of the group. Second area consists of common group goals that

address to all concerned people worker, members, agency, sponsor, and finally the third area is concerning individual member

cantered specific goals. The goals are again viewed as ultimate goal and a number of intermediary goals (Rose, 1973; Jagdish, n.d).

The ultimate goal indicates what final change in the status quo is to be attained while the intermediary goals that facilitate

attainment of ultimate goal. These intermediary goals are formulated session-wise and / or stage-wise that is from the reference of

time or progress made (

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a).
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Konapka (1958) emphasises that while framing the goals, care shall be taken to see that these are complementing and

supplementing rather than conflicting and contradicting each other. Some examples of the goals are: • The parents of mentally

retarded children join agroup to learn some better ways of coping up with the challenges of upbringing their wards — the general

need of the group members.; • The purpose of the group is to provide a platform for the parents of mentally retarded children to

share and exchange their skills in upbringing of the children— the purpose of the group formation. • Agency’s purpose is to make

parents take more responsibility in bringing up their mentally retarded children.
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A parent’s specific need is to learn to tackle the aggressive behaviour of his/ her child and to make his/her spouse and other family

members to accept the child. • The group centred goal is that all members will share their problems without any reservations and

will not waste the group’s time by indulging in irrelevant issues. All these are complementing and supplementing each other. For

example, if the goal of joining the group is to question the policies of the agencies or to demand for more facilities then the goal is

not complementary to other goals and create problems in attaining other goals, therefore, should not be included. Structuring

Group Session: Structuring the group session involves two aspects. First is structuring the time and the second addresses to the

pattern of interactions. The group has to work out how much time has to be allotted to each session, to each activity and to each

member. The group has to evolve the modalities of adhering to the time schedules. It has also to work out alternatives in case of

failure to adhere to the time schedules. For example it has to spend 30 minutes for a video show but because of the electricity

failure, the video could not be played. Instead of idling away the time the group can have a discussion focused on the theme of the

videotape. The interactions among the members and between the members and the worker have to be structured. Structuring the

interactions includes how to address each other, how to and when to intervene and interrupt how to encourage docile and shy

members to participate and control the domination of some members. It also includes certain group norms that are to be followed

strictly by the members. Reviewing the Contract: At the time of enrolling, the members and worker entered into an agreement of

working together. At that time the members might not have good understanding about the whole exercise. After attending the

orientation and having initial interactions with the worker and with each other, members and worker may feel the need to change

some conditions of the contract, for example, the frequency of meetings, time and duration of the meetings, and the fees etc. The

contract is reviewed and new clauses are introduced or some clauses are deleted from the original contract with mutual NSOU ?

PGSW-III 90 consent. Creating an environment that is conducive for the healthy conduct of the group session is a continuous

process. The physical arrangements, financial back up and mobilising resources are the areas the group members and the worker

have to work on(
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Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a). This is very essential as it will help in updatingfelt needs of the members

in group activities. Middle or Active Working Phase(Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a):
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This phase occupies the major part of the working life of the group. Members attend the sessions regularly and actively working

towards accomplishing its purpose and goals general group maintenance goals, common group goals and individual member goals.

The steps involved in this stage are making arrangements for the conduct of group sessions, structuring the time, facilitating group

meetings

and
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assessment of the group’s progress. Making Arrangements for Group Sessions(

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a):
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The group gears up for attaining various goals it is pursuing. The worker and the members plan and make preparation for the group

meetings. The worker has to spend considerable amount of time in developing the activities and procedures for the conduct of the

group meetings. A number of decisions have to be taken with regard to the selection of an activity or task, sequencing of the tasks

and activities, assigning responsibilities etc. Materials and equipment to conduct the group activities have to be procured. Resource

agencies and persons have to be contacted. For example, a pre-retirement counselling group may plan for exercises that would give

them an idea about the possible changes that take place in their social status and roles and how best to cope up with the new

situation. The possible exercises could be role-plays, screening of a video followed with a discussion, an orientation lecture session

by an expert counsellor in the field etc. Structuring Time: The worker continues this task of setting the time limits for group sessions

and individual tasks which has already been initiated in the previous phase as the life of the group is for specified period. The

members and the worker have to be quite conscious of using time to get maximum benefit out of the group meetings. It is often

NSOU ? PGSW-III 91 the tendency to delay the start the meetings for the sake of latecomers. Delaying the starting time may

encourage late coming and cause inconvenience to others who report in time. It also happens that the meetings are either closed

early or late. This is also not healthy as it causes inconvenience to members who have other works to attend and discourage them

to attending or they may not pay proper attention to the group activity. Further, it is quite possible to get totally engrossed in a

particular group task and lose track of the time. This may spill over into the other activity and giving it insufficient time. Consequently

the benefits from the other activity are badly affected. So it is important that members must carefully structure their time and follow

it. Facilitating the Group Sessions: It is not sufficient just to plan and prepare for the group sessions. The very reason for forming the

group is to enable the members to come on to one platform to work towards solving their problems, which they could not solve

individually. This suggests that the group needs guidance and support to carry out the tasks it has set forth. The worker has to take a

lead in this and facilitate the group to perform its tasks successfully. At this stage of group’s life, the members seriously pursue the

goals of both individual and group. Worker encourages members to actively involved in the group activities, may they be sharing,

discussing, and performing a task. The worker develops some insight into their strengths and weaknesses. It may be noticed that

some members are performing well and while others do not show progress. Because of this the group’s progress is affected. The

worker has to facilitate the non- performing members to perform. Equipped with the sound knowledge base in human behaviour

he/she assists each and every member to be aware of their cognitive processes intrapersonal processes that are blocking their

progress, and enables them to organise their social transactions interpersonal interactions in the group to establish purposeful

relationship. Intrapersonal limitations revolve around feelings, thoughts, beliefs and behaviour patterns of the member. For example

when a member is asked to give his feeling about the just concluded group session, if he/she expresses that so and so member is

rude in interacting, then the member is giving his thought but not the feeling which may unhappiness or happiness with the session.

Sometimes the member does not understand the association between these cognitive processes. In the above example the link

between the thoughts and feelings are not established if NSOU ? PGSW-III 92 the member could link the association between the

thoughts of being dealt rudely by others during the course of the session and his/her being unhappy. In another case a member may

entertain irrational thoughts and beliefs. In the above example if a member says that he/she feels the behaviour of a particular

member is rude towards him/ her because the member resembles somebody in his/ her past with which he/ she had bad

relationships. The worker facilitates the member to perform in desired direction by making them to understand these mental states.

The worker then make suggestions for reframing and restructuring of the thoughts and expressions, as well as for stopping of the

recurrence of unhealthy thoughts to enable the member to deal with these cognitive processes. The worker facilitates interpersonal

interactions whenever he/she finds them deteriorating. Deteriorating interpersonal relations are discerned when members fail to

communicate with each other, participate in the group activities, avoids some members, differ and pick up quarrels with each other,

and form subgroups and work against each other. The worker helps to improve the interpersonal interactions by introducing a

number of ice breaking, role-playing, modelling, and simulation exercises. At the environmental level worker connects the members

with resources, creates congenial physical and social environment. Examining Group’s Performance: The group processes are

examined with a view to ensure that group attains its goals. It provides proper direction and guidance to the group. It includes the

assessment of the levels of participation and involvement of group members in the group activities, the changes that are taking

place in the members’ perceptions, attitudes and behaviours, acquisition of new skills and strengthening of existing skills that would

help members to deal with their problem areas and grow. It points out the areas for and type of interventions that have to be

planned and implemented by the worker at individual level as well as at the group level. The assessment is being done by the

worker, members themselves and others who are associated with the group. The tools that help generally helps in the assessment

are observations

and recording. The structure observation here refers to the observations of
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worker and other members and self-observations of members themselves. For example, it is decided to assess the communication

patterns among the members. The worker and members are informed in advance or later, that is during or after a specific task has

NSOU ? PGSW-III 93 been performed, to note their observations on various aspects of communication such as the language, the

gestures, modes of communication verbal or non-verbal the member/s resorts to. While, recording of the group are written reports,

audiotapes and videotapes, measurement scales of behaviour,
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etc. The interaction patterns, behaviour manifestations, group attraction, situation leading to conflicts, subgroup formations, and

leadership styles are some areas that can be assessed by the above mentioned tools(

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.- a).
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The process and procedures of assessment are carried out with or without prior knowledge of members. Evaluation in group

formation process (

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a)
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Evaluation (on going) is an integral component of social group work. The term evaluates simply means to examine the value of.

According to Trecker (1955), it attempts to measure the quality of group’s experience in relation to the objectives and functions of

the agency. Evaluation provides the necessary feedback on the performance of the group. It is carried out after the end of group

work activity. It focuses on the worker’s performance, agency support, the group process and growth of the members. The

evaluation may be entrusted to the worker or to someone in the agency or to an outside expert(

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a).
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It points out that whether the worker competently dealt with the group work process or not. What shortcomings are constraining

the worker to perform better? It enables him/her to gain confidence and make efforts to improve his/her professional knowledge

and skills, gives him/ her satisfaction that he/she is contributing for good of the profession and the society. It throws light on

effectiveness and ineffectiveness of planning and conducting the group sessions.
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Finally, it indicates measures to be taken not to repeat the mistakes or overcome the shortcomings for future groups formations and

processes. Therefore evaluation is not just a routine administrative job but also a guide for the future. 6.4 Summary In this chapter

we have thoroughly studied

group formation and
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different factors that necessitate social workers to plan for a social group.

We have learnt that social
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work groups are different from other groups as they come into existence for a specific purpose of enabling people in need to

resolve their needs through group experience which under constant guidance from a professional trained social worker. We also

have information about the types of social work groups that can be thought of by the worker keeping in mind the needs/problem

situation of the members, the interests of the agency, and the availability of resources. We have learnt that the social work group

formation has a numbers of phases and each phase has a number of steps, which the worker and members have to carefully

involve. We have also examined the role of social group worker in group formation. We have discussed the generic roles group work

in different stages. The group worker is the key player in the formation of the group. The worker plays a number of roles. He/ she

plays the most widely shared roles of social worker in general viz., enabler, mediator, advocate, educator, and facilitator. The roles

specific to social work group are that of a leader and decision maker(
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Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a). As enabler the worker furnishes the necessary information to members so that member’s

doubts are clarified and their participation levels improve. He/she encourages the member/s who takes initiatives in performing the

group tasks. As mediator, the worker resolves the conflicts in the group by liaison. Brings conflicting members onto discussion

forum and interprets each member’s points of view so that the misunderstandings that caused the conflict are put to an end. The

worker also mediates the negotiations between the group and the other staff of the agency and other resource agencies(

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.- b).
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As advocate the worker presents the case of the members to the agency authorities to secure certain additional facilities and

concessions. She/he pleads on behalf of the member with family and/or with the community to cooperate with the member by way

of accommodating the member’s needs. He/she presents the case of the member/ s to the referral services(

Social Work/ : Stages of Social Work Group Formation, n.d.- a).
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As educator the worker clarifies the misnomers the member/s have about various aspects such as the problem/need, irrational

beliefs, unfounded fears etc. He passes on information to the members about the developments taking place in the areas

concerning their social situations. NSOU ? PGSW-III 95 As facilitator the worker creates congenial environment for the group to go

ahead with its activities and tasks. He/she procures the required material for the smooth conduct of the group sessions/tasks. The

worker helps members who are shy and withdrawn type to participate by helping them to identify their intrapersonal and

interpersonal shortcomings and assists them in overcoming these. As a Leader the group worker also plays the role of a leader in the

group. As a professional with sound knowledge base in human behaviour and social interactions and interpersonal relations, the

group worker is automatically assumes leadership role. Till the time the group has its leader from among the members the worker

discharges the functions of a leader. Douglas discussed four leadership acts the worker performs viz., preparation, intervention

(working), intervention (control) and evaluation. The worker provides directions to group members in planning the group activities,

making preparations for carrying out the planned activities and finally in carrying out activities. He exercises controls over those

members who are either not cooperative or involving in actions that are detrimental to the group’s norms and purposes. As decision

maker he performs the role as decision maker. Decision making is to choose among the alternatives available. A number of

decisions have to be taken in planning and organising group and its activities. The decision-making process starts from the

conception of the group to that of termination of the group. At every stage decisions have to be made. For example, a decision has

to be taken to decide the size and composition of the group in the formation stage. They have to be made independently by the

worker or made in active consultation with and involvement of members, agency administrators and other staff and at times even

with resource and referral agencies. Even though the worker has conviction in the democratic process, still the worker is compelled

to take decision as the group is in a fix or dilemma to take decisions. Finally, the worker as a leader develops and promotes Co-

leadership in the group. The worker identifies the potential leaders from among the members and creates opportunities for them to

take up leadership responsibilities. NSOU ? PGSW-III 96 6.5 Exercise 1. What is group Formation? 2. What are the factors or areas

that one should be keep in mind for group formation? 3 What role a social worker

can play in Group Formation? 6.6 Reference
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Unit 7 ? Group Development Structure 7.0 Objectives 7.1 Introduction 7.2 Group Development 7.3 Group Process 7.4 Group

Dynamics 7.5 Conclusion 7.6 Exercise 7.7 Reference 7.0 Objectives The basic objective of this part is to develop clear concepts on

group development, group process and group dynamics. This concept is very much essential in order to help in understanding

growth of the group, which generally is the system to prepare the members to face various challenges, to tackle problems, to find

solutions, to plan work, and to deliver results. 7.1 Introduction Groups, like individuals, are each unique with their own experiences

and expectations. Many commentators studying group development and dynamics have recognized that group development, as a

generalization, is more predictable than individual behavior. Many theories of stages of group development have been cultivated,

and it must be stressed that no single definitive model of stages of group development exists. Two of the most useful theories of

stages of group development are those discussed by Tuckman (1965) and Rogers (1967). These models, like others (for example

Heap, 1977), propose as groups develop and change they pass through stages which may be conceptualized. Tuckman’s model has

been used extensively NSOU ? PGSW-III 99 within youth work theory and practice and is an excellent model for attempting to

analyze individual and group behavior(Groups at Work-Social Psychology Assignment, n.d.). Before going into those models, let us

try to understand the basic concept of group development. 7.2 Group Development Group development in social group work refers

to the process of progress of group’s achievement over a period of time. The term generally used to indicate the pattern in a way

the groups of people change over time and make decisions. Two specific indicators of group development are: (a) the members

feeling settled and happy in the group; and (b) progress the group is making in achieving its objectives. Regular meetings of the

group, a wider interaction among members, a free flowing conversation, and language, general spirit of cooperation and

accommodation of members are some signs of positive environment in a group, reflecting a clear sign of group development

(Siddiqui, 2008). The indicators of group development are : attendance, punctuality, definite meeting time and attendance,

development of a formal organization, willingness on the part of the members to undertake initiative and responsibility, Increased

innovation and motivation, controlled behavior of the members, high level of participation, emergence of leader, and shift from ‘I’

and ‘Me’ to ‘We’ and ‘Us’. The process was first described by Tuckman, an educational psychologist who came up with the process in

the 1960s. Since then group development is known as team building and team development and have became a generally accepted

pattern of group behavior. In group development, group is formed; members get to know each other, even if there are pre-existing

relationships, and also closely interact with each other. Understanding the stages of group development helps in developing proper

intervention in the group process to bring about group’s growth and achieving group goals. Some theorists have claimed that

groups develop through more or less predefined stages (eg. Kurt Lewin’s unfreezing-change-freezing, Tuckman’s Team

Development Stages, etc.). Others have said that group development is cyclic. Yet some have argued that group development

happens while groups may or may not go through NSOU ? PGSW-III 100 certain phases at some moment in time. To get an

acceptable definition of this phrase is difficult because it has been defined in many ways with varying degrees of depth and

complexity. • Berkowitz (1974) has stated that group development refers to the fact that group process undergoes modification

which enables the group to have more alternative ways to solve problems (as citied in Smith, 2001). • Ridgeway’s (1983) definition of

group development focuses on the groups need for improved communication patterns (as citied in Smith, 2001). • Sarri & Galinsky

(1974) have defined group development as changes through time in the internal structure, processes and culture of group (as citied

in Bission, 1988). As an outline in this definition (Sarri&Galinsky as citied in Ito et.al., 2008) of group development entails changes

within three different dimensions. The first dimension, the social dimension, is concerned with the organization of groups’ structure

and the pattern of the participants’ roles and structures. The second dimension focuses on the group’s activities, task and the

operative process of the group and is labelled the activity dimension. The other dimension, group culture, includes properties such

as group norms, values and a shared group purposes. 7.2.1 Stages of Group Development: An Overview Tuckman’s model (1965) has

been used extensively used theory and practice and is an excellent model for attempting to analyse individual and group behaviour.

His model is elaborated below Stage 1: Forming In the Forming stage, group members rely on safe, patterned behaviour and look to

the group leader for guidance and direction. Group members have a desire for acceptance by the group and a need to know that

the group is safe. They set about gathering impressions and data about the similarities and differences among them and forming

preferences for future sub grouping. Rules of behaviour seem to be to keep things simple and to avoid controversy. Serious topics

and feelings are avoided. The major task functions also concern orientation. Members attempt to become NSOU ? PGSW-III 101

oriented to the tasks as well as to one another. Discussion centres on defining the scope of the task, how to approach it, and similar

concerns. To grow from this stage to the next, each member must relinquish the comfort of non-threatening topics and risk the

possibility of conflict(Stages of Team Development, n.d.). Oppressive behaviour is least likely within the formation stage of a group as

individuals generally look to create a comfort zone and do not wish to rock the boat. Often frustrations will be built upon between

individuals who disagree strongly, but this will generally not surface until storming begins. A knowledge and understanding of the

feelings and emotions felt by group members in this stage is helpful, if not essential, to the effective structuring of a programme to

work towards the desired outcome for the group. The worker should be patients and undertake activities/decisions to show results

in the first sessions of group formation and to arouse the interest of members. The members can be briefed about duration of the

group, its size, nature, meeting place, etc. Thus, the planning for forming the group in particular should focus on the following

details. Composition of group: The nature of membership depends on purpose of the group and its goals. The worker must collect

details about members on the following points: the socio- economic background of members, geographical location, client group,

earlier experience of group participation, reasons for joining the group, and individual needs and interests. Collecting information

about these issues will help the worker in carrying out the work. Size of group: A decision about the size of the group should be

made keeping the purpose of the group and the needs of members in mind. The decision about the size depends on several factors

including the experience of worker and the age group of the clients/members. Frequency of the meeting: Frequency of group
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formula to decide the frequency. For example, recreational group of children meet more frequently, support group may be once in

a week or once in 15 days and self help group or saving groups weekly or once in a month and so on. Frequency of meeting of

treatment group is decided more in accordance with the needs of the members. Place of meetings: A place of group meeting has

also to be decided in accordance with the convenience of the members and in convenience of space and other resources needful

for group activities. Frequent change of venue of meeting is known to cause difficulties and should be avoided. Members consent

about the place of meeting could severely affect the participation. Duration of the group: The decision about the duration is taken

considering the experience, capacity of the members to achieve the goal in a given time frame. The duration of the group can be

changed depending upon the progress made by the group, such as a certain level of cohesion and the decision of the members to

continue in their own. Establish group culture, mutual aid system and social responsibility is also important for a worker in the

planning and forming stage. Stage 2: Storming The next stage, which Tuckman refers as storming stage. As the group members

attempt to organize for the task, conflict inevitably results in their personal relations. Individuals have to bend and mould their

feelings, ideas, attitudes, and beliefs to suit the group organization. Because of “fear of exposure” or “fear of failure,” there will be an

increased desire for structural clarification and commitment. Although conflicts may or may not surface as group issues, they do

exist. Questions will arise about who is going to be responsible for what, what the rules are, what the reward system is, and what

criteria for evaluation are. These reflect conflicts over leadership, structure, power, and authority (“Team to Achieve Milennium -

PHDessay.Com,” 2017). There may be wide swings in members’ behavior based on emerging issues of competition NSOU ? PGSW-

III 103 and hostilities. Because of the discomfort generated during this stage, some members may remain completely silent while

others attempt to dominate. In order to progress to the next stage, group members must move from a “testing and proving”

mentality to a problem-solving mentality. The most important trait in helping groups to move on to the next stage seems to be the

ability to listen(“Team to Achieve Milennium - PHDessay.Com,” 2017). The potential for oppressive behaviour is strong within the

storming phase as group members preferred roles and release frustrations built within the forming period. This personal oppression

should be discouraged whilst it is understood that a degree of conflict is necessary if the group is to further develop(Groups at

Work- Social Psychology Assignment, n.d.). It is important to be aware that conflict will take place within all groups, and if handled

well this conflict can produce benefits for the group in terms of development, objective and task setting, and ultimate outcome.

Thus conflict is not inherently something to be feared or avoided(Groups at Work-Social Psychology Assignment, n.d.). In the

exploration stage, the worker must focus on preparation of profile and setting objectives. Hence, the worker must take details of

members including their name, age and educational status; general awareness level of group goals; the self confidence level;

communication skills; and leadership potential. This profile can serve as the benchmark to see what changes can occur in

individuals as a result of their participation in group activities. The success of the group depends to a great extent on the clarity on

setting objectives. The group objectives should be broad enough to cover these individual differences of needs. The objectives of

group will however depend on the kind of member the worker is working with. The purpose of the group is also influenced by the

sponsoring organization. A number of other objectives can also be identified to work with the groups. Some of the objectives of

group work are: to provide recreational services on activities, to provide creative activities among group members, to prepare

members for social responsibility, to develop life skills, and to provide helps in dealing with problems of social functioning.
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Stage 3: Norming In Tuckman’s Norming stage, interpersonal relations are characterized by cohesion. Group members are engaged

in active acknowledgment of all members’ contributions, community building and maintenance, and solving of group issues.

Members are willing to change their preconceived ideas or opinions on the basis of facts presented by other members, and they

actively ask questions of one another. Leadership is shared, and cliques dissolve. When members begin to know-and identify with-

one another, the level of trust in their personal relations contributes to the development of group cohesion(Stages of Team

Development, n.d.). It is during this stage of development (assuming the group gets this far) that people begin to experience a sense

of group belonging and a feeling of relief as a result of resolving interpersonal conflicts. The major task function of stage three is the

data flow between group members: They share feelings and ideas, solicit and give feedback to one another, and explore actions

related to the task (Stages of Team Development, n.d.). Creativity is high. If this stage of data flow and cohesion is attained by the

group members, their interactions are characterized by openness and sharing of information on both a personal and task level. They

feel good about being part of an effective group. The major drawback of the norming stage is that members may begin to fear the

inevitable future breakup of the group; they may resist change of any sort(Stages of Team Development, n.d.). The storming and

norming phases of group development are inextricably linked, as it is often through the storming and challenging that acceptable

group norms become set. It is important that a youth worker works hard during this stage to ensure oppression against individuals

within the group do not become the acceptable norm, as then all group members will oppress these individuals. Thus, individual

oppressions must be challenged and emphasis placed on challenging attitudes and opinions but not group members(Groups at

Work-Social Psychology Assignment, n.d.). Stage 4: Performing The Performing stage is not reached by all groups. If group

members are able to evolve to stage four, their capacity, range, and depth of personal relations expand to true interdependence. In

this stage, people can work independently, in subgroups, or
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as a total unit with equal facility. Their roles and authorities dynamically adjust to the changing needs of the group and individuals.

Stage four is marked by interdependence in personal relations and problem solving in the realm of task functions

(FacultyDevelopment_GroupDevelopment.Pdf, n.d.). By now, the group should be most productive. Individual members have

become self-assuring, and the need for group approval is past. Members are both highly task oriented and highly people oriented.

There is unity: group identity is complete, group morale is high, and group loyalty is intense. The task function becomes genuine

problem solving, leading toward optimal solutions and optimum group development. There is support for experimentation in solving

problems and an emphasis on achievement. The overall goal is productivity through problem solving and

work(FacultyDevelopment_

Group Development.
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Pdf, n.d.). Stage 5: Adjourning Tuckman’s final stage, adjourning, involves the termination of task behaviours and disengagement

from relationships. A planned conclusion usually includes recognition for participation and achievement and an opportunity for

members to say personal goodbyes. Concluding a group can create some apprehension – in effect, a minor crisis. The termination

of the group is a regressive movement from giving up control to giving up inclusion in the group. The most effective interventions in

this stage are those that facilitate task termination and the disengagement process(FacultyDevelopment_GroupDevelopment.Pdf,

n.d.). The ending of a group can be a very unhappy and distressing time for some members, as they may feel some extent of

dependency on the group. Garland et al. describe some of the typical responses to the ending phase as(Groups at Work-Social

Psychology Assignment, n.d.): • Denial – ‘forgetting‘ the time of the groups termination. • Regression – reverting to a less

independent state of functioning. • Need expression – in the hope the group will continue. • Recapitulation – detailed recall of past

experiences within the group. • Evaluation – detailed discussion on the value of the group experience.
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Flight – destructive denial of any positive benefit of the group, or a positive disengagement towards other interests. Potential exists

within this stage for members to be oppressed as scapegoats, that is blamed or at fault for the ending of the group. This can be

minimised by constant focusing and refocusing on group end points and staged celebrations of group achievements. As we have

seen the value of a theoretical understanding of conceptualising this group stage theory in youth work and other helping

professions, lies in enabling group workers to ‘tune into the group’s processes and respond appropriately‘ (Preston-Shoot, 1987).

7.2.2 Role of Social Worker in different stages of group development There are different roles of social worker according to different

stages of development. For our easy understanding we can elaborate this concept as below by keeping reclassified stages of group

development vis-a-vis role of a social worker. The social worker practicing this method in the Indian setting following the western

theoretical framework may find it an uphill task. Let us try to understand to bifurcate various stages of development in view of the

above to outline the role of social worker. Stage I: Planning and Formation of Group: Under this, the worker has to work hard to

form a group. Planning stage refers to contacting the potential members individually or in small groups to share with them the idea

of forming a group. The formation stage thus will require careful planning. The worker should contact the members individually and

in groups to discuss the idea and purpose of group formation. The members can be briefed about duration of the group, its size,

nature, meeting place, etc. Thus, the planning for forming the group in particular should focus on the following details. (i)

Composition of group: The nature of membership depends on purpose of the group and its goals. The worker must collect details

about members on the following points: the socio-economic background of members, geographical location, client group, earlier

experience of group participation, reasons for joining the group, and individual needs and interests. Collecting information about

these issues will help the worker in carrying out the work. NSOU ? PGSW-III 107 (ii) Size of group: A decision about the size of the

group should be made keeping the purpose of the group and the needs of members in mind. The decision about the size depends

on several factors including the experience of worker and the age group of the clients/members. (iii) Frequency of the meeting:

Frequency of group meeting is to be fixed depending upon the purpose or convenience of members, the workers own work load,

etc. As such, there is no fixed formula to decide the frequency. For example, recreational group of children meet more frequently,

support group may be once in a week or once in 15 days and self help group or saving groups weekly or once in a month and so on.

Frequency of meeting of treatment group is decided more in accordance with the needs of the members. (iv) Place of meetings: A

place of group meeting has also to be decided in accordance with the convenience of the members and in convenience of space

and other resources needful for group activities. Frequent change of venue of meeting is known to cause difficulties and should be

avoided. Members consent about the place of meeting could severely affect the participation. (v) Duration of the group: The

decision about the duration is taken considering the experience, capacity of the members to achieve the goal in a given time frame.

The duration of the group can be changed depending upon the progress made by the group, such as a certain level of cohesion and

the decision of the members to continue in their own. (vi) Establish group culture, mutual aid system and social responsibility is also

important for a worker in the planning and forming stage. Stage II: Exploration Stage: It is critical stage in the group process and

group development and it can be a point of making a group or break a group. It is time at which members are searching s individual

role and function or one’s status in the group. Issues of control and power are prominent and tested in leader–member as well as

member-member interaction. The worker at this stage has to offer magical solution to problems. Each group member’s needs are

to be met and expressed. At the task level there may be
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anxiety and uncertainty. So, it is important that all members are involved in the group activity. Thus, in the exploration stage, the

worker must focus on preparation of profile and setting objectives. The following details could be mentioned as responsibility of

worker in this stage. (i) Preparation of profile: The worker must prepare a profile of members including their name, age and

educational status; general awareness level of group goals; the self confidence level; communication skills; and leadership potential.

This profile can serve as the benchmark to see what changes can occur in individuals as a result of their participation in group

activities. (ii) Setting objectives: The success of the group depends to a great extent on the clarity on setting objectives. The group

objectives should be broad enough to cover these individual differences of needs. The objectives of group will however depend on

the kind of member the worker is working with. Stage III: Performing Stage: In this stage, the role of the worker is that he or she

must have the capacity to develop cohesion, monitoring and a change to be avoided in allocating task, which put too much

pressure on individuals as well as to the groups. The feeling of cohesiveness in the group is what members enjoy most i.e. when

they feel they belong to the group. Stage IV: Evaluation Stage: In the evaluation stage, the role of worker is to perform the following:

(a) record keeping, (b) help members to evaluate what they have achieved and also have failed to achieve, and (c) find out what is

the development of individual and group. Evaluation is an essential part of all processes as it helps the worker and member both to

assess the outcome of their efforts. The evaluation can be carried out informally or in a formal manner. Stage V: Termination Stage:

At the termination of a group in particular, an assessment of the individual’s dependence on the group should be carefully done. The

worker can help the group NSOU ? PGSW-III 109 to feel good about the success achieved. However, the worker must guard against

any emotional over dependence on the part of the member on group as it can undermine the individual’s self reliance and coping

capacities. In conclusion, it can be said that the worker has an important role to play in group development and its stages. The

worker therefore should have a clear concept and thinking as well as decision towards different stages so as to bring a success of

group goal. 7.2.3 Conclusion Generally, the well known models of group development have identified a linear arrangement of

development stages, where one stage is completed to precede or follow the other stage, such as forming, storming, norming,

performing and adjourning, provided by Tuckman (1965). As Konopka (1963) noted, the relationships of the members to each other

are taken complex and full meaning and possibilities. They are never static. They change in time and in relation to specific situations

and events in the life span of a group. They propose that as groups develop and change they pass through stages which may be

conceptualised. This section dealt clearly on Tuckman’s stage of development and it very well highlighted the role of social workers

in different stages of group development. 7.2.4 Check Your Progress 1. Explain in short what is group development? 2. Write different

stages of group development and its characteristics. 3. What role can a social worker play in different stages of group development?
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Group Process Objectives The basic purpose of this sub section is to provide basic knowledge on the concept of group process for

developing professional competence of handling social groups. This understanding will help a worker to know what to expect in

different process of group and how to deal with the situations. The phrase “Group Process” refers to the understanding of the

behaviour of people in groups, such as task groups, and the processes used to solve problems or make decisions. A group here is

defined as “a collection of individuals that have shared common interests or experiences.” A group develops relationships and

generates an energy, or identity, that is different together than when individuals are by themselves or with others. When a group

comes together they are primarily concerned with the contribution of content to achieve the purpose for which they were formed.

Content is defined as the “substantive or meaningful part of something”. Group process as the means by which group members

interact, make decisions, handle problems, and develop their roles. As the definition implies there are several elements to a group

process. Elements, which typically influence group proceedings, include process design, communication, participation, decision

making and role fulfilment. As the facilitator your advantage point provides a great opportunity to regularly observe how things are

going. Depending on the frequency of meetings and an understanding of what to look for, you can be instrumental in ensuring

group and individual success. For the purpose of this paper I am concerned with the “process that the facilitator designs” to help the

group accomplish its purpose. 7.3.1 Understanding on group process Ridgeway (1983) about the dynamics of groups listed the

following group processes in small group. She identified basic fundamental processes in small group, which are identified as

communication, cohesiveness, group development, conformity, deviance, social control, status differentiation, leadership, group

culture. The key elements likely to happen in variety of ways and group process could be understood on the following ways:
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Interaction; Communication; Cohesion; Conflict; Structuring; Leadership; Decision making; Norming and group culture; Social

control; Group development Let us try to understand each of those areas of importance in the group process. Interaction People

join groups for a various purposes. The interaction started rolling as people come face to face in a situation. The interaction process

is very fluid and undergoes frequent changes that may lead to either conflict or cohesion of a group. While communication, both

verbal and non-verbal, facilitates interaction. Interaction can be person or issue focussed. One person dominated interaction will

result in concentration of power in the group. Such a person will determine its purpose and will influence the participation of other

members. S/he may impose restriction on interaction of other members among themselves. In such a context the interaction will be

focussed but it could be termed as autocratic. This domination can be questioned by other members. The general sociological

understanding is that the larger the size of the group, lesser is the interaction among its members. The relationship among members

is emotional bond (Toseland and Rivas 2001). Leadership is the key variable in understanding interaction. The low participation

among members is indicative of an interaction where some members are keeping a low profile, remaining at eh periphery of the

affairs of the group. The subgroup is another interaction pattern inevitable in some groups. The pattern of interaction can be

isolated or formation of sub-groups or all round interaction. Some of the possible ways of improving interaction in group can be

controlling the size, or reducing distance, developing effective leadership, clarify group goals, explain the nature of interaction

pattern, dealing with fairness and resistance, etc. Communication Communication is another important aspects of group

interaction. The nature of communication itself makes difference on group interaction and its various processes. The negative

communication may dissatisfied members in fulfilling their desired goal, while positive communication among members makes

them happy and interact more freely among them. The communication process needs close monitoring and skilful communicator

always is a great asset of the group. Good communication makes a healthy environment in the group. On the other hand

communication gap NSOU ? PGSW-III 112 may create misunderstanding among the members. So, the worker should remember

that the nature of communication can help in giving a structured form in the group for assigning role and responsibility among

group members. Cohesiveness Group cohesiveness in social group work refers to the willingness of all members to stay together in

the group. Secondary groups, like women’s groups, SHGs, children’s group, neighbours are spontaneous and natural. The members

join them in their own. The nature of group formed by social worker is little different from these groups. The cohesiveness of a

formed group is more fluid and the situation changes with different events and activities. They external and internal environment of

these groups are dynamic in nature. Therefore, cohesiveness is not the simple factors of members liking or disliking or interpersonal

interaction. People want to stay in a group because of variety of reasons, group potential for meeting the needs. People stay in the

group despite of competing with each other. But the factors that generally helps in the group cohesive are group norms and group

culture; group goal; a caring leader; non threatening group environment; a greater degree of homogeneity among group members.

Group Conflict It is natural phenomenon that the members join together in secondary group, other than primary group voluntarily

and stay and work together, play or carry out their activities; therefore, it is impossible to move forward without having any conflict

among them. Heated exchange of ideas, silence, negative feedback, personal remarks directed against individuals, attacking integrity

of individuals, are all symptoms indicative in a group. Some factors that can cause group conflict are like miscommunication,

ideological differences, rigidity of group members, cultural differences, leadership styles, group goals not being able to address

individual needs, outside environment, lack of resources, and heterogeneity among members. There are various ways in which

group worker, group leader or facilitator can be taken care such group conflict for smooth function of the group based on

democratic norms. Structuring Group structuring begins with group functioning. Tuckman (1963) refers that storming is one

important stage, which is useful to understand the respective positions
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of members in a specific group. The structuring is based on ongoing assessment of member’s ability and roles which helps in

reducing conflict. It emerged as they became aware of the goals and conflict of sharing of sharing rewards. Group Decision Making

Group decision is a process of arriving at a decision where more than two individuals are involved. It is therefore, necessary for to

understand the process of decision making. It is a pattern, follow some broad models of decision making, such as the Rational

Model, the Political Model, and the Process Model. The rational model is based upon grounded goal, objectives, alternatives etc. It

takes all available information and the decision makers are capable in assessing the advantages and disadvantages of any alternative

goals or consequences of selecting or not selecting any each alternative. But rational model does possess a silent disadvantage. The

model assumes that there are no intrinsic biases to the decision making process (Lyles and Thomas, 1988). Therefore, the worker

must be conscious on such facts while helping members to arrive at a certain decision. While political model, one should be careful

as it tells us to the fact that the decision makers has some interest and are motivated by and act on their own needs and

perceptions. It does not believe in making full information available or focussing the optimal viewpoints. Personal interest and biases

are common among members and it influences their behaviour. This model cannot be the best for social group work practice. The

process model of decision making is more structured. In this model, decisions are made based upon standard operating procedures

or pre-establishing guidelines within the group. Leadership in Groups Leadership facilitate in group functioning. A leaderless group

face problems in maintaining order and focus in group functioning. Social scientist doesn’t however believe that leaders are born. It

can emerge from the group. As Lewin suggested leadership is a function of interaction in a group. Some theories identifies as the

central factors in leadership and then go on identify power as the central factor of leadership and then gone into identifying different

kinds of power. All people who are able to help group or members in a society in getting the things done as seen as people having

power. They are respected or fear by others and many of them have emerges as different status than other members in the group,

who normally refers as leaders. French and Raven (1968) has identified a few types of power of members
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which help in enhancing individual status and leadership in a group, such as connective power (expertise in any area that can facilitate

the group’s tasks), information power (information that are required to facilitate group’s progress of activities and decisions), expert

power (expertise that helps setting and implementing tasks), legitimate power (a position of authority), reference power (liking and

admiring members by many), reward power —ability to punish etc.,(
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Leadership Styles and Bases of Power - Strategy, Organization, System, Manager, Definition, Model, Type, Hierarchy, Business, n.d.)

Norming and Group Culture Norms serve as guideline for acceptable behaviour. Violation of norms invokes social sanctions. All

groups establish norms and belief systems. But norming becomes a problem when there is a wide range of belief and commitment

to various values. Norms define the group culture. It is difficult to evolve norms of role allocation acceptable to all. But adopting

some procedure and system can regulate members and group functioning. In providing freedom to members and helping them in

respecting each other can further helps the group growth (Leadership Styles and Bases of Power - Strategy, Organization, System,

Manager, Definition, Model, Type, Hierarchy, Business, n.d.). Social Control A system of control is inevitable to enforce compliance.

There are formal rules of conduct and violation of rules can evoke penalty. The other kind of rules is not coded but is known to

members through process of socialization. It of course is an essential part to work with a group. Group Development The stages of

group development help the worker to monitor what is happening in a group. Bale (1950) was perhaps the first person to study the

groups. He noted that the first thing that the people in a group do is to familiarize themselves with other members in the group and

explore possibilities that the group has to offer them. He called it as orientation stage. The members may review their relationship

with others in general and assessment based on experience. He termed this stage as evaluation stage. NSOU ? PGSW-III 115 Besides,

by generalizing the elements of the processes one can identify seven common steps of Group Process(Facilitation Center, n.d.). The

close observation of these steps can help the facilitator to work more effectively. These steps are (Vick, Wayne. J. 2013): Reference:

(Facilitation Center, n.d.) Step 1: Focusing Purpose of group- Focussing purpose of the group forms the foundation of the work of a

group and consequently the group worker work as a facilitator. He/she seeks to help a group achieve its purpose or reason for

being. So the purpose must be clearly identified. That is often difficult to do particularly in problem solving when participants come

to a group event seeing a problem from a completely different perspective. Yet the facilitator must clarify the purpose long before

participants step foot into the room. Getting clear on the purpose is absolutely critical to achieving success for the group. Step 2:

Planning for Group and its Process The worker helps the group by planning a process that will achieve the purpose of the group. It is

during this step that other models, concepts and frameworks are
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brought to bear on the kind of work that is being done. If we are doing problem solving we must look at the kind of problem the

group is facing and to select and use a problem solving model as our guide to planning the event. There are many different types of

problem solving models. If we are not doing problem solving and just want to explore, learn more, or understand someone’s plan, it

works equally well, although there may be group process steps that we spend little to no time on. If we are developing a plan, like a

strategic plan, it works equally well. Step 3: Gathering Data for Group Programme- Information or data is just like a pile of sand one

use to make a sand castle. One should understand that the sand will become a beautiful sand sculpture when it is understood and

properly formed. But before we work it, it is just a pile of sand. So, data is just information if it is not reviewed or understood or

assessed within the proper context. Step 4: Process Data and information for group decision Data is meaningless until it has been

processed or activities are given proper shape. This is where we process the data, through various tools and techniques to squeeze

out its meaning and learn what it has to tell us. It is possible, and often likely, that we may decide to collect more data to confirm or

complete our understanding of the situation. Steps 3 and 4 are somewhat meaning that a group’s activities rarely flow from one step

to another in a simple, four step, and clean process. We may need to gather data and process the information two or three times

before we have enough information and understanding to look at options and make a decision. Step 5: Examine Options In this step

of the group process one should ask what group could do about this? Examining options not only assumes the development of the

options but could also include the development of criteria used for assessing the value of those options to solving the issues or

achieving our goals, and the actual assessment as well. Step 6: Make Decisions Finally, after obtaining information and its proper

understanding the group members need to make a decision. Decision making is the act of choosing a course of action, determining

what to do. In addition this step one can also include the
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setting of priorities and action planning with success metrics and follow-up requirements. Step 7: Document Results This is often a

forgotten step yet it is extremely important for three reasons, one standardization of documenting that changes the group; historical

note for future and recognition and celebration: following implementation and verification of the successful project taking time to

recognize the accomplishment provides a reward of sorts to the team. Allow them to celebrate for the success they created.

Documenting all the results is critical but it is necessary for group process purpose. 7.3.2 Conclusion The understanding of group

processes is very meaningful to develop a small group. The process can be identified by highlighting some important areas like

interaction, communication, cohesiveness, group development, conformity, deviance, social control, status differentiation,

leadership, group culture as part of the group process. While other can also identify the elements of group processes by analyzing

seven common steps, which are like focus on the purpose; planning process; gather relevant data of group and activities process

information relating to progress: examining options of groups: decision making process; document results. The worker can play an

effective in understanding such concept and helping group members scientifically. 3.2.5 Check your Progress (Use the space proved

for your answers) 1. What is group process? Discuss the concept briefly by mentioning different points 2. Write rolesof asocial

worker in group processes.
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Group Dynamics 7.4.1 Objectives The basic objectives of this sub-section is to give a clear understanding on the concept of group

dynamics, which is a system of behaviours and psychological processes occurring within a social group (intra group dynamics), or

between social groups (intergroup dynamics). As the study of group dynamics can be useful in understanding decision-making

behaviour, tracking the spread of problems in groups, creating effective therapy techniques, etc, it is necessary for worker to

understand this concept. Group dynamics are at the core of understanding in psychology, sociology, anthropology, political science,

epidemiology, education, social work, business, and communication studies. The group dynamics (or group processes) has a

consistent, underlying premise: ‘the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.’ A social group is an entity, which has qualities that

cannot be understood just by studying the individuals that make up the group. 7.4.2 History of Group Dynamics In 1924, Gestalt

psychologist, Max Wertheimer identified this fact, stating ‘There are entities where the behaviour of the whole cannot be derived

from its individual elements nor from the way these elements fit together; rather the opposite is true: the properties of any of the

parts are determined by the intrinsic structural laws of the whole’ (Wertheimer 1924, p. 7).As a field of study, group dynamics has

roots in both psychology and sociology. Wilhelm Wundt (1832–1920), credited as the founder of experimental psychology, had a

particular interest in the psychology of communities, which he believed possessed phenomena (human language, customs, and

religion) that could not be described through a study of the individual. Ultimately, it was social psychologist Kurt Lewin (1890–1947)

who coined the term group dynamics to describe the positive and negative forces within groups of people (as citied in Kariel, 1956).

In 1945, he established The Group Dynamics Research Center at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the first institute

devoted explicitly to the study of group dynamics. Throughout his career, Lewin was focused on how the study of group dynamics

could be applied to real-world, social issues.
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An increasing amount of research has applied evolutionary psychology principles to group dynamics. Humans are argued to have

evolved in an increasingly complicated social environment and to have many adaptations concerned with group dynamics.

Examples include mechanisms for dealing with status, reciprocity, identifying cheaters, ostracism, altruism, group decision,

leadership, and intergroup relations. 7.4.3 Some Eminent theorists Gustave Le Bon: Gustave Le Bon was a French social psychologist

whose seminal study, The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind (1896) led to the development of group psychology. Sigmund Freud:

In Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, (1922), Sigmund Freud based his preliminary description of group psychology on

Le Bon’s work, but went on to develop his own, original theory, related to what he had begun to elaborate in Totem and Taboo.

Theodor Adorno reprised Freud’s essay in 1951 with his Freudian Theory and the Pattern of Fascist Propaganda, and said that “It is

not an overstatement if we say that Freud, though he was hardly interested in the political phase of the problem, clearly foresaw the

rise and nature of fascist mass movements in purely psychological categories.” Jacob L. Moreno: Jacob L. Moreno was a

psychiatrist, dramatist, philosopher and theoretician who coined the term “group psychotherapy” in the early 1930s and was highly

influential at the time(“Group Dynamics,” 2021). Kurt Lewin: Kurt Lewin (1943, 1948, 1951) is commonly identified as the founder of

the movement to study groups scientifically. He coined the term group dynamics to describe the way groups and individuals act and

react to changing circumstances over a period of times(Human Communication Processes Session 4.Pdf, n.d.). William Schutz:

William Schutz (1958, 1966) looked at interpersonal relations from the perspective of three dimensions: inclusion, control and

affection. This became the basis for a theory of group behaviour that sees groups as resolving issues in each of these stages in order

to be able to develop to the next stage (“What Is Group Dynamics Example - Law Essays,” 2020). Conversely, a group may also

devolve to an earlier stage if
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unable to resolve outstanding issues in a particular stage. He referred to these group dynamics as “the interpersonal underworld”

because they dealt with group processes that were largely unseen, as opposed to “content” issues, which were nominally the

agenda of group meetings. Wilfred Bion: Wilfred Bion (1961) studied group dynamics from a psychoanalytic perspective, and stated

that he was much influenced by Wilfred Trotter for whom he worked at University College Hospital London, as did another key

figure in the Psychoanalytic movement, Ernest Jones. He discovered several group processes which involved the group as a whole

adopting an orientation which, in his opinion, interfered with the ability of a group to accomplish its work(Human Communication

Processes Session 4.Pdf, n.d.). His experiences are reported in his published books, especially Experiences in Groups. The Tavistock

Institute has further developed and applied the theory and practices developed by Bion. Bruce Tuckman: Bruce Tuckman (1965)

proposed the four-stage model called Tuckman’s Stages for a group. Tuckman’s model states that the ideal group decision-making

process should occur in four stages(Bruce Tuckman’s Stages for a Group, n.d.). • Forming (pretending to get on or get along with

others) • Storming (letting down the politeness barrier and trying to get down to the issues even if tempers flare up) • Norming

(getting used to each other and developing trust and productivity) • Performing (working in a group to a common goal on a highly

efficient and cooperative basis) Tuckman later added a fifth stage for the dissolution of a group called adjourning. (Adjourning may

also be referred to as mourning, i.e. mourning the adjournment of the group). This model refers to the overall pattern of the group,

but of course individuals within a group work in different ways. If distrust persists, a group may never even get to the norming stage.

Richard Hackman: Richard Hackman developed a synthetic, research-based model for designing and managing work groups.

Hackman suggested that groups are successful when they NSOU ? PGSW-III 121 satisfy internal and external clients develop

capabilities to perform in the future, and when members find meaning and satisfaction in the group. Hackman proposed five

conditions that increase the chance and following to such conditions the groups will be successful (Human Communication

Processes Session 4.Pdf, n.d.)These include: • Being a real team: which results from having a shared task, clear boundaries which

clarify who is inside or outside of the group, and stability in group membership. • Compelling direction: This results from a clear,

challenging, and consequential goal. • Enabling structure: which results from having tasks which have variety, a group size that is not

too large, talented group members who have least moderate social skill, and strong norms that specify appropriate behavior? •

Supportive context: that occurs in groups nested in larger groups (e.g. companies). In companies, supportive contexts involves a)

reward systems that reward performance and cooperation (e.g. group based rewards linked to group performance), b) an

educational system that develops member skills, c) an information and materials system that provides the needed information and

raw materials (e.g. computers). • Expert coaching: which occurs on the rare occasions when group members feels they need help

with task or interpersonal issues. Hackman emphasizes that many team leaders are overbearing and undermine group effectiveness.

Scott Peck: M. Scott Peck developed stages for larger-scale groups (i.e., communities) which are similar to Tuckman’s stages of

group development. Peck describes the stages of a community as: • Pseudo-community • Chaos • Emptiness • True Community

Communities may be distinguished from other types of groups, in Peck’s view, by the need for members to eliminate barriers to

communication in order to be able
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to form true community. Examples of common barriers are: expectations and preconceptions; prejudices; ideology,

counterproductive norms, theology and solutions; the need to heal, convert, fix or solve and the need to control. A community is

born when its members reach a stage of “emptiness” or peace. Intra-group dynamics: Intra group dynamics (also referred to as in

group-, within-group, or commonly just ‘group dynamics’) are the underlying processes that give rise to a set of norms, roles,

relations, and common goals that characterize a particular social group. Examples of groups include religious, political, military, and

environmental groups, sports teams, work groups, and therapy groups. Amongst the members of a group, there is a state of

interdependence, through which the behaviours, attitudes, opinions, and experiences of each member are collectively influenced by

the other group members. In many fields of research, there is an interest in understanding how group dynamics influence individual

behaviour, attitudes, and opinions. The dynamics of a particular group depend on how one defines the boundaries of the group.

Often, there are distinct subgroups within a more broadly defined group. For example, one could define U.S. residents (‘Americans’)

as a group, but could also define a more specific set of U.S. residents (for example, ‘Americans in the South’). For each of these

groups, there are distinct dynamics that can be discussed. Notably, on this very broad level, the study of group dynamics is similar to

the study of culture. For example, there are group dynamics in the U.S. South that sustain a culture of honour, which is associated

with norms of toughness, honour- related violence, and self-defence. Group formation: Group formation starts with a psychological

bond between individuals. The social cohesion approach suggests that group formation comes out of bonds of interpersonal

attraction. In contrast, the social identity approach suggests that a group starts when a collection of individuals perceive that they

share some social category (‘smokers’, ‘nurses,’ ‘students,’ ‘hockey players’), and that interpersonal attraction only secondarily

enhances the connection between individuals. Additionally, from the social identity approach, group formation involves both

identifying with some individuals and explicitly not identifying with others. So to say, a level of psychological
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distinctiveness is necessary for group formation. Through interaction, individuals begin to develop group norms, roles, and attitudes

which define the group, and are internalized to influence behaviour. Emergent groups arise from a relatively spontaneous process of

group formation. For example, in response to a natural disaster, an emergent response group may form. These groups are

characterized as having no pre-existing structure (e.g. group membership, allocated roles) or prior experience working together. Yet,

these groups still express high levels of interdependence and coordinate knowledge, resources, and tasks. Group membership and

social identity: The social group is a critical source of information about individual identity. An individual’s identity (or self-concept)

has two components: personal identity and social identity (or collective self). One’s personal identity is defined by more

idiosyncratic, individual qualities and attributes. In contrast, one’s social identity is defined by his or her group membership, and the

general characteristics (or prototypes) that define the group and differentiate it from others. We naturally make comparisons

between our own group and other groups, but we do not necessarily make objective comparisons. Instead, we make evaluations

that are self-enhancing, emphasizing the positive qualities of our own group (see ingroup bias). In this way, these comparisons give

us a distinct and valued social identity that benefits our self-esteem. Our social identity and group membership also satisfies a need

to belong. Of course, individuals belong to multiple groups. Therefore, one’s social identity can have several, qualitatively distinct

parts (for example, one’s ethnic identity, religious identity, and political identity). Optimal distinctiveness theory suggests that

individuals have a desire to be similar to others, but also a desire to differentiate themselves, ultimately seeking some balance of

these two desires (to obtain optimal distinctiveness). For example, one might imagine a young teenager in the United States who

tries to balance these desires, not wanting to be ‘just like everyone else,’ but also wanting to ‘fit in’ and be similar to others. One’s

collective self may offer a balance between these two desires. That is, to be similar to others (those who you share group

membership with), but also to be different from others (those who are outside of your group). NSOU ? PGSW-III 124 Group

cohesion: In the social sciences, group cohesion refers to the processes that keep members of a social group connected. Terms

such as attraction, solidarity, and morale are often used to describe group cohesion. It is thought to be one of the most important

characteristics of a group, and has been linked to group performance, intergroup conflict and therapeutic change. Group cohesion,

as a scientifically studied property of groups, is commonly associated with Kurt Lewin and his student, Leon Festinger. Lewin defined

group cohesion as the willingness of individuals to stick together, and believed that without cohesiveness a group could not exist. As

an extension of Lewin’s work, Festinger (along with Stanley Schachter and Kurt Back) described cohesion as, “the total field of forces

which act on members to remain in the group” (Festinger, Schachter, & Back, 1950, p. 37). Later, this definition was modified to

describe the forces acting on individual members to remain in the group, termed attraction to the group. Since then, several models

for understanding the concept of group cohesion have been developed, including Albert Carron’s hierarchical model and several bi-

dimensional models (vertical v. horizontal cohesion, task v. social cohesion, belongingness and morale, and personal v. social

attraction). Before Lewin and Festinger, there were, of course, descriptions of a very similar group property. For example, Emile

Durkheim described two forms of solidarity (mechanical and organic), which created a sense of collective conscious and an

emotion-based sense of community. Black sheep effect: Beliefs within the

in group
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Human Communication Processes Session 4.Pdf, n.d.).
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Individuals tend to upgrade likeable in-group members and deviate from unlikeable group members, making them a separate

outgroup. This is called the black sheep effect. A person’s beliefs about the group may be changed depending upon whether they

are part of the in group or out group. New members of a group must prove themselves to the full members, or “old-timers”, to

become accepted. Full members have undergone socialization and are already accepted within the group. They have more privilege

than newcomers but more responsibility to help the group achieve its goals. Marginal members were once full members but lost

membership because they failed NSOU ? PGSW-III 125 to live up to the group’s expectations. They can re-join the group if they go

through re-socialization. In a Bogart and Ryan study, the development of new members’ stereotypes about in-groups and out-

groups during socialization was surveyed. Results showed that the new members judged themselves as consistent with the

stereotypes of their in-groups, even when they had recently committed to join those groups or existed as marginal members. They

also tended to judge the group as a whole in an increasingly less positive manner after they became full members. Depending on

the self-esteem of individual members of the in-group may experience different private beliefs about the group’s activities but will

publicly express the opposite—that they actually share these beliefs. One member may not personally agree with something the

group does, but to avoid the black sheep effect, they will publicly agree with the group and keep the private beliefs to themselves. If

the person is privately self-aware, he or she is more likely to comply with the group even if they possibly have their own beliefs

about the situation.
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Group influence on individual behaviour: Individual behaviour is influenced by the presence of others. For example, studies have

found that individuals work harder and faster when others are present see social and that an individual’s performance is reduced

when others in the situation create distraction or conflict. Groups also influence individual’s decision- making processes. These

include decisions related to in-group bias, persuasion (see Asch conformity experiments), obedience (see Milgram Experiment), and

group think. There are both positive and negative implications of group influence on individual behaviour. This type of influence is

often useful in the context of work settings, team sports, and political activism.
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Group structure: A group’s structure is the internal framework that defines members’ relations to one another over time. Frequently

studied elements of group structure include roles, norms, values, communication patterns, and status differentials. Group structure

has also been defined as the underlying pattern of roles, norms, and networks of relations among members that define and organize

the group. Roles can be defined as a tendency to behave, contribute and interrelate with others in a particular way. Roles may be

assigned formally, but more often are
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defined through the process of role differentiation. Role differentiation is the degree to which different group members have

specialized functions. A group with a high level of role differentiation would be categorized as having many different roles that are

specialized and narrowly defined. A key role in a group is the leader, but there are other important roles as well, including task roles,

relationship roles, and individual roles. Functional (task) roles are generally defined in relation to the tasks the team is expected to

perform. Individuals engaged in task roles focus on the goals of the group and on enabling the work that members do; examples of

task roles include coordinator, recorder, critic, or technician. A group member engaged in a relationship role (or socio-emotional

role) is focused on maintaining the interpersonal and emotional needs of the groups’ members; examples of relationship role

include encourager, harmonizer, or compromiser. Norms are the informal rules that groups adopt to regulate members’ behaviour.

Norms refer to what should be done and represent value judgments about appropriate behaviour in social situations. Although they

are infrequently written down or even discussed, norms have powerful influence on group behaviour. They are a fundamental

aspect of group structure as they provide direction and motivation, and organize the social interactions of members. Norms are said

to be emergent, as they develop gradually throughout interactions between group members. While many norms are widespread

throughout society, groups may develop their own norms that members must learn when they join the group. There are various

types of norms, including: prescriptive, proscriptive, descriptive, and injunctive. Prescriptive Norms: The socially appropriate way to

respond in a social situation, or what group members are supposed to do (e.g. saying thank you after someone does a favour for

you). Proscriptive Norms: Actions that group members should not do; prohibitive (e.g. not belching in public). Descriptive Norms:

Describe what people usually do (e.g. clapping after a speech) Injunctive Norms: Describe behaviours that people ought to do; more

evaluative in nature than a descriptive norm. Inter member relations are the connections among the members of a group, or the

social network within a group. Group members are linked to one another at varying NSOU ? PGSW-III 127 levels. Examining the inter

member relations of a group can highlight a group’s density (how many members are linked to one another), or the degree

centrality of members (number of ties between members). Analyzing the inter member relations aspect of a group can highlight the

degree centrality of each member in the group, which can lead to a better understanding of the roles of certain group (e.g. an

individual who is a ‘go-between’ in a group will have closer ties to numerous group members which can aid in communication,

etc.). Values are goals or ideas that serve as guiding principles for the group. Like norms, values may be communicated either

explicitly or on an ad hoc basis. Values can serve as a rallying point for the team. However, some values (such as conformity) can

also be dysfunction and lead to poor decisions by the team. Communication Communication patterns describe the flow of

information within the group and they are typically described as either centralized or decentralized. With a centralized pattern,

communications tend to flow from one source to all group members. Centralized communications allow consistent,

standardization information but they may restrict the free flow of information. Decentralized communications make it easy to share

information directly between group members. When decentralized, communications tend to flow more freely, but the delivery of

information may not be as fast or accurate as with centralized communications. Another potential downside of decentralized

communications is the sheer volume of information that can be generated, particularly with electronic media. Status differentials are

the relative differences in status among group members. When a group is first formed the members may all be on an equal level, but

over time certain members may acquire status and authority within the group; this can create what is known as a pecking order

within a group. Status can be determined by a variety of factors and characteristics, including specific status characteristics (e.g.

task-specific behavioural and personal characteristics, such as experience) or diffuse status characteristics (e.g. age, race, ethnicity).

It is important that other group members perceive an individual’s status to be warranted and deserved, as otherwise they may not

have authority within the group. Status differentials may affect the relative amount of pay among group members and they may also

affect the group’s
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tolerance to violation of group norms (e.g. people with higher status may be given more freedom to violate group norms). Group

Performance: While many daily tasks undertaken by individuals could be performed in isolation, the preference is to perform with

other people. Social Facilitation and Performance Gains: In a study of dynamo genic stimulation for the purpose of explaining pace

making and competition in 1898, Norman Triplett theorized that “the bodily presence of another rider is a stimulus to the racer in

arousing the competitive instinct...”. This dynamo genic factor is believed to have laid the groundwork for what is now known as

social facilitation—an “improvement in task performance that occurs when people work in the presence of other people”. Further to

Triplett’s observation, in 1920, Floyd Allport found that although people in groups were more productive than individuals, the quality

of their product/ effort was inferior. In 1965, Robert Zajonc expanded the study of arousal response (originated by Triplett) with

further research in the area of social facilitation. In his study, Zajonc considered two experimental paradigms. In the first—audience

effects—Zajonc observed behaviour in the presence of passive spectators, and the second—co-action effects—he examined

behaviour in the presence of another individual engaged in the same activity.Zajonc observed two categories of behaviours—

dominant responses to tasks that are easier to learn and which dominate other potential responses and non- dominant responses to

tasks that are less likely to be performed. In his Theory of Social Facilitation, Zajonc concluded that in the presence of others, when

action is required, depending on the task requirement, either social facilitation or social interference will impact the outcome of the

task. If social facilitation occurs, the task will have required a dominant response from the individual resulting in better performance

in the presence of others, whereas if social interference occurs the task will have elicited a non-dominant response from the

individual resulting good performance of the task and it is a positive impact of group activities. Several theories analyzing

performance gains in groups via drive, motivational, cognitive and personality processes, explain why social facilitation occurs.
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Nickolas Cottrell, 1972, proposed the evaluation apprehension model whereby he suggested people associate social situations with

an evaluative process. Cottrell argued this situation is met with apprehension and it is this motivational response, not

arousal/elevated drive, that is responsible for increased productivity on simple tasks and decreased productivity on complex tasks in

the presence of others. In The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1959), Erving Goffman assumes that individuals can control how

they are perceived by others. He suggests that people fear being perceived as having negative, undesirable qualities and

characteristics by other people, and that it is this fear that compels individuals to portray a positive self-presentation/social image of

themselves. In relation to performance gains, Goffman’s “self-presentation theory’” predicts, in situations where they may be

evaluated, individuals will consequently increase for positive image.
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Social orientation theory considers the way a person approaches social situations. It predicts that self-confident individuals with a

positive outlook will show performance gains through social facilitation, whereas a self-conscious individual approaching social

situations with apprehension is less likely to perform well due to social interference effects. Intergroup dynamics: Intergroup

dynamics refers to the behavioural and psychological relationship between two dor more groups. This includes perceptions,

attitudes, opinions, and behaviours towards one’s own group, as well as those towards another group. In some cases, intergroup

dynamics is pro-social, positive, and beneficial.
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In other cases, intergroup dynamics can create conflict. For example, Fischer & Ferlie found initially positive dynamics between a

clinical institution and its external authorities dramatically changed to a ‘hot’ and intractable conflict when authorities interfered.

Intergroup
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conflict According to social identity theory, intergroup conflict starts with a process of comparison between individuals in one group

(the in group) to those of another group (the out group). This comparison process is not unbiased and objective. Instead, it is a

mechanism for enhancing one’s self-esteem. In the process of such comparisons, an individual tends to favor the in-group over the

out-group, exaggerate and over generalize the differences between the in group and the out group (to enhance group NSOU ?

PGSW-III 130 distinctiveness), minimize the perception of differences between in-group members, remember more detailed and

positive information about the in-group, and more negative information about the out-group, etc. Even without any intergroup

interaction (as in the minimal group paradigm), individuals begin to show favouritism towards their own group, and negative

reactions towards the out group. This conflict can result in prejudice, stereotypes, and discrimination. Intergroup conflict can be

highly competitive, especially for social groups with a long history of conflict (for example, the 1994 Rwandan Genocide, rooted in

group conflict between the ethnic Hutu and Tutsi). In contrast, intergroup competition can sometimes be relatively harmless,

particularly in situations where there is little history of conflict (for example, between students of different universities) leading to

relatively harmless generalizations and mild competitive behaviours. Intergroup conflict is commonly recognized amidst racial,

ethnic, religious, and political groups.
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Intergroup conflict reduction: There have been several strategies developed for reducing the tension, bias, prejudice, and conflict

between social groups. These include the contact hypothesis, the jigsaw classroom, and several categorization-based strategies.

Contact hypothesis (intergroup contact theory): Gordon Allport (1954) suggested that by promoting contact between groups,

prejudice can be reduced. Further, he suggested four optimal conditions for contact: equal status between the groups in the

situation; common goals; intergroup cooperation; and the support of authorities, law, or customs. Since then, over 500 studies have

been done on prejudice reduction under variations of the contact hypothesis, and a meta-analytic review suggests overall support

for its efficacy. In some cases, even without the four optimal conditions outlined by Allport, prejudice between groups can be

reduced. Super ordinate identities: Under the contact hypothesis, several models have been developed. A number of these models

utilize a super ordinate identity to reduce prejudice. That is, a more broadly defined, ‘umbrella’ group/identity that includes the

groups that are in conflict. By emphasizing this super ordinate identity, individuals in both subgroups can share NSOU ? PGSW-III 131

a common social identity. For example, if there is conflict between White, Black, and Latino students in a high school, one might try

to emphasize the ‘high school’ group/ identity that students share to reduce conflict between the groups. Models utilizing super

ordinate identities include the common in-group identity model, the in-group projection model, the mutual intergroup

differentiation model, and the in-group identity model. Interdependence: There are also techniques for reducing prejudice that

utilize interdependence between two or more groups. That is, members across groups have to rely on one another to accomplish

some goal or task. In the Robbers Cave Experiment, Sheriff used this strategy to reduce conflict between groups. Elliot Aronson’s

Jigsaw Classroom also uses this strategy of interdependence. In 1971, thick racial tensions were abounding in Austin, Texas. Aronson

was brought in to examine the nature of this tension within schools, and to devise a strategy for reducing it (so to improve the

process of school integration, mandated under Brown v. Board of Education in 1954). Despite strong evidence for the effectiveness

of the jigsaw classroom, the strategy was not widely used (arguably because of strong attitudes existing outside of the schools,

which still resisted the notion that racial and ethnic minority groups are equal to Whites and, similarly, should be integrated into

schools). 7.4.3 Conclusion Group dynamics are the processes that occur between group members. These dynamics are affected by

each member’s internal thoughts and feelings, their expressed thoughts and feelings, their nonverbal communication, and the

relationship between group members. Group dynamics helps you understand how each person’s actions make sense in the context

of the group. On the other hand it also refers to a system of behaviours and psychological processes which are occurring within a

social group (intergroup dynamics), or between social groups (intergroup dynamics). The study of group dynamics is very useful in

understanding decision-making behaviour, tracking the spread of problems in groups, creating effective therapy techniques, and

following the emergence and popularity of new ideas and technologies. However, one can understand this concept by analyzing

Systems theory describes how individuals behave within a system. As groups are considered systems, systems theory helps us begin

to
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understand group dynamics. Systems theory involves understanding that group dynamics is a more complex process than just

summing up the individual characteristics of each group member. Instead, group dynamics is best understood by combining the

characteristics of each group member, how each group member’s actions affect the group, and how these group interactions affect

each group member. This creates a cyclical and reciprocal feedback loop which simultaneously impacts all group members and all

group members’ relationships. 7.4.4 Answers to check your progress 1. What is Group Dynamics? 2. Why understanding on group

dynamics is essential for group work? 3. Write dynamics in a social group. 7.6
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Exercise 1. Write down the importance of Communication in Group Process. 2. Explain “Group Cohesion”. 3. Explain “Adjourning”. 4.

What is Black Sheep effect. 7.7 Reference
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Skills and Techniques in Social Groupwork Practice Structure 8.1 Objectives 8.2 Introduction 8.3 Topic Name: Skills and Techniques

8.3.1 Skills in Group Work 8.3.2 Techniques in Group Work 8.4 Conclusion 8.5 Exercise 8.6 Reference 8.1 Objectives The basic

objective of this section is to develop knowledge among social work professionals on various skills and techniques that are essential

in the process of group work practice. Understanding of such skills and techniques is very much required before undertaking group

work practice in any set up, whether community or agency set up. 8.2 Introduction In a general sense skill means the capacity to

perform activities. Virginia Robinson refers skills as “the capacity to set in motion and control a process of change in specific material

in such a way that the change that takes place in the material is affected with the greatest degree of consideration for and utilization

of the quality and capacity of the material”(Gaurav, 2013). Trecker defines methods and skill as “Methods means the purposeful use

of insights and understanding based upon a body of knowledge and principles”, and “ Skill is the capacity to apply knowledge and

understanding to a given situation”(Dhawa: 2014). NSOU ? PGSW-III 138 8.3.1 Skills in Social group work It is needless to say that

skills are essential for a social group worker to become more productive in-group situation. The skills are necessary to mainly

exchange ideas among the members freely and clearly, using language understood by everyone andwith no fears of starting

arguments or hurting feelings, examining objectively how well the group and its members are working, sharing the leadership jobs

among the group members and show sensitivity to the feelings of all, accepting new ideas and new members into the group

without irreparable conflict, and to disciplining the group to work toward long range objectives and profit from failures, thinking

clearly about group problems, findings, causes and working for solutions, adjusting group procedures and plans to meet the feelings

and the desires of the members, creating new jobs or committees as needed and to terminate them or the group itself, when the

needis fulfil.Phillips has enumerated the following skills for social group workers and its practice settings(Pathare, n.d.). Skill in Using

Agency Functions: The group worker must be skilful enough to carry the functions of agency. He should always try topropagate

what the agency in the community wantsto do. He does the following activities for this. The Intake Process: The worker who meets

the applicants while carrying out the agency’s procedures for intake, will discuss with him as to what exactly the member wants

from the agency and what is available in the agency for him/her(Gaurav, 2013). Connecting the Group with the Agency: The worker

relates the group more firmly to the agency by helping it to understand what the agency stands for and what kind of responsible

behaviour is expected of them as well as of other groups(Gaurav, 2013). Serving the Individual through the Group work Process:

Since the function of the agency includes helping group units to develop in socially useful ways, as well as helping individuals the

social worker’s attention must be on the development of the group as a whole and on each individual’s use of the group (Gaurav,

2013).
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Working with the Individual outside the Group of Meetings: Although the worker offers his services within the group process he also

provides help to the individual if need be for the better use of group experience on the part of member. The Referral Process: An

important part of the group work agency’s service is to work with members and their parents in a process of considering the use of

other community services for help with problems that cannot be dealt within the group work agency. Skill in Communication of

Feelings: The social group worker should have the following skills. • The Worker’s Feelings: High among the qualities essential to a

social worker’s skill is the capacity to feel with others(Skills and Techniques of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.). • The Group

Member’s Feelings: The worker must be skilful in helping the group members to know, accept, express and be responsible for their

feelings(Skills and Techniques of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.). • Group Feelings: The interaction of each member with the

others and the worker produces group feelings. The worker helps the group in understanding their feelings and its meanings. Skill in

Stimulating and Using Group Relations: The social group worker should enable each group member to find and take his part in

relationship with other members. He should be skilful in using programmes to strengthen group relations. Trecker has listed the

following skills of social group work(http://www.ignou.ac.in/ upload/bswe-02-block1-unit-9-small%20size.pdf). Skill in Establishing

Purposeful Relationship: The group worker must be skilful in gaining the acceptance of the group and in relating himself to the

group on a positive professional basis. The group worker must be skilful in helping individuals in the group to accept one another

and to join with the group in common pursuits(Skills and Techniques of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.). NSOU ? PGSW-III 140

Skill in Analysing the Group Situation: The worker must be skilful in judging the developmental level of the group to determine what

the level is, what the group needs and how quickly the group can be expected to move. This calls for skill in direct observation of

groups in a basis of analysis and judgement. The group worker must be skilful in helping the group to express ideas, work out

objectives, clarify immediate goals and see both its potentialities and limitations as a group(Skills and Techniques of Group Work –

Article1000.Com, n.d.). Skill in Participation with the Group: The group worker must be skilful in determining, interpreting, assuming

and modifying his own roles with the group. The group worker must be skilful in helping, group members to participate, to locate

leadership among them and to take responsibility for their own activities. Skill in Dealing with Group Feeling: The group worker must

be skilful in controlling his own feelings about the group and must study each new situation with a high degree of objectivity. The

group worker must be skilful in helping groups to release their own feelings, both positive and negative. He must be skilful in helping

groups to analyze situations as part of the working through group or intergroup conflicts(Skills and Techniques of Group Work –

Article1000.Com, n.d.). Skill in Programme Development: The group worker must be skilful in guiding group thinking so that

interests and needs will be revealed and understood. The group worker must be skilful in helping groups to develop programmes,

which they want as a means through which their needs may be met(Skills and Techniques of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.).

Skill in Using Agency and Community Resources: The group worker must be skilful in locating and then acquainting the group with

various helpful resources which can be utilized by the members for programme purpose. The group worker must be skilful in

helping certain individual members to make use of specialized services by means of referral that cannot be met within the

group(Skills and Techniques of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.).
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Skill in Evaluation: The group worker must have skill in recording the development processes that are going on as he works with the

group. The group worker must be skilful in using his records and in helping the group to review its experiences as a means of

improvement(Skills and Techniques of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.). On the basis of above discussions and opinions of

different social workers on the different types of skills essential for group work practitioners, we may list them as follows.

Communication Skills: Communication is at the heart of group work practice. The social group worker makes use of two broad

categories of communication skills, one those which are intended to facilitate interpersonal helping and other those intended to

facilitate to achieve the groupwork objectives. A number of specific skills may help the group worker to perform his jobs more

effectively, which are listed below: Skill of Programme Planning: It is very essential that group worker must be skilful in planning the

programmes for the group. It is also essential that the worker must be skilful in communicating the message around the answers of

several questions. He/ She should be skilful in communicating his own feelings to the members of the group(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of

Identify Self Role: It is an important step in group work practice. The worker must convince the group for his interface in its affairs

(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Explaining the Purpose of Group: Everybody before joining the group wants to know about the benefits of

joining the group. If he/she is satisfied, he comes forward and become a member of that group. Therefore, the group worker must

be skilful in convincing the people to avail the facilities of the agency by joining the group. The worker, further, explains how

communicate in group so that the group may advance in its goal(Gaurav, 2013). Skill in Interpreting Verbal Communication: It is the

job of the group worker to keep watch on the verbal communication among the group members because if it is not on the right

track, the group may loose
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its basic purpose. He/she should always try to direct in proper direction(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Answering Question: During group

process, certain questions, queries or doubts are raised by the group members. If they are not answered in right perspective, the

members may disassociate themselves. Therefore, it is essential that the social group worker has the vide knowledge of social work

as well as human behaviour(Gaurav, 2013). Skill in Effective Helping Relationship: It is heart of social group work practice. A group

worker must genuinely care for the group members. The relationship will be more cohesive and fruitful if the social group worker

possesses the following skills(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Empathy: It refers to the worker’s capacity to perceive accurately member’s

feelings and subjective experiences. The group worker should show in his/her behaviour that he/ she is taking genuine interest in

their welfare. It will help in developing confidence between group worker and the group(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Encouraging the

Member’s Feedback: It refers to statement that encourages the member to respond to the worker’s explanation. This gives the

members an opportunity to ask questions and raise disagreement if any(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Describing the Member’s Role: This is

common tendency that everybody wants facilities, and rights but less inclined to fulfil their duties. It is the job of the social group

worker to explain the member who is joining the group about his role in the group(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Active Listening: In active

listening the worker tends to both the member verbal and non-verbal message. The listening become active listening when it is

followed by clarification and explanations needed by the group members(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Exploring the Member’s Silence:

Sometimes it happens that one or the other members of the group keeps silence and takes the least interest in the group activities. It

is the job of social group worker NSOU ? PGSW-III 143 to find out the reasons for his/her silence and encourage him/ her for active

involvement(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of recognizing every Member’s Strengths: It refers to expressions of confidence in the member’s

ability to accomplish some specific tasks in the group process. It will help the group worker in performing different types of activities

in the group with the help of its members and thus the group will grow and enrich in achieving its objectives(Gaurav, 2013). Skill in

giving priority and gradation of the problem: All the problems of the group and its members cannot be solved at once. Therefore,

their gradation and priority is needed. Priority should be fixed by the group worker. It will facilitate the group process in right

direction(Gaurav, 2013). 8.3.2 Techniques in Group Work Techniques are interventions aiming at facilitating movement within a

group (Corey and Corey 2006). They go on suggesting that almost anything that a worker or leader does in a group can be

considered as techniques, including observing silence. Moreover, there are some techniques which are used quite often by the

group worker to facilitate their work. Some of the more frequent techniques used by group workers are: • Group Counselling •

Group Discussion • Role Play • Programme Media: Games, Story Telling, Drawing, Poster making, etc • Individual sessions •

Supervision Let us discuss on the various techniques and how these techniques are importance in group work. Group Counselling:

Group counselling refers to activities that are used to enrich members’ capacities through skill building or helping them to achieve

changes in their behavioural pattern to achieve a better growth. This counselling of course will differ in different groups
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and also worker to worker. Some of the areas in which intensive counselling is done is cognitive, behavioural domains and affective

change by the group worker. The distinguishing feature of the group counselling is that the group environment is used to

accomplish both development of life skills and accomplish and strengthen changes among members. Group counselling therefore

is a group process to accomplish changes in the way members think, feel and act. The group participants change in the area of

behaviour, attitude, and development are the main concern area for group worker and in this context sufficient counselling is done

by the worker. Group Discussion: Group discussion is one of the important techniques for sharing and communicating ideas in a

group. The group is a forum for making decisions, solving problems faced by its members both individually and collectively,

promoting growth, and accomplishing a variety of objectives. The group discussion as a technique helps in developing appropriate

attitude and skills of members since they learn to look at a problem from several perspectives, appreciate diversity in course of

discussion and provide equal opportunity to all to express and give due attention to each members opinion . The participation in

group discussion helps members to develop self respect and positive self concept. They have the ability to solve problems or take

up developmental activities, therefore, each members view points are taken into consideration and consensus decision of the group

in the process is taken. Members get good exposure and experience in participating group discussion. Group Worker of course

keeps all members engage in a variety of purpose and keep the group moving towards its objectives. Supervision: It is another

important technique of working with group. All discussions in the group should be presided over by a group member, leader of the

worker depending on the nature of the group. Even in informal talk in the group, it is better to have a person coordinates the

discussions. The supervisor should help the members to participate in the group session in a democratic manner. The worker should

play the role of a supervisor in the group and he or she should makes arrangements for recording the main points. In informal

discussion detailed minutes may not be possible or required but may need to keep major points for assessment of the activities and

happenings. Some common problems generally encountered by the worker in the group are, sometime silence of the members,

which indicates either NSOU ? PGSW-III 145 lack of interest or lack of adequate communication skills, fear of worker, other factors.

This may be termed as hostile environment, which needs appropriate norms, capacity building of the members and networking

among themselves. Secondly, lack of movements in participation, needs caring at least to help them to talk, chair, participate in the

process of decision making. The worker should deal such situation as expert, otherwise, it can lead to stagnation in the session.

Thirdly, supervision also should take care over domination of the members. Not only that, supervisor or worker himself or herself

can dominate in the group session, therefore, it is necessary that he or she should be vigilant enough to open up discussion and

help other members to participate instead of domination by himself or herself or checking the domination of other members. Group

Decision Making: Group decision is one of the key components in group work and the decision may tell us the fact of the

functioning of the group. Decision making pattern based on what manner the decision is taken. Group worker understanding on this

part is necessary. He or she should be alert to discover that the group environment is conducive enough to take a democratic

decision making. The worker should help the group to take decision quickly and rationally. Role Play: Role play is a good technique

to help the members to look at their own behaviour and others view it. In role play a real life situation is simulated. But it is necessary

to prepare the members for role play. It is also desirable to help members to overcome stress and coping a new learning situation. A

good example is child’s interaction with a teacher or a parent. A careful selection of an actors to carry out role play and to provide

them feedback after seeing their performance will help to improve their quality. A congenial, safe and friendly environment is

important to have success in the group. A sensitive training is necessary and useful for roleplay as well. Developing Programme

Media: Programme media refers to all activities in the group, such as games, singing, story telling, street play, etc, which generally

has been taken for group interaction and participation of the group members. The activities help the members to become active

and identify themselves as their own activities of the group. The influence ot the group on members lies in three areas: participation

in activities, interaction with NSOU ? PGSW-III 146 other members and their interaction with the worker. Games and sports provide

an opportunity to members to express their feelings and exhibit their behaviour which is frank and true expression of what is laying

dormant inside. A special care should be given to select activities for weak members. Individual Session: Individual sessions are also

used by worker while working with groups. It is necessary to assess each member about their liking and interest and to carry out

fruitful participation in group. A careful planning is also necessary in the process. The worker should plan in advance for holding

individual session for assessing individual capacity. It should be done in a participatory manner. Some members may be given special

support for shorting out their difficulties. Evaluation: Evaluation of session/ activities of the group is necessary and members should

take part in the evaluation process while working in a group. The feedback from members as such is necessary and accepted

method of collecting information. The individual session may be also arranged to make the group members understanding clear

about the purpose of the evaluation and why individual session is important for objective assessment of the group. The member

however should be given sufficient time to express his or her problem and analysis of the problem should be made and shared with

the persons 8.4 Conclusion This unit is mainly concentrated on various skills and techniques in group work practice. In nut shell, the

core skills could be summarized that are needed by social workers are the communication skill, listening, observation, analytical

thinking, empathy, self control, leadership skills, while in technique part the major techniques generally used in group work are

group discussion, group counselling, role play. Programme planning on games, story-telling, singing, poster making, conducting

individual sessions, etc. Understanding thorough ideas on those skills and techniques definitely would enrich the group work

process and especially helping the members as well as for group development more scientifically. Finally the students of social work

of course would be benefitted on such understanding.
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Definition of leadership 9.4 Approaches to leadership 9.5 Leadership roles 9.6 Emotional Intelligence and leadership effectiveness 9.7

Qualities of a successful leader 9.8 Leadership and communication 9.9 Leadership and power 9.10 Leadership style 9.11 Guidelines for

forming and leading a group 9.12 Group exercise 9.13 Conclusion 9.14 Exercise 9.15 Reference 9.0 Objectives This unit portrays
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leadership in the context of group work. It explains the theories,

styles, factors for successful group leadership and the Importance of group leadership. After reading this unit, learner must be able to:

Distinguish between various styles and theories of leadership; • The factors influencing group leadership; • Know about various

leadership roles; • Guidelines for forming and leading a group.
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occurs whenever one person in a group influences other members to help the group reach its goals. Because all group members

influence each other at various times, each individual excerpts leadership. However, a difference exists between being a designated

leader – a president or chairperson – and engaging in leadership behaviour. A designated leader has certain responsibilities, such as

calling meetings and leading discussions, while leadership refers to influential behaviour in general(

Zastrow, n.d.). 9.2 Concepts One of the most striking and universal facts about groups is that they almost always have a leader. Even

among birds and animals there are group leaders. When food is placed in a small pile before the hungry chicken, one bird will feed

actively and prevent others from getting near the pile or even to peck at the scattered grain. The other birds show fear and go away. If

the aggressive bird is removed by the experimenter, another bird takes her place and dominates. Thus the group is seen to be

composed of individuals which form a hierarchy of precedence. The dominant bird assumes control of food, water, roosting places,

choice of maters etc. Similar behaviour can be observed in mammals also. The dominant male monkey excludes the subordinates

from breeding. There is also the group territorial system which needs the aggressive and powerful male to protect the territory. Thus,

there is not only hierarchical organisation within the group but also definite recognition of in- group members and antagonism to

out-group individuals. Similarly it can be observed that one child becomes the leader in a group of six or eight-year old children. There

is a leader in each teenage group. There are also leaders in work gang. Thus, despite the fact that the purposes, structure and

membership of these groups vary considerably, each group has a leader. Leadership appears to be the ubiquitous feature of group life

and is probably a necessary condition for an assemblage of individuals to function as a group. When members of a small group are

asked to role each other on leadership, they generally seem to take three factors into account: (a) dominance, (b) likeability and
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and verbal, he must possess abilities and resources that enable him to influence others and to give or deny opportunities, rewards or

punishments. But he must also be “likable”. The person chosen to be a leader must be one whom the members could like and admire.

He must be one who gives them opportunities and rewards. But even a combination of dominance and likeability is not normally

enough for leadership position. He must be capable of bringing success to their endeavours. Thus “task success” is necessary to make

him acceptable as a leader so that he can make rewards available. The central attributes of leadership is influence; the leader is

generally the person in the group who has the greatest influence on the activities and beliefs of the members. He is the one who

initiates action, makes decisions and gives orders to the members as to what they should do. He is also the person who settles

disputes between the members. He serves as an inspiration to the members of the group and is in the forefront of any activity

undertaken by the group. 9.3 Definition Leadership is a specialised form of social interaction: a reciprocal, transactional, and

sometimes transformational process in which cooperating individuals are permitted to influence and motivate others to promote the

attainment of group and individual goals. This definition is cumbersome, but it emphasizes several features noted by many previous

definitions. 1. Leadership is a reciprocal process involving the leader, the followers, and the group situation, members; rather, the

leader-follower relationship is mutual. 2. Leadership is a transactional, social exchange process. Leader and members work together,

exchanging their time, energies and skills to increase their joint rewards. 3. Leadership is often a transformational process. The

transformational leader heightens group members and changing their beliefs, values and needs. 4. Leadership is a cooperative process

of legitimate influence rather than sheer power.
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attain personal and group goals. 9.4
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Approaches to Leadership Four major approaches to leadership theory – trait, position, leadership style and distributed functions –

are summarized in the following(Zastrow, n.d.): The Trait Approach: Aristotle observed: “From the hour of their birth some are

marked for subjugation, and others for command”. This trait approach to leadership, which has existed for centuries, assumes that

leaders have inherent personal characteristics or traits that distinguish them from followers. This approach asserts that leaders are

born, not made, and emerge naturally instead of being trained. It has also been called the “

great man” or “great woman” theory of leadership.
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Charisma: Charisma has been defined as “an extraordinary power, as of working miracles”. Johnson and Johnson give the following

definition of a charismatic leader(

Zastrow, n.d.):
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The Charismatic leader must have a sense of mission, a belief in the social- change movement he or she leads and confidence in

oneself as the chosen instrument to lead the movement to its destination. The leader must appear extremely self- confident in order

to inspire others with the faith that the movement he or she leads will, without fail, prevail and ultimately reduce their distress. Some

charismatic leaders appear to inspire their followers to love and be fully committed to them. Other charismatic leaders offer their

followers the hope and promise of deliverance from distress(

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Charisma has not been precisely defined and its components have ot been fully identified. The qualities and characteristics that each

charismatic leader has will differ somewhat from these of

their
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charismatic leaders. The following leaders all have been referred to as charismatic, yet they differed substantially in personality

characteristics: John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., Julius Ceasar, General George Patton, Mahatma Gandhi and Winston

Churchill(

Zastrow, n.d.).
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the names of three people you identify as being charismatic. There may be presidents, political leader, religious leaders,

and
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teachers and so on. For each person you identify, list the characteristics that cause this person (in your view) to

the
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charismatic. 2. For the three people you wrote about, identify the charismatic characteristics that all three individuals appear to have

in common. 3. Do any of these people have unique charismatic characteristics (that is, characteristics that are not held by the other

two)? If “yes”, identify the person and describe his or her unique characteristics.
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The Position Approach: In most large organisations, there are several levels of leadership, such as president, vice-president,

manager, supervisor and foreman. The position approach defines leadership in terms of the authority of a particular position. It

focuses on studying the behaviour, training and personal background of leaders in high-level positions(

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Studies using the position approach, however, have revealed little consistency in how people assume leadership positions.

Obviously, individuals may become leaders with little related training (for example-

in family business) while
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others spend years developing their skills. Also, individuals in different leadership positions have been found to display a variety of

appropriate

behaviours. The Leadership-Style Approach:
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While there are various leadership styles, it is generally agreed that leadership styles is in accordance with the circumstances – the

ability of members, urgency of the situation and many such crucial factors. The following are a few important

leadership styles: 1. Authoritarian Leaders: The authoritarian leader is characterised by dominance and aggressiveness. He believes in

the value of discipline, forcefulness and deference to authority. He likes to display the external symbols of status and power. Since he

does not have a high opinion of the intelligence and abilities of the masses he uses many techniques of propaganda to make them

believe and do what he wants them to believe and do. He depends more on power and punishment than on persuasion. This
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leader alone is the purveyor of rewards and punishments and knows the succession of future steps in the group’s activities. One of

the hazards, however, is that group members may NSOU ? PGSW-III 153 respond out of necessity and not because of commitment

to group goals. The authoritarian leader who anticipates approval from subordinates may be surprised to find that backbiting and

bickering are common in the group. Unsuccessful authoritarian leadership is opt to generate factionalism, behind the scenes

jockeying for position among members and a decline in morale(Zastrow, n.d.). 2. Democratic Leaders: The
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democratic leader is one whose basic techniques are persuasion, conciliation and tolerance. He is not preoccupied with the problem

of discipling the members of the group. He trusts the good sense of people and believes that with proper guidance they can be made

to work for their goals. He relies on facts and on logical arguments since he has faith in the intelligence of the people. He does not

seek to influence them through propaganda. The comparisons of which we shall speak are those between an authoritarian

atmosphere and a democratic atmosphere as follows: Democratic 1.All policies a matter of group determination, encouraged and

drawn by the leader. 2. Activity perspective given by an explanation of the general steps of the process during discussion at first

meeting. Where technical advice was needed, the leader tried to point out two or three alternative procedures from which choice

could be made. 3. The members were free to work with whomever they chose, and the division of tasks was left up to the group. 4.

The leader was “objective” or “fact- minded” in his praise and criticism and tried to be a regular group member in spirit without doing

too much of the actual work. Authoritarian 1. All determination of policy by the leader. 2. Techniques and steps of attaining the goal

dictated by the leader, one at a time, so that future direction was always uncertain to a large degree. 3. The leader usually dictated the

particular work task and work companions of each member. 4. The leader was “personal” in his praise and criticism of the work of

each member without giving objective reasons. He remained aloof from active group participation except when demonstrating.
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follows: 1. The authoritarian groups tended to be more aggressive or more apathetic than the democratic groups. When aggression

was expressed, it tended to be directed toward other group members rather than toward to authoritarian leader. In the authoritarian

groups two scapegoats were the targets of such concentrated group hostility that they left the club. In the apathetic authoritarian

groups it seemed that the lack of aggression was due merely to repressive influence of the leader, for when he temporarily left the

group, aggressive outbursts occurred. 2. In the authoritarian groups there were more submissive approaches to the leader and also

more attention-demanding approaches. The approaches to the democratic leader were more friendly and work-minded. 3. In the

authoritarian groups the relations with other group members tended to be more aggressive and dominating than in the democratic

groups. 4. There seemed to be more “we-feeling” in the democratic groups and more “I-feeling” in the authoritarian. Group unity

appeared higher in the democratic groups and sub groups tended to be more stable than in the authoritarian atmosphere where they

tended to disintegrate(Informaèní systém, n.d.). 5. Constructiveness of work decreased sharply when the authoritarian leader

temporarily absented him, whereas it dropped only slightly when the democratic leader was absent. 6. Under experimentally induced

frustrations in the work situation, the democratic group responded by organized attacks on the difficulty, whereas the authoritarian

groups tended to become disrupted through recriminations and personal blame.
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Laissez-Faire Leaders: These leaders participate very little, and group members are generally left to function (or flounder) with little

input. Group members seldom function well under a laissez-faire style, which may be effective only when the members are

committed to a course of action, have the resources to implement it and need minimal leadership to reach their goals.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 155 Exercise 2: Authoritarian, Democratic and Laissez-Faire Leaders. 1.
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Identify someone who used an authoritarian style in leading a group. State what the leader did that led you to conclude his or her

style was authoritarian. Also state what the reactions of the other group members were to this authoritarian style. 2. Identify

someone who used democratic style in leading a group. State what the leader did that led you to conclude his or her style was

democratic. Also state what the reactions of the other group members were to this democratic style. 3. Identify someone who used

a laissez-faire style in leading a group. State what the leader did that led you to conclude his or her style was laissez-faire. Also state

what the reactions of the other group members were to his laissez-faire style.

The Distributive – Functions Approach: The distributed functions approach disagrees with the “great man”,
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or trait, theory of leadership and asserts that every member of a group will be a leader at times by taking actions that serve group

functions. Leadership is defined as the performance of acts that help the group maintain itself and reach its goals(

Reborn, n.d.).
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Leadership functions include setting goals, selecting and implementing tasks and providing resources to accomplish group goals

while maintaining the group’s cohesion and satisfying the needs of individual member. The functional approach involves

determining what tasks, or functions are essential to achieve group goals and how different group members should

participate(Reborn, n.d.). With this approach, the demands of leadership are viewed as being specific to a particular group in a

particular situation. For example, cracking a joke may be a useful leadership tactic in certain situations if it relieves tension. But when

other members are revealing intense personal information in therapy, humour may be counterproductive and therefore

inappropriate leadership behaviour. Many individuals who fear taking a leadership role are uncertain about leadership functions and

feel they lack the power qualities of a leader. Amazingly, even the most fearful and anxious students have already taken on many

leadership roles and nearly everyone has assumed leadership responsibilities by adolescence. Functional leadership involves a

learned set of skills that anyone with certain minimal capabilities can
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acquire. Responsible membership is the same thing as responsible leadership because both maintain the group’s cohesion and

accomplish its goals. Since people can be taught leadership skills and behaviours the implication of this theory is that nearly

everyone can be taught to be an effective leader.

Exercise 3: Distributed Functions Approach
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The distributed-functions approach asserts that every member of a group will be a leader at times by taking actions that serve group

functions. Identify a group that you are currently in or that you were a member of in the past. Describe the actions you took that

were useful to the group. 9.5

Leadership Roles Task and
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Maintenance Roles: All groups, whether organized for therapeutic reasons, problem solving, or other purposes, rely on members

performing task roles and group maintenance roles satisfactorily. Task roles are those needed to accomplish specific goals set by the

group. They have been summarized by Johnson and Johnson as follows(Zastrow, n.d.).: Information and Opinion Given: Offer facts,

opinions, ideas, suggestions and relevant information to help group discussion(

Zastrow, n.d.)..
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Information and Opinion Seeker: Asks for facts, information, opinions, ideas and feeling from other members to help group

discussion(

Zastrow, n.d.)..
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Starter: Proposes goals and tasks to initiate action within the group(

Zastrow, n.d.)..
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Direction Giver: Develops plans on how to proceed and focuses attention on the task to be done(Zastrow, n.d.). Summarizer: Pulls

together related ideas or suggestions and restates and summarizes major points discussed(

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Coordinator: Shows relationships among various ideas by pulling them together and harmonizes activities of various

sub groups
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and members(Zastrow, n.d.).. Diagnoser: Figures out sources of difficulties the group has in working effectively and the blocks to

progress in accomplishing the group’s goals.
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Energizer: Stimulates a higher quality of work from the group. Reality Tester: Examines the practically and workability of ideas,

evaluates alternative solutions and applies them to real situations to see how they will work. Evaluator: Compares group decisions

and accomplishments with group standards and goals. The Johnson has also identified group maintenance roles, which strengthen

social/emotional bonds within the group: Encourager of Participation: Warmly encourages everyone to participate, giving

recognition for contributions, demonstrating acceptance and openness to ideas of others; is friendly and responsive to group

members (Zastrow, n.d.).. Harmonizer and Compromiser: Persuades members to analyze constructively their differences in

opinions, searches for common elements in conflicts and tries to reconcile disagreements (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Tension Reliever: Eases tensions and increases the enjoyment of group members by joking, suggesting breaks and proposing for

approaches to group work. Communication Helper: Shows good communication skills and makes sure that each group member

understands what other members are saying (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Evaluator of Emotional Climate: Asks members how they feel about the way in which the group is working and about each other,

and shares own feelings about both (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Process Observer: Watches the process by which the group is working and uses the observations to help examine group

effectiveness. (Zastrow, n.d.). Standard Setter: Expresses group standards and goals to make members aware of the direction of the

work and the progress being made toward the goal, and to get open acceptance of group norms and procedures. Active Listener:

Listens and serves as an interested audience for other members is receptive to others’ ideas, and goes along with the group when

not in disagreement. Trust Builder: Accepts and supports openness of other group members, reinforcing risk taking and encouraging

individuality. Interpersonal Problem Solver: Promotes open discussion of conflicts between group members in order to resolve

conflicts and increase group togetherness.
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Each of the foregoing task and maintenance functions may be required periodically within a group; end effective group members

(and leaders) are sensitive to these needs. A task leader emerges in many groups because he or she has the best ideas and does the

most to guide discussions. Since this person concentrates on a task, and generally plays an aggressive role in moving the group

toward the goal, hostility is apt to arise and the task leader may be disliked. Concurrently, a second
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leader may emerge: a social / emotional specialist who concentrates on group harmony and resolves tensions and conflicts within

the group. In groups without an official leader, the leader is expected to be both the task specialist and the social / emotional

specialist. In groups without an official leader, these two functions are generally assumed by two different emergent leaders. When

social / emotional group maintenance needs are met, a group will continually improve its task effectiveness. However, when

maintenance needs are ignored, a group’s task effectiveness deteriorates(

Zastrow, n.d.). Exercise 4:
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Task and Maintenance Contributions to a group. 1. Identify a group you are currently participating in or have participated in the past.

Briefly describe this group, including its goals. 2. Review the list of task roles and then describe your task contributions to this group.

3. Review the list of maintenance roles and then describe your maintenance contributions to this group.
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Other Roles: The designated group leader has a special obligation to assume or to assist others in assuming, timely and appropriate

task and maintenance roles. Each leader is also responsible for a variety of functions, which range from setting initial policies to

planning for termination. To meet the needs and particular developmental stage of a group, a leader may be required to assume any

of the previously described roles as well as these (Zastrow, n.d.): Executive: The most obvious role of a

leader in any group is a coordinator of the activities of the group. The leader may not have any direct role in determining policies but it

is his responsibility to observe the execution of these policies. In this executive capacity the leader does not himself carry out the

necessary work, he assign it to other group members.
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a planner decides the ways and means by which the group shall achieve its ends. This may not only involves the intermediate steps

but the future steps to the goal. Policy maker: One of the most important of all leader functions is the establishment of group goals,

objectives and policies. Expert: Besides from functions of policy making, distinguished as a source of readily available information and

skills for the group membership. In this sense the leader is the one who is regarded as the best qualified for the technical requirements

of the group activities. Group Representative: It is impossible for all members of a group to deal directly with other groups or other

people outside the group. The outgoing and incoming demand and contacts are channelled through him. Lewin has called a leader as

‘Gate Keeper’. Controller of internal relationship: The leader may functions as the controller of internal interpersonal relations among

the group members themselves. More than any other members, the leader knows the specific details of the group structure and by so

doing affects the nature of in-group relation. There are some groups where the in- group relations are channelled through the leader.

Purveyor of Rewards and Punishments: The leader assumes the power of reward and punishment which enables him to exercise

strong disciplinary and motivational control over the group member. The leader may promote a member to higher rank, may give a

member special honour and may also take disciplinary action against any group member. Arbitrator and Mediator: The leader should

not only act as an important judge to render decisions but also to act as conciliator in re-establish good group interrelations.

Exampler: The leader should be the model of behaviour for the group members. He, in his own person, must exemplify the percept

inculcated upon them. A military officer boldly leads the troop in the battle field serve as the exampler. Symbol of the Group: The

leader may enhance the group unity by rightly standing for the group. The king of England is a classic example of this function of

symbol providing a kind of cognitive focus for group unity.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 160 Surrogate for individual responsibility: The leader sometimes relieve the responsibilities of any other group

members that he wishes to avoid. The individual member puts his trust in the leader and lets him make the decision. In this situation

leader play an extremely important psychological role for the individual. Ideologist: The leader furnishes the ideology of the group

membership, he acts as a source for the very beliefs of the individual member. Gandhi served in this sense as a “Spiritual leader” in the

living conscience and moral guide of million of Hindus. Father figure: The leader serves as a perfect focus for the positive emotional

feelings of the individuals; he is the ideal object for identification, for transference, for feelings of submissiveness. Hitler serves as

compelling father figure of their followers. Scapegoat: A leader previously loved by the group members may be repudiated and

excoriated by the group. A leader sometime constitute an ideal object for positive emotional feelings but he may be a perfect target

for the aggressions of the frustrated, disappointed disillusioned group. E.g. The Nazi leadership was rejected by many Germans who

were previously loyal and devoted followers: 9.6
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Emotional Intelligence And Leadership Effectiveness Individuals, especially leaders, who engage in social interface are expected to

emotionally intelligent. Leaders’ lows in emotional intelligence are found to be less capable of handling stress, problematic situations

and people. There are five components of Emotional Intelligence
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Self-awareness: exhibited by self-confidence, realistic self-assessment and a self- depreciating sense of humour. Self-management:

exhibited by

trust worthiness
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and integrity, comfort with ambiguity and openness to change. Self-motivation: exhibited by a strong drive to achieve, optimism and

high organizational commitment. Empathy: exhibited by expertise in building and retaining lalent, cross-cultural sensitivity and

service to clients. Social Skills: exhibited by the ability to lead change, persuasiveness and expertise in building and leading teams.
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Qualities of a Successful Leader Though there are several leadership styles, every leader has to develop a style appropriate to the

needs of the group and the situation. It is a universal fact that every person’s leadership skills are unique and cannot be borrowed

from another. The leader has to grow on her own. To be a good leader one needs to have a positive sense of humour that is not

derogatory or distasteful, possess good listening skills, ability to truly enjoy being with people and genuinely accepts the other

person’s view points. The leader has to be optimistic, unruffled and capable of handling difficult situations deftly. The leader has to

be friendly-within the prescribed limits of the societal norms. This friendliness has to be done with appropriateness – not too close

or too isolated. Essentially, the leader has to be broad minded, relaxed and open to criticisms.
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While working with group members from diverse cultures, a broad cultural background is an advantage. This aids the process of the

cultural ‘melting pot’ further enabling smooth interaction and accomplishment of group tasks. The leader

has to necessarily control her emotion, temper and has to be extra cautions of imposing her feelings on the group.
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The leader is a human being too, with all her problems and fears to handle. But a wise leader fully understand that it is essential to

keep her problems, especially the personal ones to herself.
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Finally, the leader has to be well groomed physically too. The leader has to stick to comfortable, clean outfits, well hair, no clattering

trinkets, flashy coburs, heavy costumes or any disturbing accompaniments. The leader has to make sure that his appearance is

appropriate to the group’s culture and expectations. He has to avoid improper mannerism and gestures. 9.8

Leadership and Communication In any small group observation reveals that only one or two persons speak a great deal and other say

very little. This has been found to be so whether the group is structured or unstructured, whether the problem being discussed is

general or specific, whether the members of the group are friends or strangers, whether the size of the
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the parliament. This is why in a seminar class or in a group discussion restrictions are placed on those who speak frequently and too

long while those who do not speak are persuaded to make their contribution. It has been found that the amount of communication by

members of a group follows a logarithmic or exponential curve. Regardless of the size of the group, the most talkative member does

about 40 percent of the communicating and the amount of communication by the other members drops off sharply. In an eight-

member group two persons contribute 60 percent of the conversation, the third contributes 14 percent and the remaining five

members the balance of 26 percent between them. Thus, the fact that one person does most of the talking seems virtually to be a

universal characteristic of groups. The most active member in terms of communication also tends to be the leader of the group

because he has the most influence on the group. He determines the course of conversation; he initiates interactions by asking

questions, he receives most of the replies. Further, he makes most of the suggestions and gives most of the orders. He tends to play

the central role, whatever the group is doing. An outside observer would consider him the group’s leader and this is confirmed by the

members of the group also when they are questioned. Generally, the person who talks the most is perceived as the leader by the rest

of the group. Thus, the amount of communication is a critical determinant of leadership. Bavelas et al (1965) demonstrated this effect.

Students were divided into four-man groups and were given a problem to discuss for ten minutes. An observer recorded the amount

of time each man spoke and the number of times he spoke. After the discussion session, the subjects were asked to fill out a

questionnaire in which they were asked to rank the other subjects on general leadership ability and other characteristics. In the second

session each subject had a small box with a red and a green light in front of him, which only he could see. Some subjects were told

that they would received feedback on their performance; if the red light went on, it would indicate that they had been hindering the

discussion; if the green light went on, it would indicate that their contribution was helpful. Thus they were either negatively or

positively reinforced. One subject who was at the bottom on both verbal output and in the ranking by others was selected from each

group. He was positively reinforced whenever he spoke by the flash of green light while the rest

NSOU ? PGSW-III 163 of the group were negatively reinforced for most of their interventions. In the third session there were no lights.

It was found that the person who contributed only 16 percent of verbal output and who was rated low by other in the first session was

able to contribute 37 percent when he was positively reinforced in the second session and was ranked high. In the third session when

there was no reinforcement he continued to put in 27 percent of verbal output and was ranked high. Thus, positive reinforcement

made him speak more and this made the other to give him a high rank as a leader. And this effect persisted even when he was not

receiving any special encouragement. He was not only speaking more, he was perceived by the members as being quite active and

dominant and they rated him higher on the leadership scale. Thus, the amount of an individual’s communication is one of the

determinants of leadership. But the type of his communication is also important. Every interaction or communication can be placed in

one of the twelve broad categories: showing disagreement or agreement, tension or tension release, solidarity or antagonism; all

these six categories are emotional; the next six categories are cognitive: giving or asking for suggestions, opinions or information. The

categories refer only to verbally expressed items. According to Bales, one set of talkative persons tend to make supportive,

encouraging, conciliatory and friendly statements; that is, such a person initiates more interactions which fall into the categories of

showing solidarity, tension release and agreement than others; he also asks more questions than others, seeking information, opinion

or suggestions. The other set of talkative persons come to the forefronts when some task has to be carried out; the communications

of such a person fall into the categories of giving suggestions, opinions and information regarding the task on hand. Bales has called

the first type the “social” or “socio-emotional” leaders and the second type the “task” leaders. While the former person concentrates

more on the social aspects of the situation and tries to keep the group running smoothly and happily, the latter concentrates on

getting the work done. Communication Networks: In order to study this aspect communication networks are artificially imposed to

vary the direction of permissible communication and the openness of the various channels between group members. Experimentally

four- person net works and five person networks have been designed. In the following diagram, the circles represent positions and

lines represent communicating channels.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 164 WHEEL CHAIN Y CIRCLE COMCON Figure 5: Five Persons Communication Networks It will be observed that in

some networks like the wheel, the chain and Y one person occupies a centralized position; he has access to more information than

the persons in any other position. In the contrast, the positions in the circle and common are all equivalent, more being more central

than the others. It would be expected that a person in the most central position of the wheel, the chain or Y would assume the

functions of a leader in obtaining and in distributing information and will help crucially in solving problems confronted by the group.

Bavelas (1948) Leavitt (1951) were the first to investigate systematically the social and psychological consequences of network

variations. Leavitt presented the problem of discovering the single symbol that each member held in common on a card containing

several symbols. The results showed that stable organizations developed by the fourth or fifth trial in the more centralized network but

not in the circle network. The central subject transmitted more messages than any other subject in the centralized groups. It was

found that he also enjoyed his job more than those who occupied the peripheral positions. Further, the person occupying the central

position was typically designated the leader by the other members on a post experimental questionnaire. The results also showed that

the circle was typically the most inefficient network. The persons in the this network sent many more messages than in other kinds of

networks. Also they made significantly more errors in attempting to identify the common symbols. However, the subjects in the circle

network enjoyed their jobs more than the peripheral members in the centralized groups. 9.9 Leadership and Power
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Power and leadership are largely interconnected. The effective leader understands that legitimate power and influence are needed

to direct the group, especially at the
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initial stages when the group looks up to the leader for guidance. The leader has to take up a mature use of power rather than being

uncomfortable or too much in control. This power should be used to empower the group towards shouldering responsibilities

willingly and also in successfully completing them. Groups need leaders to avoid disorganisation and chaos; leadership and power

are inseparable. The leader needs to aid power sharing with the group by highlighting the importance of member-to-member

communication rather than member-to-leader communication (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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French and Raven have developed a framework for understanding the extent to which one group member influences another by

identifying five bases of power: reward, coercive, legitimate, referent and expert. This framework allows group members to analyze

the source of their power and offers suggestions on when, and when not, to use their power to influence others (Zastrow, n.d.).

Reward Power: Rewards include such things as promotions, pay increases, days off, and praise. Reward power is based on B’s (one

member’s) perception that A (another member or the entire group) has the capacity to dispense rewards or remove negative

consequences in response to B’s behaviour. This power will be greater if the group members value the reward and believe they

cannot get it from anyone else. Group members will usually hard for someone who has high reward power and communicate

effectively with her. Reward power can backfire, however, if group members feel they are being canned or bribed. If reward power is

used by A is a conflict situation with B, B is apt to feel he is being bribed and controlled and may eventually refuse to cooperate (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Coercive Power: The ability to fire a worker who fails below a given level of production is a common example of coercive power,

which is based on B’s perception that A can dispense punishments or remove positive consequences. Coercive power stems from

the expectation on the part of B that he will be punished by A if he fails to conform to the required standards set by A. The

distinction between reward and coercive power is important. French and Raven note that reward power will tend to increase the

attraction of B toward A, while coercive power will decrease this attraction. If coercive power is used by A to attempt to settle a

conflict, it often increases B’s hostility, resentment and anger. Threats often lead to aggression and

counter threats, for
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example, military threats often increase conflict between rival NSOU ? PGSW-III 166 countries. Coercive power may exacerbate

conflict by leading both A and B to distrust each other and to retaliate against each other. Therefore, whenever possible coercive

power should not be used to settle conflicts (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Legitimate Power: Legitimate power is directly related to an internalized value or norm and is probably the most complex of the five

power basis. Legitimate power is based on the perception by B that A has a legitimate right to prescribe what constitutes proper

behaviour for him and that B has obligation to accept this influence. Cultural values constitute one common basis for legitimate

power and include intelligence, age, caste and physical characteristics as factors determining power. For example, in some cultures

the aged are highly respected and are granted the right prescribe behaviour for others. The legitimate power inherent in a formal

organisation is generally determined by a relationship between positions rather than between people. A supervisor in a factory, for

instance, has inherent right to assign work. A third basis for

a
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legitimate power is a legitimizing agent; for example, an election. The election process legitimates a person’s right to a position that

already had a legitimate range of power associated with it (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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The limits of legitimate power are generally specified at the time that power is assigned (e.g., in a job description). The attempted

use of power outside of this range will decrease the legitimate power of the authority figure and decrease her attractiveness and

influence. Referent Power: Referent power occurs when one individual, A, influences another, B, as a result of identification.

Identification in this context means either a feeling of oneness with A or a desire for an identity such as A’s. The stronger the

identification of B with A, the greater attraction to A and the greater referent power of A. Verbalization of referent power is “I am like

A, and therefore I will believe or behave as A does” or “ I want to be like A, and will be more like A if i believe or behave as A does”. In

ambiguous situations (that is, situations where there are no objective right or wrong beliefs or opinions), B will seek to evaluate his

thoughts, beliefs and values. In ambiguous situations B is apt to adopt the thoughts, beliefs and values of the individual or group with

which B identifies. French and Raven note that B is often not consciously aware of the referents power that A exerts (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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Expert Power: Accepting a physician’s advice in medical matters is a common example of expert influence, which is based on the

perception that a person has
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knowledge or expertise that is the source of power. Another example would be accepting a counsellor’s suggestions. Expert can

influence B (the responder) only if B thinks that A (the expert) has the right answer and B trusts A. The range of expert power is more

limited than that of referent power because the expert is seen as having superior knowledge or ability only in specific areas. French

and Raven not that the attempted exertion of expert power outside the perceived range will reduce that power because confidence

in the expert seems to be undermined (

Zastrow, n.d.).
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French and Raven theorize that for all five types, the stronger the basis of power, the greater power. Referent power is thought to

have the broadest range. Any attempt to use power outside the prescribed range is hypothesized to reduce the power. Exercise 6:

The power Bases in the class. This

class can be reviewed as being a group. For each of the listed power bases, answer the following: Who in this class has this power

base? Have these people engaged in actions that demonstrated this power base? If “yes”, write down these actions. Reward Power:

Coercive Power: Legitimate Power: Referent Power: Expert Power: 9.10 Leadership Styles
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The following are a few important leader behaviours: Directive: When the task to be accomplished is unclear or difficult to be

achieved, the leader insures its successful accomplishment through clearly defining individual tasks and role expectations of

members.
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Supportive: The leader shows high concern towards group members and their needs. This style is suitable for groups working on

well defined tasks. Members under the supportive leader are found to be happy and highly satisfied. Participative: Here, the leader

involves the group members in decision making and in all functions of the group. Discussion, consultations and group consensus

are NSOU ? PGSW-III 168 stressed upon. However, this calls for members who are responsible and who understand the importance

of their contribution to the groups success. Charismatic: Medha Patkar pioneer of the Narmada Bachao Andolan (Save the Narmada

Movement) is considered to be a charismatic leader for the following reasons: i. Ability to inspire followers towards goals that

appears incredible to the common man ii. Vision about the future iii. Understanding followers’ needs and limitations.

Transformational: “This highlight on leaders who inspire followers to transcend their own self-interests and who are capable of

having a profound and extraordinary effect on followers. Seven characteristics were found: sincerity of the leader; bonding effort to

develop the organisation as a family by personalized relationships; consultation and participation; collectivization and team work;

empowerment and support; serving as a role model; bringing in changes continuously while maintaining continuity and being

innovative”. – Robbins

and Sanghi: 2005. 9.11 Guidelines For Forming And Leading A Group (Reborn, n.d.)
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The theory of leadership emphasized in this unit is the distributed – functions approach, which asserts that every group members

takes on leadership responsibilities at various times and every effective action by a member is simultaneously an effective leadership

action. Being a designated leader is not that different from taking on leadership roles. This unit will summarize a number of

suggestions for how to form and lead a group effectively. Home Work: The Key to successful group leadership is extensive

preparation. Even experienced leaders carefully prepare for each group and for each group session. In planning for a new group, the

following questions must be answered: What

are
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the purpose or general goals of the group? How can these goals be achieved? What are the characteristics of the members? Do

some members have unique NSOU ? PGSW-III 169 individual goals or needs? What resources are needed to accomplish group

goals? What is the agenda for the first meeting? What is the best way for members to suggest and decide on the specific goals of

the group? Should an ice-breaker exercise be used? Which one? Should refreshments be provided? How should the chairs be

arranged? What type of group atmosphere will best help the group accomplish its tasks? What is the best available meeting place?

Why has the leader been selected? What do the members expect from the leader? To plan the first meeting, a leader should view

the group as a new member would view it. Here are a few questions a new member might have: what will be the goals of this

group? Why am I joining? Will my personal goals be met? Will I feel comfortable? Will I accept? Will the other members be radically

different in terms of backgrounds and interests? If I do not like this group, can I leave gracefully? Will other members respect what I

have to say, or will they laugh and make

for
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of me? By considering such concerns, the leader can plan the first meeting to help other members feel comfortable and to clarify

the goals and activities of the group. Before the first meeting, it is absolutely essential that a leader identified the group’s needs and

expectations as precisely as possible. A group whose leader and members disagree on goals cannot succeed. There

is
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a variety of way to identify what the members want. The leader may have an opportunity to ask them before the first meeting. If that

is not possible, the leader can at least talk to the organizer of the meeting, about the group’s expectations. The first meeting is

always a good time to clarify the group’s goals. The leader also needs the answers to the following: 1. How many members are

expected? 2. What are their characteristics: age, socio-economic status, racial and ethnic background, gender, educational /

professional background? 3. How knowledgeable are the members about the topics the group will be dealing with? 4. What are the

likely personal goals of the various members? 5. How motivated are the members to accomplish the purposes for which the group

is being formed? Voluntary membership usually indicates greater motivation. Individuals who have been ordered by a court to

participate in NSOU ? PGSW-III 170 an alcohol rehabilitation programme, for example, have little motivation and may even be

hostile. 6. What values are members likely to have? While being careful to avoid stereotyping, a leader must understand, for example,

that teenagers on juvenile probation will differ significantly from retired

priest.
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If a group has met more than one, the leader needs to review the following kinds of questions. Have the overall goals been decided

upon and clarified? If not, what needs to be done in this clarification process? Is the group making adequate progress in

accomplishing its goals? If not, what are obstacles that must be overcome? Is the group taking the most effective course of action

to reach its goals? What is the agenda for the next meeting? What activities should be planned? Will successful completion of these

activities move the group toward accomplishing its overall goals? If not, which other activities will? Is each member sufficiently

motivated to help the group accomplish its goals? If not, why? What might be done to stimulate their interest? Planning a session: In

planning a session, the leader must keep the group’s over goals.
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To be effective, the leader must know exactly what should be accomplished in each session and make sure that all the items on the

agenda contribute to the goals. Here is a checklist that may help leaders plan successful group sessions. An effective leader will do

the following: 1. Select relevant contest. The material should not only be relevant to the specific goals for the session but also to the

backgrounds and interests of the participants. Time management advice for college students, for example, probably will be different

from that for business executives. Time saving tips for students will likely focus on improving study habits; business executives will

be more interested in how to manage time in an office setting. An excellent way to evaluate possible material is to define precisely

how it will be valuable to members of the group. The leader should ask, “If a group member wants to know why he or she should

know this, can I give a valid reason?” if that question cannot be answered precisely, the material should be discarded and replaced

with more relevant material. 2. Use examples. Examples help to illustrate key concepts and stimulate the participants. People tend to

remember examples more readily than statistics NSOU ? PGSW-III 171 or concepts. Vivid case histories that illustrate the drastic

effects of spouse abuse, for instance, will be remembered much longer than statistics on the extent of spouse abuse. 3. Present

materials in a logical order. It is generally desirable to begin by summarizing the agenda items for the session. Ideally, one topic

should blend into the next. Group exercises should be used in conjunction with related theoretical material. 4.
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Plan the time. Once the content of a session is selected and organized, the time each segment requires should be estimated.

Accurate estimates will help determine whether planned material and activities are appropriate for the allotted time. A good leader

also knows what material can be deleted if time is running short and what can be added if the session progresses more rapidly than

planned. Substitute activities must also be available to replace speakers who fail to appear or films that fail to arrive. 5. Be flexible. A

variety of unexpected events may make it desirable to change the agenda during a session. Interpersonal conflict between members

may take considerable time or it may become clear that subjects related to the group’s overall purpose are more valuable for the

group to focus on than the prepared agenda. 6. Change the pace. People may attention longer if there is an occasional change of

pace. Long lectures or discussions can become boring. Group exercise, films, guest speakers, breaks, debates and other activities

will help vary the tempo of a meeting or session. In group therapy, one way to change the pace is to move from one member’s

problem to those of another. Lectures can be more stimulating if the instructor: • Speaks extemporaneously instead of reading

material. • Walks around the room occasionally, rather than standing or sitting in one place • Draws out participants by asking

questions.
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Relaxing before Start a Meeting: Before beginning a meeting, the leader is likely to be nervous about how the session may go. Some

anxiety, in fact, is helpful because it increases alertness and that will make the leader more attentive, producing a better NSOU ?

PGSW-III 172 meeting. Too much anxiety, however, reduces effectiveness. Relaxation techniques that can alleviate excessive anxiety.

They are highly recommended and include walking, jogging, listening to music, meditating and being alone to clear the mind.

Effective group leaders generally learn they can reduce their level of anxiety through using one or more relaxation techniques.

Practice in leading groups also builds confidence and

reduce
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anxiety. Cues upon Entering the Meeting Room: It is essential that a leader be on time, but arriving early is better because it allows

the leader to see that materials, seating arrangements, refreshments and any other needs are in place as planned. The leader will

also have an opportunity to observe the members before the group begins. He or she can gain information about the interests of

the participants from their age, gender, clothes and personal appearance, conversation and interaction with one another. An

effective leader observes such cues and uses them to create an initial bond with the participants. For example, this was asked to give

a workshop on suicide prevention to a high school class. Upon arriving, I was informed by the teacher that one of the students in the

class had recently committed suicide. Instead of beginning with planned presentation, I asked each student to write down,

anonymously, one or two concerns or questions that they had about suicide. We then had a lively discussion based on their

questions and concerns. Such a discussion was probably more valuable than the formal presentation because it focused on their

specific question and concerns. Seating Arrangements: Seating is important for several reasons. It can affect who talks to whom,

influence leadership roles, and as a result, affect group cohesion and morale. In most groups members should have eye contact

with one another. The group leader must
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be able to make eye contact with everyone to obtain nonverbal feedback on what the members are thinking and feeling. A circle is

ideal for generating discussion, encouraging a sense of equal status for each member and promoting group openness and

cohesion. The traditional classroom arrangement, on the other hand has the effect of placing the leader in a position of authority. It

also tends to inhibit communication because members can easily make eye contact only with other members seated nearly. Tables

have advantages and disadvantages. They provide a place to be writing and to put work materials and some members feel more

comfortable at a table
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because they can lean on it. But tables restrict movement and may serve as barriers between people. The leader should thus

carefully consider the use of tables. In business meetings or other “working” sessions, for example, tables are necessary. In therapy

groups, however, tables are seldom used. When work surfaces written communication are required, small tables in a circle can be

an effective arrangement. The shape of the tables can also influence the way group members interact. If the table is rectangular, the

leader traditionally sits at one end becomes the head of the table and the “authority”, tends to do more talking, and has a greater

influence on the discussion then other group members. A round or square table, however, establishes a more equalitarian

atmosphere. The “head of the table” effect can also be reduced by placing two triangular tables together to make a square. In new

groups or even established ones, members are likely to sit next to friends. If it is important for everyone in the group to interact, the

leader may want to ask people to sit next to individuals they do not know. People are most apt to talk to others sitting at right angles

to them and them to those next to them. Those sitting directly across receive less communication, and those sitting anywhere else

are even less likely to be addressed. Introductions: The leader’s credentials should be summarized at the first meeting to give the

group a sense of confidence that the leader can fulfil the expectations of the members. If the leader is being introduced, a concise

summary of the leader’s credentials for the expected role is desirable. If the leader is introducing herself, the important credentials

should be summarized in an informative but modest way. The summary should be made in a way that helps create the desired

atmosphere – whether it be formal or informal, fun or serious or whatever. An excellent way to handle the introductions in many

groups is to use an ice-breaker exercise. It is highly desirable for the leader to learn the names of all group members as quickly as

possible. This requires extra attention and name tags can help everyone be more comfortable sooner. Members appreciate being

called by name because

if
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affirms their importance. If the group is small, the members can introduce themselves individually, perhaps using an ice breaker. In

addition to the usual personal information, it is helpful for
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members to state their expectations for the group as they introduce themselves. This helps uncover hidden agendas that are

incompatible with the goals of the group. If a stated expectation is beyond the scope of the group, the leader should tactfully points

this out to avoid later frustration or dissatisfaction. Clarification Roles: The leader of a group should be clear as to his or her roles and

responsibilities. If they are unclear, the leader may want to discuss them with the group. One way of doing this is for the group to

select goals and then make decisions about the tasks and responsibilities that each member will have in working toward the goals of

the group. In most situations it is clearly a mistake for the leader to do the bulk of the
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work. Generally, the group will be most productive if all members make substantial contributions. The more members contribute to

a group, the more lightly they are to feel a part of the group. Such positive feelings will benefit everyone(

Reborn, n.d.).
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If there is any doubt, the leader should explain the roles clearly. If group members indicate different expectations, the group should

then make decisions about who will do what. In explaining his or her role the leader should be modest about personal skills and

resources, attempting to come across as a knowledgeable person rather than an authority figure who has all the answers. The

leader must also be prepared to explain the reasoning behind exercises and other actions or activities. The leader’s role will vary

from group to group and from situation to situation(Reborn, n.d.). Agenda: Most meetings are more effective if the leader provides

an agenda several days before hand. Ideally, all members of the group should have an opportunity to suggest items for the agenda.

The agenda should be briefly reviewed at the start of the meeting to give each member a chance to suggest additions, deletions or

other changes. In some meetings it may be appropriate for the group to discuss and perhaps vote on, the suggested changes in the

agenda. Additional Guidelines for Leading a Group(

Reborn, n.d.): The unit briefly summarizes additional suggestions(Social Work with Groups Chapter 3 & 4 Flashcards | Quizlet, n.d.)
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for effectively leading a group. 1. Understand that leadership is a shared responsibility. Every member will take on leadership roles at

times. Designated leaders should not seek to dominate a group or believe they are responsible for directing the group in all if its task

NSOU ? PGSW-III 175 and maintenance functions. In fact, productivity and group cohesion are substantially increased when

everyone contributes. 2. Use decision-making procedures best suited for the issues facing a particular group. 3.
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Use a problem-solving approach to handle the issues and problems facing the group. 4.

Create a cooperative atmosphere rather than a competitive one. 5. View controversy and conflict as natural and desirable for resolving

issues and arriving at good decisions. In resolving conflicts, seek to use no-lose, problems solving approach rather than a win-lose

approach. 6. Generally, seek to confront members who are hostile or disruptive. 7. Use appropriate self-disclosure. 8. Seek to create an

atmosphere of open and honest
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communication. 9. Provide stimulating, relevant content and exercises that illustrate the concepts and help members try out

suggested new behaviours. In an assertiveness group, for example, theoretical material on how to be more assertive should be

followed by practice in being more assertive. 10. Give attention to how to end a session. A few minutes before the session is

scheduled to conclude, or when the group has exhausted the subject, a brief summary emphasizing the major points to be

remembered leaves the group with a sense of achievement and signals the end of the session. Leaders are not born. They are made

through training, practice and experience. By learning how to lead groups effectively individuals become more aware of themselves,

grow as people, become more self-confident, feel good about themselves,
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develop highly marketable skills, learn to improve interpersonal relationship and help themselves and others accomplish important

tasks. 9.12
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Group Exercises Exercise A: Desensitizing Fears of Leading a Group (Zastrow, n.d.): Goal: To identify the specific fears about being a

designated leader

of
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a group and to provide information to reduce those fears. NSOU ? PGSW-III 176 Sept 1: The group leader should state the purpose

of this exercise. Each student should then be handed a sheet of paper and instructed to complete, anonymously, the sentence “My

specific fears about being a designated leader of a group are ..............”. The leader should emphasize that the completed statements

will be collected and discussed. Step 2: The responses should be collected in a way that ensures, anonymity and then read aloud.

After a concern is read, the students should suggest ways of reducing the concern. If a concern involves handling hostile members,

for example, the class, with help from the instructor, may suggest strategies for coping with them. If a member fears that he or she

does not have the traits needed to lead a group, it may be pointed out that research has found that no specific traits distinguish

leaders from followers and that the distributed-functions theory of leadership asserts that practically anyone can be trained to be a

leader. Step 3: After Step 2 is completed, the group leader or the instructor may want to summarize key points on how to lead a

group and explain that future sessions will explore these points in greater depth. Exercise B: Task Functions and Group Maintenance

Functions: Goal: To show that at times nearly everyone takes a leadership role in groups that involves performing task and group

maintenance functions. Step 1: The group leader should indicate that this exercise will elicit the class’s thoughts on what criteria

should be used for admitting students into the social work programme at this campus. The leader should then explain that the

council on Social Work Education (the national organization that accredits social work programmes) requires every programme to

have criteria for admitting students. There is considerable variation in criteria among the programmes in

the
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country. Common criteria include a minimum grade-point average and a vaguely defined “aptitude for social work”.
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Step 2: The class then forms subgroups of five or six students and each selects an observer. The observers then form a group in

another room or hallway. The subgroups should not begin discussing their primary task until the observers return. Step 3: The

observers are told that their task is to record significant task and group maintenance functions performed by each member of their

subgroup. The leader may need to explain that task functions are statements designed to help the
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subgroup accomplish its task and that group maintenance functions are statements made to strengthen the social / emotional

aspects of group life, observers should be given a handout that summarizes the task roles and group maintenance roles developed

by Johnson and Johnson, which appear in this unit. The observers will be asked after the exercise is over to summarize to their

subgroup how each member contributed through certain task and group maintenance functions. Step 4: The leader and observers

return to the

sub-groups.
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The subgroups are informed that their task is to develop criteria for admitting students to the social work programme at this

campus. The subgroup is free to suggest various criteria but should probably begin by discussing: 1) whether a grade-point average

should be used for admission and what it should be, and 2) how “aptitude for social work” should be defined and measured. Step 5:

The subgroups should work for 20 to 30 minutes, and each should then state and explain its proposed criteria. Time should then be

called and each subgroup should be asked to indicate to the class what criteria were arrived at. Step 6: The group leader should

indicate that one of the purposes of this exercise is to demonstrate that most members in a group assume leadership roles by

carrying out task and group maintenance functions. The leader should then define task and group maintenance functions. Step 7:

Each observer summarizes to his or her subgroup, but not to the whole class, the significant task and group maintenance functions

performed by each member. Step 8: End the exercise by asking members if they have any thoughts or comments. Exercise C: Power

Bases: Goal: To practice analyzing influence attempts in terms of power bases. Step 1: The group leader explains the purpose of the

exercise, describes the five bases of power developed by French and Raven, and briefly discusses the effects of using each base.

Step 2: The class divides into subgroups of three members each and answers the following questions: NSOU ? PGSW-III 178 1. What

bases of power does the instructor of this course have? 2. What bases of power does a student in this class have? 3. What is the

primary power base
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the instructor has? 4. What is the primary power base a student has? Step 3: The subgroups share their answers to these questions

by having one member from each subgroup write the answers on the blackboard. The class then discusses the reason for the

similarities and differences between the answers arrived at by the subgroups. Step 4: In all likelihood the instructor will be seen as

having much more power than the students. The group leader should summarize the effects of unequal power on communication

and on relationships within a group. Students then discuss how they feel when an instructor attempts to present herself on a level

equal or superior to students.

Exercise D: Types of Influence: Goal: To increase awareness of feelings toward the following three types of influence: personal

challenge, coercive power and manipulation.
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Step 1: The instructor explains the purpose of the exercise and asks students to

visualize each of the following situations. The instructor should pause after each situation and allow students time to write their

responses. Narrative 1: Visualize an academic situation in which you worked hard on something because it presented a personal

challenge and because you expected to grow as a person through meeting this challenge. Briefly describe this situation on a sheet of

paper and summarize your feelings about the challenge motivating you to work hard. Narrative 2: Visualize a situation in which

someone sought to manipulate you into doing something. Briefly describe this situation on a sheet of paper and summarize your

feelings when you discovered this. Step 2: The students then form subgroups of three members each to share what they wrote and

discuss how they felt about each situation. If any student does not wish to share these personal thoughts, that is acceptable. Step 3:

The students think of situations in which using coercive power and manipulation would be desirable and then discuss the situations.
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experience in working with groups indicates that there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach to leadership. Different styles of leadership

are relevant to different situations.
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Thus, effective leaders are highly respected individuals who have a vision. They promote safe, welcoming environments that avoid

the extreme of aggressive confrontation of members or passive addiction of leadership to members who attempt to dominate

groups. Next, leaders have to understand the abilities, values and personalities of members.
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Effective leaders must also skilfully deploy the resources they have at their disposal. This includes empowering members and

reinforcing feeling of confidence and individual and group efficacy.
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In a very real sense the right to leadership must be earned again and again. 9.14

Exercise 1. What do you mean by leadership? 2. Write in brief the different approaches to leadership. 3. Elucidate the roles and

functions of a leader. 4. What are the qualities of success for leader? 5. Write short notes on: a) Leadership and communication; b)
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References 10.0 Objectives This unit describes programme planning in the social grup work process.
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After reading through this unit you must be able to: • Understand the concept and principles of programme planning •

Know the role of group worker in programme planning •

Picture the dimensions

of programme planning process.
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Introduction Careful planning is necessary for any successful group and it is very important, ongoing group process. A well planned

programme gives direction to the group and enables each member to know and prepare his / her responsibility. The group worker

should posse’s abilities and skills to guide members through an effective programme planning process. The programme planning

process includes (i) setting goals, (ii) brain storming with members, (iii) planning the programme in line with the goals, (iv) obtaining

the approval of the group, (v) assigning individual and sub-group responsibilities, (vi) implementation of the programme, (vi) periodic

evaluation and feedback

and (vii) follow up(

Nalini, n.d.). 10.2 Concept
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Planned activities play an important role in social group work practice. These planned activities are the programmes which are

organised for many processes. These includes attaining improvement in members’ own environmental conditions, promoting a

sense of achievement, sublimating and canalizing certain impulses, actualizing problems in an on-going social situation and working

through or articulating symbolically problems and feelings which members are unable to express verbally. Programme is a concept

which, when broadly conceived, includes the entire range of activities, relationship, interaction and

experiences – individuals and group which have been

deliberately planned and
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carried out with the help of the worker to meet the needs of the individuals and the group(

Rengasamy, n.d.). Social group worker

translates his knowledge into practice with group through the use of programme as a tool in group relationships. The group worker is

not there to “put on a programme” or to “put over a programme” but rather to help the group members develop their own program.

There may be many situations in which “putting on” or putting over programme in entirely legitimate but such situation should not be

considered as social group work. Because of our belief that persons are much more important than programme and because of our

further belief that the process of programme development is of the utmost importance.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 183 10.3 The nature and purpose of programme Simply stated, programme in social group work has come to mean

anything and everything that the group does to satisfy its interests. At one time there was a tendency to think of programme as being

synonymous with activities or events. The
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programme is a concept which, when broadly conceived, includes the entire range of activities, relationships, interactions

experiences individual and group which have been deliberately planned and carried out with

the
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help of the worker to meet the needs of the individuals and the group.
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Programme is thus a process rather than the periodic culmination of a process. The

festival that the group members have been working on for many weeks is a part of programme but everything that they have done is

getting ready for it should be considered as the programme of that group for that period of time. Figure 2.1: Programme as a process

in Group Work kk

NSOU ? PGSW-III 184 As illustrated in Figure 2.1,
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any discussion of programme in social group work must take into account such items as content and area, media of expression and

methods of conducting it. Programme area or

programme
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content refers to a segment of life experience that has general meaning for the individuals at their specific point of development.

For example, a great deal of programme content in social group work centres around the area of recreation and wise use of leisure

time. This is an important area for everyone because the way in which we use our leisure is of great social significance today. Media of

expression in programme refer to the specific means used by group members to plan and experience programme in the area chosen.

Parties, social events, dances are means providing leisure time experiences which are recreational. Informal but planned group

discussion is a prominent means of helping groups to think through both social and economic problems. The arts and crafts have

tremendous significance in this modern era of machine technology. The drama may be not only a means of having a creative

experience but also a way of deepening out knowledge of community health problem. Music too becomes an excellent means of

helping a group to experience harmonious relationships with other groups when all the members join in choral or orchestral union.

Group workers have long realized the great value of “seeing” and have used outings, trips or excursions to help place their groups in

firsthand contact with a new and different situation. The worker helps the group to select the areas of content and the media of

expression. Even prior to this he may help the group to develop a functional organisation of their members so that they can make

responsible decisions. The discovery of interest and needs is, of course, an early step. Helping the group to modify interest by

enlarging them or by deepening the interest is also involved. Much of programme planning is discussion; therefore, the worker

frequently has to help the group learn how to talk over the many aspects of a single idea. Groups must be helped to discover and use

their own resources and those of the agency and the community. There is a great deal involved in stimulating people to action and in

timing the work so that it unfolds at a suitable pace. It is no doubt for easier to “put on” a programme for a group that it is to help that

group develop its own programme. The group worker who consciously relates the “what” of programme

NSOU ? PGSW-III 185 (content) and the “how” of programme (media) with the “why” of programme (purpose) is obviously involved in

a highly skilled job. He must have been appreciation of the backgrounds, points of view and aspirations of the group members and

must avoid all tendencies to superimpose his ideas and patterns of programme. The programme development process should be a

blossoming of the groups own potentialities. 10.4 Understanding Interests and Needs for Programme Arbitrary division of the following

material into discovery of interests and needs, group organisation, and guidance of interaction does not imply that
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the programme process is itself segmental. In actual work all these are interrelated and almost indistinguishable.

There is a great deal of difference between interests of group members and needs of group members. An interest is a tendency to

concentrate attention on an object, an idea, an activity or a situation. This concentration of attention may be fleeting or it may be of

sustained duration. We know that the interests of persons are likely to be broad or narrow according to their social backgrounds.

Interests are expressed verbally or overtly and frequently near the surface of our consciousness. Needs, however, are less easy to

ascertain. Need in a psychological sense refers to something we desire in the way of a personality characteristic, human experience or

relationship with our fellows. All of us have common human needs which must be satisfied in a measure if we are to be happy and

effective in our social relationships. The relationship between interests and needs may be very close and thus easy to translate. When a

youth group develops to the point at which members express strong interests in activities with members of the opposite sex, this

expression of interest actually represents a development need associated with their maturation. Thus, the interests of group members

and the needs they represent are constantly being sought by the group worker who utilizes such material as a basis for helping the

group to develop a programme. When programme interests begin to emerge from within the group, the worker needs to ask himself

certain questions before deciding whether or not he has made
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group members? Does it seem to be a good starting point when considered against the background of this group? Is it in keeping with

the resources and function of this agency? Does it have some possibility of both individual participation and cooperative group

activity? Can the group take some responsibility for implementing it? Another way in which interests may be discovered in early

meetings with the group is the liberal use of questions. Through friendly inquiry the worker is often able to locate beginning points for

programme. Questions may be of an “exploratory” nature, such as “what are some of the fun things that groups like ours do around

here? Or questions may be of the “challenge or stimulation” type, such as “How about all of us trying to think up the most exciting

thing we could do next week”. Then, too, there are “opinion” questions, such as “what would you think of this as an idea?” Workers

also ask “data” questions, such as “How many of you have ever played this game?” “Choice or decision” questions on the order of

“Now let’s see if we can choose among all these possibilities?” Should be used after the group has had time for careful discussion. The

job of interest discovery and the relating of interests to needs does not cease with the worker’s early contacts with the group. In a

sense, programme development is continuous and finding the beginning level is only one part of it. The worker has a function at the

point of helping the group to enjoy a progressive series of programme experiences which tend to parallel the group’s development.

The expansion of interests and the deepening of individual awareness is largely a matter of continuous interpretation and evaluation of

programme as they are carried on. In all this the group worker is an active participant who accepts his responsibility to help the group

toward self-discovery. His role shifts as the group changes and his duties depend upon the kind of response he is able to foster among

the members of the group. A maximum of flexibility and a keen alertness to moment at which the group is ready to act, play a

prominent part in the successful discovery of interests and their transaction into needs.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 187 10.5 Role of group worker in programme planning Wilson and Ryland have narrated the following role of the
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group worker in programme planning: 1. Helping the members plan the programme:

The social group worker helps the group members to plan their own programme. He enables them to engage constructively in the

programme planning process. He does this by the following ways. a. Observation, Listening and Action: The social group worker

observes the actions and words of the members as they make use of programme media, reveal their needs and interests. He is

sensitive not only to the actual words but to the way in which they are spoken. The worker picks up conversations in the midst of

activities and helps the members to verbalize their troubled thoughts. b. Analysing and Recording: The worker makes on the spot

analyse which changes his procedure with the group. Through the records, he remembers and sees the events of the meeting and the

members’ reactions in a little different light and finds new leads for the programme related to the needs of the members and the

group as a whole. c. Visiting and Counselling: By another way, the worker discovers needs and interests through his contacts with the

family, the school and the community resources. He counsels them to plan the activities according to their needs. d. Teaching and

Leading: Sometimes the worker leads the activities when it is urgently needed in such a way that members enjoy participating in them.

The worker keeps his focus both on the group experience and on the members. He is a catalytic agent between people, programme,

ideas, materials and the facilities. 2. Discovering and Arousing Interests: a. Assumed Interests: Because of his general knowledge of the

growth and developmental needs of individuals at various age levels, the worker can
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interests. b. Expressed interests: Various devices are used to express their interests. It is worker’s responsibility to see what needs lie

behind the expressed interests. c. Implied interests: Many interests are implied rather than expressed directly in words. Group worker

analyse these interests and brings them on conscious level of the group. 3. Using the Environment: The worker makes extensive use of

the environment to stimulate new programme activities. He uses agency’s facilities such as gymnasium, swimming pool, game room,

record player, library, kitchen, craft, shop etc., to enrich the activities. 4. Using Limitations: Social group worker imposes limitations on

the activities on basis of available materials, rules and procedures, resources and facilities. He also limits the activities within the realm

of the possibility of successful accomplishment. 10.6 Principles of programme planning In order to achieve the objectives of the

group, a number of important principles of programme planning have been identified(Program Planning in Social Group Work, n.d.).

Let us take a look at some of these principles: 1. Participation in Activities Depends on Rewards: For the members to remain involved

and interested over long period of time, they must received satisfactory rewards. 2. Group Work and Employing Energy of Felt Needs:

The only matters on which group members will expend energy are these which they feel are problems, things about which they have

feeling which they must deal with. Therefore, the survey of problems suggested by members is the starting point of the group

activities. 3. Leadership is by Team: Leadership is an important factor in group activities. This should be within the group. This kind of

leadership encourages free expression of feeling and opinions and guides the group into action.
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activities should be on willingness to work in group. As long as there is willingness to work on problems, ideological differences can be

settled or avoided. 5. Activities should be Problem Centred: Members of the group must know that what they are organizing and doing

that is for their welfare and for the solution of the problem. 6. Group members should plan their programme. 7. All decisions are

subject to revision as a result of taking action: If the decisions are not suited for action, the process of changing decisions plays an

important and cohesive role in group work programming. 8. There should be definite rules and regulations of group activities. 9.

Group should be formed on the basis of socio-metric measures on mutuality of interests and needs of the individual. 10.7 Group

organisation as a part of programme planning Every group that aspires to
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independence and self-determination must arrange its constituent members in such a way that they can

be
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said to be “organized”. The form of organization is in itself of minor importance.
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The function of organisation in, however, of major importance. If a group is to develop and carry out its own programme, it must

have way of

making and accepting decisions,
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ways of assigning or delegating responsibility, ways of getting the whole group to participate in the planning, carrying out and

evaluation of the activities that make up the programme and ways of handling routine relationships with the agency and other

groups.

It is a part of the group
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worker’s job to help groups create the type of functional organization that will make possible the sort of programme the group

wishes to conduct (

Sehgal, n.d.). The important thing about organization is its meaning and vitality rather than its form. The group worker does not

“organize” the group. Rather, he works with the group at the point of creating a form of organization that will best serve its purpose.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 190 In general the details of functional organization of the group should take shape as a natural process, as needs

arise, rather than be superimposed by workers or agencies. If is very easy to over organize a group on the theory that “everybody

should have a job to do”. Unfortunately it is very unfair and even harmful to pretend that people have a job to do when in reality no

such job exists. Often workers and groups get satisfaction out of creating complex organizational super structures, only to find that all

their time goes into “keeping up the organization” and that there is no time or energy left for the real purpose of the group. A basic

dictum would seem to be: keep the form of the organization as simple as possible. The worker has a great deal to do in pointing up

what is involved in programme decisions. When he asks, who is going to do the work? Or what jobs are involved here? He is helping

the group to accept the fact that programme do not “just happen” but always require people who will take responsibility. In this

connection there should be a clear understanding of duties and responsibilities and decision of the time when the job is to be done. It

is better to devote time and energy to careful planning than to endless checking up later because of initial misunderstanding.

Furthermore, there is a great deal of skill required from the workers in helping officers, committee chairmen and others learn how to

do their jobs and to do them in concert with the others. The group worker must learn how to point out things without taking over and

must know how to coordinate the separate efforts of a great number of different people, all of whom bear some of the load for the

group deal easier for the worker to do it himself, but in so doing he defeats the purpose of group work, which is to get people

opportunities to do for themselves and their group. 10.8 Guided Interaction—the heart of the programme planning The social group

workers’ primary job in programme development is to guide the processes of interaction among group members. Social group work

utilizes the interaction of members around programme in an agency setting with worker guidance(Verma, n.d.). It is believed that this

group work process results in the
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agency. Interaction is illustrated in figure 2.2 Interaction refers to participating behaviour of a reciprocal kind. It is the give- and-take of

individuals who act and react. This “giving to and taking from” is really a single process which takes place within the group. The worker

is responsible both for stimulating the “to and from” and for helping participation become channelled or focused on the goal to be

attained. Interaction itself is not an end but rather a mean to the goal of the group. It tends to take two forms: acts of initiation and

response to the initiatory acts. When they seek knowledge, when they volunteers to take responsibility, they are interacting with their

group members. Consequently, workers should be alert to the origin of ideas and then make certain that the group has a chance to

respond fully. Responses may be positive, negative or neutral. The response of one member may be to accept it with slight

modifications: this act then results in a new cycle of consideration. It has been well stated that interaction is not a matter of arithmetic

or addition of responses but rather an interweaving or interpretation of responses. Interaction is a matter of degree rather than of type.

In some situations, especially in cases in which the group is secure and morale is high, group members work together with surprising

speed and thoroughness. Almost everyone participates and has a chance to express himself, and the product of the interaction is

substantially a group product. With other groups the reverse in true and the worker has to back up and begin almost at the beginning

again. Clearly, the kinds of relationships that exist
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among the members and between the members and the worker

determine the degree of interaction that will obtain. Until the individuals actually become a group and can communicate with each

other, the degree and duration of purposeful interaction will be less than at a later time. Beginning level programme with newly

formed groups should concentrate on things that will help such groups to develop a consciousness of one another, a consciousness

of being group. Understanding the Dimensions of Interaction: After working with groups for a period of time, the group worker

becomes aware that the process of interaction has many dimensions. He begins to watch for certain things to happen and in so doing

he understands more fully the meaning of the

NSOU ? PGSW-III 192 behaviour being displayed. Some of the important dimensions of interaction that the worker should have in

mind are: 1. Distribution – is participating – should be studied. After a few meetings the worker can recall who is participating and who

is not and will become aware of the demanding member and of the members who does not participate at all. 2. Frequency – how

often and how many time the member participates – can be observed. Some members soon to be involved in everything that is going

on, and others participate less frequently. 3. Duration – how long participation lasts – is considered. Here the workers will not that

some members seem to be actively involved throughout most of the meeting while others enter in only now and then and briefly. 4.

Order of participation is important to understand. Some members always speak first and others wait a while. Member A may not

participate until member B has had his say. Member C may always enter in after the worker has made a comment. Member D may

watch for opportunities to insert his specific feelings. 5. Direction of the interaction should be noted. Usually then are two broad

categories of direction: toward persons and toward objects. Sometimes the worker will observe that a member always responds to the

worker. Sometimes the interaction is directed toward the task at hand and other times it is off the track and seemingly out of focus. 6.

Content of the interaction is usually both programme – and personality – centered. Group members may be talking about a

forthcoming programme event and simultaneously reveal their preferences for certain persons to be in charge of certain parts of it. 7.

Meaning of the interaction is evaluated by the worker, who endeavours to assess the positive and the negative aspects of member

responses. Five factors, taken together, influence the interactional capacity of the group: the relationships between group members,

the relationship between the worker and the group, the conscious bond of need and interest which holds the group together, the

goals for which they work, and the social situation in which they find themselves. As

NSOU ? PGSW-III 193 he gives guidance to group interaction in relation to the programme development process, the group worker is

demonstrating the group work process. The group work process is in operation when the group worker consciously guides and

utilizes the interaction among group members for individual and group development. It is important to emphasize the fact the in the

group work process the worker participates actively in directing the interaction of members so that the experience will meet their

needs as individuals and at the same time assist the group to move toward some satisfying group achievement which is mutually

determined. 10.9 Programme planning with Large Group The worker can also help the large group divide its members into a number

of subgroups of either short-term or long-term duration. The process of planning group programme can be participated in by a large

number of members on different occasions. The use of a steering committee or planning or executive committee will enable certain

members of the group to take responsibility for the whole group. If there is sufficient rotation of responsibility in jobs of this kind over

a period of time, a large number of persons can have experience in doing something for the group. The planned subdivision of a large

group engaged in programme activity can amount to the creation of a number of small groups and can help individuals become a part

of the small group during the specific event or session. In addition, the group worker has an opportunity to refer individuals from large

groups to small groups, and often the large group provides a way for an individual to get started in an agency programme. Alertness

on the part of the group worker will frequently result in his locating of individuals who need special help. This may require a

specialized interest and a specialized focus, so that the individual can be helped to relate to another resource. Let us bear in mind that

group workers should endeavour to use as much of their group work knowledge and skill as possible in all group situations small or

large. Programme development is a continuous process that calls for the involvement of as many group members as possible.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 194 Guidance of interaction—the Focus of the Programme Process Figure 2.2

NSOU ? PGSW-III 195 10.10
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Factors influencing programme planning All initiatives and efforts of the group in pursuit of fulfilling its goal is considered to be a

programme in the social group work context. Though one tends to equate programme with actively, let us be clear that programme

is a concept that comprises of not only activities but also emotional aspects such as group bonding, communications

and
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experiences etc. One important aspect is that all these should result out of conscious planning by the group under the guidance of

the worker. Programme is thus a process rather than the periodic culmination of a process. In the light of the above, let discuss the

factors influencing programme planning(“SOCIAL WORK INTERVENTION IN CORRECTIONAL SETTINGS,” n.d.): The primary

responsibility for programmes in groups’ lives with its group members – the group worker is only a facilitator in the entire process.

The programmes have to be person-centered, catering to the requirements of its members. The group members, therefore, have to

engage themselves to their best possible extent in programme planning, fully understanding that its successful implementation calls

for their cooperation and contribution(“

SOCIAL WORK INTERVENTION IN CORRECTIONAL SETTINGS,” n.d.).
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If a programme has to be person-centered, it has to respond to the wants and welfare of the group members. The group worker has

to make the group understand that (i) there is a vast distinction between the wants of the group members and their welfare; (ii) this

can be gathered when group members put across their views during programme sessions. However, when group starts spelling out

ideas for the programme, the worker needs to carefully evaluate them on the basis of collective interests, fine foundation, feasibility

in terms of resources and agency’s objectives, feasibility of personal partaking of members and also of group’s cooperation. It is of

equal importance that the worker consistently taps the wants and welfare of the group from its members. Gathering this vital

information is not a onetime affair to be done in the initial stages of the programme, but has to flow at periodic intervals to ensure

that the programme is on the right path. The worker has to understand and also convey to the group members that programme

planning is an NSOU ? PGSW-III 196 ongoing process – that as the programme evolves in sequence, one could comprehend the

group’s progress as well. Any discussion of programme in social group work must take into account such times as content and area,

media of expression, and methods of conducting it. Programme area or content refers to a segment of life experience that has

general meaning for the individuals at their specific point of development. The programme process is not segmental; in actual work

all these are interrelated and almost indistinguishable.
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The group worker enables the group to understand their role in programme planning and implementation – that programmes are

successful largely due to the members’ willingness to share responsibilities. During the planning stages, the group members should

clearly assign and accept duties and responsibilities – individually, in pairs or through forming smaller committees within the group.

The group worker assists the members in functioning in unity towards executing the programme. Healthy, purposeful and friendly

communication among group members is the essence of programme planning and development. The group worker’s role here is

imperative. He steers the group members to meaningful communication which in turn leads to the group working towards aims that

reciprocate with the agency’s functioning. Thus communication is a fundamental mode on the road to the group’s goals. Thus, the

programme planning process in influenced by various factors such as: (i) consistent unearthing of the wants and welfare of

members, (ii) identification of the point

where in
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the programme shall commence, (iii) studying and scrutinizing work responsibilities involved in programme execution, (iv)

delegating duties and responsibilities to various members, (v) synchronization of individual efforts and striving for harmony among

the group members and programme evaluation. 10.11 Criteria of

effective process and programme The group work process is operating at its best when the agency, the worker, and the group provide

an environmental setting in which the full interplay of
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the discussion of goals, the formulation of plans and the carrying out of programme activities; emphasize cooperative, joint actively, in

which working together serves to integrate individual, group and agency in a mutually satisfying effort; work for a system of group

organization and social control that makes it possible for the individual to function as an individual but at the same time allows him to

choose to act collectively with others in socially valid ways. The programme in social group work must meet the following criteria of

effectiveness(Jose & Nair, n.d.): •
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Programme should grow out of the needs and interests of the individuals who compose the group. • Programme should take into

account such factors as age of group members, cultural background and economic difference. • Programme should provide

individuals with experiences and opportunities which they voluntarily choose to pursue because of their inherent values. •

Programme should be flexible and varied to satisfy a variety of needs interests and to afford a maximum number of opportunities for

participation. • Programme should evolve from the simple to more complexes with movement coming as a result of group growth

in ability and readiness. Movement from initially “personal” to “social” or “community” concerns should be an ultimate objective if

our programmes are to have a greater social significance. 10.12

Dimensions of programme planning

process The programme planning process has three dimensions namely: • Programme Formulation • Programme Implementation •

Programme Evaluation

NSOU ? PGSW-III 198 Programme Formulation: Programme formulation becomes a large and complex task after a positive decision

has been taken on a programme idea. The nine steps are required for programme formulation (see chart). In step1 ‘Preparation of

Programme Formulation’, the group formulate the programme. A term of reference including time dimension, expected results,

resource and problems is decided. The group obtain the necessary data required for the concerned programme. In step 2: ‘Analysis of

Group Situation’ a clear picture of the group’s environment is carried out, i.e., description of the group, their decision making process,

past experiences relating to the success or failure of the programme, need to current or future levels of the resources for the

programme etc. In step 3: ‘Analysing the socio-economic and Demographic Situation’ the present and future analysis is done of the

socio-economic situation, and the demographic situation. In step 4: ‘Analysis and Projection of the Problems’ groups define the

problems and projection of the future situation which is worked out on the assumption that existing trends continue without change

in the relevant system and their policies. In step 5: ‘Getting the objectives and targets’ entails a statement of the problem – reduction

to be achieved through the programme and translating them into the kind and magnitude of services. In step 6: ‘Identification of

Potential Obstacles’ an attempt is made to predict the potential obstacles that might stand in the way of reaching the operational

targets. In step 7: ‘Design of Strategies’ the key sub-steps involved are the establishment of explicit criteria for strategy design, the

selection of flexible strategies, the assessment of their implications in costs and requirements, and their revision of the targets and

strategies under consideration in the light of the assessment. In step 8: ‘Planning the Programme’ the group decides design for

efficient performance. The thinking of the group shifts here from ‘what is to be developed’ to ‘how is it to be developed’. In step 9: In

the final step a ‘Writing Programme Proposal’ the products of earlier steps are re-examined, synthesized and documented in the form

of a programme proposal.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 199 Steps in programme formulation Figure 2.3 Programme Implementation: Proper implementation of the

programme is vital and a great attention and energy are required to ensure this. This purpose of implementation is to ensure that the

programme activities have been completed on schedule and within budget, and that there are favourable conditions to maintain the

desired changes generated by the programme after the programme as such in terminated. The stages of implementation have been

discussed below: Initiating the programme : Obtaining approval for the programme proposal, preparing the interim budget. Specifying

and scheduling : Projecting the details of work and deciding what the work tasks are to be done by whom and when.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 200 Clarifying Authority, : Obtaining agreement as to who is responsible for Responsibility and ensuring that the

work gets done, distributing Relationships decision-making authority among the group members and establishing formal lines of

communication. Establishing the control : Determining what information is necessary for system programme control, identifying

sources of such information and setting up reporting system for the programme. Directing and controlling : Motivating group

members, executing programme activities, obtaining information for control and take corrective action as necessary. Terminating the

programme : Preparing the final report, handing over responsibilities to the group members. Programme Evaluation: All development

programmes undertaken need to be evaluated for the results they have achieved or failed to achieve. Careful evaluation is the

backbone of all programmes. On
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evaluating the services provided by a group, there are two dimensions of evaluation – process evaluation and outcome evaluation. I.

Process Evaluation: Process evaluation is an assessment, generally by group members, as to the aspects of the group that were

useful or detrimental. Feed back about techniques and incidents that blocked or enhanced

process
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is of immense value to the group leader. With this information, the leader can hone certain skills, eliminate some materials
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and give direction for approaches and materials to add. Such feedback can aid confidence.
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Process evaluation can be conducted orally by asking the group members to discuss the aspects, techniques, materials and

incidents that were constructive and those that were counterproductive. An advantage of such an oral evaluation is that most

members enjoy a verbal discussion.
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Process evaluation can also be accomplished by a brief questionnaire. There key questions follow: 1. Summarize the strengths of this

group. 2.

Summarize the shortcomings of this group. 3. Briefly outline your specific suggestions for change.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 201
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Another way of evaluating process is by peer review, a form of quality control. Peer review is conducted by having one or more

“peers” periodically sit in on a group.

A peer review is a review of a small portion of the total functioning of the
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group. II. Outcome Evaluation: Outcome evaluation involves assessing the extent to which the goals have been accomplished that

was formulated when the group began. Specific approaches to measure goal attainment are single-subject design, task

achievement scaling and satisfaction questionnaire. Single-Subject Design:
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The first step in single-subject design is to specify the outcome of interest. The selected outcome should reflect the needs of the

member and what is realistic to achieve. It also must be an outcome that can be defined specifically and measured.
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The second step in the design process is to select a suitable measure.

There are a variety of ways for measuring
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client outcomes, including direct observation, self-reports from the client and standardized measures. Standardized measures

include tests, questionnaires, rating scales, inventories and checklists.

A variety of
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standardized measures have been developed to measure variables such as self-esteem, level of assertiveness, level of depression,

anxiety level, degree of marital satisfaction, burnout, amount of stress, potential for suicide and generalized contentment. The third

step is to record baseline data. Base lining involves collecting data for a period of time before implementing the intervention. The

objective of

base-lining
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is to establish the base rate of the outcome measure before intervention occurs. This

base-lining
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rate can then be used to provide a basis of comparison for the occurrence of the target behaviour (behaviour to be changed)

before, during and after intervention. The fourth step is to implement intervention and monitor the outcomes.

The fifth step is to assess change. This step involves a comparison of the occurrence of the target behaviour before, during and after

treatment.
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The sixth step in the process is to infer effectiveness. This step involves demonstrating logically and empirically that the intervention

is the only reasonable explanation for the observed change in client outcome.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 202
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Task Achievement Scaling: The objective of this approach is to gauge the degree to which group members and / or the leader have

completed agreed upon intervention tasks. In this approach, the work toward the goals of the members and of the group is broken

down into many separate actions or tasks. The tasks are selected by mutual agreement

for
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the members, and each member is assigned or selects specific tasks to reach his or her goal and the overall goal of the group.

Usually, a deadline is set for the completion of each task. Task Achievement Scaling refers to a procedure for rating the degree to

which each agreed-upon task has, in fact, been achieved.

Satisfaction
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Questionnaire: Still another way to assess the outcome of a group is to have group members fill out a questionnaire that measures

level of satisfaction.
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Such a questionnaire is a relatively simple and inexpensive way to measure the members’ satisfaction level with the group. The

questionnaire can be filled out at the last meeting of the group or can be mailed to members sometime after the last meeting.
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Exercise I: Your Process Evaluation of a Group. Goal: This exercise is designed to familiarize you with process evaluation. 1. Describe

a group that you participated in, which has now ended. 2. Summarize the following: a. Strengths of this group. b. Shortcomings of

this group. c. Suggestions for how this group could have been improved.
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Exercise II: Applying Single-Subject Design to Alleviating one of your Bad Habits Goal: This exercise is designed to assist you in

understanding and applying Single- subject design. 1. Identify a bad habit that you have and that you want to reduce in frequency or

eliminate entirely. It might be for example, drinking fewer alcoholic beverages or quitting smoking. 2. For alleviating this habit,

specify the following: a. Your outcome; b. A suitable measure to determine progress; NSOU ? PGSW-III 203 c. Your baseline

date;
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d. Implementing intervention and monitoring the outcome; e. Assessing change; f. Inferring effectiveness. 3. Being realistic, after

completing this evaluation, do you have a commitment to alleviating your undesired habit?

Exercise III:
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Applying a Satisfaction Questionnaire to a group you participated in. Goal: This exercise is designed to assist you in applying a

satisfaction questionnaire. 4. Describe a group that you participated in that has now ended. 5. Answer the questions from the

Satisfaction Questionnaire.
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Group member satisfaction questionnaire: Thank you for taking a few minutes to evaluate your experiences in our group. Your

answer to this brief questionnaire will help us to improve future groups. Feel free to offer your comments. To assure anonymity,

please do not sign your name. 1. Did you accomplish what

your
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expected when you joined the group? - Yes, completely - Mostly - No real progress - Worse off now than before - Comments

_________________________ 2. Do you feel the group accomplished its goals? - Yes, completely - Mostly - No real progress -

The group was an utter failure - Comments _________________________ 3. How do you feel about the group leader? - Very

satisfied - Satisfied NSOU ? PGSW-III 204 - No feelings one way or another - Dissatisfied - Comments

_________________________ 4. How do you feel about the other members in the group? - Satisfied with everyone - Satisfied

with some, and dissatisfied with other - No feelings one way or another - Dissatisfied with most of the other members - Dissatisfied

with all of the other members - Very dissatisfied with all of the other members - Comments _________________________
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Group Exercise: Exercise A: Evaluating and Ending the Programme. Goal: To bring closure a group. Note: The group worker of the

group should lead this exercise. Step 1: The group worker begins by expressing a number of positive thoughts and feelings that she

or he has about the group. The group worker may also mention a few memorable experiences. Step 2: The group worker sits in a

circle and the worker asks: “Is there anything that anyone wants to express before the programme ends? “Is there any unfinished

work that we should deal with?” Step 3: The worker leads a discussion in which the group reflects upon the programme through

questions such as: “Do you believe this programme has helped prepare you to lead groups in social work?” “What else might have

been done to better prepare you to lead groups?” “What exercises or materials have helped you grow as a person?” “What do you

see as the shortcoming of this programme?” “How might this programme be improved?”

Sept 4:
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The members express what they will most remember about this course and / or what they feel they have learned. Each member

should be given an opportunity to express this.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 205 Sept 5:
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Each member expresses nonverbally how she or he felt about being in this class at the first session and how she or he now feels

about having been in the group. Step 6: The worker asks each member to give an imaginary gift to the person on his or her right.

Each person should take a turn so everyone can hear what the gifts are. When giving or receiving the gift the member extend their

hands to symbolize the giving or receiving of the gift. Example of such gifts are the time-management key to ending procrastination,

a warm sun for a smiling personally, a heart for happier relationships, positive and rational thinking for handling unwanted emotions,

and the gift of meditation for reducing stress. Step 7:

The worker may end the programme / meeting,
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by administering a member programme evaluation, by saying some final words, or in some other appropriate way. 10.13

Importance of programme planning The main advantages of programme planning are as follows: 1. Planning increases the efficiency

of a group. 2. It reduces the risks involved in activities. 3. It facilitates proper coordination within the group. 4. It aids in organizing all

available resources. 5. It gives right direction to the programme. 6. It is important to maintain good control. 7. It helps to achieve the

objectives of the group. 8. It motivates the group member of a group. 9. It encourages workers’ creativity and innovation. 10. It also

helps in decision making. Why programme planning is important? Now let’s understand why planning is important for the programme:

1. Increase efficiency: Programme planning makes optimum utilization of all available resources. It helps to reduce the wastage of

valuable resources and

NSOU ? PGSW-III 206 avoids their duplication. It aims to give the highest returns at the lowest possible cost. It thus increases the

overall efficiency. 2. Reduces program related risks: There are many risks involved in any modern activities. Planning helps to forecast

these programme-related risks. It also helps to take the necessary precautions to avoid these risks and prepare for future uncertainties

in advance. Thus, it reduces programme-related risks. 3. Facilitates proper coordination: Often, the plans of all of the groups of an

organisation are well coordinated with each other. Similarly, the short-term, medium-term and long-term plans of an group are also

coordinated with other groups. Such proper coordination is possible only because of efficient planning. 4. Aids in organizing:

Organizing means to bring together all available resources. Without planning organizing is not possible. It is so, since, planning tells us

the number of resources required and when are they needed. It means that planning aids in organizing in an efficient way. 5. Gives

right direction: Direction means to give proper information, accurate instructions and useful guidance to the group members. It is

impossible without planning. 6. Keeps good control: With control, the actual performance of a group member is compared with the

plans, and deviations (if any) are found out and corrected. It is impossible to achieve such control without the right planning

(programme). Therefore, programme planning becomes necessary to keep and control. 7. Helps to achieve objectives: Every group

has certain objectives or targets. It keeps working hard to fulfil these goals. Planning helps a group to achieve these aims, but with

some ease and promptness. Planning also helps an organization to avoid doing some random (done by chance) activities. 8. Motivates

group members: A good plan providers various financial and non- financial incentives to both worker and group members. These

incentives motivate them to work hard and achieve the objectives of the group. Thus, planning through various incentives helps to

motivate the group members of a group.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 207 9. Encourages creativity and innovation: Planning helps to express the creativity and innovation of the group

members. It brings satisfaction to the worker and eventually a success to the group. 10. Helps in decision-making: A worker makes

many different plans. Then the worker selects or chooses the best of all available strategies. Making a selection or choosing something

means to take a decision. So, decision- making in facilitated by planning. Therefore, programme planning is necessary for effective

and efficient functioning of every group irrespective of its size, type and objectives. 10.14 Conclusion Planning can be defined as

“thinking in advance what is to be done, when it is be done, how it is to be done and by whom it should be done”. In simple words we

can say, planning bridges the gap between we are standing today and where we want to reach. By “programme” we generally think of

the activities to be performed by agency to satisfy it s needs and interests. But modern concept of programme in social group work

has come to mean everything that the group does to satisfy its interest. It includes the entire range of activities, relationships,

interactions and experiences of individuals and group. The group’s programme is the framework within which group experiences

occurs. It is

deliberately planned and
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carried out with the help of the worker to meet the needs of the individuals and the group.
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Programme is thus a process rather than periodic culmination of a process. 10.15

Exercise 1. What do you mean by programme? What are the importance’s of programme planning? 2. Elucidate the role of group

worker in programme planning. 3. Write in brief the dimensions of programme planning process. 4. “Programme is not an end, its

means to an end” explain briefly. 5. Explain briefly the principles of programme planning.
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Group work in Institutional Settings 11.2.1 Group Work with Families 11.2.2 Group Work and Child Welfare 11.2.3 Group Work in

Residential Homes 11.2.4 Group Work

with parents of mentally challenged 11.2.5
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Group Work and Geriatric Care 11.2.6 Group Work in Psychiatric Clinic 11.2.7 Group Work in Hospitals 11.2.8

Group Work in Correctional Settings 11.3
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Group Work in Educational Settings 11.4 Group Work with Youths 11.5 Group Work with Women 11.6 Group Work in Community

Settings 11.6.1

Social Action Groups 11.6.2 Group Work with Disaster Victims 11.6.3 Group Work with Substance Abusers 11.6.4 Group Work with Self-

help Groups 11.7 Conclusion 11.8 Exercise 11.9 Reference 11.0
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Objectives After reading the unit you should be able to : • Know the role of group work in different institutional
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setting; •
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To understand the uses of group work in educational settings; • To know the role of groups in community settings. NSOU ? PGSW-III

210 11.1 Introduction Group work is used in numerous institutions – hospitals, childwelfare institu- tions, alcoholic and drug

rehabilitation agencies, old age agencies etc. Group work, if effectively used can alleviate the problems and reduce its psychosocial

effects. Educational institutions

offer diverse opportunities to practice group work.
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A variety of activities can be done with the group.
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Present day educators see to provide holistic education to the student, not just improve his memory and his retention powers.
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Group Work seen in this context is an apt method to bring about this transformation in the student. 11.2 Group work in

Institutional Settings 11.2.1 Group
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Work with Families A family is one category out of a number of categories of small groups.
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The focus of group work services is often the family, an interacting, interdependent system. The problems faced by people are

usually influenced by the dynamics within the family and dynamics within the family are in turn, influenced by the wider social and

cultural environment. Because a family is an interacting system, change in any member will affect all others. Tensions between a

husband and wife, for example, will be felt by their children who may then respond with disturbed behaviour. Treating the children’s

behaviour alone will not get to the root of the family problem. Another reason for the focus on the family rather than the individual

is that other family members are often needed in the treatment process. They can help identify family patterns. In addition, the

whole family, once members perceive the relation- ships among their various behaviours can form a powerful team in

re-establishing
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healthier patterns. For example, family members can pressure their alcoholic mother to acknowledge her problem. They may

provide important emotional support for her efforts to stop drinking. They may also need counselling themselves to assist in coping

with them when she is drinking.
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Family problems and the nature of social work: An infinite number of problems occur in families.
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When problems arise in a family, social services are often needed. The types and forms of services that group workers provide to

trouble families are extremely varied. We can group them into two major categories: in-home services and out-of-home services.

In-home services are preventive. Although not all are offered literally within the home itself, they are specifically designed to help

families stay together. They include financial aid; protective services (services to safeguard children or frail older adults from abuse

and neglect); family preservation services (intensive crises intervention within the home setting where children are so seriously at risk

that removal to foster care would otherwise be required); family therapy (intensive counselling to improve family relationships); day

care (Caretaking services for children or older adults to provide respite for caregivers who might otherwise be overwhelmed our to

permit them to work outside the home); home-maker services; and family life education (classes, often offered at traditional family

service agencies, that cover such topics as child development, parenting skills, communication issues etc.). Obviously, not all of

these services can be provided by group workers, but workers must know where to find them and how to help the family obtain

them when needed. Out-of-home services, on the other hand, are those services that must be operationalized when the family can

no longer remain intact. They are a manifesta- tion that sometimes has gone seriously wrong, since the breakup of any family

amounts to a tragedy that will have ramifications beyond family boundaries. While family members usually received the blame, the

larger system (social environment and the level of support it provides to troubled families) may be called into question. Out-of-

home
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services include foster care, adoption, group homes, institutional care (for example, residential treatment centres), and the judicial

system (which provides a different kind of institutional care, prison or jail for family members who have run into difficulty with the

law). To perform these services,

group
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workers engage in a variety of roles (for example, broker, educator, advocate, supporter,
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and mediator). Family Assessment: The two areas in family social work practice that have received the most attention are family

assessment and family therapy. NSOU ? PGSW-III 212 There are a variety of ways to assess
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to assess families conducting a social history of a family and its members is a widely need approach. With regard to family

assessment, however, two techniques have received considerable discussion in record years: eco-maps and genograms. The Eco-

Map: The eco-map is a paper-and-pencil assessment tool used to assess specific troubles and plan interventions for clients. The

eco-maps, a drawing of the client family in its social environment, is usually drown jointly by the worker and the client. It helps both

parties achieve a holistic or ecological view of the client’s family life and the nature of the family’s relationships with groups,

associations, organisations and other families and individuals. The eco-map has been used in a variety of situations including

marriage and family counselling and adoption and foster-care home studies. It has also been used to supplement traditional social

histories and case records. The eco-map is a shorthand method

of
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recording basic special information. The technique helps clients and workers gain insight into the client’s problems by providing a

“snapshot view” of important interactions at a particular point in time. Ann Hartman is the primary developer of
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the tool. The Genogram: The genogram is a graphic way of investigating the origin of a client’s or client family’s presenting problem

by diagramming the family over at least three generations. The client and worker usually jointly construct the family genogram,

which is essentially a
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family tree. Bowen is the primary developer of this technique. The genogram helps the worker and family members examine

problematic emotional and behavioural patterns in an intergenerational context. Patterns tend to repeat themselves, what happens

in one generation often occurs in the next. Genograms help family members indentify and understand family relationship patterns.
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Family Therapy: One of the many social services provided to families is family therapy (also called family

counselling). Strictly speaking, family therapy
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is a subset of the boarder classification of group therapy that is aimed at helping families with whatever interactional, behavioural

and emotional problems arise in the course of everyday living. Problems include marital conflicts, parent-child interactional

problems and
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conflicts with guard-parents or other relatives. A wide variety of problems are dealt within family therapy: domestic violence,

communication problems, disagreements between family members on drug use and abuse, school performance, money man-

agement, sexual values and behaviour, performance of domestic tasks and methods of disciplining the children. 11.2.2

Group Work and Child Welfare The social environment of children like the family, school, peer groups and neighbourhood

environment, play a vital part in their overall development. The impact of these social units on children can be both positive and

negative. Poor and broken families and deprived neighbourhoods are known for their inability to ensure adequate development inputs

for children. The deprived neighbourhoods expose children to a number of stressful situations, which could be very harmful for them.

Extreme poverty, broken families leading to poor parenting, family violence, alcohol- ism and tobacco use at early age leading to

health problems, lack of education, and physical and sexual abuse are fairly common problems in such neighbourhoods. The lack of

proper guidance and caring are indentified as causes of their coming in conflict with law such children constitute a sizeable number in

developing countries including India. Even in affluent families children may need capacity building in many life skill area such as

accepting diversity, excercisingself control and handing conflicts. Group Work can be used for providing timely help to such children

in India and other developing countries. Group Work objectives in child welfare agencies are (Varghese, n.d.): 1.
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Training them in alternate behaviour patterns. Many children are from dys- functional families and lack appropriate role models in

the family. 2.

Training in survival skills-maintaining relationships, seeking assistance, keep- ing jobs etc (Varghese, n.d.). 3.
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Treatment for symptoms related to anxiety, depression, post traumatic stress disorder, substance abuse and poor interpersonal

relations. 4.
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Training in personality development especially building self-confidence and self-esteem, public speaking and ability to face personal

interviews. 5. Recreational activities in their free time-play groups etc (

Varghese, n.d.).
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helpful in providing development inputs for children. The children coming in conflict with law or the children in need of care and

protection are placed here for providing them development inputs to mainstream them into the society. The purpose of doing group

work in Residential homes are(Varghese, n.d.): 1. It seeks to facilitate adjustment in the homes. 2. It seeks to further diagnostic

understanding. 3.
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It sought to contribute to the beginning of the treatment process. 4. It

sought to meet normal growth needs. 5. It seeks to influence the institutional milieu. Group work with children in Residential

Homes(Varghese, n.d.) – • To provide recreational activities • To develop like skills to strengthen their capacities to manage life in an

home. •
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To provide help in dealing with personal problems. • To provide informal education. • To provide emotional support.

Group work with Street Children – Various NGOs conduct a weekend camp to
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street children. Street children many of whom come to their open shelter – shelter for street children are without any compulsions

or rules and regulations. Children are free to come and leave the shelter whenever they please. The shelter provides them facilitates

to sleep, to take both and watch television.

The objectives of group work with street children are: •
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To provide recreational activities • To meet emotional needs of children • To develop life skills to strengthen capacities to avoid

exploitation and abuse • To provide livelihood and shelter • To provide

informal education.
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Group Work with parents of mentally challenged children NGOs work with spastics children organizes support group for the parents

of the children of mentally challenged. The parents of these children need treatment as much as the children do. Newly enrolled

parents are encouraged to join existing groups. These groups are meant for sharing and learning session. Parents are often denial

about the condition of their children. They cannot see why this should happen to them and their children. Parents are depressed

and anxious about the future of the children. They do not know how to react when their children are unable perform the actions

that other children are able to do. Answers to most of the problems are found in the group – shared knowledge and from the

experiences of other parents. The group facilitates the process of universalization of experience and the installation of hope (

Varghese, n.d.). Exercise-I (1)
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What are the group work objectives in Child Welfare agencies? 11.2.5 Group Work and Geriatric Care

Elderly
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persons suffer from a number of mental and physical ailments. More importantly, their social situation and their somatic condition

affect their physical condition. They need special care and attention. The major characteristics of elderly people are(Varghese, n.d.)

– 1. Intense loneliness and social isolation, poverty, feeling of rejection, struggle to find meaning in life, dependency, feeling of

uselessness, hopelessness and despair, fear of death and dying, grief over other people’s death. 2.
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Short attention span(Varghese, n.d.) 3. Poor reality orientation 4. Need for support 5. Greater need for being listened to and

understood. Group work activities with elderly are being undertaken by many organisations working with them. Support Group:

Support groups for elderly persons are helpful in dealing with depression which is normal in old age. Loss of active life, and reduction

in income,

NSOU ? PGSW-III 216 power and physical health, induces a sense of loneliness and depression. Support groups help in overcoming

these feelings and sharing in groups help, to reduce tension as well. Recreational Groups: In day care centres of elderly people,

recreation groups can be organized for recreational activities. These groups can act as a support groups. Health Groups: These groups

can be used to provide information and bring attitudinal changes relating to health among the elderly in India. The old age day care

centres that are being run by NGOs in some cities are places where group for the elderly can be formed for the above objectives.

Forming a group of elderly is comparatively easier, as they are keen to participate in any activity where they can spend some time in a

meaningful way. The participation in group activity gives them a sense of purpose to use their energies creatively. They feel welcome

and if the group environment is healthy and creative they can do a lot of things that will meet their own needs and are helpful to

others in the community. 11.2.6 Group
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Work in Psychiatric Setting Group Work is an important component in the treatment and care of mentally ill people. It is being

increasingly used in mental health setting in India. The incidence of mental illness is high in India. A trend in the care of mentally ill

which is influencing the practice of group work

in de-
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institutionalization increasing numbers of mentally ill people were being taken care in the families and in their homes rather than

being confined to the hospital(

Varghese, n.d.). The goals of group work in psychiatric settings are(Varghese, n.d.): 1.
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to socialize including forming satisfying social relations, establishing an awareness of others, learning and re-learning social skills. 2.

to offer ego supports and develop ego strengths as well as broadening interest and scope of activities, building self confidence, self-

esteem, self- worth, achieving tangible things, acceptance. 3. to test and see cause-and-effect relationship. 4. to increase

responsibility, develop good judgements and self control and handle group living problems. 5. to influence one another in a positive

way, develop better morale and challenge group hostility. NSOU ? PGSW-III 217 6. to adjust to a new mode of living and interrupt

the deterioration process and counteract the regression of institutional living. 7. to

promote insights, develop the proper perspective on problems and feel- ings, release tensions. 8. to accept one’s illness and prepare

for

the use the individual and other therapies more positively. Practice principles, which have been found useful in the process, are

(Varghese, n.d.): 1. Group
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sessions with the mentally ill should be highly structured, meaning that the group worker should take control of sessions by

planning the activity well. 2. Each group
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session should be a rewarding one in the sense that the members should derive some pleasure and enjoyment from it. 3.
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The group workers should also be careful that anxiety producing events and actions should be avoided and be prepared to deal with

them. 11.2.7
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Group Work in Hospitals Hospitals are important settings for social work practice. Psychological factors and physical health are

related. Adverse negative factors can worsen the health conditions of the patients.
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Another important factor is the growing importance of multidisciplinary teams which will address the various dimensions of the

illness and its effect of the patient.

Team work,
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therefore is an important method of work in health care settings. Thirdly, group work is seen as humanizing the bureaucratic system

and giving holistic care for the clients. Lastly, group work is effective in disseminating information to the clients. Following groups

are used in the hospitals(Varghese, n.d.): 1. Educational Groups: Educational groups disseminate information about the disease and

its effects on the patients. They educate the person about the causes of diseases, its effects on the body, its pattern of progression

and its debilitating effects. 2.
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Support Groups: These groups provide the necessary social and emotional support to the

patient.

Group work can enable the patients to have appropriate coping

NSOU ? PGSW-III 218 mechanisms keeping in mind the individual’s needs and her environment. It will result in better quality of life and

better adherence to
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treatment programme 3. Training groups: Training groups focus on teaching new social skills to the patients which would help them

after they are discharged from the hospitals. Practice principles inhealth settings(Varghese, n.d.): Firstly, Group work in health setting

needs to understand that patients suffer from pain and fatigue due to illness and often due to their treatment. She should therefore

encourage patients to attend the meetings but not use excessive pressure. Secondly, the group workers should be flexible in her

approach to group. The treatment cycle may vary with person to person and therefore the time period of attending the group

sessions cannot be specified. Thirdly, individualization of client’s is another important aspect, as

clients char- acteristics
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will differ in terms of stages of disease, social support available in family, community and work place and the psychological

condition. Fear of death, fear of disease recurrence, problems related to treatment (pain, changes in appearance, fatigue), changes

in relationship and economic issues (income, future job prospects, costs of treatment) are important concerns that group workers

must address. Exercise-II (1)What are the goals of group work in psychiatric settings? 11.2.8

Social Group Work in Correctional Settings Today Group workers are playing prominent role in the field of correctionalist services as it

is emphasised by all correction list that punitive philosophy should be replaced by reformative philosophy, because goodness is said to

be the condition of mind as health is the condition of the body and neither the defects of character nor body can be cured by

punishment. Crime today is considered as a product of certain forces within the individual and ungenial environmental factors. So to

protect the society from crime, criminals must be treated and rehabilitated. Thus correction is the total process of helping persons

who have violated the law to be rehabilitated. Correction in one sense plays a very important role in the administration of criminal

justice. It is one of the four social processes utilized in the administration of criminal justice. They include -
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detection and arrest of suspected offenders. 2. Prosecution and defence or the preparation and presentation of criminal cases before

the court. 3. Judicial process, which is concerned with the legal determination of guilt and the assignment of penalties. 4. Correction,

which is responsible for administering the assigned penalties. The Group workers plays a very important role in this total process and

the tasks in corrections includes four (4) in particular : (a) Investigation for the purpose of securing information about the client’s

failure or successes in meeting the obligations of his/her legal status. (b) The use of controls to modify client’s behaviour. (c) Acting as

a legal authority in the client’s life with responsibility for value change. (d) Correct decision making in life: These are all important in

working with persons in trouble and in particulars in attempting to help them adjust better to society. Functions of group workers: 1.

Helping to strengthen motivations: The group worker through talking sym- pathetically and understandingly, can usually make a

person to know that someone is interested and will accept him as his is, is a tremendous moti- vating factor. 2. Allowing for ventilation

of feelings is a second service of the group worker. Most youths and adults who come to a probation officer need to share with

someone in confidence. Their inner feelings, their fears and frustrations, as well as their hopes and aspirations. 3. The giving of

information is another important function of the group worker in the field of corrections. Many youths and adults need help in

understand- ing who they are, where they are going and where they should go. Many times they do not comprehend the society to

which they belong and the social workers can help them to develop and understanding and to acquire insights into their proper roles.
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consider rationally their problems and the alternatives that help them. 5. The group worker helps the client in modification of the

environment with knowledge of community resources. The group worker will able to help persons and families to tap various financial

and social resources to meet their individual needs. 6. Another major function is in facilitating referral services, often it is difficult for a

person to take personal problems to another and he needs support in doing so. Referral may be made to a psychiatrist or any other

resource person who may help to a particular situation. The group workers comprehensive knowledge of community resources is

used and makes advantage in making referrals. 11.3 Group Work in Educational Settings Schools and colleges provide significant inputs

in developing human capital in the society. The level at which a child drops out from the school will determine whether she or he will

work with his or her hands or mind, and what social roles and status she or he will be accorded. Many a time neither parents more the

teachers are
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aware of the fact that child is facing stresses in school. Even if they do, they are not proficient in dealing with the problem. The

sources of stresses may vary from scholastic difficulties to the problem of maintaining relationship. The organisational dynamics of

schools also makes and impact on the social and academic adjustment of children. School polices such as rules for conduct and

manner of the rule enforce- ment, number of teachers, their training and educational status, etc., all of these can be potential

sources of stresses. Presence of parents and teachers for achieving high standard of academic performance and social behaviour,

are the most common sources of

stresses. The stresses, faced by children if left unattended may lead to mental health problems and drop out. Guidance
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and support is an effective ideas medium to provide both. Ensuring educational inputs to children outside the formal school setting

also poses a serious challenge in all developing society. The group work offers a useful opportunity in addressing many of these

issues.
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that can be used in the schools are – 1) Educational Groups:

In educational groups the main focus of the group activities is to pursue some
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educational objectives. Educational groups will enable the students in learning about subjects that are not part of the curricu- lum.

The areas of education can be life skill education, HIV/AIDS, public speaking etc. Value education can be taught through stories and

parables. Songs that motivate the members can be sung. Competitions like essay writing, handwriting and spelling can be organised.

2) Recreational Groups: Recreational groups

are fairly common where the idea is to engage children in their leisure time to organize outdoor games. Though the major objective is

providing recreational activities but the worker helps the group to evolve norms for decision-making, developing a sense of fair play,

respecting minority opinions and inculcating an understanding of diver- sity.
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Group experiences if carefully chosen will help growth in their person- ality. 3) Personality Developed Groups:
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Personality development groups seek to de- velop self-confidence and self-esteem. Skills to face interviews, public speak- ing and

grooming habits can be improved in groups. 4) Support Groups:

A major focus in support groups, is to provide a forum where these children can come together, either alone or with relevant experts,

to discuss the common problems being faced by them and look for ways to cope with these in more personally satisfying and socially

acceptable ways. Working with girls facing violence or abuse through support group has been found to be quite effective. There are

another five kinds of groups can be formed in the schools such as – 1.

Cluster Groups: These groups were used when one or two isolate or scape- goat were referred to the group worker.
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The group sessions are so designed that the dysfunctional students’ needs are addressed his / her problem is described, the

student’s view point is brought to the open and perceptions of the other members are discussed. Support from the other members

for the dysfunctional student is encouraged. The interaction between the members and the dysfunctional student is expected to

bring about change in the behaviour of the student. NSOU ? PGSW-III 222 2. Classroom Groups: Classroom groups are used when it

is found that it is not individuals or group of students that are dysfunctional but the entire class is dysfunctional. Therefore the whole

class should be taken as a group and needs to be treated. The causes for these problems can uneasiness with teachers, over

scapegoating, over identification with the students who are victimized, conflicts between groups within class and inability to

perform as per expectations. The cause of the problem may lie in a few students or the whole class. The group worker uses the

whole class as group and address the problem by using group discussions and role plays. 3. Splinter Groups: These groups consist of

problematic children who cannot be separated and treated.
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In this group the dysfunctional members are iden- tified and his identity revealed. He chooses from the class a smaller group

consisting of a few members. The group worker then describes the problem to the group and its effect on the affected student.

Certain activities are chosen which will attract the larger student body to the smaller group and interact with it. If successful the

smaller group status improves and so does the status of the dysfunctional student. 4. Telescopic Groups: Telescopic groups are

groups which meet five or six times in a short period of time. A current problem is taken up as a major issue. For example

absenteeism and group formed by members who are found to be excessively absent. The members are made aware of the reason

for being part of the group. A plan is made for a group which includes activities which are gratifying and ego supportive. 5. Socio

educational groups: These groups involve the other stakeholders like the parents and staff members to improve the school

functioning. For ex- ample – suitable parents are depending on their need, aptitude and interest are taken as members of the group.

They are informed that the purpose of the groups is to improve their performance as the parents. Sessions are planned which will

provide them with new skills and knowledge. Films, lectures, role plays and members presentations are the best means.

Principles to be followed while working with children in the school – 1.
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Confidentiality is very important as children are not often able to keep personal information to themselves.
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Avoid using sides. Students may blame teacher or parent for some of the difficulties they face. It is important that the group worker

describes the problems rather than point fingers at others. 3. Explain the purpose of the group and its goal to the members. 4.
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Listen to the opinion of the members even though group worker may dis- agree with it. 5. Choose those activities and games which

will be useful and enjoyable for the members. 6. Prepare for termination as students may become attached

with the worker. 7.
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Homogeneity in terms of age, sex and class is a prerequisite for successful group work in children. 11.4

Group Work with Youths The group work offers a lot of possibilities for working with young persons in the age group of 15 to 25 years

of age group. This is very formative age when individuals experience changes physically, psychologically and socially. The group work

with young persons in rural areas and urban slums offer a very challenging task to social workers. The broad objectives of working

with youth can be described as: • The personal development, • Providing support and guidance; • Developing educational and

vocational skills; • Community and social action; and • Problem solving. The possible places where social workers can locate the

group work interven- tions will depend on the kind of client group they want to work with. A large numbers of urban young persons

are located in schools and colleges. The worker can easily contact them through the college authorities. The workers can design the

intervention giving details of objectives, programme activities, expected outcomes, evaluation process, time frame and cost, and make

a presentation for the students and
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rediscovering the self and designing better strategies for meeting career goals, modifying self images, developing life skills, sensitizing

youngsters about HIV/AIDS, drug abuse or violence and any other need area. There are a large number of out of school young

persons in India. These young person’s can be located in the deprived communities and in rural areas. They can be contacted by

informal visits to the communities and through the non-governmental organisations working in these communities, or by spreading

information through posters, organizing sports and cultural activities and addressing community groups informally. A large number of

young persons are placed in reform institutions for varying durations. Group work with these persons can help in achieving the desired

objec- tives of mainstreaming them in society. Developing better skills and attitude, meeting recreation needs, fighting depression and

aggression are some of the objectives that can be the focus of group work in the setting. Most groups aimed at personal development

of youth, use recreational activities as programme inputs. The idea is to engage youth during their leisure time, to organize all kinds of

recreational programmes. Sports and physical activity programmes can have a positive impact on young people’s behaviour, and may

provide an important vehicle for their personal development. Through the major group objective is projected as providing recreational

activities but the group work objective is taken as growth and development of individual members. The worker helps the group to

evolve norms for decision-making, encouraging wider participation of members in decision-making, developing a sense of fair play

and respecting minority opinions. The activity based counselling model can be effectively used to focus upon the values and

behavioural outcomes for modifying these. Theatre including skits, street plays, group songs, poster making are some of the other

activities with a lot of potential for improving communication, helping young persons to unburden themselves and learn to act as a

team. 1. Educational Groups: In educational groups the main focus of the group activities is to pursue some educational objectives.

Informal education through groups, helping young persons who are slow learners, out of school youth
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purposes. Helping young persons to acquire vocational skills to become self-employed through the process of group formation is a

popular activity. 2. Support Groups: Support groups for young persons are generally formed to discuss problems being faced by them

and to look for solutions. Young persons having drug-related problems, adolescents having emotional prob- lems, unemployed young

persons, all can be helped through support group activities. The major focus of support groups is to provide a forum where persons

with similar problems can come together, either as a self-help group or with relevant experts, to discuss the common problems being

faced by them and to look for ways to cope with these in a more personally satisfying and socially acceptable way. 3. Remedial

Groups: Remedial groups are meant to use group interaction and programme activities to modify behavioural responses of members.

School social workers, probation officers and social workers working in observation homes and other organisations dealing with

young persons coming in con- flict with law, are places where remedial group activities are commonly found. 11.5 Group Work with

Women Women have been making use of groups since a very long time for a variety of reasons in India. It is common to see groups of

women coming together both in rural and urban neighbourhoods to use their leisure time in sharing information about life in general.

These groups have acted as forum for recreation, social education regard- ing ceremonies and rituals to be observed on different

occasions for example birth, marriages or deaths and religions festivals, for health education including sex edu- cation and so on. The

groups have also performed therapeutic functions by acting as support systems to women, who unburden themselves by sharing their

problems of all kinds in such groups. These groups have also at times acted as mechanisms of social control as they had power to

impose sanctions if people deviated from social norms. The groups acted as sources of spreading information or disinformation in the

larger community as well, at times unleashing wider social action unwillingly.
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circumstances with no other mechanism available to provide them security. It is common knowledge that many women have to travel

long distances in search of water, fodder, fuel or even toilet facilities, not available at home. They instinctively resort to go for meeting

these needs in groups as they find security in numbers. It is commonly known that, women in India have very low self-esteem and as

such lack self-confidence for facing any stressful situation alone. Not many women are comfortable in discussing their problems even

with other women indi- vidually. They respond better as a group. Talking to an unknown person of the other sex is still a very stressful

situation for many young women. As a part of the socialisation process itself women learn to rely on groups rather than facing a

situation individually. The Indian cultural values, cutting across religions, caste and class boundaries, are unanimous in keeping women

more group oriented. A woman’s psyche is specifically constructed to regard herself as secondary in comparison to the family’s needs

and in particular protecting its honour. Women are trained to be others oriented in all aspects of their lives, a trait which makes the

group norms more important for them. A woman is therefore far more suited to becoming a stable member of group than a male.

However, her commitment to her family is far more important for her and her participation in other groups is considered secondary

and at times forbidden if it conflicts with her family interests. Besides these, the general group work objectives in working with women

are: Educational: Providing education to women on different aspects concerning their life beginning from literacy skills to legal, social

and political issues through the use of group work activities is emerging as a major area of work in many organisations. Women of all

ages and of all kinds belonging to both rural and urban areas and different socio-economic groups, castes and religions are

participating in such groups. However, the main focus is deprived groups, both in rural or urban areas. The main objectives are

providing information and awareness leading to better handling of their present day situations at work and at home. These groups may

or may not consider advocating or mobilizing women for social change. Education and aware- ness building is the major goal

irrespective of what it is delivers. Support: Support groups are meant to develop a network of women facing domestic violence and

abuse both at home and at work place or any other emotional problem, with the expressed purpose of empowering these women to

comfort the
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experiences and receive emotional support, have also been active in advocacy and social action. Support groups of women sex

workers and women suffering from HIV/AIDS, are also being formed to help such women. Livelihood: One of the most common

objectives of forming groups of women is to provide them economic help. A number of self-help groups are being organized for

helping them to learn to save and to create a fund as a source for getting financial help form a more friendly and non-exploitative

source for their day to day need. Women are also being helped to acquire economic skills of different kinds to augment their incomes

by starting, either individually or collectively, small business enterprises. The group is used as a mechanism to link them with financial

institutions and government agencies in order to encourage them to participate in developmental activities. It is expected to enhance

their access to resources and to develop coopera- tive attitudes in their struggle against poverty and exploitation. Legal Aid: Some

organisations are using groups to work with women to provide them legal aid concerning marital problems, inheritance matters,

sexual harassment and any other aspect concerning their life. The nature of such group interventions may involve group counselling

and acting as support network during legal battles to secure justice for members, besides undertaking educational and information

sharing activities. Health Groups: Use of groups for providing health related information to expect- ing mother, mothers with newly

born babies or women suffering from various ailments including HIV/AIDS, is also being used by a variety of professionals in India.

Besides providing information, the groups are also being used for including behavioural changes or attitudinal changes among

women. 11.6 Group Work in Community Settings 3.6.1 Social Action Groups Group work is very useful in the community.
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Any number of natural groups is found in the community. Most of them are spontaneous efforts by the people themselves to

control their lives by helping others and getting help from others.
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Community based groups are based on neighbourhood, caste and extended kinship ties.
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One important type of group that is increasingly being important

are the social action groups. We
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know group work groups are divided into two types – (1) Treatment group that consists of personality development groups,

educational groups, recreational groups, support groups and therapeutic group. (2) Task groups includes committees and councils
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social action groups belong to category of task groups. It usually consists of a small number of members who may belong to the

community or are outsiders to the community or both. They take up an issue that they identify as having an adverse effect on the

well being of the members of the community. They identify the causative factors that lead to the problem. Institutions, practices and

values that cause the problems are identified. The agent can be the government itself or a government department, police,

industries, social groups, organisations whose ac- tions or inactions has lead to the problem.
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The action group believes that the problem can be alleviated if people unite and challenge the powerful and force them to act in

public interests.
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Some of the areas, where action groups have contributed, are as follows: 1. Protection of human rights issues including protection

of the under trials; police atrocities including custodial deaths of the arrested; encounter deaths, etc. The People’s Union for Civil

Liberties and Human Rights Law network is just two examples of action groups. 2. Rights of people are displaced due to

Development Project. Examples – the Narmada BachaoAndolan and Protest Movement against Tehri Dam in Uttarakhand. 3.

Women rights issues like domestic violence, dowry, and sexual harassment. Many of legislation have been passed and existing law

modified due to the pressure from action groups. 4.
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Tribal issues like land alienation, displacement and exploitation. 5. Environment issues like pollution of rivers, lowering of water label

because of over exploitation by corporate, damage to monuments

have been taken up by the action groups. 6. Protest against forcible land acquisition.
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Protection of the rights of informal labour like domestic workers, brick kilns, glass-manufacturing units. 8. Child labour. 9. Animal

rights. 10. Rights of people living in slums. Steps for social action group: According to carr (2008) the following steps can be

implemented to create and sustain a social action group: 1. Engaging: The process in which the group worker engages the target

group – a community (a village where the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme is not implemented properly).
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The engagement phase will include familiarizing herself with the various dimensions of the problem.
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Another step in the process is build rapport with the existing leadership in the community and knowing their limitation and

strengths. Initial reflections – the group worker must understand the situation and identify the principles that will guide her action

and her relationship with the target group. Assessing system barriers – the group assess the various barriers that stand in between

the target group and its objectives.
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Finding allies and making contacts – Networking with like-minded groups, developing contacts

with
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the media and academic world and obtaining the support of other communities are important function of the group leader. In India,

personal contacts with the police, bureaucracy and professionals (Lawyers, doctors) are also very useful. These allies and contacts

can be useful in many ways - increasing the knowledge base, for providing professional guidance, recruiting new members,

contributing resources, arranging publicity and giving encouragement. 2. Initiating the Group: Identifying members are seeking ways

to motivate them to join the group, finding resources and venue meetings and the important tasks that have to be done.
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The group worker must be able to withstand the problems of forming the group before she moves ahead. Recruiting participants:

Individuals may initially agree and then refuse or refuse many times before agreeing to join.
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Finding a venue and obtaining needed materials: An accessible place for meeting and materials needed have to be organised. It is

better if available resources are used. Building trust: Any group has to have a certain level of trust and goodwill among its members.
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The level of trust can be increased if opportunities and a climate exit in the group to expense one’s opinions and views.
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Establishing collegiality: Perfect equality may not be possible in the group as the group worker often is a person with more

knowledge and skills. However he should take care that he works with the group rather than for the group. His example will help set

norms for the group regarding the rules of participating and engaging. 3.

Facilitating
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the Group: Establishing ground rules: Rules and regulations agreed upon by every members help in maintaining the

group. Group discussions and interaction, decision making and other process of the group should be subject to rules. Facilitating

consciousness raising: The discussions that take in the group has to raise the level of consciousness in the group member.
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The process of waising consciousness will include challenging and removing many of the existing percep- tions of the members on

their situation. Supporting action: Action requires the utilization of all available resources – personal and community based. The

support network built by the group including personal contacts and community members, concerned students, activists is used.

Action should identify the target – the institution or person against whom the action is taken. This target should be carefully chosen

as the success of the action depends on the how much change is achieved in the institution. Encourage praxis:
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A certain amount of learning takes place in every action even if it fails in achieving its objectives. The learning can be about the

group itself, or the community as a whole or about the power structures. These leaning can be analysed by getting the members to

talk about it. The sharing of the views will increase the level of consciousness. Based on these learning, future action is planned and

taken and process goes on. 4. Transferring power: The ultimate aim of the empowering process is to make the members

independent. After a period the group worker should
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transfer his skills and information to the group members. Some of the methods used to build the NSOU ? PGSW-III 231 capacity of

the members are training; handholding (members perform under close supervision) and delegation of authority. 5. Wrapping up: The

group worker must be able to leave the group at the right time. The group members should be prepared for this. Leadership should

be created and trained and resources identified for future use. 11.6.2
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Group work with Disaster Victims Disasters are sudden events that cause large-scale damage to human being and their property.

The victims of a disaster are not only those who die and are injured but also those who survive. Both the category of survivors,

injured and the unharmed need psychological support. Another important category of people who are in need of support is the care

givers. Caregivers are those who give the survivors emotion and social support. Victims of the disaster care classified into six

categories by Taylor and Frazer – 1. The primary victims are those who are directly affected by the disaster, 2. Secondary victim

includes the friends and relatives of the primary victims, 3. The tertiary victims are those involved in the rescue and recovery, 4. The

fourth category are those in the community that are involved in the disaster work, 5. The fifth categories are those who have not

experienced by the disaster but experience grief and pain. 6. The sixth categories of victims are those who could have been victims,

but by chance escaped. The cares that the victims need are the following: 1. Shelter temporary and later on permanent if house

destroyed. 2. Food and medicines. 3. Medical facility if injured. 4. Livelihood. 5. Legal aid filling for compensation. 6. Compensation.

7. Psycho social care and 8. Self-help leading to self reliance.
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social worker is involved in every action. But the most important aspect of his work is psycho-social care. The aim of

psycho-social
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care is to treat the victims who have undergone a traumatic experience.

All the activities
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can be effective if it is done in group. The advantages of group- based treatment of victims are as follows: 1. Sharing the victim’s

painful experiences in a group where other victims are present. Universalization of experiences and identification with every other

problem take place in the group sessions. Knowing that others also have gone through the experiences and knowing how they are

coping with the situation is helpful for the victims. 2. Recreational and relaxation activities are more enjoyable if they are done in

groups. 3. Engaging in productive work (for example – gardening, basket making, building houses) in team motivates the members

to engage in these activities on regular basis. 4. Efforts like starting SHGs for women can be stood for rehabilitation of the victims. A

large number of victims can be treated using group work. Secondly, special groups for the vulnerable groups for women and

children can take care of their special needs as these sections are more vulnerable than others and need special care. Thirdly, these

groups survive even after the social workers and the administrator go and is a source for support for disaster victims after a long

time. 11.6.3 Group Work With the Substance Abusers
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Group work among the substance abusers can be done in institution as well
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as in the community. Usually the group members meet in a common place – religions places, school or community centres. There

are a number of approaches available to solve the problem of substance abuse alcohol. According to Fisher (in Gravin 2004), group

work is an appropriate method to deal with the problem of addiction – 1. Group reduce the sense of isolation often experienced by

persons with the substance use disorders, who may experience a sense of relief to discover that other people are struggling with

similar problems. NSOU ? PGSW-III 233 2. Groups can

in still
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hope in the persons that they can recover when they observe

other
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deal successfully with similar problems. 3. Groups provide opportunity for the members to learn to cope with problems of substance

abuse when they observe others coping with similar problems. 4. Groups can give new information to the members given by the

group worker, guest lecturer, instructors and other members. 5. Positive feedback about their worth, skills and abilities from other

members will improve their self concept (self worth and self image). 6. Groups provide reparative (alternate) family experiences as

the group

mem- bers
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give the support and assurance that they sometimes do not receive from their own families. They may try out new behaviours which

can be used in their own families. 7. Groups provide emotional support to the members when they experience stressful and difficult

situations outside the group. Encouragement, reinforce- ment and coaching can happen in the group. 8. Groups help the members

acquire social skills that are needed to cope with anxiety situations instead of depending on substances for dealing with

diffi- cult situations in life. 9.
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Group members can confront each other in very powerful ways regarding the substance abuse. Confrontation in substance abuse is

important as most of the abusers are in the state of denial. Confrontation by other who had similar problems is particularly powerful.

10. Groups are cost effective as many members can be treated simultaneously. 11. The benefits of group work may exceed beyond

the group and benefit others who are in some way related to the members – family members, employers. 11.6.4

Group Work with Self-Help Groups Concept: Self-help groups (SHGs) have become the most popular form of group work that is

being used by both governmental and non-governmental organisations in India to accomplish a variety of development goals in

recent times. However, the idea of self-help was an inherent part of group work practice right from the very beginning. As Kanopka

(1963) noted , “whereas philanthropy was generally of
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mutual self-help, as the name implies, developed from the need for mutual aid and support”.
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Similarly, as Mayadas et al. (2004), noted, settlement movement which lead to the birth of group work – was a social (collective)

response to difficult social conditions, and relied on group (mutual help) to solve problems. The beginning of collective bargaining to

improve wages, as an effort to preserve cultural traditions, to promote adult education and to provide growth opportunities to their

children through camping, were all initial attempts at using groups to tackle common problems through mutual help. The groups that

emerged later on to acquire an international presence, such as Alcoholics Anonymous, were also based on the idea of self-help. The

assumptions in these kinds of group were to bring together people facing similar problems, to provide support to each other, along

with gener- ating ideas to manage the problems. The experience sharing and the mutual support over seen as major helping factors in

these groups. As a document promoting a self-help group claimed, the objective of the group is to provide knowledge about how to

receive help, give help and help yourself. Underlying self-help is the basic theme: “you are not alone”. Benefits to members are seen

as: • They feel less isolated knowing others share similar problems; • Exchange ideas and discuss effective ways to cope with

problems; • Actively work on their attitudes and behaviour to make positive changes in their lives; and • Gain a new sense of control

over their lives. The knowledge base of self-help mutual support groups is experiential, indig- enous, and rooted in the wisdom that

comes from struggling with problems in concrete shared ways. Self-help groups build on the strengths of their members. Uses of

Self-Help Groups: The use of self-help groups in India has been more popular to help women and to a lesser extent small farmers or

agricultural workers and other deprived populations. The objectives of these self-help groups have been to meet economics needs of

the members. In case of some women’s groups objec- tives such as awareness generation to improve self-help concept, knowledge

of laws and sources from where help can be obtained, are some additional ones. Some women’s groups provide protection to their

members and also other women in the community against domestic violence.
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welfare perspective, focusing on deprived populations only. Other segments of the populations like the economically well off but

facing problems of social functioning, have generally been neglected as a target population needing professional help by social

workers. This segment often experience stress, are unsure of their relationships, lack social skills and as such need a variety of services.

Group work with working mother facing role overload, sexual harassment, and depression, and children needing help in becoming

focused in their studies or facing relationship problems at home or at shool, has not been tried in India. Abuse of alcohol and drugs is

affecting a sizable section of an upwardly growing population. Children from well- off families are showing symptoms of Attention

Deficit Hyper Activity Disorder, resulting in problems at home and at school. Forming self-help groups of many such clients is a

distinct possibility. Lesser et al. (2004) give the example of a group of professional middle aged women who have supported members

in balancing career and family roles through transition and stressors in their work and family life. The main objectives for forming self-

help groups can therefore be summarized as follows: • For meeting economic needs of the deprived populations. • For providing

psycho-social support to members. • For dealing with community related problems. Planning Self-Help Groups: Once the worker or

the leader initiating the group decides the general purpose for the formation of the group, the planning for forma- tion of a self-help

group shall begin. Meeting the economic needs of the poor is a major priority area. We shall therefore begin with such groups. The

general nature of such groups in India is to help them develop a fund through savings and then provide loans to their members. Some

groups help their members to start an income gener- ating activity as well. The purpose is to enable groups to help the members to

become self-sufficient in managing their economic needs, without relying on any exploitative sources such as money lenders. Many

government programmes are providing eco- nomic inputs by way of subsidies, land and technical inputs to help these groups to take

up small business activities. Despite the fact that the economic condition of the target population is well known, the other

characteristics of the population such as education, economic skills,
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etc., should be carefully studied. Initial pre group discussions with family’s rather than individuals should be held using participatory

methods to assess their mental preparation for the new experience. The worker should work out the details of capacity building

programme for the members such as: • Organizing literacy programmes, • Sensitizing males about women’s role and status in the

society, • Skill development • Leadership development. The preliminary details of the group functioning such as rules for the joining

the group, the size of the group, expected roles and responsibilities of members, and likely benefits, can also be discussed at the pre

group discussion stage. The worker will have to work out these details in advance in conjunction with the group members. Many

schemes providing assistance to self-help groups provide details of the requirements that the groups should comply with [see for

example the guidelines provided by the SwarnjoyantiGraminSwarozgarYojana Guidelines (Government of India, 1999)]. The guidelines

suggest that: 1. A self-help group may consist of 10 to 20 persons. In the case of minor irrigation, and in the case of disabled persons,

this number may be a mini- mum of five (5). 2. All members of the group should belong to families living below the proverty line. The

group shall not consist of more than one member from the same family. A person should not be a member of more than one group.

3. The group should devise a code of conduct (Group Management Norms) to bind itself. This should be in the form of regular

meetings (weekly or fortnightly), functioning in a democratic manner, allowing free exchange of views, and participation of the

members in the decision-making process. 4. The group should be able to draw up an agenda for each meeting and take up

discussions as per the agenda.
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the quantum of savings. The group should be able to collect the minimum voluntary savings. The group should be able to collect the

minimum voluntary saving amount from all the mem- bers regularly. The savings to collect will be the group corpus fund. 6. The

group corpus fund should be used to advance loans to the members. The group should develop financial management norms

covering the loans sanc- tion procedure, repayment schedule and interest rates. 7. The members in the group meetings should take all

the loaning decisions through a participatory decision-making process. 8. The group should be able to scrutinize the loan

applications, fix repayment schedules, fix appropriate rate of interest for loans advanced and closely monitor the repayment of the

loan instalment from the members getting loan. 9. The group should operate a group account, so as to deposit the balance amounts

left with the groups after disbursing land to its members. 10. The group should maintain simple basic records such as Minutes Book,

Attendance Register, Loan Ledger, General Ledger, Cashbook, Bank Pass- book and individual Passbooks. The National Bank of

Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) has developed a project of linking SHGs with the banks for their credit needs. The check

list prepared by the organisation to assess the loan worthiness of the SHG, provides a good guideline for the worker to ensure certain

standards of SHGs formed for the purpose of meeting economic needs. • SHGs with 12 – 16 very good factors can get loan from the

bank immedi- ately. • SHGs with 10 – 12 very good factors need 3 – 6 month to improve before being considered for loan. • SHGs

with rating of less than 10 very good factors will not be considered for loan. The banks can sanction a loan of upto four times the

saving amount of the group. The loan is sanctioned to the group. The SHG can take a loan from the bank for any purpose such as

emergency needs, illness in the family, marriage or purchasing assets for income generating etc.
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group are: • Members will agree to abide by the rules. • Only one member from a family will be enrolled as a member. • The group will

have a total of XX members. • New members may be admitted if there is a vacancy. • Members will elect a president to preside over

the meeting for a year. • Members will contribute a monthly amount as decided by the group. • The amount collected will be kept in a

bank. • Member who fails to pay the consecutive installments will lose his / her membership. • Member will maintain his / her

contribution book regularly. • Members will attend meetings of the group regularly. • Member will return the loan in 10 equal

instalments. • Member will pay an interest rate of two percent (2%) on the loan. • Group will decide the action to be taken against a

member who fails to return the loan. The worker can invite relevant experts from financial, training or other institu- tions to address

from group meetings for the purpose of providing clarity to potential members about the functioning of the groups. Self-help Groups

for Providing Psycho-Social Support to Members: Self-help groups for providing psycho-social support to persons facing such

problems are not very common in India currently, but can be a useful strategy to provide help. The strategy is very cost effective and

can be easily used. Forming a self-help group, for example, for women facing domestic violence can be easily started in a community.

Any woman in the community can take the initiative to start such a group. Alter- nately, an organisation can initiate the process to

raise awareness about the issue of domestic violence. The idea of starting a self-help group can be introduced in these meetings: Pre-

group meetings: In these meetings is called pre-group meetings, the concept of self-help group is explained to the women. The

worker should explain the purpose
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the women to discuss whatever doubts they may have and assure them that the decision to do whatever they want is entirely up to

them. A beginning can be made by simply finding a place to meet and deciding a convenient time for holding the meetings. The issue

of how frequently the group may meet should be left flexible. Even if in the beginning only a few women decide to join, this should

not discourage the worker. The same pattern ne be followed for women facing other problems, particularly in a poor community.

Parents having children disabilities or having problems in school, can be con- tacted through institutions and hospitals and introduced

to the idea of self-help groups. Similarly wives of prisoners can also be helped to form self-help groups, getting the information from

the prison authorities. Once the groups get started, the worker will have to facilitate the members in conducting their meetings. The

worker can give them some general guidelines such as: • The number of members should not generally exceed ten (10). • Give each

member an opportunity to speak. • Do not criticise a member in a negative manner. • Do not interrupt while a person is speaking. •

Give your full attention to the person while she/ he is speaking. • Learn to trust each other. • Share the strategies that helped the

member in coping with the problem. • Try to be precise in narration. • Avoid talking all the time. • Think about how each member can

be of help to the group. Identifying some members who can take over the leadership role and undertaking a programme of training

them to conduct group meetings will help in sustaining the groups. The groups can also be provided with some helpline numbers to

contact in case they run into any problems or if they have any issues, which they are wish to discuss with the worker.
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NSOU ? PGSW-III 240 Self-Help Groups for Meeting Community Needs: Self-help groups can manage many social issues. When

properly formed and linked to one another, they are able to provide a broad range of social benefits to members and even to entire

villages. With limited external inputs, groups take on community-wide social problems such as dowry and alcohol abuse. Further, they

can also attract resources to build roads, bring in electricity and supply credit from government and private institutions. These groups

make ideal platforms for launch- ing an emergency prevention programme. Women are confident, organised and have funds saved to

invest in protective measured for the households. Starting a self-help group for tackling community problems alone will pose for more

difficulties in India. A self-help group to deal with community problems in difficult to stabilize unless persons in the community are

really committed, which is rarely the case. People in the community are generally struggling with very difficult life situations and find it

difficult to spare time and resources. It is therefore easier to widen the scope of the groups already formed for savings and credits or

other purposes and link them together to provide a forum for tackling community prob- lems. Some training inputs can help the

groups to identify their problems and by using a particularly approach, create a priority to deal with problems like water, electricity and

roads etc., as these are generally the felt community needs. The worker can facilitate groups which have already taken the first step of

holding some informal meetings to discuss the common problems. The worker can help them to : • Set goals or to identity problems

and decide about their priority. • Clarify the importance of community participation. • Explain the process of discussing both the

problems and the strategies to solve the problems will all concerned people in the community. • Provide information about possible

government departments which could be of help. • Encourage them to be self-reliant and to generate indigenous resources to meet

their problems. • Develop trust among different sections in the community. • Develop a system of relating leadership and provide

leadership training. • Help them to review the work of the group.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 241 • Help them to distribute responsibilities. • Help them to maintain proper records of all financial transactions and

all decisions taken by the group. • Help them to learn to share all the information with the community. 11.7 Conclusion
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The practice of group work in different settings has been described briefly and important practice principles have been highlighted.

The list is not comprehensive and as group work in its generic form can be practiced almost anywhere. Also institutions differ in

many ways even when they are dealing with the similar

prob- lems.
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Group Work practice has to adapt to the institutional requirement and clients need.

We also learn
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the different settings in the community where group work can be practiced. We have seen the role of the social action group, which

fights for justice. The contribution of these groups in securing justice for the disadvantaged is signifi- cant. When formal

organisations are increasingly seen as ineffective groups are seen as better options.
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Group work in educational setting can play an important role in moulding individual personalities beyond the curriculum. Equally

important the maladjusted student can be better addressed by combining the group work with counselling. It also helps other

students to understand the problems of the students who take part in the treatment process. 11.8

Exercise 1. What are some of the important principles and techniques to increase the effectiveness of groups? 2. What are the

principles to be followed while working with children? 3. Describe the social group worker’s role in clinical settings. 4. Discuss in brief

how the group work programme can be fruitfully used by the different organisations.
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Supervision and Record Writing in Social Group Work Structure 12.0 Objectives 12.1 Introduction 12.2 Supervision in Social Group

Work 12.2.1 Concept 12.2.2 Ingredients of supervision 12.2.3 Models of supervision 12.2.4 Modes of supervision 12.2.5 Techniques of

supervision 12.2.6 Qualities of a supervisor 12.2.7 Principles of supervision 12.2.8 Functions of the supervisor 12.2.9 Supportive

functions in supervision 12.2.10 Roles of the supervisor 12.2.11 Conclusion 12.3 Record Writing in Social Group Work 12.3.1 Concept

12.3.2 Elements of record in social group work 12.3.3 Principles of recording 12.3.4 Types of record 12.3.5 Importance of narrative

records 12.3.6 Factors that influence the keeping of process records 12.3.7 Meaning of the record in the group work 12.3.8 The

content of the narrative record NSOU ? PGSW-III 244 12.3.9 Learning how to write record 12.3.10 Using process records 12.3.11

Outline for group summary 12.4 Conclusion 12.5 Exercise 12.6 Reference 12.0 Objectives In this unit, we review the definition and

purpose of supervision in group work and how it is conducted within varying cultural contexts. We also examine the different

modes, models, roles and functions of supervision in group work. The unit also journeys to recording, types of recording. After

reading through this unit you must be able to: • have a general understanding of the definition and functions of supervision within a

professional human service setting; • Identify a mode of supervision; • understand the models of supervision • perceive recording

and types of recording in group work. 12.1 Introduction The supervision process consists of the face-to-face contact between the

supervisor and the supervisee. Supervision defined as the relationship between a supervisee and supervisor who oversees the

development of the supervisee throughout the group work process. Writing and maintaining group work records is an essential

element of professional social work. Recording in social group work aims to make better the quality of service to the members. The

agency could assess the quality of its service, thereby understanding its efficiency. Group records are imperative in study, research

and experimentation.
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Supervision in Social Group Work 12.2.1 Concept Supervision is an enabling process in which the supervisor through the medium of

his relationships with the supervisee contributes to the supervisee’s growth on the job, so that he can perform his functions

effectively and efficiently to achieve the purpose of the programme. Supervision is a process by which members are helped by a

professional group worker to learn according to their needs to make the best use of their knowledge and skills, and to improve their

abilities so that they do their jobs more effectively and with increasing satisfaction to themselves and the agencies. John D. Millet

Rightly observes: “Supervision is more than a process, it is a spirit which animates the relationship between levels of organisation and

which includes maximum administrative accomplishment, or when unsuccessful, generates administrative paralyses. Effective

management is concerned to realize the first and to avoid the second”. It may be added here that many words like ‘advice’,

‘inspection’, ‘counselling’, ‘guidance’, ‘help’, ‘performance audit’, and ‘investigation’, etc., are also used in the context of supervision

but in the final analyses, these are the part of the process of supervision. Their meaning though may vary in degree yet all lead to

improvement of efficiency and building up a positive relationship between cliental and the end attainment of objectives according

to plans. Supervision includes modifying the behaviour of the supervisee and is measured by the qualitative growth of those being

supervised. Supervision is different from inspection – one is more positive and other rather negative. Supervision reports contain

constructive suggestions where as inspection reports are an enumeration of faults. The supervision is concerned with staff

development and effective implementation of project / programmes. The inspector often behaves more like a prosecutor and treats

his subordinates as culprits. 12.2.2 Ingredients of Supervision Supervision has many ingredients. According to Halsey, the supervision,

has the following ingredients: NSOU ? PGSW-III 246 1. Selecting the right person for each job; 2. Arousing in each person an interest

in his work and teaching him how to do it; 3. Measuring and rating performance to be sure that teaching has been fully effective; 4.

Administering correction where this is found necessary and transferring to more suitable work or distributing those for whom this

proves ineffective; 5. Commending wherever praise is merited and rewarding for good work, and finally; 6. Fitting each person

harmoniously into the working group – all done fairly, patiently and tactfully so that each person is caused to do his work skilfully,

accurately, intelligently, enthusiastically and completely. 12.2.3 Models of Supervision There are two primary models of supervision

that are generally used by the supervisor in preparing the supervisee to work in various human service professions – the

developmental and task models of supervision (Lager, n.d.). The developmental model of supervision is more of a process- oriented

model that follows the various stages of learning that a new member generally experiences during his or her development of

professional knowledge and skills for work. The primary focus of a developmental model of supervision is on how supervisee

change as they gain more training and experience in the field of practice, based on a shift in identity (from learner to worker) and the

skills that develop with the experiences gained. In the developmental model of supervision, supervisors primarily attempt to match

their behaviour and teaching techniques to the developmental needs of the supervisees (Lager, n.d.). The developmental model

generally consists of four stages of development that supervisees follow as they gain experience in the field of social work. At each

stage the supervisee’s development is strongly influenced by three general themes, all of which have an enormous effect on the

other themes. Those theses are(Lager, n.d.): • The development of the supervisee’s professional self and identity. • The relationship

between the supervisor and the supervisee. NSOU ? PGSW-III 247 • The relationship between the supervisor and the administrative

structure within which he or she works. The stages of development are as follows(Lager, n.d.): Stage One: During this stage the

supervisee is very dependent on the supervisor and lacks the competence needed for independent work. Supervisees also generally

lack self-awareness and have little experience in working with clients. Learning takes place by shadowing the supervisor and

observing his or her style of practice. Stage Two: This stage is generally characterised by a dependency – autonomy conflict. As the

supervisee’s awareness increases, he or she strives for independence but is not ready for complete autonomy. At this stage the

supervisee needs more independence and less restrictiveness than the first stage. Stage Three: This is the stage of conditional

dependency in which the supervisee is generally more differentiated, motivated, insightful and empathetic. He or she is more

comfortable with a perception of professional self and is able to function with a great deal of autonomy. The supervisee at this stage

is also able to formulate assessments well and develop appropriate interventions for clients with minimal input from the supervisor.

Stage Four: At this stage the supervisee has developed a high level of competence and is able to independently formulate accurate

assessments with appropriate interventions. Supervisees at this stage are able to take responsibility for their own learning. The Task

model of supervision is very similar to the developmental model, however it relies heavily on the assignment of tasks that help

supervisees develop to a more advanced level of practice. This model includes a focus on both functions and tasks within

supervision which are, respectively, the how and what of supervision. For example, some of the tasks that are included in the model

are: monitoring- evaluating; instructing-advising; modelling; consulting; supporting-sharing. Likewise, some of the functions are:

counselling skill; case conceptualization; professional role; emotional awareness; self-evaluation. The consequence is a 5 (task) by 5

(function) matrix, with 25 resulting task-function combination (see figure 4.1) A supervisor might, for example, engage in

monitoring-evaluating (the how) of the supervisee’s counselling skill (the what), or might engage in consulting concerning NSOU ?

PGSW-III 248 the supervisee’s emotional awareness, and so on. Hypothetically, a supervisor might engage in any task with any

function, but realistically there are probably some task and function matches that are more likely to occur in supervision. Functions

(How) Counselling Case Professional Emotional Self skill conceptualization role awareness evaluation Monitoring- Evaluating Tasks

Instructing (What) Advising Consulting Supporting- sharing Figure 4.1: Functions and Tasks in Supervision Exercise I: 1. What is the

primary underlying principle of developmental model of supervision? 2. State how the task model of supervision differs from the

developmental model, and provide an illustration of how it might focus on the intersection of the how and what of supervision.

12.2.4 Modes of Supervision Direct observation of the supervisee: Regardless of the particular model of supervision used, there is no

substitute for directly observing a supervisee’s work with a client. Several arrangements can be used for conducting these

observations. One way is for the supervisor to be physically present in the place with the supervisee, or accompanying him or her on
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home visits(Lager, n.d.). Another possibility involves the use of special observation rooms equipped with one way mirror. By

observing sessions as they occur, supervisors get a better sense of the social work process of assessing and counselling client. They

can listen to what is said, watch the non-verbal behaviours of the supervisee and client, note key moments of the session, and get a

deeper awareness of the overall “feel” of the interventions. In NSOU ? PGSW-III 249 some arrangements, supervisors can also

instruct the supervisee during the interaction. Using a technique known as a “bug in the ear”, supervisors observe the sessions from

behind a mirror and can speak to the supervisee through a microphone connected to tiny earplug-type speakers(Lager, n.d.).

Although direct observation can be one of the best ways for supervisees to learn counselling techniques, a drawback is the fact that

they can be intimidated by the supervisor’s presence-even if he or she is behind a mirror- and therefore their already existing anxiety

can be elevated. In such situation, it is helpful for supervisors and supervisees to establish an agreement about how directly

observed sessions will proceed, what the goals and objectives of the session are, and perhaps engage in a role play before the actual

client session begins. Didactic supervision: Didactic or teaching supervision is best chosen when an supervisee wants to learn, or a

supervisor wants to teach, specific information about a theory, technique, or some topic relevant to the supervisee’s activities. The

goal of a didactic approach is to get information across as efficiently as possible so the supervisee can learn and apply the

information directly to his or her work(Lager, n.d.). Didactic approaches tend to be particularly appealing to beginning learners

because they feel a need for concrete, practical information to help the cope with the anxiety and ambiguity of starting something

new. Case discussion: Case discussion means the supervisee describes a case to the supervisor and the two discuss what is going

on. Case discussions can take a variety of formats depending on the goals and preferences of the supervisee and supervisor. Perhaps

the most common approach involves supervisees describing what is happening in a case, explaining their actions and offering

interpretations for what is happening. The supervisor typically listens, asks questions, and may offer alternative interpretations or

suggestions(Lager, n.d.). Types and Role Plays: Video or audio recordings of sessions with clients enable the supervisor and

supervisee to observe the actual interview process with a client. This is an extremely valuable method for clinical training, although

some time limitations prohibit reviews of the entire session. This mode of supervision presents an interesting paradox. NSOU ?

PGSW-III 250 An alternative to working with recorded sessions is to enact a client session with the supervisor. Role plays involve

supervisees taking the roles clients, trainees or other staff members and acting these roles as they portray a situation or interaction

of interest. They can be particularly helpful in developing basic helping skills and in learning to deal with difficult clients. Role plays

can also help supervisees to become aware of their counselling style and, in some instances, about significant issues in their own

lives. Supervisors can also use role plays to learn about issues and techniques in supervision. Direct observation of the supervisor:

The majority of supervisees prefer this mode of supervision above most others. While they recognise that discussion about their own

work can only take them so far, they also feel they can learn a great deal when they can watch their supervisor in group or individual

sessions, read reports written by the supervisor, and observe him or her in other actions such as meetings, conferences etc. One

way to accomplish this is for the supervisor and supervisee to work jointly in counselling clients. This is most commonly practiced in

group or couples counselling, but it can also be used with individual client. Exercise II: 1. What mode of supervision is preferred by

supervisees? What activities generally fall under this mode? 2. What are role plays, and how are they helpful in the supervisory

process? 12.2.5 Techniques of Supervision According to John D. Millet there are, broadly considered six techniques of supervision.

The techniques are presented through a diagram given below:

Inspection of results
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Prior approved of individual projects The formulation of service standards Approval of Key subordinate personnel Supervision

Budgetary limitations upon the magnitude of operations Reporting system on work progress NSOU ? PGSW-III 251 Techniques of

supervision The above diagram shows that supervision needs specialised knowledge and skills in utilizing it to achieve the intended

results. This diagram also indicates that the supervisor has to posses certain qualities, while at supervision. Following are the

techniques of supervision: Prior approval: Prior approval means that prior approval of the competent authority has to be obtained

before the work on a particular programme is started. In this manner, the supervisor will be in a position to gather detailed

information about the intentions of the operating organisations. Moreover, the supervisor will come to know about the details of

work which his organisation, where he performs his work, is going to execute. Deviations, if any would be corrected and controlled

without any misunderstanding, wastage of time, energy in terms of money, manpower and material resources. Service Standards:

Service standards means setting up norms of administrative output. Settings up norms is not an easy process. Difficulties lie in

striking a balance between quantity and quality, the achievement of targets and the way it has to be done. The supervisor has to

work with thoughtfulness, fairness, tact, emotion etc for effectiveness and efficiency of service standards so laid down. Budgetary

Limitation: Budgetary limitation means that the operating units work within the budgetary allocations and have to carry out the work

within the limited budget provisions. The technique is being followed in day-to-day financial administration of the organization.

Approval of Personnel: This means to reserve the right of approval of personnel of the key personnel in the organization by the Chief

Executive while leaving the initiative of selection in the hands of the operating head. This technique helps in exercising control over

the personnel in a manner stipulated for achieving the objectives of an organisation. Reporting System: Reporting holds a key

position for assessing day-to-day performance of an organization. It helps in identifying shortcomings and bottlenecks in execution

of the programmes and projects and in turn, ways and means for NSOU ? PGSW-III 252 corrective action. Reporting system works

as one of the means for effective monitoring of the progress of an organization. Inspection of Results: Inspection of result is very

effective instrument of supervision. The supervisor has to ensure that the inspection is timely, result-oriented, humanistic and

problem solving. It helps in building the role conflicts and establishing harmonious contacts between the supervisor and the

supervisees in the performance of their work. Inspection has to see that the existing rules and regulations are observed. It is a sort of

performance audit. The inspection is related to instructing and guiding the persons working in the organisation as well as

improvement of efficiency. 12.2.6 Qualities of Supervisor The supervisor – 1. He is more a leader among the group members than a

boss over the subordinates. He substitutes leadership for authority. 2. He should be impartial, objective, fair minded, humance,

capable and willing to guide and help the supervisee. 3. He should have HUMAN TOUCH H – Hear him out U - Understand his

feelings M – Motivate him A - Acknowledge his efforts N - News-keep him informed T - Train him O – Open his eyes U -

Uniqueness – treat him as individual C - Contact him regularly H – Honour him as a person.
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Principles of Supervision 1. It should be person-oriented rather than production-oriented. 2. How a job is done is more important

than how much done. 3. It is being good and not doing good that counts. 4. It is being on tap rather than on top. 5. For dynamic

programmes increased possibility of error must be recognized and allowed for. 6. It should be based on understanding and not fear.

7. Too much of supervision begets mediocrity. 8. Responsibility would always be coupled with authority. 9. No supervisee should

receive orders from more than one source. 12.2.8 Functions of the supervisor: Educational, Administrative, Helping Supervisors

perform three-pronged functions, namely administrative i e, operational and discipline related functions; educational i.e related to

professional learning constituted of knowledge, skills and values; and the helping functions that deal with supervisee as a person and

are concerned with his personal growth(Lager, n.d.). a) Educational Function(Lager, n.d.)s: Educational functions include the

following: 1. Designing and planning of learning activities and/or programmes of study. 2. Identifying professional skills in daily work.

3. Professional socialization – teaching supervisees to apply values and principles while using social work method. 4. Giving

knowledge of micro-macro linkage, legal provisions, government schemes, information about community resources. 5. Teaching

the use of tools and techniques of social work practice. 6. Demonstrating use of methods and skills – through lab work. 7. Teaching

record-writing, documentation work.
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Provide frequent and accurate feed-back. 9. Facilitate reflection and critical thinking through well planned and structured

supervisory sessions. 10. Dealing with ethical dilemmas in day to day work. 11. Working with co-workers and utilizing supervision,

accepting and utilizing feed-back. 12. Teaching NGO/GO management including maintaining records, working on committees,

budgeting, project proposal formulation, inter-agency coordination etc. 13. Guidance on research exercise – catching supervisees

to take up any research based assignment – teaching supervisee about research methodology, i.e., data collection, data analysis and

reporting. 14. Innovative projects to help individuals / group / families / communities – introducing by direct instruction or

encouraging supervisees to take initiatives themselves. b) Administrative Functions(Lager, n.d.): Operational and discipline related

duties are categorized as administrative functions. Following are some of the administrative tasks of supervisors: 1. Preparing

supervisee for their professional roles is no small task. It requires giving detailed attention to innumerable contingencies. 2. Keeping

attendance of supervisee, ensuring submission of records and maintaining log of supervisees’ work. 3. Maintaining supervisees’

discipline in work place. 4. Planning and holding of supervisory conferences, giving prior intimation to the supervisees so that they

can make necessary arrangements for attending the same. 5. As different an on-going educational assessment, supervisors have to

formally evaluate supervisees’ performance and level of learning in terms of professional skills, knowledge and attitudes. 6.

Resolution of work related problems. NSOU ? PGSW-III 255 7. Serving on Governing Boards of relevant organisation. 8. Supervisors

have to be vicariously responsible for what their supervisees are doing the work place irrespective of the educative value of allowing

supervisees to learn ‘by doing’, often by trial and error, supervisors have to ensure that this manner of learning does not aggravate

the problems of the client groups. Supervisors have, therefore, to be cautions and to critically assess supervisees’ work. C. Helping

Functions: Supervisees struggle with confusion and self-doubt as they attempt to develop self-efficacy as a professional. The

learning process in social work involves a reappraisal of own attitudes and values. In this process, the supervisee needs the support

of a supervisor. It is not enough to verse supervisees’ work and teach them the use of social work methods. The supervisees are

expected to develop the ‘professional self’ which means that their ‘self’ is the main tool for offering professional interventions. Social

work education aims at bridging the gap between the ‘personal self’ and the ‘professional self’ of the supervisees. Reassurance of

worth and social integration support from supervisors go a long way towards providing supervisees an anchor which they can hold

on to in times of emotional turmoil, anxiety, stress and self-doubt. Supervisory activities with this focus as designated as ‘helping’

functions which are as follows(Lager, n.d.): 1. Creating an open supervisory environment. 2. Providing encouragement. 3. Attending

to supervisees’ personal growth. 4. Building confidence. 5. Helping supervisees develop self-awareness, understanding of personal

vs professional self. 6. Dealing with personal / family problem having impact on day-to-day work. 7. Referral to counsellors for in-

depth personal counselling and to other agencies for addressing family and personal problems. 8. Career counselling. 9. Helping

supervisees with their struggle with confusion and self-doubt as they attempt to develop self-efficacy as a professional.
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Supervision should certainly become more relaxed and more supportive as time goes on. 11. Creating a bond and communicating

before applying supervisory controls is very essential. 12. Professional learning is carried out within the context of the supervisee –

Supervisor relationship. The supervisor-supervisee relationship is the primary mechanism through which supervises develops a

professionally reflective and self-evaluative practice stance. Helping dimension of supervisor’s function helps nurture and

strengthens this relationship. 13. A non-threatening environment of the relationship will help supervisees accept constructing

criticism and encourage them to change. 14. We know that mentoring is one of the most highly recommended supervisory

strategies. The word mentor infers caring, setting wise example, coaching and identifying mistakes without causing resentment.

Supervisors perform all the three kinds of responsibilities but the emphases and supervisory inputs may vary according to the level

and stage of professional development of the supervisees, and demands of a particular work situation. 12.2.9 Supportive Functions

In Supervision The supportive functions of supervision will be highlighted here as they relate to the process of developing essential

skills that will be helpful in dealing with a variety of stressors often associated with social work practice(Lager, n.d.). Prolonged job

related stress can ultimately lead to professional burnout and / or compassion fatigue in many helping professions. It is important for

supervisors to recognize the symptoms of extreme stress and develop strategies for dealing with them immediately. It is essential

that supervisors, supervisees, and other helping professionals learn to manage stress in themselves and to help their clients manage

stress. Stress is a contributing factor in a wide variety of emotional and behavioural problems, including anxiety, child abuse, spouse

abuse, temper tantrums, feelings of inadequacy, physical assaults, explosive expressions of anger, feelings of hostility, impatience,

stuttering, suicide attempts and depression.
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Stress is also a contributing factor in most physical illness. These illness include hypertension, heart attacks, migraine and tension

headaches, colitis, ulcers, diarrhoea, constipation, diabetes, backaches, arthritis, cancer, colds, flu, insomnia, alcoholism, bronchitis,

infections, allergies and enuresis. Exposure to cumulative stress, crisis and even traumatic events in our professionals or personal

lives can cause physical and / or emotional exhaustion that leads to professional burn out or compassion fatigue. Occupational

stressors, when unchecked, can result in worker burnout. Role ambiguity, role conflict, and role overload play a large role in the

onset of burnout within the work place. Stress related problems often result from a combination of (1) individual perceptions of the

problems, (2) environmental demands placed on the individual that have a direct effect on his or her ability to deal with the

problems and (3) one’s physiological responses when confronted with stress. When stressors are social or psychological rather than

physical, the stress response builds up tension that is not released(Lager, n.d.). As a result, it utilizes energy that is not restored and

can ultimately lead to exhaustion. Over a period of time, prolonged exposure to the stress and the resulting exhaustion can cause

significant problems to one’s physical and psychological well being. Signs and Symptoms of Burn out and Compassion Fatigue: •

Change in behaviour and / or job performance. • Increased physical complaints of fatigue, irritability, muscle tension, stomach upset

and susceptibility to illness. • Social withdrawal, pulling away from co-workers, press, family members. • Emotional exhaustion, loss

of self-esteem, depression, frustration, loss of commitment and moral purpose in one’s work. • Loss of curiosity and desire to learn,

often accompanied by a negative attitude. • Spiritual change, decline in spiritual beliefs, questioning of the meaning of life. NSOU ?
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and behavioural functioning (Greenberg, 1999) Effects on job Effect on Effect on morale Effect on performance Interpersonal

Behavioural Relationship Functioning Decrease in Withdrawal from Decreased Absenteeism quality work colleagues confidence

Decrease in Impatience Loss of interest Exhaustion quality of work Decline in Decrease in quality General Faulty motivation of

relationships dissatisfaction judgement Avoidance of job Poor communication Negative attitude Irritability tasks Increase in mistakes

Subsumed by own Apathy Frequent tardiness needs Establishment of Staff conflicts Demoralization and

Irresponsibility

perfectionist standards
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feelings of incompleteness Avoidance of job tasks Lack of appreciation Overworked; frequent job changes Obsession with details

Detachment; Substance abuse reduced self-esteem Managing Stress and Preventing Burnout: The following approaches have been

useful for helping supervisee reduce stress and prevent burn-out. It is upto each individual to select the ones that will be most

helpful. Managing stress is similar to dieting. It will work for those who put forth the effort. Goal Setting and Time Management:

Stress and burnout can come from the feeling of “too much to do and too little time in which to do it”. Often, this feeling is due to

not having clear short-term and lifetime goals and not knowing how to manage time effectively to achieve them. Realistic goals and

a plan for achieving them lead to increased self-confidence, improved decision making, a greater sense of purpose, and an

improved sense of security.
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Relaxation: Deep-breathing relaxation, imagery relaxation, progressive muscle relaxation, meditation, and bio feed-back are

effective techniques for reducing stress and inducing the “relaxation response” (becoming relaxed). Each of these techniques is

facilitated by sitting in a comfortable position in a quiet place and closing one’s eyes. Exercise: Stress prepares our body to move or

become involved in large-muscle activity refers to the kinds of exercise involving many muscle groups at the same time, such as

jumping rope. Through exercise, a supervisee can use up fuel in the blood, reduce his or her blood pressure and heat role, and

reverse the other physiological changes set off during the alarm stage of the General Adaptation Syndrome. Exercising helps a

person Keep Physically fit and has more physical strength to handle crises. It also reduces stress and relieves tension. For these

reasons supervisee should be encouraged by the supervisor to have a daily exercise programme. Many activities are available:

walking, stretching, jogging, isometric exercises, jumping rope, swimming, playing tennis, dancing, housework, sex, gardening or

golf. Taking Care of Physical self: In addition to exercising, it is important to have nourishing diet, to take appropriate care of one,

and to get enough sleeps. Not only does a nourishing diet help keep people fit to resist stress but research shows there are direct

links between what individuals eat and how they feel emotionally. Some foods (such as coffee) produce tension, while overeating

causes individuals to feel drowsy and even ill. Staying slim and trim helps a person feel good about himself or herself. Social Support

Groups: Everyone needs to feel close to others. Support groups allow people to share their lives, have fun with others, let their hair

down. These groups are also a resource for help when emergencies and crises arise. These are variety of possible support groups

that centre on co-workers, a hobby or sports, a service (such as Rotary), a family, a social club and so on. Taking to others: Every

human needs someone with whom to share good times as well as personal difficulties. Sharing concerns with someone helps to

vent emotions, and talking a
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concern through often generates constructive strategies for resolving it. A good listener is someone who convey caring and

understanding. Keep the information confidential, is empathetic, helps explore the difficulty, and encourages the person to select

and try out a resolution strategy. Positive Thinking: When anticipated and unanticipated events occur, people can choose to take

either a positive or negative view of the situation. If they take a negative view, they are apt to experience more stress and alienate

friends and acquaintances. If they take a positive view, they are likely to maintain their composure; stay relaxed, and cope with the

situation quickly and easily, minimizing negative consequences. Changing Stress-Producing Thoughts: It is often erroneously

believed that emotions, including feelings of tenseness and anxiety, are primarily determined by experiences – that is, by events that

occur. However, cognitive therapies have shown the primary source of a person’s emotions to be what she tells herself about her

experiences. Changing or Adapting to Distressing Events: There are an infinite number of distressing events: the death of someone,

close, the breakup of a romantic relationship, being friend, having an unfulfilling job, failing some courses, getting into an argument,

or having unresolved religions questions. When distressing events occur, supervisee should be encouraged by the supervisor to

confront them directly to try to improve the situation. Personal Pleasures: Personal pleasures relieve stress, provide a change of

pace, are enjoyable, make us feel good, and are (in reality) personal “therapies”. What is pleasurable to one person may not be to

another. Common pleasures are being hugged, listening to music, going shopping, and taking a hot bath, going to a movie, having a

glass of wine, family and religious get-together, taking a vacation, singing, and so on. Such “treats” remind individuals that they have

worth; they also add spice of life. Exercise: Stress Management Techniques for Me Goal: This exercise is designed to familiarize you

with available stress management techniques
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Review the material in this unit on stress management techniques. List those techniques that you have used. Also briefly describe

whether each technique was beneficial to you in helping to reduce the level of stress you were experiences. 2. Specify the stress

management techniques that you are planning to use in the future. 12.2.10 Roles of the Supervisor Roles are set of behaviours that

the supervisors engage in fulfil their various obligations. Some of the supervisory roles conceptualized by the experts are as follows:

• Enabler: In this role, the supervisor is present with the supervisee as a “helper” or “enabler”, there to do things with the supervisee

rather than for or to the supervisee. His influence is indirect rather than direct. He helps supervisees to articulate their needs, to

clarify and identify their problems, to explore resolution strategies, to select and a apply a strategy, and to develop their capacities to

deal with their own problems more effectively. As an enabler, the supervisor helps supervisees revitalize and mobilize their own

strengths and resources to cope with difficult problems. • Broker: In the broker role, the supervisor identifies community resources,

government schemes and programmes that may help supervisee to carry out their plans. As a broker, the supervisor helps

supervisees become aware of resources, eligibility criteria, and other conditions for using a particular service. • Advocate: It is an

active, directive role in which the supervisee advocates for a supervisee. In such a role, the supervisor provides leadership for

collecting information, for arguing the correctness of the supervisee’s need and request, and for challenging the institution’s

decision not to provide services. • Mediator: As a mediator, the supervisor helps resolve disputes, conflicts, or opposing points of

view within the group or between a member and some other person or organization. The mediator role involves intervention in

finding compromises, reconcile differences, or reach mutually satisfactory agreements. He works through the supervisees of the

group and occupies a NSOU ? PGSW-III 262 position of liaison between the group and the agency. The supervisors use their value

orientations and unique skills in identifying miscommunication and clarifying position. • Negotiator: A negotiator brings together

those who are in conflict over one or more issues and seeks to achieve bargaining and compromise to arrive at mutually acceptable

agreements, somewhat like mediation, negotiation involves finding a middle ground that all sides can live with. However, unlike a

mediator, which is a neutral role, a negotiator usually is allied with one of the sides involved. The supervisors play this role especially

while negotiating about time, venue, resources etc., with supervisees, agency or community. • Educator: One of the most important

roles assumed by supervisors in helping supervisees achieve their goals is that of the educator. The educator role involves giving

information to supervisees and teaching them new skills. To be an effective educator, the supervisor must first be knowledgeable.

Additionally, she or he must be a good communicator so that information is clearly conveyed and readily understood by the

receiver. • Initiator: An initiator calls attention to a problem or even to a potential problem. It is important to realise that some

problems can be recognized in advance. The supervisor with his experience and knowledge can foresee the potential problem areas

and draw the supervisees’ attention to address the issues. In this role he initiate discussion or action on the problem area. •

Empowerer: A key goal of supervision is empowerment. In the role of empowerer the supervisor helps the supervisees and group to

increase their personal, interpersonal, socio-economic, and political strength and influence through improving their circumstances.

• Coordinator: coordinators bring components together in some kind of organised manner. On behalf of the agency often the

supervisor assumes the role of coordinator for helping the supervisees to avail the services from different agencies. • Facilitator: A

facilitator is one who serves as a supervisor for group activity. As a facilitator, supervisor provides the methodological help. He does

not NSOU ? PGSW-III 263 discuss the method but he uses it for facilitating the group process. When required to express his own

opinions, he at all times makes it clear when he is functioning as a facilitator. • Communicator and Interpreter: The supervisor has to

act as a communicator or interpreter, where interpersonal relationships have to be dealt with. In this role he actually helps the

supervisee to understand what is being communicated. 12.2.11 Conclusion Appropriate supervision is an important component of

the group work practice as it provides an opportunity for supervisees to apply the knowledge gained from the group work process.

Two key models of supervision that are commonly used in group work to prepare supervisees are the developmental and task

models. The varying modes of supervision are conducted within the context of these modes. 12.3 Record Writing in Social Group

Work 12.3.1 Concept The record in social group work means a faithful representation of the facts in an orderly manner about the

various interaction processes in group settings in connection with the plan and programme. The social work Dictionary (1995)

defines “recording” as the process of putting in writing and keeping on file relevant information about the client system; the

problem; the prognosis; the intervention; the process of treatment; the social, economic, and health factors contributing to the

situation and the procedures for termination or referral. Record is an important working tool and performs the following functions: •

It gives an account of something which has taken place, • It contains factual descriptions as well as instructions, directions, opinions,

recommendation, suggestions etc., • It set forth plans for the future.
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Elements of Record in Social Group Work In the process of social group work, we generally attempt to record the following points:

1. When we set out to record a group work process, we write about individuals and their responses to one another in a given

situation. In other words, we write about the behaviour of the individuals in the group. 2. We write about the type and extent of

participation of individual in the process of social group work. 3. We note and record the origin and development of ideas, including

their acceptance or rejection by the individuals involved. 4. We put down exactly what the group worker does as he carries out his

helping role with the group. 5. We put down movement, growth and change as we see it in individuals and in the group as a whole.

6. We write about the relationship between the group and the agency and include community relationships when these are

significant in understanding the group. 7. We write about the individual reaction to the different programmes and the contribution of

each individual in programme planning. 8. The difficulties faced in the performance of any activity are also noted down. Recording

in group work process, thus implies that, we shall concentrate upon individuals working together in group situation, relationship

among them as reflected by their participation, their interaction within the group and between the groups. 12.3.3 Principles of

Recording While recording the worker should be conscious about some of the basic guidelines or principles of recording. These

principles or guidelines are: 1. Principle of Flexibility: The worker should be conscious about the objectives of the agency under

which he is working and would maintain the record to adjust with the agency’s objectives. He will not follow a rigid form of record

writing.
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Principle of Selection: Everything should not be recorded in the group work recording. He records significant observation about

individuals and their interactions. He selects from movement of the group behaviour patterns of individuals, his own enabling

contribution and skills and techniques applied in the group process. 3. Principle of Readability: The most important thing is to keep

the record as simple as possible in form, in length. Records must have face sheet, presenting a brief outline of the factual data. If

records are in detailed brief summaries should be prepared. In describing individuals, verbatim quotations should be written. Records

should be written systematically. 4. Principles of Confidentiality: One of the basic principle of recording in all social work is that

records are written on the premise that they will be held in confidence. If records are used for other purpose such as training, all

names and other identifying information needs to be carefully obscured, with fictitious ones substituted. The record is a professional

document and that as such its contents are guarded by as sense of professional ethics. 5. Principles of Worker Acceptance: The

worker must accept his responsibility to write records because of his conviction that records have value in rendering high quality

professional service. 12.3.4 Types of Record An important part of the group worker’s responsibility is the preparation and writing of

records and reports. Though agencies vary in the content and the style of the records, these are similarity as to types. In social group

work three (3) types of records are generally used – (1) Statistical record, (2) Programme record and (3) Process record. 1. Statistical

Record: In this type of record different statistical information on organisation, enrolment and attendance of individuals are usually

kept. We get these information from individual registration cards and group roaster sheet. 2. Programme record: Programme

records give the information of the activities in which the group is being engaged. Different information gathered through NSOU ?
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group in reviewing its experience in making plans and in follow up work. 3. Process record: This is the chronological narrative write

up of the group work process as it develops. In this kind of records primary attention is given to the participation and interaction of

the members, with a view to determining their role in the affairs of the group. In the process record, the emphasis is not only on

what happens but how it happens and what has been its impact on the individual. Thus the process record will reveal the gradual

change in the situation. 12.3.5 The Importance of Narrative Records The writing of the record is becoming an integral part of social

group work practice rather than something separate and distinct from it. It is a tool for the improvement of group work and it has

important values for the group, the worker, the agency and the field. The major value of the narrative process record from the

standpoint of the worker is that such records help the worker to do a more effective job with his groups. Every other purpose is in a

sense a sub-purpose of this major one to improve the quality of experience provided for the group. By writing a complete process

record of everything he does while working with the group, the worker is helped to think, to analyse and to evaluate. The record is

thus a tool in the process of understanding the group and learning how to help it. When the worker puts in writing what happened

in each group meeting, what he did, what problems he faced and what questions arose in his mind, he is thinking into the group

situation. Process records are written by the group worker primarily for himself and for his own use continuously throughout his

relationship with the group. These records help the worker to become aware of the members of the group as individuals. He can

see emerging and changing interests of individuals, he can see evolving needs and how these needs are being met. He can see the

development of skills and social attitudes; he becomes sensitive to special problems which may interfere with the individual’s full use

of the group. Process records show the worker the variety of interpersonal relationship which take shape within the group. The

emergence of a group consciousness can be seen as can sub-groupings. The acceptance of the individual by NSOU ? PGSW-III 267

the group is reflected by his change in status which can be discovered from reading accumulated records. The development of the

worker’s relationship and role can be ascertained from careful recording of what he does while helping the group. Attention

becomes focused upon the status of the group in the agency and in the community as intergroup relations are recorded. Changes

in the goals of the group become more evident, and member interests outside the group are seen from a review of the record. As

the worker writes his records after each meeting, he develops a picture of the group that can be passed on to his superior. Together,

worker and supervisor can focus their attention on the group situation as experienced by the worker. The record is thus a stimulus

to interaction between the supervisor and the worker. Records enable group work supervisors to keep in touch with many groups

for purposes of coordinating the total programme of the agency. Records are useful as a basis for evaluating the group experience

of the members and for helping the worker in individual and group supervisory conferences. In worker evaluation records are

indispensable. When new a workers are assigned to group, past records become useful at the point of orientation and help new

workers to understand the kind of experience the group has enjoyed prior to the coming of the new worker. Records are valuable to

other department of the agency if it is large; and they are important in the planning of referrals of individuals to community resource

agencies. The underlying function of recording is to improve the quality of service to the individual. Hence, recording enables

agency administration to judge the quality of its service, the need for its service and needs of its constituency or potential

constituency. Records are useful to administration in determining whether its services meet the deeds of the community, whether

the quality of service is in line with purposes and objectives of the agency, and whether there is a need to change policies and

practices. Furthermore, well-kept records are useful in interpreting group work as a method in social work. Agency boards and

community groups can be helped to appreciate the need for added facilities, equipment, and staff. When a review of the records of

several groups reveals common problems, it is possible to utilize such factual information as a basis for the selection of staff

members and for staff training. Staff assignments to groups can be made with greater intelligence when there is a record of the

development of the group. NSOU ? PGSW-III 268 Recording has value for the group, the worker, and the agency and for the field of

social work. Teaching material for in-service training and professional education comes from well-written narratives. Discussion

material for professional organizations that conduct institutes and conferences can be provided by workers who have recorded and

analyzed their work with groups. Group records are essential in study, research, and experimentation. 12.3.6 Factors That Influence

the Keeping of Process Records Because many agencies are at the stage in their development at which they are giving serious
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consideration to the matter of improving their systems of record keeping, it is necessary to point out some of the factors that

influence an agency’s decision to keep process records. Not evey agency affords adequate facilities for recording. It is doubtful

whether or not agencies should attempt to keep full records on all their groups, especially fi there is wide variation in the

competence of personnel. The first factor to consider is the function and purpose of the agency. If the agency is committed to the

task of providing individualized group experience, then it is absolutely necessary that records be kept. If, on the other hand, the

agency conceives its role in more general terms, it may not have need for full records. Another factor to be considered is the level of

current group work practice as observed in the agency. If the agency has workers who are adequately prepared to do a good job as

group workers, they should be able to assume a responsible role in relation to recording. If, however, workers are not well trained, it

is doubtful that they will be capable of keeping records that will be of much value. Workers who have never engaged in record

keeping will need special help in developing their skill in this area. It takes time to write records. Unless agencies recognize this and

allow for it in determining worker loads, it is impossible to do an adequate job of recording. Facilities and staff services are required

as well. Another factor to consider is the nature and purpose of the specific group. It is a group of indeterminate status, lacking fixed

enrollment and definitely conceived as a short-term activity group, it may not require full recording. If the group is considered
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permanent, or at least long-term, with definite objectives in the sense of individual development, then records should be kept. The

availability of competent supervisory help for workers is another factor. Records take on much more meaning when they are

discussed by the supervisor and the worker they are discussed by the supervisor and the worker together. Supervisory staffs must be

sufficiently large in relation to the number of workers supervised, so that records, will be read with care and will be utilized regularly

in the supervisory process. The departmental organisation of the agency will be an influential factor in the setting up of a system of

recording. If records are to be used by all departments, there must be agreed-upon uniformity of content and centralization of the

material to make it promptly accessible to all. When the agency is a part of a national organization, its records will necessarily be

geared to the total requirements of the national scene. The fact of agency membership in local federations or in social welfare

councils will influence the form and content of records. If, after analysis of its own situation, an agency decides to move ahead on

establishing a system and requirement of narrative process recording on all or some of its groups, the following questions must be

studied: what does it mean to record the group work process? What should be included in the record from the standpoint of

content? How can workers be helped to learn how to write good records? What can be learned from analysing records, and how

can the learning be utilized? 12.3.7 Meaning of the Record in the Group Work Process First, when we set out to record the group

work process, we write about individuals and their responses to one another in a given group situation. In other words, we write

about the behaviour of the individuals in the group. Second, we write about the type and extent of participation of individuals who

are working, playing, thinking or otherwise acting together in the group. We concentrate upon what individuals do as they associate

with one another. Third, we note and record the origin and the development of ideas, including their acceptance or rejection by the

individuals involved. We look for the interplay of minds and the stimulation of individuals by other individuals. NSOU ? PGSW-III 270

Fourth, we put down exactly what the group worker does as he carries out his helping role with the group. In addition, we record

what the worker thinks and feels about the group situation and what he hopes to accomplish as he works with it. Fifth, we put down

movement, growth, and change as we see it in individuals and in the group as a whole. Sixth, we write about the relationship

between the group and the agency and include community relationships when these are significant in understanding the group.

Recording the group work process thus implies that we shall concentrate upon individuals working together in group situations,

relationships among individuals as reflected by their participation, interaction within group and between groups, ourselves as

workers present to exercise a helping role. This may be restated as who? – the members of the group; what? – the things they do

together; how? – the way in which they do things together; why? – the reasons why we think certain things occur or fail to of

occur. In the beginning, workers who are learning how to record the group work process, discover that their job consists of alert

observation and sensitivity to what is happening in the group; selection of what to include; organization of material selected; the

actual write-up; analysis of the material written; interpretation and utilization of the material in next steps with the group. 12.3.8 The

Content of the Narrative Record The writing of the narrative record is one part of the worker’s job in group work. Any outline or list

of what to include in the record is a reflection of the group work philosophy of the person or persons drawing up the outline. When

workers have good insight as to the basic principles of social group work, the items included in content lists tend to emphasize or

illustrate these principles. Because groups are different, any list or outline of what to include in the record must be something to

select from and to be guided by in a general way. At the outset, workers should be encouraged to include everything that they see

as important in understanding the group. As the worker develops security and skills with a given group, changes will come about in

the recording. The worker will see more than he saw at first. He will recognize the importance of his own role within the group and

will comment upon it more fully.
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He may discover perplexing and conflicting situations which need further study, and so be will include more interpretation and

evaluation in the records. Various items which might appear in the records of a group which has been meeting for some time

include the following: 1. The record should include basic identifying information about the group, its name, the date, time, and place

of its meeting, the names of individuals present and absent should be listed and new members properly noted. The physical setting

within the agency or away from the agency should be mentioned at the beginning of the record as well as any important

observations on whether or other conditions which might affect the attendance. 2. The record should include mention of individuals

by name; what they do, what they say, and how they get along in the group should be recorded along with the sequence of their

participation. Specific contributions of individuals should be mentioned as they interact with other members of the group. The

emotional quality of participation, as reflected by behaviour toward other individuals or the worker, is important and should be

included. 3. As the worker works along with the group he will become aware of the group as a whole. By putting down what the

group does in its activity programme, by noting positive and negative response to experience, and by recording what the members

say about their group in relation to the agency, the worker becomes conscious of the group as it moves through various phases of

its development. 4. The relationship and role of the group worker should be included. When the worker provides materials, makes

arrangement, introduces new members, offers suggestions, leads discussion, participates the activities, interprets the agency, or in

any other way enters into the affairs of the group it should recorded. 5. At the close of each meeting’s record the worker should

include a section of evaluative comments regarding what happened during the meeting. This section can consist of questions,

explanations as why things occurred or failed to occur, and tentative plans for the future. Such comments or meeting- by-meeting

evaluations are exceedingly important and frequently are longer than the actual meeting record.
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The worker should include both planned and informal meetings with individuals before, after, and between group meetings. If the

worker works with committees, that are a part of the group, these meetings should also be described. Individual conferences

between the worker and offices of the group, and meetings that the worker established for the purpose of locating programme

resources should be included. The goal should be to make the record as complete as possible. 12.3.9 Learning How to Write

Records The development of skill in recording is fundamentally a matter of becoming capable of observing the group, analyzing

what is going on and understanding what it means to the individuals. As workers become more skillful in their work with groups and

develop insight into their own role and responsibility with the group, their records reflect this growth. As one worker put it, the

recording is not difficult, but the thinking and analysis that precede the actual writing are difficult. Many workers believe that there is

value in writing up the factual account of the meeting shortly after it has been held. The analysis of what happened then appears in

the section of evaluative comments. This section may not be written until a few days after the meeting when the worker has had

more time to think about what occurred. Some suggestions that have proved helpful to workers who are leaning how to record are

given as possible helps. Some workers find it helpful to prepare a brief topical outline before writing or dictating major record

entries. Such outlining helps in the organization of the material and it the selection of the most important items. Worker should

endeavour, in so far as possible, to attach the names of group members to the action as it takes place. When workers do this, they

avoid phrases such as: “it was felt” without telling who “it” is; “there was a good discussion” without discussed what and why it was

good; “several members objected” without telling who discussed what and thy it was good, “several members objected” without

telling who the “several” were; “details were left to be worked out later” without telling what the “details” were or who would work

them out. Simple language, short sentences, frequent paragraphing, and the use of topical headings throughout the record will

make it easier to analyse at a later time. Identification of the worker by
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w” or “worker” is preferable, though some find the use of the personal pronoun “I” easier and more natural for them. The dating of all

entries is important because it shows continuity and development. Periodic summaries of individual and group growth are important

means of reviewing and group growths are important means of reviewing the record and modifying future entries as to style or

content. In reviewing the records that have been accumulated over a period of perhaps several months, the worker might as such

questions as: Have I identified myself and included what I did and why I did it? Have I identified the individuals who make up the

group and have I included what they did? Have I included all my contacts or did I overlook some important ones? Have I given

enough interpretation of what has happened? How can I improve my recording to make the record more specific and meaningful to

me? There is no one way to keep the narrative process record. Most workers will develop a style of their own and will include

pertinent material as they become aware of the important uses to which the records are put. 12.3.10 Using Process Records—What

We Learn from Analyzing Record The worker’s use of records begins when he starts to write, because the primary value of records is

in helping the worker think through his work with the group. The record should be reviewed before each meeting with the group,

since in so doing the worker will be helped to recall salient features of the group’s development. After a period of work with the

group the accumulated body of information in the record should be studied with a view to ascertaining trends and movements.

Record usage thus centres around both immediate and long-term goals. Good records enable the worker to see and understand

the kind of relationship he has established with the group. They show his sensitivity and the way in which he picks up group leads or

fails to respond to requests for help. Records make it possible for the worker to learn how his role has changed as the group has

developed and reveal the kind of problems the group has encountered in carrying out programme and in meeting specific

situations. Records help the worker to deepen his understanding of individual and group behaviour and indicate the point at which

the individual and the group have arrived in their development. Individuals who need special attention emerge, and the extent
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to which their needs are being met in the group can be seen. Individuals with leadership abilities can be helped to take greater

responsibility for the affairs of the group when they have been located by means of the record. In general, records are most useful at

the point of evaluation of the group work process. In fact, it is doubtful whether evaluations of programme, individual growth, or

worker performance can be satisfactorily made without records. Although partial judgements can be made on the basis of memory,

thorough evaluation is possible only if adequate records have been kept. From time to time it is advisable for the group worker to go

back over his records and prepare an analysis and summary. This exercise is extremely rewarding to the worker and is well worth the

time required to do it. The worker can learn a great deal about what has happened in the group, and, more important, he can

retrace the role he has played in bringing about this group development. Such a review is, of course, essential if the group is being

closed. It is also needed if the worker is transferring the group to a new worker. In connection with agency evaluation the summary

analysis is indispensable. 12.3.11 Outline For Group Summary In writing the analysis of the group record, it is important to include

throughout the place which workers have had in these various aspects of the group behaviour. In describing worker’s relation to the

group, it is important to indicate not only what he did but what were his purposes, his assumptions an, so far as he can evaluate

them. 1. What has been happening to individuals in the group? Add to face sheet material a brief description of the behaviour of the

person and his adjustment in the group. 2. How has the group changed in purpose and membership? A. Has the group stated a

purpose? If so, what is it? Judging by its behaviour, what seems to be the dominant purposes of the group? What needs are being

met? What unavowed purpose do you see evident? How are the group objectives influenced be unconscious motivations in your

opinion? How does agency function or purpose affect the purpose of this group? How does the surrounding community affect

group’s objectives?
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B. What changes in purpose or membership policies have occurred during the period of the record? Why did these come about? C.

How is membership determined? What agency policies affect membership? What individual factors of congeniality, etc., are

determining membership? D. What social factors are affecting the make-up of the group? Note influence of nationality parochial or

public school, occupation, location of residence, financial status of family, parents working away from home etc. E. What relation

has worker had to this success of formation, the determining of objectives and membership? What has he aimed to do in this area?

What has resulted? 3. How do the members relate to each other? A. Describe the pattern of acceptance and rejection in the group

showing changes over the period. B. During the period of the record, how have subgroup’s affected the way the group has

functioned? Note cliques, conflicts between subgroups, leadership subgroups etc. How have groups based on personal congeniality

or personal hostility affected the formation or functioning of authorized groups, such as committees? How have social factors such

as occupation or race affected subgroups? C. Does the group treat any of its members consistently in certain roles, such as

scapegoats, rebels, clowns, outcasts, or objects of pity to be uplifted by the group? How do you account for the attitudes in these

cases – both on the part of the group and from the viewpoint of the individual treated in this way? D. What part has worker played in

this process of acceptance, rejection, and status finding? How has he affected the patterns? How has he used it in relation to

individuals? To the whole group? 4. How is the group governed? A. Does the group have a formal system of control embodied in a

constitution or set of rules? If not, what means has it of control? Is so, how much does the group abide by its own rules? B. How

much control do the officers exercise over the programme and behaviour of the group? How much is this affected in total group

participations? What limits are set over the power of the officials?
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C. What committees does the group have and what are their functions? What part has worker had in setting up of committees?

What were his aims here? D. Are there instances of socially inert or passive members? Of dependent or dominated members? Of

fringe members not actively engaged in the group? If so, describe psychological basis of their position as you see it. E. Does the

group control its members outside of the meeting? In what respects? How is this done? F. What kinds of issues have produced

conflicts in the group? How does the group react when it cannot get what it wants? How was authority used in such situations?

What part did worker play in such conflicts? G. Is there any unauthorized group or individual controlling or attempting to control the

group? How is it working to do this? How successful is it? What methods were used? H. Who are the indigenous leaders of the

group? What contribution do they make which accounts for their rise to headship? What needs or drives of their do you think play

into their leadership? How do they use their position as leaders in controlling the group? I. What agency regulations or requirements

affect control of the group? How are such controls put into effect? What part does the agency staff other than worker have in such

control? J. How do attitudes toward authority, neighbourhood tradition, class, habits etc., affect the reactions of the group toward

authority and self-government? K. What has the worker done in regard to the control of the group? At what points has he taken

control himself? What methods did he use? What were his aims in doing this? What were the results? How has he attempted to

establish democratic method through indigenous, leaders? 5. How does the group make up its mind? A. What kind of questions

required group thinking and collective decision during the period of the record? Were these handled in business meetings? If not,

how and where did the discussion occur? B. In the business meeting of the group, is formal parliamentary procedure used? Informal

discussions? NSOU ? PGSW-III 277 C. How does the group usually come to its decisions? By majority rule? Compromise?

Integration? What is the usual attitude of the minorities toward majority decisions? What opportunities are afforded for minority

expression of opinion? How does the majority teart minority opinion? D. Has the group had discussions of questions other than

those in business meetings? Are they “bull sessions”, planned discussions, “round labels”, “truth sessions”? What subjects have come

up for such discussion? E. In the business meetings or subject discussions of the group, what is the quality of the group thinking in

terms of information gained or used in the discussion, clarity of thinking, influence of emotional and irrational factors in reaching

conclusions, ability to come to integrated group conclusions where necessary, etc? F. What part has worker played in group

deliberation? What educational purposes has he had in mind for such deliberative meetings? With what results? 6. What has

happened to esprit corps? A. What is the general social climate of the group in terms of factors, such as the following: friendliness or

hostility toward each other; opportunity for free expression opinion and receptive attitude toward such, attitude toward authority as

represented by worker, the agency, or the indigenous leaders; ability to cooperate effectively for common ends? What outside

factors, such as physical setting of the group, fatigue, home, school, or work situations have in your opinion affected this climate? If

the climate has changed markedly during the period of the record, what has produced this change? B. How has spirit do corps of

the group fluctuated during this period? What has produced these fluctuations? How has it been affected by programme, conflicts,

interpersonal acceptance and rejection, events outside the group? C. Do the members vary in their attachment to the group? How

does this show itself? What is the pattern of group attachments? D. Does the group use any symbols or ritual to express its

attachments to the group? Where did these come from? What effect do they have on group cohesion? Or individual reactions to the

group? What effcet do they have on the group’s standing with other groups in the agency?
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E. What relation has worker to these aspects of the group? What has he aimed to do about it? What resulted? 7. What are the

dominant values in the group? A. What evidences are there of commonly accepted values affecting the behaviour of the group? Are

these values formulated into a clearly understood code? If so, what does the code require of this members in the way of behaviour?

What does it forbid? Do these values deviate from the mores of the neighbourhood? If so, how? At what points are they different

from those of worker? At what points do they differ from those of the agency? B. If the group has certain accepted standards, how

do they affect individual behaviour? How are they enforced by the group? Are awards or punishment given? C. How are the group

values related to its selection of indigenous leaders? Do its stigmatizing of certain members? To what extent does the elected or

natural leader embody the group ideal (e.g., in popularity with the other sex, physical powers, prominence in a skill, embodiment of

a social purpose, etc.)? In what ways are its values influenced by those of its indigenous leaders? D. Does the group indicate

rejection of certain values? Does it have an enemy outside itself in the form of another group, racial grouping, or area? If so, how is

this hostility expressed? Does it show evidences of social prejudices, racial, religions, economic, etc.? E. Does the group think of

itself as in line with community standards or is it in revolt against them? Or, if the latter, is it consciously antisocial, or does it

consider its standards high than those of the community? In any of these situations, how have you as worker dealt with this attitude

toward accepted values? F. How is the agency attempting to affect these values? What does worker do about them? What is his aim

in doing this? What has resulted? 8. What has been the programme of the group? A. List the major activity of each meeting, i.e.,

business meeting, trip, party. B. How is programme determined?
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C. What activities have met with the greatest response? The least? D. What contribution do you feel the programme activities have

made to individuals? E. How did the worker’s interests and skills affect programme? What was his part in determining it? 9. What is

the relation of group to other groups? A. Has this group had any relation to other groups inside the agency? How has this group

been related to programme planned for whole agency? What effect does this have on its own programme? What contacts has it had

outside the agency? Describe the contact in each case in terms of activities engaged in an effect on the group. B. What part has

worker played in these intergroup activities? What has he aimed to do through them? What has resulted? C. If this is a representative

group, what is its relation to this constituent group? 10. What is the relation of worker to members of the group? A. During the group

meetings are there certain members who are constantly endangering the effective functioning of the group by such behaviour as

bullying weaker members, refusal to carry their share of work, showing off by noisy or irritating behaviour, passively, or day-

dreaming, acting tough, monopolizing the leader? What is the relation of worker to these persons? How does he handle this

behaviour in the group? How has he used group programme or group pressures to deal with this behaviour? Are there certain

members who are normally helpful to the group by such behaviour as making useful suggestions, assuming responsibility, helping or

protecting weaker members, quieting noisy members, upholding agency standards, stimulating thinking or control of emotional

outbursts of others? What is the relation of worker to these persons? How has he used their behaviour to promote group

programme or group relations? How has he used group programme or pressures to develop their capacities? To what extent does

the worker work with the officers or committee chairman in planning business meetings or programme? NSOU ? PGSW-III 280 B.

Outside of the group meeting, what contacts has worker had with members of the group? In lobbies, streets, homes, etc., in which

he saw the person by himself or with one or two others? How did these contacts arise? What occurred in the interviews of

significance to the person or to the functioning of the group? C. In dealing with members on an individual basis, has worker referred

members to other agencies or used other resources within the agency? II) Statistical Summary: Enrollment at beginning of the

period ................................................................... Number of members added during this period ....................................................... Including (a)

old members re-enrolled .................................................................. (b) new members enrolled ....................................................................

Number of members dropped during period ......................................................... Cumulative enrollment

............................................................................................ Enrollment attendance .............................................................................................

Cumulative attendance ............................................................................................ (Summation of attendance at each regular meeting)

............................................. Attendance index ..................................................................................................... Cumulative attendance

——————————— = attendance index Enrollment attendance 12.4 Conclusion The writing of the records is becoming an

integral part of social group work method. Since, social group work is the process of working with the people, it needs to maintain

record to conduct the group activities perfectly and methodically. Recording is thus a tool for the improvement of the horizon of

different activities concerning the group. In short its utilities are: (1) helps the worker in developing skill in terms of better

understanding of the individual, and ability to think analyse and evaluate, (2) helps the group worker to understand the groups as a

whole because in the record writing process he becomes aware of the whole, (3) the record provides the worker NSOU ? PGSW-III

281 with evidence of growth and change in the part of the members and of himself as a worker, thus record serves as an instrument

of evaluation, (4) it provides contents for supervision both on the part of the worker and the agency, (5) the record provides a source

of future programme planning because it is a reflection of expressed and unexpressed and unfulfilled interests and needs as well as

amount of what actually happened, (6) it provides historical data which may be used by new workers to maintain the continuity of

work, (7) the record provides data to the higher opportunities, which gives financial support to the agency, (8) the reports sometimes

help to resolve the difficulties arising in the course of group activities, (9) the reports helps the absentee members to follow the

discussions in the meeting, (10) lastly, these records are of immense value in social research. Since, WHO in every group is different,

the WHAT, HOW and WHY are also different. It is, therefore, impossible to develop a rigid records. Writing records helps the worker

to acquire greater skill and sharpen his knowledge and understanding of the complex dynamics of social group work process. The

reports must be factual, clear and simple and must fruitfully represent the tempo of group process and the interaction between

various people within the group. In the task of evaluating of the work of a group or the agency as a whole, well written and objective

reports will go a long way. 12.5 Exercise 1. What do you mean by record? What are the elements of record in social group work? 2.

Write in brief the principles of recording. 3. Elucidate the importance of narrative records. 4. What are the meanings of record in the

group work process? 5. As a professional gives an outline for group summary records. 6. What is Supervision? What are the functions

of supervision? 7. Write in detail the supportive functions of supervision. 8. State how the task model of supervision differs from the

developmental model? NSOU ? PGSW-III 282 9. What activities generally fall under the mode of supervision? 10. What are three

ways in which prolonged job related stress affects professional performance? 11. Elucidate the role of a supervisor in the group work
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principles of Social Group Work. 3.1 Introduction Social group

work is a method of social work that helps individuals improve

their social function and better address individual, group, or

community problems through targeted group. It is also the

process and method by which group life is affected by workers

who consciously direct the interaction process towards achiev-

ing the goals envisioned within the framework of democratic

standards. Its characteristics are that group work with group

experience is used as a means of individual development in

association with groups and that group workers develop social

responsibility and active citizenship for the improvement of

democratic society. It is to be interested. Group work is a way of

servicing individuals within and through small groups of

individuals to make the desired changes to the client’s

participants. NSOU ? PGSW-III 34 The basic objectives of this

unit is to make the learners understand about social group work,

its basic purpose, values catering around group work and

detailed discussion on various principles one should follow

while practicing group work. 3.2 Definition of Social Group

Work Social Group work is a psychosocial process which is

concerned no less than with developing leadership ability and

co operation than with building on the interests of the group for

a social purpose (Hamilton, 1949). Kanopka (1960), group work

is a method of social work which helps person to enhance their

social functioning through purposeful group experiences. 1

(Rengasamy, n.d.) Trecker (1980) says, “ Social group is a method

in social work through which individuals in groups are helped by

a worker who guide their interaction in programme activities so

that they may relate to one another and experience growth

opportunities in accordance with their needs and capacities to

the end of individual, group and community development”. 2

(Rengasamy, n.d.) (In Indian context) Social Group Work will

refer to working with a small group (members ranging from 7-

10) to a medium size group (members ranging from 10- 20) for

a variety of purposes beginning from recreation to behaviour

modification on the one hand and accomplishing tasks

including social change and development on the other, with a

variety of clients ranging from children to elderly. The worker

makes use of the expertise in human relationships to help these

groups to achieve the group goals in a participatory manner

while paying adequate attention to individual needs and social

norms (Siddiqui,2008) Group Work is well accepted method in

social work profession. It basically helps towards improving

social functioning of an individuals and groups. It is directed

towards bringing about desired changes of individuals, group

and community level. The method is applied mainly at two

levels, one at individual level and two, entire group as a system

level. It helps individual to develop potentialities; identify abilities

and help to cope better; enhance social functioning with their

environment; to learn to inculcate new behaviour which

sustained their life.One should remember that the NSOU ?

PGSW-III 35 relationship between Worker to Member, Worker to

Group,
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Member to Group generate a lot of forces attraction and

interaction. Group became an instrument to meet the basic

needs and strengthen human capacities. It functions through

programme media(Rengasamy, n.d.). Basic aims and objectives:

3 1. Enable individual change; 2. Provide Individual support 3.

Socialization of individuals 4. Develop self concept 5. Inculcate

positive values. 6. Individual growth and assessment 7. Group

growth 3.3 Goal & Functions of Social Group Work Social group

work is an orderly, systematic plan; way of working with people

in groups. Social group work is not an activity but a way of

conducting many different activities.
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are helped to learn new ideas, develop skills, attitude changes &

responsibilities through participation in a social process(Sehgal,

n.d.). In group work group itself has utilized by the individual

with the help of the worker as a primary means of personality

growth, change & development of individual Alan Brown (1992

summarizes goals or purpose of group work are individual

assessment; individual support and maintenance; individual

change; use for educational, informa- tion-giving and training

groups; leisure/ compensatory groups for recreation &

enjoyment; mediation between individuals and social

systems(Sehgal, n.d.). The specific purpose of group work could

be mentioned as: • To teach individual to live & work together

and participate in group activities for their intellectual emotion&

physical growth •
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To prepare the individual to learn how to take responsibility in a

democracy style of working. • To give opportunity to them who

have potentiality, worth and dignity of leadership • To make best

use of leisure time ; to learn division of labour & specialization of

role just to indicate to play individual role in the group • To

provide suitable task to the individual according to her/his skill,

knowl- edge and interest • To widen ones horizon; to prepare

people for social change • To apply group therapy in need of

physical, mental and emotional adjustment • To solve problems

of adjustment by development of individual’s personality

through the group process. • Prepare the individuals to learn to

share responsibility in working of democ- racy as active citizens

of the country. • Give opportunity to those who have

potentialities of leadership. • To
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prepare the people for social change. 3.4 Functions of group

work Group works mainly sees the situation & the needs of all

the individuals & try to solve the problems of the individuals.

Main functions of group work could be summarized as below: •
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A group fulfil the socially desires need of each individual in the

group • Group
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the function of the group work is always for the betterment of

the individual as well as for the growth of the entire group.

NSOU ? PGSW-III 37 • Group worker plays role of
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try to make the group better. 3.5 Underlying Values in Social

Group Work Values refer to our belief that influences our

practice on how one should behave. It is therefore influences

our practice. There are few core values relating to group work

practice as discussed below: 1. Contextual value: The main

sources of this value are sponsoring agency and value of social

work profession. The core social values in group like equality,

democratic participation, group interaction, etc. the agency has

its own values that prevail and influences group work.

Therefore, it most important to look into the questions: are

decision made within the group or outside group? What is the

locus-standi of power? Another set of influence come from

social work profession. Group worker imbibe professional values

like worth and dignity of individual group member, teach

respect and fairness in approach, importance of participation,

individualization etc. 2. Value of Group Worker: Personal value

of worker also influence in the process while working with

group. But it is necessary that group worker should inculcate

value of cooperation and mutual help enable participation

among themselves, promote individual and group initiative,

freedom to express thought and feelings, value of members etc.

3. Value of Group Member: Group members also have their own

set of values. Worker should be aware about this. It is also a fact

that
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culture. So the worker need to make understanding clear that

the own value or interest should not dominate rather they

should respect each other and create a good
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system within the group 4. Human Relationship: The group

work process deals with basic values of human relationship. The

basi values as conceptualizes by Northen (2007) and Kurlend

are:
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a) Dignity and worth of individual member; (b) Social Justice (c)

Mutual help/responsibility Dignity and Worth: All members

should be accepted as they are. We should respect the inherent

worth and dignity of member. Group worker should recognize

and treat each member as dignified member; Social Justice:

fairness in approach should be the cardinal principal. Everyone

should get equal opportunities. They have the right to self

determination. The worker should understand and take up

working on removing causes that created inequalities. Mutual

Responsibilities: People are interdependent. They are capable of

help- ing with each other. Worker should therefore enable

norms, communication, demo- cratic process and taking

mutual responsibilities for the development of group and

community at large. Principles of Group Work as pointed out by

HB Trecker mentioned below with elaborate discussion (Sehgal,

n.d.) : The group worker benefits the conscious understanding

of the basic principles of social group work because this

knowledge provides him/her a frame work to work with the

group.
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They are basic to all social work methods. A principle is a

verbalized statement, general rules or laws, fundamental truths

by which we proceed from one situation to another. Principle

must be understood to mean a hypothesis so adequately tested

by observation and experiment that it may be put forward as a

guide to action. Social group work principles are guiding

statements that have come from experience and research. Basic

principles of working with people in groups to help them grow

and change have emerged from the practice of social group

work. The objectives of social group work can be fulfilled only

within the frame work of principles.
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In 1948 H. B. Trecker wrote 10 principles in his book “Social

Group Work: Principles and Practice which is still read widely as

those are cardinal principles of group work practice. The ten

principles are discussed below for our better understanding: 1)

The Principle of Planned Group Formation In social group work,

a group is a basic unit that an individual can carry out. As a

result, organizations and employees responsible for group

formation or agency acceptance have factors specific to the

group’s situation that make a particular group
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a positive potential for personal growth and the realization of

recognizable needs. You need to
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The Social Group Work process uses group as a medium for

providing services to the individual, hence the formation of a

group is a prerequisite for a group worker. Whether a group

worker works with groups already functioning or forms her own

group, s/he should be aware of certain factors while forming a

group so that the group becomes a positive potential for

individual growth. A group has to be formed in a planned way

before initiating the group work process. From what is explained

by Trecker we can say this principle comprises the following

fundamentals (Sehgal, n.d.) .Groups like individuals are different,

evolv- ing, developmental and ever-changing and tremendously

influential upon the behaviour of individuals.
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The group worker’s skill will be evident in the way s/he

consciously gives aid at the point of group formation. In India

group formation can become a difficult exercise as the people

may lack the motivation to join a group and may do so after

much persuasion. So the group worker must have the skill to

deal with the resistance of such members. The group worker

should be equipped with an in-depth under- standing of the

client population, and pay attention to inter- personal

compatibility and other factors such as age, caste, gender,

socio-cultural background etc. 2) The Principle of Specific

Objectives. In the work of social groups, specific goals for the

development of individuals and groups must be consciously set

by employees based on the needs of individuals and groups.

Specific objectives of individual and group must be consciously

formu- lated by the worker in harmony with group wishes
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and in keeping with agency function. The group worker should

help the members achieve the overall objectives of social work

through its own specific objectives, which are to assist

individuals to grow and change; supplement emotional and

social nourishment; promote democratic participation and

remedy individual and social disorganization (Sehgal, n.d.) .

Agencies and their workers must be aware of what people want

from group experiences and help them to get it. The group

worker who recognizes the need for consciously formulated

specific objectives for individuals and groups becomes a
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purposeful, rather than an unfocused worker and makes the

group work in a planned than haphazard exercise. Objectives,

thus, become a controlling force in the life of the group and the

group worker should have clarity about the specific goals s/he

wants to achieve along with the benefits s/he is hoping the

members would get. When the worker focuses on individual

and group objectives, s/he reduces the likelihood of permitting

her/his own needs to get in the way of the group s/he helps the

members to see their strengths and limitations and set their

objectives accord- ingly, in alignment with the agency’s

formulated purposes. The expectations and the aspirations of

the members should also be given due weightage while

formulating the objectives and activities planned accordingly. 3)

The Principle of Purposeful Worker-Group Relationship. In social

group work, there is a conscious intentional relationship

between workers and group members based on the acceptance

of group members as they are and the willingness of the group

to accept assistance from workers. There is a need to establish a

good relationship
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A consciously purpose- ful relationship must be established

between the worker and the group members based on mutual

acceptance. This principle is based on the premise that it is both

possible and necessary to create an effective working

relationship with a group before the worker can be of any

help(Sehgal, n.d.) . Before the worker helps the group members,
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The worker’s relationship with the group is a major tool, and the

quality and strength of this relationship determine the extent to

which the group can be helped to the fullest realization of its

potentialities. When the group workers adopt the procedures

suggested by this principle, they begin their work motivated by

an initial desire to understand the group as a basis for helping it.

By encouraging the group to “be itself” and accepting it as it is,

the worker becomes accepted and helpful to the group. 4) The

Principle of Continuous Individualization. In social group

activities, it is recognized that groups are different and individu-

als use group experiences in different ways to meet diverse

needs. Therefore, continuous individualization must be

practiced by workers. Groups and individuals within groups

must be understood as potential for development and change.

Groups
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are different and individuals utilize group experiences in a variety

of ways to meet their differing needs; consequently, the

principle of continuous individualization must be practiced by

the group worker. Each group has to be seen as unique,

different from any other group, like the members in the

group(Sehgal, n.d.) . When the group worker individualizes a

group, she accepts the fact that human beings are naturally

different. To work with groups in awareness of their differences

as well as similari- ties is a reinforcement of the belief that

people have a capacity to change, when given adequate

opportunities for and help in changing. The worker should be

ready for a variety of individual responses rather than a

uniformity of response. S/he should accept the differences in

individual ability and growth; strive to help individuals

understand themselves and help them modify their behaviour

towards those who have special needs. Individualization should

be a continuous process on the part of the group worker who

accepts the certainty of change of individuals and

groups(Sehgal, n.d.). 5) The Principle of Guided Group

Interaction. In the work of social groups, the main source of

energy that drives the group and makes a difference to the

individual is the interaction or interaction of the members.

Group workers influence this interaction through the type and

quality of
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Social Group Work is a method through which individuals in

groups in an agency setting are helped by a professionally

trained worker who guides their interaction in various program

activities. The idea is that they relate themselves with others and

experience growth opportunities in accordance with their needs

and capacities(Sehgal, n.d.). Interaction is a process whereby

two or more persons are in a meaningful contact, whereby their

behaviour is modified. When people are in groups, the possibility

of interaction and inter-stimulation are always present(Sehgal,

n.d.) . The main source of energy which propels the group is the

interaction of the members through planned programme and

the group worker influences this interac- tion by the quality of

her/his
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participation. As the possibility of inter-stimulation through

interaction is always present in a group, the Social Group

Worker must harness and consciously direct and utilize this

natural social process. The presence of the worker whose role is

to actively influence NSOU ? PGSW-III 42 the type and the

degree of interaction, converts the social process into the social

group work process. The worker is primarily interested in

helping to bring about individual growth and social

development for the group as a whole as a result of guided

group interaction(Sehgal, n.d.). S/he enhances the potential for

interaction by helping members to assume participating roles.

The group worker uses methods that stimulate the group to the

fullest possible analysis and understanding of their own situation

and thereupon influence the social interaction of the

constituent members of the society(Sehgal, n.d.). 6) The

Principle of Democratic Group Self-Determination. In social

group work, groups must take the highest level of responsibility

according to their abilities, make their own decisions and help

them decide on their own actions. The principle of self-

determination is a core value of the social work philosophy and

has to be practiced, irrespective of the method of working. In

social group work method, as in other methods of social work

this principle is of great significance. The idea is to inculcate in

the members an ideology of democracy(Sehgal, n.d.). The group

must be helped to make its own decisions and determine its

own activities, taking the maximum amount of responsibility in

line with its capacity and ability. The group has a right to make

its own choices and the capacity to make satisfactory decisions.

The aim of the group worker is to encourage an ever-

increasing capacity on the part of the group to take

responsibility for its actions. This principle assumes that groups

can develop only when they are given opportunity to behave

responsibly but it is to be consciously judged as to how much

responsibility a group can be asked to assume at any point in its

development (Sehgal, n.d.) . The group worker must first help

the group to develop a conscious group-self before it can

become responsibly self-determining. The worker should give

up any need to dominate the group and instead work with the

group on the basis of her/his ability to share her/his wide

experience and competence (Sehgal, n.d.). 7) The Principle of

Flexible Functional Organisation. In social group work, the

processes by which workers lead a group build a formal

organization
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is important as the details of the actual structure of help in

taking activities systematically. A formal organization must be

flexible and should be promoted if it can meet the perceived

needs, be understood
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by its members, and function accordingly. Formal organizations

need to be able to adapt changes within the group. Every group

has some informal organization of its constituent members

enables it to function. As the group is formed for specific

objectives, it should also have a formal organization to help it

achieve these objectives. This formal organization should meet

a felt need, be flexible, adaptive and should change as the group

changes (Sehgal, n.d.) . The principle does not imply that group

worker should organize the group; rather she should help the

group organize itself (Sehgal, n.d.) . The group should be

encouraged to explore its needs, set its objectives and

determine specific functions and helped by the group worker to

make its own decisions. The worker should help the group to

determine who should take the leadership assignments along

with the qualifications and expectations, so that the members

are aware of what the group expects from them. Not only the

structural details of this formal organization, but the process

through which the worker guides the group to have a formal

organization is equally important. Group efforts which may be

scattered and haphazard become focused when formal

organization is made available, as it allows the energies of the

group members to be properly channelized. Tasks and duties

should be identified and allocated in an orderly manner and

members helped and encouraged to assume responsibilities
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The process to organize itself is an excellent vehicle for growth.

The formal group organization should be simple, stable yet

flexible, open to changes as per group needs. The experiences

of the group members in solving the organizational problems

are no less valuable than the other program experiences. 8) The

Principle of Progressive Programme Experience. In social group

work, the program experience in which the group participates

must begin at the level of progress related to the interests,

needs, experiences, abilities of the members, and the

developmental abilities of the group. Program in social group

work does not only mean the activities or events but is abroad

concept that includes the entire range of individual and group

relationships, interactions and experiences deliberately planned

and carried out with the help of the group worker to achieve the

group goals (Sehgal, n.d.) .The group worker should not impose

her/ NSOU ? PGSW-III 44 his program plan on the group but
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group to develop its own program by extending to the group a

variety of choices. S/he may only make suggestions as to

possible programmes. The program development is a

continuous process and grows out of group potentialities. This

principle implies that there is starting point for all group

programmes. Small beginnings can culminate into bigger and

more challeng- ing tasks as the group progresses.
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The program experiences in which the groups engage should

begin at the level of member interest, need, experience and

competence and should develop in tandem with the developing

capacity of the group(Sehgal, n.d.) .The worker should help the

group to enjoy a progressive series of program experiences in

consonance with the group’s potential and capacities. The

group cannot be expected to do the same thing all the time

(Sehgal, n.d.) .After success in simple activities, the group can be

encouraged to move to more complex experiences. 9) The

Principle of Resource Utilization. In social group work, the entire

agency and community environment has resources that should

be used to enhance the content of individual and group-wide

group experiences. This principle guides the group worker to

utilize the available resources to enrich the content of the group

experience for individuals and group as a whole. For this it is

imperative that the Social group worker should possess

knowledge about the resources available in the group, agency

and the community(Social Group Work Working With Groups,

n.d.). S/he should use her/his skill in locating and then

acquainting the group with the various resources which can be

utilized by the group for different programs(Sehgal, n.d.). The

worker serves as a liaison between the group and the

community and her/his ability becomes apparent in the skill

with which she draws upon the environment. S/he not only

helps to stimulate the group to action but also helps them to

discover and use the agency and community resources and

those within the group. She must ensure that the members

procure the required material for the smooth conduct of the

group sessions.S/he should take initiative in mobilizing both

material and human resources and oversee the utilization of the

available resources by the members for the common

good(Sehgal, n.d.) . NSOU ? PGSW-III 45 10) The Principle of

Evaluation. In social group work, continuous assessment of

outcome processes and programs is essential to ensure

maximum self-actualization for all. Continuous evaluation of the

process and program regarding the results of workers, agencies

and members are essential. The social group worker should

carry out the evaluation of the outcomes in a carefully planned

manner. Maintaining records in a systematic and orderly way

aids the evaluation process. Evaluation carried out in an

objective and neutral way helps in revealing the extent to which

the group has been successful in achieving the group goals. A

feedback from the members along with the observation and

assess- ment of the worker help the group members develop

insights into their strengths and weaknesses. Evaluation should

be done at the end of each session and at the time of the

termination. Konopka has described certain principles to work

with the groups. Summary of these principles has been narrated

here (“Principles of social group work,” n.d.): • Social worker’s

goal is to enable
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environment. • The social worker must form purposeful

relationship.
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demands. But the worker has responsibility for stimulating

change. NSOU ? PGSW-III 46 Cohen has also discussed certain

principles which maybe significant in working with the groups.

According
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the group members be given the right of self-direction and self-

determination. • The work with the group should be started at

the level of group members. It means that proper knowledge of

educational, economic, social andother characteristics are

essential while working with the group. If the work or

programmes are abovethe mental level of members, they will

loose their interest. Social worker must focus not merely on the

immediate problem as seen by the group but on relation to the

total situation. • Social worker must keep in mind that individual

differences exist while dealing with the group members. • It

should be kept in mind that the welfare of individual is

inextricably interwoven with the welfare of the group. Therefore

social worker must be concerned with the development of

material, human and social resources to meet all the needs of all

the members of the group. 3.6
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On the basis of above discussion, one would be very clear about

various principles of social group work practice. These are

guiding principles and without understanding of such ideas,

practice of group work in any set up would be meaningless.

One should at least consider HB Trecker 10 principles of social

group work, such as principal of planned group formation,

principle of specific objectives, principle of purposeful worker

group relationship, principle of continuous individu- alization,

principle of guided group interaction, principle of democratic

group self determination, principle of flexible functional

organization, principle of progressive planning and programme,

principle of
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knowledge base has grown by developing new research tools

for assessing group work practices. The major gap in social

work was the lack of evidence of the method’s

effectiveness(Varghese, n.d.). In other words, social workers

could not
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Unit 5 ? Theoretical Approaches and Models in Social Group

Work Structure 5.1 Objectives 5.2 Introduction 5.3 Theories and

Models in Group work 5.3.1 Theories in Group Work 5.3.2

Models in Group Work 5.4 Conclusion 5.5 Exercise 5.6

Reference 5.1 Objectives The objective of this unit is to develop

a clear understanding on various social science theories relevant

to social group work practiceamong social work students for

necessary use in their field work practice. 5.2 Introduction

Groups may be defined in many ways as there is no single

definition on it. It is also highly problematic and contestable. For

the purpose of discussing group work within a context of

working with people we may define a group as a small gathering

of people. While on the other side group work may be

described as the study and application of the processes and

outcomes experienced when a small group comes

togetherKonopka (1963) defines group work as a method of

social work that is utilised in order to ‘help individuals to

enhance their social functioning and this is possible through

purposeful group experiences, and to cope more effectively

with their personal, group or community problems. This

definition shows a tradition within group work of helping

individuals with problems. Brown (1994) provides a
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modernised and more comprehensive definition of group work.

He is of the opinion that ‘group work provides a context in

which individuals help each other. It is a method of helping

groups as well as helping individuals. It can enable individuals

and groups to influence and change personal, group, and

organizational and community problems. He then goes on to

distinguishing between ‘relatively small and

neighborhoodcentered‘ work and ‘macro, societal and political

approaches‘ within community work, explaining that only the

former may be properly classified as group work. The role of

group work can be seen as one which gives emphasis on

sharing of thoughts, ideas, problems and activities, in which

theoretical understanding is very much essential for the worker

to undertake group activities meaningfully. 5.3 Assumptions and

Theories Life Skills: One of the assumptions in group work is

that many persons lack requisite skills and experiences to cope

with stresses in their social relationships. These stresses usually

occur in their childhood when children and adolescents move

from one status and role position to the other or from one

interaction milieu to the other(Rengasamy, n.d.). For example,

when a child moves out from secure home environment to a

school which is a more open and dynamic environment, from a

primary school to middle or higher secondary school, from

school to college, etc. These changes can cause stress as a

child or an adolescent is expected to adapt to a new set of

norms and also rules, meant for regulating behaviour.

Adolescents in general experience stress associated with

physical development, social acceptance and academic

performance(Rengasamy, n.d.). The degree of stress is directly

related to the degree of life skills they possess in coping with the

change. For example, for a young boy to move from a rural

school to an urban higher education institution will cause more

stress than for a young person moving from an urban school to

a higher education institution in an urban area. Similarly, a child

from a family of uneducated parents will face more stress at

school and other educational institutions (Siddiqui 2008). The

inadequacy of life skills such as verbal and nonverbal

communications, asserting, handling feelings and conflicts,

functioning of group consisting of members from NSOU ?

PGSW-III 62 multicultural background, increases the stress

leading to maladjustment problems (Rengasamy, n.d.). This

framework would help a group worker to understand the

children and adolescents exhibiting stress symptoms and their

inability to adjust in the group. The worker can provide these

children a support group to discuss their problems and learn

from each other and to understand the coping strategies that

they are using to deal with the situation. The group worker can

help them to learn new life skills to update their competence to

cope with stresses and sources of stresses(Rengasamy, n.d.).

Sharing Feedback: The other assumption is that the sharing

feedback can influence children and adolescents group very

much in building healthy peer relationship. Hence, it is

important for them to understand how others relate them. How

others view the behaviour of a member? The group can provide

an opportunity to children and adolescents to discover how

others view them(Rengasamy, n.d.). It can also help them to

analyze it objectively and learn to take corrective action if

needed. For example, labels to members of a particular

religious, linguistic or caste group, which are negative. Also the

children and adolescents of these groups experience a high
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degree of stress leading to academic and mental health

problems (Siddiqui 2008). The group worker can use the

knowledge to design a number of programs for children and

adolescents indulging in labelling and for those who are at the

receiving end(Rengasamy, n.d.). Emotional Support It is

observed that a number of persons experience trauma due to a

variety of reasons. Some examples are loss of significant

persons, family violence, long-term unemployment, retirement,

trauma, and loss of shelter or other valuables, etc. These

conditions produce stress and could become traumatic.

Individual counselling is helpful but emotional trauma shared

with fellow sufferers has been found to be of help. There are

many studies of children and adolescents affected by disasters

indicate that the trauma produces a great deal of anxiety,

resulting in loss of concentration and producing incoherent

behaviour. The adolescent’s reaction to stress may vary such as

withdrawal or opting out, depression, loss of control, inability to

concentrate, irritability, disturbed sleep or eating patterns,

flashbacks and emotional
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numbing. Loss of significant members such as parents or

siblings and material resources such as housing will require a

different set of life skills and coping strategies to survive. The

studies indicate that emotional support from others who have

undergone a similar trauma is helpful (Shelby, 1994). The finding

is used to form groups of persons having suffered a trauma to

provide emotional support to each other. By now it is clear that

in order to understand the events taking place within a group,

one need to understand the individuals within the group on the

one hand and their interaction in the group on the

other(Rengasamy, n.d.). There are a number of psychological,

sociological and political theories that provides an explanation

of individual behaviour and how it can help in understanding the

group functioning. Some of these theories are explained below

5.3.1
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Theories Learning Theory Learning Theory has raised a lot of

controversy in social group work as it focuses more on

individual than on group dynamics with reference to influencing

individual behaviour. Learning theory also provides a frame work

for understanding human behaviour. It provides an

understanding of the social functioning of persons within their

environments. The person in dynamic interaction with all

aspects of the environment is the focus of attention. Further, it

emphasizes the importance of assessment of observable

behaviour, and advocates the use of specific terms in defining

behaviour. And finally it takes a positive approach as if behaviour

is learned then it can also be unlearned (Rengasamy, n.d.).. It

explains that respondent conditioning, which refers to the

emission of behaviour in response to a specific stimulus. The

stimulus could be a word, sight or a sound. It has been already

experimented on dog. The second type of learning here

explained to called modelling, which simply refers to learning by

observation. The children of parents who smoke are likely to be

smokers. Children of parents with ability to control their feelings

under stress are likely to learn self-control. However, a number

of factors or conditions can affect the effectiveness of

modelling. Some of them are similarity of the model to the

observer, the prestige, status and expertise of the model, and

the diversity of models around the observer(Rengasamy, n.d.).

Operant conditioning is a type of learning in which behaviours

are altered primarily by regulating the subsequence NSOU ?

PGSW-III 64 which follows them. New behaviours could be

learned and undesirable behaviours could be weakened and

eliminated by regulating the consequences(Rengasamy, n.d.). By

using the learning theory framework, social worker can

understand how group can provide reinforcements to

strengthen behaviour. There are both positive and negative

reinforcements. A good example of negative reinforcement in a

group situation is to discourage behaviour which are not

accepted by others. The learning theory thus provides a

framework for group workers to modify behaviour. The context

could be achievement of group tasks and development, or

helping the members to unlearn behaviours that create

problems in their social functioning. Field Theory Kurt Lewin

(1946)isone of the pioneers to study group functioning. He

focused on the forces that influenced the working of groups. He

tried to study leadership styles by creating groups with different

styles of leaderships in order to see their impact on the

functioning of the group (Rengaswamy, n.d). It is commonly

observed that a leader becomes authoritarian when the

members are seeking favours, rather than questioning the

decisions or even discussing the issues objectively. Lewin

argued that the leadership style is a product of leader and

member interaction rather than a personality trait of the leader.

Further, while developing his Field Theory, he argued that a

group has a life space and it has movement. It tries to

accomplish goals or group tasks and faces hurdles in its

movement. He believed that group was an entity of opposing

forces which keep the group members in the group and move

them along in achieving group goals. However, the behaviour of

individual members and the group itself should be seen as a

product of the totality of the group situation (Lewis, 1946). He

introduced several concepts to help in the understanding of

forces at work in the group. Some of them are • Roles—status

rights and duties of group members; • Norms—Rules governing
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the behaviour of group members; • Power—the ability of

members to influence on another; • Cohesion—The attraction

the group members feel towards one another and towards the

group; • Consensus—the degree of agreement regarding goals

and other group phenomena, and • Valence—the potency of

goals and objects in the life space of the group.
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Other field theorists have continued to work on the

characteristics of group that influence the individual behaviour.

Cohesion has been identified as an important factor, defined as,

“the totality of forces acting on individual members to keep

them in the group. Cohesion reflects the agreement on goals

and norms, shared understanding and a greater homogeneity in

demographic background, as also the productivity, satisfaction

and cooperative interaction patterns (Cartwright and Zander

1968). Lewin developed t-group as a means to observe the

effects of group process on group members and as a means to

induce changes in behaviour. He thus helped in developing a

theory that people change when they see their behaviour as

others see it, thus leading to development of the feedback

method whereby the group members and the group leader

provide feedback to the individual as to how his/her behaviour

was affecting them. Role plays and simulations are also used to

highlight the group process(Rengasamy, n.d.). The group

workers using the field theory framework can design their own

interventions in working with the group for achieving the group

goals along with individual development(Rengasamy, n.d.).

Systems Theory(Rengasamy, n.d.) The systems theory is helpful

to explain the functioning of a group. Talcott Persons explained

social system as a set of interdependent elements trying to

function as a unified whole to maintain order and a stable

equilibrium. The social systems are constantly facing new

challenges as the environment around them and within, is

constantly changing. Therefore, they must act to maintain the

equilibrium if they have to survive. This act of survival depends

upon mainly on four basic functions, such as integration;

adaptation; pattern maintenance; and goal attainment (Siddiqui,

H. Y. 2008). The group viewed as a system would therefore be

able to achieve its objectives once it is able to carry out these

four functions effectively. It is able to integrate members by

achieving individual and group goal matching. It also has the

capacity to make changes to adapt itself to outside demands

like that of the community and the sponsoring organization and

with the internal dynamics as it changes with time. The pattern

maintenance would require development of norms and

guidelines to regulate its activities and develop well defined

objectives, identify and procedures that are able to sustain these

over time. The functioning of a system depends to a great

extent on the carrying out the role assigned to them. The goal

attainment is the final task to ensure the smooth functioning

NSOU ? PGSW-III 66 of the system. The members will lose

interest and the functioning of the group will be affected if the

goals are attainable is an important attribute of group stability

and functioning. Parsons pointed out that problems will arise

during the functioning of the group; the group, including its

leadership must make use of its resources effectively to tackle

the problems to maintain the equilibrium of the

group(Rengasamy, n.d.). Robert Bales (1950), however, believed

that the survival of the group depends on two central tasks. The

first he termed the instrumental problems related to tasks or

goal related functions and the second, socio-emotional tasks

related to the interpersonal relationships between members,

and between members and leader, for coordinating and

maintaining the emotional unity and morale of the group. While

the instrumental problems generally arise on account of the

external pressures, the socio emotional problems are rooted in

the internal dynamics of the group(Rengasamy, n.d.). The
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insights are helpful for workers to deal with both kinds of

challenges in their working with groups. It is often seen that

exclusive focus on one results in ignoring the other, making the

group dysfunctional in the process. The worker can keep in

mind that the emphasis on tasks will vary in different groups,

depending upon the central purpose of the group. It will be

different in a self-help group formed to achieve a specific task,

than in a group of children. It is also possible to analyze the

interaction between members in a group by using a tool

developed by Bales called interaction process

analysis(Rengasamy, n.d.). Conflict Theory Sociologists differ in

their understanding of conflict as a social phenomenon in

society, yet some of the explanations of conflicts are helpful in

understanding the conflicts in groups and in dealing with

them(Rengasamy, n.d.). Sociologists have identified two broad

categories of conflict, one endogenous conflict, which refers to

sources of changes from within a society and other one

exogenous conflict, which refers to changes from without or

between systems. Endogenous conflict highlights the sources of

conflict like inherent predilection to change, conflict over the

differential distribution of resources such as wealth, power and

prestige, conflict of values, conflict of authority and Conflict

between individual and collectively.The exogenous conflict

identifies three sources such aswars, cultural invasions and

conflict of ideology. Lewis Coser (1973) distinguishes between

realistic and non-realistic conflicts. NSOU ? PGSW-III 67

Realistic conflicts are conflicts arising on account of non-

fulfilment of specific demands, whereas non –realistic conflicts

are rooted in the need for release of tension and are not

oriented towards achievement of any specific

demand(Rengasamy, n.d.). In every group there are occasions

for conflict, since individuals and sub-groups are likely to make

rival claims to scarce resources, prestige or power positions. But

social structures differ in the way the group allows expression to

these claims. Some are more tolerant, others are not. Firstly, it

will not aim at resolving the immediate issue as all accumulated

grievances will come to force. Secondly, it is because of total

personality involvement of the group members. It is important

for a group worker to remember that the hostility should not be

permitted to accumulate and conflict should be allowed to

occur wherever a resolution of tension seems to be allowed to

occur. In such cases the conflict is likely to remain focused

primarily on the condition leading to its outbreak. Conflicts

within a group can also help to revitalize existing norms and

help to develop new norms as well(Rengasamy, n.d.). Social

Exchange Theory According to the social-exchange theory,

people help because they want to gain in future from the one

being helped. People calculate rewards and costs of helping

others, and aim at maximizing the former and minimizing the

latter, which is known as a “minimax” strategy(“Minimax,” 2021).

Rewards are incentives, which can be materialistic goods, social

rewards which can improve one’s image and reputation (e.g.

praise) or self-reward. Rewards are either external or internal.

External reward is things that obtained from others when

helping them, for instance, friendship and gratitude. People are

more likely to help those who are more attractive or important,

whose approval is desired. Internal reward is generated by

oneself when helping others and gaining sense of goodness and

self-satisfaction. The central concern of the exchange theory is

to find an explanation for the human transactions of giving and

receiving. James Frazer suggests that men enter in to

institutionalized patterns of exchange to satisfy their economic
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needs(Social Group Work | PDF | Social Group | Psychological

Trauma, n.d.) But there is a difference between economic

exchange and social exchange. Social exchange process can

yield for the larger society a moral code of behaviour, which

acquires an independent existence outside the social exchange

situation and which
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informs all social, economic, and political interpersonal

relationships in society(Rengasamy, n.d.). The triple obligations

of social exchange- to give, to receive and to repay – are to be

understood not as self- interest but in terms of interpersonal,

hence inter-group, relations. Social exchange transaction

creates social bonds creating ties between individuals and the

collectively. Some argue that it is the exchange which is

important not the things which are exchanged and the primary

function of the exchange is structural integration of the

collectively(Rengasamy, n.d.). Homans (1950) and Blau (1964)

among others have developed the exchange theory to explain

membersbehaviour within a group. They argued that all

members in a group will try to maximize individual rewards and

minimize punishments. All human interaction according to

them is seeking something in return from the other. The

behaviour is conditioned to maximize rewards and minimize

punishment in all interactions(Rengasamy, n.d.). The cognitive

process and the members capacities are not full explained by

the exchange theory can be summarized as follows: social —the

greatest rewards within a coalition are given to the least

dependent member of the coalition. Behaviour— is an exchange

of goods, material and non-material, such as approval or

prestige. Persons that give to others try to get something in

return, and persons who receive from others are under pressure

to give in return. This process of exchange tends to create

equilibrium to balance the exchanges. Human Capital and Social

Capital James Coleman (1988) is one of the advocated for

rational choice theory. Coleman believes in a concept known a

methodological individualism. The two concepts in Coleman’s

theory are actors and resources, and two key resources,

according to him are: human capital and social capital. Similar

to the creation of physical capital by shaping the material into

tools and machines to facilitate production, human capital is

created by shaping the individuals by giving them skills and

capabilities that gives them power to act in innovative ways to

produce(Rengasamy, n.d.). Social capital is Human Capital

created by shaping relations between individuals to facilitate

action. For example, a group where members trust each other

will act
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better than the one where there is no trust. The importance of

social capital has been exhibited by the acceptance of team

development efforts by the corporations. • Skills & Abilities •

Creativity • Life Experiences • Knowledge • Human Capital

Human capital and social capital can complement each other or

they can destroy each other. Social capital as a concept can

help the actors to realize the importance and usefulness of

those aspects of social to realize the importance and usefulness

of those aspects of social structure which will help them to

achieve their interests. In a cohesive group where members are

willing to help each other and abide by the group norms, the

level of trust worthiness of the group environment is a crucial

factor in the success of the group. It means that the obligations

will be repaid(Rengasamy, n.d.). A simple example is the rotating

credit groups. In such groups, each member contributes and

amount to a central fund, which is given to a member. Each

member gets his/her amount back and in addition gets a loan

without interest. However, if obligations and expectations are

not balanced the social capital gets diluted. Norms and effective

sanction can help in balancing obligations and expectations.

Psychoanalytic Theory Sigmund Freud is one of the earliest

theorists to provide an explanation of human personality. He

conceptualized that the human mind has broad systems. He

described these systems as conscious, pre-conscious and

unconscious and the other as Id, Ego and super Ego (Daniel K.

Lapsley and Paul C 2011). Freud suggested that mind was

composed of thoughts (ideas), feelings, instincts, drives,

conflicts and motives. Most of these elements were located in

the unconscious or preconscious. There is a repressed area

which serves as a barrier where a lot of disturbing material

(thoughts and feelings), as unresolved conflicts, are placed

through the process of defense mechanism. Defense

mechanism or repression is a process in which unacceptable

desires, memories and thoughts are excluded from

consciousness by
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sending the material into the unconscious area under the

repressed barrier are avoided. He observed that this results in

producing irritants such as unwanted emotions and behaviour

such as anger, hallucinations, etc. Describing the second system

Freud explains that Id is the primitive psychic force hidden in the

unconscious. It represents the basic needs and drives such as

hunger, thirst, sex and self-preservation, which support other

personality factors. Id governed by the pleasure principle

primarily seeks to express itself irrespective of the

consequences, while Ego acts as the rational component of the

mind which controls the thinking of the mind. Super ego serves

as the conscience by indicating what is right and wrong socially

and morally(Rengasamy, n.d.). Freud conceptualized that people

pass through six psychosocial development stages. During any

one of the stages conflicts may arise and if it remains

unresolved the person’s personality development will be

affected. He thought that disturbances can arise from several

sources. Traumatic experiences which a person’s ego is not able

to cope with directly are repressed. Similarly internal

unconscious processes could also cause disturbances. Freud, in

elaborating the group’s influence on human behaviour,

specifically mentions about the importance of group leader, and

the early life experiences of the members (Rengasamy, n.d.). The

members use transference in their interactions that occur within

the group and try to recreate conflicts. A number of

psychologists have contributed in developing learning theory as

an explanation of human behaviour, which is very helpful to

understand individuals and also helping them, which could be

studied first and helped through group activities, counselling,

etc. 5.3.2 Models in Social Group Work Social workers basically

utilized four distinct group work models. These are Social Goal

Model; Remedial Model; Mediating Model and Developmental

Model. Besides, there are other models, which are considered as

suitable models for effective practice in social group work such

as the Behavioural Model, Kurt Lewin’s individual change

process, Bale’s stages of group development, Tuchman’s stage

model, Fisher’s theory of decision emergence in group, Northen

and Kurland’s model, etc. A brief of each of these models are

given below: NSOU ? PGSW-III 71 The Social Goals Model: The

basic concepts of this model are social consciousness, social

responsibility, and social change. It is suggested that by

participation with others in a group situation, individuals can

affect social change. Social action is the desired outcome, and

the group worker is regarded as an influence person and

enabler, who personify the values of social responsibility and

acts as stimulator and role model without purveying any

political viewpoint. Implicit in this model is the emerging leader

within the group. The model is concerned with democracy and

the enhancement of personal functioning within the social

context, heightened self-esteem and an increase in social

power for the members of the group collectively and as

individuals(Bimal Antony, 07:39:28 UTC). Remedial Model:

Remedial model focuses on the individual’s dysfunction and

utilizes the group as a context and means for altering deviant

behavior. This approach to group work practice emphasizes its

utility in removing the adverse conditions of individuals whose

behavior is disapproved by the society. Clients of such social

group work practice are physically and mentally handicapped,

legal offenders, emotionally disturbed, isolated and alienated

persons. The Michigan School contributed to this model. Credit
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goes to Vinter and his colleagues for developing remedial

model. In this model attempts are being made by social worker

to bring change in the individual. According to the Remedial

Model, the group can be used to treat problems of adjustments

in personal and social relations. According to Vinter “attention to

such problems reaffirms the profession’s historic mission of

service to those most in need”. The remedial model is

considered more as a clinical model that seeks to help the

socially maladapted to improve social functioning through

guided group interaction experience (Bimal Antony, 07:39:28

UTC). The social worker plays a key role as he/she gives

expertise knowledge through the following activities. • The

social worker is the central person. The worker is the object of

identification and drives. • He/she is a symbol and a spokesman.

He/she tries to maintain norms and values of the society.
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He/she is a motivator and stimulator. He/she helps the individual

and group to understand their goal as a group member. •

He/she is an executive. He/she facilitates the activities of the

group in order to gain the said objectives. In this model

whatever the changes are brought, they are explicitly limited to

organizational and institutional elements that are responsible for

individual’s dysfunction. Though this model, one can focus on

the individual client who is experiencing difficulty in a group

situation. The model is helpful for those likely to be affected. It

means this model focuses on preventive aspects also.

Reciprocal Model or Mediating Model: Schwartz has introduced

this model in 1961. This model is based on systems theory,

humanistic psychology and an existential perspective. The chief

characteristic of this model is that the people and society are

interdependent as due to the reason they have mutual needs.In

this model attention is directed towards the relationship of

members in the group with each other, with the worker and the

group as a whole It is the relationship among the members that

shows the characteristics of the group. It gives importance to

the emergent goal and actions, which are based on feelings of

the group.
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Client and worker together as well as separately challenge the

current problems with their total capacity. Basic educative

processes are utilized which incorporate particularizing,

synthesizing and generalizing the feeling and action

components of the problem. In this model distinctions are not

made with respect to types and several of group since it is

presumed that this model is widely applicable. In this model the

individual and the group are significant components. The

workers role appears here to be facilitative, relying on the power

and potency of mutual aid system to take care of itself.

Developmental Model: This model has been developed by the

faculty members of Boston University in 1965
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In this approach, groups are seen as having “a degree of

independence and autonomy, but the to and fro flow between

them and their members, between them and their social

settings, is crucial to their existence, viability and achievements.

The main characteristics of this model are intimacy and

closeness between the members
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over a span of time. The degree of intimacy is taken into

account for appropriate worker interventions. This model

derives knowledge from Erikson’s ego psychology, group

dynamics and conflict theory. The worker is connected with

community,agency, social group and also with the individual

member in our society(Principles, Skills and Models of Group

Work Practice - IGNOU, n.d.).The social group worker tries to

improve the situations among individual member, group agency

and the social environment. In short, it can be said that the

developmental model is a compromise between the reciprocal,

remedial and traditional approaches. Behavioral Model: In this

model some specific group programmes are implemented to

alter dysfunctional patterns behavior. The expertise of

behavioral group therapist is essential in assessing and devising

a treatment plan for each individual member within the context

of the group
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The group worker calculates the specific elements of the

disturbing behavior to be decreased or desired behavior to be

developed. Other group members provide assistance and

feedback concerning progress throughout the stages of the

treatment process. Beside, a number of such theoretical models

have been developed to explain the change in group over

certain period of time. Some of the important theorists’ models

are given subsequently. Kurt Lewin’s (1947) individual change

process: Kurt Lewin is remembered for coining the term ‘group

dynamics’. His model of individual change is a stepping stone

for many pioneers who have contributed theoretically. His

model has three stages such as unfreezing, change, and

freezing in a change process or small group. The first stage

makes effort to remove lethargy or sluggishness and dismantles

the existing mind set. The second stage is the transition phase

that brings change. In the last phase, the new mind set is

crystallized and individual becomes stable(Lewin’s 3-Stage

Model of Change: Unfreezing, Changing & Refreezing - Video &

Lesson Transcript | Study.Com, n.d.). Bales’s (1950) stages of

group development: Bales noted some stages of group

development like orientation stage, evaluation stage and

decision making stage, which are described as below:

Orientation: The
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first thing in the stages of group development is that the person

in a group has to familiarize himself with other people and

explore the possibilities that the group has to offer to him. Thus,

Bales termed this as orientation stage. Evaluation: Bales went on

to suggest next things to members to analyse the information

gathered and reach some conclusion about what kind of

members are there, whether they are trustworthy, helpful and

cooperative and how they look at the other members, its

activities, programmes and so on. He therefore termed this

stage as evaluation stage. Decision making: According to Bales,

the evaluation of members about the people, programmes and

benefits would lead to decision making about the participants

and action in the group. Bales termed this stage as decision

making. Tuckman’s (1965) stage model: Bruce Tuckman

reviewed about fifty studies of group development (including

Bales model) in the mid nineteen sixties and synthesized their

commonalities in one of the most frequently cited models of

group development. The model describes four linear stages,

such as Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing stage.

Forming whichis the first stage of group process. The forming of

the team takes place. The individual’s behaviour is driven by the

desire to be accepted by the others, and avoid controversy or

conflict. Serious illness and feelings are avoided, and people

focus on being busy with routines. This is comfortable stage to

be in but the avoidance of conflicts and threat means that not

much actually get done. The team meets and learns about the

opportunities and challenges and then agrees on goals and

begins to tackle the tasks. Team members tend to behave quite

independently. Storming is the second stage. The members

begin to assert the individual personalities and the comfort of

the forming stage begins to come under siege. Members

experience personal, intra and inter group conflict. Every group

enter the storming stage in which different ideas complete for

consideration. The team addresses issues such as what problem

they are really suppose to solve, how they will function

independently and together and what leadership model they will

accept. Team members open up to each other and confront

each others ideas and perspectives. The activities make in the

storming phase are lack of cohesion, subjectivity, hidden

agendas, conflicts, confrontation, resentment, anger,

inconstancy, failure and so on. The next stage is Norming.

During this stage, the group begins to work more constructively

together towards formal or informal roles(THEORY | GROUPS &

GROUPWORK, n.d.).Some
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members may not be comfortable with the role or roles which

have been allotted. During norming stage sub-groups are likely

to form in order that a supportive environment is once more

created. Group members establish rules about how they will

achieve their goal(TEAM | Meaning in the Cambridge English

Dictionary, n.d.). They address the types of communication that

will or will not help the task. Indicators include: questioning,

performance, reviewing, clarification objectives, changing/

confirming roles, opening risky issues, assertiveness, listening,

testing new ground, identifying strengths and weakness.

Performing is the 4 th stage of group development. This is the

best stage for a group to complete the tasks and assuming that

task This stage the group also reach to a conclusion and

implement solution to their issues. Indicators in this phase

include creativity, initiative, flexibility, open relationships, pride,

concern for people, learning, confidence, high morale, success,

etc. Last stage is Adjourning. This phase was added when

Tuckman and Jensen updated original review of the literature in

1977. The final stage in the group ultimately is the termination.

Though often overlooked, this stage in a group development is

equally important to positive outcomes. The ending of a group

can be very unhappy and distressing tune for some members, as

they may feel some extent of dependency on the group. Fisher’s

(1970) theory of decision emergence in group: Fisher outlines

four phases i.eorientation, conflict, emergence and

reinforcement. In the first phase, members get to know each

other and experience primary tension. Second phase is meant

for conflict and marked by secondary tension. Members there

disagree with each other and debate ideas. Group’s tasks as well

as members’ viewpoints become apparent in the emergence

phase and group members bolster their final decision in the last

phase(Fisher’s Model – Small Group Communication, n.d.).

Tubbs’s (1995) system model of group development: Stewart

Tubbs studied small group interaction and developed a system

model focusing with four phases of development such as

orientation, conflict, consensus and closure(Tubbs’ Systems

Model, Fisher’s Theory of Decision Emergence in Groups,

Poole’s Multiple-Sequences Model - Organizational Behaviour,

n.d.).In the first phase, group members introduce each other,

start talking on the problems and examine the strengths as well

as weaknesses. Ideas are evaluated through conflict in
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the second phase. Conflict ends in the third phase and the last

stage announces results. Northen and Kurland’s (2001) model:

Northen and Kurland focus on a few stages of group

development and point out that each stage has its own

developmental issues that must be attended and at least

partially resolved before the group can move into the next

stage. Northen and Kurland proposes a four staged model with

emphasis on socio-emotional themes. The different stages are

described below. Inclusion-Orientation: The main socio-

emotional theme of this stage, as implies, is whether or not

group member will feel included. This stage is typically marked

by anxiety and uncertainty as the group members become

acquainted with the group leader and each other. The major

task for the members is to become oriented to the group and to

decide to be included in the group’s membership. Uncertainty-

Exploration: The major theme of this stage has to do with group

member’s uncertainty regarding issues of power and control.

The socio-emotional issue pertains to conflict, especially

relationship to the group leader. Group members at this stage

explore and test their relationship with the leader and each

other in order to establish roles and develop trust and

acceptance. Mutuality—Goal Achievement: At this stage, the

group is characterized by mutual aid and problem solving.

Socio-emotional patterns among group members show greater

self disclosure, empathy and mutual acceptance. Conflict and

differences are dealt with as a means to achieve both individual

and group goals. Separation-Termination: The final stage

focuses on the socio-emotional issues of separation and

termination. Members at this stage may be reluctant to leave the

leader and the group. The task here is to help prepare members

for termination, deal with any unfinished business and, most

importantly, help group members thereafter what they have

learnt in the group to life outside the group. NSOU ? PGSW-III

77 5.4 Conclusion Social group work is a primary method of

social work, which believes that the development of individual is

mainly dependent on the group experiences. There are number

of socio-psychological problems that cannot be solved without

the help of the group and understanding of the theory. The

development of personality is also dependent on the use of

group life to some extent. The group worker should follow

various social science theories, some of the theories as

discussed like learning, Social Exchange, Field, System Theory,

Psychoanalytic, Conflict Theory and Human and Social Capital

etc., are very important. But one should not also forget the

theory of Sigmund Freud, psychoanalytic theory. Individual

behaviour and their problems could be study well when he or

she is in conflict situation. So, using all such theories the group

worker can be more knowledgeable, skilful, and logical and

make themselves scientific in their approach into practice field.

This is also equally applicable that the group worker should

develop knowledge and follow appropriate model of group

work practice, which would definitely help in reaching the

objectives that are set for the groups at the beginning stage.

Some of the models like Social Goal, Remedial, Developmental,

Fisher’s theory of decision emergence in group, Tuckman’s

(1965) stage model, Kurt Lewins individual change model,

Northen and Kurland’s (2001) model, Tubbs’s system model of

group development,Bales’s stages of group development, etc,

all are important in group work practice. These models are

helpful in developing and nurturing groups, especially in
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understanding individual in a group and a frame of reference.

Scientific knowledge about motivations of human behavior not

only provided new insights to the problems which individuals

experience as individuals, but make interpretation of interaction

of individuals in groups much more meaningful. All theories as

discussed therefore are helping to group worker to understand

small group and its interaction, behavior etc for group growth

and development. It is significantly important because it is

helping the individual for personality formation and also

personality development. So, understanding of all theories and

models relating to group work are important. NSOU ? PGSW-III

78 5.5 Exercise 1. Briefly discuss any four small group work

theories in social group work practice (use separate page if

required) 2. Write how small group work theories help worker in

group work practice 3. Write different models in group work

practice and discuss how it can help worker in group work
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Objectives 6.2 Introduction 6.3 Topic name: Group Formation

6.4 Conclusion 6.5 Exercise 6.6 Reference 6.1 Objectives The

basic objective of this unit is to help the students to understand

how one should form a group and what should be its basic

criteria. Such understanding
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the social worker to follow a process for setting a purposeful

group,
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agency set up. 6.2 Introduction The various types of groups that

can be formed by social group workers are classified as a)

Remedial groups, b) Growth groups, c) Task groups(Jagadish,

n.d.). Remedial groups are mostly to enable the members to

sustain their changed behaviour and to cope up with new

situations in life. The focus is more on the socio- emotional

needs. This type of group is formed with those people who have

undergone some treatment for a pathological condition. For

example, a group of people who have been discharged from a

drug de-addiction centre have to be helped to continue their

changed behaviour and the treatment(
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Growth groups are to create awareness about the opportunities

to grow and develop in their career and other life positions.

These groups focus both on the social and emotional needs of

the members as well as achievement of a tangible target. Some

examples are: a group of youth is brought together to enhance

their
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entrepreneurial abilities so as to improve income generating

capacities and make them feel they are worthy members of the

society, teaching children to acquire social skills and social

etiquettes, so that they perform their social responsibilities

properly and grow as useful adults(
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Ken Heap (1985) discussed these as group formation and

planning; the first meetings; the working phase; use of activities

and action; and the termination of the Group. According to

Douglas (1979) there are five stages
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Task groups focus on certain work or activity the group is to

achieve for its own development. The task could be

development oriented, solving a problem or a crisis situation or

a social disadvantage. Some examples are: a committee formed

by an organisation to deliberate on certain strategies to improve

the service delivery, an administrative group of heads of

different units of an agency to work out ways and means to

improve the performance of the staff and bring about

coordination among the different units, group formed to tackle

water shortage, poor civic amenities and reservation of jobs for

women. Therefore, formation of any short of groups should be

done with care and as per proper process, which are analyzed in

details as below. 6.3 Group Formation
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evaluation. He has discussed these as the functions of leader

while Toseland and Rivas (1984) discussed the stages under

planning phase, beginning phase, middle phase and ending

phase. For our purpose of understanding how one should form

a group or what matters the worker should take care in different

form of groups are stated below(
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Middle (active working) phase • Evaluation of the group • Ending

phase
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In the pre-group phase worker identifies the need for organising

a group and initiates steps to form the group. In the initial (first

meetings) phase the worker and the group members meet at

the place specified agency or any other place where group is

likely to have it’sand initial orientation to the group’s purpose

and other information is given and shared. In the middle (active

working) phase the group continues its deliberations and

activities to accomplish its goals and in evaluation phase the

performance of the group is examined vis-à-vis the group

purpose and members, goals. Finally, in the ending or

termination phase the group is made to dissolve and the worker

enables the members to part with each other on a goodwill

note(
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The worker should remember the following important areas

while going for group formation. 1. Planning and Group

Formation The social group worker representing an agency

providing services such as residential care, day-care and

community work may come across situations where the

services of the agency are effectively utilised by the members

through a positive group experience. The needs of the group

may even be identified. Once the worker identifies the need for

formation of group, he/she starts planning for the formation of

the group. For this the worker has to answer some questions

with his/her professional background very carefully and

systematically (
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The group exists for days, weeks, months and the frequency of

its meetings. How to ensure members’ involvement in the

group? The agreements the members and the worker enter into

ensure the group processes to go on till the attainment of the

purpose of the group. Keeping in mind these questions the

broad steps at this stage are: • Formulating group objectives or

purpose • Composition of group
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Size of the group • Enrolling the members • Contracting

Formulating Group’s objectives: Here the worker has to be clear

in his mind as to why the group is being conceived and what it is

addressing itself to. The purpose has to be expressed in a well-

defined statement’s. It shall not be confusing and shall not give

any scope for suspecting its genuineness as to group’s broad

aim of helping the potential needy members. Therefore, it shall

be formulated in simple statements. It shall provide answers to

the potential members as to what to expect and to what extent

their participating in the group is beneficial. A well-defined

statement of the purpose also takes care of unnecessary

members to join the group. It also enables the agency that the

formation of the group is within the confines of the agency’s

areas of operations and is not against its interests and services. It

also enable the sponsors and other resource agencies what to

expect from the group. Composition of Group: Once the group

is established then the worker should look into what shall be the

composition of the group. Should it be homogeneous in its

composition or heterogeneous? Homogeneity indicates sharing

common features among the group members such as age,

educational background, social class, and other interests.

Homogeneity helps in building the group bond faster which is a

decisive force in group process.
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These questions are: Why is the group? Here, the worker has to

look at the need for forming the group. The purpose and goals it

can attain have to be conceptualised and defined. For whom

the group is being formed? Here, the task is to work out type of

members the group addresses to. What are the eligibility criteria

to enrol a member? How many? This focus on the life span of

the group in terms of time period and the number of sessions/

meetings it shall have(
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Therefore, it is an important task for the group worker to decide

the composition of the group keeping in mind the broad

purpose and the individual member needs and goals (
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Heterogeneity addresses to the need for diversity of certain

characteristics of the members such as the length of time

suffering with or coping with the problem, the efforts put into

deal with the problem, the emotional state besides the other

demographic attributes. Diversity ensures sharing of each

other’s situations, making comparisons, finding alternatives, and

stimulates each other. At the same time it poses problems of

acceptance and involvement (
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Another aspect that has to be considered is whether to have an

open group or a closed group. In open group there are no

restrictions on joining the group from the point of the time. One

can be enrolled into the group any time during the life of the

group. While the closed group stops enrolment of members

after the stipulated time of admission. Opting for open or closed

group depends on the purpose, the goals and the time frame

set for the group. Size of the Group: How many members shall

compose the group? What shall be the ideal size? What are the

criteria to determine whether the size of the group is too big or

small (Participant Manual - Social Welfare - Part 3.Pdf, n.d.)? All

these questions are there in the mind of the worker There are

no hard and fast rules to determine the size of the group. It

basically depends on the purpose of the group and

manageability from the point of time, space, funds and some

form of controls that need to be introduced. Small size is easy

to manage, cohesive
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Enrolling Members: Once it is decided to form the group and

other modalities of the group viz., group’s purpose, composition

and the size of the group have worked out, then the next step is

to enrol the group members. Here, the worker has to make

arrangements to inform the potential members about forming

the group. The information may be given directly to the

potential members or passed through a notice in the agency’s

notice boards, a circular to the staff and other agencies

concerned and by advertising in the media such as newspapers,

local channels etc., and seeking applications from the interested

members. The prospective members may approach either

directly or by sending in their applications (
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The worker has to examine the applications as to the suitability

of the candidates on the basis of eligibility criteria established.

The criteria include extent of need, urgency of intervention,

demographic attributes, experience, and other skills. The worker

can also arrange interviews with the applicants to ascertain their

suitability (
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worker completes the screening, the suitable applicants are

enrolled into the group (
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By interviewing the applicants the worker can also explain to

them about purpose of the group and dispel some of their

doubts about joining the group. Once the
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Contracting: At the time of enrolling the members the worker

and members have to enter into an agreement and certain

conditions are followed during the course of group work. It

consists of a statement of general responsibilities of the

members and the worker during the life of the group. Some of

these include assurance to attend the group sessions regularly,

to complete any task or work assigned, maintain the

confidentiality of the discussions of the group, not to indulge in

a behaviour that is detrimental to the well- being of the group (
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The contract also specifies the fees or charges if any for

undertaking certain activities and for procuring any material, as

well as the penalties or fines the member/s has to pay for any

violations of the terms of contract. The contents in the contract

are subjected to revisions to accommodate some unforeseen

developments as the group process unfolds. The contract may

be in written or an oral understanding. The contract binds the

worker and members to planned schedules of the group and

facilitates an environment to conduct the group processes

effectively (
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Finally the worker has to prepare a stage for beginning the

group proceedings. She/he has to procure a conducive place

for group sessions either in the agency itself or any other

suitable place, arrange for monetary back up, and gather

necessary information and material. And make such other

preparations for launching of the group. Initial Meetings: In this

section we are looking into what are the tasks the worker and

members have to undertake to begin the group. In fact it is the

most crucial stage as the success or failure of the group

depends on how well the initial meetings are handled by the

worker. The members attend the meeting with a lot of

expectations. Memberattends the meeting with the hope that

time has come to get over the problem that has been affecting

them over a (long) period of time. How much of it is going to be

solved? They are also enthusiastic to meet and interact with

others whom they have not met before and who are also having

similar needs/problems. They will look forward to
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having new social experiences. While on the other hand

members many entertaining a number of doubts about the

competence of the worker and whether participating in this

group exercise can really deal with their problems effectively.

They are also having a number of fears. They do not know what

type of persons are the worker and other members (
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The steps involved in this stage are self- presentations by the

worker and the members, orientation about the group, goal

formation, structuring the group session and reviewing the

contract Self-presentations: As soon as the group is convened

for the first time, the worker takes the initiative of making the

group members feel comfortable by friendly greetings with

each and every member. Once the members are settled

comfortably then the worker introduces himself/herself giving

personal and professional details. The worker shall give

adequate information about himself/herself as possible so that it

not only makes members confident about the worker but it also

act as guide as to the details of information they have to

disclose when their self –presentations turn comes. After that

the members are asked to introduce themselves. This exercise

of introductions shall be planned in such a way that it will help

the members to feel at ease, and come out with more details

about their situation(
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The worker should make them understand that the more the

details they give the better will be their understanding about

each other and will make a way for developing trust which is

very important for effective results. There are a number of ways

of introductions. The worker can employ any of such

introductions keeping in mind the group’s purpose and

composition of the group. One way is to sit in a circle and

introductions start in either clockwise or anticlockwise direction.

Another way is the members are divided into pairs and each pair

is asked to exchange information about each other and then

one member of the pair introduces the other and vice versa.

Orientation about the Group: After the self-presentations the

worker shall orient all members about the broad purpose of the

group for which it is formed. Here the worker spells out

circumstances that paved the way for forming the group. How

their disadvantage/s are likely overcome through the

participation in subsequent group processes. Members are told

explained about the functions and the roles of both the worker

and the members. The NSOU ? PGSW-III 88 worker also

mentions previous experiences if any, so that members develop

confidence in the worker as well as the strategy of adopting

group work as a viable alternative. Members are encouraged to

seek clarifications as to the relevance of the group’s purpose to

their needs or problem situation. The worker also explains the

agency’s background. Goal Setting: In this step, the goals of the

group are framed. Goals are statements of desired levels of

change in behaviour or in social situation or in physical

conditions to be achieved at some future time. The purpose of

the group, agency’s purpose, the needs of the individual

members and the modalities of conducting the group—Then

norms of conduct — determine the goals. The worker assesses

the individual needs of the members and in consultation with

them frames the goals. Toseland and Rivas (1984) specified

three areas of goal formation. First area covers group cantered

goals that revolve around the conduct and maintenance of the

group. Second area consists of common group goals that

address to all concerned people worker, members, agency,

sponsor, and finally the third area is concerning individual

member cantered specific goals. The goals are again viewed as

ultimate goal and a number of intermediary goals (Rose, 1973;

Jagdish, n.d). The ultimate goal indicates what final change in

the status quo is to be attained while the intermediary goals that

facilitate attainment of ultimate goal. These intermediary goals

are formulated session-wise and / or stage-wise that is from the

reference of time or progress made (
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Konapka (1958) emphasises that while framing the goals, care

shall be taken to see that these are complementing and

supplementing rather than conflicting and contradicting each

other. Some examples of the goals are: • The parents of

mentally retarded children join agroup to learn some better

ways of coping up with the challenges of upbringing their wards

— the general need of the group members.; • The purpose of

the group is to provide a platform for the parents of mentally

retarded children to share and exchange their skills in

upbringing of the children— the purpose of the group

formation. • Agency’s purpose is to make parents take more

responsibility in bringing up their mentally retarded children.
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This phase occupies the major part of the working life of the

group. Members attend the sessions regularly and actively

working towards accomplishing its purpose and goals general

group maintenance goals, common group goals and individual

member goals. The steps involved in this stage are making

arrangements for the conduct of group sessions, structuring the

time, facilitating group meetings
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This phase occupies the major part of the working life of the

group. Members attend the session regularly and actively,

working towards accomplishing its purpose and goals, general

group maintenance goals, common group goals and individual

member goals. The steps involved in this stage are as follows: ?

Making arrangements for the conduct of group sessions ?

Structuring the time ?Facilitating group meetings ?
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assessment of the group’s progress. Making Arrangements for

Group Sessions(
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A parent’s specific need is to learn to tackle the aggressive

behaviour of his/ her child and to make his/her spouse and

other family members to accept the child. • The group centred

goal is that all members will share their problems without any

reservations and will not waste the group’s time by indulging in

irrelevant issues. All these are complementing and

supplementing each other. For example, if the goal of joining

the group is to question the policies of the agencies or to

demand for more facilities then the goal is not complementary

to other goals and create problems in attaining other goals,

therefore, should not be included. Structuring Group Session:

Structuring the group session involves two aspects. First is

structuring the time and the second addresses to the pattern of

interactions. The group has to work out how much time has to

be allotted to each session, to each activity and to each

member. The group has to evolve the modalities of adhering to

the time schedules. It has also to work out alternatives in case of

failure to adhere to the time schedules. For example it has to

spend 30 minutes for a video show but because of the

electricity failure, the video could not be played. Instead of idling

away the time the group can have a discussion focused on the

theme of the videotape. The interactions among the members

and between the members and the worker have to be

structured. Structuring the interactions includes how to address

each other, how to and when to intervene and interrupt how to

encourage docile and shy members to participate and control

the domination of some members. It also includes certain group

norms that are to be followed strictly by the members.

Reviewing the Contract: At the time of enrolling, the members

and worker entered into an agreement of working together. At

that time the members might not have good understanding

about the whole exercise. After attending the orientation and

having initial interactions with the worker and with each other,

members and worker may feel the need to change some

conditions of the contract, for example, the frequency of

meetings, time and duration of the meetings, and the fees etc.

The contract is reviewed and new clauses are introduced or

some clauses are deleted from the original contract with mutual

NSOU ? PGSW-III 90 consent. Creating an environment that is

conducive for the healthy conduct of the group session is a

continuous process. The physical arrangements, financial back

up and mobilising resources are the areas the group members

and the worker have to work on(
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worker and other members and self-observations of members

themselves. For example, it is decided to assess the

communication patterns among the members. The worker and

members are informed in advance or later, that is during or after

a specific task has NSOU ? PGSW-III 93 been performed, to note

their observations on various aspects of communication such as

the language, the gestures, modes of communication verbal or

non-verbal the member/s resorts to. While, recording of the

group are written reports, audiotapes and videotapes,

measurement scales of behaviour,
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etc. The interaction patterns, behaviour manifestations, group

attraction, situation leading to conflicts, subgroup formations,

and leadership styles are some areas that can be assessed by the

above mentioned tools(
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The group gears up for attaining various goals it is pursuing. The

worker and the members plan and make preparation for the

group meetings. The worker has to spend considerable amount

of time in developing the activities and procedures for the

conduct of the group meetings. A number of decisions have to

be taken with regard to the selection of an activity or task,

sequencing of the tasks and activities, assigning responsibilities

etc. Materials and equipment to conduct the group activities

have to be procured. Resource agencies and persons have to be

contacted. For example, a pre-retirement counselling group

may plan for exercises that would give them an idea about the

possible changes that take place in their social status and roles

and how best to cope up with the new situation. The possible

exercises could be role-plays, screening of a video followed

with a discussion, an orientation lecture session by an expert

counsellor in the field etc. Structuring Time: The worker

continues this task of setting the time limits for group sessions

and individual tasks which has already been initiated in the

previous phase as the life of the group is for specified period.

The members and the worker have to be quite conscious of

using time to get maximum benefit out of the group meetings.

It is often NSOU ? PGSW-III 91 the tendency to delay the start

the meetings for the sake of latecomers. Delaying the starting

time may encourage late coming and cause inconvenience to

others who report in time. It also happens that the meetings are

either closed early or late. This is also not healthy as it causes

inconvenience to members who have other works to attend and

discourage them to attending or they may not pay proper

attention to the group activity. Further, it is quite possible to get

totally engrossed in a particular group task and lose track of the

time. This may spill over into the other activity and giving it

insufficient time. Consequently the benefits from the other

activity are badly affected. So it is important that members must

carefully structure their time and follow it. Facilitating the Group

Sessions: It is not sufficient just to plan and prepare for the

group sessions. The very reason for forming the group is to

enable the members to come on to one platform to work

towards solving their problems, which they could not solve

individually. This suggests that the group needs guidance and

support to carry out the tasks it has set forth. The worker has to

take a lead in this and facilitate the group to perform its tasks

successfully. At this stage of group’s life, the members seriously

pursue the goals of both individual and group. Worker

encourages members to actively involved in the group activities,

may they be sharing, discussing, and performing a task. The

worker develops some insight into their strengths and

weaknesses. It may be noticed that some members are

performing well and while others do not show progress.

Because of this the group’s progress is affected. The worker has

to facilitate the non- performing members to perform.

Equipped with the sound knowledge base in human behaviour

he/she assists each and every member to be aware of their

cognitive processes intrapersonal processes that are blocking

their progress, and enables them to organise their social

transactions interpersonal interactions in the group to establish

purposeful relationship. Intrapersonal limitations revolve around

feelings, thoughts, beliefs and behaviour patterns of the

member. For example when a member is asked to give his

feeling about the just concluded group session, if he/she

expresses that so and so member is rude in interacting, then the
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member is giving his thought but not the feeling which may

unhappiness or happiness with the session. Sometimes the

member does not understand the association between these

cognitive processes. In the above example the link between the

thoughts and feelings are not established if NSOU ? PGSW-III 92

the member could link the association between the thoughts of

being dealt rudely by others during the course of the session

and his/her being unhappy. In another case a member may

entertain irrational thoughts and beliefs. In the above example if

a member says that he/she feels the behaviour of a particular

member is rude towards him/ her because the member

resembles somebody in his/ her past with which he/ she had

bad relationships. The worker facilitates the member to perform

in desired direction by making them to understand these mental

states. The worker then make suggestions for reframing and

restructuring of the thoughts and expressions, as well as for

stopping of the recurrence of unhealthy thoughts to enable the

member to deal with these cognitive processes. The worker

facilitates interpersonal interactions whenever he/she finds

them deteriorating. Deteriorating interpersonal relations are

discerned when members fail to communicate with each other,

participate in the group activities, avoids some members, differ

and pick up quarrels with each other, and form subgroups and

work against each other. The worker helps to improve the

interpersonal interactions by introducing a number of ice

breaking, role-playing, modelling, and simulation exercises. At

the environmental level worker connects the members with

resources, creates congenial physical and social environment.

Examining Group’s Performance: The group processes are

examined with a view to ensure that group attains its goals. It

provides proper direction and guidance to the group. It includes

the assessment of the levels of participation and involvement of

group members in the group activities, the changes that are

taking place in the members’ perceptions, attitudes and

behaviours, acquisition of new skills and strengthening of

existing skills that would help members to deal with their

problem areas and grow. It points out the areas for and type of

interventions that have to be planned and implemented by the

worker at individual level as well as at the group level. The

assessment is being done by the worker, members themselves

and others who are associated with the group. The tools that

help generally helps in the assessment are observations
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The process and procedures of assessment are carried out with

or without prior knowledge of members. Evaluation in group

formation process (
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Evaluation (on going) is an integral component of social group

work. The term evaluates simply means to examine the value of.

According to Trecker (1955), it attempts to measure the quality

of group’s experience in relation to the objectives and functions

of the agency. Evaluation provides the necessary feedback on

the performance of the group. It is carried out after the end of

group work activity. It focuses on the worker’s performance,

agency support, the group process and growth of the members.

The evaluation may be entrusted to the worker or to someone

in the agency or to an outside expert(
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It points out that whether the worker competently dealt with the

group work process or not. What shortcomings are constraining

the worker to perform better? It enables him/her to gain

confidence and make efforts to improve his/her professional

knowledge and skills, gives him/ her satisfaction that he/she is

contributing for good of the profession and the society. It

throws light on effectiveness and ineffectiveness of planning

and conducting the group sessions.
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Finally, it indicates measures to be taken not to repeat the

mistakes or overcome the shortcomings for future groups

formations and processes. Therefore evaluation is not just a

routine administrative job but also a guide for the future. 6.4

Summary In this chapter we have thoroughly studied
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different factors that necessitate social workers to plan for a

social group.
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work groups are different from other groups as they come into

existence for a specific purpose of enabling people in need to

resolve their needs through group experience which under

constant guidance from a professional trained social worker. We

also have information about the types of social work groups that

can be thought of by the worker keeping in mind the

needs/problem situation of the members, the interests of the

agency, and the availability of resources. We have learnt that the

social work group formation has a numbers of phases and each

phase has a number of steps, which the worker and members

have to carefully involve. We have also examined the role of

social group worker in group formation. We have discussed the

generic roles group work in different stages. The group worker

is the key player in the formation of the group. The worker plays

a number of roles. He/ she plays the most widely shared roles of

social worker in general viz., enabler, mediator, advocate,

educator, and facilitator. The roles specific to social work group

are that of a leader and decision maker(
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Social Work Group Formation, n.d.-a). As enabler the worker

furnishes the necessary information to members so that

member’s doubts are clarified and their participation levels

improve. He/she encourages the member/s who takes initiatives

in performing the group tasks. As mediator, the worker resolves

the conflicts in the group by liaison. Brings conflicting members

onto discussion forum and interprets each member’s points of

view so that the misunderstandings that caused the conflict are

put to an end. The worker also mediates the negotiations

between the group and the other staff of the agency and other

resource agencies(
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As advocate the worker presents the case of the members to

the agency authorities to secure certain additional facilities and

concessions. She/he pleads on behalf of the member with

family and/or with the community to cooperate with the

member by way of accommodating the member’s needs.

He/she presents the case of the member/ s to the referral

services(
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As educator the worker clarifies the misnomers the member/s

have about various aspects such as the problem/need, irrational

beliefs, unfounded fears etc. He passes on information to the

members about the developments taking place in the areas

concerning their social situations. NSOU ? PGSW-III 95 As

facilitator the worker creates congenial environment for the

group to go ahead with its activities and tasks. He/she procures

the required material for the smooth conduct of the group

sessions/tasks. The worker helps members who are shy and

withdrawn type to participate by helping them to identify their

intrapersonal and interpersonal shortcomings and assists them

in overcoming these. As a Leader the group worker also plays

the role of a leader in the group. As a professional with sound

knowledge base in human behaviour and social interactions and

interpersonal relations, the group worker is automatically

assumes leadership role. Till the time the group has its leader

from among the members the worker discharges the functions

of a leader. Douglas discussed four leadership acts the worker

performs viz., preparation, intervention (working), intervention

(control) and evaluation. The worker provides directions to

group members in planning the group activities, making

preparations for carrying out the planned activities and finally in

carrying out activities. He exercises controls over those

members who are either not cooperative or involving in actions

that are detrimental to the group’s norms and purposes. As

decision maker he performs the role as decision maker.

Decision making is to choose among the alternatives available.

A number of decisions have to be taken in planning and

organising group and its activities. The decision-making process

starts from the conception of the group to that of termination of

the group. At every stage decisions have to be made. For

example, a decision has to be taken to decide the size and

composition of the group in the formation stage. They have to

be made independently by the worker or made in active

consultation with and involvement of members, agency

administrators and other staff and at times even with resource

and referral agencies. Even though the worker has conviction in

the democratic process, still the worker is compelled to take

decision as the group is in a fix or dilemma to take decisions.

Finally, the worker as a leader develops and promotes Co-

leadership in the group. The worker identifies the potential

leaders from among the members and creates opportunities for

them to take up leadership responsibilities. NSOU ? PGSW-III 96

6.5 Exercise 1. What is group Formation? 2. What are the factors

or areas that one should be keep in mind for group formation? 3

What role a social worker
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Unit 7 ? Group Development Structure 7.0 Objectives 7.1

Introduction 7.2 Group Development 7.3 Group Process 7.4

Group Dynamics 7.5 Conclusion 7.6 Exercise 7.7 Reference 7.0

Objectives The basic objective of this part is to develop clear

concepts on group development, group process and group

dynamics. This concept is very much essential in order to help

in understanding growth of the group, which generally is the

system to prepare the members to face various challenges, to

tackle problems, to find solutions, to plan work, and to deliver

results. 7.1 Introduction Groups, like individuals, are each unique

with their own experiences and expectations. Many

commentators studying group development and dynamics have

recognized that group development, as a generalization, is more

predictable than individual behavior. Many theories of stages of

group development have been cultivated, and it must be

stressed that no single definitive model of stages of group

development exists. Two of the most useful theories of stages of

group development are those discussed by Tuckman (1965) and

Rogers (1967). These models, like others (for example Heap,

1977), propose as groups develop and change they pass through

stages which may be conceptualized. Tuckman’s model has

been used extensively NSOU ? PGSW-III 99 within youth work

theory and practice and is an excellent model for attempting to

analyze individual and group behavior(Groups at Work-Social

Psychology Assignment, n.d.). Before going into those models,

let us try to understand the basic concept of group

development. 7.2 Group Development Group development in

social group work refers to the process of progress of group’s

achievement over a period of time. The term generally used to

indicate the pattern in a way the groups of people change over

time and make decisions. Two specific indicators of group

development are: (a) the members feeling settled and happy in

the group; and (b) progress the group is making in achieving its

objectives. Regular meetings of the group, a wider interaction

among members, a free flowing conversation, and language,

general spirit of cooperation and accommodation of members

are some signs of positive environment in a group, reflecting a

clear sign of group development (Siddiqui, 2008). The indicators

of group development are : attendance, punctuality, definite

meeting time and attendance, development of a formal

organization, willingness on the part of the members to

undertake initiative and responsibility, Increased innovation and

motivation, controlled behavior of the members, high level of

participation, emergence of leader, and shift from ‘I’ and ‘Me’ to

‘We’ and ‘Us’. The process was first described by Tuckman, an

educational psychologist who came up with the process in the

1960s. Since then group development is known as team

building and team development and have became a generally

accepted pattern of group behavior. In group development,

group is formed; members get to know each other, even if there

are pre-existing relationships, and also closely interact with each

other. Understanding the stages of group development helps in

developing proper intervention in the group process to bring

about group’s growth and achieving group goals. Some

theorists have claimed that groups develop through more or

less predefined stages (eg. Kurt Lewin’s unfreezing-change-

freezing, Tuckman’s Team Development Stages, etc.). Others

have said that group development is cyclic. Yet some have

argued that group development happens while groups may or

may not go through NSOU ? PGSW-III 100 certain phases at
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some moment in time. To get an acceptable definition of this

phrase is difficult because it has been defined in many ways with

varying degrees of depth and complexity. • Berkowitz (1974) has

stated that group development refers to the fact that group

process undergoes modification which enables the group to

have more alternative ways to solve problems (as citied in Smith,

2001). • Ridgeway’s (1983) definition of group development

focuses on the groups need for improved communication

patterns (as citied in Smith, 2001). • Sarri & Galinsky (1974) have

defined group development as changes through time in the

internal structure, processes and culture of group (as citied in

Bission, 1988). As an outline in this definition (Sarri&Galinsky as

citied in Ito et.al., 2008) of group development entails changes

within three different dimensions. The first dimension, the social

dimension, is concerned with the organization of groups’

structure and the pattern of the participants’ roles and

structures. The second dimension focuses on the group’s

activities, task and the operative process of the group and is

labelled the activity dimension. The other dimension, group

culture, includes properties such as group norms, values and a

shared group purposes. 7.2.1 Stages of Group Development: An

Overview Tuckman’s model (1965) has been used extensively

used theory and practice and is an excellent model for

attempting to analyse individual and group behaviour. His model

is elaborated below Stage 1: Forming In the Forming stage,

group members rely on safe, patterned behaviour and look to

the group leader for guidance and direction. Group members

have a desire for acceptance by the group and a need to know

that the group is safe. They set about gathering impressions and

data about the similarities and differences among them and

forming preferences for future sub grouping. Rules of behaviour

seem to be to keep things simple and to avoid controversy.

Serious topics and feelings are avoided. The major task

functions also concern orientation. Members attempt to

become NSOU ? PGSW-III 101 oriented to the tasks as well as to

one another. Discussion centres on defining the scope of the

task, how to approach it, and similar concerns. To grow from

this stage to the next, each member must relinquish the

comfort of non-threatening topics and risk the possibility of

conflict(Stages of Team Development, n.d.). Oppressive

behaviour is least likely within the formation stage of a group as

individuals generally look to create a comfort zone and do not

wish to rock the boat. Often frustrations will be built upon

between individuals who disagree strongly, but this will

generally not surface until storming begins. A knowledge and

understanding of the feelings and emotions felt by group

members in this stage is helpful, if not essential, to the effective

structuring of a programme to work towards the desired

outcome for the group. The worker should be patients and

undertake activities/decisions to show results in the first

sessions of group formation and to arouse the interest of

members. The members can be briefed about duration of the

group, its size, nature, meeting place, etc. Thus, the planning for

forming the group in particular should focus on the following

details. Composition of group: The nature of membership

depends on purpose of the group and its goals. The worker

must collect details about members on the following points: the

socio- economic background of members, geographical

location, client group, earlier experience of group participation,

reasons for joining the group, and individual needs and interests.

Collecting information about these issues will help the worker in

carrying out the work. Size of group: A decision about the size
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of the group should be made keeping the purpose of the group

and the needs of members in mind. The decision about the size

depends on several factors including the experience of worker

and the age group of the clients/members. Frequency of the

meeting: Frequency of group meeting is to be fixed depending

upon the purpose or convenience of members, the workers

own work load, etc. As such, there is no fixed
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formula to decide the frequency. For example, recreational

group of children meet more frequently, support group may be

once in a week or once in 15 days and self help group or saving

groups weekly or once in a month and so on. Frequency of

meeting of treatment group is decided more in accordance with

the needs of the members. Place of meetings: A place of group

meeting has also to be decided in accordance with the

convenience of the members and in convenience of space and

other resources needful for group activities. Frequent change of

venue of meeting is known to cause difficulties and should be

avoided. Members consent about the place of meeting could

severely affect the participation. Duration of the group: The

decision about the duration is taken considering the experience,

capacity of the members to achieve the goal in a given time

frame. The duration of the group can be changed depending

upon the progress made by the group, such as a certain level of

cohesion and the decision of the members to continue in their

own. Establish group culture, mutual aid system and social

responsibility is also important for a worker in the planning and

forming stage. Stage 2: Storming The next stage, which

Tuckman refers as storming stage. As the group members

attempt to organize for the task, conflict inevitably results in

their personal relations. Individuals have to bend and mould

their feelings, ideas, attitudes, and beliefs to suit the group

organization. Because of “fear of exposure” or “fear of failure,”

there will be an increased desire for structural clarification and

commitment. Although conflicts may or may not surface as

group issues, they do exist. Questions will arise about who is

going to be responsible for what, what the rules are, what the

reward system is, and what criteria for evaluation are. These

reflect conflicts over leadership, structure, power, and authority

(“Team to Achieve Milennium - PHDessay.Com,” 2017). There

may be wide swings in members’ behavior based on emerging

issues of competition NSOU ? PGSW-III 103 and hostilities.

Because of the discomfort generated during this stage, some

members may remain completely silent while others attempt to

dominate. In order to progress to the next stage, group

members must move from a “testing and proving” mentality to a

problem-solving mentality. The most important trait in helping

groups to move on to the next stage seems to be the ability to

listen(“Team to Achieve Milennium - PHDessay.Com,” 2017). The

potential for oppressive behaviour is strong within the storming

phase as group members preferred roles and release frustrations

built within the forming period. This personal oppression should

be discouraged whilst it is understood that a degree of conflict

is necessary if the group is to further develop(Groups at Work-

Social Psychology Assignment, n.d.). It is important to be aware

that conflict will take place within all groups, and if handled well

this conflict can produce benefits for the group in terms of

development, objective and task setting, and ultimate outcome.

Thus conflict is not inherently something to be feared or

avoided(Groups at Work-Social Psychology Assignment, n.d.). In

the exploration stage, the worker must focus on preparation of

profile and setting objectives. Hence, the worker must take

details of members including their name, age and educational

status; general awareness level of group goals; the self

confidence level; communication skills; and leadership

potential. This profile can serve as the benchmark to see what

changes can occur in individuals as a result of their participation

in group activities. The success of the group depends to a great
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extent on the clarity on setting objectives. The group objectives

should be broad enough to cover these individual differences of

needs. The objectives of group will however depend on the kind

of member the worker is working with. The purpose of the

group is also influenced by the sponsoring organization. A

number of other objectives can also be identified to work with

the groups. Some of the objectives of group work are: to

provide recreational services on activities, to provide creative

activities among group members, to prepare members for social

responsibility, to develop life skills, and to provide helps in

dealing with problems of social functioning.
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Stage 3: Norming In Tuckman’s Norming stage, interpersonal

relations are characterized by cohesion. Group members are

engaged in active acknowledgment of all members’

contributions, community building and maintenance, and

solving of group issues. Members are willing to change their

preconceived ideas or opinions on the basis of facts presented

by other members, and they actively ask questions of one

another. Leadership is shared, and cliques dissolve. When

members begin to know-and identify with-one another, the

level of trust in their personal relations contributes to the

development of group cohesion(Stages of Team Development,

n.d.). It is during this stage of development (assuming the group

gets this far) that people begin to experience a sense of group

belonging and a feeling of relief as a result of resolving

interpersonal conflicts. The major task function of stage three is

the data flow between group members: They share feelings and

ideas, solicit and give feedback to one another, and explore

actions related to the task (Stages of Team Development, n.d.).

Creativity is high. If this stage of data flow and cohesion is

attained by the group members, their interactions are

characterized by openness and sharing of information on both a

personal and task level. They feel good about being part of an

effective group. The major drawback of the norming stage is

that members may begin to fear the inevitable future breakup of

the group; they may resist change of any sort(Stages of Team

Development, n.d.). The storming and norming phases of group

development are inextricably linked, as it is often through the

storming and challenging that acceptable group norms become

set. It is important that a youth worker works hard during this

stage to ensure oppression against individuals within the group

do not become the acceptable norm, as then all group

members will oppress these individuals. Thus, individual

oppressions must be challenged and emphasis placed on

challenging attitudes and opinions but not group

members(Groups at Work-Social Psychology Assignment, n.d.).

Stage 4: Performing The Performing stage is not reached by all

groups. If group members are able to evolve to stage four, their

capacity, range, and depth of personal relations expand to true

interdependence. In this stage, people can work independently,

in subgroups, or
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as a total unit with equal facility. Their roles and authorities

dynamically adjust to the changing needs of the group and

individuals. Stage four is marked by interdependence in personal

relations and problem solving in the realm of task functions

(FacultyDevelopment_GroupDevelopment.Pdf, n.d.). By now,

the group should be most productive. Individual members have

become self-assuring, and the need for group approval is past.

Members are both highly task oriented and highly people

oriented. There is unity: group identity is complete, group

morale is high, and group loyalty is intense. The task function

becomes genuine problem solving, leading toward optimal

solutions and optimum group development. There is support for

experimentation in solving problems and an emphasis on

achievement. The overall goal is productivity through problem

solving and work(FacultyDevelopment_
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Pdf, n.d.). Stage 5: Adjourning Tuckman’s final stage, adjourning,

involves the termination of task behaviours and disengagement

from relationships. A planned conclusion usually includes

recognition for participation and achievement and an

opportunity for members to say personal goodbyes. Concluding

a group can create some apprehension – in effect, a minor

crisis. The termination of the group is a regressive movement

from giving up control to giving up inclusion in the group. The

most effective interventions in this stage are those that facilitate

task termination and the disengagement

process(FacultyDevelopment_GroupDevelopment.Pdf, n.d.).

The ending of a group can be a very unhappy and distressing

time for some members, as they may feel some extent of

dependency on the group. Garland et al. describe some of the

typical responses to the ending phase as(Groups at Work-Social

Psychology Assignment, n.d.): • Denial – ‘forgetting‘ the time of

the groups termination. • Regression – reverting to a less

independent state of functioning. • Need expression – in the

hope the group will continue. • Recapitulation – detailed recall

of past experiences within the group. • Evaluation – detailed

discussion on the value of the group experience.
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Flight – destructive denial of any positive benefit of the group,

or a positive disengagement towards other interests. Potential

exists within this stage for members to be oppressed as

scapegoats, that is blamed or at fault for the ending of the

group. This can be minimised by constant focusing and

refocusing on group end points and staged celebrations of

group achievements. As we have seen the value of a theoretical

understanding of conceptualising this group stage theory in

youth work and other helping professions, lies in enabling group

workers to ‘tune into the group’s processes and respond

appropriately‘ (Preston-Shoot, 1987). 7.2.2 Role of Social Worker

in different stages of group development There are different

roles of social worker according to different stages of

development. For our easy understanding we can elaborate this

concept as below by keeping reclassified stages of group

development vis-a-vis role of a social worker. The social worker

practicing this method in the Indian setting following the

western theoretical framework may find it an uphill task. Let us

try to understand to bifurcate various stages of development in

view of the above to outline the role of social worker. Stage I:

Planning and Formation of Group: Under this, the worker has to

work hard to form a group. Planning stage refers to contacting

the potential members individually or in small groups to share

with them the idea of forming a group. The formation stage

thus will require careful planning. The worker should contact

the members individually and in groups to discuss the idea and

purpose of group formation. The members can be briefed about

duration of the group, its size, nature, meeting place, etc. Thus,

the planning for forming the group in particular should focus on

the following details. (i) Composition of group: The nature of

membership depends on purpose of the group and its goals.

The worker must collect details about members on the

following points: the socio-economic background of members,

geographical location, client group, earlier experience of group

participation, reasons for joining the group, and individual needs

and interests. Collecting information about these issues will help

the worker in carrying out the work. NSOU ? PGSW-III 107 (ii)

Size of group: A decision about the size of the group should be

made keeping the purpose of the group and the needs of

members in mind. The decision about the size depends on

several factors including the experience of worker and the age

group of the clients/members. (iii) Frequency of the meeting:

Frequency of group meeting is to be fixed depending upon the

purpose or convenience of members, the workers own work

load, etc. As such, there is no fixed formula to decide the

frequency. For example, recreational group of children meet

more frequently, support group may be once in a week or once

in 15 days and self help group or saving groups weekly or once

in a month and so on. Frequency of meeting of treatment group

is decided more in accordance with the needs of the members.

(iv) Place of meetings: A place of group meeting has also to be

decided in accordance with the convenience of the members

and in convenience of space and other resources needful for

group activities. Frequent change of venue of meeting is known

to cause difficulties and should be avoided. Members consent

about the place of meeting could severely affect the

participation. (v) Duration of the group: The decision about the

duration is taken considering the experience, capacity of the

members to achieve the goal in a given time frame. The

duration of the group can be changed depending upon the
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progress made by the group, such as a certain level of cohesion

and the decision of the members to continue in their own. (vi)

Establish group culture, mutual aid system and social

responsibility is also important for a worker in the planning and

forming stage. Stage II: Exploration Stage: It is critical stage in

the group process and group development and it can be a point

of making a group or break a group. It is time at which members

are searching s individual role and function or one’s status in the

group. Issues of control and power are prominent and tested in

leader–member as well as member-member interaction. The

worker at this stage has to offer magical solution to problems.

Each group member’s needs are to be met and expressed. At

the task level there may be
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anxiety and uncertainty. So, it is important that all members are

involved in the group activity. Thus, in the exploration stage, the

worker must focus on preparation of profile and setting

objectives. The following details could be mentioned as

responsibility of worker in this stage. (i) Preparation of profile:

The worker must prepare a profile of members including their

name, age and educational status; general awareness level of

group goals; the self confidence level; communication skills;

and leadership potential. This profile can serve as the

benchmark to see what changes can occur in individuals as a

result of their participation in group activities. (ii) Setting

objectives: The success of the group depends to a great extent

on the clarity on setting objectives. The group objectives should

be broad enough to cover these individual differences of needs.

The objectives of group will however depend on the kind of

member the worker is working with. Stage III: Performing Stage:

In this stage, the role of the worker is that he or she must have

the capacity to develop cohesion, monitoring and a change to

be avoided in allocating task, which put too much pressure on

individuals as well as to the groups. The feeling of cohesiveness

in the group is what members enjoy most i.e. when they feel

they belong to the group. Stage IV: Evaluation Stage: In the

evaluation stage, the role of worker is to perform the following:

(a) record keeping, (b) help members to evaluate what they have

achieved and also have failed to achieve, and (c) find out what is

the development of individual and group. Evaluation is an

essential part of all processes as it helps the worker and member

both to assess the outcome of their efforts. The evaluation can

be carried out informally or in a formal manner. Stage V:

Termination Stage: At the termination of a group in particular, an

assessment of the individual’s dependence on the group should

be carefully done. The worker can help the group NSOU ?

PGSW-III 109 to feel good about the success achieved.

However, the worker must guard against any emotional over

dependence on the part of the member on group as it can

undermine the individual’s self reliance and coping capacities. In

conclusion, it can be said that the worker has an important role

to play in group development and its stages. The worker

therefore should have a clear concept and thinking as well as

decision towards different stages so as to bring a success of

group goal. 7.2.3 Conclusion Generally, the well known models

of group development have identified a linear arrangement of

development stages, where one stage is completed to precede

or follow the other stage, such as forming, storming, norming,

performing and adjourning, provided by Tuckman (1965). As

Konopka (1963) noted, the relationships of the members to each

other are taken complex and full meaning and possibilities. They

are never static. They change in time and in relation to specific

situations and events in the life span of a group. They propose

that as groups develop and change they pass through stages

which may be conceptualised. This section dealt clearly on

Tuckman’s stage of development and it very well highlighted the

role of social workers in different stages of group development.

7.2.4 Check Your Progress 1. Explain in short what is group

development? 2. Write different stages of group development

and its characteristics. 3. What role can a social worker play in

different stages of group development?
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Group Process Objectives The basic purpose of this sub section

is to provide basic knowledge on the concept of group process

for developing professional competence of handling social

groups. This understanding will help a worker to know what to

expect in different process of group and how to deal with the

situations. The phrase “Group Process” refers to the

understanding of the behaviour of people in groups, such as

task groups, and the processes used to solve problems or make

decisions. A group here is defined as “a collection of individuals

that have shared common interests or experiences.” A group

develops relationships and generates an energy, or identity, that

is different together than when individuals are by themselves or

with others. When a group comes together they are primarily

concerned with the contribution of content to achieve the

purpose for which they were formed. Content is defined as the

“substantive or meaningful part of something”. Group process as

the means by which group members interact, make decisions,

handle problems, and develop their roles. As the definition

implies there are several elements to a group process. Elements,

which typically influence group proceedings, include process

design, communication, participation, decision making and role

fulfilment. As the facilitator your advantage point provides a

great opportunity to regularly observe how things are going.

Depending on the frequency of meetings and an understanding

of what to look for, you can be instrumental in ensuring group

and individual success. For the purpose of this paper I am

concerned with the “process that the facilitator designs” to help

the group accomplish its purpose. 7.3.1 Understanding on group

process Ridgeway (1983) about the dynamics of groups listed

the following group processes in small group. She identified

basic fundamental processes in small group, which are

identified as communication, cohesiveness, group

development, conformity, deviance, social control, status

differentiation, leadership, group culture. The key elements likely

to happen in variety of ways and group process could be

understood on the following ways:
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Interaction; Communication; Cohesion; Conflict; Structuring;

Leadership; Decision making; Norming and group culture;

Social control; Group development Let us try to understand

each of those areas of importance in the group process.

Interaction People join groups for a various purposes. The

interaction started rolling as people come face to face in a

situation. The interaction process is very fluid and undergoes

frequent changes that may lead to either conflict or cohesion of

a group. While communication, both verbal and non-verbal,

facilitates interaction. Interaction can be person or issue

focussed. One person dominated interaction will result in

concentration of power in the group. Such a person will

determine its purpose and will influence the participation of

other members. S/he may impose restriction on interaction of

other members among themselves. In such a context the

interaction will be focussed but it could be termed as autocratic.

This domination can be questioned by other members. The

general sociological understanding is that the larger the size of

the group, lesser is the interaction among its members. The

relationship among members is emotional bond (Toseland and

Rivas 2001). Leadership is the key variable in understanding

interaction. The low participation among members is indicative

of an interaction where some members are keeping a low

profile, remaining at eh periphery of the affairs of the group. The

subgroup is another interaction pattern inevitable in some

groups. The pattern of interaction can be isolated or formation

of sub-groups or all round interaction. Some of the possible

ways of improving interaction in group can be controlling the

size, or reducing distance, developing effective leadership,

clarify group goals, explain the nature of interaction pattern,

dealing with fairness and resistance, etc. Communication

Communication is another important aspects of group

interaction. The nature of communication itself makes

difference on group interaction and its various processes. The

negative communication may dissatisfied members in fulfilling

their desired goal, while positive communication among

members makes them happy and interact more freely among

them. The communication process needs close monitoring and

skilful communicator always is a great asset of the group. Good

communication makes a healthy environment in the group. On

the other hand communication gap NSOU ? PGSW-III 112 may

create misunderstanding among the members. So, the worker

should remember that the nature of communication can help in

giving a structured form in the group for assigning role and

responsibility among group members. Cohesiveness Group

cohesiveness in social group work refers to the willingness of all

members to stay together in the group. Secondary groups, like

women’s groups, SHGs, children’s group, neighbours are

spontaneous and natural. The members join them in their own.

The nature of group formed by social worker is little different

from these groups. The cohesiveness of a formed group is more

fluid and the situation changes with different events and

activities. They external and internal environment of these

groups are dynamic in nature. Therefore, cohesiveness is not

the simple factors of members liking or disliking or interpersonal

interaction. People want to stay in a group because of variety of

reasons, group potential for meeting the needs. People stay in

the group despite of competing with each other. But the factors

that generally helps in the group cohesive are group norms and

group culture; group goal; a caring leader; non threatening
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group environment; a greater degree of homogeneity among

group members. Group Conflict It is natural phenomenon that

the members join together in secondary group, other than

primary group voluntarily and stay and work together, play or

carry out their activities; therefore, it is impossible to move

forward without having any conflict among them. Heated

exchange of ideas, silence, negative feedback, personal remarks

directed against individuals, attacking integrity of individuals, are

all symptoms indicative in a group. Some factors that can cause

group conflict are like miscommunication, ideological

differences, rigidity of group members, cultural differences,

leadership styles, group goals not being able to address

individual needs, outside environment, lack of resources, and

heterogeneity among members. There are various ways in

which group worker, group leader or facilitator can be taken

care such group conflict for smooth function of the group

based on democratic norms. Structuring Group structuring

begins with group functioning. Tuckman (1963) refers that

storming is one important stage, which is useful to understand

the respective positions
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of members in a specific group. The structuring is based on

ongoing assessment of member’s ability and roles which helps

in reducing conflict. It emerged as they became aware of the

goals and conflict of sharing of sharing rewards. Group Decision

Making Group decision is a process of arriving at a decision

where more than two individuals are involved. It is therefore,

necessary for to understand the process of decision making. It is

a pattern, follow some broad models of decision making, such

as the Rational Model, the Political Model, and the Process

Model. The rational model is based upon grounded goal,

objectives, alternatives etc. It takes all available information and

the decision makers are capable in assessing the advantages

and disadvantages of any alternative goals or consequences of

selecting or not selecting any each alternative. But rational

model does possess a silent disadvantage. The model assumes

that there are no intrinsic biases to the decision making process

(Lyles and Thomas, 1988). Therefore, the worker must be

conscious on such facts while helping members to arrive at a

certain decision. While political model, one should be careful as

it tells us to the fact that the decision makers has some interest

and are motivated by and act on their own needs and

perceptions. It does not believe in making full information

available or focussing the optimal viewpoints. Personal interest

and biases are common among members and it influences their

behaviour. This model cannot be the best for social group work

practice. The process model of decision making is more

structured. In this model, decisions are made based upon

standard operating procedures or pre-establishing guidelines

within the group. Leadership in Groups Leadership facilitate in

group functioning. A leaderless group face problems in

maintaining order and focus in group functioning. Social

scientist doesn’t however believe that leaders are born. It can

emerge from the group. As Lewin suggested leadership is a

function of interaction in a group. Some theories identifies as

the central factors in leadership and then go on identify power

as the central factor of leadership and then gone into identifying

different kinds of power. All people who are able to help group

or members in a society in getting the things done as seen as

people having power. They are respected or fear by others and

many of them have emerges as different status than other

members in the group, who normally refers as leaders. French

and Raven (1968) has identified a few types of power of

members
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Leadership Styles and Bases of Power - Strategy, Organization,

System, Manager, Definition, Model, Type, Hierarchy, Business,

n.d.) Norming and Group Culture Norms serve as guideline for

acceptable behaviour. Violation of norms invokes social

sanctions. All groups establish norms and belief systems. But

norming becomes a problem when there is a wide range of

belief and commitment to various values. Norms define the

group culture. It is difficult to evolve norms of role allocation

acceptable to all. But adopting some procedure and system can

regulate members and group functioning. In providing freedom

to members and helping them in respecting each other can

further helps the group growth (Leadership Styles and Bases of

Power - Strategy, Organization, System, Manager, Definition,

Model, Type, Hierarchy, Business, n.d.). Social Control A system

of control is inevitable to enforce compliance. There are formal

rules of conduct and violation of rules can evoke penalty. The

other kind of rules is not coded but is known to members

through process of socialization. It of course is an essential part

to work with a group. Group Development The stages of group

development help the worker to monitor what is happening in a

group. Bale (1950) was perhaps the first person to study the

groups. He noted that the first thing that the people in a group

do is to familiarize themselves with other members in the group

and explore possibilities that the group has to offer them. He

called it as orientation stage. The members may review their

relationship with others in general and assessment based on

experience. He termed this stage as evaluation stage. NSOU ?

PGSW-III 115 Besides, by generalizing the elements of the

processes one can identify seven common steps of Group

Process(Facilitation Center, n.d.). The close observation of these

steps can help the facilitator to work more effectively. These

steps are (Vick, Wayne. J. 2013): Reference: (Facilitation Center,

n.d.) Step 1: Focusing Purpose of group- Focussing purpose of

the group forms the foundation of the work of a group and

consequently the group worker work as a facilitator. He/she

seeks to help a group achieve its purpose or reason for being.

So the purpose must be clearly identified. That is often difficult

to do particularly in problem solving when participants come to

a group event seeing a problem from a completely different

perspective. Yet the facilitator must clarify the purpose long

before participants step foot into the room. Getting clear on the

purpose is absolutely critical to achieving success for the group.

Step 2: Planning for Group and its Process The worker helps the

group by planning a process that will achieve the purpose of the

group. It is during this step that other models, concepts and

frameworks are
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brought to bear on the kind of work that is being done. If we are

doing problem solving we must look at the kind of problem the

group is facing and to select and use a problem solving model

as our guide to planning the event. There are many different

types of problem solving models. If we are not doing problem

solving and just want to explore, learn more, or understand

someone’s plan, it works equally well, although there may be

group process steps that we spend little to no time on. If we are

developing a plan, like a strategic plan, it works equally well.

Step 3: Gathering Data for Group Programme- Information or

data is just like a pile of sand one use to make a sand castle. One

should understand that the sand will become a beautiful sand

sculpture when it is understood and properly formed. But

before we work it, it is just a pile of sand. So, data is just

information if it is not reviewed or understood or assessed

within the proper context. Step 4: Process Data and information

for group decision Data is meaningless until it has been

processed or activities are given proper shape. This is where we

process the data, through various tools and techniques to

squeeze out its meaning and learn what it has to tell us. It is

possible, and often likely, that we may decide to collect more

data to confirm or complete our understanding of the situation.

Steps 3 and 4 are somewhat meaning that a group’s activities

rarely flow from one step to another in a simple, four step, and

clean process. We may need to gather data and process the

information two or three times before we have enough

information and understanding to look at options and make a

decision. Step 5: Examine Options In this step of the group

process one should ask what group could do about this?

Examining options not only assumes the development of the

options but could also include the development of criteria used

for assessing the value of those options to solving the issues or

achieving our goals, and the actual assessment as well. Step 6:

Make Decisions Finally, after obtaining information and its

proper understanding the group members need to make a

decision. Decision making is the act of choosing a course of

action, determining what to do. In addition this step one can

also include the
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setting of priorities and action planning with success metrics

and follow-up requirements. Step 7: Document Results This is

often a forgotten step yet it is extremely important for three

reasons, one standardization of documenting that changes the

group; historical note for future and recognition and

celebration: following implementation and verification of the

successful project taking time to recognize the accomplishment

provides a reward of sorts to the team. Allow them to celebrate

for the success they created. Documenting all the results is

critical but it is necessary for group process purpose. 7.3.2

Conclusion The understanding of group processes is very

meaningful to develop a small group. The process can be

identified by highlighting some important areas like interaction,

communication, cohesiveness, group development, conformity,

deviance, social control, status differentiation, leadership, group

culture as part of the group process. While other can also

identify the elements of group processes by analyzing seven

common steps, which are like focus on the purpose; planning

process; gather relevant data of group and activities process

information relating to progress: examining options of groups:

decision making process; document results. The worker can

play an effective in understanding such concept and helping

group members scientifically. 3.2.5 Check your Progress (Use

the space proved for your answers) 1. What is group process?

Discuss the concept briefly by mentioning different points 2.

Write rolesof asocial worker in group processes.
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Group Dynamics 7.4.1 Objectives The basic objectives of this

sub-section is to give a clear understanding on the concept of

group dynamics, which is a system of behaviours and

psychological processes occurring within a social group (intra

group dynamics), or between social groups (intergroup

dynamics). As the study of group dynamics can be useful in

understanding decision-making behaviour, tracking the spread

of problems in groups, creating effective therapy techniques,

etc, it is necessary for worker to understand this concept. Group

dynamics are at the core of understanding in psychology,

sociology, anthropology, political science, epidemiology,

education, social work, business, and communication studies.

The group dynamics (or group processes) has a consistent,

underlying premise: ‘the whole is greater than the sum of its

parts.’ A social group is an entity, which has qualities that cannot

be understood just by studying the individuals that make up the

group. 7.4.2 History of Group Dynamics In 1924, Gestalt

psychologist, Max Wertheimer identified this fact, stating ‘There

are entities where the behaviour of the whole cannot be derived

from its individual elements nor from the way these elements fit

together; rather the opposite is true: the properties of any of the

parts are determined by the intrinsic structural laws of the

whole’ (Wertheimer 1924, p. 7).As a field of study, group

dynamics has roots in both psychology and sociology. Wilhelm

Wundt (1832–1920), credited as the founder of experimental

psychology, had a particular interest in the psychology of

communities, which he believed possessed phenomena (human

language, customs, and religion) that could not be described

through a study of the individual. Ultimately, it was social

psychologist Kurt Lewin (1890–1947) who coined the term

group dynamics to describe the positive and negative forces

within groups of people (as citied in Kariel, 1956). In 1945, he

established The Group Dynamics Research Center at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the first institute devoted

explicitly to the study of group dynamics. Throughout his career,

Lewin was focused on how the study of group dynamics could

be applied to real-world, social issues.
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An increasing amount of research has applied evolutionary

psychology principles to group dynamics. Humans are argued

to have evolved in an increasingly complicated social

environment and to have many adaptations concerned with

group dynamics. Examples include mechanisms for dealing with

status, reciprocity, identifying cheaters, ostracism, altruism,

group decision, leadership, and intergroup relations. 7.4.3 Some

Eminent theorists Gustave Le Bon: Gustave Le Bon was a French

social psychologist whose seminal study, The Crowd: A Study of

the Popular Mind (1896) led to the development of group

psychology. Sigmund Freud: In Group Psychology and the

Analysis of the Ego, (1922), Sigmund Freud based his preliminary

description of group psychology on Le Bon’s work, but went on

to develop his own, original theory, related to what he had

begun to elaborate in Totem and Taboo. Theodor Adorno

reprised Freud’s essay in 1951 with his Freudian Theory and the

Pattern of Fascist Propaganda, and said that “It is not an

overstatement if we say that Freud, though he was hardly

interested in the political phase of the problem, clearly foresaw

the rise and nature of fascist mass movements in purely

psychological categories.” Jacob L. Moreno: Jacob L. Moreno

was a psychiatrist, dramatist, philosopher and theoretician who

coined the term “group psychotherapy” in the early 1930s and

was highly influential at the time(“Group Dynamics,” 2021). Kurt

Lewin: Kurt Lewin (1943, 1948, 1951) is commonly identified as

the founder of the movement to study groups scientifically. He

coined the term group dynamics to describe the way groups

and individuals act and react to changing circumstances over a

period of times(Human Communication Processes Session

4.Pdf, n.d.). William Schutz: William Schutz (1958, 1966) looked

at interpersonal relations from the perspective of three

dimensions: inclusion, control and affection. This became the

basis for a theory of group behaviour that sees groups as

resolving issues in each of these stages in order to be able to

develop to the next stage (“What Is Group Dynamics Example -

Law Essays,” 2020). Conversely, a group may also devolve to an

earlier stage if
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unable to resolve outstanding issues in a particular stage. He

referred to these group dynamics as “the interpersonal

underworld” because they dealt with group processes that were

largely unseen, as opposed to “content” issues, which were

nominally the agenda of group meetings. Wilfred Bion: Wilfred

Bion (1961) studied group dynamics from a psychoanalytic

perspective, and stated that he was much influenced by Wilfred

Trotter for whom he worked at University College Hospital

London, as did another key figure in the Psychoanalytic

movement, Ernest Jones. He discovered several group

processes which involved the group as a whole adopting an

orientation which, in his opinion, interfered with the ability of a

group to accomplish its work(Human Communication

Processes Session 4.Pdf, n.d.). His experiences are reported in

his published books, especially Experiences in Groups. The

Tavistock Institute has further developed and applied the theory

and practices developed by Bion. Bruce Tuckman: Bruce

Tuckman (1965) proposed the four-stage model called

Tuckman’s Stages for a group. Tuckman’s model states that the

ideal group decision-making process should occur in four

stages(Bruce Tuckman’s Stages for a Group, n.d.). • Forming

(pretending to get on or get along with others) • Storming

(letting down the politeness barrier and trying to get down to

the issues even if tempers flare up) • Norming (getting used to

each other and developing trust and productivity) • Performing

(working in a group to a common goal on a highly efficient and

cooperative basis) Tuckman later added a fifth stage for the

dissolution of a group called adjourning. (Adjourning may also

be referred to as mourning, i.e. mourning the adjournment of

the group). This model refers to the overall pattern of the group,

but of course individuals within a group work in different ways. If

distrust persists, a group may never even get to the norming

stage. Richard Hackman: Richard Hackman developed a

synthetic, research-based model for designing and managing

work groups. Hackman suggested that groups are successful

when they NSOU ? PGSW-III 121 satisfy internal and external

clients develop capabilities to perform in the future, and when

members find meaning and satisfaction in the group. Hackman

proposed five conditions that increase the chance and following

to such conditions the groups will be successful (Human

Communication Processes Session 4.Pdf, n.d.)These include: •

Being a real team: which results from having a shared task, clear

boundaries which clarify who is inside or outside of the group,

and stability in group membership. • Compelling direction: This

results from a clear, challenging, and consequential goal. •

Enabling structure: which results from having tasks which have

variety, a group size that is not too large, talented group

members who have least moderate social skill, and strong

norms that specify appropriate behavior? • Supportive context:

that occurs in groups nested in larger groups (e.g. companies).

In companies, supportive contexts involves a) reward systems

that reward performance and cooperation (e.g. group based

rewards linked to group performance), b) an educational system

that develops member skills, c) an information and materials

system that provides the needed information and raw materials

(e.g. computers). • Expert coaching: which occurs on the rare

occasions when group members feels they need help with task

or interpersonal issues. Hackman emphasizes that many team

leaders are overbearing and undermine group effectiveness.

Scott Peck: M. Scott Peck developed stages for larger-scale
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groups (i.e., communities) which are similar to Tuckman’s stages

of group development. Peck describes the stages of a

community as: • Pseudo-community • Chaos • Emptiness • True

Community Communities may be distinguished from other

types of groups, in Peck’s view, by the need for members to

eliminate barriers to communication in order to be able
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distinctiveness is necessary for group formation. Through

interaction, individuals begin to develop group norms, roles, and

attitudes which define the group, and are internalized to

influence behaviour. Emergent groups arise from a relatively

spontaneous process of group formation. For example, in

response to a natural disaster, an emergent response group may

form. These groups are characterized as having no pre-existing

structure (e.g. group membership, allocated roles) or prior

experience working together. Yet, these groups still express high

levels of interdependence and coordinate knowledge,

resources, and tasks. Group membership and social identity:

The social group is a critical source of information about

individual identity. An individual’s identity (or self-concept) has

two components: personal identity and social identity (or

collective self). One’s personal identity is defined by more

idiosyncratic, individual qualities and attributes. In contrast,

one’s social identity is defined by his or her group membership,

and the general characteristics (or prototypes) that define the

group and differentiate it from others. We naturally make

comparisons between our own group and other groups, but we

do not necessarily make objective comparisons. Instead, we

make evaluations that are self-enhancing, emphasizing the

positive qualities of our own group (see ingroup bias). In this

way, these comparisons give us a distinct and valued social

identity that benefits our self-esteem. Our social identity and

group membership also satisfies a need to belong. Of course,

individuals belong to multiple groups. Therefore, one’s social

identity can have several, qualitatively distinct parts (for example,

one’s ethnic identity, religious identity, and political identity).

Optimal distinctiveness theory suggests that individuals have a

desire to be similar to others, but also a desire to differentiate

themselves, ultimately seeking some balance of these two

desires (to obtain optimal distinctiveness). For example, one

might imagine a young teenager in the United States who tries

to balance these desires, not wanting to be ‘just like everyone

else,’ but also wanting to ‘fit in’ and be similar to others. One’s

collective self may offer a balance between these two desires.

That is, to be similar to others (those who you share group

membership with), but also to be different from others (those

who are outside of your group). NSOU ? PGSW-III 124 Group

cohesion: In the social sciences, group cohesion refers to the

processes that keep members of a social group connected.

Terms such as attraction, solidarity, and morale are often used

to describe group cohesion. It is thought to be one of the most

important characteristics of a group, and has been linked to

group performance, intergroup conflict and therapeutic change.

Group cohesion, as a scientifically studied property of groups, is

commonly associated with Kurt Lewin and his student, Leon

Festinger. Lewin defined group cohesion as the willingness of

individuals to stick together, and believed that without

cohesiveness a group could not exist. As an extension of Lewin’s

work, Festinger (along with Stanley Schachter and Kurt Back)

described cohesion as, “the total field of forces which act on

members to remain in the group” (Festinger, Schachter, & Back,

1950, p. 37). Later, this definition was modified to describe the

forces acting on individual members to remain in the group,

termed attraction to the group. Since then, several models for

understanding the concept of group cohesion have been

developed, including Albert Carron’s hierarchical model and

several bi-dimensional models (vertical v. horizontal cohesion,
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distinctiveness is necessary for group formation. Through

interaction, individuals begin to develop group norms, roles, and

attitudes which define the group, and are internalized to

influence behavior.[16] Emergent groups arise from a relatively

spontaneous process of group formation. For example, in

response to a natural disaster, an emergent response group may

form. These groups are characterized as having no preexisting

structure (e.g. group membership, allocated roles) or prior

experience working together.[17] Yet, these groups still express

high levels of interdependence and coordinate knowledge,

resources, and tasks.[17] Group membership and social identity

The social group is a critical source of information about

individual identity.[18] An individual’s identity (or self-concept)

has two components: personal identity and social identity (or

collective self). One’s personal identity is defined by more

idiosyncratic, individual qualities and attributes.[2] In contrast,

one’s social identity is defined by his or her group membership,

and the general characteristics (or prototypes) that define the

group and differentiate it from others.[2] We naturally make

comparisons between our own group and other groups, but we

do not necessarily make objective comparisons. Instead, we

make evaluations that are self-enhancing, emphasizing the

positive qualities of our own group (see ingroup bias).[2] In this

way, these comparisons give us a distinct and valued social

identity that benefits our self-esteem. Our social identity and

group membership also satisfies a need to belong.[19] Of

course, individuals belong to multiple groups. Therefore, one’s

social identity can have several, qualitatively distinct parts (for

example, one’s ethnic identity, religious identity, and political

identity).[20] Optimal distinctiveness theory suggests that

individuals have a desire to be similar to others, but also a desire

to differentiate themselves, ultimately seeking some balance of

these two desires (to obtain optimal distinctiveness).[21] For

example, one might imagine a young teenager in the United

States who tries to balance these desires, not wanting to be ‘just

like everyone else,’ but also wanting to ‘fit in’ and be similar to

others. One’s collective self may offer a balance between these

two desires.[2] That is, to be similar to others (those who you

share group membership with), but also to be different from

others (those who are outside of your group). Group cohesion

Main Group cohesiveness In the social sciences, group

cohesion refers to the processes that keep members of a social

group connected.[4] Terms such as attraction, solidarity, and

morale are often used to describe group cohesion.[4] It is

thought to be one of the most important characteristics of a

group, and has been linked to group performance,[22]

intergroup conflict[23] and therapeutic change.[24] Group

cohesion, as a scientifically studied property of groups, is

commonly associated with Kurt Lewin and his student, Leon

Festinger. Lewin defined group cohesion as the willingness of

individuals to stick together, and believed that without

cohesiveness a group could not exist.[4] As an extension of

Lewin’s work, Festinger (along with Stanley Schachter and Kurt

Back) described cohesion as, “the total field of forces which act

on members to remain in the group” (Festinger, Schachter, &

Back, 1950, p. 37).[4] Later, this definition was modified to

describe the forces acting on individual members to remain in

the group, termed attraction to the group.[4] Since then, several

models for understanding the concept of group cohesion have

been developed, including Albert Carron’s hierarchical
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task v. social cohesion, belongingness and morale, and personal

v. social attraction). Before Lewin and Festinger, there were, of

course, descriptions of a very similar group property. For

example, Emile Durkheim described two forms of solidarity

(mechanical and organic), which created a sense of collective

conscious and an emotion-based sense of community. Black

sheep effect: Beliefs within the

model[25] and several bi-dimensional models (vertical v.

horizontal cohesion, task v. social cohesion, belongingness and

morale, and personal v. social attraction). Before Lewin and

Festinger, there were, of course, descriptions of a very similar

group property. For example, Emile Durkheim described two

forms of solidarity (mechanical and organic), which created a

sense of collective conscious and an emotion-based sense of

community.[26] Black sheep effect Beliefs within the

https://infogalactic.com/info/Group_dynamics
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to form true community. Examples of common barriers are:

expectations and preconceptions; prejudices; ideology,

counterproductive norms, theology and solutions; the need to

heal, convert, fix or solve and the need to control. A community

is born when its members reach a stage of “emptiness” or

peace. Intra-group dynamics: Intra group dynamics (also

referred to as in group-, within-group, or commonly just ‘group

dynamics’) are the underlying processes that give rise to a set of

norms, roles, relations, and common goals that characterize a

particular social group. Examples of groups include religious,

political, military, and environmental groups, sports teams, work

groups, and therapy groups. Amongst the members of a group,

there is a state of interdependence, through which the

behaviours, attitudes, opinions, and experiences of each

member are collectively influenced by the other group

members. In many fields of research, there is an interest in

understanding how group dynamics influence individual

behaviour, attitudes, and opinions. The dynamics of a particular

group depend on how one defines the boundaries of the group.

Often, there are distinct subgroups within a more broadly

defined group. For example, one could define U.S. residents

(‘Americans’) as a group, but could also define a more specific

set of U.S. residents (for example, ‘Americans in the South’). For

each of these groups, there are distinct dynamics that can be

discussed. Notably, on this very broad level, the study of group

dynamics is similar to the study of culture. For example, there

are group dynamics in the U.S. South that sustain a culture of

honour, which is associated with norms of toughness, honour-

related violence, and self-defence. Group formation: Group

formation starts with a psychological bond between individuals.

The social cohesion approach suggests that group formation

comes out of bonds of interpersonal attraction. In contrast, the

social identity approach suggests that a group starts when a

collection of individuals perceive that they share some social

category (‘smokers’, ‘nurses,’ ‘students,’ ‘hockey players’), and

that interpersonal attraction only secondarily enhances the

connection between individuals. Additionally, from the social

identity approach, group formation involves both identifying

with some individuals and explicitly not identifying with others.

So to say, a level of psychological

100% MATCHING TEXT 330 WORDS
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Individuals tend to upgrade likeable in-group members and

deviate from unlikeable group members, making them a

separate outgroup. This is called the black sheep effect. A

person’s beliefs about the group may be changed depending

upon whether they are part of the in group or out group. New

members of a group must prove themselves to the full

members, or “old-timers”, to become accepted. Full members

have undergone socialization and are already accepted within

the group. They have more privilege than newcomers but more

responsibility to help the group achieve its goals. Marginal

members were once full members but lost membership

because they failed NSOU ? PGSW-III 125 to live up to the

group’s expectations. They can re-join the group if they go

through re-socialization. In a Bogart and Ryan study, the

development of new members’ stereotypes about in-groups

and out-groups during socialization was surveyed. Results

showed that the new members judged themselves as consistent

with the stereotypes of their in-groups, even when they had

recently committed to join those groups or existed as marginal

members. They also tended to judge the group as a whole in an

increasingly less positive manner after they became full

members. Depending on the self-esteem of individual members

of the in-group may experience different private beliefs about

the group’s activities but will publicly express the opposite—that

they actually share these beliefs. One member may not

personally agree with something the group does, but to avoid

the black sheep effect, they will publicly agree with the group

and keep the private beliefs to themselves. If the person is

privately self-aware, he or she is more likely to comply with the

group even if they possibly have their own beliefs about the

situation.
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Group influence on individual behaviour: Individual behaviour is

influenced by the presence of others. For example, studies have

found that individuals work harder and faster when others are

present see social and that an individual’s performance is

reduced when others in the situation create distraction or

conflict. Groups also influence individual’s decision- making

processes. These include decisions related to in-group bias,

persuasion (see Asch conformity experiments), obedience (see

Milgram Experiment), and group think. There are both positive

and negative implications of group influence on individual

behaviour. This type of influence is often useful in the context of

work settings, team sports, and political activism.
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Group structure: A group’s structure is the internal framework

that defines members’ relations to one another over time.

Frequently studied elements of group structure include roles,

norms, values, communication patterns, and status differentials.

Group structure has also been defined as the underlying pattern

of roles, norms, and networks of relations among members that

define and organize the group. Roles can be defined as a

tendency to behave, contribute and interrelate with others in a

particular way. Roles may be assigned formally, but more often

are
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defined through the process of role differentiation. Role

differentiation is the degree to which different group members

have specialized functions. A group with a high level of role

differentiation would be categorized as having many different

roles that are specialized and narrowly defined. A key role in a

group is the leader, but there are other important roles as well,

including task roles, relationship roles, and individual roles.

Functional (task) roles are generally defined in relation to the

tasks the team is expected to perform. Individuals engaged in

task roles focus on the goals of the group and on enabling the

work that members do; examples of task roles include

coordinator, recorder, critic, or technician. A group member

engaged in a relationship role (or socio-emotional role) is

focused on maintaining the interpersonal and emotional needs

of the groups’ members; examples of relationship role include

encourager, harmonizer, or compromiser. Norms are the

informal rules that groups adopt to regulate members’

behaviour. Norms refer to what should be done and represent

value judgments about appropriate behaviour in social

situations. Although they are infrequently written down or even

discussed, norms have powerful influence on group behaviour.

They are a fundamental aspect of group structure as they

provide direction and motivation, and organize the social

interactions of members. Norms are said to be emergent, as

they develop gradually throughout interactions between group

members. While many norms are widespread throughout

society, groups may develop their own norms that members

must learn when they join the group. There are various types of

norms, including: prescriptive, proscriptive, descriptive, and

injunctive. Prescriptive Norms: The socially appropriate way to

respond in a social situation, or what group members are

supposed to do (e.g. saying thank you after someone does a

favour for you). Proscriptive Norms: Actions that group

members should not do; prohibitive (e.g. not belching in public).

Descriptive Norms: Describe what people usually do (e.g.

clapping after a speech) Injunctive Norms: Describe behaviours

that people ought to do; more evaluative in nature than a

descriptive norm. Inter member relations are the connections

among the members of a group, or the social network within a

group. Group members are linked to one another at varying

NSOU ? PGSW-III 127 levels. Examining the inter member

relations of a group can highlight a group’s density (how many

members are linked to one another), or the degree centrality of

members (number of ties between members). Analyzing the

inter member relations aspect of a group can highlight the

degree centrality of each member in the group, which can lead

to a better understanding of the roles of certain group (e.g. an

individual who is a ‘go-between’ in a group will have closer ties

to numerous group members which can aid in communication,

etc.). Values are goals or ideas that serve as guiding principles

for the group. Like norms, values may be communicated either

explicitly or on an ad hoc basis. Values can serve as a rallying

point for the team. However, some values (such as conformity)

can also be dysfunction and lead to poor decisions by the team.

Communication Communication patterns describe the flow of

information within the group and they are typically described as

either centralized or decentralized. With a centralized pattern,

communications tend to flow from one source to all group

members. Centralized communications allow consistent,

standardization information but they may restrict the free flow
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of information. Decentralized communications make it easy to

share information directly between group members. When

decentralized, communications tend to flow more freely, but

the delivery of information may not be as fast or accurate as

with centralized communications. Another potential downside

of decentralized communications is the sheer volume of

information that can be generated, particularly with electronic

media. Status differentials are the relative differences in status

among group members. When a group is first formed the

members may all be on an equal level, but over time certain

members may acquire status and authority within the group;

this can create what is known as a pecking order within a group.

Status can be determined by a variety of factors and

characteristics, including specific status characteristics (e.g.

task-specific behavioural and personal characteristics, such as

experience) or diffuse status characteristics (e.g. age, race,

ethnicity). It is important that other group members perceive an

individual’s status to be warranted and deserved, as otherwise

they may not have authority within the group. Status

differentials may affect the relative amount of pay among group

members and they may also affect the group’s

Unit 7 Group development and group dynamics.docx (D121776257)
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tolerance to violation of group norms (e.g. people with higher

status may be given more freedom to violate group norms).

Group Performance: While many daily tasks undertaken by

individuals could be performed in isolation, the preference is to

perform with other people. Social Facilitation and Performance

Gains: In a study of dynamo genic stimulation for the purpose of

explaining pace making and competition in 1898, Norman

Triplett theorized that “the bodily presence of another rider is a

stimulus to the racer in arousing the competitive instinct...”. This

dynamo genic factor is believed to have laid the groundwork for

what is now known as social facilitation—an “improvement in

task performance that occurs when people work in the

presence of other people”. Further to Triplett’s observation, in

1920, Floyd Allport found that although people in groups were

more productive than individuals, the quality of their product/

effort was inferior. In 1965, Robert Zajonc expanded the study of

arousal response (originated by Triplett) with further research in

the area of social facilitation. In his study, Zajonc considered two

experimental paradigms. In the first—audience effects—Zajonc

observed behaviour in the presence of passive spectators, and

the second—co-action effects—he examined behaviour in the

presence of another individual engaged in the same

activity.Zajonc observed two categories of behaviours—

dominant responses to tasks that are easier to learn and which

dominate other potential responses and non- dominant

responses to tasks that are less likely to be performed. In his

Theory of Social Facilitation, Zajonc concluded that in the

presence of others, when action is required, depending on the

task requirement, either social facilitation or social interference

will impact the outcome of the task. If social facilitation occurs,

the task will have required a dominant response from the

individual resulting in better performance in the presence of

others, whereas if social interference occurs the task will have

elicited a non-dominant response from the individual resulting

good performance of the task and it is a positive impact of

group activities. Several theories analyzing performance gains in

groups via drive, motivational, cognitive and personality

processes, explain why social facilitation occurs.
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Nickolas Cottrell, 1972, proposed the evaluation apprehension

model whereby he suggested people associate social situations

with an evaluative process. Cottrell argued this situation is met

with apprehension and it is this motivational response, not

arousal/elevated drive, that is responsible for increased

productivity on simple tasks and decreased productivity on

complex tasks in the presence of others. In The Presentation of

Self in Everyday Life (1959), Erving Goffman assumes that

individuals can control how they are perceived by others. He

suggests that people fear being perceived as having negative,

undesirable qualities and characteristics by other people, and

that it is this fear that compels individuals to portray a positive

self-presentation/social image of themselves. In relation to

performance gains, Goffman’s “self-presentation theory’”

predicts, in situations where they may be evaluated, individuals

will consequently increase for positive image.
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Social orientation theory considers the way a person

approaches social situations. It predicts that self-confident

individuals with a positive outlook will show performance gains

through social facilitation, whereas a self-conscious individual

approaching social situations with apprehension is less likely to

perform well due to social interference effects. Intergroup

dynamics: Intergroup dynamics refers to the behavioural and

psychological relationship between two dor more groups. This

includes perceptions, attitudes, opinions, and behaviours

towards one’s own group, as well as those towards another

group. In some cases, intergroup dynamics is pro-social,

positive, and beneficial.
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In other cases, intergroup dynamics can create conflict. For

example, Fischer & Ferlie found initially positive dynamics

between a clinical institution and its external authorities

dramatically changed to a ‘hot’ and intractable conflict when

authorities interfered.
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conflict According to social identity theory, intergroup conflict

starts with a process of comparison between individuals in one

group (the in group) to those of another group (the out group).

This comparison process is not unbiased and objective. Instead,

it is a mechanism for enhancing one’s self-esteem. In the

process of such comparisons, an individual tends to favor the

in-group over the out-group, exaggerate and over generalize

the differences between the in group and the out group (to

enhance group NSOU ? PGSW-III 130 distinctiveness), minimize

the perception of differences between in-group members,

remember more detailed and positive information about the in-

group, and more negative information about the out-group, etc.

Even without any intergroup interaction (as in the minimal

group paradigm), individuals begin to show favouritism towards

their own group, and negative reactions towards the out group.

This conflict can result in prejudice, stereotypes, and

discrimination. Intergroup conflict can be highly competitive,

especially for social groups with a long history of conflict (for

example, the 1994 Rwandan Genocide, rooted in group conflict

between the ethnic Hutu and Tutsi). In contrast, intergroup

competition can sometimes be relatively harmless, particularly

in situations where there is little history of conflict (for example,

between students of different universities) leading to relatively

harmless generalizations and mild competitive behaviours.

Intergroup conflict is commonly recognized amidst racial,

ethnic, religious, and political groups.
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Intergroup conflict reduction: There have been several

strategies developed for reducing the tension, bias, prejudice,

and conflict between social groups. These include the contact

hypothesis, the jigsaw classroom, and several categorization-

based strategies. Contact hypothesis (intergroup contact

theory): Gordon Allport (1954) suggested that by promoting

contact between groups, prejudice can be reduced. Further, he

suggested four optimal conditions for contact: equal status

between the groups in the situation; common goals; intergroup

cooperation; and the support of authorities, law, or customs.

Since then, over 500 studies have been done on prejudice

reduction under variations of the contact hypothesis, and a

meta-analytic review suggests overall support for its efficacy. In

some cases, even without the four optimal conditions outlined

by Allport, prejudice between groups can be reduced. Super

ordinate identities: Under the contact hypothesis, several

models have been developed. A number of these models utilize

a super ordinate identity to reduce prejudice. That is, a more

broadly defined, ‘umbrella’ group/identity that includes the

groups that are in conflict. By emphasizing this super ordinate

identity, individuals in both subgroups can share NSOU ? PGSW-

III 131 a common social identity. For example, if there is conflict

between White, Black, and Latino students in a high school, one

might try to emphasize the ‘high school’ group/ identity that

students share to reduce conflict between the groups. Models

utilizing super ordinate identities include the common in-group

identity model, the in-group projection model, the mutual

intergroup differentiation model, and the in-group identity

model. Interdependence: There are also techniques for

reducing prejudice that utilize interdependence between two or

more groups. That is, members across groups have to rely on

one another to accomplish some goal or task. In the Robbers

Cave Experiment, Sheriff used this strategy to reduce conflict

between groups. Elliot Aronson’s Jigsaw Classroom also uses

this strategy of interdependence. In 1971, thick racial tensions

were abounding in Austin, Texas. Aronson was brought in to

examine the nature of this tension within schools, and to devise

a strategy for reducing it (so to improve the process of school

integration, mandated under Brown v. Board of Education in

1954). Despite strong evidence for the effectiveness of the

jigsaw classroom, the strategy was not widely used (arguably

because of strong attitudes existing outside of the schools,

which still resisted the notion that racial and ethnic minority

groups are equal to Whites and, similarly, should be integrated

into schools). 7.4.3 Conclusion Group dynamics are the

processes that occur between group members. These dynamics

are affected by each member’s internal thoughts and feelings,

their expressed thoughts and feelings, their nonverbal

communication, and the relationship between group members.

Group dynamics helps you understand how each person’s

actions make sense in the context of the group. On the other

hand it also refers to a system of behaviours and psychological

processes which are occurring within a social group (intergroup

dynamics), or between social groups (intergroup dynamics). The

study of group dynamics is very useful in understanding

decision-making behaviour, tracking the spread of problems in

groups, creating effective therapy techniques, and following the

emergence and popularity of new ideas and technologies.

However, one can understand this concept by analyzing

Systems theory describes how individuals behave within a
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system. As groups are considered systems, systems theory helps

us begin to
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understand group dynamics. Systems theory involves

understanding that group dynamics is a more complex process

than just summing up the individual characteristics of each

group member. Instead, group dynamics is best understood by

combining the characteristics of each group member, how each

group member’s actions affect the group, and how these group

interactions affect each group member. This creates a cyclical

and reciprocal feedback loop which simultaneously impacts all

group members and all group members’ relationships. 7.4.4

Answers to check your progress 1. What is Group Dynamics? 2.

Why understanding on group dynamics is essential for group

work? 3. Write dynamics in a social group. 7.6
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Skills and Techniques in Social Groupwork Practice Structure 8.1

Objectives 8.2 Introduction 8.3 Topic Name: Skills and

Techniques 8.3.1 Skills in Group Work 8.3.2 Techniques in Group

Work 8.4 Conclusion 8.5 Exercise 8.6 Reference 8.1 Objectives

The basic objective of this section is to develop knowledge

among social work professionals on various skills and

techniques that are essential in the process of group work

practice. Understanding of such skills and techniques is very

much required before undertaking group work practice in any

set up, whether community or agency set up. 8.2 Introduction

In a general sense skill means the capacity to perform activities.

Virginia Robinson refers skills as “the capacity to set in motion

and control a process of change in specific material in such a

way that the change that takes place in the material is affected

with the greatest degree of consideration for and utilization of

the quality and capacity of the material”(Gaurav, 2013). Trecker

defines methods and skill as “Methods means the purposeful

use of insights and understanding based upon a body of

knowledge and principles”, and “ Skill is the capacity to apply

knowledge and understanding to a given situation”(Dhawa:

2014). NSOU ? PGSW-III 138 8.3.1 Skills in Social group work It is

needless to say that skills are essential for a social group worker

to become more productive in-group situation. The skills are

necessary to mainly exchange ideas among the members freely

and clearly, using language understood by everyone andwith no

fears of starting arguments or hurting feelings, examining

objectively how well the group and its members are working,

sharing the leadership jobs among the group members and

show sensitivity to the feelings of all, accepting new ideas and

new members into the group without irreparable conflict, and

to disciplining the group to work toward long range objectives

and profit from failures, thinking clearly about group problems,

findings, causes and working for solutions, adjusting group

procedures and plans to meet the feelings and the desires of the

members, creating new jobs or committees as needed and to

terminate them or the group itself, when the needis fulfil.Phillips

has enumerated the following skills for social group workers and

its practice settings(Pathare, n.d.). Skill in Using Agency

Functions: The group worker must be skilful enough to carry the

functions of agency. He should always try topropagate what the

agency in the community wantsto do. He does the following

activities for this. The Intake Process: The worker who meets the

applicants while carrying out the agency’s procedures for intake,

will discuss with him as to what exactly the member wants from

the agency and what is available in the agency for

him/her(Gaurav, 2013). Connecting the Group with the Agency:

The worker relates the group more firmly to the agency by

helping it to understand what the agency stands for and what

kind of responsible behaviour is expected of them as well as of

other groups(Gaurav, 2013). Serving the Individual through the

Group work Process: Since the function of the agency includes

helping group units to develop in socially useful ways, as well as

helping individuals the social worker’s attention must be on the

development of the group as a whole and on each individual’s

use of the group (Gaurav, 2013).
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Working with the Individual outside the Group of Meetings:

Although the worker offers his services within the group process

he also provides help to the individual if need be for the better

use of group experience on the part of member. The Referral

Process: An important part of the group work agency’s service is

to work with members and their parents in a process of

considering the use of other community services for help with

problems that cannot be dealt within the group work agency.

Skill in Communication of Feelings: The social group worker

should have the following skills. • The Worker’s Feelings: High

among the qualities essential to a social worker’s skill is the

capacity to feel with others(Skills and Techniques of Group Work

– Article1000.Com, n.d.). • The Group Member’s Feelings: The

worker must be skilful in helping the group members to know,

accept, express and be responsible for their feelings(Skills and

Techniques of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.). • Group

Feelings: The interaction of each member with the others and

the worker produces group feelings. The worker helps the

group in understanding their feelings and its meanings. Skill in

Stimulating and Using Group Relations: The social group worker

should enable each group member to find and take his part in

relationship with other members. He should be skilful in using

programmes to strengthen group relations. Trecker has listed

the following skills of social group work(http://www.ignou.ac.in/

upload/bswe-02-block1-unit-9-small%20size.pdf). Skill in

Establishing Purposeful Relationship: The group worker must be

skilful in gaining the acceptance of the group and in relating

himself to the group on a positive professional basis. The group

worker must be skilful in helping individuals in the group to

accept one another and to join with the group in common

pursuits(Skills and Techniques of Group Work –

Article1000.Com, n.d.). NSOU ? PGSW-III 140 Skill in Analysing

the Group Situation: The worker must be skilful in judging the

developmental level of the group to determine what the level is,

what the group needs and how quickly the group can be

expected to move. This calls for skill in direct observation of

groups in a basis of analysis and judgement. The group worker

must be skilful in helping the group to express ideas, work out

objectives, clarify immediate goals and see both its potentialities

and limitations as a group(Skills and Techniques of Group Work

– Article1000.Com, n.d.). Skill in Participation with the Group:

The group worker must be skilful in determining, interpreting,

assuming and modifying his own roles with the group. The

group worker must be skilful in helping, group members to

participate, to locate leadership among them and to take

responsibility for their own activities. Skill in Dealing with Group

Feeling: The group worker must be skilful in controlling his own

feelings about the group and must study each new situation

with a high degree of objectivity. The group worker must be

skilful in helping groups to release their own feelings, both

positive and negative. He must be skilful in helping groups to

analyze situations as part of the working through group or

intergroup conflicts(Skills and Techniques of Group Work –

Article1000.Com, n.d.). Skill in Programme Development: The

group worker must be skilful in guiding group thinking so that

interests and needs will be revealed and understood. The group

worker must be skilful in helping groups to develop

programmes, which they want as a means through which their

needs may be met(Skills and Techniques of Group Work –

Article1000.Com, n.d.). Skill in Using Agency and Community
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Resources: The group worker must be skilful in locating and

then acquainting the group with various helpful resources which

can be utilized by the members for programme purpose. The

group worker must be skilful in helping certain individual

members to make use of specialized services by means of

referral that cannot be met within the group(Skills and

Techniques of Group Work – Article1000.Com, n.d.).
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Skill in Evaluation: The group worker must have skill in recording

the development processes that are going on as he works with

the group. The group worker must be skilful in using his records

and in helping the group to review its experiences as a means of

improvement(Skills and Techniques of Group Work –

Article1000.Com, n.d.). On the basis of above discussions and

opinions of different social workers on the different types of

skills essential for group work practitioners, we may list them as

follows. Communication Skills: Communication is at the heart

of group work practice. The social group worker makes use of

two broad categories of communication skills, one those which

are intended to facilitate interpersonal helping and other those

intended to facilitate to achieve the groupwork objectives. A

number of specific skills may help the group worker to perform

his jobs more effectively, which are listed below: Skill of

Programme Planning: It is very essential that group worker must

be skilful in planning the programmes for the group. It is also

essential that the worker must be skilful in communicating the

message around the answers of several questions. He/ She

should be skilful in communicating his own feelings to the

members of the group(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Identify Self Role: It

is an important step in group work practice. The worker must

convince the group for his interface in its affairs (Gaurav, 2013).

Skill of Explaining the Purpose of Group: Everybody before

joining the group wants to know about the benefits of joining

the group. If he/she is satisfied, he comes forward and become

a member of that group. Therefore, the group worker must be

skilful in convincing the people to avail the facilities of the

agency by joining the group. The worker, further, explains how

communicate in group so that the group may advance in its

goal(Gaurav, 2013). Skill in Interpreting Verbal Communication:

It is the job of the group worker to keep watch on the verbal

communication among the group members because if it is not

on the right track, the group may loose
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its basic purpose. He/she should always try to direct in proper

direction(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Answering Question: During

group process, certain questions, queries or doubts are raised

by the group members. If they are not answered in right

perspective, the members may disassociate themselves.

Therefore, it is essential that the social group worker has the

vide knowledge of social work as well as human

behaviour(Gaurav, 2013). Skill in Effective Helping Relationship:

It is heart of social group work practice. A group worker must

genuinely care for the group members. The relationship will be

more cohesive and fruitful if the social group worker possesses

the following skills(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Empathy: It refers to

the worker’s capacity to perceive accurately member’s feelings

and subjective experiences. The group worker should show in

his/her behaviour that he/ she is taking genuine interest in their

welfare. It will help in developing confidence between group

worker and the group(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Encouraging the

Member’s Feedback: It refers to statement that encourages the

member to respond to the worker’s explanation. This gives the

members an opportunity to ask questions and raise

disagreement if any(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of Describing the

Member’s Role: This is common tendency that everybody wants

facilities, and rights but less inclined to fulfil their duties. It is the

job of the social group worker to explain the member who is

joining the group about his role in the group(Gaurav, 2013). Skill

of Active Listening: In active listening the worker tends to both

the member verbal and non-verbal message. The listening

become active listening when it is followed by clarification and

explanations needed by the group members(Gaurav, 2013). Skill

of Exploring the Member’s Silence: Sometimes it happens that

one or the other members of the group keeps silence and takes

the least interest in the group activities. It is the job of social

group worker NSOU ? PGSW-III 143 to find out the reasons for

his/her silence and encourage him/ her for active

involvement(Gaurav, 2013). Skill of recognizing every Member’s

Strengths: It refers to expressions of confidence in the

member’s ability to accomplish some specific tasks in the group

process. It will help the group worker in performing different

types of activities in the group with the help of its members and

thus the group will grow and enrich in achieving its

objectives(Gaurav, 2013). Skill in giving priority and gradation of

the problem: All the problems of the group and its members

cannot be solved at once. Therefore, their gradation and priority

is needed. Priority should be fixed by the group worker. It will

facilitate the group process in right direction(Gaurav, 2013).

8.3.2 Techniques in Group Work Techniques are interventions

aiming at facilitating movement within a group (Corey and

Corey 2006). They go on suggesting that almost anything that a

worker or leader does in a group can be considered as

techniques, including observing silence. Moreover, there are

some techniques which are used quite often by the group

worker to facilitate their work. Some of the more frequent

techniques used by group workers are: • Group Counselling •

Group Discussion • Role Play • Programme Media: Games, Story

Telling, Drawing, Poster making, etc • Individual sessions •

Supervision Let us discuss on the various techniques and how

these techniques are importance in group work. Group

Counselling: Group counselling refers to activities that are used

to enrich members’ capacities through skill building or helping

them to achieve changes in their behavioural pattern to achieve
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groups
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and also worker to worker. Some of the areas in which intensive

counselling is done is cognitive, behavioural domains and

affective change by the group worker. The distinguishing feature

of the group counselling is that the group environment is used

to accomplish both development of life skills and accomplish

and strengthen changes among members. Group counselling

therefore is a group process to accomplish changes in the way

members think, feel and act. The group participants change in

the area of behaviour, attitude, and development are the main

concern area for group worker and in this context sufficient

counselling is done by the worker. Group Discussion: Group

discussion is one of the important techniques for sharing and

communicating ideas in a group. The group is a forum for

making decisions, solving problems faced by its members both

individually and collectively, promoting growth, and

accomplishing a variety of objectives. The group discussion as a

technique helps in developing appropriate attitude and skills of

members since they learn to look at a problem from several

perspectives, appreciate diversity in course of discussion and

provide equal opportunity to all to express and give due

attention to each members opinion . The participation in group

discussion helps members to develop self respect and positive

self concept. They have the ability to solve problems or take up

developmental activities, therefore, each members view points

are taken into consideration and consensus decision of the

group in the process is taken. Members get good exposure and

experience in participating group discussion. Group Worker of

course keeps all members engage in a variety of purpose and

keep the group moving towards its objectives. Supervision: It is

another important technique of working with group. All

discussions in the group should be presided over by a group

member, leader of the worker depending on the nature of the

group. Even in informal talk in the group, it is better to have a

person coordinates the discussions. The supervisor should help

the members to participate in the group session in a democratic

manner. The worker should play the role of a supervisor in the

group and he or she should makes arrangements for recording

the main points. In informal discussion detailed minutes may

not be possible or required but may need to keep major points

for assessment of the activities and happenings. Some common

problems generally encountered by the worker in the group are,

sometime silence of the members, which indicates either NSOU

? PGSW-III 145 lack of interest or lack of adequate

communication skills, fear of worker, other factors. This may be

termed as hostile environment, which needs appropriate norms,

capacity building of the members and networking among

themselves. Secondly, lack of movements in participation, needs

caring at least to help them to talk, chair, participate in the

process of decision making. The worker should deal such

situation as expert, otherwise, it can lead to stagnation in the

session. Thirdly, supervision also should take care over

domination of the members. Not only that, supervisor or worker

himself or herself can dominate in the group session, therefore,

it is necessary that he or she should be vigilant enough to open

up discussion and help other members to participate instead of

domination by himself or herself or checking the domination of

other members. Group Decision Making: Group decision is one

of the key components in group work and the decision may tell

us the fact of the functioning of the group. Decision making

pattern based on what manner the decision is taken. Group
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worker understanding on this part is necessary. He or she

should be alert to discover that the group environment is

conducive enough to take a democratic decision making. The

worker should help the group to take decision quickly and

rationally. Role Play: Role play is a good technique to help the

members to look at their own behaviour and others view it. In

role play a real life situation is simulated. But it is necessary to

prepare the members for role play. It is also desirable to help

members to overcome stress and coping a new learning

situation. A good example is child’s interaction with a teacher or

a parent. A careful selection of an actors to carry out role play

and to provide them feedback after seeing their performance

will help to improve their quality. A congenial, safe and friendly

environment is important to have success in the group. A

sensitive training is necessary and useful for roleplay as well.

Developing Programme Media: Programme media refers to all

activities in the group, such as games, singing, story telling,

street play, etc, which generally has been taken for group

interaction and participation of the group members. The

activities help the members to become active and identify

themselves as their own activities of the group. The influence ot

the group on members lies in three areas: participation in

activities, interaction with NSOU ? PGSW-III 146 other members

and their interaction with the worker. Games and sports provide

an opportunity to members to express their feelings and exhibit

their behaviour which is frank and true expression of what is

laying dormant inside. A special care should be given to select

activities for weak members. Individual Session: Individual

sessions are also used by worker while working with groups. It is

necessary to assess each member about their liking and interest

and to carry out fruitful participation in group. A careful planning

is also necessary in the process. The worker should plan in

advance for holding individual session for assessing individual

capacity. It should be done in a participatory manner. Some

members may be given special support for shorting out their

difficulties. Evaluation: Evaluation of session/ activities of the

group is necessary and members should take part in the

evaluation process while working in a group. The feedback from

members as such is necessary and accepted method of

collecting information. The individual session may be also

arranged to make the group members understanding clear

about the purpose of the evaluation and why individual session

is important for objective assessment of the group. The member

however should be given sufficient time to express his or her

problem and analysis of the problem should be made and

shared with the persons 8.4 Conclusion This unit is mainly

concentrated on various skills and techniques in group work

practice. In nut shell, the core skills could be summarized that

are needed by social workers are the communication skill,

listening, observation, analytical thinking, empathy, self control,

leadership skills, while in technique part the major techniques

generally used in group work are group discussion, group

counselling, role play. Programme planning on games, story-

telling, singing, poster making, conducting individual sessions,

etc. Understanding thorough ideas on those skills and

techniques definitely would enrich the group work process and

especially helping the members as well as for group

development more scientifically. Finally the students of social

work of course would be benefitted on such understanding.
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occurs whenever one person in a group influences other

members to help the group reach its goals. Because all group

members influence each other at various times, each individual

excerpts leadership. However, a difference exists between being

a designated leader – a president or chairperson – and

engaging in leadership behaviour. A designated leader has

certain responsibilities, such as calling meetings and leading

discussions, while leadership refers to influential behaviour in

general(
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Write different skillsrequired in group work practice. 2. Discuss
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Approaches to Leadership Four major approaches to leadership

theory – trait, position, leadership style and distributed functions

– are summarized in the following(Zastrow, n.d.): The Trait

Approach: Aristotle observed: “From the hour of their birth some

are marked for subjugation, and others for command”. This trait

approach to leadership, which has existed for centuries,

assumes that leaders have inherent personal characteristics or

traits that distinguish them from followers. This approach asserts

that leaders are born, not made, and emerge naturally instead of

being trained. It has also been called the “
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satisfying the needs of individual member. The functional

approach involves determining what tasks, or functions are

essential to achieve group goals and how different group

members should participate(Reborn, n.d.). With this approach,

the demands of leadership are viewed as being specific to a

particular group in a particular situation. For example, cracking a

joke may be a useful leadership tactic in certain situations if it

relieves tension. But when other members are revealing intense
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counterproductive and therefore inappropriate leadership

behaviour. Many individuals who fear taking a leadership role are

uncertain about leadership functions and feel they lack the

power qualities of a leader. Amazingly, even the most fearful and

anxious students have already taken on many leadership roles

and nearly everyone has assumed leadership responsibilities by

adolescence. Functional leadership involves a learned set of

skills that anyone with certain minimal capabilities can
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Qualities of a Successful Leader Though there are several

leadership styles, every leader has to develop a style appropriate

to the needs of the group and the situation. It is a universal fact

that every person’s leadership skills are unique and cannot be

borrowed from another. The leader has to grow on her own. To

be a good leader one needs to have a positive sense of humour

that is not derogatory or distasteful, possess good listening skills,

ability to truly enjoy being with people and genuinely accepts

the other person’s view points. The leader has to be optimistic,

unruffled and capable of handling difficult situations deftly. The

leader has to be friendly-within the prescribed limits of the

societal norms. This friendliness has to be done with

appropriateness – not too close or too isolated. Essentially, the

leader has to be broad minded, relaxed and open to criticisms.
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initial stages when the group looks up to the leader for

guidance. The leader has to take up a mature use of power

rather than being uncomfortable or too much in control. This

power should be used to empower the group towards

shouldering responsibilities willingly and also in successfully

completing them. Groups need leaders to avoid disorganisation

and chaos; leadership and power are inseparable. The leader

needs to aid power sharing with the group by highlighting the

importance of member-to-member communication rather than

member-to-leader communication (
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French and Raven have developed a framework for

understanding the extent to which one group member

influences another by identifying five bases of power: reward,

coercive, legitimate, referent and expert. This framework allows

group members to analyze the source of their power and offers

suggestions on when, and when not, to use their power to

influence others (Zastrow, n.d.). Reward Power: Rewards include

such things as promotions, pay increases, days off, and praise.

Reward power is based on B’s (one member’s) perception that A

(another member or the entire group) has the capacity to

dispense rewards or remove negative consequences in

response to B’s behaviour. This power will be greater if the

group members value the reward and believe they cannot get it

from anyone else. Group members will usually hard for

someone who has high reward power and communicate

effectively with her. Reward power can backfire, however, if

group members feel they are being canned or bribed. If reward

power is used by A is a conflict situation with B, B is apt to feel

he is being bribed and controlled and may eventually refuse to

cooperate (
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Coercive Power: The ability to fire a worker who fails below a

given level of production is a common example of coercive

power, which is based on B’s perception that A can dispense

punishments or remove positive consequences. Coercive power

stems from the expectation on the part of B that he will be

punished by A if he fails to conform to the required standards

set by A. The distinction between reward and coercive power is

important. French and Raven note that reward power will tend

to increase the attraction of B toward A, while coercive power

will decrease this attraction. If coercive power is used by A to

attempt to settle a conflict, it often increases B’s hostility,

resentment and anger. Threats often lead to aggression and
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other and to retaliate against each other. Therefore, whenever
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Legitimate Power: Legitimate power is directly related to an

internalized value or norm and is probably the most complex of

the five power basis. Legitimate power is based on the

perception by B that A has a legitimate right to prescribe what

constitutes proper behaviour for him and that B has obligation

to accept this influence. Cultural values constitute one common

basis for legitimate power and include intelligence, age, caste

and physical characteristics as factors determining power. For

example, in some cultures the aged are highly respected and are

granted the right prescribe behaviour for others. The legitimate

power inherent in a formal organisation is generally determined

by a relationship between positions rather than between people.

A supervisor in a factory, for instance, has inherent right to

assign work. A third basis for
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The limits of legitimate power are generally specified at the time

that power is assigned (e.g., in a job description). The attempted

use of power outside of this range will decrease the legitimate

power of the authority figure and decrease her attractiveness

and influence. Referent Power: Referent power occurs when

one individual, A, influences another, B, as a result of

identification. Identification in this context means either a

feeling of oneness with A or a desire for an identity such as A’s.

The stronger the identification of B with A, the greater attraction

to A and the greater referent power of A. Verbalization of

referent power is “I am like A, and therefore I will believe or

behave as A does” or “ I want to be like A, and will be more like A

if i believe or behave as A does”. In ambiguous situations (that is,

situations where there are no objective right or wrong beliefs or

opinions), B will seek to evaluate his thoughts, beliefs and

values. In ambiguous situations B is apt to adopt the thoughts,

beliefs and values of the individual or group with which B

identifies. French and Raven note that B is often not consciously

aware of the referents power that A exerts (
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knowledge or expertise that is the source of power. Another

example would be accepting a counsellor’s suggestions. Expert

can influence B (the responder) only if B thinks that A (the

expert) has the right answer and B trusts A. The range of expert

power is more limited than that of referent power because the

expert is seen as having superior knowledge or ability only in

specific areas. French and Raven not that the attempted

exertion of expert power outside the perceived range will

reduce that power because confidence in the expert seems to

be undermined (
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the basis of power, the greater power. Referent power is

thought to have the broadest range. Any attempt to use power

outside the prescribed range is hypothesized to reduce the
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achieved, the leader insures its successful accomplishment

through clearly defining individual tasks and role expectations of
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Supportive: The leader shows high concern towards group

members and their needs. This style is suitable for groups

working on well defined tasks. Members under the supportive

leader are found to be happy and highly satisfied. Participative:

Here, the leader involves the group members in decision making

and in all functions of the group. Discussion, consultations and

group consensus are NSOU ? PGSW-III 168 stressed upon.

However, this calls for members who are responsible and who

understand the importance of their contribution to the groups

success. Charismatic: Medha Patkar pioneer of the Narmada

Bachao Andolan (Save the Narmada Movement) is considered to

be a charismatic leader for the following reasons: i. Ability to

inspire followers towards goals that appears incredible to the

common man ii. Vision about the future iii. Understanding

followers’ needs and limitations. Transformational: “This

highlight on leaders who inspire followers to transcend their

own self-interests and who are capable of having a profound

and extraordinary effect on followers. Seven characteristics

were found: sincerity of the leader; bonding effort to develop

the organisation as a family by personalized relationships;

consultation and participation; collectivization and team work;

empowerment and support; serving as a role model; bringing in

changes continuously while maintaining continuity and being

innovative”. – Robbins
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The theory of leadership emphasized in this unit is the

distributed – functions approach, which asserts that every group

members takes on leadership responsibilities at various times

and every effective action by a member is simultaneously an

effective leadership action. Being a designated leader is not that

different from taking on leadership roles. This unit will

summarize a number of suggestions for how to form and lead a

group effectively. Home Work: The Key to successful group

leadership is extensive preparation. Even experienced leaders

carefully prepare for each group and for each group session. In

planning for a new group, the following questions must be

answered: What
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the purpose or general goals of the group? How can these goals

be achieved? What are the characteristics of the members? Do

some members have unique NSOU ? PGSW-III 169 individual

goals or needs? What resources are needed to accomplish

group goals? What is the agenda for the first meeting? What is

the best way for members to suggest and decide on the specific

goals of the group? Should an ice-breaker exercise be used?

Which one? Should refreshments be provided? How should the

chairs be arranged? What type of group atmosphere will best

help the group accomplish its tasks? What is the best available

meeting place? Why has the leader been selected? What do the

members expect from the leader? To plan the first meeting, a

leader should view the group as a new member would view it.

Here are a few questions a new member might have: what will

be the goals of this group? Why am I joining? Will my personal

goals be met? Will I feel comfortable? Will I accept? Will the

other members be radically different in terms of backgrounds

and interests? If I do not like this group, can I leave gracefully?

Will other members respect what I have to say, or will they laugh

and make
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of me? By considering such concerns, the leader can plan the

first meeting to help other members feel comfortable and to

clarify the goals and activities of the group. Before the first

meeting, it is absolutely essential that a leader identified the

group’s needs and expectations as precisely as possible. A group

whose leader and members disagree on goals cannot succeed.
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a variety of way to identify what the members want. The leader

may have an opportunity to ask them before the first meeting. If

that is not possible, the leader can at least talk to the organizer

of the meeting, about the group’s expectations. The first

meeting is always a good time to clarify the group’s goals. The

leader also needs the answers to the following: 1. How many

members are expected? 2. What are their characteristics: age,

socio-economic status, racial and ethnic background, gender,

educational / professional background? 3. How knowledgeable

are the members about the topics the group will be dealing

with? 4. What are the likely personal goals of the various

members? 5. How motivated are the members to accomplish

the purposes for which the group is being formed? Voluntary

membership usually indicates greater motivation. Individuals

who have been ordered by a court to participate in NSOU ?

PGSW-III 170 an alcohol rehabilitation programme, for example,

have little motivation and may even be hostile. 6. What values

are members likely to have? While being careful to avoid

stereotyping, a leader must understand, for example, that

teenagers on juvenile probation will differ significantly from

retired
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If a group has met more than one, the leader needs to review

the following kinds of questions. Have the overall goals been

decided upon and clarified? If not, what needs to be done in this

clarification process? Is the group making adequate progress in

accomplishing its goals? If not, what are obstacles that must be

overcome? Is the group taking the most effective course of

action to reach its goals? What is the agenda for the next

meeting? What activities should be planned? Will successful

completion of these activities move the group toward

accomplishing its overall goals? If not, which other activities

will? Is each member sufficiently motivated to help the group

accomplish its goals? If not, why? What might be done to

stimulate their interest? Planning a session: In planning a

session, the leader must keep the group’s over goals.
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To be effective, the leader must know exactly what should be

accomplished in each session and make sure that all the items

on the agenda contribute to the goals. Here is a checklist that

may help leaders plan successful group sessions. An effective

leader will do the following: 1. Select relevant contest. The

material should not only be relevant to the specific goals for the

session but also to the backgrounds and interests of the

participants. Time management advice for college students, for

example, probably will be different from that for business

executives. Time saving tips for students will likely focus on

improving study habits; business executives will be more

interested in how to manage time in an office setting. An

excellent way to evaluate possible material is to define precisely

how it will be valuable to members of the group. The leader

should ask, “If a group member wants to know why he or she

should know this, can I give a valid reason?” if that question

cannot be answered precisely, the material should be discarded

and replaced with more relevant material. 2. Use examples.

Examples help to illustrate key concepts and stimulate the

participants. People tend to remember examples more readily

than statistics NSOU ? PGSW-III 171 or concepts. Vivid case

histories that illustrate the drastic effects of spouse abuse, for

instance, will be remembered much longer than statistics on the

extent of spouse abuse. 3. Present materials in a logical order. It

is generally desirable to begin by summarizing the agenda items

for the session. Ideally, one topic should blend into the next.

Group exercises should be used in conjunction with related

theoretical material. 4.
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Plan the time. Once the content of a session is selected and

organized, the time each segment requires should be estimated.

Accurate estimates will help determine whether planned

material and activities are appropriate for the allotted time. A

good leader also knows what material can be deleted if time is

running short and what can be added if the session progresses

more rapidly than planned. Substitute activities must also be

available to replace speakers who fail to appear or films that fail

to arrive. 5. Be flexible. A variety of unexpected events may

make it desirable to change the agenda during a session.

Interpersonal conflict between members may take considerable

time or it may become clear that subjects related to the group’s

overall purpose are more valuable for the group to focus on

than the prepared agenda. 6. Change the pace. People may

attention longer if there is an occasional change of pace. Long

lectures or discussions can become boring. Group exercise,

films, guest speakers, breaks, debates and other activities will

help vary the tempo of a meeting or session. In group therapy,

one way to change the pace is to move from one member’s

problem to those of another. Lectures can be more stimulating

if the instructor: • Speaks extemporaneously instead of reading

material. • Walks around the room occasionally, rather than

standing or sitting in one place • Draws out participants by

asking questions.
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Relaxing before Start a Meeting: Before beginning a meeting,

the leader is likely to be nervous about how the session may go.

Some anxiety, in fact, is helpful because it increases alertness

and that will make the leader more attentive, producing a better

NSOU ? PGSW-III 172 meeting. Too much anxiety, however,

reduces effectiveness. Relaxation techniques that can alleviate

excessive anxiety. They are highly recommended and include

walking, jogging, listening to music, meditating and being alone

to clear the mind. Effective group leaders generally learn they

can reduce their level of anxiety through using one or more

relaxation techniques. Practice in leading groups also builds

confidence and
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meeting, the leader is likely to be nervous about how the

session may go. Some anxiety, in fact, is helpful because it

increases alertness, and that will make the leader more attentive,

producing a better meeting. Too much anxiety, however,

reduces effectiveness. Relaxation techniques that can alleviate

excessive anxiety are described in Chapter 11. They are highly

recommended and include walking, jogging, listening to music,

meditating, and being alone to clear the mind. Effective group

leaders generally learn they can reduce their level of anxiety

through using one or more relaxation techniques. Practice in

leading groups also builds confidence and
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anxiety. Cues upon Entering the Meeting Room: It is essential

that a leader be on time, but arriving early is better because it

allows the leader to see that materials, seating arrangements,

refreshments and any other needs are in place as planned. The

leader will also have an opportunity to observe the members

before the group begins. He or she can gain information about

the interests of the participants from their age, gender, clothes

and personal appearance, conversation and interaction with one

another. An effective leader observes such cues and uses them

to create an initial bond with the participants. For example, this

was asked to give a workshop on suicide prevention to a high

school class. Upon arriving, I was informed by the teacher that

one of the students in the class had recently committed suicide.

Instead of beginning with planned presentation, I asked each

student to write down, anonymously, one or two concerns or

questions that they had about suicide. We then had a lively

discussion based on their questions and concerns. Such a

discussion was probably more valuable than the formal

presentation because it focused on their specific question and

concerns. Seating Arrangements: Seating is important for

several reasons. It can affect who talks to whom, influence

leadership roles, and as a result, affect group cohesion and

morale. In most groups members should have eye contact with

one another. The group leader must
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group cohesion and morale. In most groups members should

have eye contact with one another. The group leader must
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be able to make eye contact with everyone to obtain nonverbal

feedback on what the members are thinking and feeling. A circle

is ideal for generating discussion, encouraging a sense of equal

status for each member and promoting group openness and

cohesion. The traditional classroom arrangement, on the other

hand has the effect of placing the leader in a position of

authority. It also tends to inhibit communication because

members can easily make eye contact only with other members

seated nearly. Tables have advantages and disadvantages. They

provide a place to be writing and to put work materials and

some members feel more comfortable at a table
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because they can lean on it. But tables restrict movement and

may serve as barriers between people. The leader should thus

carefully consider the use of tables. In business meetings or

other “working” sessions, for example, tables are necessary. In

therapy groups, however, tables are seldom used. When work

surfaces written communication are required, small tables in a

circle can be an effective arrangement. The shape of the tables

can also influence the way group members interact. If the table

is rectangular, the leader traditionally sits at one end becomes

the head of the table and the “authority”, tends to do more

talking, and has a greater influence on the discussion then other

group members. A round or square table, however, establishes a

more equalitarian atmosphere. The “head of the table” effect

can also be reduced by placing two triangular tables together to

make a square. In new groups or even established ones,

members are likely to sit next to friends. If it is important for

everyone in the group to interact, the leader may want to ask

people to sit next to individuals they do not know. People are

most apt to talk to others sitting at right angles to them and

them to those next to them. Those sitting directly across receive

less communication, and those sitting anywhere else are even

less likely to be addressed. Introductions: The leader’s

credentials should be summarized at the first meeting to give

the group a sense of confidence that the leader can fulfil the

expectations of the members. If the leader is being introduced, a

concise summary of the leader’s credentials for the expected

role is desirable. If the leader is introducing herself, the

important credentials should be summarized in an informative

but modest way. The summary should be made in a way that

helps create the desired atmosphere – whether it be formal or

informal, fun or serious or whatever. An excellent way to handle

the introductions in many groups is to use an ice-breaker

exercise. It is highly desirable for the leader to learn the names

of all group members as quickly as possible. This requires extra

attention and name tags can help everyone be more

comfortable sooner. Members appreciate being called by name

because
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affirms their importance. If the group is small, the members can

introduce themselves individually, perhaps using an ice breaker.

In addition to the usual personal information, it is helpful for
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members to state their expectations for the group as they

introduce themselves. This helps uncover hidden agendas that

are incompatible with the goals of the group. If a stated

expectation is beyond the scope of the group, the leader should

tactfully points this out to avoid later frustration or

dissatisfaction. Clarification Roles: The leader of a group should

be clear as to his or her roles and responsibilities. If they are

unclear, the leader may want to discuss them with the group.

One way of doing this is for the group to select goals and then

make decisions about the tasks and responsibilities that each

member will have in working toward the goals of the group. In

most situations it is clearly a mistake for the leader to do the

bulk of the
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work. Generally, the group will be most productive if all

members make substantial contributions. The more members

contribute to a group, the more lightly they are to feel a part of

the group. Such positive feelings will benefit everyone(
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If there is any doubt, the leader should explain the roles clearly.

If group members indicate different expectations, the group

should then make decisions about who will do what. In

explaining his or her role the leader should be modest about

personal skills and resources, attempting to come across as a

knowledgeable person rather than an authority figure who has

all the answers. The leader must also be prepared to explain the

reasoning behind exercises and other actions or activities. The

leader’s role will vary from group to group and from situation to

situation(Reborn, n.d.). Agenda: Most meetings are more

effective if the leader provides an agenda several days before

hand. Ideally, all members of the group should have an

opportunity to suggest items for the agenda. The agenda should

be briefly reviewed at the start of the meeting to give each

member a chance to suggest additions, deletions or other

changes. In some meetings it may be appropriate for the group

to discuss and perhaps vote on, the suggested changes in the

agenda. Additional Guidelines for Leading a Group(
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for effectively leading a group. 1. Understand that leadership is a

shared responsibility. Every member will take on leadership roles

at times. Designated leaders should not seek to dominate a

group or believe they are responsible for directing the group in

all if its task NSOU ? PGSW-III 175 and maintenance functions. In

fact, productivity and group cohesion are substantially increased

when everyone contributes. 2. Use decision-making procedures

best suited for the issues facing a particular group. 3.
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Use a problem-solving approach to handle the issues and

problems facing the group. 4.
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communication. 9. Provide stimulating, relevant content and

exercises that illustrate the concepts and help members try out

suggested new behaviours. In an assertiveness group, for

example, theoretical material on how to be more assertive

should be followed by practice in being more assertive. 10. Give

attention to how to end a session. A few minutes before the

session is scheduled to conclude, or when the group has

exhausted the subject, a brief summary emphasizing the major

points to be remembered leaves the group with a sense of

achievement and signals the end of the session. Leaders are not

born. They are made through training, practice and experience.

By learning how to lead groups effectively individuals become

more aware of themselves, grow as people, become more self-

confident, feel good about themselves,
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develop highly marketable skills, learn to improve interpersonal

relationship and help themselves and others accomplish

important tasks. 9.12
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Group Exercises Exercise A: Desensitizing Fears of Leading a

Group (Zastrow, n.d.): Goal: To identify the specific fears about

being a designated leader
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a group and to provide information to reduce those fears. NSOU

? PGSW-III 176 Sept 1: The group leader should state the

purpose of this exercise. Each student should then be handed a

sheet of paper and instructed to complete, anonymously, the

sentence “My specific fears about being a designated leader of a

group are ..............”. The leader should emphasize that the

completed statements will be collected and discussed. Step 2:

The responses should be collected in a way that ensures,

anonymity and then read aloud. After a concern is read, the

students should suggest ways of reducing the concern. If a

concern involves handling hostile members, for example, the

class, with help from the instructor, may suggest strategies for

coping with them. If a member fears that he or she does not

have the traits needed to lead a group, it may be pointed out

that research has found that no specific traits distinguish leaders

from followers and that the distributed-functions theory of

leadership asserts that practically anyone can be trained to be a

leader. Step 3: After Step 2 is completed, the group leader or the

instructor may want to summarize key points on how to lead a

group and explain that future sessions will explore these points

in greater depth. Exercise B: Task Functions and Group

Maintenance Functions: Goal: To show that at times nearly

everyone takes a leadership role in groups that involves

performing task and group maintenance functions. Step 1: The

group leader should indicate that this exercise will elicit the

class’s thoughts on what criteria should be used for admitting

students into the social work programme at this campus. The

leader should then explain that the council on Social Work

Education (the national organization that accredits social work

programmes) requires every programme to have criteria for

admitting students. There is considerable variation in criteria

among the programmes in
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subgroup accomplish its task and that group maintenance

functions are statements made to strengthen the social /

emotional aspects of group life, observers should be given a

handout that summarizes the task roles and group maintenance

roles developed by Johnson and Johnson, which appear in this

unit. The observers will be asked after the exercise is over to

summarize to their subgroup how each member contributed

through certain task and group maintenance functions. Step 4:

The leader and observers return to the
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they have any thoughts or comments. Exercise C: Power Bases:

Goal: To practice analyzing influence attempts in terms of

power bases. Step 1: The group leader explains the purpose of

the exercise, describes the five bases of power developed by

French and Raven, and briefly discusses the effects of using
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members each and answers the following questions: NSOU ?
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questions by having one member from each subgroup write the

answers on the blackboard. The class then discusses the reason

for the similarities and differences between the answers arrived

at by the subgroups. Step 4: In all likelihood the instructor will

be seen as having much more power than the students. The

group leader should summarize the effects of unequal power

on communication and on relationships within a group.

Students then discuss how they feel when an instructor

attempts to present herself on a level equal or superior to

students.
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group and it is very important, ongoing group process. A well

planned programme gives direction to the group and enables

each member to know and prepare his / her responsibility. The

group worker should posse’s abilities and skills to guide

members through an effective programme planning process.

The programme planning process includes (i) setting goals, (ii)

brain storming with members, (iii) planning the programme in

line with the goals, (iv) obtaining the approval of the group, (v)

assigning individual and sub-group responsibilities, (vi)

implementation of the programme, (vi) periodic evaluation and

feedback
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than the periodic culmination of a process. In the light of the
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planning(“SOCIAL WORK INTERVENTION IN CORRECTIONAL

SETTINGS,” n.d.): The primary responsibility for programmes in

groups’ lives with its group members – the group worker is only
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person-centered, catering to the requirements of its members.

The group members, therefore, have to engage themselves to

their best possible extent in programme planning, fully

understanding that its successful implementation calls for their

cooperation and contribution(“
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If a programme has to be person-centered, it has to respond to

the wants and welfare of the group members. The group worker

has to make the group understand that (i) there is a vast

distinction between the wants of the group members and their

welfare; (ii) this can be gathered when group members put

across their views during programme sessions. However, when

group starts spelling out ideas for the programme, the worker

needs to carefully evaluate them on the basis of collective

interests, fine foundation, feasibility in terms of resources and

agency’s objectives, feasibility of personal partaking of members

and also of group’s cooperation. It is of equal importance that

the worker consistently taps the wants and welfare of the group

from its members. Gathering this vital information is not a

onetime affair to be done in the initial stages of the programme,

but has to flow at periodic intervals to ensure that the

programme is on the right path. The worker has to understand

and also convey to the group members that programme

planning is an NSOU ? PGSW-III 196 ongoing process – that as

the programme evolves in sequence, one could comprehend

the group’s progress as well. Any discussion of programme in

social group work must take into account such times as content

and area, media of expression, and methods of conducting it.

Programme area or content refers to a segment of life

experience that has general meaning for the individuals at their

specific point of development. The programme process is not

segmental; in actual work all these are interrelated and almost

indistinguishable.
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programme planning and implementation – that programmes

are successful largely due to the members’ willingness to share

responsibilities. During the planning stages, the group members

should clearly assign and accept duties and responsibilities –

individually, in pairs or through forming smaller committees

within the group. The group worker assists the members in

functioning in unity towards executing the programme. Healthy,

purposeful and friendly communication among group members

is the essence of programme planning and development. The

group worker’s role here is imperative. He steers the group

members to meaningful communication which in turn leads to

the group working towards aims that reciprocate with the

agency’s functioning. Thus communication is a fundamental

mode on the road to the group’s goals. Thus, the programme

planning process in influenced by various factors such as: (i)

consistent unearthing of the wants and welfare of members, (ii)

identification of the point
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the simple to more complexes with movement coming as a

result of group growth in ability and readiness. Movement from

initially “personal” to “social” or “community” concerns should

be an ultimate objective if our programmes are to have a greater

social significance. 10.12
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Group Exercise: Exercise A: Evaluating and Ending the

Programme. Goal: To bring closure a group. Note: The group

worker of the group should lead this exercise. Step 1: The group

worker begins by expressing a number of positive thoughts and

feelings that she or he has about the group. The group worker

may also mention a few memorable experiences. Step 2: The

group worker sits in a circle and the worker asks: “Is there

anything that anyone wants to express before the programme

ends? “Is there any unfinished work that we should deal with?”

Step 3: The worker leads a discussion in which the group

reflects upon the programme through questions such as: “Do

you believe this programme has helped prepare you to lead

groups in social work?” “What else might have been done to

better prepare you to lead groups?” “What exercises or materials

have helped you grow as a person?” “What do you see as the

shortcoming of this programme?” “How might this programme

be improved?”
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heart for happier relationships, positive and rational thinking for
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reducing stress. Step 7:
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people are usually influenced by the dynamics within the family

and dynamics within the family are in turn, influenced by the

wider social and cultural environment. Because a family is an

interacting system, change in any member will affect all others.

Tensions between a husband and wife, for example, will be felt

by their children who may then respond with disturbed

behaviour. Treating the children’s behaviour alone will not get to

the root of the family problem. Another reason for the focus on

the family rather than the individual is that other family

members are often needed in the treatment process. They can

help identify family patterns. In addition, the whole family, once

members perceive the relation- ships among their various

behaviours can form a powerful team in
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can be effective if it is done in group. The advantages of group-

based treatment of victims are as follows: 1. Sharing the victim’s

painful experiences in a group where other victims are present.

Universalization of experiences and identification with every

other problem take place in the group sessions. Knowing that

others also have gone through the experiences and knowing

how they are coping with the situation is helpful for the victims.

2. Recreational and relaxation activities are more enjoyable if

they are done in groups. 3. Engaging in productive work (for

example – gardening, basket making, building houses) in team

motivates the members to engage in these activities on regular

basis. 4. Efforts like starting SHGs for women can be stood for

rehabilitation of the victims. A large number of victims can be

treated using group work. Secondly, special groups for the

vulnerable groups for women and children can take care of their

special needs as these sections are more vulnerable than others

and need special care. Thirdly, these groups survive even after

the social workers and the administrator go and is a source for

support for disaster victims after a long time. 11.6.3 Group Work

With the Substance Abusers
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members. 5. Positive feedback about their worth, skills and

abilities from other members will improve their self concept (self
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Objectives In this unit, we review the definition and purpose of

supervision in group work and how it is conducted within

varying cultural contexts. We also examine the different modes,

models, roles and functions of supervision in group work. The

unit also journeys to recording, types of recording. After reading

through this unit you must be able to: • have a general

understanding of the definition and functions of supervision

within a professional human service setting; • Identify a mode of

supervision; • understand the models of supervision • perceive

recording and types of recording in group work. 12.1

Introduction The supervision process consists of the face-to-

face contact between the supervisor and the supervisee.

Supervision defined as the relationship between a supervisee

and supervisor who oversees the development of the supervisee

throughout the group work process. Writing and maintaining

group work records is an essential element of professional

social work. Recording in social group work aims to make better

the quality of service to the members. The agency could assess

the quality of its service, thereby understanding its efficiency.

Group records are imperative in study, research and

experimentation.
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Supervision in Social Group Work 12.2.1 Concept Supervision is

an enabling process in which the supervisor through the

medium of his relationships with the supervisee contributes to

the supervisee’s growth on the job, so that he can perform his

functions effectively and efficiently to achieve the purpose of

the programme. Supervision is a process by which members are

helped by a professional group worker to learn according to

their needs to make the best use of their knowledge and skills,

and to improve their abilities so that they do their jobs more

effectively and with increasing satisfaction to themselves and

the agencies. John D. Millet Rightly observes: “Supervision is

more than a process, it is a spirit which animates the relationship

between levels of organisation and which includes maximum

administrative accomplishment, or when unsuccessful,

generates administrative paralyses. Effective management is

concerned to realize the first and to avoid the second”. It may

be added here that many words like ‘advice’, ‘inspection’,

‘counselling’, ‘guidance’, ‘help’, ‘performance audit’, and

‘investigation’, etc., are also used in the context of supervision

but in the final analyses, these are the part of the process of

supervision. Their meaning though may vary in degree yet all

lead to improvement of efficiency and building up a positive

relationship between cliental and the end attainment of

objectives according to plans. Supervision includes modifying

the behaviour of the supervisee and is measured by the

qualitative growth of those being supervised. Supervision is

different from inspection – one is more positive and other

rather negative. Supervision reports contain constructive

suggestions where as inspection reports are an enumeration of

faults. The supervision is concerned with staff development and

effective implementation of project / programmes. The

inspector often behaves more like a prosecutor and treats his

subordinates as culprits. 12.2.2 Ingredients of Supervision

Supervision has many ingredients. According to Halsey, the

supervision, has the following ingredients: NSOU ? PGSW-III 246

1. Selecting the right person for each job; 2. Arousing in each

person an interest in his work and teaching him how to do it; 3.

Measuring and rating performance to be sure that teaching has

been fully effective; 4. Administering correction where this is

found necessary and transferring to more suitable work or

distributing those for whom this proves ineffective; 5.

Commending wherever praise is merited and rewarding for

good work, and finally; 6. Fitting each person harmoniously into

the working group – all done fairly, patiently and tactfully so

that each person is caused to do his work skilfully, accurately,

intelligently, enthusiastically and completely. 12.2.3 Models of

Supervision There are two primary models of supervision that

are generally used by the supervisor in preparing the supervisee

to work in various human service professions – the

developmental and task models of supervision (Lager, n.d.). The

developmental model of supervision is more of a process-

oriented model that follows the various stages of learning that a

new member generally experiences during his or her

development of professional knowledge and skills for work. The

primary focus of a developmental model of supervision is on

how supervisee change as they gain more training and

experience in the field of practice, based on a shift in identity

(from learner to worker) and the skills that develop with the

experiences gained. In the developmental model of supervision,

supervisors primarily attempt to match their behaviour and

98% MATCHING TEXT 1697 WORDS
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teaching techniques to the developmental needs of the

supervisees (Lager, n.d.). The developmental model generally

consists of four stages of development that supervisees follow

as they gain experience in the field of social work. At each stage

the supervisee’s development is strongly influenced by three

general themes, all of which have an enormous effect on the

other themes. Those theses are(Lager, n.d.): • The development

of the supervisee’s professional self and identity. • The

relationship between the supervisor and the supervisee. NSOU ?

PGSW-III 247 • The relationship between the supervisor and the

administrative structure within which he or she works. The

stages of development are as follows(Lager, n.d.): Stage One:

During this stage the supervisee is very dependent on the

supervisor and lacks the competence needed for independent

work. Supervisees also generally lack self-awareness and have

little experience in working with clients. Learning takes place by

shadowing the supervisor and observing his or her style of

practice. Stage Two: This stage is generally characterised by a

dependency – autonomy conflict. As the supervisee’s

awareness increases, he or she strives for independence but is

not ready for complete autonomy. At this stage the supervisee

needs more independence and less restrictiveness than the first

stage. Stage Three: This is the stage of conditional dependency

in which the supervisee is generally more differentiated,

motivated, insightful and empathetic. He or she is more

comfortable with a perception of professional self and is able to

function with a great deal of autonomy. The supervisee at this

stage is also able to formulate assessments well and develop

appropriate interventions for clients with minimal input from the

supervisor. Stage Four: At this stage the supervisee has

developed a high level of competence and is able to

independently formulate accurate assessments with appropriate

interventions. Supervisees at this stage are able to take

responsibility for their own learning. The Task model of

supervision is very similar to the developmental model, however

it relies heavily on the assignment of tasks that help supervisees

develop to a more advanced level of practice. This model

includes a focus on both functions and tasks within supervision

which are, respectively, the how and what of supervision. For

example, some of the tasks that are included in the model are:

monitoring- evaluating; instructing-advising; modelling;

consulting; supporting-sharing. Likewise, some of the functions

are: counselling skill; case conceptualization; professional role;

emotional awareness; self-evaluation. The consequence is a 5

(task) by 5 (function) matrix, with 25 resulting task-function

combination (see figure 4.1) A supervisor might, for example,

engage in monitoring-evaluating (the how) of the supervisee’s

counselling skill (the what), or might engage in consulting

concerning NSOU ? PGSW-III 248 the supervisee’s emotional

awareness, and so on. Hypothetically, a supervisor might

engage in any task with any function, but realistically there are

probably some task and function matches that are more likely to

occur in supervision. Functions (How) Counselling Case

Professional Emotional Self skill conceptualization role

awareness evaluation Monitoring- Evaluating Tasks Instructing

(What) Advising Consulting Supporting- sharing Figure 4.1:

Functions and Tasks in Supervision Exercise I: 1. What is the

primary underlying principle of developmental model of

supervision? 2. State how the task model of supervision differs

from the developmental model, and provide an illustration of

how it might focus on the intersection of the how and what of

supervision. 12.2.4 Modes of Supervision Direct observation of
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the supervisee: Regardless of the particular model of supervision

used, there is no substitute for directly observing a supervisee’s

work with a client. Several arrangements can be used for

conducting these observations. One way is for the supervisor to

be physically present in the place with the supervisee, or

accompanying him or her on home visits(Lager, n.d.). Another

possibility involves the use of special observation rooms

equipped with one way mirror. By observing sessions as they

occur, supervisors get a better sense of the social work process

of assessing and counselling client. They can listen to what is

said, watch the non-verbal behaviours of the supervisee and

client, note key moments of the session, and get a deeper

awareness of the overall “feel” of the interventions. In NSOU ?

PGSW-III 249 some arrangements, supervisors can also instruct

the supervisee during the interaction. Using a technique known

as a “bug in the ear”, supervisors observe the sessions from

behind a mirror and can speak to the supervisee through a

microphone connected to tiny earplug-type speakers(Lager,

n.d.). Although direct observation can be one of the best ways

for supervisees to learn counselling techniques, a drawback is

the fact that they can be intimidated by the supervisor’s

presence-even if he or she is behind a mirror- and therefore

their already existing anxiety can be elevated. In such situation, it

is helpful for supervisors and supervisees to establish an

agreement about how directly observed sessions will proceed,

what the goals and objectives of the session are, and perhaps

engage in a role play before the actual client session begins.

Didactic supervision: Didactic or teaching supervision is best

chosen when an supervisee wants to learn, or a supervisor

wants to teach, specific information about a theory, technique,

or some topic relevant to the supervisee’s activities. The goal of

a didactic approach is to get information across as efficiently as

possible so the supervisee can learn and apply the information

directly to his or her work(Lager, n.d.). Didactic approaches tend

to be particularly appealing to beginning learners because they

feel a need for concrete, practical information to help the cope

with the anxiety and ambiguity of starting something new. Case

discussion: Case discussion means the supervisee describes a

case to the supervisor and the two discuss what is going on.

Case discussions can take a variety of formats depending on the

goals and preferences of the supervisee and supervisor. Perhaps

the most common approach involves supervisees describing

what is happening in a case, explaining their actions and offering

interpretations for what is happening. The supervisor typically

listens, asks questions, and may offer alternative interpretations

or suggestions(Lager, n.d.). Types and Role Plays: Video or audio

recordings of sessions with clients enable the supervisor and

supervisee to observe the actual interview process with a client.

This is an extremely valuable method for clinical training,

although some time limitations prohibit reviews of the entire

session. This mode of supervision presents an interesting

paradox. NSOU ? PGSW-III 250 An alternative to working with

recorded sessions is to enact a client session with the

supervisor. Role plays involve supervisees taking the roles

clients, trainees or other staff members and acting these roles as

they portray a situation or interaction of interest. They can be

particularly helpful in developing basic helping skills and in

learning to deal with difficult clients. Role plays can also help

supervisees to become aware of their counselling style and, in

some instances, about significant issues in their own lives.

Supervisors can also use role plays to learn about issues and

techniques in supervision. Direct observation of the supervisor:
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The majority of supervisees prefer this mode of supervision

above most others. While they recognise that discussion about

their own work can only take them so far, they also feel they can

learn a great deal when they can watch their supervisor in group

or individual sessions, read reports written by the supervisor, and

observe him or her in other actions such as meetings,

conferences etc. One way to accomplish this is for the

supervisor and supervisee to work jointly in counselling clients.

This is most commonly practiced in group or couples

counselling, but it can also be used with individual client.

Exercise II: 1. What mode of supervision is preferred by

supervisees? What activities generally fall under this mode? 2.

What are role plays, and how are they helpful in the supervisory

process? 12.2.5 Techniques of Supervision According to John D.

Millet there are, broadly considered six techniques of

supervision. The techniques are presented through a diagram

given below:
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Techniques of supervision The above diagram shows that

supervision needs specialised knowledge and skills in utilizing it

to achieve the intended results. This diagram also indicates that

the supervisor has to posses certain qualities, while at

supervision. Following are the techniques of supervision: Prior

approval: Prior approval means that prior approval of the

competent authority has to be obtained before the work on a

particular programme is started. In this manner, the supervisor

will be in a position to gather detailed information about the

intentions of the operating organisations. Moreover, the

supervisor will come to know about the details of work which

his organisation, where he performs his work, is going to

execute. Deviations, if any would be corrected and controlled

without any misunderstanding, wastage of time, energy in terms

of money, manpower and material resources. Service Standards:

Service standards means setting up norms of administrative

output. Settings up norms is not an easy process. Difficulties lie

in striking a balance between quantity and quality, the

achievement of targets and the way it has to be done. The

supervisor has to work with thoughtfulness, fairness, tact,

emotion etc for effectiveness and efficiency of service standards

so laid down. Budgetary Limitation: Budgetary limitation means

that the operating units work within the budgetary allocations

and have to carry out the work within the limited budget

provisions. The technique is being followed in day-to-day

financial administration of the organization. Approval of

Personnel: This means to reserve the right of approval of

personnel of the key personnel in the organization by the Chief

Executive while leaving the initiative of selection in the hands of

the operating head. This technique helps in exercising control

over the personnel in a manner stipulated for achieving the

objectives of an organisation. Reporting System: Reporting

holds a key position for assessing day-to-day performance of an

organization. It helps in identifying shortcomings and

bottlenecks in execution of the programmes and projects and in

turn, ways and means for NSOU ? PGSW-III 252 corrective

action. Reporting system works as one of the means for

effective monitoring of the progress of an organization.

Inspection of Results: Inspection of result is very effective

instrument of supervision. The supervisor has to ensure that the

inspection is timely, result-oriented, humanistic and problem

solving. It helps in building the role conflicts and establishing

harmonious contacts between the supervisor and the

supervisees in the performance of their work. Inspection has to

see that the existing rules and regulations are observed. It is a

sort of performance audit. The inspection is related to

instructing and guiding the persons working in the organisation

as well as improvement of efficiency. 12.2.6 Qualities of

Supervisor The supervisor – 1. He is more a leader among the

group members than a boss over the subordinates. He

substitutes leadership for authority. 2. He should be impartial,

objective, fair minded, humance, capable and willing to guide

and help the supervisee. 3. He should have HUMAN TOUCH H –

Hear him out U - Understand his feelings M – Motivate him A -

Acknowledge his efforts N - News-keep him informed T - Train
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C - Contact him regularly H – Honour him as a person.
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Principles of Supervision 1. It should be person-oriented rather

than production-oriented. 2. How a job is done is more

important than how much done. 3. It is being good and not

doing good that counts. 4. It is being on tap rather than on top.

5. For dynamic programmes increased possibility of error must

be recognized and allowed for. 6. It should be based on

understanding and not fear. 7. Too much of supervision begets

mediocrity. 8. Responsibility would always be coupled with

authority. 9. No supervisee should receive orders from more

than one source. 12.2.8 Functions of the supervisor:

Educational, Administrative, Helping Supervisors perform three-

pronged functions, namely administrative i e, operational and

discipline related functions; educational i.e related to

professional learning constituted of knowledge, skills and

values; and the helping functions that deal with supervisee as a

person and are concerned with his personal growth(Lager, n.d.).

a) Educational Function(Lager, n.d.)s: Educational functions

include the following: 1. Designing and planning of learning

activities and/or programmes of study. 2. Identifying

professional skills in daily work. 3. Professional socialization –

teaching supervisees to apply values and principles while using

social work method. 4. Giving knowledge of micro-macro

linkage, legal provisions, government schemes, information

about community resources. 5. Teaching the use of tools and

techniques of social work practice. 6. Demonstrating use of

methods and skills – through lab work. 7. Teaching record-

writing, documentation work.
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Provide frequent and accurate feed-back. 9. Facilitate reflection

and critical thinking through well planned and structured

supervisory sessions. 10. Dealing with ethical dilemmas in day to

day work. 11. Working with co-workers and utilizing supervision,

accepting and utilizing feed-back. 12. Teaching NGO/GO

management including maintaining records, working on

committees, budgeting, project proposal formulation, inter-

agency coordination etc. 13. Guidance on research exercise –

catching supervisees to take up any research based assignment

– teaching supervisee about research methodology, i.e., data

collection, data analysis and reporting. 14. Innovative projects to

help individuals / group / families / communities – introducing

by direct instruction or encouraging supervisees to take

initiatives themselves. b) Administrative Functions(Lager, n.d.):

Operational and discipline related duties are categorized as

administrative functions. Following are some of the

administrative tasks of supervisors: 1. Preparing supervisee for

their professional roles is no small task. It requires giving detailed

attention to innumerable contingencies. 2. Keeping attendance

of supervisee, ensuring submission of records and maintaining

log of supervisees’ work. 3. Maintaining supervisees’ discipline in

work place. 4. Planning and holding of supervisory conferences,

giving prior intimation to the supervisees so that they can make

necessary arrangements for attending the same. 5. As different

an on-going educational assessment, supervisors have to

formally evaluate supervisees’ performance and level of learning

in terms of professional skills, knowledge and attitudes. 6.

Resolution of work related problems. NSOU ? PGSW-III 255 7.

Serving on Governing Boards of relevant organisation. 8.

Supervisors have to be vicariously responsible for what their

supervisees are doing the work place irrespective of the

educative value of allowing supervisees to learn ‘by doing’, often

by trial and error, supervisors have to ensure that this manner of

learning does not aggravate the problems of the client groups.

Supervisors have, therefore, to be cautions and to critically

assess supervisees’ work. C. Helping Functions: Supervisees

struggle with confusion and self-doubt as they attempt to

develop self-efficacy as a professional. The learning process in

social work involves a reappraisal of own attitudes and values. In

this process, the supervisee needs the support of a supervisor. It

is not enough to verse supervisees’ work and teach them the

use of social work methods. The supervisees are expected to

develop the ‘professional self’ which means that their ‘self’ is the

main tool for offering professional interventions. Social work

education aims at bridging the gap between the ‘personal self’

and the ‘professional self’ of the supervisees. Reassurance of

worth and social integration support from supervisors go a long

way towards providing supervisees an anchor which they can

hold on to in times of emotional turmoil, anxiety, stress and self-

doubt. Supervisory activities with this focus as designated as

‘helping’ functions which are as follows(Lager, n.d.): 1. Creating

an open supervisory environment. 2. Providing encouragement.

3. Attending to supervisees’ personal growth. 4. Building

confidence. 5. Helping supervisees develop self-awareness,

understanding of personal vs professional self. 6. Dealing with

personal / family problem having impact on day-to-day work. 7.

Referral to counsellors for in-depth personal counselling and to

other agencies for addressing family and personal problems. 8.

Career counselling. 9. Helping supervisees with their struggle
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with confusion and self-doubt as they attempt to develop self-

efficacy as a professional.
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Supervision should certainly become more relaxed and more

supportive as time goes on. 11. Creating a bond and

communicating before applying supervisory controls is very

essential. 12. Professional learning is carried out within the

context of the supervisee – Supervisor relationship. The

supervisor-supervisee relationship is the primary mechanism

through which supervises develops a professionally reflective

and self-evaluative practice stance. Helping dimension of

supervisor’s function helps nurture and strengthens this

relationship. 13. A non-threatening environment of the

relationship will help supervisees accept constructing criticism

and encourage them to change. 14. We know that mentoring is

one of the most highly recommended supervisory strategies.

The word mentor infers caring, setting wise example, coaching

and identifying mistakes without causing resentment.

Supervisors perform all the three kinds of responsibilities but the

emphases and supervisory inputs may vary according to the

level and stage of professional development of the supervisees,

and demands of a particular work situation. 12.2.9 Supportive

Functions In Supervision The supportive functions of supervision

will be highlighted here as they relate to the process of

developing essential skills that will be helpful in dealing with a

variety of stressors often associated with social work

practice(Lager, n.d.). Prolonged job related stress can ultimately

lead to professional burnout and / or compassion fatigue in

many helping professions. It is important for supervisors to

recognize the symptoms of extreme stress and develop

strategies for dealing with them immediately. It is essential that

supervisors, supervisees, and other helping professionals learn

to manage stress in themselves and to help their clients manage

stress. Stress is a contributing factor in a wide variety of

emotional and behavioural problems, including anxiety, child

abuse, spouse abuse, temper tantrums, feelings of inadequacy,

physical assaults, explosive expressions of anger, feelings of

hostility, impatience, stuttering, suicide attempts and

depression.
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Stress is also a contributing factor in most physical illness. These

illness include hypertension, heart attacks, migraine and tension

headaches, colitis, ulcers, diarrhoea, constipation, diabetes,

backaches, arthritis, cancer, colds, flu, insomnia, alcoholism,

bronchitis, infections, allergies and enuresis. Exposure to

cumulative stress, crisis and even traumatic events in our

professionals or personal lives can cause physical and / or

emotional exhaustion that leads to professional burn out or

compassion fatigue. Occupational stressors, when unchecked,

can result in worker burnout. Role ambiguity, role conflict, and

role overload play a large role in the onset of burnout within the

work place. Stress related problems often result from a

combination of (1) individual perceptions of the problems, (2)

environmental demands placed on the individual that have a

direct effect on his or her ability to deal with the problems and

(3) one’s physiological responses when confronted with stress.

When stressors are social or psychological rather than physical,

the stress response builds up tension that is not released(Lager,

n.d.). As a result, it utilizes energy that is not restored and can

ultimately lead to exhaustion. Over a period of time, prolonged

exposure to the stress and the resulting exhaustion can cause

significant problems to one’s physical and psychological well

being. Signs and Symptoms of Burn out and Compassion

Fatigue: • Change in behaviour and / or job performance. •

Increased physical complaints of fatigue, irritability, muscle

tension, stomach upset and susceptibility to illness. • Social

withdrawal, pulling away from co-workers, press, family

members. • Emotional exhaustion, loss of self-esteem,

depression, frustration, loss of commitment and moral purpose

in one’s work. • Loss of curiosity and desire to learn, often

accompanied by a negative attitude. • Spiritual change, decline

in spiritual beliefs, questioning of the meaning of life. NSOU ?

PGSW-III 258 The following chart indicates the effect of

prolonged stress on job performance, interpersonal

relationships, morale and behavioural functioning (Greenberg,

1999) Effects on job Effect on Effect on morale Effect on

performance Interpersonal Behavioural Relationship

Functioning Decrease in Withdrawal from Decreased

Absenteeism quality work colleagues confidence Decrease in

Impatience Loss of interest Exhaustion quality of work Decline

in Decrease in quality General Faulty motivation of relationships

dissatisfaction judgement Avoidance of job Poor

communication Negative attitude Irritability tasks Increase in

mistakes Subsumed by own Apathy Frequent tardiness needs

Establishment of Staff conflicts Demoralization and
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feelings of incompleteness Avoidance of job tasks Lack of

appreciation Overworked; frequent job changes Obsession with

details Detachment; Substance abuse reduced self-esteem

Managing Stress and Preventing Burnout: The following

approaches have been useful for helping supervisee reduce

stress and prevent burn-out. It is upto each individual to select

the ones that will be most helpful. Managing stress is similar to

dieting. It will work for those who put forth the effort. Goal

Setting and Time Management: Stress and burnout can come

from the feeling of “too much to do and too little time in which

to do it”. Often, this feeling is due to not having clear short-term

and lifetime goals and not knowing how to manage time

effectively to achieve them. Realistic goals and a plan for

achieving them lead to increased self-confidence, improved

decision making, a greater sense of purpose, and an improved

sense of security.
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Relaxation: Deep-breathing relaxation, imagery relaxation,

progressive muscle relaxation, meditation, and bio feed-back

are effective techniques for reducing stress and inducing the

“relaxation response” (becoming relaxed). Each of these

techniques is facilitated by sitting in a comfortable position in a

quiet place and closing one’s eyes. Exercise: Stress prepares our

body to move or become involved in large-muscle activity

refers to the kinds of exercise involving many muscle groups at

the same time, such as jumping rope. Through exercise, a

supervisee can use up fuel in the blood, reduce his or her blood

pressure and heat role, and reverse the other physiological

changes set off during the alarm stage of the General

Adaptation Syndrome. Exercising helps a person Keep Physically

fit and has more physical strength to handle crises. It also

reduces stress and relieves tension. For these reasons supervisee

should be encouraged by the supervisor to have a daily exercise

programme. Many activities are available: walking, stretching,

jogging, isometric exercises, jumping rope, swimming, playing

tennis, dancing, housework, sex, gardening or golf. Taking Care

of Physical self: In addition to exercising, it is important to have

nourishing diet, to take appropriate care of one, and to get

enough sleeps. Not only does a nourishing diet help keep

people fit to resist stress but research shows there are direct

links between what individuals eat and how they feel

emotionally. Some foods (such as coffee) produce tension,

while overeating causes individuals to feel drowsy and even ill.

Staying slim and trim helps a person feel good about himself or

herself. Social Support Groups: Everyone needs to feel close to

others. Support groups allow people to share their lives, have

fun with others, let their hair down. These groups are also a

resource for help when emergencies and crises arise. These are

variety of possible support groups that centre on co-workers, a

hobby or sports, a service (such as Rotary), a family, a social club

and so on. Taking to others: Every human needs someone with

whom to share good times as well as personal difficulties.

Sharing concerns with someone helps to vent emotions, and

talking a
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concern through often generates constructive strategies for

resolving it. A good listener is someone who convey caring and

understanding. Keep the information confidential, is empathetic,

helps explore the difficulty, and encourages the person to select

and try out a resolution strategy. Positive Thinking: When

anticipated and unanticipated events occur, people can choose

to take either a positive or negative view of the situation. If they

take a negative view, they are apt to experience more stress and

alienate friends and acquaintances. If they take a positive view,

they are likely to maintain their composure; stay relaxed, and

cope with the situation quickly and easily, minimizing negative

consequences. Changing Stress-Producing Thoughts: It is often

erroneously believed that emotions, including feelings of

tenseness and anxiety, are primarily determined by experiences

– that is, by events that occur. However, cognitive therapies

have shown the primary source of a person’s emotions to be

what she tells herself about her experiences. Changing or

Adapting to Distressing Events: There are an infinite number of

distressing events: the death of someone, close, the breakup of

a romantic relationship, being friend, having an unfulfilling job,

failing some courses, getting into an argument, or having

unresolved religions questions. When distressing events occur,

supervisee should be encouraged by the supervisor to confront

them directly to try to improve the situation. Personal Pleasures:

Personal pleasures relieve stress, provide a change of pace, are

enjoyable, make us feel good, and are (in reality) personal

“therapies”. What is pleasurable to one person may not be to

another. Common pleasures are being hugged, listening to

music, going shopping, and taking a hot bath, going to a movie,

having a glass of wine, family and religious get-together, taking

a vacation, singing, and so on. Such “treats” remind individuals

that they have worth; they also add spice of life. Exercise: Stress

Management Techniques for Me Goal: This exercise is designed

to familiarize you with available stress management techniques
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Review the material in this unit on stress management

techniques. List those techniques that you have used. Also

briefly describe whether each technique was beneficial to you in

helping to reduce the level of stress you were experiences. 2.

Specify the stress management techniques that you are

planning to use in the future. 12.2.10 Roles of the Supervisor

Roles are set of behaviours that the supervisors engage in fulfil

their various obligations. Some of the supervisory roles

conceptualized by the experts are as follows: • Enabler: In this

role, the supervisor is present with the supervisee as a “helper”

or “enabler”, there to do things with the supervisee rather than

for or to the supervisee. His influence is indirect rather than

direct. He helps supervisees to articulate their needs, to clarify

and identify their problems, to explore resolution strategies, to

select and a apply a strategy, and to develop their capacities to

deal with their own problems more effectively. As an enabler,

the supervisor helps supervisees revitalize and mobilize their

own strengths and resources to cope with difficult problems. •

Broker: In the broker role, the supervisor identifies community

resources, government schemes and programmes that may

help supervisee to carry out their plans. As a broker, the

supervisor helps supervisees become aware of resources,

eligibility criteria, and other conditions for using a particular

service. • Advocate: It is an active, directive role in which the

supervisee advocates for a supervisee. In such a role, the

supervisor provides leadership for collecting information, for

arguing the correctness of the supervisee’s need and request,

and for challenging the institution’s decision not to provide

services. • Mediator: As a mediator, the supervisor helps resolve

disputes, conflicts, or opposing points of view within the group

or between a member and some other person or organization.

The mediator role involves intervention in finding compromises,

reconcile differences, or reach mutually satisfactory

agreements. He works through the supervisees of the group and

occupies a NSOU ? PGSW-III 262 position of liaison between

the group and the agency. The supervisors use their value

orientations and unique skills in identifying miscommunication

and clarifying position. • Negotiator: A negotiator brings

together those who are in conflict over one or more issues and

seeks to achieve bargaining and compromise to arrive at

mutually acceptable agreements, somewhat like mediation,

negotiation involves finding a middle ground that all sides can

live with. However, unlike a mediator, which is a neutral role, a

negotiator usually is allied with one of the sides involved. The

supervisors play this role especially while negotiating about

time, venue, resources etc., with supervisees, agency or

community. • Educator: One of the most important roles

assumed by supervisors in helping supervisees achieve their

goals is that of the educator. The educator role involves giving

information to supervisees and teaching them new skills. To be

an effective educator, the supervisor must first be

knowledgeable. Additionally, she or he must be a good

communicator so that information is clearly conveyed and

readily understood by the receiver. • Initiator: An initiator calls

attention to a problem or even to a potential problem. It is

important to realise that some problems can be recognized in

advance. The supervisor with his experience and knowledge can

foresee the potential problem areas and draw the supervisees’

attention to address the issues. In this role he initiate discussion

or action on the problem area. • Empowerer: A key goal of
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supervision is empowerment. In the role of empowerer the

supervisor helps the supervisees and group to increase their

personal, interpersonal, socio-economic, and political strength

and influence through improving their circumstances. •

Coordinator: coordinators bring components together in some

kind of organised manner. On behalf of the agency often the

supervisor assumes the role of coordinator for helping the

supervisees to avail the services from different agencies. •

Facilitator: A facilitator is one who serves as a supervisor for

group activity. As a facilitator, supervisor provides the

methodological help. He does not NSOU ? PGSW-III 263 discuss

the method but he uses it for facilitating the group process.

When required to express his own opinions, he at all times

makes it clear when he is functioning as a facilitator. •

Communicator and Interpreter: The supervisor has to act as a

communicator or interpreter, where interpersonal relationships

have to be dealt with. In this role he actually helps the

supervisee to understand what is being communicated. 12.2.11

Conclusion Appropriate supervision is an important component

of the group work practice as it provides an opportunity for

supervisees to apply the knowledge gained from the group work

process. Two key models of supervision that are commonly

used in group work to prepare supervisees are the

developmental and task models. The varying modes of

supervision are conducted within the context of these modes.

12.3 Record Writing in Social Group Work 12.3.1 Concept The

record in social group work means a faithful representation of

the facts in an orderly manner about the various interaction

processes in group settings in connection with the plan and

programme. The social work Dictionary (1995) defines

“recording” as the process of putting in writing and keeping on

file relevant information about the client system; the problem;

the prognosis; the intervention; the process of treatment; the

social, economic, and health factors contributing to the

situation and the procedures for termination or referral. Record

is an important working tool and performs the following

functions: • It gives an account of something which has taken

place, • It contains factual descriptions as well as instructions,

directions, opinions, recommendation, suggestions etc., • It set

forth plans for the future.
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Elements of Record in Social Group Work In the process of

social group work, we generally attempt to record the following

points: 1. When we set out to record a group work process, we

write about individuals and their responses to one another in a

given situation. In other words, we write about the behaviour of

the individuals in the group. 2. We write about the type and

extent of participation of individual in the process of social

group work. 3. We note and record the origin and development

of ideas, including their acceptance or rejection by the

individuals involved. 4. We put down exactly what the group

worker does as he carries out his helping role with the group. 5.

We put down movement, growth and change as we see it in

individuals and in the group as a whole. 6. We write about the

relationship between the group and the agency and include

community relationships when these are significant in

understanding the group. 7. We write about the individual

reaction to the different programmes and the contribution of

each individual in programme planning. 8. The difficulties faced

in the performance of any activity are also noted down.

Recording in group work process, thus implies that, we shall

concentrate upon individuals working together in group

situation, relationship among them as reflected by their

participation, their interaction within the group and between the

groups. 12.3.3 Principles of Recording While recording the

worker should be conscious about some of the basic guidelines

or principles of recording. These principles or guidelines are: 1.

Principle of Flexibility: The worker should be conscious about

the objectives of the agency under which he is working and

would maintain the record to adjust with the agency’s

objectives. He will not follow a rigid form of record writing.
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Principle of Selection: Everything should not be recorded in the

group work recording. He records significant observation about

individuals and their interactions. He selects from movement of

the group behaviour patterns of individuals, his own enabling

contribution and skills and techniques applied in the group

process. 3. Principle of Readability: The most important thing is

to keep the record as simple as possible in form, in length.

Records must have face sheet, presenting a brief outline of the

factual data. If records are in detailed brief summaries should be

prepared. In describing individuals, verbatim quotations should

be written. Records should be written systematically. 4.

Principles of Confidentiality: One of the basic principle of

recording in all social work is that records are written on the

premise that they will be held in confidence. If records are used

for other purpose such as training, all names and other

identifying information needs to be carefully obscured, with

fictitious ones substituted. The record is a professional

document and that as such its contents are guarded by as sense

of professional ethics. 5. Principles of Worker Acceptance: The

worker must accept his responsibility to write records because

of his conviction that records have value in rendering high

quality professional service. 12.3.4 Types of Record An important

part of the group worker’s responsibility is the preparation and

writing of records and reports. Though agencies vary in the

content and the style of the records, these are similarity as to

types. In social group work three (3) types of records are

generally used – (1) Statistical record, (2) Programme record and

(3) Process record. 1. Statistical Record: In this type of record

different statistical information on organisation, enrolment and

attendance of individuals are usually kept. We get these

information from individual registration cards and group roaster

sheet. 2. Programme record: Programme records give the

information of the activities in which the group is being

engaged. Different information gathered through NSOU ?

PGSW-III 266 systematic study is often recorded. In addition,

minutes of meetings are also preserved. These minutes are used

by the group in reviewing its experience in making plans and in

follow up work. 3. Process record: This is the chronological

narrative write up of the group work process as it develops. In

this kind of records primary attention is given to the

participation and interaction of the members, with a view to

determining their role in the affairs of the group. In the process

record, the emphasis is not only on what happens but how it

happens and what has been its impact on the individual. Thus

the process record will reveal the gradual change in the

situation. 12.3.5 The Importance of Narrative Records The

writing of the record is becoming an integral part of social

group work practice rather than something separate and distinct

from it. It is a tool for the improvement of group work and it has

important values for the group, the worker, the agency and the

field. The major value of the narrative process record from the

standpoint of the worker is that such records help the worker to

do a more effective job with his groups. Every other purpose is

in a sense a sub-purpose of this major one to improve the

quality of experience provided for the group. By writing a

complete process record of everything he does while working

with the group, the worker is helped to think, to analyse and to

evaluate. The record is thus a tool in the process of

understanding the group and learning how to help it. When the

worker puts in writing what happened in each group meeting,
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what he did, what problems he faced and what questions arose

in his mind, he is thinking into the group situation. Process

records are written by the group worker primarily for himself

and for his own use continuously throughout his relationship

with the group. These records help the worker to become

aware of the members of the group as individuals. He can see

emerging and changing interests of individuals, he can see

evolving needs and how these needs are being met. He can see

the development of skills and social attitudes; he becomes

sensitive to special problems which may interfere with the

individual’s full use of the group. Process records show the

worker the variety of interpersonal relationship which take

shape within the group. The emergence of a group

consciousness can be seen as can sub-groupings. The

acceptance of the individual by NSOU ? PGSW-III 267 the group

is reflected by his change in status which can be discovered

from reading accumulated records. The development of the

worker’s relationship and role can be ascertained from careful

recording of what he does while helping the group. Attention

becomes focused upon the status of the group in the agency

and in the community as intergroup relations are recorded.

Changes in the goals of the group become more evident, and

member interests outside the group are seen from a review of

the record. As the worker writes his records after each meeting,

he develops a picture of the group that can be passed on to his

superior. Together, worker and supervisor can focus their

attention on the group situation as experienced by the worker.

The record is thus a stimulus to interaction between the

supervisor and the worker. Records enable group work

supervisors to keep in touch with many groups for purposes of

coordinating the total programme of the agency. Records are

useful as a basis for evaluating the group experience of the

members and for helping the worker in individual and group

supervisory conferences. In worker evaluation records are

indispensable. When new a workers are assigned to group, past

records become useful at the point of orientation and help new

workers to understand the kind of experience the group has

enjoyed prior to the coming of the new worker. Records are

valuable to other department of the agency if it is large; and

they are important in the planning of referrals of individuals to

community resource agencies. The underlying function of

recording is to improve the quality of service to the individual.

Hence, recording enables agency administration to judge the

quality of its service, the need for its service and needs of its

constituency or potential constituency. Records are useful to

administration in determining whether its services meet the

deeds of the community, whether the quality of service is in line

with purposes and objectives of the agency, and whether there

is a need to change policies and practices. Furthermore, well-

kept records are useful in interpreting group work as a method

in social work. Agency boards and community groups can be

helped to appreciate the need for added facilities, equipment,

and staff. When a review of the records of several groups reveals

common problems, it is possible to utilize such factual

information as a basis for the selection of staff members and for

staff training. Staff assignments to groups can be made with

greater intelligence when there is a record of the development

of the group. NSOU ? PGSW-III 268 Recording has value for the

group, the worker, and the agency and for the field of social

work. Teaching material for in-service training and professional

education comes from well-written narratives. Discussion

material for professional organizations that conduct institutes
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and conferences can be provided by workers who have

recorded and analyzed their work with groups. Group records

are essential in study, research, and experimentation. 12.3.6

Factors That Influence the Keeping of Process Records Because

many agencies are at the stage in their development at which

they are giving serious consideration to the matter of improving

their systems of record keeping, it is necessary to point out

some of the factors that influence an agency’s decision to keep

process records. Not evey agency affords adequate facilities for

recording. It is doubtful whether or not agencies should attempt

to keep full records on all their groups, especially fi there is wide

variation in the competence of personnel. The first factor to

consider is the function and purpose of the agency. If the

agency is committed to the task of providing individualized

group experience, then it is absolutely necessary that records be

kept. If, on the other hand, the agency conceives its role in more

general terms, it may not have need for full records. Another

factor to be considered is the level of current group work

practice as observed in the agency. If the agency has workers

who are adequately prepared to do a good job as group

workers, they should be able to assume a responsible role in

relation to recording. If, however, workers are not well trained, it

is doubtful that they will be capable of keeping records that will

be of much value. Workers who have never engaged in record

keeping will need special help in developing their skill in this

area. It takes time to write records. Unless agencies recognize

this and allow for it in determining worker loads, it is impossible

to do an adequate job of recording. Facilities and staff services

are required as well. Another factor to consider is the nature and

purpose of the specific group. It is a group of indeterminate

status, lacking fixed enrollment and definitely conceived as a

short-term activity group, it may not require full recording. If the

group is considered
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permanent, or at least long-term, with definite objectives in the

sense of individual development, then records should be kept.

The availability of competent supervisory help for workers is

another factor. Records take on much more meaning when

they are discussed by the supervisor and the worker they are

discussed by the supervisor and the worker together.

Supervisory staffs must be sufficiently large in relation to the

number of workers supervised, so that records, will be read with

care and will be utilized regularly in the supervisory process. The

departmental organisation of the agency will be an influential

factor in the setting up of a system of recording. If records are

to be used by all departments, there must be agreed-upon

uniformity of content and centralization of the material to make

it promptly accessible to all. When the agency is a part of a

national organization, its records will necessarily be geared to

the total requirements of the national scene. The fact of agency

membership in local federations or in social welfare councils will

influence the form and content of records. If, after analysis of its

own situation, an agency decides to move ahead on

establishing a system and requirement of narrative process

recording on all or some of its groups, the following questions

must be studied: what does it mean to record the group work

process? What should be included in the record from the

standpoint of content? How can workers be helped to learn

how to write good records? What can be learned from analysing

records, and how can the learning be utilized? 12.3.7 Meaning of

the Record in the Group Work Process First, when we set out to

record the group work process, we write about individuals and

their responses to one another in a given group situation. In

other words, we write about the behaviour of the individuals in

the group. Second, we write about the type and extent of

participation of individuals who are working, playing, thinking or

otherwise acting together in the group. We concentrate upon

what individuals do as they associate with one another. Third,

we note and record the origin and the development of ideas,

including their acceptance or rejection by the individuals

involved. We look for the interplay of minds and the stimulation

of individuals by other individuals. NSOU ? PGSW-III 270 Fourth,

we put down exactly what the group worker does as he carries

out his helping role with the group. In addition, we record what

the worker thinks and feels about the group situation and what

he hopes to accomplish as he works with it. Fifth, we put down

movement, growth, and change as we see it in individuals and in

the group as a whole. Sixth, we write about the relationship

between the group and the agency and include community

relationships when these are significant in understanding the

group. Recording the group work process thus implies that we

shall concentrate upon individuals working together in group

situations, relationships among individuals as reflected by their

participation, interaction within group and between groups,

ourselves as workers present to exercise a helping role. This may

be restated as who? – the members of the group; what? – the

things they do together; how? – the way in which they do

things together; why? – the reasons why we think certain things

occur or fail to of occur. In the beginning, workers who are

learning how to record the group work process, discover that

their job consists of alert observation and sensitivity to what is

happening in the group; selection of what to include;

organization of material selected; the actual write-up; analysis

of the material written; interpretation and utilization of the
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material in next steps with the group. 12.3.8 The Content of the

Narrative Record The writing of the narrative record is one part

of the worker’s job in group work. Any outline or list of what to

include in the record is a reflection of the group work

philosophy of the person or persons drawing up the outline.

When workers have good insight as to the basic principles of

social group work, the items included in content lists tend to

emphasize or illustrate these principles. Because groups are

different, any list or outline of what to include in the record

must be something to select from and to be guided by in a

general way. At the outset, workers should be encouraged to

include everything that they see as important in understanding

the group. As the worker develops security and skills with a

given group, changes will come about in the recording. The

worker will see more than he saw at first. He will recognize the

importance of his own role within the group and will comment

upon it more fully.
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He may discover perplexing and conflicting situations which

need further study, and so be will include more interpretation

and evaluation in the records. Various items which might appear

in the records of a group which has been meeting for some

time include the following: 1. The record should include basic

identifying information about the group, its name, the date,

time, and place of its meeting, the names of individuals present

and absent should be listed and new members properly noted.

The physical setting within the agency or away from the agency

should be mentioned at the beginning of the record as well as

any important observations on whether or other conditions

which might affect the attendance. 2. The record should include

mention of individuals by name; what they do, what they say,

and how they get along in the group should be recorded along

with the sequence of their participation. Specific contributions

of individuals should be mentioned as they interact with other

members of the group. The emotional quality of participation, as

reflected by behaviour toward other individuals or the worker, is

important and should be included. 3. As the worker works along

with the group he will become aware of the group as a whole.

By putting down what the group does in its activity programme,

by noting positive and negative response to experience, and by

recording what the members say about their group in relation to

the agency, the worker becomes conscious of the group as it

moves through various phases of its development. 4. The

relationship and role of the group worker should be included.

When the worker provides materials, makes arrangement,

introduces new members, offers suggestions, leads discussion,

participates the activities, interprets the agency, or in any other

way enters into the affairs of the group it should recorded. 5. At

the close of each meeting’s record the worker should include a

section of evaluative comments regarding what happened

during the meeting. This section can consist of questions,

explanations as why things occurred or failed to occur, and

tentative plans for the future. Such comments or meeting- by-

meeting evaluations are exceedingly important and frequently

are longer than the actual meeting record.
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The worker should include both planned and informal meetings

with individuals before, after, and between group meetings. If

the worker works with committees, that are a part of the group,

these meetings should also be described. Individual conferences

between the worker and offices of the group, and meetings that

the worker established for the purpose of locating programme

resources should be included. The goal should be to make the

record as complete as possible. 12.3.9 Learning How to Write

Records The development of skill in recording is fundamentally

a matter of becoming capable of observing the group, analyzing

what is going on and understanding what it means to the

individuals. As workers become more skillful in their work with

groups and develop insight into their own role and responsibility

with the group, their records reflect this growth. As one worker

put it, the recording is not difficult, but the thinking and analysis

that precede the actual writing are difficult. Many workers

believe that there is value in writing up the factual account of

the meeting shortly after it has been held. The analysis of what

happened then appears in the section of evaluative comments.

This section may not be written until a few days after the

meeting when the worker has had more time to think about

what occurred. Some suggestions that have proved helpful to

workers who are leaning how to record are given as possible

helps. Some workers find it helpful to prepare a brief topical

outline before writing or dictating major record entries. Such

outlining helps in the organization of the material and it the

selection of the most important items. Worker should

endeavour, in so far as possible, to attach the names of group

members to the action as it takes place. When workers do this,

they avoid phrases such as: “it was felt” without telling who “it”

is; “there was a good discussion” without discussed what and

why it was good; “several members objected” without telling

who discussed what and thy it was good, “several members

objected” without telling who the “several” were; “details were

left to be worked out later” without telling what the “details”

were or who would work them out. Simple language, short

sentences, frequent paragraphing, and the use of topical

headings throughout the record will make it easier to analyse at

a later time. Identification of the worker by
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w” or “worker” is preferable, though some find the use of the

personal pronoun “I” easier and more natural for them. The

dating of all entries is important because it shows continuity and

development. Periodic summaries of individual and group

growth are important means of reviewing and group growths

are important means of reviewing the record and modifying

future entries as to style or content. In reviewing the records

that have been accumulated over a period of perhaps several

months, the worker might as such questions as: Have I identified

myself and included what I did and why I did it? Have I identified

the individuals who make up the group and have I included

what they did? Have I included all my contacts or did I overlook

some important ones? Have I given enough interpretation of

what has happened? How can I improve my recording to make

the record more specific and meaningful to me? There is no

one way to keep the narrative process record. Most workers will

develop a style of their own and will include pertinent material

as they become aware of the important uses to which the

records are put. 12.3.10 Using Process Records—What We Learn

from Analyzing Record The worker’s use of records begins

when he starts to write, because the primary value of records is

in helping the worker think through his work with the group.

The record should be reviewed before each meeting with the

group, since in so doing the worker will be helped to recall

salient features of the group’s development. After a period of

work with the group the accumulated body of information in

the record should be studied with a view to ascertaining trends

and movements. Record usage thus centres around both

immediate and long-term goals. Good records enable the

worker to see and understand the kind of relationship he has

established with the group. They show his sensitivity and the

way in which he picks up group leads or fails to respond to

requests for help. Records make it possible for the worker to

learn how his role has changed as the group has developed and

reveal the kind of problems the group has encountered in

carrying out programme and in meeting specific situations.

Records help the worker to deepen his understanding of

individual and group behaviour and indicate the point at which

the individual and the group have arrived in their development.

Individuals who need special attention emerge, and the extent
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to which their needs are being met in the group can be seen.

Individuals with leadership abilities can be helped to take greater

responsibility for the affairs of the group when they have been

located by means of the record. In general, records are most

useful at the point of evaluation of the group work process. In

fact, it is doubtful whether evaluations of programme, individual

growth, or worker performance can be satisfactorily made

without records. Although partial judgements can be made on

the basis of memory, thorough evaluation is possible only if

adequate records have been kept. From time to time it is

advisable for the group worker to go back over his records and

prepare an analysis and summary. This exercise is extremely

rewarding to the worker and is well worth the time required to

do it. The worker can learn a great deal about what has

happened in the group, and, more important, he can retrace the

role he has played in bringing about this group development.

Such a review is, of course, essential if the group is being closed.

It is also needed if the worker is transferring the group to a new

worker. In connection with agency evaluation the summary

analysis is indispensable. 12.3.11 Outline For Group Summary In

writing the analysis of the group record, it is important to

include throughout the place which workers have had in these

various aspects of the group behaviour. In describing worker’s

relation to the group, it is important to indicate not only what he

did but what were his purposes, his assumptions an, so far as he

can evaluate them. 1. What has been happening to individuals in

the group? Add to face sheet material a brief description of the

behaviour of the person and his adjustment in the group. 2.

How has the group changed in purpose and membership? A.

Has the group stated a purpose? If so, what is it? Judging by its

behaviour, what seems to be the dominant purposes of the

group? What needs are being met? What unavowed purpose do

you see evident? How are the group objectives influenced be

unconscious motivations in your opinion? How does agency

function or purpose affect the purpose of this group? How does

the surrounding community affect group’s objectives?
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B. What changes in purpose or membership policies have

occurred during the period of the record? Why did these come

about? C. How is membership determined? What agency

policies affect membership? What individual factors of

congeniality, etc., are determining membership? D. What social

factors are affecting the make-up of the group? Note influence

of nationality parochial or public school, occupation, location of

residence, financial status of family, parents working away from

home etc. E. What relation has worker had to this success of

formation, the determining of objectives and membership?

What has he aimed to do in this area? What has resulted? 3.

How do the members relate to each other? A. Describe the

pattern of acceptance and rejection in the group showing

changes over the period. B. During the period of the record,

how have subgroup’s affected the way the group has

functioned? Note cliques, conflicts between subgroups,

leadership subgroups etc. How have groups based on personal

congeniality or personal hostility affected the formation or

functioning of authorized groups, such as committees? How

have social factors such as occupation or race affected

subgroups? C. Does the group treat any of its members

consistently in certain roles, such as scapegoats, rebels, clowns,

outcasts, or objects of pity to be uplifted by the group? How do

you account for the attitudes in these cases – both on the part

of the group and from the viewpoint of the individual treated in

this way? D. What part has worker played in this process of

acceptance, rejection, and status finding? How has he affected

the patterns? How has he used it in relation to individuals? To

the whole group? 4. How is the group governed? A. Does the

group have a formal system of control embodied in a

constitution or set of rules? If not, what means has it of control?

Is so, how much does the group abide by its own rules? B. How

much control do the officers exercise over the programme and

behaviour of the group? How much is this affected in total

group participations? What limits are set over the power of the

officials?
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C. What committees does the group have and what are their

functions? What part has worker had in setting up of

committees? What were his aims here? D. Are there instances of

socially inert or passive members? Of dependent or dominated

members? Of fringe members not actively engaged in the

group? If so, describe psychological basis of their position as

you see it. E. Does the group control its members outside of the

meeting? In what respects? How is this done? F. What kinds of

issues have produced conflicts in the group? How does the

group react when it cannot get what it wants? How was

authority used in such situations? What part did worker play in

such conflicts? G. Is there any unauthorized group or individual

controlling or attempting to control the group? How is it

working to do this? How successful is it? What methods were

used? H. Who are the indigenous leaders of the group? What

contribution do they make which accounts for their rise to

headship? What needs or drives of their do you think play into

their leadership? How do they use their position as leaders in

controlling the group? I. What agency regulations or

requirements affect control of the group? How are such

controls put into effect? What part does the agency staff other

than worker have in such control? J. How do attitudes toward

authority, neighbourhood tradition, class, habits etc., affect the

reactions of the group toward authority and self-government?

K. What has the worker done in regard to the control of the

group? At what points has he taken control himself? What

methods did he use? What were his aims in doing this? What

were the results? How has he attempted to establish democratic

method through indigenous, leaders? 5. How does the group

make up its mind? A. What kind of questions required group

thinking and collective decision during the period of the record?

Were these handled in business meetings? If not, how and

where did the discussion occur? B. In the business meeting of

the group, is formal parliamentary procedure used? Informal

discussions? NSOU ? PGSW-III 277 C. How does the group

usually come to its decisions? By majority rule? Compromise?

Integration? What is the usual attitude of the minorities toward

majority decisions? What opportunities are afforded for minority

expression of opinion? How does the majority teart minority

opinion? D. Has the group had discussions of questions other

than those in business meetings? Are they “bull sessions”,

planned discussions, “round labels”, “truth sessions”? What

subjects have come up for such discussion? E. In the business

meetings or subject discussions of the group, what is the quality

of the group thinking in terms of information gained or used in

the discussion, clarity of thinking, influence of emotional and

irrational factors in reaching conclusions, ability to come to

integrated group conclusions where necessary, etc? F. What part

has worker played in group deliberation? What educational

purposes has he had in mind for such deliberative meetings?

With what results? 6. What has happened to esprit corps? A.

What is the general social climate of the group in terms of

factors, such as the following: friendliness or hostility toward

each other; opportunity for free expression opinion and

receptive attitude toward such, attitude toward authority as

represented by worker, the agency, or the indigenous leaders;

ability to cooperate effectively for common ends? What outside

factors, such as physical setting of the group, fatigue, home,

school, or work situations have in your opinion affected this

climate? If the climate has changed markedly during the period
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of the record, what has produced this change? B. How has spirit

do corps of the group fluctuated during this period? What has

produced these fluctuations? How has it been affected by

programme, conflicts, interpersonal acceptance and rejection,

events outside the group? C. Do the members vary in their

attachment to the group? How does this show itself? What is

the pattern of group attachments? D. Does the group use any

symbols or ritual to express its attachments to the group?

Where did these come from? What effect do they have on

group cohesion? Or individual reactions to the group? What

effcet do they have on the group’s standing with other groups in

the agency?
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E. What relation has worker to these aspects of the group? What

has he aimed to do about it? What resulted? 7. What are the

dominant values in the group? A. What evidences are there of

commonly accepted values affecting the behaviour of the

group? Are these values formulated into a clearly understood

code? If so, what does the code require of this members in the

way of behaviour? What does it forbid? Do these values deviate

from the mores of the neighbourhood? If so, how? At what

points are they different from those of worker? At what points

do they differ from those of the agency? B. If the group has

certain accepted standards, how do they affect individual

behaviour? How are they enforced by the group? Are awards or

punishment given? C. How are the group values related to its

selection of indigenous leaders? Do its stigmatizing of certain

members? To what extent does the elected or natural leader

embody the group ideal (e.g., in popularity with the other sex,

physical powers, prominence in a skill, embodiment of a social

purpose, etc.)? In what ways are its values influenced by those

of its indigenous leaders? D. Does the group indicate rejection

of certain values? Does it have an enemy outside itself in the

form of another group, racial grouping, or area? If so, how is this

hostility expressed? Does it show evidences of social prejudices,

racial, religions, economic, etc.? E. Does the group think of itself

as in line with community standards or is it in revolt against

them? Or, if the latter, is it consciously antisocial, or does it

consider its standards high than those of the community? In any

of these situations, how have you as worker dealt with this

attitude toward accepted values? F. How is the agency

attempting to affect these values? What does worker do about

them? What is his aim in doing this? What has resulted? 8. What

has been the programme of the group? A. List the major activity

of each meeting, i.e., business meeting, trip, party. B. How is

programme determined?
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C. What activities have met with the greatest response? The

least? D. What contribution do you feel the programme activities

have made to individuals? E. How did the worker’s interests and

skills affect programme? What was his part in determining it? 9.

What is the relation of group to other groups? A. Has this group

had any relation to other groups inside the agency? How has

this group been related to programme planned for whole

agency? What effect does this have on its own programme?

What contacts has it had outside the agency? Describe the

contact in each case in terms of activities engaged in an effect

on the group. B. What part has worker played in these

intergroup activities? What has he aimed to do through them?

What has resulted? C. If this is a representative group, what is its

relation to this constituent group? 10. What is the relation of

worker to members of the group? A. During the group meetings

are there certain members who are constantly endangering the

effective functioning of the group by such behaviour as bullying

weaker members, refusal to carry their share of work, showing

off by noisy or irritating behaviour, passively, or day-dreaming,

acting tough, monopolizing the leader? What is the relation of

worker to these persons? How does he handle this behaviour in

the group? How has he used group programme or group

pressures to deal with this behaviour? Are there certain

members who are normally helpful to the group by such

behaviour as making useful suggestions, assuming responsibility,

helping or protecting weaker members, quieting noisy

members, upholding agency standards, stimulating thinking or

control of emotional outbursts of others? What is the relation of

worker to these persons? How has he used their behaviour to

promote group programme or group relations? How has he

used group programme or pressures to develop their

capacities? To what extent does the worker work with the

officers or committee chairman in planning business meetings

or programme? NSOU ? PGSW-III 280 B. Outside of the group

meeting, what contacts has worker had with members of the

group? In lobbies, streets, homes, etc., in which he saw the

person by himself or with one or two others? How did these

contacts arise? What occurred in the interviews of significance

to the person or to the functioning of the group? C. In dealing

with members on an individual basis, has worker referred

members to other agencies or used other resources within the

agency? II) Statistical Summary: Enrollment at beginning of the

period ................................................................... Number of members

added during this period ....................................................... Including

(a) old members re-enrolled ..................................................................

(b) new members enrolled ....................................................................

Number of members dropped during period

......................................................... Cumulative enrollment

............................................................................................ Enrollment

attendance .............................................................................................

Cumulative attendance

............................................................................................ (Summation

of attendance at each regular meeting) .............................................

Attendance index

.....................................................................................................

Cumulative attendance ——————————— = attendance

index Enrollment attendance 12.4 Conclusion The writing of the

records is becoming an integral part of social group work

method. Since, social group work is the process of working with

the people, it needs to maintain record to conduct the group
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activities perfectly and methodically. Recording is thus a tool for

the improvement of the horizon of different activities

concerning the group. In short its utilities are: (1) helps the

worker in developing skill in terms of better understanding of

the individual, and ability to think analyse and evaluate, (2) helps

the group worker to understand the groups as a whole because

in the record writing process he becomes aware of the whole,

(3) the record provides the worker NSOU ? PGSW-III 281 with

evidence of growth and change in the part of the members and

of himself as a worker, thus record serves as an instrument of

evaluation, (4) it provides contents for supervision both on the

part of the worker and the agency, (5) the record provides a

source of future programme planning because it is a reflection

of expressed and unexpressed and unfulfilled interests and

needs as well as amount of what actually happened, (6) it

provides historical data which may be used by new workers to

maintain the continuity of work, (7) the record provides data to

the higher opportunities, which gives financial support to the

agency, (8) the reports sometimes help to resolve the difficulties

arising in the course of group activities, (9) the reports helps the

absentee members to follow the discussions in the meeting, (10)

lastly, these records are of immense value in social research.

Since, WHO in every group is different, the WHAT, HOW and

WHY are also different. It is, therefore, impossible to develop a

rigid records. Writing records helps the worker to acquire

greater skill and sharpen his knowledge and understanding of

the complex dynamics of social group work process. The

reports must be factual, clear and simple and must fruitfully

represent the tempo of group process and the interaction

between various people within the group. In the task of

evaluating of the work of a group or the agency as a whole, well

written and objective reports will go a long way. 12.5 Exercise 1.

What do you mean by record? What are the elements of record

in social group work? 2. Write in brief the principles of

recording. 3. Elucidate the importance of narrative records. 4.

What are the meanings of record in the group work process? 5.

As a professional gives an outline for group summary records. 6.

What is Supervision? What are the functions of supervision? 7.

Write in detail the supportive functions of supervision. 8. State

how the task model of supervision differs from the

developmental model? NSOU ? PGSW-III 282 9. What activities

generally fall under the mode of supervision? 10. What are three

ways in which prolonged job related stress affects professional

performance? 11. Elucidate the role of a supervisor in the group
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PREFACE In the curricular structure introduced by this University for students of Post-Graduate degree programme, the opportunity

to pursue Post-Graduate course in a subject is introduced by this University is equally available to all learners. Instead of being

guided by any presumption about ability level, it would perhaps stand to reason if receptivity of a learner is judged in the course of

the learning process. That would be entirely in keeping with the objectives of open education which does not believe in artificial

differentiation.

I am happy to note that university has been recently accredited by National Assessment and Accreditation Council of India (NAAC)

with grade ‘A’.

95% MATCHING BLOCK 3/61

Keeping this in view, the study materials of the Post Graduate level in different subjects are being prepared on the basis of a well

laid-out syllabus. The course structure combines the best elements in the approved syllabi of Central and State Universities in

respective subjects. It has been so designed as to be upgradable with the addition of new information as well as results of fresh

thinking and analysis. The accepted methodology of distance education has been followed in the preparation of these study

materials. Co-operation in every form of experienced scholars is indispensable for a work of this kind. We, therefore, owe an

enormous debt of gratitude to everyone whose tireless efforts went into the writing, editing, and devising of a proper layout of the

materials. Practically speaking, their role amounts to an involvement in ‘

layout

95% MATCHING BLOCK 4/61

of the materials. Practically speaking, their role amounts to an involvement in ‘invisible teaching’. For, whoever makes use of these

study materials would virtually derive the benefit of learning under their collective care without each being seen by the other. The

more a learner would seriously pursue these study materials, the easier it will be for him or her to reah out to larger horizons of a

subject. Care has also been taken to make the language lucid and presentation attrative so that they may be rated as quality self-

learning materials. If anything remains still obscure or difficult to follow, arrangements are there to come to terms with them

through the counselling sessions regularly available at the network of study centres set up by the University. Needless to add, a great

deal of these efforts is still experimental—in fact, pioneering in certain areas. Naturally, there is every possibility of some lapse or

deficiency here and there. However, these do admit of rectification and further improvement in due course. On the whole,

therefore, these study materials are expected to evoke wider appreciation the more they receive serious attention of all concerned.

Professor (Dr.) Subha Sankar Sarkar Vice-Chancellor First Print — February, 2022 Printed in accordance with the regulations of the

Distance Education Bureau of the University Grants Commission.
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PG : Social Work (MSW) (New Syllabus) Module-1 : Introduction to Community Organization Unit 1 Concept of Community 7-24 Unit

2 Community Power 25-36 Unit 3 Basic Idea About Community Organization 37-54 Unit 4 Different areas of Community

Organization and Models of Community Organization Practice 55-64 Module-2 : Community Organization Process Unit 5 Need

Assessment 65-76 Unit 6 Programme Planning 77-85 Unit 7 Process of Community Organization 86-105 Unit 8 Advocacy 106-113

Course : Social Work Intervention-III (Community Organization) Code : PGSW–IV

Module-3 : Strategies in Community Organization Practice and Role of Community Organization Practitioner Unit 9 Communication

114-131 Unit 10 Sarvodaya, Bhoodan, Gramdan 132-155 Unit 11 Leadership 156-173 Unit 12 Community Participation 174-187 Unit 13

Social Action 188-203

Unit-1 Concept of Community Structure 1.1 Objective 1.2 Introduction 1.3 Concept of Community 1.4 Basic types of Community 1.5

Characteristics of Community 1.5.1 Urban communities 1.5.2 Rural communities 1.5.3. Tribal communities 1.6 Summary 1.7 Exercise 1.8

Reference 1.1 Objective The learner would understand about the basic concept of a community, its basic characteristics and also

about the various types of communities. 1.2 Introduction The third Method of Social Work, amongst the Primary Methods i.e.

Community Organization involves intervention into the community Setting to mitigate the community problems. In order to do this a

social worker must be aware of

88% MATCHING BLOCK 5/61
480E2430_BSW_Social Work with Communites_1st P ...

(D165107508)

the community power structure to carryout community organisation method, which is used for

developing consciousness amongst the people for their sustainable development. At the time of community organisation one may

also apply other methods of social work, like Casework and Group Work to work more effectively in the community level.

8 NSOU ? MSW-IV However before chalking out any plan it is important for the community Organizer to first understand the power

structure of

93% MATCHING BLOCK 6/61
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the community to practice community organisation method, which is used for empowering people for their development.

Now we may try to understand the concept of Community, Power structure and also the negative and positive aspects of the Power

Structure which lead to integration or disintegration of a community.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 7/61
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Details are provided for social work students to understand and practice community organisation effectively 1.3

Concept of Community Generally speaking, a Community is a geographical area (e.g. a country, village, hamlet, town, or

neighbourhood) where people share common norms, religion, values, customs, or identity and also interact socially. People living in

the community share common interest and Common heritage. Community is an organised social unit in which a group of people live

in close proximity and have some common idea, interest, concern, language and culture.In other words we can say that community is

the complete organised unit wherein each and every element functions in a related manner and produces comforts for other living

beings. Bogardus defines

91% MATCHING BLOCK 8/61
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(D133109690)

community as a social group with some degree of we feeling and living in a given area.

Socio logically it can be defined as a small isolated centre with a stable population in which all econonmic and social services

necessary to life can be maintained. Community can further be defined as a small localised political, economic and social unit whose

members share values in common. McIver defined community as the term be applied to a pioneer settlement, a village, a city or tribe

or a nation wherever the member of any group small or large not this or that in particular interests but with the basic conditions of a

community life we call that group in that once life may be lived wholly within it. The basic criterion of community then is that of once

social relationships may be found within it. Community as we all know is the oldest form of human social organisation in which– ?

Social relations are primary, personal and direct.
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 9 ? Common values are not reinforced by legislations but by a rich ritual life and by folkways and mores ? Traditions

are treated as very valuable ? Violation of traditional customs results in ostracism. ? Members guard its isolation and culture against

contamination by other communities ? People learn and develop the feeling of togetherness and belongingness. ? Develop reciprocal

feelings of attachment towards the place. In a study conducted in 1986 by McMillan and Chavis proposed the following four basic

“Features of Community “- 1) Membership: Feeling of belonging or of sharing a sense of personal relatedness, 2) Influence: Making a

difference to a group and of the group mattering to its members 3) Reinforcement: Integration and fulfilment of needs, 4) Sharing:

Share emotional connection. To build a healthy community we need active involvement of the community people. They are the best

ones to know the actual problems of the community and may give proper inputs to solve them. Proper application of the Method of

Community organization gives opportunity to its community members to improve their community problem and democratically keep

their opinion for its development and may even take initiatives for improving their own locality. Thus the Community people are

responsible for the growth and development of their communities by adopting a cooperative, collaborative and participatory attitude.

Let us now look into some definition of Community, given by some great social thinkers– “Wherever

79% MATCHING BLOCK 9/61
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the members of any group—small or large—live together in such a way that they share, not this or that particular interest, but the

basic conditions of life,

we call that group a community.” – MacIver and Page.

10 NSOU ? MSW-IV As R.E. Park (1921) writes: “Community, in the broadest sense of the term, has a spatial and a geographical

connotation.” Weber meant that members “known each other” and have a degree of common consciousness and identity and exclude

those unlike themselves. According to Bogardus (Sociology, 1952), “a

100% MATCHING BLOCK 10/61
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community is a social group with some degree of we feeling and living in a given area”.

A nineteenth century sociologist, F. Tonnies, who has been described as the founder of the theory of community, defined ‘community

in his book Geminschaft and Gesalbchaft (Community and Society) “as an organic, ‘natural’ kind of social collectivity whose members

are bound together by a sense of belonging, created out of everyday contacts covering the whole range of human activities”. Systems

Perspective : From a systems perspective, a community is similar to a living creature, comprising different parts that represent

specialized functions, activities, or interests, each operating within specific boundaries to meet community needs. For example,

schools focus on education, the transportation sector focuses on moving people and products, economic entities focus on enterprise

and employment, faith organizations focus on the spiritual and physical well-being of people, and health care agencies focus on the

prevention and treatment of diseases and injuries (Henry, 2011). For the community to function well, each part has to effectively carry

out its role in relation to the whole organism. A healthy community has well-connected, interdependent sectors that share

responsibility for recognizing and resolving problems and enhancing its well- being. Successfully addressing a community’s complex

problems requires integration, collaboration, and coordination of resources from all parts (Thompson et al, 1990). From a systems

perspective, then, collaboration is a logical approach to health improvement Social Perspective : A community can also be defined by

describing the social and political networks that link individuals, community organizations, and leaders understanding these networks

is critical to planning efforts in engagement. For example, 6 tracing social ties among individuals may help engagement leaders to

identify a community’s leadership, understand its behavior patterns, identify its high-risk groups, and strengthen its networks (Minkler

et al, 1997).
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 11 Virtual Perspective : Some communities map onto geographically defined areas, but today, individuals rely more

and more on computer-mediated communications to access information, meet people, and make decisions that affect their lives

(Kozinets, 2002). Examples of computer-mediated forms of communication include email, instant or text messaging, e-chat rooms,

and social networking sites such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter (Flavian et al, 2005) social groups or groups with a common

interest that interact in an organized fashion on the Internet are considered “virtual communities” (Rheingold, 2000; Ridings et al,

2002). Without question, these virtual communities are potential partners for community-engaged health promotion and research.

Individual Perspective : Individuals have their own sense of community membership that is beyond the definitions of community

applied by researchers and engagement leaders. Moreover, they may have a sense of belonging to more than one community. In

addition, their sense of membership can change over time and may affect their participation in community activities (Minkler et al,

2004). The philosopher and psychologist William James shed light on this issue in his writings. James thought it important to consider

two perspectives on identity: the “I,” or how a person thinks about himself or herself, and the “me,” or how others see and think about

that person. Sometimes these two views agree and result in a shared sense of an identity, but other times they do not. People should

not make assumptions about identity based on appearance, language, or cultural origin; nor should they make assumptions about an

individual’s perspective based on his or her identity (James, 1890). Today, the multiple communities that might be relevant for any

individual — including families, workplace, and social, religious, and political associations — suggest that individuals are thinking about

themselves in more complex ways than was the norm in years past. The eligibility criteria that scientists, policy makers, and others

develop for social programs and research projects reflect one way that people perceive a group of proposed participants, but how

much those criteria reflect the participants’ actual view of themselves is uncertain. Practitioners of community engagement need to

learn how individuals understand their identity and connections, enter into relationships, and form communities. Thus we may say that

a community is

100% MATCHING BLOCK 11/61
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a group of people living in the same place or having a particular characteristic in common

such as norms, religion, values, language or identity. It is a group of people who share the same things, such as: where they live, work

and play. It is also a place where people solve problems together.

12 NSOU ? MSW-IV Check your Progress 1 Explain the concept of Community from System’s Perspective

........................................................................................................................ ........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................ 2 What are four basic features of a community ?

........................................................................................................................ ........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................ ........................................................................................................................ 1.4

Types of Communities In common parlance, the word ‘community’ is used for a collection of people who do related kinds of work,

such as the “teacher’s community” or the “doctors community”. It is also used to denote a collection of people who share something

in common as the “Hindu community”, the “Parsi community”, or the “Christian community” without necessarily living in a particular

area. Sometimes, it is used to describe a supposedly coherent group, such as ‘international community’. There are many ways by

which we may categorize communities.On such kind of category is as follows- ? Location Based Communities Communities can be

divided into three main types based on their location, interaction and ecology. They are- Urban Community Composed of such

people who are mostly of migrated in character of. As a result they may be of various caste, culture, linguistic and religious group.

These communities are heterogeneous in nature.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 13 Rural Community This community is small in size. The members of this community speak same language and

share the same culture. They live together in the same area for a long period of time. People are interdependent on each others. Tribal

community Besides the normal rural community there is tribal community who also live in the rural areas. Generally these

communities are quite small in size and isolated from urban or rural communities. Basically such communities are located around or

in the forest, coastal, hilly or even desert areas. These communities have their own indigenous culture, language, religious belief

occupation and even governance. They are homogeneous community in true sense. ? Identity Based Communities

100% MATCHING BLOCK 12/61

A common experience can bring people together and create a community. Such communities can be seen after unexpected

tragedies such as terrorist attacks, natural disasters, and wars.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 13/61

The way in which community is perceived is likely to depend on a person’s attitude, culture, or beliefs.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 14/61

In extreme cases, communities may remove themselves from the rest of society in search of their own way of life.
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These communities have strong ‘community spirit’, and the strength of bonds within the community members are the defining feature

of such communities, which gives them a separate identity. ? Organization Based Communities People can have their own

associations one based on their day to day activities. Individuals who are engaged in business one their own organizations and belong

to that particular communities.Thus we may have business communities, educational communities, or Bar council, which comprises

of people associated with legal service. These organizations have their own norms and have common interest. Further, Richard

Millington mentioned five different types of communities based on the following :- 1. Interest based - Communities of people who

share the same interest or passion.

14 NSOU ? MSW-IV 2. Action based - Communities of people trying to bring about desired change. 3. Place based - Communities of

people brought together by geographic boundaries. 4. Practice based - Communities of people in the same profession or undertake

the same activities. 5. Circumstance based - When people of a Community are brought together by some kind of external events or

situations. People living in a particular community share the same kind of custom, tradition and culture. Broadly speaking,

communities consist of the people and institutions shared beliefs, cultural ideas and some communities also share similar socio-

political environment. Based on this there are three types of Communities i.e -pre-industrial, industrial and post- industrial

community. Pre-industrial Communities Pre-industrial communities may be referred to those communities which prevailed Pre

Industrial Communities Source- https://www.google.com/search

NSOU ? MSW-IV 15 between 1750-1850 which was much before the Industrial Revolution. This was a time when use of machines was

not common and simple tools were used for performing various activities. Pre-Industrial communities differ from region to region

depending on the cultural pattern, socio-political and historic background of particular geographic location. Pre-industrial

communities were predominantly agro-based and limited, with division of labour, and class based stratification. These pre-industrial

communities more or less shared these common characteristics features and the two specific forms of pre- industrial communities

were hunter-gatherer and feudal communities.The Community people lived by collecting wild plants and hunting wild animals. They

were perhaps nomadic and moved from one place to other for gathering food. These communities were perhaps non–hierarchical

and egalitarian and there was discrimination on the basis of gender. The kinship character of the society was significant for its

cooperative functional character, for the economic support was provided to the dependent and needy. Industrial Period Industrial

communities were the communities that came up with the discovery of technology which enabled the people to go for mass

production, and supported a large number of people to become economically independent along with a high capacity for division of

labour. Such a structure developed in the western world in the period following the Industrial Revolution and replaced the agrarian

societies of the pre-modern age. In the eighteenth century, Europe experienced a dramatic rise in the technological invention,

ushering in an era known as the Industrial Revolution. This period was remarkable for the number of new inventions that influenced

people’s daily lives. Within a generation, tasks that had until this point required months of labour became achievable in a matter of

days. Before the Industrial Revolution, work was largely person or animal- based, and relied on human workers or horses to power

mills and drive pumps. In 1782, James Watt and Matthew Boulton created a steam engine that could do the work of twelve horses by

itself. It was during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of the Industrial Revolution that sociology was born. Life was changing

quickly and the long-established traditions of the agricultural eras did not apply to life in the larger cities. Masses of people were

moving to new environments and often found themselves faced with horrendous conditions of

16 NSOU ? MSW-IV filth, overcrowding, and poverty. Social scientists emerged to study the relationship between the individual

members of society and society as a whole. It was during this time that power moved from the hands of the aristocracy and “old

money” to business-savvy newcomers who amassed fortunes in their lifetimes. Families such as the Rockefellers and the Vanderbilt

became the new power players and used their influence in business to control aspects of government as well. Eventually, concerns

over the exploitation of workers led to the formation of labour unions and laws that set mandatory conditions for employees.

Although the introduction of new technology at the end of the nineteenth century ended the industrial age, much of our social

structure and social ideas - like family, childhood, and time standardization - have a basis in industrial society. The United States, for

example, was an industrial society because a considerable portion of its economy was tied to jobs that involve mechanized labour, like

factory farming or auto-assembly plants, which involved a combination of machines and human employees to produce consumer

products. In most cases, the objective of an industrial economy is the mass production of goods, which is the fast and efficient

manufacturing of standardized products. For example, if you’ve ever purchased a car, there is a high likelihood that your car was mass-

produced because it operates similarly to other models and its parts can be replaced with other parts because they are identical.

Industrial society is one in which technologies of mass production are used to make vast amounts of goods in factories, and in which

this is the dominant mode of production and organizer of social life. This means that a truly industrial society not only features mass

factory production but also has a particular social structure designed to support such operations. Such a society is typically organized

hierarchically by class and features; a rigid division of labour among workers and factory owners. It is important to distinguish the

descriptive from the analytical uses of this term ‘Industrial society’. At a descriptive level, an industrial society is simply one displaying

the characteristic features of industrialism. However, the term is also used in the abstract to denote the thesis that a definite type of

society exists whose culture, institutions, and development are determined by its industrial production process. The production of

food is shifted to large commercial farms where the products of industry, such as combine harvesters and fossil fuel-based fertilizers,

are used to decrease
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 17 required human labour while increasing production. Excess labour is no longer needed for the production of food;

mechanization is utilized to further increase efficiency. As population grow, and mechanization is further refined, often to the level of

automation, many workers shifted to expanding service industries. Steam power began appearing everywhere. Instead of paying

artisans to painstakingly spin wool and weave it into cloth, people turned to textile mills that produced fabric quickly at a better price

and often with better quality. Rather than planting and harvesting fields by hand, farmers were able to purchase mechanical seeders

and threshing machines that caused agricultural productivity to soar. Products such as paper and glass became available to the

average person and the quality and accessibility of education and health care soared. One of the results of increased productivity and

technology was the rise of urban centers. Workers from rural areas flocked to factories for jobs, and the populations of cities became

increasingly diverse. The new generation became less preoccupied with maintaining family land and traditions and more focused on

acquiring wealth and achieving upward mobility for themselves and their families. People wanted their children and their children’s

children to continue to rise to the top, and as capitalism increased, so did social mobility. Industrial society makes urbanization

desirable, in part so that workers can be closer to centers of production, and the service industry can provide labour to workers and

those that benefit financially from them, in exchange for a piece of production profits with which they can buy goods. This leads to

the rise of very large cities and surrounding suburban areas with a high rate of economic activity. Some theoreticians argue that we are

located in the middle of a transformation or transition from industrial societies to post-industrial societies. The triggering technology

for the change from an agricultural to an industrial organization was steam power, allowing mass production and reducing the

agricultural work necessary. Thus, many industrial cities have been built around rivers. Identified as a catalyst or trigger for the

transition to a post-modern or informational society is global information technology. Point to Note Preindustrial societies, Durkheim

explained, were held together by mechanical

18 NSOU ? MSW-IV solidarity, a type of social order maintained by the collective consciousness of a culture. Societies with mechanical

solidarity act in a mechanical fashion; things are done mostly because they have always been done that way. This type of thinking was

common in preindustrial societies where strong bonds of kinship and a low division of labour created shared morals and values

among people, such as hunter- gatherer groups. When people tend to do the same type of work, Durkheim argued, they tend to think

and act alike. In industrial societies, mechanical solidarity is replaced with organic solidarity, which is social order based around an

acceptance of economic and social differences. In capitalist societies, Durkheim wrote, division of labour becomes so specialized that

everyone is doing different things. Instead of punishing members of a society for failure to assimilate to common values, organic

solidarity allows people with differing values to coexist. Laws exist as formalized morals and are based on restitution rather than

revenge Post Industrial Society Information societies, sometimes known as post-industrial or digital societies, are a recent

development. Unlike industrial societies that are rooted in the production of material goods, information societies are based on the

production of information and services. Digital technology is the steam engine of information societies, and computer moguls such as

Steve Jobs and Bill Gates are its John D. Rockefellers and Cornelius Vanderbilts. Since the economy of information societies is driven

by knowledge and not material goods, power lies with those in charge of storing and distributing information. Members of the post-

industrial society are likely to be employed as sellers of services - software programmers or business consultants. Social classes are

divided by access to education since, without technical skills, people in an information society lack the means for success. In

sociology, the post-industrial society is the stage of society’s development when the service sector generates more wealth than the

manufacturing sector of the economy. The term was originated by Alain Touraine. As the term has been used, a few common themes,

including the ones below have begun to emerge. The economy in the case of post-industrial society undergoes a transition from the

production of goods to the provision of services. Knowledge becomes a valued form of capital. Producing ideas is the main way to

grow the economy. Through processes of globalization and automation, the value and importance to the economy of blue-collar,

unionized work, including manual labour
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professionals, and IT professionals) grow in value and prevalence. Behavioural and information sciences and technologies are

developed and implemented. A post-industrial society is a stage in a society’s evolution when the economy shifts from producing and

providing goods and products to one that mainly offers services. A manufacturing society is comprised of people working in

construction, textiles, mills, and production workers whereas, in the service sector, people work as teachers, doctors, lawyers, and

retail workers. In a post-industrial society, technology, information, and services are more important than manufacturing actual good.

1.5 Characteristics of the community Each type of community has some special characteristic features which may be different from

other communities .Women now discuss about some of these characteristic features briefly in the following manner- Indian Urban

Community-Source https://indiaclimatedialogue.net/2020/10/13/severe-air- pollution-

20 NSOU ? MSW-IV 1.5.1 Urban communities The urban communities are more populated and with lots of facilities. These are the

communities which are more or less heterogeneous in nature .People do not share strong bonding amongst themselves and have a

very fast life style.The urban communities are mostly self sufficient with all modern amenities. Following are the basic features of

Urban life- ? The social institutions like family, kinship, marriage, caste system etc are less complex in urban communities. Families are

generally nuclear in nature. ? People are less superstitious, more educated and social norms and values are not so rigid. ? Size of the

urban area is quite large and the density of urban population is very high. ? Bringing changes in the lifestyle, occupation and social

economic status is quite common in urban sector. ? Birth rate and death rate is comparatively low except in the slum areas of the

urban societies. ? Social interaction is less and more formal in nature. ? Urban life is highly competitive and people are more ambitious.

? People believe in commercial recreation. ? People have more facilities in terms of education, health and commerce. ? Commercial

goods are in high demand in urban areas. ? Women of the urban societies enjoy a much higher status compared to the rural societies.

? People speak different languages and have different cultures and tradition because people from various places come and settle

down for job and other commercial purposes in urban places. ? Municipality or Municipal Corporation is the local self government of

the urban area.
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 21 1.5.2 Rural communities ? The rural communities are much complex in nature. Families are joint and extended.

Games in rural society Anne size within the relatives even with the very strong. The marriage system is also traditional in nature. ? It is

mostly an agricultural society along with animal rearing, cottage industries and small scale industries. Land is the basic means of

production and the cottage industry and animal rearing are other subsidiaries. Ordinarily all the members of the family including the

children contribute to family business. ? Social norms,values, customs, tradition, superstitious beliefs and taboos are very common in

Rural community. However with the influence of education changes are visible in rural communities. ? The rural communities largely

depend on nature. Rural Indian Society Source-
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https://www.dreamstime.com/indian-village-life-old-man-run- cow-vizag-india-indian-village-life-old-man-run-cow-

image176352525 22

NSOU ? MSW-IV ? Size of the rural community is smaller in area and the density is much lesser than that of the urban community.

Thus the rural communities are not overcrowded. ? Birth rate is high which is due to lack of awareness about family planning, desire to

have male child or non availability of contraceptives. ? Social interaction is much more informal in nature. ? It is largely autonomous in

character which is evident from the fact that the village council looks after the village defence settles the village disputes. ? Panchayati

Raj system is the form of the local self government. ? The village life is less competitive in nature and the ambition of the rural people

is not very high. Indian Tribal Community Source - https://indiantribalimages.com/blog/

NSOU ? MSW-IV 23 1.5.3. Tribal communities ? Tribal communities are very simple without any stratification on the basis of caste. ?

Taboos and superstitions are very much prevalent in tribal communities. ? The relation of the tribal people with mothernature is very

strong. The tribal people depend to a large extent on nature for their social, economic and cultural livelihood. ? Some of the tribal

communities live by food collection or hunting. ? There is very less chance of maintaining confidentiality in the tribal societies as it is

an open community with a lot of interference in the matter of the others. ? The tribal communities in some cases are matriarchal in

nature. ? Ambition or competition amongst themself is almost absent in the tribal communities. ? The life is quite slow and the people

have traditionally learned to remain content with whatever little they have. ? The tribal communities have several indigenous skills. ?

The tribal communities love their culture and their heritage is their pivotal binding force. ? Consumerism is not at all present in the

tribal communities. 1.6 Summary It becomes very important to know about the nature of the communities like the geographic area,

sentiments of the people, so that it becomes easier for us to work with in it. Knowledge about the community will help to frame

correct strategier and thus work more effectively.

24 NSOU ? MSW-IV 1.7 Exercise 1. Define the term ‘Community’. What are its basic types ? 2. Enumerate the characteristics of Indian

Community. 3. Differentiate between Urban & Rural communities. 4. Discuss briefly about post Industrial Society. 1.8 Reference

http://motu-www.motu.org.nz/wpapers/05_09.pdf
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Power 2.5 Understanding Oppression and Power 2.6 Community Empowerment 2.7 Summary 2.8 Exercise 2.9 Reference 2.1

Objective In this Unit , we shall take a look at the roles that community organisers may play in consciousness raising and

deconstructing power and oppression within the community. 2.2 Introduction

100% MATCHING BLOCK 16/61

For centuries, philosophers, politicians, and social scientists have explored and commented on the nature of power. Pittacus (c.

640–568 B.C.E.) opined, “The measure of a man is what he does with power,” and Lord Acton perhaps more famously asserted,

“Power tends to corrupt; absolute power corrupts absolutely” (1887). Indeed, the concept of power can have decidedly negative

connotations, and the term itself is difficult to define. 26

NSOU ? MSW-IV 2.3 Concept of Power
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Many scholars adopt the definition developed by German sociologist Max Weber, who said that power is the ability to exercise one’s

will over others (Weber 1922). Power affects more than personal relationships; it shapes larger dynamics like social groups,

professional organizations, and governments. Similarly, a government’s power is not necessarily limited to control of its own

citizens. A dominant nation, for instance, will often use its clout to influence or support other governments or to seize control of

other nation states. Efforts by the U.S. government to wield power in other countries have included joining with other nations to

form the Allied forces during World War II, entering Iraq in 2002 to topple Saddam Hussein’s regime, and imposing sanctions on the

government of North Korea in the hopes of constraining its development of nuclear weapons. Endeavors to gain power and

influence do not necessarily lead to violence, exploitation, or abuse. Leaders such as Martin Luther King Jr. and Mohandas

Karamchand
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Gandhi, for example, commanded powerful movements that effected positive change without military force. Both men organized

nonviolent protests to combat corruption and injustice and succeeded in inspiring major reform. They relied on a variety of

nonviolent protest strategies such as rallies, sit-ins, marches, petitions, and boycotts.

Systems Perspective https://pixabay.com/users/openclipart-vectors-30363/
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Some groups often use their power to accumulate privileges over the groups they oppress.

The concepts of oppression and power are not only multi-dimensional but also involve multifaceted, complex means of being

executed.
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Oppression may occur on any level from individual to societal. It also has a psychological piece. Those in power oppress individuals

and groups by reducing their opportunities for education, work, housing, and health care. Then those on the receiving end of this

oppression may take part in negative activity due to feelings of hopelessness and helplessness. In addition to the experience of

exclusion and marginalization on a societal level, the problem of oppression is compounded when those oppressed engage in self-

destructive patterns due to the internal feelings of hopelessness.

In order to effectively conceptualize dismantling and disrupting power and oppression, it is important to delve further into looking at

systems by which power and oppression exist and are maintained. Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory provided a framework

for us to examine how power and oppression are carried out and perpetuated in individual and community environments. Yet, human

behavior is not simply nested as Bronfenbrenner theorized, but our behavior is also networked, where each system is defined in terms

of the social relationships surrounding a targeted individual, and where systems at different levels relate to one another in an

overlapping fashion (Neal & Neal, 2013). Thus, dismantling power and oppression is a difficult task that requires a community systems

approach. It is also important to note that historical events such as colonialism and change across time necessitate that idea that

power/oppression must be continually re-examined and monitored. 2.4 Sources of Power Having power and using power are two

different things. For example, imagine a manager who has the power to reward or punish employees. When the manager makes a

request, he or she will probably be obeyed even though the manager does not actually reward the employee. The fact that the

manager has the ability to give rewards and punishments will be enough for employees to follow the request. What are the sources of

one’s power over others? Researchers identified six sources of power, which include legitimate, reward, coercive, expert, information,

and referent (French & Raven, 1960). You might earn power from one source or all six depending on the situation. Let us take a look at

each of these in turn, and continue with Steve Jobs from the opening case as our example. Having power and using power are two

different things. For example, imagine a manager who has the power to reward or punish employees. When

28 NSOU ? MSW-IV the manager makes a request, he or she will probably be obeyed even though the manager does not actually

reward the employee. The fact that the manager has the ability to give rewards and punishments will be enough for employees to

follow the request. What are the sources of one’s power over others? Researchers identified six sources of power, which include

legitimate, reward, coercive, expert, information, and referent (French & Raven, 1960). You might earn power from one source or all six

depending on the situation. Let us take a look at each of these in turn, and continue with Steve Jobs from the opening case as our

example. Legitimate Power Legitimate power is power that comes from one’s organizational role or position. For example, a boss can

assign projects, a policeman can arrest a citizen, and a teacher assigns grades. Others comply with the requests these individuals make

because they accept the legitimacy of the position, whether they like or agree with the request or not. Goenka has enjoyed legitimate

power as the CEO of CESE, a principal of a school may assign . He could set deadlines and employees comply even if they think the

deadlines were overly ambitious. Start-up organizations often have founders who use their legitimate power to influence individuals to

work long hours week after week in order to help the company survive. Reward Power Reward power is the ability to grant a reward,

such as an increase in pay, a perk, or an attractive job assignment. Reward power tends to accompany legitimate power and is highest

when the reward is scarce. Anyone can wield reward power, however, in the form of public praise or giving someone something in

exchange for their compliance. When Steve Jobs ran Apple, he had reward power in the form of raises and promotions. Another

example of reward power comes from Bill Gross, founder of Idealab, who has the power to launch new companies or not. He created

his company with the idea of launching other new companies as soon as they could develop viable ideas. If members could convince

him that their ideas were viable, he gave the company a maximum of $250,000 in seed money, and gave the management team and

employees a 30% stake in the company and the CEO 10% of the company. That way, everyone had a stake in the company. The CEO’s

salary was capped at $75,000 to maintain the sense of equity. When one of the companies, Citysearch, went public, all employees

benefited from the $270 million valuation.
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noncompliance. Coercive power often works through fear, and it forces people to do something that ordinarily they would not

choose to do. The most extreme example of coercion is government dictators who threaten physical harm for noncompliance.

Parents may also use coercion such as grounding their child as punishment for noncompliance. Steve Jobs has been known to use

coercion—yelling at employees and threatening to fire them. When John Wiley & Sons Inc. published an unauthorized biography of

Jobs, Jobs’s response was to prohibit sales of all books from that publisher in any Apple retail store (Hafner, 2005). In other examples,

John D. Rockefeller was ruthless when running Standard Oil Company. He not only undercut his competitors through pricing, but he

used his coercive power to get railroads to refuse to transport his competitor’s products. Expert Power Expert power comes from

knowledge and skill. Steve Jobs has expert power from his ability to know what customers want—even before they can articulate it.

Others who have expert power in an organization include long-time employees, such as a steelworker who knows the temperature

combinations and length of time to get the best yields. Technology companies are often characterized by expert, rather than

legitimate power. Many of these firms utilize a flat or matrix structure in which clear lines of legitimate power become blurred as

everyone communicates with everyone else regardless of position. Information Power Information power is similar to expert power

but differs in its source. Experts tend to have a vast amount of knowledge or skill, whereas information power is distinguished by

access to specific information. For example, knowing price information gives a person information power during negotiations. Within

organizations, a person’s social network can either isolate them from information power or serve to create it. As we will see later in this

chapter, those who are able to span boundaries and serve to connect different parts of the organizations often have a great deal of

information power.

30 NSOU ? MSW-IV Referent Power Referent power stems from the personal characteristics of the person such as the degree to

which we like, respect, and want to be like them. Referent power is often called charisma—the ability to attract others, win their

admiration, and hold them spellbound. Steve Jobs’s influence as described in the opening case is an example of this charisma. 2.5

Understanding Oppression and Power Power and oppression can be seen as two sides of the same coin. Where power causes harm,

then it may be likely seen as oppression. Thus oppression emerges as a result of power. The segment of the society who are powerless

are exploited and victimized in a variety of ways by agents of oppression and/or systems and institutions. They are subjected to

restrictions and seen as expendable and replaceable—particularly by agents of oppression. This philosophy, in turn, minimizes the

roles certain populations play in society. Sadly, agents of oppression often deny that this injustice occurs and blames oppressive

conditions on the behaviours and actions of the oppressed group. Oppression subsequently becomes a system and patterns are

adopted and perpetuated. Additionally, socialization patterns help maintains systems of oppression. Members of society learn through

formal and informal educational environments that advance the ideologies of the dominant group, and how they should act and what

their role and place are in society. Power is thus exercised in this instance but now is both psychologically and physically harmful. This

process of constructing knowledge is helpful to those who seek to control and oppress, through power, because physical coercion

may not last, but psychological ramifications can be perpetual, particularly without intervention.As shared, knowledge is sustained

through social processes, and what we come to know and believe is socially constructed, so it becomes ever more important to

discuss dominant narratives of our society and the meaning it lends to our culture. It is our role as community Organiser to challenge

the power hierarchy, to advocate, and to raise the voice and consciousness of those who lack power and /or the capacity to do so

themselves. It is also our role to raise the consciousness of those who oppress and disempower. A social structure is a set of long-

lasting social relationships, practices and institutions that can be difficult to see at work in our daily lives. They are intangible

NSOU ? MSW-IV 31 social relations, but work much in the same way as structures we can see: buildings and skeletal systems are two

examples. The human body is structured by bones; that is to say that the rest of our bodies’ organs and vessels are where they are

because bones provide the structure upon which these other things can reside. Structures limit possibility, but they are not

fundamentally unchangeable. For instance, our bones may deteriorate over time, suffer acute injuries, or be affected by disease, but

they never spontaneously change location or disappear into thin air. Such is the way with social structures. Overlaying these social

structures are structures of power. By power we mean two things: 1) access to and through the various social institutions mentioned

above, and 2) processes of privileging, normalizing, and valuing certain identities over others. This definition of power highlights the

structural, institutional nature of power, while also highlighting the ways in which culture works in the creation and privileging of

certain categories of people. Power in Indian society is organized along the axes of gender, caste, economic status, and religious

identities. Some identities are more highly valued, or more normalized, than others—typically because they are contrasted to identities

thought to be less valuable Community Power Structure “Social Structure” by Shane is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0
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access to the institutions of social life. This is not to say, for instance, that all white people are alike and wield the same amount of

power over all people of color. It does mean that white, middle-class women as a group tend to hold more social power than middle-

class women of color. This is where the concept of intersectionality is key. All individuals have multiple aspects of identity, and

simultaneously experience some privileges due to their socially valued identity statuses and disadvantages due to their devalued

identity statuses. At the higher level of social structure, we can see that some people have greater access to resources and

institutionalized power across the board than do others. Sexism is the term we use for discrimination and blocked access women face.

Genderism describes discrimination and blocked access that transgender people face. Racism describes discrimination and blocked

access on the basis of race, which is based on socially-constructed meanings rather than biological differences. Classism describes

discrimination on the basis of social class, or blocked access to material wealth and social status. Ableism describes discrimination on

the basis of physical, mental, or emotional impairment or blocked access to the fulfillment of needs and in particular, full participation

in social life. These “-isms” reflect dominant cultural notions that women, trans people, people of colour, poor people, and disabled

people are inferior to men, non-trans people, white people, middle- and upper-class people, and non-disabled people. Yet, the “-

isms” are greater than individuals’ prejudice against women, trans people, people of colour, the poor, and disabled people. For

instance, in the founding of the United States the institutions of social life, including work, law, education, and the like, were built to

benefit wealthy, white men since at the time these were, by law, the only real “citizens” of the country. Although these institutions have

significantly changed over time in response to social movements and more progressive cultural shifts, their sexist, genderist, racist,

classist, and ableist structures continue to persist in different forms today. Similar-sounding to “-isms,” the language of “-ization,” such

as in “racialization” is used to highlight the formation or processes by which these forms of difference have been given meaning and

power (Omi and Winant 1986).
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Unfortunately, conditions of exclusion and disadvantage are often ignored when those individuals with fewer resources try to obtain

services. Furthermore, the economic inequality of people of colour, people with disabilities, and many other

such marginalised groups of our country,
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contributes to their limited access to many services and supports.
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Economic inequality also limits opportunities for employment, housing, health care, and education. These conditions can only be

eliminated by changing unequal power relations and with the redistribution of wealth. Attention to the distribution of power and

wealth is consistent with the principles of social justice, respect for diversity, and promoting social change. As

Social Workers, Community Organizers are equipped with the skills and training, practice, and lived experience needed to address the

most pressing of social issues and concerns in our communities today. The continuation of structural systems of oppression and

power, and its effect on our communities, families, and individuals is a matter of concern and it is no easy task to engage in

dismantling and addressing such structural power systems.
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Paulo Freire (1970), Suggests most people who experience social oppression do not necessarily act to change their reality. This is

because they have been taught to accept the dominant, or oppressors’, narrative. That narrative has placed them in an inferior

position and their oppressor’s in a superior one. Over time, the oppressed come to believe in their inferiority and thereby internalize

their oppression. The inferiority is now a part of their identity and affects the actions they take and the decisions they make in life. In

turn, their acceptance of an inferior position in society enhances the dominance of their oppressors. Freire also argues that

marginalized individuals do not have a critical awareness that allows them to see the injustices in their lives. They tend to be passive

and unable to recognize their own capacity to transform their social realities, in part, because their condition of marginalization and

oppression keeps them in a state of helplessness. Someone forced to the margins of society who lacks critical awareness may

accept their low position. They may see it as the result of fate, bad luck or supernatural forces. This is why helping people develop

critical awareness and understanding of the factors that contribute to their situation is an important early step in the process of

empowerment.

Thus the process of Empowerment may only initiate
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once people understand the reasons for their situation and the importance of taking action(s) in order to address their own

problems. 2.6

Community Empowerment Concept of community-level empowerment has now started receiving attention from Social Workers,

who are working in various community settings. Community
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empowerment means a community has the resources and talent to manage its affairs, to control and influence relevant groups and

forces within and outside the community, and to develop empowered leaders and community organizations. One example of

developing empowered leaders is community members learning to organize so they can take part in improving their communities

and take actions toward these improvements. Empowerment may be particularly important for communities rebuilding after trauma,

such as survivors of a natural disaster, or for individuals in a war-ravaged country (Anckermann et al., 2005). Indicators of community

empowerment include processes such as collective reflection, social participation, and political discussions, as well as outcomes

such as having obtained adequate resources for improving community well- being and social justice (Anckermann et al., 2005).

Collective reflection means that community members get together and jointly examine the issues that have mattered to them over

time.

Community participation and social interactions
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are ways in which these communities can take the actions needed to empower themselves.
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Community empowerment works through increasing the community’s influence over the structures and policies that affect the

lived experiences of the community and its members. Increases in influence often occur through partnerships between those in

power and other community members. These partnerships may take place in advisory boards, coalitions, or broader community

inclusion initiatives (Fawcett et al., 1994). At times, community empowerment may mean that members of the community become

empowered with the help of the community leaders and vice versa. Such “co-empowerment” may be challenging, yet can be very

beneficial to communities (Bond & Keys, 1993).

Along with the empowerment, the Social Workers working in the communities
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may use a variety of strategies to address power imbalances (Fawcett et al., 1994). These strategies can help reduce or eliminate

barriers, develop networks, and educate others in the community (see Practical Application 10.1). They can also create opportunities

for capacity building and allow participants to advocate for changes in policies, programs, or services. To promote empowerment at

the environmental and societal level, it is important to examine national, state, and local policies. Many programs and services

unexpectedly place barriers and stressors on oppressed groups, such as people with disabilities. Ultimately, empowerment efforts

are directed at promoting social justice. The strategies highlighted in this chapter can serve as a guide for individuals interested in

promoting empowerment in their communities. It should be noted that there are many tactics that have been used to promote

change over time.
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abilities, like everyone else. (Salzer, 2006). Community Integration creates an environment that facilitates individual well-being.

Community Integration is the right of all people.The process of Community integration helps people to optimize their personal, social

and vocational competency to live successfully in the community. It also provides opportunities for community engagement, by either

building practical skills or increasingly social access and participation for the people living in a community. The community integration

enables participants to strive to learn, work, and socialize successfully in their local environment, all while enjoying the benefits of an

active, engaged lifestyle. Each individual in the community possesses unique potential to create, grow, learn and adapt to various

situation thus Community Integration allows people to participate in various community according to their own choice and

capabilities. Thus Community Integration focuses on empowering the community people to enjoy a meaningful lifestyle and become

more self-sufficient. 2.7 Summary The knowledge of power in a community talks us about it stoucture community can take enough

step to diament be the power structure which is oppressive in nature and thus the process of Community Integration is much

inclusive in nature where everyone of the community, irrespective of their status in the power hierarchy within the society, may

participate in their own developmental activities. 2.8 Exercise 1. Difine the term ‘Power’. What are the various sources of power ? 2.

Analyse the community power Structure particularly in indian context. 3. Discuss briefly about the notion of Paulo Freire. 4. What do

you mean by Community Empowerment & Community Integration. 2.9 Reference

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/power-and-authority/

36 NSOU ? MSW-IV Introduction to Women, Gender, Sexuality Studies. Authored by: Miliann Kang, Donovan Lessard, Laura Heston,

Sonny Nordmarken . Provided by: University of Massachusetts Amherst Libraries. Located at: https://press.rebus.community/

introwgss/. License: CC BY: Attribution https://press.rebus.community/introductiontocommunitypsychology/chapter/empowerment/

NSOU ? MSW-IV 37 Unit- 3 Basic Idea About Community Organization Structure 3.1 Objective 3.2 Introduction 3.3 Definition of

Community Organization 3.4 Scope of Community Organization 3.5 Objectives of Community Organization 3.6 Principles of

Community Organisation 3.7 Methods/Process of Community Organisation 3.8 Community Organizing Techniques 3.9 Capacity

Building 3.10 Some relevant terminologies in Community Organization 3.11 Summary 3.12 Exercise 3.13 Reference 3.1 Objective ?

Understand why and how communities organize ? Explain bottom-up and top-down approaches to community organization 3.2

Introduction Community organization, we know is more like a movement which is carried out for the enhancement and betterment

of the community life. It is done with the active participation and initiative of the community people by creating awareness through

provding information and raising their consciousness level. This approach is meant for the improvement of the general status and

condition of the community as a whole. It is

38 NSOU ? MSW-IV coordinated by community organizers who, works with the groups of people, helps the community to consulate

and implement social projects and programmes for the benefit of the entire community. The basic aim of community organization is

to promote self- reliance and collective socio-economic development within the community. 3.3 Definition of Community

Organization Community organisation is a methodological process of providing, building and enhancing opportunities of community

life to people. 1t is one of the accepted methods of social work. It is helping process like casework and group work. It helps

communities to cope with situation and problems they face from time to lime. Community organisation is an enabling process. It

helps in adjustment between people and environment in a community. The term organisation means an arrangement of persons or

part. They function in a coordinated manner to accomplish a goal. Exist together for existing together remains as the ultimate goal of

community organisation. Community organisation is known as a complete method of social work since it is inclusive of casework and

group work processes. It attempts to build, re-organise, strengthen, assist, ensure and develop in communities the sense of

belongingness and togetherness. Specifically we can say that community organisation is the process of dealing with individuals or

groups who are or may become concerned with social welfare services or objectives, for the purpose of influencing the volume of

such services, improving the quality or distribution or furthering the attainment af such objectives’. It has again been
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community organisation’ is best defined as ‘assisting a group of people to recognise their common needs and helping them to meet

these needs’. 3.4 Scope of Community Organization

In the present day context scope of community organisation is enormous. With the pace of time nature, depth and dimension of

community problems are significantly increasing. In one hand already existing problems are increasing and on the other hand new

problems are taking place. The old community infrastructure is getting weakened. Mutual help and services are disappearing slowly.

Coordination among the members of the community is becoming fade day by day. Mutual interaction is also decreasing. It is in this

backdrop that scope of community organisation has significantly increased. The supportive technique of community organisation can

play an effective role to bring improvement in the overall situation of the community. The problems, which exist as a threat to the

community can be successfully dealt with through the community organisation process. Thus, it is needless to say that the scope of

community organisation is widening day by day. 3.5 Objectives of Community Organization Various social scientists have described

the objectives of community organisation some of which are enumerated below. (i) Community organisation aims at re-establishing

and maintaining the community relations among the people for their happier living together. -Dr. S. Singh (ii) The objectives of

community organisation are to find ways of improving the community environment and to improve on the methods of community

organisation for community welfare. -Mac Miller (iii) It is bringing into (people’s) participation in all phases of the process, individuals

and representatives of groups concerned and of promoting interactions of attitudes ... With the object of reaching agreement through

mutual understanding. -M. C. Neil
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40 NSOU ? MSW-IV (iv) Inculcation of community consciousness, protection of community from unwanted pressure and

development of leadership. -Polson & Anderson Based on the above mentioned ideas one can say that the principal objective of

community organisation is to help the members of community to lead a life on the basis of good understanding, coordination,

interaction and participation. 3.6 Principles of Community Organisation Principles are based on values. These are developed as a result

of experience. Community organisation principles are based on social work values and long term experience of working with the

communities. The aim of formulating principles in the practice of community organisation is making communities capable to take

care of their needs or problems in more effective manner. According to M. G. Ross and K. D. Gangrade. principles of community

organisations are- (i) It should deal with the problems, which are recognised as problems by the community concerned. (ii) It should

help the community to go for self-determination. (iii) It should involve the community actively to find solution of its problems. (iv) It

should move at a pace that is comfortable for the community. (v) It should encourage and ensure development of the community by

solving or minimising the problems. (vi) It should inspire the community to have sound intergration and understanding. Dr. Gangrade

added that ‘Great stress should be laid on the exercise of self· determination and self·realisation in the people. Another Dunham has

mentioned four major principles of community organisation which include : (i) Principles of need-based programme planning.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 41 (ii) Involvement of people in programme planning. (iii) Voluntary cooperation as key to community organisation (iv)

Emphasis on prevention in welfare programmes. McNeil has suggested the following principles of community organisation: (i)

Community organisation is related with people and their needs. (ii) Community is the main client in community organisation. (iii) It is

essential to understand the environment of the community to be able to accept the community as it is. (iv) All the members of the

community should remain involved in the process of community organisation. (v) No agency should work in isolation. There should be

coordination and interdependency of social welfare agencies. (vi) Training should be imparted to the relevant persons through social

work educational institutions. Based on the principles mentioned above it can be summarised that the principles of community

organisation process are : (i) To accept the community as it is. (ii) To undertake programmes on the basis of felt needs of the people.

(iii) To discourage the idea of imposement in any sense. (iv) To avoid taking drastic action. Community people should get time for

psychological preparation. (v) To organise programmes in harmony with economic, social and cultural background of the community

concerned. (vi) To encourage the community to have understanding integration interpersonal relations. (vii) To keep in mind that

communities are individualised. (viii) To show non-judemental attitude.

42 NSOU ? MSW-IV (ix) To ensure right of self-determination. (x) To utilise the resources properly for the welfare of the community. (xi)

To move at a pace that is comfortable for the society. (xii) To ensure that it is practised by the professionally qualified persons. 3.7

Methods/Process of Community Organisation To make any effort successful, process adopted to do the job plays a pivotal role. In

fact, it is as important as the programme component. Poet Rabindranath. who was also one of the pioneers of rural development in

this country, exphasised that community organisat.on is a must for initiating any sustainable development programme. It includes the

following processes : 1. Identification of Problem Each community is unique. All communities are liable to confront some problems.

For organising the community these problems are to be identified. These can be on caste, illiteracy. unemployment or such other

issues. Unless the basic problems are known with their depth and dimension, effort for community organisation cannot to taken

seriously. Problems can be of different nature like – ? Lack of resources for promoting economic status ? Lack of ideas/awareness

thereby creating socio-economic problems ? Lack of cohesiveness which is the basis for development ? Superstition and taboos-the

great barriers of development ? Lack of initiative ? Atrocities on lower castes ? Unemployment and underemployment ? Basic health

hazards, malnutrition ? High birth rate

NSOU ? MSW-IV 43 ? Alcoholism, drug addiction ? No community-based institution. 2. Programme Planning Community organisation

is not a casual work:. It is scientific. Hence no programme should be taken without adequate planning. All programmes should be

planned before initiation. Since community organisation always remains as a tough task programme of organising me community is

needed to be planned properly. Working with human being is always difficult compared to working with machine. Organising any

small thing also (e.g. a cultural evening, observation of days of national importance like 15th August. etc.) requires proper planning. In

case of community organisation process is naturally very important for which proper planning is a must. 3. Formation of Community

Groups For community organisation community groups need to be formed. These can be youth organisations or mahila mandals. In

absence of such groups mobilisation of community resources will not be possible. Community participation will also remain non-

available. In West Bengal situation groups are there in both rural and urban areas. In Manipur, mahila samities are in good numbers. In

Bihar formal groups are less but castewise informal groups are there, in Punjab group culture is missing. Situation-wise decision is to

be taken- ? To form groups where it is not existing ? To strengthen the groups where these exist. In Chile, Morocco. Philippines.

Uganda the youth organisations are strengthened to address the health need of youth. In Malaysia youth groups are extremely strong.

4. Organisation building Formation of group does not help much until some organisations is formed. Organisation provides umbrella

to the group. For example. Swamiji formed a group of the disciples of Sri Ramkrishna. But he realised thaI this group should have the

support of an organisation. So the Ramkrishna Math and Ramakrishna
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44 NSOU ? MSW-IV Mission was established in 1987. Now with its more than 150 branch centres it is working for the development of

people. particularly the downtrodden and distressed. From micro-level to macro-level everywhere efforts are marked for organisation

building. e.g. Islamic countries organisations, SAARC, Commonwealth, Tea Board, AIFF, European Community, Chamber of

Commerce. etc. Hence supreme importance should be given to build organisation of the community concerned. 5. Evaluation and

Feedback The activities initiated as a result of community organisation should be evaluated properly to assess the result as well as to

get feedback from the exercise. This evaluation can be formal or informal. It can be done by self or by outsider. The feedback received

as a result of evaluation helps in bringing necessary modifications in programme content, methodology etc. For example, CD

programme was initiated on 2nd Oclober 1952. The programme was evaluated in 1962. This evaluation helped in getting a number of

important feedbacks, which ultimately contributed in bringing a number of modifications in different areas of programme

implementation including proper training of officials. This is Irue in case of any community work also. Any action of evaluation may

provide feedbacks, ‘which are of immense importance. Hence continuous evaluation of process and programmes in terms of

outcomes is.essential. Recording becomes the only means through which proper evaluation can be done. 6. Networking The

objective of community organisation is development. And for sustainable development networking of organisations and services is a

must. Networking helps in optimum utilisation of resources. In a community set up there may be youth organisations, mahila mandals,

panchayats, educational institutions etc. A networking of all such agencies is considered as one of the processes of community

organisaiton. 7. Follow-up In community organisation followup is also extremely essential. Community consists of individuals. Any

individual human being is subject to commit mistakes. Follow up services help in preventing those mistakes. Secondly, experiences

NSOU ? MSW-IV 45 say that result of any action is likely to remain incomplete in absence of regular follow up action. Follow up gives

back up support in effective implementation of any programme. Besides the above mentioned methods, the following methods

should also be adopted. ? Continuous central recording ? Budgeting (planning applied to finance) ? Execution of joint financial

campaign ? Promotion of voluntary agreements ? Evaluation and feedback taking. The Cycle of Community Organizing Successful

community organizing tends to follow a cycle: assessment, research, mobilization (action), and reflection (Speer et al., 1995). Lets

assume that a Community Organizer has a desire to improve the access to health facilities within a community.In

46 NSOU ? MSW-IV this situation, he/she may first assess what resources already exist within the community. One-on-one or small

group meetings with the stakeholders may be organized to better understand their experiences. If they can, they may also do a survey

of a representative sample of community people. Their main questions may be things like: What issues do they face when dealing with

their own health issues? Are they able to meet with the health workers when they need to? Are there differences in what groups

readily have access to resources? After this assessment stage, the Community organizer will want to enter the research stage. Here, it

will be important to meet with local leaders to understand what funding and other resources are allocated for health centres. They

may meet them to discuss different such aspects. They may even hold public meetings on the issue with the community members to

raise concerns or to build up public support. This will help them move into the action phase. In the action phase, the Community

Organizer may host events raising awareness of various health concerns and how to address them. They may create and distribute a

petition calling for administrators and the board of trustees to allocate more funding to hire more health workers or provide the health

centre better infrastructural facilities with updated equipments and encourage the community members to demand for their Health

Rights. After these actions have been taken, the community will move into the reflection stage. Here, community leaders and their

allies will want to reflect on what happened. What went well? What didn’t go well? What’s next? This would help to increase the

bargaining quality of the community leaders’ and also their reflections about their experiences, and they will also be looking forward to

the next assessment stage. It is important to recognize that time may be needed for communities to see the full effects of their efforts,

as systemic change often takes time. As changemakers are considering what actions to take, they should always be mindful of

intended impact. What outcomes would the community hope for? Perhaps the goal is shorter wait times for students needing access

to services, or a reduction in the number of medical withdrawals for mental health concerns. These are easy to measure and track,

assuming the students have access to these metrics. Some outcomes, however, are harder to measure: how do we measure a

reduction in stigma against those with mental health-related diagnoses? For something like that, it will be important to consider

change over time, both on campus and nationally. Perhaps it would be good for students to work with faculty to develop

NSOU ? MSW-IV 47 a yearly survey to estimate attitudes surrounding mental health issues and maybe even prevalence of common

mental health diagnoses. As you might be able to see, measuring impact can get complicated pretty quickly, and often requires

change leaders and others to think ahead and envision what factors will positively and negatively affect their ability to judge how

things have gotten better or worse as a result of the actions they take. Some of the common obstacles found when trying to measure

outcomes of coalitions include: ? Issues surrounding how representative their coalition and outcomes are compared to coalitions and

outcomes generally ? Control of the independent variable (the coalition) ? Identification of extraneous variables and interactions

between other extraneous variables ? Figuring out what outcomes to measure and how to measure them ? Changes over time in

understanding and measurement of issues, and ? Fighting the desire to present results in a favourable way (Berkowitz, 2001). As we

have learned throughout this textbook, communities can vary widely in their membership, the contexts they inhabit, and their access

to resources. While the complexity of working on and measuring the impact of community work makes this work challenging,

Berkowitz encourages us to rise to that challenge and find new ways to measure what we need to measure in a reasonable and

scientifically valid way. 3.8 Community Organizing Techniques Typically, when communities organize, their goals fall within two broad

categories: resource provision, or ensuring a community is provided with a resource it is lacking (a form of first-order change), and

transformation, or fundamentally changing a community and its structures such that resources and power are more equitably

distributed (a form of second-order change; Hale, 2014). For example, a community may be interested in improving the educational

outcomes of its children. If the community’s focus is on resource provision, they may push for smaller student-to-teacher
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48 NSOU ? MSW-IV classroom ratios or better pay for teachers. If the community’s focus is on transformation, they may push for a

change in culture whereby community members share ownership of students’ educational outcomes with teachers and create

programs that engage all members of the community. Those who put transformational change above resource provision argue that

resources are necessary for communities and community change, but without attention to changing the systems that caused the lack

of resources, there is a danger of recreating systems that allow for some groups to be left behind. For instance, if a community pushes

for better pay for teachers, this may benefit teachers in some schools or school of the district more than others. A key consideration

for someone interested in community organizing is finding ways to keep volunteers engaged; organizations can only be as effective as

their volunteers are when working together over an extended period. Some estimates suggest only one- third of first-time meeting

attendees show up to later meetings. So, what factors affect whether someone stays involved? Some factors that seem to positively

influence attendance include face-to-face meetings designed to build interpersonal relationships and attendance at research-related

action. 3.9 Capacity Building For change to happen, a community must engage in a process known as capacity building, or
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a process in which communities or organizations work to improve their collective skills and resources.

In other words, before actions happen, communities need to make sure they can do the things they need to do to make that action

happen and sustain the results they want. These things can include tangible resources like money or space, power, leadership, or the

networks of people who care about an issue. But why is capacity building important? Engaging in capacity building can improve

community readiness for members to do the things they need to do for change to happen. For example, one study of seven Kansas

communities trying to reduce underage drinking found that increasing a community’s readiness through capacity building resulted in

new programs, policies, and practice changes being more easily facilitated (Anderson-Carpenter et al., 2017).

NSOU ? MSW-IV 49 Table 1. Stages of Community Readiness ? Community has no knowledge about the issue or local efforts to

address it. No Awareness ? Leadership and community members believe the issue is not a concern. ? There are no resources available

for dealing with the issue. ? Leadership and community members believe this issue is not a concern or think it can’t or shouldn’t be

addressed. Denial/Resistance ? Only a few members know about the issue, and there may be misconceptions among community

members about the issue and current efforts. ? Community members and/or leaders do not support using available resources to

address this issue. ? A few community members have at least heard about local efforts but know little about them. ? Leadership and

community members believe this issue may be a concern in the community. They show no immediate motivation to act. Vague

Awareness ? Community members have only vague knowledge about the issue. ? There are limited resources that could be used for

further current efforts. ? Some community members have at least heard about the issue and local efforts but know little about them.

Preplanning ? Leadership and community members acknowledge this issue is a concern and that something must be done to address

it. ? There are limited resources for further efforts to address the issue.

50 NSOU ? MSW-IV ? Most community members have at least heard about local efforts. ? Leadership is actively supportive of

continuing or improving current efforts or in developing new effort. Preparation ? The community is concerned and wants to do

something about it. ? Community members have basic knowledge about causes, consequences, signs, and symptoms. ? There are

some resources for further efforts to address the issue; community members or leaders are actively working to secure these

resources. ? Most community members have at least basic knowledge of local efforts and current efforts. ? Leadership plays a key role

in planning, developing and /or implementing new, modified, or increased efforts. Initiation ? The community feels a sense of

responsibility, and some community members are involved in addressing the issue. ? Resources have been obtained and/or allocated

to support further efforts. ? Most community members have more than basic knowledge of the issue and local efforts, including

names and purposes of specific efforts, target audiences, and other specific information. Stabilization ? Leadership is actively involved

in ensuring or improving the long-term viability of the efforts to address this issue. ? The community has taken responsibility and is

involved. ? A considerable part of allocated resources for efforts are from sources that are expected to provide continuous support.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 51 ? Most community members have considerable knowledge of the issue and local efforts, including the level of

program effectiveness. Expansion/Confirmation ? Leadership plays a key role in expanding and improving efforts. Adapted from Tri-

Ethnic Centre of Preventive Research 2014 Community readiness typically moves through nine stages and can increase or decrease

depending on the community issue, the intensity of community efforts, and external events. Community readiness to implement

interventions to prevent suicide amongst the school children. 3.10 Some relevant terminologies in Community Organization Collective

Efficacy and Participatory Efficacy As we have learned throughout this chapter, the work of community psychologists relies heavily on

community members acting collectively and intentionally (Foster-Fishman, et al., 2001). It also relies on a sense of collective efficacy,

that is, the belief that the actions of the group can be successful in creating change (Zimmerman, 2000). Collective efficacy depends

on many factors, such as the task at hand, access to resources, and leadership. It also depends on personal participatory efficacy—

your own belief that you can effectively participate in community organizations. Both vary from situation to situation. For example,

you may feel that the student group you belong to can effectively change the campus housing visitor policy (collective efficacy) and

that your research skills will contribute to the group’s efforts (participatory efficacy). On the other hand, you may feel that the local

homeless coalition you volunteer for will effectively establish partnerships for affordable housing (collective efficacy) but feel that you

cannot contribute effectively to that mission (participatory efficacy). Burnout in Community Organizing We can all relate to feelings of

stress. In community partnerships and coalitions, stress can lead to burnout – that feeling of overall exhaustion when there’s too

much pressure (stress) and not enough sources of satisfaction or feelings of support (Maslach
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52 NSOU ? MSW-IV et al., 2000). When coalition or team members experience burnout, it comes as no surprise that the quality of their

work or willingness to participate deteriorates. Researchers have found six organizational factors that contribute to burnout: high

workload, little influence in decision making, inadequate rewards (e.g., compensation, recognition), lack of social support, lack of

fairness, and disagreement on values (Maslach & Leiter, 2008). Effective leadership and organizational capacity can aid in preventing

many of these factors, and the way in which you define the social problem and decide how to change it can make a difference. Small

Wins Approach Successes, and the recognition of those successes, can go a long way in community organizing. When the social issue

your organization is tackling has opposition, seems insurmountable, or is controversial, it is important to identify and establish small

wins early in the planning phase. Organizational theorist Karl Weick (1986) found that when proposed changes are wide-sweeping and

extensive, it tends to increase feelings of threat, and hence, increases a community’s resistance to change, and inaction among

change agents. However, when proposed changes are small, concrete, and of moderate importance, risks seem more tolerable and

manageable. These “small wins” also have the added benefit of attracting allies, preventing inaction, and deterring opponents.
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Distinction between Community Organisation and Community Development. There are many similarities between community

organisation and community development. But for theoretical purpose it is possible to differentiate community organisation and

community development. a) Community organisation is a method of social work but community development is a programme for a

planned change. b) Community organisation emphasizes the processes, but community development emphasizes the end or goals.

c) Community organisers are mostly social workers and social change agents, but community development personnel can be from

other professions including agricultural experts, veterinary experts, and other technical experts. d) Community organisation is not

time bound. It is achieved step by step according to the pace of the people. But community development is time bound and time is

specified for achieving the development objectives. NSOU ? MSW-IV 53 e) In community organisation people’s participation is

important. But in community

development people’s development is important. f) In community organisation governments and external agencies assistances are not

important or needed.
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But in community development external assistance from the government or other agencies is considered important. g) Community

organisation is a method of social work and this method is used in many fields.

Social Work Intervention with Communities and Institutions
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but unlike community organisation community development is considered as process, method, programme, and movement for

planned change. h) Community organisation is used in all the fields but community development is used mostly in economic

development and for the development of living standards of the people. i) In community organisation planning is initiated by the

people

through their
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participation. But in community development planning is carried out by an external agency mostly by the government. j) In

community organisation people are organised to solve their problem. But in community development goals have to be achieved

and for that people are organised. k) Community organisation is universal to all communities. But community development

programmes differ from people to people

depending upon whether the area is rural, urban or tribal,

and other characteristics of the area. 3.11 Summary This unit provided us the core idea about community organization & its scope. We

became aware about the principles Techniques & other strategies involved, while we work in the community. 3.12 Exercises 1. Define

Community Development. Differentiate between Community development and Communnity Organization.

54 NSOU ? MSW-IV 2. Discuss the techniques of Community Organization. 3. Explain the term Burnout 4. Explain Collective Efficacy

and Participatory Efficacy 5. State the basic principles of Community Organization. 3.13 Reference Rubin, H. J. & Rubin, I. S (2007).

Community organization and development, 4th ed. Boston : Purson / Allyn & Bacon. Hardine, D. (2002). Andytical Skills in Community

Organization Practice. NY : Calumbia University Press. http://www.comm-org.wise.edu.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 55 UNIT- 4 Different areas of Community Organization and Models of Community Organization Practice Structure

4.1 Objective 4.2 Introduction 4.3 Meaning of Social Work 4.4 Concept
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of Community Organisation 4.5 Relevance of Community Organisation in Different spheres of Social Work Intervention 4.6 Models

of Community Organization 4.6.1 Locality Development Model 4.6.2 Social Planning Model 4.6.3 Social Action Model 4.7

Summary 4.8 Exercise 4.9 Reference 4.1 Objective ? Understanding the application of Community Organization in the different areas

of Social Work Practice ? To know the Models of Community Organization Practice and its utility. 4.2 Introduction Social work consists

of a number of methods of which Community Organisation is

56 NSOU ? MSW-IV one. The Community Organisations method has immense scope of working in total development of the

community, Thus it has relevance to various spheres of social work intervention, The present unit is written to give a basic idea with

regard to the same to the student social workers. 4.3 Meaning of Social Work Social Work is a known and established profession in

today’s world. It provides services to the individuals, groups and communities for better adjustment and better living. According to

Friedlander, it is a professional service which is based on scientific knowledge and skill with regard to interpersonal relations which

helps individuals and groups. According to Konopka, social work is an identity which is reflected in three separate but inter related

units such as network of social services, carefully adopted methods and social principles expressed through social institutions and

persons. According to the resolution adopted in the conference of Professional Social Workers (1957), social work is rendering welfare

services based on human philosophy. Scientific knowledge, professional skill etc. so that the individuals. groups and communities can

lead meaningful life. 4.4 Concept of Community Organisation In previous chapters the concept of community organisation has

already been defined. However, in brief it can be said that community organisation is a method of social work which identifies the

problems of the community, fixes them on the basis of priority, creates awareness and desire in the mind of the concerned people to

fight out the problems, mobilises necessary resources, initiates adequate steps/ actions and promotes community integration for the

betterment of the community. 4.5 Relevance of Community Organisation in Different spheres of Social Work Intervention Community

Organisation is such a method of social work which plays a significant role in promoting the well-being of the community.
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sphere: Health is one of the basic spheres where social work intervention is necessary. Traditional ideas, superstitions and dogmas

create serious deadlock in improving the level of community health. Community organisation services are quite relevant in such

situation. Community people can be made aware to diagnose it as a problem of the community and initiate necessary actions to bring

attitudinal change in the mind of the people by enlightening them with modern ideas and outlook. This will immensely help in

bringing change in the practice of immunization, small family norms, modem health and so on. It will also make the concerned

people free from mental handicap resulting thereby poor health condition. (ii) Sanitation sphere: Many Indian communities do not

bother much about the hygienic practices. Open defecation is a common practice. Habit of cleanliness is also missing seriously in

most of the communities, particularly in rural areas. Particularly this is true in case of tribal pockets, urban slums, most of the rural

pockets. This naturally compels them to live in an situation which is not desirable. Community Organisation as a method of social

work has relevance in the social work intervention in this sphere also. Through continuous effort it can create an environment where

community people will go for bringing change in their practices. (iii) Education sphere: It is another sphere where community

organisation has relevance. There are communities where education is not considered as important. Particularly in some section of

population, who are socioeconomically backward, education did not find place in the priority list. As a result, illiteracy is still a problem

along with high rate of school drop out cases. Several Govt. and non-Govt agencies have played positive role. Nevertheless. problems

are there. Here lies the scope of community organisation method which can effectively tackle the situation by ensuring peoples

participation in minimising the depth and dimension of the problem. (iv) Housing sphere: House is one of the determining factors of

quality of life. If the houses are built in a planned manner maintained properly, hygienic aspects

58 NSOU ? MSW-IV are kept in mind, people can live in a better manner. Better use of homestead land is also very necessary. The

living condition in many communities is extremely poor. Through the process of community organisation a continuous effort can be

made to orient the people and initiate joint effort to bring positive change in the housing condition. (v) Displacement: Due to various

reasons such as earthquake, devastating flood, partition, riot, drought, etc. people are displaced. In such a situation the concerned

people break down economically and psychologically. It becomes difficult for them to adjust with the new situation. Community

Organisation method can be useful in such situation also. By involving them in various constructive activities meant for their own

welfare it can help them to overcome the trauma. It can also help them to get settled in life keeping behind the helplessness. (vi)

Income Generation: Poverty among a section of people in each community of this country is more than a reality. Lack of resources,

improper use of resources, no forward backward linkage between market and the production, unemployment and under

employment, general apathy, lack of modern ideas and skill are some of the reasons responsible for poverty. Community Organisation

as a process has relevance in poverty eradication by income generation also. It can effectively help the community to identify and

properly use the available resources, upgrade the skill, overcome the apathy etc. An organised community can fight against the

exploitation and under-employment also. It can also help in finding out new areas of income generation. Thus, it can be said that

community organisation process is relevant in different spheres of social work intervention. 4.6 Models of Community Organization

Jack
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Rothman developed three models of community organization in 1970, which are locality development, social planning and social

action. Locality development is the model that most closely subscribes to the values and outcomes of what is typically
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referred to as “community development.” In practice however, many community development workers employ a range of

techniques and approaches from locality development, social planning and social action models in their work with communities.

The major focus of these models is community building and community empowerment. 4.6.1 Locality Development Model This

model of community organization
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practice is based on the belief that in order to effect change, a wide variety of community people should be involved in planning,

implementation, and evaluation. Key themes include the use of democratic procedures, voluntary cooperation, self-help, the

development of local leadership, and educational objectives. 4.6.2 Social Planning Model A rational, deliberately planned, technical

process of problem-solving with regard to substantive social problems, characterizes this model. The degree of community

participation may vary. However, building community capacity or fostering radical or fundamental social change is not a major goal

of this model of community practice. 4.6.3 Social Action Model Practitioners practising this model assume that a disadvantaged

segment of the population needs to be organized in order to make demands on the larger community for increased resources or

improved treatment. Key themes in this model are social justice, democracy, and the redistribution of power, resources, and

decision making.
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Purpose in Considering the Various Models To identify and make explicit the assumptions and conditions that influence the selection

of a model (or mixing models) of organizing, as it effects the process and the outcomes of the community assessment. ? To

integrate theory with the practice of community work. 60 NSOU ? MSW-IV ? To facilitate discussion and reflection on the process of

community work. ? To identify the types of skills and roles required by a community worker in different projects and the focus of

how one spends his/her time. ? To structure the tasks and techniques that will aid in achieving the process goals of community

development. To assist community workers in understanding how their orientation towards a particular model has affected the kinds

of community projects they have become involved in and how they have chosen to work within a community. To provide a

framework for community workers to revisit those decisions and do future planning.

Strengths, problems and application of Rothman’s Model Strengths While these three models are not exhaustive, this has been

somewhat of a useful lens from which to conceptualize and develop and evaluate community change efforts. Each model has been

utilized to some degree to help create and measure community change, has mobilized community members and has provided useful

ways for people to address systemic problems. Problems In today’s rapidly moving and complex social environment not all of the

three models produce positive community change. In fact, they are likely outdated ( Boehm & Cnaan 2012). To meet the challenges of

today’s societal demands, scholars and community practitioners have called for a hybrid approach due to the problems inherent in

each modality. For example the locality approach emphasizes helping people help themselves, but this approach is often to blind to

the larger factors of national, state or local government which often overshadows the ability of the localized population to mobilize

for themselves see themselves as relevant actors (Carlton-LaNey, &Burwell, 1995). The social planning approach is criticized for being

overly, rigorous, rational, and technical. In communities where the populace has less educational opportunities data driven strategies

may leave people behind. Finally, one of the problems associated with the
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 61 Models of Community Practice in 21st Century Contexts Comparative Neighborhood Organizing Social, Inclusive

Social Coalitions Political Movements Characteristics & Community Functional Economic & Program Planning & Social for Organizing

Communities Sustainable Development Action Progressive Social, Economic Development Change & Sustainable Development

Desired Develop Action for social Promote Expansion, Neighborhood, Build a Action for social Action for social, Outcome capacity of

justice focused on grassroots plans; redirection and citywide or multiorganizational justice focused economic & members to

advocacy and on prepare citizens new development regional proposals power base to on changing environmental organize; Direct

changing behaviors to use social of programs to for action by (a) advocate for policies or justice that and/or moderate and attitudes;

may and economic improve service neighborhood standards and policy makers provides new the impact of also provide resources

without effectiveness groups (b) programs, to paradigms for regional planning service harming using participatory elected body,

influence program the healthy and external environments; engagement and/or (c) direction and development of development Open

livelihood methods planning councils draw down people and the opportunities resources planet Systems Municipal/ General public;

Banks; Financial donors Perspectives of Elected officials; Voting public; General public; targeted for regional government foundations;

& volunteers to (a) neighborhood foundations; Elected officials; Political, social change government; institutions external programs;

planning groups government Inactive/potential and economic external developers; laws beneficiaries of (b) elected policy and

participants in systems that developers; that govern agency services leaders service public debates are oppressive local leadership

wealth creation (c) human organizations and elections and destructive services leaders Primary Residents of Like-minded Low-wealth,

Agency board & a) neighborhood Organizations Citizens in a Leaders, citizens, constituency neighborhood, people in a marginalized,

or administrators; groups (b) and citizens that particular political and organizations parish, rural community, region, oppressed

community elected leaders have a stake in jurisdiction able to create community, nation, or across population representatives (c)

social the particular new visions village the globe groups in a city agencies and issue and social or region interagency structures

organizations

62 NSOU ? MSW-IV Comparative Neighborhood Organizing Social, Inclusive Social Coalitions Political Movements Characteristics &

Community Functional Economic & Program Planning & Social for Organizing Communities Sustainable Development Action

Progressive Social, Economic Development Change & Sustainable Development Scope of Quality of life in Advocacy for Improve

social, Service (a) neighborhood Organizational Building the Social, economic Concern geographic area; particular issue or economic

and development for level planning partners joining level of and Increased ability population environmental a specific (b) integration of

in a collaborative participation in environmental of grassroots (examples: wellbeing; population social, economic relationship to

political activity; justice within leaders & environmental Employ equality, (examples: & environmental improve social, Ensuring that

society organizations to protection; women’s opportunity and children’s access needs into public economic & elections are fair

(examples: improve social, participation in responsibility to to health care; planning arena; environmental and not basic human

economic & decision making guide human security against (c) human conditions and controlled by needs; basic environmental

behavior domestic services human right wealth human rights) conditions violence) coordination Social work/ Organizer Organizer

Negotiator Bridge Spokesperson Researcher Mediator Advocate Advocate Community Facilitator Advocate Builder Promoter

Planner/Evaluator Proposal writer Negotiator Organizer Facilitator Practice roles Educator Coach Writer/Speaker Planner, Educator

Manager/Director Communicator Spokesperson Researcher Leader Trainer Bridge Facilitator Manager Proposal Writer Planner

Organizer Bridge Candidate Builder Researcher Trainer Bridge Manager Builder Leader Leader Evaluator Builder Visionary Evaluator

Adapted from Gamble, D. N. & Weil, M. O. (2008)

NSOU ? MSW-IV 63 social action approach is that is highly militarized (Hoefer &Chigbu). The use of confrontational tactics and pitting

one group against another usually requires the use of a third-party to resolve the inherent conflicts. Newer Approaches The literature

suggests newer models which have been developed in recent years including the community advocacy model, community

engagement and feminist models, as well as a number of others (Boehm & Cnaan, 2012). While all these models have relevance and

are more useful than previous ones, they are primarily rooted in the classical models so many of the original limitations exist. One of

the main criticisms is the overall lack of community involvement from the beginning stages. Newer approaches will need to include

community members and community practitioners’ perspectives from conceptualization, implementation through evaluation. This

empowers participants to share and build strengths as active initiators based on their perspectives on what needs to change, how it

will change and when change will take place (Hoefer & Chigbu). A new conceptual approach to community intervention is called the

MAP- Motivation and Persuasion Process, which is a hybrid configuration that addresses most of the gaps in the 3 classic models .

(Hoefer & Chigbu). A major criticism of all three classic models is the lack of community involvement of its members in decision-

making (Boehm & Cnaan, 2012). Bundled in a theoretical framework of empowerment, the MAP brings together persuasive

psychology, motivational counseling, and principled negotiation to integrate community involvement as central to the model. A

number of studies indicate these approaches have been successful in working with communities, institutions and individuals (Cialdini,

R.,2009; O’Donohue & Beitz, 2007; Pliois, 2007). The MAP helps community members develop skill in self- negotiation with

institutions and is built on principles which are central to social work: self-determination and community empowerment (Goldworthy,

2007). Community members work alongside community practitioners and policy makers to learn a variety of skills leading to positive

outcomes including use of authority, maintenance of consistency, demonstration of commitment, maintenance of objectivity, tactful

response to resistance, display of empathy, and pursuit of self efficacy. These components comprise a model of community change

by empowering community members to collectively come together with a skill set that can lead to successful outcomes (Hoefer and

Chigbu).
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64 NSOU ? MSW-IV 4.7 Summary In this unit we came to know about the application of Community Organization in different field of

Social Work, the models described here would enable us to develop techniques to work in the community. 4.8 Exercise 1 Discuss the

Relevence of Community Organization in various sphere of Social Work intervention. 2 Explain the strengths, problems and

application of Rothman’s Model. 3 Discuss locality Development Model and Social Planning Model. 4 Discuss the MAP approach. 4.9

Reference https://macrosw.com/2017/06/01/community-intervention-models-problems-strengths- and-future-applications/

NSOU ? MSW-IV 65 Unit- 5 Need Assessment Structure 5.1 Objectives 5.2 Introduction 5.3 Concept of Community Need Assessment

5.4 Importance of Need Assessment 5.5 Components of a Need Assessment 5.6 Methods of Need Assessment 5.7 Planning for a

Community Need Assessment 5.8 Summary 5.9 Exercise 5.10 Reference 5.1 Objectives After completion of the workbook, participants

will be able to: ? Plan for a community needs assessment by: ? Identifying a community team ? Describing the scope of the

assessment ? Listing the questions to ask ? Selecting sites ? Determining data collection methods or sources ? Identifying key

informants

66 NSOU ? MSW-IV 5.2 Introduction – Learners having interest and exposure in learning about community and its needs – Learners

having graduate and above level education may apply their skill to exercise this. Community organisation is treated as an important

method of social work education. This is also considered as an important process of community development. In this process there

are four important components. Such as identification of needs of the community, prioritization of the needs, identification of all

forms of both local and external resources available to address the needs of the communities concerned, convergence of the inter

agencies working for the cause of the community, taking action with the community participation to meet up the need. Besides, there

are other important issues in community organisation process. 5.3 Concept of Community Need Assessment In relation to improving

human and organizational performance, needs are simply the differences between our current achievements and our desired

accomplishments. Thus, most commonly needs represent the differences between our ambitions and the results of our current

performance; though needs can in the same way represent an overabundance of success when your current achievement surpass our

desired accomplishments. Assessment is generally performed prior to taking any particular action. In case of need assessment it is said

that an action is taken up to determine current situations and to identify various issues for taking appropriate step to mitigate. Need

assessments establish the essential foundation for suitable planning to bring out community development step by step. Therefore-

Needs: Discrepancies between the results currently be achieved and the desired results to be accomplished. Assessment: A process

for assigning value or worth to someone or something in order to make decisions.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 67 Needs Assessments: A process to define, measure, and prioritize needs based on the cost to meet the need (or

close the gap) versus the cost of not meeting the need (or not closing the gap). 5.4 Importance of Need Assessment Community

based need assessment provides community workers a snapshot of the local situation, community systems and environmental

strategies currently in place and helps to identify areas for which improvement is required. With the help of skilled and trained

manpower, community people can map out a line of actions for a positive and sustainable change in their communities. A community

need assessment is a task which helps to understand what the community people have and what do they need to have. It is beneficial

task for taking up any kind of development project, restructuring of ongoing projects as well as to undertake new projects. It is

important to analyse that community people have worked together to fulfil one by one their needs so as to make themselves

organised better towards bringing out community development. There are other importance also. Such as- Defining the scope of

work Need assessment helps in identifying the community we want to serve. For instance, someone could assess the needs of

children within the neighbourhood surrounding a local elementary school. Helps to develop partnership/fellow feelings It is imperative

that to better start up a project we should consider community relationships as well as the partnerships. There are so many local

organizations or non profit making organisations who can lend hand for becoming a development partner or for being with the

people as fellow. Perhaps the Parent Teacher Organization of the elementary school would assist to understand the need of an

elementary school. Sharing information of common concern In case the survey is conducted for collecting data in many forms, we

need to frame a structure to understand what to do first. Someone may decide to host a community meeting and invite individuals to

express the needs they see. Some other may decide to

68 NSOU ? MSW-IV send a survey to key community organizations to gather their input. Perhaps one could attend a meeting to learn

what parents and teachers think in a guardians meeting. Determination of start up activity Once we have received information from

the community concerned, we can review it and determine the key findings — such as community’s strengths and gaps, as well as the

opportunities and challenges it faces. Those key findings may be used to make informed decisions. Create an action plan with goals

and objectives for a suitable project. Helps to generate/ mobilise fund Don’t forget to share your findings. Other community entities

will be interested to know what you’ve learned and may even want to partner with you. A complete community needs assessment can

be especially helpful when approaching potential funders for a project. In fact, it is a critical part of the community organisation to

make grant application. We can learn more about conducting a community needs assessment by hand at the grass root which may

help to determine why and how they need us. Thus a community needs assessment in the process of systematically collecting,

analyzing and using information to: – educate and mobilize communities – develop priorities – gather resources plan actions to

impact the target population, neighborhood or community. Need Assessment helps us to provide a basis for planning by identifying

assets, service gaps, needs, trends and priorities to advocate for change or provide a service across the country or within an identified

at-risk neighborhood or population.Thus needs assessments are based on the assumption that groups of people have needs that are

not being met or addressed adequately. It seeks to uncover unmet needs, both recognized and latent. It is a good idea to involve the

local stakeholders like-service population, Service providers, Community leader, Faith based community leaders, Government and

Non Governmental organizations, Business leaders, Community people, and other community
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more meaningful and effective. Since needs assessment helps inform decisions, they can be used proactively to identify opportunities

to improve performance, reactively in response to the consequences of less than desirable results, or continuously as an integrated

component of a continual improvement program. This makes needs assessments a valuable tool for decision makers at all levels of an

organization and in any role. From those wanting to improve individual performance or working to create a new initiative within the

organization to those charged with developing complex programs with external partners or improving the outcomes of long-running

organizational undertakings, needs assessment can be used to either formally or informally guide decisions. Nevertheless, whether the

needs assessment is proactive, reactive, or continual, the needs assessment processes are best applied to inform performance-related

(or results-focused) decisions. Needs assessment can also help you avoid missteps. Often, the simple answers to your professional

challenges don’t provide the systemic solutions that you are ethically responsible to provide. After all, for every performance problem

there is a solution that is simple, straightforward, acceptable, understandable… and WRONG. For instance, human resource officers

commonly hear managers requesting new or additional training in a variety of organizational areas. While training may initially seem to

be a reasonable solution to the organizational problems being faced by the manager, an informed decision about how to improve

performance requires that additional information be considered before rushing ahead with any single solution. Most often,

organizational challenges are not linked to any single cause; such as the perceived inadequate knowledge or skills of others. Systems

of solutions focus on building the capabilities of individuals and the capacity of the organization. These multi-activity systems are

typically required to change behavior and improve results. Thus a need assessment can guide decision makers in evaluating the

complex needs (or performance gaps) of an organization in order to come to solutions that address the systemic issues related to

performance rather than merely the symptoms. The following statements are often good indicators that a need assessment may be

the appropriate next step before making any decisions: “They really want this program to be put in place by next year.”

70 NSOU ? MSW-IV “We need to provide more training to people working in the Ministry of Agriculture.” “At last week’s meeting you

decided that introducing [insert current title of best selling management book] would be a good place to start building capacity.” “They

need to go to leadership training.” “If you had [insert latest technology gadget] then you would be more productive.” “You need to do

an evaluation as part of that project.” When you hear these, or similar statement about what should be done, it is usually a good time

to step-back and ensure that you know where you are headed before you take the first step. After all, if you are not headed in the right

direction you could end up someplace other than where you want to be. In addition to being reactive, needs assessments can, and

should, also be a proactive or continuous part of your professional decision making. You can, for instance, use a needs assessment as

an integrated part of a strategic or annual planning effort. In these situations the needs assessment provides continual feedback on the

gaps between current and desired results to the planning process. These gaps will commonly fluctuate greatly from year-to-year, or

as organizational goals and objectives shift in relation to external pressures or opportunities. Yet, without needs assessment data it is

challenging for plans to provide essential direction for an organization; long-term goals that are only related to current realities (such

as improved customer service or being #1) are rarely of value to the individuals and teams in the organization that must complete

tasks for the organization’s results to be accomplished. Thus a needs assessment can help you find alignments between the long-term

strategic objectives of the organization and what the people — inside and outside of the organization — find of value. As you all know,

for better or worse most strategic plans only sit on bookshelves gathering dust. But this should not be the case; strategic plans should

be used to guide decisions in your organizations. And by pairing strategic planning with needs assessments you can help bring plans

into action. Then, while strategic planning efforts ensure that the organization knows where it is going, regular needs assessments will

provide critical information for applying those plans to valuable decisions.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 71 Use needs assessments proactively, continually, and reactively - 1. Proactively to identify potential opportunities

for improving individual or organizational performance. 2. Continually to monitor your progress toward accomplishing desired results.

3. Reactively when new strategic, tactical, or operational objectives are to be achieved. Need Assessments can be of various types like

? Normative Need (defined by experts in the field) ? Perceived Need (as seen by those experiencing the need) ? Expressed Need (as

seen by those who seek out the services) ? Relative Need (needs and resources in one geographic area or population compared with

needs and resources in another) Need Assesement vs Need Analysis ? A needs assessment is a process for both identifying and

prioritizing needs (or gaps in results). Therefore, the assessment must distinguish and measure needs by collecting information

through processes such as interviews, focus groups, surveys, document reviews, performance observations, and other techniques.

Subsequently, in order to prioritize needs, the assessment must also analyze the identified needs to determine their contributing

factors, the related costs, as well as estimates for improving performance in relation to the needs. The later process, of prioritizing

needs, requires that you delve further into the identified needs in order to make reliable estimations of what factors are leading the

performance gap and what it could take to close the discrepancy. ? As part of your needs assessment, therefore, a needs analysis

process will guide one in the examination of each gap in results (need) to determine its component parts and how to do those

contributing factor influence the discrepancy between current and desired performance. Based on this information, along with

estimates of the cost the meet the need versus the cost to ignore the need, you will then have information for making decisions about

which needs should be high and low priorities. Consequently, a needs analysis is a practical, useful, and fundamental step in the

completion of a needs assessment.
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assessment and various analysis processes is clarified. An assessment is simply a process used to identify and appraise the importance,

size, value, or worth of something in comparison to other similar items. In the case of needs assessment you are identifying and

appraising performance gaps in order to make decisions about what actions should (or should not) be taken to improve human and

organizational performance. ? An analysis, by comparison, is a process to separate a whole into its parts in order to identify the

components, and their relationships. Thus, when one considers needs analysis, front-end analysis, root-cause analysis, or

performance analysis he/she can see that these are processes that apply the results of a needs assessment in determining the details

of why the needs are present in the organization. ? With this in mind, needs assessments become an essential precursor to analysis

procedures. One must, in other words, go through a process for identifying and comparing his/her performance needs before he/she

can enter into a set of procedures to analyze performance, needs, or even root-causes. In serving the role of providing a process for

collecting information and guiding decisions, a needs analysis is nevertheless an essential part to any needs assessment. Without the

analysis processes you would simply have identified needs without procedures, tools, or techniques for prioritizing those performance

discrepancies for closure. 5.5 Components of a Need Assessment The main components of a community needs assessment are ?

Policy Change: This involves laws, regulations, rules, protocols, and procedures that are designed to guide or influence behaviour.

Policies can be either legislative or organizational. Policies often mandate environmental changes and increase the likelihood that they

will become institutionalized or sustainable. ? Systems Change: Examples of legislative policies include taxes on tobacco products,

provision of county or city public land for green spaces or farmers’ markets, regulations governing a national school lunch program,

and clean indoor air laws.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 73 ? Environmental Change: This involves change that affects all community components including social norms of

an organization, institution or system. It may include a policy or environmental change strategy. This type of change relates to the

physical, social or economic factors designed to influence people’s practices and behaviours. Examples of alterations or changes to

the environment include: the presence of programs or services, including the presence of healthy food choices in restaurants or

cafeterias, improvements in the built environment to promote walking (e.g., walking paths), the availability of smoking cessation

services to patients or workers, and the presence of comprehensive school health education curricula in schools. ? Economic

changes: The presence of financial disincentives or incentives to encourage a desired behaviour including charging higher prices for

tobacco products to decrease its use or the provision of non smoker health insurance discounts. These indirectly influence the

change in economic pattern of the community. Policies are often the driving force behind systems change. For example,

implementing a national school lunch program across a region or provincial school system, or ensuring a hospital system becomes

tobacco free. 5.6 Methods of Need Assessment A proper assessment can help a community make decisions that are appropriate to its

unique set of circumstances. Rick Maurer (Adapted from Tom Ilvento, Lori Garkovich, Gary Hansen and Ron Hustedde) has pointed out

community need assessment in light of following six important issues. He has considered these useful in: ? Identifying community

resources, opinions and goals ? Planning for the future ? Identifying local resources ? Encouraging local participation ? Marketing the

community ? Identifying community needs.

74 NSOU ? MSW-IV As per Maurer, there are different methods of need assessment at community level. Such as ? Secondary data

analysis ? Primary data Collection ? Key informants interview ? Focus group interview ? Expert presentation and testimony ?

Environment scanning ? Community forum study ? Social Survey 5.7 Planning for a Community Need Assessment ? Identify and

assemble a diverse community team ? Develop a team strategy ? Define the community to assess (e.g., school, districts, city limits) ?

Identify community sectors to assess (e.g., health care, schools) ? Identify community components to assess (e.g., nutrition, tobacco

use) ? Develop questions to ask for each component, including how the responses will be measured ? Select sites and number of sites

to visit within each sector ? Determine existing data to use or methods for collecting new data ? Identify key informants to contact

Identifying 10-12 individuals maximum for the community team is recommended to ensure the size is manageable and to account for

attrition of members. A community needs assessment should focus on a particular geographic area, sectors within that area such as

health care and work sites, and community components to assess within each sector such as nutrition, chronic disease management,

and tobacco use. A combination
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a comprehensive file of all sources of information, key contacts, and data to review at a later date or to share with coalition members.

Training for needs assessment Opting for a need assessment in a training-only context is a fundamentally flawed way to begin your

assessment. After all, training is just one of many activities that one will want to consider when making performance improvement

decisions. Yet, a training needs assessment intentionally defines the improvement activity before the assessment process begins;

leaving us with a solution in search of problem. In the 1980s, the phrase “training needs assessment” became a popular way to

describe most any process for determining what content should go into a training course. While making decisions about the content

of training course is important, this is not the best use of needs assessment processes, tools, or techniques. Just as one would not

want to conduct a mentoring needs assessment or a lay-off needs assessment, one does not want to prematurely select training as

the hammer for every nail in your organization. Conduct the needs assessments without any preconceived notions about which

improvement activities will be most valuable to the organization; listening to others inside and outside of the organization, maintaining

an open perspective to creative ideas, and collecting information that will justify the recommendations or decisions in the end. Similar

to the evaluation perspective described previously, one can nevertheless use many of the tools and techniques described in this book

to determine what content should go into a training course. Use focus groups, fishbone diagrams, task analyses, and other techniques

to collect valuable information to inform those decisions; but only after you have completed a needs assessment that finds training is

an appropriate activity to achieved desired results. Many times it is part of an effective performance improvement system, but an

impartial needs assessment is the best process for informing that decision. 5.8 Summary Need assessments are not about choosing

one improvement activity from a list; you should compare and contrast numerous activities — and differing combinations of activities

— to determine which are accomplish desirable and sustainable results. Systems Theory tells us that there are always numerous

options for accomplishing results within an open

76 NSOU ? MSW-IV system, that each of the systems are both interdependent and interconnected, and that success in one subsystem

has the potential to sub-optimize the success of the whole system. Thus, single-solutions or “quick fixes” are rarely going to achieve

desired results in complex organizational systems. 5.9 Exercise 1. What is need assessment ? What is its importance ? 2. Enumerate the

Components of Need Assessment. 3. Explain the methods of Need Assessment. 5.10 Reference

https://wesharescience.com/na/nafaqs.html

NSOU ? MSW-IV 77 UNIT- 6 Programme Planning Structure 6.1 Objectives 6.2 Introduction 6.3 Concept of Programme Planning 6.4

Importance of Programme Planning 6.5 Techniques of Programme Planning 6.6 Summary 6.7 Exercise 6.8 Reference 6.1 Objectives

After completion of the workbook, learners will be able to: – Plan for a community organisation by: – Identifying a common need –

Defining the scope of the planning – Listing the components for planning – Selecting areas of community settings – Nature of

community resources – Identifying key functionaries 6.2 Introduction – Learners having interest and exposure in learning about

programme planning – Learners having graduate and above level education may apply their skill to exercise community based

programme planning.

78 NSOU ? MSW-IV 6.3 Concept of Programme Planning Community planning is an issue which has been evolved over many years. It

is associated at the grass root level plan of action for community, plan of joint actions at the inter-agency level for the community and

at the state and national level plan for public bodies/councils associated for community development. Public Bodies/Council level

Planning for Community Dev. Programme Agency level Planning for Community Development Programme Grass root level Planning

Besides, a program planning is the outline of events and activities that community members undertake to reach the goals in an

organised way. A successful program plan provides detail and shows how each activity supports the main objectives of community

organisation. Literally, plan is an outline/drawing, showing the proportion and relation of a community as well as arrangements of

schemes beforehand of the community to achieve its target. The clarification of the objective of community organisation, action to be

taken up, method to be followed, time frame to be fixed and by whom actions to be taken up are basic consideration for a

programme planning in community organisation. There are different domains of programme planning in community organisations.

Such as planning for a blood donation camp, community health programme, planning for welfare of elderly, planning for fund raising

for renovation of school building, etc. Programme – It is a written statement which describes proposed developmental activities, the

problems they address, the actions & resources. Plan – Plan is schedule of development work outting different activities in a

developmental activities in a stipulated time period. Programme planning – It is thus a process of making decision about the direction

and intensity of development education efforts to bring about desirable change amongst the community members.
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is very much important. There are may reasons behind it which may be learnt from the following. Achieve the aims Each and every

programme is undertaken to fulfil certain aims and objectives during the course of operation or at the end of the programme. The

success of the programme depends on various issues and factors that have been taken into consideration in the planning of such

programme. Avoid overlapping of resources In some cases it has been found that different agencies give thrust on a particular

community with all their resources and benefits. People in this particular community are benefited for single purpose from multiple

sources. For example, a particular family is given tailoring machine from one agency, another agency is also giving same to that family,

some other is giving cash benefit, technical benefit and similar machines, also. This is overlapping of services and benefits being

provided without proper planning. We may avoid this with suitable programme planning for the community concerned and

establishing coordination between the agencies. Increase efficiency It helps to make optimum utilisation of resources available at the

community level and ensures highest return at the lowest possible cost of the programmes planned for effective implementation. The

efficiency of staff, target group and service providing agency will increase in case there is proper planning of suitable programmes for

the people. Enhance proper coordination Suitable planning of a programme helps to develop better coordination among the

beneficiaries, implementing agencies and the other support services meant for the community. Each and every part of the

programmes are better tied up due to its planning made well in advance. For example, in a school mid day programme, there are

schools, students, guardians, cooking agency, teachers and school authority. There will be better coordination among all these in case

they are taken care with due importance during planning for mid day meal programme for the school.

80 NSOU ? MSW-IV Helps in decision making Decision making helps every plan of action to be undertaken in time for the targeted

people with the resources allotted for it. It is in reverse, programme planning itself helps all stakeholders to decide on what to do, how

to do and for whom to do. Motivate people’s participation In almost every planning for the programmes under community

organisation process, there is a motivational force which helps community people come together, sit, meet and decide for suitable

need based programme planning. Reduces the risks There are different types of risks in planning of programmes for the community. It

may be risk of fund availability, risk of trained persons availability, risk of other resources availability. These may be addressed properly

in case programme planning is done professionally. Ensure proper direction Planning of each programme includes the operational

procedure, time frame, target and allotment of resource which in other term may be said as the directions of the programmes being

set in its planning. Anybody abiding by the planning of the programmes during its implementation may not have any confusion on

how is it to proceed for. Good control over resources It is not desirable under a particular programme that any agency at any time can

decide on how the programme can be done, personnel will be hired as and when required and they can incur expenses as per their

wish. In that case, the said programme will not achieve success. Good control will automatically be exercised in terms of fund,

manpower, agency administration and management of beneficiary which may be according to the planning as drafted earlier well in

advance. Encourage innovation Programme planning helps to utilise both the internal and external resources for the betterment of the

community concerned but that may not be confined in a routine

NSOU ? MSW-IV 81 exercise. Need based and resource based community development planning always gives scope to encourage

those who will carry out designed activities with innovations and professional expertise. In addition to above, there is importance of

programme planning for the betterment of community people as there is scope for monitoring and evaluation of the activities under a

particular programme from time to time as the same has been articulated in the planning. Planning is also important for the

programmes since it helps proper mapping of resources and documentation under various forms of data base, progress reports and

audio-visual evidences through which progress of the programme can be judged following the components of planning. 6.5

Techniques of Programme Planning It is always said that planning for a programme involves three important stages such as, pre

programme stage, programme implementing stage and programme ending stage. It is a process since when conceptual framework

for a programme has been developed. There are different techniques in planning of a programme for community organisation. We

may have the outline of the techniques generally adopted for planning of programme as per diagram presented herewith as follows.

Brainstorming, research, discussion, workshop, learning appraisal, sharing ideas, story-telling, mapping of resources, motivation

Leadership development decision making, communication, cooperation and facilitation, training, capacity building, management of

staff, fund and resources. Evaluation, record keeping, conflict resolution, fund mobilisation, future planning, leadership development,

generating community support Diagram showing various techniques of community programme planning – by Author Programme

Beginning Stage Implementing stage Programme closing stage
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82 NSOU ? MSW-IV Different types of techniques are applied for planning at the stage of beginning of the programme, such as: ?

Brainstorming: It a technique applied to refresh mind and spirit for a common task of the participants assembled for planning in a

common platform, meeting, work, seminar, drawing, mapping etc. Generally it is done through game, role play, music, playing audio-

visual, film etc so that participants concentrate their mind. ? Research/field survey: It is an effective technique to understand what the

community situation is, their language, culture, beliefs, norms, education, skills, knowledge and resources available to them both

physical and financial. ? Public Discussion/Meeting: Public meeting or discussion in open stage situation may be held on the issues

pertaining to need and feasibility of the community. It is generally held with different categories of community such as for women,

men, younger generation, elderly, specially challenged and socially weaker sections for different agenda as will be fixed for planning a

programme. Major tasks required for this are selecting a venue, target number of people, topic of discussion, time and date, nature of

refreshment to be required, documentation of the discussions, etc. ? Workshop /Seminar: The technique of workshop some times

yields good result for planning a programme in the community. Some important issues are clubbed together and concerned

community people are invited to have learning about by taking part in the workshop. Subject matter experts are invited to discuss and

deliver lecture for clarification and people are asked to discuss and sharing their views on that particular issues for better

understanding. ? Learning appraisal: This is somewhat different from the workshop and discussion. In this technique, community

people are invited to discuss and work out some special issues prevailed in the community systematically e.g., drawing a map of their

village/ward/community using chart and posters, sketch and markers indicating the location of social institutions, households, forests,

river, ponds, water bodies, tap water point/tube well/well, waste land, play ground, temple/church/gurudwara etc., so that anybody

can easily understand/learn what the community is by putting a glance over the map.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 83 ? Sharing ideas and story-telling: Theses are helpful technique for the people as well as for the planner to learn

about the prevailing community culture, barriers, languages, beliefs. It helps involvement of adults and elderly with more confidence

to share their views on the programmes planned to be implemented. ? Resource Mapping: Resources are varied from community to

community as well as from region to region. For making an effective planning, all sorts of available resources need to be identified

through intensive home visit, community interaction, collecting information from community leaders as well as opinion leaders. Key

functionaries may make themselves divided into team and carry out this exercise with drawing and drafting the strength and figures of

resources including physical, financial, human and natural resources. ? Motivational Camp : In each and every step of exercising

routine tasks of planning a programme, motivation plays a very crucial role. It is important technique for bringing people together to

plan programme. It helps to stimulate their participation, generating their support to fulfil common goal of the programme planning.

The stimulation for motivation varies from individual to individual. Sometimes, people are motivated to join a meeting as there is a

good lunch, time set for it or other peer groups are coming to that. Some others are motivated as their is arrangement of travelling

allowance, rewards for participation or famous personality of their interest is coming, and so many other different sources but it is to

apply for the purpose of planning effectively. Planning is also done for smooth running of the programme at the entire implementing

stage so that no such incidents like, manpower shortage, fund shortage, problem in the operational areas and lack of effective

participation of target groups are not taken place. Considering the importance of the programme in its implementing process, some

techniques may be applied as mentioned below: ? Technique of leadership development : It is a technique as well as a process

through which a group of people is mobilised and encouraged to perform certain tasks by inspiration from a leader. He/she may be a

person whose behaviour influences others for a common purpose to achieve. Planning is never possible unless, in due process

leadership is developed and unless an efficient leader is there to make the tasks required for drafting it.

84 NSOU ? MSW-IV ? Promoting decision making : It is important to take decision in every stage of planning the programme. There

are different opinions, needs and issues likely to be brought up and taking decision one by one can make the situation more effective

and useful. Every one may get their problems/needs addressed properly in case decision is taken in time and according to the need of

the people. Mainly, it is exercised observing best possible way out in hand or in the given situation to decide for optimum utilisation of

the time and resources. There are different areas in community organisation practices where programme planning is largely accepted

as an important method of exercise. A gist of such areas may be put down herewith as follows; Housing, health, nutrition, sanitation,

awareness building, literacy, education, skill development, training and self employment, drinking water, rainwater harvesting, natural

resource mobilisation and management, human development, etc. 6.6 Summary Programme planning is thus an avoidable task.

without a proper programme planning, the community organizer will fail to work efficiently and much of the important aspects would

remained unaddressed, and the whole idea will get ruined. A well planned programme would increase community participations and

ensure a greater success. 6.7 Exercise 1. Discuss the concept of programme planning why is it important. 2. What are the technique of

programme planning. 3. How will you plan for an Anti-trafficting Awareness Programme in a rural community. 4. Write short notes on

a) Technique of leadership development b) In what ways can motivate people to participate in a programme.
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86 NSOU ? MSW-IV Unit- 7 Networking Structure 7.1 Learning Objectives 7.2 Introduction 7.3 Concept of Networking 7.4

Characteristics of Networking 7.5 Importance of Networking 7.6 Types of Networking 7.7 Steps of Networking 7.8 Concept of

Supervision 7.9 Principles of Supervision 7.10 Types of Supervision 7.11 Methods of Supervision 7.12 Role and functions of Supervision

7.13 Qualities of Supervision 7.14 Do(s) and Do Not(s) in Supervision 7.15 Monitoring and Evaluation 7.15.1 Concept of Evaluation 7.15.2

Objectives of Monitoring and Evaluation 7.15.3 Components of Monitoring and Evaluation 7.15.4 Types of Evaluation 7.15.5 Methods of

Monitoring and Evaluation 7.16 Record Keeping 7.16.1 Concept of Record Keeping
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 87 7.16.2 Elements of Record Keeping 7.16.3 Types of Record Keeping 7.16.4 Importance of Record Keeping 7.16.5

Basic Principles of Record Keeping 7.17 Summary 7.18 Exercise 7.29 References 7.1 Learning Objectives After completion of the

workbook, participants will be able to: – Understand the networking and its characteristics in community organisation process –

Identifying an existing network team – Describing the scope of networking – Tools for development of networking 7.2 Introduction –

Learners having interest and exposure in learning about community and its network – Learners having graduate and above level

education may apply their skill to exercise this. 7.3. Concept of Networking The term “networking” refers to the systematic

establishment and use (management) of internal and external links (communication, interaction, and co-ordination) between

88 NSOU ? MSW-IV people, teams or organisations with an objective to improve performance. There are different elements for better

defining the term of networking. However, key elements of this definition include, - (i) Systematic management (ii) communications,

interactions and co-ordination between groups or individuals or institutions. (iii) improved performance. In literature various definitions

of a network can be found. Often, it is described as a structure of relations and connections created by organizations due to the fact

these organizations are mutually dependent to each and others. A network can be compared to a road or railway network. It contains

various nodes like, stations, cities, traffic centres which are interconnected by lines of communications. This is also, found in

community development in which setting the nodes like schools, colleges, universities are interconnected by the noble task of

spreading education among all. As organisational structures are to improve their effectiveness, the use of network since then, has

been increasing as sources of knowledge in themselves in the form of sources for innovation. More and more of the innovation

process takes place in networking as opposed to hierarchies only a small minority of firms and organisations innovate alone. There are

many reasons that have been deep rooted in fundamental changes in the global economy, including the increasing importance of

societal knowledge and the global scale of knowledge exchange, and so are on. Inexpensive, powerful electronic communication is

becoming widely available and accelerating the process of networking. Scholar (Butler et. al 1997) argues that this factor may mean

that the traditional role of intermediaries will disappear or be transformed primarily into support for market operations. In earlier times,

organisations needed intermediaries to reduce transaction costs; as transaction costs fall, more consumers do their own searching

network using the new media and on-line search agents. Learning in networks represents a special mode of knowledge production,

which cannot easily occur within organisations or in the open 7.4 Characteristics of Networking Networking has the following

characteristics: ? Networks open access to a variety of sources of information. ? They offer a broader range of learning opportunities

than is the case with hierarchical organisations.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 89 ? They offer a more flexible and, at the same time, more stable base for co- ordinated and interactive learning

than does the anonymity of the market. ? They represent mechanisms for creating and accessing tacit knowledge. We are beginning

to understand that part of the knowledge base for policies and innovation cannot easily nor only be captured in written form, whether

reports are based on academic research or on best practice and experience. ? Much knowledge is embedded in social structures, and

within or between organisations. It is very difficult and sometimes impossible to make that knowledge explicit. In education for

example, there were high and optimistic expectations thirty years ago that research would provide the knowledge base for policy and

practice. ? The community expectations are to be tempered in the light of experience and expertise. The reasons for this are not in the

first place the poor quality of educational research or its insufficient volume or even lack of transfer mechanisms. A more basic factor

is that educational knowledge is for a large part tacit in nature. ? Exchange and development of tacit knowledge require different

processes and structures than doing and implementing research. The use made of written reports for innovation is often

disappointing. One reason for this is that users need to share a tacit understanding of the process of codification with those who have

constructed the report. This condition is often not fulfilled. ? Those engaged in the process of production have learned to analyse and

combine data, to report in a coherent and attractive way, and so forth. Others, who have not been engaged in that work, find it

difficult to understand what can be learned because they do not possess the necessary clues. Networking may help to mediate

codified knowledge by developing the needed complementary knowledge and interpretative meanings. It may establish the social life

of documents. So, networking may complement written, codified information, and it may help to make documents more rational and

reasonable. 7.5 Importance of Networking (i) Large networks tend to be effective when they create and maintain a sense of belonging,

cohesion and reinforcement of values.

90 NSOU ? MSW-IV (ii) The participants involved in the process of networking share a common purpose among them. This may be a

vision, a mission or a more concrete goal of the organisational setting. (iii) Networks enjoy a degree of self-management. This does

not mean that there are no leaders, or that the processes are not managed, as indeed these are even more critical than in traditional

organisations. (iv) Participants stay active in the network so long as it delivers a benefit for them, which ultimately is also an advantage

for the clients of the participants. In networked organisations, the profit is achieved while participants stay autonomous. (v) Networks

come and go as they are moved in the dynamic structures. They change – in terms of type and number of participants, roles of

participants, etc. – and they come to an end. (vi) Electronic means underpin and enhance networking such as internet, cell phone may

have wide range of networking, but it is last of all accepted that networks are human. Electronic discussions require a high level of

agreed codes concerning respect, for example, and trust contributes to their success. Virtual teams are only successful if their

electronic communication is backed regularly by face-to-face contacts, contacts that may have more a social than a task- oriented

purpose. (vii) To be more directly productive, larger groups tend to break into smaller networks, and virtual teams often have a small

active core of 5-7 people at the centre, even if there are extended memberships. (viii) Networking may be controversial because of

conflicts of values that characterise many Western organisations. It adds to and thus changes traditional management styles, and it

reflects a shift in what is perceived as valued knowledge. The importance is externalised between codified and codified is the

combination. Networking may also replace the production of codified information because it is more cost-effective than producing

books or databases. Networks can facilitate exchange of tacit knowledge in a direct way – avoiding the effort and cost of first

codifying it. The
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 91 emerging networks for in-service training of teachers and school leaders in the community, for example, tend to

be very effective compared with courses based on academic evidences. 7.6 Types of Networking Formal-vs-informal: There are many

types of networks. We may have very familiar forms of networking in community setting. It may be of two types which include the

formal and the informal networking. Arrangements like clubs, mentorships, joint seminars, email networking and conferencing are the

parts of formal networking. Informal networking may the arrangements like sports, cultural events, gossip of club members, typical

daily dialogue of the community leaders, relationship of inter community. Vertical-vs-horizontal: It may be in vertical arrangements

between clients and organisations and horizontal among participants, target group, beneficiaries of each programmes. Local-vs-

regional: It may have regional or a local character. Regional networks deals with among organisations and key officials while local

networks deal with individual to invidual, individual to organisations etc. Also, global networks frequently organise interactions

between enlisted agencies and knowledgeable in other parts. There are also three other types of networks which are found in practice

of community organisation. Such as, (i) need based network is driven by the need of practitioners to find solutions of the practical

problems. (ii) Knowledge embedded networks for the purpose of improvement of the organisational performance, knowledgeable

persons are kept in close networking. (iii) data based networks, through which knowledge exchanged and embedded in such networks

is often combined a well- organised database of communication 7.7 Steps of Networking For those who will go for setting a formal

network among the organisations, beneficiaries and the community itself, need to adopt certain steps for making such network more

purposeful and need based. Few steps have been pointed out herewith as flows:

92 NSOU ? MSW-IV Step-1: Identifying key persons/officials In case the networking requires among agencies, first and foremost work

is to have identification of the key officials of the agencies otherwise key persons of the community may be identified for inter

community network setting. Step-2: Setting the goal It is the first and foremost duty to all concerned stakeholders to set a common

goal for establishing network between or among them. Once it is decided to set the network among, and all concerned are adhered

to keep all their programmes and policies in operation according to that. Step-3: Brainstorming the officials At the initial stage there

might have been knowledge gap, information gap and motivational gap among all the stakeholders being associated under a

particular network. As a result of that time to time key officials/ persons may be brought together for face to face interaction,

brainstorming and better knowledge sharing among them. This may brought resultant effect during the course of its operation Step-4:

Selection of support members In general, all officials of all networking agencies will not have better understanding at the initial sgate.

Not even, there will have interests of all officials or persons of the organisations under a particular network to keep it continued. For

this, it is essential to select those who are keen to keep network continued with their self guiding motivational forces. Step-5:

Justification of significance There is always a scope to justify the significance of network established between or among the agencies

in terms of its further need and fulfilment of the purpose. Necessary modifications can be done in case there is lack of establishing

suitable network at any stage of the programmes of the organisations is in operation.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 93 Step-6: Mapping of network zone The establishment of network is alway process oriented. It is varied in reference

to place, programmes and participating organisations with their beneficiaries under target programmes. There is also, chance to map

it out properly for enhancing the further scope and opportunity beyond the places, programmes and partners. Step-7: Network

situation analysis It is important to analyse the outcome of network in terms of problem identification, interests served, resources

mobilised and influence created so far for strengthening network situation. Step-8: Strategy development Strategy is essential for time

to time development of existing network set up so that scope of given time, place, programmes and policies are in operation

according to the target framework. There should have enough scope for time to time revision of the purposes and targets for which

networks among organisations and individuals have been set up. 7.8 Concept of Supervision The term supervision is commonly used

in the welfare administration. It is an enabling process in which one designated person through the medium of his/her organisation

effort looks after the work and assignment being accomplished properly by the supervisees or not. According to Williamson,

‘supervision is a process by which workers are helped by a designated staff member to learn according to their needs to make best use

of their knowledge and skills and to improve their abilities so that they can do their jobs more effectively and with increasing

satisfaction to themselves and the agencies.’ In brief we can put down certain aspects that have been observed in the definition. Such

as – It is a process through which workers of an agency are helped by someone of superiors

94 NSOU ? MSW-IV – Learn to best use of knowledge and skills according to the need of assigned work – Improvement of the

abilities and effectiveness of staff for job satisfaction – It is a teaching learning process – Best use of human capacities in an agency

for fulfilling its goal It is something like rendering certain enrichment of education, knowledge, oversight, control and surveillance

which are necessary to better bridge between senior level management and frontline workers. 7.9 Principles of Supervision Principles

always help to move in a professional direction to the supervisor as well to the community organisor having deployed for a

community setting. They are to observe certain principles while supervising to their subordinate staff members for a particular work

and assignment. Such as- ? Principle of person centric supervision rather than product oriented, ? How the work done is more

important than how much is done, ? Work should be assessed by better understanding not by making fearful environment, ?

Responsibility of staff should be entrusted with required authority, ? One employee should have not more than one point of direction

towards the work, ? Increasing possibilities of errors should be assessed and encouraged with suitable steps. ? Directed towards fact

finding not fault findings, ? Re building and re-generating is in natural process of supervision.
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 95 7.10 Types of Supervision In community based organisations and welfare institutions we generally found two types

of supervision. (i) Substantive- it is related to actual work done by the subordinates in an organisation and (ii) Technical- it is concerned

with the technical methods hired or adopted from outside agencies as per requirement. In addition to that according to the style of

functioning in various organisational set up supervisors are classified in three categories. Such as (i) Autocratic- in this type, supervisor

is the all in all and it leads to no initiative of work by subordinates, no productivity, no responsibility, no self esteem/ security, no

delegation and decision making power. (ii) Laissez faire- in this type, supervisor is within and among the subordinates to take initiative

for work, equal responsibility, increase self esteem/security, decision making power and maintain productivity. (iii) Democratic- in this

type, supervisor allows delegation of power, initiate fully, work with full responsibility, maximization of productivity, self esteem and

security is full. 7.11 Methods of Supervision John D. Millet has suggested six methods of supervision. Such as (i) Prior approval-

supervisor needs to have prior approval to start supervision from his/her agency authority. (ii) Standard supervision- it is to set the

standard quality of supervision, its target, time frame and equality of work should always be kept in consideration.

96 NSOU ? MSW-IV (iii) Approval of personnel- in case of need of work and target of achievement, supervisor may engage staff if

required for which there will be no delay of work and achievement. (iv) Reporting system- what is supervised and the result of that

should be kept in black and white. Proper documentation is important to keep and update from time to time. (v) Inspection- it is very

essential to visit the spot and interact with sub ordinates for effective supervision. (vi) Budgetary limitation-- the supervisor needs to

take appropriate measures to keep all duties and assignment of supervision within stipulated budgetary limit of the organisation.

Besides the above, there are other methods of supervision in community organisation process. Such as, ? Visit to spot for observing

real life situation. ? Holding group meeting of staff, beneficiaries, community workers, etc. ? Organising staff

conference/workshop/open conference for community people. ? Scrutinizing daily work diary/reports of the staff, ? Holding focus

group discussion ? Eliciting the reports of earlier supervisors. In this way supervision in community organisation is done. 7.12 Role and

functions of Supervision Supervisor in a community based organisation has to perform various functions in different time of his/her

work and assignments. These are put down in the following way, (i) Administrative function: supervisor has to receive assignment of

work of what and of whose work to be supervised. Also, he/she needs to have necessary facilities from the agencies.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 97 (ii) Function of teaching: there is certain scope of providing necessary counselling and guidance to subordinates

as well as to build up skills and capacity to do work with more efficiency in order to achieve the target. (iii) Linkage function: supervisor

has to act as the linkage between higher officials/ management and lower officials/ front line workers of the organisation they are

working with. (iv) Assisting function: there is human in the organisation so that supervisor has to maintain good relationship applying

well knit channels of communication. This helps to the organisation avoiding overlapping of human resources by assessing actual

work done and work targeted to be done. (v) Function of evaluation: It is always desirable that personnel engaged at present may be

sustained in future but there may be further requirement of staff in case further expansion is made by the organisations. Keeping in

mind of all these, assessment of performance of the staff from time to time may be done and necessary actions may be suggested to

the decision making point of the organisations. 7.13 Qualities of Supervision The effectiveness of supervision always depends upon the

quality of the supervisor as a person he will have for the fulfilment of his/her duties in an organisation. An efficient supervisor will

always be an organisor, controller, friend and philosophical student of human psychology. He/ she will be- – A dynamic person –

Helpful in nature – Expert in human resource development – Expert in work and assignment – Great deal of human sensitivity –

Good observer

98 NSOU ? MSW-IV – Fair minded and – Cooperative. Besides, he/she should have qualities of three main directions as noted below:

Personal: Good education, ability and desire to learn, strong common sense, fair judgemental and open mindedness. Developing

personalities: Having self confidence, social sensitivity and initiative nature. Leadership skill: Integrity, responsibility, ability to delegate

and administrative ability. 7.14 Do(s) and Do Not(s) in Supervision Do(s): encourage workers in difficult situation, praise them when they

solve the problems, showing sympathy when they are in disturb and understand them in different situations. Do not(s): No criticise in

front of others, no demoralise in presence of subordinates, no favouritism. 7.15 Monitoring and Evaluation In every welfare

organisation there are some programmes either arranged by own source of fund or the financial support of the external sources. In all

such programmes some routine work are done to see the progress of the programme as well to identify the gap for suitable measures

to be taken up to minimize the gap. Monitoring is a routine and continuous assessment of the functioning of the programme activities

in the context of its timeline, objectives, target areas as designed in each programme/project. It is simplest method of knowing where

we are in relation to targets of the programmes. Monitoring is defined as, ‘the process of routine collection and analysis of information

to enable the assessment of the progress of the project during the course of its implementation.
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particular project is implemented. It is ‘a systematic and objective oriented assessment of an ongoing or complete project’. ILO in its

Technical Cooperation Manual has stated that Evaluation is an instrument in- – Providing key stakeholder with information needed to

guide the project strategy towards achieving the set goals and objectives. – Providing early warning of activities and processes that

need corrective action. – Help improvement of project partner by creating opportunities for them to reflect critically on the project’s

direction and decide on improvement. – Building understanding, motivation and capacity amongst those involved into the project. –

Assessing the progress to enable reporting requirement to be met. 7.15.2 Objectives of Monitoring and Evaluation Major objectives of

monitoring of the community based projects/programmes are as follows. ? To judge the effectiveness of the programme in view of

the changing needs of the community. ? To avoid mistake, overlapping and duplication of resources. ? To ensure better coordination.

? Judicious allocation of funds and resources. ? To make administrative control ? To identify the priority of need and action taken up. ?

To introduce remedial, corrective mid-course action for better implementation of the programmes.
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100 NSOU ? MSW-IV 7.15.3 Components of Monitoring and Evaluation Major components deal with monitoring and evaluation of the

project/programmes and its activities are as follows. ? Number of project, purposes, area of operation and their objectives ? Various

units of the projects and personnel ? Standard of work both qualitative and quantitative aspects ? Coordination among various units

and staff ? Controlling mechanism of the programmes ? Short falls of the programmes and positive forces ? Triangular relation among

organisation, staff and beneficiaries ? Nature of communication and sharing information ? Community relation and participation ?

Operating methods and procedures ? Future plan of actions These components need to be taken care of while going to monitor the

programmes and to evaluate in different span of time. 7.15.4 Types of Evaluation There are three types of evaluation in the

development of community. Such as (i) Bench Mark Evaluation (En Ante)- This is mainly carried out the study the baseline situation

before the project is implemented better to state when the project is in planning stage. This is in other term called as Bench Mark

evaluation. It is prospective. (ii) Concurrent Evaluation- This is exercised at the stage of project has been in operation for a certain

periods. This type of evaluation is also called as on- going or midterm evaluation. It helps to identify the short fall or pit falls of the

project and to suggest the remedial measures to the implementing agency.
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achievement of the objectives, this type of evaluation is conducted which influence the impact of the project so far been created to its

totality. It is retrospective. 7.15.5 Methods of Monitoring and Evaluation Monitoring and evaluation can be done by the internal support

staff having adequate knowledge and skills required for it or it can be done taking help of the experts of outside agencies. Different

methods involved with the monitoring and evaluation are as follows. ? Identification of units of the project during the planning and

implementation need to be done so that different units involved with the project may be well shorted out for monitoring. ?

Information network may be taken into consideration so that communication gap, work and achievement of the project are given due

importance for monitoring. ? Study of performance need to be done with professional competency to assess the performance of staff,

requirement of future staff position as well as listing out the excessive manpower in an organisation during the course of programme

implementation. ? Developing proforma is also an important method to keep every unit, staff, beneficiaries and operational areas well

tie up with the monitoring mechanism. ? Meeting/seminar may be arranged from time to time to share the feedback collected from

monitoring to the decision making point of the organisation so as to transmit the decision to different decision making points. ?

Determining the periodicity also needs to be taken into consideration for smooth operation of the monitoring in different timeframe.

The system of reporting from time to time is captured through this mechanism. ? Report writing is an important tools for proper

segmentation of what is monitored and what are different feedbacks received from different corner of the organisations. Also,

analysing report may be made following suitable methods of reporting the monitoring work.
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evidence which is asset to any individual and organisation settings. It is a persistent representation of activities created by someone,

participants of the concerned activities or observers. A record is a visible state of information, facts whether it is in printed form, on file

and electronic means or a book, a plan, a map, a drawing, a pictorial, a graphic work, a film, a sound recording and any other

documentary materials. International Standard Organisation (ISO) has given standard definition ‘a record as recorded information

created, received, and maintained as evidence by an organisation or by person in pursuance of legal obligation or in transaction of

business.’ 7.16.2 Elements of Record Keeping In case of community organisation practice, record keeping usually observed to have the

following elements. In field work situation with community based organisation we keep records and write on- (i) Responses of the

individual with others in the community work (ii) Background and type of participants in various programmes (iii) Acceptance and

rejection of ideas, knowledge and opinions of the community people (iv) Community organisation and its helping role (v) Relationship

between different groups and communities in agency settings (vi) Growth and change of individual life in community work practice

(vii) Physical, financial and other contribution of the people in different programmes (viii) Fund utilised and nature of benefits received

by the communities (ix) Nature and types of difficulties faced in programmes or in any such activity (x) Type of data collection on

various facts and issues of community interests.
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electronic means are generally classified in three different categories. Such as, statistical records, process records and programme

records. In brief description we may narrate them individually herewith as follows. (i) Statistical record- it is a document prepared with

statistical data sheet mainly the numerical records in terms of number of beneficiaries, age, status of education, caste, occupation,

number of participants, financial status etc. are kept as statistical records in community organisation practice. (ii) Process record-

chronological narrative write up of the community organisation such as basic information about the situation, facts and circumstances

took place in the community life are kept in this types of record. (iii) Programme record- in this type of record details are given about

what types of people are involved in different programmes, their baseline condition, training, meeting, workshop, target group, inputs,

outputs and others pertaining to particular programmes are kept. Besides, there are audio-visual records, electronic device based live

documentation as part of records keeping in organisational set up which are used in social work practice particularly in practice of

community organisation. 7.16.4 Importance of Record Keeping Record keeping is very important practice in every development work

undertaken by community based organisations. It is in the context of that - (i) It helps the worker to develop skills as required from

time to time in working with the community. (ii) In every type of record, an idea will be developed about the community, groups and

their different situations for better understanding about them. (iii) It provides the extent of changes occurred among the community

people since their involvement have been maintained in day to day records with timely updating.
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information for future planning of action. (vi) Provides historical information and facts to new entrants of the organisations. (vii) Helps

sharing necessary information to authority of the organisation, funding agencies and other supportive organisations. (viii) Resolves

difficulties with the help of records maintained previously on similar incidents. (ix) Helps to carry out research, evaluation study and

further improvement of records of the organisations. (x) In each training, workshop and seminar it helps absentees to follow the

discussion and progress. (xi) Helps for staff development, fund generation and organisational development in its desired direction.

7.16.5 Basic Principles of Record Keeping As a part of social work practice, record keeping in community organisation practice, also

have some principles which need to be taken care while keeping records for community work. These are (i) Principle of confidentiality

(ii) Principle of flexibility (iii) Principle of selection of records to be kept as per priority (iv) Principle of lucidity/readability of the records

(v) Principle of workers’ acceptance of records 7.17 Summary To carry out effective community organisation, must work in a team, for

which proper Networking is extremely important. Constant supervision, Monitoring, conduction & Record keeping & follow-up will

further enhance the quality of work.
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keeping. (3) What are the different types of Evolution. (4) Discuss the concept of Networking write down the charactristics of

Networking. (5) What are the steps Netowrking (6) What are the elements of Record keeping. (7) What are keeping the components of

Monitoring & Evolution. 7.19 References https://www.emarld.com E. Lbamba, Smakombe, E Mhango – Bulletine of World (2006)

https://first leadershipacademy.com.

106 NSOU ? MSW-IV UNIT- 8 Advocacy Structure 8.1 Objectives 8.2 Introduction 8.3 Concept of Advocacy 8.4 Types of Advocacy 8.5

Principles of Advocacy 8.6 Techniques/Method of Advocacy 8.7 Summary 8.8 Exercise 8.9 Reference 8.1 Objectives After completion

of the workbook, participants will be able to: – Understand the advocacy and its characteristics in community organisation process –

Types of advocacy and its importance – Principles of advocacy – Tools and techniques of advocacy 8.2 Introduction – Learners

having interest and exposure in learning about community and its network – Learners having graduate and above level education may

apply their skill to exercise this.
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of bringing out social changes. These can be directed to government policies, laws, procedures, or sometimes to ourselves so that it is

therefore an act of supporting an issue that violates or deprives the masses and persuading the decision makers on how to act in order

to support that issue. It is about motivating and mobilizing the community. It starts with a small group of people who share concerns

about a specific problem and are willing to devote time, their expertise and resources available to reach the desired change. It has

been observed that advocacy can help community based organization achieve its development goals.
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108 NSOU ? MSW-IV Basic purpose of advocacy may be put down in the following manner ? improving public services such as

transportation, information, etc. ? education ? accessibility ? development of community based services ? public health ? greater

accountability of elected representatives of local and national authorities, ? decentralization of government decision-making process

and public services, ? new laws that better protect the civil rights associations, including the legal recognition and other civil society

organizations. It is generally said that drawing attention to an important issue and helping decision- makers to make its solution so

that accountability and transparency of local governments and public services/institutions are ensured. 8.4 Types of Advocacy

Advocacy can be divided into three types of activities, including: Representation: to speak on their own or in other’s name in public

Mobilization: to encourage others to speak in public with you Empowerment: to let others know they have the right to speak in public

and have the right to be heard. 8.5 Principles of Advocacy Australian Psychiatrist Christine Brown has defined eleven principles of

advocacy. Those are as follows. Principle of Clarity of purpose: There should have enough scope to make clarity of purpose of

advocacy among the participants and among the advocates.
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motivate people on the issues of public interests so as to undertake appropriate actions. Principle of confidentiality: The advocates

should maintain confidentiality in every steps of promoting advocacy towards bringing out social change through necessary policy

decisions. Principle of person centric approach: This should be kept in mind that for generating mass mobilisation, individual approach

or the person centric approach may be adopted first which may be group and community centric in later phases. Principle of

empowerment: During the process of advocacy both the advocates and the people will be able to get clear understanding about the

issues, agents, administrative tools and policy related points of actions for which their empowerment will be a part during the course

of action. Principle of equal opportunity: In every stages of public awareness, opinion generation and leadership development, the

principle of equal opportunity for all may be followed. Principle of accountability: Who are involved, how the advocates are working

and what are the methodologies are being applied need to be accountable as these are for larger interest of the community.
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110 NSOU ? MSW-IV Principle of accessibility: Accessibility in terms of information, resources and services required for successful

advocacy of a particular policy formulation. Principle of purposeful complaint making: There are different types of sub issues and units

associated in the matter of advocacy for a particular issue for which several complaints may be required to lodge. These are to be

properly sorted out in terms of their purposes and therein after necessary complaints may be made to respective bodies. Principle of

supporting advocates: Advocates are not alone moving against the issue for which mass mobilisation and public support need to be

generated to ensure that the issue is concerned of common masses. Principle of safeguarding: While working for a larger interest or

on such issues having concerned of greater number of community people, it is, therefore, possible that in some cases there may be

incidents of fear of threat and challenges. Necessary mechanism should be planned well in advance for safeguarding the advocates as

well as the leaders in the process of working. 8.6 Techniques/Method of Advocacy We have observed that there are two main

methods of advocacy applied in community organisation practice, such as : Lobbying or direct communication: involves influencing

through direct, private communications with decision-makers. Lobbying, particularly through personal meetings with decision-

makers, can be a powerful and cost-effective advocacy tool. Campaigning: involves speaking publicly on an issue with a view to

generate public opinion and using a variety of techniques for it. Such as, chain e-mail or letter, opinion pieces and letters to the editor

in newspapers, newsletters, celebrity endorsements, media partnerships with newspapers, journalists and film-makers, web-based

bulletins and online discussions, public events, large-scale advertising campaigns. The application of other suitable method depends

on the issue/problem specified, target audience, the message to be conveyed, the resources available in the community. However, the

other methods may be very useful which include- i. Letter Writing: It is important method through which clear message is put forward

to the notice of respective authority and to keep them aware about
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people educated to such an extent that they can understand the genesis of the issues or facts for which their support, participation

and formation of pressure group for suitable policy making or for change in administrative directions are taken place. iii. Legal

Advocacy: Legal advocacy means the provisions of legal support system are available to the people generating mass movement with

the help of community leaders, better to say the advocates so that necessary policy documents are made maintaining close proximity

to legal framework. iv. Communications: The method of communication is commonly used in community development programmes.

This method helps the advocates or the community leaders disseminate information, decision, direction, orders, message, etc., from

one point to another and ensure receipt of necessary feedback to its source. v. Symbolic Acts: This method is also very effective to

build up awareness among the people who are just literates or illiterates. Role playing, street corner, road shows are some kind of

symbolic actions generally followed in the advocacy at community level work. vi. Negotiations: In case of conflict arises out, sustained

and disputes occurred among the leaders in community advocacy, this method comes to a fruitful resolution. There are some experts

like counsellor, middleman or the negotiator who are asked to work for this and the advocates keep close notice on them for

resolutions on the facts. vii. Demonstrations: It is such a method through which advocates can arrange workshop or seminar and

demonstration on successful advocacy may be a method of discussion through case studies and documentation of live events. viii.

Boycotts: It is applied only then since when other formal methods fail to yield desired success and the policy makers remain hands off

on the facts / issues for which mass mobilisation has been occurred. Boycotts are very effective for activation of service delivery

system as felt necessary by the policy makers.
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delivered through it and the advocates try to sensitize the people to be a part and parcel of advocacy. x. Fact Finding Forums: Creating

fact finding forum is also an important method through which time to time study can be conducted and necessary progress of

advocacy along with shortfalls cane be sorted out. xi. Demystifying: This method helps to understand any difficult issues into easier

one which are essential as there is involvement of different backgrounds of community people. In this method audio-visual systems

are used to mobilise the community. 8.7 Summary Advocacy is an important instrument where by we may mobilize and motivate an

entire community to bring about a constructive change. People may vouch for their legitimate rights through Proper Advocacy. It may

be done to even reach out the policy makers to review and over change the policies for interest of the society. 8.8 Exercise 1. Define

the term ‘Advocacy, what are the various kind of Advocacy. 2. Give an account of the methods of Advocacy. 3. What are the basic

Principles of Advocacy. 4. Write short notes on – Campaigning – Advocacy for mobilization of the community. 8.9 Reference Anna

Krausova, The network Analysis in Social Work, Department of Social Work, Medico-Social Faculty, University of Ostrava,

www.oxford.academia.edu&lt;annakraus
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Goel S.L Modern Managements Techniques, Deep and Deep Publications, Dartagunj, New Delhi Atwater Pierce, Problems of

Administration of Social Work, Oxford University Press Paul Lachapelle (2011) CD Practice, Promoting Principle of Good practice,

Spring, Issue- 17, 2011, Dept. of Political Science Wilson Hall 2-117 P.O. Box 172240 Montana State University Bozeman, MT 59717-

2240 USA)’ Brown and Duguid (1996), CERI/OECD between 1995 and 1998 Website: https://www.cdc.gov/community-
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114 NSOU ? MSW-IV Unit- 9 Communication Structure 9.1 Objective 9.2 Introduction 9.3 Concept of Communication 9.4 Variables 9.5

Types of Communication 9.6 Importance of Communication 9.7 Determinants 9.8 Forms of Communication 9.9 Principles of

Communication 9.10 Methods of Communication 9.11 Barriers of Communication 9.12 Preconditions to effective communication 9.13

Skills and Qualities of Effective Communicator 9.14 Summary 9.15 Exercise 9.16 Reference 9.1 Objective The basic objective of the

present unit is to explain the strategies in community organization practice so that learners get the benefit of knowing the basic of its

different issues such as communication, community participation, social Action, Sarvodaya movement and Leadership etc, in the

context of community organization. particularly, its

NSOU ? MSW-IV 115 objective is to help them to know the concept of communication, types, methods etc. so that they can take

initiative to make themselves good communicator, which is a must for them. 9.2 Introduction The learners of this programme are

mostly in their youthhood. Everyday they interact with many people – known or unknown, purposefully or without any purpose. In the

process they gain practical knowledge of various types which may be good or bad. This is one way of learning. There are few other

ways of learning of which reading text books is one. For social work students such reading materials are prepared with a view to help

them to learn a good number of topics which are very much important for would be Social Workers. The topics are carefully dealt so

that learners allover the State or even outside the state can be equally benefitted. Keeping the all possible odds in mind, it is planned to

cover even the minor details of the unit so that learners feel it truely useful. 9.3 Concept of Communication Communication is a must

in case of all living beings. In case of human beings it is one of the important factors based on which human society survives and

progresses. By communication we mean : – flow of information – exchange of ideas and feelings – shareing of data, information,

views, sentiments etc. – effecting an interchange of understanding between two or more people (Howland) – those processes by

which people influence one another. (Warrer Weaver) – exchange of information, knowledge, ideas or feelings taking place between

two individuals. (Dhama and Bhatnagar)
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affect a transfer between minds. – the transfer of commonly meaningful information. Thus, it can be summerised as transfer of

commonly meaningful information by a person or group to another person or group or community or even the larger society. It has

been derived from the Latin word ‘Communis’ which means to make common. It is essentially a continuous process and a two way

traffic. It varies on the basis of mental make up, outlook, experience, situation and thinking process etc. In case of community

organisation, “Communication is understood as a means of exchanging messages. Democratic processes (community organization)

are evolved along with the objectives of developing understanding among and between the people through exchanges. In community

organisation, need meeting processes are built through communication. Building relations with community people, Strengthening

interrelationship among community people, making people aware of their own needs .... are possible through appropriate use of

communication methods.” – Dr. Mrs. Banmala 9.4 Variables There are four variables in communication. They are : (i) Sender, which

means the person concerned through whom the information generates or who shares the ideas, information etc. (ii) Receiver, which

means the person or persons receiving the information. (iii) Message, facts, information, which means the issue that is being shared,

and (iv) Method, which means the way being followed to pass the information. All the four variables are equally important in the

exercise of communication. If any one of them is missing, communication can not be made or it will remain highly ineffective.
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communication Formal communication is one in which one communicates with other formally. They may or may not know each

other but for some reason need of communication arises and to fulfill that need one party communicates to the other party mostly in

written form. For example, an individual sends an application for a position in an office and he receives an interview letter against that

is a formal communication from both ends. On the other hand, informal communication is one in which a person communicates

something informally without maintaining any record of that : For example, two persons met each other while inspecting the level of

growth of their crops, exchange the radio news that on that particular day heavy rainfall is expected. This is informal communication

and it has no official status. B. Upward, Downward and Horizontal Upward communication is that when a junior / subordinate /

dependant communicates anything to his boss/senior/parents etc. Upward communication occurs when the person who is

communicating and the person to whom he is communicating are not of same status. For example, when a student makes any

communication to his Principal or a common citizen makes an application to the rationing anthority, slum dwellers make a prayer to

their Municipal Chairman, a girl requests her father to provide some books to her is upward communication. In absence of appropriate

upward communication, downward communication may also look ineffective. Downward communication is just opposite to upward

communication. It may take several forms and relate to information / instrnctions on various issues. In an office it defines the

parameter writhin which an employee functions. In organizational set up it involves ideology of the organization. This can further be

explained by using some examples such as : When a Headmaster instructs his students to take part in a cleanliness drive, an Army

Major directs a group of soldiers to move forward, a doctor advices his patient
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118 NSOU ? MSW-IV to take full rest, an Engineer instructs his labourers to do the construction work in a particular manner or a chief

secretary sends order to the district magistrates to maintain law & order properly – all these are downward communication where the

persons to whom communication is made will have to obey the same. Here the communicators are in superior position, formally or

informally. C. Horizontal : Horizontal communication is that which takes place between the people of somewhat same status. For

example, the communication that takes places between the co- passangers, viewers of a cultural programme, discussion on political

and other issues at a tea stall, propaganda by the members of a trade union and so on are horizontal communication. Besides, there

are one way and two way communication. When information or message comes from one person or one side and the other person(s)

/ side plays the role of receipient then it is called as one way communication. But when both the persons / sides take part in the

interaction then that is two-way communication. And if many people take part in the process then that is many way communication.

In any community all types of communication are liable to take place based on the situation. 9.6 Importance of Communication

Communication is a must in humanlife. Even the animals, birds and other creatures also communicate in their own way. Human

society can not survive without communication. One just can not think of a situation in a human society where communication does

not exist. In the context of community organization and organization building etc., proper communication is a must. To form and

strengthen the community based institutions, to diagnos the basic problems of the community trace out the resources available,

making plan of action, initiating actions, leadership development, coordinating with relevant agencies, rendering monitoring and

followup services, keeping records of the entire process etc. continuous communication is necessary, creating awareness among the

people, creating motivation in them, integrating all sections of the community people also largely depend on adequate amount of

communication. Thus communication is immensely important in the process of community organization.
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communicator and receiver ? Gender of the communicator ? Caste and creed ? Educational background ? Level of general awareness

? Experience of communicating things ? Emotional status ? Sense of humour ? Interrelationship ? Socio-economic status ? Mental

balance ? Presence of mind ? Social, political, physical condition. All the above mentioned determinants are important in making

effective communication. 9.8 Forms of Communication Communication has various forms such as : ? Written (newspaper, book,

magazines, letter, office order, forms, notices etc). ? Oral or vertual (face to face interaction between two or more persons) ? Pictorial

(charts, diagrams, groups, signs etc)
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reactions and reflex actions) ? Electronic media (T.V., radio, telephone, record player, film etc.) ? Physical contact (sand shaking, patting

on the back, pushing, kissing, touching, embracing, slapping, touching foot etc). All the above mentioned forms are used in human

society. However, all are not useful to every individual. For example, an illiterate person can not use the written form of

communication, a deaf & dumb can not use oral form of communication, a person suffering from object poverty has very less chance

of using electronic media to communicate or to be communicated. Besides the above forms, communication can be done by

observing silence also. According to quantum theory, ‘even if we do not talk, even if we do not look at each other, you affect me, I

affect you.’ So, silence can also be termed as one of the forms of communication. 9.9 Principles of Communication Communicators

should be guided by certain principles such as (i) Understand yourself which means the communicators should have knowledge about

self. They should have proper idea about their areas of strength and weaknesses based on which they can decides the issue on which

they can speak, methods that they can follow etc. Suppose a person who does not feel comfortable to face a big gathering he should

avoid communicating there before he gains courage to do so. (ii) Maintaining intellectual honesty is another important principle of

communication. One should communicate based on the theory ‘What I say I mean’. (iii) Demonstrating seriousness is also one of the

principles of communication. The communicator should remain careful about ‘it matters what I say’. If seriousness is not there,

communication in the true sense of the term is missing. (iv) It should be participatory and democratic. Efforts should be made not to

make it one way traffic. Others may also have something to share, something to
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disapproving the views or statements of others since that hurts the persons concerned. In such a situation communication does not

reach to the person/persons concerned. (vi) Issue of communication should be of immediate importance. If it is not so, none will

attach importance to it and thus communication will remain unsuccessful. A community organizer or would be social worker needs to

keep these basic principles of communication in mind while communicating to others or helping community people to become

effective communicator. 9.10 Methods of Communication Using proper method of communication significantly contributes to

achieve the objective of community organization. It also depends on the manner in which the method are used and the skill with

which ideas, views, information are exchanged. The methods of communication are principally the followings : (i) Lecture method in

which community leader or community organizer will formally speak out the ideas / information etc. before a gathering of community

members. (ii) Organising debate sessions on various relevant issues involving thereby the community members. (iii) Organising

conference wherein various stakcholders would be invited to share their views. (iv) Meeting is another important method that should

be used in the process of community organisation with a view ot achieve the objectives. (v) making people of the community inviolved

in formal and informal dialogue as and when required. (vi) Songs are also very important instrument for communication. If this can be

used in a planned manner it can produce effective result.
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should be a person who can handle the same properly. (viii) Organising seminar is also a method of communication. Through it a large

number of people can be benefitted at a time by listening to the views of various experts on the subject. (ix) Street corner play is also

known as one of the methods of communication. A professional person/group of persons can be hired to do to job. Through this

method message can reach to anybody who pass through the road during that period. (x) Role play method can also be used to

communicate ideas. The person giving the performance should have knowledge on the subject and skill of acting. (xi) Drama, specially

written centering specific issues, can be another method of communication. (xii) Art on roadside wall, which gives specific messages is

another important method of communication. (xiii) Group discussion is also very usefull method of communication. Based on this

method community participation can be enhanced, problems like casteism and alcoholism can be controlled, group conflicts can be

arrested. (xiv) Story telling, particularly success stories of any community development initiative is also a good method of

communication in the context of community organization. In the modern society communication quickly and effectively reaches

though news papers, journals, magazines, advertisements etc. All these have impact on different degrees. Communities are also

intelligent enough to develop their own method of communication. All the above mentioned methods are equally important but they

need to be properly used. Since use of method depends on the social, economic, cultural background of the communities concerned,

it is necessary to make the choice properly. Use of wrong method may not produce proper result, rather it may invite problems of

various nature.
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Effective communication is hampered because of various reasons concering the sender, receiver, environment, methods used etc.

Those are as below : A. Sender Centric barriers : Sender centric barriers are of various nature such as : – he/she is not adequately

knowledgeable about the subject on which he/she is talking. – he/she is not serious enough to deal the issue properly. – he/she does

not have idea about the background of the receiver. – he/she picks the wrong time and place for communication. – he/she shares

ideas in a wrong forum. – he/she does not maintain intellectual honesty. – he/she abruptly disapproves the views of receiver. –

he/she does not make it democratic. – he/she uses difficult and technical languages. – he/she uses improper method. – he/she is

arrogant and hot headed. – he/she speaks even if listeners are not ready to listen – he/she is not a person of pleasing personality.

These are certain factors related to the sender of the ideas/information etc. to any person – known or unknown. These factors create

serious problems in communication. B. Receiver Centric Barriers : Several issues relating to the receiver can also create problem in

smooth communication such as :
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which he/she fails to concentrate. – he/she is not interested in the message that is being passed. – he/she is having emotion an

problem. – because of some reason he/she is mentally disturbed. – he/she is distracted. – he/she pretends to understand when

he/she does not. – he/she does not feel comfortable with the communicator. C. Other factors : There are some otehr factors which

are equally responsible for non-effective communication. They are : – Socio-economic situation of the person, group, community. –

Traditional values, customs and superstition of the people concerned. – Pressure of work – Physical illness – Status and charisma of

the communicator or the receiver. – Hidden agenda of communicator, if any. – Improper time and place etc. 9.12 Preconditions to

effective communication The objectives of community organisation are achieved if communication is made effectively. Naturally it is

desireable that the community organiser and community leaders make planned and sincere effort to communicate ideas and

information to the community fruitfully. The factors that play important roles in insuring effective communication are the followings :

(i) The communicator needs to have adequate knowledge on the subject concerned. He/She can share the idea effectively only if

his/her knowledge on the subject is not poor. Knowledge helps a lot to communicate convincingly,
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bases on the issues he wants to discusss. (ii) He/she should be open-minded regarding the issues and sub-issues of discussion. If there

is any rigidity on this, the communication is lost. If the communicator thinks that his/her dicision is final and there is no reason to bring

any modification in that, then communication remains ineffective. (iii) There can be some sensitive issues to deal with. In such cases,

the communication is to be made very carefully so that no body feels hurt, injured and insulted. he/she should be very careful while

communicating something on sensitive issues. (iv) He/she should do some home work to deal with the subject effectively. (v)

Communication is to be made very clearly and without any ambiguity. If the people to whom the information is given become

confused then the objective of communication remains unfulfilled. Hence one will have to express the ideas/ information very clearly.

(vi) The communicator needs to have adequate idea about the overall background of the people to whom and with whom he is

communicating. Knoweldge base, awareness level, attitude, outlook, receiving capacity etc. are likely to differ from community to

community, group to group and person to person. (vii) While communicating the communicator needs to keep it in mind that the

issue has relevance to the community. If not, people will show no interest in the matter. (viii) Communication should be made

according to the level of the receiver. Coming down or going up to the level of receiver is a must to make communication effective.

(ix) Effective communication also demands a proper place, environment and time. Wisely choosing a proper place, time and condition

immensely helps in communicating and shareing information and ideas. (x) Tossing around technical terms is to be avoided to the

extent it is possible. People in general do not prefer to listen technical terms which are not that popular to them.
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126 NSOU ? MSW-IV (xi) Communicator must not make any effort to give many ideas at a time. This is totally an unwanted plan and

execution. (xii) For making the communication effective the communicator will have to concentrate on the issue. This is a special skill

which he/she should develop properly. In many cases the communicator goes out of context and he/she fails to feel that and in the

process the very objective of communication remains unfulfilled. So one should remain careful about this tendency. (xiii) The

communicator should make effort to make the communication process easy interesting and encouraging. The way of passing

information, giving ideas, using proper words and examples, shareing quotations, using proverbs, narrating something relevant and

maintaining pleasant personality are some important tips that help a communication to become effective. (xiv) The communicator

should follow a natural way of expression. He should not make it artificial since anything artificial does not produce positive results.

(xv) The communicator should be a good listner. It makes the communication two way traffic and democratic. Besides, it helps the

communicator to have idea about the outlook and attitude of the otherside. And it helps in creating an environment where every one

would feel that he and his opinions are honoured. (xvi) The length of communication period should be reasonable. If it is very lengthy

the receiver would be bored and disgusted. In that case he/she may not give proper attention. On the otherhand, if it is very brief the

message may not reach to them properly. Therefore, the communicator should remain careful about the time frame while shareing

any idea/information/data. (xvii) Observing and looking for feedback is yet another factor responsible for effective communication. If

any gaps are marked, necessary modification in the process can be made. (xviii) The communicator should remain careful that he is

properly audible. keeping eye contact is also equally important. (xix) The communicator should have capacity to integrate different

pieces of information properly. (xx) Deciding about the suitable medium is also important to make the communication effective.
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communication. (xxii) Communication method should be chosen properly based on the type of community to whom communication

is to be made. (xxiii) The communicator should examine the actual purpose of communication. (xxiv) He/she should consider the total

physical and human setting. (xxv) Consult others, wherever necessary, in planning communication. (xxvi) The communicator should

keep it in mind that he/she is communicating for today as well as for tomorrow. (xxvii) He/she should remain sure that his/her actions

support his/her communication. If the points mentioned above are taken care of by communicator, the process of communication

would be smooth and effective. It is therefore essential that each communicator in the setting of community organization needs to

attach proper importance to them. 9.13 Skills and Qualities of Effective Communicator Communication is a difficult job to do. To do it

effectively one needs to have certain skills and qualities which are as below : (i) He/she should have people facing quality. It needs

steadiness. If fear psychosis is developed in the mind of communicator, he/she will remain ineffective. So, having mental strength to

face people is very necessary. Through continuous practice one can develop this quality. (ii) He should also have some quality of using

healthy jokes, appropriate proverbs, varieties of relevant examples to make the communication attractive. This also demands a special

quality. (iii) The communicator should be skilled in using various methods of communication, traditional and modern. Weakness in this

may create serious problem in communicating anything.

128 NSOU ? MSW-IV (iv) The communicator should have strong presence of mind. In absence of the same none can make

himself/herself a successful communicator. (v) The communicator needs to be adequately skilled in language since weakness in

language creates barrier in the proper expression of ideas and information. Thus, command over language is considered as one of the

most essential qualities of a communicator. (vi) He/she should have positive and constructive outlook. This quality of a communicator

makes all the difference in making the communication effective. (vii) The communicator should also have the quality of being impartial

and unbiased. Needless to say that without this quality none can be a successful communicator. (viii) A communicator must not allow

his/her spirit to be dampened. Success and failures are there in life but he/she should have the guts to face and digest failures and

make effort to overcome the weaknesses. (ix) He/she should have the quality of being good listener. Through practice only this can be

developed. (x) He/she should have the capacity of making good beginning, purposeful middle and nice ending of communication.

9.14 Summary Exchange of necessary & appropriate information is pre-requisite for any democratic process. while working in a

community therefore we must be very careful when we share information, the people must know about it with full clarity and they

may also get their doubts clear through proper communication. 9.15 Exercises 1. Define the term ‘Communication’. What is its

importance ? 2. Enumerate the types of communication and explain each one of them. 3. What are the variables of communication ?

4. Give an estimate of principal determinants of communication.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 129 5. Communication has various forms. What are those? 6. Examine the principles of communication. Why one

should follow these principles while communicating any idea/information etc? 7. Give an account of the methods of communication

that are generally used. 8. What are the principal barriers of communication? 9. Analyse the factors responsible for making

communication effective. 10. Communicator should have certain skills and qualities to communicate effectively. What are those ? II.

Analyse the following terms : (i) Variables (ii) Sender (iii) Formal Communication (iv) Downword Communication (v) Physical expression

(vi) Intellectual honesty (vii) Stake holders (viii) Role play (ix) Barriers (x) Pleasing personality (xi) Sensitive issues (xii) Two way traffic (xiii)

Outlook (xiv) Presence of mind (xv) Assertiveness (xvi) Democratic process (xvii) Technical terms (xviii) Receiving capacity

130 NSOU ? MSW-IV (xix) Fear Psychosis (xx) Language skill III. Fill in the gaps (i) Communication is a process in which more than

__________ person in involved. (ii) Communication is __________ of ideas and information. (iii) Receiver means the __________

receiving the information. (iv) Method is the way to __________ the information. (v) Downward communication is just __________ to

upward communication. (vi) An __________ person can not use the written form of communication. (vii) Communication should be

made according to the __________ of receiver. (viii) Anything artificial does not __________ positive results. (ix) The communicator

should remain __________ about the time frame. (x) The Communicator should have __________ personality. IV.Match the

followings (i) Communication means – Sending signals – Sharing information – Self talking (ii) Receiver is one who – Shares idea –

Sends message – Receive the information (iii) Method means – the principles – the forms – the process
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 131 (iv) Horizontal Communication means – Communication with boss – Communication with subordinate –

Communication with a person of same status (v) Motivation means – Strong eagerness – drive – determination – all of these 9.16
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Objective The objective of the present unit is to help the students of Social Work Master Degree course to have idea about the

concept of Sarvodaya – Bhoodan – Gramdan, their importance in the context of bettering the community life, their objectives &

methods, impact created and limitations etc. This unit has been so planned that students will enrich their idea about the basic

philosophy of Sarvodaya – Bhoodan – Gramdan as well as their link with social work in general and community organisation in

particular. 10.2 Introduction This subunit is an issue that needs to be known by the community development agencies and community

organisation workers. Sarvodaya is an unique movement for the literation of all sections of population. So, knowing about the details

of it is absolutely necessary for any agency or worker dealing with the community organisation initiatives. in this backdrop the present

unit has been developed so that it can meet that need of the students who are going to be the community organizers. Thus the unit is

expected to make them knowledeable, skilled and competent to handle the job effectively in future. 10.3 Concept The word

Sarvodaya has been derived from two Sanskrit words – ‘Sarva’ and ‘uday’, which means ‘welfare of all’ or ‘rise of all’, or ‘progress of all’

or ‘universal upliftment’. It is the ‘greatest good of all’. It seeks happiness of all. it is ‘Social upliftment, economic emancipation and

moral resurrection of all’. it is a process by which socially and economically deprived individuals or groups can be steered towards

development. Sarvodaya is ‘an ideal of vision and a movement in gandhian

134 NSOU ? MSW-IV philosophy’. And it ‘demands commitment of its followers to the care and the uplift of humanity’. A person may

be a man or Woman, educated or illiterate, a member of upper caste or lower caste, a resident of rural, tribal or urban area he has

every right to progress in all respects. So, Sarvodaya is to ensure that everyone have balanced diet, a proper house to live in, adequate

facilities for education, opportunity of getting medical services and so on. Everyone must ‘have enough for his own needs’. Sarvodaya

is realization of true democracy and not making any distinction between (i) Community and Community (ii) Caste and out caste (iii)

intellectual and physical labour. In a Sarvodaya environonment use of liquor and opium is also forbidden and swadeshi will be

considered as rule of life. It is based on Gandhiji’s realization that (i) Development of all is possible if others are developed (ii) All kinds

of development efforts should be of some importance (iii) Each individual should play his role to develop the society. 10.4 Philosophy

The phylosophy of Sarvodaya is based on the philosophy of life and action of Gandhiji. People, as Gandhiji opined, are basically good.

Such goodness is reflected in truthfulness, courage, sacrificing attitude, non-violence etc Nevertheless many of them do not get

opportunity of living a meaningful life. In this backdrop the working philosophy of Sarvodaya is solving individual and social problems

by using the principles of non- violence and truth. For this one must have “living faith in God.” It is based on various constructive

programmes also which are appropriate to the area concerned for making the communities self propelling and self-reliant. The work

of Sarvodaya is viewed as an offering to the God. It’s philosophy is ‘progress together without collision of interest”. It is also to make

attempt to reorient human mind to reconstruct human society. But consumerism, unhealthy competition, lack of safety, mistrust have

eaten away the goodness of people. Values are also eroding day by day. People are facing various kinds of exploitation and becoming

prey of administrative biasness. No matter whether the country is ruled by this or that party desired results. Two sayings of Gita – ‘he

who eats without putting labour eats stolen food’ and ‘needs of body must be supplied by the body’ are also considered as philosophy

of Sarvodaya. Gandhiji also emphasised that Standard of life is fundamental, nor the standard of living.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 135 Gandhiji’s philosophy behind Sarvodaya thus was based on dignity and worth of each individual. He firmly

beleived in dignity of labour as well as right of all to earn a livelihood. He never supported the idea of imposing views on others. Rather

he demonstrated love and understanding for the people. His constructive programme not only emphasised on the betterment of all

but also with all aspects of life and living. The philosophy of Sarvodaya which was imbibed by Gandhiji from John Ruskin’s ‘unto the

last’, thus rests upon the followings. (i) An individual can progress only when he thinks that progress of others is an important

parameter in determining his progress and welfare. (ii) Every activity carried out by any individual is equally important and of equal

value. (iii) Every individual should fulfill his obligation to the society through his own labour. (iv) Special emphasis should be given on

the welfare of the lowest and underprivileged such as Harijan, Women, destitute and rural folk. (v) It is also giving emphasis on

‘Swarajya’ and ‘Lokaniti’ (vi) This philosophy is based on dignity and worth of individuals. Nothing should be by anybody on anybody.

(vii) People should remain satisfied with minimum wants and simple food and clothes. (viii) People should make it a habit to adopt just

means to achieve anything. (ix) All have capacity which needs to be harnessed and promoted. (x) People have basic knowledge about

their situation and the way to manage their life properly if necessary resources are provided. 10.5 Characteristic features The basic

characteristics of Sarvodaya movement are the followings : (i) Dignity of labour : Every individual should remain engaged in some kind

of work. And a farmer or a lawyer, a barber or a public servant – work of all have dignity.
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136 NSOU ? MSW-IV (ii) Active participation : To bring essential changes in the society active involvement of the people is a must.

Since life should be led meaningfully nobody should remain idle. (iii) Non-violence : People should demonstrate. ‘Ahimsa’ in their

everyday life. This will help to create an environment of positive development. (iv) Adherence to truth : People must be truthful. They

should not have any hidden agenda and must not speak a lie. (v) Comprehensive programme : Its another characteristics is that it

believes in initiating comprehensive nature of programme, which has universal significance for achieving desireable objectives. (vi)

Swadeshi : It means using the home made goods and rejecting the foreign goods. All people should develop this habit. (vii) A strong

spirit : Chastity, fearlessness, honesty and self sacrifice are the important elements of sarvodaya movement. (viii) Untouchability :

Characteristics of Sarvodaya movement also includes stopping the practice of untouchability. Discrimination on the basis of caste

should not be there. (ix) Respect for all religions : This is another important characteristics of Sarvodaya movement. It never considers

any religion higher or lower in grade. All are equal. (x) Happiness of all : It firmly believes that none can be happy alone. Happiness can

be achieved only through actions aiming at welfare of all. No one can enjoy happiness by himself. 10.6 Objectives or goals Sarvodaya

movement has the following objectives : (i) To set up an ideal society together with decentralization of power from the hands of the

people belonging to the higher strata of the society. (ii) To make it possible to establish a Society that is casteless and classless.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 137 (iii) To establish communal harmony by removing the communal feelings. (iv) To ensure economic inequality to

all. Homeless, landless, wealthless people should be promoted to ‘haves’ level. (v) To give due emphasis on the welfare measures to be

undertaken for the scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and other backward classes. Special initiative should be taken to promote their

overall stutus. (vi) To see that self-supporting village communities are established. (vii) To establish gram Swaraj in real sense of the

term, which means self- governance. (viii) To organise the students as well as youth groups to make themselves involved in various

constructive activities for the welfare of all. (ix) To insist on duties also, not enjoying rights only. (x) To give emphasis on Lokniti than

Rajniti. (xi) To stop exploitative practices. (xii) To promote spiritual development. (xiii) To promote sense of belongingness. (xiv) To

develop Cottage & Village industries. (xv) To develop and use appropriate technology for meeting basic needs of life. (xvi) To give equal

job opportunity and rights to female members of the society to empower them. (xvii) To form organisation of labour to generate

employment. (xviii) To develop agriculture for making the economy self sufficient. (xix) To make people convinced to ‘live in order to

help others to live’. (xx) To ensure total and integrated life. (xxi) To promote the idea of trusteeship.

138 NSOU ? MSW-IV 10.7 Major elements Cestering the objectives or goals cited above the major elements of Sarvodaya movement

are the followings : (i) Each member of the society has the right to get the taste of progress. (ii) Each one’s capacity has to be

developed so that he can fight out the problems and enjoy a better status. (iii) Society needs to be free from obstacles of various

nature. (iv) Autocracy has to be stopped. (v) A process of heart changing has to be adopted since that has been considered by Gandhiji

as the principal means to make the movement successful. (vi) Bhoodan, Gramdan and Gram Swaraj Should be considered as the other

process of sarvodaya movement. 10.8 Development or Emergence It was developed by Gandhiji for social reconstrnction. The rural

reconstruction movement of Tagore and Gaekwad as well as Social Reform movement of Raja Rammohan Roy were transformed into

a national movement by Gandhiji based on the principles of truth and non-violence. He believed that Sarvodaya Society is the

aternative to the existing society of exploitation and unhealthy competition. Hence he worked for establishing Sarvodaya Society. He

was inspired to work for Sarvodaya particularly after he read John Ruskin’s book ‘unto the last’. He felt that (i) individuals have

capacities (ii) the same has to be harnessed and utilised for their own welfare, and (iii) by so doing overall scenario of the society would

be changed towards positive. After Gandhiji’s death a Sarvodaya Samiti was formed in 1948 to ensure that Sarvodaya movement

continues. Gandhiji’s foremost disciple Vinova Bhabe by then was seriously involved in it. In 1951, under the leadership of him some

landlords of Telengana donated some amount of their land to the landless people of the area. In 1963 initiative was taken to integrate

Gramdan, Khadi and Shanti Sena as components of Sarvodaya movement.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 139 Vinovaji worked for Sarvodaya throughout his life. Jaiprakash Narain also extended his support in the exercise.

Vinovaji gave an outline of Sarvodaya. According to him the Indian villages (i) must become Self supporting. (ii) they should be free

from fluctuations (iii) the villagers need to manufacture those goods which they reaqire (iv) there must not be any ‘intervening agency

between production and ultimate distribution’ (v) Village industries must thrive. (vi) all the villagers must work and (vii) each and every

member of the society should get food. Thus it can be said that Gandhiji floated the idea of Sarvodaya movement and vinobaji

renewed the same. 10.9 Methods The methods that should be followed to achieve success in Sarvodaya movement are : (i)

Demonstration of fearlessness : Since Sarvodaya is just not a propgramme but a movement, it needs fearless mind. Expected

challenges can not be faced by the people who are fearful. Naturally it demands fearless mind. (ii) Non-violent approach : To make

Sarvodaya achievable it is desireable to work on non-violence method. Unjust aggressiveness has no place in Sarvodaya. Talerance

and advocacy are necessary which will ultimately lead to non-violence. (iii) Justice : Since injustices are reality in our society it is

necessary to give justice to all the people belonging to various religious groups, caste and economic background. (iv) Practicing

celibacy : It is another method that should be followed in Sarvodaya movement. If it is practiced with determination one can be

mentally strong enough to play effective role in this exercise. (v) Feeling of nearness : This is also considered as an important method

since feeling of nearness or oneness adds strength to the society and create an environment conducive to Sarvodaya. (vi) The spirit of

true nationalism : To make Sarvodaya movement successful it is also necessary to have the spirit of true nationalism. Such a spirit

definitely helps the process to go ahead.
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140 NSOU ? MSW-IV (vii) Giving importance to physical labour : Giving physical labour should be considered as must by all individuals

– rich or poor, illiterate or educated, men or women. By making people motiveted to do physical labour Sarvodaya movement can be

made successful. (viii) Tendency to do good for others : Such a tendency needs to be developed in the mind of all. Such an attitude

will immensely help in making the movement successful. (ix) Non-violent non-cooperation : In the context of aggressive oppression

by the administration of British regime, it was considered as one of the important methods of Sarvodaya. By taking part in such non-

cooperation each individual can significantly contribute to propel the movement in right direction. (x) Attaching importance to equality

of all religions : It also acts as an effective method of achieving Sarvodaya. No one should have any negative feeling about other

religions. By so doing one can help in bringing integration which is so very necessary in Sarvodaya. (xi) Giving rights to all in the goods

produced is yet another method that should be followed in the process of Sarvodaya. All should enjoy right to the products of the

country without any discrimination. (xii) Simple living : Standard of living should not be made high because that will promote the

tendency of consumerism. Such a practice will ultimately help in giving opportuinty to all to fulfill minimum needs. (xiii) Proper

Planning : To give success to any effort proper planning is necessary. Since without need-based planning nothing positive can be

achieved, it is a must that we give priority to make necessary planning. 10.10 Fundamental Principles K. G. Mashruwala has

enumerated the basic principles of Sarvodaya as mentioned below : (i) Respect for life which means ‘health and all-round

development of the life and personality of India’s living beings’. (ii) Development of natural resources which can be considered as

means for the development of life. The natural resources should not be extravagantly used. Rather nature has to be developed for our

betterment.
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life’ should be distinguished from the standard of living’. Since standard of life is the fundamental issue and not the standard of living,

one must make efforts to rise his standard of life. (v) While planning for the development of people efforts should be made to remove

natural or man-made hindrances from its path. (vi) Efforts should be made of make people self-sufficient in respect of food as well as

nutrition. (vii) People should be provided with training appropriate to our nation building. It should be planned in such a manner so

that it really develops the capacity of persons concerned to play their role properly. (viii) Politics would not be the instrument of power

and there will be no party system. (ix) There will be no private property and profit motive. 10.11 Programmes for Sarvodaya Vinobaji

and other constructive leaders have suggested the following five-fold programmes to achieve success in Sarvodaya movement. They

are : (i) Maintaining internal purity which means leading a honest life by avoiding unfair ways of earning money for comforts. (ii)

Maintaining external purity which means cleanliness – both at personal level as well as public level. For making Sarvodaya drive

effective maintaining clearniness is extremely needed. (iii) Putting physical labour is another important condition for Sarvodaya. We

msut give due weightage to the dignity of labour. All of us should put some physical labour and give due respect to those who are

working as labour for generation after generation. Respect can not be assigned to property, power and formal education only.

142 NSOU ? MSW-IV (iv) Establishing peace is the fourth condition for Sarvodaya. Peace does not mean abolition of war only. it is to

live in amity, stop inculcating fear and jealousy, solve minor disputes only. (v) The last factor is dedication or Samarpana to the

Samarpana ideal, non-violence, non-exploitation, use of physical labour, equal status of all etc. On the other hand for building a

Society of Sarvodaya following 18 fold programmes were suggested. (i) Removal of untonchability (ii) Communal harmony (iii) Use of

khadi (iv) Giving emphasis on rural industries (v) Attaching importance to village Sanitation (vi) Conducting adult education programme

(vii) Introducing Nai Talim (viii) Taking care of women upliftment (ix) Uplifting the condition of Kisans (x) Improving the condition of

labour (xi) Prometing the condition of tribals (xii) Students upliftment (xiii) Establishing economic equality (xiv) Awareness generating

on health and hygiene (xv) Giving importance to provincial languages (xvi) Attaching due importance to National language (xvii) Taking

care of Leprosy patients (xviii) Prohibition on ill practices.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 143 10.12 Sarvodaya and Social Work Sarvodaya and Social work both are for human welfare. Similarities and

dissimilarities between the two can be cited as below : Sarvodaya ? It is a philosophy ? It is a broader concept ? Betterment of weakest

and others is the goal ? Initiating programmes of various nature is the main way ? It is not a product of intellectual theorization ? It is a

movement ? It is done by volunteers or Sanchalaks who are believers of Sarvodaya. ? It is not a job-oriented work. ? Training of

Sanchalaks is informal and apprentice based. ? It has spiritual basis ? It strengthens the Social conciousness first followed by Gram

Sankalpa and Lokniti. Social Work ? It is a problem solving process ? It is somewhat specific concept ? It is same ? Helping people to

help themselves is the basic issue. ? It is product of intellectual theorization. Based on the knowledge from other branches of social

sciences it has ‘developed into a science of its own.’ ? It is not a movement. ? It is done by professionally trained persons and

community people. ? It is a job-oriented work. ? Training is formal and class based. ? It is not based on spirituality as such. ? It helps

individuals, groups and communities by using various methods of social work aiming at furthering the social welfare objectives.

144 NSOU ? MSW-IV Thus it is evident that there are both similarities and dissimilarities between the two. 10.13 Sarvodaya vis-a-vis

Community Organisation Both Community Organisation and Sarvodaya aims at the welfare of the community. However, there are

some differences also between the two. They are as below : Sarvodaya ? It is a movement based on certain philosophy. ? It is based on

certain methods. ? Change of heart of rich gets emphasis ? No professional person is engaged. ? It is considered as a movement. ? It is

a political action to some extent. ? It is volunteer based known as ‘Sarvodaya Mitra’. ? It collects and enrolls members ? It encourages

its members to lead a life of Tapas. ? It advocates equal rights of all. ? Basic education programme is considered as one of the means

to achieve the objectives. ? It forms tier based organs from village to national level. ? Non-possession and non-violence is emphasised

Community Organization ? It is a method of working with community for the welfare of the same. ? Itself is a method. ? No such

specific emphasis is there. ? Professionally trained persons are needed. ? It is not a movement. ? It is not considered as such. ? It is not

cadre or volunteer based. ? No such effort is made. ? No faith in such system. ? It is same. ? Awareness generating is emphasised, not

educational programme. ? There is no tier based organisation. ? It is same.
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NSOU ? MSW-IV 145 Thus it depicts that there are both differences and similarities between these two. However, we can say that

objectives of the two are almost similar. It can be concluded that Sarvodaya has a great influence in community organisation practice.

Since it releases potentialities of the community and enable it to work together to overcome discrimination, apathy, vested interest

etc. it can be said that Gandhiji and his brain child Sarvodaya played a significant role in preparing an intellectual climate for the growth

of both community organisation process and professional Social work in our country. 10.14 Essential Qualities of a Sarvadaya Worker

Sarvodaya workers will have to transform themsehes and acquire the following qualities : (i) Truthfulness ? It believes in democratic

decentralisation. ? It has five segments – Shramdan, Premdan, Sevadan, Bhoodan and Gramdan. ? Based on Gita following six are

considered as essentials in Sarvodaya – clear mind (piousness) – Energy – Self-confidence – Strong step – Positive outlook –

Calmness ? It aims at uplifting the people in social, economic, political and moral aspects. ? It is same. ? Community organisation is

not based on such ‘Dan’ philosophy. ? In community organisation cohesiveness and we feeling are the important aspects. ? It also

takes care of overall development of people.
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drinks and drugs (viii) Self-sacrificing (ix) Eager to do body labour (x) Satisfied with minimum wants (xi) Tolerant (xii) Cooperatives (xiii)

Knowledgeable (xiv) Believer of God (xv) Disciplined (xvi) Have sense of dignity (xvii) Have living touch with masses (xviii) Good

anticipator (xix) Attitude to do good of others (xx) Non-egoistic (xxi) Clear vision (xxii) Strong determination (xxiii) Dedication The

success of a movement like Sarvodaya depends on the following pillars : – Truth – Love
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Sarvodaya movement will have to keep the target of establishing classless society, exploitationless society and a society which is self-

reliant and believes in cooperative living. The Society will constantly try to make it free from dishonest practices. All these sounds very

noble but difficult to practice. The world as a whole is competitive. In that environment, India alone can not have a noncompetitive

and classless society. And bringing change in the heart of people also has very bleak possibility. Nevertheless it can be said that

Sarvodaya can create some impact in the Society. 10.15 Concept of Bhoodan Bhoodan means donation of some portion of their land

by land owners for the common good. The farmers who have more than three acres of land should donate one sixth of their land so

that the same can be shared with others for helping them to co-exist properly. 10.16 Genesis Acharya Vinoba Bhabe is the founder of

this movement. The movement began its journey in the year 1951. On 18th april 1951 Acharya Vinoba Bhabe made an appeal to the

rich farmers of Pochampalli Village in Telengana to donate some amount of their land to the landless people of the area. Some

farmers positively responsded to his appeal. Once Ramchandra Reddy alone donated 100 acres of land. That was the beginning of

Bhoodan movement. It ultimately spread over different areas under various states. Thus within 1967 about 42,64,096 acres of land was

received from 5,76,000 big farmers, 90% of which was received between 1951 and 1957. In the first few years of movement, rate of

success was considerably good particularly in Bihar and U.P. As a result, by 1956 it received 4 million acres of land as donation. It

became 4.5 million acres by 1957. The movement, thus, contributed to
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land reform directly helped to promote Gandhian idea of trusteeship and a novel idea that ‘all land belonged to God’. 10.17 Philosophy

The basic philosophy based on which Bhoodan movement was initiated is that anything which a person has, is not his property.

Actually it is the property of the Society. According to this philosophy Bhoodan is not only donating some land to landless. It

encompasses two other concepts also – ‘Shramdan’ and ‘Premdan’. Like Bhoodan these two are also very important in the life of

people. It makes people to look around so that none suffer. Naturally distribution of land is not the only issue here. 10.18 Objective The

basic objective of Bhoodan is to make ‘a voluntary transformation in the distribution of land in rural india according to the principles of

equality.’ More specifically to say, its objectives are : (i) to initiate social and economic revolution, (ii) to transform the socio-economic

scenario of India where everybody will have equal access to economic and other resources of the country. (iii) to take care of moral

regeneration of the people of India. (iv) to improve the overall position of the landless people of the country. (v) to make people free

from exploitation. 10.19 Methods The methods that were adopted to carry out Bhoodan movement were : (i) Generating awareness

among community people about how creating of just society is possible.
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utilise the land that they received as donation in such a manner that they can promote their status. (iv) Giving ideas to the villagers and

volunteers that initiative should be taken to bring social, economic and cultural revolution through Bhoodan. (v) Approaching Central

and State Governments to implement some policies to augment this movement. Keeping those methods in mind Acharya Vinoba

Bhabe and his followers made padayatras from village to village for persuading the farmers who have large amount of land to donate

at least one sixth of their land. Thus they kept a target of collecting 50 million acres of land which is one sixth of India’s total cultivable

land. When a particular farmer decides to donate, a deed would be prepared and signed by the donor and Vinobaji. There after a

survey would be conducted to have data regarding the beneficiaries with the help of Panchayat. While donating the land first

preference was given to the landless agricultural labourers followed by the farmers with insufficient land. At the time of giving the land,

entire village population used to be invited to gather on the specific date and time to witness the distribution process. The receivers

were suppose to sign a printed application. On receipt of the same certificates of having received the land was issued. For completing

the entire process no fees were charged from the beneficiaries. Three important conditions of Bhoodan are : (i) The beneficiary should

start cultivating the land within 3 yrs. of receiving the same. (ii) He is expected to cultivate it at least for ten years. (iii) The donors will

not get any compensation. Considering the local situation and prevailing culture these procedures were relaxed from time to time.

Some state governments such as Bihar, U.P. Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Karnataka, M. P., Andhra Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh enacted

legislations to facilitate the process of Bhoodan.
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lived, still Bhoodan has made some contibution. The unsuccessfulness of the movement was in terms of material achievement but in

spiritual sense Bhoodan is definitely successful. At least it has created a sense in the mind of the people that those who are capable

should contribute something to those who are resource poor. People also got this message that Bhoodan is one of the ways based on

which society can survive and progress. This is the biggest impact of Bhoodan movement. 10.21 Limitations Bhoodan movement

suffered from the following limitations. (i) Within a very few years of initiation of the movement it lost the momentum. (ii) Distribution

of land was also a problem. Out of 6.5 million acres of land that was received barely 4.5 lack acres could be distributed. (iii) For certain

reasons some of the donors took back their land. (iv) Such a situation created doubts in the mind of many people. (v) Sometimes

allotting authorities demanded money for recommending their names. Thus some undeserving people also got land. (vi) Same family

applied for land in the name of different members. (vii) In some cases Bhoodan Workers became members of different political parties.

(viii) In some cases disputed land was donated. (ix) In many cases almost unuseable land was donated. (x) Government officials did not

show must interest. (xi) Beneficiaries got small piece of land which did not help them to become self- sufficient. (xii) Cultivation of land

involves some expenditure. most of the receivers did not have that fund.
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movement. (xiv) Some of the states remained untouched. So it could not become nationwide movement. (xv) This was more an

emotion based project than logic based. Changing the heart of people is a very challenging task. (xvi) There was no administrative

back up to the movement. 10.22 Gramdan 10.23 Concept It is donating 80% of their land by land owners of a particular village for the

welfare of its landless population. Thus if at least 51% of the total land of the concerned village is donated then it is considered as

Gramdan. Gramdan is biproduct of Bhoodan. Bhoodan was widened into Gramdan. It is the extended mission of Bhoodan. The

ultimate idea of Gramdan is that the entire residents of the village would own the total property of the same village. 10.24 History

Gramdan, which is considered as last phase of Bhoodan movement first grew at Mangroth village in U.P. which was followed by

several other villages in different states. In 1953, Gramdan was witnessed in Manpur under Cuttack district of Orissa. By 1955,

altogether 26 villages went for Gramdan in 10 districts of Orissa alone. Some States passed legislation for the management of

Gramdan villages. 10.25 Objectives The basic objectives of Gramdan are the followings : (i) Social reconstruction (ii) Economic

upliftment
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ownership. (v) Removing problem of rural indebtness. (vi) Increasing standard of morality, and (vii) Ending the litigation 10.26 Process It

starts with creating collective will among the entire population of the village concerned. Followed to that efforts are made to create

Gram Sankalpa so that the Villagers accept the Gramdan movement, which will ultimately result in generating Lokshakti and then

Lokniti. The concerned village needs to take three steps to become gramdan village. Those are : (i) A village assembly should be

constituted. (ii) A village fund will be created. (iii) The village would transfer the deeds of their land to the village assembly which is

legally constituted. It has three stages such as (i) Prapti – to get the landed property (ii) Pusti – to distribute the same among landless

(iii) Nirman – to reconstruct through Gramsabha. 10.27 Impact Gramdan has created a definite impact. Gramdan and Bhoodan are

two “most far reaching” programmes of redistribution of land. A good amount of land was received from various donors accross the

country for effectively using the same by the villagers. In the process many downtrodden families of concerned villages got the

opportunity to be co-owner of village property. Through Gramdan it became possible to give the taste of being landowner to a good

number of socially and economically backward people.
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able to get desired results. The reasons behind not being able to get very effective result are the followings : (i) People suspected the

initiative. So they did not show interest in donating the village. (ii) Inadequecy of trained and properly motivated workers to effect the

transfer of land. (iii) Lack of necessary cooperation from the government departments. (iv) Lack of adequate plan to utilise the landed

property properly. (v) Since religion and caste feeling was in the blood, cooperative living was a very difficult task to achieve. Thus,

Gramdan movement failed to achieve success. By 2009 only 500 gramdan villages remained. People throughout the country did not

accept this idea and after the death of Vinobaji and Jaiprakashji the movement came to an end. 10.29 Summary The learner well now

be able to understand the ideologies behind the important movements like Sarvodaya, Gramdan, Bhodan. They are now in the

position borrow these concepts and link it up with Social work ideologies, thus making the whole curricullur of field practices ever

more meaningful and understand the Community and its Sentiment in a better way. 10.30 Review Questions 1. Underline the

Similarities and differences between Sarvodaya and Community Organisation. 2. What is Bhoodan? What are its limitations ? 3. Define

the term Gramdan and analyse its process.

154 NSOU ? MSW-IV 4. Enumerate the essential qualities of a Sarvodaya worker. 5. What do you mean by Sarvodaya. Analyse its basic

philosophy. 6. Give an account of the objectives of Sarvodaya. 7. What are the basic characteristic features of Sarvodaya ? 8. Write

short notes on (i) Untouchability (ii) Active participation (iii) Economic equality (iv) Feeling of nearness (v) Non-cooperation 9. Fill in the

gaps (i) An individual can progress when others are allowed to __________. (ii) People should remain satisfied with simple

__________ and __________. (iii) People should follow the path of __________ in their everyday life. (iv) important elements of

Sarvodaya are __________ __________ and __________. (v) Gramdan is biproduct of __________. 10. Match the followings : (i)

Justice should be given particularly to – Economically backward people – All people (ii) In Sarvodaya it is necessary to maintain –

High standard of life. – Internal purity
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156 NSOU ? MSW-IV Unit- 11 Leadership Structure 11.1 Objective 11.2 Introduction 11.3 Concept of Leadership 11.4 Types of Leader

11.5 Traits of good Leader 11.6 Objectives or goals 11.7 Role of a leader 11.8 Summary 11.9 Reference 11.10 Exercises 11.1 Objective The

main objective of this unit is to enhance the knowledge-base of the social work students on the topic concerned. Since the students

of this course are expected to play the role of development workers as well as community organizers they are in need of developing

their knowledge and properly shaping their attitude and outlook. Ultimately they will have to play to role of a leader and hence the

objective of the present unit is to equip them with the knoweldge and skill that are required to do justice to their role of leader. 11.2

Introduction Through the present unit attempt will be made to bring in light various aspects of leader and leadership. A community

organizer is a friend, philosopher and guide to a given community. He plays the role of a leader in true sense of the term. No body can

deny that to bring a substantial change in the life and living of the people at a given community, strengthening the community is of

importance. And to do that leadership role is to be played by some including the community organiser. There is no doubt that the
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organizer do not play their role properly. Here the community Organizer has a significant role to play. Keeping that in consideration

the present unit will deal with all the relevant issues that will help the community Organizer to play his/her role effectively. It will deal

with the subject in such a manner that his/her competencies are developed to the extent those are needed. The following pages are

expected to meet the need of the students concerned to become effective community organizer by playing the leadership role

properly. 11.3 Concept of Leadership The word ‘Leader’ or ‘Leadership’ is known to everyone. Community organization practice largely

depends on the quality of leadership. This compels the students of social work to study the various apects of leadership including the

concept, type, skill and qualities needed etc. Let us first deal with the concept of leadership and leader. According to H. K. Coons

“Leadership is the behaviours of an individual when he is directing the activities of a group towards a shared goal”. According to W.G.

Bennis “Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.” A chinese proverb says “A leader is one who knows the way, shows

the way and goes the way.” According to Sri Ramakrishna, ‘he who sacrifices most is the leader’. According to some social scientists

leadership is an activity through which the behaviour of others is influenced. To some others leadership is an instrument for

coordinating the group efforts and channelising them into concrete action. Peter Drucker said “The only defination of a leader is

someone who has followers”. The core points, that rrun through all these definitions constitute the following : (i) He is a person who

can – influence others – Make decisions – initiate action
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moderately powerful in the group (iii) Who possess – a set of qualities – Some charisma – some ‘divine grace’ – abilities and

resources to influence others. – pleasing personality (iv) Who keep faith – in the capacity of others – in his/her own capacity – in the

organization (v) Who has – risk taking ability – good communication skill – honesty and transperancy – Positive outlook – Strong we

feeling – Patience – Courage and Commitment – Inovativeness
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energetic – active – intelligent – punctual – responsible (vii) Who is able to – Co-ordinate group efforts – change behaviour of others

– help people to move towards achievement of goals. – remain first among equals. – express himself properly. One thing should be

mentioned here that leadership does not flourish in vacuum. It always envisages followers. Secondly, one should keep it in mind that

leader is the person and leadership is the role he/she plays. 11.4 Types of Leader In our day to day life we see different types of leader.

On the basis of style of functioning and selection process etc. We can classify them in the following manner. (A) On the basis of style

of working : (i) Democratic leader : A democratic leader is one who has firm faith in the
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the opinion expressed by co-workers while taking any decision. He never tries to impose anything. He will consider himself as one of

them (the members) with some additional responsibility. A democratic leader believes that people would put in their best efforts in the

tasks if they feel that the programmes are in line with their interest and they get due respect and appreciation from the leaders. Such

leadership also believes that the programmes are development oriented and motivational aspect is taken care of adequately then

active participation of the members is forthcoming. He/she acts accordingly. (ii) Authoratarian Leader : Such leader is just opposite to

the democratic leader. He/she beleives in dictating others or issuing instructions to the members. He/ She does not attach any

importance to the community or group members as well as co-workers. Such leader has only one concern – task and performance.

He/She considers people as unreliable and incompetent and hence they should always be controlled. Such leadership feels that

members should be constantly pushed so that under threat they run for achieving to goal. He/She also beleives in punishment theory

and guiding/teaching the members whenever he/she feels likes. Believing in the idea that leadership is to enjoy power that comes

through position. Thus a thoroughly directive approach is followed by such leader. (iiii) Laissez – Faire leader : This type of leader gives

higher degree of freedom to his/her co-workers and members of the group or community. He/she keeps full faith in the capacity of

then to work independantly, and naturally do not make unnecessary intervention. Such behaviour is known as laissez-faire behaviour.

This provided opportunity to all concerned to work with higher degree of independance. They are permitted to get involved in any

kind of activity they think fit for the group or community. No procedures as well as policies care framed. In this leadership style no one

influences others. it marks absence of formal leadership. Any leadership that is being exhibited is informal in nature and emergent. (B)

On the basis of system of Selection : (i) Elected : Some become leader on the basis of election. They contest in the election – formal

or informal and become leader by getting majority of votes.
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organizations and groups leaders one generally selected. The members sit together and discuss the issue of leadership and select

somebody to lead the group/community on the basis of choice of majority. (iii) Nominated : In such process leaders are decided on

the basis of the decision of the higher anthority. In that case his/her length of association, commitment, efficiency trustworthiness are

considered. Leaders of this type are neither elected nor selected. They are imposed by the authority. (C) On the basis of success rate :

(i) Successful leader : He/she is a successful leader who is capable of fulfilling the objectives or vision-mission of the organization /

group / community. He/ she can motivate people to go ahead, can keep them integrated, mobilise mesonrces, make reality oriented

plan and so on. He/she is not ready to compromise with failure. (ii) Unsuccessful leader : The leader who does not have the capacity

to motivate the members properly, create workable environment, keep members integrated, create good image of the

group/community / organization is known as unsuccessful leader. (iii) Effective leader : Effective leader is one who not only produces

good results but can make the objectives of the organization clear to the members, create an enthusiasism in them to initiate

appropriate actions to fulfill those, involve everyone in the process of development, promote leadership quality in members, achieve

the target, remain unbiased and transperent, keep continuity and promote the image of the group/organization / community. Such

leaders will demonstrate courage and wiseness to make, the development process self propelling. D. Based on relationship : (i) Leader

who maintains good rapport with all concerned but he may be poor performer. (ii) Leader who fails to maintain good rapport but is a

good performer.
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building and at the same time gives poor performances. 11.5 Traits of good Leader The effects or good leaders should have the

following traits. (i) Proactiveness (ii) Straight talking (iii) commitment keeper (iv) Loyalty demonstrator (v) Transparent (vi) Owner of

learning mind (vii) conceptualizer (viii) Respect shower (ix) Result producer (x) Constantly improver (xi) Reality confronter (xii)

Courageous (xiii) Expectation clarifier (xiv) Trust extender (xv) Activator 11.6 Role of a leader Leaders in any set up have varieties of role.

In the practice of community organization also leaders need to play various role. They are as below : (i) Team building : By establishing

rapport with the group or community members
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He/she inculcates sense of collectivism in his followers and helps them to work as a team. A leader has to understand the varied

interests and multiple goals and reconcile those conflicting goals and restore equilibrium as far as possible. Thus his role is to ensure

team work. (iii) Ground rule establishing : He/she will take care of establishing ground rules for the group/community members which

are so very necessary. (iv) Planning : As a planner the leader is responsible for chalking out proper plans for attaining the

group/community goal. (v) Rendering advocacy services : One of his/her main role is to work for awareness generation with regard to

the group/community situation and the nature of involvement needed from the members to bring necessary change in the overall

situation. (vi) Helping to understand methods of work : The leader is expected to help the members of the community/ group to

perceive the methods to be applied to achieve the goal. He.she also helps them to understand the diverse effects of unwanted

situations. (vii) Role of Therapist : The leader, in the context of community organization, also performs his role as therapist. Once the

problems are diagnosed, he/she will suggest the process of treatment by organising people, mobilising resources, initiating activities

and closely monitoring the same. (viii) Helping to Realise Potentials : The leader will extend his support to make people coming

together and realise their own potentials and power. He may also offer suggestions to the community people in their decision making

process. (ix) Promoting leadership qualities : His/her another important role is to promote leadership qualities among the existing and

prospective leaders of the group/ community. Since one of the pre-conditions for any effective community organisation is the

availibility of good leadership, developing community leaders is a must. The leader, therefore, has a very special role to play in the area.

(x) Role of worker : Leader is expected to play the role of a worker. He/she will not only dictate or guide only to the members but also

take part in the
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in the work undertaken. (xi) Ensuring democratic functioning : he/she should also ensure democratic functioning of the

group/community. He will look into the matter that all the memebrs get the opportunity of taking part in all stages of community

organisation as well as getting the benefit of community welfare initiatives. (xii) Helping the community to establish coordination with

various appropriate agencies is also considered as one of his/her roles. Such agencies can be local self government institutions, non-

govt organizations, Govt. Department etc. (xiii) Empowering : The leader will assist the community in preparing and maintaining

reports, records, proceedings of the meeting etc. He/she will make effort to check the dependancy syndrome which is against the

spirit of development. (xiv) Managing programme execution and fund : The leader is also responsible to take care of programme

execution and fund management. (xv) Representing the group/community : The leader is linking pin between his community/group

and other communities/groups. They leader serves the role of representative here. He will directly communicate with others and carry

the voice of his community/group to others. (xvi) Role of Counsellor : Members of the group/community sometimes suffer from

emotional disequilibrium. In such cases leaders play the role of counsellor. By rendering counselling services he/she makes effort to

remove the barriers and instil confidence in them. (xvii) Protector of Ideas : Members may ventilate ideas of different types at different

time. The same may be attacked by some others. The leader protects each member and their ideas from attack by other group

members. (xviii) Keeper of discussions on track : In all meetings there remains possibility of going out of track. The role of leader in

such circumstances into keep the discussions on track. (xix) Resource mobiliser : The leader should play the role of resource mobilizer

in true sense of the term. Resources as we all understand, are both manpower and material.
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programmes initiated for the welfare of the concerned group / community. It is through him that this process will revolve. (xxi)

Responsibility Fixed : The leader’s another important role is to fix responsibility to each member so that responsibility is shared. He/she

should do it wisely so that it suits well to the quality and skill of the members concerned. (xxii) Promoter of participation : He/she

should also play the role of promoting an environment of full and equal participation by every group member. (xxiii) Planner and

implementor : The leader should remain actively involved in planning and implementing programmes. He/she should make endeavour

to plan meticulously and implement the same with all seriousness. Everything in the society is dynamic and prone to changes. For

keeping track with the changes, additions and alterations to existing plans and strategies is essential. The leader has to be vigilant

about it. From the points discussed above, one can understand that a leader in the context of community organisation has to play

varied roles which can be broadly divided into the following categories. (i) Acting as a guide, Advocator, Counsellor, facilitator etc. to

help the community in problem situation and effective communication between all members of the community. (ii) Promoting the

level of awareness of all members of the community, getting them involved in the process of community organisation, pooling

internal and external resources for the fulfillment of community goal, holding meetings and keeping the discussion in track, preparing

and maintaining reports and records properly. (iii) Maintaining a favourable environment in the community, fixing responsibilities of

different members, motivating and encouraging the members to get involved in the process of community organisation, establishing

and maintaining coordination with others. So, in brief it can be said that in the context of community organisation a leader has multi

dimensional roles to play aiming at taking care of the welbeing of his members.
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leader. Factors responsible for ineffective leadership : There are several factors behind the causation of ineffective leadership. They are

: (i) Poor knowledge base (ii) Inadequate problem solving skill (iii) Poor managerial insight (iv) Low level of creativity (v) Poor skill of

interpersonal communication skill. (vi) Lack of visible personal commitment (vii) Fails to learn from mistakes (viii) Does not practice

what he preaches (ix) Absence of innovativeness and risk taking ability. (x) Becoming prisoner of system (xi) Raising false expectations

(xii) Not able to get confidence of others (xiii) Not developing realistic time table and not fixing responsibilities. (xiv) Not keeping track

with what is happening (xv) Not maintaining good image (xvi) Behaves like an officer and not like a leader (xvii) Have less adjustability,

etc. 11.7 Essential skills and qualities of a leader To play his/her role effectively, a leader needs to have certain skills and qualities in

absence of which he/she can not play the role properly. The following skills and qualities are needed by a leader engaged in the

process of community organization :
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makes a person strong. The sound knowledge base helps the leader to perform more effectively as well as to get respect from the

members and agencies with whom networking is done. This also promotes the level of self-confidence of the leader. (ii) He/she

should have proper outlook, attitude, general awareness and presence of mind. These are the qualities that contributes in the

improvement of performance level of a leader. (iii) Honesty, transparency and leading a simple life is another important quality of a

leader. In absence of the above cited traits the leader can not expect confidence and respect from his team/community members.

Hence, to be an effective leader one will have to have the qualities mentioned above. (iv) Another very important quality of a leader is

to have better communication skill. To be an effective leader in any field of life, good skill of communication is an added advantage. In

the process of community organisation also this skill is highly essential to the community leaders. (v) He/she should poses pleasing

personality. If he is a boring personality, coworkers will not feel attracted to him and naturally question of being influenced and

motivated does not arise. The leader should also be extrovert. (vi) The behavior of the leader needs to be balanced one. He/she should

act as a model. He should know how to be rational in expressing emotion, articulating views and facing difficulties. He should be a

man of initiative and drive. (vii) The leader should be a good listner too. By becoming good listener the leader can establish good

rapport, know the opinion of members on various issues, understanding the outlook and atitude of them which has its own

importance. (viii) The leader should have good health. Since he/she has to put more physical and mental labour than others

maintaining good health is very necessary. (ix) A leader should have the quality of chosing and adopting appropriate method of

working.
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any community welfare activities the leader should have the quality of becoming like that. (xi) He should have the patience and

tenacity so that he becomes capable of making effort to constantly encourage the membrs to remain involved in the process of

development. (xii) Risk taking ability is another important quality of a leader. It is not expected that a leader will play his role without

facing a situation where he needs to take some risk. If he/she has the mental strength to take that risk she/he will get respect from the

community members and co-workers. (xiii) He/she should keep firm faith in the goodness of the coworkers as well as capacity to

perform. The leader should create an environment where all members would feel that leader has full faith in them. (xiv) His/her

involvement would be such that people would consider him as a guide, helper, expert and therapist. Besides the above mentioned

points the leader should poses the following skills and qualities also. – Capacity to control meeting, conflict situation and plan of

action in cooperation with the members. – Capacity to work under pressure – Maintaining proper work culture – Power of decision

making – Remaining attentive – Attitude of sacrifice – Creativity – Quality to mix with others – Style of working that does not make

things complicated. – Wiseness to initiate capacity based and need based programmes.
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process of decentralization. – Developing attitude of working based on values and unbiased attitude. – Having tendency to show

respect to the Organizational discipline. – Maintaining a good image of himself. – Having capacity to influence others. – He/she

should be the user of proper dress since “clothes make the person”. – He/she should have the quality to manage self, managers,

others, programme execution and fund. – Risk searching capacity – Quality of becoming proactive – Quality to be Conceptualizer,

Analyser, Affiliator and Activator. – He/she should be biased towards opportunities over problems. – The leader needs to be a team

builder. – He/she should have the quality of becoming good judgementor. – He/she should be critical and quick thinker. – The leader

should have the skills and qualities for accessing to technologies and resources. We rarely find a leader who posses all the skills and

qualities mentioned above. However, leaders must make effort to acquire as more qualities and skills as possible. Since effective

leadership is the pre-condition for better functioning of group community, leader has no other way but to promote his/her skills and

qualities to the extent it is possible. 11.8 Summary A good leader can be the torch beazer and keep the community to choose the right

path. A leader hars to bear a lot of responsibilities. He must posses special qualities to motivate people and must be capable to take

right decision to successfully manage various programme.

170 NSOU ? MSW-IV 11.9 Exercises 1. What do you mean by ‘Leadership’? What are its various types ? 2. Make a comparison between

the Authoritarian leader and a Democratic leader. 3. Emunerate the basic traits of a good leader. 4. Analyse the important roles of a

leader in the context of community organisation. 5. Examine the factors responsible for ineffective leadership. 6. What are the essential

qualities and skills of an effective leader? 7. What is the importance of leader in the process of Community Organisation ? 8. Write

short notes on (i) Laissez-faire leader (ii) Transparency (iii) Advocacy services (iv) Empowerment of people (v) Role of counsellor (vi)

Communication skill (vii) Risk taking ability (viii) Work culture (ix) Team building (x) Risk searching capacity 9. Analyse the following

terms (i) Innovativeness : (ii) Selected leader : (iii) Eeffective leader : (iv) Learning mind :
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Analysing and activising : (x) Conflict management skill : 10. Fill in the gaps (i) Leader is one among the _____________. (ii) To a leader

_____________ attitude is needed. (iii) Maintaining intellectual honesty is one of the _____________ of a leader. (iv) He/she is a

_____________ leader who does not dominate others. (v) a leader should have _____________ image. (vi) _____________ should

be physically _____________ and mentally _____________. (vii) He/she should have _____________ personality. (viii) To a leader

programme _____________ skill is necessary. (ix) Successful leader is one who can _____________ the objectives. (x) Unsuccessful

leader is one who does not produce _____________. 11. Match the followings (i) Leader can – Study the mind of the people – forget

easily – react strongly (ii) Leader is – Very introvert
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people closer (iv) A leader should have – negotiation skill – advocacy skill – both of them (v) Leader fails to perform if he is – less

educated – a person of ordinary physique – a person of poor image (vi) Strong leadership is necessary for – fulfilling objectives –

producing desired results – Both of them (vii) Gandhiji was a unique leader because of – his innovative ideas – Simplicity – Both of

them. 11.10 References 1. Community Organisation – Theory and Practice, M. G. Ross, Harper & Brothers, New York 2. Concept and

Methods of Social Work, W. A. Friedlander, Prentie hall of India, New Delhi.
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Organisation, Sandarson and Polson, John Wiley and Sons, New York. 5. Encyclopaedia of Social Work in India, Ministry of Welfare,

Govt. of India. 6. Reading Material of M.S.W. Course, Paper-III, N.S.O,U., Kolkata.

174 NSOU ? MSW-IV UNIT- 12 Community Participation Structure 12.1 Objective 12.2 Introduction 12.3 Topic Name : Community

Participation 12.4 Importance 12.5 Methods to be used 12.6 Types of Participation 12.7 Reasons Behind Lack of Participation 12.8 An

Example of People’s Participation 12.9 Summary 12.10 Review Questions 12.11 Reference 12.1 Objective The principal objective of the

present sub topic under unit 3 is to help the learners to understand the meaning of community participation, importance of the same,

its types as well as the methods to be used to achieve participation of community members in the process of community organization

so that they can achieve the same while working with some organization in their future life. It can further be said that the objective of

the present unit is to promote the skill and the level of self-confidence of the would-be Social Workers so that they can perform

properly in their future life. 12.2 Introduction The present sub unit under unit 3 in one such issue that needs to be taken care of by the

community organization workers/agencies. Community organization is a tough job and it is not anybody’s cup of tea to make people

agreeable to be involved in the process of community development/welfare even it it is for their own wellbeing. Lots of
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measures. Keeping that in mind the present sub unit is so designed that it helps the social work students to make themselves

competent and adequately skilled to achieve community participation in the endeavours of changing the overall condition of the

community towards positive. 12.3 Topic Name : Community Participation As regards the concept of community participation there are

diverse opinion. However, it can be defined as an active involvement of majority of people of any community in the process of

community organization aiming at community welfare. According to Keith Devis “Participation is defined as mental and emotional

involvement of persons in group situation that encourage them to contribute to group goals and share responsibility for them”. For

social work practitioners it is the involvement of people of the concerned community “in a situation or action meant to enhance their

well being’. It further means creating a genuine and trusting partnership and working together for betterment of the entire community.

For better clearification of the concept it can be said that when the people of a given community take part in the following activities

aimed at community welfare, then it is termed as community participation. (i) Setting the objectives. (ii) Designing the programmes

based on the felt-needs of the area concerned. (iii) Fixing the priorities considering the depth and dimension of the problems. (iv)

Planning the budget and mobilizing resources to match the budget. (v) Planning the details of actions to be initiated to fight out the

problems. (vi) Fixing responsibility of different activities to different persons or group of persons. (vii) Finalising monitoring

arrangements. (viii) Deciding about benefit shareing. (ix) Making arrangements of follow-up and in house evaluation.
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community voluntarily come togetehr to make planned effort to initiate programmes for the welfare of the entire community is

termed as community participation. 12.4 Importance Pelple’s participation has immense importance in the process of development of

any community and even the nation as a whole. it’s importance can be enumerated as below : (i) It helps the people of the concerned

community to avoid dependencey Syndrome. By nature we love to depend on others for our welfare which is never a qulity or

welcome situation. Such a mental make up needs to be changed and make community people involved in the initiatives for their own

welfare can be one of the methods through which culture of dependency can be brought under control. (ii) It contributes in

developing the capacity of individual members of the community. (iii) It creates an environment of co-operation which is so very

necessary for the welfare of any community. (iv) It gives opportunity to utilise community resources. Generally people expect

resources from outside and forget to identify and utilise its own resources. By encouraging people to participate in community

organization process, identification and utilization of resources available within the community can also be ensured. (v) It helps to

ascertain public opinion about any development proposal to make the same a realistic planning. As we all know, unrealistic planning

never yields results, making realistic planning by involving people is very necessary. (vi) It makes the implementation process much

easier and self-propelling. (vii) It improves the level of self-confidence and self-desire to develop in absence of which real welfare of

any community is just not possible. (viii) it promotes the sense of belongingness.
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control the level of gaps based on religion, caste, social status, economic status, gender etc. Since people work togetehr to achieve a

common goal it naturally wither away the narrow barriers. (xi) It helps in the capacity development of the people. Capacity is a mental

phenomenon and it can be enhanced only if somebody achieves success and give mental strength to the individual members of the

community. Considering the above mentioned points it can be firmly said that people’s participation has its own importance in the

field of community organization and community development – be that a slum community, a rural community, a tribal community or

any other community. 12.5 Methods to be used Achieving community participation is always a challenging task. It never flows

automatically. To make it success one needs to follow certain methods. By adopting such methods an environment can be created in

which community participation would be forthcoming. The methods that can be adopted to achieve community participation include

the followings : (i) Identification with the people of the areas : The community organizer/the agency concerned needs to establish a

sound working rapport with the people of the concerned community people so that he/the agency can be treated as one of them by

the community members. This mutual trust building is considered as one of the important methods since in absence of it,

participation will remain in word’s only “Those for whom and with whom we work, we know not, neither they do know us” kind of

culture should be abolished if whole hearted participation of the community members is to be achieved. ‘I-they’ feeling should be

eliminated from the very core of the mind of both the community organizer and community members. (ii) Programme planning on

the basis of felt needs of the community : While working in any community our common practice is to plan the programme at a

higher level and implement the same at the grassroot in the way they think
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communities are not same. Their priorities are also likely to differ. If programmes are planned keeping these in mind the members of

the community will show interest to participate in the whole exercise of community welfare. Therefore, the method of formulating

programmes on the basis of actual felt-needs of each community should be adopted for achieving active and effective participation of

community people. (iii) No tendency to bring drastic change : A community organizer, after visiting a community, may feel that there

are lots of ill practices that need to be addressed immediately. But he should not be desirous of bringing changes drastically since that

produces negative result. Hence, instead of making effort to bring overnight changes, efforts should be made to help the community

people to become adequately aware about their problems as well as reasons behind the causation of the same. They should also be

made concious that for better living they need to bring certain changes step by step by themselves. Making effort for bringing drastic

change in the community’s overall situation will never help a community to develop and hence the community organizer should not

follow that path. (iv) Making culture-bound approach : Culture is one of the important aspects in human life. Cultural practices differ

from religion to religion, caste to caste and community to community. The taboos, superstitions, faith, traditional way of life, status of

women etc. naturally differ from community to community. Culture is very much the part of life and dearer to everyone. So, adequate

care should be taken so that we do not give any scratch on the cultural fabric of the community concerned. The various aspects of

culture of a particular community may not be liked by the community organizer or his agency but he can not go against it directly. If

any change is to be made, the members of the community themselves will take care of the same based on the slow but steady

changes in their awareness level and outlook. The community organiser/his agency can help them of feel the areas which are weak

points in their culture but they must not dictate the community to bring changes in those areas. If such efforts are made, relationship

between the community and the agency/community organizer will be strenous. To ensure the community participation the
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disturb their cultural faith and practices. (v) Authority delegation Without any exception all the members of any community have some

sense of dignity. All the members – rich or poor, educated or illiterate, upper caste or lower caste men or women have some

capacities too. Hence, the development agency/community organizer should delegate some authority to them without concentrating

the same in its/his own hand. More the authority is delegated, more the people’s participation is expected. By giving authority trust of

the people towards the agency/community Organizer can be increased. In the process they will also feel it obligatory on their part to

make themselves involved in the work for the development of the community. (vi) Active and dedicated leadership development :

Leader plays a prominant role in shaping the destiny of any group or community. He makes sincere effort to involve the community

people in the entire process of community betterment. By playing an effective role in leadership development one can help in the

process of sustainable community development. To play his role effectively, both the community organizer and community leaders

need to develop requisite skill and qualities through formal and informal training and work experience. (vii) Effective communication :

It is another important method that should be followed to ensure people’s participation in a given society or community. Untill and

unless the ideas/information/ messages/objectives are made clear to the community members they will not readily come forward to

be involved in the process of community organization. To convey the same in the right perspectives, one should adopt proper

communication method appropriate to the social set up of the concerned community. Therefore the community organizer/ Leaders

of the locality should be equipped with knowledge and skill of communicating ideas etc. to the people of the concerned community.

(viii) Joint Supervision : Supervision of the work should be done jointly by the development agency / community organizer and the

community leaders / representatives. By doing so, a mentality of joint responsibility can be created which will ultimately lead to the

higher
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possible. Considering this, the present method should also be followed with all seriousness. (ix) Improving status of women of the

community : Women are almost half of any community. Naturally it warrants their participation also in the community welfare

activities. Involving only the male members can not be a right approach. Women also have positive ideas, desire to promote the

condition of the community, own assessment of the community problems and the ideas about ways & means to improve the

situation. Therefore, efforts should be made to have their full participation in the entire process of community welfare through

community organization. In absence of the same human resources of the community will not be harnessed properly. (x) Maintaining

Continuity in the work : This is also an important method of community organization. Any initiative that has been adopted should not

find gaps in between. Continuity adds strength to the programme and tendency to show eagerness to participate effectively. Thus, it

can be said that just initiative is not enough. It should be supported by appropriate methods of work. If the above mentioned methods

are properly followed there is every possibility that level of participation of the members of any given community including the women

will be enhanced causing thereby positives impact on the community. 12.6 Types of Participation The participation in the context of

community organization is generally of two types. They are : (i) Active Participation, and (ii) Passive participation In active participation

people continuously get actively involved in the entire process of development of the community concerned which includes need

identification, resource
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implementation etc. The community people will voluntarily come forward to demonstrate their concern for the welfare of the

community and feeling of togetherness. On the otherhand, passive participation would mean awareness regarding the benefits and

actual receipt of the same. They support the idea and initiatives but due to various reasons don’t get involved in the process. 12.7

Reasons Behind Lack of Participation Participation is generally not forthcoming. Even after making sincere efforts many a times it is

found that participation is not achieved at the desired level. Sometimes it remains at very poor level. There are definite reasons behind

it which include the followings : (i) Lack of adequate knowledge and experience on various issues relating to life & living. (ii) Not feeling

comfortable in shareing ideas and also working together with other members of the community. (iii) Lack of mutual trust and

understanding as a result of century old socio-economic and religious practices. (iv) The programmes that are planned for

implementation do not match with the actual needs of the community concerned. (v) Weaknesses in the arrangement of discussion

sessions, resource mobilization and implementation strategy of the programmes designed. (vi) Experience of failure in the past. Since it

creates mental set back, the people concerned remain demoralised. Such a mental condition do not help any person to join hands in

any common endeavour for common welfare. (vii) Pressure of vested interest groups is yet another factor responsible for the

causation of non-participation in community welfare activities. Since such groups are always there in communities a section of

population become disgusted and feel like avoiding such groups.
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a section of community people keep themselves away from the community organization process. (ix) Lack of proper community

leader is also a barrier in the process. If the leader or leaders are biased, lazy, skillless, short of ideas, poor in communication, shy of

facing people, not having clean image then he can’t attract people to join hands in the community welfare activities. (x) Lack of

ambition, spirit and determination is further a cause of non-participation. If, by nature the community people are like that, the level of

participation will naturally remain poor. (xi) People are basically self-centric and indifferent towards community welfare issues. Such a

situation does not create an atmosphere in which people will come forward to participate. (xii) Factlessness on the part of the

community organizer / the agency concerned can be treated as another problem in achieving participation. Such a situation arises

when the agency or the community organizer is new in the field, lacks experience and knowledge, lethargic, not sincere enough to

deal the issue properly. (xiii) Conflict between the sub groups within the community is yet another factor responsible for non

participation or poor participation of people. Sometimes it is so nasty that withdrawal of a section of community people is sriously

marked in any community welfare activity. (xiv) Lack of community based institution is also a vital reason behind lack of participation in

community welfare activities. If exists, these institutions can play a significant role in community organization. But if it does not exist or

exists in name only then a player in the field is missed out and mobilization process of people is hampered resulting thereby low rate

of participation. (xv) Absence of inner urge of the development agencies to involve the community to the extent it should be involved.

If the agency works with such a hidden agenda because of fear to face the large number of people the participation level is bound to

be poor.
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background, caste, economic status etc. They maintain distance with each other, knowingly or unknowingly. This creates hindrances

to come together and jointly work for the welfare of the community. (xvii) Poverty and apathy is also considered as one of the

important reasons of lack of participation. The poor people generally suffer from apathy. They hardly belive that their condition will

ever be changed. With that kind of a mental make up it is very challenging to get them involved in the process of community

organization. (xviii) Absence of feeling of social responsibility is also a reason behind poor or no participation. Until and unless people

feel that all individual members of a given community have some social responsibility or responsibility towards others nothing

positives can be achieved. Due to various reasons in most cases this feeling is seriously missing as a result of which participation of

people lacks. (xix) Not attaching priority to it is yet another factor responsible for poor participation rate. People one generally

confined to their own family affairs and does not give priority to community affairs. This type of a culture reduces the possibility of

community participation. (xx) Lastly, it can be stated that even if panticipation becomes available at the initial stage at some points of

time it disappeares or becomes weak. If proper monitoring is not done, sustainibility aspect is not taken care of participation aspect

will naturally remain low. The paragraphs cited above give some indication about the possible reasons behind lack of participation in

the context of community organization. Keeping these in mind if adequaty precautions are taken rate of participation is expected to

go high. Therefore, the development agency and its community organizer need to remain careful about the steps that are to be taken

to avoid the negatively contributing factors as mentioned earlier. 12.8 An Example of People’s Participation On the side of High way in

Sibsagar district of Assam there are four-five villages in a cluster. While making the High way, deep ditches came into being on both

sides of the road. Rainfall rate of this part of Assam is comperatively high. As a result, almost
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it. This compelled the villagers of the concerned villages to cross it by wearing local handmade towels. Particularly for women

crossing the water full ditch was a nightmare. At a point of time the community people of the concerned villages seriously felt it

essential to construct some bridge. They approached the elected leaders, govt officials starting from block level to district level but

nothing positive lappened. It took two more years, Then they sat together and decided to do it by putting their own efforts and

resources. They collected some wood from the Forest dept., mobilised fund to purchase other essentials and meet the cost of skilled

labour. One adult member from each family gave voluntary labour for 10 days. ultimately the wooden bridge was constructed. This

gave them impetus to go further. Next year they repaired both the primary schools of the area. Thus, through active community

participation two problems of the area could be addressed effectively. 12.9 Summary Much of he success of any programme defend

on the participation of the community members. If the people feel that their rights & entitlements will be fulfilled, by being a part of a

action programme, they will definetly come forward, otherwise they will not. Thus to increase community participation one must keep

in mind the interest of the people only then it would enhane the effectiveness any programme & be fruitful in true sense. 12.10 Review

Questions 1. What do you mean by Community participation ? 2. Explain the importance of community participation. 3. What are the

reasons behind the lack of community participation in the process of community organization ? 4. Briefly describe the type of

community participation. 5. Give an account of the methods that can be followed to achieve community participation.
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(vi) Dependancy syndrome : (vii) Realistic Planning : (viii) Identification with people : (ix) Culture-bound approach : (x) Sense of dignity :

(xi) Self-propelling : (xii) Supervision ; (xiii) Active participation (xiv) Resource mapping : (xv) Resource mobilization : (xvi) Vested interest

: (xvii) Segregated life style : (xviii) Apathy : (xix) Self-centric and indifferent ; (xx) Social responsibility : (xxi) Socio-economic practices :

7. Fill in the gaps (i) ___________ is the primary reason behind apathy.
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community organizer can establish proper ___________ with the community level of participation is likely to improve. (iv)

___________ ___________ is another important factor responsible for non- participation. (v) ___________ ___________ is a must

to initiate any community welfare programmes. (vi) ___________ ___________ are to be assessed before planning any community

welfare programme. 8. Match the followings (i) Joint supervision should be done by : – Govt. and NGO – Panchayat and development

agency – Community leader and community organizer. (ii) The method is : – How we work – Who works – Why works (iii) Skill means

: – expertise – Knowledge – Working ability (iv) We evaluate because – We want to find the faults – We want to examine the

achievent level – We want to see the qualitative aspect
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agency concerned – Which are felt by the community people (vi) Segregation is the result of – Caste – Religion – Economic

condition – Geographical loction – All of them. 12.11 References 1. Community Organization in India, K. D. Gangrade, Popular

Prakashan, Bombay. 2. Introduction to Social welfare, W. A. Friedlander, Prentice Hall of India, New Delhi. 3. Case histories in

community organization, M. G. Ross, Harper and Brothers Publishers, New York 4. Community Welfare Organization – Principles and

Practice, Arthur Dunham, Thomas 1730 Kabullo, New York 5. Reading materials of NSOU, M. S. W. Course, Paper-III

188 NSOU ? MSW-IV UNIT- 13 Social Action Structure 13.1 Objective 13.2 Introduction 13.3 Concept 13.4 Initiator 13.5 Characteristics

of Social Action 13.6 Importance 13.7 Goals, Steps and Procedures 13.8 Strategies of Social Action 13.9 Methods of Social Action 13.10

Principles of Social Action 13.11 Summary 13.12 Exercise 13.13 Reference 13.1 Objective The principal objective of this unit is to assist

the students of social work to get clear idea about the concept of Social Action, its importance in the context of community welfare,

methods to be applied to make Social Action movement fruitful, its characteristics, principles and strategies etc. The present unit will

also provide them idea with regard to goals, steps and procedures. Thus the present unit has been planned in such a manner that

students will get thorough ideas about why and how Social Action movement is undertaken and the ways that should be adopted to

make it fruitful. 13.2 Introduction The present sub-unit is one such issue that needs to be taken care of by the community organisation

worker/agency concerned and the community leaders. Initiating
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the principles and mthods and apply the same properly. It is in this background that the present unit has ben designed to meet that

need of the students who are the would-be-social workers. The unit is expected to make them skilled and competent to do the job

successfully. 13.3 Concept Social Action is a process by which a large number of public is oriented towards creating a change for

community welfare. This process is initiated either by an individual or a group of people who has a sound understanding regarding the

desired change. The power of the social Action movement lies in the motivation of the mass and in the belief of the common people

that what they are going to do is social and right. It is said that Social Action “is an organised effort to bring change in the social and

economic institution of the society and unlike social work and social welfare which aims at social change but not any change in the

established order of the society.” Social Action is a process by which – People are organised and oriented towards bringing desireable

change in social and economic institution. – People work against change that is detrimental to them. – People bring change

contributive to them. – People are reorganised to take action against some acute problems of the society. Social Action, as has been

stated by Elizabeth Wiokneden, is “a term commonly applied
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to that aspect of organised Social welfare activities directed towards shaping, modifying, maintaining the social institution and

policies that collectively constitute the social environment”.

According to manry Richmond “Social Action is mass betterment through propaganda and social legislation”.
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social Action as “a process of bringing .... desired changes by deliberate group and community

effort”.

K. K. Jacob has defined it as “essentially an effort of initiating suitable changes and reforms to improve socio-economic condition and

to better social climate”.
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The Institute of Gandhian Studies defined Social Action as “a term commonly applied to

that aspect of
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social welfare activity which is directed towards shaping or modifying

the
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social institutions and policies that constitute the social environment in which we live

in”. According to Dr Mrs Banmala it is “people’s collective effort directed to bring about favourable social change”. The analysis of the

definitions cited above leads to the conclusion that it
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is a process in which concious, systematic and organised efforts are made to bring about necessary change in the system for solving

problems and improving

the existing
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conditions, which limits the social functioning of some sections of population. It is thus more nearer to social reforms than to social

revolution.

It is both militant and non-violent in nature. It
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is individual, group or community effort within the framework of social work philosophy and that aims to achieve social progress, to

modify social policies and to improve social legislation and health & welfare activities. Social Action

is considered as one of the secondary methods of professional social work. It is new addition to the list of social work methods.

Nevertheless both welfare and development of any community largely depend on Social Action. Gandhi, Marx, Chaitanya, Martin

Luther King, Jayprakash Narayan, Mother Teressa, Sundarlal Bahuguna, Medha Patekar, Aruna Roy and Anuradha Talwar led various

kinds of movements for Social Action resulting thereby for reaching transformations in the social psyche. Grace coyle has defined
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Social Action as “the attempt to change the social emvironment in ways, Which we believe will make life more satisfactory. It aims to

effect not imdividuals but social institutions, laws, custons, communities.”

And according to Keneth Pray Social Action is the “Systematic concious effort directed to influence the basic social conditions and

policies out of which arise the problems of social adjustment and maladjustment to which our service as social workers is addressed.”
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serious planning. But generally the change agent or initiator gives enough time to study the problem, motivate people, establish

coordination with various institutions, arrange fund before initiating the action. Though in some cases it is naturally evolved, leadership

is found to be present in all the cases of Social Action. Whether the initiator or leader is an individual or a group he/she/it needs to

have – Foresightness – Public relation skill – Research skill – Negotiation skill – Motivation skill – Advocacy skill – Skill of effective

communication – Fund raising capacity – Challenge facing capacity – Capacity to play the role of spokes person. 13.5 Characteristics

of Social Action The basic characteristics of Social Action are the followings (i) The action might begin with the initiation of one or

more individual, and group action and active involvement of the communities concerned is essential to fulfil the objectives. (ii) Action

should be initiated in accordance with the established rights of the citizens and democratic practices. (iii) Belief in the social welfare

and social progress is one of the principal motivating factors and naturally it should form the motivation force of the participants.

192 NSOU ? MSW-IV (iv) The force behind the Social Action lies in the group compulsion. It involves an element of group pressure or

Loka-Sakti. It is the group which will determine whether Social Action is for change or against change. (v) Social Action does not take

place until majority of the community people come forward and support the remedial measures. So the objective of the initiator

would be to create strong social awareness among the target group. Social awareness is not restricted only to make people aware

about the problem but it also includes moral, emotional and physical support for remedy. (vi) Social Action leaves final decision with

regard to strategy, method, timings etc. on the target population for whom the action is directed. (vii) Social Action is fundamental in

nature and it tackles the problems at its root and makes effort to remove the very cause of the problem. (viii) It encourages to bring

about action by some person other than the social actionist. The social actionist has an objective but that can be fulfilled only if group

or community support is achieved. (ix) For initiating any Social Action programme knowledge regarding depth and dimension of the

problem, root causes behind, awareness level of the problem etc. is essential. And to get this knowledge properly some amount of

research work is necessary. (x) For launching an action programme it is necessary to embrace educative method and non-violent

approach. The above mentioned chanacteristics are accociated with Social Action along with a few more. But at this juncture it should

be mentioned here that there is some confusion about whether Social Action is a part of the social work methods or a separate

method. There are some who believe that it is a part of community organisation. As early as in 1922 Social Action was recognised as a

method of social work by Mary Richmond. However, it did not receive much attention of social workers. It was more true in case of

developing countries where it was perhaps more relevant. But slowly people in the field have started beleiving that it is one of the

methods of social work and not a part of any other method. Both Nanavati and Moorthy believed that though Social Action is used for

Community Organization, its scope is wider and hence it is a separate method.
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of social work. 13.6 Importance In all communities problems of various nature existed in all ages. At some point of time people of the

concerned community may start thinking that its negative impact on the socio-economic life of the people is very acute. They start

beleiving that without fighting it out, life of people will become miserable. Then they adopt the method of Social Action to rescue

themsehes from such situation. Since Social Action is a kind of method which is very much appiopriate in such situation the people of

concerned communities have naturally felt its importance. 13.7 Goals, Steps and Procedures Social Action could be of various types.

And it can be carried on in different settings. All Social Action movements have a common goal. They are, for example, the power that

controls community welfare should be transferred to the poor people and oppressed for making them capable of controlling their

own destiny and guide their welfare all by themselves. The goal of Social Action here is to see that the welfare goods reach the poor.

So, the goal of Social Action is to ensure that power of establishment is taken away from the establishment and transfer of the welfare

measures to the distant consumers or to those whom it does not reach. Now, what about the steps and procedures? They are tracing

out the nature and depth of problem, number of people being affected, creating awareness in them, deciding strategy and methods

etc. Procedures include : (i) Sensing the problem (ii) Identification of problem (iii) Finding a support base (iv) Problem diagnosis

194 NSOU ? MSW-IV (v) Gathering of detailed information (vi) Setting goals of action (vii) Deciding about approaches (viii) Weighing

alternative approaches (ix) Making final plans (x) Going ahead with the action (xi) Assessing and evaluating. 13.8 Strategies of Social

Action To make it effective several strategies are to be adopted but there is no consensus on the strategies that can be adopted.

However, the strategies that form the core of any social action practice are of the following three categories. (i) Collaborative (ii)

Bargaining, negotiation advocacy (iii) Conflictual and confrontational Under collaborative strategies efforts are being made to bring

change in the institution through education, persuation, demonstration as well as experimentation. This strategy is based on the

assumption that no one stands to lose power, authority or wealth. All would prefer to protect their interest at any cost if they are

convinced that their interests are challenged. While working with
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this strategy the social activists collaborate with the local authority and various other agencies for bringing about improvements in

the social policy

that exists. The second strategy on the other hand, is principally
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based on the assumption that one anticipates resistance to change. Thus the activity of social activist or change agent should be

accompanied by appropriate tactics, which are not persuasive but affect change through pressure.
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These strategies could include bargaininng and negotiation, publicity that leads to discomfort for the persons or agencies responsible,

advocacy through the media etc. and attempts to isolate the target group from the opinions of the community at large. This strategy

also includes dramatising the situation for creating public opinion.

NSOU ? MSW-IV 195 The next set of strategy is based on the expectation that in the struggle between pro-change and pro status quo.

This dynamics of conflict is a reality in the social action effort, that may include fasting, sit ins, boycotts etc. According to Richard

Bryant there are
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two sets of strategies. They are bargaining and confrontation. Bargaining includes submitting petitions, lobbying, information

shareing, publicity campaigns etc.

On the otherhand, confrontation means strikes, demonstrations and sit ins. According to khinduka and Coughlin “Social Actionists

employ both norm – adhering and norm – violating strategies, his social philosophy and theoretical starting point are neither the

consensus or integration model of soceity nor the conflict or coercion model. To social actionists both models are useful.”. It is

difficult to “conceive of a society unless we realise the dialectics of stability and change, integration and conflict, function and motive

force, consensus and coercion”. The above mentioned strategies and techniques are selected basically depending on the existing

situation, target group and the goal to be achieved. Sometimes rather than maintaining watertight compartments the strategies go on

overlapping. Sometimes social action movement may start with collaborative or bargaining strategies but ultimately move on to the

confrontational strategy. In this context one may final it logical to give some reference to Gandhian strategy of social action

considering its effectiveness. In the Gandhian approach
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non-cooperation, pursuation and non-violent intervention have been incorporated as the broad categories of

strategy and emphasis has been given on strategic wisdom in their use. How the strategies are decided? These are generally decided

on the basis of the factors for action such as social siluation, people’s tradition, extent and depth of knowledge, experience of non-

violent action possessed by the concerned population, appraisal about resources at the disposal of opponent, possibility of coalition

with any other forces to achieve the goal, risks involved and the aftermath of movement. Strategies may also differ from area to area.

While concluding this portion of discussion it should be clearly mentioned that the strategies are bound to remain ineffective if they

fail to take care of people’s active participation in the entire process of social action. People’s participation means harnessing the

power of people that generally lie dormant in them. It is the “process of crrative
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activities designed by others, not an act or mere consuming the fruits of economic and social activity. It is the taking of initiatives to

decide. What is to be done and how, and to do it” Thus Social Action is considered as the learning and experiencing of people’s

participation rather than the achievement of goal. The social activist needs to keep it in mind that no strategy fits well in all situations.

Wise decision will have to be taken after considering various issues mentioned above before going for any social action. 13.9 Methods

of Social Action The methods of Social Action are mainly the followings. (i) Proper identification of problem. It should be of immediate

concern and felt by the people concerned. (ii) Doing research on that which means collection of data regarding the problem. It may

take some time to gather relevant information concerning the issue but it should definitely be done at the initial stage of Social Action.

(iii) Educating people of the area concerned with a view to create inner urge to go for Social Action. It is very essential since without

their active involvement in the process this movement can not go ahead properly. (iv) Having dialogue with resourceful persons whose

opinion, suggestion, cooperation and good wishes matters. (v) Mobilising man, money and materials which are so very necessary to

make the movement successful. This is one of the principal methods since without resources nothing can really be done. (vi)

Conferring people before drawing up plan. This method should be adopted because if it is not done people may feel that they are

neglected. And if such feeling exists in the mind of the people then movement can not be made successful. Besides, views of the

people concerned may give some more light on how aspect of the movement. (vii) Developing capacity before jumping for remedy.

The capacity development initiative should be made based on definite planning so that it remains productive.
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direction to the movement. (ix) Making the mass effort sustainable by not allowing the momentum to go down. Generally it so

happens that after some time the initial initiative of the people comes down. The leaders should remain careful about that and do not

allow the level of participation and spirit go down. (x) All the players should labour through a solution. Undirected effort has no future

and hence people should put their energy to see the face of solution. (xi) Collecting feedback and bringing changes wherever

necessary. This is also an important method in the process of Social Action since at different stages of the movement bringing some

changes or modifications would be necessary on the basis of the feedbacks received form time to time. We may further mention the

methods suggested by some social thinkers / Scientists. As per Clearke and Helen there are some main methods or techniques of

Social Action. They are : – Acquisition of facts and use of the same – Education, interpretation of facts and situation and public

relation. – Administration and enacting legislation of appropriate nature. Dr. Kirpal Singh and Shrivastava have mentioned the following

three methods of Social Action. – Study of social issues, formulation of judgement as well as recommendation of programmes

thereof. – Organising aehocacy and gaining public support – Influencing policy wokers And according to less the methods of Social

Action are : – Research – Education – Co-operation
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Arbitration – Negotiation – Mild coercion – Violation of legal norms – Joint Action The

points mentioned in above few paragraphs are the principal methods of Social Action. 13.10 Principles of Social Action The basic

principles of Social Action are the followings : (i) Credibility building : This principle calls for building
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a public image of the leadership, the organization concerned and even the participants of the movement as champions of justice

and truth. Good image helps in securing due recognition from the opponents and the peripheral participants of the movement.

Since without such image movement can not gear up, the principle of image or credibility building should always be followed. (ii)

Legitimization : It
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is the process of convincing the reference people as well as the general public that the movement

is a right kind of action. Legitinization
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is a continuous process. Before launching the programme, the leaders junstify their action. As the

movement grows and some new dimensions are added to it, the leaders and their co-workers put forward fresh arguments. This

principle has been extensively used by the Satyagrahis to get social approval and support of the non-committed people for the cause

of the struggle. The classic example fo this is the situation of strikes and lockouts in which both the management and the unions make

serious effort to get sympathy of the public. (iii) Demonstration :

It
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is the principle of mass mobilization by which the leaders of this movement galvanize the population into action by emotional

appeals, sensational news management, catchy songs and such other techniques.
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people aware about the situation that campelled to go for Social Action as well as feel motivated to support the movement. Slogan is

another way to get the support of the common people. Boycott is also a dramatic way of influencing public opinion. Attempt should

also be made to involve women in all the stages of social action programme. (iv) Making dual approach : Any Social Action
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activist has to build counter system which is beneficial to the needs of the mobilized public

of the area on a self help basis without involving the opponent. It is a common experience that constructive programmes, in absence

of conflictual programmes can not achieve the goal. Therefore, non-conflictual constructive actions should be set in motion

simultaneously with conflictual process. (v) Undertaking manifold programmes : To mobilize targeted population, a variety of

programmes should be undertaken such as : – Social programmes which include eradication of prejudices against untouchables,

prevention of early marriage, ensuring women’s rights etc. The main purpose of such initiative is to build up the human resources.

Removal of oppressive patterns of social interaction is an important aspect in the consolidation of any movement including Social

Action. – Economic Programme should also be initiated for encouraging people to actively support the movement. Gandhiji initiated

khadi & village industries to the people with the ultimate objective to ensure their participation in the freedom movement. – Political

Programme : Along with the social and economic programmes political programme should also be undertaken to build up cohesion

among various sections of the people fighting for a common cause. The activists need to suppress the tendency of divisive nature

through political programmes of various kind. 13.11 Summary This unit explained clehorately one of the secondary method of social

work. The
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social problem & establish justice in the society. 13.12 Review Questions 1. Define the term Social Action. 2. What are the

characteristics of Social Action ? 3. In Social Action some principles are followed. What are those ? 4. Illustrate the strategies of Social

Action. 5. The initiator of Social Action should have some skills and qualities. What are those ? 6. What are the steps and procedures of

Social Action ? 7. Analyse the methods of Social Action. 8. Write short notes on : (i) Dual approach (ii) Goals of Social Action (iv)

Collaborative Strategy (v) Credibility building 9. Analyse the following terms : (i) Reforms (ii) Social institutions (ii) Social climate (iv)

Social change (v) Coordination (vi) Challenge facing capacity

NSOU ? MSW-IV 201 (vii) Spokesperson (viii) Social Progress (ix) Problem diagnosis (x) Negotiation (xi) Active participation (xii) Research

(xiii) Mild coercion (xiv) Demonstration (xv) Mobilization 10. Fill in the gaps (i) In Social Action people are __________ and oriented

towards bringing desireable change. (ii) Social Action is __________ betterment. (iii) In is generally initiated by __________ . (iv) The

initiator of Social Action should have __________. (v) Social Action was recognised as early as in __________. (vi) Identification of

__________ is one of the procedures of Social Action. (vii) No strategy __________ well in all situations. (viii) Having dialogue with

__________ persons is essential in the process of Social Action. (ix) Slow but __________ change should be the objective of Social

Action. (x) Good image helps in securing due __________ from the opponents. (xi) Mass __________ is must in Social Action. (xii)

Along with socio-economic programmes, __________ programmes should also be undertaken.

202 NSOU ? MSW-IV 11. Match the followings (i) In Social Action efforts are made to – bring change – Stop some change to come –

both (ii) Social Action is applied to – modify the social institution – bring positive change in social environment – both (iii) The leader

of Social Action movement should have – foresightness – selfishness – biasness (iv) Initiator of Social Action can be – an individual –

a group – even a community (v) Steps of Social Action include – deciding about approaches – finding a support base. – problem

diagnosis (vi) Social actionists employ – norm-adhering strategy – norm - violating strategy – both (vii) Social Action methods are : –

Arbitration – Negotiation – Education
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often use its clout to influence or support other governments or

to seize control of other nation states. Efforts by the U.S.

government to wield power in other countries have included

joining with other nations to form the Allied forces during World

War II, entering Iraq in 2002 to topple Saddam Hussein’s regime,

and imposing sanctions on the government of North Korea in

the hopes of constraining its development of nuclear weapons.

Endeavors to gain power and influence do not necessarily lead

to violence, exploitation, or abuse. Leaders such as Martin

Luther King Jr. and Mohandas
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addition to the experience of exclusion and marginalization on a

societal level, the problem of oppression is compounded when

those oppressed engage in self-destructive patterns due to the

internal feelings of hopelessness.
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This is because they have been taught to accept the dominant,

or oppressors’, narrative. That narrative has placed them in an
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time, the oppressed come to believe in their inferiority and

thereby internalize their oppression. The inferiority is now a part

of their identity and affects the actions they take and the

decisions they make in life. In turn, their acceptance of an

inferior position in society enhances the dominance of their

oppressors. Freire also argues that marginalized individuals do

not have a critical awareness that allows them to see the

injustices in their lives. They tend to be passive and unable to

recognize their own capacity to transform their social realities,

in part, because their condition of marginalization and

oppression keeps them in a state of helplessness. Someone

forced to the margins of society who lacks critical awareness

may accept their low position. They may see it as the result of

fate, bad luck or supernatural forces. This is why helping people

develop critical awareness and understanding of the factors that

contribute to their situation is an important early step in the

process of empowerment.
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communities rebuilding after trauma, such as survivors of a

natural disaster, or for individuals in a war-ravaged country

(Anckermann et al., 2005). Indicators of community

empowerment include processes such as collective reflection,

social participation, and political discussions, as well as

outcomes such as having obtained adequate resources for

improving community well- being and social justice

(Anckermann et al., 2005). Collective reflection means that

community members get together and jointly examine the

issues that have mattered to them over time.
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Increases in influence often occur through partnerships

between those in power and other community members. These

partnerships may take place in advisory boards, coalitions, or

broader community inclusion initiatives (Fawcett et al., 1994). At

times, community empowerment may mean that members of

the community become empowered with the help of the

community leaders and vice versa. Such “co-empowerment”

may be challenging, yet can be very beneficial to communities

(Bond & Keys, 1993).
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advocate for changes in policies, programs, or services. To

promote empowerment at the environmental and societal level,

it is important to examine national, state, and local policies.

Many programs and services unexpectedly place barriers and

stressors on oppressed groups, such as people with disabilities.

Ultimately, empowerment efforts are directed at promoting

social justice. The strategies highlighted in this chapter can serve

as a guide for individuals interested in promoting empowerment

in their communities. It should be noted that there are many

tactics that have been used to promote change over time.
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PREFACE In the curricular structure introduced by this University for students of Post-Graduate degree programme, the opportunity to

pursue Post-Graduate course in a subject is introduced by this University is equally available to all learners. Instead of being guided by

any presumption about ability level, it would perhaps stand to reason if receptivity of a learner is judged in the course of the learning

process. That would be entirely in keeping with the objectives of open education which does not believe in artificial differentiation. I

am happy to note that university has been recently accredited by National Assessment and Accreditation Council of India (NAAC) with

grade ‘A’.

Keeping this in view, study materials of the Post-Graduate level in different subjects are being prepared on the basis of a well laid-out

syllabus. The course structure combines the best elements in the approved syllabi of Central and State Universities in respective

subjects. It has been so designed as to be upgradable with the addition of new information as well as results of fresh thinking and

analysis. The accepted methodology of distance education has been followed in the preparation of these study materials. Co-

operation in every form of experienced scholars is indispensable for a work of this kind. We, therefore, owe an enormous debt of

gratitude to everyone whose tireless efforts went into the writing, editing, and devising of a proper lay-out of the materials. Practically

speaking, their role amounts to an involvement in ‘invisible teaching’. For, whoever makes use of these study materials would virtually

derive the benefit of learning under their collective care without each being seen by the other. The more a learner would seriously

pursue these study materials the easier it will be for him or her to reach out to larger horizons of a subject. Care has also been taken to

make the language lucid and presentation attractive so that they may be rated as quality self-learning materials. If anything remains

still obscure of difficult to follow, arrangements are there to come to terms with them through the counselling sessions regularly

available at the network of study centres set up the University. Needless to add, a great deal of these efforts are still experiment—in

fact, pioneering in certain areas. Naturally, there is every possibility of some lapse or deficiency here and there. However, these do

admit of rectification and further improvement in due course. On the whole, therefore, these study materials are expected to evoke

wider appreciation the more they receive serious attention of all concerned.

Professor (

Dr.) Subha Sankar Sarkar Vice-Chancellor
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 8 1.0 Objective Sociology is a very important of Social Science discipline. As a Social workers we must gain detail

knowledge about this subject an this in a branch of Social science which deals with human behaviour and various aspects of Societal

life. 1.1

94% MATCHING BLOCK 3/185

Introduction Sociology, as compared to other social sciences, like economics and political science, is a young discipline. One could

say, it is about a hundred-and-fifty years old but there has been a more rapid development of the subject in the last fifty to sixty

years. This is partly due to desire, particularly, after the Second World War, to understand more about the behaviour of people in

social situations. All social science subjects are concerned with the behaviour of people but each of them studies different aspects.

Sociology, however, is concerned with social relations in general, and with social

group is and institutions in particular. 1.2 Definition of Sociology The first social scientist to use the term sociology was a Frenchman

by the name of Auguste Comte who lived from 1798-1857. As coined by Comte, the term sociology is a combination of two words.

The first part of the term is a Latin, socius- that may variously mean society, association, togetherness or companionship. The other

word, logos, is of Greek origin. It literally means to speak about or word. However, the term is generally understood as study or

science (Indrani, 1998). Thus, the etymological, literal definition of sociology is that it is the word or speaking about society. A simple

definition here is that it is the study of society and culture. Sociology is the scientific study of society, which is interested in the study of

social relationship between people in group context. Sociology is interested in how we as human beings interact with each other (the

pattern of social interaction); the laws and principles that govern social relationship and interactions; the /influence of the social world

on the individuals, and vice versa (Ibid.). It deals with a factually observable subject matter, depends upon empirical research, and

involves attempts to formulate theories and

NSOU ? PGSW-V 9 generalizations that will make sense of facts (Giddens, 1982). Regarding the detective and expository nature the

science, Soroka (1992:34) states that “Sociology is a debunking science; that is, it looks for levels of reality other than those presented

in official interpretations of society and people’s common sense explanations of the social world. Sociologists are interested in

understanding what is and do not make value judgments.” 1.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 32/185

Auguste Comete, the founding father of sociology, defines sociology as the science of social phenomena “subject to natural and

invariable laws, the discovery of which is the object of investigation”. 2. Kingsley Davis says that “Sociology is a general science of

society”. 3. Harry M. Johnson opines that “sociology is the science that deals with social groups”. 4. Emile Durkheim : “Science of

social institutions”. 5. Park regards sociology as “the science of collective behavior”. 6. Small defines sociology as “the science of

social relationships”. 7. Marshal Jones defines sociology as “the study of man-in-relationship-to-men”. 8. Ogburn and Nimkoff :

“Sociology is the scientific study of social life”. 9. Franklin Henry Giddings defines sociology as “the science of social phenomena”.

10. Henry Fairchild : “Sociology is the study of man and his human environment in their relations to each other”. 11. Max Weber

defines sociology as “ the science which attempts the interpretative understanding of social action in order thereby to arrive at a

casual explanation of its course and effects”. 12. Alex Inkeles says, “Sociology is the study of systems of social action and of their

inter-relations”. 13. Kimball Young and Raymond W. Mack say, “Sociology is the scientific study of social aspects of human life”. 14.

Morris Ginsberg: of the various definitions of sociology the one given by Morris Ginsberg seems to be more satisfactory and

comprehensive. He defines sociology in the following way: “In the broadest sense, sociology is the study of human interactions and

inter-relations, their conditions and consequences”.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 10 1.2.1
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Concept of Society and Culture Society has been defined as a relatively self sufficient, usually large group of people nwho maintain

direct or indirect contact with each other through a culture. Culture is generall understood as the shared language, beliefs, goals,

artefacts and experiences that combine together to form a unique pattern. In other words, culture is a society’s way of life (Stebbins,

Robert A. 1987) 1.2.2 Emergence of Sociology During the 19th century sociology emerged as separate social science in Europe and

its objective was the study of society. Auguste Comte, Spencer and Emile Durkheim besides several other social thinkers sought to

establish the idea of society as a matter of study, unique in itself. They examined society as a whole which is more than the sum of

its parts. Society is more than the actions, thoughts, values, belief and wish of its individual members. It is a complex and abstract

reality; yet all human beings live in a society. A sociologist is interested in the general study of social behaviour as it occurs in groups,

large or small, and lays special stress on understanding social life in the contemporary world. The word ‘general’ has been used as

other social science disciplines deal with more specific areas. For example, a political scientist studies governmental functions and

activities and an economist studies production

and

96% MATCHING BLOCK 6/185

distribution of goods. It is, however, difficult to draw an exact line of difference. Social psychology, social anthropology, political

science and economics, all in a sense, have human social life as their general subject. As sociology is a relatively young discipline

compared with the discipline of philosophy, economics and political science, sometimes, people confuse it with social work.

Sociology is used in the discipline of social work to analyse and understand social problems. Social work is concerned with the uplift

of those socially deprived, physically handicapped, etc. Sociology is not concerned with the reformation of society as such nor is it

directly involved in social planning or directed change. The sociological understanding and research can help in better planning and

in finding ways and means of acceptance of improved practices, in the formulation of development policies and programmes. It is

generally accepted that sociologists do not interfere with

social

100% MATCHING BLOCK 7/185

process. They are supposed to be value-neutral, i.e., they are not supposed to have any bias or prejudice in the analysis

NSOU ? PGSW-V 11

96% MATCHING BLOCK 8/185

of the social behaviour. There are, however, at present, some, who question this and feel that sociologists must take an active role in

the development process. We have defined sociology as the study of social life and group interaction and social behaviour. In order

to understand social life, sociology is interested in the study of the organisation and the functioning of societies or social groups. 1.3

98% MATCHING BLOCK 9/185

Major concerns of Sociology Sociology seeks to study the society and to analyse it in terms of the social relations that have a

pattern. Sociology addresses itself to three basic questions : i) how and why societies emerge? ii) how and why societies persist? iii)

how and why societies change? Sociology has been concerned with the evolution of society. It has tried to analyse the factors and

forces underlying the historical transformations of society. For example, societies have evolved from primitive tribal state to rural

communities. How villages have become important centres of commercial activity or of art and culture and grown into towns and

cities. Sociology has also been concerned with the units of social life. The attempt has bean to look at various types of groups,

communities, associations and society. The effort has been to study the pattern of social relationships in these units. An important

area which sociology deals with is social institutions. The institutions provide a structure for the society and perform functions,

which enable the society to meet its needs. In any society, there are five basic social institutions; family, political institutions,

economic institutions, religious institutions and educational institutions. However, in more complex societies, there may be many

other institutions such as bureaucracy, military organisations, welfare and recreational organisations, etc. Caste is also an institution,

which is more or less peculiar to India. Another area of study and analysis by sociologists is social processes. In one sense, the social

institutions provide the stability and order whereas social processes are the dynamic aspects of social relations. Among the various

processes that will be dealt with in the latter units are socialisation, social control, co operation, conflict, social deviation and social

change. NSOU ? PGSW-V 12 1.3.1 Concept of Culture Culture is another very important concept. As mentioned earlier, we are

immersed in culture from birth onwards, we take culture for granted. It is difficult to imagine what life would be like without culture.

Culture provides summing up
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past experiences, which are the necessary foundation for living in the present. Culture is learned and shared among members of the

group. Culture in a sense, can seem to be the chief means of survival and adaptation. On each of the topics mentioned, which are

concerns of sociology there will be units which will deal in much greater detail. The society is dynamic and is changing

consequently the areas of interest of sociologists are increasing. Today, there is sociology of knowledge, sociology of science and

art, sociology of health, sociology of development, etc. This indicates the expanding nature of sociology. 1.4 Sociology and Science

At times, sociology has been defined as the science of society. This raises the question as to what

science

98% MATCHING BLOCK 11/185

is. Some have thought of science as an approach whereas others have thought about it in terms of the subject matter. Simply stated,

we might say that the scientific approach consists of certain assumption that the phenomena studied have a regularity and hence, a

pattern. The method emphasises observation and verification of social phenomena. This involves a systematic approach to the study

of phenomena. The systematic approach consists of : i) defining a problem for study; ii) collecting data on the problem defined; iii)

analysing and organising the data; which would help in formulation of hypothesis; and iv) further testing of the hypothesis and on

the basis of this, develop new concepts and theories. Sociology has been using a systematic approach in the study of social life. On

the basis of the knowledge gathered through the systematic approach, it has tried to build body

of reliable
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knowledge. From this knowledge, it has tried to establish the patterns of relationships from which effort can be made at

understanding social behaviour. If we look at sociology from the point of view of its approach to the study of society, then sociology

can be considered to be a science.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 13 1.5
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Some founding fathers Later on, in various units of this course you will come across the names of many early

sociologists. A brief introduction

94% MATCHING BLOCK 14/185

is given of early sociologists, whose contribution to sociology is lasting. All of them wrote on the nature of human behaviour. In a

way, they tried to understand profound changes taking place in society. 1.5.1 Auguste Comte (1798-1857) Auguste Comte is

regarded as the founder of modern sociology. He is the first one to have used the word ‘Sociology’. He tried to create

a new
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science of society which could not only explain the past of mankind but also, predict its future course. He felt that society moves

through definite and fixed stages and that, it progresses towards ever-increasing perfection. The three stages, according to him, in

which the society moves, were : i) the theological or the religious ii) the metaphysical or the philosophical iii) the positive or the

scientific stage. In the first stage people thought, all phenomena were caused by supernatural forces. Abstract forces of either a

religious or secular type were considered to be the source of knowledge in the second stage. In the last stage, scientific laws were

supposed to determine both the natural and the social worlds. He also talked about two broad areas-’social statistics’, which deals

with the orderly and, stable aspects of social life and patterns of behaviour (family, occupational, polity. etc.). The second area called

‘social dynamics’ emphasises the study of changes in a social system. According to him, sociology was to be the queen of all

sciences. 1.5.2 Emile Durkheim (1858-1917) Emile Durkheim was also interested in sociology being a scientific discipline. He wrote a

(1858-1917) book in 1895 entitled : Rules of Sociological Method. To him, social solidarity was one of the main principles of human

life. He distinguished between two kinds NSOU ? PGSW-V 14 of solidarity: ‘mechanical solidarity’ based on common assumptions,

beliefs, sentiments like those found in traditional societies and ‘organic solidarity’ based on the division of labour and inter-related

interests as found in industrial societies. When solidarity is broken, there would be social disorganisation and confusion in society.

He considered sociology as having wide interests, which includes sociology of religion, sociology of knowledge, sociology of law.

sociology of crime, economic sociology, and sociology of education, art and aesthetics. An important concept given by Durkheim

was social facts, which, according to him, are external to the individual but they exert pressure on the individual in the behaviour

pattern. Customs, traditions, folkways and mores are social facts. He felt that sociology should be involved in the reformation of

society. For him society was a reality in itself, that is, it is more than its parts. 1.5.3 Max Weber (1864-1920) Max Weber used the

concept of social action rather than social relations. A comprehensive Max Weber study of social action, to him, meant

understanding the meanings human beings give to (1864-1920) their behavioural pattern. The social behaviour was not merely a

mecllanical learning of norms but how people interpreted the social values. Sociology studies all kinds of social action without

making any value judgements. Weber was concerned with understanding of inter- relations between parts of society and also, with

comparative studies of different societies. He studied religion in different societies. His work Protestant Ethics and the Spirit of

NSOU ? PGSW-V 15
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Capitalism is one of the well known works in sociology. Through both these approaches, he tried to develop propositions having

general validity. For example, he classified authority into three types - charismatic, traditional and rational. These concepts are still

used in the study of leadership authority and power. 1.5.4 Karl Marx (1818-1883) Marx has helped through his ideas in understanding

the nature of society, particularly, how conflicts occur. . Marx writes in 1848 that all history is a history of classes and class struggles.

The
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society gets divided between the oppressors and the oppressed masters and slaves, lords and serfs and in the modern times,

capitalists and workers. To analyse the structure of society, it was necessary to understand the forces of production and relations of

production. The contradiction between the forces and the relations of production leads to class struggle. According to him, each

society dies in time because of internal conflicts and contradictions and is replaced by a higher one. In time, capitalism would be

destroyed and there would emerge a classless society characterised by absence of conflict, exploitation and alienation from this

world 1.5.5

Herbert Spencer (1820-1903)

93% MATCHING BLOCK 18/185

Herbert Spencer covers the fields of family, politics, religion and social control, division of labour and social stratification. He

emphasised the study of whole more than the study of parts. The individual institutions have significant relations. It is through a

study of these inter-relations that one can hope to understand society. He indicated that the inter dependence of the various parts

was functional, i.e., each of the part performs different functions, which is necessary for the total well being of society. A large

number of sociologists, who are “functionalists”, use Spencer’s idea of the

NSOU ? PGSW-V 16

functional inter dependence as a basis for their approach to the study of society. Above descriptions f the contributions of founding

fathers of sociology are sketchy. The main purpose is to introduce their names and to give you some idea of their concerns in

sociology. 1.6
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The nature and meaning of social development Development is a broad concept and, though interrelated, it differs from social

change. Change is a value-neutral concept whereas development is a value-laden concept. The notion of development is, in other

words, the process of desired change. All cases of change do not indicate development. Only planned and desired changes can be

described as development. Thus, it is important to keep in mind the distinct character of the concept of development. Secondly, we

also need to distinguish between economic and sociological notions of development. This point becomes clearer as you read this

unit. While speaking of social development, we emphasise the sociological understanding of the process of development. As a

broad concept, social development refers to the overall transformation of individuals and society, which may enable every person to

achieve moral, social physical and material well-being. Egalitarian development is a desired goal, but it remains only an ‘ideal’. In

spite of development efforts, disparities in various dimensions of development continue to widen between societies, regions and

groups. Variations are observed when we compare various regions or countries. Out of such comparisons have emerged the

concepts of underdevelopment mainly in economic terms, such as per capita income, gross national product, level of the standard

of living and degree of technological advancement. There are many criteria of ‘over’ and ‘under’ development. The simplest one of

them is the ratio of industrial capacity to social utility. It means that the countries which are unable to produce, sufficient goods to

meet the requirements of their population, may be considered as underdevelopment and those which produce more than what is

required, as overdeveloped. In the overdeveloped category may be placed the countries such as America, and in the

underdeveloped category, many Asian and African countries. It is, however, a controversial point whether underdevelopment and

over development can be identified with any particular country. Further the term underdevelopment is not acceptable, to some of

the economically less developed countries, such as India. These countries consider

NSOU ? PGSW-V 17
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themselves quite developed from social and cultural points of view. They prefer to be designated as ‘developing’ rather than as

‘underdeveloped’ countries. An important idea implicit in the classification of countries, into developed and developing, is that the

former became a ‘model’ for the latter. The developing countries may like to imitate or adopt the economic and technological

systems of developed countries. What is more important about this classification, with regard to the conceptual meaning of

development, is the fact that the developing countries depended upon the developed ones for technology, skills and monetary aid.

The latter tried to exploit the former. This is known as the dependency theory of development. Having realised the exploitative

tendencies of the developed countries, the developing countries tried to be self-reliant in economic terms. Thus, substitution of

economic dependence by self-reliance emerged as an important indicator of development. The greater the self-reliance, the higher

the levels of development. Endeavours towards self-reliance resulted in import substitution by stopping the purchase of goods from

developed countries and producing them in their own country. 1.7

98% MATCHING BLOCK 21/185

The prevailing notions of social development For a discussion of the contemporary sociological concerns about development, we

can begin by outlining some of the views based on historical events, on the socio-cultural dimensions of development. But before

we examine these dominant concerns regarding development, it would be useful to undertake a brief description of the “three

worlds of development” as it had existed prior to the break-up of the Soviet Union. This had become an important part of the social

scientists parlance since the middle of the 20th century. Earlier the world was divided into two i.e. it was a bipolar world with the

capitalist block of United States of America (USA), on the one side and the socialist block of the Soviet Union, on the other. After the

break-up of Soviet Union, the ‘Cold War ‘ has ended and the world has become unipolar, with USA as the most powerful nation of

the world. 1.7.1 The Three Worlds of Development The First World consists of North America, Western and Southern Europe. The

countries were seen to be following mainly a capitalist model of development. The Second World had consisted of Soviet Union and

the East European group such as, Poland, East

NSOU ? PGSW-V 18
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Germany, Hungary etc. Many socio-political changes have occurred in these countries now and they do not remain a communist

bloc any more. They were associated with the socialist model of development. The Third World was and to certain extent still is

generally used to refer to the less developed or developing societies of Asia, Africa and Latin America. Most of these countries

emerged out of colonial rule to attain political independence only in the middle of the 20th century. The majority of the third world

countries are characterised by low per capita income, high rates of illiteracy and infant mortality. These were generally agriculture-

based economies where people had short life expectancies, low degree of social mobility and strong attachment to tradition (Estes,

R.J., p. 92). The countries, though subject to influence by the erstwhile First and the Second World countries, have devised their own

national strategy and path of development. The First and the Second World’s models of development had laid primary emphasis on

economic growth. 1.7.1.1 The Capitalist Model of Development of the First World : The main characteristics of the capitalist model of

development are : a) provision for private ownership of property and means of production, b) promotion of economic activities

through private enterprises, and c) minimum possible state regulation and control on private enterprises. Thus the capitalist model is

characterised by a free economy regulated by competition. 1.7.1.2 The Socialist Model of Development of the Second World The

socialist path of development adopted by the Second World, was seen to be opposite or dichotomous to the capitalist path of

development. The former, contrary to the latter, is characterised by state ownership of property and means of production, public

enterprises and complete state regulation of economic activities. Thus, the socialist model refers to a regulated economy. The main

allegation against the capitalist model is that, since it permits minimum state regulation, its economic system becomes exploitative

in the sense that the working class people (proletariat) do not get their due share. The capitalists enjoy a major share of the nation’s

resources. Hence it contributes to inequalities so that a few are very rich and the majority is very poor.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 19
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The capitalist model is, therefore, alleged to be exploitative and non- egalitarian. On the contrary, the socialist model was ideally

considered as non- exploitative and egalitarian. Private ownership and the lack of state regulation, were considered to be important

measures of exploitation of the weaker sections and hence the causes of income inequalities. Since, the socialist state did not allow

private ownership of property, there was a strong belief that there was no room for exploitation and inequality in it. However,

historical events proved this belief to be incorrect as the Soviet Union could not survive for long. The period of “Glasnost” and

“perestroika” led by Gorbachev, the erstwhile Russian Prime Minister during the 1980’s, dismantled the communist political and

economic structure. The Soviet Union broke-up into several small countries and the socialist ideology gave way to capitalist

tendencies. However, China still follows a socialistic socio-political order. The two models had also differed in their conception of

development. Whereas the capitalist model lays greater stress on economic growth, than on equal distribution of the fruits of

economic growth. The socialist model laid equal stress on both resource generation and equal distribution of income, and tried to

change the social system in such a way that greater social justice could be ensured. In reality, socialist model did not give much

space to individual initiative and consumerist desires. The foregoing discussion implies another difference between these models.

The capitalist model does not see any major conflict in the interests of the two classesworkers and capitalists. In its eyes both the

classes are complementary to each other, they; are functionally interdependent. The rules of society, particularly about ownership of

property and distribution of income, are supposed to be based on consensus. Hence according to this model, there is no need to

change the economic structure. On the contrary, the socialist model saw inherent conflict in the interests of the workers Social

Development and the capitalists. According to it, rules are not based on consensus but are imposed on the weaker section by the

stronger one. This leads to the exploitation of the weak by the strong, which is likely to result in conflicts, and in revolution by the

exploited people who want radical change in the system itself. Thus, the capitalist model is NSOU ? PGSW-V 20 sometimes

designated as functionalist or consensual, and the socialist as a conflict, radical or revolutionary model. In practice, as observed by

some researchers, these two models have entered a process of convergence. For instance now, there is an increased state

regulation on private economic enterprises in the USA. There has been a relaxation in grants to private enterprises in Russia. One

could see income inequalities, and a tendency to resist alterations in political and economic systems in both the Worlds.
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In recent times there has developed a new concept of “fourth world” of development as identified first by Manuel and Posluns (1974)

and Hamalian and Karl (1974). They used this concept to describe “a community of the powerless, the oppressed and the dispossed”.

According to them all the other “worlds of development” i.e. the First, the Second and the Third, share the people who belong to the

Fourth world of development. In current usage, the countries which belong to the First world are referred to as “developed Market

Economies” (DMEs); those belonging to the Second World are referred to as the “Eastern Trading Area (ETAs); and those belonging

to the Third World are referred to as the “Developing Countries”. The countries of the Fourth World are referred to as “least

Developing Countries” (LDCs). (Quoted in Estes, Richard J.’s” World’s of Development, www. google.com website). 1.7.1.3

Development of the Third World It is difficult to specify the model of development, adopted by the majority of the. Third World

countries as there are variations among them, dictated mainly by their historical and socio-cultural circumstances. What they seem

to share in common is that : a) They are economically and technologically underdeveloped in comparison to the countries of the so

called developed world. b) Social planning is a key element in their development process. Their plans of development incorporate

not only economic concerns, especially removal of poverty, but also concerns regarding nation building, national culture and social

transformation. They have been seeking technological and economic aid from the developed countries. The developed countries

have given them economic assistance, but they have also been NSOU ? PGSW-V 21 increasingly attempting to extend their political

influence in the developing countries. It has been noted that the global military defence strategy is, the major consideration of the

developed countries, in extending their economic and political influence to the developing countries. In fact, the idea of the Third

World is associated with the emergence of consciousness among developing countries, of being exploited by the developed

countries in the garb of monetary help and expert advice. Some nations had become conscious of exploitation much earlier, but

others, understood this fact only after seeing the disastrous role of big powers in the developing countries, e.g., the role of the USA

in Vietnam or the USSR in Afghanistan. The social analysts have played a very significant role both in appreciating the help, as well as

analysing the “games” of the big powers in the developing countries. Against this background of information about the First, the

Second and the Third Worlds we will now proceed to look at some of the prevailing conceptions about development across the

world. 1.7.2
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Socio-cultural Dimensions of Development The concept of development has encompassed many dimensions over the years. One

of the popular notions that economic growth, was a sufficient and a necessary condition to stimulate development of all the

sections of a society has been proved incorrect. Economic advancement of a class of people has not, and does not trickle down to

the entire population. Similarly, the attainment of high levels of economic growth by some of the developed countries has not

helped to solve some of their serious problems. In fact affluence has given rise to new and more social problems. It is, therefore,

now realised that if the ultimate aim of development is the improvement of the quality of life of every human being in society, it

cannot be achieved as a consequence of economic growth or capital accumulation. Sociologists now believe that it is necessary to

lay stress on socio-cultural dimensions of development. To elaborate, social development includes : a) Proper satisfaction of basic

needs, such as, food, shelter and clothing. b) Availability of essential amenities such as electricity, transportation, communication

and water. c) Good physical and mental health, measurable in terms of increased life chances, abolition of environmental pollution,

nutritious diet, medical care etc. NSOU ? PGSW-V 22 d) Economic welfare i.e. opportunities for employment in economic activities

and high level of living. e) Development of human beings i.e. enhancement of literacy, vocational education, moral education,

creative personality etc. f) Social integration i.e. involvement and participation of people in social, political and economic processes

and establishment and maintenance of effective social institutions. g) Minimisation of disparities in access to various resources and

opportunities- economic, social and political. Some sociologists have laid a special emphasis on the psychological, social and moral

dimensions while talking about the “holistic” approach to development. They look at development as an improvement in the overall

quality of life including physical, psychological, social and cultural. They emphasise that these dimensions are very closely

interlinked. For instance, an improvement in the psychological quality of life entails the idea of life satisfaction including positive

mental health. This requires a proper and effective balance between material and non-material life-goals of people and between

instrumental and intrinsic values of society. This subjective dimension is very closely linked with the social quality of life. The

improvement in social quality means an increase in the strength of family stability, interpersonal bonds and social solidarity. An

improvement in the cultural quality of life signifies the upsurge of the moral dimensions. A concern for others is the essence of

social morality. They have pointed out that in many developed societies there is more concern ‘for self than for others’, hence no

true development (Sharma, 1986). Thus, the sociological approach to development looks upon the development process as

alterations that affect the whole socio-cultural matrix of society. In the modern sense, development refers to the planned,

stimulated movement of the entire system in the direction of the overall desirable goals of a given society. Today we have a

“Sociology of Development” which is seen to be growing in two directions – towards the analysis of internal structures and of

historical linkages. A look at the studies in this field provides us with an idea of the following approaches to social development.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 23 1.7.3 Approaches to Social Development
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Approaches to development may be discerned on the basis of two criteria, (i) centralisation versus decentralisation of development

schemes and resources, and (ii) Unit of development, i.e., the focus of development – individual, group, village etc. The first criterion

given rise to two approaches, namely, development from the top and development from the bottom. The second criterion gives rise

to the three approaches- sectoral development, areas development and target group development. Let us now review briefly the

five approaches. 1) Development from the top The approach of development from the top envisages the planning and execution, of

development schemes by the central or apex bodies of administration. In other words, the central organisations decide the nature

and direction of plan formulate projects and impose them on the people. For instance, the ministers and high officials sitting in the

capital, make the development plans for rural people without fully realising their problems. Implicit in this approach is the

assumption that the people who need development are incapable of understanding their needs, of devising development schemes

and of executing them on their own. Hence, the need for experts and outside agencies in fact, this assumption is baseless. The elite

at the top have a vested interest in making such assumptions. Their major interest is to hold control on resources and mobilise them

for their own benefits. The people accept the development schemes, because they have neither sufficient resources of their own,

nor any control on the resources of the community. As a result, most of the schemes imposed from the top fail to yield the desired

results. This happens in most of the cases. A large part of the funds of development schemes is eaten up in one way or the other, by

the experts and executive personnel deputed or employed by the sponsors of the scheme, be it own government or any foreign

agency. The major drawback of this approach is that it fails to involve the beneficiaries, in the development process. Instead, it

generates a feeling of alienation among them. For these reasons this approach has been characterised by a higher degree of

centralisation and bureaucratisation. NSOU ? PGSW-V 24 2) Development from bottom Social Development The exponents of

second approach of development from the bottom, on the contrary, believe the fairness of intentions and abilities of the people

who need development. They are given an opportunity to articulate their problems as well as the ways to solve them. They are

trained and made capable, and are prepared for self-help. Utilisations of resources for development schemes

are
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decided, by the concerned people themselves or by their representatives at the local level. Thus, there is a greater decentralisation

of plans and higher participation of people. While the planners realise the importance of development from the bottom, and claim

that they adopt this approach, in practice, they often adopt the approach of development from the top. The result is ineffectiveness

of the development schemes. 3) Sectoral development On the basis of ‘unit’ of development, as mentioned earlier, three

approaches are envisaged, viz., sectoral development, area development and target group development. Sectoral development

approach refers to formulation and execution of schemes for development, of a particular sector of economy like agriculture or

industry. For instance, the Indian planners thought of developing industries just after the Independence. Therefore they made plans

to develop technology or borrow it from other countries. Stress was laid on technological education. Many institutes and colleges

were established, independently or in collaboration with other countries, such as the United States of America, Russia and England.

On the other side, funds were made available for heavy industries such as textile, steel and cement. Later on, when the country

faced a food problem in the early sixties, the planners thought of developing the agricultural sector. As a result, many agricultural

universities were set up, which helped in evolving high yielding varieties of crops, insecticides and pesticides, and farm implements,

like threshers. Extension services were made available to educate and persuade farmers, to adopt new agricultural technology, and

loans were advanced to farmers quite liberally. You have seen the results of these efforts in the form of the green revolution. The

country is now almost self-reliant in food NSOU ? PGSW-V 25 4) Area development All regions are not equally developed. Some are

more affluent than others. The underdevelopment of regions is due to the lack of infrastructural development- roads, railways,

electrification etc. or due to the problems of floods and drought. When schemes are devised for the infrastructural development of

an area or region, we call it area development approach. The Command Area Development Scheme, introduced in India in 1974 for

the development of irrigation resources in certain regions, illustrates this approach. 5) Target group development Target group

approach has its focus on a particular category of people, such as small farmers, women and farm labourers. Schemes, such as

Small Farmers Development Agency (SFDA) and reservation of seats in schools and colleges, and in employment for scheduled

castes, exemplify the target group approach. There is another approach to development, which has its focus on the overall

development of the people residing in a locality – village or town. This is known as a community development approach. This

approach lays stress on the development of education, health facilities, economic and social activities, and other infrastructural

facilities. 1.7.4
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Indian experience of developmen after independence There have been schemes and plans of development in almost all dimensions

of socio economic life, such as health, education, population control, industry, transport, irrigation communication and agriculture.

It is neither possible to present here a list of all the development schemes, nor are you expected to know about all of them.

Therefore our main objective is to present a synoptic view of the development schemes in India, introduced after Independence

with a view to illustrate some of the approaches to development, discussed in the preceding section. After Independence, India did

not follow either the First or the Second World, it

Social Development
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adopted neither the capitalist (North American) nor the socialist model of development. It adopted a path of development in-

between the two models, which is known as ‘mixed economy’. On the one hand, India encouraged private business and industry

and gave opportunity to big business houses, such as the Birla’s and Tata’s, and other medium and small size entrepreneurs. On the

other
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hand it has almost full control, at least in principle, over all the entrepreneurial and business activities. 1.7.4.1 Socialist Path and Mixed

Economy The state also acts as an entrepreneur in setting up heavy industries, such as the manufacture of steel and generation of

electricity. The banks have been nationalised. The state has full control over railways and postal departments. These measures are

illustrative of a socialist path of development. On the other hand, certain industries are reserved for private entrepreneurs – both

small and large. In some industries, such as textile and cement, both private and state enterprises have been allowed to operate. In

many other activities, too, such as education, health and transport both private and state agencies work, either independently or in

collaboration. It is true that India adopted a ‘mixed’ path of development, but scholars differ in their opinion about the real

functioning of the economy. One view is that India’s path of development is a capitalist one. Entry of state in heavy industries was, in

fact, meant to support private enterprise, in the sense that these industries did not yield high profits and required a long gestation

period and high capital investment. Hence they did not attract private entrepreneurs, and at the same time industrial development

was not possible without basic industries. Similarly, it has been argued that big enterprises still dominate over the small ones, and the

industrial sector over the agricultural one. Also there is a concentration of economic power in a few big business houses. The other

view is that our bias has been increasing towards a socialist model, as is evident from the facts such as nationalisation of banks.

These are controversial arguments which cannot be sorted out here. The fact remains that India pursues a ‘mixed’ path of

development. 1.7.4.2 Sectoral Development No doubt India has progressed a lot in industrial and agricultural sectors, but there has

been relatively less progress in the latter. Many policies and plans were adopted, which showed results that were far below the

expectations. The major policies for the development of agriculture after Independence were: abolition of landlordism (zamindari),

consolidation of land holding, and land ceiling. Whereas the first two policies succeeded, the last one was made ineffective due to

several factors including the vested interests of large farmers. However, due to increase in population there has a natural curtailment

of farm size, and it

NSOU ? PGSW-V 27
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has been that further ceiling on farm size, will come in the way of raising the productivity. All these policies reflect a sectoral

development approach. The sectoral approach got further accentuated in the ‘green’ and ‘white’ revolutions, i.e., development of

cash crops, and dairy products, respectively. Such revolutions have not been widespread. They are confined to a few states, such as

Punjab, Haryana, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat and Maharashtra. The important thing is that the farmers, even in these states, do not get

remunerative returns from farm produce, because of an absence of check on the rise of prices of farm inputs – machines, fertilisers,

insecticides, pesticides etc., which come from industrial sector, and also because of a strict control on the prices of farm outputs,

with the rationale that high rise in the prices of food grains will adversely affect the masses. This indicates discrimination against the

farm sector. The majority of people depend upon agriculture even today. Therefore non-remunerative farm return keeps the

agricultural sections in poverty.

Picture depicting Green Revolution and White Revolution an example of sectoral development
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in India. 1.7.4.3 Community Development and Cooperative Movement Besides this sectoral approach, a community development

scheme was initiated in 1952 for overall development of villages. The philosophy of this programme was to educate, encourage and

enable the people to develop themselves, with their own efforts and resources. But the programme was not very successful. It was

realised that a greater

NSOU ? PGSW-V 28
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participation of the rural people in the preparation and execution of development schemes was essential. In other words, it required

a greater administrative decentralisation. Hence Panchayati Raj System was introduced in 1957. It envisaged a three-tier system, viz.,

Village Panchayat (viilage level), Panchayat Samities (block level) and Zila Parishad (district level). This system involved the people at

local level, in both planning and execution of development schemes. It was an effort towards development from the bottom. But

unfortunately the unholy alliance between the rural elite (rich farmers), on the one hand, and the administrative and political elites,

on the other, at the block and district levels made the system weak. The same fate met the cooperative movement. India wanted

cooperative cultivation on the Chinese pattern, in which the land is owned by the community (village) and the farmers have their

shares. But this did not work in India due to the country’s

Social Development
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political system which did not permit abolition of private ownership of land, and because the farmers did not surrender land to the

community voluntarily, in spite of the appeal of “Bhoo Dan” (land donation) movement of Vinoba Bhave. However, credit societies

which granted short term agricultural credit did become popular. But today many of the credit societies have become defunct, or

are not functioning effectively. The member borrowers usually become defaulters. The important point is that there is no spirit of

cooperating among the local people, because most of the affairs of these cooperatives are managed by the government or semi-

government officials, such as the Registrar, Managing Director,

Administrat or
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etc. In many cases the nationalised banks provide funds to cooperatives for advancing loans to their members. The rural credit

cooperative are relatively effective in Maharashtra, particularly among the sugarcane producers, who also have cooperative sugar

mills. In other fields, too, there are exceptionally successful cases of cooperative, viz., Milk Producers Cooperative at Anand in

Gujarat. Anand Milk Producers’ Union Limited (AMUL) emerged out of the farmers’ cooperative efforts at the village of Anand which

now has an important place among the rural cooperatives in Asia. 1.7.4.4 Target Group Planning There are many other rural

development programmes for certain target groups, under the 20-point economic programmes. Integrated Rural Development

Programme (IRDP) is one of them which combines both the area development and target group approaches,
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since it includes the Command Area Development Programme. Drought Prone Area Programme and Small Farmers’ Development

Agency. As a target group programme, its focus is on the poorest of the poor, and the unit of assistance is the ‘family’, and not a

person. It proposes to cover about 3,000 families in each block over a period of five years. Under IRDP there are special

programmes for employment, like Training Rural Youth for Self-employment (TRYSEM). Besides there are other programmes such as

the National Rural Employment Programme (NREP). Evaluation reports of these programme, however, indicate the failure of the

programme in reaching the real beneficiaries and in raising their economic status. The blame is laid on the executive personnel, and

the rural elite who consume a large share of the resources, meant for these programmes. In other fields also India has made a good

deal of progress. We have big hospital and primary healthcare centres. Life expectancy has increased and many diseases such as

malaria, Polio and small pox have been controlled, and infant mortality reduced. Now we have a large network of transport and

communication. . But the results of development have reached largely the urban population. Rural people still do not have good

schools, proper electrification, clean water and hospitals. There are no good teachers, or proper infrastructure in schools, such as

furniture, including blackboards in many schools, and no doctors, nurse or medicines in many primary healthcare centres. Besides

this we find increased unemployment, a state of lawlessness, an increase in social and communal tension, and a lack of social and

national concern. This shows that the country has achieved more of a quantitative than qualitative development. However, in terms

of social political and economic awareness India and its villages are doing fairly well. Being one of the largest Democratic nations of

the world, with an extremely vibrant political and economic structure, some amount of social unrest is inevitable. The policies of the

Government are geared towards removing extreme inequalities and bringing about social justice. 1.8

Conclusion In this unit we got a detailed information about Sociology and how it may be related to other branches of social science

discipline. We also become familiar with the thoughts of favour Sociologists. We came across with the concept of social development

and other developmental aspects of our society & nation as a whole.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 30 1.9 Exercise 1. Define sociology? --------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------- 2. What are the major concerns of sociology? -----------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 3.

Write a brief note on the founders of sociology? -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
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Sociology and Political Science 2.2.1 Differences 2.3 Sociology and History 2.3.1 Differences 2.4 Sociology and Economics 2.4.1

Differences 2.5 Sociology and Psychology 2.5.1 Differences 2.6 Sociology and Anthropology 2.6.1

Mutual Help 2.7 Sociology and Geography 2.8 Sociology and Ethics 2.9 Sociology and Jurisprudence 2.10 Sociology and Biology 2.11

Conclusion 2.12 Exercise 2.13 Reference 2.0 Objective The learner would know about various Social science discipline & relate it to

the other disciplines of social work.
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Sociology is a science of society. As a social science it attempts to study social life as a whole. But for the understanding of social life

as a whole sociology requires the help of other social sciences which studies a particular aspect of society. Economics studies the

economic aspects whereas political science studies political aspects.
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Hence it is obvious that other social sciences are closely related to sociology. Sociology is considered as the mother of social

sciences. Besides sociology synthesizes other social sciences. Hence there exists a very close and intimate relationship between

Sociology and other social sciences. For our precise understanding of the relationship between sociology and other social sciences

we have to discuss them individually, which are discussed below : 2.2 Sociology and Political Science As a mother of social sciences

Sociology has close and intimate relationship with all other social science. Hence it has close relationship with political science as

well. Their relationship is so close and intimate that led G.E.C. Catlin to remark “Political Science and Sociology are two faces or

aspects of the same figure.” Similarly other scholars could not find any difference between the two disciplines. NSOU ? PGSW-V 33

Sociology is a Science of society. It is a science of social groups and social institutions. It is a general science of society. It studies

human interaction and inter-relations their conditions and consequences. Political Science is a science of state and Government. It

studies power, political processes, political systems, types of government and international relations. It deals with social groups

organised under the sovereign of the state. In the words of Paul Junet, “Political Science is that part of social science which treats

the foundation of the state and principles of government.” It studies the political activities of man. It only studies the organised

society. However their inter-relationship and inter- dependence can be known from inter-dependence and mutual relationship.

Sociology depends on political science. In the words of Morris Ginsberg, “Historically Sociology has its main roots in politics and

philosophy of history.” Sociology greatly benefited by the books written by political scientists like Plato, Aristotle and Kautilya such as

The Republic, The Politics and Arthasastra respectively. Each and every social problem has a political cause. Political Science is a part

of sociology. Hence sociology depends on political science to comprehend itself. To understand different political events sociology

takes the help from political science. Sociology to draw it’s conclusions depends on political science. Any change in the political

system or nature of power structure brings changes in society. Hence Sociology takes the help of political science to understand the

changes in society. Hence both are inter-dependent. Similarly political science also depends on Sociology. Political Science is a part

of sociology. To understand the part it is necessary to understand the whole. Almost all political problems has a social cause and for

the solution of these political problems political science takes the help of sociology. State frames its rules, regulations and laws on

the basis of social customs, tradition and values. Without Sociological background the study of political science will be incomplete.

Political Scientists largely benefited by the researches and research methods of the Sociologist. Some consider political science as a

branch of Sociology. State is considered as a social group hence is a subject of Sociology. Besides, there are some common topics

which are being studied by both the subjects. These topics are War, Propaganda, authority, communal riots and law. With the help of

both political science and sociology a new subject comes into existence which is known as political sociology. Some political events

like war are also significant social events.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 34
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Thus both political science and sociology contribute to each other. But inspite of their inter-relationship and inter-dependence both

the sciences differ from each other in the following way. 2.2.1 Differences : (1) Sociology is a science of society and social

relationship whereas political science is a science of state and government. (2) The scope of sociology is very wide but scope of

political science is limited. (3) Sociology is a general science but political science is a special science. (4) Sociology studied

organised, unorganized and disorganized society whereas political science studies only politically organised society. (5) Sociology

studies the social activities of man whereas political science studies political activities of man (6) Sociology is a new or young

science but political science is an older science. (7) Sociology studies man as a social animal whereas political science studies man

as a political animal. (8) Sociology studies both formal and informal relations whereas political science studies only formal relations.

(9) Sociology analyses both conscious and unconscious activities of man whereas political science analyses only conscious activities

of man. (10) Sociology deals with all forms of association whereas political science deals with only one form of association named

state. 2.3 Sociology and History As a mother of social sciences sociology has close and intimate relationship with all other social

sciences. Accordingly it has close relationship with history. Because present society bears symbols of past. Relationship between the

two is so close and intimate that scholars like G. Von Bulow have refused to acknowledge sociology as a science distinct from

history. Sociology is the science of society. It is a study of systems of social action and their inter-relations. Sociology is a science of

social groups and social institutions. History studies
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the important past events and incidents. It records men past life and life of societies in a systematic and chronological order. It also

tries to find out the causes of past events. It also studies the past political, social and economic events of the world. It not only

studies the past but also establishes relations with present and future. That is why it is said that “History is the microscope of the past,

the horoscope of the present and telescope of the future. However, both the sciences are closely inter-related and inter-dependent

on each other. Both study the same human society. Their mutual dependence led G.H. Howard to remark that, “History is past

Sociology and Sociology is present history.” Both takes help from each other. At the same time one depends on the other for its own

comprehension. History helps and enriches Sociology. History is the store house of knowledge from which Sociology gained a lot.

History provides materials sociologists use. History is a record of past social matters, social customs and information about different

stages of life. Sociology uses this information. Books written by historians like A. Toynbee are of great use for Sociologists. To know

the impact of a particular past event sociology depends on history. Similarly Sociology also provides help to history and enriches it. A

historian greatly benefited from the research conducted by Sociologists. Historians now study caste, class and family by using

sociological data. Sociology provides the background for the study of history. Now history is being studied from Sociological angle.

Every historical event has a social cause or social background. To understand that historical event history need the help from

Sociology and Sociology helps history in this respect. Sociology provides facts on which historians rely on. Thus history and

Sociology are mutually dependent on each other. History is now being studied from Sociological angle and Sociology also now

studied from historical point of view. Historical sociology now became a new branch of Sociology which depends on history.

Similarly Sociological history is another specialized subject which based on both the Sciences. But in spite of the above close

relationship and inter-dependence both the sciences differ from each other from different angles which are described below. 2.3.1

Differences : (1) Sociology is a science of society and is concerned with the present society. But history deals with the past events

and studies the past society. NSOU ? PGSW-V 36 (2) Sociology is a modern or new subject whereas history is an older social science.

(3) Sociology is abstract whereas history is concrete in nature. (4) The scope of Sociology is very wide whereas the scope of history

is limited. Sociology includes history within its scope. (5) Sociology is an analytical science whereas history is a descriptive science.

(6) Attitude of sociology and history differ from each other. Sociology studies a particular event as a social phenomenon whereas

history studies a particular event in it’s entirety. (7) Sociology is a general science whereas history is a special science. 2.4 Sociology

and Economics Sociology is mother of all social sciences. Hence it has close relationship with all social sciences and so also with

Economics. The relationship of sociology with economics is very close, intimate and personal. There exists close relationship

between these two because economic relationships bear a close relation to social activities and relationships. Likewise social

relationships are also affected by economic relationships. Economic activities to a great extent are social activities. Hence both are

mutually related. Sociology is a science of society. It is concerned with the association of human beings. Sociology is the study of

human inter-actions and inter-relations their conditions and consequences. But Economics deals with economic activities of man. It

is a science of wealth and choice. According to Prof. Robbins Economics is a social “science which studies human behavior in

relation to his unlimited ends and scarce means which have alternative uses.” It is concerned with the activities of man such as

production, consumption, distribution and exchange. It also studies the structure and functions of different economic organizations

like banks, markets etc. It is concerned with the material needs of man as well as his material welfare. However, there exists a great

deal of inter-relationship between these two sciences. Both are interdependent and inter-related with each other. Because of this

inter-relationship Thomas opines that, “Economics is, in fact, but one branch of Sociology.” Similarly Silverman opines Economics is

regarded as offshoot of sociology which studies the general principles of all social relations. Their inter-relationships are as follows :

NSOU ? PGSW-V 37 Economics takes the help of Sociology. For its own comprehension economics takes the help of sociology and

depends on it. Economics is a part of Sociology hence without the help from sociology economics can’t understand itself

completely. Economics is concerned with material welfare of man which is common welfare. Economic welfare is a part of social

welfare. For the solution of different economic problems such as inflation, poverty, unemployment etc. economists takes the help of

sociology and takes into account the social events of that particular time. At the same time society controls the economic activities

of man. Economics is greatly benefited by the research conducted by Sociologists like Max-weber, Pareto etc. Some economists

also consider economic change as an aspect of social change. Economic draws its generalization basing on the data provided by

Sociology. Thus economics cannot go far or develop without the help of Sociology. Similarly Sociology also takes the help from

economics. Economics greatly enriches sociological knowledge. An economic factor greatly influences each and every aspects of

social life. Economics is a part of sociology hence without the help of economics we can’t understand sociology properly.

Knowledge and research in the field of economics greatly contributes to sociology. Each and every social problem has an economic

cause. For the solution of social problems like dowry, suicide etc. Sociologists take the help from economics. Marx opines economic

relations constitute the foundation of Society. Economic factors play a very important role in every aspect of our social life that is

why Sociologists concerned with economic institutions. For this reason Sociologists like Spencer, Weber, Durkheim and others have

taken the help from economics in their analysis of social relationships. Thus both sociology and economics are very closely related

with each other. There are some problems which are being studied by both sociologists and economists. Economic changes results

in social changes and vice versa. However, inspite of the above closeness, inter-relationship and inter-dependence both the

sciences have certain differences which are described below : 2.4.1 Differences : (1) Sociology is a science of society and social

relationships whereas economics is a science of wealth and choice. NSOU ? PGSW-V 38 (2) Sociology is a much younger science

which has very recent origin whereas economics is comparatively an older science. (3) Sociology is an abstract science whereas

economics is concrete in nature. (4) Sociology is a general social science whereas economics is a special social science. (5) The

scope of sociology is very wide whereas the scope of economics is very limited. (6) Sociology is concerned with the social activities

of man whereas economics is concerned with the economic activities of man. (7) Society is studied as a unit of study in Sociology
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whereas man is taken as a unit of study in economics. (8) Both Sociology and economics differ from each other in respect of the

methods and techniques they use for their study. 2.5 Sociology and Psychology Sociology is a science of society. Hence it is closely

related to other social sciences and so also with psychology. Sociology and Psychology are very closely interlinked interrelated and

interdependent. Relationship between the two is so close and intimate that Psychologist like Karl Pearson refuses to accept both as

special science. Both depend on each other for their own comprehension. Their relationship will be clear if we analyze their inter-

relationship and mutual dependency. Sociology is a science of social phenomena and social relationship. It is a science of social

group and social institutions. It is a science of collective behavior. It studies human behavior in groups. But psychology is a science

of mind or mental processes. It is a science of human behavior. It analyses attitudes, emotions, perception, process of learning and

values of individuals and process of personality formation in society. In the words of Thouless ‘Psychology is the positive science of

human experience and behavior.’ But both the sciences are closely related to each other which can be known from the following.

Sociology receives help from Psychology. Psychology is a part of sociology hence without the help from Psychology Sociology

can’t understand itself fully and properly. There are many psychologists like Freud, MacDougal and others who have enrich
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Sociology in many respects. They opines that the whole social life could be reduced finally to psychological forces. Each and every

social problems and social phenomenon must have a psychological basis for the solution of which sociology requires the help from

psychology. A new branch of knowledge has developed with the combination of sociology and psychology which is known as

social psychology. Similarly, psychology depends on Sociology to comprehend itself fully. Psychology also requires help from

sociology in many cases. As human mind and personality is being influenced by social environment, culture, customs and traditions

hence psychology take the help from Sociology to understand this. To understand human nature and behaviour properly

psychology depends on sociology. There are many Psychological problems which must have a Social Cause. Psychology requires

the help from Sociology to understand these social problems. A research in Sociology richly contributes to psychology.

Contributions and theories of many Sociologists also are of great help to Psychologists. Thus Sociology and Psychology are

mutually dependent on each other. One can’t comprehend itself without the help from others. Besides there are some common

area of study such as social disorganization, public opinion etc. which are being studied by both Sociologists and Psychologists.

Social Psychology a branch of Psychology is developed with the combination of the two. In the words of Kretch and Crutchfield

Social Psychology is the science of behaviour of the individuals in society.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 43/185

Social psychology is the study of social and cultural influences on the individual. It focuses on the behaviour of a single person and

hence, differs from sociology, which is more concerned with relations among groups. However, there are areas of common interest

such as socialisation, norms and values. Moreover, the influences of the group on the individual and of the individual on the group

are also of interest to both social psychology and sociology. 2.5.1
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Differences : However, inspite of the mutual relationship and dependence both the sciences differ from each other in the following

ways. (1) Sociology is a science of society but Psychology is a science of mind. (2) Scope of Sociology is wide whereas scope of

Psychology is limited. (3) Society is the unit of study in sociology but individual is the unit of study in case of Psychology. NSOU ?

PGSW-V 40 (4) Sociology studies social processes whereas Psychology studies mental processes. (5) Sociology studies and analyses

human behavior from Sociological angle whereas psychology studies and analyses human behavior from Psychological angles. 2.6

Sociology and Anthropology Sociology is the mother of all social sciences. Hence it has close and intimate relationship with

Anthropology. The relationship is so close that Anthropologists like A.L. Kroeber consider Sociology and Anthropology as twin

sisters. They often appear as two names for the same subject. R. Reddfield recognizes the closeness between these two social

sciences. Sociology is a science of society. It studies behavior of man in groups. The term Sociology has been derived from the Latin

word ‘Socius’ means society, companion or association and the Greek word ‘logos’ means study or science. Hence Sociology is

concerned with the association of human beings. It is a science that deals with social groups. Similarly the term Anthropology is

derived from two Greek words ‘anthropos’ meaning man and ‘logos’ meaning study or science. Accordingly anthropology means

study of man. As a science of man it deals with man, his works and behavior. Anthropology studies the biological and cultural

development of man. Anthropology has a wide field of study which can be broadly divided into three main divisions such as physical

anthropology. Archeology cultural anthropology and social anthropology. Physical anthropology studies bodily characteristics of

early man and thereby try to understand both primitive and modern cultures. Archeology studies cultures of pre-historic period. This

study facilitates sociologists to make a comparative study of present social structure. It is concerned with the early periods of human

existence. It reconstructs the origin, spread and evolution of culture by examining the remains of the past societies. Social

anthropology deals with the behaviour of man in social institutions. Social anthropology and sociology are one and the same. Evan

Pritchard considers social anthropology as a branch of Sociology. 2.6.1 Mutual Help : However there exists a very close and intimate

relationship between Sociology and Anthropology. Both contribute to the growth of others. Both are mutually related to each
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other. Of course Sociology studies society whereas anthropology studies man. But as man and society are mutually interrelated

hence it is very difficult to distinguish two. However their close relationship can be known from the following. Anthropology

contributes to the growth of Sociology. Without the help of anthropology the study of Sociology can’t be complete. It is a part of

Sociology. Anthropology provides knowledge about ancient societies. To have a comprehensive understanding of present society

Sociology takes the help of anthropology. Contributions of many Anthropologists like R. Brown, Linton, Mead and Pritchard enriches

sociological knowledge’s. The origin of family, marriage, religion etc. can be better understood through anthropological knowledge.

The concepts like cultural area, cultural traits, and cultural lag etc. sociology accept from anthropology. Sociology accepts the

anthropological conclusion that ‘racial superiority is not responsible for mental development.’ Thus Sociology is greatly benefited by

anthropological studies. Similarly, Sociology contributes richly towards the growth of anthropology. Anthropology accepts many

concepts of Sociology. Research and contributions of many Sociologists like Emile Durkheim, Herbert Spencer is of great help to

anthropology. Anthropologists greatly benefited by the Sociological researches. Ideas and conclusions of Sociology contributes to

the research in anthropology. 2.7
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Sociology and Geography It has been realised from ancient times that Geography has a great impact on human society, the

influences of geographical conditions on human society are predominant and that there is a close relationship between physical

conditions and social phonemena. Geographical environment as defined by MacIver consists of those conditions that nature

provides for man. It includes the earth surface with all its physical features and natural resources, the distribution of land and water,

mountain and plains, minerals, plants and animals, the climate and all the cosmic forces, gravitational, electric, radiational that play

upon the earth and affect the life of man. There is no denying the fact that there is a correspondence between physical conditions

and modes of living e.g., inhabitants of tropical regions exhibit characteristic differences from those of temperate or of Arctic

regions: the sea-farer is typically distinct
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from the inlanders. One can also observe the differences between the modes and exigencies of human life in mountains, in the

plains and by the seaboard, in the desert and in the forest. Some of the thinkers have attributed a dominant role to Geography,

regarding it as the primary determinant of wealth and health, the size or energy of populations, of their customs and social

organisations, of their creeds and philosophies. The relationship between man’s physical environment and his social life has led to a

geographical school of Sociology. One of the pioneers of modern social geography was a Frenchman Le Play who in his important

study of European workers had developed the thesis that locality determines work and thus has a great influence on the economic

organisation of the family and this social institutions of the people. The emphasis of Le Play and his successors upon the relationship

between the characteristics of the physical environment and social development has influenced the sociologists at other places

also. The Regional School of American Sociology under the leadership of Howard W. Odum and his colleagues has been seeking the

interaction between man’s physical environment and man’s social life. The writers of this school have thus added tremendously to

our knowledge of the role of geography in man’s development. They have made us aware of the inter-play between climate and

topography and the various aspects of the physical environment on the one side and the political and economic, technological and

cultural phenomena on the other. But we should not lay too much stress on geographical factors determining the social life in a

particular region. It is not necessary that similar environments should produce similar cultures. We have even in primitive societies

different occupations being followed by different people in the same regional setting. The geographical environments alone never

explain the rise of a civilization. The growth of civilization changes and minimises the direct influence of local geographical

conditions. Many of the occupations of the modern man have no relation to the geographical environments. As the social heritage

grows the immediate geographical factors would assume a less determinant role in the interpretation of society. Man has assumed

great control over natural factors so that the overall influence of geographical forces is no longer overpowering. The fact, however,

remains that geography is a contributing, if not a determining, factor of human progress and, therefore, the relation between

Sociology and Geography is intimate.
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Sociology and Ethics Ethics is the science of morality. It is concerned with the moral rightness and wrongness of human action.

Ethics and Sociology are intimately related to each other. Man is a social being. He acquires moral standards notions of right and

wrong as a member of a social group. In other words, it is the society which influences the mental and moral development of the

individual and it is the individual who in return seeks to conform his actions to the moral standards of his social group. Thus the real

significance of moral life lies amidst a social group or in society. Sociology is primarily concerned with the study of the social groups

and it investigates into all aspects of human life–economic, political, religious, moral and cultural. Ethics throws light on the moral

life of the primitive individuals and institutions. This provides a background of human conduct and may thus serve a good purpose

for contrasting and comparing the moral conduct of the modern life with that of the primitive man. Further, the personal good of

the individual must at the same time be in harmony with the general good of the society as a whole. It is here that both Sociology

and Ethics come close to each other. This close relationship between the two has induced some ethical thinkers to regard Ethics as

a branch of Sociology. Charles A. Ellwood rightly remarks, “It is the business of sociology to furnish a foundation for scientific ethics

and on the other hand, it is the business of ethics to take the ethical implications which a scientific knowledge of human society

affords, develop them, criticise and harmonize them. An ethics worked out upon the basis of the knowledge furnished by the

sciences will make a larger use, therefore, of sociological knowledge than of any other form of scientific knowledge.” But the two

sciences also differ in some essential aspects. Firstly, Sociology is a positive science, while Ethics is a normative science. Sociology

studies institutions, customs and manners as they are or have been while Ethics looks upon them as they ought to be. Secondly,

Sociology studies men and their social relations collectively while Ethics studies men individually as moral agents of the society.

Thirdly, Sociology is merely speculative and has no practical bearing on any field of social life. Ethics, on the other hand, has some

practical bearing on our conduct.
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It seeks to formulate the rules of conduct which all people should observe. Fourthly, Sociology employs mainly historical

method in

the investigation of its problems. Ethics, on the other hand, seeks to explain human conduct with reference to an end or ideal. Finally,

while Sociology is concerned- with the study of progress of social groups from the point of view of time, Ethics is concerned with the

progress of society
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from the point of view of morality. 2.9 Sociology and Jurisprudence Jurisprudence is the science of law. It is concerned with the

study of the entire body of legal principles. Jurisprudence and Sociology are intimately related to each other. Sociology is the study

of man in society. Law controls and regulates actions of human beings in society and it is, therefore, a subject of great importance

for the sociologists. There is, however, difference of approach of a sociologist and of a lawyer to the subject of law. A lawyer is

concerned with the rules that men ought to obey; he is not interested in knowing how and to what extent these rules govern the

behaviour of ordinary citizens. A sociologist, on the other hand, is interested in law as a social phenomenon. His chief concern is not

with the rules themselves but with whether they are observed or not and in what way. A sociologist’s study of law from this angle

has been given title of Sociology of Law or Sociological Jurisprudence. Criminology and Penology are its important branches.

Criminology is concerned with the systematic study of crime and criminal behaviour from the social point of view. Penology studies

the effects of various penal systems of punishment and the efficacy of reform and rehabilitation schemes in changing criminal

behaviour. 2.10
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Sociology and Biology Biology is the science of man’s biological development, his sexual, anatomical and personal peculiarities. It

tells us how man’s body and mind evolved, how his system reacts to the outside world and what part his physical constitution plays

in the overall build up of his whole being. NSOU ? PGSW-V 45 Sociology is the study of human interaction and inter-relation.

According to N. G. Muller, “Our ideas of what sort of progress is possible or desirable for man must depend in part at least upon our

views of his nature, his manner of origination, the method by which changes have occurred and can occur in him and the relation

which he bears with the rest of nature.” It is not possible to determine the modes and limits of man’s social progress without being

acquainted with his physical capacities and limitations. According to Mischa Titiev, “It is impossible to gain a full understanding of

man’s culture without knowing something of his biology.” Darwinian Theory of evolution has been very useful in sociology. Spencer,

a leading sociologist, explained his theory of the evolution of society on the principle of natural evolution. Human ecology is based

upon biological ecology. Genetics, which is of major importance in Sociology, is an important branch of biology. In knowing the

effects of heredity upon man’s behaviour much help is sought from biology. Knowledge of biology is also essential for

understanding the problems concerned with marriage and family. Sociology on its part inspires biology to search knowledge in new

directions, for example, the need to limit the population has led to search for the means of birth control. However, biological

principles should not be indiscriminately applied to sociology. In this regard Ginsberg writes, “Biological factors are clearly of

importance to the students of society, since the unit of society is a living organism. Great confusion has, however, resulted from the

too facile application of biological categories to social facts, and in particular, a tendency to overemphasize the purely racial factors

in social evolution or change.”
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Thus there exists a great deal of relationship between Sociology and Anthropology. Both study human society and both are

concerned with all kinds of social groups like families, friends, tribes etc. Many of the ideas and concepts are used in both the

discipline. Hence both are interrelated and interdependent. But in spite of the inter-relationship both differ from each other.

Differences : (1) Sociology is a science of society whereas anthropology is a science of man and his behavior. (2) The scope of

Sociology is very wide whereas the scope of Anthropology is very NSOU ? PGSW-V 46 limited. Because anthropology is a part of

Sociology. (3) Sociology studies society as a whole whereas anthropology studies man as a part of society. (4) Sociology studies

civilizations which are vast and dynamic on the other hand Anthropology studies cultures which are small and static. (5) Sociology

studies modern, civilized and complex societies whereas Anthropology studies ancient and non-literate societies. (6) Sociology is

concerned with social planning whereas anthropology is not concerned with social planning. On the basis of social planning

sociology make suggestion for future but anthropology do not make any suggestion for future. (7) In the words of Kluckhon, “The

Sociological attitude has tended towards the Practical and Present, the anthropological towards pure understanding of the past.”

2.11

Conclusion This unit gave us an idea about the relationship are well as the differences between the various branches of Social

Sciences with Sociology. These could its shall help us become familiar with so many social phenomenon & then work with lot of

confidence & with a right approach.
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These branches of Legal Sociology have rendered great service to the law makers and law executors by adding to their knowledge

how the laws actually work and how the crime can be effectively dealt with. Sociology has thus shed considerable light and

understanding on the various problems that the society has to solve, particularly, from the point of view of Criminal Jurisprudence.

Consequently Jurisprudence has assumed a new meaning that laws are to be made for men and the law makers and its executors

are to take into consideration the human and the social aspect while making or executing it. 2.12

Exercise 1. What is the relationship of sociology with other discipline? Explain. ----------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------

NSOU ? PGSW-V 47 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------- 2. Write the differences between Sociology and Political Science? -

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- 3. Write the differences between Sociology and Geography? -----------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4. Establish the relationship between

Sociology & Jurisprudence. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------- 2.13 Reference http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/sociology/the-relationship-
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of-sociology-with-other-social- sciences/6248 http://www.sociologydiscussion.com/sociology/relation-of-sociology-with-other-

social- sciences/2188

NSOU ? PGSW-V 48 Unit 3 ? Social Groups, Society, Community and Association : Meaning, importance in the concept of Social Work

Structure 3.0 Objective 3.1 Introduction 3.2 Social group 3.3 Primary groups and Secondary groups 3.3.1 Primary Groups 3.3.2

Secondary Groups 3.3.3 Relationship between Primary and Secondary Groups 3.3.4 Differences and Similarities in Concepts 3.4

Society 3.5 Classification of Societies 3.6 Community 3.7 Associations 3.8 Institutions 3.9 Conclusion 3.10 Exercise 3.11 Reference 3.0

Objective In this unit we will learn about the Social group along with the concept of Society Community & Association and thus relate

it with the discipline of
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Social work. 3.1 Introduction In this unit you will be introduced to the basic concepts used in sociology. Social work and sociology

are related disciplines and social work borrows liberally from sociological NSOU ? PGSW-V 49 theory and

sociological concepts to understand social problems and society. Social Groups, Community, association
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are concepts that you will frequently come across in your theory as well as your field work. Therefore, it is important that you know

these concepts and their usage at this stage itself. 3.2

96% MATCHING BLOCK 57/185

Social group Just as every human being is born in a society, everywhere, social life is lived in groups, whether large or small. The

term ‘group’ is used in different ways. There might be a group, which is watching a game in progress, there might be a group of

people crossing a street. In sociology, the group is viewed in a different way. It has already been mentioned that the basic interest of

sociology is human social behaviour. This leads to a study of how people relate to each other or interact with each other.

The
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social group, therefore, would have to have the following : i) a group of persons (two or more); ii) a patterned interaction (i.e., there

is a regularity in the social relations, based on shared beliefs, values and norms); and iii) the interaction is sustained over a period of

time.

The

98% MATCHING BLOCK 59/185

groups are formed in order to satisfy some human needs. A basic need is survival and a family, which is an example of a group,

enables us to meet this need. As individuals, it is not possible to fulfil all the needs. It is through the groups that the needs are met.

We derive many satisfactions from living in groups and therefore, being a part of the group becomes important. The solidarity of a

group is dependent upon the frequency of interaction and the emotional attachment. 3.3
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Primary groups and Secondary groups According to Horton and Hunt groups are described in many ways. Some define a group as a

collection of individuals who live in close physical proximity. Other definition emphasizes the need for common characteristics

among the members if a collection of individuals has to be called a group. Yet another set of definitions require the members to

have common consciousness and regular interaction in order to be called a group. We will describe a collection of individuals as a

group if it is marked by the following characteristics :

NSOU ? PGSW-V 50
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A group should have a given number of individuals : One or two members cannot be called a group. Similarly a very large number of

individuals cannot be called a group. It would be more appropriate to call it a community, crowd, mob or a society. You will learn

about these concepts later. The group members should have regular interaction between themselves : Interaction between the

members should be purposeful and considered as such by the members. Thus individuals waiting for a bus and having casual

conversations cannot be called a group by these standards. Awareness about each other : The members are conscious about other

members’ behaviour, emotions, needs and their own behaviour is influenced by this consciousness. Members are aware of

themselves being a unit : Group members see themselves as distinct from others. They acknowledge that their membership in the

group makes them different from others. Common goals : A group, if it has to sustain itself has to have goals. Goals can be same for

all members or in some cases goals can be different. It is also possible that the stated goals of the group may be different from the

actual goals. A group may declare that its aim is to help the poor but members may join it primarily to meet and socialize with each

other.

Primary Group Secondary Group Characteristics of Primary and Secondary It is small in size High level of intimacy among members

relationship is very personal Interaction among members is very frequent and takes place on a face to face basis Members are

accepted regardless of who they are it is more about what the members mean to each other It is usually Large in size Less intimacy

among members relationships are usually impersonal and formal Less frequent interaction among members leading to limited contact

with each other Members are accepted on the basis of what they can do for the group FAMILY GROUP OF FRIENDS AT SCHOOL

CHURCH POLITICAL PARTY

NSOU ? PGSW-V 51
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Common ideals and values : When the above conditions are met it is likely that as far as the group purpose is concerned, the

members will have shared values. In matters not concerned with group, the members can have different views. For example,

members of group dedicated to promoting wildlife photography will agree with each other on the importance of promoting such a

cause. But, they may belong to different political parties and adhere to different ideologies. Established group patterns : Regular

purposeful interactions give rise to group patterns. These interactions can be formal or informal depending on the nature of the

groups. In case of formal interactions, rules, regulations and procedures are followed while in case of informal relations, there is

spontaneity. 3.3.1 Primary Groups Primary groups are those groups whose members have face to face contacts, intimate, personal

and non-formal relationship with each other. They have the following characteristics : Primary groups are of small size : The size of

the group is important as in larger groups it is difficult for the member to have intimate contacts with everyone. Small groups allow

qualitatively and quantitatively better interactions. Therefore, members have personal relationship with each other. Primary group

members share common goals : Members of a primary group may have different characteristics. For example, a family may have an

adult male and adult female and their children. Though they are different in many ways they share common goals, which they all

think are important and contribute towards their happiness. Primary group offers its

members
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a total experience : Total experience means that it affects the members in a number of ways. Individuals are accepted as total

personalities. For example, the family is a primary group, which has face to face and intimate relationship. It is also a total

relationship in the sense that members benefit in a number of ways. Children are given love and affections, provided with education

and taken care of when there are sick etc. The husband and wife help each other in more than one way. Hence a very important

part of the lives of the members is spent in the family. Peer groups are another example of primary groups. Primary group has

relationship as an end in itself : Primary group members see the relationship as an end in itself. In other words, the relationship is

valued for what it is NSOU ? PGSW-V 52 i.e. more than any specific benefit the members may get because of their membership. For

example, if a man marries only because he wants somebody to cook for him then it cannot be called a ‘genuine marriage’. Basic

Social Concepts Primary groups generally have long life : Families and peer groups exist as long as the members of the group live. If

any member dies or leaves the group the group itself ends. For example, if the father of the family dies, the group in its original form

also come to an end. The surviving members may continue to act as group but roles and interaction patterns undergo a major

change. It is, therefore, correct to call it a new group. Primary groups play an important role in determining the individual’s

personality : The family and the peer group are important agencies of socialisation. Both of them are primary groups and apart from

the services they provide they also give the members emotional support and education. While other agencies of socialisation do

play an important role, it is the unique experiences that the individual experience in the primary groups which becomes basis of his

or her personality. Primary groups sometimes compete for individual loyalty : Primary groups seek high degree of loyalty from its

members and in certain cases may advocate different values. In such a situation, the individual may be in a dilemma as to which

group value to adopt. For example, a teenager’s family may want the individual to dress conservatively while his peer group may

want him to dress according to the latest fashion and style. This can lead to personality conflicts. Some sociologists have held that

primary groups must have members living in close proximity with each other and having face-to-face relationships. But it need not

be so as even when there is physical distance between the members, if they can still be emotionally close to each other and thus

satisfy the criteria of the primary group. 3.3.2 Secondary Groups Secondary groups are generally larger than primary groups.

Members in secondary groups have formal, impersonal, and need based relationship with each other. A secondary group has the

following characteristics : Secondary groups have relatively large number of members : Secondary groups consist of many members

who share common interests. Some secondary groups may have

NSOU ? PGSW-V 53
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lesser number than a large joint family. But the manner in which they relate with each other is different, as we will see now. The

members can also be spread over large distances. Now a days, there are secondary groups whose members are all around the

globe. They interact through the web and conduct effective global campaigns without meeting each other face to face. Secondary

groups have specific interests : While primary groups have relationship as an end in itself, in secondary groups, relations are

maintained so that some other ends can be achieved. Members are also aware of this condition and as such, their emotional

involvement is much less as compared to secondary groups. Secondary group has clear objectives : The aim of forming a secondary

group is to attain some objectives which the members feel are important. In most cases, the objective is such that an individual

cannot attain it alone. He/she needs the cooperation from others. A secondary group is conceptually closer to the concept of

association. Secondary group members relate to each other formally : Since secondary members have specific objectives in mind

there is no need for them to know each other intimately. There is no need of meeting each other face-to-face either. A common

newsletter or a website as is the case now a days, is all that is needed to share information and pool resources. Once the objective is

attained, the secondary group may end its existence. Secondary groups play an important role in furthering members’ interest : In

democratic societies like ours, there is a need for mobilizing people on the basis of common interests. People can influence

decision making at different levels only if they organize themselves and make their voices heard. Secondary associations are used to

articulate the demands of various groups. 3.3.3 Relationship between Primary and Secondary Groups Primary and secondary groups

are related in more ways than one. Firstly, primary groups like family provide the secondary groups with members. They also prepare

them to cooperate and interact with others. Some behavioural problems among individuals occur when families do not prepare

their children to deal with the demands of secondary groups. Secondly, primary groups like sub-groups and cliques which are part

of secondary groups play a vital role in their decision making process. Their influence on the performance

NSOU ? PGSW-V 54
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of the secondary groups may be positive or negative depending on their intentions, their power and the power of those who may

oppose them. Thirdly, primary groups within the secondary group give emotional support to the members. Most secondary groups

cannot give its members a real sense of identity and nor can they give them individual attention. This can be seen in a college or

even in the army and in such places, the primary groups of peers give support to the member. 3.3.4 Differences and Similarities in

Concepts You have been introduced to the basic sociological concepts. You would have noticed that these concepts have some

similarities and some differences. Any social group is seen as being more than sum total of its members and in that way comes to

have a distinct life of its own. You should keep in mind that a sociologist’s major interest is in the way human collectivities function

as a whole and exercise their influence on the behaviour of the individuals. The difference between the various collectivities are due

to the following factors: size of the group, that is, the number of members; geographical area over which the members are located;

type of relationship between the members; relationship of the members to the collectivities; the nature of goals of the collectivities

the duration of their life and finally collectivities, influence on The individual members. We shall differentiate the various concepts

based on these factors as it will help in better understanding of the same. Size : The society is the largest collection of individuals. It

consists of a number of communities, associations, institutions, primary groups and secondary groups. A community is always a part

of the larger society. Associations and secondary groups are often smaller than a community. The primary group is the smallest

social unit. Geographical location : The society is spread over the largest area, followed by the community and primary group.

Associations and secondary groups may have members from a wide area but all people living in the area need not be members of

the association. For example, everybody living in India is an Indian and every body living in a village is part of the village community.

But a political party while having members from all over India cannot claim that all Indians are its members. Voluntary nature of

membership : The above stated difference is due to the type of membership of the various collectivities. An individual becomes a

member of a society

NSOU ? PGSW-V 55
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and a community naturally, that is, by being physically present in the area and sharing essential characteristics. On the other hand an

individual has to formally apply to be a member of an association or a secondary group. Nature of interaction : The interaction

between the members is most frequent and intense in a primary group. Community, associations and secondary groups have less

frequent and less intense interaction. Individuals are considered in their wholeness in a primary group while in a secondary group

and association only a few aspects of the personality are taken into consideration. A political party is not concerned whether a

member is healthy or educated as long as he or she performs useful work for the party. The primary group, however is concerned

about many aspects of the personality and does not just keep in view the usefulness of the member. Goals of the collective : The

goals of secondary groups and associations are specifics while the goals of the society and community are general and broad in

nature. Primary groups have many gods and perform many functions for their members. The existence of primary groups is crucial

for the continuance of other collectivities of social life. Relationship between the members and the larger whole : The loyalty and

sense of identity the members feel in primary groups is greater than the feelings of identification among members in a community

or a secondary group. In a society, these feelings are weaker still and more imagined than real. Duration of the collective : The

duration of groups and collectivities varies. The family as primary group exists as long as the members are alive or do not leave. On

the other hand, secondary groups, associations, community and society exist for long durations even as members die or leave. The

persistence of these collectivities is irrespective of the presence and absence of any member or group of members. 3.4
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Society Before we understand these concepts, it is important that we clarify what a concept means. A concept is expressed in one

or more words. Also concepts are abstractions, which mean that these are derived from experience and are mentally created. Once

the scientific community accepts a concept, all those who use it accept the meaning assigned to it. For example, in everyday

language a road means a way. NSOU ? PGSW-V 56 Sometimes there is need for further clarification of the concept. For example, a

road can be a street, a pukka road or kachn one or even a highway. In scientific language also, we qualify concepts, when we want

to say something more specific. For example, communities can be further classified into rural community, urban community and

tribal community. In some cases, social scientist; do not agree with the meaning attached to a specific concept and after a debate

among them, meanings attached to the concept undergo a change. According to Horton and Hunt, concepts are used for the

following reasons. One, it enables scientific discussion to take place. Concepts help social scientists find common ground for

initiating discussions on theories. Secondly. New knowledge is also created when concepts and theories are debated and its

limitations are identified. Thirdly, concepts allow easy communication by ‘reducing need for elaborate description. Otherwise, the

communicator would have to explain the social phenomena every time he/ she has to use it. According to Horton and Hunt society

is an organization of people whose associations are with one another. MacIver describes society as a web of relationships. There are

a number of definitions of society. Most of them point to the following characteristics of society. Society involves mutual awareness

: The first condition for calling a set of individuals a society is the awareness among them about each other. It is only when

individuals are aware about the presence of others that they can form a social relationship. Society consists of social relationships :

Any two individuals or

objects are
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said to be in relation with each other when there is mutual

interaction and
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when the actions of one effects the other. Thus in a society individuals are effected by the ways others behave. Society has values

and norms
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that guide these social relationships : Social relationships are guided and controlled by the values and norms of a society. Every

individual has a specific role assigned to hirn / her by the society. The performance of these roles is guided by the values and norms

of the society associated with the particular role. These values are taught to the individuals through the process of socialization.

They become part of the individual personality. Apart from this, there are informal and formal agencies of social control which apply

positive and negative sanctions on the individual for making
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conform to the societal values and norms. Society has general goals : Every society wants to perpetuate itself. Certain functions

have to be performed if the society has to maintain itself and prevent its own NSOU ? PGSW-V 57 destruction. These are called

functional prerequisites. Some of the most common functions identified are the following; common goals; common orientation

towards environment.; communications; set of common values; reproduction and rearing of children, socializing the children,

attaining food and other resources require$ for its members’ survival, protecting its members from natural and man-made disasters

and specific ways to deal with conflicts and disagreements within the

members. The ways
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these functions are performed vary from society to society. Society has a number of complementary social processes : We find a

variety of social processes and attributes in the society. We find instances of association, cooperation, competition

and
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conflict in society. Similarly we find that in many ways the members of society are alike and in many other ways they are different.

There are groups and subgroups with these groups that have their respective dynamics. All these different social processes make up

the society. Society has division of labour : One individual cannot perform all functions required to maintain a society. The work has

to be divided among the members. The criteria by which the functions are divided among the members and its social consequences

are important part of study for the sociologist. Division of labour can be based on sex, education, profession, ethnicity, caste or

class. Division of labour depends on the level of complexity of the society. Society is more than the sum total of its members : The

society influences individuals in many ways. It is the environment along with hereditary factors that determine the personality of the

individual. Thus the society comes to have a force of its own by which it influences the members. This force is applied through

social institutions like laws, religion and family. 3.5 Classification of Societies Sociologists have classified societies according to

different criteria. Societies classified ort their geographical location : Examples of this classification are Western society, Indian

society, Chinese society and so on. This kind of classification is used broadly like in western societies. It is felt for example that all

societies in the west share certain common and significant characteristics. It can also be used narrowly when we
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want to refer to a regional group, for example we talk of Manipuri society or Rajasthani society. Societies classified on the basis of

the language : Examples of this classification are Tamil society and Telugu society. Language is a medium which unites people and

one of the modes by which the culture of the people is expressed. So language is sometimes used to distinguish societies from each

other. Societies classified based on core values : Sometimes opinions regarding the nature of the society are based on essential

core-values which the members adhere to. For example, Western society is considered modern, rational, individualistic and

consumerist while Indian society is considered to be traditional, religious, group-oriented and spiritual. In most cases such

classification is the result of stereotyping and labeling. It is based on insufficient and inaccurate information on the societies other

than one’s own. Social workers should be able to see how such images, often negative, about other societies, influence the

behaviobr of members. Societies based on level of complexity of social life : Simple societies are those societies that have the

following characteristics: small-sized with fewer members; relatively isolated from other societies-spatially, culturally and

economically, means for obtaining food is hunting and gathering; low level of technology used in production of articles; division of

labour is limited and based on age and sex; barter and gift taking and giving are the major ways for exchange of goods between the

members; political system is based on heredity principle and traditional authority; group consciousness dominates individual

consciousness and unity in the group is maintained by the likeness among the members. On the other hand, complex societies are

based on the following characteristics: large numbers of members and, therefore; close relationship with other societies mainly due

to advanced technology used in communication and transport; high level of technology used in producing all goods including

foodstuffs; division of labour is highly diversified; market is the main form of exchange of goods while other forms of exchange like

barter play a marginal role; political system is highly advanced with different competing interests; a large bureaucracy based on

rational-legal values: individual consciousness and individual freedom is promoted; diversity in life-styles is encouraged and unity is

based on interdependence of members. Societies based on its economic system : Sociologists influenced by Marxism maintain that

economic factors have predominant influence on how the society is structured and how society functions. Based on these criteria

societies are classified as capitalistic societies and socialistic societies. Both these societies are complex in nature, but in NSOU ?

PGSW-V 59 capitalistic society, the forces of production (land, factories) are privately owned. Workers working in these factories are

paid wages in exchange of the labour they contribute. Markets determine the costs of the goods and services that are produced.

Private property-ownership and profit-making are encouraged. The state has no or minimal role in the economy of the country. In a

socialistic society, all or significant part of the forces of production are owned by the state in different forms. The state uses its

ownership of industries to influence the economy. Equally important is the role of planning in a socialistic economy The market is

only allowed to have limited influence on the economy. The supply of goods and services are determined by the plan which the

government prepares after assessing the needs and demands’ of different sections of the society. The government through its

policies tries to ensure that the differences in income between various sections of the society are not very large. After the collapse of

the Socialist, bloc planning has lost much of its appeal for governments around the globe. Most countries have started giving

significant role to market and private entrepreneurs in their economies. Nevertheless, it is also true that classical capitalist society no

longer exists as all governments in the modern times play a significant role in the economy of the country. Societies based on the

political system : Societies can be classified also on the basis of the nature of political system into democratic or authoritarian.. A

democratic society has a state whose leaders are elected by popular vote. Regular elections are held to elect the leaders. Though

free and fair elections are important, other conditions needed for democratic society are: freedom of association, freedom of

speech, tolerance of different opinions, protection of minority rights, equality before law and respect for human rights. Authoritarian

society neither allows dissent nor freedom of association. No other organization is allowed to challenge the authority of the state.

Societies classified based on historical periods : Ancient societies, medieval societies and modern societies are some of the societies

based on historical periods in which they existed. 3.6
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Community Like society, different sociologists have also defined ‘community’ differently. Horton and Hunt define a community as a

local grouping within which people carry out a full round of life activities. Explaining it in greater detail they include the following

characteristics.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 60 Community
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is a grouping of people : Community consists of a number of people living together and sharing a common life. They interact with

each other frequently and purposefully. A fixed geographical area : This is an important characteristic of the community. A

community has well-defined boundaries that are recognized by the members of the community as well as outsiders. To become a

member of the community, one needs to have some relationship with the specific geographical area. In some cases, membership of

the community can be had if one’s parents belong to the specific community. Division of labour : In every group, many functions

have to be performed, so that the group survives. No individual or group can do all these functions by themselves. There are also

differences in the skill and aptitude of the individuals. These factors lead to division of labour and occupational specialization.

Members are conscious of their unity and of belongingness to the community : Members are aware of their membership in a

particular community. It affects their behaviour in many ways. They take pride in the achievements of their fellow-members and are

concerned when undesirable things happen to them. Members act collectively in an organized manner to achieve common goals :

Members live in a particular area and share common interests. Therefore, they can be easily organized to achieve common

objectives. This, condition enables the practice of social work method-community organization. Also, many programmes are

implemented because it is felt that the community as a whole will participate and benefit from the programme, for example, the

community development programme. Common culture : Culture of any group develops as a result of group living. A common way

of thinking about the different aspects of life develops and this is transmitted from one generation to other. Cultural influences from

outside the group are accepted or rejected collectively by the group. As a result of common experiences, a common culture

develops and regulates the group behaviour. Use of the Concept ‘Community’ The concept also helps in describing and

differentiating existing communities. The most commonly used classification is to distinguish between urban community and rural

community. Rural communities are characterized by the following attributes: strong community sentiment;
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importance of neighbourhood; relatively high incidence of extended families; predominance of primary relationships; majority of

community members’ occupations are related to the primary sectors like fishing, agriculture, hunting, etc; high degree of informal

social control; greater degree of homogeneity. On the other hand urban community is defined as characterised by the following:

weak community sentiments and lesser importance of neighbourhood; predominance of lower degree of informal social control;

major occupations of the members are related to industry and services sector and heterogeneity. Further when the community is

taken as a unit for action, it simplifies the formulation and implementation of programmes. Without delineating the boundaries of

the community and understanding its structure it would be difficult to analyze the needs of the community. Limitations in the Use of

the Concept ‘Community’ Though the concept is quite clear on paper, in real life its application is confusing due to these reasons.

Firstly, no community seems to fulfill all the characteristics required to be termed as a community. Also, the distinctions between

different types of communities are not clear. We find that characteristics that are attributed to the rural characteristics are also found

in the urban areas and vice versa. Secondly, in some Indian villages, there is less or even no ‘We feeling’ among the members

because the community is divided on the basis of caste. Thirdly, it is observed that when people say ‘community’ they seem to have

in their minds only the male members of the community. In many village communities, women do not have a public voice and

sometimes are not even seen. 3.7
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Associations Modem societies are characterized by presence of numerous associations. These associations are of different varieties,

of different types, of different sizes and with different objectives. MacIver defines an association as ‘an organization deliberately

formed for the collective pursuit of some interest or set of interests, which its members share’. The following are the characteristics

of associations : Associations are groups of individuals : Associations consist of a number of
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individuals who share common interest or common interests. They relate to

each other
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so that they can promote the group’s interests. Attaining group interests will eventually mean that the individual member’s interests

are also promoted. Associations have objectives : These interests are specific and all the members are aware of these interests. In

most cases, the objectives of the association will reveal those interests of the members, which it wants to pursue. Objectives are

framed after taking into consideration the reality of the situation. The success and failure of the association depends on whether it

attains its objectives or not. Association has formal rules and regulations : A small association may not have any formal rules as

members may be functioning based on the personal relationship they have with each other. But if the association grows larger and

its functioning becomes complex, then normal rules and regulations are formulated. Formal rules and regulations of the association

determine how the members will act in specific situations. In many associations, these rules and procedures are written down. In

your fieldwork agency you can request the officials to allow you to show the ‘Memorandum of Association’. This document will

show you the objectives of the agency, its mode of functioning and other relevant information. Membership is voluntary :

Associations are product of modern societies. Membership is voluntary, that is, members join the association out of their own desire.

The association can set standards for allowing members to join. Once the aspirant meets these standards he or she is allowed to

join the association. Associations survive as long as it has members : Unlike families, associations survive even if the original

members leave or expire. The only condition is that new members should join the association and replace those who’re leaving.

Associations and their relevance in modern society : Modern societies freely allow and even encourage the formation of the

associations. Therefore, we find that there are associations that have serious objectives like influencing government policy and there

are associations that want to promote bird watching. Tocqueville, a prominent social thinker, who studied the American society in

the eighteen century, was the first to point out that associations promote democracy. Modern thinkers have agreed with these

observations. Associations allow citizens to organize themselves, articulate their demands, thereby restricting the authority of the

government. This prevents the government from accumulating all authority in itself at the cost of individual freedom. Two,

associations allow for plurality
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of opinions. Associations also provide a number of services, which improve the quality of life of the people. In traditional society,

individuals become part of the groups on the basis of their ascribed status. For example, medieval cities had merchant guilds whose

membership was based on the caste of the individuals. In modern India, there is a proliferation of caste associations. These

associations have characteristics of both traditional groups and modern associations. Its objectives are related to that of a

modern society

like influencing government policies and building educational institutions. However, membership is based on primordial

considerations like caste and religion. So these associations cannot be called fully modern or fully traditional. However, they play a

significant role in
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the lives of most Indians. 3.8 Institutions In everyday language, people use institutions to mean organizations. For example, college is

called educational institution. But in sociology the concept ‘institution’ has a specific meaning. According to MacIver, institutions are

‘established forms or conditions of procedures characteristics of group activity’. According to Horton and Hunt, an institution is a

system of norms to achieve some .goal or activity that people feel is important, or more formally an organized cluster of folkways

and mores centered around a major human activity. Institutions have the following characteristics. Institution emerges out of social

interactions within a group : According to Sumner there are two types of institutions - crescive institutions and enacted institutions.

Crescive institutions are those norms that emerge unconsciously in society. Its origin is unclear and cannot be dated. On the other

hand, enacted institutions are consciously created for specific purposes. Modern day laws, which are rationally formulated, are an

example of enacted institutions. Institutions are structural processes that control human behaivour : Any member of society is

expected to follow the rules, regulations and usages prevalent in the society. These rules, regulations and usages can be informal or

formal. If it is formal, then it is codified and in most cases will have an organization responsible to see that individuals
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follow these rules. For examp1e:in Indian society, if a person wants to get married she can do so only under one of the Marriage Acts

formulated by the government. There will be an agency for conducting marriage and to see that conditions needed for marriage are

fulfilled. The male and female agree to perform the duties of husband and wife respectively. In cases of conflict between the

partners, there are police and courts to deal with them. The totality of these processes can be called the institution of marriage in

India. All institutions have roles and status : Every institution gives a particular role and status to the individuals involved in it. Role is a

set of behaviour expected of an individual in particular social context. Status is the position of the individual in society. In an

educational institution, for example, there are individuals who come to learn and are given the status of students, and the individuals

who teach are given status of teachers. In

his/ her
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role as a student he or she has to attend class, maintain discipline, obey the teachers and participate in the class discussions. In

his/her role as a teacher as he or she
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has to take classes, evaluate students’ notebooks, control the students and follow the principal’s instructions. Institutions operate

through the means of roles. Institutional roles are learnt by socialization : Every institution prescribes specific roles for the particular

individual. The different roles individuals perform are learnt through the process of socialization. Main agencies of socialization are

family, educational institutions, peer group, state and religion. Institutions influence each other : There are many institutions in a

society and they influence each other. For example, the school teaches the students how to behave like a good citizen. When they

grow up they become good citizens who are aware of the laws and their responsibilities. At times various institutions give

contradictory norms, which result in confusion in the individual. For example, feudalism and modern democracy co-exist in some

parts of India, each of which makes opposing demands on the individual. Democracy advocates equality while feudalism advocates

structured inequality. The major institutions which are the subject of the sociological study are political, economic, family,

educational and religious. Other important institutions in society are bureaucracy , welfare institutions and military. Relationship*

between an institution and organization : As mentioned in the start of the section, institutions and organizations are different

conceptually. Institutions are recognized way of thinking while organizations are formal groups created to achieve
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specific objectives. At the same time they are related to each other as every organization has an institutional framework, which

allows it to survive. 3.9

Conclusion To work efficiently, we must have a complete knowledge about the groups & community to know the sentiments & trycle

of the people thus colse study of thise societies will enhance our understanding about the system in a much better way. 3.10 Exercise

1. What is a social group? ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------- 2. What are the differences between primary and secondary groups? ----------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 3. What

are the characteristics of a society? -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------- 4. What are the characteristics of a community? --------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3.11 Reference
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Objective 4.1 Introduction 4.1.1 Concept/Definition 4.1.2 Elements 4.2 Types of Social Structure 4.3 Types of society 4.3.1 Preindustrial

Societies 4.3.2 Industrial Society 4.4 Defining a complex society 4.5 Social Work with Rural Communities 4.6 Social Work with Urban

Communities 4.7 Social Work with Tribal Communities 4.8 Conclusion 4.9 Exercise 4.10 Reference 4.0 Objective Society in a basic

unit. It is of distinct nature & may be of various nature. In this unit we will learn about the social structure, & also get an idea about the

former societies. 4.1 Introduction : Social Structure As individuals we all know a great deal about ourselves and about the societies in

which we live. We have fairly good understanding of why we act as we do. Many of things that we do in our day-to-day lives, because

we understand the social conventions involved. From the above discussion on socialization we have come to conclusion that there is

social
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Concept/Definition The social environments in which we exist do not just consist of random assortment of events or actions. There

are underlying regulations, or patterning, in how people behave and in the relationships in which they stand with one another. It is

these regulations to which the concept of social structure refers. To some degree it is helpful to picture the structural characteristics

of societies as resembling the structure of building. But this metaphor can be applied to social structures strictly because, social

structures are made up of human actions and relationships. We should understand human socities to be like buildings that are every

moment being reconstructed by the very brick that compose them. The actions of all of us are influenced by the structural

characteristics of the societies in which we are brought up and live; and at the same time, we recreate those structural characteristics

in our actions. In short, Social structure is patterned social order as we observe it. You would be clearer about the concept as we

proceed in this unit. 4.1.2 Elements Social structure refers to arrangement of social activities that are seen to exist over some period of

time and that is believed to depict underlying patterns of social order. Social structure results from process that means they are not

static. That means that Social structures are relatively bounded and stable occurrence of social order together with associated culture.

To recapitulate from the concepts we talked at the beginning of this unit Social structure refers to the pattern of interrelations between

individuals. Every society has a social structure, a complex of major institutions, groups, and arrangements, relating to status and

power. Social structure is an arrangement of social activities that is seen to exist over some period of time and that is believed to

depict underlying pattern of social order. 4.2 Types of Social Structure From the above discussion it is fairly clear there are different

types of social structures in a society and each one of us a member of more than one social structure. Be it a family, economic

structure, religious structure, political structure etc.
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an ensemble of a variety of customs and habits accumulated over a period of time. Institutions are instruments and tools of human

transactions. An institution is thus a stable cluster of norms, values and roles. ii) Family The family is an organized group based on a

network of relationships. These relationships provide assignment of rights and duties between members. iii) Economic Institution

Social institutions concerned with the management, production and distribution of human resources are referred to as economic

institutions. Economic institutions have also been defined by Kingsley Davis, as those ‘basic ideas’, norms and statutes that govern the

allocation of scarce goods in any society, whether society is primitive or civilized. The economic institutions thus govern the activities

of the individuals with regards to production, distribution and consumption of goods and services in society. The property and the

contract are the most fundamental economic institutions. The economic institutions that constitute the economic system are wages,

the system of exchange and division of labour, the property and the contract. iv) Religious Institution Religion has existed throughout

the history of human society. It is an important aspect of human social life. Religion has been defined as ‘a belief in supernatural being’,

by the anthropologist E. B. Tylor. These beliefs are associated with emotional state of mind such as fear, awe, happiness, reverence etc.

As regards, to the social structure, every religion involves its specific rituals such as playing, dancing, chanting, fasting and eating

certain kinds of food and so on. Religious institutions have believed to have been evolved into an organized forms based on a system

of beliefs and ritual practices. There are different forms of the communities of believers such as the church, the sect and the cult.

Church is well-established organization, and has a bureaucratic structure with hierarchy of office bearers among the believers.

Hinduism also has some organized body in important temples of the country and the body of persons entrusted with the responsibility

of management of temples.
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originate as remonstrate against the old established religion. It is initiated by a few and gradually others join it. The sect rejects the

tenets of the conventional religion and attempts to convince people about the weaknesses of the traditional religion. Arya samaj is an

example of sect of Hinduism. v) Educational Institution A child is born only as a biological being but soon becomes social being

through socialization and education. Education is an effort of the senior people to transfer their knowledge to the younger members

of the society. It is, therefore, also an institution that plays vital role in integrating an individual with his society and in maintaining the

perpetuation of culture. Emile Durkheim, the French sociologist defines education as ‘the influence exercised by the adult generation

upon those who are not yet ready for adult life’.

He maintains that ‘society can survive only if there exists among its members sufficient degree of homogeneity.
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The homogeneity is perpetuated and reinforced by education. A child learns basic rules, regulations, norms and values of society

through education. Sociologists mainly focus on the influence of social situations on the nature of education system and the role of

education in social change. Durkheim argues that in complex industrial society, school serves important functions which the family or

peer group may not be able to do. In the family or peer group, a person has to interact with his kin or with his friend, but in a society at

large, one has to interact with a person who is neither a kin nor a friend. School teaches an individual to learn to cooperate with

strangers. vi) State/Political Institutions According to Max Weber, State is the most fundamental institutions of a political system. The

state means the institution which exercises the monopoly over the legitimate use of power within a given territory. It can use force to

implement its policies. To exercise political power, state has sub institutions that are involved to implement its policies. The judiciary

and the legislature are the instruments that cooperate in the distribution of power. The essential elements of the state are a

population, a defined territory, a government and sovereignty. Legitimate power is
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monopoly in the exercise of legitimate force. The political system in the remote past were such that the political power of rulers were

relatively unqualified but state which emerged after Enlightenment and Industrial Revolution was endowed with qualified power. ‘The

state’ according to Max Weber, ‘is a human community which successfully claim the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force

within a given territory’. The Constitution of a state/country defines the limits of power of the state and its different organs. The power

is legitimate so long as presents the ‘general will’ of the people and is voluntarily accepted by them. There are three bases of

legitimization of power and can be classified into three corresponding types of authority. The authorities are: the traditional authority,

the charismatic authority, and the legal rational authority. The traditional authority is that which people obey by habit. They accept the

power of someone simply because it has been done so in the past. For example, the tribal chief Charismatic authority is the second

type. People also behave voluntarily under the influence of a person who possesses some extraordinary qualities. They obey the

person due to their faith in and respect for him. The authority in the modern industrial society is legal rational type. This authority is

formal and its privileges are limited and defined by law. The actual power lies not in the person but in the position he occupies. The

administrative staffs of the state are an example of this category. This kind of authority is impersonal and rational in nature. 4.3 Types of

society
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Hunting and gathering tribes, industrialized Japan, Americans each is a society terms, society refers to a group of people who live in

a definable community and share the same culture. On a broader scale, society consists of the people and institutions around us,

our shared beliefs, and our cultural ideas. Typically, more-advanced societies also share a political authority. Sociologist Gerhard

Lenski (1924–) defined societies in terms of their technological sophistication. As a society advances, so does its use of technology.

Societies with rudimentary technology depend on the fluctuations of their environments, while industrialized NSOU ? PGSW-V 72

societies have more control over the impact of their surroundings and thus develop different cultural features. This distinction is so

important that sociologists generally classify societies along a spectrum of their level of industrialization—from preindustrial to

industrial to post industrial. 4.3.1 Preindustrial Societies Before the Industrial Revolution and the widespread use of machines,

societies were small, rural, and dependent largely on local resources. Economic production was limited to the amount of labor a

human being could provide, and there were few specialized occupations. The very first occupation was that of hunter-gatherer.

Hunter-Gatherer Hunter-gatherer societies demonstrate the strongest dependence on the environment of the various types of

preindustrial societies. As the basic structure of human society until about 10,000–12,000 years ago, these groups were based

around kinship or tribes. Hunter-gatherers relied on their surroundings for survival—they hunted wild animals and foraged for

uncultivated plants for food. When resources became scarce, the group moved to a new area to find sustenance, meaning they

were nomadic. These societies were common until several hundred years ago, but today only a few hundred remain in existence,

such as indigenous Australian tribes sometimes referred to as “aborigines,” or the Bambuti, a group of pygmy hunter-gatherers

residing in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Hunter- gatherer groups are quickly disappearing as the world’s population explodes.

Pastoral Changing conditions and adaptations led some societies to rely on the domestication of animals where circumstances

permitted. Roughly 7,500 years ago, human societies began to recognize their ability to tame and breed animals and to grow and

cultivate their own plants. Pastoral societies, such as the Maasai villagers, rely on the domestication of animals as a resource for

survival. Unlike earlier hunter-gatherers who depended entirely on existing resources to stay alive, pastoral groups were able to

breed livestock for food, clothing, and transportation, and they created a surplus of goods. Herding, or pastoral, societies remained

nomadic because they were forced to follow their animals to fresh feeding grounds. Around the time that pastoral societies

emerged, specialized occupations began to develop, and societies commenced trading with local groups.
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Horticultural Around the same time that pastoral societies were on the rise, another type of society developed, based on the newly

developed capacity for people to grow and cultivate plants. Previously, the depletion of a region’s crops or water supply forced

pastoral societies to relocate in search of food sources for their livestock. Horticultural societies formed in areas where rainfall and

other conditions allowed them to grow stable crops. They were similar to hunter-gatherers in that they largely depended on the

environment for survival, but since they didn’t have to abandon their location to follow resources, they were able to start permanent

settlements. This created more stability and more material goods and became the basis for the first revolution in human survival.

Agricultural While pastoral and horticultural societies used small, temporary tools such as digging sticks or hoes, agricultural

societies relied on permanent tools for survival. Around 3000 B.C.E., an explosion of new technology known as the Agricultural

Revolution made farming possible—and profitable. Farmers learned to rotate the types of crops grown on their fields and to reuse

waste products such as fertilizer, which led to better harvests and bigger surpluses of food. New tools for digging and harvesting

were made of metal, and this made them more effective and longer lasting. Human settlements grew into towns and cities, and

particularly bountiful regions became centers of trade and commerce. This is also the age in which people had the time and

comfort to engage in more contemplative and thoughtful activities, such as music, poetry, and philosophy. This period became

referred to as the “dawn of civilization” by some because of the development of leisure and humanities. Craftspeople were able to

support themselves through the production of creative, decorative, or thought-provoking aesthetic objects and writings. As

resources became more plentiful, social classes became more divisive. Those who had more resources could afford better living

and developed into a class of nobility. Difference in social standing between men and women increased. As cities expanded,

ownership and preservation of resources became a pressing concern. Feudal The ninth century gave rise to feudal societies. These

societies contained a strict hierarchical system of power based around land ownership and protection. The nobility, known as lords,

placed vassals in charge of pieces of land. In return for the resources that the land provided, vassals promised to fight for their lords.
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These individual pieces of land, known as fiefdoms, were cultivated by the lower class. In return for maintaining the land, peasants

were guaranteed a place to live and protection from outside enemies. Power was handed down through family lines, with peasant

families serving lords for generations and generations. Ultimately, the social and economic system of feudalism failed and was

replaced by capitalism and the technological advances of the industrial era. 4.3.2 Industrial Society In the eighteenth century, Europe

experienced a dramatic rise in technological invention, ushering in an era known as the Industrial Revolution. What made this period

remarkable was the number of new inventions that influenced people’s daily lives. Within a generation, tasks that had until this point

required months of labor became achievable in a matter of days. Before the Industrial Revolution, work was largely person- or

animal- based, and relied on human workers or horses to power mills and drive pumps. In 1782, James Watt and Matthew Boulton

created a steam engine that could do the work of twelve horses by itself. Steam power began appearing everywhere. Instead of

paying artisans to painstakingly spin wool and weave it into cloth, people turned to textile mills that produced fabric quickly at a

better price and often with better quality. Rather than planting and harvesting fields by hand, farmers were able to purchase

mechanical seeders and threshing machines that caused agricultural productivity to soar. Products such as paper and glass became

available to the average person, and the quality and accessibility of education and health care soared. Gas lights allowed increased

visibility in the dark, and towns and cities developed a nightlife. One of the results of increased productivity and technology was the

rise of urban centers. Workers flocked to factories for jobs, and the populations of cities became increasingly diverse. The new

generation became less preoccupied with maintaining family land and traditions and more focused on acquiring wealth and

achieving upward mobility for themselves and their families. People wanted their children and their children’s children to continue to

rise to the top, and as capitalism increased, so did social mobility. It was during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of the

Industrial Revolution that sociology was born. Life was changing quickly and the long-established traditions of the agricultural eras

did not apply to life in the larger cities. Masses of people were moving to
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new environments and often found themselves faced with horrendous conditions of filth, overcrowding, and poverty. Social

scientists emerged to study the relationship between the individual members of society and society as a whole. It was during this

time that power moved from the hands of the aristocracy and “old money” to business-savvy newcomers who amassed fortunes in

their lifetimes. Families such as the Rockefellers and the Vanderbilts became the new power players and used their influence in

business to control aspects of government as well. Eventually, concerns over the exploitation of workers led to the formation of

labor unions and laws that set mandatory conditions for employees. Although the introduction of new technology at the end of the

nineteenth century ended the industrial age, much of our social structure and social ideas— like family, childhood, and time

standardization—have a basis in industrial society.
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Postindustrial Society Information societies, sometimes known as postindustrial or digital societies, are a recent development. Unlike

industrial societies that are rooted in the production of
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material goods, information societies are based on the production of information and services. Digital technology is the steam

engine of information societies, and computer moguls such as Steve Jobs and Bill Gates are its John D. Rockefellers and Cornelius

Vanderbilts. Since the economy of information societies is driven by knowledge and not material goods, power lies with those in

charge of storing and distributing information. Members of a postindustrial society are likely to be employed as sellers of services—

software programmers or business consultants, for example—instead of producers of goods. Social classes are divided by access to

education, since without technical skills, people in an information society lack the means for success. 4.4
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Defining a complex society Technological advances from the stage of hunting and gathering to landing on the moon have given

birth to a technologically advanced complex society in modern times. Described as ‘complex societies’, modern industrial nation-

states are contrasted with the simple societies in various important ways: 1. larger territory and population membership; 2. greater

occupational differentiation, and specialisation of work and social groups;

Farmer Services Industry Data- bases Working units Field data Climate data Automation I NTERNE T
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advanced technology for production of consumer items, building of houses, work places, etc; 4. greater co-ordination in the

management of the complex society; 5. quick rate of change in terms of consumer goods, forms of education, and so on; 6. Faster

modes of mass communication, such as, radio, TV, computers internet etc. 7. Initially it was technological advances that ushered in

change. Huge markets sprang up, occupational opportunities and population increase created the nation- state. This is far more

inclusive in organisation than anything in simple societies. 4.5
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Social Work with Rural Communities Features of the Rural Community ? In majority of the villages, the economy is based on

agriculture. The life-cycle of a village community would centre on the specific nature of agriculture. Indian Agriculture is dependent

on monsoons for most parts of the country, leading to a great degree of uncertainty. The labourers do not have work throughout

the year, while the farmers are unsure of a good crop. This uncertainty would be reflected in the life of the people – long term

planning to spend and save becomes difficult, affecting children’s education, health and other long-term expenditures. ? The main

occupations are cultivation and labour work. With the onset of monsoons, for tilling and ploughing the land, and during the

harvesting season, the demand for labour goes up pushing up the wages. During the off- season, not only would the wages come

down, but the families may also have to migrate in search of jobs. The cultivator, who is dependent on market prices, gains if the

prices are high and vice-versa; with falling prices, he tends to loose. ? Compared to an urban community, the population of a village

would be much smaller. Occupationally, and in terms of residence, people would be less mobile. In a rural community, occupations

tend to be inherited–a cultivator’s son would turn to farming, while children from a landless household would turn to labour work.

Occupational changes are easier when a person migrates to an urban centre. Members of a rural community share similar cultural

patterns, such as, the same language, religion, food habits, etc. Overall, a village has a great degree of homogeneity.
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The social structure of the village is based on the caste system and the traditional family structure. The primary ties would be

important with a strong sense of belonging. A person’s role and perceptions would emerge as an outcome of his position in the

local society. There would be a fundamental acceptance of the normative and perceptual values of the group. Members of the same

caste tend to stay close to each other in the village. Institutional Structures in a Rural Community Institutional structures refer to

organisations with policies, programmes, finances and administrative hierarchy; and in the last fifty years, a number of them

emerged undertaking different functions. Powerful castes and economic categories control them. They affect the life of the local

community in various ways and it is necessary to understand how they work. They can be of three types: a) Governmental

Organisations A number of departments of the state Government affect the life of the local community, such as the Revenue,

Forest, Irrigation, Health, General Administration, Public Works Department, etc. The Government exercises direct control and takes

all decision related to recruitment, working conditions, payment of salary, work allotment, supervision, etc. Then, there are

autonomous organisations like the State Electricity Boards and the Police Department. b) Non-Governmental Organisations Local

communities have a number of formal and informal organisations. They could be of different types–social, political, religious, etc.,

undertaking different functions in the community. Most villages may have one or two Mahila Mandals and a committee managing

the affairs of the local shrine. Members of political parties tend to be more active than members of other organisations and could be

mobilised for some of the social work issues. A major characteristic of NGOs is that the Government does not exercise direct

control over them. c) Statutory and Public Institutions In the last half a century of development, a number of statutory organisations

have emerged, such as, Panchayati Raj Institutions and co-operative organisations in the area of credit, agriculture processing and

marketing, supply of agriculture inputs,
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etc. Milk co-operatives have been set in many rural areas. They are public bodies reflecting local interests with political overtones.

Since the leadership emerges after fighting elections, these bodies have strong local roots. The most widespread of such

organisation is the Panchayati Raj Institution, which works at the District (Zilla Parishad), Block (Panchayat Samiti) and the Village

(Gram Panchayat and Gram Sabha) level. Each state has passed it’s own legislation for the implementation of Panchayti Raj. In the

area of rural banking, the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development has been set up under the NABARD Act, 1981, which

is a Central legislation. Problems in a Rural Community The problems in a rural community can be understood in the following

manner : a) Problems at the level of Individuals Family conflicts of various types will come under this category. The most common

would be conflicts between the spouses or conflicts between two generations of the family members. These conflicts are more in

the nature of value-conflicts, centered on one or two individuals in which the role of the human personality is important. b)

Problems at the level of Groups The problems at the group level could be more in the nature of socio-economic conditions. These

could be the problems of the aged, single parents, marginal farmers, landless households, illiterates, school drop-outs, teenagers,

etc. c) Problems at the level of Communities The defining element here would be a section of population larger than a group being

affected. This could be a large segment of the community or the whole community. At this level, there are implications on policies

affecting the village community and the working of the local institutional structures. In terms of issues, it could be that of

alcoholism, sanitation, health, violence, environmental degradation, drinking water, matters related to land and forest, problem of

wages, infrastructural problems, problem of exploitation and oppression, below poverty line families etc. An important area of work

could be the functioning of the Gram Panchayat and Gram Sabha. The Gram Sabha is supposed to be the base of the Panchayat Raj

System and, in principle, exercises the maximum powers at the village level. All adult villagers constitute the Gram NSOU ? PGSW-V

80 Sabha and are supposed to meet four times a year to review the work done by the Gram Panchayat and make new plans to be

implemented by the Gram Panchayat. In practice, this never happens and a small group controls and monopolises both the Gram

Panchayat and the Gram Sabha. The identified problems have to be developed in the format of an ‘Issue’. To implement this process,

the following steps should be undertaken : 1. Identify the problem to be worked upon; 2. Decide on the target group – the

quantitative dimension; 3. Operationalise the objectives, which could have both quantitative and qualitative dimensions; 4. Identify

local institutional structures for collaborative work; 5. Decide on a line of action; 6. List out a few qualitative and quantitative

indicators to evaluate the work done. Once these steps are undertaken, then the broad outline of the intervention measure is ready.

Now, specific steps have to be decided upon, for which the following details of the proposed line of action would be helpful : ?

What specific steps have to be taken? ? What resources are required for the proposed steps? ? From where the resources are to be

obtained? ? Discussion with the personnel of the institutional structures on the nature of collaboration to be undertaken. 4.6 Social

Work with Urban Communities Features of an Urban Community ? The occupational pattern of an urban community would be

dominated by non- agricultural occupations. The working hours would be regulated and monetary compensation would be in the

form of wages and salaries. A segment of the population would be linked to the formal economy where rules and regulations

operate, and a greater element of economic security operates. There would also
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be provisions for social security measures in the form of old age pensions, savings schemes and provisions for taking loans. ? Low-

Income households would be tied to the urban informal economy where economic insecurity is higher and the scope of rules and

regulation is lower. The provision for social security measures is very poor in the urban informal economy. Generally, low-income

households stay in slums, which are of two types. Those slums recognised by the municipal ? Authorities not only get civic facilities,

but the residents become owner of their plot of land/house and become taxpayers. But non-recognised slums suffer from a double

disability. Since they are not recognised by the municipal authorities, they are not eligible for civic amenities and could, at any time,

be removed from their houses/sites. In addition, they cannot create an asset by improving the house-site. ? A portion of the urban

community would be migrants. In smaller towns, the migration would be from the nearby villages, while in bigger towns and

industrial cities, the migrants could be from far off places. The migrants would be coming with their own culture and, possibly, could

be from a different linguistic group, caste group or religion. ? The population of urban communities would be large in size and also

exhibit a great deal of heterogeneity. ? The social structure would see greater influence of secondary ties and the nuclear family.

Geographic and occupational mobility in an urban community would be greater than in a rural community. ? Owing to influences

from a variety of sources, a member of an urban community need not share the normative and perceptual values of his/her group of

origin in its totality, and also, his sense of belonging to the group need not be very strong. Institutional Structures in an Urban

Community Urban communities will see a wide variety of organisations as compared to rural communities. Part of the variety will be

due to the heterogeneous nature of urban communities and partly because urban areas tend to be centres of industries and local

administration. They impinge on the life of the local community in various ways and it is necessary to understand how they work.

They can be of three types: a) Governmental Structures NSOU ? PGSW-V 82 A number of governmental departments undertake

their functions, which are important in an urban community. The Department of Revenue, the General Administration Department,

the Town Planning authorities, the Rationing Department, Department of Industries, etc., are some of the examples of government

departments. b) Non-Governmental Structures Urban communities have a number of Non- Governmental organisations.

Educational bodies, starting from the primary level till the highest level, would be seen in urban areas. The Chambers of Commerce,

Merchant’s Associations, religious bodies, social organisations, student organisations, women’s group, etc. are some of the other

common organisations. Commercial Institutions, such as industries and banks play an important role in urban setting. Political

parties and social work organisations are other notable organisations in the urban communities. c) Statutory and Public Structures

The most prominent public structure would be the municipality. In the field of cooperatives, many organisations are to be found –

the most common would be co-operative housing societies and credit co-operative bodies. In many states, town planning is

entrusted to statutory bodies. Problems in an Urban Community a) Problems at the Level of Individuals Family conflicts of various

types will come under this category. The most common would be conflicts between the spouses or conflicts between two

generations of the family members. These conflicts are more in the nature of value-conflicts and the focus is on one or two

individuals, in which the human personality plays a role. Problems of children could become a separate area of work. Inter-

generational conflicts are likely to be more common in urban families. b) Problems at the Level of Groups The problems at the

group level could be more in the nature of socio-economic conditions. This could be the problems of the aged, single parents,

unemployed, beggars, school drop-outs, destitute, orphans, victims of crime, juvenile delinquents, AIDS affected group, mentally ill

patients, differently-able, etc. c) Problems at the Level of Communities The defining element here would be a section of population

larger than a group being affected. This could be a large segment of the community or the whole NSOU ? PGSW-V 83 community.

In terms of issues, it could be that of alcoholism, sanitation, health, violence, environmental degradation, drinking water, problem of

wages, infrastructural problems, problem of exploitation and oppression, etc. The other issues could be of poverty and employment;

getting the names of poor people included in the BPL list. The identified problems have to be developed in the format of an ‘Issue’.

To fulfill this process, the following steps should be undertaken : 1. Identify the problem to be worked upon; 2. Decide on the target

group – the quantitative dimension; 3. Operationalise the objectives, which could have both quantitative and qualitative objectives;

4. Identify local Institutional structures for collaborative work; 5. Decide on a line of action; 6. List out a few qualitative and

quantitative indicators to evaluate the work done. Once these steps are undertaken, then the broad outline of the intervention

measure is ready. Now specific steps have to be decided upon, for which the following details of the proposed line of action would

be helpful. 1. What specific steps have to be taken? 2. What resources are required for the proposed steps? 3. From where are the

resources to be obtained? 4. Discussion with the personnel of the institutional structures on the nature of collaboration to be

undertaken. 4.7 Social Work with Tribal Communities Features of a Tribal Community ? The problem of defining a tribe has long

defied administrators, anthropologists and sociologists, all of whom have given different definitions. The International Labour

Organisation (ILO) in its report of 1953 stated that, “there can be no standard, which can apply to all indigenous or aboriginal groups

throughout the world” (Deogaonkar, 1994). NSOU ? PGSW-V 84 However, any group displaying the following characteristics can be

treated as a tribe : a) A definite habitat and area. b) A unified social organisation based primarily on blood relationship

(Consanguinity).

c)
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A cultural homogeneity. d) A common scheme of deities and common ancestors.
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A common dialect with a shared folk-lore. ? Under Article 366 of the Indian Constitution, the tribal community has been declared as

Scheduled Tribes and it includes 212 tribes from 14 states. The President of India is empowered by Article 342 (i) To notify and

specify any tribe/tribal community from any area as a ‘Scheduled Tribe”. On such notification, the tribe so specified is added to the

list of Scheduled Tribes in the Fifth Schedule and is, thus, entitled to all the Constitutional Safeguards and Protection. ? The

constitution of India contains many provisions for the protection and welfare of the tribal population. Article 46 mentions that the

state is committed to the welfare of the scheduled castes and Scheduled Tribes and their protection from all types of socio-

economic exploitation. Article 275 provides for special grants for tribal welfare from the Government of India to some states and

forms part of the Sixth Schedule. Article 164 makes it obligatory to appoint a Minister-in-Charge of Tribal Welfare in the states of

Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Orissa. Article 244 makes applicable the provisons of the Fifth Schedule to the administration and control

of the Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes. Jharkhand, Chhatisgarh and Orissa have the largest scheduled tribe population in our

union followed by Maharashtra and Rajashtan. As per the 1991 Census, the scheduled tribes constitute 8.01 per cent of the total

population of the country. ? According to Verrier Elwin, tribals can be classified into four categories. First, those still residing in

forests and following old life-styles. Secondly, those staying in rural areas and dependent on agriculture. Thirdly, those who have

migrated to urban areas and have taken up modern industrial occupations. NSOU ? PGSW-V 85 Fourthly, those who have been

completely absorbed and become a part of the Indian mainstream. The well-known Indian sociologist Ghurye has a different

scheme of classification. The first category comprises those who have struggled and attained a high position in Hindu society, such

as Rajgond. Secondly, those who have become partially

Hindu
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and thirdly, those who reside in forests and are opposed to outside culture. ? In terms of size, tribal communities are small.

Traditionally, tribals were land- owners and in spite of the problem of landlessness, large sections of them still own land. ?

Traditionally,

tribal’s
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were governed by notions of collective ownership of property including land and meeting many of their needs from the forest. Even

today, tribals are less integrated with the market structures as compared to members of other communities. ? The status of women

in tribal communities is better and they enjoy more decision-making powers. This is indicated from the fact that in olden times, a

‘bride-price’ had to be paid rather than ‘dowry’, as the case is with mainstream society. In the pre-British period, the tribals had an

autonomous culture and were a nature loving community. Starting with the British period onwards, the tribal community is getting

assimilated into the mainstream Indian society, but at the lower end of the society. This process is called acculturation, which “is the

process by which a whole way of life is in a process of change under the influence of another culture. This cultural change may be

slow or rapid, and in due course, it may lead to partial or even total assimilation with other cultures. Each tribal group may be at a

different level” (Deogaonkar, 1994 ). Institutional Structures in a Tribal Community Traditional Institutions like the Ghotul, which

helped in the socialisation of youth, is weakening, while modern structures are emerging. The Panchayati Raj System, Co- operative

bodies, educational institutions and market structures are now slowly being formed in tribal areas. Many government departments,

some of which have specialised in tribal affairs, are functioning among tribal communities. In many tribal areas, social work

organisations, mostly NGOs, have made important contributions in the field of education and health.
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Problems in a Tribal Community Land Alienation A large section of tribals own land, which is cultivable. Starting from the British

period, tradesmen, moneylenders and hardy farmers have entered tribal areas and unscrupulously grabbed the tribal lands. Thus, the

tribals, who were traditional farmers became farm servants and in many cases bonded labour in their own land. Later on, legislation

was passed to prohibit any land transaction between a tribal, and a non-tribal monetary or otherwise, which, to an extent, has

checked the process. Forest and Tribals Since time immemorial, tribals have cohabited with nature and depended upon the forests

for fuel, fodder and other necessities of life. By collecting minor forest produce, they could sell it to itinerant tradesmen or in nearby

markets to buy necessary things from the market. Right from the British regime, these traditional rights, known as nistar rights, were

accepted and given official recognization by the Government. The tribal use of the forest was purely for home-based consumption

and the forest cover was preserved. The British period saw the beginning of commercial exploitation of forest, which continued in

the post- Independence period as well. This process led not only to the abridgment of tribal rights over forest, but unscrupulous

contractors, in nexus with bureaucrats, cut vast stretches of forest. The tribal access to forest was reduced and a right for limited use

was granted, requiring permission from local forest officials necessitating bribes and harassment. Currently, there has been some

change in the forest policy and moves have been taken to entrust the management of forest to local communities under the Joint-

Forestry Management Schemes. Displacement A major problem which the tribal community is facing

is of them staying in remote areas, and
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the problem of displacement. In the post-Independence period, a number of projects were set up, which took away tribal lands and

the forest where they were staying. The social movements from 1980s onwards have focussed on this problem and now a

rehabilitation package is included, while implementing any big project. Apart from the difficulty of an adequate rehabilitation

package and problems of proper implementation; there is the larger problem where a tribal loses land and is awarded a
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monetary compensation. She/He has problems in investing the compensation in a secure way or in buying an equivalent piece of

land. When entire tribal communities are uprooted, then the loss is of a way of life for which no monetary compensation can suffice.

Poverty and Unemployment The tribal way of life was based on ‘use’ and on a subsistence mode. Ownership of property, increasing

production, saving and dealing with market forces was relatively unknown. The onset of modernization can be traced back to the

British period. The growth of urbanization and industrialization, the emergence of modern education and new skills left the tribal

community at a disadvantage. While the Old World was disintegrating, they were ill-equipped to deal with the demands of a modern

age. Poverty and unemployment is rampant among the tribal community. In the last two decades, a small section of tribals has

emerged, who are educated and have got good jobs. The socio-economic policies of the last few decades have led to the setting

up of schools, hostels, scholarships being awarded, developmental projects, and a small stratum of tribals have taken the benefits of

these programmes – they are educated and have got stable jobs in the public sector. But these changes have not taken place

among a large number of tribals. A majority of poor tribals are either landless or are subsistence farmers. Owing to the poor spread

of irrigation, farming in India is dependent on monsoons. Growing a single crop leaves the tribal farmer no surplus to build up some

savings, while for half of the year, there are no jobs for the landless tribals. Language and Identity A majority of tribals are spread

throughout the country, and in most places, do not enjoy a numerical majority. Perforce, they have to learn the language of the

state to which they belong in addition to Hindi and English and in the process, the tribal language and scripts are dying. Along with

the loss of their language is the loss of their way of life and the question of identity crisis. In some places, tribal movements have

taken place to protest against their exploitation by outside forces and also to assert their tribal identity. One outcome of these

processes has been the creation of the state of Jharkhand carved out of Bihar. Apart from the North- Eastern states, Jharkhand is

the only state where the tribals form a numerical majority.
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Conclusion Traditionally, community was the context in which people lived, learnt about their own culture and related to other

human beings. The modern world based on industrialisation and urbanisation is eroding the concept of community. In India, the

word community could also mean a caste, religion or language based group. In this unit, we have examined one area of social work

practice, that is, ‘social work with community’ with reference to rural, urban and tribal communities.
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To develop an understanding of the various dimensions of community, a framework of three subsystems has been presented. The

economic subsystem deals with occupation, income, etc., while the political subsystem discusses the distribution of power in the

community. The social subsystem studies the social and cultural life of the community. The three sub-systems are inter-related to

each other. Political matters will have roots in economic issues and vice versa. All matters have a social context. The definitions,

characteristics and the subsystems enable the learner to grasp the conceptual nature of the community, preparing them for the next

stage, that is, the methodology of social work intervention. The intervention has been discussed in the context of urban, rural and

tribal communities. Prior to the intervention measures information has to be gathered and an understanding has to be developed of

each of the setting. To do this, we examine the main features, the institutional structures and the problems, which the community

faces. An understanding of these three aspects would help us to go to the third stage, that is, to design effective and relevant

intervention measures. To further the understanding, a few examples have been cited. 4.9

Exercise 1. What is a social structure? -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------

NSOU ? PGSW-V 89 2. What are different types of society? ---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 3. What are the features of urban community? -----------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 4. What are the features of tribal community? -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------- 5. What are the features of rural community ---------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 4.10
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Unit 5 ? Economic Systems : Capitalism, Socialism, Mixed Economy and Welfare States Structure 5.0 Objective 5.1 Introduction 5.2

Capitalism 5.2.1 Merits of Capitalistic System 5.2.2 Demerits of Capitalistic System 5.3 Socialism and its features 5.3.1 Merits of

Socialism 5.3.2 Demerits of Socialism 5.4 Mixed economy and its features 5.5 Welfare State 5.5.1 Features of Welfare State 5.5.2

Functions of Welfare State 5.5.3 Criticism of Welfare State 5.5.4 Is the concept of welfare states implemented effectively? 5.6

Conclusion 5.7 Exercise 5.8 Reference 5.0 Objective The learner would develop a clear concept about the various economic system.

i.e. capitalism, sociolism, mixed country & welfare states from this unit. 5.1 Introduction Our discussion in the first module of this

course was too general and broad in nature to allow us understand the concept called economy. Therefore our task in the present

module would be to look at the basics of economic systems in its ramification and

NSOU ? PGSW-V 92 applicability. An economic system is a system of production, resource allocation, exchange, and distribution of

goods and services in a society or a given geographic area. It includes the combination of the various institutions, agencies, entities,

decision-making processes, and patterns of consumption that comprise the economic structure of a given community. As such, an

economic system is a type of social system. For the above reasons, we shall familiarize ourselves with the classifications of the

economy based on the ownership of resources, decision making and then make comparisons of the economic system. It is therefore

intended to pay proper attention to the explanations and discussions in this module and this unit. 5.2 Capitalism Capitalism is often

defined as an economic system where private actors are allowed to own and control the use of property in accord with their own

interests, and where the invisible hand of the pricing mechanism coordinates supply and demand in markets in a way that is

automatically in the best interests of society. Government, in this perspective, is often described as responsible for peace, justice, and

tolerable taxes. Capitalism is a system of governance for economic affairs that has emerged in different settings and continues to

evolve over time. As a consequence it evades simple definition. The Macmillan Dictionary of Modern Economics defines capitalism as

a: Political, social, and economic system in which property, including capital assets, is owned and controlled for the most part by

private persons. Capitalism contrasts with an earlier economic system, feudalism, in that it is characterized by the purchase of labor for

money wages as opposed to the direct labor obtained through custom, duty or command in feudalism. Under capitalism, the price

mechanism is used as a signaling system which allocates resources between uses. The extent to which the price mechanism is used,

the degree of competitiveness in markets, and the level of government intervention distinguish exact forms of capitalism. Capitalism is

the private controlled and ownership of factors of production. It is an economic system where private individuals controls the

economic resources of the economy. It stands in direct contrast to government-controlled economies, where production and prices

are set by a central decision-making body. Economist Adam Smith famously compared free markets to an invisible hand pushing

producers toward goods and services for which there is greatest need. In a capitalist market economy, decision-making and

NSOU ? PGSW-V 93 investment is determined by the owners of the factors of production in financial and capital markets, and prices

and the distribution of goods are mainly determined by competition in the market. Economists, political economists, and historians

have adopted different perspectives in their analyses of capitalism and have recognized various forms of it in practice. These include

laissez-faire or free market capitalism, welfare capitalism, and state capitalism. Capitalism has existed under many forms of

government, in many different times, places, and cultures. Following the decline of mercantilism, mixed capitalist systems became

dominant in the Western world and continue to spread. The question now is how does capitalism emerged? However, history tells us

that early Islam promulgated capitalist economic policies, which migrated to Europe through trade partners from cities such as

Venice. The 16th, 17th and 18th centuries witness the era of feudalism that is economic system of land ownership, mercantilism that is

trade profits economic system and industrial revolution era which culminated into people owning and determining their production by

themselves in England and later spread to some part of Europe and the USA. 5.2.1 Merits of Capitalistic System : The main merits of

this system are : (i) Economic Freedom : The foremost advantage of this system is that everybody enjoys’ economic freedom as one

can spend one’s income according to one’s wishes. Producers have complete freedom to invest in any business or trade. (ii)

Automatic Working : Another advantage according to classical economists is an automatic system. Equilibrium point is automatically

come with the forces of demand and supply. (iii) Variety of Goods and Services : All the basic decisions of
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what to produce, how to produce and for whom to produce are taken by

producers. Every producer gives attention to consumers’ taste and preferences. Hence, there are large variety of goods and services;

produced in the economy.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 94 (iv) Optimum Use of Resources : All natural resources are used to their optimum level as production is undertaken

with a sole purpose: of earning profit and no scope for wastages at all. (v) Efficient Producer : There is very tough I competition among

entrepreneurs. They always encouraged to produce best quality of products. Thus, technical development will lead to increase in

higher productivity as well as efficiency. (vi) Higher Standard of Living : Varieties of goods at cheap rates make it easy to be within the;

reach of poor and weaker sections of society. This results in rise in their standard of living. (vii) Incentive to efficient : In this system,

incentives are given to the efficient workers in cash or kind. This means every worker should get reward according to his ability.

Hence, workers will try to work more and more, therefore, total output will also increase. (viii) New Inventions : In this type of

economy, there is ample scope of new invention. To get more profit every producer takes initiative to develop new techniques in

production. 5.2.2 Demerits of Capitalistic System : According to Karl Marx, “Capitalism contains the seeds of its own destruction.” The

main demerits of this system are given below : (i) Labour Exploitation : The main defect of capitalism is the exploitation of labour.

Labourers get less wages in comparison to their working hours. The wages less than their marginal productivity are not sufficient for

their livelihood. (ii) Class Struggle : A lion’s share of income and resources is controlled by the upper sections of the society, while

others remain deprived of the basic amenities of life. Thus, the entire society is divided between ‘haves and ‘have not’s. Hence, the

continuous class struggle spoils the health environment of the economy. (iii) Wasteful Competition : Capitalism is a wasteful

competition. A lot of money is spent on advertisement and

NSOU ? PGSW-V 95 publicity for pushing the sale of the commodity. Its burden ultimately is borne by the poor consumers in the form

of increased price. (iv) Threat of Over-Production : The production is made on a large scale which cannot be changed in a short

period. Therefore, under capitalism, fear of over-production always exists. The Great Depression of 1930s in USA is an example of it. (v)

Economic Fluctuations : Being automatic in nature, capitalist economy always faces the problem of economic fluctuations and

unemployment. This means the state of instability and uncertainty, (vi) Unbalanced Growth : All the resources are put only to those

channels where there is maximum profit. Other sectors of the economy are neglected. As there is no check on the economic system,

the growth is unbalanced in nature. (vii) No Welfare Activities : In capitalism, the sole motive is maximum profit, but not the public

welfare. Variety of goods are produced according to market demand, not for any welfare activity. (viii) Monopoly Practices : This

economic system has been criticized on the fact that it develops monopoly activities within the country. 5.3 Socialism and its features

Socialism is an economic and political system based on public or collective ownership of the means of production. Socialism

emphasizes equality rather than achievement, and values workers by the amount of time they put in rather than by the amount of

value they produce. The decisions as to how much to produce, which methods of production to employ and for whom to produce

are taken by the planning authority. That is why a socialist economy is also called a planned economy. It also makes individuals

dependent on the state for everything from food to health care. A socialist economy is an economic organization in which the means

of production are owned and regulated by the state. The
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planning commission. China, Vietnam, North Korea and Cuba are examples of modern-day socialist societies. Twentieth-century

socialist governments were overthrown in Czechoslovakia, East Germany and the U.S.S.R. We shall now examine the features of

socialism. The main features of this system are detailed below. (1) Public Ownership : A socialist economy is characterized by public

ownership of the means of production and distribution. There is collective ownership whereby all mines, farms, factories, financial

institutions, distributing agencies (internal and external trade, shops, stores, etc.), means of transport and communications, etc. are

owned, controlled, and regulated by government departments and state corporations. A small private sector also exists in the form of

small business units which are carried on in the villages by local artisans for local consumption. (2) Central Planning : A socialist

economy is centrally planned which functions under the direction of a central planning authority. It lays down the various objectives

and targets to be achieved during the plan period. Central economic planning means the making of major economic decisions of

what and how much is to be produced, how, when and where it is to be produced, and to whom it is to be allocated for by the

conscious decision of a determinate authority, on the basis of a comprehensive survey of the economic system as a whole. And the

central planning authority organizes and utilizes the economic resources by deliberate direction and control of the economy for the

purpose of achieving definite objectives and targets laid down in the plan during a specified period of time. (3) Definite Objectives : A

socialist economy operates within definite socio- economic objectives. These objectives may concern aggregate demand, full

employment, satisfaction of communal demand, allocation of factors of production, distribution of the national income, the amount

of capital accumulation, economic development…and so forth. For achieving the various objectives laid down in the plan, priorities

and bold targets are fixed covering all aspects of the economy. (4) Freedom of Consumption : Under socialism, consumers

‘sovereignty implies that production in state owned industries is generally governed by the preferences of consumers, and the

available commodities are distributed to the consumers at
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 97 fixed prices through the state-run department stores. Consumers ‘sovereignty under socialism is confined to the

choice of socially useful commodities. (5) Equality of Income Distribution : In a socialist economy, there is great equality of income

distribution as compared with a free market economy. The elimination of private ownership in the means of production, private capital

accumulation, and profit motive under socialism prevent the amassing of large wealth in the hands of a few rich persons. The

unearned incomes in the form of rent, interest and profit go to the state which utilizes them in providing free education, public health

facilities, and social security to the masses. As far as wages and salaries are concerned, most modern socialists do not aim at complete

and rigid equality. It is now generally understood that the maintenance offered choice of occupation implies wage differentials. (6)

Planning and the Pricing Process : The pricing process under socialism does not operate freely but works under the control and

regulation of the central planning authority. There are administered prices which are fixed by the central planning authority. There are

also the market prices at which consumer goods are sold. There are also the accountings prices on the basis of which the managers

decide about the production of consumer goods and investment goods, and also about the choice of production methods. In view of

the above features, there is need for us to also look at the merits and demerits of socialism. The following are the advantages of

socialism as advanced by Prof, Schumpeter. 5.3.1 Merits of Socialism : (1) Greater Economic Efficiency : Economic efficiency under

socialism is greater than under capitalism. The means of production are controlled and regulated by the central planning authority

towards chosen ends. The central planning authority makes an exhaustive survey of resources and utilizes them in the most efficient

manner. Economic efficiency is also achieved by utilizing resources in producing socially useful goods and services which satisfy the

basic wants of the people, like cheap food, cloth, and housing. (2) Greater Welfare due to Less Inequality of Income : In a socialist

economy there is less inequality of income as compared with a capitalist economy because of the absence of private ownership of

the means of production, private capital
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according to his ability, education and training. All rents, interests and profits from various sources go to the state which spends them

for public welfare in providing free education, cheap and congenial housing, free public health amenities, and social security to the

people. (3) Absence of Monopolistic Practices : Another advantage of socialism is that it is free from monopolistic practices to be

found in a capitalist society. Since under socialism all means of production are owned by the state, both competition and monopoly

are eliminated. The exploitation by the monopolistic is absent. Instead of private monopoly, there is the state monopoly of the

productive system but this is operated for the welfare of the people. In the state-owned factories, socially useful commodities are

produced which are of high quality and are also reasonably priced. (4) Absence of Business Fluctuations : A socialist economy is free

from business fluctuations. There is economic stability because
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production and consumption of goods and services are regulated by the

central planning authority in accordance with the objectives, targets and priorities of the plan. Thus there is neither overproduction

nor unemployment. 5.3.2 Demerits of Socialism : A socialist economy has also certain disadvantages : 1.
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Loss of Consumers’ Sovereignty : There is loss of consumers ‘sovereignty in a socialist economy. Consumers do not have the

freedom to buy whatever commodities they want.

They can consume only those commodities which are available in department stores.
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Often the quantities which they can buy are fixed by the state. 2. No Freedom of Occupation : There is also no freedom of

occupation in such a society. Every person is provided job by the state. But he cannot leave or change it. Even the place of work is

allotted by the state. All occupational movements are sanctioned by the state. 3. Misallocation of Resources :

Under socialism, there is arbitrary
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allocation of resources. The central planning authority often commits mistakes in resource allocation because the entire work is

done on trial and error basis.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 99 4. Bureaucracy : A socialist economy is said to be a bureaucratic economy. It is operated like a machine. So it

does not provide the necessary initiative to the people to work hard. People work due to the fear of higher authorities and not for any

personal gain or self-interest. There is no doubt that a socialist economy is better than a capitalist economy because of its

overwhelming merits. But it is disliked for the loss of political, economic and personal freedoms. 5.4 Mixed economy and its features A

mixed economy is variously defined as an economic system consisting of a mixture of Markets and economic planning, public

ownership and private ownership, or free markets and economic interventionism. However, in most cases, “mixed economy” refers to

market economies with strong regulatory oversight and governmental provision of public goods, although some mixed economies

also feature a number of state-run enterprises. In general the mixed economy is characterized by the private ownership of the means

of production, the dominance of markets for economic coordination, with profit-seeking enterprise and the accumulation of capital

remaining the fundamental driving force behind economic activity. But unlike a free-market economy, the government would wield

indirect macroeconomic influence over the economy through fiscal and monetary policies designed to counteract economic

downturns and capitalism’s tendency toward financial crises, unemployment, and growing income and wealth disparities, along with

playing a role in interventions that promote social welfare. Subsequently, some mixed economies have expanded in scope to include a

role for indicative economic planning and or large public enterprise sectors.
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There is mixture of private and public ownership of the means of production and distribution. Some decisions are taken by

households and firms and some by the planning authority. All developing countries like India

and Nigeria are mixed economies. We shall now look at the features of mixed economy : 1. Public Sector : The public sector is under

the control and direction of the state. All decisions regarding what, how and for whom to produce are taken by the state. Public

utilities, such as rail construction, road building, canals, power supply, means of communication, etc., are included in the public sector

projects. They are operated for public welfare and not for profit motive. The public sector also operates basic, heavy, and strategic and

defense production industries which
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utilized for capital formation. 2. Private Sector : There is a private sector in which production and distribution of goods and services are

done by private enterprises. This sector operates in farming, plantations, mines, internal and external trade, and in the manufacture of

consumer goods and some capital goods. This sector operates under state regulations in the interest of public welfare. In certain fields

of production, both public and private sectors operate in a competitive spirit. This is again in the interest of the society. 3. Joint Sector :

A mixed economy also has a joint sector which is run jointly by the state i.e public and private enterprises. It is organized on the basis

of a joint stock company where the majority shares are held by the state. 4. Cooperative Sector : Under a mixed economy, a sector is

formed on cooperative principles. The state provides financial assistance to the people for organizing cooperative societies, usually in

dairying, storage, processing, farming, and purchase of consumer goods. 5. Freedom and Control : A mixed economy possesses the

freedom to hold private property, to earn profit, to consume, produce and distribute, and to have any occupation. But if these

freedoms adversely affect public welfare, they are regulated and controlled by the state. 6. Economic Planning : There is a central

planning authority in a mixed economy. A mixed economy operates on the basis of some economic plan. All sectors of the economy

function according to the objectives, priorities and targets laid down in the plan. In order to fulfill them, the state regulates the

economy through various monetary, fiscal and direct control measures. The aim is to check the evils of the price mechanism. 7. Social

Welfare : The principal aim of a mixed economy is to maximize social welfare. This feature incorporates the merits of socialism and

avoids the demerits of capitalism. To remove inequalities of income and wealth, and unemployment and poverty, such socially useful

measures as social security, public works, etc. are adopted to help the poor. On the other hand, restrictions are placed on the

concentration of monopoly and economic power in the hands of the rich through various fiscal and direct control measures.
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has best allocation of resources (2) There is a general balance between the public sector and the private sector (4) There is presence

of Social security (5) There is freedom criticism by the citizen Demerits of Mixed Economy are A mixed economy also has certain

defects which are stated below : (1) Non-Cooperation between the Two Sectors (2) Inefficient Public Sector (3) Economic Fluctuations

is inevitable (4) Decision making can be hampered or delayed (5) Resources may not be evenly distributed Therefore, let it be known

to you that a mixed economy contains all the features of a welfare state. There is no exploitation either by the capitalists as under a

free enterprise economy or by the state as under a socialist economy. The United States, Nigeria and India are said to have a mixed

economic system because privately owned businesses and government both play important roles in the economy. 5.5 Welfare State A

welfare state is a state that is committed to providing basic economic security for its citizens by protecting them from market risks

associated with old age, unemployment, accidents, and sickness. The term ‘welfare state’ first emerged in the UK during World War II.

It has since been used much more broadly to describe systems of social welfare that have developed since the nineteenth century.

Welfare state studies have sought to create typologies that group countries into categories based on variations in the role that state,

market, and family play in ensuring well-being. A second line of research has sought to account for welfare state development and

variation, by examining economic, political, institutional, and ideological factors. These studies are broadly cross-disciplinary.

Contemporary research examines welfare state restructuring as economic globalization, and changes in the family and gender roles

have placed new pressures on welfare states. Welfare state, concept of government in which the state or a well-established network

of social institutions
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plays a key role in the protection and promotion of the economic and social well-being of citizens. It is based on the principles of

equality of opportunity, equitable distribution of wealth, and public responsibility for those unable to avail themselves of the minimal

provisions for a good life. The general term may cover a variety of forms of economic and social organization.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 102 A fundamental feature of the welfare state is social insurance, a provision common to most advanced

industrialized countries (e.g., National Insurance in the United Kingdom and Social Security in the United States). Such insurance is

usually financed by compulsory contributions and is intended to provide benefits to persons and families during periods of greatest

need. It is widely recognized, however, that in practice the cash benefits fall considerably short of the levels intended by the designers

of the plans. The welfare state also usually includes public provision of basic education, health services, and housing (in some cases at

low cost or without charge). In these respects the welfare state is considerably more extensive in western European countries than in

the United States, featuring in many cases comprehensive health coverage and provision of state-subsidized tertiary education.

Antipoverty programs and the system of personal taxation may also be regarded as aspects of the welfare state. Personal taxation falls

into this category insofar as its progressivity is used to achieve greater justice in income distribution (rather than merely to raise

revenue) and also insofar as it used to finance social insurance payments and other benefits not completely financed by compulsory

contributions. In socialist countries the welfare state also covers employment and administration of consumer prices. 5.5.1 Features of

Welfare State : The following are the basic features of the Welfare State : 1. A welfare state ensures social security. In a welfare state of

economy, though the traits of capitalism are also seen, it is mainly a mixed economy. Even when a combination of capitalistic and

socialistic features exists, the government plays a dominant role in controlling the economic activities and in the social welfare of the

people. 2. A welfare state is socialistic in nature. It is based on the principles of equality and is keen to provide equal opportunity to all.

It also aims to ensure equitable distribution of wealth. 3. It exercises control over all the economic activities. In a welfare state, all the

private enterprises are regulated by the government. 4. It provides even the basic facilities to its citizens. Furnishing services to each

and every individual is its duty. A welfare government is keen in providing economic
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assistance to its people. 5. It undertakes and runs various enterprises. Ownership and operation of industrial enterprises, business and

other commercial activities are also done by welfare governments. 6. It ensures justice to all. In a welfare state, common man has to

deal with the authorities for many of their needs. For example; administrative officers, controlling officers, sanctioning authorities,

officers of social services, executives of public sector undertakings etc. In all such dealings, a welfare state has the responsibility to

ensure justice and fulfillment of their requirements. 7. Planning of activities : Economic activities include production and distribution. It

is the duty of the welfare state to formulate national policies and to plan every economic activity in a balanced manner. Industrial

policy, trade policy, commercial and banking policy etc are framed in order to control those activities. 8. It is the function of a welfare

state to regulate and control all private enterprises engaged in economic activities. Such control includes registration, licensing,

taxation etc. 9. Welfare of labourers also comes under the purview of the duties of welfare state. They are bound to make legislations

to prevent exploitation of workers, and to ensure the security and welfare of those who work in industrial enterprises, factories,

companies and all other sectors of employment. 10. Emphasises the worth of man Welfare State emphasises the worth and dignity of

the individual and helps and assist him to lead a respectable life in the society. It regards all individuals on an equal footing irrespective

of their social and economic status. 11. Undertakes progressive measures Welfare State tries to implement progressive measures like

land reforms, agricultural development, price control, public distribution system of essential commodities, provision of health,

education, sanitation, communications etc. 12. Undertakes wide-range of Social Services Welfare State undertakes wide-range of

social services for the betterment of its citizens. They include measures like eradication of untouchability, dowry, child
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and other institutions to meet the needs of the people. It provides unemployment relief, maternity benefit, old-age and other social

benefits. 5.5.2 Functions of Welfare State Welfare State undertakes numerous functions which are divided into A. Regulative B.

Protective and C. Welfare functions A. Regulative Functions These include : (i) maintaining law and order, (ii) promoting peace (iii)

curbing anti- social elements and their activities, (iv) putting down communal, caste and class clashes, (v) checking exploitation of

labourers by passing necessary legislation etc. B. Protective Functions These include : (i) maintenance of internal order, (ii) protecting

territorial integrity, (iii) maintenance of basic institutions, (iv) maintenance of sound net-work of postal system, transport and

communication systems (v) regulation of trade, markets, weights and measures, (vi) prevention of theft, decoity and other criminal

activities, (vii) conducting foreign relations with other countries, (viii) administering justice and punishing criminals, and (ix)

safeguarding the country’s territories sovereignty and independence against external attacks and invasions etc. C. Welfare Functions

These include : (i) eradicating the spread of contagious diseases like malaria, cholera etc. (ii) eradicating illiteracy by establishing

educational institutions (iii) reducing the economic inequalities by taking steps for distribution of national income, (iv) providing

employment opportunities to all qualified persons (v) improving the working conditions of the workers by fixing hours of work,

compensation etc. (vi) creating healthy atmosphere in and outside industries. (vii) providing adequate social services such as

unemployment benefits, disability benefits, maternity benefits etc. (vii) introducing jail reforms for speedy disposal of cases and

reducing the cost of judicial litigation, (ix) introducing land reforms, (x) encouraging cottage and small-scale industries, (xi) undertaking

Community Development Programmes, and (xii) checking social evils etc. In brief Welfare State provides full employment, social

security, housing, health and education for all people.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 105 5.5.3 Criticism of Welfare State The principal problems in the administration of a welfare state are: determining

the desirable level of provision of services by the state; ensuring that the system of personal benefits and contributions meets the

needs of individuals and families while at the same time offering sufficient incentives for productive work; ensuring efficiency in the

operation of state monopolies and bureaucracies; and the equitable provision of resources to finance the services over and above the

contributions of direct beneficiaries. There are a few writers who criticized the idea of Welfare State on the following grounds : 1. Very

expensive Welfare State, is an expensive state and is beyond the reach of poorer nations. Providing a wide range of social services

involves a lot of expenditure. 2. Kills individual initiative and freedom It is said that Welfare State curbs the individual freedom, initiative

and self-help. It retards moral development because it makes a man inferior and dependent on charity. It develops in him proper

mentality. 3. Undue importance to Bureaucracy It is also argued that Welfare State gives undue importance to bureaucracy because it

is bureaucracy which makes policies and implements them. 4. Leads to inefficiency It is pointed out that Welfare State undertakes too

many functions which in turn results in administrative inefficiency and mismanagement of human and natural resources. 5. Retards the

work of Association Finally, it is said that Welfare State regulates the work of voluntary organizations in the society. They are pushed

back and the willingness to undertake social service activities on the part of the associations are undermined. Importance Most of the

criticisms given above, are not correct. In order to make the Welfare State an ideal system, some steps have to be taken. They are : (1)

Defining the objectives and laying down the means to achieve them; (2) Avoiding red-tapism (3) Periodic evolution of Welfare

Schemes (4) Checking totalitarianism and (5) Encouraging voluntary associations etc., If the above measures are adopted the Welfare

State may certainly become heaven of peace because it reconciles individual freedom with the authority of the state, brings

NSOU ? PGSW-V 106 about a fair degree of equality of income among all people and recognizes the dignity and worth of the human

beings. 5.5.4 Is the concept of welfare states implemented effectively? To a great extent, the concept of welfare states is effectively

implemented by our democracies and this has helped governments in improving the scope for betterment of the citizens. But as in

any other political policy, the concept of ‘welfare states’ too has loopholes and is contaminated by improper management and

corruption. From the grass roots levels to the highest levels of the political system, the common man is compelled to bribe the officers

in order to get his work done. From the critics’ point of view, the functions of welfare states have made the citizens more lethargic and

less hard working. Even then, in the present context, welfare states are effective in our democracies and it functions as a protector,

dispenser of social services, industrial manager, economic controller and an arbitrator. From our discussion so far on the classification

of the economy according to ownership of resources, we can conclude as follows : ? That
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capitalism is an economic system based on private ownership of the means of production and their operation for profit.

It is an economic system in which the free market alone controls the production of goods and services. ? That socialism is an

economic and political system based on public or collective ownership of the means of production. It emphasizes the steps as to how

much to produce, which methods of production to employ and for whom to produce are taken by the planning authority. „h That

communism, also known as a command system, is an economic system where the government owns most of the factors of

production and decides the allocation of resources and what products and services will be provided. It is a political and economic

ideology based on communal ownership and the absence of class. ? That mixed economy refers to market economies with strong

regulatory oversight and governmental provision of public goods, although some mixed economies also feature a number of state run

enterprises. 5.6 Conclusion In this unit, we have attempted to show the classification of the economy according to ownership of

resources, covering Capitalism and its features, Socialism and its features,
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ownership in the economy and the countries that practice them. You have learnt that an economic system consists of the institutions

and the method by which resources are allocated and products and services are distributed. Economic systems differ primarily in who

owns the factors of production, how the allocation of resources is directed and the method used to direct economic activity and how

the government participates in the economy. Your understanding of this unit should encourage you to be familiar more with the

topics in this module as you read ahead against the next unit. 5.7 Exercise 1. Briefly explain your understanding of capitalison as an

economic system. 2. Explain the term socialism. Write down its salient feature. 3. What are the merits & demerits of Socialism. 4. What

are the functions of a welfare state. 5. Is the concept of welfare state implemented effectively. Give your reassure. 6. Give the Merit &

demerit of capitalism. 5.8 Reference Economic Systems: Capitalism, Socialism, Mixed Economy and Welfare States. Economic Systems

(Foundations of Modern Economics): Gregory Grossman Prentice Hall 1967. Comparative Economic Systems: Paul R Gregory and

Robert C. Stuart Second Edition Houghton Mifflin Company Boston. Dynamics of the mixed economy: Sanford Ikeda Routledge 1997.

Comparative Economics in a Transforming World Economy: J. Barkley Rosser, Jr. Marina V. Rosser The MIT Press Cambridge,

Massachusetts London, England 2004. Capitalism: A Very Short Introduction James Fulcher Oxford University Press, USA 2004. The

Socialist System: The Political Economy of Communism Janos Kornai Clarendon Press Oxford 2007. Welfare States andthe

Future:Edited by B. Vivekanandan and Nimmi Kurian Palgrave Macmillan 2005.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 108 Unit 6 ? Factors & Models of Economic Growth Structure 6.0 Objective 6.1 Introduction 6.1.2 Comparing Recent

Growth Rates 6.1.3 Growth Calculation 6.2 Growth Rates 6.2.1 Factors of Economic Growth 6.2.2 Explaining Growth in Productivity

6.3 What about Natural Resources? 6.4 Institutions 6.5 Models of Economic growth 6.5.1 Beyond Harrod–Domar : Other

considerations 6.5.2 The Solow model 6.6 Conclusion 6.7 Exercise 6.8 Reference 6.0 Objective The learner would understand the tern

Economic Growth. They will also get to know about the various factors which leads to Economic growth and also learn about the

Models Economic growth. 6.1 Introduction The key statistic used to track economic growth is real GDP per capita—real GDP divided

by the population size. GDP measures the total value of an economy’s production of final goods and services as well as the income

earned in that economy in a given year. Gross Domestic Product measures the monetory value of final goods & service, that is bought

by the final users.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 109 We use real GDP because we want to separate changes in the quantity of goods and services from the effects of

a rising price level. We focus on real GDP per capita because we want to isolate the effect of changes in the population. For example,

other things equal, an increase in the population lowers the standard of living for the average person—there are now more people to

share a given amount of real GDP. An increase in real GDP that only matches an increase in population leaves the average standard of

living unchanged. Although growth in real GDP per capita should not be a policy goal in and of itself, it does serve as a very useful

summary measure of a country’s economic progress over time. Figure 1 shows real GDP per capita for the United States, India, and

China, measured in 1990 dollars, from 1900 to 2010. The vertical axis is drawn on a logarithmic scale so that equal percent changes in

real GDP per capita across countries are the same size in the graph. India achieved independence from Great Britain in 1947,

becoming the world’s most populous democracy—a status it has maintained to this day. For more than three decades after

independence, however, this happy political story was partly overshadowed by economic disappointment. Despite ambitious

economic development plans, India’s performance was consistently sluggish. In 1980, India’s real GDP per capita was only about 50%

higher than it had been in 1947. The gap between Indian living standards and those in wealthy countries like the United States had

been growing rather than shrinking. Since then, however, India has done much better. As Figure 2 shows, real GDP per capita has

grown at an average rate of 4.3% a year, more than tripling between 1980 and 2013. India now has a large and rapidly growing middle

class.
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2013 is shown here for selected countries. China and, to a lesser extent, India and Ireland achieved impressive growth. The United

States and France had moderate growth. Once considered an economically advanced country, Argentina had more sluggish growth.

Still others, such as Zimbabwe, slid backward. What went right in India after 1980? Many economists point to policy reforms. For

decades after independence, India had a tightly controlled, highly regulated economy. Today, things are very different: a series of

reforms opened the economy to international trade and freed up domestic competition. Some economists, however, argue that this

can’t be the main story because the big policy reforms weren’t adopted until 1991, yet growth accelerated around 1980. Regardless of

the explanation, India’s economic rise has transformed it into a major new economic power—and allowed hundreds of millions of

people to have a much better life, better than their grandparents could have dreamed. The big question now is whether this growth

can continue. Skeptics argue that there are important bottlenecks in the Indian economy that may constrain future growth. They point

in particular to the still low education level of much of India’s population and inadequate infrastructure—that is, the poor quality and

limited capacity of the country’s roads, railroads, power supplies, and health and sanitation infrastructure. Pollution is a

NSOU ? PGSW-V 111 severe and growing problem as well. But India’s economy has defied the skeptics for several decades and the

hope is that it can continue doing so. 6.1.3 Growth Calculation Let us first specify the measurement of growth in a little more detail. A

growth rate is defined as the change in a quantity—here, GDP per capita—between two dates, relative to the baseline (beginning of

period) quantity. Let’s choose two dates, say t and t + 1, and denote GDP per capita in these two dates by ?t and ?t+1, respectively.

Then the growth rate of GDP per capita between these two dates is defined as Growth t, t + 1 = (?t + 1 – ?t)/?t Let us focus on annual

differences, so that, for example, t and t + 1 correspond to the years 2005 and 2006, respectively. The Indian economy had GDP per

capita of Rs. 42,482 in 2005 and Rs. 43,215 in 2006, so the growth rate between 2005 and 2006 can be computed as Growth 2005,

2006 = (Rs. 43,215 – Rs. 42,482)/Rs. 42,482 = 0.017 (Or equivalently, 0.017 × 100 = 1.7%). Using this formula, we can compute growth

rates of GDP for any country. Thus, the growth rate is the change in a quantity, for example, GDP per capita, between two dates,

relative to the baseline (beginning of period) quantity. How did the United States manage to produce over eight times as much per

person in 2013 than in 1900? A little bit at a time. Long-run economic growth is normally a gradual process in which real GDP per

capita grows at most a few percent per year. From 1900 to 2013, real GDP per capita in the United States increased an average of 1.9%

each year. 6.2 Growth Rates To have a sense of the relationship between the annual growth rate of real GDP per capita and the long-

run change in real GDP per capita, it’s helpful to keep in mind the Rule of 70, a mathematical formula that tells us how long it takes

real GDP per capita, or any other variable that grows gradually over time, to double. The approximate answer is : Number of years for

variable to double = 70/Annual growth rate of variable (Note that the Rule of 70 can only be applied to a positive growth rate.) So if

real GDP per capita grows at 1% per year, it will take 70 years to double. If it grows at 2% per
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 112 year, it will take only 35 years to double. In fact, U.S. real GDP per capita rose on average 1.9% per year over the

last century. Applying the Rule of 70 to this information implies that it should have taken 37 years for real GDP per capita to double; it

would have taken 111 years—three periods of 37 years each—for U.S. real GDP per capita to double three times. That is, the Rule of 70

implies that over the course of 111 years, U.S. real GDP per capita should have increased by a factor of 2 × 2 × 2 = 8. And this does turn

out to be a pretty good approximation of reality. Between 1899 and 2010—a period of 111 years— real GDP per capita rose just about

eightfold. 6.2.1 Factors of Economic Growth Long-run economic growth depends almost entirely on one ingredient: rising

productivity. However, a number of factors affect the growth of productivity. Let’s look first at why productivity is the key ingredient

and then examine what affects it. The Crucial Importance of Productivity : Sustained economic growth occurs only when the amount

of output produced by the average worker increases steadily. The term labor productivity, or productivity for short, is used to refer

either to output per worker or, in some cases, to output per hour. (The number of hours worked by an average worker differs to some

extent across countries, although this isn’t an important factor in the difference between living standards in, say, India and the United

States.) Labor productivity, often referred to simply as productivity, is output per worker. You might wonder why we say that higher

productivity is the only source of long-run growth. Can’t an economy also increase its real GDP per capita by putting more of the

population to work? The answer is, yes, but …. For short periods of time, an economy can experience a burst of growth in output per

capita by putting a higher percentage of the population to work. That happened in the United States during World War II, when

millions of women who previously worked only in the home entered the paid workforce. The percentage of adult civilians employed

outside the home rose from 50% in 1941 to 58% in 1944, and you can see the resulting bump in real GDP per capita during those years

in Figure 1.
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growth. Over the course of the twentieth century, for example, the population of the United States rose at an average rate of1.3% per

year and employment rose 1.5% per year. Real GDP per capita rose 1.9% per year; of that, 1.7%—that is, almost 90% of the total—was

the result of rising productivity. In general, overall real GDP can grow because overpopulation growth, but any large increase in real

GDP per capita must be the result of increased output per worker. That is, it must be due to higher productivity. So increased

productivity is the key to long-run economic growth. But what leads to higher productivity? 6.2.2 Explaining Growth in Productivity

There are three main reasons why the average U.S. worker today produces far more than his or her counterpart a century ago. First,

the modern worker has far more physical capital, such as machinery and office space, to work with. Second, the modern worker is

much better educated and so possesses much more human capital. Finally, modern firms have the advantage of a century’s

accumulation of technical advancements reflecting a great deal of technological progress. Let’s look at each ofthese factors in turn.

Increase in Physical Capital Economists define physical capital as manufactured resources such as buildings and machines. Physical

capital makes workers more productive. For example, a worker operating a backhoe can dig a lot more feet of trench per day than

one equipped only with a shovel. The average U.S. private-sector worker today is backed up by more than $350,000 worth of physical

capital—far more than a U.S. worker had 100 years ago and far more than the average worker in most other countries has today.

Physical capital consists of human-made resources such as buildings and machines. Increase in Human Capital It’s not enough for a

worker to have good equipment—he or she must also know what to do with it. Human capital refers to the improvement in labor

created by the education and knowledge embodied in the workforce.
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The human capital of the United States has increased dramatically over the past century. A century ago, although most Americans

were able to read and write, very few had an extensive education. In 1910, only 13.5% of Americans over 25 had graduated from high

school and only 3% had four-year college degrees. By 2015, the percentages were 88% and 33%, respectively. It would be impossible

to run today’s economy with a population as poorly educated as that of a century ago. Analyses based on growth accounting, suggest

that education—and its effect on productivity—is an even more important determinant of growth than increases in physical capital.

Technological Progress Probably the most important driver of productivity growth is technological progress, which is broadly defined

as an advance in the technical means of the production of goods and services. We’ll see shortly how economists measure the impact

of technology on growth. Technological progress is an advance in the technical means of the production of goods and services.

Workers today are able to produce more than those in the past, even with the same amount of physical and human capital, because

technology has advanced over time. It’s important to realize that economically important technological progress need not be flashy or

rely on cutting-edge science. Historians have noted that past economic growth has been driven not only by major inventions, such as

the railroad or the semiconductor chip, but also by thousands of modest innovations, such as the flat-bottomed paper bag, patented

in 1870, which made packing groceries and many other goods much easier, and the Post-it® note, introduced in 1981, which has had

surprisingly large benefits for office productivity. Experts attribute much of the productivity surge that took place in the United States

late in the twentieth century to new technology adopted by service-producing companies like Walmart rather than to high-

technology companies.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 115 6.3 What about Natural Resources? In our discussion so far, we haven’t mentioned natural resources, which

certainly have an effect on productivity. Other things equal, countries that are abundant in valuable natural resources, such as highly

fertile land or rich mineral deposits, have higher real GDP per capita than less fortunate countries. The most obvious modern example

is the Middle East, where enormous oil deposits have made a few sparsely populated countries very rich. For example, Kuwait has

about the same level of real GDP per capita as Germany, but Kuwait’s wealth is based on oil, not manufacturing, the source of

Germany’s high output per worker. But other things are often not equal. In the modern world, natural resources are a much less

important determinant of productivity than human or physical capital for the great majority of countries. For example, some nations

with very high real GDP per capita, such as Japan, have very few natural resources. Some resource-rich nations, such as Nigeria

(which has sizable oil deposits), are very poor. Historically, natural resources played a much more prominent role in determining

productivity. In the nineteenth century, the countries with the highest real GDP per capita were those abundant in rich farmland and

mineral deposits: the United States, Canada, Argentina, and Australia. As a consequence, natural resources figured prominently in the

development of economic thought. In a famous book published in 1798, An Essay on the Principle of Population, the English

economist Thomas Malthus made the fixed quantity of land in the world the basis of a pessimistic prediction about future productivity.

As population grew, he pointed out, the amount of land per worker would decline. And this, other things equal, would cause

productivity to fall. His view, in fact, was that improvements in technology or increases in physical capital would lead only to

temporary improvements in productivity because they would always be offset by the pressure of rising population and more workers

on the supply of land. In the long run, he concluded, the great majority of people were condemned to living on the edge of starvation.

Only then would death rates be high enough and birth rates low enough to prevent rapid population growth from outstripping

productivity growth.
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productivity was valid for much of human history. Population pressure probably did prevent large productivity increases until the

eighteenth century. But in the time since Malthus wrote his book, any negative effects on productivity from population growth have

been far outweighed by other, positive factors—advances in technology, increases in human and physical capital, and the opening up

of enormous amounts of cultivable land in the New World. It remains true, however, that we live on a finite planet, with limited

supplies of resources such as oil and limited ability to absorb environmental damage. 6.4 Institutions Rich countries may be rich

because of their physical capital, human capital, and state- of-the-art technologies, but we still need to ask: Why do they have these

advantages? What keeps poor countries from enjoying similar high levels of capital and technology? Differences in institutions may be

an important part of the answer. Mancur Olson, in a lecture published in the Journal of Economic Perspectives in 1996, provided one

of the most compelling demonstrations of the importance of institutions. Olson observed that accidents of history, especially wars,

provide us with interesting “natural experiments” relating to institutions and government policies. For example, consider North and

South Korea, East and West Germany, and Hong Kong and mainland China. Historically, each pair was once a single country (and, in

the case of Germany, is today). The people in each region share similar cultures, and there are no obvious advantages in geography on

one side or the other. Moreover, these neighbors had relatively similar incomes. At the end of various wars, though, the regions were

separated into distinct countries with different governments and institutions. What explains these sharp differences in economic

performance? The obvious answer— obvious largely because this is the only clear difference between the neighboring countries— is

the differences in government policies and in the rules and regulations that economists call “institutions.” To see the importance of

institutions, imagine that you set up two computer companies, one in a rich country and the other in a poor country. In a typical rich

country, there is a
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You may have to pay license fees and taxes, but these are long-standing and explicit. To a great extent, your company succeeds or

fails on its own merit, and you profit directly from your own success. In contrast, you may run into numerous obstacles in the poor

country. Corruption and bribes may make it difficult to set up the business in the first place. Importing the computer components may

be a challenge—once the parts have arrived into port, they may be held hostage for additional “fees.” Profits that you earn may not be

secure: they may be taxed away or even stolen because of insufficient property rights. If your company succeeds, it may even be

taken over by the government—as Bolivia did to foreign firms when it nationalized the oil and gas industries in 2006. Finally, even if

your profits are secure for several years, a coup or war could change the environment overnight. Not only your profits but even your

life may be at risk. Thus, economic growth results from an economy increasing its physical capital, raising the human capital of its

workers (so that it has greater efficiency units of labor for a given size of the workforce), and improving its technology. Because of the

diminishing marginal product of physical capital and limits to how much each worker can invest in his or her human capital before

joining the workforce, sustained growth is generally impossible to achieve just by building up physical and human capital. Rather, the

most plausible driver of sustained growth is technological progress. Empirical evidence also suggests that technological progress

accounts for the bulk of the increase in GDP per capita (or per hour worked) in the United States. Property rights, the rule of law,

contract enforcement, and the separation of powers are essential for economic success. In their absence, the costs of investing in

physical capital, human capital, and technology may exceed the benefit, and as a result the investments may not be made. These

institutional differences appear to be an important part of the explanation for differences in TFP and capital across countries. The study

of the relationship between institutions and economic performance is at the frontier of current research in economics. At the

moment, elegant and quantifiable models like our production model do not exist in the study of institutions. It’s to be hoped that this

research will reach a point in the near future where its insights can be gleaned as easily as those of the production model (or the

growth models in the next two chapters). But unfortunately, we are not there yet.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 118 6.5 Models of Economic growth The Harrod–Domar model : In its simplest terms, economic growth is the result

of abstention from current consumption. An economy produces a variety of commodities. The act of production generates income.

The very same income is used to buy these commodities. Exactly which commodities are produced depends on individual

preferences and the distribution of income, but as a broad first pass, the following statement is true: commodity production creates

income, which creates the demand for those very same commodities. Let’s go a step further and broadly classify commodities into

two groups. We may think of the first group as consumption goods, which are produced for the express purpose of satisfying human

wants and preferences. The mangos you buy at the market, or a fountain pen, or a pair of trousers all come under this category. The

second group of commodities consists of what we might call capital goods, which we may think of as commodities that are produced

for the purpose of producing other commodities. A blast furnace, a conveyor belt, or a screwdriver might come under the second

category. Looking around us, it is obvious that the income generated from the production of all goods is spent on both consumer

goods and capital goods. Typically, households buy consumer goods, whereas firms buy capital goods to expand their production or

to replace worn-out machinery. This generalization immediately raises a question: if all income is paid out to households, and if

households spend their income on consumption goods, where does the market for capital goods come from? How does it all add up?

The answer to this question is simple, although in many senses that we ignore for now, deceptively so: households save. No doubt

some borrow too, to finance current consumption, but on the whole, national savings is generally positive. All income is not spent on

current consumption. By abstaining from consumption, households make available a pool of funds that firms use to buy capital goods.

This is the act of investment. Buying power is channeled from savers to investors through banks, individual loans, governments, and

stock markets. How these transfers are actually carried out is a story in itself. Later chapters will tell some of this story. By entering a

new business, by expanding a current business, or by replacing worn- out capital, investment creates a market demand for capital

goods. These goods add to the
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an economy grows. Note, however, that without the initial availability of savings, it would not be possible to invest and there would be

no expansion. This is the simple starting point of all of the theory of economic growth. Implicit in this story is the idea of

macroeconomic balance. If you think of a circuit diagram with income flowing “out” of firms as they produce and income flowing

back “into” firms as they sell, you can visualize savings as a leakage from the system: the demand for consumption goods alone falls

short of the income that created this demand. Investors fill this gap by stepping in with their demand for capital goods.

Macroeconomic balance is achieved when this investment demand is at a level that exactly counterbalances the savings leakage. If

you understand the basic concept of macroeconomic balance, you understand the foundations of all models of economic growth.

Economic growth is positive when investment exceeds the amount necessary to replace depreciated capital, thereby allowing the

next period’s cycle to recur on a larger scale. The economy expands in this case; otherwise it is stagnant or even shrinks. This is why

the volume of savings and investment is an important determinant of the growth rate of an economy. It is easy to see that our

simplified concepts hide important elements of reality. For instance, we have neglected, for now, the deeper question of which factors

govern the amount of savings and investment. Nevertheless, the story so far does illuminate some Firms Outflow Inflow Investment

Inflow Outflow Households Savings Comsumption Expenditure Wages, Profits, Rents
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expand the analysis once we feel comfortable with the basics. A little algebra at this stage will make our lives simpler. It will also enable

us to include some more features with a minimum of fuss. Divide time into periods t = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . We will keep track of dates by

tagging the appropriate variable with the date. Here is standard economic notation: Y denotes total output, C denotes total

consumption, and S denotes total savings. Remember that these variables are aggregates over the population. In particular, S nets out

those who are borrowing for current consumption. Then the following equation must be true as a matter of accounting : ?(t) = C(t) +

S(t) ………………………….(1) for all dates t. In words, national income is divided between consumption and savings. The other side of the

coin is that the value of produced output (also equal to Y, please note) must be matched to goods produced for consumption plus

those needed by investors; that is, ?(t) = C(t) + I(t) ………………………………(2) where I denotes investment. Equations (1) and (2) are one step

away from the famous macroeconomic balance equation S(t) = I(t) ……………………………………(3) or “savings equals investment,” which you

must have seen in an introductory macroeconomics course. We can use this equation to complete our basic argument. Investment

augments the national capital stock K and replaces that part of it which is wearing out. Suppose that a fraction ´ of the capital stock

depreciates. Then, of course, K(t + 1) = (1 – ?) K(t) + I(t) ………………..(4) which tells us how the capital stock must change over time. Now

we introduce two important concepts. The savings rate is just savings divided by income: S (t)/?(t) in our model. Call this s. The savings

rate depends on a multitude of characteristics in the economy. Our second concept is also a ratio: the capital–output ratio, which we

call ?.
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It is the amount of capital required to produce a single unit of output

in the economy, and it is represented by the ratio K(t)/?(t). Combining (3) and (4), using these new concepts, and moving terms around

a bit (, we arrive at a very influential equation indeed :
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 121 s/? = g + ? ………………..(5) where g is the overall rate of growth that is defined by the value [?(t + 1) – ?(t)]/?(t). This

is the Harrod–Domar equation, named after Roy Harrod and Evsey Domar, who wrote well-known papers on the subject in 1939 and

1946, respectively. It isn’t difficult to see why the Harrod–Domar equation was influential. It has the air of a recipe. It firmly links the

growth rate of the economy to two fundamental variables: the ability of the economy to save and the capital–output ratio. By pushing

up the rate of savings, it would be possible to accelerate the rate of growth. Likewise, by increasing the rate at which capital produces

output (a lower ¸), growth would be enhanced. Central planning in countries such as India and the erstwhile Soviet Union was deeply

influenced by the Harrod–Domar equation. A small amendment to the Harrod–Domar model allows us to incorporate the effects of

population growth. It should be clear that as the equation currently stands, it is a statement regarding the rate of growth of total gross

national product (GNP), not GNP per capita. To talk about per capita growth, we must net out the effects of population growth. This is

easy enough to do. If population (P) grows at rate n, so that P (t + 1) = P (t)(1 + n) for all t, we can convert our equations into per capita

magnitudes. (The chapter appendix records the simple algebra involved.) Instead of (5), we now get s/? = (1 + g*)(1 + n) – (1 – ?)

………………………….(6) where g* is now the rate of per capita growth. This is an expression that combines some of the fundamental

features underlying growth: the ability to save and invest (captured by s), the ability to convert capital into output (which depends

inversely on ?), the rate at which capital depreciates (?), and, last but not least, and the rate of population growth (n). Actually, equation

(6) looks a little complicated. There is an approximation that makes quick estimates far easier. To see this, expand the right-hand side

of (3.6) to get s/? = g* + n + ? – g*n. Now both g* and n are small numbers, such as 0.05 or 0.02, so their product is very small relative

to the other terms and can be ignored as an approximation. This gives us the approximate equation s/? = (APPROXIMATELY) g* + n + ?

……………………………………(7) which goes well with (5) and can be used in place of (6) without much loss of accuracy.
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brings home the message that investment and savings are not just aggregate objects, but themselves have important components that

may need to be controlled separately. Some key sectors may need more investment than others, and these may well spark a growth

spurt in other sectors. Of special importance is the balance between urban and rural sectors, or more narrowly, between agriculture

and industry. The question of sectoral balance is complicated enough to merit separate inquiry. Even at the level of the aggregative

simplicity of the Harrod–Domar model, there remains much to understand. Take another look at the basic Harrod–Domar model,

captured by equation (6). It tells us that if savings rates, capital–output ratios, population growth rates, and depreciation rates are such

and such, then the resulting growth rate is so many percentage points. We are, of course, entitled to make such “if–then” statements

and in many cases, they make good sense, but in many cases they do not. The reason they may not always be useful is that the very

parameters (savings rates, capital–output ratios) that are used to predict growth rates may themselves be affected by the growth

process. Put another way, such variables may not be exogenous to economic growth, but may be themselves be endogenously

determined. Our study of growth theory began with the fundamental notion of macroeconomic balance. Savings equals investment:

abstention from current consumption paves the way for increases in capital equipment. More capital creates more output. Thus two

parameters are immediately relevant: the savings rate, which tells us how much an economy “abstains,” and the capital–output ratio,

which tells us how the resulting increase in capital translates into output. This allows us to derive an equation that relates the savings

rate and the capital– output ratio to the rate of growth, which is the basic feature of the Harrod–Domar model. The Harrod–Domar

equation can be extended to include depreciation of capital and to allow for a growing population. In the Harrod–Domar model,

population growth unambiguously eats into per capita growth, because the role of labor as a factor of production is not captured

adequately by a fixed capital–output ratio. This leads us to consider more seriously the possible endogeneity of parameters such as

the savings rate, the population growth rate, and (of course) the capital–output ratio itself. Both the savings rate and the rate of

population growth vary with different levels of per capita income. This introduces the possibility that the rate of per capita growth may
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development traps and thresholds. Per capita income may be stuck (or spend very long periods of time) in traps, but there may be

critical thresholds as well, beyond which sustained growth occurs. This is the first demonstration of the possibility that initial

conditions may drive long-run outcomes. 6.5.2
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The Solow model Solow’s twist on the Harrod–Domar story
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is based on the law of diminishing returns to individual factors of production. Capital and labor work together to produce output. If

there is plenty of labor relative to capital, a little bit of capital will go a long way. Conversely, if there is a shortage of labor, capital-

intensive methods are used at the margin and the incremental capital–output ratio rises. This is exactly in line with our previous

discussion: according to the Solow thesis, the capital–output ratio, is endogenous. In particular, ¸ might depend on the economy

wide relative endowments of capital and labor. The Solow equations To understand the implications of this modification, it will help to

go through a set of derivations very similar to those we used for the Harrod–Domar model. We may retain equations (3) (savings equal

investment) and (3.4) (capital accumulation) without any difficulty. Retaining, too, the assumption that total savings S(t) is a constant

fraction s of total income Y(t), we may combine (3) and (4) to get k(t+1) = (1 – ?)k(t) + sy(t) …………………………….(8) If we divide through by

population (Pt) and assume that population grows at a constant rate, so that P(t + 1) = (1 + n)Pt, (8) changes to (1 + n) K(t + 1) = (1 – ?)

k(t) + sy(t) ………………………(9) where the lowercase ks and ys represent per capita magnitudes (K/P and Y/P, respectively). Before going

on, make sure you understand the economic intuition underlying the algebra of (9). It is really very simple. The right-hand side has two

parts, depreciated per capita capital [which is (1 – ?)k(t)] and current per capita savings [which is sy(t)]. Added together, this should give

us the new per capita capital stock k(t + 1), except for one complication: population is growing, which exerts a downward drag on per

capita capital stocks. This is why the left-hand side of (9) has the rate of growth of population (n) in it. Note that the larger the rate of

population growth, the lower is per capita capital stock in the next period.
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capita capital stock, using the production function. The production function, as you know, represents the technical knowledge of the

economy. In this model, capital and labor work together to produce total output. With constant returns to scale, we may use the

production function to relate per capita output to per capita input. Figure 2(a and b) Figure-1 Capital Per Capita (k) Output-Capital

ratios Production Function Output Per Capita (y ) O (a) (1+n)k (1+n)k (1–?)k + sy (1–?)k + sy k k k(96) k(97) k(98) k* k(96) k(97) k(98) (b)
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capita capital increases, the output–capital ratio falls because of a relative shortage of labor. Note that output per person continues to

rise, of course. It is just that with a relative shortage of labor, the ratio of output to capital used in production falls. In Figure 2, we use

this production function to determine what the per capita capital stock must be at date t + 1 if the current per capita stock is k. Simply

translate equation (9) into the diagram. To do so, multiply the output from any given capital stock by s, which gives us fresh

investment, and add the result to the depreciated capital stock. The end product is the curved line in Figure 2, which looks very much

like the production function itself(and indeed, is closely related), but has been transformed in the way we just described. Figure 2 also

plots the left-hand side of (9), the straight line (1 + n) k as k changes. Observe that because of diminishing returns, the curved line

initially lies above this straight line and then falls below. The steady state Armed with this diagram, we can make some very strong

predictions about growth rates. Figure 2 shows us two initial historical levels of the per capita capital stock—one “low” (Figure 2) and

one “high” (Figure 2b)—starting in the year 1996. With the low stock, the output–capital ratio is very high and so the per capita capital

stock can expand quite rapidly. How do we see this in Figure 2? Well, we know from (9) that the supply of per capita capital is read off

by traveling up to the point on the curved line corresponding to the initial stock k(1996). However, some of this supply is eroded by

population growth. To find k(1997), we simply travel horizontally until the line (1 + n)k is touched; the capital stock corresponding to

this point is 1997’s per capita capital stock. Now just repeat the process. We obtain the zigzag path in Figure (2a). Note that the growth

of per capita capital slows down and that per capita capital finally settles close to k*, which is a distinguished capital stock level where

the curved and straight lines meet. Likewise, you may trace the argument for a high initial capital stock, as in Figure 2b. Here, there is

an erosion of the per capita stock as time passes, with convergence occurring over time to the same per capita stock, k*, as in Figure

2a.. The idea here is exactly the opposite of that in the previous paragraph: the output-capital ratio is low, so the rate of expansion of

aggregate capital is low. Therefore, population growth outstrips the rate of growth of capital, thus eroding the per capita capital stock.
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starting from any initial level, must converge. In other words, growth in the Solow model loses its momentum if capital is growing too

fast relative to labor, which is precisely what happens to the left of k* in Figure 2a. The reason is diminishing returns to capital, which

creates a downward movement in the capital–output ratio as capital is accumulated faster than labor. The lower output–capital ratio

then brings down the growth of capital in line with the growth of labor. This means that the long-run capital–labor ratio must be

constant (and this is captured by the ratio k*). However, if the per capita capital stock settles down to some “steady-state” level, then

so must per capita income! Thus in this version of the Solow model, there is no long-run growth of per capita output, and total output

grows precisely at the rate of growth of the population. In particular, the savings rate has no long-run effect on the rate of growth, in

sharp contrast to the prediction of the Harrod–Domar model. Matters seem confusing at this point. We just studied the Harrod–

Domar model, where the rate of savings most certainly affected the growth rate, and now the Solow model tells us that there is no

such effect, at least in the long run. Yet these confusing discrepancies melt away once we recall that the Solow model brings in a

feature that the Harrod–Domar model did not possess : diminishing returns to capital, which create endogenous changes in the

capital–output ratio. This is the feature that chokes off growth in the Solow model. Look again at Figure 2 and observe that the smaller

the degree of diminishing returns, the closer is the curve in that diagram to a straight line and the longer it will take for the per capita

stock of capital to settle down—k* becomes larger. The Harrod–Domar model studies the limiting case of this process where there is

no diminishing returns at all and consequently no such steady state k* : in that case, the per capita capital stock can grow indefinitely.

Therefore, whether the Solow model or the Harrod–Domar model is more relevant is ultimately an empirical question and, as we shall

soon see, the jury is still out on the issue. In any case, as long as we appreciate that the different predictions are driven by different

assumptions (in this case, with regard to the nature of technology), there is absolutely no reason to be confused. The Solow model

studies a situation where the capital–output ratio changes with the per capita availability of capital in the economy. The change is

driven by the postulate of diminishing returns, so that a higher per capita stock raises the capital–output ratio. This
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rules out diminishing returns. The relative validity of these two models is open to empirical scrutiny and the theoretical predictions are

very different. In particular, the Solow model tells us that parameters such as the savings rate have only level effects, in contrast to the

growth effects of savings in the Harrod–Domar model. Indeed, in the simple version of the Solow model studied so far (but soon to be

extended), there is a steady-state level of per capita income to which the economy must converge, irrespective of its historical starting

point. More dramatically, the Solow model infers that regardless of the initial per capita capital stock, two countries with similar savings

rates, depreciation rates, and population growth rates will converge to similar standards of living “in the long run”! This is the

hypothesis of international convergence, and it has led to a large literature, which we will come to in due course.
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The endogeneity of the capital–output ratio led us to a classical theory: the Solow model. In Solow’s twist on the Harrod–Domar

story, the capital–output ratio adjusts with the relative availability of capital and labor. This adjustment occurs because of diminishing

returns to each of these inputs, and we can use production functions to capture such effects. To continue, if capital grows faster

than the labor force, then each unit of capital has less labor to man it, so that output divided by capital falls. Thus savings fall relative

to the capital stock, and this slows down the rate of growth of capital. Exactly the opposite happens if capital is growing too slowly

relative to labor. This mechanism ensures that in the long run, capital and working population grow exactly at the same rate, and per

capita growth ultimately vanishes. Capital and labor maintain a constant long-run balance that is known as the steady-state capital

stock (per capita).

We showed how different parameters affect the steady-state level of the capital stock and (thus) the steady-state level of per capita

income. We drew a distinction between level effects and growth effects.
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Growth dies out in the simple Solow model because there is no technical progress. If you think of technical progress as a steady

growth in knowledge that continually increases the productivity of labor, it becomes important to distinguish between the working

population and effective labor, which is the working population multiplied by (the changing level of) individual productivity. Thus

effective labor grows as the sum of population growth and technical progress. With this amendment, the Solow arguments apply

exactly as before, with all per capita magnitudes reexpressed per units of effective labor. This means, for NSOU ? PGSW-V 128

instance, that while the long-run capital stock, relative to effective labor, settles down to a steady-state ratio, the capital stock per

person keeps growing and it does so at the rate of technical progress. Likewise, per capita income keeps increasing in the long run

precisely at the rate of technical progress. 6.6

Conclusion Dear learner thus you got a detailed understanding about the Economic growth and factors affecting the Economic

growth. You also developed and idea about the models of Economic growth. This unit will thus help you to know the issuer which

reduces or accelerator the Economic growth & affects the society as a whole. 6.7 Exercise 1. Explain the term Growth rate. Discuss the

factors responsible for Economic growth rate. 2. Discuss the Harrod-Domar model of Economic growth. 3. Differentiate between the

Solow model & Harrod-Domer model of Economic growth. 6.8 Reference Factors of Economic Growth and Growth Model

Introduction to Economic Growth: Charles I. Jones Viva Books; Second edition 2013 Development Economics: Debraj Ray Oxford

1999 Macroeconomics: Third Edition Daron Acemoglu, David Laibson, John A. List Pearson 2021 Good capitalism, bad capitalism, and

the economics of growth and prosperity: William J. Baumol Robert E. Litan Carl J. SchrammYale University Press New Haven &

London 2007

NSOU ? PGSW-V 129 Unit 7 ? Changing Pattern of Economic Planning in India after 1990 Structure 7.0 Objective 7.1 Introduction 7.2

Institutional Structure of Planning in India 7.3 Early Experience with Five Year Plans 7.4 Economic Policy in the 1980s 7.5 Economic

Reforms after 1991 7.6 Conclusion 7.7 Exercise 7.8 Reference 7.0 Objective Our learner will get an overview about the changing Pattern

of Economic planning in Indian since 1990. 7.1 Introduction Most developing countries emerging from colonial rule in the middle of

the last century adopted some form of economic planning reflecting a conviction, common even among non-communist countries

that the state had to intervene actively to promote economic development. India was no exception to this trend—indeed it was in

many ways a forerunner. The Indian National Congress, as early as 1938, although fully engaged in the struggle for Independence, had

set up a National Planning Committee under Jawaharlal Nehru (later to become India’s first Prime Minister) to work out concrete

programmes of development covering the major segments of the economy. The belief that planning and state intervention were

necessary for development was shared even by the private sector at the time as evidenced by the fact that in 1944 some of India’s

leading businessmen produced the so called ‘Bombay Plan’, outlining a programme of economic development in which the state and

the public sector were expected to play an important role.
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activity when the Government of India, shortly after Independence in 1947, established the Planning Commission in March 1950 under

the Chairmanship of the Prime Minister. This was followed by the establishment of the National Development Council (NDC)

consisting of all Chief Ministers of the states and members of the Union Cabinet and full-time members of the Planning Commission,

and chaired by the Prime Minister. The NDC is a forum that allows state governments to be consulted on the process of formulating

plan objectives and strategies. The nature of planning in India and the role of the Planning Commission have changed considerably

over time. In earlier decades, planning relied on establishing quantitative targets for individual sectors derived from multi-sectoral

planning models with a variety of instruments of control being deployed by the government to ensure that targets were achieved. In

subsequent decades, planning became much more indicative, reflecting the growing recognition that investment should respond to

market forces and entrepreneurs must have freedom to determine expansion plans, and technology choices. While the practice of

preparing Five Year Plans continued, the Plans increasingly focused on broad national targets for growth, poverty alleviation, and

social-sector development. Sectoral investment decisions were left largely to the private sector, although the investment requirements

of critical infrastructure sectors such as energy received special attention. The role of public investment in these sectors remained

important since these sectors were dominated by public sector enterprises. Changes in the political environment over the years that

also had an impact on planning are the emergence of regional parties and the associated phenomenon of state governments being

run by a variety of regional political parties with the central government in the hands of a coalition. This has led to a loosening of the

control that can be exercised by the central government on state governments and has also generated pressures for greater financial

devolution. As a result, state governments today have greater freedom of maneuver relative to the centre. A more recent development

is the pressure for further decentralization to local governments, which are the most important level of government for delivering

essential services in health and education. Since government is increasingly focusing on these
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become an important issue in Plan implementation. The Planning Commission after 1990s performed several different functions,

operating much like a Ministry in some respects, but with some important differences. It is responsible for preparing Five Year Plans

that outline broad economic and social targets and indicate the requirements of public-sector expenditure on plan programmes in

individual sectors for both the centre and states. Since the role to be played by the private sector has increased, recent Plans have also

focused attention on the policy environment needed for the private sector to perform its expected role. The Plans also indicate the

manner in which public-sector expenditures are to be financed, including the extent of assistance from the centre to the states. The

Five Year Plans are implemented year by year through the annual budgets of the central government and the budgets of the

governments of states and union territories. The Planning Commission negotiates with the Finance Ministry the total volume of

financial resources to be provided in the central budget to support plan programmes of the central government and transfers to the

state governments. Once the budgetary provision is finalized, the Planning Commission is responsible for dividing this total between

the centre and the states, reflecting the broad pattern approved in the Five Year Plan, and also for the division of the central share

among the central ministries. The Commission also holds discussions annually with the states, when it reviews states’ performance

and approves the level and sectoral composition of state Plans. In practice this role is more akin to advising the states. The

Commission acts as a think tank for the government proposing policy initiatives that are necessary to achieve Plan targets and

providing advice and critical evaluation of the effectiveness of policies in all sectors. This aspect of its role has also evolved

considerably. In the early years, it was the only forum, other than the Finance Ministry, for articulating economic strategy and policy.

Over the years, other economic ministries have become much more active in determining sectoral policies. Most policy decisions

today are evolved through inter-ministerial groups in which the Planning Commission also participates. Unlike other ministries that

typically take a sectoral view, the Planning Commission is expected to inject a broader cross-sectoral perspective on policy

formulation, viewing policies in individual sectors in the light of other sectoral policies also in a longer-term time frame.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 132 7.3 Early Experience with Five Year Plans The First Five Year Plan (1951–2 to 1955–6) was little more than a

collection of ongoing public investment projects, most of which were taken from the post-War reconstruction programme evolved

before Independence. The Plan aimed at a general increase in the standard of living and also emphasized wider objectives such as full

employment and removal of inequalities, but there was no specific analytically directed strategy for development. The Second Five

Year Plan (1956–7 to 1960–1) first articulated a strategy for development based on analytical work by Professor P.C. Mahalanobis using

a two-sector model that distinguished between the capital-goods producing sector and the consumer- goods-producing sector.

Economic growth was viewed as a function of investment, and investment was seen to be constrained by the availability of capital

goods. Since it was assumed that India could not expect to import capital goods freely because of limits on its ability to earn foreign

exchange—an assumption which reflected export pessimism that was fairly common at the time—the availability of capital goods

depended on domestic capacity to manufacture capital goods. On these assumptions, accelerated growth could be best achieved if

as much investment as possible was devoted to creating capacity in the capital goods sector (and the associated metals-producing

sectors) as this would enable higher levels of investment to be sustained. Since these sectors were both capital and technology

intensive, and since private- sector entrepreneurial capacity was limited and in any case was more likely to be directed to the

production of consumer goods, it was felt that public-sector units should be set up in the capital goods and metals-producing

sectors. Political developments at the time also favoured expansion of the public sector. The Congress Party in 1955 adopted a

resolution in favour of the socialist pattern of society which was later also adopted by Parliament. It was also felt that the strategy of

expanding the public sector would have the advantage that surpluses generated by the public sector would be directed entirely to

raising the rate of investment whereas profits in the private sector would partly lead to higher consumption. The Second Plan strategy

ran into difficulties in the late 1950s because of severe balance-of-payments problems and food shortages, both of which were

arguably linked to
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turned out to be a larger problem than was originally anticipated. The Third Plan (1961–2 to 1965–6) sought to address these

problems, but without changing the basic strategy of industrialization based on promoting the so called ‘heavy industries’ with a

strong emphasis on the public sector, while providing protection from import competition through quantitative restrictions on

imports. Planning methodology in the 1960s was dominated by two considerations. The first was the perception that certain sectors

were of strategic importance and investment resources must be consciously directed towards expanding capacity in these sectors

instead of responding to market forces, which were more likely to draw investment into ‘non-priority sectors’ such as consumer

goods. The desire to achieve quantitative targets for individual sectors led to a progressive expansion in sectoral detail in planning

models from 4 sectors in the Second Plan to 60 in the Third Plan and 186 later. Sectoral expansion targets in turn provided the

intellectual basis for the system of investment licensing, which was designed to direct resources towards expansion in strategic areas.

In practice, the system proved to be highly inefficient, often leading to suboptimal scales of production, and forced adoption of

suboptimal technology. It also served to protect existing private-sector investors who, having obtained permission to create capacity,

were then able to argue against licensing additional capacity to others on the grounds that this would promote wasteful competition.

The second consideration dominating Indian planning methodology was the perceived need to deal with the scarcity of foreign

exchange. Export pessimism led to unwillingness to deal with foreign exchange scarcity by depreciating the exchange rate. Instead, a

twofold approach was adopted of mobilizing external assistance to meet foreign exchange needs and rationing scarce foreign

exchange by restricting import demand through import licensing. Since import licenses were typically not given if domestic

production capacity had been set up, it gave tailor-made protection to domestic industry. Not surprisingly, the industrial structure that

emerged was high cost and highly inefficient. Although the controls over investment and imports that evolved in the 1960s and 1970s

were intellectually justified by planning models used by the Planning Commission, they were administered not by the Planning

Commission but by the Ministries concerned. In practice, the linkage of these controls to Plan targets was tenuous at best, since the

latter were in any case much more aggregative than the level at which controls were operated.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 134 In the early 1960s Indian planning came in for criticism on the grounds that the benefits of development had not

accrued to the masses whose essential needs remained unmet. Responding to this criticism, the Perspective Planning Division of the

Planning Commission produced an influential paper in 1962 outlining a strategy for guaranteeing a minimum level of living to

everyone by 1975 (Planning Commission 1962). Recognizing that income distribution tended to be relatively stable, the paper argued

that rapid growth of GDP would have to be the major part of the solution. Accordingly, it suggested a GDP growth target of 6 per cent

per year which, with a relatively stable distribution, would lead to a broad-based improvement in living standards. The paper

recognized that growth would not be a sufficient condition because many groups were likely to be left out from the growth process

and it would be necessary therefore to have special programmes of employment generation and income support for these groups.

This strategy of ‘growth plus distribution and poverty alleviation’ was subsequently adopted by the World Bank and other multilateral

development banks in the 1970s. While India’s planning strategy in the 1960s clearly emphasized rapid growth, it did not succeed in

generating growth at the level targeted. It can also be argued that it did not pay sufficient attention to examining why growth targets

were not being achieved and whether changes in economic policies were needed to achieve the stated objectives. There was

constant focus on the need for higher levels of investment, especially in the public sector, but not enough attention was paid to

factors affecting the efficiency of investment. The war with Pakistan in 1965 was followed by two severe droughts which delayed the

formulation of the Fourth Plan. However, this period saw a major restructuring of policies in agriculture triggered largely by political

developments. In 1966, India was highly dependent on imports of food grains from the United States under PL 480 and the US

Administration, irritated by India’s criticism of the US position on Vietnam, imposed a strict policy under which each shipload of food

shipment required separate Presidential approval. Determined to overcome vulnerability on this score, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi

gave top priority to achieving food self-sufficiency, and authorized the import of Mexican high- yielding wheat seeds, a controversial

decision at the time because it reversed the traditional preference for technological self-sufficiency. The high yielding wheat was

successfully adapted to Indian conditions by Indian agricultural research universities and together with supportive market support

policies led to the Green Revolution in wheat in the early 1970s.
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rupee in 1966 combined with measures of import liberalization as part of an agreement with the World Bank and the IMF aimed at

mobilizing a much needed external assistance from the international donor community. As it happened, the additional assistance

promised did not materialize, leading to considerable resentment at being forced to devalue. The import liberalization was reversed

and the resentment at being forced to devalue lingered for many years, and contributed to a prolonged suspicion of all advice on

liberalization. The problems of managing foreign exchange scarcity dominated the policy agenda in the 1970s. The denial of external

assistance promised as part of the devaluation package, led predictably to the Fourth Plan (1969–70 to 1974–5) emphasizing self-

reliance and reduced dependence on external aid, which in practice meant a tightening of import controls and increased inward

orientation. However, performance in the Fourth Plan period was again disappointing and this also meant little progress in

achievement of the minimum needs objectives laid down ten years earlier. The inability to reduce poverty was obviously linked to the

failure to achieve rapid growth and should have led to a re-examination of the growth strategy itself. Instead, it led many participants

in the public debate to argue that rather than push for elusive targets of growth, greater attention should be paid to implementing a

direct attack on poverty through targeted schemes to help the poor. A number of targeted anti-poverty schemes were evolved in this

period, including especially programmes for rural employment and small and marginal farmers, and these were incorporated into the

Fifth Plan (1975–6 to 1979– 80). As it happened, this Plan was terminated after the third year as there was a change of government

when Mrs. Indira Gandhi lost the election in 1977. This was followed by two years of Annual Plans in 1978–9 and 1979–80. 7.4

Economic Policy in the 1980s The 1980s saw the beginning of changes in economic policy, prompted by the recognition that the East

Asian countries which followed somewhat different policies with greater outward orientation were performing much better. This led

to some important modifications in policy, giving greater flexibility to the private sector and freer access to
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appreciation in real terms. These changes were reflected in the Sixth Plan (1980–1 to 1984–5) but it is important to note that the

planning process had changed significantly by this time. Policy formulation was no longer the outcome of a planning process

centralized in the Planning Commission. Instead, it came from multiple inter- ministerial committees that also took into account the

views of ministries and non- government experts. The Planning Commission was actively involved in all these deliberations, but it was

not the principal policymaking body. The policy changes introduced in the Sixth Plan were associated with a markedly improved

performance in the Sixth Plan period and the growth rate of the economy exceeded the target for the first time. These policy changes

were further intensified in the Seventh Plan period (1985–6 to 1989–90). Import licensing was eliminated in a growing range of areas

where domestic protection concerns were not significant. More importantly, import licenses were also much more freely granted in

areas where import licensing remained in place. Import availability to exporters was liberalized significantly and the exchange rate was

managed in a way that brought about a significant but gradual real depreciation. This helped exporters and also made import licensing

restrictions less binding. The overt commitment to a strong public sector remained unchanged, but there was a distinct shift away

from the earlier policy of nationalizing loss-making private sector units to protect employment, and there was much less pressure to

expand public-sector investment in areas where private investment was forthcoming. The Seventh Plan period saw continued strong

economic growth, further reinforcing confidence in the new approach to policy. However, an important weakness in performance in

this period was the steady increase in the fiscal deficit accompanied by unsustainable short-term external borrowing in an

environment where export performance remained weak. These weaknesses led to a balance-of payments crisis in 1991. 7.5 Economic

Reforms after 1991 Planning and Integration after economic liberalization What have been the consequences of economic

liberalization for economic planning? The liberalization of 1991 did mark a rupture with the earlier economic regime insofar as
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economic liberalization was intended to liberate the market from the control of the state. In most eyes, the target of economic

liberalization was precisely the earlier regime of economic planning, that is, the aim was to release the market from the grip of

economic planning, from the hegemony of the public sector, and from the system of discretionary controls over the economy. In

actuality, despite the appearance of a sudden rupture, considerable ambivalence and ambiguity surrounded the turn to liberalization,

principally because of the high moral value placed on the earlier economic strategy. This is apparent in the stance of the then Prime

Minister, P.V. Narasimha Rao, who favored both economic liberalization and economic planning. Rao, undoubtedly, wanted removal of

unnecessary controls and regulations in many areas for the sake of national advance, but he also believed that “the growth and

development of the country cannot be left entirely to the market mechanism” since the market basically responded to existing

purchasing power, and not need. Consequently, for him “Planning is necessary to overcome such limitations of the market

mechanism. Planning is essential for macro-economic management, for taking care of the poor and the downtrodden, who are

mostly outside the market system and have little asset endowment.” He therefore opted for both the market mechanism and planning,

asking in effect that the two be dovetailed. The break with the previous economic regime was therefore not as comprehensive and

thoroughgoing as it appeared at the time or as its opponents painted it to be. The state with its particular leadership was thus critical to

the kind of economic liberalization that was acceptable. There are therefore elements of both continuity and discontinuity with the

previous regime after economic liberalization. Those who had favored Nehru’s socialist project thought that the reforms of 1991, with

their sharp turn to the market, would mean the end of economic planning. In fact, however, the entire apparatus of planning that had

existed before liberalization has continued to be an essential part of the government and has operated, in functional terms, pretty

much as it did before. The two decades after liberalization have seen the launching and completion of four Five Year Plans (Eighth,

Ninth, Tenth and Eleventh), while formulation of the Twelfth Plan (2012–17) commenced in 2011. The fact that the planning structure

has persisted so far suggests that there is no inevitability to liberalization’s consequences; instead, public policy is key. India’s economy

had earlier been proclaimed to be a “mixed economy,” and it is still so regarded—or can be so regarded—even after liberalization. On

the other hand, there
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India’s economy was and continues to be a mixed one. At that level of generality, then, not much appears to have changed. The mixed

economy continues, and so does economic planning. Continuity with the past is therefore one aspect that is apparent in respect of

the question of the impact of liberalization. At the same time, there can be no denying that economic liberalization did mark a sharp

shift in the relations between the state and market, and could not leave planning unaffected. The pertinent issue, then, is: what has

changed and how much has changed in respect of economic planning? At base, economic planning is a political and administrative

mechanism of the nation- state to develop a consensus over the essential economic t asks f or the center, the states, and the market

for a finite period of time ( say, five or fifteen years), and it is equally also a site where these three forces intersect and interact. Four

changes are striking in planning as regards the relationship between the center, the states, and the market. From Comprehensive

Planning to Indicative Planning Economic planning in India may not have been as thoroughgoing as it was in the Soviet Union, but it

was comprehensive insofar as it covered the entire economy and its various sectors. It was detailed, with meticulous multi-sector

models employed to work out input- output balances with some degree of internal consistency for a largely closed economy. It was

prescriptive also, particularly for the public sector, with the plans serving as an allocation mechanism. In great measure, it was

prescriptive for the private sector, too, with the state using policy instruments like licensing and controls to implement plans.

Occupying “the commanding heights” of the economy, the state was able to exert control over the entire economy through its vast

and far-flung public sector, its regulatory framework for the private sector, and its hold over private sector savings in the nationalized

banking and insurance industry. With the dismantling of a substantial part of the licensing and controls system and the opening up of

vast areas of the economy to the private sector after economic liberalization, economic planning could no longer be comprehensive.

Nor, with the opening up of the economy internationally, were input-output balances of much relevance any more since foreign trade

could serve as a balancing mechanism. Detailed planning could, however, continue for the non-tradable sector, primarily in the area

of infrastructure, largely the responsibility of the public sector. On the other hand, with the increased empowerment of
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comprehensive planning was transformed into indicative planning, particularly in relation to the private sector. However, economic

planning as a focused activity of the state has continued into the post-liberalization period, and it is not limited to the public sector

alone, contrary to popular perception. Planning encompasses, as it did earlier, the entire economy within its scope, determining the

overall strategy, the desired or acceptable rate of growth, and the thrust areas and priorities. The PC establishes and approves

allocations for the public sector, while it expects policy to provide the enabling environment or incentives to accomplish what is

desired in the private sector. But, that is precisely what it did before liberalization. The decisive difference with the period prior to

economic liberalization is that the state no longer wields discretionary controls in most areas of concern to the private sector. Rather,

the state is now conceptualized, ideally at least, as a facilitator, while the market is the arena where the private sector competes and

carries the national economy forward. In practice, however, besides its influence through the regulatory agencies headed by

bureaucrats or former bureaucrats, the state continues to exercise considerable discretionary controls over the private sector in

certain areas, such as approval of telecommunications licenses, space allocations in special export zones, land acquisition for

entrepreneurs, mining licenses, and especially environmental clearances. Not surprisingly, in all these areas there is an abundance of

rent-seeking behavior. The change from comprehensive planning to indicative planning was heralded by the Eighth Plan (1992–97),

which saw itself as marking and facilitating the transition from the former to the latter. Declaring that it had redefined PC’s role, the

Plan announced, “From a highly centralized planning system, we are gradually moving towards indicative planning.” It is arguable

whether the Eighth Plan itself was, indeed, indicative. If one sets aside the household sector, the public sector’s investment was

projected at over 70 percent of total “planned” investment and, since planning had to be detailed for this sector, the plan was heavily

weighted toward the comprehensive side. However, public sector investment did not live up to the expectations of the Eighth Plan,

and that by a wide margin. In any case, the Eighth Plan saw itself as being a transitional plan, and subsequent plans have been more in

accord with the indicative variety. The shift to indicative planning did not, however, mean an end to the use of formal economic

modeling for planning. Indeed, in place of the traditional single in-house model,
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having been farmed out to economic think-tanks, in order to determine the possibilities and feasibility of different rates of economic

growth and the consequent sectoral composition so as to develop a coherent and consistent overall planning framework. Similarly,

the Approach Paper to the Twelfth Plan relied on several macroeconomic models in figuring out alternative growth scenarios. The

particular merit of formal modeling is that it serves as “‘an effective disciplining device in the exercise of choice of policy-makers and

users.’ Indeed, the Planning Commission has been using the plan model to enforce discipline on the central and state governments,

their ministries, departments, and undertakings. Detailed planning in the Eleventh Plan, however, was limited to the infrastructure

sector while aggregate “indicative projections” were worked out for the sectors of agriculture, industry, and services.24 As a PC

member at the time, Kirith Parikh, claimed, PC “no longer sets sector-wise targets as it used to.” Nonetheless, “it does provide a broad

picture of the economy, its likely direction and pace, a consistent macro-picture, the plans f or the development of infrastructure and

the provision of public goods and services. All these help private entrepreneurs in their decisions.” He further justified the continuing

need for planning: “Even in a market economy governments continue to spend substantial amounts, and inclusive development

requires government programs and projects to deliver public goods and services to all peoples and regions. This calls for allocating

public investment, designing implementation strategies to see that outcomes are realized cost-effectively and monitoring t hem to

see that targeted outcomes are in fact realized. In sum, then, PC continues to perform its role of articulating an economic vision for

the country, developing the overall economic strategy for a period of five years at a time (against the canvas of a perspective plan for a

fifteen-year time span), charting out the thrust areas over that period, laying out the roles of the public sector and private sector, and

specifying the policy instruments to accomplish the goals of a given five year plan. To the extent that there is thus a substantial

continuity in economic planning into the post- liberalization period, it follows that the integrative implications of such planning

continue also to hold in substantial measure after liberalization. The future role of planning, however, undoubtedly remains a strongly

contested terrain. India ran into a severe balance-of-payments crisis in 1991 triggered by the sharp, though temporary, rise in oil prices

on account of the Gulf War in 1990. There was a loss of confidence leading to a reversal of external flows reflecting the winding down

of short-
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systemic economic reforms by Dr Manmohan Singh, then Finance Minister, who later became Prime Minister in 2004. The reforms

introduced in 1991 were initially led by the Finance Ministry, but in due course they became a broader government initiative in which

other ministries, including the Planning Commission, were intimately involved. The reforms were broadly similar to those attempted by

most developing countries, but with some important differences. The thrust of the reforms was (a) to place greater reliance upon the

role of the private sector building on India’s considerable entrepreneurial tradition, (b) open the economy to foreign trade and foreign

direct investment, (c) restructure the role of the government to concentrate on functions not likely to be performed by the market (for

example expanding supply of public goods such as primary health services and education and also developing infrastructure) and also

to regulate markets where necessary to ensure competition, and (d) to ensure that macroeconomic parameters remain in balance and

the financial sector is well run. However, while these features are common to reform efforts elsewhere, there were also important

differences. First, India’s reforms were much more gradualist than in other countries reflecting the compulsions of India’s highly

pluralist and participative democratic policy. The resulting slow pace of change has also meant that benefits have been derived more

slowly. Second, privatization of existing public-sector enterprises has not been a major feature of the reform effort which has focused

instead on selling only minority stakes in profit- making public enterprises while trying to close down chronic loss makers. Economic

performance in the post reforms period has been mixed. The balance-of- payments crisis of 1991 which led to the reforms was

quickly overcome and economic growth resumed after 1992 yielding an average growth rate of 6.7 per cent for the Eighth Plan period

(1992–3 to 1996–7). The economy slowed down thereafter partly because of a global slowdown following the East Asian crisis of

1997 combined with a string of poor monsoons which depressed agricultural performance, and partly also because of a slowing down

in the pace of reforms. As a result, the growth rate dipped to 5.7 per cent in the Ninth Plan period (1997–8 to 2001–2).

NSOU ? PGSW-V 142 The Tenth Plan called for a renewed effort at pushing economic reforms to achieve a growth rate of 8 per cent.

After an initially weak start, the economy accelerated significantly and the growth rate in the Tenth Plan period (2002–3 to 2006–7) is

expected to be a little over 7 per cent. The improvement in economic performance reflects the gradual maturation of the economy in

response to economic reforms. The investment rate in the economy has increased to 28 per cent in 2004–5. The gradual opening of

the economy to trade and foreign investment has improved the competitiveness of Indian industry. Foreign direct investment has

increased from virtually nothing to US$ 6 billion in 2001–1. The Planning Commission has proposed a target of 8.5 per cent growth in

the Eleventh Plan period (2007–8 to 2011–12). Eighth Five Year Plan (1992-97) : The eighth five year plan was for the period of April

1992 to March 1997. The political changes at the centre thwarted the commencement of the Eighth Plan. In line with the changed

international and domestic circumstances, the role of the Planning Commission was redefined from a highly centralized planning

system to gradually moving towards ‘indicative planning’. Indicative planning attempts to combine the advantages of decentralization

and central planning. It is an attempt to promote economic growth by influencing expectations. Indicative planning is a form of

central economic planning implemented by a state in an effort to solve the problem of imperfect information in economies, and thus

increase economic performance. Objectives : Based on the approach, the following objectives were accorded priority in Eighth Plan

period : (i) Generating adequate employment to achieve near full employment level by the turn of the century. (ii) Containing

population growth through active people’s cooperation and an effective scheme of incentives and disincentives. (iii) Universalization of

elementary education and complete eradication of illiteracy among the people in the age group of 15 to 35 years. (iv) Provision of sale

drinking water and primary health facilities including immunization for all villages and entire population and complete elimination of

scavenging.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 143 (v) Growth and diversification of agriculture to achieve self- sufficient in food and generate surpluses for exports.

(vi) Strengthening the infrastructure (energy, transport, and communication, irrigation) in order to support the growth processes on a

sustainable basis. (vii) The withdrawal of the state from these industrial activities where its presence is not essential and encouraging

private sector initiative to fill the vacuum. (viii) Encouraging all-round productivity and efficiency in the public sector enterprises

compelling them to rely on internally generated resources rather than on budgetary support. Growth Rate : The Eighth Plan had set a

target of 5.6 per cent but it revealed from Economic Survey of 1998-99 that the growth rate,

which was only 0.5 per cent in 1991-92 gradually increased to 5.2 per cent in 1992-93 and then increased to 6.2 per cent provisional

in 1993-94.

In 1994-95, the CSO estimates show that the growth rate of GDP would be around 6.8 per cent. Again, in 1995-96, the CSO estimate

shows that the growth rate of GDP would be around 6.8 per cent. Again, in 1995-96, the CSO estimate shows that the growth rate of

GDP at factor cost would be around 7.3 per cent. Moreover, in 1996-97, the same growth rate of GDP was around 7.8 per cent. Thus

the Eighth Plan is likely to end with an average growth rate of 6.8 per cent per annum. Gross Domestic Savings and Investment : Gross

domestic savings as per cent of GDP at current prices, during the first four years of the Eighth Plan

has increased from 22.1 per cent in 1992-93, to 24.9 per cent in 1994- 95

and then to new peak of 26.1 per cent in 1996-97. The average gross domestic savings (GDS) as per cent of GDP during the Eighth

Plan is estimated at 24.3 per cent and these surpassed the target of 21.6 per cent. The rise in domestic savings in 1996-97 to a peak

level of 26.1 per cent of GDP was primarily due to rise in private savings to 24.2 per cent of GDP. The gross domestic investment as per

cent of GDP at current prices has also

increased from 23.9 per cent in 1992-93 to 25.7 per cent in 1996-97. The

average gross domestic investment as per cent of GDP during the Eighth Plan reached the level of 25.7 per cent.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 144 The average of saving-investment gap during the first four years of the Eighth Plan (1992- 96) stood at (—) 1.4

per cent. The Eighth Plan recognized the essential need to involve people in the process of deve- lopment. The attitude of passive

observance and total dependence on the government for developmental activities had become all-pervasive. It needed to be altered

to a pro-active attitude of people taking initiative themselves. In the process of development, people must operate and government

must cooperate. In this Plan, therefore, for the first time a new direction was given to achieve these objectives by adoption of an

institutional approach. India’s Ninth Five-Year Plan (1997-2002) The Eighth plan period ended in 1997. Implementation of the Ninth

plan was to begin from the same year. But a series of political crises in the country delayed the formulation and approval of the plan by

two years. The NDC finally approved the plan in February 1999, envisaging a GDP growth rate of 6.5 percent per annum. Though

delayed by two years in approval, the plan was to run its period through to 2002. The ninth plan aimed at growth with social justice

and equity. Objectives : (i) Priority to agriculture and rural development with a view to generating adequate productive employment

and eradication of poverty; (ii) Accelerating the growth rate of the economy with stable prices; (iii) Ensuring food and nutritional

security for all, particularly the vulnerable sections of the society; (iv) Providing basic minimum services of safe drinking water, primary

healthcare facilities, universal primary education, shelter and connectivity to all in a time- bound manner, (v) Containing the growth of

populations; (vi) Ensuring environmental sustainability of the development process through social mobilization and participation of

people at all levels; (vii) Empowerment of women and society’s dis-advantaged groups such as the scheduled castes, scheduled tribes

and other backward classes and minorities as agents of Socio-economic change and development;

NSOU ? PGSW-V 145 (viii) Promoting and developing people’s participatory institutions like Panchayati Raj Institutions, Co-operatives

and self-help groups. (ix) Strengthening efforts to build self-reliance; The special feature of the Ninth Plan was the priority set out by

the Prime Minister in the list titled ‘Special Action Plan’ (SAP). It concentrated on five areas: food and agriculture; physical

infrastructure; health, education and drinking water; information technology and water resources. Outlay : The size of the plan was

estimated to be Rs. 8,59,000 crore at 1996-97 prices. This included plans of the Centre, States and public sector undertakings. The

gross budgetary support to the plan from the Centre was fixed at Rs. 3,74,000 crore. Resources from public sector undertakings and

states were estimated to be Rs. 2,90,000 crore and Rs. 1,95,000 crore respectively. Assessment : The rate of growth of GDP during the

ninth plan dropped to 5.3 percent from 6.7 percent during the Eighth plan. This was against the target of 6.5 percent. The rate of

growth declined particularly in the agriculture and manufacturing sectors, whereas in the services sector there was a marginal increase

in the growth rate. In the agriculture three of the five years of the Ninth Plan witnessed poor performance due to weather-related

shocks. The Asian crisis in 1997 and slowdown in the world economy, coupled with poor performance of agriculture during 1997-

2000, led to a reduced demand for industrial goods and consequent reduction in the growth rate in the industrial sector. Some other

development during the ninth plan, such as cyclone in Orissa, earthquake in Gujarat, Kargil war etc. also resulted in diversion of

resources from investment and consequent decline in the growth rates. The rate of investment was 24.2 percent of GDP at market

prices. The rate of saving has been worked out to 23.3 percent of GDP. The bulk of the savings was accounted for by the private

sector. The excess of investment over savings resulted in a current account deficit of 0.9 percent for the Ninth Plan.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 146 In the Ninth Plan, the importance of public participation was highlighted, and it was argued that the process of

social mobilization and development of peoples ‘initiatives cannot be achieved without the active support and involvement of the

political system at all levels. It was clearly stated that the Panchayati Raj bodies in rural areas and Nagar Palikas in urban areas will have

to be directly involved in the developmental process, and therefore people’s involvement via their elected representatives will be

realized through genuine democratic decentralization. However, it was argued, other forms of people’s participation also need to be

strengthened. Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-2007) : The Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-2007) aimed at an indicative target of 8% GDP

growth for the plan period. It covered the issue related to growth, investment and employment, and certain general observations on

institutional design, governance and implementation methodologies. The Tenth Plan set before itself the annual growth rate of 8%,

which was much higher than 5.5% achieved during the Ninth Plan. Since economic growth was not the only objective, the plan aims

at harnessing the benefits of growth to improve the quality of life of the people by setting the following key objectives : i. Reduction in

poverty ratio; ii. Providing gainful high quality employment to the additional labour force over the tenth plan period; iii. All children to

be enrolled in schools and complete 5 years of schooling; iv. Reduction of gender gaps in literacy and wage rates by at least 50%; v.

Reduction in decadal rate of population growth between 2001 and 2011 to 16.2%; vi. Increase in literacy rate to 75% within the plan

period; vii. All villages to have sustained access to potable drinking water within the plan period; viii. Cleaning of major polluted rivers

and other notified stretches; ix. Reduction in Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) and Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR); x. Around Rs.800 billion of

disinvestment over 5 years and increasing FDI inflows annually to at least $7.5 billion; and xi. All main rivers should be cleaned up

between 2007 and 2012.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 147 In the Tenth Five Year Plan, t6he importance of accountability was highlighted. The then Prime Minister, Atal

Bihari Vajpayee pointed out in the Forward of the Tenth Five Year Plan document that effective delivery of basic social services to our

people cannot ensured unless the institution that are charged with these functions are made accountable to the people themselves

and for this it is necessary to empower the Panchayati Raj Institutions by transferring to them both functions and resources. He

believed that the PRIs must become the cutting edge of our three-tire political structure and the focal point of democratic

decentralization. Eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-12) : The National Development Council approved the Eleventh Five Year Plan setting ‘a

faster more broad based and inclusive’ growth at the average annual rate of 9 per cent. Plan points out, it requires a substantial

increase in the allocation of public resources for plan programmes in critical areas’ including education, health, agriculture and

infrastructure. The central vison of the Eleventh Plan is to improve the quality of life of the people, especially the poor, SCs and STs,

OBCs, minorities and women. The Plan can be broadly divided into the following components : ? Reduction of poverty and creation of

employment opportunities; ? Providing access to essential services like health and education, especially for poor; ? Providing equal

opportunity to all, empowerment through education and skill development; ? Ensuring environmental sustainability; ? Good

governance. As many as 27 detailed national targets have been set in the Plan ranging from enhancing income and reducing poverty,

to education, literacy, health, infant mortality, maternal mortality and child development. These can be classified into the following six

categories : a) Income and poverty ? Average GDP growth of 9 percent ? Agricultural growth rate of 4 per cent.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 148 ? Generation of 58 million new work opportunities ? Reduction of unemployment among the educated to less

than 5 per cent; ? 20 per cent rise in the real wage rate of unskilled workers ? 10 percent reduction in the head-count ration of

consumption poverty b) Education ? Reduction of dropout rates of children at the elementary level from 52.2 pe cent in 2003-04 to

20 per cent by 2011-12 ? Ensuring minimum standard of education in elementary schools; ? Increasing the literacy rate to 85% for

people of the age seven years or more ? Reduction of gender gap in literacy to 10%by 2011-12; ? Increasing the percentage of each

cohort going to higher education to 15 per cent by 2011-12. c) Health ? Reduction of infant Mortality Rate(IMR) to 28% and Maternal

Mortality Rate(MMR) to 1 percent per 1000 live births by the end of the Eleventh Plan ? Total Fertility Rate(TFR) to be reduced to 2.1 ?

Providing clean drinking water to all by 2009 ? Reduce by half malnutrition among children of age group 0-3 ? Reduce by half anemia

among women and children d) Women and Children ? Rising the sex ratio to 935 for the age group 0-6 years by 2011-12 and to 950

by 2016-17 ? To ensure that at least 33 per cent of the beneficiaries of all government schemes are women and children. ? To ensure

that all children enjoy a safe childhood, without any compulsion to work e) Infrastructure ? Electricity connection to all villages and

BPL households by 2009

NSOU ? PGSW-V 149 ? Road connection to all habitation with a population 1000 and above(500 and above in hilly and tribal areas) by

2009, and all significant habitants by 2015 ? Connect every village by telephone and provide broadband connectivity to all villages by

2012 ? Provide homestead sites to all by 2012 and step up the pace of the construction of houses for rural poor. f) Environment ?

Increase forest and tree cover by 5 per cent. ? Attain WTO standards of air quality in all major cities by 2011-12 ? Treat all urban waste

water by 2011-12 to clean river waters ? Increase energy efficiency by 20 per cent by 2016-17. A key feature of the inclusive growth

strategy in the Eleventh Plan is that growth should not be treated as an end in itself, but only as a means to an end. This is best done by

adopting monitorable targets, which would reflect the multi-dimensional economic and social objectives of inclusive growth. One of

the basic objectives of the Eleventh Plan is to use Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRI) as the primary means of delivery of the essential

services that are critical to inclusive growth. The 73rd and 74th Amendments to the Constitution have led to the establishment of

about 2.5 lakh elected institution of local self-government (about 2.38 lakh in rural areas and rest in urban areas). It is absolutely critical

for the inclusiveness of our growth process that these large number s of elected representatives in our PRIs are fully involved in

planning, implementing and supervising the delivery of the essential public services. The Eleventh Plan recognizes the need to build

incentives that may help in encouraging the states to devolve functions, funds and functionaries to the PRIs. In order to capture the

extent to which this process and empowerment of PRIs has actually progressed in each state, a suitable Devolution Index will be

developed and will be called PRI-empowerment Index. The plan promises to create productive employment at a faster pace than

before, and targets agricultural growth at 4 per cent per year. It seeks to reduce disparities across regions and communities by

ensuring access to basic physical infrastructure as well as health and education services to all. It recognizes gender as a cross-cutting

theme across all sectors and commits to respect and promote the rights of the common person.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 150 7.6 Conclusion The unit thus gave us a clear idea about the objectives & overview about the various plan period

in India since 1990. 7.7 Exercise 1. Give a brief account of Institutional structure of planning in India. 2. Write about the Economic

Reform after 1991. 3. Write about the Eight five year plane. 4. Discuss about the Eleventh five year plane. 7.8 Reference Concept of

National Income and Inequalities in Distribution of National Income. Introduction to National Income Analysis: Wilfred Beckerman

Littlehampton Book Services Ltd; 3rd edition 1980. National income and social accounting: Harold C. Edey, Alan T. Peacock, Ronald A.

Cooperhutchinson University Library London Third Edition 1967. Macroeconomics Third Edition Daron Acemoglu, David Laibson,

John A. List Pearson 2021. The Framework of the Indian Economy: An Introduction to EconomicsJohn Hicks (Author), M. Mukherjee

(Author), S. K. GhoshOUP India 1985.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 151 Unit 8 ? Concept of National Income and Inequalities in Distribution of National Income Structure 8.0 Objective

8.1 Introduction 8.2 Leakages and injections 8.3 How is national income measured? 8.4 Definition of GDP 8.5 Inequality around the

World 8.6 Conclusion 8.7 Exercise 8.8 Reference 8.0 Objective The learner would learn about the concept of National income & other

factors which influences the National economy. 8.1 Introduction To start, we look at the very simple model of the nation’s economy.

In this model there are two sectors. Households are the people who buy the nation’s output of goods and services and the owners of

all of the economy’s factors of production. They supply these factors of production to the firms and, in turn, they receive payment for

their factors. The firms hire the factors of production from households and use these factors to produce the nation’s output of goods

and services. The factors of production provided and income received are shown in a simplified form in Table 1. Payment to the

factors of production Factors of Production Payment to the Factor (Provided by Firms) (Provided by Households) Labour Wages Land

Rent Capital Interest Entrepreneurship Profit

NSOU ? PGSW-V 152 This is the basis for the circular flow of income two-sector model shown in Figure 1. Households provide the

factors of production (1) and receive income (2). They buy the goods and services (3) produced by the firms by using the income

received (4), and in this way the income circulates throughout the economy. 8.2 Leakages and injections The two-sector model

described is very much a simplified model of the economy. Common sense is likely to tell you that households do not behave in this

very simple way— that is, they do not spend all of the money that they receive in income as suggested by the model. Households can

save some of their income. By definition, saving means foregoing current consumption to allow for consumption in the future. People

can save by putting money in banks or other financial institutions. Saving is known as a leakage from the circular flow, as it is income

received but not used to finance expenditure on goods and services. If households do not buy all the output that is produced by the

firms then firms will have unsold stocks of goods and, as a result, they will reduce their output. To reduce output the firms will use

fewer factors of production and thus pay less income. This shows how saving will cause the amount of income circulating in the

economy to fall. However, firms will have access to the savings of households by borrowing money from financial institutions such as

banks or pension funds. They can use the money to increase their stock of capital and expand their output. This is known as

investment and Figure 1 : Two-sector circular flow of income model

NSOU ? PGSW-V 153 is an injection into the circular flow of income, as it involves income that does not come straight from the

households through their spending on goods and services. Investment allows the amount of income circulating in the economy to

rise. Even though we have made the model slightly more realistic by adding saving and investment into the circular flow, the model is

still limited by the fact that there are only two sectors. In reality, of course, there are other sources of income flow in an economy. If

households buy goods and services from other countries, then some of their income flows out of the economy’s circular flow. Thus

imports are also known as a leakage because they represent expenditure of income not returning to the firms. People in foreign

countries buy the country’s exports of goods and services. Exports are an injection into the circular flow because they represent a

source of income not coming directly from the households. There is no reason to assume that exports will be equal to imports.

Countries usually have trade imbalances. Clearly, households and firms are not the only two sectors acting in an economy. We now

introduce the government sector. Some of the income earned by households must be paid to the government in the form of taxes.

Thus, taxes are a leakage from the circular flow. Governments spend money in the economy on a wide range of things—schools,

roads, campaigns to reduce smoking, and hospitals, to name a few examples. Government spending on goods and services represents

an injection into the circular flow. There is no reason to assume that government spending will be equal to tax revenues. It should be

noted here that governments are able to spend more than they earn in order to deliberately influence the level of leakages and

injections in an economy and thereby affect the level of national income. It is important to point out that there is a category of

government spending known as transfer payments that are not included as an injection into the circular flow. Transfer payments are

payments to individuals that are not the result of an increase in output. Examples of transfer payments are pensions, unemployment

benefits, and child allowance payments. Governments tax the income of some households and transfer this income to others through

the payments. As it is a transfer of income, rather than income in exchange for output, this spending does not represent an injection.

Figure 2 shows the circular flow of income model with the four sectors—households, firms, the foreign sector, and the government

sector—taking into account the leakages and injections.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 154 Even the four-sector model remains a simplification of a complex economy, but it serves to illustrate some

important conclusions. The economy is in equilibrium where leakages are equal to injections. If leakages rise, without a corresponding

increase in injections, then national output will fall to a new equilibrium, as there will be less income circulating. If injections rise with

no corresponding rise in leakages, then the economy will move to a new equilibrium. 8.3 How is national income measured? The

most commonly used measure of a country’s national income is gross domestic product (GDP). There are three different methods

that are all used to calculate this figure. 1. The output method : This measures the actual value of the goods and services produced.

This is calculated by summing all of the value added by all the firms in an economy. When we say value added it means that at each

stage of a production process we deduct the costs of inputs, so as not to “double count” the inputs. The data is usually grouped

according to the different production sectors in the economy: agriculture and mining (primary sector), manufacturing (secondary

sector), and services (tertiary sector). The output method measures the value of the arrow marked as number (3) in Figure 1. Figure 2 :

Four-sector circular flow with leakages and injections

NSOU ? PGSW-V 155 2. The income method : This measures the value of all the incomes earned in the economy. This method

measures the value of the arrow marked as number (2) in Figure 1. 3. The expenditure method : This measures the value of all

spending on goods and services in the economy. This is calculated by summing up the spending by all the different sectors in the

economy. These include: ? spending by households, known as consumption (C) ? spending by firms, known as investment (I) ?

spending by governments (G) ? spending by foreigners on exports minus spending on imports. This is known as net exports (X–M). ?

The expenditure method measures the value of the arrow marked as number (4) in Figure 1. ? Each approach measures the value of a

nation’s output differently by looking at different sets of data. Nonetheless, since they are measuring the same thing, their values are

necessarily an equal amount. One common and highly acceptable definition of GDP is that it

is
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the total value of all final goods and services produced in an economy

in a year. This clearly reflects the output method of calculation. Another widely used definition is that GDP is the total value of all

spending in the economy, algebraically expressed as GDP = C + I + G + (X-M). This reflects the expenditure method. ? Thus,

regardless of the method chosen, in theory, accounting will result in the same final figure, whether we call it national output, national

income, or national expenditure. ? In practice, however, the data that are collected to calculate each of the three values come from

many different and varied sources, and inevitably there will be inaccuracies in the data, leading to imbalances among the final values.

Some of these inaccuracies are the result of the timing of the data gathering; often figures have to be revised at later dates when full

information is collected.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 156 8.4 Definition of GDP National output = National income = National expenditure Gross domestic product (GDP)

and gross national product (GNP)/gross national income (GNI) : Two definitions for gross domestic product (GDP) were given above. A

third is useful to be able to make a comparison between GDP and gross national product (GNP) /gross national income (GNI). GDP

may be defined as the total of all economic activity in a country, regardless of who owns the productive assets. For example, if an

Indian multinational company (MNC) is operating in Canada and earning profits, then this income is included in the Canadian GDP and

not in the Indian GDP. If the production takes place on Canadian land then it is recorded on the Canadian GDP. Gross national product

(GNP)/gross national income (GNI) is the total income that is earned by a country’s factors of production regardless of where the

assets are located. In the example above, the profits earned by the Indian MNC would be included in Canada’s GDP but not Canada’s

GNI because Canada does not own the assets. Similarly, Canada’s GDP would not include profits earned by a Canadian MNC

operating in Brazil but its GNI would include such profits. Thus, GNI is equal to GDP plus income earned from assets abroad minus

income paid to foreign assets operating domestically. The income earned by assets held in foreign countries is known as property

income from abroad and the difference between incomes earned from assets abroad minus income paid to foreign assets operating

domestically is known as net property income from abroad. GNI = GDP + net property income from abroad Gross national income

(GNI) and net national income (NNI) Throughout the course of a year a country’s capital stock will lose some of its value. This is known

as depreciation of capital or capital consumption. This is due to several factors. It may simply be due to wear and tear as machinery is

used, there may be damage to capital equipment, or technology might make machinery obsolete. In effect, capital gets “used up” and

the GDP does not take into account this depreciation of capital. The measure that does take this into account is called net national

income (NNI), which is simply gross national income minus depreciation (capital consumption). While NNI gives
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 157 a more realistic view of the real economic activity of a country, in practice it is very difficult to account for

depreciation. Thus gross figures are the more widely used measures. NNI = GNI –depreciation Nominal GDP and real GDP If we were

to compare the GDP of a country from one year to another we would have to take into account the fact that prices in the economy

are likely to have risen. If prices of goods and services rise (inflation) then this will overstate the value of GDP. That is, GDP will rise,

even if there hasn’t actually been an increase in economic activity. In order to get a true picture of the change in economic activity we

take the nominal GDP, which is the value at current prices, and adjust it for inflation to get the GDP at constant prices. This is done

through the use of a “GDP deflator” and the value is known as real GDP. To compare GDP data over time it is necessary to use the real

value so that price changes cannot distort the information. Real GDP = Nominal GDP adjusted for inflation Note : Whenever you see

the adjective “real” in front of an economic variable, it means that the variable has been adjusted for inflation. This makes it possible to

compare data over time. GDP per capita This is the easiest of the national income statistics to measure. It is simply the total GDP

divided by the size of the population. While the total economic activity of a country is appropriately measured using the GDP figure, if

one is to make any judgment about the progress of a country in comparison with other countries in terms of raising living standards

then the GDP per capita figure is much more appropriate. For example, the GDP of China is US$ 5,365 billion, significantly higher than

that of Canada, with a GDP of US$ 1,556 billion. This says that the output of China is approximately three and a half times larger than

that of Canada. However, when we take the population into account we find that China’s GDP per capita is US$ 3,678, while the GDP

per capita of Canada is US$ 45,658. Thus the output per person in Canada is almost twelve and a half times that of China’s output per

person. Why are national income statistics gathered? Definitions of national income are fairly straightforward, but the job of compiling

accurate accounts is extremely complicated and necessarily expensive. Every country has

NSOU ? PGSW-V 158 an organization that is responsible for calculating and reporting on the country’s national accounts. The United

Nations provides guidelines for such work in the System of National Accounts (SNA). The data gathered are used in myriad ways. ?

National income statistics can be seen as a “report card” for a country. Economic growth is a stated objective of governments.

Economic growth is an increase in a country’s national income over time. Therefore, people use the statistics to judge whether or not

a government has been successful in achieving its macroeconomic objective of increased growth. ? Governments use the statistics to

develop policies. ? Economists use the statistics to develop models of the economy and make forecasts about the future. ? Businesses

use statistics to make forecasts about future demand. ? The performance of an economy over time can be analyzed (as long as real

data are used). ? Because rising national income is often equated with rising living standards, people often use national income

accounts as a basis for evaluating the standard of living or quality of life of a country’s population. ? National income statistics are

often used as a basis for comparing different countries. Limitations of the data Given the importance of national income statistics and

their wide use, it is important to be aware of possible limitations of the data, both in terms of the accuracy of the data, in terms of their

uses for making comparisons, and in terms of their appropriateness in making conclusions about living standards. ? Inaccuracies : As

noted above, the data that are used to calculate the various measures of national income come from a vastly wide range of sources,

including tax claims by households and firms, output data, and sales data. Figures tend to become more accurate after a lag time as

they are revised when additional data are included. Statisticians in national statistics agencies make every effort to make their data as

reliable as possible and in the more developed countries they can be assumed to be fairly reliable. The United Nations SNA works with

all countries to improve the methods of gathering data. This improves the validity of comparisons.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 159 ? Unrecorded or under-recorded economic activity—informal markets : It is important to note that national

income accounts can only record economic activity that has been officially recorded. They therefore don’t include any do-it-yourself

work or other work done at home. If you paint your own home, your work will not be included in the country’s GDP, but if you pay a

house-painting company to do so the activity will be recorded, and GDP will rise, even though the output is identical. This is perhaps

most significant for developing countries, where much of the output does not make it to any recorded market. For example, much of

the food consumed in developing countries may be produced by subsistence farmers. These are people who grow their own food.

Although estimates of the value of this are made, it is likely that GDP figures are undervalued. Comparisons may be difficult. Apart from

the do-it-yourself work and subsistence farming, there is another category of economic activity that goes unrecorded or under-

recorded. This may be referred to as the hidden economy. This includes activity that is unrecorded because the actual work is illegal,

such as drug trafficking. It also includes unrecorded activity that is legal, but the people are doing it illegally. For example, if foreign

workers do not have the appropriate work permits to do work such as cleaning, building, or working in restaurants, then their work will

go unrecorded. It also includes work that is not recorded because people want to evade paying taxes. For example, when

governments impose high taxes on cigarettes, this provides smokers with additional incentive to buy their cigarettes illegally to avoid

paying the taxes. High indirect and direct taxes, along with government health and safety regulations, give employers the incentive to

avoid the “official” economy and hire workers unofficially. High income taxes give people the incentive to understate their full income.

For example, a lawyer will have to declare some official income, but may then pursue work that she does not declare. If she accepts

cash for the extra work, then she can avoid officially claiming the income. Statisticians try to estimate the extent of the hidden

economy from country to country. ? External costs: GDP figures do not take into account the costs of resource depletion. Cutting

down trees leads to an increase in GDP, but there is no measure to account for the loss of these trees. GDP figures do not make

deductions for the negative consequences of air and water pollution and traffic congestion, as
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 160 these are external costs. Such external costs are almost certain to compromise the quality of life, even as GDP

increases. ? Other quality of life concerns: GDP may grow because people are working longer hours, or taking fewer holidays. While

people may earn higher incomes as a result, they might not actually enjoy higher standards of living. GDP accounting does not include

free activities such as volunteer work or people caring for the elderly band children at home. These are all activities that can lead to a

better society, but might even be discouraged in the pursuit of economic growth. ? Composition of output: It is possible that a large

part of a country’s output is in goods that do not benefit consumers, such as defense goods or capital goods. If this is the case, then it

would be hard to argue that a higher GDP will raise living standards. 8.5 Inequality around the World Before we can understand the

variation of income across the world, our first step is to define our measurements. How do we quantify the differences in standards of

living and economic conditions across countries? Income per capita is one robust measure. Measuring Differences in Income per

Capita We learned in the last section how to measure aggregate income or GDP. We can do so by approaching it from the production

side, from the expenditure side, or from the income side. From the national income accounting identity, all three give exactly the same

answer: gross domestic product, or GDP for short. Dividing GDP by the total population in the country gives us income per capita (per

person) or GDP per capita. We use the two terms interchangeably in this textbook because they represent the same number. (Often

we use income per capita when we wish to emphasize that the number is the average income of the citizens of a country and GDP

per capita when we wish to emphasize that the number is what the economy produces per person.) More formally, we have : Income

per capita = GDP per capita = GDP/Total population For example, the United States in 2010 had GDP equal to about $14.45 trillion.

With a total population of approximately 310 million, income per capita was approximately $46,613.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 161 How does this compare to the income per capita of other countries? Let us look to a neighboring country :

Mexico. Income in Mexico is, of course, not calculated in U.S. dollars but in pesos. Thus with a similar computation, we find income

per capita in Mexico in the same year, 2010, to be approximately 116,036 pesos. This number is not directly comparable to the $46,613

for the United States because it is expressed in different units. But we can convert it to the same units by using the exchange rate. For

example, on January 1,2010 one U.S. dollar was worth 12.9 pesos, or one peso was worth 1/12.9 = 0.078 dollars. Using this ratio, we

can convert the average income in Mexico into dollars as follows (where p.c. stands for “per capita”) : Mexican income p.c. in $ =

Mexican income p.c. in pesos * $/peso exchange rate = 116,036 * 0.078 = $9,051 So the average Mexican had an income per capita of

approximately $9,051. This number would be useful if you wanted to think about how much an individual with the average Mexican

income per capita, all of which was earned in Mexico, would be able to consume in the United States. Using this exchange-rate-based

measure, we can compute income per capita in every country for which we have data on GDP and population. For example, in 2010,

income per capita in Sweden was $50,549 and in Switzerland it was $69,167. While income per capita in Sweden and Switzerland is

similar to that in the United States, large disparities emerge when we compare the United States to several other countries. For

example, we have already seen that the U.S. income per capita is about 5 times that of Mexico. It is also 30 times greater than income

per capita in India, 43 times greater than income per capita in Senegal, and approximately 155 times greater than income per capita in

Ethiopia. Exchange rates allow us to compare GDP across countries using the same units, but we favor a tool that provides even better

comparisons of income per capita across countries: purchasing power parity (PPP). Exchange rates convert currencies into the same

units but fail to account for the fact that the prices of many goods and services will differ across countries. For example, some things—

like phone calls—are cheaper in the United States than in Mexico because better technology is available in the United States and

because there is a telecommunications monopoly in Mexico, keeping prices relatively high. But other goods—like guacamole and

haircuts—are cheaper in Mexico, often because labor and other inputs are cheaper.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 162 We saw in the previous chapter how to adjust economic variables like GDP to correct for changes in prices over

time (which led to the notion of real GDP). We should make a similar adjustment when comparing GDP between countries. But the

exchange rate between dollars and pesos doesn’t do this. To see why, recall that the exchange rate between the peso and the dollar

was 12.9 on January 1,2010. If instead we had used the exchange rate on January 1,2009, which was 13.8 pesos per dollar, the average

income in Mexico would have been $8,408 rather than $9,051. But this fluctuation has little to do with changes in prices households

face in Mexico or the United States. Rather, it is just a consequence of converting Mexican income into dollars using the current

exchange rate, which fluctuates for a variety of reasons unrelated to differences in the cost of living. Purchasing power parity provides

a better way to convert GDP in domestic currencies into common units. The idea here is very similar to the adjustment we developed

for converting nominal GDP into real GDP in the previous chapter. Specifically, the purchasing power parity (PPP) constructs the cost

of a representative bundle of commodities in each country and adjusts GDP so that a dollar in each country can purchase this

representative bundle. The resulting measure is a country’s GDP in PPP-adjusted U.S. dollars. For example, this representative bundle

cost $1 in the United States and 8.64 pesos in Mexico in 2010. On this basis, the PPP factor between U.S. dollars and pesos is $1 for

8.64 pesos or 1 peso for 0.116 = 1/8.64 U.S. dollars. Using this procedure, income per capita in Mexico in PPP would be : Mexican

income p.c. in PPP $ = Mexican income p.c. in pesos * $/peso PPP = 116,036 * 0.116 = $13,460 Comparing this result for Mexico with

the $9,051 obtained using the peso/$ exchange rate, we see that there is often a significant difference between exchange-rate-based

measures and PPP-based measures of income per capita, with the gap between the United States economy and poorer economies

generally being smaller when we use PPP-based measures. This pattern reflects the lower cost of living in countries with lower

income per capita— that is, the fact that exchange-rate-based measures of GDP ignore the fact that many commodities are cheaper

in poorer countries.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 163 Inequality in Income per Capita There are still very large disparities across countries when we use PPP-based

measures.Exhibit 1 shows a graph of PPP-adjusted income per capita across countries in 2010 (expressed in terms of 2005 constant

dollars, where the notion of constant dollars was defined in the previous chapter). Note that there are 19 countries with less than

$1,000 per capita, including the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Liberia, Madagascar, and Togo, and another 23 with incomes

of between $1,000 and $2,000, including Afghanistan, Haiti, Kenya, Tajikistan, Uganda, and Zambia. These measures contrast sharply

with those of the United States ($41,365), France ($31,299), and Germany ($34,089) in the same year. There are wide disparities in

income per capita across countries. Nineteen countries had income per capita less than $1,000 in 2010 (in PPP-adjusted 2005

constant dollars) while only a few countries had income per capita above $40,000. The large disparities in income per capita across

countries are easily visible on this map, which also shows that the poorest countries are concentrated in Africa, parts of Asia, Central

America, and the Caribbean. Exhibit 2 complements Exhibit 1 by showing a map of the world with different ranges of income per

capita shaded in different colors. Reds, oranges, and yellows correspond to Exhibit 1 : Income per Capita around the World in 2010

(PPP-adjusted 2005 Constant Dollars)

NSOU ? PGSW-V 164 Exibit 2 : A Map of Income per Capita across the World lower income per capita, and greens correspond to

relatively high income per capita. The overall picture is similar to that shown in Exhibit 1, yet we can now more easily identify where

the rich and the poor countries are. There are some striking patterns to the differences in incomes. For example, the African continent

appears to be uniformly poorer, except for a few spots. Much of South Asia and Latin America is also quite poor. In contrast, North

America and Western Europe are relatively prosperous. This map makes it clear that there are indeed major economic disparities

throughout the world, and one of our purposes in this chapter is to understand the causes behind them. Equity in the distribution of

income One of the characteristics associated with free market economies is an unequal distribution of income. For example, the

principal of a school is likely to earn a greater income than a cafeteria worker. Inequality obviously occurs to different extents in

different countries. The reasons for difference in income and the consequences of inequality are many and complex. They can form

the basis of massive debate among economists, politicians, sociologists, colleagues, parents and children, friends, and even

classmates in an economics lesson!

NSOU ? PGSW-V 165 There is one argument that suggests that huge inequalities in income are unfair. People with low incomes will

experience relatively low living standards and fewer opportunities than people with high incomes. They may live in a state of absolute

poverty, whereby they do not have access to the basic necessities needed to sustain life. Or they may live in relative poverty, whereby

their living standards are well below an observed “average” in an economy. There are a number of reasons why incomes may be low

and so people live in poverty : ? they may have been born into a household where incomes were low ? they may have received poor,

or no, education ? they may have suffered in terms of poor health care and malnutrition ? they may have found it necessary to find

work before completing an education The consequences of poverty include : ? low living standards ? lack of access to sufficient

health care ? low levels of education The consequences lead to low levels of human capital and that in turn makes it likely that people

will continue to be poor, so the situation tends to be cyclical. People are poor and so have low levels of education and health care.

Because they have low levels of education and health care, they are unlikely to find work or may only have access to low paid jobs.

Because of this they remain poor. These are some of the issues that result in fierce debate. Even if it is perceived that an unequal

distribution of income is unfair, economic reasoning will show that higher incomes act as an incentive for people to work harder. If

people did not believe that their hard work in school or at work would allow them to raise their human capital and provide them with

the opportunity to earn higher incomes, then this would have huge implications for the supply side of an economy, resulting in a

lower overall level of economic activity. Purely economic analysis will not lead to an answer as to exactly how much inequality is

acceptable or appropriate. This is very much a normative issue. What can be agreed

NSOU ? PGSW-V 166 upon is that fact that market economies do result in inequality of income. In this chapter, we will look at the

ways in which governments use their policies on taxation and government spending to affect the distribution of income in an

economy. It is important that you understand the difference between equity and equality from the outset. Equity means fairness.

Governments attempt to redistribute income to make the distribution more fair. They are not aiming for equality, where everyone

would receive the same income, since, as we noted earlier, this would destroy the incentive to work harder for many people. Lorenz

curve and Gini index Income inequality in an economy can be measured. The most common representation of inequality comes in

the form of a Lorenz curve. This takes data about household income gathered in national surveys and presents them graphically.

Consider the following data : Table-1 Country Survey Lowest 2nd 3rd 4th Highest Gini index year 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% (2002-2007)

Bolvia 2007 2.7 6.5 11.0 18.6 61.2 58.2 Brazil 2007 3.0 6.9 11.8 19.6 58.7 55.0 Croatia 2005 8.8 13.3 17.3 22.7 37.9 29.0 Madagascar 2005

6.2 9.6 13.1 17.7 53.5 47.2 Sources : World Bank & UN Human Development Report 2009 Households are ranked in ascending order of

income levels and the share of total income going to groups of households is calculated. For example, if we look at Brazil, we see that

the poorest 20% of households receive only 3.0% of total household income while the richest 20% of the households receive 58.7%.

This contrasts with Croatia, where the data suggest more equality in distribution, with the poorest 20% receiving 8.8% of total

household income, and the richest 20% receiving 37.9%. The information can be graphed using Lorenz curves shown in Figure 1. The

x-axis shows the cumulative percentage of the total population divided up in the quintiles shown in Table 1. The y-axis shows the

cumulative percentage of total income earned by the quintiles. The line of absolute equality indicates a perfectly equal distribution of

income
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 167 where, for example, 10% of the population earns 10% of the income, and 90% of the population earns 90% of the

income. Each country has its own Lorenz curve based on the income data. The farther away a country’s curve is from the line of

absolute equality, the more unequal is the distribution of income. In our example, the curve drawn for Brazil is farther away than that

of Croatia. We can quickly observe from the diagram that income is less equally distributed in Brazil than it is in Croatia. An indicator

that neatly summarizes the information presented in the table and on the Lorenz curve is the Gini index. The Gini index is derived from

the Lorenz curve and is a ratio of the area between the line of equality and a country’s Lorenz curve (a) to the total area under the line

of equality (a) + (b). The higher the Gini index, the more unequal is the distribution of income. Gini index values are given in Table 1.

Although a reduction in income inequality may be an important objective of development, one must be very careful in using Gini index

numbers as a basis for evaluating a country’s development progress. While low-income countries tend to have higher levels of

inequality than high-income countries, there is no hard and fast correlation between the level of development of a country measured

by its HDI and its Gini index. There are countries with a high level of human development, such as the US (HDI rank 13), that have a

relatively Figure 1 : Lorenz curves for Brazil and Croatia

NSOU ? PGSW-V 168 high Gini index (40.8) and countries with a low level of human development, such as Ethiopia (HDI rank 171),

with a much lower Gini value (29.8). Moreover, it would not be correct to assume that it is necessary to have more equality in order to

raise living standards. Assume that the poorest 20% of the population earns 3.0% of the national income as in Brazil. If the national

income rises and the income distribution pattern remains the same, then the poorest will receive a larger amount, even if their share

remains the same. They get the same proportion of a larger amount! 8.6 Conclusion The learner got an idea about National income,

how it is calculated and also the concept of GDP. The learner also had a detailed idea about the inequalities in distribution of National

income in our society. 8.7 Exercise 1. Explain the concept of National Income. 2. Discuss about Nominal GDP & real GDP. 3. How is

national income measured. 4. Write a short note on— a) Lorenz curve. (b) Inequality in Income per cepita. 8.8 Reference Changing

Pattern of Economic Planning in India after 1990. The Concise Oxford Companion to Economics In India:Kaushik Basu, Oxford, 2010.

Indian Economy: Gaurav Datt and Ashwani MahajanS Chand Publishing; Seventy Second edition, 2016. Indian Economy Since

Independence: Uma Kapila 32 Edition Academic Foundation, 2021. Indian economy 38th Revised & Updated Edition 2020 V.K. Puri, S.

K. MisraHimalya.
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concepts central to sociology and understand how different sociological perspectives have developed

in
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the study of groups and group interactions, societies and social interactions, from small and personal groups to very large groups.

They would gain knowledge about some other crucial terms of sociology. 9.1 Introduction

100% MATCHING BLOCK 125/185

A group of people who live in a defined geographic area, who interact with one another, and who share a common culture is what

sociologists call a society. Sociologists study all aspects and levels of society. Sociologists working from the micro-level study small

groups and individual interactions, while those using macro-level analysis look at trends among and between large groups and

societies. For example, a micro-level study

NSOU ? PGSW-V 170
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might look at the accepted rules of conversation in various groups such as among teenagers or business professionals. In contrast, a

macro-level analysis might research the ways that language use has changed over time or in social media outlets. 9.2

Society
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As a functionalist, Émile Durkheim’s (1858-1917) perspective on society stressed the necessary interconnectivity of all of its

elements. To Durkheim, society was greater than the sum of its parts. He asserted that individual behavior was not the same as

collective behavior and that studying collective behavior was quite different from studying an individual’s actions. Durkheim called

the communal beliefs, morals, and attitudes of a society the collective conscience. In his quest to understand what causes

individuals to act in similar and predictable ways, he wrote, “If I do not submit to the conventions of society, if in my dress I do not

conform to the customs observed in my country and in my class, the ridicule I provoke, the social isolation in which I am kept,

produce, although in an attenuated form, the same effects as punishment” (Durkheim 1895). Durkheim also believed that social

integration, or the strength of ties that people have to their social groups, was a key factor in social life.

Base (economy) Superstructure (government, family, religion, education, culture)
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Karl Marx (1818-1883) is certainly among the most significant social thinkers in recent history. While there are many critics of his

work, it is still widely respected and influential. For Marx, society’s constructions were predicated upon the idea of “base and

superstructure.” NSOU ? PGSW-V 171 This term refers to the idea that a society’s economic character forms its base, upon which

rests the culture and social institutions, the superstructure. For Marx, it is the base (economy) that determines what a society will be

like.-
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Additionally, Marx saw conflict in society as the primary means of change. Economically, he saw conflict existing between the

owners of the means of production—the bourgeoisie— and the laborers, called the proletariat. Marx maintained that these conflicts

appeared consistently throughout history during times of social revolution. These revolutions or “class antagonisms” as he called

them, were a result of one class dominating another. Most recently, with the end of feudalism, a new revolutionary class he called

the bourgeoisie dominated the proletariat laborers. The bourgeoisie were revolutionary in the sense that they represented a radical

change in the structure of society. In Marx’s words, “Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great hostile camps,

into two great classes directly facing each other—Bourgeoisie and Proletariat” (Marx and Engels 1848). In the mid-nineteenth

century, as industrialization was booming, industrial employers, the “owners of the means of production” in Marx’s terms, became

more and more exploitative toward the working class. The large manufacturers of steel were particularly ruthless, and their facilities

became popularly dubbed “satanic mills” based on a poem by William Blake. Marx’s colleague and friend, Frederick Engels, wrote

The Condition of the Working-Class in England in 1844, which described in detail the horrid conditions.
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Another idea that Marx developed is the concept of false consciousness. False consciousness is a condition in which the beliefs,

ideals, or ideology of a person are not in the person’s own best interest. In fact, it is the ideology of the dominant class (here, the

bourgeoisie capitalists) that is imposed upon the proletariat. Ideas such as the emphasis of competition over cooperation, or of hard

work being its own reward, clearly benefit the owners of industry. Therefore, workers are less likely to question their place in society

and assume individual responsibility for existing conditions.
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In order for society to overcome false consciousness, Marx proposed that it be replaced with class consciousness, the awareness of

one’s rank in society. Instead of existing as a “class in itself,” the proletariat must become a “class for itself” in order to produce social

change (Marx and Engels 1848), meaning that instead of just being an inert strata of society, the class could become an advocate for

social improvements. Only once society entered this state of political consciousness would it be ready for a social revolution. NSOU

? PGSW-V 172 While Karl Marx may be one of the best-known thinkers of the nineteenth century, Max Weber is certainly one of the

greatest influences in the field of sociology. Like the other social thinkers discussed here, he was concerned with the important

changes taking place in Western society with the advent of industrialization. And, like Marx and Durkheim, he feared that

industrialization would have negative effects on individuals. Weber’s primary focus on the structure of society lay in the elements of

class, status, and power. Similar to Marx, Weber saw class as economically determined. Society, he believed, was split between

owners and laborers. Status, on the other hand, was based on noneconomic factors such as education, kinship, and religion. Both

status and class determined an individual’s power, or influence over ideas. Unlike Marx, Weber believed that these ideas formed the

base of society. Weber’s analysis of modern society centered on the concept of rationalization. A rational society is one built around

logic and efficiency rather than morality or tradition. To Weber, capitalism is entirely rational. Although this leads to efficiency and

merit-based success, it can have negative effects when taken to the extreme. In some modern societies, this is seen when rigid

routines and strict design lead to a mechanized work environment and a focus on producing identical products in every location.

Another example of the extreme conditions of rationality can be found in Charlie Chaplin’s classic film Modern Times (1936).

Chaplin’s character performs a routine task to the point where he cannot stop his motions even while away from the job. Indeed,

today we even have a recognized medical condition that results from such tasks, known as “repetitive stress syndrome.” Weber was

also unlike his predecessors in that he was more interested in how individuals experienced societal divisions than in the divisions

themselves. The symbolic interactionism theory, the third of the three most recognized theories of sociology, is based on Weber’s

early ideas that emphasize the viewpoint of the individual and how that individual relates to society. For Weber, the culmination of

industrialization, rationalization, and the like results in what he referred to as the iron cage, in which the individual is trapped by

institutions and bureaucracy. This leads to a sense of “disenchantment of the world,” a phrase Weber used to describe the final

condition of humanity. Indeed a dark prediction, but one that has, at least to some degree, been borne out (Gerth and Mills 1918). In

a rationalized, modern society, we have supermarkets instead of family-owned NSOU ? PGSW-V 173 stores. We have chain

restaurants instead of local eateries. Superstores that offer a multitude of merchandise have replaced independent businesses that

focused on one product line, such as hardware, groceries, automotive repair, or clothing. Shopping malls offer retail stores,

restaurants, fitness centers, even condominiums. This change may be rational, but is it universally desirable? 9.3

Socialization
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Socialization is the process through which people are taught to be proficient members of a society. It describes the ways that

people come to understand societal norms and expectations, to accept society’s beliefs, and to be aware of societal values.

Socialization is not the same as socializing (interacting with others, like family, friends, and coworkers); to be precise, it is a

sociological process that occurs through socializing.

Socialization is how culture is learned, but socialization is also important for another important reason. To illustrate this importance,

let’s pretend we find a 6-year-old child who has had almost no human contact since birth. After the child was born, her mother

changed her diapers and fed her a minimal diet but otherwise did not interact with her. The child was left alone all day and night for

years and never went outside. We now find her at the age of 6. How will her behavior and actions differ from those of the average 6-

year-old? Take a moment and write down all the differences you would find. In no particular order, here is the list you probably wrote.

First, the child would not be able to speak; at most, she could utter a few grunts and other sounds. Second, the child would be afraid

of us and probably cower in a corner. Third, the child would not know how to play games and interact with us. If we gave her some

food and utensils, she would eat with her hands and not know how to use the utensils. Fourth, the child would be unable to express a

full range of emotions. For example, she might be able to cry but would not know how to laugh. Fifth, the child would be unfamiliar

with, and probably afraid of, our culture’s material objects, including cell phones and televisions. In these and many other respects, this

child would differ dramatically from the average 6-year-old youngster in the United States. She would look human, but she would not

act human. In fact, in many ways she would act more like a frightened animal than like a young human being, and she would be less

able than a typical dog to follow orders and obey commands.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 174 9.3.1 Role of Socialization ? Socialization prepares people for social life by teaching them a group’s shared

norms, values, beliefs, and behaviors. ? The role of socialization is to acquaint individuals with the norms of a social group or society. ?

Socialization is an important process for children, who are socialized at home and in school . ? Second, socialization teaches

individuals how to prepare for and perform certain social roles—occupational roles, gender roles, and the roles of institutions such as

marriage and parenthood. ? The term “socialization” refers to a general process, but socialization always takes place in specific

contexts. 9.4 Social
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Deviance If we want to reduce violent crime and other serious deviance, we must first understand why it occurs. Many sociological

theories of deviance exist, and together they offer a more complete understanding of deviance than any one theory offers by itself.

Together they help answer the questions posed earlier: why rates of deviance differ within social categories and across locations,

why some behaviors are more likely than others to be considered deviant, and why some kinds of people are more likely than others

to be considered deviant and to be punished for deviant behavior. As a whole, sociological explanations highlight the importance of

the social environment and of social interaction for deviance and the commision of crime.

According to sociologist William Graham Sumner (1840–1910), deviance is a violation of established contextual, cultural, or social

norms, whether folkways, mores, or codified law (1906).

The study of social deviance is the study of the violation of cultural norms in either formal or informal contexts. Social deviance is a

phenomenon that has existed in all societies. Sociological theories of deviance are those that use social context and social pressures

to explain deviance.Let us now examine these theoretical aspects to understand the concept of Deviance from various perspectives

NSOU ? PGSW-V 175
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Major Theory Related explanation Summary of explanation Durkheim’s views Deviance has several functions: (a) it clarifies norms

and increases conformity, (b) it strengthens social bonds among the people reacting to the deviant, and (c) it can help lead to

positive social change

Functionalist
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Social ecology Certain social and physical characteristics of urban neighborhoods contribute to high crime rates. These

characteristics include poverty, dilapidation, population density, and population turnover Strain theory According to Robert Merton,

deviance among the poor results from a gap between the cultural emphasis on economic success and the inability to achieve such

success through the legitimate means of working. According to Richard Cloward and Lloyd Ohlin, differential access to illegitimate

means affects the type of deviance in which individuals experiencing strain engage. Deviant subcultures Poverty and other

community conditions give rise to certain subcultures through which adolescents acquire values that promote deviant behavior.

Albert Cohen wrote that lack of success in school leads lower-class boys to join gangs whose value system promotes and rewards

delinquency. Walter Miller wrote that delinquency stems from focal concerns, a taste for trouble, toughness, cleverness, and

excitement. Marvin NSOU ? PGSW-V 176 Wolfgang and Franco Ferracuti argued that a subculture of violence in inner- city areas

promotes a violent response to insults and other problems. Social control theory Travis Hirschi wrote that delinquency results from

weak bonds to conventional social institutions such as families and schools. These bonds include attachment, commitment,

involvement, and belief. Conflict
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Feminist perspectives Inequality against women and antiquated views about relations between the sexes underlie rape, sexual

assault, intimate partner violence, and other crimes against women. Sexual abuse prompts many girls and women to turn to drugs

and alcohol use and other antisocial behavior. Gender socialization is a key reason for large gender differences in crime rates.

Major Theory Related explanation Summary of explanation Symbolic Differential association Edwin H. Sutherland argued that criminal

interactionism theory
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behavior is learned by interacting with close friends and family members who teach us how to commit various crimes and also

about the values, motives, and rationalizations we need to adopt in order to justify breaking the law. Labelling theory Deviance

results from being labelled a deviant; non legal factors such as appearance, race, and social class affect how often labelling occurs.

Major Theory Related explanation Summary of explanation

NSOU ? PGSW-V 177 Thus Deviance is behaviour that violates social norms and arouses negative social reactions. Some behaviour is

considered so harmful that governments enforce laws to ban such behaviour. There are
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two key insights of the sociological approach to deviance (which distinguish it from moral and legalistic approaches). Firstly,

deviance is defined by its social context. To understand why some acts are deviant and some are not, it is necessary to understand

what the context is, what the existing rules are, and how these rules came to be established. If the rules change, what counts as

deviant also changes. As rules and norms vary across cultures and time, it makes sense that notions of deviance also change.
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The second sociological insight is that deviance is not an intrinsic (biological or psychological) attribute of individuals, nor of the acts

themselves, but a product of social processes. The norms themselves, or the social contexts that determine which acts are deviant

or not, are continually defined and redefined through ongoing social processes — political, legal, cultural, etc. One way in which

certain activities or people come to be understood and defined as deviant is through the intervention of moral entrepreneurs. 9.5

Social Control Social control refers to ways in which a society tries to prevent and sanction behavior that violates norms.
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All societies practise social control, the regulation and enforcement of norms. Social control can be defined broadly as an organized

action intended to change people’s behaviour (Innes, 2003). The underlying goal of social control is to maintain social order, an

arrangement of practices and behaviours on which society’s members base their daily lives. Think of social order as an employee

handbook, and social control as the incentives and disincentives used to encourage or oblige employees to follow those rules.

When a worker violates a

the norms of their
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workplace, then the manager steps in to enforce the rules. One means of enforcing rules are through sanctions. Sanctions can be

positive as well as negative. Positive sanctions are rewards given for conforming to norms. A promotion at work is a positive sanction

for working hard. Negative sanctions are punishments for violating norms. Being arrested is a punishment for shoplifting. Both types

of sanctions play a role in social control.

Not

all forms of social control are adequately understood through the use of sanctions, however. Donald Black (b. 1941) identified four key

styles of social control, each of which defines deviance and the appropriate response to it in a different manner (1976).

NSOU ? PGSW-V 178 Penal social control functions by prohibiting certain social behaviours and responding to violations with

punishment. Compensatory social control obliges an offender to pay a victim to compensate for a harm committed. Therapeutic

social control involves the use of therapy to return individuals to a normal state. Conciliatory social control aims to reconcile the

parties of a dispute and mutually restore harmony to a social relationship that has been damaged. While penal and compensatory

social controls emphasize the use of sanctions, therapeutic and conciliatory social controls emphasize processes of restoration
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and healing. Michel Foucault (1926-1984) notes that from a period of early modernity onward, European society became

increasingly concerned with social control as a practice of government (Foucault, 2007). In this sense of the term, government does

not simply refer to the activities of the state, but to all the practices by which individuals or organizations seek to govern the

behaviour of others or themselves. Government refers to the strategies by which one seeks to direct or guide the conduct of

another or others. In the 15th and 16th centuries, numerous treatises were written on how to govern and educate children, how to

govern the poor and beggars, how to govern a family or an estate, how to govern an army or a city, how to govern a state and run

an economy, and how to govern one’s own conscience and conduct. These treatises described the burgeoning arts of government,

which defined the different ways in which the conduct of individuals or groups might be directed

or controlled. Foucault describes these forms of government as disciplinary social control.
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Recent types of social control have adopted a model of risk management in a variety of areas of problematic behaviour. Risk

management refers to interventions designed to reduce the likelihood of undesirable events occurring based on an assessment of

probabilities of risk. Unlike the crime and punishment model of penal social sanctions, or the rehabilitation, training, or therapeutic

models of disciplinary social control, risk management strategies do not seize hold of individual deviants but attempt to restructure

the environment or context of problematic behaviour in order to minimize the risks to the general population..
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Travis Hirschi’s (b. 1935) control theory. According to Hirschi, social control is directly affected by the strength of social bonds (1969).

Many people would be willing to break laws or act in deviant ways to reap the rewards of pleasure, excitement, and profit, etc. if they

had the opportunity. Those who do have the opportunity are those who are only weakly controlled by social restrictions. Similar to

Durkheim’s theory of anomie, deviance is seen to result where feelings of disconnection from society predominate. Individuals who

believe they are a part of society are less likely to commit crimes against it. Hirschi identified four types of social bonds that connect

people to society (1969) : 1. Attachment measures our connections to others. When we are closely attached to people, we worry

about their opinions of us. People conform to society’s norms in order to gain approval (and prevent disapproval) from family,

friends, and romantic partners. 2. Commitment refers to the investments we make in conforming to conventional behaviour. A well-

respected local businesswoman who volunteers at her synagogue and is a member of the neighbourhood block organization has

more to lose from committing a crime than a woman who does not have a career or ties to the community. There is a cost/benefit

calculation in the decision to commit a crime in which the costs of being caught are much higher for some than others. 3. Similarly,

levels of involvement, or participation in socially legitimate activities, lessen a person’s likelihood of deviance. Children who are

members of Little League baseball teams have fewer family crises. 4. The final bond, belief, is an agreement on common values in

society. If a person views social values as beliefs, he or she will conform to them. An environmentalist is more likely to pick up trash

in a park because a clean environment is a social value to that person. 9.6

Social Institution
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An institution is any structure or mechanism of social order and cooperation governing the behavior of a set of individuals within a

given community. Institutions are identified with a social purpose and permanence, transcending individual lives and intention by

enforcing rules that govern cooperative behaviour. While institutions are obviously comprised of
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individuals and create rules through these individuals’ agentic actions, institutions act as forces of socialization, meaning that they

teach individuals to conform to their norms. Institutions can be either formal or informal. Formal institutions are those that are

created with the intention of governing human behaviour. Examples include the United States Congress, an institution that is

designed to create the laws of the United States. However, formal institutions do not have to have the force of the law at their

disposal. Another example is the Roman Catholic Church. While violating the tenets of the Catholic Church is not in violation of law,

the Church expects its members to adhere to its religious codes. Informal institutions are those that are not designed to regulate

conduct, but often end up doing so as members seek to conform to communal standards. Institutions can also be abstract, such as

the institution of marriage. This means that marriage has become a social expectation, with informal rules for how married people

are expected to behave.
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While institutions tend to appear to people in society as part of the natural, unchanging landscape of their lives, sociological studies

of institutions reveal institutions a social constructs, meaning that they are created by individuals and particular historical and cultural

moment. Sociology traditionally analyzes social institutions in terms of interlocking social roles and expectations. Social institutions

are created by and defined by their own creation of social roles for their members. The social function of the institution is the

fulfillment of the assigned roles. Institutionalization refers to the process of embedding something, such as a concept, a social role,

a value, or a logic within an organization, social system, or society as a whole. The process of institutionalization elucidates how

values norms, and institutions are so closely intertwined.
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Sociology traditionally analyzes Social Institutions in terms of interlocking social roles and expectations. Social institutions are

created by and defined by their own creation of social roles for their members. 9.7 Conclusion The

concepts that you learnt in this unit are very important and very much interrelated. Now you may be able to use these concept to

know the various social phenomena and resolve issues when ever needed.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 181 9.8 Exercise 1. What do you understand by collective conscience and social integration. 2. What are the major

role of Socialization. 3. Who gave the “Control theory”. What are the
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four types of social bonds that connect people to society.

Write in detail. 4. Give a brief note on social institution. 9.9 Reference https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/what-is-

sociology/ as downloaded on 3/3/21 https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/theoretical-perspectives-on-society/ as

downloaded on 3/3/21 https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/introduction-to-socialization/ as downloaded on

3/3/21 https://open.lib.umn.edu/sociology/chapter/7-2-explaining-deviance/ as downloaded on 4/ 3/21

https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/introsoc2ed/chapter/chapter-7-deviance-crime-and- social-control/ as downloaded on

5/3/21 https://socialsci.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/
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Sociology/Book%3A_Sociology_(Boundless)/ 05%3A_Social_Interaction/5.03%3A_Elements_of_Social_Interaction/

5.3G%3A_Social_Institutions

as downloaded on 5/3/21

NSOU ? PGSW-V 182 Unit 10 ? Social change 10.0 Objective 10.1 Introduction 10.2 Factors of Social Change 10.2.2 Population 10.2.3

Technology 10.2.4 Modernization 10.2.5 Urbanization 10.2.6 Globalization 10.3 Nature of Social change in India 10.3.1 Indian Culture

10.3.2 Family Structure 10.3.3 Marrital Values 10.3.4 Adultery 10.3.5 Social Values 10.3.6 Food, Clothing and Dialect 10.3.7 Employment

and the Agricultural Sector 10.4 Conclusion 1.5 Exercise 10.6 Reference 10.0 Objective Collective behavior and social movements are

just two of the forces driving Social Change, which is the change in society created through social movements as well as external

factors like environmental shifts or technological innovations. Essentially, any disruptive shift in the status quo, be it intentional or

random, human-caused or natural, can lead to social change. In this unit we will learn in detail about Social change.
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Social change, refers to the transformation of culture, behaviour, social institutions, and social structure over time. As we know the

basic types of society: hunting-and- gathering, horticultural and pastoral, agricultural, industrial, and post-industrial. In looking at all

of these societies, we have seen how they differ in such dimensions as size, technology, economy, inequality, and gender roles. In

short, we have seen some of the ways in which societies

have transformed itself over a period of
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time. Another way of saying this is that we have seen some of the ways in which societies change as they became more modern. To

understand social change, then, we need to begin to understand
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the various factors of social change : 10.2 Factors of Social Change Changes to technology, social institutions, population, and the

environment, alone or in some combination, create change. Below, we will discuss how these act as agents of social change, and we’ll

examine real-world examples. We will focus on four agents of change that social scientists recognize : technology, social institutions,

population, and the environment. 10.2.1 Social Institutions Each change in a single social institution leads to changes in all social

institutions. For example, the industrialization of society meant that there was no longer a need for large families to produce enough

manual labor to run a farm. Further, new job opportunities were in close proximity to urban centers where living space was at a

premium. The result is that the average family size shrunk significantly. This same shift toward industrial corporate entities also

changed the way we view government involvement in the private sector, created the global economy, provided new political

platforms, and even spurred new religions and new forms of religious worship like Scientology. It has also informed the way we

educate our children: originally schools were set up to accommodate an agricultural calendar so children could be home to work the

fields in the summer, and even today, teaching models are largely based on preparing students for industrial jobs, despite that being an

outdated need. A shift in one area, such as industrialization, means an interconnected impact across social institutions.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 184 10.2.2 Population Population composition is changing at every level of society. Births increase in one nation and

decrease in another. Some families delay childbirth while others start bringing children into their folds early. Population changes can

be due to random external forces, like an epidemic, or shifts in other social institutions, as described above. But regardless of why and

how it happens, population trends have a tremendous interrelated impact on all other aspects of society. In the United States, we are

experiencing an increase in our senior population as baby boomers begin to retire, which will in turn change the way many of our

social institutions are organized. For example, there is an increased demand for housing in warmer climates, a massive shift in the

need for elder care and assisted living facilities, and growing awareness of elder abuse. There is concern about labor shortages as

boomers retire, not to mention the knowledge gap as the most senior and accomplished leaders in different sectors start to leave.

Further, as this large generation leaves the workforce, the loss of tax income and pressure on pension and retirement plans means that

the financial stability of the country is threatened. Globally, often the countries with the highest fertility rates are least able to absorb

and attend to the needs of a growing population. Family planning is a large step in ensuring that families are not burdened with more

children than they can care for. On a macro level, the increased population, particularly in the poorest parts of the globe, also leads to

increased stress on the planet’s resources. 10.2.3 Technology Some would say that improving technology has made our lives easier.

Imagine what your day would be like without the Internet, the automobile, or electricity. In The World Is Flat, Thomas Friedman (2005)

argues that technology is a driving force behind globalization, while the other forces of social change (social institutions, population,

environment) play comparatively minor roles. He suggests that we can view globalization as occurring in three distinct periods. First,

globalization was driven by military expansion, powered by horsepower and wind power. The countries best able to take advantage of

these power sources expanded the most, and exert control over the politics of the globe from the late fifteenth century to around the

year 1800. The second shorter period from approximately 1800 C.E. to 2000 C.E. consisted of a globalizing economy. Steam and rail
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the post-millennial era. In this period of globalization, change is driven by technology, particularly the Internet (Friedman 2005). 10.2.4

Modernization Modernization describes the processes that increase the amount of specialization and differentiation of structure in

societies resulting in the move from an undeveloped society to developed, technologically driven society (Irwin 1975). By this

definition, the level of modernity within a society is judged by the sophistication of its technology, particularly as it relates to

infrastructure, industry, and the like. However, it is important to note the inherent ethnocentric bias of such assessment. Why do we

assume that those living in semi- peripheral and peripheral nations would find it so wonderful to become more like the core nations?

Is modernization always positive? One contradiction of all kinds of technology is that they often promise time-saving benefits, but

somehow fail to deliver. How many times have you ground your teeth in frustration at an Internet site that refused to load or at a

dropped call on your cell phone? Despite time-saving devices such as dishwashers, washing machines, and, now, remote control

vacuum cleaners, the average amount of time spent on housework is the same today as it was fifty years ago. And the dubious

benefits of 24/7 e-mail and immediate information have simply increased the amount of time employees are expected to be

responsive and available. While once businesses had to travel at the speed of the U.S. postal system, sending something off and

waiting until it was received before the next stage, today the immediacy of information transfer means there are no such breaks.
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The terms modern and modernization have positive connotations; it sounds good to modernize and to be modern. Modernization

implies that progress has been made and is continuing to be made, and who would not want progress? Yet modernization also has a

downside, as we will see in this section and in the later discussion of the environment. A related problem with the terms and

concepts of modern and modernization is that many people think of Western nations when considering the most modern nations in

the world today. This implies that Western society is the ideal to which other societies should aspire. While there are many good

things about Western societies, it is important to avoid the ethnocentrism of assuming that Western societies are better because

they are more modern. In fact, one reason that many people in the Middle East and elsewhere dislike the
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United States is that they resent the “Westernization” of their societies from the influence of the United States and other wealthy

Western nations. When they see Coca-Cola and Pepsi logos and the McDonald’s golden arches in their nations, they fear Western

influence and the loss of their own beliefs and traditions. These caveats notwithstanding, societies have become much more

modern over time, to put it mildly. We thus cannot fully understand society and social life without appreciating how societies have

changed as they have become more modern. Not surprisingly, sociologists have recognized the importance of modernization ever

since the discipline of sociology began in the 19th century, and much of the work of sociology’s founders—Émile Durkheim, Max

Weber, Karl Marx, and others—focused on how and why societies have changed as they became more modern. We can draw on

their efforts and related work by later sociologists and by anthropologists to develop an idea of the differences modernization has

made for societies and individuals. Several dimensions and effects of modernization seem apparent (Nolan & Lenski, 2009). First, as

societies evolve, they become much larger and more heterogeneous. This means that people are more different from each other

than when societies were much smaller, and it also means that they ordinarily cannot know each other nearly as well. Larger, more

modern societies thus typically have weaker social bonds and a weaker sense of community than small societies and place more of

an emphasis on the needs of the individual.
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We can begin to appreciate the differences between smaller and larger societies when we contrast a small college of 1,200 students

with a large university of 40,000 students. Perhaps you had this contrast in mind when you were applying to college and had a

preference for either a small or a large institution. In a small college, classes might average no more than 20 students; these

students get to know each other well and often have a lot of interaction with the professor. In a large university, classes might hold

600 students or more, and everything is more impersonal. Large universities do have many advantages, but they probably do not

have as strong a sense of community as is found at small colleges. A second aspect of modernization is a loss of traditional ways of

thinking. This allows a society to be more creative and to abandon old ways that may no longer be appropriate. However, it also

means a weakening or even ending of the traditions that helped define the society and gave it a sense of identity. NSOU ? PGSW-V

187 A third aspect of modernization is the growth of individual freedom and autonomy. As societies grow, become more

impersonal, and lose their traditions and sense of community, their norms become weaker, and individuals thus become freer to

think for themselves and to behave in new ways. Although most of us would applaud this growth in individual freedom, it also

means, as Émile Durkheim (1895/1962) recognized long ago, that people feel freer to deviate from society’s norms and thus to

commit deviance. If we want a society that values individual freedom, Durkheim said, we automatically must have a society with

deviance. Is modernization good or bad? This is a simplistic question about a very complex concept, but a quick answer is that it is

both good and bad. We see evidence for both responses in the views of sociologists Ferdinand Tönnies, Weber, and Durkheim,

Tönnies said that modernization meant a shift from Gemeinschaft (small societies with strong social bonds) to Gesellschaft (large

societies with weaker social bonds and more impersonal social relations). Tönnies lamented the loss of close social bonds and of a

strong sense of community resulting from modernization, and he feared that a sense of rootlessness begins to replace the feeling of

stability and steadiness characteristic of small, older societies. Weber was also concerned about modernization. The hallmarks of

modernization, he thought, are rationalization, a loss of tradition, and the rise of impersonal bureaucracy. He despaired over the

impersonal quality of rational thinking and bureaucratization, as he thought it was a dehumanizing influence. Durkheim ,took a less

negative view of modernization. He certainly appreciated the social bonds and community feeling, which he called mechanical

solidarity, characteristic of small, traditional societies. However, he also thought that these societies stifled individual freedom and

that social solidarity still exists in modern societies. This solidarity, which he termed organic solidarity, stems from the division of

labor, in which everyone has to depend on everyone else to perform their jobs. This interdependence of roles, Durkheim said,

creates a solidarity that retains much of the bonding and sense of community found in premodern societies. We have already

commented on important benefits of modernization that are generally recognized: modernization promotes creativity and

individual freedom and autonomy. These developments in turn usually mean that a society becomes more tolerant of beliefs and

behaviors that it formerly would have disapproved and even condemned. Modern
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societies, then, generally feature more tolerance than older societies. Many people, undoubtedly including most sociologists, regard

greater tolerance as a good thing, but others regard it as a bad thing because they favor traditional beliefs and behaviors. Beyond

these abstract concepts of social bonding, sense of community, and tolerance, modern societies are certainly a force for both good

and bad in other ways. They have produced scientific discoveries that have saved lives, extended life spans, and made human

existence much easier than imaginable in the distant past and even in the recent past. But they have also polluted the environment,

engaged in wars that have killed tens of millions, and built up nuclear arsenals that, even with the end of the Cold War, still threaten

the planet. Modernization, then, is a double-edged sword. It has given us benefits too numerous to count, but it also has made

human existence very precarious.
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Further, the Internet bought us information, but at a cost. The morass of information means that there is as much poor information

available as trustworthy sources. There is a delicate line to walk when core nations seek to bring the assumed benefits of

modernization to more traditional cultures. For one, there are obvious procapitalist biases that go into such attempts, and it is short-

sighted for western governments and social scientists to assume all other countries aspire to follow in their footsteps. Additionally,

there can be a kind of neo- liberal defense of rural cultures, ignoring the often crushing poverty and diseases that exist in peripheral

nations and focusing only on a nostalgic mythology of the happy peasant. It takes a very careful hand to understand both the need for

cultural identity and preservation as well as 10.2.5 Urbanization An important aspect of social change and population growth over the

centuries has been urbanization, or the rise and growth of cities. Urbanization has had important consequences for many aspects of

social, political, and economic life (Macionis & Parrillo, 2010).Macionis, J. J., & Parrillo, V. N. (2010). Cities and urban life (5th ed.). Upper

Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall. The earliest cities developed in ancient times after the rise of horticultural and pastoral societies made

it possible for people to stay in one place instead of having to move around to find food. Because ancient cities had no sanitation

facilities, people typically left their garbage and human waste in the city streets or just outside the city wall (which most cities had for

protection from possible enemies); this poor sanitation led to rampant disease and
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system (Smith, 2003).Smith, M. L. (Ed.). (2003). The social construction of ancient cities. Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution

Press. Cities became more numerous and much larger during industrialization, as people moved to be near factories and other sites of

industrial production. First in Europe and then in the United States, people crowded together as never before into living conditions that

were often decrepit. Lack of sanitation continued to cause rampant disease, and death rates from cholera, typhoid, and other illnesses

were high. In addition, crime rates soared, and mob violence became quite common (Feldberg, 1998).Feldberg, M. (1998).

Urbanization as a cause of violence: Philadelphia as a test case. In A. F. Davis & M. H. Haller (Eds.), The peoples of Philadelphia: A

history of ethnic groups and lower-class life, 1790–1940 (pp. 53–69). Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. Views of the City

Are cities good or bad? We asked a similar question—is modernization good or bad?—earlier in this chapter, and the answer here is

similar as well: cities are both good and bad. They are sites of innovation, high culture, population diversity, and excitement, but they

are also sites of high crime, impersonality, and other problems.In the early 20th century, a group of social scientists at the University of

Chicago established a research agenda on cities that is still influential today (Bulmer, 1984).Bulmer, M. (1984). The Chicago school of

sociology: Institutionalization, diversity, and the rise of sociological research. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press. Most notably,

they began to study the effects of urbanization on various aspects of city residents’ lives in what came to be called the human ecology

school (Park, Burgess, & McKenzie, 1925).Park, R. E., Burgess, E. W., & McKenzie, R. (1925). The city. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago

Press. One of their innovations was to divide Chicago into geographical regions, or zones, and to analyze crime rates and other

behavioral differences among the zones. They found that crime rates were higher in the inner zone, or central part of the city, where

housing was crowded and poverty was common, and were lower in the outer zones, or the outer edges of the city, where houses

were spread farther apart and poverty was much lower. Because they found these crime rate differences over time even as the ethnic

backgrounds of people in these zones changed, they assumed that the social and physical features of the neighborhoods were

affecting their crime rates (Shaw & McKay, 1942). Shaw, C. R., & McKay, H. D. (1942). Juvenile delinquency and urban areas. Chicago, IL

: University of Chicago
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our attitudes and behavior. This theme, of course, lies at the heart of the sociological perspective. Urbanism and Tolerance One of the

most notable Chicago sociologists was Louis Wirth (1897-1952), who, in a well-known essay entitled “Urbanism as a Way of Life”

(Wirth, 1938),Wirth, L. (1938). Urbanism as a way of life. American Journal of Sociology, 44, 3-24. discussed several differences

between urban and rural life. In one such difference, he said that urban residents are more tolerant than rural residents of

nontraditional attitudes, behaviors, and lifestyles, in part because they are much more exposed than rural residents to these

nontraditional ways. Supporting Wirth’s hypothesis, contemporary research finds that urban residents indeed hold more tolerant views

on several kinds of issues (Moore & Ovadia, 2006).Moore, L. M., & Ovadia, S. (2006). Types of Urban Residents The quality of city life

depends on many factors, but one of the most important factors is a person’s social background: social class, race and ethnicity,

gender, age, and sexual orientation. As earlier chapters documented, these dimensions of our social backgrounds often yield many

kinds of social inequalities, and the quality of life that city residents enjoy depends heavily on these dimensions. For example, residents

who are white and wealthy have the money and access to enjoy the best that cities have to offer, while those who are poor and of

color typically experience the worst aspects of city life. Because of fear of rape and sexual assault, women often feel more constrained

than men from traveling freely throughout a city and being out late at night; older people also often feel more constrained because of

physical limitations and fear of muggings; and gays and lesbians are still subject to physical assaults stemming from homophobia. The

type of resident we are, then, in terms of our sociodemographic profile affects what we experience in the city and whether that

experience is positive or negative. This brief profile of city residents obscures other kinds of differences among residents regarding

their lifestyles and experiences. A classic typology of urban dwellers by sociologist Herbert Gans (1962)Gans, H. J. (1962). The urban

villagers: Group and class in the life of Italian-Americans. New York, NY: Free Press. is still useful today in helping to understand the

variety of lives found in cities. Gans identified five types of city residents.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 191 The first type is cosmopolites. These are people who live in a city because of its cultural attractions, restaurants,

and other features of the best that a city has to offer. Cosmopolites include students, writers, musicians, and intellectuals. Unmarried

and childless individuals and couples are the second type; they live in a city to be near their jobs and to enjoy the various kinds of

entertainment found in most cities. If and when they marry or have children, respectively, many migrate to the suburbs to raise their

families. The third type is ethnic villagers, who are recent immigrants and members of various ethnic groups who live among each

other in certain neighborhoods. These neighborhoods tend to have strong social bonds and more generally a strong sense of

community. Gans wrote that all of these three types generally find the city inviting rather than alienating and have positive experiences

far more often than negative ones. In contrast, two final types of residents find the city alienating and experience a low quality of life.

The first of these two types, and the fourth overall, is the deprived. These are people with low levels of formal education who live in

poverty or near-poverty and are unemployed, are underemployed, or work at low wages. They live in neighborhoods filled with trash,

broken windows, and other signs of disorder. They commit high rates of crime and also have high rates of victimization by crime. The

final type is the trapped. These are residents who, as their name implies, might wish to leave their neighborhoods but are unable to do

so for several reasons: they may be alcoholics or drug addicts, they may be elderly and disabled, or they may be jobless and cannot

afford to move to a better area. Problems of City Life By definition, cities consist of very large numbers of people living in a relatively

small amount of space. Some of these people have a good deal of money, but many people, and in some cities most people, have

very little money. Cities must provide many kinds of services for all their residents, and certain additional services for their poorer

residents. These basic facts of city life make for common sets of problems affecting cities throughout the nation, albeit to varying

degrees, with some cities less able than others to address these problems. One evident problem is fiscal : cities typically have serious

difficulties in paying for basic services such as policing, public education, trash removal, street maintenance, and, in cold climates,

snow removal, and in providing certain services for their residents who are poor or disabled or who have other conditions. The fiscal

difficulties that cities routinely
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became a more accurate description of the harsh financial realities that cities were now facing (McNichol, 2009).McNichol, D. A.

(2009, May 1). Revenue loss putting cities in fiscal vise. The New York Times, p. NJ1. Another problem is crowding. Cities are crowded

in at least two ways. The first involves residential crowding: large numbers of people living in a small amount of space. City streets are

filled with apartment buildings, condominiums, row houses, and other types of housing, and many people live on any one city block.

The second type of crowding is household crowding: dwelling units in cities are typically small because of lack of space, and much

smaller than houses in suburbs or rural areas. This forces many people to live in close quarters within a particular dwelling unit. Either

type of crowding is associated with higher levels of stress, depression, and aggression (Regoeczi, 2008).Regoeczi, W. C. (2008).

Crowding in context: An examination of the differential responses of men and women to high-density living environments. Journal of

Health and Social Behavior, 49, 254-268. A third problem involves housing. Here there are two related issues. Much urban housing is

substandard and characterized by such problems as broken windows, malfunctioning heating systems, peeling paint, and insect

infestation. At the same time, adequate housing is not affordable for many city residents, as housing prices in cities can be very high,

and the residents’ incomes are typically very low. Cities thus have a great need for adequate, affordable housing. A fourth problem is

traffic. Gridlock occurs in urban areas, not rural ones, because of the sheer volume of traffic and the sheer number of intersections

controlled by traffic lights or stop signs. Some cities have better public transportation than others, but traffic and commuting are

problems that urban residents experience every day (see the “Learning From Other Societies” box). Urbanization varies around the

world. In general, wealthy nations are more urban than poor nations. In 1950, less than one-third of the world’s population lived in

cities or towns; in 2008, more than half the population lived in cities or towns, representing the first time in history that a majority of

people were not living in rural areas (United Nations Population Fund, 2007).United Nations Population Fund. (2007). By 2030, almost

two-thirds of the world’s population is projected to live in urban areas.
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these continents’ nations move to urban areas and as their populations continue to grow through natural fertility. Fertility is a special

problem in this regard for two reasons. First, and as we saw earlier, women in poor nations have higher fertility rates for several

reasons. Second, poorer nations have very high proportions of young people, and these high rates mean that many births occur

because of the large number of women in their childbearing years. This trend poses both opportunities and challenges for poorer

nations. The opportunities are many. Jobs are more plentiful in cities than in rural areas and incomes are higher, and services such as

health care and schooling are easier to deliver because people are living more closely together. In another advantage, women in

poorer nations generally fare better in cities than in rural areas in terms of education and employment possibilities (United Nations

Population Fund, 2007). But there are also many challenges. In the major cities of poor nations, homeless children live in the streets as

beggars, and many people lack necessities and conveniences that urban dwellers in industrial nations take for granted. As the United

Nations Population Fund (2007) warns, “One billion people live in urban slums, which are typically overcrowded, polluted and

dangerous, and lack basic services such as clean water and sanitation.” The rapid urbanization of poor nations will compound the

many problems these nations already have, just as the rapid urbanization in the industrial world more than a century ago led to the

disease and other problems discussed earlier. As cities grow rapidly in poor nations, moreover, these nations’ poverty makes them ill

equipped to meet the challenges of urbanization. Helping these nations meet the needs of their cities remains a major challenge for

the world community in the years ahead. In this regard, the United Nations Population Fund (United Nations Population Fund, 2007)

Addressing the housing needs of the poor will be critical. A roof and an address in a habitable area are the first step to a better life.

Improving access to basic social and health services, including reproductive health care, for poor people in urban slums is also critical

to breaking the cycle of poverty in urban areas. 10.2.6 Globalization Globalization is defined by defined by different people in different

ways. It is a Complex phenomenon. This process refers to mutual interdependence of the countries of
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 194 the world, particularly their economic interdependence and freedom to integrate with one another through

trade, investments, and capital flows, Globalization has economic, social, political, cultural and several other dimensions and has made

tremendous impact across cultures The process of continuing integration of the countries in the world is strongly underway in all

parts of the globe. Supported by accelerating pace of the technological change, by price and trade liberalization, and growing

importance of supemational rules, globalisation has exposed national economics to much more intense competition than ever before.

Globalisation mainly aims at integrating the domestic economy with the world economy. Cerny defines-“Globalisation is defined here

as a set of economic and political structures and processes deriving from the changing character of goods and assets that comprise

the base of the international political economy - in particular, the increasing structural differentiation of those goods and assets.” Jan

Aart Scholte :states “Globalisation stands out for quite a large public spread across the world as one of the defining terms of late

twentieth century social consciousness.” To conclude we can say is that globalisation would mean being able to manufacture in the

most cost effective way anywhere ‘in the world. It means the ability to procure raw materials, labour and resources from the cheapest

source anywhere in the world b increasing economic integration between countries in the world. Need of Globalisation In a fast

changing human society and development of technologies and wide awareness through quantum of knowledge, it is not say easy to

leave very simple and happy life. There are certain factor which have made us to think globally in today’s competitive society.

Following are the factors which need our alternation with regard to global perspective in our thinking.– 1. Development in modes of

transportation and communication and easy interaction within and without. 2. Development of science and technology and building

new physical infrastructures for better production. 3. With the explosion of population, new resources need to be explored to meet

the requires of such a large population. Hence hunting for new sources and modes of development affect the nature of

developmental activities.
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people go to other countries for their suitable placement and progress. 5. International trade and marketing in the field of industry,

agriculture, technology, textile, minerals, defense, etc. is getting new boom which creates global perspectives. 6. Political alignments

and aliveness among the countries make strides to new relationships and adjustments. 7. Security and integrity of a country is an

important factor responsible for globalisation and international understanding. 8. Environmental related issues and problems compel

nations to get together and to take decisions at international level. 9. Role of mass media and information technology have brought

people, n ion and countries together and a sense of togetherness has emerged. Globalization and Social Change in India Globalization

has given nations greater access to global markets, technology, financial resources and quality services and skilled human resources.

2. Improvement in and greater access to quality goods and services and an exponential increase in the volume of trade. 3. Access to

global capital resources via the stock market and international debt depending on the economic potential of nations and their

markets. 4. Access to technologies depending on the nations responsiveness to respect to protection of IPR and the responsible usage

of technologies. 5. Access to the world markets to the skilled human resources from nations with inherent intellectual and technical

capabilities (the outsourcing of IT, Pharma, BPO and KPO work). 6. Increase in exports of goods and services in which nations have

their respective competencies. 7. Increased access to better and qualitative education. 8. Increased the purchasing capability of the

nation through the creation of a sizeable middle class which is hungry for quality goods and services while there coexists a large poor

class whose time is yet to come. One would expect that the fruits
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by Government due to increased trade and commerce 10.3 Nature of Social change in India 10.3.1 Indian Culture The culture of any

country does not only portray the region and language of the region, but it starts with the mindset and mentality of the residing

citizens. Indian culture is quite rich with respect to its heritage and resources, and more importantly due to the welcoming approach

of its citizens. India is bouquet of flowers varying religion, dialect, edibles, tradition, custom, music, art and architecture etc, bundled

into a single unit of patriotism and unity. The common factor within all these diversities is the Indian mindset of welcoming, greeting,

celebrating in a united way with immense affection and togetherness. This is the rich essence of the Indian culture that has attracted

many foreigners to stay back in India and mingle into its eternal fragrance. When we analyse this rich culture with the globalization

point of view, we can find many punch holes of westernization and mixing of other traits and cultures into our beautifully woven

blanket. Let us closely analyse the impacts of globalization on Indian culture. 10.3.2 Family Structure Indian used to have a joint

culture. However in today’s life, joint families have become a strange surprise to the Indians especially to those residing in the

metropolitan cities in the small flat culture with the nuclear families blooming up like mushrooms in the rain. We have lost the

patience to get adjusted into the joint family, imbibing the values of the elders and getting the young ones brought up under the

shadow of their grandparents. Children have started treating grandparents like guests or visitors, and such an upbringing is one of the

main reasons of increasing old age homes, as those children consider their own parents as burden in their state of adulthood. 10.3.3

Marrital Values Gradually in Indian societies,marriages are also losing their values. It is very much evident from the increasing number

of divorce cases and the extra-marital affairs reported
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 197 every now and then. Marriage used to be considered as bonding of the souls which will be linked even after the

death; but today marriage is like a professional bond or a so-called commitment to share life without compromising their self-

interests. The ego factor into the Indian youth is again a product of globalization. 10.3.4 Adultery With the emergence of globalization

and western culture, people are freely intermingling with each other. The friendly approach and the socializing feature is worth

appreciable. But the total breakout of restrictions have adulterated the Indian mindset, playing up with the physical relationship even

outside the wedlock. This has given birth to new relationships in India like live-in relationships. Also the increased cases of rape and

sexual abuse cases are a result of the perverted mind which again the imported values very much alien to our mother culture. 10.3.5

Social Values We have the incorporated values of treating the guests as God, warm-hearted welcoming, greeting elders with due

respect and a celebrating every small festival with great colour of enjoyment and togetherness. Such a wide gathering with full hue

and light can hardly be seen today. People have highly restricted themselves in social interaction. The interaction in present generation

is highly diplomatic considering the financial status and wealth. We have lost our social values and cheerful blessing of togetherness.

The present generation are more happy celebrating Christmas, Valentine’s day along with Holi ,Id and Diwali. 10.3.6 Food, Clothing

and Dialect Indian food, clothing and languages are varied with respect to different states. The food varies in its taste, but every food

has its own nutrient value and every region is specified and rich in its medicinal preparations with the home remedies. Now-days

people are more interested to have continental, Chinese and Italian food.Even the clothing varies in different states which is very much

particular in maintaining the dignity of woman. The varies cuisines from all over the world though have different flavours to add, still

the food ingredients that have inflicted with much popularity are the junk food items which has increased the health disorders in the

country. Again the dressing like the suitings for the males are an inappropriate match for the Indian type of climate. The female dresses

are
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their mother tongue or our national language. Instead the youth today consider it to be a shameful condition to speak in their national

language Hindi. The way the foreign languages are getting prevalent in India like the French, German and Spanish, right from the

school level, is the example of how much we provide importance to Indian languages in comparison to the foreign ones. 10.3.7

Employment and the Agricultural Sector India was predominantly an agricultural based country. With the advanced globalization and

cropping up of MNCs, the farming has lost its prime value in India. Agricultural science has the least focus amongst the youngsters

who consider farming as a shameful profession and look down upon the same. Employment through MNCs has lucrative deals

attracting the bulk of manpower who are working for the other countries as their customer care representatives. We are losing our

health and our status and slowly getting to the age of economic slavery due to these MNCs. This is what the globalization has

provided Indians through their emergence. 10.4 Conclusion Social change, is inevitable, as society is not static it is dynamic. It changes

according to time & situation. In this unit we learnt about those factors which lead to social change with special emphasis on Indian

society. 1.5 Exercise 1. Explain the term social change. As a student of social work why is it important for us to know about social

change. 2. What do you mean by the term Modernization. Explain, Gemeinscheft & Gescellschaft. 3. What are the basic problems of

city life. 4. Discuss the nature of social change in India. 5. Explain briefly the factors responsible for social change.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 200 Unit 11 ? Existing major social issues: Illiteracy, Migration, Drug Abuse, HIV/AIDS, Terrorism, Gender Justice

Structure 11.0 Objective 11.1 Introduction 11.2 Illiteracy 11.3 Migration 11.4 Drug Abuse 11.5 HIV/AIDS 11.6 Terrorism 11.6.1 Types of

Terrorism 11.7 Gender Justice 11.8 Conclusion 11.9 Exercise 11.10 Reference 11.0 Objective In this unit we will get a glimpse about the

various social problems existing in our society. 11.1 Introduction Our world in facing several problem there days. There are many

challenging situations which needs to be addressed with great professionalism. An social worker we must be well equipped to face

there problems and find the root cause and combat such problems with competency. Let us now discuss some of these problem and

know the possible remedies. 11.2 Illiteracy

NSOU ? PGSW-V 201 The ability to read and write, or the ability to use language to read, write, listen, and speak is marked as a sign of

literacy. UNESCO, says, “

100% MATCHING BLOCK 158/185

Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate and compute using printed and written materials

associated with varying contexts. Literacy involves a continuum of learning in enabling individuals to achieve their goals to develop

their knowledge and potential and to participate fully in their community and wider society”.

According to UNESCO 37% of the world’s illiterate people, are Indian. The literacy rate of India is 74%. Though India’s literacy rate has

increased since independence ie from 12% to 74% in recent times but still we could not achieve the desirable goal and according to a

report by Oxfam, our country has the world’s largest population of illiterate people In the last census, of 2011 the literacy rates was

82.14 percent for men while 65.46 percent of women were found to be literate. The low literacy for female also depicts the high level

of
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dependency of women on men for activities which requires them to read and write.
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There are many differences between rural and urban areas. Kerala has the highest literacy rate of 93.91 %, while Bihar has the least

literacy rate of 63.82%. Though Indian Government has allocated

85% MATCHING BLOCK 167/185

around 10.5% of its total expenditure on education however it’s not evenly spread out.

90% MATCHING BLOCK 160/185

The Supreme Court in 1993 announced that children had a fundamental right to free education and thus in the year 2003 the “Right

to Education was incorporated in the Constitution under the Constitution (83rd Amendment), 2000.

The Government of India have been launching several schemes to ensure the right to education for all irrespective of gender, caste

and religion.
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The National Policy of Education in the year 1986 declared that the whole nation must

be a part to fight against

100% MATCHING BLOCK 162/185

the menaces of illiteracy especially among the young population. The National Literacy Mission in 1988 made literacy

as a responsibility of the

93% MATCHING BLOCK 163/185

community. It aimed at achieving a literacy rate of 41 per cent by 2035. The 1992 education policy guaranteed free and compulsory

education to all children up to 14 years of age before

unfortunately it has not been able to even

60% MATCHING BLOCK 164/185

prevent dropouts among school children and stillilliteracy prevails. Another scheme, the Sarva Siksha Abhiyan was launched in 2001

to make sure that all children in the age group of 6-14-years must attend their school and complete eight years of schooling by

2010. One of the

crucial components

100% MATCHING BLOCK 165/185

of the scheme is the Education Guarantee Scheme and Alternative and Innovative Education,

which primarily focuses on education

100% MATCHING BLOCK 166/185

for children in areas with no formal school within a one’ kilometer radius.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 202 Dear learners note some of the important schemes for promoting education by Indian Government— National

Education Policy, 2020: It aims at making “India a universal knowledge superpower” by introducing the numerous changes in the

school level to college level. • Samagra Shiksha: It is an integrated scheme for school education extending from pre-school to class XII

to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education at all levels of school education. • Mid-Day Meal Scheme: With this scheme that

every child within the age group of six to fourteen years studying in classes I to VIII who enrols and attends the school shall be

provided hot cooked nutritional meals, free of cost every day except on school holidays. • Eklavya Model School and Rajiv Gandhi

National Fellowship Scheme (RGNF): This scheme aims to encourage the students belonging to Scheduled Tribes (ST) community to

pursue higher education. For Digital Literacy: • Digital India Programme: It pulls together many existing schemes by restructuring and

re-focusing them and then implementing them in a synchronized manner. • Pradhan Mantri Gramin Digital Saksharta Abhiyan: It is one

of the largest initiatives of the country with the target of making citizens digitally literate. • National Digital Literacy Mission: It aims to

empower at least one person per household with crucial digital literacy skills. • Bharat Net Programme: It aims to have an optical fibre

network in all Gram panchayats. Let us have a look at the possible reasons for literacy in India- • Poverty • Lack of School Facilities •

Child Marriage • Child Labour • Unemployment of Educated youths • Lack of infrastructures-Poor transportation, bad roads, no toilet

facility etc. • Lack of facilities in school or no recruitment of teachers

NSOU ? PGSW-V 203 CONSEQUENCES OF ILLITERACY • Due to inaccessibility to knowledge there are chances of frustration and

quarrel within the family members at homes as the demands for education of children may not be fulfilled thus leading to a state of

Personal disorganization. • Low level of awareness may create ignorance and increase belief in superstition amongst people.

Education removes ignorance and increases cooperation and mutual understanding in society. But, on account of lack of education in

a community, people can be easily have conflicting situations on communal and religious lines. This may cause Social disorganization

• Family disorganization may occur due to quarrels and misguidance • There may be an increase in poverty and educational

unemployment • Lack of education may lead to Increase in all anti-social activities ranging from theft, robbery to abduction and rape.

• Finally illiteracy may also create chances for-social and economic exclusion in society. Possible suggestions for promoting literacy in

our country Provide free education: The provision of free education in schools, colleges, and universities by the government can play

the main role in reducing the level of illiteracy. Since some people fail to attend school or basic education due to the lack of money to

pay for the fees, and in such cases offering free education can increase the number of people attending school and subsequently

reduce illiteracy levels within society and country. • Knowledge: To create the awareness about the importance of education can

motivate people to send their ward to school. Various non-governmental organi- zations, government agencies, and other concerned

institutions should put their deliberate efforts to create awareness in the society and play the important role to reduce the problem of

illiteracy. • Provision of Grants and financial sources: Well reputed educational institu- tions, colleges and training centres are located

in urban areas, due to this migration of many rural people from rural areas to urban areas for admitting in higher education institutions.

Many families, social groups and communities are not able to bear the burden of fees of their children’s and other related expenditure.

In those cases offering grants, subsidies, and scholarships can reduce the financial burden

NSOU ? PGSW-V 204 of the parents. It would be helpful for those students to learn without interrupting their education due to the

lack of school fees. • Digitalization: Nowadays we live in the age of information and communication technology. Having digital

platforms for reading and learning can help reduce illiteracy in society. It can also take care of the challenge in the scarcity of

educational facilities. With the help of Digital libraries a good platform available for those who live far away from urban centres to

develop their knowledge. • Development of Curriculum and Instructional Methods -To promote the literacy, it is essential to arrange

the curriculum and teachings methods in a systematic and logical manner. In various educational institutions and training centres

when the curriculum and teachings methods are formulated in an appropriate manner then it should rouse interest among the

students towards learning. • Experience and Attitude of the Teachers -To develop education and literacy skills amongst the individuals,

it is essential that the teachers and educators should possess the updated knowledge and skills. The right knowledge and skills would

effectively contribute in enhancing knowledge and skills amongst the learners. To prevent illiteracy, tea hers have a vital role to play

they motivated the students towards learning and those who possess learning disabilities and problems should be helped and

encouraged by the teachers so that they are able to perform well in education. Effective communication and friendly nature,

politeness, courtesy and kindness are the necessary behavioural traits on the part of the teachers, if they are to efficiently contribute in

the prevention of illiteracy. • Development of Extra-Curricular Activities-Learning only academic subjects and concepts may make

learning boring. If students go to school and they only get engaged into reading and writing then they may not feel motivated towards

learning. To stimulate the individuals towards learning, it is vital to formulate measures to make learning interesting for them. The

development of creative and extra-curricular activities is considered essential to arouse keenness and curiosity amongst the learners.

The range of extra-curricular activities include yoga, medi- tation, sports, taekwondo, physical activities, artworks, handicrafts, playing

of musical instruments, singing, dancing and so forth. These activities encourage the individuals to become dedicated towards their

learning, hence resulting in enhance- ment of the literacy skills.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 205 • Development of Infrastructure and Other Facilities - There have been a number of cases mainly in rural areas

that who belong to deprived and marginalized sections of the society they do not develop much interest in education because of the

inadequate infrastructural facilities. Schools are placed at a distance and roads are in deprived conditions and some other individuals

have transportation problems. To prevent the problem of illiteracy, it is very important that transportation, roads, equipment,

telecommunications, water supplies, power supplies, public services, communications should be adequately developed. 11.3 Migration

The migrating man suffers harrowing experiences, he works hard, struggling to save something to send home to his family, but is

caught in the vicious cycle of staying in the city to find a job and doing a job in order to continue staying in the city. Rural India is still

floating towards Cities. Migration from one state to another within India is mainly from Bihar, Orissa, Chhattisgarh and Madhya

Pradesh. Migration, is both seasonal and non-seasonal within India. The seasonal migration is mostly by weavers, brick makers and

rice-go down workers (unloading rice from Lorries to depots and vice-versa). The non-seasonal migration is mainly by washermen,

shoe-makers, hawkers (going from house to house), kerosene sellers, rickshaw drivers, fruit & vegetable wallas, railway-station porters,

and employees of the Food Corporation of India, of other important wholesale food stockers, and of the Assam Electricity Board (e.g.

helping repair electricity-line poles). These migrants live mostly without family in male groups and lead a very simple life, keeping in

view their motive to earn money and send it to their family members living in Bihar, where some of that money is used, for instance, to

build family houses. On many occasions, particularly for religious festivals or for the engagement or marriage of a family member, the

migrant workers come back home. The human world has always been on the move. The scale and speed of migration has grown

tremendously since the late nineteenth century, as transport and communication networks have brought ever larger masses of people

together, with interruptions caused by policies of governments, keen to protect their territoriality in the short-term interest of a few

privileged groups and with only a dim vision of a common future for humanity. In the case of citizens of one state, migration is a

common affair, with migrants becoming seasonal travelers for work, festivals and pilgrimages. Migrants move between town and

cities; they choose different places for spending their working lifetime in and for retiring to; they continually experience and absorb

the culture or educational and health facilities of host communities, transmitting in turn their own culture and their own expertise to

the hod
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global citizencitizens who feel at home anywhere, without losing a sense of where they come from and who are always ready to

reinvent themselves as they absorb the wonders of new cultures, new technologies and new ways of being human. ‘Push’ and ‘Pull’

factors are most important parts of rural migration of unskilled and unemployed workers of India in general and Bihar in particular.

Employment opportunity is shrinking everywhere due to increase in population, decline in handicraft, stagnant agricultural economy

and absence of industrial growth which resulted into large scale seasonal migration from Bihar. Furthermore, the influence of kinship

acted as most powerful factor to motivate their near and dear friends and relatives to come to places where such labourers are

working and earning through their enterprising efforts. Difference in socio- economic pattern is basically responsible for migration in

India. Most of the migrants in Bihar to other places belong to lower and depressed section of the society who are the worst victims of

exploitation of landlords and big farmers. The demographic pressure coupled with famine, flood and starvation occurring due to

failure of monsoon is the potent cause of migration. This forced the weaker section of society to move along with other known

persons already engaged in job. Being motivated by the desire to seek freedom from life of incessant toil and shameful exploitation, a

big chunk of schedule caste and backward class community migrated to urban cities. However, one of the significant features about

migration is that Migrants usually keep their alliance with the place of origin. Migrants usually carry the knowledge which they impart

to the native population by way of discussion & participation in various activities, their sense of importance of education which they

develop in their surroundings, their liberal attitude regarding the traditional social system, all these things directly contribute to the

development of rural areas. Almost all the migrants contribute to the development of the rural areas either economically or socially or

both. The economic condition of the migrants families is by & large better than those families in the village where from no migration

has taken place. Migration has been significantly reshaping the traditional social and economic structures of rural communities of this

country. The livelihood activities of rural families are no longer confined to farming and are increasingly being diversified through

rural-to-urban and international migration. With the development of trade and industry and the awareness
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 207 produced by the mass media, rural poor are shifting towards the urban area in order to improve their living

standards and to search for better livelihood opportunities. The lack of employment opportunities in the rural areas and better

employment prospects and infrastructure facilities in the urban areas motivate people to migrate to urban areas. In the rural areas,

sluggish agricultural growth and limited development of the rural non-farm sector raises the incidence of rural poverty,

unemployment and under employment. Given the fact that most of the high productivity activities are located in the urban areas -

people from rural areas move towards town or cities with a hope to grab diversified livelihood opportunities as the rural poor still

consider migration as one of the significant as well as reliable livelihood coping strategy. Migration primarily occurs due to disparities

in regional development. The causes of migration are usually explained by using two broad categories, namely, push and pull factors.

Studies conducted in the sphere of migration in India - found that poverty, job searching and family influence have been the main

push factors for out- migration, while availability of better employment opportunity, prior migrants and availability of better

educational facilities have been identified as the key pull factors behind migration. To be more specific, for rural I India, poverty is still

considered to be the main push factor for illiterates and moderately educated migrants. The National Sample Survey Office in its 64th

round survey which was carried out during July 2007 to June 2008, covering a random sample of 5,72,254 persons covering 79,091

rural and 46,487 urban households spread over 7921 villages and 4688 urban blocks of the country, explored some significant trends

of rural migration in India. As per the economists and development experts - migration is essential for development and it is a

desirable phenomenon; but what is not desirable is the distressed migration found across the nation resulting in over-crowding of

cities and mushrooming of slums. Some states which have higher investment and resources for development experience high in-

migration; at the same time, the backward states like U.P, Bihar, M.P, etc are experiencing heavy out-migration. The rural poor from the

downtrodden and backward communities and backward regions such as Bihar, Oris sa, Uttar Pradesh travel to far distances seeking

employment at the lowest rungs in construc- tion of roads, irrigation projects, commercial and residential complexes etc. Hence,

there is a need for balanced regional development. More focus for development and migration of labourers from rural to urban areas

is a reflection of our misplaced development policies; investment in economic growth has been biased toward the capital-intensive

urban centers,
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microeconomic interventions to help individual villagers and not the macro-economy of the village as a whole. For instance, the

government has no employment generation schemes for cities; yet, there are plenty of jobs and high-paying ones too. 11.4 Drug

Abuse Drug addiction is one of the major problems in developing countries. Since these countries have young populations, they are at

greater risks of addiction. The young population expose to a higher risk as a major and the most vulnerable groups. Problems of

puberty, adolescents, youth identity crisis and mental conditions can be considered as important factors for tendency of this age

group towards addiction. The use of drugs in adolescents is primarily for pleasure; curiosity and escape of psycho-social problems are

the major causes of early drug use for the first time. Use of synthetic substances capable of having an altered effect on human health

and behaviour is of recent origin. Alcohol, opium and cannabis were the traditional substances of abuse in India marked by moderate

consumption generally ritualized in social gatherings. The problem of drug abuse acquired new and alarming dimensions with the

introduction of heroin and other new forms of drugs in late seventies and early eighties.WHO (2002) estimated that there are about 2

billion people worldwide who consume alcoholic beverages. The commonly used substances in the world arenicotine and alcohol

(most commonly), opium,codeine, cocaine, caffeine, barbiturates(ainobarbital, pentobar-bital), benzodiazepines(valium, ativan, Xanax),

hallucinogens: LSD, mescaline, cannabis, marijuana and hashish. More than 13 million Americans use illegal drugs, more than 2 million

are known to abuse prescription drugs, 60 million are hooked on cigarettes, 33 million binge on alcohol, and l2 million are heavy

drinkers . The result of a study, conducted in Iran reveals,that the use of drug amongst the male population ranged from high to low

were failure in life, escape from problems, staying awake, friends’ and peers’ insistence, pain relief, a positive attitude towards drugs,

increase of the self-confidence, getting more energy, relaxation, recreation, learning from the family members, and gaining a new

experience (curious). In the female population this ranking of causes included: failure in life, relaxation, recreation, increase of self-

confidence, getting more energy, escape from
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from family members, and a positive attitude towards drugs. India is located between the golden triangle which include Myanmar

(Burma), Laos, Vietnam, and Thailand and the golden crescent which include Afghanistan, Iran, and Pakistan; two prominent drug-

producing hubs in the World. India as a natural transit zone, faces a major problem of drug trafficking. Drug addiction in India has of

late emerged as a matter of great concern both due to the social and economic burden caused by substance abuse.National Survey

(2002), on extent, pattern and trend of drug abuse conducted at the behest of ministry of social justice and

empowerment,government of India (MSJE) and United Nations indicates that about 15 million persons addicted to alcohol and various

kinds of other drugs need urgent attention for their treatment, rehabilitation and reintegration into social mainstream. Drug

rehabilitation is a multi-phased, multi-faceted, long term process. Drug rehabilitation centres play an important role to make drug

addict free of addiction. The treatment-cum- rehabilitation centres provide services to the community as awareness generation,

Identification of addicts, motivational counselling, detoxification/de-addiction, vocational rehabilitation, after care and re-integration

into the social mainstream and preventive education. There are different guidelines for treatment-cum-rehabilitation centres

according to their bed capacity (15-bedded, 30-bedded, 50-bedded, 60-bedded).The guidelines are laid down by Ministry of Social

Justice and empowerment, Government of India. The ministry runs a programme named as “Scheme for prevention of alcohol and

substance (drugs) abuse” launched in 1985 .The government of India would provide financial support to the organizations for

institutionalized activities, stress would be on mobilization of community resources and greater community participation. At present

123 such centres have been established across the country. The ministry of social justice and Empowerment under its scheme is

assisting 373 NGO’s for maintaining 401 De- addiction-cum-rehabilitation centres and 68 counselling and awareness centres all over

the country. 11.5 HIV/AIDS According to WHO,
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the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a retrovirus that infects cells of the immune system, destroying or impairing their

function. As the infection NSOU ? PGSW-V 210 progresses, the immune system becomes weaker, and the person becomes more

susceptible to infections. The most advanced stage of HIV infection is acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). It can take 10-

15 years for an HIV-infected person to develop AIDS; antiretroviral drugs can slow down the process even further. An estimated 36.9

million people have HIV. More than 34 million people have died from the virus, making it one of the most destructive pandemics in

history.

In India, and most other countries, heterosexual transmission accounts for most HIV infections. Transmission from female sex workers

to male clients, and then to these clients’ regular partners, is the most common chain of infection. The HIV epidemic has been largely

concentrated in high-risk populations, but the large migrant population in Bihar poses significant risks to containing the spread of HIV.

The HIV Estimation 2017 Report indicates that AIDS-related mortality has been steadily rising in Bihar; Bihar is also 1 of 10 states that

account for 71% of total annual new HIV infections. In such a vulnerable context, it is important to understand the perceptions of HIV

and access to care from both end user and provider perspectives in order to mitigate any barriers and work towards a more patient-

centred system of care and management.
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HIV is transmitted through unprotected sexual intercourse (anal or vaginal), transfusion of contaminated blood, sharing of

contaminated needles, and between a mother and her infant during pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding. 2016
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WHO Statistics taken on average ? In 2016, the world registered 1.8 million new HIV infections ? 19.5 million people are assessing

Antiretoviral Therapy ? at the end of 2016 there were approximately 36.9 million people living with

HI Our community members have very limited knowledge about HIV and modes of transmission, but the vast majority associated HIV

with ‘immoral’ or ‘dirty’ acts. They see the family from a bad lens. Women are viewed even more negatively in comparison to men. 11.6
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Terrorism There is an old saying that “one person’s freedom fighter is another person’s terrorist.” This saying indicates some of the

problems in defining terrorism precisely. Some years ago, the Irish Republican Army (IRA) waged a campaign of terrorism against the

British
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government and its people as part of its effort to drive the British out of Northern Ireland. Many people in Northern Ireland and

elsewhere hailed IRA members as freedom fighters, while many other people condemned them as cowardly terrorists.

The terrorist attack of Mumbai which took place in 26/11 , some individuals applauded for the terrorists,
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as acts of heroism. These examples indicate that there is only a thin line, if any, between terrorism on the one hand and freedom

fighting and heroism on the other hand. Just as beauty is in the eyes of the beholder, so is terrorism. The same type of action is

either terrorism or freedom fighting, depending on who is characterizing the action. Although dozens of definitions of terrorism

exist, most take into account what are widely regarded as the three defining features of terrorism : (a) the use of violence; (b) the

goal of making people afraid; and (c) the desire for political, social, economic, and/or cultural change. A popular definition by

political scientist Ted Robert Gurr (1989, p. 201) captures these features: “The use of unexpected violence to intimidate or coerce

people in the pursuit of political or social objectives.”
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Why does terrorism occur? It is easy to assume that terrorists must have psychological problems that lead them to have sadistic

personalities, and that they are simply acting irrationally and impulsively. However, most researchers agree that terrorists are

psychologically normal despite their murderous violence and, in fact, are little different from other types of individuals who use

violence for political ends.
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Contemporary terrorists tend to come from well-to-do families and to be well-educated themselves; ironically, their social

backgrounds are much more advantaged in these respects than are those of common street criminals, despite the violence they

commit. 11.6.1
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Types of Terrorism When we think about this definition, 9/11 certainly comes to mind, but there are, in fact, several kinds of terrorism

—based on the identity of the actors and targets of terrorism—to which this definition applies. A typology of terrorism, again by Gurr

(1989), is popular : (a) Vigilante terrorism (b) Insurgent terrorism (c) Transnational (or international) terrorism (d) State terrorism
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Vigilante terrorism is committed by private citizens against other private citizens. Sometimes the motivation is racial, ethnic,

religious, or other hatred, and sometimes the motivation is to resist social change. The violence of racist groups like the Ku Klux Klan

was vigilante terrorism, as was the violence used by white Europeans against Native Americans from the 1600s through the 1800s.

What we now call “hate crime” is a contemporary example of vigilante terrorism. Insurgent terrorism is committed by private citizens

against their own government or against businesses and institutions seen as representing the “establishment.” Insurgent terrorism is

committed by both left-wing groups and right-wing groups and thus has no political connotation. US history is filled with insurgent

terrorism, starting with some of the actions the colonists waged against British forces before and during the American Revolution,

when “the meanest and most squalid sort of violence was put to the service of revolutionary ideals and objectives” (Brown, 1989, p.

25). An example here is tarring and feathering: hot tar and then feathers were smeared over the unclothed bodies of Tories. Some of

the labor violence committed after the Civil War also falls under the category of insurgent terrorism, as does some of the violence

committed by left-wing groups during the 1960s and 1970s. A relatively recent example of right-wing insurgent terrorism is the

infamous 1995 bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City by Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols that killed 168 people.

Transnational terrorism is committed by the citizens of one nation against targets in another nation. This is the type that has most

concerned Americans at least since 9/11, yet 9/11 was not the first time Americans had been killed by international terrorism. A

decade earlier, a truck bombing at the World Trade Center killed six people and injured more than 1,000 others. In 1988, 189

Americans were among the 259 passengers and crew who died when a plane bound for New York exploded over Lockerbie,

Scotland; agents from Libya were widely thought to have planted the bomb. Despite all these American deaths, transnational

terrorism has actually been much more common in several other nations: London, Madrid, and various cities in the Middle East have

often been the targets of international terrorists. State terrorism involves violence by a government that is meant to frighten its own

citizens and thereby stifle their dissent. State terrorism may involve mass murder, assassinations, and torture. Whatever its form, state

terrorism has killed and injured more people than all the other kinds of terrorism combined (Gareau, 2010). Genocide, of course
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is the most deadly type of state terrorism, but state terrorism also occurs on a smaller scale. As just one example, the violent

response of Southern white law enforcement officers to the civil rights protests of the 1960s amounted to state terrorism, as officers

murdered or beat hundreds of activists during this period. Although state terrorism is usually linked to authoritarian regimes, many

observers say the US government also engaged in state terror during the nineteenth century, when US troops killed thousands of

Native Americans (D. A. Brown, 2009). Terrorism
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provokes deep fear and insecurity—more than other forms of violence. Terrorists strike innocent civilians, often randomly, and without

warning. We think we can protect ourselves against other forms of violence, but we feel defenseless against terrorists. Terrorists know

this, and they seek to use intimidation to impose their political or other agendas. Killing is only a means to that end. By creating fear

and panic, terrorists try to extort concessions or to weaken and discredit governments by showing they are unable to protect their

citizens. Terrorism is also used as low—cost strategic warfare, sometimes by rogue states using surrogates, and sometimes by groups

motivated by ideology, religion, or ethnicity to overthrow governments and change the course of history. Terrorists also use violence

in a less focused way to express protest and rage, to advance messianic and fanatic religious agendas, and for even more obscure

pathological reasons. 11.7 Gender Justice
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Gender inequality is found in varying degrees in most societies around the world, and the United States is no exception. Just as

racial/ethnic stereotyping and prejudice underlie racial/ethnic inequality so do stereotypes and false beliefs underlie gender

inequality. Although these stereotypes and beliefs have weakened considerably since the 1970s thanks in large part to the

contemporary women’s movement, they obviously persist and hamper efforts to achieve full gender equality. A sociological

perspective reminds us that gender inequality stems from a complex mixture of cultural and structural factors that must be

addressed if gender inequality is to be reduced further than it already has been since the 1970s. Despite changes during this period,

children are still socialized from birth into traditional notions of femininity and masculinity, and gender-based stereotyping

incorporating these notions still continues. Although people should certainly be free to pursue whatever family and career

responsibilities NSOU ? PGSW-V 214 they desire, socialization and stereotyping still combine to limit the ability of girls and boys and

women and men alike to imagine less traditional possibilities. Meanwhile, structural obstacles in the workplace and elsewhere

continue to keep women in a subordinate social and economic status relative to men. To reduce gender inequality, then, a

sociological perspective suggests various policies and measures to address the cultural and structural factors that help produce

gender inequality. These steps might include, but are not limited to, the following : 1. Reduce socialization by parents and other

adults of girls and boys into traditional gender roles. 2. Confront gender stereotyping by the popular and news media. 3. Increase

public consciousness of the reasons for, extent of, and consequences of rape and sexual assault, sexual harassment, and

pornography. 4. Increase enforcement of existing laws against gender-based employment discrimination and against sexual

harassment. 5. Increase funding of rape-crisis centers and other services for girls and women who have been raped and/or sexually

assaulted. 6. Increase government funding of high-quality day-care options to enable parents, and especially mothers, to work

outside the home if they so desire, and to do so without fear that their finances or their children’s well-being will be compromised.

7. Increase mentorship and other efforts to boost the number of women in traditionally male occupations and in positions of

political leadership. 8.

Facilities for education for girls must be made easily available. 9. Legal machineries must be strengthened to ensure justice for the

womenfolk of our country. 10. Policymakers and the law makers must conduct extensive field study to get a clear picture of the socio-

economic status of women.
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As we consider how best to reduce gender inequality, the impact of the contemporary women’s movement must be neither

forgotten nor underestimated. Since it began in the late 1960s, the women’s movement has generated important advances for

women in almost every sphere of life. Brave women (and some men) challenged the status quo by calling attention to gender

inequality in the workplace, education, and elsewhere, and they brought NSOU ? PGSW-V 215 rape and sexual assault, sexual

harassment, and domestic violence into the national consciousness.

Government of India has launched several schemes and programmes for ensuring Gender justice in our country. We have

constitutional provisions which are particularly meant for safeguarding the interest of the women. The Ministry of Women and Child is

dedicated to intervene in case of any injustice done to women. We need a multidisciplinary approach to promote gender justice in our

society. 11.8 Conclusion One of the important job of a social worker in to look for solution & for crisis intervention. The social worker

are suppose to know the root cause of a problem & identify the resources to combat these issues. Proper Advocacy, net working and

other activities are required to handle such social problems effectively. 11.9 Exercise 1. What do you mean by social problems how can

we combat social problems. 2. Discuss about the problem of illiteracy in India. 3. What is HIV. Explains AIDS. What are the causes of

transmission of HIV. 4. Explain Terrorism. Write & Explain the various types of Terrorism. 5. What do you mean by Gender Justice. 11.10
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 217 Unit 12 ? India’s Socio-Economic Problems Structure 12.0 Objective 12.1 Introduction 12.2 Concept of Poverty

12.2.1 Causes Of Poverty In India 12.2.2 Impact of Poverty 12.3 Unemployment 12.4 Population growth 12.4.1Effects of the increasing

population in india on its economic growth 12.5 Conclusion 12.6 Exercise 12.7 Reference 12.0 Objective Our learner would understand

about the major Socio-Economic Problems with special reference to, Poverty, Unemployment and Population Growth. 12.1

Introduction Poverty in India is one of the biggest issue we are facing today. Almost every third poor in the world is Indian. In 2019, the

Indian government declared on 2019 that 6.7% of its population is below its official poverty limit. Amartya Sen, rightly pointed out that

lacking in capabilities like adequate income, education, proper health, security, self- confidence, freedom of speech, are the basic

cause of poverty particularly in Indian context. He further commented, “it is not sufficient to know how many poor people are there,

but to know how exactly poor they are”. In general terms, poverty means unable to attain basic necessities of life like food, clothing,

shelter, health and education. Deprived from fulfillment of basic needs gives birth to poverty. It is also referred as the state of

deprivation with
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and Odusola, 2001). 12.2 Concept of Poverty Poverty examines the relative position of an individual on some absolute standards and

distribution of individuals in terms of their departure from these standards in the society (Shrinivasan, 2013).India adopted the five year

plan model as a tool for planned economic development since 1951 and continued until 2017. As a developing country, poverty

eradication was one of the important objectives of this planned development model. The adoption of poverty alleviation strategies in

the five year development model have resulted in continuous reduction in the ratio of poverty across India. Various employment and

income generation schemes were implemented and different methodologies to estimate poor population were adopted. The

economic philosophy behind this initiative was to provide preferential treatment to uplift poor people to enable them to participate

and contribute in economic development (Raj Krishna, 1984) The poverty rate and head count ratio are the most common standards

of measuring poverty. In 1979, a task force defined poverty line based on food expenditure worth 2,400 calories in rural area and 2100

calories in urban areas. In 2011, the Suresh Tendulkar Committee quantified the poverty line based on an individual expenditure worth

Rs. 27.2 and Rs. 33.3 in a day on basic substances of living in rural and urban areas, respectively. This had been criticized for setting the

low poverty line (Choudhury, 2015). The Rangarajan committee defined a new poverty line as one’s spending on less than Rs 32 and

Rs. 47 in a day in rural and urban areas, respectively, resulting 29.5% poverty headcount ratio, which is 35% increase on 21.9%,

according to the estimation of the Tendulkar committee. Regardless of its causes, poverty has devastating consequences for the

people who live in it. Much research conducted and/or analyzed by scholars, government agencies, and nonprofit organizations has

documented the effects of poverty (and near poverty) on the lives of the poor (Lindsey, 2009; Moore, et. al., 2009; Ratcliffe &

McKernan, 2010; Sanders, 2011). Many of these studies focus on childhood poverty, and these studies make it very clear that

childhood poverty has lifelong consequences. In general, poor children are more likely to be poor as adults, more likely to drop out of

high school, more likely to become a teenaged parent, and more likely to have employment problems. Although only
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problems. Kelly Short – Poverty : “Damaged Child,” Oklahoma City, OK, USA, 1936. (Colorized). – CC BY-SA 2.0. 1 percent of children

who are never poor end up being poor as young adults, 32 percent of poor children become poor as young adults (Ratcliffe &

McKernan, 2010). Poverty is measured by– (1) absolute poverty (2) relative poverty. Absolute poverty–It is a kind of poverty in which an

individual is not able to get basic necessities of like food, clothing, shelter, health and education. Abstain from getting the basic

necessities of life is termed as absolute poverty. Relative poverty – It is in relative terms, when an individual is deprived from getting the

facilities which an average individual of the economy gets. If an individual gets less than what an average individual of an economy

gets, that individual is considered as relatively poor than others. It can be calculated according to the calories consumed or income of

an individual in
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individual is below that poverty line then he is considered to be poor. The popular indicators of poverty like–per-capita income,

monthly consumption expenditure, calorie intake, level of literacy, size of family, unemployment, pattern of income distribution etc. It

may be noted that the incidence of poverty is more in rural areas and less in urban areas, because most of the people in rural area are

deprived of basic necessities and belongs to weaker section of society, various schemes of poverty alleviation also fails to reach rural

areas.There exist regional disparity among various states, as it is interesting to note that poverty is highest in Orissa, Jharkhand, Bihar,

while it is lowest in states like Chandigarh, Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab and Gujrat. Human Poverty Index : - HPI (Human Poverty Index)

is constructed by the Human Development Report, 1997. It focuses on three main areas: 1. Longevity – life expectancy at the time of

birth 2. Knowledge – it is related to literacy 3. Standard of living – accessibility to basic necessities of life, food water, safety, adequate

health care, proper nourishment etc. In India there were two methods used for calculating poverty : (1) Uniform Recall Period (URP) (2)

Mixed Recall Period (MRP). In Uniform recall period, data for consumption expenditure is collected in reference of 30 days’ recall

period, while in mixed recall period, data for consumption expenditure is collected for five non-food items namely, clothing, footwear,

durable goods, education and institutional medical expenses are collected in reference of 365 days’ recall period and for remaining

items 30 days’ reference period is taken. According to NSSO’s 69th round of survey on consumer expenditure, an average rural Indian

household spends 61.3% of its total consumption expenditure on food and an average urban Indian household spends 39.7% of its

total consumption expenditure on food. 12.2.1 Causes of Poverty In India 1. Unemployment 2. Inflation
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economic growth 8. Less initiatives taken by the government 9. Benefits of poverty alleviation accrue more in urban areas. 10. Low

level of literacy 12.2.2 Impact of Poverty Family Problems The poor are at greater risk for family problems, including divorce and

domestic violence. Even in families that are not poor, running a household can cause stress, children can cause stress, and paying the

bills can cause stress. Families that are poor have more stress because of their poverty, and the ordinary stresses of family life become

even more intense in poor families. The various kinds of family problems thus happen more commonly in poor families than in

wealthier families. Compounding this situation, when these problems occur, poor families have fewer resources than wealthier

families to deal with these problems. Education Poor children typically go to rundown schools with inadequate facilities where they

receive inadequate schooling. They are much less likely than wealthier children to graduate from high school or to go to college. Their

lack of education in turn restricts them and their own children to poverty, once again helping to ensure a vicious cycle of continuing

poverty across generations. Many scholars have debated whether the poor school performance of poor children stems more from the

inadequacy of their schools and schooling versus their own poverty. Regardless of exactly why poor children are more likely to do

poorly in school and to have low educational attainment, these educational problems are another major consequence of poverty.
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more likely to live in dilapidated housing and unable to buy their own homes. Many poor families spend more than half their income

on rent, and they tend to live in poor neighborhoods that lack job opportunities, good schools, and other features of modern life that

wealthier people take for granted. The lack of adequate housing for the poor remains a major national problem. Even worse is outright

homelessness. An estimated 1.6 million people, including more than 300,000 children, are homeless at least part of the year (Lee, et.

al., 2010). Crime and Victimization A study reflects, poor (and near poor) people account for the bulk of our street crime (homicide,

robbery, burglary, etc.), and they also account for the bulk of victims of street crime. That chapter will outline several reasons for this

dual connection between poverty and street crime, but they include the deep frustration and stress of living in poverty and the fact

that many poor people live in high-crime neighbourhoods. In such neighbourhoods, children are more likely to grow up under the

influence of older peers who are already in gangs or otherwise committing crime and people of any age are more likely to become

crime victims. Moreover, because poor and near-poor people are more likely to commit street crime, they also comprise most of the

people arrested for street crimes, convicted of street crime, and imprisoned for street crime. Most of the inmates of the correctional

homes come from poor or near-poor backgrounds. Criminal behaviour and criminal victimization, then, are other major

consequences of poverty. Poverty and Women Women,
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still have an overall survival deficit in childhood and during their reproductive years and are severely disadvantaged in the labour

market.

The educational attainment of girls lags behind that of boys. But as in other areas, in gender inequality too, India is highly

heterogeneous. Outcomes for instance, tend to be much poorer among Adivasi (Scheduled Tribe), Dalit (Scheduled Caste), and

Muslim women than among others. There are also large regional variations. The World Bank’s report on Poverty and Social Exclusion

in India captures some key areas of female exclusion. India Poverty and Social Exclusion Report reflects that poverty has strong

association with women’s access to maternal health and the health of their children and it has also been a major reason for spousal

violence against women in India.
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the United States, which possesses a relatively small slice of the population pie and owns by far the largest slice of the wealth pie, with

India. These disparities have the expected consequence. The poorest people in the world are women and those in peripheral and

semi-peripheral nations. For women, the rate of poverty is particularly worsened by the pressure on their time. In general, time is one

of the few luxuries the very poor have, but study after study has shown that women in poverty, who are responsible for all family

comforts as well as any earnings they can make, have less of it. The result is that while men and women may have the same rate of

economic poverty, women are suffering more in terms of overall wellbeing (Buvinic 1997). It is harder for females to get credit to

expand businesses, to take the time to learn a new skill, or to spend extra hours improving their craft so as to be able to earn at a

higher rate. Global Feminization of Poverty- In some ways, the phrase “global feminization of poverty” says it all: around the world,

women are bearing a disproportionate percentage of the burden of poverty. This means more women live in poor conditions, receive

inadequate healthcare, bear the brunt of malnutrition and inadequate drinking water, and so on. Throughout the 1990s, data indicated

that while overall poverty rates were rising, especially in peripheral nations, the rates of impoverishment increased for women nearly

20 percent more than for men (Mogadham 2005). Why is this happening? While myriad variables affect women’s poverty, research

specializing in this issue identifies three causes (Mogadham 2005) : 1. The expansion in the number of female-headed households 2.

The persistence and consequences of intra-household inequalities and biases against women 3. The implementation of neoliberal

economic policies around the world While women are living longer and healthier lives today compared to ten years ago, around the

world many women are denied basic rights, particularly in the workplace. In peripheral nations, they accumulate fewer assets, farm

less land, make less money, and face restricted civil rights and liberties. Women can stimulate the economic growth of peripheral

nations, but they are often undereducated and lack access to credit needed to start small businesses.
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 224 In 2013, the United Nations assessed its progress toward achieving its Millennium Development Goals. Goal 3

was to promote gender equality and empower women, and there were encouraging advances in this area. While women’s

employment outside the agricultural sector remains under 20 percent in Western Asia, Northern Africa, and Southern Asia, worldwide

it increased from 35–40 percent over the twenty-year period ending in 2010 (United Nations 2013). In a very interesting study

conducted in 2013 by World Bank, reveals the following– ? First, poverty has declined between 1993-94 and 2009-10 along every

dimension. Indeed, poverty has fallen for every social and religious group in every state in rural and urban areas separately as well as

taken jointly. ? Second, acceleration in growth rates between 2004-05 and 2009-10 has been accompanied by acceleration in

poverty reduction. Poverty rates have fallen rapidly for all major social and religious groups at the national level. This phenomenon

also holds true for most states across various social and religious groups. ? Third, for the first time, poverty reduction between 2004-

05 and 2009-10 has been larger for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes than the upper caste groups. Thus, the gap in poverty

rates between the socially disadvantaged and upper caste groups has narrowed over time. This pattern provides clear evidence to

refute the claim that reforms and growth have failed to help the socially disadvantaged or that they are leaving these groups behind. A

continuation of this trend, helped along by further reforms and higher growth rates, would help eliminate the difference in poverty

rates between the historically disadvantaged and the privileged. ? Fourth, inter-state comparisons reveal that the states with large

Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe populations face a more uphill task with regards to combating poverty. The point is most

forcefully brought out by a comparison of Punjab and Kerala. When we compare poverty rates in 2009-10 by social groups, the two

states have very similar poverty rates. But because the poverty rates for the Scheduled Castes are higher than those for non-scheduled

castes in both states and the Scheduled Castes account for a much larger proportion

NSOU ? PGSW-V 225 of its population, the aggregate poverty rate in Punjab turns out to be significantly higher. ? Finally, we find that

in the Indian case, there is no robust relationship between inequality and poverty. Indeed, to the extent that such a relationship exists,

it suggests that more unequal states enjoy lower levels of poverty. Kerala offers the most dramatic example in this respect. It has had

one of the highest Gini coefficients in rural as well as urban areas and also one of the lowest poverty ratios in both regions. In 2009-

10, its Gini coefficients were by far the highest among the large states in both rural and urban areas and poverty ratios the smallest. In

our discussion on redpoint is most forcefully brought out by a comparison of Punjab and Kerala. When we compare poverty rates in

2009-10 by social groups, the two states have very similar poverty rates. But because the poverty rates for the Scheduled Castes are

higher than those for non-scheduled castes in both states and the Scheduled Castes account for a much larger proportion of its

population, the aggregate poverty rate in Punjab turns out to be significantly higher. Finally, we find that in the Indian case, there is no

robust relationship between inequality and poverty. Indeed, to the extent that such a relationship exists, it suggests that more unequal

states enjoy lower levels of poverty. Kerala offers the most dramatic example in this respect. 12.3 Unemployment Unemployment has

been a major problem for India from a long time. The problem of unemployment is a global phenomenon, with international bodies

like ILO predicting the rise in unemployment in India in coming years. Unemployment is a situation where in the person willing to work

fails to find a job that earns him/her a living. Unemployment has been considered as one of the biggest problems of India. A UN

Labour report released in January reports that, Unemployment in India is projected to increase from 17.7 million to 17.8 million in 2017

and 18 million in 2018. We can not think of a better India with such a huge number of unemployed youth in the country. The reasons

for this Unemployment scenario are: high population, defective education system, excessive burden on agriculture, low productivity in

agriculture sector combined with lack of alternative opportunities for

NSOU ? PGSW-V 226 agricultural worker, unskilled workforce etc. Though education level in the recent years has improved, skill

development is still a crucial issue. India has the largest population of youth in the world. Around 65 per cent population of India is

under the age of 35, so the impact of declining financial market and the lack of job opportunities has the worst effect in India. Apart

from the usual solutions of controlling the rising population or increasing the quality of our education to include skill based learning.

Governmen should also encourage and develop Industrialisation and agriculture based industries especially in rural areas so that the

rural candidates don’t migrate to the urban areas. It is not only a serious economic problem but is may even lead to health problems

as well , as a study reveals, there is a strong
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relationship between unemployment and poor health .The unemployed tend to have higher levels of impaired mental health

including depression, anxiety, and stress, as well as higher levels of mental health hospital admissions, chronic disease

(cardiovascular disease, hypertension, and musculoskeletal disorders), and even premature mortality Some longitudinal studies have

shown that higher levels of depression and unemployment are not just correlated, but that higher levels of depression are a result of

unemployment. Other prospective studies have found that poor mental health also contributes to unemployment.

There has been a pressure on successive governments and policymakers to create enough jobs in India so that the workforce of India

can be used better and the population can be self-sustainable by becoming economically strong. The creation of jobs, in addition to

ensuring that the working population becomes economically productive, is also a vital avenue for fighting poverty and lack of proper

use of intellectual, manual and skill-based potentials of the individuals. Job growth is a critical component of the equation that seeks

to balance strong economic performance and keeping a check on the unemployment levels. The growth in the number of quality jobs

that provide assured wages is a key mechanism in modern-day economies to share back the benefits of their growth. It becomes a

problem when any country’s government is not able to create enough jobs. Policy makers have been long uncomfortable with the

concept of ‘jobless growth’ and have sought to develop new ways to bridge this gap. This involves taking steps like
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NSOU ? PGSW-V 227 fiscal support to stagnating sectors, attract private investments, providing skill-training opportunities and

promoting the option of self-employment. Many such policies directly aimed at creating shifts in the labor market. The present

government has tried to create the self-employment opportunities for the unemployed people of the country. 12.4 Population growth

The fastest rise in the population of India was during the period of 1951 to 1981, in which the population was from 36 crores in 1951

was reached around 70 crores in 1981. During this period of 30 years, the population increased by around 34 crores, which is the

fastest rise in the history of population statistics. Death rate has become controlled due to modern health and medical facilities and it

has reduced to become 15 persons per thousand whereas; the birth rate has not got any significant reduction. That is why; this period

from 1951 to 1981 is known in India as the period of Population Explosion. Ordinarily, with an increase in population, production also

increases, and the number of those people also increases, among whom the total increase in production is distributed. Thus, the

ultimate effect of an increase in population on the level of production per head would be indifferent or negative. This would depend

on the form of an increase in population and its directions. If the increase is in the number of dependents, then in place of production,

consumers would increase, and ultimately the effect on per head production would be adverse. On the contrary, in case of a favorable

age constitution of the population, its effect on the economic development would be better 12.4.1 Effects of the increasing population

in india on its economic growth The explosive increase in population in India has adversely affected the economic development and

economy, which is clear from the following facts 1. Lower Growth Rate Due to the increasing population, the rate of development has

been slow. Whereas; the growth rate of Japan during the previous 10 years has been 15%, while the average growth rate of India has

been 4% only.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 228 2. Widespread Poverty Due to the heavy population, the benefit of economic development is almost nil in the

country. Though during the last 30 years there has been an increase of 15% in the national income, still the per capita income has

increased ‘50% only. About 50% of the population of the country is below the poverty line. Read about the Problem of Poverty in India

3. High Prices 4. Due to a higher population, we find scarcity everywhere and due to scarcity, the prices are heading towards an

increase. The country has a scarcity of food-grains, scarcity of employment, scarcity of essentials, scarcity of houses, scarcity of oil,

etc.. 5. Excess Burden on the Economy The 1.5 crore increase in the population each year is increasing the burden on the Indian

economy. 6. Problems in Industrialization Our country has poverty and unemployment only due to the higher population. The level of

savings and investments is lower and mechanization is discouraged due to excess human resources. The small and cottage industries

are primary. Due to all these reasons, rapid industrialization has not become possible. The slow pace of capital formation is also a

hurdle in industrialization in India. 7. Expenditure on Population Control The explosive increase in population in India has forced

expenditure of crores of rupees on population control under planned development. These resources would otherwise have been used

in the economic development of the country and the standard of living would have improved. 8. Problem of Unemployment 1. The

means of employment do not increase at the same rate as the increase in population, as a result, the existing problem of

unemployment becomes more dreadful. This is the reason for the continuous increase in unemployment in India. At the beginning of

the first plan, the numbers of unemployed were 35 million which increased to 26 crores in 2010.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 229 2. Shortage of Food-gains Due to the rapid increase in population, to fulfill the requirements of the population

for several years, millions of tons of food-grains has to be imported. This has adversely affected foreign trade. 3. Problem of the

Increasing Number of Dependents The rapid increase in population increases the burden of the number of dependents. According to

the 1961 census, 47.3% of the population was dependent which increased today to 71.1%. 4. Problem of Capital Formation The

increase in income due to economic development is expended in catering to the needs of the increased population, as a result, capital

formation cannot be increased and the investment rate remains lower. 5. Hinders the Growth of Agriculture and Industry The

increasing population hinders the quick development of agriculture. It has two reasons ? Subdivision of land reduces the area of land

per person ? The burden of population on agriculture increases. Similarly, the increasing population hinders the growth of the industry

also. A rapid increase in population decreases the savings and investment rates. During a lack of capital, the pace of industrial

development is slow. 6. Increase In the Burden of Public Utility Services For the rapid increase in population, the government has to

incur more on housing, education, health, welfare, law and order, and security. Thus, funds for development work fall short. 12.5

Conclusion We need strong policies and a group of dedicated social workers along with other social control agencies to tackle these

socio-economics problems. In this unit, we learnt about such major problems and also got an idea to combat it professionally.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 230 12.6 Exercise 1. What is Poverty? What are causes and impact of poverty in our Society? 2. How can we deal with

the problems of unemployment? 3. What must be the role of the government & Social Workers to control the growing population of
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and research can help in better planning and in finding ways and

means of acceptance of improved practices, in the formulation

of development policies and programmes. It is generally

accepted that sociologists do not interfere with
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which is more or less peculiar to India. Another area of study

and analysis by sociologists is social processes. In one sense, the
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processes are the dynamic aspects of social relations. Among

the various processes that will be dealt with in the latter units
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is. Some have thought of science as an approach whereas

others have thought about it in terms of the subject matter.

Simply stated, we might say that the scientific approach consists

of certain assumption that the phenomena studied have a

regularity and hence, a pattern. The method emphasises

observation and verification of social phenomena. This involves

a systematic approach to the study of phenomena. The

systematic approach consists of : i) defining a problem for study;

ii) collecting data on the problem defined; iii) analysing and

organising the data; which would help in formulation of

hypothesis; and iv) further testing of the hypothesis and on the

basis of this, develop new concepts and theories. Sociology has

been using a systematic approach in the study of social life. On

the basis of the knowledge gathered through the systematic

approach, it has tried to build body
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knowledge. From this knowledge, it has tried to establish the

patterns of relationships from which effort can be made at

understanding social behaviour. If we look at sociology from the

point of view of its approach to the study of society, then

sociology can be considered to be a science.
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is given of early sociologists, whose contribution to sociology is

lasting. All of them wrote on the nature of human behaviour. In

a way, they tried to understand profound changes taking place

in society. 1.5.1 Auguste Comte (1798-1857) Auguste Comte is

regarded as the founder of modern sociology. He is the first one

to have used the word ‘Sociology’. He tried to create
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science of society which could not only explain the past of

mankind but also, predict its future course. He felt that society

moves through definite and fixed stages and that, it progresses

towards ever-increasing perfection. The three stages, according

to him, in which the society moves, were : i) the theological or

the religious ii) the metaphysical or the philosophical iii) the

positive or the scientific stage. In the first stage people thought,

all phenomena were caused by supernatural forces. Abstract

forces of either a religious or secular type were considered to be

the source of knowledge in the second stage. In the last stage,

scientific laws were supposed to determine both the natural and

the social worlds. He also talked about two broad areas-’social

statistics’, which deals with the orderly and, stable aspects of

social life and patterns of behaviour (family, occupational, polity.

etc.). The second area called ‘social dynamics’ emphasises the

study of changes in a social system. According to him, sociology

was to be the queen of all sciences. 1.5.2 Emile Durkheim (1858-

1917) Emile Durkheim was also interested in sociology being a

scientific discipline. He wrote a (1858-1917) book in 1895

entitled : Rules of Sociological Method. To him, social solidarity

was one of the main principles of human life. He distinguished

between two kinds NSOU ? PGSW-V 14 of solidarity:

‘mechanical solidarity’ based on common assumptions, beliefs,

sentiments like those found in traditional societies and ‘organic

solidarity’ based on the division of labour and inter-related

interests as found in industrial societies. When solidarity is

broken, there would be social disorganisation and confusion in

society. He considered sociology as having wide interests,

which includes sociology of religion, sociology of knowledge,

sociology of law. sociology of crime, economic sociology, and

sociology of education, art and aesthetics. An important

concept given by Durkheim was social facts, which, according

to him, are external to the individual but they exert pressure on

the individual in the behaviour pattern. Customs, traditions,

folkways and mores are social facts. He felt that sociology

should be involved in the reformation of society. For him society

was a reality in itself, that is, it is more than its parts. 1.5.3 Max

Weber (1864-1920) Max Weber used the concept of social

action rather than social relations. A comprehensive Max Weber

study of social action, to him, meant understanding the

meanings human beings give to (1864-1920) their behavioural

pattern. The social behaviour was not merely a mecllanical

learning of norms but how people interpreted the social values.

Sociology studies all kinds of social action without making any

value judgements. Weber was concerned with understanding of

inter- relations between parts of society and also, with

comparative studies of different societies. He studied religion in

different societies. His work Protestant Ethics and the Spirit of
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Capitalism is one of the well known works in sociology.

Through both these approaches, he tried to develop

propositions having general validity. For example, he classified

authority into three types - charismatic, traditional and rational.

These concepts are still used in the study of leadership authority

and power. 1.5.4 Karl Marx (1818-1883) Marx has helped through

his ideas in understanding the nature of society, particularly,

how conflicts occur. . Marx writes in 1848 that all history is a

history of classes and class struggles.
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society gets divided between the oppressors and the oppressed

masters and slaves, lords and serfs and in the modern times,

capitalists and workers. To analyse the structure of society, it

was necessary to understand the forces of production and

relations of production. The contradiction between the forces

and the relations of production leads to class struggle.

According to him, each society dies in time because of internal

conflicts and contradictions and is replaced by a higher one. In

time, capitalism would be destroyed and there would emerge a

classless society characterised by absence of conflict,

exploitation and alienation from this world 1.5.5
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Herbert Spencer covers the fields of family, politics, religion and

social control, division of labour and social stratification. He

emphasised the study of whole more than the study of parts.

The individual institutions have significant relations. It is through

a study of these inter-relations that one can hope to understand

society. He indicated that the inter dependence of the various

parts was functional, i.e., each of the part performs different

functions, which is necessary for the total well being of society.

A large number of sociologists, who are “functionalists”, use

Spencer’s idea of the
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The nature and meaning of social development Development is

a broad concept and, though interrelated, it differs from social

change. Change is a value-neutral concept whereas

development is a value-laden concept. The notion of

development is, in other words, the process of desired change.

All cases of change do not indicate development. Only planned

and desired changes can be described as development. Thus, it

is important to keep in mind the distinct character of the

concept of development. Secondly, we also need to distinguish

between economic and sociological notions of development.

This point becomes clearer as you read this unit. While speaking

of social development, we emphasise the sociological

understanding of the process of development. As a broad

concept, social development refers to the overall transformation

of individuals and society, which may enable every person to

achieve moral, social physical and material well-being.

Egalitarian development is a desired goal, but it remains only an

‘ideal’. In spite of development efforts, disparities in various

dimensions of development continue to widen between

societies, regions and groups. Variations are observed when we

compare various regions or countries. Out of such comparisons

have emerged the concepts of underdevelopment mainly in

economic terms, such as per capita income, gross national

product, level of the standard of living and degree of

technological advancement. There are many criteria of ‘over’

and ‘under’ development. The simplest one of them is the ratio

of industrial capacity to social utility. It means that the countries

which are unable to produce, sufficient goods to meet the

requirements of their population, may be considered as

underdevelopment and those which produce more than what is

required, as overdeveloped. In the overdeveloped category may

be placed the countries such as America, and in the

underdeveloped category, many Asian and African countries. It

is, however, a controversial point whether underdevelopment

and over development can be identified with any particular

country. Further the term underdevelopment is not acceptable,

to some of the economically less developed countries, such as

India. These countries consider
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themselves quite developed from social and cultural points of

view. They prefer to be designated as ‘developing’ rather than as

‘underdeveloped’ countries. An important idea implicit in the

classification of countries, into developed and developing, is

that the former became a ‘model’ for the latter. The developing

countries may like to imitate or adopt the economic and

technological systems of developed countries. What is more

important about this classification, with regard to the

conceptual meaning of development, is the fact that the

developing countries depended upon the developed ones for

technology, skills and monetary aid. The latter tried to exploit

the former. This is known as the dependency theory of

development. Having realised the exploitative tendencies of the

developed countries, the developing countries tried to be self-

reliant in economic terms. Thus, substitution of economic

dependence by self-reliance emerged as an important indicator

of development. The greater the self-reliance, the higher the

levels of development. Endeavours towards self-reliance

resulted in import substitution by stopping the purchase of

goods from developed countries and producing them in their

own country. 1.7
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The prevailing notions of social development For a discussion of

the contemporary sociological concerns about development,

we can begin by outlining some of the views based on historical

events, on the socio-cultural dimensions of development. But

before we examine these dominant concerns regarding

development, it would be useful to undertake a brief description

of the “three worlds of development” as it had existed prior to

the break-up of the Soviet Union. This had become an

important part of the social scientists parlance since the middle

of the 20th century. Earlier the world was divided into two i.e. it

was a bipolar world with the capitalist block of United States of

America (USA), on the one side and the socialist block of the

Soviet Union, on the other. After the break-up of Soviet Union,

the ‘Cold War ‘ has ended and the world has become unipolar,

with USA as the most powerful nation of the world. 1.7.1 The

Three Worlds of Development The First World consists of North

America, Western and Southern Europe. The countries were

seen to be following mainly a capitalist model of development.

The Second World had consisted of Soviet Union and the East

European group such as, Poland, East
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Germany, Hungary etc. Many socio-political changes have

occurred in these countries now and they do not remain a

communist bloc any more. They were associated with the

socialist model of development. The Third World was and to

certain extent still is generally used to refer to the less

developed or developing societies of Asia, Africa and Latin

America. Most of these countries emerged out of colonial rule

to attain political independence only in the middle of the 20th

century. The majority of the third world countries are

characterised by low per capita income, high rates of illiteracy

and infant mortality. These were generally agriculture-based

economies where people had short life expectancies, low

degree of social mobility and strong attachment to tradition

(Estes, R.J., p. 92). The countries, though subject to influence by

the erstwhile First and the Second World countries, have devised

their own national strategy and path of development. The First

and the Second World’s models of development had laid

primary emphasis on economic growth. 1.7.1.1 The Capitalist

Model of Development of the First World : The main

characteristics of the capitalist model of development are : a)

provision for private ownership of property and means of

production, b) promotion of economic activities through private

enterprises, and c) minimum possible state regulation and

control on private enterprises. Thus the capitalist model is

characterised by a free economy regulated by competition.

1.7.1.2 The Socialist Model of Development of the Second World

The socialist path of development adopted by the Second

World, was seen to be opposite or dichotomous to the capitalist

path of development. The former, contrary to the latter, is

characterised by state ownership of property and means of

production, public enterprises and complete state regulation of

economic activities. Thus, the socialist model refers to a

regulated economy. The main allegation against the capitalist

model is that, since it permits minimum state regulation, its

economic system becomes exploitative in the sense that the

working class people (proletariat) do not get their due share.

The capitalists enjoy a major share of the nation’s resources.

Hence it contributes to inequalities so that a few are very rich

and the majority is very poor.
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The capitalist model is, therefore, alleged to be exploitative and

non- egalitarian. On the contrary, the socialist model was ideally

considered as non- exploitative and egalitarian. Private

ownership and the lack of state regulation, were considered to

be important measures of exploitation of the weaker sections

and hence the causes of income inequalities. Since, the socialist

state did not allow private ownership of property, there was a

strong belief that there was no room for exploitation and

inequality in it. However, historical events proved this belief to

be incorrect as the Soviet Union could not survive for long. The

period of “Glasnost” and “perestroika” led by Gorbachev, the

erstwhile Russian Prime Minister during the 1980’s, dismantled

the communist political and economic structure. The Soviet

Union broke-up into several small countries and the socialist

ideology gave way to capitalist tendencies. However, China still

follows a socialistic socio-political order. The two models had

also differed in their conception of development. Whereas the

capitalist model lays greater stress on economic growth, than

on equal distribution of the fruits of economic growth. The

socialist model laid equal stress on both resource generation

and equal distribution of income, and tried to change the social

system in such a way that greater social justice could be

ensured. In reality, socialist model did not give much space to

individual initiative and consumerist desires. The foregoing

discussion implies another difference between these models.

The capitalist model does not see any major conflict in the

interests of the two classesworkers and capitalists. In its eyes

both the classes are complementary to each other, they; are

functionally interdependent. The rules of society, particularly

about ownership of property and distribution of income, are

supposed to be based on consensus. Hence according to this

model, there is no need to change the economic structure. On

the contrary, the socialist model saw inherent conflict in the

interests of the workers Social Development and the capitalists.

According to it, rules are not based on consensus but are

imposed on the weaker section by the stronger one. This leads

to the exploitation of the weak by the strong, which is likely to

result in conflicts, and in revolution by the exploited people who

want radical change in the system itself. Thus, the capitalist

model is NSOU ? PGSW-V 20 sometimes designated as

functionalist or consensual, and the socialist as a conflict, radical

or revolutionary model. In practice, as observed by some

researchers, these two models have entered a process of

convergence. For instance now, there is an increased state

regulation on private economic enterprises in the USA. There

has been a relaxation in grants to private enterprises in Russia.

One could see income inequalities, and a tendency to resist

alterations in political and economic systems in both the

Worlds.
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In recent times there has developed a new concept of “fourth

world” of development as identified first by Manuel and Posluns

(1974) and Hamalian and Karl (1974). They used this concept to

describe “a community of the powerless, the oppressed and the

dispossed”. According to them all the other “worlds of

development” i.e. the First, the Second and the Third, share the

people who belong to the Fourth world of development. In

current usage, the countries which belong to the First world are

referred to as “developed Market Economies” (DMEs); those

belonging to the Second World are referred to as the “Eastern

Trading Area (ETAs); and those belonging to the Third World are

referred to as the “Developing Countries”. The countries of the

Fourth World are referred to as “least Developing Countries”

(LDCs). (Quoted in Estes, Richard J.’s” World’s of Development,

www. google.com website). 1.7.1.3 Development of the Third

World It is difficult to specify the model of development,

adopted by the majority of the. Third World countries as there

are variations among them, dictated mainly by their historical

and socio-cultural circumstances. What they seem to share in

common is that : a) They are economically and technologically

underdeveloped in comparison to the countries of the so called

developed world. b) Social planning is a key element in their

development process. Their plans of development incorporate

not only economic concerns, especially removal of poverty, but

also concerns regarding nation building, national culture and

social transformation. They have been seeking technological

and economic aid from the developed countries. The developed

countries have given them economic assistance, but they have

also been NSOU ? PGSW-V 21 increasingly attempting to extend

their political influence in the developing countries. It has been

noted that the global military defence strategy is, the major

consideration of the developed countries, in extending their

economic and political influence to the developing countries. In

fact, the idea of the Third World is associated with the

emergence of consciousness among developing countries, of

being exploited by the developed countries in the garb of

monetary help and expert advice. Some nations had become

conscious of exploitation much earlier, but others, understood

this fact only after seeing the disastrous role of big powers in the

developing countries, e.g., the role of the USA in Vietnam or the

USSR in Afghanistan. The social analysts have played a very

significant role both in appreciating the help, as well as analysing

the “games” of the big powers in the developing countries.

Against this background of information about the First, the

Second and the Third Worlds we will now proceed to look at

some of the prevailing conceptions about development across

the world. 1.7.2
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Socio-cultural Dimensions of Development The concept of

development has encompassed many dimensions over the

years. One of the popular notions that economic growth, was a

sufficient and a necessary condition to stimulate development

of all the sections of a society has been proved incorrect.

Economic advancement of a class of people has not, and does

not trickle down to the entire population. Similarly, the

attainment of high levels of economic growth by some of the

developed countries has not helped to solve some of their

serious problems. In fact affluence has given rise to new and

more social problems. It is, therefore, now realised that if the

ultimate aim of development is the improvement of the quality

of life of every human being in society, it cannot be achieved as

a consequence of economic growth or capital accumulation.

Sociologists now believe that it is necessary to lay stress on

socio-cultural dimensions of development. To elaborate, social

development includes : a) Proper satisfaction of basic needs,

such as, food, shelter and clothing. b) Availability of essential

amenities such as electricity, transportation, communication

and water. c) Good physical and mental health, measurable in

terms of increased life chances, abolition of environmental

pollution, nutritious diet, medical care etc. NSOU ? PGSW-V 22

d) Economic welfare i.e. opportunities for employment in

economic activities and high level of living. e) Development of

human beings i.e. enhancement of literacy, vocational

education, moral education, creative personality etc. f) Social

integration i.e. involvement and participation of people in social,

political and economic processes and establishment and

maintenance of effective social institutions. g) Minimisation of

disparities in access to various resources and opportunities-

economic, social and political. Some sociologists have laid a

special emphasis on the psychological, social and moral

dimensions while talking about the “holistic” approach to

development. They look at development as an improvement in

the overall quality of life including physical, psychological, social

and cultural. They emphasise that these dimensions are very

closely interlinked. For instance, an improvement in the

psychological quality of life entails the idea of life satisfaction

including positive mental health. This requires a proper and

effective balance between material and non-material life-goals

of people and between instrumental and intrinsic values of

society. This subjective dimension is very closely linked with the

social quality of life. The improvement in social quality means an

increase in the strength of family stability, interpersonal bonds

and social solidarity. An improvement in the cultural quality of

life signifies the upsurge of the moral dimensions. A concern for

others is the essence of social morality. They have pointed out

that in many developed societies there is more concern ‘for self

than for others’, hence no true development (Sharma, 1986).

Thus, the sociological approach to development looks upon the

development process as alterations that affect the whole socio-

cultural matrix of society. In the modern sense, development

refers to the planned, stimulated movement of the entire system

in the direction of the overall desirable goals of a given society.

Today we have a “Sociology of Development” which is seen to

be growing in two directions – towards the analysis of internal

structures and of historical linkages. A look at the studies in this

field provides us with an idea of the following approaches to
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Approaches to development may be discerned on the basis of

two criteria, (i) centralisation versus decentralisation of

development schemes and resources, and (ii) Unit of

development, i.e., the focus of development – individual, group,

village etc. The first criterion given rise to two approaches,

namely, development from the top and development from the

bottom. The second criterion gives rise to the three

approaches- sectoral development, areas development and

target group development. Let us now review briefly the five

approaches. 1) Development from the top The approach of

development from the top envisages the planning and

execution, of development schemes by the central or apex

bodies of administration. In other words, the central

organisations decide the nature and direction of plan formulate

projects and impose them on the people. For instance, the

ministers and high officials sitting in the capital, make the

development plans for rural people without fully realising their

problems. Implicit in this approach is the assumption that the

people who need development are incapable of understanding

their needs, of devising development schemes and of executing

them on their own. Hence, the need for experts and outside

agencies in fact, this assumption is baseless. The elite at the top

have a vested interest in making such assumptions. Their major

interest is to hold control on resources and mobilise them for

their own benefits. The people accept the development

schemes, because they have neither sufficient resources of their

own, nor any control on the resources of the community. As a

result, most of the schemes imposed from the top fail to yield

the desired results. This happens in most of the cases. A large

part of the funds of development schemes is eaten up in one

way or the other, by the experts and executive personnel

deputed or employed by the sponsors of the scheme, be it own

government or any foreign agency. The major drawback of this

approach is that it fails to involve the beneficiaries, in the

development process. Instead, it generates a feeling of

alienation among them. For these reasons this approach has

been characterised by a higher degree of centralisation and

bureaucratisation. NSOU ? PGSW-V 24 2) Development from

bottom Social Development The exponents of second approach

of development from the bottom, on the contrary, believe the

fairness of intentions and abilities of the people who need

development. They are given an opportunity to articulate their

problems as well as the ways to solve them. They are trained

and made capable, and are prepared for self-help. Utilisations of

resources for development schemes
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decided, by the concerned people themselves or by their

representatives at the local level. Thus, there is a greater

decentralisation of plans and higher participation of people.

While the planners realise the importance of development from

the bottom, and claim that they adopt this approach, in practice,

they often adopt the approach of development from the top.

The result is ineffectiveness of the development schemes. 3)

Sectoral development On the basis of ‘unit’ of development, as

mentioned earlier, three approaches are envisaged, viz., sectoral

development, area development and target group development.

Sectoral development approach refers to formulation and

execution of schemes for development, of a particular sector of

economy like agriculture or industry. For instance, the Indian

planners thought of developing industries just after the

Independence. Therefore they made plans to develop

technology or borrow it from other countries. Stress was laid on

technological education. Many institutes and colleges were

established, independently or in collaboration with other

countries, such as the United States of America, Russia and

England. On the other side, funds were made available for heavy

industries such as textile, steel and cement. Later on, when the

country faced a food problem in the early sixties, the planners

thought of developing the agricultural sector. As a result, many

agricultural universities were set up, which helped in evolving

high yielding varieties of crops, insecticides and pesticides, and

farm implements, like threshers. Extension services were made

available to educate and persuade farmers, to adopt new

agricultural technology, and loans were advanced to farmers

quite liberally. You have seen the results of these efforts in the

form of the green revolution. The country is now almost self-

reliant in food NSOU ? PGSW-V 25 4) Area development All

regions are not equally developed. Some are more affluent than

others. The underdevelopment of regions is due to the lack of

infrastructural development- roads, railways, electrification etc.

or due to the problems of floods and drought. When schemes

are devised for the infrastructural development of an area or

region, we call it area development approach. The Command

Area Development Scheme, introduced in India in 1974 for the

development of irrigation resources in certain regions, illustrates

this approach. 5) Target group development Target group

approach has its focus on a particular category of people, such

as small farmers, women and farm labourers. Schemes, such as

Small Farmers Development Agency (SFDA) and reservation of

seats in schools and colleges, and in employment for scheduled

castes, exemplify the target group approach. There is another

approach to development, which has its focus on the overall

development of the people residing in a locality – village or

town. This is known as a community development approach.

This approach lays stress on the development of education,

health facilities, economic and social activities, and other

infrastructural facilities. 1.7.4
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6 6
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Indian experience of developmen after independence There

have been schemes and plans of development in almost all

dimensions of socio economic life, such as health, education,

population control, industry, transport, irrigation

communication and agriculture. It is neither possible to present

here a list of all the development schemes, nor are you

expected to know about all of them. Therefore our main

objective is to present a synoptic view of the development

schemes in India, introduced after Independence with a view to

illustrate some of the approaches to development, discussed in

the preceding section. After Independence, India did not follow

either the First or the Second World, it
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adopted neither the capitalist (North American) nor the socialist

model of development. It adopted a path of development in-

between the two models, which is known as ‘mixed economy’.

On the one hand, India encouraged private business and

industry and gave opportunity to big business houses, such as

the Birla’s and Tata’s, and other medium and small size

entrepreneurs. On the other
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hand it has almost full control, at least in principle, over all the

entrepreneurial and business activities. 1.7.4.1 Socialist Path and

Mixed Economy The state also acts as an entrepreneur in setting

up heavy industries, such as the manufacture of steel and

generation of electricity. The banks have been nationalised. The

state has full control over railways and postal departments.

These measures are illustrative of a socialist path of

development. On the other hand, certain industries are reserved

for private entrepreneurs – both small and large. In some

industries, such as textile and cement, both private and state

enterprises have been allowed to operate. In many other

activities, too, such as education, health and transport both

private and state agencies work, either independently or in

collaboration. It is true that India adopted a ‘mixed’ path of

development, but scholars differ in their opinion about the real

functioning of the economy. One view is that India’s path of

development is a capitalist one. Entry of state in heavy industries

was, in fact, meant to support private enterprise, in the sense

that these industries did not yield high profits and required a

long gestation period and high capital investment. Hence they

did not attract private entrepreneurs, and at the same time

industrial development was not possible without basic

industries. Similarly, it has been argued that big enterprises still

dominate over the small ones, and the industrial sector over the

agricultural one. Also there is a concentration of economic

power in a few big business houses. The other view is that our

bias has been increasing towards a socialist model, as is evident

from the facts such as nationalisation of banks. These are

controversial arguments which cannot be sorted out here. The

fact remains that India pursues a ‘mixed’ path of development.

1.7.4.2 Sectoral Development No doubt India has progressed a

lot in industrial and agricultural sectors, but there has been

relatively less progress in the latter. Many policies and plans

were adopted, which showed results that were far below the

expectations. The major policies for the development of

agriculture after Independence were: abolition of landlordism

(zamindari), consolidation of land holding, and land ceiling.

Whereas the first two policies succeeded, the last one was made

ineffective due to several factors including the vested interests

of large farmers. However, due to increase in population there

has a natural curtailment of farm size, and it
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has been that further ceiling on farm size, will come in the way

of raising the productivity. All these policies reflect a sectoral

development approach. The sectoral approach got further

accentuated in the ‘green’ and ‘white’ revolutions, i.e.,

development of cash crops, and dairy products, respectively.

Such revolutions have not been widespread. They are confined

to a few states, such as Punjab, Haryana, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat

and Maharashtra. The important thing is that the farmers, even

in these states, do not get remunerative returns from farm

produce, because of an absence of check on the rise of prices

of farm inputs – machines, fertilisers, insecticides, pesticides

etc., which come from industrial sector, and also because of a

strict control on the prices of farm outputs, with the rationale

that high rise in the prices of food grains will adversely affect the

masses. This indicates discrimination against the farm sector.

The majority of people depend upon agriculture even today.

Therefore non-remunerative farm return keeps the agricultural

sections in poverty.
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Auguste Comete, the founding father of sociology, defines

sociology as the science of social phenomena “subject to

natural and invariable laws, the discovery of which is the object

of investigation”. 2. Kingsley Davis says that “Sociology is a

general science of society”. 3. Harry M. Johnson opines that

“sociology is the science that deals with social groups”. 4. Emile

Durkheim : “Science of social institutions”. 5. Park regards

sociology as “the science of collective behavior”. 6. Small

defines sociology as “the science of social relationships”. 7.

Marshal Jones defines sociology as “the study of man-in-

relationship-to-men”. 8. Ogburn and Nimkoff : “Sociology is the

scientific study of social life”. 9. Franklin Henry Giddings defines

sociology as “the science of social phenomena”. 10. Henry

Fairchild : “Sociology is the study of man and his human

environment in their relations to each other”. 11. Max Weber

defines sociology as “ the science which attempts the

interpretative understanding of social action in order thereby to

arrive at a casual explanation of its course and effects”. 12. Alex

Inkeles says, “Sociology is the study of systems of social action

and of their inter-relations”. 13. Kimball Young and Raymond W.

Mack say, “Sociology is the scientific study of social aspects of

human life”. 14. Morris Ginsberg: of the various definitions of

sociology the one given by Morris Ginsberg seems to be more

satisfactory and comprehensive. He defines sociology in the

following way: “In the broadest sense, sociology is the study of

human interactions and inter-relations, their conditions and

consequences”.
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in India. 1.7.4.3 Community Development and Cooperative

Movement Besides this sectoral approach, a community

development scheme was initiated in 1952 for overall

development of villages. The philosophy of this programme was

to educate, encourage and enable the people to develop

themselves, with their own efforts and resources. But the

programme was not very successful. It was realised that a

greater
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participation of the rural people in the preparation and

execution of development schemes was essential. In other

words, it required a greater administrative decentralisation.

Hence Panchayati Raj System was introduced in 1957. It

envisaged a three-tier system, viz., Village Panchayat (viilage

level), Panchayat Samities (block level) and Zila Parishad (district

level). This system involved the people at local level, in both

planning and execution of development schemes. It was an

effort towards development from the bottom. But unfortunately

the unholy alliance between the rural elite (rich farmers), on the

one hand, and the administrative and political elites, on the

other, at the block and district levels made the system weak. The

same fate met the cooperative movement. India wanted

cooperative cultivation on the Chinese pattern, in which the

land is owned by the community (village) and the farmers have

their shares. But this did not work in India due to the country’s
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political system which did not permit abolition of private

ownership of land, and because the farmers did not surrender

land to the community voluntarily, in spite of the appeal of

“Bhoo Dan” (land donation) movement of Vinoba Bhave.

However, credit societies which granted short term agricultural

credit did become popular. But today many of the credit

societies have become defunct, or are not functioning

effectively. The member borrowers usually become defaulters.

The important point is that there is no spirit of cooperating

among the local people, because most of the affairs of these

cooperatives are managed by the government or semi-

government officials, such as the Registrar, Managing Director,
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etc. In many cases the nationalised banks provide funds to

cooperatives for advancing loans to their members. The rural

credit cooperative are relatively effective in Maharashtra,

particularly among the sugarcane producers, who also have

cooperative sugar mills. In other fields, too, there are

exceptionally successful cases of cooperative, viz., Milk

Producers Cooperative at Anand in Gujarat. Anand Milk

Producers’ Union Limited (AMUL) emerged out of the farmers’

cooperative efforts at the village of Anand which now has an

important place among the rural cooperatives in Asia. 1.7.4.4

Target Group Planning There are many other rural development

programmes for certain target groups, under the 20-point

economic programmes. Integrated Rural Development

Programme (IRDP) is one of them which combines both the

area development and target group approaches,
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since it includes the Command Area Development Programme.

Drought Prone Area Programme and Small Farmers’

Development Agency. As a target group programme, its focus is

on the poorest of the poor, and the unit of assistance is the

‘family’, and not a person. It proposes to cover about 3,000

families in each block over a period of five years. Under IRDP

there are special programmes for employment, like Training

Rural Youth for Self-employment (TRYSEM). Besides there are

other programmes such as the National Rural Employment

Programme (NREP). Evaluation reports of these programme,

however, indicate the failure of the programme in reaching the

real beneficiaries and in raising their economic status. The

blame is laid on the executive personnel, and the rural elite who

consume a large share of the resources, meant for these

programmes. In other fields also India has made a good deal of

progress. We have big hospital and primary healthcare centres.

Life expectancy has increased and many diseases such as

malaria, Polio and small pox have been controlled, and infant

mortality reduced. Now we have a large network of transport

and communication. . But the results of development have

reached largely the urban population. Rural people still do not

have good schools, proper electrification, clean water and

hospitals. There are no good teachers, or proper infrastructure

in schools, such as furniture, including blackboards in many

schools, and no doctors, nurse or medicines in many primary

healthcare centres. Besides this we find increased

unemployment, a state of lawlessness, an increase in social and

communal tension, and a lack of social and national concern.

This shows that the country has achieved more of a quantitative

than qualitative development. However, in terms of social

political and economic awareness India and its villages are doing

fairly well. Being one of the largest Democratic nations of the

world, with an extremely vibrant political and economic

structure, some amount of social unrest is inevitable. The

policies of the Government are geared towards removing

extreme inequalities and bringing about social justice. 1.8
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Sociology is a science of society. As a social science it attempts

to study social life as a whole. But for the understanding of

social life as a whole sociology requires the help of other social

sciences which studies a particular aspect of society. Economics

studies the economic aspects whereas political science studies

political aspects.
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Thus both political science and sociology contribute to each

other. But inspite of their inter-relationship and inter-

dependence both the sciences differ from each other in the

following way. 2.2.1 Differences : (1) Sociology is a science of

society and social relationship whereas political science is a

science of state and government. (2) The scope of sociology is

very wide but scope of political science is limited. (3) Sociology

is a general science but political science is a special science. (4)

Sociology studied organised, unorganized and disorganized

society whereas political science studies only politically

organised society. (5) Sociology studies the social activities of

man whereas political science studies political activities of man

(6) Sociology is a new or young science but political science is

an older science. (7) Sociology studies man as a social animal

whereas political science studies man as a political animal. (8)

Sociology studies both formal and informal relations whereas

political science studies only formal relations. (9) Sociology

analyses both conscious and unconscious activities of man

whereas political science analyses only conscious activities of

man. (10) Sociology deals with all forms of association whereas

political science deals with only one form of association named

state. 2.3 Sociology and History As a mother of social sciences

sociology has close and intimate relationship with all other

social sciences. Accordingly it has close relationship with

history. Because present society bears symbols of past.

Relationship between the two is so close and intimate that

scholars like G. Von Bulow have refused to acknowledge

sociology as a science distinct from history. Sociology is the

science of society. It is a study of systems of social action and

their inter-relations. Sociology is a science of social groups and

social institutions. History studies
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the important past events and incidents. It records men past life

and life of societies in a systematic and chronological order. It

also tries to find out the causes of past events. It also studies the

past political, social and economic events of the world. It not

only studies the past but also establishes relations with present

and future. That is why it is said that “History is the microscope

of the past, the horoscope of the present and telescope of the

future. However, both the sciences are closely inter-related and

inter-dependent on each other. Both study the same human

society. Their mutual dependence led G.H. Howard to remark

that, “History is past Sociology and Sociology is present history.”

Both takes help from each other. At the same time one depends

on the other for its own comprehension. History helps and

enriches Sociology. History is the store house of knowledge

from which Sociology gained a lot. History provides materials

sociologists use. History is a record of past social matters, social

customs and information about different stages of life.

Sociology uses this information. Books written by historians like

A. Toynbee are of great use for Sociologists. To know the impact

of a particular past event sociology depends on history. Similarly

Sociology also provides help to history and enriches it. A

historian greatly benefited from the research conducted by

Sociologists. Historians now study caste, class and family by

using sociological data. Sociology provides the background for

the study of history. Now history is being studied from

Sociological angle. Every historical event has a social cause or

social background. To understand that historical event history

need the help from Sociology and Sociology helps history in this

respect. Sociology provides facts on which historians rely on.

Thus history and Sociology are mutually dependent on each

other. History is now being studied from Sociological angle and

Sociology also now studied from historical point of view.

Historical sociology now became a new branch of Sociology

which depends on history. Similarly Sociological history is

another specialized subject which based on both the Sciences.

But in spite of the above close relationship and inter-

dependence both the sciences differ from each other from

different angles which are described below. 2.3.1 Differences :

(1) Sociology is a science of society and is concerned with the

present society. But history deals with the past events and

studies the past society. NSOU ? PGSW-V 36 (2) Sociology is a

modern or new subject whereas history is an older social

science. (3) Sociology is abstract whereas history is concrete in

nature. (4) The scope of Sociology is very wide whereas the

scope of history is limited. Sociology includes history within its

scope. (5) Sociology is an analytical science whereas history is a

descriptive science. (6) Attitude of sociology and history differ

from each other. Sociology studies a particular event as a social

phenomenon whereas history studies a particular event in it’s

entirety. (7) Sociology is a general science whereas history is a

special science. 2.4 Sociology and Economics Sociology is

mother of all social sciences. Hence it has close relationship

with all social sciences and so also with Economics. The

relationship of sociology with economics is very close, intimate

and personal. There exists close relationship between these two

because economic relationships bear a close relation to social

activities and relationships. Likewise social relationships are also

affected by economic relationships. Economic activities to a

great extent are social activities. Hence both are mutually

related. Sociology is a science of society. It is concerned with
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to a great extent are social activities. Hence both are mutually

related. ADVERTISEMENTS: Sociology is a science of society. It
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the association of human beings. Sociology is the study of

human inter-actions and inter-relations their conditions and

consequences. But Economics deals with economic activities of

man. It is a science of wealth and choice. According to Prof.

Robbins Economics is a social “science which studies human

behavior in relation to his unlimited ends and scarce means

which have alternative uses.” It is concerned with the activities

of man such as production, consumption, distribution and

exchange. It also studies the structure and functions of different

economic organizations like banks, markets etc. It is concerned

with the material needs of man as well as his material welfare.

However, there exists a great deal of inter-relationship between

these two sciences. Both are interdependent and inter-related

with each other. Because of this inter-relationship Thomas

opines that, “Economics is, in fact, but one branch of Sociology.”

Similarly Silverman opines Economics is regarded as offshoot of

sociology which studies the general principles of all social

relations. Their inter-relationships are as follows : NSOU ?

PGSW-V 37 Economics takes the help of Sociology. For its own

comprehension economics takes the help of sociology and

depends on it. Economics is a part of Sociology hence without

the help from sociology economics can’t understand itself

completely. Economics is concerned with material welfare of

man which is common welfare. Economic welfare is a part of

social welfare. For the solution of different economic problems

such as inflation, poverty, unemployment etc. economists takes

the help of sociology and takes into account the social events of

that particular time. At the same time society controls the

economic activities of man. Economics is greatly benefited by

the research conducted by Sociologists like Max-weber, Pareto

etc. Some economists also consider economic change as an

aspect of social change. Economic draws its generalization

basing on the data provided by Sociology. Thus economics

cannot go far or develop without the help of Sociology. Similarly

Sociology also takes the help from economics. Economics

greatly enriches sociological knowledge. An economic factor

greatly influences each and every aspects of social life.

Economics is a part of sociology hence without the help of

economics we can’t understand sociology properly. Knowledge

and research in the field of economics greatly contributes to

sociology. Each and every social problem has an economic

cause. For the solution of social problems like dowry, suicide

etc. Sociologists take the help from economics. Marx opines

economic relations constitute the foundation of Society.

Economic factors play a very important role in every aspect of

our social life that is why Sociologists concerned with economic

institutions. For this reason Sociologists like Spencer, Weber,

Durkheim and others have taken the help from economics in

their analysis of social relationships. Thus both sociology and

economics are very closely related with each other. There are

some problems which are being studied by both sociologists

and economists. Economic changes results in social changes

and vice versa. However, inspite of the above closeness, inter-

relationship and inter-dependence both the sciences have

certain differences which are described below : 2.4.1 Differences

: (1) Sociology is a science of society and social relationships

whereas economics is a science of wealth and choice. NSOU ?

PGSW-V 38 (2) Sociology is a much younger science which has

very recent origin whereas economics is comparatively an older

science. (3) Sociology is an abstract science whereas economics

is concrete in nature. (4) Sociology is a general social science

whereas economics is a special social science. (5) The scope of
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sociology is very wide whereas the scope of economics is very

limited. (6) Sociology is concerned with the social activities of

man whereas economics is concerned with the economic

activities of man. (7) Society is studied as a unit of study in

Sociology whereas man is taken as a unit of study in economics.

(8) Both Sociology and economics differ from each other in

respect of the methods and techniques they use for their study.

2.5 Sociology and Psychology Sociology is a science of society.

Hence it is closely related to other social sciences and so also

with psychology. Sociology and Psychology are very closely

interlinked interrelated and interdependent. Relationship

between the two is so close and intimate that Psychologist like

Karl Pearson refuses to accept both as special science. Both

depend on each other for their own comprehension. Their

relationship will be clear if we analyze their inter-relationship

and mutual dependency. Sociology is a science of social

phenomena and social relationship. It is a science of social

group and social institutions. It is a science of collective

behavior. It studies human behavior in groups. But psychology is

a science of mind or mental processes. It is a science of human

behavior. It analyses attitudes, emotions, perception, process of

learning and values of individuals and process of personality

formation in society. In the words of Thouless ‘Psychology is the

positive science of human experience and behavior.’ But both

the sciences are closely related to each other which can be

known from the following. Sociology receives help from

Psychology. Psychology is a part of sociology hence without the

help from Psychology Sociology can’t understand itself fully and

properly. There are many psychologists like Freud, MacDougal

and others who have enrich
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Sociology in many respects. They opines that the whole social

life could be reduced finally to psychological forces. Each and

every social problems and social phenomenon must have a

psychological basis for the solution of which sociology requires

the help from psychology. A new branch of knowledge has

developed with the combination of sociology and psychology

which is known as social psychology. Similarly, psychology

depends on Sociology to comprehend itself fully. Psychology

also requires help from sociology in many cases. As human

mind and personality is being influenced by social environment,

culture, customs and traditions hence psychology take the help

from Sociology to understand this. To understand human nature

and behaviour properly psychology depends on sociology.

There are many Psychological problems which must have a

Social Cause. Psychology requires the help from Sociology to

understand these social problems. A research in Sociology richly

contributes to psychology. Contributions and theories of many

Sociologists also are of great help to Psychologists. Thus

Sociology and Psychology are mutually dependent on each

other. One can’t comprehend itself without the help from

others. Besides there are some common area of study such as

social disorganization, public opinion etc. which are being

studied by both Sociologists and Psychologists. Social

Psychology a branch of Psychology is developed with the

combination of the two. In the words of Kretch and Crutchfield

Social Psychology is the science of behaviour of the individuals

in society.
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Social psychology is the study of social and cultural influences

on the individual. It focuses on the behaviour of a single person

and hence, differs from sociology, which is more concerned

with relations among groups. However, there are areas of

common interest such as socialisation, norms and values.

Moreover, the influences of the group on the individual and of

the individual on the group are also of interest to both social

psychology and sociology. 2.5.1
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Differences : However, inspite of the mutual relationship and

dependence both the sciences differ from each other in the

following ways. (1) Sociology is a science of society but

Psychology is a science of mind. (2) Scope of Sociology is wide

whereas scope of Psychology is limited. (3) Society is the unit of

study in sociology but individual is the unit of study in case of

Psychology. NSOU ? PGSW-V 40 (4) Sociology studies social

processes whereas Psychology studies mental processes. (5)

Sociology studies and analyses human behavior from

Sociological angle whereas psychology studies and analyses

human behavior from Psychological angles. 2.6 Sociology and

Anthropology Sociology is the mother of all social sciences.

Hence it has close and intimate relationship with Anthropology.

The relationship is so close that Anthropologists like A.L. Kroeber

consider Sociology and Anthropology as twin sisters. They often

appear as two names for the same subject. R. Reddfield

recognizes the closeness between these two social sciences.

Sociology is a science of society. It studies behavior of man in

groups. The term Sociology has been derived from the Latin

word ‘Socius’ means society, companion or association and the

Greek word ‘logos’ means study or science. Hence Sociology is

concerned with the association of human beings. It is a science

that deals with social groups. Similarly the term Anthropology is

derived from two Greek words ‘anthropos’ meaning man and

‘logos’ meaning study or science. Accordingly anthropology

means study of man. As a science of man it deals with man, his

works and behavior. Anthropology studies the biological and

cultural development of man. Anthropology has a wide field of

study which can be broadly divided into three main divisions

such as physical anthropology. Archeology cultural

anthropology and social anthropology. Physical anthropology

studies bodily characteristics of early man and thereby try to

understand both primitive and modern cultures. Archeology

studies cultures of pre-historic period. This study facilitates

sociologists to make a comparative study of present social

structure. It is concerned with the early periods of human

existence. It reconstructs the origin, spread and evolution of

culture by examining the remains of the past societies. Social

anthropology deals with the behaviour of man in social

institutions. Social anthropology and sociology are one and the

same. Evan Pritchard considers social anthropology as a branch

of Sociology. 2.6.1 Mutual Help : However there exists a very

close and intimate relationship between Sociology and

Anthropology. Both contribute to the growth of others. Both are

mutually related to each
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other. Of course Sociology studies society whereas

anthropology studies man. But as man and society are mutually

interrelated hence it is very difficult to distinguish two. However

their close relationship can be known from the following.

Anthropology contributes to the growth of Sociology. Without

the help of anthropology the study of Sociology can’t be

complete. It is a part of Sociology. Anthropology provides

knowledge about ancient societies. To have a comprehensive

understanding of present society Sociology takes the help of

anthropology. Contributions of many Anthropologists like R.

Brown, Linton, Mead and Pritchard enriches sociological

knowledge’s. The origin of family, marriage, religion etc. can be

better understood through anthropological knowledge. The

concepts like cultural area, cultural traits, and cultural lag etc.

sociology accept from anthropology. Sociology accepts the

anthropological conclusion that ‘racial superiority is not

responsible for mental development.’ Thus Sociology is greatly

benefited by anthropological studies. Similarly, Sociology

contributes richly towards the growth of anthropology.

Anthropology accepts many concepts of Sociology. Research

and contributions of many Sociologists like Emile Durkheim,

Herbert Spencer is of great help to anthropology.

Anthropologists greatly benefited by the Sociological

researches. Ideas and conclusions of Sociology contributes to

the research in anthropology. 2.7
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Hence it is obvious that other social sciences are closely related

to sociology. Sociology is considered as the mother of social

sciences. Besides sociology synthesizes other social sciences.

Hence there exists a very close and intimate relationship

between Sociology and other social sciences. For our precise

understanding of the relationship between sociology and other

social sciences we have to discuss them individually, which are

discussed below : 2.2 Sociology and Political Science As a

mother of social sciences Sociology has close and intimate

relationship with all other social science. Hence it has close

relationship with political science as well. Their relationship is so

close and intimate that led G.E.C. Catlin to remark “Political

Science and Sociology are two faces or aspects of the same

figure.” Similarly other scholars could not find any difference

between the two disciplines. NSOU ? PGSW-V 33 Sociology is a

Science of society. It is a science of social groups and social

institutions. It is a general science of society. It studies human

interaction and inter-relations their conditions and

consequences. Political Science is a science of state and

Government. It studies power, political processes, political

systems, types of government and international relations. It

deals with social groups organised under the sovereign of the

state. In the words of Paul Junet, “Political Science is that part of

social science which treats the foundation of the state and

principles of government.” It studies the political activities of

man. It only studies the organised society. However their inter-

relationship and inter- dependence can be known from inter-

dependence and mutual relationship. Sociology depends on

political science. In the words of Morris Ginsberg, “Historically

Sociology has its main roots in politics and philosophy of

history.” Sociology greatly benefited by the books written by

political scientists like Plato, Aristotle and Kautilya such as The

Republic, The Politics and Arthasastra respectively. Each and

every social problem has a political cause. Political Science is a

part of sociology. Hence sociology depends on political science

to comprehend itself. To understand different political events

sociology takes the help from political science. Sociology to

draw it’s conclusions depends on political science. Any change

in the political system or nature of power structure brings

changes in society. Hence Sociology takes the help of political

science to understand the changes in society. Hence both are

inter-dependent. Similarly political science also depends on

Sociology. Political Science is a part of sociology. To understand

the part it is necessary to understand the whole. Almost all

political problems has a social cause and for the solution of

these political problems political science takes the help of

sociology. State frames its rules, regulations and laws on the

basis of social customs, tradition and values. Without

Sociological background the study of political science will be

incomplete. Political Scientists largely benefited by the

researches and research methods of the Sociologist. Some

consider political science as a branch of Sociology. State is

considered as a social group hence is a subject of Sociology.

Besides, there are some common topics which are being

studied by both the subjects. These topics are War, Propaganda,

authority, communal riots and law. With the help of both

political science and sociology a new subject comes into

existence which is known as political sociology. Some political

events like war are also significant social events.
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Sociology and Geography It has been realised from ancient

times that Geography has a great impact on human society, the

influences of geographical conditions on human society are

predominant and that there is a close relationship between

physical conditions and social phonemena. Geographical

environment as defined by MacIver consists of those conditions

that nature provides for man. It includes the earth surface with

all its physical features and natural resources, the distribution of

land and water, mountain and plains, minerals, plants and

animals, the climate and all the cosmic forces, gravitational,

electric, radiational that play upon the earth and affect the life of

man. There is no denying the fact that there is a

correspondence between physical conditions and modes of

living e.g., inhabitants of tropical regions exhibit characteristic

differences from those of temperate or of Arctic regions: the

sea-farer is typically distinct
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from the inlanders. One can also observe the differences

between the modes and exigencies of human life in mountains,

in the plains and by the seaboard, in the desert and in the forest.

Some of the thinkers have attributed a dominant role to

Geography, regarding it as the primary determinant of wealth

and health, the size or energy of populations, of their customs

and social organisations, of their creeds and philosophies. The

relationship between man’s physical environment and his social

life has led to a geographical school of Sociology. One of the

pioneers of modern social geography was a Frenchman Le Play

who in his important study of European workers had developed

the thesis that locality determines work and thus has a great

influence on the economic organisation of the family and this

social institutions of the people. The emphasis of Le Play and his

successors upon the relationship between the characteristics of

the physical environment and social development has

influenced the sociologists at other places also. The Regional

School of American Sociology under the leadership of Howard

W. Odum and his colleagues has been seeking the interaction

between man’s physical environment and man’s social life. The

writers of this school have thus added tremendously to our

knowledge of the role of geography in man’s development.

They have made us aware of the inter-play between climate and

topography and the various aspects of the physical environment

on the one side and the political and economic, technological

and cultural phenomena on the other. But we should not lay

too much stress on geographical factors determining the social

life in a particular region. It is not necessary that similar

environments should produce similar cultures. We have even in

primitive societies different occupations being followed by

different people in the same regional setting. The geographical

environments alone never explain the rise of a civilization. The

growth of civilization changes and minimises the direct

influence of local geographical conditions. Many of the

occupations of the modern man have no relation to the

geographical environments. As the social heritage grows the

immediate geographical factors would assume a less

determinant role in the interpretation of society. Man has

assumed great control over natural factors so that the overall

influence of geographical forces is no longer overpowering. The

fact, however, remains that geography is a contributing, if not a

determining, factor of human progress and, therefore, the

relation between Sociology and Geography is intimate.
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Sociology and Ethics Ethics is the science of morality. It is

concerned with the moral rightness and wrongness of human

action. Ethics and Sociology are intimately related to each other.

Man is a social being. He acquires moral standards notions of

right and wrong as a member of a social group. In other words,

it is the society which influences the mental and moral

development of the individual and it is the individual who in

return seeks to conform his actions to the moral standards of

his social group. Thus the real significance of moral life lies

amidst a social group or in society. Sociology is primarily

concerned with the study of the social groups and it investigates

into all aspects of human life–economic, political, religious,

moral and cultural. Ethics throws light on the moral life of the

primitive individuals and institutions. This provides a background

of human conduct and may thus serve a good purpose for

contrasting and comparing the moral conduct of the modern

life with that of the primitive man. Further, the personal good of

the individual must at the same time be in harmony with the

general good of the society as a whole. It is here that both

Sociology and Ethics come close to each other. This close

relationship between the two has induced some ethical thinkers

to regard Ethics as a branch of Sociology. Charles A. Ellwood

rightly remarks, “It is the business of sociology to furnish a

foundation for scientific ethics and on the other hand, it is the

business of ethics to take the ethical implications which a

scientific knowledge of human society affords, develop them,

criticise and harmonize them. An ethics worked out upon the

basis of the knowledge furnished by the sciences will make a

larger use, therefore, of sociological knowledge than of any

other form of scientific knowledge.” But the two sciences also

differ in some essential aspects. Firstly, Sociology is a positive

science, while Ethics is a normative science. Sociology studies

institutions, customs and manners as they are or have been

while Ethics looks upon them as they ought to be. Secondly,

Sociology studies men and their social relations collectively

while Ethics studies men individually as moral agents of the

society. Thirdly, Sociology is merely speculative and has no

practical bearing on any field of social life. Ethics, on the other

hand, has some practical bearing on our conduct.
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from the point of view of morality. 2.9 Sociology and

Jurisprudence Jurisprudence is the science of law. It is

concerned with the study of the entire body of legal principles.

Jurisprudence and Sociology are intimately related to each

other. Sociology is the study of man in society. Law controls and

regulates actions of human beings in society and it is, therefore,

a subject of great importance for the sociologists. There is,

however, difference of approach of a sociologist and of a lawyer

to the subject of law. A lawyer is concerned with the rules that

men ought to obey; he is not interested in knowing how and to

what extent these rules govern the behaviour of ordinary

citizens. A sociologist, on the other hand, is interested in law as

a social phenomenon. His chief concern is not with the rules

themselves but with whether they are observed or not and in

what way. A sociologist’s study of law from this angle has been

given title of Sociology of Law or Sociological Jurisprudence.

Criminology and Penology are its important branches.

Criminology is concerned with the systematic study of crime

and criminal behaviour from the social point of view. Penology

studies the effects of various penal systems of punishment and

the efficacy of reform and rehabilitation schemes in changing

criminal behaviour. 2.10
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Sociology and Biology Biology is the science of man’s biological

development, his sexual, anatomical and personal peculiarities.

It tells us how man’s body and mind evolved, how his system

reacts to the outside world and what part his physical

constitution plays in the overall build up of his whole being.

NSOU ? PGSW-V 45 Sociology is the study of human interaction

and inter-relation. According to N. G. Muller, “Our ideas of what

sort of progress is possible or desirable for man must depend in

part at least upon our views of his nature, his manner of

origination, the method by which changes have occurred and

can occur in him and the relation which he bears with the rest

of nature.” It is not possible to determine the modes and limits

of man’s social progress without being acquainted with his

physical capacities and limitations. According to Mischa Titiev,

“It is impossible to gain a full understanding of man’s culture

without knowing something of his biology.” Darwinian Theory of

evolution has been very useful in sociology. Spencer, a leading

sociologist, explained his theory of the evolution of society on

the principle of natural evolution. Human ecology is based upon

biological ecology. Genetics, which is of major importance in

Sociology, is an important branch of biology. In knowing the

effects of heredity upon man’s behaviour much help is sought

from biology. Knowledge of biology is also essential for

understanding the problems concerned with marriage and

family. Sociology on its part inspires biology to search

knowledge in new directions, for example, the need to limit the

population has led to search for the means of birth control.

However, biological principles should not be indiscriminately

applied to sociology. In this regard Ginsberg writes, “Biological

factors are clearly of importance to the students of society,

since the unit of society is a living organism. Great confusion

has, however, resulted from the too facile application of

biological categories to social facts, and in particular, a tendency

to overemphasize the purely racial factors in social evolution or

change.”
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Thus there exists a great deal of relationship between Sociology

and Anthropology. Both study human society and both are

concerned with all kinds of social groups like families, friends,

tribes etc. Many of the ideas and concepts are used in both the

discipline. Hence both are interrelated and interdependent. But

in spite of the inter-relationship both differ from each other.

Differences : (1) Sociology is a science of society whereas

anthropology is a science of man and his behavior. (2) The

scope of Sociology is very wide whereas the scope of

Anthropology is very NSOU ? PGSW-V 46 limited. Because

anthropology is a part of Sociology. (3) Sociology studies society

as a whole whereas anthropology studies man as a part of

society. (4) Sociology studies civilizations which are vast and

dynamic on the other hand Anthropology studies cultures

which are small and static. (5) Sociology studies modern,

civilized and complex societies whereas Anthropology studies

ancient and non-literate societies. (6) Sociology is concerned

with social planning whereas anthropology is not concerned

with social planning. On the basis of social planning sociology

make suggestion for future but anthropology do not make any

suggestion for future. (7) In the words of Kluckhon, “The

Sociological attitude has tended towards the Practical and

Present, the anthropological towards pure understanding of the

past.” 2.11
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These branches of Legal Sociology have rendered great service

to the law makers and law executors by adding to their

knowledge how the laws actually work and how the crime can

be effectively dealt with. Sociology has thus shed considerable

light and understanding on the various problems that the

society has to solve, particularly, from the point of view of

Criminal Jurisprudence. Consequently Jurisprudence has

assumed a new meaning that laws are to be made for men and

the law makers and its executors are to take into consideration

the human and the social aspect while making or executing it.
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It seeks to formulate the rules of conduct which all people

should observe. Fourthly, Sociology employs mainly historical
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Social work. 3.1 Introduction In this unit you will be introduced

to the basic concepts used in sociology. Social work and

sociology are related disciplines and social work borrows

liberally from sociological NSOU ? PGSW-V 49 theory and
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Social group Just as every human being is born in a society,

everywhere, social life is lived in groups, whether large or small.

The term ‘group’ is used in different ways. There might be a

group, which is watching a game in progress, there might be a

group of people crossing a street. In sociology, the group is

viewed in a different way. It has already been mentioned that the

basic interest of sociology is human social behaviour. This leads

to a study of how people relate to each other or interact with

each other.
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social group, therefore, would have to have the following : i) a

group of persons (two or more); ii) a patterned interaction (i.e.,

there is a regularity in the social relations, based on shared

beliefs, values and norms); and iii) the interaction is sustained

over a period of time.
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groups are formed in order to satisfy some human needs. A

basic need is survival and a family, which is an example of a

group, enables us to meet this need. As individuals, it is not

possible to fulfil all the needs. It is through the groups that the

needs are met. We derive many satisfactions from living in

groups and therefore, being a part of the group becomes

important. The solidarity of a group is dependent upon the

frequency of interaction and the emotional attachment. 3.3
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Primary groups and Secondary groups According to Horton and

Hunt groups are described in many ways. Some define a group

as a collection of individuals who live in close physical proximity.

Other definition emphasizes the need for common

characteristics among the members if a collection of individuals

has to be called a group. Yet another set of definitions require

the members to have common consciousness and regular

interaction in order to be called a group. We will describe a

collection of individuals as a group if it is marked by the

following characteristics :
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A group should have a given number of individuals : One or two

members cannot be called a group. Similarly a very large

number of individuals cannot be called a group. It would be

more appropriate to call it a community, crowd, mob or a

society. You will learn about these concepts later. The group

members should have regular interaction between themselves :

Interaction between the members should be purposeful and

considered as such by the members. Thus individuals waiting for

a bus and having casual conversations cannot be called a group

by these standards. Awareness about each other : The members

are conscious about other members’ behaviour, emotions,

needs and their own behaviour is influenced by this

consciousness. Members are aware of themselves being a unit :

Group members see themselves as distinct from others. They

acknowledge that their membership in the group makes them

different from others. Common goals : A group, if it has to

sustain itself has to have goals. Goals can be same for all

members or in some cases goals can be different. It is also

possible that the stated goals of the group may be different

from the actual goals. A group may declare that its aim is to help

the poor but members may join it primarily to meet and

socialize with each other.
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Common ideals and values : When the above conditions are

met it is likely that as far as the group purpose is concerned, the

members will have shared values. In matters not concerned with

group, the members can have different views. For example,

members of group dedicated to promoting wildlife photography

will agree with each other on the importance of promoting such

a cause. But, they may belong to different political parties and

adhere to different ideologies. Established group patterns :

Regular purposeful interactions give rise to group patterns.

These interactions can be formal or informal depending on the

nature of the groups. In case of formal interactions, rules,

regulations and procedures are followed while in case of

informal relations, there is spontaneity. 3.3.1 Primary Groups

Primary groups are those groups whose members have face to

face contacts, intimate, personal and non-formal relationship

with each other. They have the following characteristics :

Primary groups are of small size : The size of the group is

important as in larger groups it is difficult for the member to

have intimate contacts with everyone. Small groups allow

qualitatively and quantitatively better interactions. Therefore,

members have personal relationship with each other. Primary

group members share common goals : Members of a primary

group may have different characteristics. For example, a family

may have an adult male and adult female and their children.

Though they are different in many ways they share common

goals, which they all think are important and contribute towards

their happiness. Primary group offers its
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a total experience : Total experience means that it affects the

members in a number of ways. Individuals are accepted as total

personalities. For example, the family is a primary group, which

has face to face and intimate relationship. It is also a total

relationship in the sense that members benefit in a number of

ways. Children are given love and affections, provided with

education and taken care of when there are sick etc. The

husband and wife help each other in more than one way. Hence

a very important part of the lives of the members is spent in the

family. Peer groups are another example of primary groups.

Primary group has relationship as an end in itself : Primary group

members see the relationship as an end in itself. In other words,

the relationship is valued for what it is NSOU ? PGSW-V 52 i.e.

more than any specific benefit the members may get because

of their membership. For example, if a man marries only

because he wants somebody to cook for him then it cannot be

called a ‘genuine marriage’. Basic Social Concepts Primary

groups generally have long life : Families and peer groups exist

as long as the members of the group live. If any member dies or

leaves the group the group itself ends. For example, if the father

of the family dies, the group in its original form also come to an

end. The surviving members may continue to act as group but

roles and interaction patterns undergo a major change. It is,

therefore, correct to call it a new group. Primary groups play an

important role in determining the individual’s personality : The

family and the peer group are important agencies of

socialisation. Both of them are primary groups and apart from

the services they provide they also give the members emotional

support and education. While other agencies of socialisation do

play an important role, it is the unique experiences that the

individual experience in the primary groups which becomes

basis of his or her personality. Primary groups sometimes

compete for individual loyalty : Primary groups seek high degree

of loyalty from its members and in certain cases may advocate

different values. In such a situation, the individual may be in a

dilemma as to which group value to adopt. For example, a

teenager’s family may want the individual to dress conservatively

while his peer group may want him to dress according to the

latest fashion and style. This can lead to personality conflicts.

Some sociologists have held that primary groups must have

members living in close proximity with each other and having

face-to-face relationships. But it need not be so as even when

there is physical distance between the members, if they can still

be emotionally close to each other and thus satisfy the criteria

of the primary group. 3.3.2 Secondary Groups Secondary groups

are generally larger than primary groups. Members in secondary

groups have formal, impersonal, and need based relationship

with each other. A secondary group has the following

characteristics : Secondary groups have relatively large number

of members : Secondary groups consist of many members who

share common interests. Some secondary groups may have
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lesser number than a large joint family. But the manner in which

they relate with each other is different, as we will see now. The

members can also be spread over large distances. Now a days,

there are secondary groups whose members are all around the

globe. They interact through the web and conduct effective

global campaigns without meeting each other face to face.

Secondary groups have specific interests : While primary groups

have relationship as an end in itself, in secondary groups,

relations are maintained so that some other ends can be

achieved. Members are also aware of this condition and as such,

their emotional involvement is much less as compared to

secondary groups. Secondary group has clear objectives : The

aim of forming a secondary group is to attain some objectives

which the members feel are important. In most cases, the

objective is such that an individual cannot attain it alone. He/she

needs the cooperation from others. A secondary group is

conceptually closer to the concept of association. Secondary

group members relate to each other formally : Since secondary

members have specific objectives in mind there is no need for

them to know each other intimately. There is no need of

meeting each other face-to-face either. A common newsletter

or a website as is the case now a days, is all that is needed to

share information and pool resources. Once the objective is

attained, the secondary group may end its existence. Secondary

groups play an important role in furthering members’ interest :

In democratic societies like ours, there is a need for mobilizing

people on the basis of common interests. People can influence

decision making at different levels only if they organize

themselves and make their voices heard. Secondary

associations are used to articulate the demands of various

groups. 3.3.3 Relationship between Primary and Secondary

Groups Primary and secondary groups are related in more ways

than one. Firstly, primary groups like family provide the

secondary groups with members. They also prepare them to

cooperate and interact with others. Some behavioural problems

among individuals occur when families do not prepare their

children to deal with the demands of secondary groups.

Secondly, primary groups like sub-groups and cliques which are

part of secondary groups play a vital role in their decision

making process. Their influence on the performance
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of the secondary groups may be positive or negative depending

on their intentions, their power and the power of those who

may oppose them. Thirdly, primary groups within the secondary

group give emotional support to the members. Most secondary

groups cannot give its members a real sense of identity and nor

can they give them individual attention. This can be seen in a

college or even in the army and in such places, the primary

groups of peers give support to the member. 3.3.4 Differences

and Similarities in Concepts You have been introduced to the

basic sociological concepts. You would have noticed that these

concepts have some similarities and some differences. Any

social group is seen as being more than sum total of its

members and in that way comes to have a distinct life of its

own. You should keep in mind that a sociologist’s major interest

is in the way human collectivities function as a whole and

exercise their influence on the behaviour of the individuals. The

difference between the various collectivities are due to the

following factors: size of the group, that is, the number of

members; geographical area over which the members are

located; type of relationship between the members; relationship

of the members to the collectivities; the nature of goals of the

collectivities the duration of their life and finally collectivities,

influence on The individual members. We shall differentiate the

various concepts based on these factors as it will help in better

understanding of the same. Size : The society is the largest

collection of individuals. It consists of a number of communities,

associations, institutions, primary groups and secondary groups.

A community is always a part of the larger society. Associations

and secondary groups are often smaller than a community. The

primary group is the smallest social unit. Geographical location :

The society is spread over the largest area, followed by the

community and primary group. Associations and secondary

groups may have members from a wide area but all people

living in the area need not be members of the association. For

example, everybody living in India is an Indian and every body

living in a village is part of the village community. But a political

party while having members from all over India cannot claim

that all Indians are its members. Voluntary nature of

membership : The above stated difference is due to the type of

membership of the various collectivities. An individual becomes

a member of a society
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and a community naturally, that is, by being physically present in

the area and sharing essential characteristics. On the other hand

an individual has to formally apply to be a member of an

association or a secondary group. Nature of interaction : The

interaction between the members is most frequent and intense

in a primary group. Community, associations and secondary

groups have less frequent and less intense interaction.

Individuals are considered in their wholeness in a primary group

while in a secondary group and association only a few aspects

of the personality are taken into consideration. A political party

is not concerned whether a member is healthy or educated as

long as he or she performs useful work for the party. The

primary group, however is concerned about many aspects of

the personality and does not just keep in view the usefulness of

the member. Goals of the collective : The goals of secondary

groups and associations are specifics while the goals of the

society and community are general and broad in nature. Primary

groups have many gods and perform many functions for their

members. The existence of primary groups is crucial for the

continuance of other collectivities of social life. Relationship

between the members and the larger whole : The loyalty and

sense of identity the members feel in primary groups is greater

than the feelings of identification among members in a

community or a secondary group. In a society, these feelings

are weaker still and more imagined than real. Duration of the

collective : The duration of groups and collectivities varies. The

family as primary group exists as long as the members are alive

or do not leave. On the other hand, secondary groups,

associations, community and society exist for long durations

even as members die or leave. The persistence of these

collectivities is irrespective of the presence and absence of any

member or group of members. 3.4
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Society Before we understand these concepts, it is important

that we clarify what a concept means. A concept is expressed in

one or more words. Also concepts are abstractions, which

mean that these are derived from experience and are mentally

created. Once the scientific community accepts a concept, all

those who use it accept the meaning assigned to it. For

example, in everyday language a road means a way. NSOU ?

PGSW-V 56 Sometimes there is need for further clarification of

the concept. For example, a road can be a street, a pukka road

or kachn one or even a highway. In scientific language also, we

qualify concepts, when we want to say something more

specific. For example, communities can be further classified into

rural community, urban community and tribal community. In

some cases, social scientist; do not agree with the meaning

attached to a specific concept and after a debate among them,

meanings attached to the concept undergo a change.

According to Horton and Hunt, concepts are used for the

following reasons. One, it enables scientific discussion to take

place. Concepts help social scientists find common ground for

initiating discussions on theories. Secondly. New knowledge is

also created when concepts and theories are debated and its

limitations are identified. Thirdly, concepts allow easy

communication by ‘reducing need for elaborate description.

Otherwise, the communicator would have to explain the social

phenomena every time he/ she has to use it. According to

Horton and Hunt society is an organization of people whose

associations are with one another. MacIver describes society as

a web of relationships. There are a number of definitions of

society. Most of them point to the following characteristics of

society. Society involves mutual awareness : The first condition

for calling a set of individuals a society is the awareness among

them about each other. It is only when individuals are aware

about the presence of others that they can form a social

relationship. Society consists of social relationships : Any two

individuals or
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when the actions of one effects the other. Thus in a society

individuals are effected by the ways others behave. Society has

values
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that guide these social relationships : Social relationships are

guided and controlled by the values and norms of a society.

Every individual has a specific role assigned to hirn / her by the

society. The performance of these roles is guided by the values

and norms of the society associated with the particular role.

These values are taught to the individuals through the process

of socialization. They become part of the individual personality.

Apart from this, there are informal and formal agencies of social

control which apply positive and negative sanctions on the

individual for making
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conform to the societal values and norms. Society has general

goals : Every society wants to perpetuate itself. Certain functions

have to be performed if the society has to maintain itself and

prevent its own NSOU ? PGSW-V 57 destruction. These are

called functional prerequisites. Some of the most common

functions identified are the following; common goals; common

orientation towards environment.; communications; set of

common values; reproduction and rearing of children,

socializing the children, attaining food and other resources

require$ for its members’ survival, protecting its members from

natural and man-made disasters and specific ways to deal with

conflicts and disagreements within the
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these functions are performed vary from society to society.

Society has a number of complementary social processes : We

find a variety of social processes and attributes in the society.

We find instances of association, cooperation, competition
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conflict in society. Similarly we find that in many ways the

members of society are alike and in many other ways they are

different. There are groups and subgroups with these groups

that have their respective dynamics. All these different social

processes make up the society. Society has division of labour :

One individual cannot perform all functions required to maintain

a society. The work has to be divided among the members. The

criteria by which the functions are divided among the members

and its social consequences are important part of study for the

sociologist. Division of labour can be based on sex, education,

profession, ethnicity, caste or class. Division of labour depends

on the level of complexity of the society. Society is more than

the sum total of its members : The society influences individuals

in many ways. It is the environment along with hereditary

factors that determine the personality of the individual. Thus the

society comes to have a force of its own by which it influences

the members. This force is applied through social institutions

like laws, religion and family. 3.5 Classification of Societies

Sociologists have classified societies according to different

criteria. Societies classified ort their geographical location :

Examples of this classification are Western society, Indian

society, Chinese society and so on. This kind of classification is

used broadly like in western societies. It is felt for example that

all societies in the west share certain common and significant

characteristics. It can also be used narrowly when we
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want to refer to a regional group, for example we talk of

Manipuri society or Rajasthani society. Societies classified on the

basis of the language : Examples of this classification are Tamil

society and Telugu society. Language is a medium which unites

people and one of the modes by which the culture of the

people is expressed. So language is sometimes used to

distinguish societies from each other. Societies classified based

on core values : Sometimes opinions regarding the nature of the

society are based on essential core-values which the members

adhere to. For example, Western society is considered modern,

rational, individualistic and consumerist while Indian society is

considered to be traditional, religious, group-oriented and

spiritual. In most cases such classification is the result of

stereotyping and labeling. It is based on insufficient and

inaccurate information on the societies other than one’s own.

Social workers should be able to see how such images, often

negative, about other societies, influence the behaviobr of

members. Societies based on level of complexity of social life :

Simple societies are those societies that have the following

characteristics: small-sized with fewer members; relatively

isolated from other societies-spatially, culturally and

economically, means for obtaining food is hunting and

gathering; low level of technology used in production of

articles; division of labour is limited and based on age and sex;

barter and gift taking and giving are the major ways for

exchange of goods between the members; political system is

based on heredity principle and traditional authority; group

consciousness dominates individual consciousness and unity in

the group is maintained by the likeness among the members.

On the other hand, complex societies are based on the

following characteristics: large numbers of members and,

therefore; close relationship with other societies mainly due to

advanced technology used in communication and transport;

high level of technology used in producing all goods including

foodstuffs; division of labour is highly diversified; market is the

main form of exchange of goods while other forms of exchange

like barter play a marginal role; political system is highly

advanced with different competing interests; a large

bureaucracy based on rational-legal values: individual

consciousness and individual freedom is promoted; diversity in

life-styles is encouraged and unity is based on interdependence

of members. Societies based on its economic system :

Sociologists influenced by Marxism maintain that economic

factors have predominant influence on how the society is

structured and how society functions. Based on these criteria

societies are classified as capitalistic societies and socialistic

societies. Both these societies are complex in nature, but in

NSOU ? PGSW-V 59 capitalistic society, the forces of production

(land, factories) are privately owned. Workers working in these

factories are paid wages in exchange of the labour they

contribute. Markets determine the costs of the goods and

services that are produced. Private property-ownership and

profit-making are encouraged. The state has no or minimal role

in the economy of the country. In a socialistic society, all or

significant part of the forces of production are owned by the

state in different forms. The state uses its ownership of

industries to influence the economy. Equally important is the

role of planning in a socialistic economy The market is only

allowed to have limited influence on the economy. The supply

of goods and services are determined by the plan which the
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government prepares after assessing the needs and demands’ of

different sections of the society. The government through its

policies tries to ensure that the differences in income between

various sections of the society are not very large. After the

collapse of the Socialist, bloc planning has lost much of its

appeal for governments around the globe. Most countries have

started giving significant role to market and private

entrepreneurs in their economies. Nevertheless, it is also true

that classical capitalist society no longer exists as all

governments in the modern times play a significant role in the

economy of the country. Societies based on the political system

: Societies can be classified also on the basis of the nature of

political system into democratic or authoritarian.. A democratic

society has a state whose leaders are elected by popular vote.

Regular elections are held to elect the leaders. Though free and

fair elections are important, other conditions needed for

democratic society are: freedom of association, freedom of

speech, tolerance of different opinions, protection of minority

rights, equality before law and respect for human rights.

Authoritarian society neither allows dissent nor freedom of

association. No other organization is allowed to challenge the

authority of the state. Societies classified based on historical

periods : Ancient societies, medieval societies and modern

societies are some of the societies based on historical periods in

which they existed. 3.6
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Community Like society, different sociologists have also defined

‘community’ differently. Horton and Hunt define a community

as a local grouping within which people carry out a full round of

life activities. Explaining it in greater detail they include the

following characteristics.
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is a grouping of people : Community consists of a number of

people living together and sharing a common life. They interact

with each other frequently and purposefully. A fixed

geographical area : This is an important characteristic of the

community. A community has well-defined boundaries that are

recognized by the members of the community as well as

outsiders. To become a member of the community, one needs

to have some relationship with the specific geographical area. In

some cases, membership of the community can be had if one’s

parents belong to the specific community. Division of labour : In

every group, many functions have to be performed, so that the

group survives. No individual or group can do all these functions

by themselves. There are also differences in the skill and

aptitude of the individuals. These factors lead to division of

labour and occupational specialization. Members are conscious

of their unity and of belongingness to the community :

Members are aware of their membership in a particular

community. It affects their behaviour in many ways. They take

pride in the achievements of their fellow-members and are

concerned when undesirable things happen to them. Members

act collectively in an organized manner to achieve common

goals : Members live in a particular area and share common

interests. Therefore, they can be easily organized to achieve

common objectives. This, condition enables the practice of

social work method-community organization. Also, many

programmes are implemented because it is felt that the

community as a whole will participate and benefit from the

programme, for example, the community development

programme. Common culture : Culture of any group develops

as a result of group living. A common way of thinking about the

different aspects of life develops and this is transmitted from

one generation to other. Cultural influences from outside the

group are accepted or rejected collectively by the group. As a

result of common experiences, a common culture develops and

regulates the group behaviour. Use of the Concept ‘Community’

The concept also helps in describing and differentiating existing

communities. The most commonly used classification is to

distinguish between urban community and rural community.

Rural communities are characterized by the following attributes:

strong community sentiment;
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importance of neighbourhood; relatively high incidence of

extended families; predominance of primary relationships;

majority of community members’ occupations are related to the

primary sectors like fishing, agriculture, hunting, etc; high

degree of informal social control; greater degree of

homogeneity. On the other hand urban community is defined

as characterised by the following: weak community sentiments

and lesser importance of neighbourhood; predominance of

lower degree of informal social control; major occupations of

the members are related to industry and services sector and

heterogeneity. Further when the community is taken as a unit

for action, it simplifies the formulation and implementation of

programmes. Without delineating the boundaries of the

community and understanding its structure it would be difficult

to analyze the needs of the community. Limitations in the Use

of the Concept ‘Community’ Though the concept is quite clear

on paper, in real life its application is confusing due to these

reasons. Firstly, no community seems to fulfill all the

characteristics required to be termed as a community. Also, the

distinctions between different types of communities are not

clear. We find that characteristics that are attributed to the rural

characteristics are also found in the urban areas and vice versa.

Secondly, in some Indian villages, there is less or even no ‘We

feeling’ among the members because the community is divided

on the basis of caste. Thirdly, it is observed that when people

say ‘community’ they seem to have in their minds only the male

members of the community. In many village communities,

women do not have a public voice and sometimes are not even

seen. 3.7
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Associations Modem societies are characterized by presence of

numerous associations. These associations are of different

varieties, of different types, of different sizes and with different

objectives. MacIver defines an association as ‘an organization

deliberately formed for the collective pursuit of some interest or

set of interests, which its members share’. The following are the

characteristics of associations : Associations are groups of

individuals : Associations consist of a number of
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so that they can promote the group’s interests. Attaining group

interests will eventually mean that the individual member’s

interests are also promoted. Associations have objectives :

These interests are specific and all the members are aware of

these interests. In most cases, the objectives of the association

will reveal those interests of the members, which it wants to

pursue. Objectives are framed after taking into consideration the

reality of the situation. The success and failure of the association

depends on whether it attains its objectives or not. Association

has formal rules and regulations : A small association may not

have any formal rules as members may be functioning based on

the personal relationship they have with each other. But if the

association grows larger and its functioning becomes complex,

then normal rules and regulations are formulated. Formal rules

and regulations of the association determine how the members

will act in specific situations. In many associations, these rules

and procedures are written down. In your fieldwork agency you

can request the officials to allow you to show the

‘Memorandum of Association’. This document will show you the

objectives of the agency, its mode of functioning and other

relevant information. Membership is voluntary : Associations are

product of modern societies. Membership is voluntary, that is,

members join the association out of their own desire. The

association can set standards for allowing members to join.

Once the aspirant meets these standards he or she is allowed to

join the association. Associations survive as long as it has

members : Unlike families, associations survive even if the

original members leave or expire. The only condition is that new

members should join the association and replace those who’re

leaving. Associations and their relevance in modern society :

Modern societies freely allow and even encourage the

formation of the associations. Therefore, we find that there are

associations that have serious objectives like influencing

government policy and there are associations that want to

promote bird watching. Tocqueville, a prominent social thinker,

who studied the American society in the eighteen century, was

the first to point out that associations promote democracy.

Modern thinkers have agreed with these observations.

Associations allow citizens to organize themselves, articulate

their demands, thereby restricting the authority of the

government. This prevents the government from accumulating

all authority in itself at the cost of individual freedom. Two,

associations allow for plurality
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of opinions. Associations also provide a number of services,

which improve the quality of life of the people. In traditional

society, individuals become part of the groups on the basis of

their ascribed status. For example, medieval cities had merchant

guilds whose membership was based on the caste of the

individuals. In modern India, there is a proliferation of caste

associations. These associations have characteristics of both

traditional groups and modern associations. Its objectives are

related to that of a
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the lives of most Indians. 3.8 Institutions In everyday language,

people use institutions to mean organizations. For example,

college is called educational institution. But in sociology the

concept ‘institution’ has a specific meaning. According to

MacIver, institutions are ‘established forms or conditions of

procedures characteristics of group activity’. According to

Horton and Hunt, an institution is a system of norms to achieve

some .goal or activity that people feel is important, or more

formally an organized cluster of folkways and mores centered

around a major human activity. Institutions have the following

characteristics. Institution emerges out of social interactions

within a group : According to Sumner there are two types of

institutions - crescive institutions and enacted institutions.

Crescive institutions are those norms that emerge

unconsciously in society. Its origin is unclear and cannot be

dated. On the other hand, enacted institutions are consciously

created for specific purposes. Modern day laws, which are

rationally formulated, are an example of enacted institutions.

Institutions are structural processes that control human

behaivour : Any member of society is expected to follow the

rules, regulations and usages prevalent in the society. These

rules, regulations and usages can be informal or formal. If it is

formal, then it is codified and in most cases will have an

organization responsible to see that individuals
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follow these rules. For examp1e:in Indian society, if a person

wants to get married she can do so only under one of the

Marriage Acts formulated by the government. There will be an

agency for conducting marriage and to see that conditions

needed for marriage are fulfilled. The male and female agree to

perform the duties of husband and wife respectively. In cases of

conflict between the partners, there are police and courts to

deal with them. The totality of these processes can be called the

institution of marriage in India. All institutions have roles and

status : Every institution gives a particular role and status to the

individuals involved in it. Role is a set of behaviour expected of

an individual in particular social context. Status is the position of

the individual in society. In an educational institution, for

example, there are individuals who come to learn and are given

the status of students, and the individuals who teach are given

status of teachers. In
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has to take classes, evaluate students’ notebooks, control the

students and follow the principal’s instructions. Institutions

operate through the means of roles. Institutional roles are learnt

by socialization : Every institution prescribes specific roles for

the particular individual. The different roles individuals perform

are learnt through the process of socialization. Main agencies of

socialization are family, educational institutions, peer group,

state and religion. Institutions influence each other : There are

many institutions in a society and they influence each other. For

example, the school teaches the students how to behave like a

good citizen. When they grow up they become good citizens

who are aware of the laws and their responsibilities. At times

various institutions give contradictory norms, which result in

confusion in the individual. For example, feudalism and modern

democracy co-exist in some parts of India, each of which

makes opposing demands on the individual. Democracy

advocates equality while feudalism advocates structured

inequality. The major institutions which are the subject of the

sociological study are political, economic, family, educational

and religious. Other important institutions in society are

bureaucracy , welfare institutions and military. Relationship*

between an institution and organization : As mentioned in the

start of the section, institutions and organizations are different

conceptually. Institutions are recognized way of thinking while

organizations are formal groups created to achieve
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Hunting and gathering tribes, industrialized Japan, Americans

each is a society terms, society refers to a group of people who

live in a definable community and share the same culture. On a

broader scale, society consists of the people and institutions

around us, our shared beliefs, and our cultural ideas. Typically,

more-advanced societies also share a political authority.

Sociologist Gerhard Lenski (1924–) defined societies in terms of

their technological sophistication. As a society advances, so

does its use of technology. Societies with rudimentary

technology depend on the fluctuations of their environments,

while industrialized NSOU ? PGSW-V 72 societies have more

control over the impact of their surroundings and thus develop

different cultural features. This distinction is so important that

sociologists generally classify societies along a spectrum of their

level of industrialization—from preindustrial to industrial to post

industrial. 4.3.1 Preindustrial Societies Before the Industrial

Revolution and the widespread use of machines, societies were

small, rural, and dependent largely on local resources.

Economic production was limited to the amount of labor a

human being could provide, and there were few specialized

occupations. The very first occupation was that of hunter-

gatherer. Hunter-Gatherer Hunter-gatherer societies

demonstrate the strongest dependence on the environment of

the various types of preindustrial societies. As the basic structure

of human society until about 10,000–12,000 years ago, these

groups were based around kinship or tribes. Hunter-gatherers

relied on their surroundings for survival—they hunted wild

animals and foraged for uncultivated plants for food. When

resources became scarce, the group moved to a new area to

find sustenance, meaning they were nomadic. These societies

were common until several hundred years ago, but today only a

few hundred remain in existence, such as indigenous Australian

tribes sometimes referred to as “aborigines,” or the Bambuti, a

group of pygmy hunter-gatherers residing in the Democratic

Republic of Congo. Hunter- gatherer groups are quickly

disappearing as the world’s population explodes. Pastoral

Changing conditions and adaptations led some societies to rely

on the domestication of animals where circumstances

permitted. Roughly 7,500 years ago, human societies began to

recognize their ability to tame and breed animals and to grow

and cultivate their own plants. Pastoral societies, such as the

Maasai villagers, rely on the domestication of animals as a

resource for survival. Unlike earlier hunter-gatherers who

depended entirely on existing resources to stay alive, pastoral

groups were able to breed livestock for food, clothing, and

transportation, and they created a surplus of goods. Herding, or

pastoral, societies remained nomadic because they were forced

to follow their animals to fresh feeding grounds. Around the

time that pastoral societies emerged, specialized occupations

began to develop, and societies commenced trading with local

groups.
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These individual pieces of land, known as fiefdoms, were

cultivated by the lower class. In return for maintaining the land,

peasants were guaranteed a place to live and protection from

outside enemies. Power was handed down through family lines,

with peasant families serving lords for generations and

generations. Ultimately, the social and economic system of

feudalism failed and was replaced by capitalism and the

technological advances of the industrial era. 4.3.2 Industrial

Society In the eighteenth century, Europe experienced a

dramatic rise in technological invention, ushering in an era

known as the Industrial Revolution. What made this period

remarkable was the number of new inventions that influenced

people’s daily lives. Within a generation, tasks that had until this

point required months of labor became achievable in a matter

of days. Before the Industrial Revolution, work was largely

person- or animal- based, and relied on human workers or

horses to power mills and drive pumps. In 1782, James Watt and

Matthew Boulton created a steam engine that could do the

work of twelve horses by itself. Steam power began appearing

everywhere. Instead of paying artisans to painstakingly spin

wool and weave it into cloth, people turned to textile mills that

produced fabric quickly at a better price and often with better

quality. Rather than planting and harvesting fields by hand,

farmers were able to purchase mechanical seeders and

threshing machines that caused agricultural productivity to soar.

Products such as paper and glass became available to the

average person, and the quality and accessibility of education

and health care soared. Gas lights allowed increased visibility in

the dark, and towns and cities developed a nightlife. One of the

results of increased productivity and technology was the rise of

urban centers. Workers flocked to factories for jobs, and the

populations of cities became increasingly diverse. The new

generation became less preoccupied with maintaining family

land and traditions and more focused on acquiring wealth and

achieving upward mobility for themselves and their families.

People wanted their children and their children’s children to

continue to rise to the top, and as capitalism increased, so did

social mobility. It was during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries of the Industrial Revolution that sociology was born.

Life was changing quickly and the long-established traditions of

the agricultural eras did not apply to life in the larger cities.

Masses of people were moving to
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new environments and often found themselves faced with

horrendous conditions of filth, overcrowding, and poverty.

Social scientists emerged to study the relationship between the

individual members of society and society as a whole. It was

during this time that power moved from the hands of the

aristocracy and “old money” to business-savvy newcomers who

amassed fortunes in their lifetimes. Families such as the

Rockefellers and the Vanderbilts became the new power players

and used their influence in business to control aspects of

government as well. Eventually, concerns over the exploitation

of workers led to the formation of labor unions and laws that set

mandatory conditions for employees. Although the introduction

of new technology at the end of the nineteenth century ended

the industrial age, much of our social structure and social ideas

— like family, childhood, and time standardization—have a basis

in industrial society.
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Postindustrial Society Information societies, sometimes known

as postindustrial or digital societies, are a recent development.

Unlike industrial societies that are rooted in the production of
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material goods, information societies are based on the

production of information and services. Digital technology is the

steam engine of information societies, and computer moguls

such as Steve Jobs and Bill Gates are its John D. Rockefellers

and Cornelius Vanderbilts. Since the economy of information

societies is driven by knowledge and not material goods, power

lies with those in charge of storing and distributing information.

Members of a postindustrial society are likely to be employed as

sellers of services—software programmers or business

consultants, for example—instead of producers of goods. Social

classes are divided by access to education, since without

technical skills, people in an information society lack the means

for success. 4.4
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Horticultural Around the same time that pastoral societies were

on the rise, another type of society developed, based on the

newly developed capacity for people to grow and cultivate

plants. Previously, the depletion of a region’s crops or water

supply forced pastoral societies to relocate in search of food

sources for their livestock. Horticultural societies formed in

areas where rainfall and other conditions allowed them to grow

stable crops. They were similar to hunter-gatherers in that they

largely depended on the environment for survival, but since they

didn’t have to abandon their location to follow resources, they

were able to start permanent settlements. This created more

stability and more material goods and became the basis for the

first revolution in human survival. Agricultural While pastoral and

horticultural societies used small, temporary tools such as

digging sticks or hoes, agricultural societies relied on permanent

tools for survival. Around 3000 B.C.E., an explosion of new

technology known as the Agricultural Revolution made farming

possible—and profitable. Farmers learned to rotate the types of

crops grown on their fields and to reuse waste products such as

fertilizer, which led to better harvests and bigger surpluses of

food. New tools for digging and harvesting were made of metal,

and this made them more effective and longer lasting. Human

settlements grew into towns and cities, and particularly

bountiful regions became centers of trade and commerce. This

is also the age in which people had the time and comfort to

engage in more contemplative and thoughtful activities, such as

music, poetry, and philosophy. This period became referred to

as the “dawn of civilization” by some because of the

development of leisure and humanities. Craftspeople were able

to support themselves through the production of creative,

decorative, or thought-provoking aesthetic objects and writings.

As resources became more plentiful, social classes became

more divisive. Those who had more resources could afford

better living and developed into a class of nobility. Difference in

social standing between men and women increased. As cities

expanded, ownership and preservation of resources became a

pressing concern. Feudal The ninth century gave rise to feudal

societies. These societies contained a strict hierarchical system

of power based around land ownership and protection. The

nobility, known as lords, placed vassals in charge of pieces of

land. In return for the resources that the land provided, vassals

promised to fight for their lords.
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Defining a complex society Technological advances from the

stage of hunting and gathering to landing on the moon have

given birth to a technologically advanced complex society in

modern times. Described as ‘complex societies’, modern

industrial nation-states are contrasted with the simple societies

in various important ways: 1. larger territory and population

membership; 2. greater occupational differentiation, and

specialisation of work and social groups;
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advanced technology for production of consumer items,

building of houses, work places, etc; 4. greater co-ordination in

the management of the complex society; 5. quick rate of

change in terms of consumer goods, forms of education, and so

on; 6. Faster modes of mass communication, such as, radio, TV,

computers internet etc. 7. Initially it was technological advances

that ushered in change. Huge markets sprang up, occupational

opportunities and population increase created the nation- state.

This is far more inclusive in organisation than anything in simple

societies. 4.5
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Social Work with Rural Communities Features of the Rural

Community ? In majority of the villages, the economy is based

on agriculture. The life-cycle of a village community would

centre on the specific nature of agriculture. Indian Agriculture is

dependent on monsoons for most parts of the country, leading

to a great degree of uncertainty. The labourers do not have

work throughout the year, while the farmers are unsure of a

good crop. This uncertainty would be reflected in the life of the

people – long term planning to spend and save becomes

difficult, affecting children’s education, health and other long-

term expenditures. ? The main occupations are cultivation and

labour work. With the onset of monsoons, for tilling and

ploughing the land, and during the harvesting season, the

demand for labour goes up pushing up the wages. During the

off- season, not only would the wages come down, but the

families may also have to migrate in search of jobs. The

cultivator, who is dependent on market prices, gains if the prices

are high and vice-versa; with falling prices, he tends to loose. ?

Compared to an urban community, the population of a village

would be much smaller. Occupationally, and in terms of

residence, people would be less mobile. In a rural community,

occupations tend to be inherited–a cultivator’s son would turn

to farming, while children from a landless household would turn

to labour work. Occupational changes are easier when a person

migrates to an urban centre. Members of a rural community

share similar cultural patterns, such as, the same language,

religion, food habits, etc. Overall, a village has a great degree of

homogeneity.
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The social structure of the village is based on the caste system

and the traditional family structure. The primary ties would be

important with a strong sense of belonging. A person’s role and

perceptions would emerge as an outcome of his position in the

local society. There would be a fundamental acceptance of the

normative and perceptual values of the group. Members of the

same caste tend to stay close to each other in the village.

Institutional Structures in a Rural Community Institutional

structures refer to organisations with policies, programmes,

finances and administrative hierarchy; and in the last fifty years,

a number of them emerged undertaking different functions.

Powerful castes and economic categories control them. They

affect the life of the local community in various ways and it is

necessary to understand how they work. They can be of three

types: a) Governmental Organisations A number of departments

of the state Government affect the life of the local community,

such as the Revenue, Forest, Irrigation, Health, General

Administration, Public Works Department, etc. The Government

exercises direct control and takes all decision related to

recruitment, working conditions, payment of salary, work

allotment, supervision, etc. Then, there are autonomous

organisations like the State Electricity Boards and the Police

Department. b) Non-Governmental Organisations Local

communities have a number of formal and informal

organisations. They could be of different types–social, political,

religious, etc., undertaking different functions in the community.

Most villages may have one or two Mahila Mandals and a

committee managing the affairs of the local shrine. Members of

political parties tend to be more active than members of other

organisations and could be mobilised for some of the social

work issues. A major characteristic of NGOs is that the

Government does not exercise direct control over them. c)

Statutory and Public Institutions In the last half a century of

development, a number of statutory organisations have

emerged, such as, Panchayati Raj Institutions and co-operative

organisations in the area of credit, agriculture processing and

marketing, supply of agriculture inputs,
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be provisions for social security measures in the form of old age

pensions, savings schemes and provisions for taking loans. ?

Low-Income households would be tied to the urban informal

economy where economic insecurity is higher and the scope of

rules and regulation is lower. The provision for social security

measures is very poor in the urban informal economy.

Generally, low-income households stay in slums, which are of

two types. Those slums recognised by the municipal ?

Authorities not only get civic facilities, but the residents become

owner of their plot of land/house and become taxpayers. But

non-recognised slums suffer from a double disability. Since they

are not recognised by the municipal authorities, they are not

eligible for civic amenities and could, at any time, be removed

from their houses/sites. In addition, they cannot create an asset

by improving the house-site. ? A portion of the urban

community would be migrants. In smaller towns, the migration

would be from the nearby villages, while in bigger towns and

industrial cities, the migrants could be from far off places. The

migrants would be coming with their own culture and, possibly,

could be from a different linguistic group, caste group or

religion. ? The population of urban communities would be large

in size and also exhibit a great deal of heterogeneity. ? The

social structure would see greater influence of secondary ties

and the nuclear family. Geographic and occupational mobility in

an urban community would be greater than in a rural

community. ? Owing to influences from a variety of sources, a

member of an urban community need not share the normative

and perceptual values of his/her group of origin in its totality,

and also, his sense of belonging to the group need not be very

strong. Institutional Structures in an Urban Community Urban

communities will see a wide variety of organisations as

compared to rural communities. Part of the variety will be due

to the heterogeneous nature of urban communities and partly

because urban areas tend to be centres of industries and local

administration. They impinge on the life of the local community

in various ways and it is necessary to understand how they

work. They can be of three types: a) Governmental Structures

NSOU ? PGSW-V 82 A number of governmental departments

undertake their functions, which are important in an urban

community. The Department of Revenue, the General

Administration Department, the Town Planning authorities, the

Rationing Department, Department of Industries, etc., are some

of the examples of government departments. b) Non-

Governmental Structures Urban communities have a number of

Non- Governmental organisations. Educational bodies, starting

from the primary level till the highest level, would be seen in

urban areas. The Chambers of Commerce, Merchant’s

Associations, religious bodies, social organisations, student

organisations, women’s group, etc. are some of the other

common organisations. Commercial Institutions, such as

industries and banks play an important role in urban setting.

Political parties and social work organisations are other notable

organisations in the urban communities. c) Statutory and Public

Structures The most prominent public structure would be the

municipality. In the field of cooperatives, many organisations are

to be found – the most common would be co-operative

housing societies and credit co-operative bodies. In many

states, town planning is entrusted to statutory bodies. Problems

in an Urban Community a) Problems at the Level of Individuals

Family conflicts of various types will come under this category.
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The most common would be conflicts between the spouses or

conflicts between two generations of the family members.

These conflicts are more in the nature of value-conflicts and the

focus is on one or two individuals, in which the human

personality plays a role. Problems of children could become a

separate area of work. Inter-generational conflicts are likely to

be more common in urban families. b) Problems at the Level of

Groups The problems at the group level could be more in the

nature of socio-economic conditions. This could be the

problems of the aged, single parents, unemployed, beggars,

school drop-outs, destitute, orphans, victims of crime, juvenile

delinquents, AIDS affected group, mentally ill patients,

differently-able, etc. c) Problems at the Level of Communities

The defining element here would be a section of population

larger than a group being affected. This could be a large

segment of the community or the whole NSOU ? PGSW-V 83

community. In terms of issues, it could be that of alcoholism,

sanitation, health, violence, environmental degradation, drinking

water, problem of wages, infrastructural problems, problem of

exploitation and oppression, etc. The other issues could be of

poverty and employment; getting the names of poor people

included in the BPL list. The identified problems have to be

developed in the format of an ‘Issue’. To fulfill this process, the

following steps should be undertaken : 1. Identify the problem

to be worked upon; 2. Decide on the target group – the

quantitative dimension; 3. Operationalise the objectives, which

could have both quantitative and qualitative objectives; 4.

Identify local Institutional structures for collaborative work; 5.

Decide on a line of action; 6. List out a few qualitative and

quantitative indicators to evaluate the work done. Once these

steps are undertaken, then the broad outline of the intervention

measure is ready. Now specific steps have to be decided upon,

for which the following details of the proposed line of action

would be helpful. 1. What specific steps have to be taken? 2.

What resources are required for the proposed steps? 3. From

where are the resources to be obtained? 4. Discussion with the

personnel of the institutional structures on the nature of

collaboration to be undertaken. 4.7 Social Work with Tribal

Communities Features of a Tribal Community ? The problem of

defining a tribe has long defied administrators, anthropologists

and sociologists, all of whom have given different definitions.

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) in its report of 1953

stated that, “there can be no standard, which can apply to all

indigenous or aboriginal groups throughout the world”

(Deogaonkar, 1994). NSOU ? PGSW-V 84 However, any group

displaying the following characteristics can be treated as a tribe :

a) A definite habitat and area. b) A unified social organisation

based primarily on blood relationship (Consanguinity).

Family conflicts of various types will come under this category.

The most common would be conflicts between Social Work

Among Communities 111 the spouses or conflicts between two

generations of the family members. These conflicts are more in

the nature of value-conflicts and the focus is on one or two

individuals, in which the human personality plays a role.

Problems of children could become a separate area of work.
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any group displaying the following characteristics can be treated

as a tribe: Social Work Among Communities 113 --- A definite
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primarily on blood relationship (Consanguinity). ---
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A cultural homogeneity. d) A common scheme of deities and

common ancestors.
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A common dialect with a shared folk-lore. ? Under Article 366

of the Indian Constitution, the tribal community has been

declared as Scheduled Tribes and it includes 212 tribes from 14

states. The President of India is empowered by Article 342 (i) To

notify and specify any tribe/tribal community from any area as a

‘Scheduled Tribe”. On such notification, the tribe so specified is

added to the list of Scheduled Tribes in the Fifth Schedule and is,

thus, entitled to all the Constitutional Safeguards and

Protection. ? The constitution of India contains many provisions

for the protection and welfare of the tribal population. Article 46

mentions that the state is committed to the welfare of the

scheduled castes and Scheduled Tribes and their protection

from all types of socio-economic exploitation. Article 275

provides for special grants for tribal welfare from the

Government of India to some states and forms part of the Sixth

Schedule. Article 164 makes it obligatory to appoint a Minister-

in-Charge of Tribal Welfare in the states of Bihar, Madhya

Pradesh and Orissa. Article 244 makes applicable the provisons

of the Fifth Schedule to the administration and control of the

Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes. Jharkhand, Chhatisgarh

and Orissa have the largest scheduled tribe population in our

union followed by Maharashtra and Rajashtan. As per the 1991

Census, the scheduled tribes constitute 8.01 per cent of the

total population of the country. ? According to Verrier Elwin,

tribals can be classified into four categories. First, those still

residing in forests and following old life-styles. Secondly, those

staying in rural areas and dependent on agriculture. Thirdly,

those who have migrated to urban areas and have taken up

modern industrial occupations. NSOU ? PGSW-V 85 Fourthly,

those who have been completely absorbed and become a part

of the Indian mainstream. The well-known Indian sociologist

Ghurye has a different scheme of classification. The first

category comprises those who have struggled and attained a

high position in Hindu society, such as Rajgond. Secondly, those

who have become partially
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and thirdly, those who reside in forests and are opposed to

outside culture. ? In terms of size, tribal communities are small.

Traditionally, tribals were land- owners and in spite of the

problem of landlessness, large sections of them still own land. ?

Traditionally,
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were governed by notions of collective ownership of property

including land and meeting many of their needs from the forest.

Even today, tribals are less integrated with the market structures

as compared to members of other communities. ? The status of

women in tribal communities is better and they enjoy more

decision-making powers. This is indicated from the fact that in

olden times, a ‘bride-price’ had to be paid rather than ‘dowry’, as

the case is with mainstream society. In the pre-British period,

the tribals had an autonomous culture and were a nature loving

community. Starting with the British period onwards, the tribal

community is getting assimilated into the mainstream Indian

society, but at the lower end of the society. This process is

called acculturation, which “is the process by which a whole

way of life is in a process of change under the influence of

another culture. This cultural change may be slow or rapid, and

in due course, it may lead to partial or even total assimilation

with other cultures. Each tribal group may be at a different level”

(Deogaonkar, 1994 ). Institutional Structures in a Tribal

Community Traditional Institutions like the Ghotul, which helped

in the socialisation of youth, is weakening, while modern

structures are emerging. The Panchayati Raj System, Co-

operative bodies, educational institutions and market structures

are now slowly being formed in tribal areas. Many government

departments, some of which have specialised in tribal affairs, are

functioning among tribal communities. In many tribal areas,

social work organisations, mostly NGOs, have made important

contributions in the field of education and health.
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Problems in a Tribal Community Land Alienation A large section

of tribals own land, which is cultivable. Starting from the British

period, tradesmen, moneylenders and hardy farmers have

entered tribal areas and unscrupulously grabbed the tribal lands.

Thus, the tribals, who were traditional farmers became farm

servants and in many cases bonded labour in their own land.

Later on, legislation was passed to prohibit any land transaction

between a tribal, and a non-tribal monetary or otherwise, which,

to an extent, has checked the process. Forest and Tribals Since

time immemorial, tribals have cohabited with nature and

depended upon the forests for fuel, fodder and other necessities

of life. By collecting minor forest produce, they could sell it to

itinerant tradesmen or in nearby markets to buy necessary

things from the market. Right from the British regime, these

traditional rights, known as nistar rights, were accepted and

given official recognization by the Government. The tribal use of

the forest was purely for home-based consumption and the

forest cover was preserved. The British period saw the beginning

of commercial exploitation of forest, which continued in the

post- Independence period as well. This process led not only to

the abridgment of tribal rights over forest, but unscrupulous

contractors, in nexus with bureaucrats, cut vast stretches of

forest. The tribal access to forest was reduced and a right for

limited use was granted, requiring permission from local forest

officials necessitating bribes and harassment. Currently, there

has been some change in the forest policy and moves have

been taken to entrust the management of forest to local

communities under the Joint-Forestry Management Schemes.

Displacement A major problem which the tribal community is

facing
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the problem of displacement. In the post-Independence period,

a number of projects were set up, which took away tribal lands

and the forest where they were staying. The social movements

from 1980s onwards have focussed on this problem and now a

rehabilitation package is included, while implementing any big

project. Apart from the difficulty of an adequate rehabilitation

package and problems of proper implementation; there is the

larger problem where a tribal loses land and is awarded a
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monetary compensation. She/He has problems in investing the

compensation in a secure way or in buying an equivalent piece

of land. When entire tribal communities are uprooted, then the

loss is of a way of life for which no monetary compensation can

suffice. Poverty and Unemployment The tribal way of life was

based on ‘use’ and on a subsistence mode. Ownership of

property, increasing production, saving and dealing with market

forces was relatively unknown. The onset of modernization can

be traced back to the British period. The growth of urbanization

and industrialization, the emergence of modern education and

new skills left the tribal community at a disadvantage. While the

Old World was disintegrating, they were ill-equipped to deal

with the demands of a modern age. Poverty and unemployment

is rampant among the tribal community. In the last two decades,

a small section of tribals has emerged, who are educated and

have got good jobs. The socio-economic policies of the last few

decades have led to the setting up of schools, hostels,

scholarships being awarded, developmental projects, and a

small stratum of tribals have taken the benefits of these

programmes – they are educated and have got stable jobs in

the public sector. But these changes have not taken place

among a large number of tribals. A majority of poor tribals are

either landless or are subsistence farmers. Owing to the poor

spread of irrigation, farming in India is dependent on monsoons.

Growing a single crop leaves the tribal farmer no surplus to

build up some savings, while for half of the year, there are no

jobs for the landless tribals. Language and Identity A majority of

tribals are spread throughout the country, and in most places,

do not enjoy a numerical majority. Perforce, they have to learn

the language of the state to which they belong in addition to

Hindi and English and in the process, the tribal language and

scripts are dying. Along with the loss of their language is the loss

of their way of life and the question of identity crisis. In some

places, tribal movements have taken place to protest against

their exploitation by outside forces and also to assert their tribal

identity. One outcome of these processes has been the creation

of the state of Jharkhand carved out of Bihar. Apart from the

North- Eastern states, Jharkhand is the only state where the

tribals form a numerical majority.
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Conclusion Traditionally, community was the context in which

people lived, learnt about their own culture and related to other

human beings. The modern world based on industrialisation and

urbanisation is eroding the concept of community. In India, the

word community could also mean a caste, religion or language

based group. In this unit, we have examined one area of social

work practice, that is, ‘social work with community’ with

reference to rural, urban and tribal communities.
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To develop an understanding of the various dimensions of

community, a framework of three subsystems has been

presented. The economic subsystem deals with occupation,

income, etc., while the political subsystem discusses the

distribution of power in the community. The social subsystem

studies the social and cultural life of the community. The three

sub-systems are inter-related to each other. Political matters

will have roots in economic issues and vice versa. All matters

have a social context. The definitions, characteristics and the

subsystems enable the learner to grasp the conceptual nature of

the community, preparing them for the next stage, that is, the

methodology of social work intervention. The intervention has

been discussed in the context of urban, rural and tribal

communities. Prior to the intervention measures information

has to be gathered and an understanding has to be developed

of each of the setting. To do this, we examine the main features,

the institutional structures and the problems, which the

community faces. An understanding of these three aspects

would help us to go to the third stage, that is, to design effective

and relevant intervention measures. To further the

understanding, a few examples have been cited. 4.9
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etc. Milk co-operatives have been set in many rural areas. They

are public bodies reflecting local interests with political

overtones. Since the leadership emerges after fighting elections,

these bodies have strong local roots. The most widespread of

such organisation is the Panchayati Raj Institution, which works

at the District (Zilla Parishad), Block (Panchayat Samiti) and the

Village (Gram Panchayat and Gram Sabha) level. Each state has

passed it’s own legislation for the implementation of Panchayti

Raj. In the area of rural banking, the National Bank for

Agriculture and Rural Development has been set up under the

NABARD Act, 1981, which is a Central legislation. Problems in a

Rural Community The problems in a rural community can be

understood in the following manner : a) Problems at the level of

Individuals Family conflicts of various types will come under this

category. The most common would be conflicts between the

spouses or conflicts between two generations of the family

members. These conflicts are more in the nature of value-

conflicts, centered on one or two individuals in which the role

of the human personality is important. b) Problems at the level

of Groups The problems at the group level could be more in the

nature of socio-economic conditions. These could be the

problems of the aged, single parents, marginal farmers, landless

households, illiterates, school drop-outs, teenagers, etc. c)

Problems at the level of Communities The defining element

here would be a section of population larger than a group being

affected. This could be a large segment of the community or

the whole community. At this level, there are implications on

policies affecting the village community and the working of the

local institutional structures. In terms of issues, it could be that

of alcoholism, sanitation, health, violence, environmental

degradation, drinking water, matters related to land and forest,

problem of wages, infrastructural problems, problem of

exploitation and oppression, below poverty line families etc. An

important area of work could be the functioning of the Gram

Panchayat and Gram Sabha. The Gram Sabha is supposed to be

the base of the Panchayat Raj System and, in principle, exercises

the maximum powers at the village level. All adult villagers

constitute the Gram NSOU ? PGSW-V 80 Sabha and are

supposed to meet four times a year to review the work done by

the Gram Panchayat and make new plans to be implemented by

the Gram Panchayat. In practice, this never happens and a small

group controls and monopolises both the Gram Panchayat and

the Gram Sabha. The identified problems have to be developed

in the format of an ‘Issue’. To implement this process, the

following steps should be undertaken : 1. Identify the problem

to be worked upon; 2. Decide on the target group – the

quantitative dimension; 3. Operationalise the objectives, which

could have both quantitative and qualitative dimensions; 4.

Identify local institutional structures for collaborative work; 5.

Decide on a line of action; 6. List out a few qualitative and

quantitative indicators to evaluate the work done. Once these

steps are undertaken, then the broad outline of the intervention

measure is ready. Now, specific steps have to be decided upon,

for which the following details of the proposed line of action

would be helpful : ? What specific steps have to be taken? ?

What resources are required for the proposed steps? ? From

where the resources are to be obtained? ? Discussion with the

personnel of the institutional structures on the nature of

collaboration to be undertaken. 4.6 Social Work with Urban

Communities Features of an Urban Community ? The
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occupational pattern of an urban community would be

dominated by non- agricultural occupations. The working hours

would be regulated and monetary compensation would be in

the form of wages and salaries. A segment of the population

would be linked to the formal economy where rules and

regulations operate, and a greater element of economic security

operates. There would also

institutional structures on the nature of collaboration to be

undertaken. Social Work With Urban Communities Features of

an Urban Community The occupational pattern of an urban

community would be dominated by non-agricultural

occupations. The working hours would be regulated and

monetary compensation would be in the form of wages and

salaries. A segment of the population would be linked to the

formal economy where rules and regulations operate, and a

greater element of economic security operates. There would
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Often the quantities which they can buy are fixed by the state. 2.

No Freedom of Occupation : There is also no freedom of

occupation in such a society. Every person is provided job by

the state. But he cannot leave or change it. Even the place of

work is allotted by the state. All occupational movements are

sanctioned by the state. 3. Misallocation of Resources :
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developing countries like India
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plays a key role in the protection and promotion of the

economic and social well-being of citizens. It is based on the

principles of equality of opportunity, equitable distribution of

wealth, and public responsibility for those unable to avail

themselves of the minimal provisions for a good life. The

general term may cover a variety of forms of economic and

social organization.
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The endogeneity of the capital–output ratio led us to a classical

theory: the Solow model. In Solow’s twist on the Harrod–

Domar story, the capital–output ratio adjusts with the relative

availability of capital and labor. This adjustment occurs because

of diminishing returns to each of these inputs, and we can use

production functions to capture such effects. To continue, if

capital grows faster than the labor force, then each unit of

capital has less labor to man it, so that output divided by capital

falls. Thus savings fall relative to the capital stock, and this slows

down the rate of growth of capital. Exactly the opposite

happens if capital is growing too slowly relative to labor. This

mechanism ensures that in the long run, capital and working

population grow exactly at the same rate, and per capita growth

ultimately vanishes. Capital and labor maintain a constant long-

run balance that is known as the steady-state capital stock (per

capita).
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A group of people who live in a defined geographic area, who

interact with one another, and who share a common culture is

what sociologists call a society. Sociologists study all aspects

and levels of society. Sociologists working from the micro-level

study small groups and individual interactions, while those using

macro-level analysis look at trends among and between large

groups and societies. For example, a micro-level study
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language use has changed over time or in social media outlets.
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As a functionalist, Émile Durkheim’s (1858-1917) perspective on

society stressed the necessary interconnectivity of all of its

elements. To Durkheim, society was greater than the sum of its

parts. He asserted that individual behavior was not the same as

collective behavior and that studying collective behavior was

quite different from studying an individual’s actions. Durkheim

called the communal beliefs, morals, and attitudes of a society

the collective conscience. In his quest to understand what

causes individuals to act in similar and predictable ways, he

wrote, “If I do not submit to the conventions of society, if in my

dress I do not conform to the customs observed in my country

and in my class, the ridicule I provoke, the social isolation in

which I am kept, produce, although in an attenuated form, the

same effects as punishment” (Durkheim 1895). Durkheim also

believed that social integration, or the strength of ties that

people have to their social groups, was a key factor in social life.
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wrote, “If I do not submit to the conventions of society, if in my

dress I do not conform to the customs observed in my country

and in my class, the ridicule I provoke, the social isolation in

which I am kept, produce, although in an attenuated form, the

same effects as punishment” (Durkheim 1895). Durkheim also

believed that social integration, or the strength of ties that

people have to their social groups, was a key factor in social life.
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Additionally, Marx saw conflict in society as the primary means

of change. Economically, he saw conflict existing between the

owners of the means of production—the bourgeoisie— and the

laborers, called the proletariat. Marx maintained that these

conflicts appeared consistently throughout history during times

of social revolution. These revolutions or “class antagonisms” as

he called them, were a result of one class dominating another.

Most recently, with the end of feudalism, a new revolutionary

class he called the bourgeoisie dominated the proletariat

laborers. The bourgeoisie were revolutionary in the sense that

they represented a radical change in the structure of society. In

Marx’s words, “Society as a whole is more and more splitting up

into two great hostile camps, into two great classes directly

facing each other—Bourgeoisie and Proletariat” (Marx and

Engels 1848). In the mid-nineteenth century, as industrialization

was booming, industrial employers, the “owners of the means of

production” in Marx’s terms, became more and more

exploitative toward the working class. The large manufacturers

of steel were particularly ruthless, and their facilities became

popularly dubbed “satanic mills” based on a poem by William

Blake. Marx’s colleague and friend, Frederick Engels, wrote The

Condition of the Working-Class in England in 1844, which

described in detail the horrid conditions.
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Another idea that Marx developed is the concept of false

consciousness. False consciousness is a condition in which the

beliefs, ideals, or ideology of a person are not in the person’s

own best interest. In fact, it is the ideology of the dominant class

(here, the bourgeoisie capitalists) that is imposed upon the

proletariat. Ideas such as the emphasis of competition over

cooperation, or of hard work being its own reward, clearly

benefit the owners of industry. Therefore, workers are less likely

to question their place in society and assume individual

responsibility for existing conditions.
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In order for society to overcome false consciousness, Marx

proposed that it be replaced with class consciousness, the

awareness of one’s rank in society. Instead of existing as a “class

in itself,” the proletariat must become a “class for itself” in order

to produce social change (Marx and Engels 1848), meaning that

instead of just being an inert strata of society, the class could

become an advocate for social improvements. Only once

society entered this state of political consciousness would it be

ready for a social revolution. NSOU ? PGSW-V 172 While Karl

Marx may be one of the best-known thinkers of the nineteenth

century, Max Weber is certainly one of the greatest influences in

the field of sociology. Like the other social thinkers discussed

here, he was concerned with the important changes taking

place in Western society with the advent of industrialization.

And, like Marx and Durkheim, he feared that industrialization

would have negative effects on individuals. Weber’s primary

focus on the structure of society lay in the elements of class,

status, and power. Similar to Marx, Weber saw class as

economically determined. Society, he believed, was split

between owners and laborers. Status, on the other hand, was

based on noneconomic factors such as education, kinship, and

religion. Both status and class determined an individual’s power,

or influence over ideas. Unlike Marx, Weber believed that these

ideas formed the base of society. Weber’s analysis of modern

society centered on the concept of rationalization. A rational

society is one built around logic and efficiency rather than

morality or tradition. To Weber, capitalism is entirely rational.

Although this leads to efficiency and merit-based success, it can

have negative effects when taken to the extreme. In some

modern societies, this is seen when rigid routines and strict

design lead to a mechanized work environment and a focus on

producing identical products in every location. Another example

of the extreme conditions of rationality can be found in Charlie

Chaplin’s classic film Modern Times (1936). Chaplin’s character

performs a routine task to the point where he cannot stop his

motions even while away from the job. Indeed, today we even

have a recognized medical condition that results from such

tasks, known as “repetitive stress syndrome.” Weber was also

unlike his predecessors in that he was more interested in how

individuals experienced societal divisions than in the divisions

themselves. The symbolic interactionism theory, the third of the

three most recognized theories of sociology, is based on

Weber’s early ideas that emphasize the viewpoint of the

individual and how that individual relates to society. For Weber,

the culmination of industrialization, rationalization, and the like

results in what he referred to as the iron cage, in which the

individual is trapped by institutions and bureaucracy. This leads

to a sense of “disenchantment of the world,” a phrase Weber

used to describe the final condition of humanity. Indeed a dark

prediction, but one that has, at least to some degree, been

borne out (Gerth and Mills 1918). In a rationalized, modern

society, we have supermarkets instead of family-owned NSOU ?

PGSW-V 173 stores. We have chain restaurants instead of local

eateries. Superstores that offer a multitude of merchandise have

replaced independent businesses that focused on one product

line, such as hardware, groceries, automotive repair, or clothing.

Shopping malls offer retail stores, restaurants, fitness centers,

even condominiums. This change may be rational, but is it

universally desirable? 9.3
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Karl Marx (1818-1883) is certainly among the most significant

social thinkers in recent history. While there are many critics of

his work, it is still widely respected and influential. For Marx,

society’s constructions were predicated upon the idea of “base

and superstructure.” NSOU ? PGSW-V 171 This term refers to the

idea that a society’s economic character forms its base, upon

which rests the culture and social institutions, the

superstructure. For Marx, it is the base (economy) that

determines what a society will be like.-
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Socialization is the process through which people are taught to

be proficient members of a society. It describes the ways that

people come to understand societal norms and expectations, to

accept society’s beliefs, and to be aware of societal values.

Socialization is not the same as socializing (interacting with

others, like family, friends, and coworkers); to be precise, it is a

sociological process that occurs through socializing.
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Deviance If we want to reduce violent crime and other serious

deviance, we must first understand why it occurs. Many

sociological theories of deviance exist, and together they offer a

more complete understanding of deviance than any one theory

offers by itself. Together they help answer the questions posed

earlier: why rates of deviance differ within social categories and

across locations, why some behaviors are more likely than

others to be considered deviant, and why some kinds of people

are more likely than others to be considered deviant and to be

punished for deviant behavior. As a whole, sociological

explanations highlight the importance of the social environment

and of social interaction for deviance and the commision of

crime.
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Social ecology Certain social and physical characteristics of

urban neighborhoods contribute to high crime rates. These

characteristics include poverty, dilapidation, population density,

and population turnover Strain theory According to Robert

Merton, deviance among the poor results from a gap between

the cultural emphasis on economic success and the inability to

achieve such success through the legitimate means of working.

According to Richard Cloward and Lloyd Ohlin, differential

access to illegitimate means affects the type of deviance in

which individuals experiencing strain engage. Deviant

subcultures Poverty and other community conditions give rise

to certain subcultures through which adolescents acquire values

that promote deviant behavior. Albert Cohen wrote that lack of

success in school leads lower-class boys to join gangs whose

value system promotes and rewards delinquency. Walter Miller

wrote that delinquency stems from focal concerns, a taste for

trouble, toughness, cleverness, and excitement. Marvin NSOU ?

PGSW-V 176 Wolfgang and Franco Ferracuti argued that a

subculture of violence in inner- city areas promotes a violent

response to insults and other problems. Social control theory

Travis Hirschi wrote that delinquency results from weak bonds

to conventional social institutions such as families and schools.

These bonds include attachment, commitment, involvement,

and belief. Conflict
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women. Sexual abuse prompts many girls and women to turn to

drugs and alcohol use and other antisocial behavior. Gender

socialization is a key reason for large gender differences in

crime rates.
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behavior is learned by interacting with close friends and family

members who teach us how to commit various crimes and also

about the values, motives, and rationalizations we need to adopt

in order to justify breaking the law. Labelling theory Deviance

results from being labelled a deviant; non legal factors such as

appearance, race, and social class affect how often labelling

occurs.
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lead to positive social change
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two key insights of the sociological approach to deviance

(which distinguish it from moral and legalistic approaches).

Firstly, deviance is defined by its social context. To understand

why some acts are deviant and some are not, it is necessary to

understand what the context is, what the existing rules are, and

how these rules came to be established. If the rules change,

what counts as deviant also changes. As rules and norms vary

across cultures and time, it makes sense that notions of

deviance also change.
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workplace, then the manager steps in to enforce the rules. One

means of enforcing rules are through sanctions. Sanctions can

be positive as well as negative. Positive sanctions are rewards

given for conforming to norms. A promotion at work is a

positive sanction for working hard. Negative sanctions are

punishments for violating norms. Being arrested is a punishment

for shoplifting. Both types of sanctions play a role in social

control.
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and healing. Michel Foucault (1926-1984) notes that from a

period of early modernity onward, European society became

increasingly concerned with social control as a practice of

government (Foucault, 2007). In this sense of the term,

government does not simply refer to the activities of the state,

but to all the practices by which individuals or organizations

seek to govern the behaviour of others or themselves.

Government refers to the strategies by which one seeks to

direct or guide the conduct of another or others. In the 15th and

16th centuries, numerous treatises were written on how to

govern and educate children, how to govern the poor and

beggars, how to govern a family or an estate, how to govern an

army or a city, how to govern a state and run an economy, and

how to govern one’s own conscience and conduct. These

treatises described the burgeoning arts of government, which

defined the different ways in which the conduct of individuals or

groups might be directed
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Recent types of social control have adopted a model of risk

management in a variety of areas of problematic behaviour. Risk

management refers to interventions designed to reduce the

likelihood of undesirable events occurring based on an

assessment of probabilities of risk. Unlike the crime and

punishment model of penal social sanctions, or the

rehabilitation, training, or therapeutic models of disciplinary

social control, risk management strategies do not seize hold of

individual deviants but attempt to restructure the environment

or context of problematic behaviour in order to minimize the

risks to the general population..
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Travis Hirschi’s (b. 1935) control theory. According to Hirschi,

social control is directly affected by the strength of social bonds

(1969). Many people would be willing to break laws or act in

deviant ways to reap the rewards of pleasure, excitement, and

profit, etc. if they had the opportunity. Those who do have the

opportunity are those who are only weakly controlled by social

restrictions. Similar to Durkheim’s theory of anomie, deviance is

seen to result where feelings of disconnection from society

predominate. Individuals who believe they are a part of society

are less likely to commit crimes against it. Hirschi identified four

types of social bonds that connect people to society (1969) : 1.

Attachment measures our connections to others. When we are

closely attached to people, we worry about their opinions of us.

People conform to society’s norms in order to gain approval

(and prevent disapproval) from family, friends, and romantic

partners. 2. Commitment refers to the investments we make in

conforming to conventional behaviour. A well-respected local

businesswoman who volunteers at her synagogue and is a

member of the neighbourhood block organization has more to

lose from committing a crime than a woman who does not

have a career or ties to the community. There is a cost/benefit

calculation in the decision to commit a crime in which the costs

of being caught are much higher for some than others. 3.

Similarly, levels of involvement, or participation in socially

legitimate activities, lessen a person’s likelihood of deviance.

Children who are members of Little League baseball teams have

fewer family crises. 4. The final bond, belief, is an agreement on

common values in society. If a person views social values as

beliefs, he or she will conform to them. An environmentalist is

more likely to pick up trash in a park because a clean

environment is a social value to that person. 9.6
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The second sociological insight is that deviance is not an
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individuals and create rules through these individuals’ agentic

actions, institutions act as forces of socialization, meaning that

they teach individuals to conform to their norms. Institutions

can be either formal or informal. Formal institutions are those

that are created with the intention of governing human

behaviour. Examples include the United States Congress, an

institution that is designed to create the laws of the United

States. However, formal institutions do not have to have the

force of the law at their disposal. Another example is the Roman

Catholic Church. While violating the tenets of the Catholic

Church is not in violation of law, the Church expects its

members to adhere to its religious codes. Informal institutions

are those that are not designed to regulate conduct, but often

end up doing so as members seek to conform to communal

standards. Institutions can also be abstract, such as the

institution of marriage. This means that marriage has become a

social expectation, with informal rules for how married people

are expected to behave.
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and in the later discussion of the environment. A related
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modernization is that many people think of Western nations

when considering the most modern nations in the world today.

This implies that Western society is the ideal to which other

societies should aspire. While there are many good things about

Western societies, it is important to avoid the ethnocentrism of

assuming that Western societies are better because they are

more modern. In fact, one reason that many people in the
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United States is that they resent the “Westernization” of their

societies from the influence of the United States and other

wealthy Western nations. When they see Coca-Cola and Pepsi

logos and the McDonald’s golden arches in their nations, they

fear Western influence and the loss of their own beliefs and

traditions. These caveats notwithstanding, societies have

become much more modern over time, to put it mildly. We thus

cannot fully understand society and social life without

appreciating how societies have changed as they have become

more modern. Not surprisingly, sociologists have recognized

the importance of modernization ever since the discipline of

sociology began in the 19th century, and much of the work of

sociology’s founders—Émile Durkheim, Max Weber, Karl Marx,

and others—focused on how and why societies have changed

as they became more modern. We can draw on their efforts and

related work by later sociologists and by anthropologists to

develop an idea of the differences modernization has made for

societies and individuals. Several dimensions and effects of

modernization seem apparent (Nolan & Lenski, 2009). First, as

societies evolve, they become much larger and more

heterogeneous. This means that people are more different from

each other than when societies were much smaller, and it also

means that they ordinarily cannot know each other nearly as

well. Larger, more modern societies thus typically have weaker

social bonds and a weaker sense of community than small

societies and place more of an emphasis on the needs of the

individual.
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We can begin to appreciate the differences between smaller and

larger societies when we contrast a small college of 1,200

students with a large university of 40,000 students. Perhaps you

had this contrast in mind when you were applying to college

and had a preference for either a small or a large institution. In a

small college, classes might average no more than 20 students;

these students get to know each other well and often have a lot

of interaction with the professor. In a large university, classes

might hold 600 students or more, and everything is more

impersonal. Large universities do have many advantages, but

they probably do not have as strong a sense of community as is

found at small colleges. A second aspect of modernization is a

loss of traditional ways of thinking. This allows a society to be

more creative and to abandon old ways that may no longer be

appropriate. However, it also means a weakening or even

ending of the traditions that helped define the society and gave

it a sense of identity. NSOU ? PGSW-V 187 A third aspect of

modernization is the growth of individual freedom and

autonomy. As societies grow, become more impersonal, and

lose their traditions and sense of community, their norms

become weaker, and individuals thus become freer to think for

themselves and to behave in new ways. Although most of us

would applaud this growth in individual freedom, it also means,

as Émile Durkheim (1895/1962) recognized long ago, that

people feel freer to deviate from society’s norms and thus to

commit deviance. If we want a society that values individual

freedom, Durkheim said, we automatically must have a society

with deviance. Is modernization good or bad? This is a simplistic

question about a very complex concept, but a quick answer is

that it is both good and bad. We see evidence for both

responses in the views of sociologists Ferdinand Tönnies, Weber,

and Durkheim, Tönnies said that modernization meant a shift

from Gemeinschaft (small societies with strong social bonds) to

Gesellschaft (large societies with weaker social bonds and more

impersonal social relations). Tönnies lamented the loss of close

social bonds and of a strong sense of community resulting from

modernization, and he feared that a sense of rootlessness

begins to replace the feeling of stability and steadiness

characteristic of small, older societies. Weber was also

concerned about modernization. The hallmarks of

modernization, he thought, are rationalization, a loss of

tradition, and the rise of impersonal bureaucracy. He despaired

over the impersonal quality of rational thinking and

bureaucratization, as he thought it was a dehumanizing

influence. Durkheim ,took a less negative view of

modernization. He certainly appreciated the social bonds and

community feeling, which he called mechanical solidarity,

characteristic of small, traditional societies. However, he also

thought that these societies stifled individual freedom and that

social solidarity still exists in modern societies. This solidarity,

which he termed organic solidarity, stems from the division of

labor, in which everyone has to depend on everyone else to

perform their jobs. This interdependence of roles, Durkheim

said, creates a solidarity that retains much of the bonding and

sense of community found in premodern societies. We have

already commented on important benefits of modernization

that are generally recognized: modernization promotes

creativity and individual freedom and autonomy. These

developments in turn usually mean that a society becomes
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societies, then, generally feature more tolerance than older

societies. Many people, undoubtedly including most

sociologists, regard greater tolerance as a good thing, but

others regard it as a bad thing because they favor traditional

beliefs and behaviors. Beyond these abstract concepts of social

bonding, sense of community, and tolerance, modern societies

are certainly a force for both good and bad in other ways. They

have produced scientific discoveries that have saved lives,

extended life spans, and made human existence much easier

than imaginable in the distant past and even in the recent past.

But they have also polluted the environment, engaged in wars

that have killed tens of millions, and built up nuclear arsenals

that, even with the end of the Cold War, still threaten the planet.

Modernization, then, is a double-edged sword. It has given us

benefits too numerous to count, but it also has made human

existence very precarious.
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their community and wider society”.
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more susceptible to infections. The most advanced stage of HIV

infection is acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). It can

take 10-15 years for an HIV-infected person to develop AIDS;

antiretroviral drugs can slow down the process even further. An

estimated 36.9 million people have HIV. More than 34 million

people have died from the virus, making it one of the most

destructive pandemics in history.
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as acts of heroism. These examples indicate that there is only a

thin line, if any, between terrorism on the one hand and

freedom fighting and heroism on the other hand. Just as beauty

is in the eyes of the beholder, so is terrorism. The same type of

action is either terrorism or freedom fighting, depending on

who is characterizing the action. Although dozens of definitions

of terrorism exist, most take into account what are widely

regarded as the three defining features of terrorism : (a) the use

of violence; (b) the goal of making people afraid; and (c) the

desire for political, social, economic, and/or cultural change. A

popular definition by political scientist Ted Robert Gurr (1989, p.

201) captures these features: “The use of unexpected violence

to intimidate or coerce people in the pursuit of political or social

objectives.”
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Vigilante terrorism is committed by private citizens against other

private citizens. Sometimes the motivation is racial, ethnic,

religious, or other hatred, and sometimes the motivation is to

resist social change. The violence of racist groups like the Ku

Klux Klan was vigilante terrorism, as was the violence used by

white Europeans against Native Americans from the 1600s

through the 1800s. What we now call “hate crime” is a

contemporary example of vigilante terrorism. Insurgent

terrorism is committed by private citizens against their own

government or against businesses and institutions seen as

representing the “establishment.” Insurgent terrorism is

committed by both left-wing groups and right-wing groups and

thus has no political connotation. US history is filled with

insurgent terrorism, starting with some of the actions the

colonists waged against British forces before and during the

American Revolution, when “the meanest and most squalid sort

of violence was put to the service of revolutionary ideals and

objectives” (Brown, 1989, p. 25). An example here is tarring and

feathering: hot tar and then feathers were smeared over the

unclothed bodies of Tories. Some of the labor violence

committed after the Civil War also falls under the category of

insurgent terrorism, as does some of the violence committed by

left-wing groups during the 1960s and 1970s. A relatively recent

example of right-wing insurgent terrorism is the infamous 1995

bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City by Timothy

McVeigh and Terry Nichols that killed 168 people. Transnational

terrorism is committed by the citizens of one nation against

targets in another nation. This is the type that has most

concerned Americans at least since 9/11, yet 9/11 was not the

first time Americans had been killed by international terrorism. A

decade earlier, a truck bombing at the World Trade Center killed

six people and injured more than 1,000 others. In 1988, 189

Americans were among the 259 passengers and crew who died

when a plane bound for New York exploded over Lockerbie,

Scotland; agents from Libya were widely thought to have

planted the bomb. Despite all these American deaths,

transnational terrorism has actually been much more common

in several other nations: London, Madrid, and various cities in

the Middle East have often been the targets of international

terrorists. State terrorism involves violence by a government that

is meant to frighten its own citizens and thereby stifle their

dissent. State terrorism may involve mass murder,

assassinations, and torture. Whatever its form, state terrorism

has killed and injured more people than all the other kinds of

terrorism combined (Gareau, 2010). Genocide, of course
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is the most deadly type of state terrorism, but state terrorism

also occurs on a smaller scale. As just one example, the violent

response of Southern white law enforcement officers to the civil

rights protests of the 1960s amounted to state terrorism, as

officers murdered or beat hundreds of activists during this

period. Although state terrorism is usually linked to authoritarian

regimes, many observers say the US government also engaged

in state terror during the nineteenth century, when US troops

killed thousands of Native Americans (D. A. Brown, 2009).
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Gender inequality is found in varying degrees in most societies

around the world, and the United States is no exception. Just as

racial/ethnic stereotyping and prejudice underlie racial/ethnic

inequality so do stereotypes and false beliefs underlie gender

inequality. Although these stereotypes and beliefs have

weakened considerably since the 1970s thanks in large part to

the contemporary women’s movement, they obviously persist

and hamper efforts to achieve full gender equality. A

sociological perspective reminds us that gender inequality stems

from a complex mixture of cultural and structural factors that

must be addressed if gender inequality is to be reduced further

than it already has been since the 1970s. Despite changes

during this period, children are still socialized from birth into

traditional notions of femininity and masculinity, and gender-

based stereotyping incorporating these notions still continues.

Although people should certainly be free to pursue whatever

family and career responsibilities NSOU ? PGSW-V 214 they

desire, socialization and stereotyping still combine to limit the

ability of girls and boys and women and men alike to imagine

less traditional possibilities. Meanwhile, structural obstacles in

the workplace and elsewhere continue to keep women in a

subordinate social and economic status relative to men. To

reduce gender inequality, then, a sociological perspective

suggests various policies and measures to address the cultural

and structural factors that help produce gender inequality.

These steps might include, but are not limited to, the following :

1. Reduce socialization by parents and other adults of girls and

boys into traditional gender roles. 2. Confront gender

stereotyping by the popular and news media. 3. Increase public

consciousness of the reasons for, extent of, and consequences

of rape and sexual assault, sexual harassment, and pornography.

4. Increase enforcement of existing laws against gender-based

employment discrimination and against sexual harassment. 5.

Increase funding of rape-crisis centers and other services for

girls and women who have been raped and/or sexually

assaulted. 6. Increase government funding of high-quality day-

care options to enable parents, and especially mothers, to work

outside the home if they so desire, and to do so without fear

that their finances or their children’s well-being will be

compromised. 7. Increase mentorship and other efforts to boost

the number of women in traditionally male occupations and in

positions of political leadership. 8.
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impact of the contemporary women’s movement must be

neither forgotten nor underestimated. Since it began in the late

1960s, the women’s movement has generated important

advances for women in almost every sphere of life. Brave

women (and some men) challenged the status quo by calling
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PREFACE In the curricular structure introduced by this University for students of Post-Graduate degree programme, the

opportunity to pursue Post-Graduate course in a subject is introduced by this University is equally available to all learners. Instead

of being guided by any presumption about ability level, it would perhaps stand to reason if receptivity of a learner is judged in the

course of the learning process. That would be entirely in keeping with the objectives of open education which does not believe

in artificial differentiation. I am happy to note that university has been recently accredited by National Assessment and

Accreditation Council of India (NAAC) with grade ‘A’. Keeping this in view, study materials of the Post-Graduate level in different

subjects are being prepared on the basis of a well laid-out syllabus. The course structure combines the best elements in the

approved syllabi of Central and State Universities in respective subjects. It has been so designed as to be upgradable with the

addition of new information as well as results of fresh thinking and analysis, The accepted methodology of distance education

has been followed in the preparation of these study materials. Co-operation in every form of experienced scholars is

indispensable for a work of this kind. We, therefore, owe an enormous debt of gratitude to everyone whose tireless efforts went

into the writing, editing, and devising of a proper lay-out of the materials. Practically speaking, their role amounts to an

involvement in ‘invisible teaching’. For, whoever makes use of these study materials would virtually derive the benefit of learning

under their collective care without each being seen by the other. The more a learner would seriously pursue these study

materials the easier it will be for him or her to reach out to larger horizons of a subject. Care has also been taken to make the

language lucid and presentation attractive so that they may be rated as quality self-learning materials. If anything remains still

obscure of difficult to follow, arrangements are there to come to terms with them through the counselling sessions regularly

available at the network of study centres set up the University. Needless to add, a great deal of these efforts are still experiment—

in fact, pioneering in certain areas. Naturally, there is every possibility of some lapse or deficiency here and there. However, these

do admit of rectification and farther improvement in due course. On the whole, therefore, these study materials are expected to

evoke wider appreciation the more they receive serious attention of all concerned. I wish the venture a grand success. Professor
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7 Unit-1 ❑❑❑❑❑ Human Growth and Development Structure 1.1. Objectives 1.2. Introduction 1.3. Concept of Development 1.4

Relation between Growth and Development 1.5 Life-span Development 1.6 Principles of Development 1.7 Role of Heredity and

Environment 1.8 Socio-cultural Environment 1.9 Conclusion 1.10 Exercise 1.11 References 1.1. Objectives ● Define and describe

human development; ● Explain the Relation between growth and development ● Define life span development; ● Analyze the

characteristics of life span development ● Describe the Principles of development ● Analize the Influence of Heredity and

Environment ● Describe the Role of Social and Cultural Environment 1.2. Introduction From the moment the human child is first

conceived, to the day the individual dies, they keep changing constantly and developing. While some of the changes

D/2021/Netaji Subhas Open University/MSW-Paper-VI/File-1/7/First Proof/16.11.2021
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incidents and personal choices, the vast majority of life changes and stages of human passes through are due to certain

common biological and psychological factors partly inherited and partly environmental and are all shared by all people. Life span

development deals with important common developmental stages that human being pass through: birth, infancy, adolescence,

adulthood, old age and finally death. As the humans grow up from stage to stage they learn to make use of their body parts, learn

how to express themselves and communicate with others, how to form relationship with others, how to love and how to work.

Here an attempt will be made to present the meaning and concept of human development, characteristics and principles of

development. 1.3. Concept of Development When we think of development, invariably we think of physical changes, as these are

commonly observed at home with younger siblings, with parents and grandparents, in school with peers or others around us.

From conception until the moment of death, we not only change physically, but we also change in the way we think, use

language, and develop social relationships. Remember that, changes are not confined to any one area of a person’s life; they

occur in the person in an integrated manner. Development is the pattern of progressive, orderly, and predictable changes that

begin at conception and continue throughout life. Development mostly involves changes — both growth and decline, as

observed during old age. Development is influenced by interplay of biological, cognitive, and socio-emotional processes.

Development due to genes inherited from parents, such as in height and weight, brain, heart, and lungs development, etc. all

point towards the role of biological processes. The role of cognitive processes in development relate to mental activities

associated with the processes of knowing, and experiencing, such as thought, perception, attention, problem solving, etc. Socio-

emotional processes that influence development refer to

71% MATCHING BLOCK 2/127

changes in an individual’s interactions with other people, changes in emotions, and in

personality. A child’s hug to her/his mother, a young girl’s affectionate gesture to her/his sibling, or an adolescent’s sorrow at

losing a match are all reflections of socio-emotional processes deeply involved in human development. Development refers to

the qualitative changes in the organism as whole. Development is a continuous process through which physical, emotional and

NSOU ● PGSW - VI __________________________________________________ 9 intellectual changes occur. It is a wider

and comprehensive term than growth. It is also possible without growth. In Webster’s dictionary development is defined as “the

series of changes which an organism undergoes in passing from an embryonic stage to maturity.” In Encyclopedia Britannica is

the term development defined as “the progressive change in size, shape and function during the life of an organism by which its

genetic potential are translated into functioning adult system.” So, development includes all those psychological changes that

take in the functions and activities of different organs of an organism. Development is continuous and gradual process (Skinner).

According to Crow
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and Crow (1965) development is concerned with growth as well as those changes in behavior which results from

environmental

situation.” Thus, development is a process of change in growth and capability over time due to function of both maturation and

interaction with the environment. 1.4 Relation between Growth and Development Growth refers to an
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increase in the size of body parts or of the organism as a whole. It can be measured or quantified, for example, growth in

height, weight, etc.

Growth refers to physical increase in some quantity over time. It includes changes in terms of height, weight, body proportions

and general physical appearance. In Encyclopedia Britannica, growth is defined as “an increase in size or the amount of an

entity”. It means growth involves all those structural and physiological changes that take place within individual during the

process of maturation. For example, growth of a child means the increase in weight, height and different organs of the child’s

body. Hurlock has defined Growth as “change in size, in proportion, disappearance of old features and acquisition of new ones”.

Growth refers to structural and physiological changes (Crow and Crow, 1962). Thus, growth refers to an increase in physical size

of whole or any of its part and can be measured.
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Development is a process by which an individual grows and changes throughout the life cycle. The

term development applies to the changes that have a direction and hold definite relationship with what precedes it, and in turn,

will determine what will come after. A temporary change caused by a brief illness, for example, is not considered a part of

development. All changes which occur as a result of development are not of the same kind. Thus, changes in size (physical

growth), changes in proportion (child to adult), changes in features (disappearance of baby teeth), and acquiring new features are

varied in their pace and scope level.

10 __________________________________________________ NSOU ● PGSW - VI 1.4.1 Comparison of Growth and

Development ● Growth refers to physiological changes and Development refers to overall changes in the individual. It involves

changes in an orderly and coherent type towards the goal of maturity ● Changes in the quantitative respect is termed as growth

but Development changes in the quality along with quantitative aspect ● Growth does not continue throughout life but

development continues throughout life ● Growth stops after maturation but development is progressive ● Growth occurs due to

multiplication of cells but development occurs due to both maturation and its interaction with the environment ● Growth is

cellular but development is organizational ● Growth is one of the part of the developmental process but development is wider

and comprehensive term ● Growth may be referred to describe the changes in particular aspects of the body and behaviour of

the organism, whereas, development describes the changes in the organisms as a whole ● Growth may or may not bring

development but development is possible without growth 1.5 Life-span Development Lifespan development explores how we

change and grow from conception to death. This field of psychology is studied by developmental psychologists. They view

development as a lifelong process that can be studied scientifically across three developmental domains: physical, cognitive

development, and psychosocial. Lifespan Development refers to the full process of human development from conception to

death. It is a holistic approach to understanding all of the physiological, cognitive, emotional, and social changes that people go

through. Boyd and Bee (2009) explain that psychologists who study human development have recently adopted the lifespan

perspective which “maintains that important changes occur during every period of development and that these changes must be

interpreted in terms of the culture and context in which they occur”.
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Development The study of development according to the Life-Span Perspective (LSP) includes the following assumptions: 1.

Development is life long, i.e. it takes place across all age groups starting from conception to old age. It includes both gains and

losses, which interact in dynamic (change in one aspect goes with changes in others) ways throughout the life-span. 2. The

various processes of human development, i.e. biological, cognitive, and socio-emotional are interwoven in the development of a

person throughout the life-span. 3. Development is multi-directional. Some dimensions or components of a given dimension of

development may increase, while others show decrement. For example, the experiences of adults may make them wiser and

guide their decisions. However, with an increase in age, one’s performance is likely to decrease on tasks requiring speed, such as

running. 4. Development is highly plastic, i.e. within person, modifiability is found in psychological development, though plasticity

varies among individuals. This means skills and abilities can be improved or developed throughout the life- span. 5. Development

is influenced by historical conditions. For example, the experiences of 20-year olds who lived through the freedom struggle in

India would be very different from the experiences of 20 year olds of today. The career orientation of school students today is

very different from those students who were in schools 50 years ago. 6. Development is the concern of a number of disciplines.

Different disciplines like psychology, anthropology, sociology, and neuro-sciences study human development, each trying to

provide answers to development throughout the life-span. 7. An individual responds and acts on contexts, which include what

was inherited, the physical environment, social, historical, and cultural contexts. For example, the life events in everyone’s life are

not the same, such as, death of a parent, accident, earthquake, etc., affect the course of one’s life as also the positive influences

such as winning an award or getting a good job. People keep on changing with changing contexts.
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Developmental psychologists realize that an accurate picture of developmental pattern is fundamental to an understanding of

children. They also recognize that knowledge of what causes variations in development is essential to an understanding of each

individual child. Knowing what the developmental pattern is like as scientific as well as practical value. These values are: First,

knowledge of the pattern of the human development helps developmental psychologists to know what to expect of children, at

approximately what ages to expect different patterns of behaviour to appear, and when these patterns will normally be replaced

by more mature patterns. Second, knowing what to expect enables developmental psychologists to set up guidelines in the form

of height-weight scales, age-weight scales, and social- emotional developmental scales. Third, since successful development

requires guidance, knowing the developmental pattern enables parents and teachers to guide the child’s learning at approximate

times. Fourth, knowing what the developmental pattern makes it possible for parents and teachers to prepare children ahead of

time for the changes that will take place in their bodies, their interests, or their behaviour. 1.6.1 Development involves change The

human being is undergoes changes
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from the moment of conception to the time of death.

There are different types of change occur such as, changes in size, proportions, disappearance of old features and acquisition of

new features etc. The goal of these developmental changes is self-realization, which Abraham Maslow has labeled as self-

actualization- the striving to be the best person possible, both physically and mentally. It is the urge to do what one is fitted to do

(Maslow, 1954). By utilizing the innate or inborn abilities one tries to realize and strive for self actualization during the total life

period. The human being is never static. At every age, some of the changes that occur during the developmental processes are

just beginning, some are at their peak, and some are in the process of decline and some changes are antagonistic in nature also.

Each individual is equipped with certain abilities and potentialities at birth. Children’s attitude towards change is generally

determined by many factors. First, children’s awareness of attitude change. Second,
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Third, social attitude toward the change affect children as they do adults. Fourth, social attitudes are influenced, to some extent

at least, by how the change affects the child’s appearance. Fifth, cultural attitudes, affect the way people treat children as a result

of changes in their appearance and behaviour. 1.6.2 Early development is more critical than later development Erikson views

“childhood is the scene of man’s beginning as man.” He explains that if parents gratify the needs of the child for food, attention

and love etc. His perception towards people and situation remains positive throughout his life. He develops positive attitudes,

feels secure, emotionally stable and adjusts well with the environment. If negative experiences occur during early life of the child,

maladjustments may take place. Guidance is most needed in the early stages of learning when the foundations are being laid.

Without proper guidance children will be less likely to get on the wrong track. As early foundations quickly develop into habitual

patterns, it will have a long influence on the child’s personal and social adjustments. Developmental Psychologist also suggests

that sometimes it is desirable to make changes in what has been learned, the sooner the changes are made, and the easier it is

for children and consequently, the more cooperative they are in making the changes. Glueck concludes that delinquents can be

identified as early as 2-3 years of age. 1.6.3 Development is the product of Maturation and learning Intrinsic maturing-

maturation-is the unfolding of characteristics potentially present in the individual that come from individual genetic endowment.

On the other hand, learning is the development that comes from exercise and effort. Through learning, children can acquire

competence in using their hereditary resources. They must, however, have opportunities to learn. Development during the

prenatal period mainly comes from maturation and it is very little dependent upon the activity. Postnatal maturation and learning

are closely interrelated. One influences the other. There is a high correlation between gross physical development and the ability

to manipulate the parts of the body that have grown. Development depends on the interaction of this hereditary endowment

and social and cultural forces of the environment (Buhler, 1972). 1.6.4 Development is Continuous Development continues

throughout the life of an individual. This process takes
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cultural environment in which a person lives. One stage of development is the basic framework for the next stage of

development. A child has limited knowledge and experiences about his environment. But as he develops, he acquires more

information through explorations and incorporates the skills already acquired and the new skills become the basis for further

achievement and mastery of skills. For example, the child is able to write; he/she must have developed a hand control to hold a

pencil, eraser and pen. Thus, a person has vast experiences and knowledge as he grows up. 1.6.5 Development id Predictable

Human development is predictable during the life span. In prenatal development, there is a genetic sequence, with certain traits

appearing in fixed intervals. The same orderly pattern is evident in postnatal development, though the individual rate of

development may vary more in the postnatal period than in the prenatal period. An orderly predictable pattern in physical

development in both prenatal and postnatal life, have come two laws of direction sequence of development: the cephalocaudal

law and the proximodistal law. According to the first law, development spreads over the body from head to foot. According to

the proximodistal law, development proceeds from the near to far-outward from the central axis of the body toward the

extremities. Specific areas of development, such as: different aspects of motor development, emotional behavior, speech, social

behavior, concept development, goals, intellectual development etc. follow predictable patterns. For example, the growth of the

child in height and weight etc. continue up to a certain age. One has to keep in mind, that though development is continuous, it

is never uniform for the entire organism. if the body is to attain its adult proportions, inequalities in rate must occur. The feet,

hands, and nose, for example, reach maximum development early in adolescence, while the lower part of the face and shoulders

develop more slowly. 1.6.6 Individual Differences in Development Process Every child develops as per his abilities and perception

of his environment. Children differ from each other both genetically and environmentally. Even if, the pattern of development is

similar for all children but the rate of development varies among children. Dobzhansky (1973) has said “Every person is indeed

biologically and genetically different from every other”. In addition, no two people have identical environmental influences, even

identical twins. This means that individual differences are caused by both internal and external conditions. As a result, the pattern

of development will be different for every child, even though it is similar in its major aspects to the pattern followed by other

children. Another important aspect is that,
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varies among children, all children display certain consistency of development. Studies reveal that children who are tall at one

age are tall at other ages, while those who are short remain short (Vincent and Martin, 1961). 1.6.7 Periods in Developmental

Patterns The five major developmental periods in childhood begin with the moment of conception and end when the child

becomes sexually mature. These periods are as follows: Prenatal Period (Conception to birth): Before birth, development is

extremely rapid. It is mainly physiological and consists of growth of all the bodily structures. Infancy (Birth to 10-14 days): During

this time, the infant must adjust to a totally new environment outside the mother’s body. Growth is temporarily at a stand.

Babyhood (2 weeks to 2 years): At first, babies are completely helpless. Gradually, they learn to control their muscles so that they

can become increasingly self-reliant. Childhood (2 years to Adolescence): This period is divided into two subdivisions: Early

Childhood (2 to 6 years) and Late Childhood (6 to approximately 13 years). The former division is also called ‘pregang age’ and

later one is called ‘gang-age’. Puberty (11 to 16 years): The child’s body is now transformed into adult body. Developmental

Psychologists also included three stages in the developmental periods, these are: Adulthood (18 to 35 years), Middle age (36 to

55 years), old age (Older than 55 years). 1.6.8 Each Developmental Period characterizes with Social Expectations In every society

there are certain rules, standards and traditions which everyone is expected to follow. Development is determined by social

norms and expectations of behaviors form the individuals. Children learn customs, traditions and values of the society and also

what behaviors are expected from them. They realize from the approval or disapproval of their behavior. Social expectations are

otherwise known as “developmental tasks”. Havinghurst (1972) defines developmental task as a “task which arises at or about a

certain period in the life of an individual, successful achievement of which leads to his or her happiness and success with later

tasks, while failure leads to unhappiness in the individual, disapproval by society, and difficulty with later tasks”. Developmental

tasks arise mainly (a) as a result of physical maturation; (b) form the cultural pressures of society, (c) out of the personal values

and aspirations of the individual. The developmental tasks remain the same from one generation after another in a specific

culture. As societies are evolving, changing traditions and cultural patterns of a society are
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their development process. These developmental tasks help in motivating children to learn as well as help parents to guide their

children. 1.6.9 Each Developmental Area has Potential Hazards Development may be hampered by various hazards. Hazards may

be of physical, environmental or psychological type. These hazards may be originated from the environment in which the child

grows or due to hereditary factors. They have negative impact on physical as well as socio-psychological development of the

child. Erikson (1964) has explained, “The struggles that inevitably characterize all growth can generate utterly reliable talents as

well as intractable problems”. The growth of the child may be retarded, he may be an aggressive person or he may encounter

adjustment problems. For example, if a child is slurring or stammering and parents neglect the child, the child may continue with

this problem. 1.6.10. Happiness varies in different Periods of Development Happiness varies at different periods in the

development process. Childhood is the happiest period of life and puberty is the unhappy. The patterns of happiness vary from

child to child and it is influenced by the rearing process of the child. 1.7 Role of Heredity and Environment The life of the

individual begins at the moments of conception, when a sperm cell from the father penetrates the wall of ovum from the

mother. At this moment the sperm and ovum release 23 chromosomes separately. This chromosome consists of small particles

called genes which are carriers of child’s heredity. A human being or any individual is the product of heredity and environment.

Heredity is the constant factor established at the moment of conception, though its potentialities are realized at the different

stages of growth. Environment on the other hand is continuously expanding. It starts from the prenatal period to the end of the

life. Environment thus works at two stages- internal and external. So, overall the development of human being is depending

upon the interaction of heredity and environment. 1.7.1 Role of Heredity Heredity means that an offspring inherits most of the

personality traits of his parents and forefather which make him resemble them. Douglas and Holland defined heredity in 1947 as

“One’s heredity consists of all structures, physical characteristics,
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parents, other ancestors and species”. Life begins with the conception, when a sperm fertilizes the ovum, approximately nine

month before birth. Human life starts from a single cell which gradually develops into a complicated composition millions of

body cells, containing same genetic material that was inherited at the time of conception. The fertilized ovum or zygote consists

of a semi-fluid mass called cytoplasm and within the cytoplasm there is a nucleus which contains chromosomes always exist in

pairs. In human, zygote, there are 23 pairs of chromosomes (46 individual chromosomes), that are made of very small units

called genes. Genes are made up with DNA and RNA. Thus, what we get from ancestral stock through our parents at the time of

fertilization is the form of chromosomes, genes and their respective classical constitutes. Like chromosomes, genes also occur in

pairs. Some genes are dominant and others are recessive. An offspring may be found to derive a gene pair in one of the following

forms 1. A dominant gene from one parent and a recessive gene from the other 2. Dominant genes from both parents 3.

Recessive genes from both parents In simple meaning, a dominant gene must exhibit its dominance over recessive ones.

However, the fact that a particular trait is recessive in one generation in no way rule out the possibility of its occurrence in the

future. Hereditary factors begin their influence right from the time of conception. First of all, it determines the sex of the child.

The zygote or the fertilized ovum contains 23 pairs of chromosomes of which first 22 pairs are called autosomes. Autosomes are

responsible for deciding and determining the growth and development of most of the characteristics and structural composition

of the body. The remaining 23 rd pair is the sex chromosome. There are two different types of sex-chromosome, contributed by

mother and the other is y chromosome, contributed by the father. In a female child, both these are sex chromosomes, one from

each parent. Heredity contributes significantly towards physical constitution. Most of the attributes related to outer body make-

up, its constitution and functioning are well- decided and guided by heredity. Hereditary factors are also said to be the cause for
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schizophrenia and their abnormalities. These diseases are the result of defective genes and chromosomes and are passes to

subsequent generations. Along with other necessary aspects, the physiological set-up of our mind is also well inherited by the

child. Normally, at the time of fertilization, a single ovum is fertilized by a sperm, which results in the birth of a single offspring at

one time. But sometimes this normal function is distributed when two or more ova get fertilized resulting in the birth of two or

more offspring at a time. There are two distinctly different twins’ namely-identical twins (one ovum and one sperm) and fraternal

twins (two ovum and two sperm). Thus, heredity does appear to have some influence on the development but it depends on the

environment in which he is nurtured. 1.7.2 Role of Environment The forms into which the hereditary potentials will develop

depend largely on the significant people in the individual’s environment. Thus environmental factors actually shape and modify

the hereditary potentials. This environment starts to act from the moment of conception throughout life. Thus environment may

be two types : (a) Prenatal Environment and (b) Post-natal environment 1.7.2.1 Prenatal Environment Mother’s way of living during

pregnancy is very significant for child’s later development. Emotionality of the mother influences the child’s emotional pattern.

Child of an emotionally deprived mother tends to be withdrawn because of lack of stimulation. The child of alcoholic or drug

addict mother born with many syndromes even inborn addiction to drug or alcohol. Besides this, mother’s nutrition, physique,

temperament, emotionality etc are also important factors that can affect the development of the child. 1.7.2.2 Postnatal

Environment 1.7.2.2.1 Family Relationship Of all developmental determinants the family is the most important because (a) it is the

first social group the child with which identified (b) child spends more time with it (c) family members are more significant in the

child’s life during the years when the foundation of personality are being made.
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also influences the development of the child. Some parent can be described as authoritarian- They want their demands obeyed.

They are motivated to exert their power and control over their child’s behaviour. The parenting style is high in control and low in

warmth. The children of these parents have been observed to be withdrawn. Permissive parents: They do not make any demands

on their child. They nurture the child but remain rather passive in setting and communicating standards for their child to achieve.

Uninvolved Parents: They are uninterested in their child’s development. They set new standards for their child’s behaviour and

provide minimal nurturance and support. Authoritative Parents: These parents raise their children within a context of high

nurturance and realistic maturity demands. They prefer to use reward rather than punishment. They are both high in control and

warmth. 1.7.2.2.3 Attachment Attachment refers to an enduring emotional tie between a baby and his caregiver. The infant’s first

manifestation of attachment to the caregiver occurs between 4 and 12 months of age (Bowlby, 1973). Bowlby observed that not

all children are attached to the caregiver in the same way. He found two types of attachment. One is attachment secure and

other one is anxious attachment (Bowlby, 1991). Securely attached infant separate easily from mothers to explore the playroom

when stranger enters the room they are overtly worry and may seek to engage in interaction and consistently show positive

emotional responses. Anxiously attached infants are unable to use their mothers as a secure base for exploration of their play

room. 1.7.2.2.4 Identification Identification by child with his or her parents is another ingredient of development. Psychoanalytic

theory proposes that children use to identify with their parents. According to Freud personality develops through five

psychosexual stages- the first stage is the oral stage (0-1 year), where the primary focus of pleasurable sensation is mouth. How

parent’s deals with their infant needs determine whether infant will experience personality difficulties or not. At about the ages of

1 to 3 years anal stage starts. Children derive the pleasure by retaining or explaining the feces. Fixation by this stage results in

either anal retentive character or anal expulsive character. In phallic stage oedipal complex seems to take place. Here due to

identification
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father in case of boy they try to reduce their conflict. Attending the model behaviour they try to identify themselves with their

parents and through this identification gender identity develops. Freud proposes two motives as the basis child’s identification

with his parents: Anaclitic identification- based on the child’s dependence on his/her care giver. It allows the child to maintain in

fantasy a continuous positive relationship with the parents and therefore protects the child from danger. Defensive Identification:

It occurs of fear of the parents; children imitate to protect themselves from harm. 1.7.2.3 Physical Environment People of the

earth live under diverse conditions of climate, terrain and natural resources. Some live in dense jungles and others on barren

deserts, some live on high mountains and others on flat prairie lands. Some live where it is extremely cold and others where it is

oppressively hot, some live where it rains most of the time and others where there is chronic drought. In some places food and

other resources are plentiful, in others they are so scarce most of the individual’s life must be spent in eking out a bare

subsistence. Some areas are infested with disease and other hazards to physical safety; others are relatively free to disease and

danger. 1.7.2.3.1 Climate and Terrain People inhabiting areas where conditions of climate or terrain are unfavourable tend to

undergo adaptive physiological changes. For example, the circulatory system of the Eskimo tends to lie deep within a protective

fatty layer which conserves his body heat. 1.7.2.3.2 Scarcity, Disease and Other Unfavourable Conditions Even today millions of

people live in areas where disease is rife and food supplies are inadequate. Such conditions take a tremendous toll in reduced

physical vigor, bodily damage and loss of life. Because adverse physical conditions influence the way a group lives, we may

assume that they also exert some effect, at least indirectly, on the development of individual members. However, the precise

effect is difficult to assess, for again we typically find cultural factors complicating the total situation. It becomes very difficult to

evaluate the effect of physical environment on individual and group differences in development. Except in cases where

unfavourable conditions lead to actual bodily damage, as in malnutrition and disease, the role of the physical environment seems

a less important than that of the socio-cultural environment.
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the same sense that man receives a genetic heritage which is the end product of countless million years of evolutionary history,

so he receives a socio- cultural heritage which is the end product of many thousands of years of social evolution. This heritage

varies dramatically from one social group to another, but the various cultures of the world have enough in common to enable us

to speak meaningfully of “human culture”. Every group, for example, has its language, family and social structure, customs,

values, music and art. These “institutions” are characteristically human and tend to be transmitted by similar means in every

society. Sometimes the instruction is deliberate, but just as often it is not. Following are the chief means by which the socio-

cultural environment exerts its influence on individual development. 1.8.1 Group Membership and Instruction Both deliberately

and unconsciously, each society teaches its concepts, values and accepted behaviors to its child. This instruction is largely

accomplished by the social institutions such as home, school and temple or their equivalents. Thus systematic instruction,

together with the examples set by adults or other “models” tend to make for some degree of uniformity and to establish what

may be called the basic type of the particular society. The individual’s basic developmental structure is affected not only by the

larger social group but also by the various subgroups to which one belongs-group based upon his family membership, religion,

occupation, social class, age and sex. Each subgroup tends to foster certain values, beliefs and approved behaviour patterns

which may in turn be subject to the restrictions imposed by society as a whole. The fact that each individual belongs to

somewhat different type of subgroup tends to produce individual differences, just as common membership in the larger cultural

group makes everyone somewhat alike. The groups with which an individual identifies, or with which he would like to be

identified, are called ‘reference groups’-for it is in reference to the norms and values of that group that he sets his goals, models

his behaviour and evaluates his worth. Sometimes reference groups from which the individual is excluded have greater influence

on the person. 1.8.2 Status and Role In every social structure there are a variety of distinguishable positions - doctor,
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and so forth - each of which contributes in some way to the total group functioning and is accorded a certain ‘social status’.

Status brings with it both privileges and responsibilities. For example, the medical doctor has the privilege of practicing medicine

and also is held in high regard by other members of society. In return, he is expected to follow the ethical code of profession. If

he fails to do so, he may have his medical license revoked and be relegated to an inferior social standing. To clarify what is

expected of a person with a given position and status, society establishes various roles for its members to play, each associated

with a certain pattern of expected behaviour. Thus the role of an army officer calls for loyalty, decisiveness, courage and

resourcefulness. Each person of the society, youth or old, tends to develop the skills, behaviour and values that his role seems to

demand. If he deviates too far from what is expected from, he is likely to run into difficulties in his social relationships. 1.8.3

Interpersonal Relationships Man is a social animal and much of his development reflects his experiences with other people. In

many societies a certain pattern of interpersonal relationships may predominate over others - for example, the norm may be for

competition or cooperation, hostility or friendliness. In general, however, interpersonal relationships contribute to individuality

rather than similarity of development, for no two of us have exactly the same acquaintances nor do we have an identical

relationship with the people we do know in common. Even parents relate to each of their children in somewhat different ways.

The experiences of love and hate, of friendship and distrust, of shared experience and misunderstanding that characterize our

associations with other people are in each case unique. Although we have many kinds of interpersonal relationships in the course

of our lives, those that have the greatest influence in shaping our development are those with our parents and with members of

our peer groups. Apart from that many other types of interpersonal relationships - with brothers and sisters, grandparents,

teachers, neighbors - may play a significant part in shaping personality. Even a chance meeting with someone may change the

direction of our lives. 1.8.4 Process of Socialization and its Role in Development Meaning of Socialization Human society is not an

external phenomenon but exists solely in the minds of its members. The human infant comes into the world as a biological

organism with
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into a social being and he learns social ways of acting and feeling. Without this process of moulding the society could not

continue itself, nor could culture exist, nor could the individual become a person. This process of moulding is called

‘socialization’. It is
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through the process of socialization that an individual becomes a social person and attains personality.

Socialization involves inducting the individual into the social and cultural world, of making him a particular member in society

and its various groups and inducting him to accept the norms and values of that society. Socialization is a matter of learning that

enables the learner to perform social roles. Agencies of Socialization Socialization turns a child into a useful member of society

and gives him social maturity. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to know as to who socializes with the child. There are

two sources of child’s socialization. The first includes those who have authority over her; the second are those who are similar to

the child. The first category may include parents, teachers, elderly persons and the state. The second one includes peer groups,

friends and fellows in the club. Briefly the main agencies of socialization are the following. 1.8.4.1 Primary Agencies The Family

The parents or family constitute the first agency for the socialization of the child. They are not only closely related to the child

but physically also they are nearer to him than others. From the parents children learn language. They are taught societal

morality. They start respecting persons in authority. In the family a child learns a number of civic virtues. The family therefore, is

rightly called “the cradle of social virtues”. A child gets her first lesson in cooperation, tolerance, self sacrifice, love and affection

in the family. The environment of a family influences almost all aspects of growth of a child. In understanding the role of family,

the role of family obstruction also needs to be known. Loss of parents: Boys who reared up in absence of their father encounter

difficulties in social, emotional and cognitive development. The children often involved in delinquent activities. Girls develop in

absence of father show dependency on mother; emotional problems like school maladjustment, anxiety are common in them.
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confusion and self doubt. They may feel become depressed, hostile, irritate and lonely. Parental Cohesiveness and lower socio-

economic status: Children of lower socio-economic status may involve in antisocial activities and delinquent behaviour. Parental

Maladjustment: Children’s behavioural problem is more closely related to parental maladjustment. Institutionalization: Children

institutionalized for a long time may decline in intellectual functioning and develop major psychological problem. Relationship

with Sibling: The child’s relationships with sibling exert some influence on the development of his personality. If there is a positive

interaction the children show loyalty, helpfulness and cooperative attitude. Sex of Sibling: Children with brother have more

masculine traits than with sister. The girls with brother more ambitious aggressive and better on intellectual ability, where as boys

with older sister were less aggressive than boys with brother. Ordinal Position: Only born children according to Adler are more

self-centered than those who have brothers and sisters became never have to share their parent’s attention. First born children

have stronger conscience than second born. They tended to more intellectually curious, adult oriented, serious and less

aggressive. Where later born are peer oriented, easy going, cheerful, less anxious and less serious. Neighbourhood The

neighborhood is the second important agency of socialization. Good neighborhood can make a child to grow as a positive

person and responsible citizen. Peer Group or the Play Mates The peer group and friends also constitute an important agency of

socialization. The relationship between the child and her playmates is one of equality. As stated above, the child acquires co-

operative morality and some of the informal aspects of culture like fashion, fads, crazes, modes of gratification and forbidden

knowledge. The knowledge of these things is necessary from the social point of view. The School The school is also a very

important agency of socialization. In the school the child gets education which moulds the ideas and attitudes. Proper or

adequate education can make the child a good citizen, while a bad education can turn him into
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importance for the process of socialization. A well planned system of education can produce competent people. Secondary

Agencies of Socialization All the above mentioned agencies are known as primary agencies of socialization. There are few other

agencies of socialization which are known as secondary agencies of socialization. They include Religion Religion has been an

important factor in society. In the early history of societies religion provided a bond of unity. Though in modern society the

importance of religion has diminished, yet it continues to mould our beliefs and ways of life. The child sees his parents going to

the temple and performing religious ceremonies, and listens to religious sermons which may determine the course of life and

shaped his ideas. The State The state is an authoritarian agency of socialization. It makes law for the people and lays down the

modes of conduct expected of them. The people have compulsorily to obey these laws. If they fail to adjust their behaviour in

accordance with the law of the state, they may be punished for such failures. Thus the state also moulds a person’s behaviour

and personality. 1.8.5 Other Social and Cultural Factors Minority Groups Children of all ethnic groups and socio-economic levels

may encounter many kinds of difficulties. Children from minority group suffer more in a society than majority group.

Occupational Status The perception of occupational status is an important factor in shaping the personality. Person’s occupation

can satisfy a person’s desire and gives him appropriate self-esteem. Marital Status Marital relationship influences both husbands

and wife’s personality. If they are satisfied in their relation, their personalities influence one another. Through identification they

attribute some characteristics of other partner into themselves.
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learning theory children watch a great deal of television they see and become stereotype themselves. Typically men on television

are more aggressive and competent than women who are submissive and inactive. Socio-Economic Status (SES) Socioeconomic

Status plays a pivotal role in human development. The index of socioeconomic status is determined by parental education,

occupation and income. The children of low socioeconomic status may develop as mal-nourished, suffer from lack of

knowledge in many aspects and their normal development may get hampered. The parenting in high socioeconomic status

families would be different from low socio-economic status families. Children of the high socioeconomic groups of the society

get better social opportunities, are nurtured with better nutrition, good medical treatment and are exposed to more intellectual

stimulation than low socioeconomic group. Normative influences Normative influences occur in a similar way for majority of

people in a particular group. These influences may be biological or environmental. For example, biological events like sexual

maturity or deterioration in old age. Environmental events, like entering the school at about 6 yrs of age, parenthood etc. has the

same influences on individuals. Most of the people of the same age, at same place and time and generation have common

biological and environmental influences such as floods, famines and other natural disasters. Non-normative influences include

the unusual life events in an individual’s life. For example, death of a parent when a child is young or birth defects etc. Education

and Training Each child is equipped with certain abilities which need to be nurtured through proper education and training. If

proper identification of the ability is not possible and adequate facilities are not available to the child, then his innate ability may

not be developed. Thus, adequate education and training have influence on human development. Now, in conclusion it can be

said that, the nature versus nurture debate has been a classic controversy among experts for centuries. Presently, there is no

clear
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many hypotheses. Both sides of this controversy have been explored thoroughly among researchers. There are some reasons for

an individual to be conceived that genetics play a large part in a person’s development. When considering the biology of

heredity, it is obvious that genes provide humans with their own physical equipment, which is in essence, their basis. Genes and

chromosomes are passed on from each generation to the next. Therefore, without heredity, human would have nothing to hand

down biologically to their descendants. On the other hand, a person’s environment also plays an important role on his

development from early on. Much research shows that people flourish from early stimulation. In an experiment done by H. M.

Skeels using orphans, he proved this conception. Skeels studied mentally retarded orphans. Once these children were placed

with families to live, were treated well, and were encouragingly nurtured, their IQs increased remarkably (Harmer and Copeland,

1998). Both heredity and environment affect one considerably; although, research favors environment as having more influence

on an individual. On the other hand, the mental abilities of the humans are determined by an individual’s genetics. There is also

substantial proof that an individual’s environment affects his mental aptitude. So, individual’s development dependent on both

heredity and environment. 1.9 Conclusion In this unit our learner got a vivid idea about human development. The concept of ...

development war discussed, along with the various principles of development. We also got an idea about the influence of

heredity & environment in our life. 1.10 Exercise Essay Type Questions 1. Define the concept of development. Write in detail the

principles of development. 2. Write in the detail the role of hereditary and environmental factors on development. 3. Discuss with

suitable examples the role of socio-cultural environment on development.
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Why early development is more critical than later development. 3. Discuss the differences between growth and development.

Objective type questions 1. Give any definition of development. 2. What is maturation? 3. Define phallic stage. 4. Name the
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Development : Infancy till death Structure 2.1 Objectives 2.2 Introduction 2.3 Developmental Tasks during the Life Span 2.4

Development during different Developmental Stages 2.5 Health and Nutrition needed to Support and Developments. Growth

and Development 2.6 Conclusion 2.7 Exercise 2.8 References 2.1 Objectives ● Concept of Life Span Development ●
Developmental Tasks during the Life Span ● Different aspects of Development during different Developmental Stages ● Health

and Nutrition required for Growth and Development at each level 2.2 Introduction Developmental Psychology is the branch of

psychology that studies individual changes and inter-individual changes within these intra-individual changes. As La Bouvie

(1975) has pointed out, is “not only description but also explication of age- related changes in behaviour in terms of antecedent

consequent relationships.” Some developmental psychologists study developmental change covering the life span from

conception to death. By so doing, they attempt to give a complete picture of growth and decline. Other covers only a segment

of the life span-childhood, adulthood, or old age. Today, developmental psychologists have six major objectives: which include

(1) to find out what are the common characteristic age changes in appearance, in behaviour and interests, and goals from one

developmental period to another; (2) to find out whether these changes occur; (30 to find out what causes them; (4) to find
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find out whether they can or cannot be predicted; and (6) to find out whether they are individual or universal. Developmental

Psychologists have divided the total lifespan of human development in the following stages Periods Key Features Characteristics

Pre-birth Potential The child who has not yet been born could become anything–a Michelangelo, a Shakespeare, a Martin Luther

King – and thus holds for all of humanity the principle of what we all may yet become in our lives. Birth Hope When a child is

born, it instills in its parents and other caregivers a sense of optimism; a sense that this new life may bring something new and

special into the world. Hence, the newborn represents the sense of hope that we all nourish inside of ourselves to make the

world a better place. Infancy Vitality The infant is a vibrant and seemingly unlimited source of energy. Babies thus represent the

inner dynamo of humanity, ever fueling the fires of the human life cycle with new channels of psychic power. Early Childhood

Playfulness When young children play, they recreate the world anew. They take what is and combine it with what is possible to

fashion events that have never been seen before in the history of the world. As such, they embody the principle of innovation

and transformation that underlies every single creative act that has occurred in the course of civilization. (Ages 0-3) (Ages 3-6)
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Middle Childhood Imagination In middle childhood, the sense of an inner subjective self develops for the first time, and this self is

alive with images taken in from the outer world, and brought up from the depths of the unconscious. This imagination serves as

a source of creative inspiration in later life for artists, writers, scientists, and anyone else who finds their days and nights enriched

for having nurtured a deep inner life. Late Childhood Ingenuity Older children have acquired a wide range of social and technical

skills that enable them to come up with marvelous strategies and inventive solutions for dealing with the increasing pressures

that society places on them. This principle of ingenuity lives on in that part of ourselves that ever seeks new ways to solve

practical problems and cope with everyday responsibilities. Adolescence Passion The biological event of puberty unleashes a

powerful set of changes in the adolescent body that reflect themselves in a teenager’s sexual, emotional, cultural, and/or spiritual

passion. Adolescence passion thus represents a significant touchstone for anyone who is seeking to reconnect with their deepest

inner zeal for life. Early Adulthood Enterprise It takes enterprise for young adults to accomplish their many responsibilities,

including finding a home and mate, establishing a family or circle of friends, and/ or getting a good job. This principle of

enterprise thus serves us at any stage of life when we need to go out into the world and make our mark. (Ages 9-11) (Ages 12-20)

(Ages 20-35) (Ages 6-8)
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Midlife Contemplation After many years in young adulthood of following society’s scripts for creating a life, people in midlife

often take a break from worldly responsibilities to reflect upon the deeper meaning of their lives, the better to forge ahead with

new understanding. This element of contemplation represents an important resource that we can all draw upon to deepen and

enrich our lives at any age. Mature Adulthood Benevolence Those in mature adulthood have raised families, established them in

their work life, and become contributors to the betterment of society through volunteerism, mentorships, and other forms of

philanthropy. All of humanity benefits from their benevolence. Moreover, we all can learn from their example to give more of

ourselves to others. Late Adulthood Wisdom Those with long lives have acquired a rich repository of experiences that they can

use to help guide others. Elders thus represent the source of wisdom that exists in each of us, helping us to avoid the mistakes of

the past while reaping the benefits of life’s lessons. Death & Dying Life Those in our lives who are dying, or who have died, teach

us about the value of living. They remind us not to take our lives for granted, but to live each moment of life to its fullest, and to

remember that our own small lives form of a part of a greater whole. (Ages 35-50) (Ages 50-80) (Age 80+)
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Span Development is commonly described in terms of periods or stages. Human life proceeds through different stages. For

example, suppose someone is at present in the stage of adolescence and after a few years he/she will enter the stage of

adulthood. Developmental stages are assumed to be temporary and are often characterized by a dominant feature or a leading

characteristic, which gives each period its uniqueness. During a particular stage, individual progresses towards an assumed goal -

a state or ability that s/he must achieve in the same order as other persons before progressing to the next stage in the sequence.

Of course, individuals do vary with respect to the time or rate of development from one stage to another. It may be noted that

certain patterns of behaviour and certain skills are learned more easily and successfully during certain stages. These

accomplishments of a person become the social expectations of that stage of development. They are known as developmental

tasks. Havighrust’s Developmental Tasks during the Life Span Babyhood and Early Childhood ●
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Learning to take solid foods ● Learning to walk ● Learning to talk ● Learning to control the elimination of body wastes ●
Learning sex differences and sexual modesty ● Getting ready to read ● Learning to distinguish right and wrong and beginning

to develop a conscience Late Childhood ● Learning physical skills necessary for ordinary games ● Building wholesome attitude

towards
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oneself as a growing organism ● Learning to get along with age-mates ● Beginning to develop appropriate masculine or

feminine social roles ● Developing fundamental skills

during reading, writing and calculating ● Developing attitudes towards social groups ● Achieving personal independence

Adolescence ● Achieving new and more mature relations with
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masculine and
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feminine social role ● Accepting one’s physique and using one’s body effectively ● Desiring, accepting, and achieving socially

responsible

behaviour ●
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Achieving emotional independence from parents and other adults ● Preparing economic career ●

Developing an ideology Early Adulthood ● Getting started in an occupation ● Selecting a mate ● Learning to live with a marriage

partner ● Starting a family ● Rearing children ● Managing a home ● Taking responsibility ● Finding a congenial social group

Middle Age ● Achieving adult civic responsibility ● Developing adult leisure time activities ● Relating oneself to one’s spouse as a

person ● Accepting and adjusting to the physiological changes of middle age ● Maintaining satisfactory performance in one’s

occupational career ● Adjusting to aging partners Old age ● Adjusting
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to decreasing physical strength and health ● Adjusting to retirement and reduced income ● Adjusting to death of

a spouse ● Establishing satisfactory physical arrangements ● Adapting to social roles in a flexible way
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during different Developmental Stages 2.4.1 Prenatal Stage The period from conception to birth is known as the prenatal period.

Typically, it lasts for about 40 weeks.
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The prenatal period is also considered an important part of the developmental process. Prenatal development is a time of

remarkable change that helps set the stage for future psychological development. The brain develops over the course of the

prenatal period, but it will continue to go through more changes during the early years of childhood. The first two weeks after

conception are known as the germinal stage, the third through the eighth week is known as the embryonic period, and the

time from the ninth week until birth is known as the fetal period. 2.4.1.1 Germinal Stage The germinal stage begins at

conception when the sperm and egg cell unite in one of the two fallopian tubes. The fertilized egg,

known as a zygote, then moves toward the uterus, a journey that can take up to a week to complete. Cell division begins

approximately 24 to 36 hours after conception. Within
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just a few hours after conception, the single-celled zygote begins making a journey down the fallopian tube to the uterus
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where it will begin the process of cell division and growth. Through the process of mitosis, the zygote first divides into two cells,

then into four, eight, sixteen, and so on. A significant number of zygotes never progress past this early part of cell division, with as

many as half of all zygote’s surviving less than two weeks. Once the eight-cell point has been reached, the cells begin to

differentiate and take on certain characteristics that will determine the type of cells they will eventually become. As the cells

multiply, they will also separate into two distinctive masses: the outer cells will eventually become the placenta while the inner

cells will form the embryo. Cell division continues at a rapid rate and the cells then develop into what is known as a blastocyst.

The blastocyst is made up of three layers: 1. The ectoderm (which will become the skin and nervous system) 2. The endoderm

(which will become the digestive and respiratory systems) 3. The mesoderm (which will become the muscle and skeletal

systems). Finally, the blastocyst arrives at the uterus and attached to the uterine wall, a
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Implantation occurs when the cells nestle into the uterine lining and rupture tiny blood vessels. The connective web of blood

vessels and membranes that form between them will provide nourishment for the developing being for the next nine months.

Implantation is not always an automatic and sure-fire process. 2.4.1.2
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Embryonic Stage At this point, the mass of cells is now known as an embryo. The beginning of the third week after conception

marks the start of the embryonic period, a time when the mass of cells becomes distinct as a human. The embryonic stage

plays an important role in the development of the brain.

The embryo begins to divide into three layers each of which will become an important body system. Approximately 22 days after

conception, the neural tube forms. This tube will later develop into the central nervous system including the spinal cord and

brain. The neural tube begins to form along an area known as the neural plate. The earliest signs of development of the neural

tube are the emergence of two ridges that form along each side of the neural place. Over the next few days, more ridges form

and fold inward until a hollow tube is formed. Once this tube is fully formed, the cells begin to form near the center. The tube

begins to close and brain vesicles form. These vesicles will eventually develop into parts of the brain including the structures of

the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain. Around the fourth week, the head begins to form quickly followed by the eyes, nose, ears,

and mouth. The cardiovascular system is where the earliest activity begins as the blood vessel that will become the heart start to

pulse. During the fifth week, buds that will form the arms and legs appear. By the time the eighth week of development has been

reached, the embryo has all of the basic organs and parts except those of the sex organs. It even has knees and elbows! At this

point, the embryo weighs just one gram and is about one inch in length. By the end of the embryonic period, the basic structures

of the brain and central nervous system have been established. At this point in development, the basic structure of the central

and peripheral nervous system are also defined. 2.4.1.3
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Fetal Stage Once cell differentiation is mostly complete, the embryo enters the next stage and becomes known as a fetus. The

fetal period of prenatal develop marks more important changes in the brain. This period of development begins during the

ninth week and lasts until birth.

The early body systems and structures established in the embryonic stage continue to develop. It is at this point in prenatal

development that
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and spinal cord and neurons continue to form. Once these neurons have formed, they begin to migrate to their correct

locations. Synapses, or the connections between neurons, also begin to develop. It is during the period between the 9th and 12th

week at the earliest reflexes begin to emerge and the fetus begins to make reflexive motions with his arms and legs. This stage of

prenatal development lasts the longest and is marked by amazing change and growth. During the third month of gestation, the

sex organs begin to differentiate and by the end of the month, all parts of the body will be formed. At this point, the fetus weight

around three ounces. The fetus continues to grow in both weight and length, although the majority of the physical growth

occurs in the later stages of pregnancy. The end of the third month also marks the end of the first trimester of pregnancy. During

the second trimester or months four through six, the heartbeat grows stronger and other body systems become further

developed. Fingernails, hair, eyelashes, and toenails form. Perhaps most noticeably, the fetus increases quite dramatically in size,

increasing about six times in size. Both genetic and environmental factors affect our development during different periods of

prenatal stage. Prenatal development is also affected by maternal characteristics, which include mother’s age, nutrition, and

emotional state. Disease or infection carried by the mother can adversely affect prenatal development. For example, rubella

(German measles), genital herpes, and Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) are believed to cause genetic problems in the

newborn. Another source of threat to prenatal development is teratogens - environmental agents that cause deviations in normal

development that can lead to serious abnormalities or death. Common teratogens include drugs, infections, radiations, and

pollution. Intake of drugs (marijuana, heroin, cocaine, etc.), alcohol, tobacco, etc. by women during pregnancy may have harmful

effects on the foetus and increase the frequency of congenital abnormalities. Radiations (such as X-rays), and certain chemicals

near industrial areas can cause permanent change in the genes. Environmental pollutants and toxic wastes like carbon

monoxide, mercury and lead are also sources of danger to the unborn child. Some of the factors are discussed below 1. Maternal

Nutrition : In order to grow, the fetus needs nutrients which in turn come from the mother. Mother’s dietary intake must be

balanced. Care must be given to include vitamins and minerals (such as calcium, phosphate, iron) water, proteins, fats and not

carbohydrates alone. Vegetables, green leaves, seasonal fruits, pulses and cereals in addition to milk, eggs and meat or fish

provide a diet adequate for the baby and the mother.
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29 years is the ideal age of the mother to have children. Below this bracket the mother is too immature physiologically and

psychologically with a high risk of infant death. Beyond 30, risk of incidence of mental retardation and other genetic

abnormalities is very high. 3. Rest and exercise of the mother : These are essential especially during pregnancy. When the mother

is tired and over worked the fetal activity increases and beyond limits it can cause still birth or irritability of the child. At the same

time mother must have adequate exercise. 4. Rh blood group : Majority of us are Rh+ while some have Rh- blood group. If the

mother is Rh- and the fetus is Rh+ then it is an incompatible condition. The mother must be aware of it and at the time of

delivery, if precautions are not adequate then complication such as jaundice can occur in child and may result in infant death. 5.

Addictions : If the mother is addicted to alcohol, cigarettes or drugs the waste material is passed onto the fetus. Risk of irritability,

low birth weight or prematurity, even still birth or child being born with addictions are very high. 6. Maternal diseases: The

diseases of the mother can significantly affect the fetus. Especially during the initial critical times during pregnancy German

measles or Rubella can cause deafness, mental retardation or even heart trouble. AIDS, Syphilis or other sexually transmitted

diseases can cause miscarriage. 7. Maternal stress : When the mother has emotional problems, tensions and anxieties, blood

supply to the fetus is not adequate, but is diverted. Therefore growth is hindered. This also can result in prematurity, still birth or

the child being irritable. 2.4.2 Infancy Infancy or the period of newborn is according to standard dictionaries, the beginning or the

early period of existence as an individual rather than as a parasite in the mother’s body. Dictionaries also define an infant as a

child in the first period of life. Many psychologists use the word infant in much the same way as members of the medical

profession do and, like them, fail to set an age limit on infancy. They give this period an ambiguous pattern of life span. The word

infant suggests extreme
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newborn’s complete helplessness gradually gives way to increasing independence. Following are the most important

characteristics of this period 1. Infancy is the shortest of all developmental periods 2. Infancy is a time of radical adjustments 3. It

is a plateau in development 4. It is the preview of later development 5. It is a hazardous period The brain develops at an amazing

rate before and after birth. Just before birth the newborns have most but not all brain cells. The neural connections among these

cells develop at a rapid rate. The newborn is not as helpless as you might think. The activities needed to sustain life functions are

present in the newborn — it breathes, sucks, swallows, and discharges the bodily wastes. The newborns in their first week of life

are able to indicate what direction a sound is coming from, can distinguish their mother’s voice from the voices of other women,

and can imitate simple gestures like tongue protrusion and mouth opening. 2.4.2.1 Motor Development The newborn’s

movements are governed by reflexes—which are automatic, built-in responses to stimuli. They are genetically-carried survival

mechanisms, and are the building blocks for subsequent motor development. Before the newborns have had the opportunity to

learn, reflexes act as adaptive mechanisms. Some reflexes present in the newborn — coughing, blinking, and yawning persist

throughout their lives. Others disappear as the brain functions mature and voluntary control over behaviour starts developing. As

the brain is developing, physical development also progresses. As the infant grows, the muscles and nervous system mature

which lead to the development of finer skills. Basic physical (motor) skills include grasping and reaching for objects, sitting,

crawling, walking and running. The sequence of physical (motor) development is universal, with minor exceptions. 2.4.2.2

Sensory Abilities During infancy, the infant can be able to recognize their mother’s voice just a few hours after birth and have

other sensory capabilities. Newborns prefer to look at some stimuli rather than others such as faces, although these preferences

change over the first few months of life. The newborn’s vision is estimated to be lower than the
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by about the first year, vision is almost the same as that of an adult (20/20). Can a newborn see colour? The current consensus is

that they might be able to distinguish between red and white colours but in general they are colour deficient and full colour

vision develops by 3 months of age. Infants can hear immediately after birth. As the infant develops, proficiency at localizing

sound improves. Newborns respond to touch and they can even feel pain. Both smell and taste capacities are also present in the

newborn. 2.4.2.3
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Cognitive Development Jean Piaget stressed that children actively construct their understanding of the world.

Information does not simply enter their minds from the environment. As children grow, additional information is acquired and

they adapt their thinking to include new ideas, as this improves their understanding of the world. Piaget believed that a child’s

mind passes through a series of stages of thought from infancy to adolescence. The child during infancy, i.e. the first two years of

life, experiences the
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with objects—through looking, hearing, touching, mouthing, and grasping. The newborn lives in the present. What is out of sight

is out of mind. For example, if you hide the toy in front of the child with which the child has been playing, the young infant would

react as if nothing has happened, i.e. s/he will not search for the toy. The child assumes the toy does not exist. According to

Piaget, children at this stage do not go beyond their immediate sensory experience, i.e. lack object permanence — the awareness

that the objects continue to exist when not perceived. Gradually by 8 months of age the child starts pursuing the object partially

covered in her/his presence. The basis of verbal communication seems to be present in infants. Vocalization begins with the

infant’s babbling, sometime between 3 to 6 months of age. 2.4.2.4 Socio-emotional Development Babies from birth are social

creatures. An infant starts preferring familiar faces and responds to parent’s presence by cooing and gurgling. They become

more mobile by 6 to 8 months of age and start showing a preference for their mother’s company. When frightened by a new

face or when separated from their mother, they cry or show distress. On being reunited with the parent or caregiver they

reciprocate with smiles or hugs. The close emotional bond of affection that develops between infants and their parents

(caregivers) is called attachment. In a classic study by Harlow and Harlow (1962), baby monkeys were separated from their

mothers approximately 8 hours after birth. The baby monkeys were placed in experimental chambers and reared for 6 months by

surrogate (substitute) “mothers”, one made of wire and the other of cloth. Half the baby monkeys were fed by the wire mother,

half by the cloth mother. Regardless of whether they were fed by the wire or the cloth mother the baby monkeys showed a

preference for the cloth mother and spent a lot more time with her. This study clearly demonstrates that providing nourishment

or feeding was not crucial for attachment and contact-comfort is important. It is also seen young children having a strong

attachment to a favourite toy or blanket. There is nothing unusual in this, as the children know that the blanket or toy is not their

mother. Yet it provides them comfort. As children grow and become surer of them, they abandon these objects. Human babies

also form an attachment with their parents or caregivers who consistently and appropriately reciprocate to their signals of love

and affection.
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year of life is the key time for the development of attachment. It represents the stage of developing trust or mistrust. A sense of

trust is built on a feeling of physical comfort which builds an expectation of the world as a secure and good place. An infant’s

sense of trust is developed by responsive and sensitive parenting. If the parents are sensitive, affectionate, and accepting, it

provides the infant a strong base to explore the environment. Such infants are likely to develop a secure attachment. On the

other hand, if parents are insensitive and show dissatisfaction and find fault with the child, it can lead to creating feelings of self-

doubt in the child. Securely attached infants respond positively when picked up, move freely, and play whereas insecurely

attached infants feel anxious when separated and cry due to fear and get upset. A close interactive relationship with warm and

affectionate adults is a child’s first step towards healthy development. 2.4.2.5 Personality Development This period extends from

birth to 18 months of age. This is called the age of trust v/s mistrust. The infant who comes to the new environment, from

mother’s womb needs only nourishment. If the child’s caretaker, the mother anticipates and fulfills these needs consistently, the

infant learns to trust others, develops confidence. Inevitably the child will experience moments of anxiety and rejection. If the

infant fails to get needed support and care, it develops mistrust which affects the personality in later stages of life. 2.4.2.6 Hazards

during Infancy Period The physical hazards can affect the entire life span of the child. Complications at the time of birth have a

high possibility of causing physical harm to the child. A caesarean birth is likely to cause more harm than a normal delivery since

it results in anoxia which means a temporary loss of oxygen to the brain. If this temporary loss of oxygen to brain is for a longer

duration then it’s likely that the brain damage would be severe. Therefore, it can be said that more complicated the birth and the

more damage to the brain due to anoxia, greater will be the effect on the infant’s postnatal life. Another situation that causes

severe effects due to anoxia is a pre- mature delivery which can even cause death of the infant. Anoxia is a major problem
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mechanism is not fully developed. It’s effect maybe long lasting. Psychological hazards of infancy include the traditional beliefs

associated with birth. For example–Some people believe that the children born with birth complications lead a difficult life. Also,

the attitude of parents towards the infant due to gender preferences, complications at the time of birth, unexpected arrival of

twins or triplets etc affects his growth. 2.4.3 Babyhood Babyhood is the stage that follows infancy and extends between two

weeks to two years. During babyhood months, there is a gradual but pronounced decrease in helplessness. This does not mean

that helplessness quickly disappears and is replaced by independence. The term “baby” suggests to many people a helpless

individual; it is becoming increasingly common to apply the label of toddler to the individual during the second year of

babyhood. A toddler is a baby who has achieved enough body control to be relatively independent. The characteristics of

babyhood are as follows. 1. Development during babyhood is the foundation for the development during the entire life span. 2.

During babyhood rapid physical and intellectual development takes place as evidenced by increase in height, weight and body

proportions. 3. Increased independence and individuality mark babyhood. 4. Socialization begins during babyhood as the baby

shows increasing desire to be a part of the social group of the family and extend the basic relationship with the mother or

mother substitute to others as well. 5. Sex-role typing begins during babyhood. Boys and girls are dressed sex appropriately and

are treated in subtly different ways. Culturally relevant sex- appropriate clothes, games, behaviour or even interactions are

gradually brought in. 6. There are hazards faced by a baby which may be physical or psychological. Physical hazards such as in

illness, accidents and psychological hazards can interfere with positive development of the baby.
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to learn to walk by two years, to take solid foods, to gain partial control over elimination, learn the foundation of receptive and

expressive speech and to emotionally relate to parents and others. 2.4.3.1 Physical Development Rapid growth takes place during

babyhood. Height and weight increase. The birth weight is doubled by four months and tripled by one year. On an average the

height of the baby at four months is 23 to 24 inches and at one year 28 to 30 inches and by two years 32 to 34 inches. Social

smile which is a response to recognizing a face is the first clear milestone which happens around 2 months. Also, the baby car1

roll over from side to back at 2 months and from back to side at 4 months. At 6 months, it can roll over completely. The baby

begins to pull the body to a sitting positions and sits’ up without support around 8 months. Hands and palm scoop up an object

which is called palmers scoop, around 5 months, Around 9 months it can use the fingers in a pincer-grip to pick up even fine

objects. The baby hitches or moves in a sitting position around six months, crawls and creeps around 8 months. Walks on all

fours, pulls up and stands by 10 months. He/she learns to stand with support by 11 months and without support, for longer time

around a year. Also he/ she learns to walk with support initially and without support around 14 months. These milestones, which

indicate movement, are also called as motor development. The motor skills of babyhood are not integrated initially but when

they are integrated later, they are of importance to the baby and its developing personality. At first, the baby’s body is more or

less constant motion similar to the mass activity of the newborn infant. This is true even during sleep. Gradually, this random,

meaningless movement becomes more coordinated, thus making control over the muscle possible. Maturation and learning

work together in the development of muscle control. As a result of maturation of the muscles, bones and nerve structures, and

because of the change that take place in the body proportions, babies are able to use their bodies in a coordinated manner. They

must, however, be given an opportunity to learn how to do so. Until this state of readiness is present, teaching will be of little or

no value.
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are given below Head Region Eye Control Optic nystagmus, or the response of the eyes to a succession of moving objects,

begins about twelve hours after birth; ocular pursuit movements, between the third and fourth weeks; horizontal eye

movements, between the second and third months; circular eye movements, several months later. Smiling Reflex smiling, or

smiling in response to a tactual stimulus, appears during the first week of life; social smiling, or smiling in response to the smile of

another person, begins between third and fourth months. Head holding In a prone position, babies can hold their heads erect at

one month; when lying on their backs, at five months; and when held in sitting position, between four and six months. Trunk

Region Rolling Babies can roll from side to back two months and from back to side at four months; at six months, they can roll

over completely Sitting The baby can pull to a sitting position at four months, sit with support at five months, sit without support

momentarily at seven months, and sit up without support for ten or more minutes at nine months Arm and Hands Thumb

Opposition-the working of the thumb opposi- Hand Region tion to the fingers-appears in grasping between three and four

months and in picking up objects between eight and ten months Arms The baby can reach for objects by six or seven months

and can pick up a small object without random movements by one year Leg Region Shifting of the body by kicking occurs by the

end of the second week
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develops, the important bridge into the world of other is also developed in the form of speech which aids communication. It has

two aspects: receptive speech to understand what others are communicating and expressive speech to make oneself

understood. The baby begins to babble or produces several sounds. Then she moves on to the stage of monosyllables (eg: Ma,

Ma, Da, Da, Na, Na etc.) which gives way to two-syllable stage. Before two years, the baby speaks with words made of two

syllables formed in a sentence which typically has no grammar. Four pre-speech forms normally appear in the development

pattern of learning to talk: crying, babbling, gesturing, and the use of emotional expressions. Crying is the most frequently used

from during the early months of life, though from the long-range point of view, babbling is the most important because real

speech eventually develops from it. According to Ostwald and Pelzman (1974) “Crying is one of the first social acts of the infant.

It marks a shift on the infant’s part from being silently dependent on the mother to being able to communicate with world at

large”. Crying during the early months of life also serves another useful purpose; it tells whether baby is normal and healthy or

whether there is something wrong. For example, a high –pitched cry of low intensity and long duration often means the baby is

suffering from malnutrition or from brain damage (Lester, 1976). As vocal mechanism develops, babies become capable of

producing a large number of explosive sounds. Some of these sounds are retained and eventually develop into babbling or

lallation. The number of sounds produced in babbling gradually increases. Babies use gestures as a substitute for speech, as do

older children, adolescents and adults. Many babies continue to use gestures, combining them with words to make their

sentences. Another moist important pre-speech form of communication is emotional expression. This is because nothing is

more expressive than facial gestures, which babies use to communicate their emotional states to others. 2.4.3.3. Emotional and

Social Development Babyhood emotions such as joy, affection, curiosity, fear and anger are often expressed explosively and are

out of proportion to the stimuli. They are also short
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established much more in later years. Beginning with a social smile babies learn to respond to the social environment and are the

foundations of the social skills valued greatly in later years. Some common emotional patterns in babyhood are as follows 1. Fear

: Certain fears are characteristically found at certain age and may, therefore, be called the “typical fears” for those age levels. The

most common fear-provoking stimuli in babyhood are loud noises, animals, dark rooms, high places, sudden displacement,

being alone pain and strange persons, places, and objects. Among older children fears are concentrated on fanciful supernatural,

or remote dangers; on the dark and on imaginary creatures associated with the dark; on death or injury; on the elements;

especially thunder and lightning; and; and on characters recalled from stories, movies, comics, and television. 2. Anger : Anger is

a more frequently expressed motion in childhood than fear in its different forms. The reason for this is that anger-provoking

stimuli are more numerous and children discover at an early age that anger is an effective way of getting attention or what they

want. Each year, the number of anger-arousing situations increases and children tend to display more anger. 3. Jealousy :

Jealousy is a normal response to actual, supposed, or threatened loss of affection. It is outgrowth of anger, giving rise to an

attitude of resentment directed toward people. Often some fear is combined with anger in the jealousy pattern. The jealous

person feels insecure in relationship with a loved one and is afraid of losing status in that person’s affection. The situation that

calls forth jealousy is always a social one. There are three major situational sources of jealousy. First, most childhood jealousies

are homegrown; that is they originate in conditions that exist in the home environment. Because the new baby takes much of

the time and attention older children have become accustomed to receiving, they feel neglected. 4. Curiosity : Maw and Maw

have described the curious child in the following
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new, strange, incongruous, or mysterious elements in his environment by moving toward them, exploring them or manipulating

them; (b) exhibits a need or a desire to know more about himself and/or his environment; (c) scans his surroundings seeking new

experiences; and/ or d) persists in examining and/or exploring stimuli in order to know more about them. 5. Joy, Pleasure, and

Delight : .Joy is a pleasant emotion. In its milder forms, it is known as pleasure, or happiness. Among babies, the pleasant

emotions of joy, happiness, and delight come from physical well-being. In older children, the stimuli that aroused pleasant

emotions at the younger ages continue to bring pleasure. 6. Affection : Affection is an emotional reaction directed toward a

person, an animal, or a thing. It indicates warm regard, friendliness, sympathy, or helpfulness, and it may take a physical or verbal

form. Learning plays an important role in determining the particular persons or objects to which affection is directed. 2.4.3.4 Play

Development Play activities may be classified on the basis of the content of play, what the child does. In terms of content, the

play activity may be sense pleasure play, skill play, dramatic play, ritual and competitive games. The second classification of play is

in terms of the social character of play that is, who is the child playing with and the nature of their relationship: Under this play

with adult, solitary play, parallel play, associative play and cooperative play are the different types. 2.4.3.5 Personality

Development Babyhood is often referred to as a “critical period” in the development of personality because this time the

foundations are laid upon which the adult personality structure will be built. The baby’s environment is limited almost exclusively

to the home and because the mother is most constant companion, the kind of person she is and the kind of relationship they

share will have a profound effect on the baby’s personality. Sex differences in personality begin to appear as early as the first year

of life. There is little evidence that these differences are due to heredity and much
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environmental pressures, which are different for boys and for girls. These environmental pressures are likely to increase with

time, and thus the foundations laid in babyhood will persist. Studies also revealed that the pattern established early in life remain

almost unchanged as the child grow older. Certain personality traits do change, even in babyhood years. These changes may be

either quantitative, in that there is strengthening or weakening a trait already presents, or qualitative, in that a socially undesirable

trait is replaced by one that is socially more desirable. For the most part, personality changes tend to be quantitative in nature.

Young children who have been shy in babyhood will seek the kind of environment that will encourage the development of this

trait. At the same time, they avoid situations that would make them feel self-conscious. As a result their shyness tends to become

stronger than weaker with age, but the core personality pattern-the self- concept-remains fundamentally the same. 2.4.3.6

Hazards in Babyhood Physical hazards range from mortality as in cot or crib death, due to various illnesses, accidents or

malnutrition. Psychological hazards include delay in motor or speech development and their subsequent disadvantages. Delay in

developmental milestones hinders social relation and in turn becomes a threat to emotional development. Social hazards include

lack of opportunities and experiences to learn to become social. Hazards in personality development occur because self concept

is largely a mirror image of what babies believe significant people in their lives think of them. Unfavourable attitudes reflected in

resentfulness, negativism or withdrawal behaviour from parents and others, therefore, can cause damages to the developing

personality. 2.4.4 Early Childhood Childhood extends from 2 to 12 years and is generally divided as early and late childhood. Early

childhood can be taken to range from the completion of 2 years to 6 years. Early childhood is also called as preschool stage. The

young child is eager to gain control over knowledge about the environment. He/she tries to explore the environment; so this

stage is called the exploratory stage. They tend to imitate others usually the adults around them. Thus this age is called the

‘imitative age’. Their play
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and imagination, so this stage also earns the additional name ‘creative age’. Some characteristics of early childhood are as

follows: 1. Names used by parents: Most parents consider early childhood a problem age or troublesome age. With the dawn of

childhood, behaviour problems become more frequent and more troublesome than the physical- care problems of babyhood.

Parents often refer to early childhood as the toy age because young children spend much of their waking time playing with toys.

2. Names used by Educators: Educators refer to the early childhood years as preschool age to distinguish it from the time when

children are considered old enough, both physically and mentally, to cope with the work they will be expected to do when they

begin their formal schooling. 3. Names used by Psychologists: Psychologists use a number of different names to describe the

outstanding characteristics of the psychological development of children during the early years of childhood. One of the

commonly applied names is “pregang age”, the time when children are learning the foundations of social behaviour as a

preparation for the most highly organized social life they will be required to adjust to when they enter the first grade. 2.4.1.1

Physical Development Early development follows two principles : 1. development proceeds cephalocaudally, i.e. from the

cephalic or head region to the caudal or tail region. Children gain control over the upper part of the body before the lower part.

This is why one would notice that the infant’s head is proportionately larger than her/his body during early infancy or if you see

an infant crawling, s/he will use the arms first and then shift to using the legs.
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body and moves towards the extremities or more distal regions—the proximodistal trend, i.e. children gain control over their

torso before their extremities. Initially infants reach for objects by turning their entire body; gradually they extend their arms to

reach for things. These changes are the result of a maturing nervous system and not because of any limitation since even visually

impaired children show the same sequence. As children grow older, they look slimmer as the trunk part of their bodies lengthens

and body fat decreases. The brain and the head grow more rapidly than any other part of the body. The growth and development

of the brain are important as they help in the maturation of children’s abilities, such as eye hand coordination, holding a pencil,

and attempts made at writing. Common patterns of physical development in Early Childhood Height The average annual

increase in height is three inches. By the age of six, the average child measures 46.6 inches Weight The average annual increase

in weight is 3 to 5 pounds. At age six, children should weigh approximately seven times as much as did at birth Body Body

proportions changed markedly, and the “baby look” disappears. Facial Proportions features remains small but the chin becomes

more pronounced and the neck elongates. There is a gradual decrease in the stockiness in the trunk, and the body tends to

become cone-shaped, with a flattened abdomen, a broader and flatter chest, and shoulders that are broader and squarer. Body

Build Differences in body build become apparent for the first time in early childhood. Some children have an endomorphic or

flabby, fat body build, some have a mesomorphic or sturdy, muscular body build, and some have an ectomorphic or relatively

thin body build. Bones and The bones ossify at different rates in different parts of the body, Muscles following the laws of

developmental direction. The muscles become larger, stronger and heavier, with the result that children look thinner as early

childhood progresses, even though they weigh more.
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endomorphy have more adipose than muscular tissue; those who tend toward mesomorphy have more muscular than adipose

tissue; and those with an ectomorphic build have more small muscle and little adipose tissue Teeth During the first four to six

months of early childhood, the last four baby teeth- the back molars-erupt. During the last half year of the early childhood, the

baby teeth begin to be replaced by permanent teeth. 2.4.1.2 Motor Development Gross motor skills during the early childhood

years involve the use of arms and legs, and moving around with confidence and more purposefully in the environment. Fine

motor skills—finger dexterity and eye-hand coordination—improve substantially during early childhood. During these years the

child’s preference for left or right hand also develops. Age in Years Gross Motor Skills Fine Motor Skills 3 years Hopping, jumping

and running Build blocks, pick objects with forefinger and thumb 4 years Climb up and downstairs with Fit jigsaw puzzle precisely

one foot on each step 5 years Run hard, enjoy races Hand, arm, and body all coordinate with eye movement Skills of Early

Childhood The young children learn and master a variety of skills because of their immense curiosity gets them to manipulate

and learn; they feel no inhibition or fear of ridicule as older children would; in addition, their bodies are pliable and fingers

dexterous and they are ‘teachable’- an essential quality for learning skills. Depending on the environmental opportunities and the

family background children learn a variety of skills. The hand skills of self feeding and dressing become perfect during childhood.

Bathing, dressing, combing hair or even finer motor skills required for tying shoe laces are all learnt. Catching and throwing a ball,

use of scissors, painting, colouring, use of crayons, drawing all become a part of early childhood years. With the foundational skill

of walking firmly established, young children move onto additional skills. Hopping, skipping, jumping, running, climbing up and

‘down
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child. Cycling, swimming, skating, and walking on walls are all activities enjoyed greatly by children at this stage. Handedness is

established and the child now shows a clear left or right hand preference by the end of early childhood. 2.4.4.3 Cognitive

Development The child’s ability to acquire the concept of object permanence enables her/him to use mental symbols to

represent objects. However, the child at this stage lacks the ability that allows her/him to do mentally what was done physically

before. Cognitive development in early childhood focuses on Piaget’s stage of preoperational thought. The child gains the ability

to mentally represent an object that is not physically present. You may have observed children draw designs/ figures to represent

people, trees, dog, house, etc. This ability of the child to engage in symbolic thought helps to expand her/his mental world. The

progress in symbolic thought continues. A salient feature of preoperational thought is egocentrism (self-focus), i.e. children see

the world only in terms of their own selves and are not able to appreciate others’ point of view. Children because of egocentrism,

engage in animism - thinking that all things are living, like one. They attribute life-like qualities to inanimate objects. For example,

if a child while running slips on the road, s/he might show animism by saying “road hurt me”. As children grow and are

approximately between 4 and 7 years of age they want answers to all their questions like : Why is the sky blue? How do trees

grow and so on? Such questions help the child to know why things are as they are. Piaget called this the stage of intuitive

thought. Another feature of thought during preoperational stage is characterized by children having a tendency for centration,

i.e. focusing on a single characteristic or feature for understanding an event. For example, a child may insist on drinking a “big

glass” of juice, preferring a tall narrow glass to a short broad one, even though both might be holding the same amount of juice.

2.4.4.4 Speech Improvement Both receptive and expressive communication improves as babbling of babyhood and crying are

largely reduced. Normal speech development gains significant strides where they learn proper pronunciation, making of

sentences (even though with poor grammar) and building of vocabulary. Also the content of speech takes a turn. From talking

about self, self interests and self needs the child moves on to socialized speech around six years wherein others and their

concerns are spoken of. 2.4.1.4 Emotions during Early Childhood Emotions during early childhood are intense with frequent

emotional outbursts. These are associated with temper tantrums, intense fears or jealousies and can be traced to the cause of

long and tiring play and too little food intake.
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Anger The most common causes of anger in young children are conflicts over playthings, the thwarting of wishes, and vigorous

attacks from another child. Their expressions are characterized by crying, screaming, kicking, jumping up and down, or striking.

Fear Conditioning, imitation, and memories of unpleasant experiences play important roles in arousing fears, as do stories,

pictures, radio and television programs, and movies with frightening elements. Jealousy Young children become jealous when

they think parental interest and attention are shifting toward someone else in the family, usually a new sibling. They may openly

express their jealousy by reverting to infantile behaviour, such as bed-wetting, pretending to be ill, or being generally naughty.

Curiosity Children are curious about anything new that they see and also about their own bodies and bodies of others. Envy They

are often envious of the abilities and material possessions of another child. Joy Young children derive joy from such things as a

sense of physical well- being, sudden or unexpected noises etc. They express their joy by smiling and laughing or hugging the

person or object that has made them happy. Grief Young children are saddened by the loss of anything they love or that is

important to them, whether it be person, object or inanimate object, such as toy. Affection Young children learn to love things-

people, pets, or objects-that give them pleasure. They express their affection verbally as they grow older. 2.4.4.6 Social

Development Relationship with Significant Others ● Parental relationship : Children experience it with their father and mother or

parent substitute. Poor relationships lead to devastating effects since young children depend on parents to a great extent.

Therefore, poor relationship with parents, or their absence or death can severely traumatize the young child and affect the

developing personality.
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progressively moves on to independence and is no longer the ‘baby’. Siblings often start frictions when a young child wants his/

her way. This is called sibling rivalry. However, siblings may also enjoy a good relationship. Especially when the older children

serve as role models for the young children to learn socially approved and sex appropriate behaviour through imitation. Social

and Unsocial Behaviour Patterns Social Patterns Unsocial Patterns Negativism : Negativism or resistance to adult authority

reaches its peak between three and four years of age and then declines. Physical resistance gradually gives the way to verbal

resistance. Aggressiveness : It increases between the ages of two and four and then declines. Physical attacks begin to be

replaced by verbal attacks in the form of name-calling or blaming others. Ascendant Behaviour: Ascendant behaviour or

“bossiness”, begins around the age of three and increases as opportunities for social contact increase, girls tend to be bossier

than boys. Selfishness : While young children’s social horizons are limited mainly to the home, they are often selfish and ego-

centric. Selfishness : While young childen’s social horizons are limited mainly to the home, they are often selfish and ego-centric.

Imitation : To identify themselves with the group, children imitate the attitudes and behaviour of a person whom they specially

admire and want to be like. Rivalry : The desire to excel or outdo others is apparent as early as the fourth year. Cooperation : By

the end of third year, cooperative and group play activities begin to develop and increase in both frequency and duration.

Sympathy : Because sympathy requires an understanding of the feelings and emotions of others, it appears only occasionally

before the third year.
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Empathy : Empathy requires an understanding of feelings and emotions of others but, in addition, it requires the ability to imagine

oneself in the place of other person. Social Approval : As early childhood draws to a close, peer approval becomes more

important than adult approval. Sharing : Young children discover, from experiences with others, but the one way to win approval

is to share what they have=especially toys-with others. Attachment Behaviour: Young children, who, as babies, discovered the

satisfaction that comes from warm, close, personal associations with others, gradually attach their affection to people outside

the home or to some inanimate object. These then become known as attachment objects. Ego-centricism : Ego-centricism is

gradually replaced by an interest in concern for others. It depends on the number of contacts young children have people with

people outside the home and how anxious they are to win their acceptance. Destructiveness : A common accompaniment of

temper outbursts in young children is destroying anything within their reach, whether their own or someone else’s possessions.

Sex Antagonism: Until they are four years old, boys and girls play together harmoniously. After that, boys come under social

pressures that lead them to shun play activities that might be regarded as “sissyish”. Prejudice: Most preschool children show a

preference for playmates of their own race, but they seldom refuse to play children of another race. 2.4.4.7 Play activities The

beginning of early childhood finds children playing extensively with toys but slowly they grow out of it towards the completion of

this stage. The number of toys or play equipment, the opportunities for manipulation, well developed motor skills, creativity,

higher IQ-all these factors or their lack influence the pattern of playing. Play includes a great deal of imitation and dramatizing.

For example, young children behave like mothers, teachers and others. The imaginative play often merges reality and fantasy and

is enjoyed by young children.
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stage ranges from 18 months to 3 years. By second year of life, the muscular and nervous systems have developed markedly, and

the child is eager to acquire new skills, is no longer content to sit and watch. The child moves around and examines its

environment, but judgement develops more slowly. The child needs guidance. In the crisis of autonomy v/s doubt faced during

this period, the critical issue is the child’s feeling of independence. In an extremely permissive environment, the child encounters

difficulties that it cannot handle, and the child develops doubt about its abilities. Similarly if the control is severe, the child feels

worthless and shameful of being capable of so little. The appropriate middle position, respecting the child’s needs and

environmental factors, requires the caretaker’s careful and constant attention. The personality pattern, the foundations of which

were laid in babyhood, begins to take form in early childhood. Because parents. Siblings and other relatives constitute the social

world of young children, how they feel about them and how they treat them are important factors in shaping self-concept-the

core of personality pattern. As the age progresses, young children have more and more contacts with peers either in

neighbourhood or in a pre-school or child-care center. The attitudes of their peers and the way their peers treat them then begin

to have an effect on their self-concepts, an effect which may reinforce the effect of family members or may contradict and

counteract some of the family influences. Conditions shaping the self-concept in Early Childhood ● The child-training method

used in home is important in shaping the young child’s developing self-concept. ● The ordinal position of children in a family has

an effect on their developing personalities. ● Environmental insecurity, whether due to death, divorce, separation, or mobility,

affects young children’s self-concepts unfavorably because they feel insecure and different from peers. Increase in Individuality :

Individuality, which is apparent at birth and becomes increasingly more so in babyhood, is one of the outstanding characteristics

of young children. By the time early childhood is over and children are ready to enter school, the patterns of their personality can

be readily distinguished, like some are leader and some are followers. Individuality is greatly influenced by early social

experiences outside the home. When these experiences are unfavourable, children are likely to become unsocial in their

relationships with people and to compensate in unsocial ways, such as spending their playtime, watching television and

imagining themselves as martyrs who are picked on by others.
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development on early childhood is on a low level. Early childhood has been characterized by what Piaget has called “morality by

constraint”. In this stage of moral development, children obey rules automatically, without using reason or judgement, and they

regard adults in authority as omnipotent. They also judge all acts as right or wrong in terms of their consequences rather than in

terms if motivations behind them. According to the way young children view a matter, a “wrong” act results in punishment, which

is dealt with either by other human beings or by natural or supernatural factors (Piaget, 1971). Kohlberg has elaborated on and

extended Piaget’s stages of moral development during the early childhood years to include two stages of this first level which he

has labeled “preconventional morality”. In the first stage, children are obedience-and punishment oriented in the sense that they

judge act as right and wrong in terms of physical consequences of these acts. In the second stage, children conform to social

expectations in the hope of gaining rewards (Kohlberg, 1969). 2.4.4.10 Hazards in Early Childhood Unlike earlier stages, physical

hazards such as illness, accidents or awkwardness have physical as well as psychological repercussions. Mortality rate reduces

steeply as compared to earlier phases. Young children are highly susceptible to infections and illnesses. With improved health

care facilities ‘generally illnesses are taken care of. Accidents of everyday such as cuts, bruises, falls or burns are common and are

more common among boys than girls. Serious or prolonged illness restricts the child and deprives his/her of opportunities and

hence affects him/ her psychologically by affecting adjustments made by the child. A pre-schooler, who frequently experiences

negative or unpleasant emotions such as anger with few pleasant emotions, faces major emotional hazards of developing a

negative disposition. Early in childhood children must learn to establish an emotional linkage between themselves and significant

others in their environment called as ‘empathic complex’. Failure to establish ‘empathic complex’ becomes yet another

emotional hazard. Children need to establish a warm and stable relationship with the mother, which is then extended to other

relationships. 2.4.5 Late Childhood The period of late childhood ranges from 6 years to the attainment of sexual maturity, around

12- 13 years. During this stage children develop marked negativism and because of their desire for independence seldom obey

the parents. The child begins going to school and learns the rudiments of knowledge essential for successful
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significance and children of this age ‘crowd together or ‘gang LIP’, thus earning the name gang age’. This age is marked by

conditions that profoundly affect a child’s personal and social adjustments. Characteristics of Late Childhood Parents, educators

and psychologists apply various names to late childhood and these names reflect the important characteristics of the period. 1.

Names used by parents: To many parents, late childhood is the troublesome age the time when children are no longer willing to

do what they are told to do and when they are more influenced by their peers than by their parents and other family members. 2.

Name by Educators: Educators call late childhood elementary school age. It is the time when the child is expected to acquire the

rudiments of knowledge that are considered essential for successful adjustment to adult life. It is also the time when the child is

expected to learn essential skills, both curricular and extracurricular. 3. Names used by Psychologists: To the Psychologist, late

childhood is the gang-age-the time when children’s major concern is acceptance by their age- mates and membership in the

gang, especially a gang with prestige in the eyes of their age-mates. This led the psychologists to label late childhood as the age

of conformity. 2.4.5.1 Physical Development There is relatively uniform but slow physical development. The weight gain is almost

even throughout late childhood and the child gains 2-3 inches every year. Body proportions are more elongated with long arms

and legs giving an awkward appearance. Face also becomes angular with the loss of fat.’ Teeth that begin to fall during the sixth

year are all replaced with permanent teeth except for the wisdom teeth. Pattern of Physical Development in Late Childhood

Height The annual increase in height is 2 to 3 inches. The average 11 year old girl is 58 inches tall, and the average boy of the

same age is 57.5 inches tall. Weight Weight increases are more variable than height increases, ranging from 3 to 5 more pounds

annually. Body Although the head is still proportionally too large for the rest of the body, some of the facial disproportions

disappear as the mouth and jaw
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and flattens, the lips fill out, the nose become larger and acquires more shape. The trunk elongates and becomes slimmer, the

neck becomes longer, the chest broadens, the abdomen flattens, the arms and legs lengthen and hands and feet grow larger, but

slow rate. Homeliness The body disproportions, so pronounced during late childhood, are primarily responsible for the increase

in homeliness at this time. Muscle-fat In this time fat tissue develops more rapidly than muscle tissue which has a marked growth

spurt beginning at puberty. Teeth By the onset of puberty, a child normally has twenty-eight of thirty two permanent teeth. The

last four, wisdom teeth, erupt during adolescence Skills of Late Childhood Children develop a numbers of skills during this stage.

These-skills also differ from boys to girls. ● Self help skills of eating, dressing, bathing grooming become almost as adept as that

of an adult, with very little concentration required. ● Social skills include helping others. Cleaning and helping in daily activities at

home and helping teacher at school, sharing responsibilities with age mates at play are important achievements of the child. ●
School skills of writing, reading, drawing, painting, clay modeling, crayoning become more proficient. ● Play skills such as

throwing and catching the ball, bicycling, skating and swimming re developed. Fine motor skills of painting and needlework are

well developed among girls while boys achieve gross motor skills of throwing a ball, kicking football or jumping. 2.4.5.2 Speech

Improvement Older children are increasingly aware of speech as a tool for being accepted by their peer group members.

Therefore speech is consciously improved from immature, unacceptable ways of communication such as crying and gesturing

which are avoided. Proper pronunciation and grammar are learnt. Children take interest in telling jokes or narrating events or

riddles. Parents and teachers also contribute to speech improvement by encouraging them. Radio and television serve as models

for speech. There is marked improvement in vocabulary names of colours, numbers, money concepts, time concepts are

included. Secret codes used by the gang often become part of older child’s communication pattern.
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Older children learn to control emotional outbursts as these are looked down upon by peer members, as immature and

inappropriate behaviour. Happy and pleasant expressions on the other hand are expressed freely as seen in laughing, giggling or

jumping. While the child tends to curtail expressions of negative emotions, he/she may show moodiness or resort to sulking. In

expressing emotions, sex appropriateness can be noticed. Boys tend to show anger ‘or curiosity while girls experience fears,

worries and feelings of affection. There are times during late childhood when children experience frequent and intense

emotions. Because, these emotions tend to be more unpleasant than pleasant, periods of heightened emotionality becomes

period of disequilibrium-times when children are out of focus and difficult to live with. It may come from physical and

environmental causes or from both. Another important characteristic of emotional development of late childhood is emotional

catharsis. As children learn to curb the external expressions of their emotions, they discover that they are doing so; they become

nervous, tense and ready to fly of the handle in a temper outburst at the slightest provocation. They are said to be in a “baby

mood” or in a “bad humor”. Clearing the system of pent up emotional energy-emotional catharsis-once discovered, becomes a

new way of older children to handle their emotional expressions to conform social expectations. Through strenuous play, hearty

laugh or even by crying they can clear their systems. 2.4.5.4 Social Development The older child shows strong desire to be an

accepted member of the peer group. Staying at home or playing with siblings is disliked by them. The gangs are not delinquent

groups but play groups. Their main activity is to play games, sports or simply chatting. The gangs are also strictly segregated, that

is, members of a gang often come from the same sex. Those who are accepted by the gang members gain social status and feel

self confident while the opposite is true of those who are rejected. Belonging to gang helps children to become socialize. This

comes primarily from conforming to patterns of behaviour, the values and the attitudes of gang members (Denzin, 1975). Group

belonging is not without some unfavourable effects on children. It often results in friction with parents and a rejection of parental

standards. It also invites sex antagonism among the children. 2.4.5.5 Cognitive Development As the child grows and is

approximately between 7 and 11 years of age (the period of middle and late childhood) intuitive thought is replaced by logical

thought. This is the stage of concrete operational thought, which is made up of operations— mental actions that allow the child

to do mentally what were done physically before.
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actions that are reversible. In a well known test, the child is presented with two identical balls of clay. One ball is rolled by the

experimenter into a long thin strip and the other ball remains in its original shape. On being asked which has more clay, the child

of 7 or 8 years, would answer that, both have the same amount of clay. This is because the child imagines the ball rolled into thin

strip and then into a ball, that means he/she is able to imagine reversible mental action on concrete/real objects. He/she is likely

to focus on only one aspect- length or height. Concrete operations allow the child to focus on different characteristics and not

to focus on one aspect of the object. This helps the child to appreciate that there are different ways of looking at things, which

also results in the decline of her/ his egocentrism. Thinking becomes more flexible, and children can think about alternatives

when solving problems, or mentally retrace their steps if required. Even though the preoperational child develops the ability to

see relationships between different properties of an object, he/she cannot do abstract thinking, i.e. s/he still cannot manipulate

ideas in the absence of objects. For example, steps required to complete algebraic equations, or imagining line of longitude or

latitude of the earth. 2.4.5.6 Play activities Play for the older child is not a mere amusement, it is the chief instrument of

socializing which provides opportunities for social skills. Various games, sports or activities such as collecting items (shells,

stamps and pictures) are enjoyed. While these activities may be used, acceptance and popularity are the social goals of play.

2.4.5.7 Personality Development This period ranges from 6-12 years. During this period the child develops greater attention span,

needs less sleep, and gains rapidly in strength; therefore, the child can expend much more effort in acquiring skills, and needs

accomplishment, regardless of ability. The crisis faced during this period is industry v/s inferiority. The child aims to develop a

feeling of competence, rather than inability. The success in this endeavor leads to further industrious behaviour, failure results in

development of feelings of inferiority. Hence, the caretakers should guide the child to take up appropriate tasks. As the child’s

social horizons broaden when they enter school, new factors begin to influence the development of their personalities. As a

result, they must frequently revise their self-concepts. Since, until now they have seen themselves almost exclusively through the

eyes of their parents, it is not surprising if their self-concepts are biased. Now they see themselves as their teachers, their

classmates and their neighbors see them.
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Late-Childhood 1. Physical Condition : Poor health or physical defects that cut children off from play with their peers make them

feel inferior. 2. Body Build : Children who are overweight or very small for their ages may be unable to keep their peers and, as a

result, they develop feelings of inferiority. 3. Socioeconomic Status : If children feel that they have better homes, better clothes

and better play equipments than their age-mates, they will feel superior. On the other hand, they sense that their socio-

economic status is inferior to that of their age-mates it is likely to lead feelings of inferiority. 4. School Environment : Competent,

understanding teachers do much to bring about good adjustment in their pupils, while teachers who use this discipline that

children consider unfair or that otherwise antagonize them have the opposite influence. 5. Social Acceptance : Acceptance or

lack of it on the part of peers influences the child’s personality through its effect on the self-concept. Very popular children and

isolates are especially affected, and other less so. 6. Success and Failure : Success in the tasks the child sets out to achieve leads

to a feeling of confidence and self-acceptance, while failure makes for a feeling of inadequacy. 7. Sex : Girl recognize that the sex

roles they are expected to play are inferior to male roles, and this realization results in a corresponding decrease in self-

evaluation. They incorporate society’s evaluations of their roles as inferior and so value themselves less. 8. Intelligence: Children’s

personalities are adversely affected if their intelligence deviates markedly from the norm. Children who are duller than average

sense their inferiority and the rejectant attitude of their group. As a result, they may become shy, introverted and apathetic-or

they may become aggressive to those who reject them. Children with very high I.Q are likely to have poor self-concepts. 9.

Development of Ideal Self-Concepts: As childhood draws to a close, children begin to hero-worship characters in history or in

fiction, on the stage or on the screen, or in the world of sports or national affairs. They then form concepts of the ideal self, the

kind of person they would likely to be. At first, ideal self-concept is patterned along the lines set by parents, teachers, and
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environments. Later, as their horizons broaden, people they do not know but have heard of or read from about from the nucleus

for this ideal self. 10. Search for Identity : The search for identity begins in the latter part of a childhood and reaches a crisis stage

in adolescence. To achieve a sense of identity, children must have an inner assurance that they are able to function

independently. Until, they get this feeling of assurance they are insecure. To cope with this problem, older children try to

associate themselves emotionally with peers and try to cut parental apron strings. 2.4.5.8 Improvement of Understanding The

older child is now in a stage where concepts become specific and concrete. They reflect a stage of cognitive development

termed as ‘concrete operations’. The school plays an important role in building, improving and clarifying concepts. The child

begins to understand social dimensions in concepts – types of groups, differences, similarities etc are perceived by the child.

2.4.5.9 Moral Development Between the ages of five and twelve, children’s concepts of justice change, as explained by Piaget.

Their rigid and inflexible notions of right and wrong, learned from parents, become modified and they begin to take into account

the specific circumstances surrounding a moral violation. This, according to Piaget, moral relativism replaces moral inflexibility.

For example, to a five-year-old lying is always bad, while older child realizes that in some situations lie is justified, and therefore,

not necessarily bad (Piaget, 1970). Kohlberg has elaborated on Piaget’s theory and has labeled late childhood the second level of

moral development, the level of conventional morality, or morality of conventional rules and conformity. In the first stage of this

level, which Kohlberg has called “good boy morality”, children conform to rules to win the approval to others and to maintain

good relationships. In the second stage, Kohlberg contends that if the social group accepts rules as appropriate for all group

members, they should conform to them to avoid social disapproval and censure (Kohlberg, 1969). 2.4.5.10 Hazards in Late

Childhood The child is susceptible to many physical and psychological hazards. They include illness and accidents which are the

physical hazards encountered by older children. Improved medicare takes care of several illnesses but accidents are a major

cause of death among older children. Children who experience lack of peer acceptance are dissatisfied leading to personality

maladjustments in later life.
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means ‘to grow to maturity’. It is an intermediary stage between childhood and adulthood characteristically possessing qualities

of both stages, although not fully in either of them. The age range is from 12-19 years. It is the threshold to adulthood. There are

rapid physical changes taking place including sexual maturity which is attained during adolescence. Consequently there are also

psychological and social changes. Adolescence is a crucial stage for the person. In addition, it usually encounters problems of

different kinds. Adolescents are very sensitive. The term adolescence derives from the Latin word adolescere, meaning “to grow

into maturity”. It is the transitional period in a person’s life between childhood and adulthood. Adolescence is commonly defined

as the stage of life that begins at the onset of puberty, when sexual maturity or the ability to reproduce is attained. It has been

regarded as a period of rapid change, both biologically and psychologically. Though the physical changes that take place during

this stage are universal, the social and psychological dimensions of the adolescent’s experiences depend on the cultural context.

For example, in cultures where the adolescent years are viewed as problematic or confusing, the adolescent will have very

different experiences from someone who is in a culture, where adolescent years are viewed as beginning of adult behaviour and,

therefore, undertaking responsible tasks. Although most societies have at least a brief period of adolescence, it is not universal

across cultures. Characteristics of Adolescence 1. Adolescence is an important period 2. Adolescence is a period of change 3.

Adolescence is a problem age 4. It is a time of search for identity 5. It is a dreaded age 6. It is a time of unrealism 7. Adolescence

is the threshold of Adulthood 2.4.6.1 Physical Development Puberty or sexual maturity marks the end of childhood and signifies

the beginning of adolescence, which is characterized by dramatic physical changes in both, growth rate, and sexual

characteristics. However, puberty is not a sudden event, but is part of a gradual process. The hormones released during puberty

result in the development of primary and secondary sexual characteristics. The primary sex
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related to reproduction and the secondary sex characteristics include features or signs of achieving sexual maturity. Pubertal

changes in boys are marked by acceleration in growth, facial hair, and changes in voice. In girls, rapid growth in height usually

begins about two years before menarche, the onset of menstruation. The growth spurt generally begins at the age of 12 or 13 for

boys and at the age of 10 or 11 for girls. It is normal to have variations in the pubertal sequence. For example, among two boys

(or two girls) of same chronological age, one may complete pubertal sequence before the other has begun it. Both genetics and

environment play a part in this. For example, identical twins reach menarche closer in time than do fraternal twins; on an

average, girls from affluent families go through menarche earlier than girls from poor families; and historical trends show that the

age of menarche is declining in industrialized nations reflecting better nutrition and advances in medical care. Physical

development during adolescence is also accompanied by a number of psychological changes. Around puberty adolescents

show an increase in interest in members of the opposite sex and in sexual matters and a new awareness of sexual feelings

develops. This increased attention to sexuality is caused by factors such as individual’s awareness of the biological changes

taking place and the emphasis placed on sexuality by peers, parents, and society. Even then, many adolescents lack adequate

knowledge or have misconceptions about sex and sexuality. The development of a sexual identity defines the sexual orientation

and guides sexual behaviour. As such it becomes an important developmental task for adolescents. Adolescents are preoccupied

with what they are like and develop individual images of what they look like. Another important developmental task during

adolescence is accepting one’s physical self maturity. Adolescents need to develop a realistic image of their physical appearance,

which is acceptable to them. It is important to keep in mind that puberty also involves cognitive and social changes along with

physical changes. Body changes during Adolescence External Changes Height The average girl reaches her mature height

between the ages of seventeen and eighteen and the average boy, a year so later. Weight Weight changes follow a timetable

similar to that for height changes, with weight now distributed over areas of the body where previously there was little or no fat.
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gradually come Proportions into proportion. For example, the trunk broadens and lengthens, and thus the limbs no longer seem

too long. Sex Organs Both male and female sex organs reach their mature size in late adolescence, but are not mature to

function until several years later. Secondary The major secondary sex characteristics are at a Sex mature level of development by

late adolescence. Characteristics Internal Changes Digestive The stomach becomes longer and less tubular, System the

intestines grow in length and circumference, the muscles in the stomach and intestinal wall become thicker and stronger, the

liver increases in weight, and the esophagus becomes longer. Circulatory The heart grows rapidly during adolescence; by System

the age of seventeen or eighteen, it is twelve times as heavy as it was at birth. The length and thickness of the walls of the blood

vessels increase and reach a mature level when the heart does. Respiratory The lung capacity of girl is almost at a mature System

level at age seventeen; boys reach this level several years later. Endocrine The increased activity of gonads at puberty results

System in a temporary imbalance of whole endocrine system in early adolescence. The sex glands develop rapidly and become

functional, though they do not reach their mature sixe until late adolescence or early adulthood. Body The skeleton stops

growing at average age of Tissues eighteen. Tissues, other than bones have reached their mature size. 2.4.6.2 Cognitive

Developmental Changes Adolescents’ thought becomes more abstract, logical, and idealistic; they become
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thoughts, others’ thoughts, and what others are thinking about them. Adolescents’ developing ability to reason gives them a new

level of cognitive and social awareness. Piaget believed that formal operational thought appears between the age of 11 and 15.

During this stage adolescent thinking expands beyond actual concrete experiences and they begin to think more in abstract

terms and reason about them. In addition to being abstract, adolescent thought is also idealistic. Adolescents begin to think

about ideal characteristics for themselves and others and compare themselves and others with these ideal standards. For

example, they may think what an ideal parent is like and compare their parents with these ideal standards. This may at times

make adolescents wonder which of the new-found ideal standards they should adopt. In contrast to trial and error approach

used by children in earlier stages of development, adolescent thinking becomes more systematic in solving problems—they think

of possible courses of action, why something is happening the way it is, and systematically seek solutions. Piaget called this type

of logical thinking—hypothetical deductive reasoning. Logical thought also influences the development of moral reasoning.

Social rules are not considered as absolute standards and moral thinking shows some flexibility. The adolescent recognizes

alternative moral courses, explores options, and then decides on a personal moral code. For example, individuals at this age

might participate in a protest march for a cause rather than adhere/ conform to college norm. Adolescents also develop a special

kind of egocentrism. According to David Elkind, imaginary audience and personal fable are two components of adolescents’

egocentrism. Imaginary audience is adolescent’s belief that others are as preoccupied with them as they are about themselves.

They imagine that people are always noticing them and are observing their each and every behaviour. Imagine a boy who thinks

that all will notice the ink spot on his shirt, or a girl with a pimple feels, all people would think how bad her skin is. It is this

imaginary audience, which makes them extremely self-conscious. The personal fable is part of the adolescents’ egocentrism that

involves their sense of uniqueness. Adolescents’ sense of uniqueness makes them think that no one understands them or their

feelings. For example, an adolescent girl thinks that none can sense the hurt that she feels because of being betrayed by a friend.

It is quite common to hear the adolescent say to the parents; ‘you don’t understand me’. To retain their sense of personal

uniqueness they may weave stories filled with fantasy around them to create a world that is away from reality. Personal fables are

often part of adolescent diaries.
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Traditionally, adolescence has been thought of as a period of “storm and stress”- a time of heightened emotional tension

resulting from the physical and glandular changes that are taking place. Most of the adolescents, experiences emotional

instability from time to time, which is a logical consequence of the necessity of making adjustments to new pattern of behaviour

and to new social expectations. Instead of having temper tantrums, however, adolescents express their anger by sulking, refusing

to speak, or loudly criticizing those who angered them. They are also found to be envious of those with more material

possessions. By the end of adolescence, boys and girls are said to be more emotionally mature. They do not “blow up”

emotionally when others are present, but wait for a convenient time and place to let off emotional steam in a socially acceptable

manner. Finally, emotionally mature adolescents are stable in their emotional responses and they do not swing from one

emotion or mood to another. 2.4.6.4 Social Development The peer group influence increases. The adolescent begins to notice

and take interest in the opposite sex. Making friends and adjusting to new social situations in school, search for career are learnt

during this time. Great deal of interest is shown in personal grooming, looks and clothes. Adolescents also ponder over several

philosophical issues and try to find an answer to questions such as “Who am I? What is the purpose of life?” The search for

identity when it takes a meaningful turn enables the adolescent to adjust well and in contrast in identity, crisis leads to confusion

and diffidence in future. Of all the changes that take place in social attitudes and behaviour, the most pronounced is in the area

of heterosexual relationships. In a short period of time adolescents make the radical shift from disliking members of their

opposite sex to preferring their companionship to that of members of their own sex. Not only that, they no longer select their

friends on the basis of ready availability at school or in the neighbourhood, as they did during childhood, and the enjoyment of

the same activities is not such an important factor for friendship selection. They want to selects those as friends whose values

and interests are similar to their standards and who understand them and make them feel secure. They also expect that the

leaders of their gangs with whom they wants to belong must possess certain qualities like good physique, well groomed, be

attractive, belongs to higher socio-economic status etc.
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adolescence, boys and girls have reached what Piaget has called the stage of formal operations in cognitive ability. They are now

capable of considering all possible ways of solving a particular problem and can reason on the basis of hypotheses or

propositions. They can look their problems from several pints of view and can take many factors into account when solving them

(Piaget, 1969). According to Kohlberg, the third level of moral development, post-conventional morality should during

adolescence. This level of self-accepted principles and it consists of two stages. In the first stage, the individual believes that

there should be flexibility in moral beliefs to make it possible to modify and change moral standards if this will be advantageous

to group members as a whole. In the second stage, individual conform to both social standards and to internalized ideals to

avoid self- condemnation rather than to avoid social censure. In this stage, morality is based on respect for others rather than on

personal desires (Kohlberg, 1969). 2.4.6.6 Personality Development This is a period of transition from childhood to adulthood

which extends from 12-20 years. During this period the individual attains puberty leading to many changes. These changes have

enormous implications for the individual’s sexual, social, emotional and vocational life; that is why Stanley Hall has rightly

described this period as a “period of storm and stress”. These changes make the individual to find an identity, which means

developing an understanding of self, the goals one wishes to achieve and the work/occupation role. The individual craves for

encouragement and support of caretakers and peer groups. If he is successful he will develop a sense of self or identity,

otherwise he will suffer from role confusion/ identity confusion. By early adolescence, both boys and girls are well aware of their

good and bad traits, and they appraise these in terms of similar traits in their friends. They are also well aware of the role of

personality plays in social relationships and thus are strongly motivated to improve their personalities-by reading books or articles

on the subject, for example-in the hope of increasing their social acceptance. Many adolescents use group standards as the basis

for their concept of an “ideal” personality against which they assess their own personalities. This is difficult, often impossible task.

First, the personality pattern established during childhood, has begun to stabilize and take the form it will maintain with few

modifications during the remaining years of life. Second, many of the conditions that are responsible for molding the personality

pattern are not within the adolescent’s control since they are a product of the environment in which the
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affect the self-concept-the core of personality pattern-as long as environment remain stable. Conditions influencing

Adolescent’s Self-Concept 1. Age of Maturin : Early Matures, who are treated as near-adults, develop favorable self-concepts and

thus make good adjustments. Late matures, who are treated like children, feel misunderstood and thus are predisposed to

maladjusted behaviour. 2. Appearance : Being different in appearance makes the adolescence feel inferior, even if difference adds

to physical attractiveness 3. Sex : Appropriateness: Sex appropriate appearance, interests, and behaviour help adolescents

achieve favorable self-concepts. Sex appropriateness makes them self-conscious and this influences their behaviour unfavorably.

4. Family Relationships : An adolescent who has a very close relationship with family member will identify with this person and

want to develop a similar personality pattern. 5. Peers: Peers influences the adolescent’s personality pattern in two ways. First, the

self-concept of adolescent’s are reflections of what they believe their peers’ concepts of them are and, second, they cone under

peer pressures to develop personality traits approved by the group. 6. Creativity: Adolescents who have been encouraged to be

creative in their play and academic work as children develop a feeling of individuality and identity that has a favorable effect on

their self-concepts. On the other hand, who have been forced to conform to an approved pattern since earliest childhood

suffers from lack of feeling of identity and of individuality. 7. Level of Aspiration: If adolescents have unrealistically high levels of

aspiration, they will experience failure. This will lead to feelings of inadequacy and to defensive reactions in which they blame

others for their failures. Adolescents who are realistic about their abilities will experience more success than failures.

Consequences of attempts to improve Personality How successful adolescents will be in their attempts to improve their

personalities depend on many factors. First, they must set ideals that are realistic and attainable
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realistic assessment of their strength and weaknesses. Third, they must have stable self-concept. Fourth, they must be reasonably

more satisfied with their achievements and eager to make improvements in any area in which they feel deficient. 2.4.6.7 Hazards

in Adolescence While illness rates may be low, accidents and conflicts leading to suicide are high. Psychological hazards arise out

of inability to make the transition into maturity. Social disapproval is still a major source of hazard especially with the opposite

sex. 2.4.7 Adulthood An adult is generally defined as someone who is responsible, mature, self- supporting, and well integrated

into society. There is a variation in developing these attributes, which suggests that there is a shift in timing when an individual

becomes an adult or assumes adult roles. Some people take up jobs along with their college studies or may get married and not

pursue their studies. Others may continue to live with their parents even after getting married and being financially independent.

The assumption of adult roles is directed by an individual’s social context. The best time for some of the most important life

events (i.e. marriage, job, having children) might be quite different in different cultures but within a culture there is similarity in the

course of adult development. In early adulthood, two major tasks are, exploring the possibilities for adult living and developing a

stable life structure. Gradually, a transition from dependence to independence should occur. This could be marked by an image

of the kind of life the young person wants, especially in terms of marriage and a career. 2.4.7.1 Career and Work Earning a living,

choosing an occupation, and developing a career are important themes for people in their twenties and thirties. Entering work

life is a challenging event in anyone’s life. There are apprehensions regarding different adjustments, proving one’s competence,

performance, dealing with competition, and coping with expectations both of the employers and one. It is also the beginning of

new roles and responsibilities. Developing and evaluating a career becomes an important task of adulthood.
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The adjustments that young adults have to make when entering a marriage relate to knowing the other person if not known

earlier, coping with each other’s likes, dislikes, tastes, and choices. If both the partners are working, adjustments are required

regarding sharing and performing roles and responsibilities at home. In addition to getting married, becoming a parent can be a

difficult and stressful transition in young adults, even though it is usually accompanied by the feeling of love for the baby. As the

family grows and children are added, one must realize that it involves great responsibility. Adjustment to parenthood depends on

several factors including the desire for children, number of children, time when they are born, sex of children, spacing between

children, ability to support them, child rearing practices used by parents, acceptance of children. Children can contribute greatly

to the emotional well being of parents if brought LIP with loving care provided with overall acceptance. The parental role must

be played with commitment and creativity. Adjustment to parenthood may become elusive if children are rebellious, sick or

uncaring. Those who are childless by choice, although enjoy greater freedom, forfeit the joys of child’s affection and

companionship. 2.4.7.3 Personality Development This stage extends from 20-30 years. As an adult, the individual takes a firmer

place in society, usually holding a job, contributing to community and maintaining a family and care of offspring. These new

responsibilities can create tensions and frustrations, and one solution involves is, an intimate relationship with family. This

situation leads to a crisis called intimacy v/s isolation. If these problems are solved effectively by the love, affection and support

of family the individual leads a normal life, otherwise he will develop a feeling of alienation and isolation which in turn affects his

personality negatively. 2.4.8 Middle Age Middle age is an intermediary stage between adulthood and old age. Beginning around

45 years it ends when old age begins. It is a period of transition from adulthood to old age. It is characterized by achievements

professional and otherwise. It is a time when life is evaluated by introspection. It is called empty- nest period as children leave

home. Many observers view it as a time of stress, often termed as ‘Middle age’ crises. The developmental tasks of the middle aged

adult are centered on success in
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finding satisfaction in children. At work the person attains great achievements and experiences a climax. Depending on the

foundations the marriage may be shaken up or strengthened. The relationship with children assumes a new dimension as they

too start early adult life. 2.4.8.1 Physical Changes With active reproductive stage behind them, men and women undergo the

experience of a physical decline. Women go through menopause, the end of menstrual cycle. As n result, she cannot have

children any more. With the decline in hormones leading to a menopause in women several other features appear. Weight gain

around the abdomen, joint pains, changes in appearance with grey hairs and sagging muscles, problems with teeth and vision,

slow down the pace of life. Men too experience reduced sexual drive and motivation; hence they may question their own virility.

As the youthfulness begins to fade away refocusing the relationship between husband and wife become essential. 2.4.8.2

Emotional Changes The drastic physical changes brought in by reduced hormones, lead to emotional ups and downs. Periods of

moodiness, loneliness or blues affect the middle age adult. The feelings of reduced function, unattractiveness and the like cause

negative feelings and stress which if left uncared for, can escalate to full blown crisis situation. Emotional stability can be

achieved in meaningful work, interests and relationships. Frequently people turn to religion and God for peace, strength and

meaning. 2.4.8.3 Social Changes During middle age social activities and responsibilities assume increased significance. Children

and their families are a source of satisfaction. Friends and peel-group members are very important in helping one realize he/she

is not alone. Happiness comes from accepting the journey of life with its many twists and turns. Developing and experiencing

career goals and achieving them, renewed family intimacy and social contributions provide added value to the person. 2.4.8.4

Personality Development This period ranges from 30-65 years. It is otherwise called middle age. During this stage of life, the

crisis encountered is generativity v/s stagnation. This requires
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to include the next generation. The positive solution to the crisis lies not only in giving birth to children, but also in working,

teaching and caring for the young, in the products and ideas of the culture, and in a more general belief in the species. This

response reflects a desire for wellbeing of the humanity rather than selfishness. If this goal is not achieved the individual will be

disappointed and experience a feeling of stagnation. 2.4.8.5 Old Age Just when “old age” begins, is not easy to determine.

Traditionally, the age of retirement was linked to old age. Now that people are living longer, age of retiring from work is changing,

and the cut-off point for the definition of “old age” is moving upward. Some of the challenges, which the aged have to cope with,

include retirement, widowhood, illness, or death in the family. The image of old age is changing in certain ways. Now there are

people who have crossed seventy years of age or so and are quite active, energetic, and creative. They are competent and are

therefore, valued by society in many walks of life. Of course, the experience of old age also depends on the socio-economic

conditions, availability of health care, attitude of people, expectations of society and the available support system. The age of 60

or 65, roughly equivalent to retirement ages in most developed countries is said to be the beginning of old age. 2.4.8.5.1 Physical

Marks of Old Age Bone and joint : Old bones are marked by “thinning and shrinkage.” This results in a loss of height (about two

inches by age 80), a stooping posture in many people, and a greater susceptibility to bone and joint diseases such as

osteoarthritis and osteoporosis. Chronic diseases : Older persons have at least one chronic condition and many have multiple

conditions. In 2007-2009, the most frequently occurring conditions among older persons in the United States were uncontrolled

hypertension (34%), diagnosed arthritis (50%), and heart disease (32%). Dental problems : Less saliva and less ability for oral

hygiene in old age increase the chance of tooth decay and infection. Digestive system : About 40% of the time, old age is marked

by digestive disorders such as difficulty in swallowing, inability to eat enough and to absorb nutrition, constipation and bleeding.
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more difficult to read in low lighting and in smaller print. Speed with which an individual reads and the ability to locate objects

may also be impaired. Falls : Old age spells risk for injury from falls that might not cause injury to a younger person. Every year,

about one third of 65 years olds and over half of 80 years old fall. Falls are the leading cause of injury and death for old people.

Hair : usually becomes thinner and grayer. Hearing : By age 75 and older, 48% of men and 37% of women encounter impairments

in hearing. Hearts are less efficient in old age with a resulting loss of stamina. Less efficient immune function (Immuno system) is

a mark of old age. Lungs expand less well; thus, they provide less oxygen. Pain afflicts old people at least 25% of the time,

increasing with age up to 80% for those in nursing homes. Most pains are rheumatological or malignant. Sexual activity

decreases significantly with age, especially after age 60, for both women and men. Sexual drive in both men and women

decreases as they age. Skin loses elasticity, becomes drier, and more lined and wrinkled. Sleep trouble holds a chronic prevalence

of over 50% in old age and results in daytime sleepiness. Taste buds diminish so that by age 80 taste buds are down to 50% of

normal. Food becomes less appealing and nutrition can suffer. Urinary incontinence is often found in old age. Voice : In old age,

vocal chords weaken and vibrate more slowly. 2.4.8.5.2 Mental marks of old age Adaptable describes most people in their old

age. In spite the stressfulness of old age; they are described as “agreeable” and “accepting.” However, old age dependence

induces feelings of incompetence and worthlessness in a minority. Depressed mood : According to Cox, Abramson, Devine, and

Hollon (2012), old age is a risk factor for depression caused by prejudice (i.e., “deprejudice”). When people are prejudiced against

the elderly and then become old themselves, their anti- elderly prejudice turns inward, causing depression. “People with more

negative age stereotypes will likely have higher rates of depression as they get older.” Old age depression results in the over-65

population having the highest suicide rate.
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among the frail, sometimes weighs more heavily than concerns about finances or health and restricts what they do. The fear

persists in spite of the fact that old people are victims of crime less often than younger people. Reduced mental and cognitive

ability afflicts old age. Memory loss is common in old age due to the decrease in speed of information being encoded, stored,

and received. It takes more time to learn new information. Dementia is a general term for memory loss and other intellectual

abilities serious enough to interfere with daily life. Its prevalence increases in old age from about 10% at age 65 to about 50%

over age 85. Alzheimer’s disease accounts for 50 to 80 percent of dementia cases. Demented behavior can include wandering,

physical aggression, verbal outbursts, depression, and psychosis. 2.4.8.5.3 Social, emotional and Vocational changes Retirement

from active vocational life is quite significant. Some people perceive retirement as a negative change. They consider it as a

separation from an important source of satisfaction and self-esteem. Others view it as a shift in life with more time to pursue

their own interests. It is seen that older adults who show openness to new experiences, more striving and achievement oriented

behaviour prefer to keep busy and are better adjusted. Older adults also need to adjust to changes in the family structure and

new roles (grand parenting) that have to be learnt. Children usually are busy in their careers and families and may set up

independent homes. Older adults may depend on their children for financial support and to overcome their loneliness (after

children have moved out). This might trigger-off feelings of hopelessness and depression in some people. In old age feeling of

energy, and dwindling of health and financial assets, lead to insecurity and dependency. The elderly tend to look towards others

to lean on and to care for them. In fact, parents in most oriental cultures rear their children with the fond hope that they will care

for them during old age. It is important to give the elderly a sense of security and belonging, a feeling that people care for them

(especially in the time of crisis), and to remember that we all have to grow old one day. Although death is more likely to occur in

late adulthood, death can come at any point in development. The deaths, especially of children and younger adults, are often

perceived to be more tragic than those of others. In children and younger adults, death is more likely to occur because of

accidents but in older adults it is more likely to occur because of chronic disease. The death of a spouse is usually seen as the

most difficult loss. Those left behind after the death of their
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loneliness, depression, financial loss and are also at risk of many health related problems. Widows by far out number widowers,

because studies show that women live longer than men and tend to marry men older than themselves. During such times,

support from children, grandchildren, and friends can help the individual cope with the loss of spouse. People in different

cultures view death differently. It is brief sketch of different spheres of human development, though there are variations but most

of the individuals have to follow the above mentioned pathways during their life time. 2.5

Health and Nutrition needed to Support and Enhance Growth and Development at each level

Time Period Nutrition required at each stage of Growth and Development Infants and Pre-school Many studies have proven that

maintaining a balanced diet children in the infancy life stage is paramount for long-term health and well-being. For the first six

months of a baby’s life, the Department of Health recommends that mother’s breastfeed their babies as breast milk is full of

nutrients and antibodies that infants need. Breastfeeding might not be for everyone, so bottle feeding formula milk offers a great

alternative. Typically, cow’s- milk-based formulas are recommended. Nutritional requirements The nutritional requirements for

children aged one to for Children five progresses from their first 12 months. By then, they need all of the essential nutrients to aid

a growing body. In these early years they needed help managing their meals– cutting food and helping with feeding – and by the

age of five, preferably earlier, they should be able to manage mealtimes independently. Key food groups to incorporate in a pre-

school child’s diet include carbohydrates, fruit and vegetables, milk and dairy foods, protein and good quality fats. Ensuring the

child has
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food groups and nutrients - vitamin A, C, calcium, iron and zinc–can be difficult if your child is a fussy eater. Early Childhood

Starting school can be very daunting – not only for children, but for parents too. This is the time where, for at least one meal, a

child may be in charge of what they eat. This also starts the life stage where they might stay round a friend’s house for dinner, or

ask for pocket money with the aim of spending it on fizzy drinks and sweets. For parents who do not opt for their child to have

school dinners, choosing what they have in their packed lunch can be a tough task. Take a look at our healthy eating for kids and

lunch box ideas pages to get some inspiration on how to supply balanced meals that kids will enjoy. Nutritional tips for children

belonging to the age group of early childhood : Advise against snacking on crisps, biscuits and chocolate. Offer healthy snacks

such as fruit, popcorn or home-made biscuits instead. Encourage three set meal times – breakfast, lunch and dinner - with

healthy snacks between meals. Late Childhood When a child enters their teenage years, they tend to start making their own

choices about their own social life, nutrition and education. Although this can be seen as a positive step, physiological changes

and peer pressure can affect the way a teen acts. Teenagers may refuse certain types of food. They may skip breakfast and start

eating a diet of fast food that won’t give them essential fiber, vitamins and minerals a growing body needs. In this instance,

parents can only set a good example at home. Stock the fridge with healthy snacks and serve balanced meals when they decide

to stay in. Due to the accelerated growth period a teenager goes through, they need a balanced diet packed full of nutrients
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may want to consider a vitamin and mineral supplement designed specifically for teenagers. This will ensure they are getting

these essential nutrients. It’s common for teenagers, particularly girls, to have a distorted view of their body image that might

lead them to think they need to lose weight. Unfortunately the most common avenues that they might explore to achieve this

include unhealthy fasting, skipping meals and avoiding all sugary foods and snacks. Adulthood The majority of our body’s growth

and development will be over when they enter adulthood. Now we can shift our focus on nutrition and maintaining a physically

active and healthy lifestyle. This will help reduce the risk of weight, age and lifestyle related diseases. Old age It is important to

focus on good nutrition for the elderly as our bodies’ change and face a number of limitations when one is growing older. With

reduced mobility to get to the shops to buy ingredients for balanced meals, and other social aspects like a lower food budget,

single elderly people may lose the motivation to cook balanced meals or even lack the cooking skills to complete such tasks.

Freezing food, snacking and purchasing long life foods all can be great ways to introduce and maintain the dietary requirements

and nutritional needs of an older adult or elderly person. 2.6 Conclusion This unit explained us about the concept of life span

development along with the various infront aspects of development or well or the different kinds of requirements. Which are

needed for proper growth & development. 2.7 Exercise Essay Type Questions : 1. Write in detail about the moral development of

a child from birth to adolescence.
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development. 3. Adolescence is a period of “storm and stress”- discuss. 4. Write in detail about the physiological and

psychological marks of old age. Short Notes: 1. Teratogens 2. Physical development in Infancy 3. Moral Development in late

childhood 4. Health and Nutrition needed in different stages of growth and development. 5. Developmental tasks in different

stages of development. Objective Types: 1. Define ‘Object permanence’. 2. Define “empty-nest”. 3. Write the names of different

stages of development. 4. Define old age. 5. Whom do we call “adolescent”? 2.8 References ● Berk, L. E. Child development. New
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Learning Theories: Skiner and Bandura Structure 3.1 Objective 3.2 Introduction 3.3 Bandura social learning theory 3.4 Skinner’s

Experiment on Classical Conditioning 3.5 Conclusion 3.6 Exercise 3.7 Reference 3.1 Objective This unit will give un an idea about

Behavioural & Social learning theories, especially developed by Siner & Bandura. 3.2 Introduction Remember your first love? You

needed a whole week before you decided to ask your girl friend if she would have a cup of coffee and a bite of sandwich with

you at the nearest joint. You - reputed to be the smartest guy around, got tongue tied. And when finally you asked her out, and

she replied ‘Why not?’, the sky seemed to be filled with music and you felt yourself the luckiest man that ever stepped on the

earth. Your confidence soared; your bathroom mirror seemed to reflect back a more handsome face. How would you dress for

the occasion? You stood in front of your wardrobe. You touched your costliest T shirt and the new pair of denims; no - she might

think you are showing off. The trousers you wear everyday and an ordinary shirt? She would think you do not really care. Finally

you decided ….. but let’s not bother about what you decided. Let’s analyse from a psychological perspective your behaviour

before your decision. Why were you hesitant to ask her out? Skinner would say it is because of the association between your

earlier approach behaviours to ladies and their negative consequences. Dollard and Miller would say that you were socialised into

being hesitant before you approach a lady, as there might be an approach - avoidance conflict between your secondary drives of

love and the avoidance of pain that may 84
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thoughts in front of the open wardrobe? Skinner would say that your inner thoughts are of no relevance, and we must look into

what you actually did. Dollard and Miller would go on about the power of words as secondary drive, as you imagine what she

might say. Yet, do you feel that there is something missing in all these explanations? Actually, ‘you’ is missing - you – the person,

who fears, who loves, who decides. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, a number of psychologists, including Albert

Bandura brought in the ‘person’ into psychology – the cognitive turn. The social-cognitive approach to personality recognises

the role of the person as an agent with the ability to choose the course of action within a given social environment. It is true that

the pattern of choices and tendencies may have come through earlier feedback from the environment. However, once the

person learns it, he/she is in a position to utilise it in his/her own fashion. He/she responds not merely by mechanically repeating

habitual reactions to specific stimuli. He/she interacts with the environment in a constructive manner. During an action, a person

is undoubtedly influenced by the environment, but also actively constructs and influences the environment. In this unit, you will

be learning about Bandura’s approach to personality. This approach is known as the social-cognitive approach as it involves an

interaction of the social environment with the person’s conscious cognition. In fact, Bandura initially named his approach the

‘Social learning’ theory. Later on it was renamed as social cognitive approach to emphasise the cognitive component involved in

it. The Person as an Agent From the social-cognitive approach, a person is the conscious agent of one’s own existence. You are

empowered to select what you would do within the specific environment. Bandura (2001) in this context talked of the functional

consciousness. It refers to an individual’s purposive selection and processing of information. The person consciously selects,

constructs, regulates, and evaluates the possible courses of action and decides the final behaviour. For this purpose the person

can access concrete events as well as symbolic representations of activities, goals and future occurrences. Bandura coined the

term ‘Reciprocal determinism’ to represent this person-environment dependence. Bandura (2001) analysed the core features of

personal agency. These are: (i) Intentionality, (ii) Forethought,
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reflectiveness. 1. Intentionality What do you mean by intention? Your intention is a representation of the future course of action

which you would probably perform. If you are going to read through this unit this evening, this is your intention. You usually

intend to do something because you mentally represent the positive consequences it would bring about. You must remember

however, that intentionality and actual consequences may not match. You may read this unit with the intention to know about

social-cognitive approach to personality, and probably your consequences would match your intention. But if you read it to

score high marks in the examination, it may so happen that there is no question from this unit at all in the question paper! 2.

Forethought Intention always involves some planning. Forethought refers to the planning dimension of agency. This is a

temporal extension of the personal agency in future. In simpler terms, it means you project yourself in future, and see your

position through imagination. When you are engaged in forethought, you are setting goals, anticipating the likely consequences

of available courses of actions, and evaluating their feasibility. When, you were trying to decide about the best dress to attend a

social event, you were engaged in forethoughts. As you were judging the different consequences of your choice of dress, you

were physically at the present moment, but were engaged in projections of future events. Bandura calls these projections

‘anticipatory consequences’. Your forethoughts served as motivators for your action or in this particular case, not to act. You may

note that you constructed the future reality yourself on the basis of your expectancies. You never knew for sure whether you

have chosen a right colour on this occasion. But you expected the crowd to disapprove. Thus you acted on your anticipated

consequences. 3. Self reactiveness Once you have a fore thought you also have goals. However, simply having some goals does

not lead to directed actions. You must have heard about the absent minded professor who wanted to lie down on the bed.

However, being absent minded, he laid down his walking stick on the bed and stood by the door all night. He forgot to actualise

his goal. Agentic implies the ability to actualise the goal, to give shape to appropriate courses of action and to regulate their

execution. This self regulation is the sine qua non of agentic behaviour. When of all possible options, you choose to behave in a

certain way, you regulate your own behaviour. You select the behaviour
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personal standard. You also utilise the feed back you get from your action and prepare yourself for the next move. In this context,

Bandura highlights the fact that neither do we always need to engage in trial and error behaviour, nor do we need to depend on

external reinforcement. Human beings more often use self reinforcement. Self reinforcement refers to self produced

consequences of an action. A person possesses an internal standard – a feedback for one’s own performance. Take for example

your decision to take this Psychology course. Probably nobody forced you to go for it. You wanted to have a degree in

Psychology because in your own standard you consider it valuable. Thus, you were able to exercise self-regulation – an

extremely important concept in Bandura’s theory of personal agency. Experimental Evidence of Self Reinforcement: In 1967

Bandura and Perloff conducted an experiment with children. They wanted to compare the relative effectiveness of self

monitored versus externally reinforced work. The participating children had to engage in a manual task of cranking a wheel. They

earned scores depending on the number of crankings they could produce within a given time. Eight crankings earned them a

score of 5, sixteen earned them 10, and so on. Production of higher number of cranking required investment of greater physical

energy. The children were assigned randomly to any of the four groups as follows: l A no reinforcement group where no reward

was given l An advance reward group
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advance l A self reinforced group that set their own standards for themselves l An externally reinforced group where the same

reward selected by Group 3 was given by external decision. Results revealed that the self rewarded group selected quite stringent

performance criteria. This group and the externally rewarded group produced almost double in comparison to the other two

groups. The children in self reward group were also observed to raise their standard during the work. From this study Bandura

concluded that self reward is essential for getting people motivated to work. Moral conduct as a self reinforcing issue: In

Bandura’s view, internal reinforcements and self regulation are far more important for human beings, and this is the specific area

where animal experiments cannot be directly generalised to humans. You may think of a number of examples from moral

reasoning. We do not steal because we have learnt that stealing is bad. If we steal, we would consider ourselves immoral. We

also reason that if everybody steals every other person’s belongings, then society will collapse. The first line of thinking is moral

judgment in terms of right or wrong. The second one is moral reasoning. Bandura states that while explaining our conduct, we

often emphasise moral reasoning. But the ultimate moral conduct, for example, refraining from stealing, is dependent on how

well we can translate moral reasoning into action through moral judgment of wrong and right. Bandura states that moral

conduct can be inhibitory or proactive. The example of not stealing is inhibitory. Altruism or helping others is proactive. Both can

be explained by the self regulatory mechanism. Bandura further states that moral standards are not fixed. They vary depending

on our evaluation of situations. In this respect legality and morality may not conform. Would you steal under emergency to save

a few lives? Would you help an evil person who had killed innocent people? Answers may vary, but so far as the process of

decision making is concerned, they all revolve around the point of self regulation. 4. Self reflectiveness Human beings are

capable of meta-cognition. This means that they are able to observe their own cognitive processes. Bandura states that this

ability of meta- cognition enables us to observe and critically evaluate our own behaviour. Thus, we can compare our past,

present and future actions, and consider our position in relation to the situational demand. This ability brings us to one of the

most pronounced concepts in Bandura’s theorization – that of Self efficacy. Self efficacy: Bandura does not endorse a fixed

structure called ‘self’, but considers the process of self description in terms of efficacy as crucial in detemrining behaviour

(Bandura, 1995). You may describe your self efficacy in terms of your perceived ability to cope with a given situation. Bandura

believes that every person
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imaginally compares her ability to the demands of the situation. She is likely to choose her tasks accordingly, and her persistence

as well as emotional reactions to the task would also be determined by it. Thus symbolisation and abstraction are often involved

in self efficacy beliefs. Bandura assigns a pivotal role to self efficacy. The self regulation in terms of setting the standard, choosing

the challenge, expecting the outcome is dependent on self efficacy. However, you may have higher self efficacy in one area

under a particular situation, and lower self efficacy in another. You may set a very high standard for yourself and expect highly

rewarding outcome in a tennis court, but may have a low self efficacy if you are asked to sing a song. Thus, Bandura does not

talk of a total development of personality, but of situational developments. You may rightly guess that self efficacy beliefs may go

completely wrong. If you have seen Satyajit Ray’s famous children’s film entitled ‘Goopi Gyne Bagha Byne’, you may recall how

Gupi, a simple youth with a horrible off-tune voice, believed that he was the best musician under the sun. He retained the belief

till the villagers drove him out of the village. course later on he was able to sing wonderfully, thanks to the king of the ghosts who

happened to appreciate his song. His erroneous self efficacy came to be made true magically. While most of us would not

encounter the king of ghosts, we too can make our now erroneous self efficacy come true by training. In the next section you

would learn how self efficacy develops through observational learning. Bandura stated that while simple reinforcements are

important, the role of observational learning and vicarious conditioning are crucial to learning social behaviour. Particular

emphasis has been given by Bandura on observational learning, more popularly known as modelling. 2. Observational Learning

Observational learning refers to the process of change in the behaviour of one person simply by being exposed to another

person’s behaviour. This second person is known as the model. Modelling, according to Bandura, refers to the behaviour of the

observed person and not to the behaviour of the person who follows. The child observes parents behaviour and parents are role

models. The child imitates the parents’ behaviour. In Bandura’s version, the parents model a specific behaviour and the child

imitates. 2.1 Stages and Factors of Observational Learning The stages of observational learning includes exposure to the model,

acquiring the model’s behaviour (learning) and accepting it as one’s own. People tell you that your way of talking ‘Hello’ over the

phone is just like your mother’s? Your mother never taught you to say ‘Hello’ in this way. But you had been exposed to her special

way of greeting. The mannerism remained somewhere inside you, and at some point it became your own style.
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observational learning. These are: (i) attention (ii) retention (iii) motor reproduction and (iv) motivation (Bandura, 1977). Simple

exposure would not suffice to enable observational learning, unless the observer attends to the specific behaviour to be learnt.

One implication of this is that if you want to make another person learn through observing your modelling behaviour, your own

behaviour must be made attractive to draw her attention. You imitated your mother’s ‘Hello’, because you naturally loved her.

The objective and subjective determinants of attention would be relevant in this context. To accept the observed behaviour as

one’s own, the target behaviour must be processed. It involves coding in long term memory and the ability to retrieve it. All the

laws of memory would be important here For example, you can facilitate observational learning of your child by repeating it, by

providing cues for it, by associating it with other information and so on. Motor reproduction refers to the fact that the observer

must be endowed with the physical and psychological capabilities and situational facilities to enact what has been observed.

Unless it is given the scope of expression, it may become extinct. The final factor is motivation and reinforcement. Enactment of

observed behaviour would require an expectancy of positive results. This may be learnt by observing that the model had been

rewarded for the same behaviour. This factor of motivation as the external reward and internal self reinforcement has been

emphasised repeatedly by Bandura. In sub section 4.3.2 we have discussed Bandura’s experiment and et.al.
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Bandura’s Experiment on Performance Versus Acquisition Bandura, Ross and Ross (1963) conducted an experiment to

demonstrate the conditions under which observational learning may take place and also the conditions of its expression in

performance. Three groups of children observed a model performing an aggressive act toward a Bobo doll. The consequences

of aggression varied for the three groups. For one group, the children found that there was no consequence of aggressive

behaviour. For the second group, aggression was punished. For the third group the models performing aggressive act were

rewarded. Subsequently the children were left alone in a room with many attractive toys including the Bobo doll. They were

watched through a one way screen from outside. These children were subjected to two conditions. In Condition 1 (Incentive

condition) they were told that if they imitated the model, they would be rewarded. In Condition 2 (No Incentive condition), no

instruction had been given. Results revealed that under ‘No Incentive’ condition the children who observed their aggressive

models rewarded engaged in maximum aggressive act, followed by the no consequence condition group. Those who saw their

models punished demonstrated the least aggression. It is notable however that they did engage in some aggressive act despite

seeing their models punished. These differences, however, were levelled out in Incentive condition. When the children learnt that

they would be rewarded for imitating the model, they engaged in aggressive acting out with the Bobo doll irrespective of the

consequences of their models. Interpretation of the experiment: The findings may be interpreted to demonstrate that

observational learning occurs whenever the children watch an aggressive model. Learning occurs irrespective of condition. But

whether the children would execute the learnt behaviour in real life would depend on the observed consequences of the model.

However if immediate situation reinforces aggressive acting out, it would facilitate performance of learnt aggression irrespective

of consequences. In other words, you learn to aggress when you see models aggressing. But you may or may not show this

aggressive behaviour outwardly. Whether you would perform the aggressive act would depend on the motivation. Vicarious

Conditioning How come the children were influenced by the observed consequences of the models? Bandura noted that human

subjects who observed a model expressing a conditioned fear to a naturally neutral object learns to fear the same. It was

observed even in monkeys. The baby monkeys learnt to be afraid of a toy snake because their mothers were taught to be afraid

of. This kind of learning of emotional reactions
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called ‘Vicarious conditioning’. Bandura noted that a large number of emotions that we feel toward persons and objects are not

born out of direct experience, but through this kind of vicarious conditioning.. We imitate not only the overt behaviour, but also

the emotional reactions of the model. Applications of Social-Cognitive Approach for Changing Behaviour Modelling may be used

to change one’s behaviour in a desired direction. It is used extensively, knowingly or unknowingly in rearing up children at home

and school. You may remember the teachers whom you adored and who left a lasting influence in your life. If you look closely to

yourself, you may still find remnants of their personality in your behaviour and attitude. Modelling has been used deliberately in

changing attitudes. Indeed, the ‘model’ of the advertisement is supposed to be copied by the general people with regard to a

specific behaviour. You know that when famous actors or players are offered modelling roles for a product, they are forbidden to

use any other competing product in public. You may recall that when Sachin Tendulkar agreed to be a model for a specific Cold

Drink, he denied taking any other Cold Drink offered during a flight. The gesture may be explained by the principles of modelling.

It is expected that with the attention value drawn by Tendulkar, mere exposure to his drinking a particular brand would motivate

people to do the same by imitation. The clear cut message may get confused if he is seen drinking a competing brand. You may

be reminded of some of the popular television programmes on animal life. When we look at a person comfortably handling a

snake or a crocodile, we tend to think these animals less dangerous than we assumed earlier. Thus modelling helps in awareness

development. Bandura’s initial experimental works were conducted with modelling of violence. Therefore, a major implication of

his theory pertains to televised violence. The issue revolves around whether children become more aggressive by viewing

aggressive scenes on television. From a review of the available studies by Bandura and others, it may be concluded that

prolonged exposure to televised violence may have four effects on children’s aggression: ● the children imitates the aggressive

style of conduct ● the inhibition against aggression is reduced ● desensitized the children to violence and makes it more

acceptable ● it alters one’s image of reality, thus thinking violence as a positive coping mode to deal with situations.
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unknowingly in training gender role behaviour. Some traditional modelling themes are the mother being praised for good

housework and the father for meeting the financial needs of the family. When a tradition is broken, for example, women go for

jobs, or fathers change the baby’s nappy, the modelling patterns change and so does the attitude of the observers. This is of

course not done without resistance. The earlier modelling may be difficult to break. But social change is ultimately brought

through changes through individual observational learning. Helping behaviour and other moral conducts are also usually taught

similarly. Among the different uses of modelling in socialisation of children, one application is in training delay of gratification.

Delay of gratification refers to the ability to stall one’s immediate impulse to satisfy the drive. Immediate gratification often needs

to be delayed in the hope of a greater gratification later in time. For example, you are feeling sleepy and would like nothing better

than to close the book and drop down onto the bed. But you are carrying on with your study, as you expect to get good marks in

the examination. How did you learn to do it? Presumably you learnt it by following models who have sacrificed small physical

pleasures to attain a higher goal. However, you were tremendously self rewarded by this act, as it gave you the satisfaction of

completing your study. Bandura noted that delay of gratification is related closely to the standard of excellence we put for

ourselves. Since delay of gratification is always self motivated, you need judgment and self regulation to employ it. During

exercising delay of gratification we make a mental comparison of the immediate and the distant gratifications. If we judge the

latter to be worthier, we renounce the immediate one in favour of the latter. At this juncture, you may wonder how far modelling

is effective? Studies have revealed that modelling can be quite efficient even in a brief period of time, provided the attention and

motivation are high. Modelling is a highly preferred mode of personality change in desired direction, because, it can be used

symbolically as well. We do not necessarily need the real model every time, but a film or video would suffice. You know that

modelling changes personal agency by altering the self efficacy. But Bandura (1997) goes beyond personal agency and suggests

collective agency as well. Bandura believes that we have one kind of efficacy as an individual; but when we operate as a group,

we have a collective agency which is more than the sum of the separate self efficacies of the members. Suppose you have a

moderate level of self efficacy so far you can be successful as a cricket player. But if you are a member of your college team, the

interaction and the transactional dynamics of the group change your level of expectation.
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and Operant Conditioning B. F. Skinner’s (1904 - 1990) was an American. His experiments on operant conditioning won him

world wide fame. Skinner defined operant conditioning as the process of learning that elicits operant behaviour. So, what is

operant behaviour? According to Skinner, there are two types of behaviours, namely respondent behaviour and operant

behaviour. You blink your eye in response to a flash of light. This reflexive behaviour is elicited directly by the environment. So this

is respondent behaviour - spontaneous response to stimuli. But most of our behaviours are not so simply generated by the

environment. You are not forced by the environment to look at this book, to talk, to sing, and to eat. These behaviours are

emitted by you, the individual. Through such behaviours, you operate upon the environment. These are called operant

behaviours. You might argue that we eat because we are hungry, and so it cannot be operant behaviour. But eating as a process

is not a direct response to hunger, as is gastric secretion. To eat, you have to locate the bread on the plate on your table, stretch

your hand, grab it and bring the hand back to your mouth, put the bread in your mouth and chew and swallow. How did you

know that you have to go through this complicated chain of behavioural units to reduce the uncomfortab le sensation in your

stomach? You have seen from your experiences, that if you put certain kinds of things in your mouth and chew and swallow it,

your hunger pang reduces. This had been a rewarding experience for you. You have also seen that the food does not

automatically jump into your mouth. You have to pick it up and put it in your mouth. Thus, a series of rewards have taught you

this process of finding, picking and eating. Again, you would not grab the food by hand if it were burning hot. You had learnt that

the pain of touching something hot is unpleasant. The punishment had taught you to pick it with a fork. Skinner claims that we

learn most of our operant behaviours through this kind of consequences. If the consequence is favourable, we tend to repeat the

behaviour. If the consequence is unpleasant we tend to refrain from doing it. 3.4 Skinner’s Experiment on Classical Conditioning

Skinner as a young research scholar at Harvard University conducted a series of experiments on animals to formalise his idea of

operant conditioning. Some of you
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which is a sort of mini laboratory for acquiring operant behaviour. In this section you would learn how Skinner conducted his

experiments with the help of this box and what its implications are for behaviour modification. The Experiment The Skinner box is

a simple box used to condition operant behaviour in animals. This box usually contains a lever, or some other device which must

be manipulated to get some reward. In his classic experiment Skinner placed a semi-starved rat in the box. There was a lever

which, after being pressed, released a mechanism to deliver a pellet of food to the rat. Initially, the rat is engaged in a number of

random behaviours like walking, sniffing and scratching. None of these helped to get the food. At some point of time, the rat

accidentally hit the lever and the food was delivered. Of course, for the semi-starved rat, this was a big reward. Skinner observed

that after a few accidental manipulations of the lever, the rat started spending more time near the lever, and then deliberately

pressed the lever whenever it was hungry. So now pressing the lever became a new operant for the rat. Skinner further noted

that if the pressing of the lever did not deliver food any longer, the operant behaviour by the rat decreased and gradually stopped

altogether. This is known as experimental extinction of operant conditioning. Interpretations of the Results of the Experiment You

have now learnt about Skinner’s experiment, but what does it imply? In Skinnerian terms, every random behaviour that the rat

demonstrated within the box was also some kind of operant behaviour. But these have been conditioned in the rat
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had been rewarded earlier for each of these behaviours. For example, earlier, it had scratched a paper packet and food had

spilled from it. But now, within the Skinner box, none of them succeeded to reduce its hunger. Then accidentally another

behaviour (pressing of lever), which was completely new for the rat, brought about the reward. The food served as the reinforcer

to strengthen this new operant. As in successive trials, the newly acquired behaviour continued to be rewarded, the probability of

its occurrence also increased. Skinner developed his thesis of environmental determination of behaviour. The first pressing of the

lever by the rat was accidental. But this accidental behaviour could be ‘shaped’ into a relatively long lasting modification in

behavioural repertoire by manipulating its consequences in a specified direction. One significant point in Skinner’s view is that

learning is determined by the consequences of the behaviour and not by the antecedents. Antecedents provide the context, but

consequents really decide whether the behaviour would be conditioned or not. You may readily understand that this is a rather

provocative statement and opens up a large number of possibilities for manipulation of human behaviour. Measuring Operant

Behaviour Quantification of operant behaviour was crucial to Skinner’s work. He needed to demonstrate that through

appropriate use of reward and punishment you can actually increase the probability of occurrence of a conditioned operant

behaviour. Therefore Skinner introduced the rate of occurrence of the target behaviour as the measure of operant conditioning.

He simply counted how many times the learnt behaviour has taken place within a given time. In fact, he used the cumulative

frequency of the operant behaviour as the final indicator. If you put it in a graphical form you will readily see whether the

probability of the occurrence of that behaviour has actually increased over time. Take for example, the lever pressing behaviour

of the rat which it learnt in three hours. Let us say we divide the total time in three equal units, one hour each. In the first hour the

rat was more engaged in random behaviour. At the end of the first hour it accidentally pressed the lever and food was delivered.

During this second hour, it also pressed the lever three times more. Then it started staying close to the lever, and in the third and

final hour pressed the lever deliberately ten times. When the rat pressed the lever 10 times it clearly indicated that the rat has

learnt that behaviour which Skinner wanted it to learn – that is, pressing the lever when hungry in order to satiate the hunger.

Functional Analysis of Behaviour Skinner stared that Psychology is as yet unprepared for theory building as we do
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theory. Therefore he suggested that instead of proposing a readymade theory of personality we should go for Functional Analysis

of Behaviour. To conduct functional analysis of behaviour you must intensively observe the behaviour of the organism and

conduct repeated experiments to establish the relationship of a behaviour with its antecedents and consequents. If during this

observation, you hypothesize any inner state like ‘thinking’ or ‘feeling’, Skinner would disapprove them as redundant. You are

supposed to observe only what you can measure in terms of rate of occurrence. Thus, according to Skinner, the functional

analysis of behaviour must be done in terms of two observable things – the operant defined as specific observable behaviour and

the consequence that lies outside the organism in the environment. Skinner’s main interest in functional analysis of behaviour lies

in its potential to divide complex chunks of behaviours in manageable smaller units. For example, your act of reading this

paragraph. You can divide it in reading of letters, words and sentences. The discrete straight and curve lines make the letters. You

had learnt it through earlier reward punishment process. As you read letters, you may form words. Similarly each word joins to

make a meaningful sentence. All these have been conditioned into you in your childhood through manipulating consequences.

So if you report your difficulty in reading this paragraph, based on functional analysis of behviour you would analyse which part is

problematic for you, letters, words, sentences and with appropriate reinforcement condition you can correct the problem and

shape it your desired way. In fact, this is exactly what you would need to do with a child with learning disorder. Shaping Have you

ever seen a potter making an earthen doll? Have you seen how he takes fistfuls of wet earth, makes a clumsy elongated mass

around a bamboo or wooden frame, and then with the skill and quick pressure of his fingers gradually brings out the intended

shape? You may not recognise at first what he is working about, but soon you recognise the head and body, the hands and legs

separately. You may observe him working on the doll’s face. You would see the specific parts emerging from the mass - the nose,

the forehead, the cheek, the chin, the lips, even the parting of the hair. You recognize the eyes too. Soon it is a face - waiting to

be coloured. The potter, through his skill, slowly but surely approximates the final shape by changing small aspects of the original

shapeless lump. According to Skinner, animals and human beings behaviour are also shaped by the environment. Shaping is an

extremely important concept in operant conditioning as it refers to
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behaviour modification. Shaping means modification of the organism’s behaviour to the experimenter’s desired end. Shaping

does not occur all in one go, Skinner says. It takes place only through ‘successive approximations’. Suppose you are trying to

modify a child’s behaviour by selectively rewarding the response desired by you. Before the ultimate desired behaviour is

enacted, the child’s usually engaged in numerous other behaviours which may be considered as steps to the final behaviour.

They are close to the target, but not the target per se. If these approximate target behaviours are rewarded, shaping is facilitated.

Skinner discovered this principle of successive approximation rather accidentally. He was conditioning a pigeon to swipe a ball

with its beak movement which in turn would release a food magazine. The pigeon was not lucky enough. After waiting for the

accidental success to happen for a long time Skinner was bored. So, just casually, he decided to reward any behaviour that might

lead toward the target behaviour, even if it is as simple as glancing at the ball. As these approximate behaviours were successively

rewarded, to Skinner’s surprise, the total process was quickened. Very soon ‘the ball was caroming off the walls of the box as if

the pigeon had been a champion squash player’ (Skinner, 1938, p. 38). Rewarding of the simpler step has automatically led to the

next higher step and so on. (This is successive approximation) How would you know which behaviours are approximating the

target? Skinner proposed that you need to do the functional analysis of behaviour for understanding and controlling shaping.

This analysis will help you to identify the elements of the final behaviour as well as the possible successive steps to it. For each

small step you must identify the antecedents and consequents. The antecedent will lead to the next step and the consequent will

reinforce it. This kind of breaking down of behaviour into antecedent - behaviour - consequent chain is famously known as ABC

technique. As each step is rewarded (or punished), the learner automatically proceeds to the next step. Thus through successive

approximation to the target she finally reaches the desired behaviour. This is, according to Skinner, the fundamental principle of

shaping. Furthermore, for shaping, you need to deliver reinforcements and punishments in an intelligently pre-determined

manner. In the following subsections you would learn about different types of reinforcements and punishments. In classical

conditioning, reinforcement is identical with unconditioned stimulus. For Pavlov’s dog, food was the UCS as well as positive

reinforcer, and electric shock was the UCS and the negative reinforcer. But in operant conditioning, the concept of CS and UCS

are not applicable, as we are concerned with shaping of target behaviour. So here reinforcement comes separately as a

consequence of desirable behaviour. It simply serves to strengthen the response. The food pellet emerges only
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So it is contingent upon operant behaviour and strengthens the same. Positive and negative reinforcement: As in classical

conditioning, reinforcements can be positive and negative in operant conditioning also. Positive reinforcers are those pleasurable

consequences of behaviour that make the behaviour more probable. Example is praise from the teacher after being able to tell

the square root of 169. Negative reinforcers are those unpleasurable consequences of not producing the target behaviour that

makes the behaviour more probable. For example, the teacher asks you the square root of 169 and looks with fiery eyes at you.

He will continue to do it till you give the correct answer. By producing the desired response, you terminate the look - the

negative reinforcer. Primary and secondary reinforcement: Reinforcements may be primary – that is concerned with our basic

needs. Or it can be secondary or conditioned, acquiring its reinforcement value only through association with the primary

reinforcer. Food is a primary reinforcer. But if you make me work for money or for sweet words, you are using the secondary or

conditioned reinforcer. We can neither eat nor drink nor sleep money; yet we are all reinforced by money because of its

symbolic value through association. The famous tale of King Midas actually highlights the significance of primary reinforcer (food

and water) over the secondary one (gold). Schedules of reinforcement:
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conditioning we always reinforce the ‘correct’ behaviour? Does it work properly? What would happen if we decide to stop it?

Indeed, you might think of your son whom you reinforce with a toffee for ‘being a good boy’, and after a few days, he just loses

interest in the candy. He would neither be a good boy, nor would he care for your bribe. Can’t the same happen with rats and

pigeons? The Skinnerians also attended to this problem and suggested that proper conditioning depends on intelligent

scheduling of reinforcement. You can schedule reinforcement for your operant conditioning experiment in various ways.

Basically, it can be Continuous or Intermittent. In continuous reinforcement, the target behaviour is reinforced every time it

occurs. Just as you always gave a candy to your son if he behaved. Intermittent or partial reinforcement means you reinforce the

target behaviour at times, and not always. What will be the basis of intermittent reinforcement? It may be based on interval of

time or ratio of responses. Each of these again may be subdivided in fixed or variable scheduling. Let us now consider the nature

and example of each subtype of schedule of intermittent reinforcement. Interval schedule: Interval scheduling means that

reinforcement would be given after a certain time interval following the target behaviour. In fixed interval schedule of

reinforcement, for example, you may decide to reinforce the rat’s first lever pressing response after every fifteen minutes. It is

possible that within the fifteen minutes the rat had pressed the lever twice. But you wait for the fifteen minutes to pass and give

the food pellet only after the first response after fifteen minutes. Again you wait for fifteen minutes irrespective of the rat’s

behaviour. But you reward again the first desired response that occurs after the fifteen minutes had elapsed. In variable interval

schedule of reinforcement, the deliverance of the food pellet is varied randomly around an average time interval. For example,

you may decide to reinforce the target behaviour of your subject around an average of 12 minutes interval. You can reinforce at a

random schedule of 5, 12, 7, 20 and 16 minutes, the average of these being 12. So you reward the first target response, then wait

for 5 minutes and reinforce the immediate next target response. Then you wait for 12 minutes and again reinforce the next

immediate target response that takes place and so on. You can go for a completely different set of random variations if you wish.

Ratio Schedule: Ratio schedule refers to reinforcing the target behaviour after a specified number of behaviours. In fixed ratio

schedule, you reinforce the target response after, say every five correct response, irrespective of the time elapsed. In variable

ratio schedule, as in variable interval schedule, you reinforce the target behaviour after an unpredictable number of responses,

but around an average number of responses.
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The rate of learning differs in these different schedules. In fixed interval schedules, greater target behaviour is observed near the

end of the schedule, but the rate falls down immediately after the delivery of the reward. The variable interval schedule produces

a slow steady rate of response. In general, ratio scheduling produces better response that interval scheduling. Fixed ratio

schedule results in a steady and high rate of response. The variable ratio scheduling has been found to be the best as it maintains

a high level of expectation and thus produces a very high and steady rate of response. Examples of different schedules of

reinforcement from real life: Let us consider some examples from our school days to understand the application of various

schedules of reinforcements in human life. Everyday and every time you greet a teacher by saying ‘Good morning, teacher’, you

get a reply ‘Good morning’. This is continuous reinforcement. You know this pleasant interaction is always there for you if you

behave. Now let us try a few examples of intermittent or partial reinforcement. Remember the happiness you felt during the last

ten minutes of the class? The bell for the end of class would sound after every one hour, and you would be released for a break.

This is an example of fixed interval reinforcement. Suppose you love Madam B’s classes, but she takes your class only when some

regular teacher is absent. However, every week, usually two regular teachers are absent, and you get about 2 to 3 weekly classes

of Madam B on an average. This is variable interval reinforcement. Now for ratio scheduling. Consider your examination time.

You have some questions which do not allow part marking. You have to answer all three components of the question and you

get either 1 or 0 depending on whether you have done them all correct or not. So every three correct responses you earn a

reward of one mark. This is a fixed ratio reinforcement. For variable ratio reinforcement, consider the most knowledgeable but

moody teacher you had. On some occasions, he/she would simply grunt if you give the correct answer. But sometimes, when

you happen to satisfy he/ her by a brilliant stroke of idea, he/she would beam all over and heap praises on you. Getting a word of

appreciation from her makes you feel special that day. Since he/her praise means a lot to you and you never know which answer

would satisfy her most, you always try to give your best to her. Outside the school premise and in the adult world, gambling is

one example of variable ratio reinforcement. So are adventures in unpredictable conditions. Have you seen Charlie Chaplin

in‘Gold rush’ or Omar Sharif in ‘Mackenna’s Gold’? Did you ever wonder why people went at all for such indefinite prospects? An

answer lies in the effectiveness of variable ratio scheduling of reinforcements. You know that out of thousands, some excavations

would be rewarded with heaps of gold. And since there is no fixed rule, who knows, you might be the chosen one.
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punished sometime or other in school for being inattentive or disobedient. How far those punishments have been successful in

controlling the unruly behaviour? In the parlance of operant conditioning, punishment is that event or condition which, if

consistently delivered following a response, will reduce the likelihood of the occurrence of that response. Each time you talk with

your friend during the class you would be required to remain standing for five minutes. The teacher expects that this will reduce

the probability of your chatting with your friend while the class is going on. So punishment is an aversive consequent of

undesired behaviour. Like reinforcement, punishment can be positive or negative. Positive punishment is the situation when an

unpleasant thing, presented as a consequence of a behaviour, decreases the probability of that behaviour. If you scold your child

for her misbehaviour it is positive punishment. Negative punishment occurs when the withdrawal or removal of a pleasant thing

as a consequence of a specific behaviour decreases the probability of that behaviour. If you do not greet your child your usual

smiling way because of her misbehaviour, it is negative punishment. You have already learnt about negative reinforcement which

also uses aversive stimuli. Are negative reinforcement and punishment synonymous? Negative reinforcement is used to elicit a

desired behaviour. Pavlov wanted the dog to learn withdrawal of paw. The shock as an unpleasant stimulus was given and the

dog learnt to withdraw the paw. So in this case the shock was a negative reinforcer as it increased the probability of paw

withdrawal. Punishment, on the other hand, is used to stop undesirable behaviour. If we suppose that walking of the dog in the

laboratory is an undesirable behaviour and deliver the shock every time the dog starts walking, expectedly the dog’s probability of

walking would be reduced. In this instance, shock will be punishment. In other words, when negative reinforcer is given, you act

in a desired way to stop the unpleasant condition. When punishment is given you associate it with whatever undesirable thing

you did before, and refrain from repeating it. Controversy remains as to how effective punishment is. Traditional child rearing

practices are often punishment based. ‘Spare the rod and spoil the child’, they say. But don’t we often see that the abused child

becomes seasoned to beatings and continues with the disruptive behaviour? Skinner himself was not too much in favour of

punishment. He considered positive reinforcement as the best technique for training, and considered punishment to have too

much side effects. Some recent researchers however have reported that punishment delivered without hostility and to a

measured amount in a consistent manner may bring about desired result without much harm.
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Operant Conditioning As in case of classical conditioning, you can have your subject’s behaviour generalised to situations similar

to the conditioned one. You learnt to wash your hands before taking food at home, and you generalised it at school. In fact, if it

were not so, we had to condition each and every operant conditioning separately for every context. Discrimination is the

opposite of generalisation. Through manipulation of consequences, we learn to respond to one stimulus which is rewarded /

punished and not to a similar stimulus which is not rewarded / not punished. For example, you talk and laugh when Mr. M. is

taking classes, but you think twice before moving your neck when Mr. N. is in charge Operant Conditioning and Human

Behaviour In the above following sections you would learn about application of principles of operant conditioning in real life.

Skinner’s View of Human Nature Skinner considers the world as a large version of the Skinner box within which ‘technology of

behaviour’ plays its role. You learn everything here through reinforcements and punishments. Skinner, in his book ‘Beyond

freedom and dignity’ (1971) presents his view of human existence as a series of learning processes. You may wonder what

‘personality’ is from Skinner’s point of view? Skinner does not use the word ‘personality’. But he speaks on human nature in

general. According to Skinner, human being is completely determined by his conditioning history. There is nothing called free

will. One does what one is reinforced to do. There is also no point in debating whether man is rational or irrational. Both are inner

states, and hence outside the domain of scientific analysis of behaviour. Skinner opines that human behaviour is changeable, and

this change constitutes what we think as ‘personality growth’. It does not occur from within, but from manipulation of

reinforcements from outside. There is no mystery in human existence. It is completely objective and knowable through scientific

investigation. We know a person so far we know his/her environmental contingencies. Skinner also comments in his book that

usually we think that those who manipulate human behaviour are evil persons. Those who manipulate for evil purpose may be

condemned. But manipulation of human behaviour is something which cannot be avoided. Indeed, we have no other alternative

than to be controlled and manipulated. Psychopathology from Operant Conditioning Perspective From Skinnerian perspective,

psychopathology is the resultant of faulty conditioning with improper reinforcement. No individual is sick; only he/she
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behaviour at the right moment. Take the case of compulsion. Suppose the client needs to wash his/her hands with soap thirty

times a day, otherwise he/she does not feel clean. Skinner would assume that cleaning is a correct response in some situations.

But for this particular client, cleaning has been conditioned erroneously to situations where it is actually not required and has

been overgeneralised. Depression from Skinner’s perspective is absence of reinforcement from the environment. The quick

fatigueability of depression has been explained by Skinner as low rate of response as there had been too much withdrawal of

positive reinforcers. Some of you may have seen children and adolescents with conduct disorder. Imagine a boy who demands a

costly video game. When his/her parents object to the unreasonable demand, he/she threatens to destroy his/her school books.

After some efforts to pacify him/her, the parents buy the game. Similar extortions continue. At one point she/he demands a

costly mobile with many features. Unless she/he gets it, she/he would burn the wardrobe, she/he threatens. The distraught

parents yield again. Now, she/he is a big boy, and she/he wants a car for his/her own use. If she/ he is not given a car he/she

would create problems for her/his mother. From she/he a Skinnerian perspective such cases may be explained by reinforcement

of the wrong behaviour. Every time, from his/her childhood days, aggressive outburst and threat of violence had won him his

desired object. Her antisocial trend has been positively reinforced. Operant Conditioning of Social Attitudes Do you wear a

particular ring whenever you go to face an interview? “My little luck” – you say indulgently. It may sober you up to learn that

Skinner observed development of ‘superstition’ in pigeons. He found that if reinforcements are completely unpredictable and any

random behaviour is accidentally reinforced, the pigeon may develop an association between the behaviour and the reward.

Suppose a pigeon was flapping its wings when the food pellet was given. If it accidentally occurs a few times, the pigeon would

start flapping its wings whenever it is hungry. Do you believe in the ideals of a specific political party? You think you have enough

justification? Skinner would say that it is not your much advocated rational self, but a mere series of conditioning that made you

declare your affiliation to those ‘ideals’. If you are repeatedly rewarded for chanting a particular slogan, you will soon start

‘believing’ in that slogan and chant it frequently. Applications of Skinnerian Principles to Psychotherapy You have already learnt

how psychopathology has been conceptualised by Skinner as faulty learning. From this premise, you may readily conclude that

psychotherapy would consist of unlearning of the faulty conditioning and relearning off correct operants through appropriate

reinforcement. In fact, the major bulk of
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Skinnerian principles. You may observe the applications of Skinner’s principles in behaviour therapy at two stages. One is in

setting and defining the targets of modification, and the second is in executing the change process itself. The basic requisite of

behaviour therapy is to identify the short term and long term targets by analysing the maladaptive behaviour. Essentially, you

need to conduct the functional analysis of behaviour for this purpose. If a child is brought to you for aggressive outbursts, you

need to make a thorough record of her behaviour from herself and from his/her informants. You need to identify the contexts of

his/her un socialised aggressive behaviour – and identify the feedback he/she gets from her social environment. Once these are

identified you break down the total behaviour in successive stages from easy to difficult. You approach the small and easy targets

first, reinforce the adaptive responses and through the principles of shaping reach the final goal of changing her behaviour. What

kind of reinforcements should be given? While the reinforcements can be of different kinds – verbal and non-verbal, one

particular mode of reinforcement has been closely linked with Skinnerian principle. This is known as ‘token economy’. This is

most applicable for children and in-patients under strict hospital supervision, in other words for those whose reinforcements can

be maintained within a structured environment. In this method, plastic or paper tokens are given to the person for desirable

behaviour. Tokens are charged from the person for undesirable behaviour. For example, during lunch time you get 2 tokens for

standing in line, 1 token for taking the plate and napkin in the correct order, 3 tokens for eating cleanly and so on. If you grab

food out of turn 3 tokens are taken back. With the tokens you can buy candy, pictures, an hour out with a friend and other things

you enjoy. An extensive application of token economy was conducted by Atthowe and Krasner (1968) in a hospital set up and

considerable behaviour gains were reported. Token economy is still found useful in training hyperactive children, children with

mental retardation and developmental disorders. Critical Analysis of Skinner’s Approach to Personality Even within behavioural

paradigm, Skinner’s approach has been criticized for excessive emphasis on consequence and less on the stimulus. However,

Skinner has been critiqued mainly from the cognitive perspective. Noam Chomsky (1959) severely criticized Skinner’s thesis by

saying that his experiments were inapplicable to human beings, and the approach was ‘scientistic’, but not scientific. Chomsky

also accused Skinner of supporting a totalitarian political face. That cognitive learning does exist was also proved through Edward

Tolman’s (1932) famous experiment on latent learning that demonstrates that learning is possible even without any reinforcer.
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certain species are predisposed to learn certain types of things. Everything cannot be taught to every species. These criticisms

limit the generalisability of Skinner’s approach, but do not downgrade its impact in applied psychology. Indeed, if we use the

Skinnerian principles judiciously, behavioural gains may be obtained in many areas of educational and clinical psychology. 3. 5

Conclusion In this unit we have learnt about the concept of operant behaviour and its conditioning. We now know about the

basic experiment of Skinner where rats were conditioned to press a lever to obtain food, and this was done by manipulation of

reinforcement. We have also learnt Skinnerian principles of functional analysis of behaviour and shaping through successive

approximation. The nature of reinforcements and their schedules have been discussed in detail. We have learnt about

punishment and the distinction between punishment and negative reinforcement. We have discussed Skinner’s view of human

nature as completely determined by reinforcements from the environment. We have also discussed the nature of

psychopathology and social attitude formation from Skinner’s point of view. We have learnt how Skinnerian principles can be

used in Behaviour therapy, particularly in the context of token economy and time out procedures. Finally we engaged in a critical

evaluation of Skinner’s point of view. 3.6 Exercise 1) What was Social cognitive theory called earlier? 2) What are the characteristic

features of personal agency? 3. Describe with the help of Skinner’s classic experiment the nature and principles of operant

conditioning. 4. Discuss the role of Functional Analysis of Behaviour in operant conditioning. 5. Define shaping. Illustrate in this

context the principle of successive approximation. 6. Discuss with suitable examples the different schedules of reinforcement. 7.

Distinguish between negative reinforcement and punishment with examples from everyday life. 8. Discuss the Skinnerian view of

human nature. 9. Discuss from Skinnerian perspective the genesis of psychopathology and its treatment.
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programmes, we must be will aware of the concept of Grap. This unit will help use to know the meaning & concept of Group

Dynamics. We will also gain idea of Social Behaviour in a crowd 4.2

100% MATCHING BLOCK 22/127

Introduction Group dynamics is the scientific approach to the understanding of the dynamics of group. It implies an interactive

psychological relationship in which members of a group develop a common perception based on feelings and emotions.

Group dynamics refer to the changes that take place within the group. It also refers to forces operating within the groups.

Group dynamics is related to the field theory of Lewin which assumes man’s behaviour to be a function of the field existing at

the time of the occurrence of behaviour. We can further say that it is the study of group processes, their objective analysis and

measurement and the effect of group membership on individual members. Our behaviour is not static. It means that the

change of behaviour is through interaction in the group. According to Segal, group dynamics is a process by which one

considers other individuals and a problem in a group at the same time. It not only tends to increase understanding of the

problem, but also creates a solution which the individual practices in bringing about emotional balance. We can also say that

group dynamics is influenced by sympathy, suggestion and imitation. Sympathy enables the members of a group to perceive

the psychological state of the other members. Suggestion plays a big role in influencing group behaviour. The suggestions put

forward by leader of a group are implemented by the members of the group. 4.3
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Group Dynamics : Definition A group includes only persons who share some norms and values about something. We can say

that group contains people with interrelated social roles. An aggregate of people may form themselves into a group as a result

of interaction. Thus, we can say that groups are the products of interaction. Group interaction is a two way process whereby

each individual or group stimulates the other and also in varying degrees that modify the behaviour of the participants. The

behaviour and personality characteristics of individual members of a group affect the behaviour of others and make a

significant impact over the functioning of a group as a whole. In this context we can consider two types of groups, viz., formal

and informal groups. Formal groups are formed on the basis of specific norms, values etc. School is an example of formal

group. 110 __________________________________________________
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On the other hand, play group, peer group and social clubs are examples of formal groups. In informal groups, rules are usually

flexible. An individual may belong to many groups. The behaviour of an individual is different from the group behaviour. In the

group a person has to act according to the norms of the group and generally, a few individuals may guide the behaviour of the

group. In this context, we can say that group interaction is a two-way process whereby each individual or group stimulates the

behaviour of the participants. We can further say that the behaviour and personality characteristics of individual members of a

group affect the behaviour of others and ultimately it makes a significant impact over the functioning of a group as a whole. As

for example, we can say that the school is a social institution set up by the society to serve its ends. School is primarily a social

institution. Group activities should be encouraged to provide opportunities to the students to participate in the affairs of the

group. One of the important functions of the school is social interaction. Not only are the teachers and pupils continually

interacting in the class-room system, but the pupils are also interacting among themselves through special pre determined

code or signs or looks, and there are many common stereotypes and values that they share with each other. Like any other

social system, the class-room group shows a variety of interactions continuously. Formal structure is not only factor in group

functioning. Within this formal structure, there is informal relationship. Communication within the group may flow more

through informal channels than through formal ones. The informal sub-groups are typically more homogenous than the

classroom group. Not only this, peer group pressures exert a powerful impact in many cases. NSOU ● PGSW - VI
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Dynamics In 1944, Kurt Lewin, set up the Research Centre for Group Dynamics to meet the need of a scientific approach to

the understanding of the dynamics of group. Group dynamics can be defined as a field of enquiry dedicated to the advancing

knowledge about the nature of groups, the laws of their development and their interrelations with individuals, other groups and

larger institutions. Actually, it implies that the interactive psychological relationship in which members of a group develop a

common perception based on feelings and emotions. It is not easy to define the important area of group dynamics. We can

say that it represents a field of enquiry, a series of inter-related problems, a set of techniques and interaction process. Group

dynamics consists of two words – (i) group and (ii) dynamics. A group is a unit of two or more individuals who share a set of

beliefs and values. The members of the group share a common purpose, task or goals. The relations among the members are

interdependent. Not only this, there is a feeling of belongingness or we feeling among the members of the group. The

members of the group generally prescribe a set of norms of behaviour for themselves. The members want to attain the goal

effectively. The structure is hierarchical where the functions and powers are distributed. On the other hand, the word dynamics

means force. Group dynamics refers to forces operating with in the groups. Group dynamics is related to field theory of Lewin,

which assumes man’s behaviour to be a function of the field existing at the time of the occurrence of behaviour. We can also

say that the group dynamics is the study of group processes, their objective analysis and measurement and the effect of group

membership on individual members. When a group of people is formed with a common goal, a kind of social force is created.

Our behaviour is not static. Thus, group dynamics means the change of behaviour through interaction in the group. Concept

of Group Dynamics The social psychologists seek to explain group behaviour on the basis of social interaction and cultural

transmission through social interaction. The interactive psychological relationship is termed as “group dynamics”. The

important two variables we can say in this context are “group cohesiveness” and “group locomotion”. Cohesiveness plays a vital

role in determining the influence of the group on the members. On the other hand, locomotion indicates the movement

towards the desired 112 __________________________________________________NSOU ● PGSW - VI goal. Personality

of the individual and character of the social situation both takes an important role for group dynamics. All the psychological

effects take place within the individual members who compose the group. According to Cartwright and Zander (1968), the

basic assumptions are: i) the groups are inevitable (even the hermits / Sanyasis and the Hippies), ii) that groups mobilise

powerful forces that produce effects of utmost importance to individuals, iii) that groups can produce constructive as well as

destructive consequences and iv) that it is the correct understanding of group dynamics based on empirical studies that helps

in enhancing the constructive aspects of group life and group achievements. It can also be said that group cohesiveness

indicates the degree to which the members stick together so that there is unity in the group. Actually the basis of attraction to

the group may lie in the interaction itself because of the mutual satisfaction of needs. The group may be teen-age group or a

political group or Group Dynamics a religious group. Three important things one can consider for group cohesiveness, i.e., task

direction, personal attraction and group prestige. The strength of the cohesiveness may vary on the basis of the situation. Thus,

when we study the group as a whole we are aware of studying changes which occur in the behaviour of the individuals and

how these changes are transmitted to all the individuals to the total field, so that the behaviour of the group is altered. On the

other hand, when the group itself shows a readiness to change by active participation then actual social change becomes

possible. The change will occur when the group actually takes the decision to change. Thus the concept of group dynamics is

helpful in understanding social changes which involve not only the introduction of an innovation, but also in overcoming of

resistance. Group dynamics is also influenced by sympathy, suggestion and imitation. Sympathy enables the members of a

group to perceive the psychological state of the other members. Actually the members begin to feel as others feel. On the

other hand, suggestion plays a big role in influencing the group behaviour. The suggestions put forward by the leader of the

group are readily accepted. The behaviour of the leader of the group is initiated by the members of the group. Besides this,

some specific group techniques which could be utilised for improvement of the group process, viz., buzz sessions, role
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organised for purposes of stimulating discussion. In role playing, problems are handling in such a manner so
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that it comes for the benefit of the group. Brain storming in which group is organised for stimulating discussion. Recreational

experiences where opportunities are provided to the group members to participate in group discussion.

Importance of Group Dyanamics The importance’s
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of group dynamics are given below: i) It is essential for effective practice with any type of task. ii) It promotes out the

unproductive meetings. iii) Individual members or group as a whole benefit in a number of ways. iv) Underlying group dynamic

is the multicultural diversification of the society. v) The future functioning of the group is influence by group dynamic. vi)

Facilitates the participation of the members. vii) Helps to achieve the goals of the group in connection with the participation

and satisfaction of the group. viii) It increases the interpersonal attraction. ix) It increases the communication processes and

interaction patterns. x) It increases the power and control of the group. xi) It creates impact on racial, ethnic and cultural

background. 4.5 Role of Communication in Group Dynamics Communication involves the transmission of a message from a

sender to a receiver. According to Toseland and Rivas (2001) communication includes: i) encoding of perception, thoughts and

feelings into language and other symbols by a sender; ii) transmission of language and symbols verbally, non-verbally or

virtually; and iii) decoding of the message by the receiver. Face-to-face group members experience both verbal and non-

verbal communication, whereas members of telephone groups experience only verbal communication and members of

computer groups experience only virtual communication. Interaction patterns are also fundamental to group dynamics.

According to David (1980) some of the significant points in this regard include: i) Leader is the central figure, and

communication occurs from member to leader and leader to member 114
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Indication of extension between leader and the member. iv) All members freely communicate. v) Interaction pattern focuses on

the degree of centralisation of communication. vi) Group-centred interaction pattern is more valued than leader-centered

interaction pattern. vii) Indication of full participation among the members. viii) The status and power relationship within the

group affect the interaction pattern. Group Dynamics ix) Interpersonal attraction and the emotional bonds that form between

members influence the interaction pattern. x) Size of the group affects the interaction pattern. In general, there is more chance

to communicate if the group size is small. xi) Selective attention, clues and reinforcement may take important role to change

the interaction patterns. xii) If members do not interact with equal valence, there seems to be indication of sub-group

formation. xiii) Interpersonal attraction, emotional bonds and interest may create impact on the group members. xiv) Physical

arrangement in some situation may affect interaction patterns. Thus, we can say the communication processes and interaction

patterns are important factors for group dynamics. 4.6 Interpersonal Attraction and Cohesion in Group Dynamics We can say

that sub-group formation depends on interpersonal attraction among the group members and the level of cohesion depends

on this. There are some important features that can be mentioned here: i) Proximity increases interaction among people and

ultimately it increases attraction. ii) Similarity tend to make people attract toward each other. iii) The important contributing

factors are acceptance and approval. iv) Members are attracted to those who engage in group interactions that meet their

expectations. NSOU ● PGSW - VI __________________________________________________ 115 v) Interpersonal

attraction is just one of the building blocks of group cohesion. vi) Compatibility tends to promote interpersonal attraction. vii)

Group cohesion is the sum of all the forces that are exerted on members to remain in a group. viii) Cohesion means

satisfaction of group members’ need for affiliation, recognition and security. ix) Participation of the group members increases

the prestige and resources. x) Cohesion reveals the positive relationship among the group members. xi) Cohesion can lead to a

level of conformity that detracts from the work of the group According to Toseland and Rivas (2001) high levels of cohesion

have been associated with beneficial group member behaviours. These include the following: i) greater perseverance towards

group goals; ii) willingness to take responsibilities for group functioning; iii) willingness to express feelings; iv) willingness to

listen; and v) ability to use feedback and evaluations. High levels of group cohesion are generally associated with positive

outcomes such us. ● Great satisfaction with the group experience, ● Higher levels of goal attainment by group members and

group members and group as a whole, ● Great commitment by group members, ● Increased feelings of self-confidence, self-

esteem and personal adjustment, amongst members of the group. Sometimes it happens that high levels of cohesion may lead

to dependence on the group. Some members remain silent. In this context we can say that there is a relationship between

group dynamics and interpersonal attraction as well as cohesion. 4.7
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Group Dynamics and Social Integration Social integration means how group members fit together and are accepted in the

group. In each and every group there are norms, roles and status. These are the group dynamics that promote social

integration by influencing how members behave. The norm, status and roles help the groups to avoid conflict and

unpredictability which 116 __________________________________________________NSOU ● PGSW - VI may create

chaos. It is true that group can not function effectively without a fairly high level of social integration among group members.

Social integration helps to build unanimity about the purposes and goals of the group. Deutsch and Gerard (1955) postulated

two forms of social influence: normative influence and informational influence. Normative influence is the desire to meet other

people’s expectations and to be accepted by others. Informational influence is accepting and being persuaded by information

provided by others. It is undoubtedly true that certain amount of predictability, conformity and compliance is necessary for the

group members to work together to achieve the goals of the group. Actually norms develop slowly in the group, as members

experience what is valued and what is preferred behaviour through group interaction. On the other hand, roles are shared

expectations about the functioning of individual members of the group. Members may take different roles. Besides this, status

refers to the ranking of importance of members of the group relative to each other. Status is determined by the prestige,

power, position and expertise. Because a group member’s status is measured in relationship to other members, it may change

when other members join or leave the group. Status is also determined by the situation. Status hierarchies have a good deal of

influence on social integration within groups. Thus, norms, roles and status are important components of the social influence

that groups have on members. 4.8 Culture and Group Culture as is well known is a combination of values, beliefs and traditions

of the society. Every individual born in that culture and it influence his overall personality. Values, beliefs, customs, traditions

etc. are important factors for culture and these are shared by group members. When group members meet, they explore their

value system and interpersonal styles, searching for a common ground on which to relate to each other. The culture of a

group is determined by the communality and also the larger society. The system depends on the nature and extent of their

interaction with the group. Multicultural differences are salient interpersonal factors that have significance for the group

culture. Group processes have reflected the European and American values of individualism, independence, competitiveness

and achievement. Besides this, cultural experiences of group survival, social hierarchy, inclusiveness and also ethnic

identification influence the way members interact with one another in the group. Member’s expectations and goals in a

multicultural group vary widely. They significantly influence the dynamics of the group (Hopps and Pinderhughes, NSOU ●
PGSW - VI __________________________________________________ 117 1991; Matsukawa, 2001). According to Davis et

al (1995), the group leader should be sensitive to racial /ethnic and socioeconomic differences, should understand the effect of

these differences on group dynamics and should translate this knowledge into culturally sensitive modes of program

development and service delivery. Many factors affect group development. Structural characteristic is one of the important

impacts on development. 4.9 Measurement of Group Dynamics Measurement of group dynamics is essential to understand

the behaviour of a group as a whole as well an individuals who make up the group. There are many scales to measure group

dynamics, viz., Group Climate Questionnaire (Mackenzie, 1983), Group Cohesiveness Scale (Budman, 1993), Group Work

Engagement Measure (Macgowan, 2000) and Group Member Interpersonal Process Scale (Soldz, 1993). Task groups, such as

committees, teams, board of directors are not merely collections of individuals. The synergy that is created when people come

together to work in these groups transcends the collection of individual efforts. We have to pay attention to group dynamics

because group dynamics facilitate member participation and satisfaction to achieve the group goal. 4.10 Group Development

As groups develop over time, group dynamic processes evolve. In this context, we can mention a well-known model by

Tuckman (1963), which is known as stage model (as mentioned in unit 1). The stages are: i) Forming, ii) Storming, iii) Norming iv)

Performing and v) Adjourning There is also the widely used model by Garland, Jones and Kolody (1976) Here the five significant

stages are: i) Pre-affiliation: Should be affected to the group. ii) Power and control: Should be able to have some influences

over the other members. iii) Intimacy: There must be certain closeness and intimacy. 118
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iv) Differentiation: The group members should be able to differentiate their personal goals from group goals

v)
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Separation: This refers to each influence having a separate identity despite being part of the group. Beginning stages of group

development are characterised by the formation of group dynamics. Members interact tentatively, establishing norms, roles

and status hierarchies and ultimately a group culture slowly emerges through interaction. At first, interaction is tentative and

cautious and there exists little conflict. After that members become more comfortable resistance can develop. After that

members want to become a part of the group but at the same time group members maintain their own identity and

independence. Many factors affect group development. Structural characteristics have an important impact on group

development.

Social Identity, Crowding and Crowd Behaviour Individuals are not self-contained units of psychological analysis. Social identity

theory states that people think, feel and act as members of groups, institutions and cultures. The social identity approach

reinforces the idea of the individuals’ social cognitions which are socially constructed depending on their group or collective

frames of reference. Social identity is mainly composed of four elements, viz., categorisation, identification, comparison and

psychological distinctiveness. Actually social identity refers to the membership or associations of an individual with a

NSOU ● PGSW - VI __________________________________________________ 119 primary group ranging from nuclear to

extended based on factors as the individual’s capacities, experiences, mobility and location. Ethnicity is a powerful social identity

with many components, viz., common biological origins, customs, habits, norms etc. Personal identification with a specific group

and the development of an in group mentality is involved in social identity theory. 4.11 Social identity theory We, the human

being spend a lot of time thinking about ourselves. We can also say that self is the centre of each person’s social universe. Our

self-concept is mainly acquired through the interaction with the immediate family and also with the other people with whom we

meet throughout our life. Actually self-concept is one’s self- identity which consists of an organised collection of beliefs and

feelings about oneself. We can further say that we develop our social identity which includes how we conceptualise ourselves,

including how we evaluate ourselves. Self- concept also includes all of the information and feelings relevant to our past, present

and future selves. We use the term self-concept which influences how we process information about the social world around us

along with information about ourselves – such as our motives, emotional status, abilities, self-evaluation etc. All these important

things influence how we process social and personal information that is relevant to our own identities. People want to know

about others’ beliefs, affiliations and intentions in order to interpret their words and actions and to predict their future behaviour.

Social identity theory explains how people develop a sense of membership and belonging in particular group. There are many

interconnected mechanisms in this theory. People generally seek out group membership as an affirmation of selfesteem, but that

membership as an affirmation of self-esteem, but that membership in a group alone is not enough to build an affirm self-esteem.

To feel more selfesteem, people have to believe that they are in the right group, which creates the need for a positive distinction

from other groups. People want to know about others’ beliefs, affiliations and intentions in order to interpret their future

behaviour. These qualities we are unable to observe directly. We do not build up our impression of another trait by trait.

Interpretation of identity is subjective. Social identity Theory was developed by Tajfel and Turner in 1979. In this theory, it was

highlighted that a person has not one “personal Self” but rather several selves that corresponds to widening circles of group

membership. An individual has multiple

120 __________________________________________________NSOU ● PGSW - VI “social identities”. It is the individual’s

self-concept derived from perceived membership of social groups (Hogg and Vaughan, 2002). Tajfel and Turner (1979) identified

three variables which has contribution to the in-group favourtism is particularly important. ● the extent to which individuals

identify with an in-group to internalise that group membership as an aspect of their self-concept; ● the extent to which the

prevailing context provides ground for comparison between groups; ● the perceived relevance of the comparison group, which

itself will be shaped by the relative and absolute status of the in-group. Social identity theory has a considerable impact on social

psychology. It is tested in a wide range of fields and settings and includes prejudice, stereotyping, negotiation and language use.

The social identity theory has implication on the way people deal with social and organisational change. Besides this, we can also

say that social identity is mainly composed of i) categorisation, ii) identification, iii) comparison, and iv) psychological

distinctiveness. Generally social identities are associated with normative rights, obligations and sanctions which within specific

collectivities form roles. Social identity refers to the membership or association of an individual with “primary” and other human

beings. The significant factors which we can mention here are mainly individual’s capacity, experiences mobility and location.

4.12 Definition of crowd Crowd is a physically compact organisation of human beings brought into direct, temporary and

unorganised contact with one another. If some people stand together for a short time at any place, then it may be called crowd.

The crowd is the most transitory and unstable of all the social groups. Actually crowd exhibits no patterns, no characteristic

expressions. The collection of human beings in the market or in the open space is also designated as crowd. MacIver defines

crowd as “A physically compact aggregation of human beings brought into direct, temporary and unorganised
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Kimball Young, “A crowd is a gathering of a considerable number of persons around a centre or point of common attraction”.

According to Majumder, “A crowd is an aggregation of individuals drawn together by an interest without premeditation on the

part of any of them and without even tentative provision of what to expect”. Crowd behaviour involves three aspects: i)

psychological continuity ii) polarisation of interest and attention and iii) transition and temporary character. A crowd collects

because of some curiosity, interest and other temporary causes and dissolves as many as its cause vanishes. If two people start

fighting on the road, a crowd will collect and when they stop their struggle, it will break up. Active Crowd Crowd can be divided

into two classes: (a) Active and (b) Inactive. Active crowd can be further classified into four classes: a) Aggressive crowd: It is a

crowd of people in an aggressive and destructive frame of mind, capable of any and every act of destruction and irrationality,

brutality and inhumanity. This kind of crowd exhibits a tremendous excitement. b) Panicky crowd: Panicky crowd is the panicky

or fear-stricken crowd whose constituent members are almost crazed with fear to a point where they can no longer think and

find reason. They are almost frightened out of their units, so that thinking is for the time being a think beyond their power. They

are concerned with the prime quest of saving their lives. c) Acquisitive crowd: The aim and objective of each of its members is to

obtain or acquire something. Acquisitive crowd is composed almost entirely of individuals whose objectives is to gain or obtain

something, be it a cinema ticket, kerosene oil etc. d) Expressive crowd: In this kind of crowd some people gathered to give

expression or to manifest their demands or sentiments. Desire of violence is relatively less pronounced and dominant in the

members of an expressive crowd.

122 __________________________________________________NSOU ● PGSW - VI Inactive Crowd No crowd is completely

inactive. The difference between an active and inactive crowd is only relative. The inactive crowd even resembles an audience.

You may join in a crowd, where you can find some special characteristics: ● Crowd has no predetermined aim ● There is no

definite time and place for crowd. ● It is a congregate group of individuals who have temporarily identified themselves with

common interest. l It seems that members are motivated by emotions and soon become uncontrollable. ● The behaviour of

crowd is not certain. ● People within the crowd stimulate each other. ● Members of the crowd are generally uncontrolled,

unorganised and disordered. Members are motivated by emotions and soon become uncontrollable. ● The curiosity, values and

emotions are temporarily identical and which arises because of common interest. ● Immersed in the crowd, the individual loses

self-control and may engage in different types of activities. Crowd behaviour arises as a result of the three mechanisms of

anonymity, contagion and suggestibility (Le Bon, 1895). ● Dollard (1939) used the frustration-aggression hypothesis to explain the

violent behaviour of crowds. ● Turner (1964) explained crowd behaviour in terms of “emergent norms”. The contagion, the

spread of the feelings and actions is facilitated by the process of mixing, the close proximity, the jostling like the sheep in the

herd. ● Generally in crowd people of varying interests and abilities convergence because they share some common quality like

hostility, aggressiveness etc. 4.13 Crowd psychology Crowd psychology mainly refers to the studies and theories regarding the

behaviour of the crowd and also the psychological causes and effects of crowd participation. In a study entitled, “The Crowd: A

Study of the Popular Mind (1895)”, Le Bon suggested that when people become part of a crowd they lose almost all of their

individuality, autonomy and personal judgment and morality. According to Carl
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unconscious”. Convergence theory emerged during the twentieth century, thinking that acts of the crowd is in unified way, not

because of the collective ‘mind’ of the crowd but because they tend to be composed of like- minded people who are attracted

into the crowd situation because of a shared interest or objective. 4.14 Crowd behaviour Neither the socio-psychological

processes that take place within the crowd nor the techniques employed by the crowd, lead to understanding of crowd

behaviour. However the leader provides an adequate understanding of the peculiarities of crowd behaviour. Some of them are as

given below ● In the crowd, with the loss of individuality, a form of group consciousness develops a fusion of mind with mind, a

sympathetic participation on emotional level which is common to all the participants. Appeals, slogans are the common features.

● Crowd behaviour is the release of repressed drives. The suggestibility, the exaltation, the lack of self-consciousness, the

egoistic expansion and spontaneity, exhibited by the members of the crowd are phenomena susceptible to this kind of

explanation. ● We may think of the crowd as a temporary collectively within which thwarted impulses are afforded an outlet. The

close connection between the underlying characteristics of the cultural conditions and the types of crowd those are apt to mark

the community life. ● The manifestations of crowd feeling deserve study not only because they reveal the significance of this

transitory form of aggregation, but also because they throw light on other social phenomena. 4.15 Theories of crowd behaviour

Classical Theory The minds of the group would merge to form a way of thinking. Le Bon’s idea is that crowd foster anonymity

and sometimes generate emotion. Different individuals in a group do not think individually but they think experience and act

through the group mind. When individuals collect in a crowd, their individual mind becomes a part of the collective mind. The

collective mind thinks in its own way and formulates
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individual minds do not formulate in their individual capacities. Emphasis was given on unconscious motives. According to him,

in a crowd these unconscious motives get more active. The individual is influenced by these unconscious motives and his own

conscious motivation sinks into the background. The person become uninhibited and shows even the lowliest behaviour in the

crowd. Convergence Theory Crowd behaviour is not a product of the crowd itself, but is carried into the crowd by particular

individuals. According to the convergence theory people who wish to act in a certain way come together to form crowds. There

is no homogenous activity within a repetitive practice. This theory states that crowd itself does not generate racial hatred or

violence. Actually, crowd arises from convergence of people who oppose the presence of particular group of neighbours.

Generally people in crowd express existing beliefs and values so that mob reaction is the rational product of widespread popular

feeling. Group Mind Theory The Group mind theory has been advocated by Lebon, Espinas, Trotter, Durkheim, Mc. Dougall and

Allport. According to this theory, the individual in the crowd loses his individuality and becomes a part of the crowd which comes

to develop its own crowd consciousness. The mentality of the individual member becomes de- individualised and the person

begins to act on an emotional level which is common to all the participants. Its working is based on emotions, slogans, appeals

and suggestions. Its actions are less rational and more emotional. It becomes easily excited and acts in a hypnotic way. Lebon

was the first writer to put forward the theory of group mind in 1892. According to him, the sentiments and ideas of all the

persons in the gathering take one and the same direction and their conscious personality vanishes. Different individuals in a

group do not think individually but think, experience and act through the group mind. When individuals collect in a crowd, their

individual minds become a part of the collective mind. Lebon has laid great emphasis on the unconscious motives. The individual

is influenced by the unconscious motives and his own conscious motivation sinks into the background. Espinas calls group mind

as social consciousness. According to him, there is a sort of self-consciousness in every group. Collective consciousness is

formed out of the collection of many individuals consciousness taken together. According to Trotter, everyman is possessed of

the instinct of
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activates his mental system as a result of which he accepts the command of the group without any argument and acts according

to the command given. Durkheim has sought to explain group behaviour in terms of collective consciousness. According to him,

when people collect in a group, a collective consciousness is created by the mutual exchange of ideas and notions. Actually

mind is another name for the flow of consciousness. Social consciousness is a compound of several individual consciousness

but its qualities are different from the qualities of the consciousness of the individual. According to Mc.Dougall, every group has a

mind of its own. The group mind is not a mere collection of the minds of all the individual members of group. The group-mind

has the power of influencing the mind of the individuals. It is because of this power of the group mind that the thinking of the

individual changes when he becomes a member of the group. According to Allport, the behaviour of the individual in the crowd

is influenced by two processes of social facilitation and inter-stimulation. Members of the group motivate each other. Social

facilitation and inter-stimulation curb the reasoning capacity of the individuals and increase their suggestibility. Sometimes crowd

behaviour may be the expression of impulses repressed or thwarted by the conditions and social controls of everyday life, but it

may not be true of all the crowds. In a crowd all the differences of high and low, rich and poor are submerged and all act as one

man. We can say that crowd behaviour is learned. In a crowd the individual responsibility is blotted out. De-individualisation of

the individuals in the group leads to reduction of inner restraint and to move expressive behaviour. Public and Crowd: The public

and the crowd while have some factors common, they differ a great deal. While both crowd and public are collectivities of

people and are generally organised, one of the important differences is that there is physical contact among the members of a

crowd, where as public is scattered at several places. Secondly, public is much bigger group than the crowd and thirdly, the

stimulus in the crowd is simultaneous whereas stimulus in the public is diffused. The crowd is more suggestible than the public.

Thus, we can say that the crowd and public differ in many ways. 4.16 Collective behaviour All social interactions fall under the

category of collective behaviour. When two or more persons behave in the same way, it may be termed as ‘collective behaviour’.

Any religious congregation may be called collective behaviour. Collective behaviour
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situations where conventional guidelines and formal authority fail to afford direction and supply channels for action. Social unrest

may be both the cause and effect of collective behaviour. It may sometimes lead to the emergence of new norms and generally

accepted policies. The agitated crowds can develop into disciplined association. Collective behaviour may act as an agent of

flexibility and as a forerunner of social change. Some special features of collective behaviour are the following ● It takes place in

occasional episodes rather than regularly or routinely. ● It is not regulated by any particular set of rules or procedures. ● It is

generally guided by unreasoning beliefs, hopes, fears or hatreds. ● It is unpredictable. Generally we can say that social life is a

system of well-structured and stable relationships. It is characterised by change rather than stability, uncertainty rather than

predictability, disorganisation rather than equilibrium. Collective behaviour entails a crisis or a break in regular routines. Collective

behaviour may be an agent of flexibility and social movements and revolutions fall under the category of collective behaviour. A

crowd may be said to be more stable than a mob. Under conditions of stress or danger, a crowd may quickly turn into a mob.

Crowd may include mob behaviour as well as audience behaviour. Casual crowd is short in time, loosely organised collectivity

that may be motivated by the attraction of the movement. A group of people may collect together when there is an accident on

the road. On the other hand, there is conventional crowd which are directed by conventional rules like collection of people in

religious festivals. Mass Society Mass society is characterised by rationality, impersonal relations, extreme specialisation of roles

and loneliness for the individual in spite of concentration of sheer numbers and loss of sense of intimacy and security. In such

society’s suggestion, persuasion, propaganda and other aspects of crowd behaviour are common (Young, 1948). The modern

cities are changing rapidly. It consists of millions of human beings. Personal contacts among the people are reducing day by day.

The loss of personal relationship creates a sense of insecurity, loneliness and incompleteness. To overcome these problems, they

engage in voluntary organisation, associations and clubs etc. and also affiliate themselves with one or the other of the ashrams.

Another significant feature of mass society, with its desire for crowd contacts, is irrationality,
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advertisement. Technological progress and impersonality are based on rational grounds. The sense of insecurity and sense of

loneliness makes the individual irrational. In the mass society there is a mixture of rational and irrational thing. Audience Audience

is a polarised crowd which assembles in one place. It is an index of mental unity. There may be two types of audience i) casual

audience and ii) scheduled audience- A number of people may congregate and become polarised by seeing a street quarrel and

it is called casual audience. On the other hand, the crowd which assembles in a lecture hall or cinema hall may be called

scheduled audience. In the audience situation several psychological processes are involved in the interaction of people. This

interaction may be of two types, viz., i) between audience and speaker or actor and ii) among the member of the audience

themselves. The aim of audience is of many types. One is to get facts and interpretations. We can also observe some emotional

appeals among audience. Sometimes it may be conversational. As for example we can say that the dramatic troupe or the

musician will have to build up rapport with the audience so that the audience appreciates and enjoys the music or the program.

If it is unfavourable, then it becomes aggressive one. Group singing breaks down the individual isolation, removes differences in

social status and helps to build up common emotions and feelings. MOB Generally, the members of a mob tend to show a

similarity in feelings, thoughts and actions irrespective of the variation in education, occupation and intelligence. The members

of the mob are attending to and reacting to some common object in a common way. Sometimes heightened emotionality is a

characteristic feature of mob behaviour. The significant features are anger, fear, joy etc. Sometimes they become unreasonable,

intolerant and fickle-minded. Most common characteristic of mob behaviour is the diminished sense of responsibility. They are

generally irresponsible.
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unfortunate behaviour like destroying music, puperty attacking the. Not only their sense of autonomy may also be reduced and

may become part of mob behaviour. Suggestion, imitation and sympathy – are the three mechanisms of interaction which we

can observe in the mob behaviour. It can further be said that mob behaviour is due to the operation of a number of factors, some

of which depend upon the predisposition of the individuals and some upon the characteristics of the situation in which the

collectivity finds itself. Mob behaviour is conditioned by so many factors – past as well as present, social as well as individual.

Fashion Fashion is an important example of collective action and it is common with crowd behaviour. Fashion is a variation that is

permissible within limits of custom. Fashion as well as fads and crases are based on the desire for change, the desire for

something new. There is a psychological reaction and it is outgrowth of emotional and irrational tendencies. It can further be

said that fashion sometimes furnishes the desire of conformity, security and social solidarity. Social movements are collective

efforts to change the society. Some movements are local, some are national and others are international. The term ‘collective

behaviour’ is now used as ‘audience behaviour’, ‘mob behaviour’, ‘social movement’ etc. Self Assessment Questions 1) All

...................................................... called under the category of collected behaviour. 2) Write features of collective behaviour.

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................... 3)Two types of audience are (i) ..........................................

(ii)........................................ 4) Mob behaviour is conditioned by three factors i)............................

ii)............................................iii).................................................
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to know about others’ beliefs, affiliations and intentions in order to interpret their words and actions and to predict their future

behaviour. The premise of the social identity concept is that individuals partially derive their self- concepts from membership in

social groups. Social identity concept provides a robust framework for psychologists to understand issues of labeling, self-

esteem, discrimination, conformity and in-group or out-group perspectives. Individuals are not self-contained units of

psychological analysis. Social identity theory states that people think, feel and act as members of collective groups, institutions

and cultures. This approach reinforces the idea that individual’s social cognitions are socially construed depending on their group

or collective frames of reference. This theory incorporates three main points: i) people are motivated to maintain a positive self-

concept; ii) the self-concept derives largely from group identification ;and iii) people establish positive social identities by

favorably comparing their in- group against an out- group. It is true that group often exerts powerful effects upon their

members. In this context three important aspects are role, status and norms. Different persons perform different tasks and they

expected to accomplish different things for the group. They fulfill different roles. Generally roles are assigned in a formal manner.

Groups may choose a person as leader and others as follower. Roles are acquired and people internalise them. They link their

roles to key aspects to their self-concept and self- perception. A role may exert profound effects on a person’s behaviour.

Besides role, another important factor in functioning of group is status. It is social standing or rank within a group. Different roles

or position in a group is linked with wide range of desirable outcomes. Groups often confer or withhold status, as a means of

influencing the behaviour of their members. Another powerful factor which has significant impact on group is the ‘norm’. The

rules may be implicit or explicit, established by groups to regulate the behaviour of their members. In many situations, norms tell

group members how to behave or how not to behave. Generally group insists upon adherence to their norms as a basic

requirement for membership. Groups influence their members through roles, i.e., members’ assigned functions in the group;

status, i.e., their relative standing in the group and norms, i.e., rules concerning appropriate behaviour for

130 __________________________________________________NSOU ● PGSW - VI members, and lastly, cohesiveness, i.e.,

all the factors that cause members to remain in the group. In this context another important term we can use, i.e., “crowd”. A

crowd is a gathering of a considerable number of persons around a centre or point of common attraction. Crowd is a temporary,

direct and unorganised group of individuals whose curiosity, values and emotions are temporarily identical and which arise

because of common interest or common stimuli. According to the “group-mind theory”, the individual in the crowd loses his

individuality and becomes a part of the crowd which comes to develop its own crowd consciousness. Like-minded people, who

are attracted into the crowd situation, have a shared interest or object, which is based on convergence theory. The other type of

groups we can mention here are mob, audience, mass society etc 4.18 Exercise 1) Write five importance’s of group dynamics. 2)

Write two features of group dynamics. 3) Self- concept also includes all of the ........................... and .......................relevant to our

past, present and future. 4) What does social identity explain? 5) Social identity composed of four elements i.e i)........................

ii)..................................iii)........................................iv).................................................... 6) Define what is crowd? 7) What are the two classes of

crowd? 8) Explain crowd behaviour 9) What is classical theory? 10) Explain convergence theory? 11) All..... called under the

category of collected behaviour 12) Write features of collective behaviour? 13) Two types of audience are (i) ........................... (ii)

..................................... (iii) ...................................... 14) Mob behaviour is conditioned by three factors i) ............................ ii) ................... iii)

....................................................
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Structure 5.1 Objective 5.2 Introduction 5.3 Psychodynamic theories of personality 5.4 Freudian Psychoanalytical Theory 5.5

Adler’s Individual Psychology 5.6 Conclusion 5.7 Exercise 5.8 Reference 5.1 Objective Learner would understand about the mejor

theories of Psychology. Like Psychodynaries theories of personality Freudian Psychoanalitical Theory Adler’s Individual

Psychology. 5.2
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Introduction Psychodynamic Theory is one in which patients treated are viewed within a model of illness that attempts to

identify something that is not obvious but is present, but may be at the unconscious level. Such a material once brought out of

the unconscious would be able to help the patient be relieved of the symptoms and get the person on the road to recovery.

Thus each individual is perceived to have had certain experiences and events that have been pushed into the unconscious as

these materials are very painful and shameful to the individual. These materials remain in the unconscious and keep trying to

enter the conscious only to be repressed back. These are basically materials that are wishes and desires and needs which are

represented by the Id, and which are catered to by the ego so as to fulfill the needs of the Id. At the same time the do’s and

don’ts, the moral values, the rights and wrongs that are imparted by the parents are represented by the superego which tries to

curb the id impulses from arising so that the person may not do anything wrong which may cause the society harm. Thus the

dynamic interaction amongst the Id, Ego and the superego as well as the society or the outer environment make the individual

behave in a certain way. All these dynamics start quite at an early age of the individual and remain so and continue even in

adulthood. In the process of catering to the Id and the superego the ego uses many defenses which help in maintaining a

balance in the personality. However if balance is not restored the individual may 132 NSOU l PGSW-

VI__________________________________________________ 133 develop certain abnormalities called as mental disorders

which need to be treated and one method of treatment is the psychoanalysis. Freud developed a technique that he called

psychoanalysis and used it to treat mental disorders. The conscious contains all the information that a person is paying

attention to at any given time. The preconscious contains all the information outside of a person’s attention but readily

available if needed. The unconscious contains thoughts, feelings, desires, and memories of which people have no awareness

but which keep influencing every aspect of individual’s day to day life. Freud believed that personality gets clearly established

during childhood, largely before the age of five years. He proposed five stages of psychosexual development, viz., the oral

stage, the anal stage, the phallic stage, the latency stage, and the genital stage. Thus personality development for Freud took

place before five years of age and continued on into the adulthood with very little change. Freud had many followers and

some of them parted company with him on many of the issues related to personality development, as for instance the issue of

psychosexual development etc. Erikson was one such person who was a follower of Freud but separated away to propound his

own theory. Erikson’s theory of ego psychology holds certain tenets that differentiate his theory from Freud’s. Erikson’s stages

provide a framework in which one can bring in the culture concept and compare the present day to that of the earlier days. It

also offers insights regarding the eight stages being divided into two parts, with one ending with childhood and the other adult

development. In this unit we will be dealing with the theories of personality development as put forward by Freud and Erikson.

5.3

97% MATCHING BLOCK 31/127

Psychodynamic Theories of Personality Psychodynamic Theory is one in which patients treated for mental disorders are

viewed within a model of illness that attempts to identify something that may be not in the realm of awareness of the individual

concerned. Each individual is perceived to be made up from a dynamic that begins in early childhood and continually

progresses throughout life. This way of thinking, however, is generally considered a watered down version of the more

conservative and rigid psychoanalytic school of thought. Psychoanalysis emphasises the belief that all adult problems are

directly related to events in one’s childhood. Therapists who practice this theory have a tendency to look at individuals as the

composite of their parental upbringing. Their focus is on the means for settling conflicts between themselves and their parents

as well as within themselves. Psychodynamic therapists tend to believe in the theoretical constructs of the ego (which acts as a

force 134 __________________________________________________
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similar to a referee) and the superego (known as the conscience) as well as an id that exists inside all of us that tends to act as

the devil’s advocate working against the thought process of the conscience. All of these constructs work together to make up

the personality and the role of the unconscious is emphasised meaning that contrary to what else one may think, what one

does not know can indeed hurt the person and more often than not, it does just that. The development of an adult’s

personality is viewed in terms of whether an individual has been able to successfully maneuver through the psychosexual

stages of childhood development. Because of this belief, adults are unlikely to know how they are screwed up and as a result

may not even recognise the signs of mental distress or mental disorder. 5.4 Psychoanalytic Theory by Sigmund Freud In the

late 1800s and early 1900s, Freud developed a technique that he called psychoanalysis and used it to treat mental disorders.

He formed his theory of psychoanalysis by observing his patients. According to psychoanalytic theory, personality

development takes place as a result of the attempts to resolve conflicts between unconscious sexual andaggressive impulses

and societal demands to restrain these impulses. Freud’s theory of development has two primary ideas: 1) Everything you

become is determined by your first few years – indeed, the adult is exclusively determined by the child’s experiences, because

whatever actions occur in adulthood are based on a blueprint laid down in the earliest years of life (childhood solutions to

problems are perpetuated) 2) The story of development is the story of how to handle anti-social impulses in socially

acceptable ways. The Conscious, The Preconscious, and The Unconscious Freud believed that most mental processes are

unconscious. He proposed that people have three levels of awareness: The Preconscious, the conscious and the unconscious

The conscious contains all the information that a person is paying attention to at any given time. Example: The words Dan is

reading, the objects in his field of vision, the sounds he can hear, and any thirst, hunger, or pain he is experiencing at the

moment are all in his conscious. The preconscious contains all

NSOU l PGSW-VI__________________________________________________ 135
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the information outside of a person’s attention but readily available if needed. Example: A close friend’s telephone number, the

make of one’s car, and many of the past experiences are in the preconscious. The unconscious contains thoughts, feelings,

desires, and memories of which people have no awareness but that which influence every aspect of the individual’s day to-day

lives.

Image: The three levels of awareness given by Freud.
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Example : Rakesh’s unconscious might contain angry feelings toward his mother or a traumatic incident he experienced at age

four, about none of which he is aware. Freud believed that information in the unconscious tries to come into the conscious

and very often it is seen in slips of the tongue, jokes, dreams, illness symptoms, and the association’

s
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people make between ideas. The Freudian Slip Manju calls up her mother on Mother’s Day and says, “You’re the beast, Mom,”

when she consciously intended to say, “You’re the best, Mom.” According to psychoanalytic theory, this slip of the tongue,

known as a Freudian slip, reveals her unconscious anger toward her mother. 136

__________________________________________________ NSOU l PGSW-VI The ID, The EGO, and The Superego Freud

proposed that personality has three components: the id, the ego, and the superego. Id: Id is conceived as a reservoir of

instinctual energy that contains biological urges such as impulses toward survival, sex, and aggression. The id is unconscious

and operates according to the pleasure principle, the drive to achieve pleasure and avoid pain. The id is characterised by

primary process thinking, which is illogical, irrational, and motivated by a desire for the immediate gratification of impulses.

Ego: Ego is considered as the component that manages the conflict between the id and the constraints of the real world.

Some parts of the ego are unconscious, while others are preconscious or conscious. The ego operates according to the reality

principle, the awareness that gratification of impulses has to be delayed in order to accommodate the demands of the real

world. The ego is characterised by secondary process thinking, which is logical and rational. The ego’s role is to prevent the id

from gratifying its impulses in socially inappropriate ways. Superego: This is considered to be the moral component of

personality. It contains all the moral standards learned from parents and society. The superego forces the ego to conform not

only to reality but also to its ideals of morality. Hence, the superego causes people to feel guilty when they go against society’s

rules. Like the ego, the superego operates at all three levels of awareness. Conflict: Freud believed that the id, the ego, and the

superego are in constant conflict. He focused mainly on conflicts concerning sexual and aggressive urges because these urges

are most likely to violate societal rules. Anxiety: Internal conflicts can make a person feel anxious. In Freud’s view, anxiety arises

when the ego cannot adequately balance the demands of the id and the superego. The id demands gratification of its

impulses, and the superego demands maintenance of its moral standards.

Stages of Psychosexual Development Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) is probably the most well known theorist when it comes to the

development of personality. Freud’s Stages of Psychosexual Development are, like other stage theories, completed in a

predetermined sequence and can result in either successful completion or a healthy personality or can result in failure, leading to

an unhealthy personality. This theory is probably the best known as well as the most controversial; as Freud believed that we

develop through stages based upon a particular erogenous zone.

NSOU l PGSW-VI__________________________________________________ 137 Image: Stages of Psychosexual

Development During each stage, an unsuccessful completion means that a child becomes fixated on that particular erogenous

zone and either over– or under-indulges once he or she becomes an adult. a) Oral Stage (Birth to 18 months): During the oral

stage, the child is focused on oral pleasures (sucking). Too much or too little gratification can result in an Oral Fixation or Oral

Personality which is evidenced by a preoccupation with oral activities. This type of personality may have a stronger tendency to

smoke, drink alcohol, over eat, or bite his or her nails. Personality wise, these individuals may become overly dependent upon

others, gullible, and perpetual followers. On the other hand, they may also fight these urges and develop pessimism and

aggression toward others. b) Anal Stage (18 months to three years): The child’s focus of pleasure in this stage is on eliminating

and retaining faeces. Through society’s pressure, mainly via parents, the child has to learn to control anal stimulation. In terms

138 __________________________________________________ NSOU l PGSW-VI of personality, after effects of an anal

fixation during this stage can result in an obsession with cleanliness, perfection, and control (anal retentive). On the opposite end

of the spectrum, they may become messy and disorganised (anal expulsive). c) Phallic Stage (ages three to six): The pleasure

zone switches to the genitals. Freud believed that during this stage boys develop unconscious sexual desires for their mother.

Because of this, he becomes rivals with his father and sees him as competition for the mother’s affection. During this time, boys

also develop a fear that their father will punish them for these feelings, such as by castrating them. This group of feelings is

known as Oedipus complex (after the Greek Mythology figure, who accidentally killed his father and married his mother). d) Later

it was added that girls go through a similar situation, developing unconscious sexual attraction to their father. Although Freud

Strongly disagreed with this, it has been termed the Electra complex by more recent psychoanalysts. e) According to Freud, out

of fear of castration and due to the strong competition of their father, boys eventually decide to identify with him rather than

fight him. By identifying with his father,

52% MATCHING BLOCK 44/127

the boy develops masculine characteristics and identifies himself as a male, and represses his sexual feelings toward his

mother.
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A fixation at this stage could result in sexual deviancies (both overindulging and avoidance) and weak or confused sexual identity

according to psychoanalysts. f) Latency Stage (age six to puberty) : It’s during this stage that sexual urges remain repressed and

children interact and play mostly with same sex peers. g) Genital Stage (puberty on): The final stage of psychosexual

development begins at the start of puberty when sexual urges are once again awakened. Through the lessons learned during the

previous stages, adolescents direct their sexual urges onto opposite sex peers; with the primary focus of pleasure are the

genitals.
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Defense Mechanisms To manage these internal conflicts, people use defense mechanisms. Defense mechanisms are

behaviours that protect people from anxiety. There are different defense mechanisms, many of which are automatic and

unconscious. Some of these defense mechanisms commonly used by individuals are presented below. It may be mentioned

here that the individual is generally not aware that he or she is using defense mechanisms at the conscious level. a. Repression:

keeping unpleasant thoughts, memories, and feelings shut up in the unconscious. Example: Ram witnessed his mother being

beaten by agoonda on a motor cycle who was trying to snatch away her gold chain.
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This happened around when he was seven years of age. He does not remember this incident as of today as an adult. This is so

because he has repressed that traumatic incident into the unconscious.

b.
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Reaction formation: This refers to behaving in a way that is opposite to behaviour, feelings, or thoughts that are considered

unacceptable. Example: Nisha feels attracted to her boss but does not admit this to herself. Instead, she constantly makes very

disparaging comments about the boss, exactly opposite of her feelings of attraction. c. Projection: attributing one’s own

unacceptable thoughts or feelings to someone else. Example: Karan gets attracted to women other than his wife and feels bad

about it. However he is

not unable to state anything about it nor does he want

100% MATCHING BLOCK 39/127

to accept such feelings within him. He therefore unconsciously projects these feelings on to his wife saying that she is

unfaithful and that she goes with other men and gets attracted to other men etc.

d.

98% MATCHING BLOCK 40/127

Rationalization: using incorrect but self serving explanations to justify unacceptable behaviour, thoughts, or feelings. Example:

Ronak jumps a red light while driving. He justifies this by telling to himself that he was already in the intersection when the light

changed to red. e. Displacement: transferring feelings about a person or event onto someone or something else. Example:

Seth is angry at his professor for giving him a bad grade. He leaves class and shouts angrily at a passerby who accidentally

bumps into him.

f.
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Denial: refusing to acknowledge something that is obvious to others. Example: Rashmi has started drinking alcohol which has

started to affect her academic performance, her job, and her relationships. However, she insists that she drinks only to relieve

stress and that she does not have an alcohol problem.

g.
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Regression: reverting to a more immature state of psychological development. Example: When six-year-old Jameel gets less

attention from his parents because of a new baby brother, he suddenly starts to wet his bed at night. h. Sublimation:

channeling unacceptable thoughts and feelings into socially acceptable behaviour. Example: Priya deals with her angry feelings

toward her family by writing science fiction stories about battles between civilizations which contains a lot of aggression. 140

__________________________________________________

NSOU l PGSW-VI Limitation : Some of the limitations typically raised in response to Freudian theory are: Freud’s hypotheses are

neither verifiable nor falsifiable. It is not clear what would count as evidence sufficient to confirm or refute theoretical claims. The

theory is based on an inadequate conceptualization of the experience of women. The theory overemphasizes the role of

sexuality in human psychological development and experience. 5.5 Adler’s Individual Psychology Alfred Adler, a medical graduate

is best known as the founder of Individual Psychology. In addition he is credited, along with Carl Jung and Sigmund Freud, as one

of the greatest founding influences of modern psychology. Adler developed the school of individual psychology which consisted

of the concepts of human drives, feelings, emotions, and memory in the context of the individual’s overall life plan. Among

Adler’s chief contributions, the following may be mentioned: i) the importance of birth order in the formation of personality, ii)

the impact of neglect or pampering on child development, iii) the notion of a “self perfecting” drive within human beings, and iv)

the idea that one must study and treat the patient as a “whole person.” Adler with the creation of individual psychology,

developed a new direction in psychotherapy, and created the first significant schism in the psychoanalytic movement. Adler

considered psychic development to be the formation of an unconscious life plan, or even a lifestyle. The concepts used by Adler

are the following: i) Individual Psychology ii) Striving for perfection iii) Aggressive drive iv) Compensation v) Masculine protest

NSOU l PGSW-VI__________________________________________________ 141 i) Individual psychology deals as much as

possible with what can be observed and as little as possible with what must be taken on faith. Alfred Adler postulates a single

“drive” or motivating force behind all our behaviour and experience and he called this motivating force as striving for perfection.

This actually refers to the desire that all humans have to fulfill their potentials, to come closer and closer to their ideal self

actualization. ii) Striving for perfection refers to the single motivating force underlying personality. Adler’s earliest phrase in regard

to this was the aggression drive, referring to the reaction one has when other drives, such as our need to eat, to be sexually

satisfied, to get things done, or be loved, etc., are all frustrated. It might better be called as the assertiveness drive, as aggression

term has a negative connotation. iii) Compensation: Another word Adler used to refer to basic motivation was compensation, or

striving to overcome. Since people have problems, shortcomings, inferiorities of one sort or another, Adler felt, earlier in his

writing, that individual personalities could be accounted for by the ways in which they compensate or overcome those problems.

iv) Masculine Protest: One of Adler’s earliest phrases was masculine protest. He noted something pretty obvious in his culture

that boys were held in higher esteem than girls, and boys wanted, often desperately, to be thought of as strong, aggressive, in

control that is, “masculine” and not weak, passive, or dependent that is, “feminine.” Goal-striving Adler saw man imbued with a

unitary dynamic force, a striving from below to above. Since this striving is an “intrinsic necessity of life itself, like physical

growth,” there is no need to infer a further source of energy for it. Adler described it as directed toward superiority, overcoming,

perfection, success, significance – always as these are variously envisioned by each individual. Self- determination Adler found

that an individual might respond to a perceived inferiority with greater or lesser inferiority feelings and with discouragement,

compensation, or overcompensation. Thus the individual is not completely determined by objective factors. Adler called this

degree of self-determination man’s creative power. It includes not only the ability to choose between several ways of regarding

or reacting but also, more importantly, man’s potential for spontaneity. Through it the individual arrives at his style of life. Life

Style Life style refers to how a person lives his/her life, how he/she handle problems and interpersonal relations. Social Ties Adler

specified three main tasks of life: occupation, association with others, and love and marriage. He also referred to them as social

ties, for they all require
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uniqueness is influenced by his relations to others: “The style of the child’s life cannot be understood without reference to the

persons who look after him.” Social Interest Adler also assumed an innate potentiality for coping with society, termed social

interest. Unlike an instinct, it must be evoked and developed. Its subjective development is based in man’s native empathy; the

objective “development of the innate potentiality for cooperation occurs first in the relationship of the child and the mother.”

Social interest represents a transcendence of the self, an absence of self centeredness. It is a trait, like intelligence, and as such

influences the direction of the striving, but it is the most important trait in the life style. Psychological types Adler mentioned

three distinguished types based on the different levels of energy involved: 1) Ruling type: They are, from childhood on,

characterized by a tendency to be rather aggressive and dominant over others. Their energy — the strength of their striving after

personal power — is so great that they tend to push over anything or anybody who gets in their way. The most energetic of them

are bullies and sadists; somewhat less energetic ones hurt others by hurting themselves, and include alcoholics, drug addicts,

and suicides. 2) Leaning type: They are sensitive people who have developed a shell around themselves which protects them, but

they must rely on others to carry them through life’s difficulties. They have low energy levels and so become dependent. When

overwhelmed, they develop what we typically think of as neurotic symptoms: phobias, obsessions and compulsions, general

anxiety, hysteria, amnesias, and so on, depending on individual details of their lifestyle. 3) Avoiding type: These have the lowest

levels of energy and only survive by essentially avoiding life — especially other people. When pushed to the limits, they tend to

become psychotic, retreating finally into their own personal worlds. 4) Socially useful type: This is the healthy person, one who

has both social interest and energy. Note that without energy, you can’t really have social interest, since you wouldn’t be able to

actually do anything for anyone! Adler noted that his four types looked very much like the four types proposed by the ancient

Greeks. They, too, noticed that some people are always sad, others always angry, and so on. But they attributed these

temperaments (from the same root as temperature) to the relative presence of four bodily fluids called humors. Choleric (hot and

dry) and angry all the time. The choleric is, roughly, the ruling type. Phlegmatic (cold and wet) and
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type. Melancholic (cold and dry) and tend to be sad constantly. This is roughly the avoiding type. Sanguine (warm and moist). This

naturally cheerful and friendly person represents the socially useful type. Adler believed very strongly that each person is a unique

individual with his or her own unique lifestyle. The idea of types is, for him, only a heuristic device, meaning a useful fiction, not

an absolute reality. Childhood Adler, like Freud, saw personality or lifestyle as something established quite early in life. In fact, the

prototype of the individual’s lifestyle tends to be fixed by about five years old. Adler felt that there were three basic childhood

situations that most contribute to a faulty lifestyle. 1. First, organ inferiority as well as early childhood diseases: They are what he

called “overburdened,” He felt that someone has to draw their attention to others, in order that they give up focusing on their

own self and look at others. 2. The second is pampering. Many children are taught, by the actions of others that they can take

without giving. Their wishes are everyone else’s commands. 3. The third is neglect. A child who is neglected or abused learns

what the pampered child learns, but learns it in a far more direct manner. They learn inferiority because they are told and shown

every day that they are of no value. They learn selfishness because they are taught to trust no one. If you have not known love,

you do not develop a capacity for it later. Birth Order Adler must be credited as the first theorist to include not only a child’s

mother and father and other adults as early influence on the child, but the child’s brothers and sisters as well. His consideration

of the effects of siblings and the order in which they were born is probably what Adler is best-known for. The only child is more

likely than others to be pampered, with all the ill results one has discussed. After all, the parents of the only child have put all their

eggs in one basket, so to speak, and are more likely to take special care, sometimes anxiety filled care of their pride and joy. If the

parents are abusive, on the other hand, the only child will have to bear that abuse alone. The first child begins life as an only

child, with all the attention to him or herself. Sadly, just as things are getting comfortable, the second child arrives and

“dethrones” the first. At first, the child may battle for his or her lost position. He or she might try acting like the baby. After all, it

seems to work for the baby! But the elder child gets only rebuffed and told to grow up. Some become disobedient and

rebellious, others sullen and withdrawn. Adler believed that the first born children
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relatively solitary and more conservative than the other children in the family. The second child is in a very different situation: He

or she has the first child as a sort of “pace-setter,” and tends to become quite competitive, constantly trying to surpass the older

child. They often succeed, but many feel as if the race is never over, and they tend to dream of constant running without getting

anywhere. Other “middle” children will tend to be similar to the second child, although each may focus on a different

“competitor.” The youngest child is likely to be the most pampered in a family with more than one child. After all, he or she is the

only one who is never dethroned! And so the youngest children are the second most likely source of problem children, just

behind the first borns. On the other hand, the youngest may also feel incredible inferiority, with everyone older and “therefore”

superior. But, with all those “pace-setters” ahead, the youngest can also be driven to exceed all of them. Who is a first, second, or

youngest child is not as obvious as it might seem. If there is a long stretch between children, they may not see themselves and

each other in the same way as if they were closer together. And if some of the children are boys and some girls, it makes a

difference as well. A second child who is a girl might not take her older brother as someone to compete with. A boy in a family of

girls may feel more like the only child and so on. As with everything in Adler’s system, birth order is to be understood in the

context of the individual’s own special circumstances. Therapist and Patient The therapist’s function, according to Adler, is not to

treat “mental disease” but to divine the error in the patient’s way of life and lead him to greater maturity. Adler wished the patient

to appreciate his (patient’s) own power of self-determination and have the courage to exercise it. To encourage the patient, the

therapist must express a disinterested concern that evokes and fosters feelings of trust and fellowship, which in turn fulfils a

function at which the mother had failed.
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an in-depth idea about the theories on psychodynamics, Psychoanalytical Theory and Adler's Individual Psychology.Dear

learners, now you would be able to understand the social behaviour of the client in a much meaningful manner. 5. 7 Exercise 1)
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Discuss and state the psychosexual stages of development by Freud. 2) Discuss the result if there is a disturbance in these

stages. 3)

Evaluate Freud’s theory of personality development. 4) What do you understand by social psychological theories? 5) Define

Individual Psychology. 6) What was the core concept of Alfred Adler’s theory. 7) Discuss the various concepts put forward by

Adler in explaining personality. 5. 8 Reference https://www.verywellmind.com/alfred-adler-2795502#:~:text=Founder%20of

%20Individual%20Psychology&text=Alder%20was%20initially%20a%20

colleague,his%20approach%20as%20individual%20psychology. http://www.ignou.ac.in/upload/Unit%2022.pdf

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331811007_Theoretical_ Analysis_of_Adlerian_Freud

http://egyankosh.ac.in/bitstream/123456789/23513/1/Unit-2.pdf

https://study.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/Alfred%20Adler.pdf
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Carl Rogers, Maslow-

Motivation of Human Behaviour : Concept, Theories and Types, Biological and Social Motives

Structure 6.1 Objectives 6.2 Introduction 6.3 Carl Rogers’s Theory of Personality 6.4 Maslow Theory of Personality 6.5 Conclusion

6.6 Exercise 6.7 Reference 6.1 Objectives In this unit the learners would learn about the theories of Personality given by Carl

Roger and Abraham Maslow.These theories are mostly framed based on the real life experiences. 6.2 Introduction
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Humanistic and Self Theories of (Malsow and Rogers) Personality The Humanistic Approach began in response to concerns by

therapists against perceived limitations of Psychodynamic theories, especially psychoanalysis. Psychologists and

psychoanalysts such as Carl Rogers and Abraham Maslow felt that the existing (psychodynamic) theories failed to adequately

address issues such as the meaning of behaviour, and the nature of healthy growth. However, the result was not simply new

variations on psychodynamic theory, but rather a fundamentally new approach. There are several factors which distinguish the

Humanistic Approach from other approaches, that is, the difference can be seen in the emphasis on subjective meaning, a

rejection of determinism, and a concern for positive growth rather than pathology. While one might argue that some

psychodynamic theories provide a vision of healthy growth (including Jung’s concept of individuation), the other

characteristics distinguish the Humanistic Approach from every other approach within psychology (and sometimes lead

theorists from other approaches to say the Humanistic Approach is not a science at all). Most psychologists believe that
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behaviour can only be understood objectively (by an impartial observer), but the humanists argue that this results in concluding

that an individual is incapable of understanding their own behaviour—a view which they see as both paradoxical and dangerous

to well-being. Instead, humanists like Rogers argue that the meaning of behaviour is essentially personal and subjective; they

further argue that accepting this idea is not unscientific, because ultimately all individuals are subjective: what makes science

reliable is not that scientists are purely objective, but that the nature of observed events can be agreed upon by different

observers (a process Rogers calls

inter subjective
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verification). The main aim of humanistic approach is to provide concepts and methods for stimulating learning, growth and

development both in individual persons as well as in society, thus enhancing well-being and the overall quality of life. Maslow

coined the term “the Third Force” to describe the Humanistic Approach, to emphasise how it differed from the Psychodynamic

and Behaviourist Approaches, which dominated psychology in the 1950’s. This “third force”, in contrast with clinical

psychology, influenced by Freudian psycho-analysis, which studies mental illness, i.e. the negative side of human behaviour,

and traditional academic, experimental psychology, influenced by behaviourism, which tends to reduce human behaviour to

statistical correlations between different kinds of stimuli, responses and personality traits. Instead of merely modeling normal

behaviour or of curing clear dysfunctions, a humanistic psychologist tries to help people to develop in a better way, thus

making them more competent, more aware, happier, in the hope of reaching some state of “optimal” mental health. The

central theme in humanistic theories is the drive towards self-actualisation, to realise one’s full potential. Other themes include

personal growth, openness to experience, living in the present, personal responsibility, and inherent goodness of people. For

the humanists, the unit of analysis is the perceived reality. Probably the best known proponent of this approach is Abraham

Maslow. What distinguishes his work from that of other “humanists”, such as Carl Rogers or Erich Fromm is that he proposes a

model of how a happy, healthy, well-functioning person behaves, which is based on concrete observations of real people,

rather than on formulating ideal requirements. Also Maslow proposes a simple and intuitively appealing theory of motivation,

which explains where such a “self-actualising” personality comes from. In parallel with systems theory, Maslow reacts against

too much reductionism in psychological modeling, and proposes an alternative holistic approach of personality research. In

recent years, a number of initiatives have appeared which, while influenced significantly by humanistic ideas and theories, have

new directions. Perhaps the most significant is positive psychology, a term coined by Dr. Martin Seligman when he was

President of the American Psychological Association in 2000. Positive psychology, like the humanistic approach, focuses on

enhancing human potential, but embraces research 148 __________________________________________________
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methods (e.g., surveys, group data) which humanists have traditionally avoided. Another area influenced by the humanistic

approach has been coaching psychology. While the term originated in “personal coaching” in sports, it more generally refers to

a focus on enhancing individual potential, and the field has gradually become a specific area within many psychology

associations. Abraham Maslow : Humanistic Approach to Personality Abraham Maslow, widely regarded as one of the founders

of the Humanistic Approach, was born on April 1, 1908 in Brooklyn, New York. He received his BA in 1930, his MA in 1931, and

his PhD in 1934, all in psychology, all from the University of Wisconsin. A year after graduation, he returned to New York to

work with E. L. Thorndike at Columbia, where Maslow became interested in research on human sexuality. He began teaching

full time at Brooklyn College. During this period of his life, he came into contact with the many European intellectuals who

were migrating to the US, and Brooklyn in particular, at that time. Persons like Adler, Fromm, Horney, as well as several Gestalt

and Freudian psychologists also migrated to Brooklyn initially. Maslow served as the chair of the psychology department at

Brandeis from 1951 to 1969. While working here he met Kurt Goldstein, who had put forward the idea of self- actualisation in

his famous book, The Organism (1934). It was also here that he began his crusade for a humanistic psychology, something

ultimately much more important to him than his own theorising. He spent his final years in semi retirement in California, until,

on June 8 1970, he died of a heart attack after years of ill health. Maslow developed a theory of personality that has influenced

a number of different fields. This wide influence is due in part to the high level of practicality of Maslow’s theory. His theory

accurately describes many realities of personal experiences. Humanists do not believe that human beings are pushed and

pulled by mechanical forces, either of stimuli and reinforcements (behaviourism) or of unconscious instinctual impulses

(psychoanalysis). Humanists focus upon potentials. They believe that humans strive for an upper level of capabilities. Humans

seek the frontiers of creativity, the highest reaches of consciousness and wisdom. This has been labeled “fully functioning

person”, “healthy personality”, or as Maslow calls this level, “self-actualising person.” Maslow’s theory of personality can be

explained
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the following headings: 1) Hierarchy of needs, 2) Deficit needs, 3) Growth needs, 4) Self-actualisers Hierarchy of Needs Maslow

proposed a theory of human motivation based on hierarchy of needs. The lower a need in the hierarchy the more dominating

that need is. In other words, when several needs are active, the lowest need will be most compelling. The higher order needs

emerge only when the lower level needs are satisfied. The first four levels are considered deficiency or deprivation needs (“D-

needs”) in that their lack of satisfaction causes a deficiency that motivates people to meet these needs. For instance the

Physiological needs which are at the lowest level on the hierarchy, include necessities such as air, food, and water. These tend

to be satisfied for most people, but they become predominant when unmet. During emergencies, safety needs such as health

and security rise to the forefront. Once these two levels are met, belongingness needs, such as obtaining love and intimate

relationships or close friendships, become important. The next level, esteem needs, include the need for recognition from

others, confidence, achievement, and self-esteem. The highest level is self-actualisation, or the self-fulfilment. Behaviour in

this case is not driven or motivated by deficiencies but rather one’s desire for personal growth and the need to become all the

things that a person is capable of becoming (Maslow, 1970). Now we will discuss each level of needs one by one : The lowest

level in the Maslow’s hierarchy is the physiological needs. These include the most basic needs that are vital to survival, such as

the need for water, air, food and sleep. Maslow believed that these needs are the most basic and instinctive needs in the

hierarchy because all needs become secondary until these physiological needs are met. These needs are such that if they are

not satisfied the organism dies. If the threat of dying because of perturbation of the physiological equilibrium has vanished, the

organism can direct its attention to more indirect threats, such as the danger of being caught by a predator, and try to avoid

them. The next needs in the hierarchy are safety needs. These include needs for safety and security. Security needs are

important for survival, but they are not as demanding 150 __________________________________________________
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insurance, safe neighbourhoods and shelter from the environment. At the third level of the hierarchy are belongingness needs.

These include needs for belonging, love and affection. Maslow considered these needs to be less basic than physiological and

security needs. Relationships such as friendships, romantic attachments and families help fulfill this need for companionship

and acceptance, as does involvement in social, community or religious groups. At the fourth level of hierarchy are self-esteem

needs After the first three needs have been satisfied, esteem needs becomes increasingly important. Maslow noted two

versions of esteem needs, a lower one and a higher one. The lower one is the need for the respect of others, the need for

status, recognition, fame, prestige, and attention. The higher one is the need for self-respect, the need for strength,

competence, mastery, self-confidence, independence and freedom. These needs rank higher because it rests more on inner

competence won through experience. Deprivation of these needs can lead to an inferiority complex, weakness and

helplessness. Satisfaction of the self-esteem need leads to feelings of self-confidence, worth, strength, capability and

adequacy of being useful and necessary in the world. These feelings in turn give rise to either basic discouragement or else

compensatory or neurotic trends. An appreciation of the necessity of basic self-confidence and an understanding of how

helpless people are without it, can be easily gained from a study of severe traumatic neurosis The highest level need is self-

actualisation. “What a man can be, he must be”. This forms the basis of the perceived need for self-actualisation. This level of

need pertains to what a person’s full potential is and realising that potential. Maslow describes this desire as the desire to

become more and more what one is, to become everything that one is capable of becoming. This is a broad definition of the

need for self-actualisation, but when applied to individuals the need is specific. For example one individual may have the strong

desire to become an ideal parent, while for another it may be expressed athletically, and in the third it may be expressed in

painting, pictures, or inventions. As mentioned earlier, in order to reach a clear understanding of this level of need one must

first not only achieve the previous needs, physiological, safety, love, and esteem, but master these needs. Below are Maslow’s

descriptions of the consequences that what will happen if these needs are not satisfied.
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Deficiency Needs It has been stated in the earlier discussion that the first four levels of needs are called deficit needs, or D-

needs. If you don’t have enough of something, then it is said that you have a deficit that is you feel the need. But if you get all

you need, you feel nothing at all! In other words, they cease to be motivating. He also talks about these levels in terms of

homeostasis. Homeostasis is the principle by which the bodily system (thermostat) operates. In other words, when it gets too

cold, the thermostat switches the heat on and when it gets too hot, it switches the heat off. In the same way, human body,

when it lacks a certain substance, develops a hunger for it; when it gets enough of it, then the hunger stops. Maslow simply

extends this homeostatic principle to needs, such as safety, belongingness, and esteem about which we do not ordinarily think

of in these terms. In terms of overall development, we move through these levels a bit like stages. As newborns, our focus (if

not our entire set of needs) is on the satisfaction of the physiological needs. Soon, we begin to recognise that we need to be

safe. Soon after that, we crave attention and affection. A bit later, we look for self-esteem. Mind you, this is in the first couple of

years! Under stressful conditions, or when survival is 152 __________________________________________________
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threatened, we can “regress” to a lower need level. When you find that your great career falls flat, you might seek out a little

attention. When your family decides to leave you, it seems that love is again all you ever wanted. If you have significant

problems along your development, that is a period of extreme insecurity such as hunger as a child, or the loss of a family

member through death or divorce, or significant neglect or abuse, it is possible that one may “fixate” on that set of needs for

the rest of one’s life. Growth Needs Maslow has used a variety of terms to refer to the last level of needs. He has called it

growth motivation (in contrast to deficit motivation). They are called the being needs (or B-needs, in contrast to D-needs), and

self-actualisation. These are needs that do not involve balance or homeostasis. They involve the continuous desire to fulfill

potentials, to “be all that you can be”. If you want to be truly self- actualising, you need to have your lower needs taken care of,

at least to a considerable extent. This makes sense, which is if you are hungry, you are scrambling to get food; if you are

unsafe, you have to be continuously on guard; if you are isolated and unloved, you have to satisfy that need; if you have a low

sense of self- esteem, you have to be defensive or compensate. When lower needs are unmet, you cannot fully devote

yourself to fulfilling your potentials. The question becomes, of course, what exactly Maslow means by self actualisation. To

answer that, we need to look at the kind of people he called self-actualised persons. Fortunately, he did this for us, using a

qualitative method called biographical analysis. He began by picking out a group of people, some historical figures, some

people he knew, whom he felt clearly met the standard of self-actualisation. Included in this august group were Abraham

Lincoln, Thomas Jefferson, Albert Einstein, Eleanor Roosevelt, Jane Adams, William James, Albert Schweitzer, Benedict

Spinoza, and Alduous Huxley, plus 12 unnamed people who were alive at the time Maslow did his research. He then looked at

their biographies, writings, the acts and words of those he knew personally, and so on. From these sources, he developed a list

of qualities that seemed characteristic of these people, as opposed to the great mass of us. Characteristics of Self-Actualisers

According to Maslow, people who are self actualised, were: 1) Reality-centred, which means they could differentiate what is

fake and dishonest from what is real and genuine?
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Problem-centred, meaning they treated life’s difficulties as problems demanding solutions, not as personal troubles to be railed

at or surrendered to. 3) Had a different perception of means and ends. They felt that the ends do not necessarily justify the

means, that the means could be ends themselves, and that the means, that is the journey was often more important than the

ends. 4) Had different ways of relating to others. First, they enjoyed solitude, and were comfortable being alone. And they

enjoyed deeper personal relations with a few close friends and family members, rather than more shallow relationships with

many people. 5) Enjoyed autonomy, a relative independence from physical and social needs. 6) Resisted enculturation, that is,

they were not susceptible to social pressure to be “well adjusted” or to “fit in” . They were, in fact, nonconformists in the best

sense. 7) Had an unhostile sense of humor. They preferred to joke at their own expense, or at the human condition, and never

directing their humor at others. 8) Had a quality of acceptance of self and others, by which he meant that these people would

be more likely to take you as you are than try to change you into what they thought you should be. This same acceptance

applied to their attitudes towards themselves: If some quality of theirs wasn’t harmful, they let it be, even enjoying it as a

personal quirk. 9) They were often strongly motivated to change negative qualities in themselves that could be changed. 10)

They possessed qualities such as spontaneity and simplicity. 11) They preferred being themselves rather than being pretentious

or artificial. 12) They had a sense of humility and respect towards others — something Maslow also called democratic value. 13)

They had a quality Maslow called human kinship, that is social interest, compassion, and humanity. 14) were strong in their

ethical behaviours. 15) They were spiritual but never conventionally religious in nature. 16) They had a certain freshness of

appreciation, an ability to see things, even ordinary things, with wonder. 17) They had the ability to be creative, inventive, and

original. 18) They tended to have more peak experiences than the average person. A peak 154
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experience is one that takes you out of yourself, that makes you feel very tiny, or very large, to some extent one with life or

nature or God. It gives you a feeling of being a part of the infinite and the eternal. These experiences tend to leave their mark

on a person, change them for the better, and many people actively seek them out. They are also called mystical experiences,

and are an important part of many religious and philosophical traditions. Maslow did not however think that self actualised

persons were perfect. There were several flaws or imperfections he discovered along the way as well. These were as given

below: 1) They often suffered considerable anxiety and guilt. These anxiety and guilt were realistic ones rather than misplaced

or neurotic versions. 2) Some of them were absent minded and overly kind. 3) Also some of them had unexpected moments of

ruthlessness, surgical coldness, and loss of humor. 4) Maslow also stated that when a self actualised person does not get their

needs fulfilled, they respond with metapathologies. That is they respond with a list of problems. 5) When forced to live without

these values, the self-actualiser develops depression, despair, disgust, alienation, and a degree of cynicism. Evaluation Maslow

has been a very inspirational figure in personality theories. In the 1960’s in particular, people were tired of the reductionist,

mechanistic messages of the behaviourists and physiological psychologists. They were looking for meaning and purpose in

their lives, even a higher, more mystical meaning. Maslow was one of the pioneers in that movement to bring the human being

back into psychology and the person back into personality. Moreover, Maslow’s unique contribution lies in his preoccupation

with healthy people rather than sick ones and his feeling that studies of two groups generate different types of theory. Maslow

chose the more direct course of studying healthy people whose wholeness and unity of personality are readily apparent. But in

spite of this unique contribution Maslow’s theory has been criticized on many grounds. The most common criticism concerns

his methodology: Picking a small number of people that he himself declared self-actualising, then reading about them or

talking with them, and coming to conclusions about what self-actualisation is in the first place does not sound like good

science to many people. Another criticism is that Maslow placed certain constraints on self-actualisation.
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and depression. 6.3 Carl Rogers’s Theory of Personality Carl Rogers was born on January 8, 1902, in Oak Park, Illinois. Raised

on a farm from the age of twelve, Rogers entered the Agricultural College of the University of Wisconsin in 1919, where he

graduated with a degree in history. While in college he felt a religious calling and eventually began training to become a

Protestant minister, and after graduating in 1924 he enrolled at the Union Theological Seminary in New York City. From there

he transferred to Teachers College at Columbia University in order to pursue counseling rather than the strictly religious aspect

of his ministerial profession. He subsequently focused on clinical and educational psychology, writing his doctoral dissertation

on personality adjustment in children. Throughout the 1930s, Rogers worked in the field of child psychology, and in 1940 he

accepted a position as a professor of psychology at Ohio State University. It was at this time that he began to develop the

theories and methodology for which he would later become renowned. The incipient concepts of Rogers’s therapeutic

approach appeared in his 1942 book Counseling and Psychotherapy, and within the next few years he developed his concept

of the self as the organising element in human personality and the principles of the “nondirective,” or client-centered, style of

therapy. In 1945 he took a position as professor of psychology and head of the counseling center at the University of Chicago,

where, over the next twelve years, he further refined and articulated his 156
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ideas, publishing Client-Centered Therapy (1951) during this time. A charismatic figure, Rogers’s influence over students,

colleagues, and various collaborators, as well as his publication of best-selling books such as On Becoming a Person (1961)

and Person to Person (1967) made him the central figure in American humanistic psychology throughout his lifetime. Carl

Rogers was not only one of the founders of the Humanistic Approach, but also arguably the most influential therapist in the

20th century. Rogers’s theory is basically phenomenological, in that it placed a strong emphasis on the experience of the

person, their feelings, their values, and all that is summed up by the expression “inner life”. His theory is also known as self-

theory. The other name of his theory is person-centered theory. His theory grew out of his own experience in working with

individual in the therapeutic relationship In terms of his theory, there are two fundamental ideas which are particularly worth

noting. First, Rogers talked about healthy development in terms of how individuals perceived their own being. Healthy

individuals will tend to see congruence between their sense of who they are (self) and who they feel they should be (ideal self).

While no one tends to experience perfect congruence at all times, the relative degree of congruence is an indicator of health.

The second fundamental idea is Rogers’s concept of the conditions for healthy growth, and the role of a therapist in fostering

healthy growth. Through a process Rogers called person-centered therapy; the therapist seeks to provide empathy, openness,

and unconditional positive regard. Rogers called his technique nondirective therapy, based on the concept that the therapist is

simply a “mirror” who reflects the individual’s thoughts and feelings. Rogers’s theory can be explained under the following

three headings: 1) Enduring aspects of personality 2) Self-actualisation 3) Development of self 6.4 Maslow Theory of Personality

Enduring Aspects of Personality Rogers’ theory of personality evolved out of his work as a clinical psychologist and developed

as an offshoot of his theory of client-centered (later called personcentered) therapy. Since the main aim of his theory is to

explain the growth and development within the individual, so his theory does not appear to lay much emphasis on personality

development, rather prefer to devote his attention to such constructs that are of fundamental importance to his theory. These

are: (i) the organism and (ii) the self.
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The Organism Rogers approach to the study of persons is phenomenological and idiographic. His view of human behaviour is

that it is “exquisitely rational”. Furthermore, in his opinion: “the core of man’s nature is essentially positive” and he is a

“trustworthy organism”. According to Rogers the organism is the locus of all experience, including everything potentially

available to awareness, at any given moment. The totality of experience constitutes the phenomenal field. The phenomenal

field is the individual’s frame of reference that can only be known to the person. It can never be known to another, except

through empathetic experience and at that level too, can never be known perfectly. Rogers emphasised that the individual’s

way of behaving depends upon the phenomenal field (subjective reality) and not upon the stimulating conditions (external

reality). The phenomenal field at any given moment is made up of conscious and unconscious experiences. The person tends

to check his or her experiences against the reality. This testing of reality provides with dependable knowledge of the world so

that one is able to behave realistically. In most of the cases the person accepts his or her experiences as true representation of

reality, while in reality they may not be the true representation. As a result the person may develop misconceptions about

himself/herself and about the external world. The Self (Real and Ideal) Rogers developed one of the most systematic models of

self, in relation to the personality-functioning. The self or self-concept, is one of the central concepts in his theory, and the

theory is often referred to as the self-theory of personality. Rogers defined self as the organised, consistent, conceptual gestalt

composed of perceptions of the characteristics of the “I” or “me”, and the perception of the relationship “I” or “me” to various

aspects of life, together the values attached to those perceptions. In short, it is one’s picture of him or hers. Rogers further

distinguishes two aspects or subsystems of self: The real self and the ideal self. The real self is the “you” that, if all goes well,

you will become, while the ideal self is what the person would like to be. By ideal, Rogers is suggesting something not real,

something that is always out of our reach, the standard we can not meet. Thus, Rogers’s personality theory distinguishes

between two personalities. The real self, which is created and developed through the actualising tendency, it is the self that

one can become. The demands of society, however, do not always support the actualising tendency and we are forced to live

under conditions that are out of step with our tendencies. The ideal self is the 158
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ideal created through the demands of society. Rogers does not see it as something to strive for (that is the real self) but an ideal

imposed on us we can never fully reach. Rogers’ view of ‘hidden’ personality relates to the person one could be given the right

circumstances within society and for an individual to be truly happy (and for self-actualisation to be realised) their public and

private selves must be as similar as possible. For an individual to be truly happy and for self-actualisation to be realised, the

public and hidden selves must be as similar as possible. Rogers believed that when all aspects of a person’s life, surroundings

and thoughts are in harmony then the ideal state of congruence is reached (Pervin & Oliver 1997). Congruity and Incongruity

The importance of the concept of organism and self, in Rogers theory becomes clear when we examine the idea of

congruence and incongruence between this self as perceived, and the self as actually experienced by the organism. When the

symbolised experiences that constitute the self, faithfully mirror the experiences of the organism, the self and organism are said

to be congruent, that is the individual is believed to be adjusted, mature and fully functioning. Otherwise, there would be

incongruence. According to Rogers, most of the ways of behaving that are adopted by the organism are those that are

consistent with the concept of self. In some instances, behaviour may be brought about by organic experiences and needs

which have not been symbolised. Such behaviour may be inconsistent with the structure of the self but in such instances the

behaviour is not “owned” by the individual. Rogers suggests that the incongruent individual who is always on the defensive and

cannot be open to all experiences is not functioning ideally and may even be malfunctioning. They work hard at

maintaining/protecting their self concept. Because their lives are not authentic this is a difficult task and they are under

constant threat. They deploy defense mechanisms to achieve this. He describes two mechanisms: distortion and denial.

Distortion occurs when the individual perceives a threat to their self concept. They distort the perception until it fits their self

concept. This defensive behaviour reduces the consciousness of the threat but not the threat itself. And so, as the threats

mount, the work of protecting the self concept becomes more difficult and the individual becomes more defensive and rigid in

their self structure. If the incongruence is immoderate this process may lead the individual to a state that would typically be

described as neurotic. Their functioning becomes precarious and psychologically vulnerable. If the situation worsens it is

possible that the defenses cease to function altogether and the individual becomes aware of the incongruence of their

situation. Their personality becomes disorganised and bizarre; irrational behaviour, associated with earlier denied aspects of

self, may erupt uncontrollably. Thus, it may be concluded that psychological adjustment exists when the concept of the self is

such that all the sensory and visceral experiences of the organism are,
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or may be, assimilated on a symbolic level into a consistent relationship with the concept of self. Psychological maladjustment

exists when the organism denies awareness of significant sensory and visceral experiences, which consequently are not

symbolised and organised into the gestalt of the self structure. When this situation exists, there is a basic or potential

psychological tension. Any experience which is inconsistent with the organisation of the structure of the self may be perceived

as a threat, and the more of these perceptions there are, the more rigidly the self structure is organised to maintain itself. Self-

Actualisation According to Rogers, only the single motive is there that impels human beings to action, and that motive can be

described as the actualising tendency. Rogers (1959) maintains that the human “organism” has an underlying “actualising

tendency”, which aims to develop all capacities in ways that maintain or enhance the organism and move it toward autonomy.

This tendency is directional, constructive and present in all living things. The actualising tendency can be suppressed but can

never be destroyed without the destruction of the organism (Rogers, 1977). The concept of the actualising tendency is the only

motive force in the theory. It encompasses all motivations; tension, need, or drive reductions; and creative as well as pleasure-

seeking tendencies (Rogers, 1959). Only the organism as a whole has this tendency, parts of it (such as the self) do not. Maddi

(1996) describes it as a “biological pressure to fulfill the genetic blueprint’. Each person thus has a fundamental mandate to

fulfill one’s potential. This tendency is selective, and pays attention only to those aspects of the environment which promises to

move the person constructively, in the direction of fulfillment and wholeness. Therefore, as already stated, the single

motivating force is ‘the self-actualisation drive’ and single goal of life is ‘to become selfactualised’. The Development of Self

Rogers, unlike Freud, Sullivan, and Erikson, did not try to propose a stage theory of personality development. In other words,

Rogers did not explain the personality development in steps or stages; rather he emphasised the importance of congruence

between the self of the person and his experiences in the development of personality. Adjustment and psychological health

have also been explained in terms of realistic self-concept that is congruent with self. Rogers maintained that unless we are

taught inappropriately by those whose love we need, our self-concept in based on our own perceptions, and fits well with our

experiences. If we are taught 160 __________________________________________________
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to have a self-concept that does not match what we actually experience, we are going to have difficulty. For example, you

might learn that nice people never get angry and then find yourself in a situation in which you are insulted; your self-concept

does not allow you to perceive your feeling of anger accurately. The greater the discrepancy between our self and our

experiences, the greater the maladjustment and anxiety, and the harder we must reconcile what we believe ourselves and what

we encounter in the world around us. Rogers also suggests that if there is a large self-experience discrepancy, and if there is no

way to avoid all of the relevant experiences, the defensive system may be unable to handle anxiety; it may breakdown and

result in a disorganisation of personality. Early in our lives, we each have direct experience with pleasure and pain; for example,

we obviously learn that it is good to eat and bad to be hungry, good to be in mother’s arm and bad to touch a hot stove and so

on. Beyond these simple physical reactions, there is a need for positive regard. That is, we want to be loved and respected as

individuals. Our parents tend to be the primary source of love and affection, and it is desperately important to maintain their

good will. We want them to praise us, say that we are good, and express positive feelings toward us. When we do something

they dislike and they let us know it, the experience is painful one. We strive to alter our behaviour to get back in their good

graces. The crucial problem occurs when the beliefs, values, and perceptions of parents do not fit the child’s experiences and

feelings. Let us look at an example of the process. A three year old boy is upset when his mother gives birth to a second baby.

He must share love and attention with the new addition, be quiet when the baby is sleeping and so on. From the brother’s

perspective, the situation involves rejection and loss of status: most likely he feels not only depressed but hostile. The obvious

target of his hostility is the new sister. One day his mother finds him deliberately pinching the sister’s arm to make her cry. What

does the mother do? Her decision at this point is described by Rogers as a critical one in the development of the boy’s self-

concept. The usual response of the mother will be to punish the child and reject him because of his hostility and force him to

love his sister. The conflict for the boy is clear. Since the need for mother’s love is vitally important, so he may alter his self-

concept to conform to what the mother wanted. In this case, the mother’s reaction might serve to help give this child a self-

concept, inconsistent with his experiences. Rogers recognised the three crucial points for the parents to keep in mind. 1) First,

the child’s feeling must be recognised and accepted. 2) Second, the mother should avoid threatening the child with the most

threatening punishment of all – loss of love. 3) Third, the hostile behaviour must be clearly and unmistakenly rejected and

prevented.
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Evaluation The person-centered approach, being the unique approach to understanding personality and human relationships,

found wide application in various domains such as psychotherapy and counseling, organisations, and other group settings.

Rogers’s greatest contribution may lie in his encouraging a humane and ethical treatment of persons, approaching psychology

as a human science rather than a natural science. Rogers’s person-centered approach has been criticised on many grounds.

The most important being the charge that many psychologists tend to impose their views based upon naïve phenomenology.

For instance, Rogers accepted client’s statement to be always true and reliable, when self-reports normally lack credibility.

Rogers has also been criticised for ignoring unconscious determinants of behaviour, attested by psycho-analytic investigators

over a long period. It is also criticised on the ground that the theory deals only with surface issues and does not explore deeper

areas. 6.5

Conclusion
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The central theme in humanistic and self theories is the drive towards self actualisation, to realise one’s full potential. Other

themes include personal growth, openness to experience, living in the present, personal responsibility, and inherent goodness

of people. For the humanists, the unit of analysis is “perceived reality”. Probably the best known proponent of this approach is

Abraham Maslow. Maslow proposes a model of how a happy, healthy, well-functioning person behaves, which is based on

concrete observations of real people, rather than on formulating ideal requirements. Moreover Maslow proposes a simple and

intuitively appealing theory of motivation, which explains where such a “self-actualising” personality comes from. Maslow’s

theory can be explained in terms of Hierarchy of needs, deficiency needs, growth needs and characteristics of self-actualising

persons. Maslow proposed a theory of human motivation based on hierarchy of needs. The lower a need in the hierarchy the

more prepotent or dominating that need is. In other words, when several needs are active, the lowest need will be most

compelling. The higher order need emerge only when the lower level needs are satisfied. The first four levels are considered

deficiency or deprivation needs (“D-needs”) in that their lack of satisfaction causes a deficiency that motivates people to meet

these needs. Physiological needs, the lowest level on the hierarchy, include necessities such as air, food, and water. These tend

to be satisfied for most people, but they become 162 __________________________________________________ NSOU l

PGSW-VI predominant when unmet. During emergencies, safety needs such as health and security rise to the forefront. Once

these two levels are met, belongingness needs, such as obtaining love and intimate relationships or close friendships, become

important. The next level, esteem needs, include the need for recognition from others, confidence, achievement, and self-

esteem. The highest level is self-actualisation, or the self-fulfillment. Behaviour in this case is not driven or motivated by

deficiencies but rather one’s desire for personal growth and the need to become all the things that a person is capable of

becoming. In order to study the characteristics self-actualisers of Maslow studied a group of people, whom he felt clearly met

the standard of self- actualisation. Using a qualitative method called biographical analysis; he developed a list of qualities that

seemed characteristic of the self-actualisers, as opposed to the great mass of us. Rogers’s theory, also known as self-theory, is

basically phenomenological, in that it placed a strong emphasis on the experience of the person, their feelings, their values,

and all that is summed up by the expression “inner life”. His theory grew out of his own experience in working with individual in

the therapeutic relationship
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The central theme in humanistic and self theories is the drive towards selfactualisation, to realise one’s full potential. Other

themes include personal growth, openness to experience, living in the present, personal responsibility, and inherent goodness

of people. For the humanists, the unit of analysis is “perceived reality”. Probably the best known proponent of this approach is

Abraham Maslow. Maslow proposes a model of how a happy, healthy, well-functioning person behaves, which is based on

concrete observations of real people, rather than on formulating ideal requirements. Moreover Maslow proposes a simple and

intuitively appealing theory of motivation, which explains where such a “self-actualising” personality comes from. Maslow’s

theory can be explained in terms of Hierarchy of needs, deficiency needs, growth needs and characteristics of self-actualising

persons. Maslow proposed a theory of human motivation based on hierarchy of needs. The lower a need in the hierarchy the

more prepotent or dominating that need is. In other words, when several needs are active, the lowest need will be most

compelling. The higher order need emerge only when the lower level needs are satisfied. The first four levels are considered

deficiency or deprivation needs (“D-needs”) in that their lack of satisfaction causes a deficiency that motivates people to meet

these needs. Physiological needs,
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the lowest level on the hierarchy, include necessities such as air, food, and water. These tend to be satisfied for most people,

but they become predominant when unmet. During emergencies, safety needs such as health and security rise to the

forefront. Once these two levels are met, belongingness needs, such as obtaining love and intimate relationships or close

friendships, become important. The next level, esteem needs, include the need for recognition from others, confidence,

achievement, and self-esteem. The highest level is self-actualisation, or the self-fulfillment. Behaviour in this case is not driven

or motivated by deficiencies but rather one’s desire for personal growth and the need to become all the things that a person is

capable of becoming. In order to study the characteristics self-actualisers of Maslow studied a group of people, whom he felt

clearly met the standard of self-actualisation. Using a qualitative method called biographical analysis; he developed a list of

qualities that seemed characteristic of the self-actualisers, as opposed to the great mass of us. Rogers’s theory, also known as

self-theory, is basically phenomenological, in that it placed a strong emphasis on the experience of the person, their feelings,

their values, and all that is summed up by the expression “inner life”. His theory grew out of his own experience in working with

individual in the therapeutic relationship 6. 6
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Exercise 1)
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Discuss the importance of humanistic approach in the study of personality. 2) Describe the salient features of Maslow’s theory

of personality. 3) Critically evaluate Maslow’s need hierarchy theory. 4) Distinguish between deficiency needs and growth

needs. 5) Explain the characteristics of self-actualising person. 6)
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Discuss the salient features of Rogers’s theory of personality. 7) Explain the importance of self-concept in Rogers’s theory of

personality. 8) What do you mean by congruence and incongruence of self? What role dose it play in the development of

personality? 9) Discuss the development of personality from Rogers’s phenomenological point of view. 164
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Unit-7 ????? Health Care System in India Structure 7.1 Objectives 7.2 Introduction 7.3 Concept of Health 7.4 Hygiene: personal

and environmental 7.5 Concept of Nutrition 7.6 Indigenous system of medicine (ISM). 7.7 Conclusion 7.8 Exercise 7.9 Reference

7.1 Objectives Through this chapter the Learners will develop a clear concept about Health and also understand the various ways

to maintain hygiene.Along with this the learners will know about the aspects of nutrition and indigenous system of medicine

(ISM). 7.2 Introduction Mahatma Gandhi in one of his famous speech which he delivered on 1948 said: “It is health that is real

wealth and not pieces of gold and silver”. By this statement Gandhi ji probably wanted to convey that heath is much more

important than any valuable or monetary wealth, and a society can never progress until its members are healthy. The word

“health” is derived from an old English word, “hale”, which means “wholeness, being whole or sound.” There are several

etymological meanings, which have evolved gradually over the time. Some of the definitions focuses on biomedical aspects:

were health is seen as the ability of the body to carry out its biological functions and any disruption in these functions is viewed

as a disease.
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India’s rank in the Human Development Index Report 2018 (130 out of 189 countries) issued by the UNDP depicts the level of

ignorance of the health sector in a country like India. 165 166 __________________________________________________
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India is one of the fastest growing economies of the world. The very essential components of primary health care– promotion

of food supply, proper nutrition, safe water and basic sanitation and provision for quality health information concerning the

prevailing health problems – is largely ignored. Access to healthcare services, provision of essential medicines and scarcity of

doctors are other bottlenecks in the primary health care scenario Thus in
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this unit we will try to know in detail about health and hygienic practices. 7.3 Concept of Health The concept of health envisages

everything related to treatment, healing or coping up with disease. World Health Organization (WHO) in 1948, stated: “Health is a

state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. This definition

promoted for the first time that, in addition to physical and mental health, social welfare is an integral component of the overall

health, because health is closely linked to the social environment and living and working conditions.Thus this definition

emphasizes the importance of both mental and social wellbeing. However, although comprehensive, the WHO definition of

health did invite some criticism, due to the inclusion of the term “Complete”,which made it difficult to measure. Questions were

raised over whether it is even possible for a person to be without any physical, mental or social challenges. Smith argues that this

prerequisite for completeness would mean many would be unhealthy most of the time . In 1982, Stokes, Noren and Shindell

defined health as: “A state characterized by anatomic, physiologic, and psychological integrity; an ability to perform personally

valued family, work, and community roles; an ability to deal with physical, biologic, psychological, and social stress .” Thus, for

one to be healthy, one needs to be in perfect physical, psychological and social state. Interestingly, this definition introduces the

concept of resilience, whereby health is not an absolute state of well-being as previously described , but also a means of coping

with stressors experienced by an individual . It therefore follows, that health is determined by a person’s physical, psychological,

social, religious and economic environment.
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preventing disease, prolonging life, and promoting physical and mental health, sanitation, personal hygiene, control of infectious

diseases, and organization of health services can be termed as Pubic Health.The various activities within the community which

are important in the promotion of health and the prevention and treatment of disease, may be included in the domain of public

health.Everything which includes right from ensuring clean and safe drinking water, nutritious food to eat, pollution free air to

breathe, and easy access to a wide range of services to promote human health, from immunization and other crucial heath care

service to the public is what is known as Public Health . The sociology of health encompasses social epidemiology, disease,

mental health, disability, and medicalization. The principle insight of sociology is that health and illness cannot be simply

regarded as biological or medical phenomena. They are perceived, organized, and acted on in a political, economic, cultural, and

institutional context. Moreover, the way that we relate to them is in constant evolution. As we learn to control existing diseases,

new diseases develop. As our society evolves to be more global, the way that diseases spread evolves with it. Sociologists may

also understand these issues more fully by considering them through one of the main theoretical perspectives of the discipline.

The functionalist perspective is a macroanalytical perspective that looks at the big picture, focusing on the way that all aspects of

society are integral to the continued health and viability of the whole. For those working within the functionalist perspective, the

focus is on how healthy individuals have the most to contribute to the stability of society. Functionalists might study the most

efficient way to restore “sick” individuals to a healthy state. Sociologists may also understand these issues more fully by

considering them through one of the main theoretical perspectives of the discipline. The functionalist perspective is a

macroanalytical perspective that looks at the big picture, focusing on the way that all aspects of society are integral to the

continued health and viability of the whole. For those working within the functionalist perspective, the focus is on how healthy

individuals have the most to contribute to the stability of society. Functionalists might study the most efficient way to restore

“sick” individuals to a healthy state. If sociology is the systematic study of human behaviour in society, medical sociology is the

systematic study of how humans manage issues of health and illness, disease and disorders, and health care for both the sick and

the healthy. Medical sociologists study the physical, mental, and social components of health and illness. Major topics for

medical sociologists include the doctor-patient
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socioeconomics of health care, and how culture impacts attitudes toward disease and wellness. The social construction of

health is a major research topic within medical sociology. At first glance, the concept of a social construction of health does not

seem to make sense. After all, if disease is a measurable, physiological problem, then there can be no question of socially

constructing disease, right? Well, it’s not that simple. The idea of the social construction of health emphasizes the socio-cultural

aspects of the discipline’s approach to physical, objectively definable phenomena. Sociologists Conrad and Barker (2010) offer a

comprehensive framework for understanding the major findings of the last 50 years of development in this concept. Their

summary categorizes the findings in the field under three subheadings: the cultural meaning of illness, the social construction of

the illness experience, and the social construction of medical knowledge. 7.4 Hygiene: personal and environmental According to

Jennie Naidoo and Jane Wills (1994) physical health concerns the body whereas mental health concerns the ability to think and

make judgements and spiritual health is the recognition and ability to put into practice moral or religious principles or beliefs.

Good physical health means a state of well-being without any disease or illness To achieve better physical health and maintain it

once it is achieved, human beings must feed their body with nutritious foods and drinks, attend regular exercise sessions, avoid

harmful behaviors and substances like taking drugs or consuming tobacco, and protect him or her from accidents. Mental health

refers to emotional , intellectual and mental states which refer ability to think and learn from experience of life, being flexible and

open to new ideas, and the ability of one to question and evaluate information and thoughts and feelings Good mental health-

helps in getting awareness of and in accepting a wide range of feelings in him/her and others, expressing emotions, functioning

independently and coping with the challenges of daily stressors, An individual with good mental health generally be able to make

right decisions, set realistic and challenging goals in life, and be able to handle a problem wisely. The essential component of

spiritual health is a belief that a higher power in the universe gives greater significance to individual life. People with good spiritual

health identify their own basic purpose in life : learn how to experience love, joy, peace and fulfilment: and help themselves and

others achieve their full potential.
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forgiving and attending to others’ needs before one’s own needs.” Roger Smith, Michigan State University (http:/

www.msjc.edu/hs/www/ health overview, html 7.4.1 Concept of Hygiene Hygiene is a science of the establishment and

maintenance of health and conditions of practices (as of cleanliness) conducive to health (Merri am-Webster Online Dictionary).

Hygiene is the science of preventive medicine and the preservation of health. The word hygiene came from the name of Hygeia,

the daughter of Asklepios, the Greek god of medicine (whose staff with entwined snake is the symbol of medicine). Asklepios

(known to the Romans as Aesculapius) had a number of children including not only Hygeia but also Panaceia, the patroness of

clinical medicine. Hygeia also followed her farther into medicine. As the patroness of health, hygeia was charged with providing a

healthy environment to prevent illness In Greek, “hygieia” means health (http://wwwmedtennscom/script/main/art.asp?

articlekev=7324). Wikipedia gave following points about hygiene- ? Hygiene is the maintenance ofhealthy practices. In modem

terminology, this is usually regarded as a particular reference to cleanliness. ? Outward signs of good hygiene include the

absence of visible dirt (including dust and stains on clothing) or of bad smells. Since the development of the germ theory of

disease, hygiene has come to mean any practice leading to the absence of harmful levels of bacteria. ? Good hygiene is an aid to

health, beauty, comfort, and social interactions It directly aids in disease prevention and/or disease isolation. (That is, good

hygiene will help keep you healthy and thus avoid illness. If you are sick, good hygiene can reduce your contagiousness to

others) 7.4.2 Personal Hygiene It is a fact that good health lias direct link with the personal hygiene, environmental cleanliness, life

style and health practices. Guy Howard et al (2002) stated that personal hygiene is essential for improving health. For example, if

injuries and minor cuts are not kept clean, they may become infected and lead to further health problems. And even though

water supplies and sanitation facilities may be constructed in a community, unless people use these facilities properly and wash

170 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI their hands after defecation, store water

safely, bathe, and clean clothes and utensils properly, diseases caused by poor water and sanitation still exist. Regular hand-

washing is necessary to prevent the spread of iitfectious diseases. There are five ways diseases are transmitted by contaminated

hands. ? Hand to food ? Infected hands to other hands ? Food to hands to ready-to-eat food ? Nose, mouth, or eyes to hands ?

Food to hands to person Hence human beings should trimmed their nails regularly and washed their hands with soap and water

after defecting, after cleaning a child who has defecated and before eating or handling food. Regular bathing and laundering is

necessary to prevent hygiene -related diseases like scabies, ringworm, trachoma (an illness that can cause blindness and other

eyesight problems), conjunctivitis, etc. Due to poor hygiene of teeth and mouth cavity in the tooth occurs. Foul breadth is

sometimes the end result of the same. Brushing the teeth twice daily is needed to keep the teeth clean and gums healthy. 7.4.3

Environmental Hygiene Environmental hygiene includes water source protection, proper disposal of solid waste and excreta,

wastewater drainage, controlling animal rearing and market hygiene. Every individual in a given community can play an important

role in environmental hygiene and have a responsibility to keep the environment clean. UNDP and WHO (1994) prepared golden

rules for safe water, Some of them are as follow- ? No one should defecate or urinate near or in a source of drinking of bathing

water; ? Keep animals aways from water collection areas; ? Water for drinking must always be boiled or chlorinated, covered

against flies and dust. Germs causing diarrhoea will be killed or inactivated when water begins boiling rapidly, or when it is

chlorinated If the water is very cloudly it should be filtered before chlorination. ? Keep drinking water in as clean container Be

sure hands do not touch the
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water free from insects and dust. Clean the container and change the water regularly. Storage of household garbage, din

materials, dusts etc. in and around the household may be the breeding ground of flies and mosquitoes. Open drains, puddles of

water in the streets, collection of cow dung, and kitchen waste are also regarded as dangerous for environmental hygiene. 7.4.4

Sexual Hygiene Sexual hygiene is a presentation of the laws of sexual right-living. It is a branch of hygiene concerned with sexual

behavior as they relate to individual and community well-being (Random House Unabridged Dictionary}. Good sexual hygiene

includes : ? Always wiping from front to back after a defecating or urinating. ? Keep the skin around and between the rectum and

vagina clean by washing with soap and water at least once daily. However, too much soap may irritate the sensitive skin, ?

Women who wash both before and after sexual intercourse may lower their risk, of developing a urinary tract infection. ? Change

the undergarments regularly. ? Keep the pubic hair short. ? After urinating one should cleaned the fore skin by pulling it. ? In the

time of menstruation only a clean, washed and sun-dried cloth should be used if disposable sanitary napkins are not available,

7.4.5 Home Sanitation According to Brian Appleton and Dr. Cliristine van Wijk health benefits form home sanitation facilities are

as follows. ? 36% reduction in incidence of diarrhoea from improved excreata disposal; ? 30% reduction in incidence of diarrhoea

in children (3-36 months) in households with flush toilets ; ? 15% in incidence of diarrhoea in children (3-36 months) in

housholds with pit latrines, ? 40% reduction of children with stunted growth in households with flush toilets.
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growth in households with pit latrines; ? Among illiterate mothers, a 7-fold larger reduction in child mortality than with a better

water supply. Jan Davis et al. remarked that where there is no improved from the sanitation, many people practice what has been

called; open-field defecation. Custom may dictate location and the areas which men and women use. Children may defecate in

or near the household yard. Some of these traditional sanitation practices are uncontrolled and can pose serious health risks.

Improved sanitation aims to contain and safely dispose of human excreta. Defecating in open places spreads harmful germs

which intern causes diseases. Open defecation is the major cause of hookworm and round worms in the children. as the larvae

of these worms get mingle with the soil and enter through the sole of the foot wliile walking bare-footed. Hence every

household should have a sanitary latrine. Government of India is porviding support to the households in need to build sanitary

units in their respective households with low cost through Total Sanitation Compaign. Local Panchayat Samity and Sanitary Mart

should be contacted for construction of latrine. Privacy is another important reason to promote home sanitation. Generally

women in the villages are waiting for the darkness to defecate in order not to be seen by others causes health problems. In the

time of pregnancy and menstruation they also face difficulty to go out in the fields to defecate. Having a home sanitary facility is

convenient to all the family members in general and women children and older persons in particular. 7.4.6 First Aid First aid is the

immediate and temporary aid provided to a sick or injurned person until medical treatment can be provided. It generally consists

of series of simple, life saving medical techniques that a non-doctor or lay person can be trained to perform with minimal

equipment (Wikipedia). The following details will help the students to provide basic first aid in the time of emergency (on the

basis of http://www.wholesale-direct-fir5t-aid.conV Scripts/ page-asp/ idpage=20).
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Apply direct pressure using a clean cloth or sterile dressing directly on the wound ? Once bleeding is controlled, keep victim

warm by covering with a blanket, continuing to monitor for shock, ? Wash your hands and cleanse the injured area with clean

soap and water, then blot dry ? Apply antibiotic ointment to minor wound and cover with a sterile gauze dressing or bandage

that is slightly larger than the acutal wound. (B) Eye Injuries ? Cover both eyes with sterile dressings or eye cups to immobilize. ?

Covering both eyes will minimize the movement of the injured eye ? DO NOT rub or apply pressure, ice, or raw meat to the

injured eye. ? If the injury is a black eye, you may apply ice to check and area around eye, but not on the eyeball itself. (C) Burns

First Degree Burn : Skin will appear red and may be swollen or painful. Generally does not require medical attention. Second

Degree Burn : Skin will appear red, blistered and swollen. May require medical attention. Third Degree Burn : Skin will be visibly

charred and may be white. Usually very painful. Requires Medical Attention. Submerge burn area immediately in cool water until

pain stops If affected area is large, cover with cool wet cloths. Do not break blisters if they are present. If pain persists but no

medical assistance is needed, apply medicated first aid cream or gel and cover with sterile dressing If medical attention is

needed, do not apply any cream Just cover with a dry, sterile dressing and seek medical help immediately. (D) Drowning ? Just

squeeze the chest and abdomen of the person who are lying face down, in a periodic manner.
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keeping an eye on thechest movement of the person. ? Use the right hand on the top of the left (for left handed person just

opposite) to message the heart-it is slightly to the left of the mid-line Give heart message 40-60 times in a minute but not more

than that. (E) References 1. Health Promotion : Foundation for Practice-by Jennie Naidoo and Jane Wills. 2. Health and Inequality

: Geographical Perspective-by Sarah Curtis. 3. Rethinking the WHO definition of Health-by Sissela Bok 4. Developing and

Managing Community Water Supplies-by Jan Davis and Gerry Garvey and Michael Wood. 5. Healthy Villages :

AGuideforCommunities and Community Health Workers- by Guy Howard with Claus Bogh, Greg Goldstein, Joy Morgan, Annette

Pruss, Rod Shaw, Joanna Teuton 6. Food, Water and Family Health: A Manual for Community Educators-by UNDP and WHO 7.

Hygiene Promotion : Thematic Overview Paper-by Brian Appleton and Dr Christine van Wijk (IRC) 8. Sanitation Promotion :

WSSCC Working Group on Promotion of Sanitation -Ed. By Mayling Simpson-Hebert and Sara Wood. Web-Pages-

http,//www.wholesale-direct-first-aid.com/Scripts/page,asp?idpage=20 http: //www. msj c .edu/hsAvww/healt h overview, htm

http://wwvv/medterms.com/script/main/art.asp?articleke=7324 (F) Review Questions 1. What do we mean by health? Give

definition of health. 2. What do we mean by hygiene? Discuss about personal, environmental and sexual hygiene. 3. What are the

importances of home sanitation in a village life? 4. Write a brief note on first aid services could be provided in the time of

emergency.
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for human survival. Good nutrition promotes and maintains a nutritional status capacitates the people to grow well and enjoy

good health. Health is the state of wellbeing of body and mind. The secret to good health is balanced nutrition Nutrition is

obtained from food and helps in formation, maintenance and protection of health. The body organs receive nutrition from food

and water and maintain their normal functioning and develop immunity against diseases. Optimal balance of nutrition enables

optimal performance of the body. Earlier nutrition was considered as one of the element of health aspect recently, nutrition

status of human being has been interpreted from the sociological point of view. Nutritional status determines the preventive

health, mother and child health, family health, but socioeconomic factors like poverty, illiteracy, lack af awareness, unhealthy

physical environment, and sanitation system have great impact on health Nutrition is required : 1. In maintenance of adequate

energy level 2. In formation of body structure and in maintenance of normal functioning of muscles, bones and other organs and

in building immunity and 3. In repair, protection and development of the system of organisms. 7.5.1 Elements of Nutrition There

are six basic categories of nutrients: they are as follows ? Carbohydrates ? Protein ? Vitamin ? Fat ? Minerals and ? Water 7.5.2

Carbohydrates The body receives sufficient energy from the food enriched with carbohydrates. Carbohydrates provide energy

for all the cells of human body. A 1 gram caitohydrate gives 4 calories. It is also helping the body for effective utilization of fets. In

deficiency of carbohydrates, the body receives necessary energy from protein and fat. There are two types of carbohydrates

found in foods. Simple carbohydrates, which

176 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI include the sugars that are found in milk,

fruit and sweets, like cookies, rasogollas, candy, provide quick energy. Human body digests simple carbohydrates quickly and

easily. Complex carbohydrates include fiber and starchy foods. This type of carbohydrate takes time to digest and gives slowly

and gradually. A good source of complex carbohydrates is found in vegetables, potatoes, rice, flour, cereals and bread. 7.5.3 Fat

Fat nutrients influence body function in various ways- ? In production and storage of energy and in balancing body temperature

? In absorbing shock and in protecting organs from decay ? In maintaining normal functioning of glands ? In transporting

lipoprotein (a combination of fat, protein and other fat related substances) vitamin in natural occurrences of cholesterol in

tissues. ? In maintenance of normal functioning of heart, intestine etc. 1 gram fat gives human body 9 calories. Human body

receives fat from ghee, butter, milk, cheese, egg, meat, fish, groundnut, mustard, coconut, vegetable oils, etc. 7.5.4 Proteins

Proteins are the important component of human diet. Proteins are made up of 20 different amino acids. These acids can

combine in many different ways to produce different proteins. Essential amino acids are obtained from foods and non-essential

amino acids are naturally produced in organisms. The utilities of proteins are the following- ? Protein nutrients help in formation,

growth and repair of tissues and build up new tissues. Protein transport blood in cells through enzymes, hormones and

hemoglobin ? In protection and maintenance of tissues, proteins are used ? Protein is used in generating energy in organism

during deficiency of calories, ? Proteins are also necessary for synthesis of some substances like antibodies, hemoglobin,

enzymes and hormones. ? Protein strengthens the immunity power of human body. Protein constitutes about 20% of the human

body weight. Proteins are available from milk., egg, meat, fish, pulses, beans, peas, soya-beans, nuts, oilseeds and cereals.
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normal functioning of eye, heart and urinary tract, it is used to maintain normal functioning of glands, It is used in formation of

bone structure and in development of immunity against diseases. Two types of vitamin nutrients are available from food- 1.

Vitamin-A, D, E and K (fat soluble-they can be stored in th human body) 2. Vitamin-C, Bs, (water soluble-have to consume

everyday as they cannot be stored in the human body) Vitamin A Bs C D E K What it Does promotes healthy teeth, bones & skin ;

helps you see well helps body form energy, helps form red blood cells; promotes healthy nerves, skin & blood helps heal wounds

and resist infection; promotes healthy bones and teeth, promotes healthy bones and teeth by helping the body to absorb and

use calcium and phosphorous. helps form and protect body tissues helps blood clot Source fortified milk, eggs, carrots spinach,

cantaloupe eggs, milk, whole grain breads & cereals, broccoli, beans strawberries, oranges, tomatoes, potatoes, fortified milk,

eggs, tuna & salmon. vegetable oils, lettuce spinach broccoli, spinach Source: http:/Avww.veggJe-

mon.org/sUidents^VMnutritior^nutritionA^itamins.htm 7.5.6 Mineral Mineral nutrients is the inorganic substances needed in

formation of teeth, bones and in coagulation of blood, muscles contraction and maintenance of normal and haemoglobin.

However, minerals are not in a a position to control bodily functions as they are in small quantity in the human body But more

than 50 mineral are found in the human body.
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mon.org/students/VM niitrition/nutrition/minerals.htm 7.5.7 Water Water is one of the most important parts of human diet. Water

is a useful ingredient required by human body for maintenance of normal functioning. All the metabolic reactions, working of cell

take place in water substances in the organisms. Water helps in keeping the body temperature constant. Water is transporting

things like nutrients, carbon dioxide, oxygen and hormones and keep human alive. Water aids in digestion and even keeps your

eyes from drying out. Water is obtained through drinking water and food Here one must remember that drinking water is the

source of germs like typhoid, choler, worm, jaundice, diarrhoea, etc 7.5.8 Balance Diet A balanced diet means a diet with the

following components- ? Energy yielding foods (carbohydrates, fats) ? Body-building foods (protein, minerals) and ? Protective

foods (vitamins) in correct propositions. Balanced diet is an assurance to the individual that he or she is obtaining the minimum

requirements of all the nutrients. The components of a balanced diet will differ according to age, sex, physical activity, economic

status, occupation and the physiological state like pregnancy, lactation etc. Mineral Calcium Iron Magnesium Phosphorous Zinc

What it Does promotes strong bones & teeth; helps muscles work helps blood carry oxygen helps muscles contract, aids nervous

system promotes strong teeth & bones; takes part in cell activities (energy metabolism) helps wounds heal; needed for growth

Source milk, yogurt, leafy green vegetables red meat, whole grain breads, beans, raisins, & spinach milk, vegetable, yogurt nuts

red meat, milk, eggs, nuts, oysters, meat, whole grains, nuts & seeds

NSOU ? PGSW-VI __________________________________________________ 179 Healthy Diet for a Day Food Group No of

Serving Size/Serving Cereals 10-11 1 roti (25 g wheat flour) 1 bread 1 katori rice, 25 g raw dalia/cornflakes/suji Pulses 2 12graw dal

Milk 2 250 ml milk Fruit and 5 vegetables 5 100 gm fruit 100-125 gms raw vegetables Fat and oil 3-4 1 tea spoon Source: Ministry

of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India. 7.5.9 Nutrition Requirements among Infants Small amount of ? Well boiled

vegetables ? Fruit juice ? Rice ? Pulses ? Fish ? Meat and ? Milk products should be given to the infants along with breast milk as a

supplementary diet. Fried and spicy food should be avoided. WHO (2005) recently published a guideline for feeding non-

breastfed children 6-24 months of age suggested the following; ? Meat, poultry, fish or eggs should be eaten daily, or as often as

possible, because they are rich sources of many key nutrients such as iron and zinc. Milk products are rich sources of calcium

and several other nutrients. Diets that do not contain animal-source foods (meat, poultry, fish or eggs, plus milk products) cannot

meet all nutrient needs at this age unless fortified products or nutrient supplements are used.

180 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI ? If adequate amounts of other animal-

source foods are consumed regularly, the amount of milk needed is -200-400 mL/d ; otherwise, the amount of milk needed is -

300-50 mL/d. Acceptable milk sources include full-cream animal milk (cow, goat, buffalo, sheep, camel), Ultra High Temperature

(UHT) milk, reconstituted evaporated (but not condensed) milk, fermented milk or yogurt, and expressed breast milk (heat-

treated if the mother is HIV-positive) ? If milk and other animal-source foods are not eaten in adequate amounts, both grains and

legumes should be consumed daily, if possible within the same meal, to ensure adequate protein quality. ? Dairy products are the

richest sources of calcium. If dairy products are not consumed in adequate amounts, other foods that contain relatively large

amounts of calcium, such as small fish that include the bones (dried or fresh, with the bones crushed or otherwise processed so

that they are safe to eat) and lime-treated maize tortillas, can fill the gap. Other foods such as soybeans, cabbage, carrots,

squash, papaya, dark green leafy vegetables, guava and pumpkin are useful additional sources of calcium. ? The daily diet should

include Vitamin A-rich foods (e.g dark coloured fruits and vegetables , red palm oil, vitamin A-fortified oil or foods) ; vitamin C-

rich foods (e.g., many fruits, vegetables and potatoes) consumed with meals to enhance iron absorption ; and foods rich in the B

vitamins including riboflavin (e.g. liver, egg, dairy products, green leafy vegetables, soybeans) vitamin B6 (e.g. meal, poultry, fish,

banana, green leafy vegetables, potato and other tubers, peanuts) and folate (e.g.. legumes green leafy vegetables, orange juice),

? Provide diets with adequate fat content. If animal source foods are not consumed regularly, 10-20 g of added fats or oils are

needed unless a fat-rich food is given (such as foods or pastes made from groundnuts, other nuts and seeds) If animal source

foods are consumed, up to 5 g of additional fats of oils may be needed. ? Avoid giving drinks with low nutrient value, such as tea,

coffee and sugary soft drinks. Limit the amount of joice offered, to avoid displacing more nutrient-rich foods. 7.5.10 Nutrition

Requirements among Pre-school Children During this period, appropriate food and nutrition is to be given to the child for proper

physical growth and development. The child get acquainted to various kinds
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ensure weight increase of the child, and to see the child maintains his /her normal activities and restlessness. In this period, the

child should be encouraged to eat fruits, vegetables, fish, meat, egg, nuts, dry fruit, cereals and various milk products which are

good for building bones, teeth, muscles, etc, the child should be given a balanced meal of protein, fat, carbohydrate, calcium and

iron. Parents should help child adjust to the family food habits and to take food properly. 7.5.11 Nutrition Requirements among

Nursing Mothers Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India and WHO proposed following in relationto the

nutritional requirements among nursing mothers. ? Nursing women should eat more quantity than the normal food intake. She

needs one extra helping family food. ? Since she has to breastfeed the child and therefore needs to consume lots of fluids ? She

needs to eat vitamin Arich food, like milk with cream, butter, ghee, ail the dark yellow and orange fruits and vegetables, which are

rich in carotene. ? She needs to eat green leafy vegetables. 7.5.12 References 1. Health Promotion : Foundation for Practice-by

Jennie Naidoo and Jane Wills. 2. Health and Inequality : Geographical Perspective-by Sarah Curtis. 3. Rethinking the WHO

definition of Health-by Sissela Bok 4. Developing and Managing Community Water Supplies-by Jan Davis and Gerry Garvey and

Michael Wood. 5. Healthy Villages : AGuideforCommunities and Community Health Workers- by Guy Howard with Claus Bogh,

Greg Goldstein, Joy Morgan, Annette Pruss, Rod Shaw, Joanna Teuton 6. Food, Water and Family Health: A Manual for

Community Educators-by UNDP and WHO 7. Hygiene Promotion : Thematic Overview Paper-by Brian Appleton and Dr Christine

van Wijk (IRC) 8. Sanitation Promotion : WSSCC Working Group on Promotion of Sanitation -Ed. By Mayling Simpson-Hebert and

Sara Wood.
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An indigenous system is a natural form of medicine outside the stream of Western or allopathic medicine practised by majority of

doctors all over the world today. Indigenous systems have existed since time immemorial, but few of them have been developed

into fully-fledged working systems. Thus, indigenous systems are a diverse lot, but they all have one basic feature in common.

They all attempt in some way or the other, to stimulate the self-healing capacity of the body.
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The Indian Systems of Medicine (ISM) is one of the famous medical systems in the world which include Ayurveda, Siddha,

Unani, Homeopathy and other indigenous practices. Ayurveda is the oldest known medical system in India has alone

documented 2000 medicinal plants followed by Siddha and Unani.

Ayurveda is believed to be the predecessor of the Atharvaveda, whichis more than 3000 years old. It is the oldest indigenous

system of medicine in India existing since 1000 BC and the vast knowledge of this medicine is documented in different types of

manuscripts viz. birch, palm leaf, handmade paper, cloth etc.
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The ISM is based mainly on medicinal herbs found in the wild and forest sources which contribute 90% of raw materials for the

production of herbal medicines.

On 13 April 2021, the new Ministry of AYUSH (Ayurveda, Yoga & Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy), headed by

Sarbananda Sonowal ,came up with the objective toprmote all seven traditional systems of healthcare. 7.7 Conclusion We must

always be careful about health & surrounding and promote good health practice. Effort must be also be made to populerise

Indigeneous system of medicine so that we may cater to a larger population. 7.8 Exercise 1. What do you mean by Health.Explain

it in your own words. 2. Discuss about Hygiene, with special emphasis on Personal and environmental hygiene. 3. Explain “

Balance diet” .Give details of the nutritional requirements during infancy and earlt childhood. 4. What do you understand by

Indigenous system of medicine.
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some basic first Aid techniques at the time of emergency. 7.9 Reference Obinna Ositadimma Oleribe et al. Health: redefined. Pan

African Medical Journal. 2018;30:292. [doi: 10.11604/pamj.2018.30.292.15436]

https://opentextbc.ca/introductiontosociology/chapter/chapter19-health-and-medicine/ Rhodes, P. and Bryant, . John H. (2021,

April 22). Public health. Encyclopedia Britannica. https://www.britannica.com/topic/public-health Ramani S, Sivakami M, Gilson L

How context affects implementation of the Primary Health Care approach: an analysis of what happened to primary health

centres in India BMJ Global Health 2019;3:e001381. Neetika, K., Bose, A., & Vikas, S. (2015). MANUSCRIPTS IN INDIAN SYSTEM OF

MEDICINE - A REVIEW. International Journal of Ayurveda and Pharma Research, 2(1). Retrieved from

https://ijapr.in/index.php/ijapr/article/view/276
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Kumar s. R. Herbal Gardens for Health and Wealth. Curr Agri Res 2020; 8(3).. doi : http://dx.doi.org/10.12944/CARJ.8.3.01
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184 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI Unit-8 ????? Mental health – concept,

dimensions and determinants Structure 8.1 Objectives 8.2 Introduction 8.3 Concept of Mental Health 8.4 Dimensions 8.5

Determinants 8.6 Causes, Symptoms and Treatment of Mental Disorder 8.7 Conclusion 8.8 Exercise 8.9 Reference 8.1 Objectives

Through this chapter the learners would get to know the concept about Mental Health, particularly the changes that has been

taking place in this field.We will also try to understand the various dimensions a determinants of Mental Health. 8.2 Introduction

Mental health can be defined as the absence of mental disease or it can be defined as a state of being that also includes the

biological, psychological or social factors which contribute to an individual’s mental state and ability to function within the

environment. WHO includes realising one’s potential, the ability to cope with normal life stresses and community contributions

as core components of mental health. Other definitions may include intellectual, emotional and spiritual development, positive

self-perception, feelings of self-worth and physical health, and intrapersonal harmony. Prevention strategies may aim to

decrease the rates of mental illness but promotion strategies aim at improving mental health. The possible scope of promotion

initiatives depends on the definition of mental health. There are three general theories of the etiology of mental illness:

Supernatural Somatogenic, Psychogenic. 184
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illness as possession by evil or demonic spirits, displeasure of gods, eclipses, planetary gravitation, curses, and sin. While

somatogenic theories identify disturbances in physical functioning resulting from either illness, genetic inheritance, or brain

damage or imbalance. Psychogenic theories focus on traumatic or stressful experiences, maladaptive learned associations and

cognitions, or distorted perceptions. 8.3 Concept of Mental Health Since ages there has been so many changes within the

mental health cncepts. Lets go through them- ? Examination of prehistoric skulls and cave art from as early as 6500 BC has

identified surgical drilling of holes in skulls to treat head injuries and epilepsy as well as to allow evil spirits trapped within the skull

to be released (Restak, 2000). ? Mesopotamian and Egyptian papyri from 1900 BC describe women suffering from mental illness

resulting from a wandering uterus,the uterus could become dislodged and attached to parts of the body like the liver or chest

cavity, preventing their proper functioning or producing varied and sometimes painful symptoms ? Hebrews saw madness as

punishment from God, so treatment consisted of confessing sins and repenting. ? Greek physicians rejected supernatural

explanations of mental disorders. It was around 400 BC that Hippocrates (460–370 BC) attempted to separate superstition and

religion from medicine by systematizing the belief that a deficiency in or especially an excess of one of the four essential bodily

fluids (i.e., humors)—blood, yellow bile, black bile, and phlegm—was responsible for physical and mental illness. ? While Greek

physician Galen (AD 130–201) for the first time he opened the door for psychogenic explanations for mental illness, however, by

allowing for the experience of psychological stress as a potential cause of abnormality. ? Between the 11th and 15th centuries,

supernatural theories of mental disorders again dominated Europe, fueled by natural disasters like plagues and famines that lay

people interpreted as brought about by the devil. Superstition, astrology, and alchemy took hold, and common treatments

included prayer rites, relic touching, confessions, and atonement.

186 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI ? Beginning in the 13th century the

mentally ill, especially women, began to be persecuted as witches who were possessed. ? Johann Weyer and Reginald Scot tried

to convince people in the mid- to late- 16th century that accused witches were actually women with mental illnesses and that

mental illness was not due to demonic possession but to faulty metabolism and disease. ? Modern treatments of mental illness

are most associated with the establishment of hospitals and asylums beginning in the 16th century. Such institutions’ mission was

to house and confine the mentally ill, the poor, the homeless, the unemployed, and the criminal. ?By the 18th century, protests

rose over the conditions under which the mentally ill lived, and the 18th and 19th centuries saw the growth of a more

humanitarian view of mental illness. In 1785 Italian physician Vincenzo Chiarughi (1759–1820) removed the chains of patients at

his St. Boniface hospital in Florence, Italy, and encouraged good hygiene and recreational and occupational training. ?In England,

humanitarian reforms rose from religious concerns. William Tuke (1732–1822) urged the Yorkshire Society of (Quaker) Friends to

establish the York Retreat in 1796, where patients were guests, not prisoners, and where the standard of care depended on

dignity and courtesy as well as the therapeutic and moral value of physical work . ? In the second half of the 19 th century, a

retired school teacher proposed for establishment of state hospital for mental health treatment. ?By the late 19th century, moral

treatment had given way to the mental hygiene movement, founded by former patient Clifford Beers with the publication of his

1908 memoir A Mind That Found Itself. ? European psychiatry in the late 18th century and throughout the 19th century, however,

struggled between somatogenic and psychogenic explanations of mental illness, particularly hysteria, which caused physical

symptoms such as blindness or paralysis with no apparent physiological explanation. ? Josef Breuer (1842–1925) and Sigmund

Freud (1856–1939) resolved this dispute in favor of a psychogenic explanation for mental illness by treating hysteria through

hypnosis, which eventually led to the cathartic method that became the precursor for psychoanalysis during the first half of the

20th century.
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psychogenic treatment for mental illness during the first half of the 20th century, providing the launching pad for the more than

400 different schools of psychotherapy found today (Magnavita, 2006). Most of these schools cluster around broader behavioral,

cognitive, cognitive-behavioral, psychodynamic, and client-centered approaches to psychotherapy applied in individual, marital,

family, or group formats. Mental illness entails the occurrence of disorders of cognition, affect, and behavior, typically

International Classification of Diseases. These include highly prevalent conditions such as depression, anxiety, dementia, and

substance use disorders, as well as less common but often severe illnesses such as schizophrenia, autism, and bipolar disorder.

Psychological well-being comprises multiple affective and cognitive components, including happiness—both hedonic

(enjoyment and pleasure) and eudaimonic (purpose, meaning, and fulfillment)—self-actualization (accomplishments, optimism,

and wisdom), resilience (capacity to cope, adaptive emotion regulation, and lack of maladaptive problem-solving), and healthy

relationships. For the purpose of this framework, we also include aspects of cognitive functioning (e.g., attention and working

memory) and a lack of mental distress (e.g., stress and loneliness). While we try to know the key to Mental wellbeing , we must try

to understand the concept of “Quality of life”.This concept is closely related to our lived experience, subjective experience,

psychosocial issues, health needs, and strategies for living.
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There has been a paradigm shift in mental health service delivery, from a focus on reducing symptoms to a more holistic

approach, which considers Quality of Life and overall functioning. More mental health services are adopting the recovery

paradigm, focusing on rehabilitation , and

Quality of life
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is an increasingly critical outcome of mental healthcare. Lower Quality of Life had been associated with major mental

disorders, such as depression and schizophrenia. Both mental disorders are of concern to clinicians working in mental health

services: Schizophrenia is the most common diagnosis among hospitalized psychiatric patients, and it is a chronic mental

disorder with a debilitating course. Functional impairment is high, leading to lost wages and work impairment, with related

personal, societal, and economic burdens. Depression is prevalent, a leading cause of disability worldwide and highlighted as a

growing public health concern in both Western and Asian studies, with depressed patients reporting lower

Quality of life
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compared to other mental disorders, including schizophrenia. Domestic life, work, and interpersonal activities were the most
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affected functional domains in depression, with adverse outcomes in low education, marital disruption, unstable employment,

risk of secondary disorders, and early mortality due to suicide ; while interpersonal and affective problems were found

consistently across countries, cross-national variations are noted in other domains.

Quality of life
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is a culturally sensitive construct, and it should not be assumed that conclusions from Western studies could be generalized

across to Asian populations. A recent study examined the Quality of

life
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of Taiwanese patients with chronic mental disorders, namely schizophrenia and affective disorders. Besides disease factors, a

range of psychosocial factors was found to contribute

Quality of life.
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Many of these factors were culturally sensitive; recent research done in Singapore cautioned against the generalization of

research done in other countries to the Asian population in Singapore, without due consideration of the local sociocultural

context. Studies related to mental disorders and

Quality of life
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in Asia and Singapore focused mainly on patients with one mental disorder, namely schizophrenia and depression. A study

done in Taiwan examined patients with schizophrenia and affective disorders, but generalizability of the results to Singapore

remained unexplored. The question if there might be differences in configuration of factors contributing to

Quality of life
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across the major mental disorders named above, specifically schizophrenia and depression, remains largely unexplored in

Singapore. This research question is relevant and useful to clinicians working with the recovery paradigm in mental health

service delivery, to facilitate the management of major mental disorders .

Mental health is moving into the political agenda as well. promotion of mental health is generally we know is a neglected issue by

the policymakers but nowadays it has gained enough prominence.
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mental illness has a great impact on the economy and is associated with significant

cost. mental health together with physical or somatic health is a central point of discussion in the human development context

these days.
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Mental health is multidimensional construct made up of peoples intellectual well being their capacity to think perceive and

interpret adequately their psychological well being they believe in their own self worth and abilities their emotional well being

their affective state or mood and social well being their ability to interact effectively in social relationships with other.

Mental health is often linked with behavioural and psychological health also and it is referred to as behaviour that influence on

peoples healthy functioning within the
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__________________________________________________ 189 the mental and social health professionals. this work has

been ignored becausr training is focused on diagnosing and managing or treating mental disorders and because of insufficient

resources. prevention has the potential to significantly reduce the onset and subsequent related to mental disorders as well as

associated personal social and economic costs The distinction between prevention and promotion is very important to bear in

mind when comparing mental disorder and mental health which are not simply opposite ends of a spectrum. instead mental

disorder and mental health are distinct although related dimensions so that absence of either mental health or mental disorder

does not imply the presence of other.

Mental health will be
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makes up an integral part of an individual’s capacity to lead a fulfilling life including the ability to form and maintain

relationships to study

to work or pursue any kind of interests and to make decisions in our daily life about various issues like education employment

another such choices. still burns
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to an individual’s mental wellebing can adversely affect their capacities and choices which may lead to diminishing function at

the individual level

and also may lead to
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broader welfare losses at the household an societal level. mental health is a state of emotional and psychological well being in

which an individual is able to use his or her cognitive and emotional capacities UN function in

our society and also meet the other demands of the everyday life.
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Mental health is a state of successful performance of mental function resulting in productive activities fulfilling relationships

with

the other
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people and an ability to adapt to change and to cope with

undesirable conditions.
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mental health is a state of mind characterised by relative freedom from anxiety an disabling symptoms and or capacity to

establish constructive relationships and cope with the ordinary demands an stresses of life. 8.4

Dimensions Dimensions of Mental Heath Understanding about the Eight Dimensions of Wellness can help us to make our

decision and choose our way of life and plan how to make mental wellness a part of our everyday life. Mental wellness strategies

are practical ways to start developing healthy habits that can have a positive impact on our physical and mental health. While

individuals may be born with a genetic predisposition for a certain psychological
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need to be present for them to develop the disorder. Sociocultural factors such as sociopolitical or economic unrest, poor living

conditions, or problematic interpersonal relationships are also viewed as contributing factors.Thus considering these factors

eight dimensions may be developed for determining mental wellness- 1. Emotional—Coping effectively with life and expressing

emotions in an appropriate manner.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 89/127

An emotionally well person successfully expresses and manages an entire range of feelings, including anger, doubt, hope, joy,

desire, fear, and many others. People who are emotionally well maintain a high level of self-esteem. They have a positive body-

image and the ability to regulate their feelings. They know where to seek support and help regarding their mental health,

including but not limited to, seeking professional counseling services. 2.

Environmental—Occupying pleasant, healthy, and safe environments that support well-being; positively impacting the quality of

our surroundings (including protecting and preserving nature),

100% MATCHING BLOCK 90/127

An environmentally well person appreciates the external cues and stimuli that an environment can provide. People who have

achieved environmental wellness recognize the limits to controlling an environment and seek to understand the role an

individual plays in the environment. 3.

Financial—Achieving satisfaction with current and future financial situations; handling finances wisely.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 111/127

Those who are financially well are fully aware of their current financial state. They set long- and short-term goals regarding

finances that will allow them to reach their personal goals and achieve self- defined financial success. 4.

Intellectual—Recognizing creative abilities and finding ways to expand knowledge and skills; being open-minded.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 91/127

Those who enjoy intellectual wellness engage in lifelong learning. They seek knowledge and activities that further develop their

critical thinking and heighten global awareness. They engage in activities associated with the arts, philosophy, and reasoning. 5.

Occupational—Personal fulfillment and enrichment from one’s work and/or responsibilities.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 92/127

An occupationally well person enjoys the pursuit of a career which is fulfilling on a variety of levels. This person finds

satisfaction and enrichment in work, while always in pursuit of opportunities to reach the next level of professional success 6.

Physical—Recognizing the need for physical activity, healthy foods, and
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habits.

98% MATCHING BLOCK 93/127

People who are physically well actively make healthy decisions on a daily basis. They eat a nutritionally balanced diet; they try

to get an adequate amount of sleep, and they visit the doctor routinely. They make a habit of exercising three to five times per

week; they have the ability to identify their personal needs and are aware of their body’s limitations. They maintain positive

interpersonal relationships and make healthy sexual decisions that are consistent with their personal values and beliefs. 7.

Cultural Wellness-
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100% MATCHING BLOCK 94/127

Culturally well people are aware of their own cultural background, as well as the diversity and richness present in other cultural

backgrounds. Cultural wellness implies understanding, awareness and intrinsic respect for aspects of diversity. A culturally well

person acknowledges and accepts the impact of these aspects of diversity on sexual orientation, religion, gender, racial and

ethnic backgrounds, age groups, and disabilities 8

Social wellness—Developing a sense of connection, belonging, and sustained support system; having positive relationships.

96% MATCHING BLOCK 95/127

A socially well person builds healthy relationships based on interdependence, trust, and respect. Those who are socially well

have a keen awareness of the feelings of others. They develop a network of friends and co-workers who share a common

purpose, and who provide support and validation. 9 Spiritual wellness—

Having a sense of purpose and meaning in life; establishing peace, harmony, and balance in our lives.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 96/127

People who can be described as spiritually well have identified a core set of beliefs that guide their decision making, and other

faith-based endeavors. While firm in their spiritual beliefs, they understand others may have a distinctly different set of guiding

principles. They recognize the relationship between spirituality and identity in all individuals.

Thus all the elements of wellness are interlinked and is required for our mental wellbeing.Absence of anyone of these elements

may lead to situations which may cause mental disturbances. 8.5 Determinants

79% MATCHING BLOCK 97/127

Determinants of mental health and well being A commonly used definition of mental health we know is a state of whelming in

which the individual realises his or her own abilities

and can cope up with the
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93% MATCHING BLOCK 98/127

normal stresses of life can work productively and fruitfully and is able to make a contribution to his or her own community

taking this into consideration we can propose three important determinants of mental health Individual attributes and behaviour

This is related

83% MATCHING BLOCK 99/127

to a person’s innate as well as learning ability to deal with thoughts and feelings and to manage him or herself in the daily life,

as well as the capacity to deal with the social world around by partaking in social activities taking responsibilities or respecting

the views of others. An individual’s mental health state can also be influenced by genetic and biological factors that is

determinants that

the person are born or indoor with including chromosome abnormalities for example Down syndrome an

100% MATCHING BLOCK 100/127

intellectual disability caused by prenatal exposure to alcohol or oxygen deprivation at

the time of
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90% MATCHING BLOCK 101/127

birth. Social and economic circumstances The capacity of an individual to develop and flourish is deeply influenced by their

immediate social surroundings

that is

85% MATCHING BLOCK 102/127

their opportunities to engage positively with family members friends or colleagues and earn a living for themselves and it

families and by the social economic circumstances in which they find themselves. Restricted opportunities to gain an

education and income are pertinent

examples for social economic factors. Environmental factors The wider social cultural

68% MATCHING BLOCK 103/127

and geopolitical environment in which people live can also affect an individuals households or communities mental health

status including
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and services like water in other essential healthcare services,

87% MATCHING BLOCK 104/127

exposure to predominating cultural beliefs attitudes or practises as well as by social and economic policies formed at the

national level for example the ongoing global financial crisis

in our communities is expected to have a great effect on the mental health consequences in fact the coded pandemic also can

be an example for this factor. These factors may lead to increased rate of suicide and harmful alcoholic uses. 8.6 Causes,

Symptoms and Treatment of Mental Disorder ? Statistical Infrequency: One aspect of abnormality is that it is infrequent. An

assertion that majority of individuals tends to display behavioral or emotional characteristics that is normal. However, though,

having certain rare characteristics may be easily detectable, but possessing those may not always deem an individual as

abnormal e.g. great athletic ability. ? Deviation: Each society establishes explicit and implicit rules for proper conduct, Behaviour,

thoughts and emotions are deemed abnormal when they violate a society’s ideas about proper functioning. A society’s norms

grow out of its culture, its history etc, So judgements of abnormality, based on socio-cultural norms are relative and may vary

from society to society. A society’s values may also change over time causing its views of what is psychologically deviating to

change as well. Also, just the violation of societal norm does not necessarily qualify the individual as psychologically abnormal.

Criminals and prostitutes violate social norms. But they are rarely studied within the domain of abnormal psychology. ? Distress:

According to many clinical theorists, any behaviour, thought or emotion has to cause significant personal distress., before it can

be labeled abnormal. However, there is an exception to this theory. Some people, by virtue of their abnormal psychological

functioning experience an inappropriate sense of subjective well-being. ? Dysfunction: Abnormal behaviour tends to interfere

with daily functioning; people cannot take care of themselves, participate in ordinary social interactions or work productively.

Once again, there are exceptions to tliis theory. Revolutionaries and social leaders like Jatin Das, Bhagat Singh, and Gandhi etc.

had deprived themselves of tilings they need and temporarily acted in a dysfunctional manner to protest against social injustice.

But instead of labelling them as abnormal people have always admired them.

194 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI ? Unexpectedness: Perhaps an important

point in conceptualization of abnormality is unexpected responses to stressors /stimuli. Distress or disability are thus considered

as normal or abnormal depending upon whether the individual’s response is an expected or unexpected response pattern to the

stressor/ stimulus that provoked it. For example anxiety disorders are diagnosed when anxiety is unexpected and out of

proportion to the situation. Thus, a person who has been exposed to harsh and traumatic experiences, the “expected” response

will be of “distress” and “dysfunction” and it will be technically incorrect and unethical to label the person as”abnormal” Thus, a

perfect conceptualization should synthesize all these aspects to arrive at a true picture of deviating human psychological

functioning. Classification of Functional Psychiatric Illnesses ANXIETY DISORDERS GENERALIZED ANXIETY DISORDER PHOBIA

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER PANIC DISORDER AXIS I AXIS II PERSONALITY DISORDERS CLUSTER A ? SCHIZOID ?

SCHIZOTYPAL ? PARANOID CLUSTER B ? ANTISOCIAL ? BORDERLINE ? HISTRIONIC ? NARCISSISTIC CLAUTER C ? DEPENDENT

? AVOIDANT ? OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE MOOD DISORDERS MENTAL RETARDATION SCHIZOPHRENIA SUBTANCE

DEPENDENCE DISORDERS DEPRESSION MANIA BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISORDER MILD MODERATE SEVERE PROFOUND
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and Axis II disorders. Axis I disorders are those which often begin as a noticeable change in a person’s usual behaviour and are in

most cases, of limited duration. The axis II disorders begin well before adulthood and may continue into adulthood and these

pattern are not marked by changes in intensity or periods of clear imporvements. DSM-IV and ICD-10 are internationally

accepted and accredited classificafory systems for diagnosing and conducting research on mental illnesses. The American

Psychiatric Association publishes the DSM-IV and the World Health Organization published the ICD-10 Anxiety Disorders In anxie

ty disorders the most striking features are mental and physial features of anxiety occurring in the absence of any organic brain

disease. Generalized Anxiety Disorder • Symptoms 1. Chronic uncontrollable, diffuse anxiety called “free floating anxiety” 2. At

least for 6 months 3. Somatic complaints like sweating, pounding heart, dry mouth, frequent urination, shortness of breath i.e.,

hyperactivity of autonomic nervous system (A.N.S.) 4. Irritability, insomnia, distractibility, anger outbursts • Aetiology 1. Biological

Perspective: The tow activity of the inhibitory neurotransmitee gamma am’mo butyric acid (GABA) has been linked to generalized

anxiety disorder. Neurotransmitters are chemicals that f carry messages from one neuron to another in the brain. GABA carries

inhibitory messages i.e when GABA is received at a receptor ; it causes the neuron to stop firing. In normal fear reactios, key

neurons throughout the brain fire more rapidly, causing a general state of excitability in the brain and body. If this state of

arousability continues for a period of time, a feedback system is called into action, which inhibits the excitation. In case of

anxiety, GABA plays this role, 2. Psychoanalytic Perspective: The psychoanalytic perspective regards the source of generalized

anxiety disorder as an unconscious conflict between ego and id impulses, which are sexual and aggressive in nature. The ego

does not want to allow the expression of the id impulses for the fear of punishment. Since the source of anxiety is unconscious,

the person experiences fear and apprehension without knowing it.
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According to the cognitive-behavioural perspective, anxieyty is either classically conditioned to a vast range of external stimuli or

else, there is a perception of not being in control. Phobia ?? ? Symptoms 1. Persistent, unrealistic, fear that is out of proportion to

the danger posed by a particular object or situation and is recognized by the sufferer as groundless. 2. There is intense distress

and socio-occupational impairment because of the anxiety ? Specific Phobia - Unwarranted fears are caused by the presence or

anticipation of a specific object. ? Social Phobia - Unwarranted fears are generally linked to the presence of other people or

apprehension on regative evaluation by other people. • Aetiology 1. Biological Perspective: The biological perspective in the

genesis of phobia holds that the autonomic nervous system, which is involved in the processing of fear, is more easily arousable

in people with phobia. Lacey, (1967) identified a dimension of autonomic activity called stability -liability and proposed that

phobic behaviour is characterized by autonomic liability. 2. Psychoanalytic Perspective: According to the psychoanalytic view,

phobias represent defence against repressed id impulses, This anxiety is displaced from the feared id impulse and moved to an

object or situation that has a symbolic connection to it. By avoiding them, the person is able to avoid dealing with repressed

conflicts. 3. Behavioural Perspective-Behavioural theories hold that all phobias are learned reactions They are acquired either

through- i. Classical conditioning -the pairing of an innocuous object or situation with an innately painful event ii Operant

Conditionrng-Wheieby a person is rewarded for avoidance iii Modelling-imitating the fear and avoidance of others 4. Cognitive

Perspective -By making catastrophic misinterpretations of events that could be construed in a less negative fashion. Obsessive

Compulsive Disorder ????? Symptoms
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thoughts, which are resisted by the individual and recognized by the individual as his own e.g. obsessional doubts, ruminations,

fears, images, and impulse. 2. The content of obsessions can be grouped under the following theme: dirt and contaminations,

aggression, orderliness, illness, sex, religion. 3. Compulsions are voluntary and repetitive overt or covert actions that an individual

resorts to in order to neutralize the anxiety or distress provoked by the obsessions. 4. Compulsions may take various forms

\\ko~clecining compulsions, checking compulsions, compulsions far order & symmetry, counting, compulsions, compulsive

rituals etc. ? Aetiology 1. Biological Perspective: Research on neurochemical factors has related OCD to low activity of the

neurotransmitter serotonin OCD has also been associated with mulftmctioning of the orbito-frontal cortex , reflecting an over

concern of the individual with his own thoughts ; and a set of subcortical staictures like caudate nucleus and the basal ganglia;

the result of the over activity of this circuit could manifest itself clinically as intrusive persistent thoughts, a visceral feeling of

dread and sensations that “something is wrong” ; this send an intensely bothersome “false alarm” to the patient. 2.

Phychoanalytic Perspective: In psychoanalytic theory, obsessions and compulsions are viewed to have similar roots i.e in

instinctual forces, which are sexual or aggressive in nature. These instinctual or id impulses are not under control because of

overly harsh toilet training. The person is thus fixated at the anal stage of psychosexual development. The symptoms represent

the defense mechanisms employed by the individual as he / she struggles to control the id impulses, In case of OCD, the

individual more commonly uses the defense of “Reaction Formation”. 3. Behavioural Perspective : A prominent behavioural

model of the acquisition and maintenance of obsessive-compulsive symptoms derives from the two- stage learning theory of

Mowrer (1939). In Stage /-, anxiey is classically conditioned to a specific environmental event The person then engages in

compulsive rituals (escape/avoidance responses). If the person is successful in reducing the anxiety, the compulsive behaviour is

more likely to occur in future (Stage II-Operant Conditioning), Higher Order Conditioning occurs when other neutral stimulus

such as words, images or thoughts are associated with the initial stimulus and the anxiety becomes diffused.
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factors mediating obsessions maintain that the difference lies in the interpretation of the meaning of the presence of intrusive

thoughts i.e. there is a pivotal role of responsibility appraisal in OCD, leading to a conclusion that catastrophic events are

impending. Penic Disorder ? Symptoms 1. A sudden and often inexplicable attack of a host of jarring symptoms- laboured

breathing, heart palpitations, nausea, chest pain, feelings of chocking, dizziness, sweating, trembling, an intense apprehension,

feeling of impending doom. 2. Panic attacks can occur in seemingly beging states, such a relaxation, in sleep, and in unexpected

situations. 3. Panic attacks can occur in the presence or absence of “agoraphobia” : is a cluster of fears centering on public places

and from where escape is difficult or seemingly impossible. 4. Agoraphobia is linked with a fear of having a panic attack, which

further incapacitates the individual. • Aetiologgy 1. Biological Perspective: The biological theory suggests that panic is caused by

the over activity in the noradrenergic system (neurons that use norepinephrine as a neurotransmitter), particularly in a nucleus in

the pons called the locus ceruleus. 2. Cognitive Perspective: The principal cognitive perspective of panic disorder is that patients

misinterpret physiological sensations in a catastrophic way. In this over concern, they may amplify slight physical sensations into

signs of impending disaster. The psychological explanation of agoraphobia suggests the “fear of fear” hypothesis i.e. a fear of

having a panic attack in public produces the agoraphobia Mood Disorders The mood disorders are so called because one of their

main features is abnormality of mood. Depression • Symptoms 1. Low Mood 2. Decreased interest in pleasurable 3. Increased

fatiguability 4. Low self esteem 5. Pessimistic views about future 6. Feelings of guilt
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ration 8. Difficulty in taking decisions 9. Disturbances in sleep, appetite & libido 10. The first 3 symptoms must be present along

with two or more of the other symptoms for a period of at least 2 weeks, for a diagnosis of depression. ????? Psychotic

Symptoms: May be present or absent in the form of delusions or hallucinations. ????? Aetiology 1. Biological Perspective : Low

activity of the neurotransmittee serotonin and norepinephrine has been associated with depression. Over activity of the

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis is also found among depressed patients, indicating that the endocrine system may also

influence mood disorders. 2. Psychoanalytical Perspectives: Psychoanalytic formulations stres fixation in the oral stage (leading

to a high level of dependency) and unconscious identification with a lost loved one whose desertion of the individual has led to

anger turned inwards (introjection). 3. Cognitive Prespective: According to Beck (1967), people with depression have certain

characteristic ways of cognition. Beck proposed the “cognitive triad of depression” that consists of-negative vie\vs of self,

negative views of world and negative vi&vs of future. These negative cognitive cognitions are sustained by illogical ways of

thinking called “cognitive distortions”. 4. Behavioural Perspective: Helplessness-Hopelessness Theory-According to helplessness-

hopelessness theory, early experiences in inescapable,huitful situation instill a sense of hopelessness that can evolve into

depression individuals are likely to attribute failures to their own general and persistent inadequacies and faults 5. Interpersonal

Perspective: According to this viewpoint, depressed individuals tend to have spare social networks and to regard them as

providing less social support. Reduced social support may lessen an individual’s ability to handle negative life events and make

him or her vulnerable to depression. Behaviour of depressed people tends to elicit rejection from others. Mania ? Symptoms 1.

Elevated mood 2. Inappropriate sense of subjective well-being 3. Increased psychomotor activity 4. Disturbances in sleep,

appetite & libido 5. Disturbances in cognitive function
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symptoms must be present along with one or more of the other symptoms, at least for a period of 7days/lweek ? Aetiology 1.

Biological Perspective: The biological perspective to mania has assodatied the disorder to high levels of the neurotransmitter

norepinephrme and increased activities of G-proteins, which carry information across neurons and amplity neural signal. 2.

Psychological Perspective: The psychological perspective of mania considers it as a defence against a debilitating psychological

state, such as low self- esteem Bipolar Affective Disorder ? Symptoms 1. Is defined as including episodes alternating between

mania and depression or consecutive episodes of mania 2. Shows typical symptoms of retarded depression There are some

other phenomenological between unipolar and bipolar affective disorders i. The age onset us earlier compared to unipolar

depression ii. First degree relatives of people with bipolar affective disorder are at higher risk for developing either of unipolar

depression. iii. First degree relative of people with unipolar depression are at higher risk of developing unipolar depression ?

Psychotic Symptoms-May be present or absent in the form of delusion or hallucinations. Schizophrenia The concept of

schizophrenia was initially formulated by two European psychiatrists Emit KraepeUn and Eitgen Bleitter. Kraepelin provided some

of the earliest and detailed descriptions of the “preocious” mental decline. He first presented his idea of Dementia Praecox, the

early term for schizophrenia, in 1898. The term reflected his belief that the core symptoms of his disorder are-an early onset

(praecox) and progressive intellecutal deterioration (dementia). Eugen Bleuler (1950), the second major pioneer of schizophrenia

broke away from Kraepelin on the grounds that the term “dementia” was inaccurate and felt that schizophrenia did not represent

a true intellectual deterioration or dementia. Instead, the illness involved a subordination of the intellect to the “fundamental”

symptoms and to their devastating effect on mental life, The “fundamental” symptoms described by Bleuler were-
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Disturbance of affect iii) Detachment from reality or autism iv) Ambivalence Despite shifts in emphasis within and between

legacies of Bleuler and Kraepelin the same kinds of behaviour are included in contemporary accounts and analyses of

schizophrenic symptoms. The only changes have been attempts to subcategorize sn differentiate some aspects of the illness

from others. Thus, “positive” symptoms have been distinguished ftom”negative” symptoms. Positive symptoms seem to be

abnormal additions to mental life e.g. delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech, Negative symptoms are deficits or losses

like reduced motivation, impoverished speech or emotional withdrawal. ? Symptoms of schizophrenia The symptoms of

schizophrenia involves disturbances in several major areas-thought, perception, affect or emotion, attention, motor behaviour,

and life functioning i. Hallucination: sensory experiences in the absence of any stimulation from the environment. They occur

most often in the auditory modality and less often in the visual modality. Some auditory hallucinations are regarded as

pathognomic of schizophrenia such as “hearing own thoughts spoken aloud by another voice” and ‘hearing voices arguing,

comment- ing of commanding upon the action”. ii. Delusion: are firmly held implausible beliefs in spite of evidences to the

contrary. Delusions may comprise delusions of influence (patient may believe that thought that are not his own have been

placed in his mind by an external source) passivity (patient is the unwilling recipient of bodily sensations imposed by an external

agency, and control (pa- tient may believe that his feelings and behaviour are being controlled by an external agency)

persecution, reference, infidelity etc. iii. Formal thought Disorder: refers to the problems in the organization of ideas and in

speaking so that a listener can understand. iv. Catatonic symptoms: characterized by several motor abnormalities Catatonic

Immobility / stupor is characterized by patients adopting unusual postures and maintaining them for long periods of time. There

may be accompanying muscular rigidity,. Waxy flexibility is a condition in which another person can move the patients’s limbs

into whatsoever positions, without his resistance which he will maintain for long peri-
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an unusual increase a their overall level of activity, including excitement, flailing of limbs and great expenditure of energy. v.

Avolition: or apathy refers to a lack or absence of energy and seeming of absence of interest in what are usually routine activities

(personal hygiene,, work, household chores). vi. Alogia: is a negative thought disorder that can take several forms. In poverty of

speech, the amount of speech is greatly reduced. In poverty of content of speech, the amount of discourse is adequate but it

conveys little information and it tends to be vague and repetitive. vii. Anhedonia: refers to an inability to experience pleasure and

is mani- fested as a lack of interest in recreational activities, failure to develop close relationships etc. viii. Asociaity: impaiments in

social relations manifested as little interest in being with other people and poor social skills. ix. Flat or blunted affect/inappropriate

affect: in patients with flat effect virtually no stimulus can elicit an emotional response. In case of blunted affect, emotional

responseis attenuated, that is the emotional response is less intense. In case of inappropriate affect, the emotional responses are

out of context e.g. a patient may laugh on hearing that his mother just died. That is thought processes become disconnected

from feelings, making it liaphazard, inconsistent and unpredictable. ? Aetiology 1. Biological Perspective: The biological holds that

schizoplirenia results form excessive activity of the neurotransmitter dopamine. Brain imagine techniques have detected

abnormal brain structures like enlarged brain ventricles, excess tliickended corpus callosum and abnormal cerebral blood flow

and glucose metabolism in the frontal lobes. 2. Psychological Perspectives: i. Schizophrenogenic Mother-A concept proposed by

Fromm- Reichmmann (1948) and now mostly refuted, suggested that mothers who are cold, domineering and rejecting make

their children vulnerable to develop schizophernia. ii. Schismatic Family/Skewed Family-A child in dysfunctional family is mor

vulnerable to develop schizophrenia as he/she is confused and caught between the conflicts of the parent where an attmpt to

please one parent is viewed by the other as rejection and the parents are con-
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other for winning the loyalty of the child.This concept was proposed by Lidz(1963) bitf has also been invalidated as an

explanation for schizophrenia. ? Subtypes of Schizophrenia- 1. Simple -It is an uncommon form of schizophrenia. It has an

insidious or gradual onset. The individual shows inability to meet the demands of the society and oddities of conduct. It shows

usualy the “negative symptoms” characteristics of residual schizophrenia But, these symptoms” characteristics of residual

schizophrenia. But, these symptoms develop without being preceded by any overt or obvious positive psychotic symptoms. 2.

Paranoid-It is the most common type of schizophrenia. A type of schizophrenia in which a person has an organized and

relatively stable system of delusions and hallucinations. Disturbances of affect, speech, volition and catatonic symptoms are not

usually present. 3. Catatonic-An uncommon type if schizophrenia characterized by prominent psychomotor disturbances and

may alternate between extremes such as hyperkinesis and stupor. 4. Residual- A chronic stage in the development of a

schizophrenic discorder in wliich there has been a clear progression from an earlier stage comprising of one or more episodes,

to a later stage, with negative symptoms. 5. Undifferentiated-A type of schizophrenia in which no single set of psycotic

symptoms dominates. 6. Disorganized-A type of scliizophrenia characterized by confusion, incoherent speech and flat or

inappropriate affect. Management of Psychiatric Illnesses ? Pharmacological Researchers have discovered since 1950’s several

effective psychotropic medications; medicines that can modify emotions and thought processes Anxiety Disorders- 1.

Antianxiety-For example, Lorazepam, Diazepam, Alprazolam etc. Mood Discorders 1. Antidepressant- i. Moiioamine Oxidase

Inhibitors. ii. Selective Serotonin Re uptake Inhibitors iii. Tricycle 2. Mood Stabilizers -Lithium, Carbamezapine, Sodium Valproate.
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Typical-These antipsychotics e.g. haloperidol, chlorpromazine, thioridazine etc produce more extra-pyramidal side effects (E. P.

S.). These stem from the dysfunction of the nerve tracts that descend from brain to spinal motor neurons. E.P.S. resembles

symptoms of neurologi- cal diseases. Some E. P.S. are-4ystonia (a state of muscular rigidity), akathesia (an inability to remain still)

ii. Atypical-These antipsychotics produce less E.P.S. e.g. clozapine. olanzapine etc. ? Psychosocial Management The psychosocial

management of the psychiatric illness may be based on various schools of thought, but all approaches essentially focus on the

following aspects- 1. Correcting distorted cognitions 2. Developing an insight to the illness and self awareness 3. Developing

autonomy 4. Trying to integrate social networks 5. Trying to develop health promoting life styles 6. Enlightening on the necessity

of compliance to treatment 7. Developing the functional efficacy of the individual, Promotion of

85% MATCHING BLOCK 105/127

mental health Mental health promotion often refers to positive mental health considering mental health. as a resource as a

value on its own and as a basic human rights essential to social and economic development

for all in the community.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 106/127

mental health promotion aims to impact on determinants of mental health to increase positive mental health to reduce

inequalities to build social capital to create health gain and to narrow the gap in health expectancy between countries and

groups. mental health promotion interventions vary in scope and include strategies to promote the mental wellbeing of those

who are not at risk those who are at increased risk and those who are suffering or recovering from mental health problems.

Mental health promotion may be defined as activities which is implied to create

80% MATCHING BLOCK 107/127

social and environmental condition that may enable optimal psychological and psycho physiological development. such

initiatives

involves individual

85% MATCHING BLOCK 108/127

in the process of achieving positive mental health enhancing quality of life and narrowing down the gap in health expectancy

between groups. Its an enabling process done by with and for the people of

adopt a very democratic approach. Prevention of mental disorders can be
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outcomes of a broader

73% MATCHING BLOCK 109/127

mental health promotion strategies. 8.7 Conclusion Good social physical and mental health is a basis of all healthy personality..

Positive mental health results in health social and economic benefits, which are not simply due to absence of mental disorders.

Mental health is associated with, improved educational achievement and greater productivity increased social interaction and

participation reduced risk of mental illness or suicide reducing risk behaviour such as smoking an increasing resilience to

adversity. this

encourages us as social workers were working in this mental health feet to work with more positivity undo practise

68% MATCHING BLOCK 110/127

and work on the prevention of mental disorders and mental health programmes together with integrated plans for normal

personality life span. Thus prevention of mental disorder is a very psych significant way for promoting mental health.
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we need well designed programmes to tackle such problems and promote mental wellbeing. 8.7 Exercise 1. Define Mental

Health. Discuss the changing concept of Mental Health. 2. How can we link mental health with Quality of life. 3. Discuss the

dimensions and determinants of mental health. 4. Prescribe a strategy to promote mental health in our community. 8.8
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methods multidisciplinary international survey BMJ Open 2015.

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyt.2018.00727/full https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/5/7/eaax0903/tab-

pdf https://juniperpublishers.com/pbsij/PBSIJ.MS.ID.555708.php https://courses.lumenlearning.com/ccbcmd-

health/chapter/healthy-behaviors-and- wellness/
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Objectives Through this chapter the learners would understand the various of prevention of diseases and the health care models

. A deeper understanding on these issues will help the learners to plan strategies in heath care management while working in the

fields. 9.2 Introduction One of the notable role of Health Care system is the focus on prevention of diseases and promotion of

wellness. This occurs through addressing individual-level competencies within a community and also through working to

change systems and contexts. The core belief is that taking early action can prevent more serious problems from developing in

the future. The concept of prevention comes from the field of public health. This is very different from the medical model, which

refers to the framework of treating social problems in the same manner that we treat illness. Two key aspects of a public health

approach to problems include measuring the incidence and prevalence of disease. Public health approach focuses on measuring

the incidence or prevalence of a social issue. For example, Incidence refers to the number of new cases during a specified period

of time (e.g., the annual rate of new 206
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annual rate of new individuals who experience homelessness). Prevalence is the total number of cases in a population (e.g., the

total number of women in the population with depression, the total number of people in the population who are homeless in a

particular country). 9.3 Levels of Health Prevention Three broad categories of determinants of human behavior will be discussed

in this study session and you will have an opportunity to learn about the influence of these factors in determining human

behavior. Prevention, as it relates to health, is really about avoiding disease before it starts. It has been defined as the plans for,

and the measures taken, to prevent the onset of a disease or other health problem before the occurrence of the undesirable

health event. There are three distinct levels of prevention. Primary prevention—those preventive measures that prevent the onset

of illness or injury before the disease process begins. ? Examples include immunization and taking regular exercise. Secondary

prevention—those preventive measures that lead to early diagnosis and prompt treatment of a disease, illness or injury to prevent

more severe problems developing. Here health educators such as Health Extension Practitioners can help individuals acquire the

skills of detecting diseases in their early stages. ?Examples include screening for high blood pressure and breast self-

examination. Tertiary prevention—those preventive measures aimed at rehabilitation following significant illness. At this level

health services workers can work to retrain, re- educate and rehabilitate people who have already developed an impairment or

disability. Read the list of the three levels of prevention again. Think about your experience of health education, whether as an

educator or recipient of health education. ? How do you think health education can help with the prevention of disease? ? Do

you think it will operate at all these levels? ? Note an example of possible health education interventions at each level where you

think health education can be applied. Health Education can be applied at all three levels of disease prevention and can be of

great help in maximizing the gains from preventive behavior.
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level — you could educate people to practice some of the preventive behaviors, such as having a balanced diet so that they can

protect themselves from developing diseases in the future. ? At the secondary level, you could educate people to visit their local

health center when they experience symptoms of illness, such as fever, so they can get early treatment for their health problems.

?At the tertiary level, you could educate people to take their medication appropriately and find ways of working towards

rehabilitation from significant illness or disability. HEALTH MODELS The Institute of Medicine developed a model for problem

assessment, intervention, and dissemination strategies. For example, this research cycle includes assessing the prevalence of risk

and protective factors of a problem area, developing prevention innovations, researching the effectiveness of those innovations,

and disseminating innovations into the community. Figure below outlines each aspect of the preventive intervention research

cycle “The Preventive Intervention Research Cycle” by Valerie Anderson, Samanta Boddapati, and Symone Pate
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conducting prevention research and using these models since they identify what needs to be done but provide very little detail

on how these things will happen. Most models, such as the Institute of Medicine framework, focus on the functions that are part

of the innovation, implementation, and dissemination process, but not on the systems that support these functions. To address

this gap, Wandersman and colleagues (2008) proposed a framework that describes relevant systems to help bridge the gap. The

Interactive Systems Framework works to connect step four (conducting trials of the program) and step five (implementing the

program in the community) of the Institute of Medicine model. Halgunseth and colleagues (2012) used the Interactive Systems

Framework to understand the relationship between program capacity and implementation in after- school settings. They

examined eight after-school sites . Aligned with the Prevention Support System element of the Interactive Systems Framework,

the after-school staff was trained and received weekly on-site support in implementing the intervention. It was found that after-

school settings that were more organized and maintained strong links to individuals or community-based organizations scored

higher in program fidelity and quality. Funders can utilize the Interactive Systems Framework to identify what kinds of support

they should provide for the Prevention Synthesis and Translation System element; similarly, practitioners can gather information

from that same component for what they need as well as from the Prevention Support System element. Additionally,

practitioners can see what they need to do to build capacity from the perspective of the Prevention Delivery System component.
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Systems Framework by Valerie Anderson, Samanta Boddapati, and Symone Pate. Medical health prevention and promotion

model 9.4 Integrative Model and Development Model
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Although there might be national differences in defining Integrated Healthcare (IHC), one can simply describe it as efforts

needed to provide all healthcare services that make humans healthy . Consequently, such provision necessitates valid and

functional delivery systems at all times. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines an integrated delivery system as, “the

organization and management of health services so that people get the care they need, when they need it, in ways that are

user-friendly, achieve the desired results, and provide value for money” . These definitions work well in peacetime and with

intact resources and capabilities. However, the last decades’ economic strain on healthcare systems and an increasing number

of public health emergencies highlight the insufficiency of delivering integrated healthcare, particularly to vulnerable groups of

a society . IHC is one of the important concepts related to the management and organization of healthcare systems. At

present, efforts to integrate the process of providing healthcare, in addition to the integration of other areas of socio-

economic life with the healthcare system, are a major concern for many international entities like WHO . Attention to this

concern is seen through a variety of projects that either directly or indirectly orient towards coordinating the provision of

healthcare. By implementing these projects, healthcare systems aim to obtain the interrelated goals of improving the

effectiveness of treatment, attribution of costs, and leveling inequalities in the access to and utilization of medical care. In

practice, efforts to improve efficiency aim to maximize the outcomes of service activities at specific input levels or by obtaining

desired outcomes with minimal expenditure . Social efficiency is associated with progress towards the implementation of social

tasks, which benefit the healthcare system as seen in improving the combined health of societal groups or improving the quality

and availability of healthcare at differing levels for a certain population 9.5

Holistic approach to health Several holistic and interdisciplinary approaches that work with the human– animal–environment

interface exist in order to safeguard health. Three of the most influential concepts at this moment, are One Health, Eco Health,

and Planetary
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Planetary Health is a more recent and therefore possibly less developed concept, and it may hence appear somewhat arbitrary to

choose this concept and compare it to the two more well-established ones. However, based on the fact that Planetary Health

has rapidly become an approach mentioned in very well-renowned and high-ranked global publications and furthermore seems

to attract attention among politically influential groups we still find it highly relevant to include this concept in the discussion on

an equal basis. One Health is the collaborative effort of multiple health science professions, together with their related disciplines,

and institutions—working locally, nationally, and globally—to attain optimal health for people, domestic animals, wildlife, plants,

and our environment. EcoHealth has been described as involving the health of humans, animals, and ecosystems, including also

environmental sustainability and socioeconomic stability in the framework. In some cases, the EcoHealth approach seems to

have more of a biodiversity focus, with an emphasis on all living creatures, implying that parasites, unicellular organisms, and

possibly also viruses have a value and should be protected. Waltner-Toews suggests that EcoHealth aims for “sustainable human

and animal health and well-being, through healthier ecosystems” Planetary Health has in recent years been put forward as an

alternative to One Health and EcoHealth. The concept has been developed by The Rockefeller Foundation-Lancet Commission

on planetary health. However, the concept seems to be less interdisciplinary than One Health and EcoHealth and primarily focus

on human health, although the environment is acknowledged. Planetary Health is focused on mitigating and responding to

threats to human health and well-being, and on the sustainability of the entire human civilization. Planetary health is the

achievement of the highest attainable standard of health, well-being, and equity worldwide through judicious attention to the

human systems—political, economic, and social—that shape the future of humanity and the Earth’s natural systems that define

the safe environmental limits within which humanity can flourish. 9.6 Alternative system of health - Yoga Naturopathy “
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Medicine is a science and practice of intervention, manipulation, and control concerned with curing sick people, caring for sick

people, preventing maladies, and promoting health” .Throughout human history, different cultures in all parts of the world have

had their own type of medicine. In Western countries and cultures, 212
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conventional, biomedical-based medicine has been developed, rooted in the natural sciences that had developed since the

Middle Ages.

Traditional

and complementary medicine (T&CM) or (traditional and) Complementary and Alternative medicine (TCAM/CAM), and

conventional medicine are found in almost all countries
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in the world. According to the “Traditional Medicine Strategy: 2014–2023” of the World Health Organization (WHO), “the public

and consumers of health care worldwide continue to include T&CM in their health choices.

As

the uptake of T&CM increases, there is a need for its closer integration into health systems. Policy makers and consumers should

consider how T&CM may improve patient experience
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and population health”.T he integration can therefore contribute to current issues in public health and healthcare such as

developing strategies of healthy ageing, promoting self-management, and controlling healthcare expenditures [6, 7]. Positive

examples demonstrating and supporting the WHO strategy of integrating the best of both of worlds from T&CM and

conventional medicine are the integration of the AYUSH (Ayurveda, Yoga, Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha, and Homeopathy

(AYUSH)) system in the conventional system in India [8], the increasing use of mindfulness techniques in the treatment of

depressive disorders [9], and the use of traditional medicinal systems in reducing the prescription of antibiotics in Thailand as

one of the strategies to fight the global antimicrobial resistance problem.
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Naturopathy is a form of healthcare that combines modern treatment with traditionalmethods. It includes alternative, natural

therapies to modern medicine. Naturopathy focuses on- ? The body’s capacity to heal itself ? Preventing health problems ? A

personal responsibility to optimize health Naturopathic treatment plans focus on education and prevention. They often

emphasize diet, exercise, and stress management.Naturopathy uses a series of principles and beliefs to create individual

treatment plans. The principles and beliefs of Naturopathy are: ? Self-healing: Identifying and removing obstacles to recovery,

allows for natural healing. ?Underlying symptoms: Rather than stopping symptoms, a naturopathic doctor can resolve underlying

physical or mental issues by treating the body, mind, and spirit.
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should not have harmful side effects or control symptoms negatively. ? Holistic treatment: A naturopathic doctor must recognize

individuality to treat all aspects of a person’s health effectively. ? Education in treatment: Naturopathic doctors teach self-care to

help empower people against ill health. ? Prevention: It is good to remove toxic substances from a lifestyle to prevent problems

from arising. 9.7 Conclusion The learner understood various Health Models abailable for Intervention into any challenging issue.

These models makes over planning eassier & very effective. 9.8 Exercise 1. What do you mean by Health Care System? Analyse

the levels of health prevention : 2. Write about the alternative system of health. 3. What is the Logistic approach to health?

Describe it? 9.9 Reference https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/13/8/4517/htm

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/ecam/2017/4904930/#copyright Contemporary Health Issues. Authored by: Judy Baker,

Ph.D., Dean of Foothill Global Access at Foothill College. Provided by: bakerjudy@foothill.edu. Located at:

http://hlth21fall2012.wikispaces.com/. License: CC BY-SA: Attribution-ShareAlike.
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Structure 10.1 Objectives 10.2 Introduction 10.3 Understanding the concepts of-Social medicine, community medicine,

preventive medicines 10.4 Primary Health Care: organization and functions. 10.5 Education, Provisions for medical education in

India 10.6 Common diseases in India – Communicable, non-communicable and lifestyle •HIV/AIDS epidemics in India 10.7

Programmes for controlling diseases in India. 10.8 Social Work Intervention in health 10.9 Conclusion 10.10 Eercise 10.11

Reference 10.1 Objectives The objective of the present unit is to give an idea to the learners about the concept of preventive

medicine, common diseases in India, primary health care, disease control programmes and social work intervention in health.

10.2 Introduction Health systems and polices have a critical role in determining the manner in which health services are

delivered, utilized and affect health outcomes. The Bhore Committee Report, 1946,put forward a three-tiered health-care system

to provide preventive and curative health care in rural and urban areas and made the Government responsible in order to ensure

that there is an easy access to primary care which would be independent of individual socioeconomic conditions. Due to the

India’s federalized system of government, the areas of governance and operations of health system in India have been divided

between the union and the state governments. The Union Ministry of Health & Family Welfare is responsible for implementation

of 214
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(National AIDS Control Program, Revised National Tuberculosis Program, to name a few) in the areas of health and family welfare,

prevention and control of major communicable diseases, and promotion of traditional and indigenous systems of medicines and

setting standards and guidelines, which state governments can adapt. In addition, the Ministry assists states in preventing and

controlling the spread of seasonal disease outbreaks and epidemics through technical assistance. 5 On the other hand, the areas

of public health, hospitals, sanitation and so on come under the purview of the state, making health a state subject. However,

areas having wider ramification at the national level, such as family welfare and population control, medical education,

prevention of food adulteration, quality control in manufacture of drugs, are governed jointly by the union and the state

government Public health-care infrastructure in India The public health-care infrastructure in rural areas has been developed as a

three- tier system based on the population norms and described below- Sub-centers A sub-center (SC) is established in a plain

area with a population of 5000 people and in hilly/difficult to reach/tribal areas with a population of 3000, and it is the most

peripheral and first contact point between the primary health-care system and the community. Each SC is required to be staffed

by at least one auxiliary nurse midwife (ANM)/female health worker and one male health worker (for details see recommended

staffing structure under the Indian Public Health Standards (IPHS)). Under National Rural Health Mission (NRHM), there is a

provision for one additional ANM on a contract basis. SCs are assigned tasks relating to interpersonal communication in order to

bring about behavioral change and provide services in relation to maternal and child health, family welfare, nutrition,

immunization, diarrhea control and control of communicable diseases programs. The Ministry of Health & Family Welfare is

providing 100% central assistance to all the SCs in the country since April 2002 in the form of salaries, rent and contingencies in

addition to drugs and equipment. Primary health centers A primary health center (PHC) is established in a plain area with a

population of 30 000 people and in hilly/difficult to reach/tribal areas with a population of
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between the village community and the medical officer. PHCs were envisaged to provide integrated curative and preventive

health care to the rural population with emphasis on the preventive and promotive aspects of health care. The PHCs are

established and maintained by the State Governments under the Minimum Needs Program (MNP)/Basic Minimum Services (BMS)

Program. As per minimum requirement, a PHC is to be staffed by a medical officer supported by 14 paramedical and other staff.

Under NRHM, there is a provision for two additional staff nurses at PHCs on a contract basis. It acts as a referral unit for 5-6 SCs

and has 4-6 beds for in-patients. The activities of PHCs involve health-care promotion and curative services. Community health

centers Community health centers (CHCs) which are maintained by the State Government under the MNP/BMS program in an

area with a population of 120000 people and in hilly/difficult to reach/tribal areas with a population of 80000. As per minimum

norms, a CHC is required to be staffed by four medical specialists, that is, surgeon, physician, gynecologist/obstetrician and

pediatrician supported by paramedical and other staff. It has 30 beds with an operating theater, X-ray, labor room and laboratory

facilities. It serves as a referral center for PHCs within the block and also provides facilities for obstetric care and specialist

consultations. First referral units An existing facility (district hospital, sub-divisional hospital, CHC) can be declared a fully

operational first referral unit (FRU) only if it is equipped to provide round-the-clock services for emergency obstetric and

newborn care, in addition to all emergencies that any hospital is required to provide. It should be noted that there are three

critical determinants of a facility being declared as a FRU: (i) emergency obstetric care including surgical interventions such as

caesarean sections; (ii) care for small and sick newborns; and (iii) blood storage facility on a 24-hour basis. National Rural Health

Mission, launched in 2005, was a watershed for the health sector in India. With its core focus to reduce maternal and child

mortality, it aimed at increased public expenditure on health care, decreased inequity, decentralization and community

participation in operationalization of health-care facilities based on IPHS norms. It was also an articulation of the commitment of

the government to raise public spending on health from 0.9% to 2-3% of GDP. 8
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people, especially poor women and children, to equitable, affordable, accountable and effective primary health care, NRHM

(2005-2012) aimed to provide effective health care to the rural population throughout the country with special focus on 18

states having weak public health indicators and/ or weak infrastructure. Within the mission there are high-focused and low-

focused states and districts based on the status of infant and maternal mortality rates, and these states are provided additional

support, both financially and technically. Gradually it has emerged as a major financing and health sector reform strategy to

strengthen the state health systems. Major initiatives have been undertaken under NRHM for architectural correction of the rural

health system—in terms of availability of human resources, program management, physical infrastructure, community

participation, financing health care and use of information technology. Global rhetoric on health has recently showed a renewed

interest in the values and practics of comprehensive Primary Health Care (PHC). The adoption of the Sustainable Development

Goal of ‘healthy lives’ and ‘well-being for all’ marks a change towards more holistic considerations of health; in line with the

sociopolitical ideas of PHC heralded 40 years ago at the Alma-Ata conference. Some of these ideas have been reaffirmed

recently in global forums. However, there is an urgent need for these ideas on PHC to take roots within country contexts—for

past experience has shown that implementation of PHC is not straightforward. At a macro level, a whole range of factors in a

country’s health system context-competing ideologies to the PHC approach (global and country-specific), fiscal priorities and

development aid mechanisms that favour vertical programs—along with broader sociopolitical and epidemiological factors—

influence the uptake of PHC interventions. Further, these macro issues interact with the ‘everyday politics’ of the health system—

more specifically, front-line actors’ values, past experiences and expectations. All this together influences what happens to PHC

on the ground. We elucidate some challenges posed by contexts to the implementation of PHC using the example of primary

health centres in India, a rural peripheral health unit within the public health system . These centres were originally visualised in

the 1940s as a ‘social model’ of health service delivery—frontline services close to the homes of people, that consider people’s

needs, integrate preventive and curative care and link to specialty care as needed. The Alma-Ata declaration gave impetus to the

expansion of these centres within the country However, today’s primary health centres are a far cry from what was envisaged

originally. These centres are fraught with several infrastructural weaknesses, no longer serve as ‘first access institutes’ for the

community—who rely mainly on local private practitioners and deliver barely 15% of primary-level services.
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The services are usually provided at three levels.- 1. House hold &Community Level: services like empowering families to

provide services like breast feeding, nutrition, homebased newborn care, diarrhea management (ORS Depot, Drug distribution

centers, Fever treatment depots) Physical exercise etc. The service providers like ASHA & AWWs and Community Based

Organizations and Non- Governmental Organization volunteers empower the mothers and family and community members

through awareness creation and skill building support. 2. Outreach Services: These are services that are delivered at

community level on periodical basis. These include monthly Routine immunization, Antenatal care, contraceptive distribution,

prophylaxis against nutritional anemia with daily/weekly supplementation of Iron and folic acid tablets to all pregnant mothers

and all school going age children and half yearly supplementation of Vit. A and Anti-helminthic in endemic communities. 3.

Individual Care: This is the most critical of the three modes of services, delivered at the above two levels by paramedical

workers and at the facilities starting from PHC to the tertiary level care institutes. Though many studies suggest that the private

sector meets two thirds (78%) of OPD care and nearly half (60%) of inpatient care but It is a fact that if one desegregates the
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proportions by socio-economic status and communicable diseases (TB, Leprosy, Malaria, Dengue, H1N1 and Chikungunya)

majority of the population seek care in Public sector. The field observations during the implementation of Integrated Diseases

Surveillance Project (IDSP-2004-2010) supported by The World Bank has brought this fact out in 2005-06 for the first time.

The outbreaks studied over last decade have confirmed this trend of reach and coverage by public health system services over

the last decade (Box 2)
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The Principles of Enhancement of Health 1. Transforming some of the present Health sub-Centers and Primary Health Centers

to Health into Health and Wellness Centers to ensure universal access to Comprehensive Primary Health Care. 2. Adopt a

people-centric, holistic, equity-based response to people’s health needs through a process of family’s empanelment, regularly

interacting at homes and community to promote community system strengthening and people’s participation. 3. Build

capacity to deliver high-quality care covering health risks and disease conditions through expansion in availability of medicines

& diagnostics, use of standard treatment and referral protocols and advanced technologies including IT systems to maintain

health records 4. A team-based approach to deliver quality health care including preventive, promotive, curative, rehabilitative

and palliative care will be promoted. 5. A two-way referral system and follow up support will be ensured for continuity of care

6. Emphasize health promotion (including through school education & individual centric awareness and public health action)

through active engagement & capacity building of individual volunteers and community-based organizations (CBOs) 7.

Implement mechanisms of flexible financing, like performance-based incentives and responsive resource allocations. 8. Deliver

Yoga and AYUSH services through existing health facilities to meet peoples needs 9. Use appropriate technology for improving

access to health care advice, treatment initiation, reporting and recording, progressing to electronic records for individuals and

families. 10. Social accountability through participation of civil society will be Institutionalized. 220
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Govt. will partner with not for profit agencies & private sector for gap filling of PHC functions. 12. Govt. will systematically share

information for feedback, improvements & innovations scale up. 13. To build up accountability for improved performance on

measures that matter to people Govt. will develop strong measurement systems and information sharing with all stakeholders

10.6
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Common diseases in India – Communicable, non- communicable and lifestyle •HIV/AIDS epidemics in India Include 9.1 to.9.8 of

unit 9 of existing paper 5 A communicable disease is one that is spread from one person to another through a variety of ways

that include: contact with blood and bodily fluids; breathing in an airborne virus; or by being bitten by an insect.Eg-Covid

19,Flu,Hepatitis, Measles A noncommunicable disease is a non infectious health condition that cannot be spread from person to

person. It also lasts for a long period of time. This is also known as a chronic disease. A combination of genetic, physiological,

lifestyle, and environmental factors can cause these diseases. In the Indian as well as global context, the major cause for

mortality is, Non- communicable diseases . Some of the NCDs are Cancer, Diabetes, esCardiovascular disease (CVD), Chronic

and developmental challenges. The rising burden of NCDs has generated an overall concern globally to formulate and

implement effective strategies for their prevention and control. 10.7 Programmes for controlling diseases in India In India, a

national programme on cancer control was taken up for more than 30years. Later this programme was integrated with the NCD

control programme and the National Programme for Prevention and Control of Cancer, Diabetes, Cardiovascular diseases and

Stroke (NPCDCS) was thus launched in October 2010. The objectives of this programme included prevention and control of

NCDs through behaviour and lifestyle changes through providing early diagnosis and management of common NCDs Efforts

were taken to build capacity at various levels of health care; training human resources adequately and establishing palliative and

rehabilitative care and to develop sufficient community resources for effective prevention, detection, referral and treatment

through linkage services along with the ongoing interventions of the National Health Mission (NHM) including programmes such

as the National
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National Mental Health Programme (NMHP), National Programme for Health Care of the Elderly (NPHCE) for NCDs, programmes

that deal with communicable diseases like TB, as well as programmes like the RCH/ Adolescent/School Health etc. The Ministry

of Health and Family Welfare has two departments: (i) the Department of Health and Family Welfare, and (ii) the Department of

Health Research. The Department of Health and Family Welfare is responsible for functions including: (i) implementing health

schemes, and (ii) regulating medical education and training. The Department of Health Research is broadly responsible for

conducting medical research. This note analyses the financial allocation trends and key issues concerning the health sector.

Overview of finances Overall, India’s public health expenditure (sum of central and state spending) has remained between 1.2% to

1.6% of GDP between 2008-09 and 2019-20. [1], [2] , [3] This expenditure is relatively low as compared to other countries such as

China (3.2%), USA (8.5%), and Germany (9.4%). In 2020-21, the Ministry received an allocation of Rs 67,112 crore. This is an

increase of 3.9% over the revised estimates of 2019-20 (Rs 64,609 crore). [4] Under the Ministry, the Department of Health and

Family Welfare accounts for 97% of the Ministry’s allocation, at Rs 65,012 crore. Whereas, the Department of Health Research is

allocated Rs 2,100 crore (3% of the allocation). Following table shows the number of health professionals in India. Number of

public health professionals in India (2014-18) Profession 2014 2018 % increase Allopathic Doctors 7,47,109 9,23,749 24% AYUSH

Doctors** 7,36,538 7,99,879 9% Nurses and Pharmacists 32,86,157 40,91,597 25% Notes: **includes Ayurveda Unani Siddha

Naturopathy Homeopathy. Source: Economic Survey 2019-20; PRS. Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY) Launched in

September 2018 under the Ayushman Bharat programme, PMJAY aims to provide a cover of Rs five lakh per family per year to

10.7 crore families (no
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poor and vulnerable population. [13] The scheme subsumed two centrally sponsored schemes, namely, Rashtriya Swasthya Bima

Yojana (RSBY) and the Senior Citizen Health Insurance Scheme. Benefits: The scheme provides insurance coverage for secondary

and tertiary healthcare. At present, 1,393 procedures across different specialties such as general medicine, oncology, cardiology,

and orthopaedics are covered. In addition, the scheme provides for pre and post hospitalisation expenses. Pradhan Mantri

Swasthya Suraksha Yojana Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY) has been implemented since 2003
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with objective of: (i) correcting regional imbalances in the availability of affordable and reliable tertiary healthcare services, and

(ii) augmenting facilities for quality medical education in the country.

This includes establishing AIIMS like institutions and upgrading certain state government hospitals. Over the years, the scheme

has been expanded to cover 20 new AIIMS and 71 state government hospitals. The National Medical Commission Act, 2019 A

legislation regarding the medical regulatory authority was passed by Parliament to oversee medical education and practice. The

National Medical Commission Act, 2019 replaced the current Medical Council of India (MCI). The MCI was established under the

1956 Act to establish uniform standards of medical education and regulate its practice. The Act provides for a medical education

system which ensures: (i) availability of adequate and high quality medical professionals, (ii) adoption of the latest medical

research by medical professionals, (iii) periodic assessment of medical institutions, and (iv) an effective grievance redressal

mechanism.
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Reproductive, Maternal, Newborn, Child and Adolescent Health (RMNCH+A) programme essentially looks to address the major

causes of mortality among women and children as well as the delays in accessing and utilizing health care and services. It also

introduces new initiatives like the use of Score Card to track health performance, National Iron + Initiative to address the issue

of anemia across all age groups and the Comprehensive Screening and Early interventions for defects at birth, diseases, and

deficiencies among children and adolescents. Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram (RBSK) is an important initiative aiming at early

identification and early intervention for children from birth to 18 years to NSOU ? PGSW-VI

__________________________________________________ 223 cover 4 ‘D’s viz. Defects at birth, Deficiencies, Diseases,

Development delays including disability. Early detection and management diseases including deficiencies bring added value in

preventing these conditions to progress to its more severe and debilitating form The Rashtriya Kishor Swasthya Karyakram The

key principle of this programme is adolescent participation and leadership, Equity and inclusion, Gender Equity and strategic

partnerships with other sectors and stakeholders. The programme enables all adolescents in India to realize their full potential

by making informed and responsible decisions related to their health and well-being and by accessing the services and support

they need to do so. The government of India has launched Janani Shishu Suraksha Karyakaram to motivate those who still

choose to deliver at their homes to opt for institutional deliveries. It is an initiative with a hope that states would come forward

and ensure that benefits under JSSK would reach every needy pregnant woman coming to government institutional facility. ?

Since the rate of deaths in the country because of communicable and non- communicable diseases is increasing at an

alarming rate, the government has introduced various programmes to aid people against these diseases. In India,

approximately about 5.8 million people die because of Diabetes, heart attack, cancer etc each year. In other words, out of

every 4 Indians, 1 has a risk of dying because of a Non- Communicable disease before the age of 70. According to the World

Health Organisation, 1.7 million Indian deaths are caused by heart diseases. National AIDS Control Organisation was set up so

that every person living with HIV has access to quality care and is treated with dignity. By fostering close collaboration with

NGOs, women’s self-help groups, faith-based organizations, positive people’s networks, and communities, NACO hopes to

improve access and accountability of the services. It stands committed to building an enabling environment wherein those

infected and affected by HIV play a central role in all responses to the epidemic – at state, district and grassroots level. Revised

National TB Control Programme is a state-run tuberculosis control initiative of Government of India with a vision of achieving a

TB free India. The program provides, various free of cost, quality tuberculosis diagnosis and treatment services across the

country through the government health system. 224 __________________________________________________ NSOU ?

PGSW-VI ? National Leprosy Eradication Programme was initiated by the government for Early detection through active

surveillance by the trained health workers and to provide Appropriate medical rehabilitation and leprosy ulcer care services.

The Government of India has launched Mission Indradhanush with the aim of improving coverage of immunization in the

country. It aims to achieve at least 90 percent immunization coverage by December 2018 which will cover unvaccinated and

partially vaccinated children in rural and urban areas of India. 9. In order to address the huge burden of mental disorders and

the shortage of qualified professionals in the field of mental health, Government of India has implemented National Mental

Health Program to ensure the availability and accessibility of minimum mental healthcare for all in the foreseeable future. Pulse

Polio is an immunization campaign established by the government of India to eliminate polio in India by vaccinating all children

under the age of five years against the polio virus. The Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY) was announced with

objectives of correcting regional imbalances in the availability of affordable/ reliable tertiary healthcare services and also to

augment facilities for quality medical education in the country by setting up of various institutions like AIIMS and upgrading

government medical college institutions. ?
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The most important programme launched by the government is Rashtriya Arogya Nidhi which provides financial assistance to

the patients that are below poverty line and are suffering from life-threatening diseases, to receive medical treatment at any

government run super specialty hospital/ institution. ? National Tobacco Control Programme was launched with the objective

to bring about greater awareness about the harmful effects of tobacco use and about the Tobacco Control Laws and to

facilitate the effective implementation of the Tobacco Control Laws. 14. Integrated Child Development Service was launched

to improve the nutrition and health status of children in the age group of 0-6 years, lay the foundation for proper

psychological, physical and social development of the child, effective coordination and implementation of policy among the

various departments and to enhance the capability of the mother to look after the normal health and nutrition needs through

proper nutrition and health education. NSOU ? PGSW-VI __________________________________________________ 225

Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana is a government-run health insurance programme for the Indian poor. It aims to provide

health insurance coverage to the unrecognized sector workers belonging to the below poverty line and their family members

shall be beneficiaries under this scheme. 10.8
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Role of Social Workers in School Health Services Changes in contemporary society, the provision of health care, education, and

the structure of the family have increased the necessity and demand for school health services. To address the diverse and

complex health problems of students of today new kind of school health services are need of the hour In addition to health

issues, schools are trying hard to cope with problems caused by socio -economic, family and marriage related problems,

poverty, substance abuse, and violence. A social worker has a central management role in the implementation of the school

health services for all children and youth studying in the school. Generally, the social worker collaborates with primary care

providers, specialists/consultant physicians, and local health authorities, Local Government and NGOs to ensure a effective and

quality health services to the children, adolescents and youths According to American Acadamy of Pediatrics (AAP) goals of the

school health programmes are- ? Ensure access to primary health care ? Provide a system for dealing with crisis medical

situations; ? Provide mandated screening and immunization monitoring; and ? Provide a process for identification and resolution

of students’ health care needs that affect educational achievement These goals are focusing on the prevention and early

intervention to help the students to live a happy and prosperous life in future. The social workers could play a critical role to

implement and manage the school health promotion activity, Apart from that social workers can provide health education and

health counselling and advocate for students with disabilities Social workers will also be instrumental in making partnerships with

local doctors, community organization, youth clubs and NGOs, Municipalities and Panchayats and Insurance Agencies (for group

insurance of children) to make the school health services a participatory, holistic and successful one. From the successful school

health programmes it can be stated there are 3 major roles to be played by the social workers in school health services-

226 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI 1. Providing health education to the

students. Focus will be on how to improve health and prevent illness. 2. Providing limited health care services to treat common

illness early, before they become serious, First Aid and referral services in case of severe ailments. 3. Helping the student

community to change their knowledge, values, beliefs attitudes and practices and to rectify myths and misconceptions so that

they can lead a healthier lives. 10.8.1 Role of Social Workers in Promotion of Personal Hygiene in School Social workers will

encourage the students- ? To keep injuries and minor cuts clean ? To make regular bath with soap ? To wash their hands after

defecation ? To wear clean clothes ? To trim their nails regularly ? To brush the teeth twice daily ? To wash private parts from

front to back after defecating or urinating ? To change the undergarments regularly ? To keep the pubic hair short ? To use

sanitary napkin or a clean, washed and sun-dried cloth during the time of menstruation. 10.8.2 Role of Social Workers in

Providing Classroom facilities Social workers should use direct observation method to analyze the classroom facilities in a school

He/She may also organize discussion with the students, teachers, and members of the governing body, Panchayats and any

other concerned person to ascertain the number of children vis-a-vis number of classrooms, seating arrangements, blackboards

available furniture, books, learning materials, audio-visual facilities, games materials etc. Social workers will try to convince the

local authorities, Panchayats, Municipalities, Local MLAs and MPs and NGOs, Donors and common people of the area to provide

required classroom facilities to the students. 10.8.3 Role of Social Workers in Promotion of healthy physical school environment

The physical school environment encompasses the school building and all its

NSOU ? PGSW-VI __________________________________________________ 227 contents including physical structures.,

infrastructure, furniture, and the use and presence of chemicals and biological agents, the site on which a school is located; and

the surrounding environment including the air, water, and material with which children may come into contact, as well as nearby

land uses, roadways and other hazards (WHO information Series on School Health). To promote healthy physical environment in

schools social workers must promote the following components as proposed by WHO- ? Provision of basic necessities.. ?

Shelter ? Warmth ? Water ? Food ? Light ? Ventilation ? Sanitary facilities ? Emergency medical care ? Protection from biological

threats ? Molds ? Unsafe of insufficient water ? Unsafe food ? Vector-borne diseases ied cloth during the time of menstruation. ?

Venomous animals ? Rodents and hazardous insects ? Other animal (e.g. dogs) ? Protection from physical threats. ? Traffic and

transport ? Violence and crime ? Injuries ? Extreme heat and cold ? Radiation

228 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI ? Protection from chemical threats ? Air

pollution ? Water pollution ? Pesticides ? Hazardous waste ? Hazardous materials and finishes ? Asbestos, pa’mt ? Clening agents

10.8.4 Role of Social Worker in Promotion of School Sanitation According to UNESCO access to clean water and adequate

sanitation facilities is a fundamental right that safeguards health and human dignity. Schools offer a unique setting for the

development and implementation of programmes to help need that right. UNESCO justified the statement by stating the

following reasons- ? Children spend long hours in schools, so the school environment has a significant impact on their health

and well being. An unsanitary or unsafe school environment can be the cause of sickness, injury or emotional distress. ? It is

generally recognized that childhood is the best time for children to learn hygiene behaviours. Compared to adults, children tend

to be more receptive to new ideas and new ways of doing things. They can more easily change their behaviour or adopt new

behaviours as the result of increased knowledge and opportunities to practict new skills. ? Children and youth have important

roles in the household, taking care ofyounge brothers and sisters and helping with daily chores, They are eager to learn and t

help If they feel that health and environmental issues are improtant, and that the have a role to play, they can contribute in

significant ways to efforts to protect the own and other health. Depending on the culture, they may become agents of chani

within the family and the community by questioning harmful practices and mode of change within the family and the

community by questioning harmful practices and modelling new behaviours. ? Children are future parents an what they learn is

likely to be applied during the rest of their lives. Being tomorrow’s parents, they have the potential to ensure the sustainability of a

programme’s impact.
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NSOU ? PGSW-VI __________________________________________________ 229 ? Schools are not only important places

of learning for children; they are pail of the fabric of community life. Through their links to other community institutions, and

through their students, especially, they are usually in touch with a large proportion of the households in a community. If

appropriate water and sanitation facilities are available in schools, they can serve as a model for such facilities in homes and other

places in the community. Schools can also influence their communities, and especially families, through outreach activities. ?

Teachers, as professionals an influential individuals are important role models for their students and for other adults. By

demonstrating positive attitudes and the appropriate use of facilities, they can help to ensure that investments in sanitation

“hardware” are supported by changes in individuals’ hygiene behaviour. ? While the problems associated with poor sanitation and

hygiene are disastrous for infants and young children.they also affect the health an school attendance of older children and

adolescents. Keeping young people in school for a sufficient number of years is essential to the goals of universal basic

education. These statements of UNESCO will be helpful for the social workers to advocate school sanitation in a more

appropriate way UNICEF and IRC after recognizing the importance of the school sanitation admitted that three factors have to

be addressed if lasting changes in hygiene behaviour are to occur. These are: -Predisposing factors-knowledge, attitude and

belief; -Enabling factors-availability of resources like latrine facilities and safe water supply, enabling students to transform newly

acquired knowledge, attitudes and beliefs into desirable behaviours; -Reinforcing factors-factors affecting the students’ ability to

sustain certain behaviour, like support and cooperation received from parents, guardians and peer groups. Keeping these in

minds social workers must take initiatives to promote sanitation at schools. For installation of separate sanitary units for boys and

girls they can contact with the local Panchayats and Sanitary Marts, Social workers should also have a dialogue with the parents,

guardians and out of school peers to aware them

230 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI about the benefits of the sanitation and

encourage them to install sanitary units in their dwelling if they have none. Lastly social workers should teach the pupils to use

the sanitary facilities and wash their hands after defecation. 10.8.5 Role of Social Workers in Promotion of Child to Child Practice

The child to child approach to health education was first introduced in 1978 by a team of health and education professional at

the University of London to help school-aged children to learn about the disseminate basic health information to their peers and

brothers and sisters The basic premise of this approach is that if given the required opportunity, our children can make valuable

contributions to the improvement of health and well-being of themselves and others living in the same house or

neighbourhoods. According to Sara Gibbs, Gillian Mann and Nicola Mathers (2002) some of the intended result of the chid to

child approach are : ? Children feel more able to tackle community problems ? Children feel better about themselves. ? Children

work better in groups, ? Children know more about their chosen issue ? Children and adults communicate more openly with one

another ? Children being more likely to speak out about issues of concern of them ? Children know more about resources and

services that exist in their community ? The community being more open to listening and involving children ? Family and

community respecting children’s ideas and capabilities Again from the writhing of them we are here giving details of the roles of

the social workers as facilitators in promotion of child to child approach. ? Listen carefully to children ? Take children’s opinions

and experiences seriously ? Be flexible ? Be open and approachable ? Give time to the process ? Guide and encourage ?

Consider children’s needs ? Keep a sense of humour

NSOU ? PGSW-VI __________________________________________________ 231 ? Be patient ? Be creative ? Be democratic

? Listen to criticism ? Provide concrete opportunities ? Give regular feedback ? Share power ? Learn from mistakes Child-to-

Child Trust proposed following six steps to promote health through child to child approach-Identifying a local health issue and

understanding it well- Children and/or their teacher/ facilitator identify a priority health issue. The issue chosen may relate to a

stated objective of the school curriculum or syllabus, or to a health campaign taking place in the community. Once an issue is

identified, the children carry out activities designed to increase their understanding of it Finding out more the health issue- This

step involves cliildren in further information gathering activities. Some of these activities may take place inside the school, while

others might take place in the community or at home. Ideally, these activities help children to learn how to gather and document

information and develop important communication skills. Discussing what’s been found out and planning action- Here the

children organize their findings and use them as a basis for planning action in relation to specific health problems they have

identified during step 2. The teacher/facilitator can take part in the planning process, and help children to distinguish between

correct and incorrect information they might have gathered. Taking action -The children undertake the activities planned at step

3. These might take place in school, community or home, depending on the nature of the health issue chosen The type of

activities undertaken may also depend on local customs and the nature of the relationships in the community, including between

the school and community Evaluation : discussing results-The cliildren and their teacher/facilitator evaluate the effectiveness or

otherwise of their activities. If unexpected problems have been encountered, it is important for these to be discussed. Discussing

how we can be more effective next time and sustain action Step 6 invites children to improve upon the activities they

implemented at step 4 and, if appropriate, to repaeat or continue their action.

232 __________________________________________________ NSOU ? PGSW-VI 10.9 Conclusion
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The country has realized that accountability is the need of the time.
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Approaches to health care will take comprehensive view and pay attention to broader determinants of health such as

sanitation, safe water, air & noise pollution, roads and transport
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It will be enforced through clear chain of command and by inculcating the discipline seen in medical tourism for its high

quality, low cost advanced care, in public sector. India has emerged as the global pharmacy for inexpensive drugs and vaccines

and is determined to make them available in every village and urban community in the next decade. Last but most important is

India will make all out efforts to involve people in deciding health priorities, own interventions and monitor progress to lower

inequities. 10.10

Exercise 1. What do understand by Social and Preventive Medicine? 2. Differentiate between Communicable and Non

Communicable Diseases. Give examples 3. What should be the role of the School Social Worker in promoting a healthy School

environment for the child? 4. Discuss about- Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana 10.11 Reference
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Introduction Group dynamics is the scientific approach to the

understanding of the dynamics of group. It implies an

interactive psychological relationship in which members of a

group develop a common perception based on feelings and

emotions. Group dynamics refer to the changes that take

place within the group. It also refers to forces operating

within the groups. Group dynamics is related to the field

theory of Lewin which assumes man’s behaviour to be a

function of the field existing at the time of the occurrence of

behaviour. We can further say that it is the study of group

processes, their objective analysis and measurement and the

effect of group membership on individual members. Our

behaviour is not static. It means that the change of behaviour

is through interaction in the group. According to Segal, group

dynamics is a process by which one considers other

individuals and a problem in a group at the same time. It not

only tends to increase understanding of the problem, but also

creates a solution which the individual practices in bringing

about emotional balance. We can also say that group

dynamics is influenced by sympathy, suggestion and

imitation. Sympathy enables the members of a group to

perceive the psychological state of the other members.

Suggestion plays a big role in influencing group behaviour.

The suggestions put forward by leader of a group are

implemented by the members of the group. 4.3
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On the other hand, play group, peer group and social clubs

are examples of formal groups. In informal groups, rules are

usually flexible. An individual may belong to many groups.

The behaviour of an individual is different from the group

behaviour. In the group a person has to act according to the

norms of the group and generally, a few individuals may

guide the behaviour of the group. In this context, we can say

that group interaction is a two-way process whereby each

individual or group stimulates the behaviour of the

participants. We can further say that the behaviour and

personality characteristics of individual members of a group

affect the behaviour of others and ultimately it makes a

significant impact over the functioning of a group as a whole.

As for example, we can say that the school is a social

institution set up by the society to serve its ends. School is

primarily a social institution. Group activities should be

encouraged to provide opportunities to the students to

participate in the affairs of the group. One of the important

functions of the school is social interaction. Not only are the

teachers and pupils continually interacting in the class-room

system, but the pupils are also interacting among themselves

through special pre determined code or signs or looks, and

there are many common stereotypes and values that they

share with each other. Like any other social system, the class-

room group shows a variety of interactions continuously.

Formal structure is not only factor in group functioning.

Within this formal structure, there is informal relationship.

Communication within the group may flow more through

informal channels than through formal ones. The informal

sub-groups are typically more homogenous than the

classroom group. Not only this, peer group pressures exert a

powerful impact in many cases. NSOU ● PGSW - VI

________________________________________________

__ 111 4.4 Meaning, Concept and Importance of Group

Dynamics In 1944, Kurt Lewin, set up the Research Centre for

Group Dynamics to meet the need of a scientific approach to

the understanding of the dynamics of group. Group dynamics

can be defined as a field of enquiry dedicated to the

advancing knowledge about the nature of groups, the laws of

their development and their interrelations with individuals,

other groups and larger institutions. Actually, it implies that

the interactive psychological relationship in which members

of a group develop a common perception based on feelings

and emotions. It is not easy to define the important area of

group dynamics. We can say that it represents a field of

enquiry, a series of inter-related problems, a set of techniques

and interaction process. Group dynamics consists of two

words – (i) group and (ii) dynamics. A group is a unit of two or

more individuals who share a set of beliefs and values. The

members of the group share a common purpose, task or

goals. The relations among the members are interdependent.

Not only this, there is a feeling of belongingness or we feeling

among the members of the group. The members of the

group generally prescribe a set of norms of behaviour for

themselves. The members want to attain the goal effectively.

The structure is hierarchical where the functions and powers

are distributed. On the other hand, the word dynamics means
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On the other hand, play group, peer group and social clubs

are examples of formal groups. In informal groups, rules are

usually flexible. An individual may belong to many groups.

The behaviour of an individual is different from the group

behaviour. In the group a person has to act according to the

norms of the group and generally, a few individuals may

guide the behaviour of the group. In this context, we can say

that group interaction is a two-way process whereby each

individual or group stimulates the behaviour of the

participants. We can further say that the behaviour and

personality characteristics of individual members of a group

affect the behaviour of others and ultimately it makes a

significant impact over the functioning of a group as a whole.

As for example, we can say that the school is a social

institution set up by the society to serve its ends. School is

primarily a social institution. Group activities should be

encouraged to provide opportunities to the students to

participate in the affairs of the group. One of the important

functions of the school is social interaction. Not only are the

teachers and pupils continually interacting in the class-room

system, but the pupils are also interacting among themselves

through special pre determined code or signs or looks, and

there are many common stereotypes and values that they

share with each other. Like any other social system, the class-

room group shows a variety of interactions continuously.

Formal structure is not only factor in group functioning.

Within this formal structure, there is informal relationship.

Communication within the group may flow more through

informal channels than through formal ones. The informal

sub-groups are typically more homogenous than the

classroom group. Not only this, peer group pressures exert a

powerful impact in many cases. 2.2.1 Meaning, Concept and

Importance of Group Dynamics In 1944, Kurt Lewin, set up

the Research Centre for Group Dynamics to meet the need

of a scientific approach to the understanding of the dynamics

of group. 24 Group Dynamics Group dynamics can be

defined as a field of enquiry dedicated to the advancing

knowledge about the nature of groups, the laws of their

development and their interrelations with individuals, other

groups and larger institutions. Actually, it implies that the

interactive psychological relationship in which members of a

group develop a common perception based on feelings and

emotions. It is not easy to define the important area of group

dynamics. We can say that it represents a field of enquiry, a

series of inter-related problems, a set of techniques and

interaction process. Group dynamics consists of two words –

(i) group and (ii) dynamics. A group is a unit of two or more

individuals who share a set of beliefs and values. The

members of the group share a common purpose, task or

goals. The relations among the members are interdependent.

Not only this, there is a feeling of belongingness or we feeling

among the members of the group. The members of the

group generally prescribe a set of norms of behaviour for

themselves. The members want to attain the goal effectively.

The structure is hierarchical where the functions and powers

are distributed. On the other hand, the word dynamics means

force. Group dynamics refers to forces operating with in the
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force. Group dynamics refers to forces operating with in the

groups. Group dynamics is related to field theory of Lewin,

which assumes man’s behaviour to be a function of the field

existing at the time of the occurrence of behaviour. We can

also say that the group dynamics is the study of group

processes, their objective analysis and measurement and the

effect of group membership on individual members. When a

group of people is formed with a common goal, a kind of

social force is created. Our behaviour is not static. Thus,

group dynamics means the change of behaviour through

interaction in the group. Concept of Group Dynamics The

social psychologists seek to explain group behaviour on the

basis of social interaction and cultural transmission through

social interaction. The interactive psychological relationship is

termed as “group dynamics”. The important two variables we

can say in this context are “group cohesiveness” and “group

locomotion”. Cohesiveness plays a vital role in determining

the influence of the group on the members. On the other

hand, locomotion indicates the movement towards the

desired 112

________________________________________________

__NSOU ● PGSW - VI goal. Personality of the individual and

character of the social situation both takes an important role

for group dynamics. All the psychological effects take place

within the individual members who compose the group.

According to Cartwright and Zander (1968), the basic

assumptions are: i) the groups are inevitable (even the

hermits / Sanyasis and the Hippies), ii) that groups mobilise

powerful forces that produce effects of utmost importance to

individuals, iii) that groups can produce constructive as well

as destructive consequences and iv) that it is the correct

understanding of group dynamics based on empirical studies

that helps in enhancing the constructive aspects of group life

and group achievements. It can also be said that group

cohesiveness indicates the degree to which the members

stick together so that there is unity in the group. Actually the

basis of attraction to the group may lie in the interaction itself

because of the mutual satisfaction of needs. The group may

be teen-age group or a political group or Group Dynamics a

religious group. Three important things one can consider for

group cohesiveness, i.e., task direction, personal attraction

and group prestige. The strength of the cohesiveness may

vary on the basis of the situation. Thus, when we study the

group as a whole we are aware of studying changes which

occur in the behaviour of the individuals and how these

changes are transmitted to all the individuals to the total field,

so that the behaviour of the group is altered. On the other

hand, when the group itself shows a readiness to change by

active participation then actual social change becomes

possible. The change will occur when the group actually

takes the decision to change. Thus the concept of group

dynamics is helpful in understanding social changes which

involve not only the introduction of an innovation, but also in

overcoming of resistance. Group dynamics is also influenced

by sympathy, suggestion and imitation. Sympathy enables the

members of a group to perceive the psychological state of

the other members. Actually the members begin to feel as

others feel. On the other hand, suggestion plays a big role in

influencing the group behaviour. The suggestions put forward

by the leader of the group are readily accepted. The

groups. Group dynamics is related to field theory of Lewin,

which assumes man’s behaviour to be a function of the field

existing at the time of the occurrence of behaviour. We can

also say that the group dynamics is the study of group

processes, their objective analysis and measurement and the

effect of group membership on individual members. When a

group of people is formed with a common goal, a kind of

social force is created. Our behaviour is not static. Thus,

group dynamics means the change of behaviour through

interaction in the group. Concept of group dynamics The

social psychologists seek to explain group behaviour on the

basis of social interaction and cultural transmission through

social interaction. The interactive psychological relationship is

termed as “group dynamics”. The important two variables we

can say in this context are “group cohesiveness” and “group

locomotion”. Cohesiveness plays a vital role in determining

the influence of the group on the members. On the other

hand, locomotion indicates the movement towards the

desired goal. Personality of the individual and character of the

social situation both takes an important role for group

dynamics. All the psychological effects take place within the

individual members who compose the group. According to

Cartwright and Zander (1968), the basic assumptions are: i)

the groups are inevitable (even the hermits / Sanyasis and the

Hippies), ii) that groups mobilise powerful forces that produce

effects of utmost importance to individuals, iii) that groups

can produce constructive as well as destructive

consequences and iv) that it is the correct understanding of

group dynamics based on empirical studies that helps in

enhancing the constructive aspects of group life and group

achievements. It can also be said that group cohesiveness

indicates the degree to which the members stick together so

that there is unity in the group. Actually the basis of attraction

to the group may lie in the interaction itself because of the

mutual 25 Group Dynamics satisfaction of needs. The group

may be teen-age group or a political group or a religious

group. Three important things one can consider for group

cohesiveness, i.e., task direction, personal attraction and

group prestige. The strength of the cohesiveness may vary on

the basis of the situation. Thus, when we study the group as a

whole we are aware of studying changes which occur in the

behaviour of the individuals and how these changes are

transmitted to all the individuals to the total field, so that the

behaviour of the group is altered. On the other hand, when

the group itself shows a readiness to change by active

participation then actual social change becomes possible.

The change will occur when the group actually takes the

decision to change. Thus the concept of group dynamics is

helpful in understanding social changes which involve not

only the introduction of an innovation, but also in

overcoming of resistance. Group dynamics is also influenced

by sympathy, suggestion and imitation. Sympathy enables the

members of a group to perceive the psychological state of

the other members. Actually the members begin to feel as

others feel. On the other hand, suggestion plays a big role in

influencing the group behaviour. The suggestions put forward

by the leader of the group are readily accepted. The

behaviour of the leader of the group is initiated by the

members of the group. Besides this, some specific group

techniques which could be utilised for improvement of the
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behaviour of the leader of the group is initiated by the

members of the group. Besides this, some specific group

techniques which could be utilised for improvement of the

group process, viz., buzz sessions, role playing, brain

storming and recreational experiences. In buzz sessions, in

which five or six members participate and is organised for

purposes of stimulating discussion. In role playing, problems

are handling in such a manner so

group process, viz., buzz sessions, role playing, brain

storming and recreational experiences. In buzz sessions, in

which five or six members participate and is organised for

purposes of stimulating discussion. In role playing, problems

are handling in such a manner so

http://egyankosh.ac.in/bitstream/123456789/20891/1/Unit-2.pdf
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that it comes for the benefit of the group. Brain storming in

which group is organised for stimulating discussion.

Recreational experiences where opportunities are provided to

the group members to participate in group discussion.
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that it comes for the benefit of the group. Brain storming in

which group is organised for stimulating discussion.

Recreational experiences where opportunities are provided to

the group members to participate in group discussion.
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of group dynamics are given below: i) It is essential for

effective practice with any type of task. ii) It promotes out the

unproductive meetings. iii) Individual members or group as a

whole benefit in a number of ways. iv) Underlying group

dynamic is the multicultural diversification of the society. v)

The future functioning of the group is influence by group

dynamic. vi) Facilitates the participation of the members. vii)

Helps to achieve the goals of the group in connection with

the participation and satisfaction of the group. viii) It increases

the interpersonal attraction. ix) It increases the

communication processes and interaction patterns. x) It

increases the power and control of the group. xi) It creates

impact on racial, ethnic and cultural background. 4.5 Role of

Communication in Group Dynamics Communication

involves the transmission of a message from a sender to a

receiver. According to Toseland and Rivas (2001)

communication includes: i) encoding of perception, thoughts

and feelings into language and other symbols by a sender; ii)

transmission of language and symbols verbally, non-verbally

or virtually; and iii) decoding of the message by the receiver.

Face-to-face group members experience both verbal and

non-verbal communication, whereas members of telephone

groups experience only verbal communication and members

of computer groups experience only virtual communication.

Interaction patterns are also fundamental to group dynamics.

According to David (1980) some of the significant points in

this regard include: i) Leader is the central figure, and

communication occurs from member to leader and leader to

member 114

________________________________________________

__NSOU ● PGSW - VI ii) Group members take turns talking.

iii) Indication of extension between leader and the member.

iv) All members freely communicate. v) Interaction pattern

focuses on the degree of centralisation of communication. vi)

Group-centred interaction pattern is more valued than

leader-centered interaction pattern. vii) Indication of full

participation among the members. viii) The status and power

relationship within the group affect the interaction pattern.

Group Dynamics ix) Interpersonal attraction and the

emotional bonds that form between members influence the

interaction pattern. x) Size of the group affects the interaction

pattern. In general, there is more chance to communicate if

the group size is small. xi) Selective attention, clues and

reinforcement may take important role to change the

interaction patterns. xii) If members do not interact with equal

valence, there seems to be indication of sub-group

formation. xiii) Interpersonal attraction, emotional bonds and

interest may create impact on the group members. xiv)

Physical arrangement in some situation may affect interaction

patterns. Thus, we can say the communication processes and

interaction patterns are important factors for group

dynamics. 4.6 Interpersonal Attraction and Cohesion in

Group Dynamics We can say that sub-group formation

depends on interpersonal attraction among the group

members and the level of cohesion depends on this. There

are some important features that can be mentioned here: i)

Proximity increases interaction among people and ultimately
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of group dynamics are given below: 26 Group Dynamics i) It

is essential for effective practice with any type of task. ii) It

promotes out the unproductive meetings. iii) Individual

members or group as a whole benefit in a number of ways. iv)

Underlying group dynamic is the multicultural diversification

of the society. v) The future functioning of the group is

influence by group dynamic. vi) Facilitates the participation of

the members. vii) Helps to achieve the goals of the group in

connection with the participation and satisfaction of the

group. viii)It increases the interpersonal attraction. ix) It

increases the communication processes and interaction

patterns. x) It increases the power and control of the group.

xi) It creates impact on racial, ethnic and cultural background.

2.2.2 Role of Communication in Group Dynamics

Communication involves the transmission of a message from

a sender to a receiver. According to Toseland and Rivas

(2001) communication includes: i) encoding of perception,

thoughts and feelings into language and other symbols by a

sender; ii) transmission of language and symbols verbally,

non-verbally or virtually; and iii) decoding of the message by

the receiver. Face-to-face group members experience both

verbal and non-verbal communication, whereas members of

telephone groups experience only verbal communication and

members of computer groups experience only virtual

communication. Interaction patterns are also fundamental to

group dynamics. According to David (1980) some of the

significant points in this regard include: i) Leader is the central

figure, and communication occurs from member to leader

and leader to member. ii) Group members take turns talking.

iii) Indication of extension between leader and the member.

iv) All members freely communicate. v) Interaction pattern

focuses on the degree of centralisation of communication. vi)

Group-centered interaction pattern is more valued than

leader-centered interaction pattern. vii) Indication of full

participation among the members. 27 Group Dynamics viii)

The status and power relationship within the group affect the

interaction pattern. ix) Interpersonal attraction and the

emotional bonds that form between members influence the

interaction pattern. x) Size of the group affect the interaction

pattern. In general, there is more chance to communicate if

the group size is small. xi) Selective attention, clues and

reinforcement may take important role to change the

interaction patterns. xii) If members do not interact with equal

valence, there seems to be indication of sub-group

formation. xiii) Interpersonal attraction, emotional bonds and

interest may create impact on the group members. ix)

Physical arrangement in some situation may affect interaction

patterns. Thus, we can say the communication processes and

interaction patterns are important factors for group

dynamics. 2.2.3 Interpersonal Attraction and Cohesion in

Group Dynamics We can say that sub-group formation

depends on interpersonal attraction among the group

members and the level of cohesion depends on this. There

are some important features that can be mentioned here: i)

Proximity increases interaction among people and ultimately

it increases attraction. ii) Similarity tend to make people

attract toward each other. iii) The important contributing
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it increases attraction. ii) Similarity tend to make people

attract toward each other. iii) The important contributing

factors are acceptance and approval. iv) Members are

attracted to those who engage in group interactions that

meet their expectations. NSOU ● PGSW - VI

________________________________________________

__ 115 v) Interpersonal attraction is just one of the building

blocks of group cohesion. vi) Compatibility tends to promote

interpersonal attraction. vii) Group cohesion is the sum of all

the forces that are exerted on members to remain in a group.

viii) Cohesion means satisfaction of group members’ need for

affiliation, recognition and security. ix) Participation of the

group members increases the prestige and resources. x)

Cohesion reveals the positive relationship among the group

members. xi) Cohesion can lead to a level of conformity that

detracts from the work of the group According to Toseland

and Rivas (2001) high levels of cohesion have been

associated with beneficial group member behaviours. These

include the following: i) greater perseverance towards group

goals; ii) willingness to take responsibilities for group

functioning; iii) willingness to express feelings; iv) willingness

to listen; and v) ability to use feedback and evaluations. High

levels of group cohesion are generally associated with

positive outcomes such us. ● Great satisfaction with the

group experience, ● Higher levels of goal attainment by

group members and group members and group as a whole, ●
Great commitment by group members, ● Increased feelings

of self-confidence, self-esteem and personal adjustment,

amongst members of the group. Sometimes it happens that

high levels of cohesion may lead to dependence on the

group. Some members remain silent. In this context we can

say that there is a relationship between group dynamics and

interpersonal attraction as well as cohesion. 4.7

factors are acceptance and approval. iv) Members are

attracted to those who engage in group interactions that

meet their expectations. v) Interpersonal attraction is just one

of the building blocks of group cohesion. vi) Compatibility

tends to promote interpersonal attraction. vii) Group

cohesion is the sum of all the forces that are exerted on

members to remain in a group. viii) Cohesion means

satisfaction of group members’ need for affiliation,

recognition and security. ix) Participation of the group

members increases the prestige and resources. x) Cohesion

reveals the positive relationship among the group members.

xi) Cohesion can lead to a level of conformity that detracts

from the work of the group. 28 Group Dynamics According

to Toseland and Rivas (2001) high levels of cohesion have

been associated with beneficial group member behaviours.

These include the following: i) greater perseverance towards

group goals; ii) willingness to take responsibilities for group

functioning; iii) willingness to express feelings; iv) willingness

to listen; and v) ability to use feedback and evaluations. High

levels of group cohesion are generally associated with

positive outcomes. We can also say in this regard that l Great

satisfaction with the group experience, l Higher levels of goal

attainment by group members and group members and

group as a whole, l Great commitment by group members, l

Increased feelings of self-confidence, self-esteem and

personal adjustment, amongst members of the group.

Sometimes it happens that high levels of cohesion may lead

to dependence on the group. Some members remain silent.

In this context we can say that there is a relationship between

group dynamics and interpersonal attraction as well as

cohesion.

http://egyankosh.ac.in/bitstream/123456789/20891/1/Unit-2.pdf
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Group Dynamics and Social Integration Social integration

means how group members fit together and are accepted in

the group. In each and every group there are norms, roles

and status. These are the group dynamics that promote social

integration by influencing how members behave. The norm,

status and roles help the groups to avoid conflict and

unpredictability which 116

________________________________________________

__NSOU ● PGSW - VI may create chaos. It is true that group

can not function effectively without a fairly high level of

social integration among group members. Social integration

helps to build unanimity about the purposes and goals of the

group. Deutsch and Gerard (1955) postulated two forms of

social influence: normative influence and informational

influence. Normative influence is the desire to meet other

people’s expectations and to be accepted by others.

Informational influence is accepting and being persuaded by

information provided by others. It is undoubtedly true that

certain amount of predictability, conformity and compliance

is necessary for the group members to work together to

achieve the goals of the group. Actually norms develop

slowly in the group, as members experience what is valued

and what is preferred behaviour through group interaction.

On the other hand, roles are shared expectations about the

functioning of individual members of the group. Members

may take different roles. Besides this, status refers to the

ranking of importance of members of the group relative to

each other. Status is determined by the prestige, power,

position and expertise. Because a group member’s status is

measured in relationship to other members, it may change

when other members join or leave the group. Status is also

determined by the situation. Status hierarchies have a good

deal of influence on social integration within groups. Thus,

norms, roles and status are important components of the

social influence that groups have on members. 4.8 Culture

and Group Culture as is well known is a combination of

values, beliefs and traditions of the society. Every individual

born in that culture and it influence his overall personality.

Values, beliefs, customs, traditions etc. are important factors

for culture and these are shared by group members. When

group members meet, they explore their value system and

interpersonal styles, searching for a common ground on

which to relate to each other. The culture of a group is

determined by the communality and also the larger society.

The system depends on the nature and extent of their

interaction with the group. Multicultural differences are

salient interpersonal factors that have significance for the

group culture. Group processes have reflected the European

and American values of individualism, independence,

competitiveness and achievement. Besides this, cultural

experiences of group survival, social hierarchy, inclusiveness

and also ethnic identification influence the way members

interact with one another in the group. Member’s

expectations and goals in a multicultural group vary widely.

They significantly influence the dynamics of the group

(Hopps and Pinderhughes, NSOU ● PGSW - VI
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Group Dynamics and Social Integration Social integration

means how group members fit together and are accepted in

the group. In each and every group there are norms, roles

and status. These are the group dynamics that promote social

integration by influencing how members behave. The norm,

status and roles help the groups to avoid conflict and

unpredictability 29 Group Dynamics which may create chaos.

It is true that group can not function effectively without a

fairly high level of social integration among group members.

Social integration helps to build unanimity about the

purposes and goals of the group. Deutsch and Gerard (1955)

postulated two forms of social influence: normative influence

and informational influence. Normative influence is the desire

to meet other people’s expectations and to be accepted by

others. Informational influence is accepting and being

persuaded by information provided by others. It is

undoubtedly true that certain amount of predictability,

conformity and compliance is necessary for the group

members to work together to achieve the goals of the group.

Actually norms develop slowly in the group, as members

experience what is valued and what is preferred behaviour

through group interaction. On the other hand, roles are

shared expectations about the functioning of individual

members of the group. Members may take different roles.

Besides this, status refers to the ranking of importance of

members of the group relative to each other. Status is

determined by the prestige, power, position and expertise.

Because a group member’s status is measured in relationship

to other members, it may change when other members join

or leave the group. Status is also determined by the situation.

Status hierarchies have a good deal of influence on social

integration within groups. Thus, norms, roles and status are

important components of the social influence that groups

have on members. 2.3 CULTURE AND GROUP Culture as is

well known is a combination of values, beliefs and traditions

of the society. Every individual born in that culture and it

influence his overall personality. Values, beliefs, customs,

traditions etc. are important factors for culture and these are

shared by group members. When group members meet, they

explore their value system and interpersonal styles, searching

for a common ground on which to relate to each other. The

culture of a group is determined by the communality and

also the larger society. The system depends on the nature

and extent of their interaction with the group. Multicultural

differences are salient interpersonal factors that have

significance for the group culture. Group processes have

reflected the European and American values of individualism,

independence, competitiveness and achievement. Besides

this, cultural experiences of group survival, social hierarchy,

inclusiveness and also ethnic identification influence the way

members interact with one another in the group. Member’s

expectations and goals in a multicultural group vary widely.

They significantly influence the dynamics of the group

(Hopps and Pinderhughes, 1991; Matsukawa, 2001).

According to Davis et al (1995), the group leader should be

sensitive to racial /ethnic and socio- economic differences,

should understand the effect of these differences on group
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__ 117 1991; Matsukawa, 2001). According to Davis et al

(1995), the group leader should be sensitive to racial /ethnic

and socioeconomic differences, should understand the effect

of these differences on group dynamics and should translate

this knowledge into culturally sensitive modes of program

development and service delivery. Many factors affect group

development. Structural characteristic is one of the important

impacts on development. 4.9 Measurement of Group

Dynamics Measurement of group dynamics is essential to

understand the behaviour of a group as a whole as well an

individuals who make up the group. There are many scales to

measure group dynamics, viz., Group Climate Questionnaire

(Mackenzie, 1983), Group Cohesiveness Scale (Budman,

1993), Group Work Engagement Measure (Macgowan, 2000)

and Group Member Interpersonal Process Scale (Soldz, 1993).

Task groups, such as committees, teams, board of directors

are not merely collections of individuals. The synergy that is

created when people come together to work in these groups

transcends the collection of individual efforts. We have to pay

attention to group dynamics because group dynamics

facilitate member participation and satisfaction to achieve the

group goal. 4.10 Group Development As groups develop over

time, group dynamic processes evolve. In this context, we

can mention a well-known model by Tuckman (1963), which

is known as stage model (as mentioned in unit 1). The stages
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iv) Differentiation: The group members should be able to

differentiate their personal goals from group goals
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Separation: This refers to each influence having a separate

identity despite being part of the group. Beginning stages of

group development are characterised by the formation of

group dynamics. Members interact tentatively, establishing

norms, roles and status hierarchies and ultimately a group

culture slowly emerges through interaction. At first,

interaction is tentative and cautious and there exists little

conflict. After that members become more comfortable

resistance can develop. After that members want to become

a part of the group but at the same time group members

maintain their own identity and independence. Many factors

affect group development. Structural characteristics have an

important impact on group development.
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Group Dynamics : Definition A group includes only persons

who share some norms and values about something. We can

say that group contains people with interrelated social roles.

An aggregate of people may form themselves into a group as

a result of interaction. Thus, we can say that groups are the

products of interaction. Group interaction is a two way

process whereby each individual or group stimulates the

other and also in varying degrees that modify the behaviour

of the participants. The behaviour and personality

characteristics of individual members of a group affect the

behaviour of others and make a significant impact over the

functioning of a group as a whole. In this context we can

consider two types of groups, viz., formal and informal

groups. Formal groups are formed on the basis of specific

norms, values etc. School is an example of formal group. 110
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Introduction Psychodynamic Theory is one in which patients

treated are viewed within a model of illness that attempts to

identify something that is not obvious but is present, but may

be at the unconscious level. Such a material once brought

out of the unconscious would be able to help the patient be

relieved of the symptoms and get the person on the road to

recovery. Thus each individual is perceived to have had

certain experiences and events that have been pushed into

the unconscious as these materials are very painful and

shameful to the individual. These materials remain in the

unconscious and keep trying to enter the conscious only to

be repressed back. These are basically materials that are

wishes and desires and needs which are represented by the

Id, and which are catered to by the ego so as to fulfill the

needs of the Id. At the same time the do’s and don’ts, the

moral values, the rights and wrongs that are imparted by the

parents are represented by the superego which tries to curb

the id impulses from arising so that the person may not do

anything wrong which may cause the society harm. Thus the

dynamic interaction amongst the Id, Ego and the superego as

well as the society or the outer environment make the

individual behave in a certain way. All these dynamics start

quite at an early age of the individual and remain so and

continue even in adulthood. In the process of catering to the

Id and the superego the ego uses many defenses which help

in maintaining a balance in the personality. However if

balance is not restored the individual may 132 NSOU l PGSW-

VI______________________________________________

____ 133 develop certain abnormalities called as mental

disorders which need to be treated and one method of

treatment is the psychoanalysis. Freud developed a technique

that he called psychoanalysis and used it to treat mental

disorders. The conscious contains all the information that a

person is paying attention to at any given time. The

preconscious contains all the information outside of a

person’s attention but readily available if needed. The

unconscious contains thoughts, feelings, desires, and

memories of which people have no awareness but which

keep influencing every aspect of individual’s day to day life.

Freud believed that personality gets clearly established during

childhood, largely before the age of five years. He proposed

five stages of psychosexual development, viz., the oral stage,

the anal stage, the phallic stage, the latency stage, and the

genital stage. Thus personality development for Freud took

place before five years of age and continued on into the

adulthood with very little change. Freud had many followers

and some of them parted company with him on many of the

issues related to personality development, as for instance the

issue of psychosexual development etc. Erikson was one

such person who was a follower of Freud but separated away

to propound his own theory. Erikson’s theory of ego

psychology holds certain tenets that differentiate his theory

from Freud’s. Erikson’s stages provide a framework in which

one can bring in the culture concept and compare the

present day to that of the earlier days. It also offers insights

regarding the eight stages being divided into two parts, with

one ending with childhood and the other adult development.
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In this unit we will be dealing with the theories of personality

development as put forward by Freud and Erikson. 5.3

In this unit we will be dealing with the theories of personality

development as put forward by Freud and Erikson. 2.1
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Psychodynamic Theories of Personality Psychodynamic

Theory is one in which patients treated for mental disorders

are viewed within a model of illness that attempts to identify

something that may be not in the realm of awareness of the

individual concerned. Each individual is perceived to be made

up from a dynamic that begins in early childhood and

continually progresses throughout life. This way of thinking,

however, is generally considered a watered down version of

the more conservative and rigid psychoanalytic school of

thought. Psychoanalysis emphasises the belief that all adult

problems are directly related to events in one’s childhood.

Therapists who practice this theory have a tendency to look

at individuals as the composite of their parental upbringing.

Their focus is on the means for settling conflicts between

themselves and their parents as well as within themselves.

Psychodynamic therapists tend to believe in the theoretical

constructs of the ego (which acts as a force 134

________________________________________________
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the information outside of a person’s attention but readily

available if needed. Example: A close friend’s telephone

number, the make of one’s car, and many of the past

experiences are in the preconscious. The unconscious

contains thoughts, feelings, desires, and memories of which

people have no awareness but that which influence every

aspect of the individual’s day to-day lives.
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Example : Rakesh’s unconscious might contain angry feelings

toward his mother or a traumatic incident he experienced at

age four, about none of which he is aware. Freud believed

that information in the unconscious tries to come into the

conscious and very often it is seen in slips of the tongue,

jokes, dreams, illness symptoms, and the association’
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people make between ideas. The Freudian Slip Manju calls up

her mother on Mother’s Day and says, “You’re the beast,

Mom,” when she consciously intended to say, “You’re the

best, Mom.” According to psychoanalytic theory, this slip of

the tongue, known as a Freudian slip, reveals her

unconscious anger toward her mother. 136
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__ NSOU l PGSW-VI The ID, The EGO, and The Superego

Freud proposed that personality has three components: the

id, the ego, and the superego. Id: Id is conceived as a

reservoir of instinctual energy that contains biological urges

such as impulses toward survival, sex, and aggression. The id

is unconscious and operates according to the pleasure

principle, the drive to achieve pleasure and avoid pain. The id

is characterised by primary process thinking, which is illogical,

irrational, and motivated by a desire for the immediate

gratification of impulses. Ego: Ego is considered as the

component that manages the conflict between the id and the

constraints of the real world. Some parts of the ego are

unconscious, while others are preconscious or conscious.

The ego operates according to the reality principle, the

awareness that gratification of impulses has to be delayed in

order to accommodate the demands of the real world. The

ego is characterised by secondary process thinking, which is

logical and rational. The ego’s role is to prevent the id from

gratifying its impulses in socially inappropriate ways.

Superego: This is considered to be the moral component of

personality. It contains all the moral standards learned from

parents and society. The superego forces the ego to conform

not only to reality but also to its ideals of morality. Hence, the

superego causes people to feel guilty when they go against

society’s rules. Like the ego, the superego operates at all

three levels of awareness. Conflict: Freud believed that the id,

the ego, and the superego are in constant conflict. He

focused mainly on conflicts concerning sexual and

aggressive urges because these urges are most likely to

violate societal rules. Anxiety: Internal conflicts can make a

person feel anxious. In Freud’s view, anxiety arises when the

ego cannot adequately balance the demands of the id and

the superego. The id demands gratification of its impulses,

and the superego demands maintenance of its moral

standards.
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similar to a referee) and the superego (known as the

conscience) as well as an id that exists inside all of us that

tends to act as the devil’s advocate working against the

thought process of the conscience. All of these constructs

work together to make up the personality and the role of the

unconscious is emphasised meaning that contrary to what

else one may think, what one does not know can indeed hurt

the person and more often than not, it does just that. The

development of an adult’s personality is viewed in terms of

whether an individual has been able to successfully maneuver

through the psychosexual stages of childhood development.

Because of this belief, adults are unlikely to know how they

are screwed up and as a result may not even recognise the

signs of mental distress or mental disorder. 5.4 Psychoanalytic

Theory by Sigmund Freud In the late 1800s and early 1900s,

Freud developed a technique that he called psychoanalysis

and used it to treat mental disorders. He formed his theory of

psychoanalysis by observing his patients. According to

psychoanalytic theory, personality development takes place

as a result of the attempts to resolve conflicts between

unconscious sexual andaggressive impulses and societal

demands to restrain these impulses. Freud’s theory of

development has two primary ideas: 1) Everything you

become is determined by your first few years – indeed, the

adult is exclusively determined by the child’s experiences,

because whatever actions occur in adulthood are based on a

blueprint laid down in the earliest years of life (childhood

solutions to problems are perpetuated) 2) The story of

development is the story of how to handle anti-social

impulses in socially acceptable ways. The Conscious, The

Preconscious, and The Unconscious Freud believed that

most mental processes are unconscious. He proposed that

people have three levels of awareness: The Preconscious, the

conscious and the unconscious The conscious contains all

the information that a person is paying attention to at any

given time. Example: The words Dan is reading, the objects in

his field of vision, the sounds he can hear, and any thirst,

hunger, or pain he is experiencing at the moment are all in his

conscious. The preconscious contains all
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Defense Mechanisms To manage these internal conflicts,

people use defense mechanisms. Defense mechanisms are

behaviours that protect people from anxiety. There are

different defense mechanisms, many of which are automatic

and unconscious. Some of these defense mechanisms

commonly used by individuals are presented below. It may be

mentioned here that the individual is generally not aware that

he or she is using defense mechanisms at the conscious

level. a. Repression: keeping unpleasant thoughts, memories,

and feelings shut up in the unconscious. Example: Ram

witnessed his mother being beaten by agoonda on a motor

cycle who was trying to snatch away her gold chain.
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This happened around when he was seven years of age. He

does not remember this incident as of today as an adult. This

is so because he has repressed that traumatic incident into

the unconscious.
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Reaction formation: This refers to behaving in a way that is

opposite to behaviour, feelings, or thoughts that are

considered unacceptable. Example: Nisha feels attracted to

her boss but does not admit this to herself. Instead, she

constantly makes very disparaging comments about the boss,

exactly opposite of her feelings of attraction. c. Projection:

attributing one’s own unacceptable thoughts or feelings to

someone else. Example: Karan gets attracted to women

other than his wife and feels bad about it. However he is
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to accept such feelings within him. He therefore

unconsciously projects these feelings on to his wife saying

that she is unfaithful and that she goes with other men and

gets attracted to other men etc.
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Rationalization: using incorrect but self serving explanations

to justify unacceptable behaviour, thoughts, or feelings.

Example: Ronak jumps a red light while driving. He justifies

this by telling to himself that he was already in the

intersection when the light changed to red. e. Displacement:

transferring feelings about a person or event onto someone

or something else. Example: Seth is angry at his professor for

giving him a bad grade. He leaves class and shouts angrily at a

passerby who accidentally bumps into him.
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giving him a bad grade. He leaves class and shouts angrily at a

passerby who accidentally bumps into him.
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Denial: refusing to acknowledge something that is obvious to

others. Example: Rashmi has started drinking alcohol which

has started to affect her academic performance, her job, and

her relationships. However, she insists that she drinks only to

relieve stress and that she does not have an alcohol problem.
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Regression: reverting to a more immature state of

psychological development. Example: When six-year-old

Jameel gets less attention from his parents because of a new

baby brother, he suddenly starts to wet his bed at night. h.

Sublimation: channeling unacceptable thoughts and feelings

into socially acceptable behaviour. Example: Priya deals with

her angry feelings toward her family by writing science fiction

stories about battles between civilizations which contains a

lot of aggression. 140

________________________________________________
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the boy develops masculine characteristics and identifies

himself as a male, and represses his sexual feelings toward his

mother.
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The boy starts to develop masculine characteristics and to

recognises himself as a male and represses the feelings for his

mother.
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Humanistic and Self Theories of (Malsow and Rogers)

Personality The Humanistic Approach began in response to

concerns by therapists against perceived limitations of

Psychodynamic theories, especially psychoanalysis.

Psychologists and psychoanalysts such as Carl Rogers and

Abraham Maslow felt that the existing (psychodynamic)

theories failed to adequately address issues such as the

meaning of behaviour, and the nature of healthy growth.

However, the result was not simply new variations on

psychodynamic theory, but rather a fundamentally new

approach. There are several factors which distinguish the

Humanistic Approach from other approaches, that is, the

difference can be seen in the emphasis on subjective

meaning, a rejection of determinism, and a concern for

positive growth rather than pathology. While one might argue

that some psychodynamic theories provide a vision of

healthy growth (including Jung’s concept of individuation),

the other characteristics distinguish the Humanistic Approach

from every other approach within psychology (and

sometimes lead theorists from other approaches to say the

Humanistic Approach is not a science at all). Most

psychologists believe that
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behaviour can only be understood objectively (by an impartial

observer), but the humanists argue that this results in

concluding that an individual is incapable of understanding

their own behaviour—a view which they see as both

paradoxical and dangerous to well-being. Instead, humanists

like Rogers argue that the meaning of behaviour is essentially

personal and subjective; they further argue that accepting

this idea is not unscientific, because ultimately all individuals

are subjective: what makes science reliable is not that

scientists are purely objective, but that the nature of observed

events can be agreed upon by different observers (a process

Rogers calls
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methods (e.g., surveys, group data) which humanists have

traditionally avoided. Another area influenced by the

humanistic approach has been coaching psychology. While

the term originated in “personal coaching” in sports, it more

generally refers to a focus on enhancing individual potential,

and the field has gradually become a specific area within

many psychology associations. Abraham Maslow :

Humanistic Approach to Personality Abraham Maslow, widely

regarded as one of the founders of the Humanistic Approach,

was born on April 1, 1908 in Brooklyn, New York. He received

his BA in 1930, his MA in 1931, and his PhD in 1934, all in

psychology, all from the University of Wisconsin. A year after

graduation, he returned to New York to work with E. L.

Thorndike at Columbia, where Maslow became interested in

research on human sexuality. He began teaching full time at

Brooklyn College. During this period of his life, he came into

contact with the many European intellectuals who were

migrating to the US, and Brooklyn in particular, at that time.

Persons like Adler, Fromm, Horney, as well as several Gestalt

and Freudian psychologists also migrated to Brooklyn initially.

Maslow served as the chair of the psychology department at

Brandeis from 1951 to 1969. While working here he met Kurt

Goldstein, who had put forward the idea of self- actualisation

in his famous book, The Organism (1934). It was also here

that he began his crusade for a humanistic psychology,

something ultimately much more important to him than his

own theorising. He spent his final years in semi retirement in

California, until, on June 8 1970, he died of a heart attack

after years of ill health. Maslow developed a theory of

personality that has influenced a number of different fields.

This wide influence is due in part to the high level of

practicality of Maslow’s theory. His theory accurately

describes many realities of personal experiences. Humanists

do not believe that human beings are pushed and pulled by

mechanical forces, either of stimuli and reinforcements

(behaviourism) or of unconscious instinctual impulses

(psychoanalysis). Humanists focus upon potentials. They

believe that humans strive for an upper level of capabilities.

Humans seek the frontiers of creativity, the highest reaches of

consciousness and wisdom. This has been labeled “fully

functioning person”, “healthy personality”, or as Maslow calls

this level, “self-actualising person.” Maslow’s theory of

personality can be explained
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Humanistic and Self Theory (Malsow and Rogers) Maslow

developed a theory of personality that has influenced a

number of different fields. This wide influence is due in part

to the high level of practicality of Maslow’s theory. His theory

accurately describes many realities of personal experiences.

Humanists do not believe that human beings are pushed and

pulled by mechanical forces, either of stimuli and

reinforcements (behaviourism) or of unconscious instinctual

impulses (psychoanalysis). Humanists focus upon potentials.

They believe that humans strive for an upper level of

capabilities. Humans seek the frontiers of creativity, the

highest reaches of consciousness and wisdom. This has been

labeled “fully functioning person”, “healthy personality”, or as

Maslow calls this level, “self-actualising person.” Maslow’s

theory of personality can be explained
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the following headings: 1) Hierarchy of needs, 2) Deficit

needs, 3) Growth needs, 4) Self-actualisers Hierarchy of

Needs Maslow proposed a theory of human motivation based

on hierarchy of needs. The lower a need in the hierarchy the

more dominating that need is. In other words, when several

needs are active, the lowest need will be most compelling.

The higher order needs emerge only when the lower level

needs are satisfied. The first four levels are considered

deficiency or deprivation needs (“D-needs”) in that their lack

of satisfaction causes a deficiency that motivates people to

meet these needs. For instance the Physiological needs

which are at the lowest level on the hierarchy, include

necessities such as air, food, and water. These tend to be

satisfied for most people, but they become predominant

when unmet. During emergencies, safety needs such as

health and security rise to the forefront. Once these two

levels are met, belongingness needs, such as obtaining love

and intimate relationships or close friendships, become

important. The next level, esteem needs, include the need for

recognition from others, confidence, achievement, and self-

esteem. The highest level is self-actualisation, or the self-

fulfilment. Behaviour in this case is not driven or motivated by

deficiencies but rather one’s desire for personal growth and

the need to become all the things that a person is capable of

becoming (Maslow, 1970). Now we will discuss each level of

needs one by one : The lowest level in the Maslow’s hierarchy

is the physiological needs. These include the most basic

needs that are vital to survival, such as the need for water, air,

food and sleep. Maslow believed that these needs are the

most basic and instinctive needs in the hierarchy because all

needs become secondary until these physiological needs are

met. These needs are such that if they are not satisfied the

organism dies. If the threat of dying because of perturbation

of the physiological equilibrium has vanished, the organism

can direct its attention to more indirect threats, such as the

danger of being caught by a predator, and try to avoid them.

The next needs in the hierarchy are safety needs. These

include needs for safety and security. Security needs are

important for survival, but they are not as demanding 150

________________________________________________

__ NSOU l PGSW-VI as the physiological needs. Examples of

security needs include a desire for steady employment,

health insurance, safe neighbourhoods and shelter from the

environment. At the third level of the hierarchy are

belongingness needs. These include needs for belonging,

love and affection. Maslow considered these needs to be less

basic than physiological and security needs. Relationships

such as friendships, romantic attachments and families help

fulfill this need for companionship and acceptance, as does

involvement in social, community or religious groups. At the

fourth level of hierarchy are self-esteem needs After the first

three needs have been satisfied, esteem needs becomes

increasingly important. Maslow noted two versions of esteem

needs, a lower one and a higher one. The lower one is the

need for the respect of others, the need for status,

recognition, fame, prestige, and attention. The higher one is

the need for self-respect, the need for strength, competence,
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The next needs in the hierarchy are safety needs. These

include needs for safety and security. Security needs are

important for survival, but they are not as demanding as the

physiological needs. Examples of security needs include a

desire for steady employment, health insurance, safe

neighbourhoods and shelter from the environment. At the

third level of the hierarchy are belongingness needs. These

include needs for belonging, love and affection. Maslow

considered these needs to be less basic than physiological

and security needs. Relationships such as friendships,

romantic attachments and families help fulfill this need for

companionship and acceptance, as does involvement in

social, community or religious groups. At the fourth level of

hierarchy are self-esteem needs After the first three needs

have been satisfied, esteem needs becomes increasingly

important. Maslow noted two versions of esteem needs, a

lower one and a higher one. The lower one is the need for

the respect of others, the need for status, recognition, fame,

prestige, and attention. The higher one is the need for self-

respect, the need for strength, competence, mastery, self-
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mastery, self-confidence, independence and freedom. These

needs rank higher because it rests more on inner

competence won through experience. Deprivation of these

needs can lead to an inferiority complex, weakness and

helplessness. Satisfaction of the self-esteem need leads to

feelings of self-confidence, worth, strength, capability and

adequacy of being useful and necessary in the world. These

feelings in turn give rise to either basic discouragement or

else compensatory or neurotic trends. An appreciation of the

necessity of basic self-confidence and an understanding of

how helpless people are without it, can be easily gained from

a study of severe traumatic neurosis The highest level need is

self-actualisation. “What a man can be, he must be”. This

forms the basis of the perceived need for self-actualisation.

This level of need pertains to what a person’s full potential is

and realising that potential. Maslow describes this desire as

the desire to become more and more what one is, to

become everything that one is capable of becoming. This is a

broad definition of the need for self-actualisation, but when

applied to individuals the need is specific. For example one

individual may have the strong desire to become an ideal

parent, while for another it may be expressed athletically, and

in the third it may be expressed in painting, pictures, or

inventions. As mentioned earlier, in order to reach a clear

understanding of this level of need one must first not only

achieve the previous needs, physiological, safety, love, and

esteem, but master these needs. Below are Maslow’s

descriptions of the consequences that what will happen if

these needs are not satisfied.
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Deficiency Needs It has been stated in the earlier discussion

that the first four levels of needs are called deficit needs, or

D-needs. If you don’t have enough of something, then it is

said that you have a deficit that is you feel the need. But if you

get all you need, you feel nothing at all! In other words, they

cease to be motivating. He also talks about these levels in

terms of homeostasis. Homeostasis is the principle by which

the bodily system (thermostat) operates. In other words,

when it gets too cold, the thermostat switches the heat on

and when it gets too hot, it switches the heat off. In the same

way, human body, when it lacks a certain substance, develops

a hunger for it; when it gets enough of it, then the hunger

stops. Maslow simply extends this homeostatic principle to

needs, such as safety, belongingness, and esteem about

which we do not ordinarily think of in these terms. In terms of

overall development, we move through these levels a bit like

stages. As newborns, our focus (if not our entire set of needs)

is on the satisfaction of the physiological needs. Soon, we

begin to recognise that we need to be safe. Soon after that,

we crave attention and affection. A bit later, we look for self-

esteem. Mind you, this is in the first couple of years! Under

stressful conditions, or when survival is 152

________________________________________________

__
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threatened, we can “regress” to a lower need level. When you

find that your great career falls flat, you might seek out a little

attention. When your family decides to leave you, it seems

that love is again all you ever wanted. If you have significant

problems along your development, that is a period of

extreme insecurity such as hunger as a child, or the loss of a

family member through death or divorce, or significant

neglect or abuse, it is possible that one may “fixate” on that

set of needs for the rest of one’s life. Growth Needs Maslow

has used a variety of terms to refer to the last level of needs.

He has called it growth motivation (in contrast to deficit

motivation). They are called the being needs (or B-needs, in

contrast to D-needs), and self-actualisation. These are needs

that do not involve balance or homeostasis. They involve the

continuous desire to fulfill potentials, to “be all that you can

be”. If you want to be truly self- actualising, you need to have

your lower needs taken care of, at least to a considerable

extent. This makes sense, which is if you are hungry, you are

scrambling to get food; if you are unsafe, you have to be

continuously on guard; if you are isolated and unloved, you

have to satisfy that need; if you have a low sense of self-

esteem, you have to be defensive or compensate. When

lower needs are unmet, you cannot fully devote yourself to

fulfilling your potentials. The question becomes, of course,

what exactly Maslow means by self actualisation. To answer

that, we need to look at the kind of people he called self-

actualised persons. Fortunately, he did this for us, using a

qualitative method called biographical analysis. He began by

picking out a group of people, some historical figures, some

people he knew, whom he felt clearly met the standard of

self-actualisation. Included in this august group were

Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Jefferson, Albert Einstein, Eleanor

Roosevelt, Jane Adams, William James, Albert Schweitzer,

Benedict Spinoza, and Alduous Huxley, plus 12 unnamed

people who were alive at the time Maslow did his research.

He then looked at their biographies, writings, the acts and

words of those he knew personally, and so on. From these

sources, he developed a list of qualities that seemed

characteristic of these people, as opposed to the great mass

of us. Characteristics of Self-Actualisers According to Maslow,

people who are self actualised, were: 1) Reality-centred,

which means they could differentiate what is fake and

dishonest from what is real and genuine?
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have to be continuously on guard; if you are isolated and

unloved, you have to satisfy that need; if you have a low
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devote yourself to fulfilling your potentials. The question

becomes, of course, what exactly Maslow means by self-
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Characteristics of Self-actualisers According to Maslow,

people who are self actualised, were 1) Reality-centered,

which means they could differentiate what is fake and

dishonest from what is real and genuine. 2)
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Problem-centred, meaning they treated life’s difficulties as

problems demanding solutions, not as personal troubles to

be railed at or surrendered to. 3) Had a different perception of

means and ends. They felt that the ends do not necessarily

justify the means, that the means could be ends themselves,

and that the means, that is the journey was often more

important than the ends. 4) Had different ways of relating to

others. First, they enjoyed solitude, and were comfortable

being alone. And they enjoyed deeper personal relations with

a few close friends and family members, rather than more

shallow relationships with many people. 5) Enjoyed

autonomy, a relative independence from physical and social

needs. 6) Resisted enculturation, that is, they were not

susceptible to social pressure to be “well adjusted” or to “fit

in” . They were, in fact, nonconformists in the best sense. 7)

Had an unhostile sense of humor. They preferred to joke at

their own expense, or at the human condition, and never

directing their humor at others. 8) Had a quality of

acceptance of self and others, by which he meant that these

people would be more likely to take you as you are than try

to change you into what they thought you should be. This

same acceptance applied to their attitudes towards

themselves: If some quality of theirs wasn’t harmful, they let it

be, even enjoying it as a personal quirk. 9) They were often

strongly motivated to change negative qualities in themselves

that could be changed. 10) They possessed qualities such as

spontaneity and simplicity. 11) They preferred being

themselves rather than being pretentious or artificial. 12) They

had a sense of humility and respect towards others —

something Maslow also called democratic value. 13) They

had a quality Maslow called human kinship, that is social

interest, compassion, and humanity. 14) were strong in their

ethical behaviours. 15) They were spiritual but never

conventionally religious in nature. 16) They had a certain

freshness of appreciation, an ability to see things, even

ordinary things, with wonder. 17) They had the ability to be

creative, inventive, and original. 18) They tended to have

more peak experiences than the average person. A peak 154
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experience is one that takes you out of yourself, that makes

you feel very tiny, or very large, to some extent one with life

or nature or God. It gives you a feeling of being a part of the

infinite and the eternal. These experiences tend to leave their

mark on a person, change them for the better, and many

people actively seek them out. They are also called mystical

experiences, and are an important part of many religious and

philosophical traditions. Maslow did not however think that

self actualised persons were perfect. There were several flaws

or imperfections he discovered along the way as well. These

were as given below: 1) They often suffered considerable

anxiety and guilt. These anxiety and guilt were realistic ones

rather than misplaced or neurotic versions. 2) Some of them

were absent minded and overly kind. 3) Also some of them

had unexpected moments of ruthlessness, surgical coldness,

and loss of humor. 4) Maslow also stated that when a self

actualised person does not get their needs fulfilled, they

respond with metapathologies. That is they respond with a

list of problems. 5) When forced to live without these values,

the self-actualiser develops depression, despair, disgust,

alienation, and a degree of cynicism. Evaluation Maslow has

been a very inspirational figure in personality theories. In the

1960’s in particular, people were tired of the reductionist,

mechanistic messages of the behaviourists and physiological

psychologists. They were looking for meaning and purpose in

their lives, even a higher, more mystical meaning. Maslow

was one of the pioneers in that movement to bring the

human being back into psychology and the person back into

personality. Moreover, Maslow’s unique contribution lies in

his preoccupation with healthy people rather than sick ones

and his feeling that studies of two groups generate different

types of theory. Maslow chose the more direct course of

studying healthy people whose wholeness and unity of

personality are readily apparent. But in spite of this unique

contribution Maslow’s theory has been criticized on many

grounds. The most common criticism concerns his

methodology: Picking a small number of people that he

himself declared self-actualising, then reading about them or

talking with them, and coming to conclusions about what

self-actualisation is in the first place does not sound like good

science to many people. Another criticism is that Maslow

placed certain constraints on self-actualisation.
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and depression. 6.3 Carl Rogers’s Theory of Personality Carl

Rogers was born on January 8, 1902, in Oak Park, Illinois.

Raised on a farm from the age of twelve, Rogers entered the

Agricultural College of the University of Wisconsin in 1919,

where he graduated with a degree in history. While in college

he felt a religious calling and eventually began training to

become a Protestant minister, and after graduating in 1924 he

enrolled at the Union Theological Seminary in New York City.

From there he transferred to Teachers College at Columbia

University in order to pursue counseling rather than the

strictly religious aspect of his ministerial profession. He

subsequently focused on clinical and educational

psychology, writing his doctoral dissertation on personality

adjustment in children. Throughout the 1930s, Rogers

worked in the field of child psychology, and in 1940 he

accepted a position as a professor of psychology at Ohio

State University. It was at this time that he began to develop

the theories and methodology for which he would later

become renowned. The incipient concepts of Rogers’s

therapeutic approach appeared in his 1942 book Counseling

and Psychotherapy, and within the next few years he

developed his concept of the self as the organising element

in human personality and the principles of the “nondirective,”

or client-centered, style of therapy. In 1945 he took a position

as professor of psychology and head of the counseling

center at the University of Chicago, where, over the next

twelve years, he further refined and articulated his 156
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ideas, publishing Client-Centered Therapy (1951) during this

time. A charismatic figure, Rogers’s influence over students,

colleagues, and various collaborators, as well as his

publication of best-selling books such as On Becoming a

Person (1961) and Person to Person (1967) made him the

central figure in American humanistic psychology throughout

his lifetime. Carl Rogers was not only one of the founders of

the Humanistic Approach, but also arguably the most

influential therapist in the 20th century. Rogers’s theory is

basically phenomenological, in that it placed a strong

emphasis on the experience of the person, their feelings, their

values, and all that is summed up by the expression “inner

life”. His theory is also known as self-theory. The other name

of his theory is person-centered theory. His theory grew out

of his own experience in working with individual in the

therapeutic relationship In terms of his theory, there are two

fundamental ideas which are particularly worth noting. First,

Rogers talked about healthy development in terms of how

individuals perceived their own being. Healthy individuals will

tend to see congruence between their sense of who they are

(self) and who they feel they should be (ideal self). While no

one tends to experience perfect congruence at all times, the

relative degree of congruence is an indicator of health. The

second fundamental idea is Rogers’s concept of the

conditions for healthy growth, and the role of a therapist in

fostering healthy growth. Through a process Rogers called

person-centered therapy; the therapist seeks to provide

empathy, openness, and unconditional positive regard.

Rogers called his technique nondirective therapy, based on

the concept that the therapist is simply a “mirror” who reflects

the individual’s thoughts and feelings. Rogers’s theory can be

explained under the following three headings: 1) Enduring

aspects of personality 2) Self-actualisation 3) Development of

self 6.4 Maslow Theory of Personality Enduring Aspects of

Personality Rogers’ theory of personality evolved out of his

work as a clinical psychologist and developed as an offshoot

of his theory of client-centered (later called personcentered)

therapy. Since the main aim of his theory is to explain the

growth and development within the individual, so his theory

does not appear to lay much emphasis on personality

development, rather prefer to devote his attention to such

constructs that are of fundamental importance to his theory.

These are: (i) the organism and (ii) the self.
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The Organism Rogers approach to the study of persons is

phenomenological and idiographic. His view of human

behaviour is that it is “exquisitely rational”. Furthermore, in his

opinion: “the core of man’s nature is essentially positive” and

he is a “trustworthy organism”. According to Rogers the

organism is the locus of all experience, including everything

potentially available to awareness, at any given moment. The

totality of experience constitutes the phenomenal field. The

phenomenal field is the individual’s frame of reference that

can only be known to the person. It can never be known to

another, except through empathetic experience and at that

level too, can never be known perfectly. Rogers emphasised

that the individual’s way of behaving depends upon the

phenomenal field (subjective reality) and not upon the

stimulating conditions (external reality). The phenomenal field

at any given moment is made up of conscious and

unconscious experiences. The person tends to check his or

her experiences against the reality. This testing of reality

provides with dependable knowledge of the world so that

one is able to behave realistically. In most of the cases the

person accepts his or her experiences as true representation

of reality, while in reality they may not be the true

representation. As a result the person may develop

misconceptions about himself/herself and about the external

world. The Self (Real and Ideal) Rogers developed one of the

most systematic models of self, in relation to the personality-

functioning. The self or self-concept, is one of the central

concepts in his theory, and the theory is often referred to as

the self-theory of personality. Rogers defined self as the

organised, consistent, conceptual gestalt composed of

perceptions of the characteristics of the “I” or “me”, and the

perception of the relationship “I” or “me” to various aspects of

life, together the values attached to those perceptions. In

short, it is one’s picture of him or hers. Rogers further

distinguishes two aspects or subsystems of self: The real self

and the ideal self. The real self is the “you” that, if all goes

well, you will become, while the ideal self is what the person

would like to be. By ideal, Rogers is suggesting something not

real, something that is always out of our reach, the standard

we can not meet. Thus, Rogers’s personality theory

distinguishes between two personalities. The real self, which

is created and developed through the actualising tendency, it

is the self that one can become. The demands of society,

however, do not always support the actualising tendency and

we are forced to live under conditions that are out of step

with our tendencies. The ideal self is the 158
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ideal created through the demands of society. Rogers does

not see it as something to strive for (that is the real self) but

an ideal imposed on us we can never fully reach. Rogers’ view

of ‘hidden’ personality relates to the person one could be

given the right circumstances within society and for an

individual to be truly happy (and for self-actualisation to be

realised) their public and private selves must be as similar as

possible. For an individual to be truly happy and for self-

actualisation to be realised, the public and hidden selves must

be as similar as possible. Rogers believed that when all

aspects of a person’s life, surroundings and thoughts are in

harmony then the ideal state of congruence is reached

(Pervin & Oliver 1997). Congruity and Incongruity The

importance of the concept of organism and self, in Rogers

theory becomes clear when we examine the idea of

congruence and incongruence between this self as

perceived, and the self as actually experienced by the

organism. When the symbolised experiences that constitute

the self, faithfully mirror the experiences of the organism, the

self and organism are said to be congruent, that is the

individual is believed to be adjusted, mature and fully

functioning. Otherwise, there would be incongruence.

According to Rogers, most of the ways of behaving that are

adopted by the organism are those that are consistent with

the concept of self. In some instances, behaviour may be

brought about by organic experiences and needs which have

not been symbolised. Such behaviour may be inconsistent

with the structure of the self but in such instances the

behaviour is not “owned” by the individual. Rogers suggests

that the incongruent individual who is always on the

defensive and cannot be open to all experiences is not

functioning ideally and may even be malfunctioning. They

work hard at maintaining/protecting their self concept.

Because their lives are not authentic this is a difficult task and

they are under constant threat. They deploy defense

mechanisms to achieve this. He describes two mechanisms:

distortion and denial. Distortion occurs when the individual

perceives a threat to their self concept. They distort the

perception until it fits their self concept. This defensive

behaviour reduces the consciousness of the threat but not

the threat itself. And so, as the threats mount, the work of

protecting the self concept becomes more difficult and the

individual becomes more defensive and rigid in their self

structure. If the incongruence is immoderate this process

may lead the individual to a state that would typically be

described as neurotic. Their functioning becomes precarious

and psychologically vulnerable. If the situation worsens it is

possible that the defenses cease to function altogether and

the individual becomes aware of the incongruence of their

situation. Their personality becomes disorganised and bizarre;

irrational behaviour, associated with earlier denied aspects of

self, may erupt uncontrollably. Thus, it may be concluded that

psychological adjustment exists when the concept of the self

is such that all the sensory and visceral experiences of the

organism are,
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or may be, assimilated on a symbolic level into a consistent

relationship with the concept of self. Psychological

maladjustment exists when the organism denies awareness of

significant sensory and visceral experiences, which

consequently are not symbolised and organised into the

gestalt of the self structure. When this situation exists, there is

a basic or potential psychological tension. Any experience

which is inconsistent with the organisation of the structure of

the self may be perceived as a threat, and the more of these

perceptions there are, the more rigidly the self structure is

organised to maintain itself. Self-Actualisation According to

Rogers, only the single motive is there that impels human

beings to action, and that motive can be described as the

actualising tendency. Rogers (1959) maintains that the human

“organism” has an underlying “actualising tendency”, which

aims to develop all capacities in ways that maintain or

enhance the organism and move it toward autonomy. This

tendency is directional, constructive and present in all living

things. The actualising tendency can be suppressed but can

never be destroyed without the destruction of the organism

(Rogers, 1977). The concept of the actualising tendency is the

only motive force in the theory. It encompasses all

motivations; tension, need, or drive reductions; and creative

as well as pleasure- seeking tendencies (Rogers, 1959). Only
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‘to become selfactualised’. The Development of Self Rogers,

unlike Freud, Sullivan, and Erikson, did not try to propose a

stage theory of personality development. In other words,

Rogers did not explain the personality development in steps

or stages; rather he emphasised the importance of

congruence between the self of the person and his

experiences in the development of personality. Adjustment

and psychological health have also been explained in terms

of realistic self-concept that is congruent with self. Rogers

maintained that unless we are taught inappropriately by those

whose love we need, our self-concept in based on our own

perceptions, and fits well with our experiences. If we are

taught 160
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to have a self-concept that does not match what we actually

experience, we are going to have difficulty. For example, you

might learn that nice people never get angry and then find

yourself in a situation in which you are insulted; your self-

concept does not allow you to perceive your feeling of anger

accurately. The greater the discrepancy between our self and

our experiences, the greater the maladjustment and anxiety,

and the harder we must reconcile what we believe ourselves

and what we encounter in the world around us. Rogers also

suggests that if there is a large self-experience discrepancy,

and if there is no way to avoid all of the relevant experiences,

the defensive system may be unable to handle anxiety; it may

breakdown and result in a disorganisation of personality. Early

in our lives, we each have direct experience with pleasure and

pain; for example, we obviously learn that it is good to eat

and bad to be hungry, good to be in mother’s arm and bad to

touch a hot stove and so on. Beyond these simple physical

reactions, there is a need for positive regard. That is, we want

to be loved and respected as individuals. Our parents tend to

be the primary source of love and affection, and it is

desperately important to maintain their good will. We want

them to praise us, say that we are good, and express positive

feelings toward us. When we do something they dislike and

they let us know it, the experience is painful one. We strive to

alter our behaviour to get back in their good graces. The

crucial problem occurs when the beliefs, values, and

perceptions of parents do not fit the child’s experiences and

feelings. Let us look at an example of the process. A three

year old boy is upset when his mother gives birth to a second

baby. He must share love and attention with the new

addition, be quiet when the baby is sleeping and so on. From

the brother’s perspective, the situation involves rejection and

loss of status: most likely he feels not only depressed but

hostile. The obvious target of his hostility is the new sister.

One day his mother finds him deliberately pinching the

sister’s arm to make her cry. What does the mother do? Her

decision at this point is described by Rogers as a critical one

in the development of the boy’s self-concept. The usual

response of the mother will be to punish the child and reject

him because of his hostility and force him to love his sister.

The conflict for the boy is clear. Since the need for mother’s

love is vitally important, so he may alter his self-concept to

conform to what the mother wanted. In this case, the

mother’s reaction might serve to help give this child a self-

concept, inconsistent with his experiences. Rogers

recognised the three crucial points for the parents to keep in

mind. 1) First, the child’s feeling must be recognised and

accepted. 2) Second, the mother should avoid threatening

the child with the most threatening punishment of all – loss

of love. 3) Third, the hostile behaviour must be clearly and

unmistakenly rejected and prevented.
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Evaluation The person-centered approach, being the unique

approach to understanding personality and human

relationships, found wide application in various domains such

as psychotherapy and counseling, organisations, and other

group settings. Rogers’s greatest contribution may lie in his

encouraging a humane and ethical treatment of persons,

approaching psychology as a human science rather than a

natural science. Rogers’s person-centered approach has

been criticised on many grounds. The most important being

the charge that many psychologists tend to impose their

views based upon naïve phenomenology. For instance,

Rogers accepted client’s statement to be always true and

reliable, when self-reports normally lack credibility. Rogers

has also been criticised for ignoring unconscious

determinants of behaviour, attested by psycho-analytic

investigators over a long period. It is also criticised on the

ground that the theory deals only with surface issues and

does not explore deeper areas. 6.5
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The central theme in humanistic and self theories is the drive

towards self actualisation, to realise one’s full potential. Other

themes include personal growth, openness to experience,

living in the present, personal responsibility, and inherent

goodness of people. For the humanists, the unit of analysis is

“perceived reality”. Probably the best known proponent of this

approach is Abraham Maslow. Maslow proposes a model of

how a happy, healthy, well-functioning person behaves,

which is based on concrete observations of real people,

rather than on formulating ideal requirements. Moreover

Maslow proposes a simple and intuitively appealing theory of

motivation, which explains where such a “self-actualising”

personality comes from. Maslow’s theory can be explained in

terms of Hierarchy of needs, deficiency needs, growth needs

and characteristics of self-actualising persons. Maslow

proposed a theory of human motivation based on hierarchy

of needs. The lower a need in the hierarchy the more

prepotent or dominating that need is. In other words, when

several needs are active, the lowest need will be most

compelling. The higher order need emerge only when the

lower level needs are satisfied. The first four levels are

considered deficiency or deprivation needs (“D-needs”) in

that their lack of satisfaction causes a deficiency that

motivates people to meet these needs. Physiological needs,

the lowest level on the hierarchy, include necessities such as

air, food, and water. These tend to be satisfied for most

people, but they become 162

________________________________________________

__ NSOU l PGSW-VI predominant when unmet. During

emergencies, safety needs such as health and security rise to

the forefront. Once these two levels are met, belongingness

needs, such as obtaining love and intimate relationships or

close friendships, become important. The next level, esteem

needs, include the need for recognition from others,

confidence, achievement, and self-esteem. The highest level

is self-actualisation, or the self-fulfillment. Behaviour in this

case is not driven or motivated by deficiencies but rather

one’s desire for personal growth and the need to become all

the things that a person is capable of becoming. In order to

study the characteristics self-actualisers of Maslow studied a

group of people, whom he felt clearly met the standard of

self- actualisation. Using a qualitative method called

biographical analysis; he developed a list of qualities that

seemed characteristic of the self-actualisers, as opposed to

the great mass of us. Rogers’s theory, also known as self-

theory, is basically phenomenological, in that it placed a

strong emphasis on the experience of the person, their

feelings, their values, and all that is summed up by the

expression “inner life”. His theory grew out of his own

experience in working with individual in the therapeutic

relationship
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verification). The main aim of humanistic approach is to

provide concepts and methods for stimulating learning,

growth and development both in individual persons as well as

in society, thus enhancing well-being and the overall quality

of life. Maslow coined the term “the Third Force” to describe

the Humanistic Approach, to emphasise how it differed from

the Psychodynamic and Behaviourist Approaches, which

dominated psychology in the 1950’s. This “third force”, in

contrast with clinical psychology, influenced by Freudian

psycho-analysis, which studies mental illness, i.e. the negative

side of human behaviour, and traditional academic,

experimental psychology, influenced by behaviourism, which

tends to reduce human behaviour to statistical correlations

between different kinds of stimuli, responses and personality

traits. Instead of merely modeling normal behaviour or of

curing clear dysfunctions, a humanistic psychologist tries to

help people to develop in a better way, thus making them

more competent, more aware, happier, in the hope of

reaching some state of “optimal” mental health. The central

theme in humanistic theories is the drive towards self-

actualisation, to realise one’s full potential. Other themes

include personal growth, openness to experience, living in

the present, personal responsibility, and inherent goodness of

people. For the humanists, the unit of analysis is the

perceived reality. Probably the best known proponent of this

approach is Abraham Maslow. What distinguishes his work

from that of other “humanists”, such as Carl Rogers or Erich

Fromm is that he proposes a model of how a happy, healthy,

well-functioning person behaves, which is based on concrete

observations of real people, rather than on formulating ideal

requirements. Also Maslow proposes a simple and intuitively

appealing theory of motivation, which explains where such a

“self-actualising” personality comes from. In parallel with

systems theory, Maslow reacts against too much

reductionism in psychological modeling, and proposes an

alternative holistic approach of personality research. In recent

years, a number of initiatives have appeared which, while

influenced significantly by humanistic ideas and theories,

have new directions. Perhaps the most significant is positive

psychology, a term coined by Dr. Martin Seligman when he

was President of the American Psychological Association in

2000. Positive psychology, like the humanistic approach,

focuses on enhancing human potential, but embraces

research 148
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The central theme in humanistic and self theories is the drive

towards selfactualisation, to realise one’s full potential. Other

themes include personal growth, openness to experience,

living in the present, personal responsibility, and inherent

goodness of people. For the humanists, the unit of analysis is

“perceived reality”. Probably the best known proponent of this

approach is Abraham Maslow. Maslow proposes a model of

how a happy, healthy, well-functioning person behaves,

which is based on concrete observations of real people,

rather than on formulating ideal requirements. Moreover

Maslow proposes a simple and intuitively appealing theory of

motivation, which explains where such a “self-actualising”

personality comes from. Maslow’s theory can be explained in

terms of Hierarchy of needs, deficiency needs, growth needs

and characteristics of self-actualising persons. Maslow

proposed a theory of human motivation based on hierarchy

of needs. The lower a need in the hierarchy the more

prepotent or dominating that need is. In other words, when

several needs are active, the lowest need will be most

compelling. The higher order need emerge only when the

lower level needs are satisfied. The first four levels are

considered deficiency or deprivation needs (“D-needs”) in

that their lack of satisfaction causes a deficiency that

motivates people to meet these needs. Physiological needs,
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the lowest level on the hierarchy, include necessities such as

air, food, and water. These tend to be satisfied for most

people, but they become predominant when unmet. During

emergencies, safety needs such as health and security rise to

the forefront. Once these two levels are met, belongingness

needs, such as obtaining love and intimate relationships or

close friendships, become important. The next level, esteem

needs, include the need for recognition from others,

confidence, achievement, and self-esteem. The highest level

is self-actualisation, or the self-fulfillment. Behaviour in this

case is not driven or motivated by deficiencies but rather

one’s desire for personal growth and the need to become all

the things that a person is capable of becoming. In order to

study the characteristics self-actualisers of Maslow studied a

group of people, whom he felt clearly met the standard of

self-actualisation. Using a qualitative method called

biographical analysis; he developed a list of qualities that

seemed characteristic of the self-actualisers, as opposed to

the great mass of us. Rogers’s theory, also known as self-

theory, is basically phenomenological, in that it placed a

strong emphasis on the experience of the person, their

feelings, their values, and all that is summed up by the

expression “inner life”. His theory grew out of his own

experience in working with individual in the therapeutic

relationship 6. 6
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Discuss the importance of humanistic approach in the study

of personality. 2) Describe the salient features of Maslow’s

theory of personality. 3) Critically evaluate Maslow’s need

hierarchy theory. 4) Distinguish between deficiency needs

and growth needs. 5) Explain the characteristics of self-

actualising person. 6)
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Discuss the salient features of Rogers’s theory of personality.

7) Explain the importance of self-concept in Rogers’s theory

of personality. 8) What do you mean by congruence and

incongruence of self? What role dose it play in the

development of personality? 9) Discuss the development of

personality from Rogers’s phenomenological point of view.
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efforts needed to provide all healthcare services that make

humans healthy . Consequently, such provision necessitates

valid and functional delivery systems at all times. The World

Health Organization (WHO) defines an integrated delivery

system as, “the organization and management of health

services so that people get the care they need, when they

need it, in ways that are user-friendly, achieve the desired

results, and provide value for money” . These definitions work

well in peacetime and with intact resources and capabilities.

However, the last decades’ economic strain on healthcare

systems and an increasing number of public health

emergencies highlight the insufficiency of delivering

integrated healthcare, particularly to vulnerable groups of a

society . IHC is one of the important concepts related to the

management and organization of healthcare systems. At

present, efforts to integrate the process of providing

healthcare, in addition to the integration of other areas of

socio-economic life with the healthcare system, are a major

concern for many international entities like WHO . Attention

to this concern is seen through a variety of projects that

either directly or indirectly orient towards coordinating the

provision of healthcare. By implementing these projects,

healthcare systems aim to obtain the interrelated goals of

improving the effectiveness of treatment, attribution of costs,

and leveling inequalities in the access to and utilization of

medical care. In
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Homeopathy (AYUSH)) system in the conventional system in

India [8], the increasing use of mindfulness techniques in the

treatment of depressive disorders [9], and the use of

traditional medicinal systems in reducing the prescription of

antibiotics in Thailand as one of the strategies to fight the

global antimicrobial resistance problem.
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The services are usually provided at three levels.- 1. House

hold &Community Level: services like empowering families to

provide services like breast feeding, nutrition, homebased

newborn care, diarrhea management (ORS Depot, Drug

distribution centers, Fever treatment depots) Physical exercise

etc. The service providers like ASHA & AWWs and Community

Based Organizations and Non- Governmental Organization

volunteers empower the mothers and family and community

members through awareness creation and skill building

support. 2. Outreach Services: These are services that are

delivered at community level on periodical basis. These

include monthly Routine immunization, Antenatal care,

contraceptive distribution, prophylaxis against nutritional

anemia with daily/weekly supplementation of Iron and folic

acid tablets to all pregnant mothers and all school going age

children and half yearly supplementation of Vit. A and Anti-

helminthic in endemic communities. 3. Individual Care: This is

the most critical of the three modes of services, delivered at

the above two levels by paramedical workers and at the

facilities starting from PHC to the tertiary level care institutes.

Though many studies suggest that the private sector meets

two thirds (78%) of OPD care and nearly half (60%) of

inpatient care but It is a fact that if one desegregates the
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proportions by socio-economic status and communicable

diseases (TB, Leprosy, Malaria, Dengue, H1N1 and

Chikungunya) majority of the population seek care in Public

sector. The field observations during the implementation of

Integrated Diseases Surveillance Project (IDSP-2004-2010)

supported by The World Bank has brought this fact out in

2005-06 for the first time. The outbreaks studied over last

decade have confirmed this trend of reach and coverage by

public health system services over the last decade (Box 2)
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Reproductive, Maternal, Newborn, Child and Adolescent

Health (RMNCH+A) programme essentially looks to address

the major causes of mortality among women and children as

well as the delays in accessing and utilizing health care and

services. It also introduces new initiatives like the use of Score

Card to track health performance, National Iron + Initiative to

address the issue of anemia across all age groups and the

Comprehensive Screening and Early interventions for defects

at birth, diseases, and deficiencies among children and

adolescents. Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram (RBSK) is an

important initiative aiming at early identification and early

intervention for children from birth to 18 years to NSOU ?

PGSW-VI
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__ 223 cover 4 ‘D’s viz. Defects at birth, Deficiencies,

Diseases, Development delays including disability. Early

detection and management diseases including deficiencies

bring added value in preventing these conditions to progress

to its more severe and debilitating form The Rashtriya Kishor

Swasthya Karyakram The key principle of this programme is

adolescent participation and leadership, Equity and inclusion,

Gender Equity and strategic partnerships with other sectors

and stakeholders. The programme enables all adolescents in

India to realize their full potential by making informed and

responsible decisions related to their health and well-being

and by accessing the services and support they need to do

so. The government of India has launched Janani Shishu

Suraksha Karyakaram to motivate those who still choose to

deliver at their homes to opt for institutional deliveries. It is an

initiative with a hope that states would come forward and

ensure that benefits under JSSK would reach every needy

pregnant woman coming to government institutional facility.

? Since the rate of deaths in the country because of

communicable and non- communicable diseases is

increasing at an alarming rate, the government has

introduced various programmes to aid people against these

diseases. In India, approximately about 5.8 million people die

because of Diabetes, heart attack, cancer etc each year. In

other words, out of every 4 Indians, 1 has a risk of dying

because of a Non- Communicable disease before the age of

70. According to the World Health Organisation, 1.7 million

Indian deaths are caused by heart diseases. National AIDS

Control Organisation was set up so that every person living

with HIV has access to quality care and is treated with dignity.

By fostering close collaboration with NGOs, women’s self-

help groups, faith-based organizations, positive people’s

networks, and communities, NACO hopes to improve access

and accountability of the services. It stands committed to

building an enabling environment wherein those infected and

affected by HIV play a central role in all responses to the

epidemic – at state, district and grassroots level. Revised

National TB Control Programme is a state-run tuberculosis

control initiative of Government of India with a vision of

achieving a TB free India. The program provides, various free

of cost, quality tuberculosis diagnosis and treatment services

across the country through the government health system.
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established by the government of India to eliminate polio in

India by vaccinating all children under the age of five years

against the polio virus. The Pradhan Mantri Swasthya

Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY) was announced with objectives of

correcting regional imbalances in the availability of

affordable/ reliable tertiary healthcare services and also to

augment facilities for quality medical education in the

country by setting up of various institutions like AIIMS and

upgrading government medical college institutions. ?
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financial assistance to the patients that are below poverty line

and are suffering from life-threatening diseases, to receive

medical treatment at any government run super specialty

hospital/ institution. ? National Tobacco Control Programme

was launched with the objective to bring about greater

awareness about the harmful effects of tobacco use and

about the Tobacco Control Laws and to facilitate the effective

implementation of the Tobacco Control Laws. 14. Integrated

Child Development Service was launched to improve the

nutrition and health status of children in the age group of 0-6

years, lay the foundation for proper psychological, physical

and social development of the child, effective coordination

and implementation of policy among the various

departments and to enhance the capability of the mother to

look after the normal health and nutrition needs through

proper nutrition and health education. NSOU ? PGSW-VI
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health insurance programme for the Indian poor. It aims to

provide health insurance coverage to the unrecognized

sector workers belonging to the below poverty line and their

family members shall be beneficiaries under this scheme.
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It will be enforced through clear chain of command and by

inculcating the discipline seen in medical tourism for its high

quality, low cost advanced care, in public sector. India has

emerged as the global pharmacy for inexpensive drugs and

vaccines and is determined to make them available in every

village and urban community in the next decade. Last but

most important is India will make all out efforts to involve

people in deciding health priorities, own interventions and

monitor progress to lower inequities. 10.10
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The Principles of Enhancement of Health 1. Transforming

some of the present Health sub-Centers and Primary Health

Centers to Health into Health and Wellness Centers to ensure

universal access to Comprehensive Primary Health Care. 2.

Adopt a people-centric, holistic, equity-based response to

people’s health needs through a process of family’s

empanelment, regularly interacting at homes and community

to promote community system strengthening and people’s

participation. 3. Build capacity to deliver high-quality care

covering health risks and disease conditions through

expansion in availability of medicines & diagnostics, use of

standard treatment and referral protocols and advanced

technologies including IT systems to maintain health records

4. A team-based approach to deliver quality health care

including preventive, promotive, curative, rehabilitative and

palliative care will be promoted. 5. A two-way referral system

and follow up support will be ensured for continuity of care 6.

Emphasize health promotion (including through school

education & individual centric awareness and public health

action) through active engagement & capacity building of

individual volunteers and community-based organizations

(CBOs) 7. Implement mechanisms of flexible financing, like

performance-based incentives and responsive resource

allocations. 8. Deliver Yoga and AYUSH services through

existing health facilities to meet peoples needs 9. Use

appropriate technology for improving access to health care

advice, treatment initiation, reporting and recording,

progressing to electronic records for individuals and families.

10. Social accountability through participation of civil society

will be Institutionalized. 220
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The Principles of Health & Wellness Centers 1. Transforming

some of the present Health sub-Centers and Primary Health

Centers to Health into Health and Wellness Centers to ensure

universal access to Comprehensive Primary Health Care. 2.

Adopt a people-centric, holistic, equity-based response to

people’s health needs through a process of family’s

empanelment, regularly interacting at homes and community

to promote community system strengthening and people’s

participation. 3. Build capacity to deliver high-quality care

covering health risks and disease conditions through

expansion in availability of medicines & diagnostics, use of

standard treatment and referral protocols and advanced

technologies including IT systems to maintain health records

4. A team-based approach to deliver quality health care

including preventive, promotive, curative, rehabilitative and

palliative care will be promoted. 5. A two-way referral system

and follow up support will be ensured for continuity of care 6.

Emphasize health promotion (including through school

education & individual centric awareness and public health

action) through active engagement & capacity building of

individual volunteers and community-based organizations

(CBOs) 7. Implement mechanisms of flexible financing, like

performance-based incentives and responsive resource

allocations. 8. Deliver Yoga and AYUSH services through

existing health facilities to meet peoples needs 9. Use

appropriate technology for improving access to health care

advice, treatment initiation, reporting and recording,

progressing to electronic records for individuals and families.

10. Social accountability through participation of civil society

will be Institutionalized. 11.
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PREFACE In the curricular structure introduced by this University for students of Post-Graduate degree programme, the

opportunity to pursue Post-Graduate course in a subject is introduced by this University is equally available to all learners. Instead

of being guided by any presumption about ability level, it would perhaps stand to reason if receptivity of a learner is judged in the

course of the learning process. That would be entirely in keeping with the objectives of open education which does not believe

in artificial differentiation. I am happy to note that university has been recently accredited by National Assessment and

Accreditation Council of India (NAAC) with grade ‘A’. Keeping this in view, study materials of the Post-Graduate level in different

subjects are being prepared on the basis of a well laid-out syllabus. The course structure combines the best elements in the

approved syllabi of Central and State Universities in respective subjects. It has been so designed as to be upgradable with the

addition of new information as well as results of fresh thinking and analysis. The accepted methodology of distance education

has been followed in the preparation of these study materials. Co-operation in every form of experienced scholars is

indispensable for a work of this kind. We, therefore, owe an enormous debt of gratitude to everyone whose tireless efforts went

into the writing, editing, and devising of a proper lay-out of the materials. Practically speaking, their role amounts to an

involvement in ‘invisible teaching’. For, whoever makes use of these study materials would virtually derive the benefit of learning

under their collective care without each being seen by the other. The more a learner would seriously pursue these study

materials the easier it will be for him or her to reach out to larger horizons of a subject. Care has also been taken to make the

language lucid and presentation attractive so that they may be rated as quality self-learning materials. If anything remains still

obscure of difficult to follow, arrangements are there to come to terms with them through the counselling sessions regularly

available at the network of study centres set up the University. Needless to add, a great deal of these efforts are still experiment—

in fact, pioneering in certain areas. Naturally, there is every possibility of some lapse or deficiency here and there. However, these

do admit of rectification and further improvement in due course. On the whole, therefore, these study materials are expected to

evoke wider appreciation the more they receive serious attention of all concerned. Professor (Dr.) Ranjan Chakrabarti Vice-

Chancellor
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Unit 1 ? Concept of Social Research Structure 1.0 Objective 1.1 Introduction 1.2 Scientific Approach to Research 1.3 Elements of

Social Work Research 1.4 Concept of Construct and variables 1.5 Social Survey 1.6 Social Research 1.7 Process of Social work

research 1.8 Ethical issues in research 1.9 Hypothesis 1.10 Steps in the process of Research 1.11 Conclusion 1.12 Exercise 1.13

Reference 1.0 Objective Dear learners Social Work Research is one of the Secondary methods of Social Work. In this unit you will

get an idea of how do we conduct Social Work research in a scientific manner and the ethical issues that one has to keep in

mind while carrying Research. 1.1 Introduction

100% MATCHING BLOCK 2/88

Scientists gather information about facts in a way that is organized and intentional, usually following a set of predetermined

steps.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 5/88

A key word here is “systematically,” because it is important to understand that conducting science is a deliberate process.

100% MATCHING BLOCK 3/88

More specifically, social work is informed by social science, the science of humanity, social interactions, and social structures.

In sum, social work research uses organized and intentional procedures to uncover facts or truths about the social world and it

also relies 7

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 8 PRINTTECH D/AA (CD) A new compose/MSW-P-VII U 1-6 (M-2) 3RD PROOF 27-09-2022 on social

scientific research to promote individual
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and social change. Science is a particular way of knowing that attempts to systematically collect and categorize facts or truths.

1.2
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Science and Scientific Research What is research? Depending on who you ask, you will likely get very different answers to this

seemingly innocuous question. Some people will say that they routinely research different online websites to find the best

place to buy goods or services they want. Television news channels supposedly conduct research in the form of viewer polls

on topics of public interest such as forthcoming elections or government-funded projects. Under- graduate students research

the Internet to find the information they need to complete assigned projects or term papers. Graduate students working on

research projects for a professor may see research as collecting or analyzing data related to their project. Businesses and

consultants research different potential solutions to remedy organizational problems such as a supply chain bottleneck or to

identify customer purchase patterns. However, none of the above can be considered “scientific research” unless: (1) it

contributes to a body of science, and (2) it follows the scientific method. This chapter will examine what these terms mean. 1.3

Elements of Social Work Research

98% MATCHING BLOCK 28/88

History of Scientific Thought It may be interesting to go back in history and see how science has evolved over time and identify

the key scientific minds in this evolution. Although instances of scientific progress have been documented over many

centuries, the terms “science,” “scientists,” and the “scientific method” were coined only in the 19 th century. Prior to this time,

science was viewed as a part of philosophy, and coexisted with other branches of philosophy such as logic, metaphysics,

ethics, and aesthetics, although the boundaries between some of these branches were blurred. In the earliest days of human

inquiry, knowledge was usually recognized in terms of theological precepts based on faith. This was challenged by Greek

philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, and Socrates during the 3 rd century BC, who suggested that the fundamental nature of

being and the world can be understood more accurately through a
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process of systematic logical reasoning called rationalism. In particular, Aristotle’s classic work Metaphysics (literally meaning

“beyond physical [existence]”) separated theology (the study of Gods) from ontology (the study of being and existence) and

universal science (the study of first principles, upon which logic is based). Rationalism (not to be confused with “rationality”)

views reason as the source of knowledge or justification, and suggests that the criterion of truth is not sensory but rather

intellectual and deductive, often derived from a set of first principles or axioms (such as Aristotle’s “law of non-contradiction”).

The next major shift in scientific thought occurred during the 16 th century, when British philosopher Francis Bacon (1561-

1626) suggested that knowledge can only be derived from observations in the real world. Based on this premise, Bacon

emphasized knowledge acquisition as an empirical activity (rather than as a reasoning activity), and developed empiricism as an

influential branch of philosophy. Bacon’s works led to the popularization of inductive methods of scientific inquiry, the

development of the “scientific method” (originally called the “Baconian method”), consisting of systematic observation,

measure- ment, and experimentation, and may have even sowed the seeds of atheism or the rejection of theological precepts

as “unobservable.” Empiricism continued to clash with rationalism throughout the Middle Ages, as philosophers sought the

most effective way of gaining valid knowledge. French philosopher Rene Descartes sided with the rationalists, while British

philosophers John Locke and David Hume sided with the empiricists. Other scientists, such as Galileo Galilei and Sir Issac

Newton, attempted to fuse the two ideas into natural philosophy (the philosophy of nature), to focus specifically on

understanding nature and the physical universe, which is considered to be the precursor of the natural sciences. Galileo (1564-

1642) was perhaps the first to state that the laws of nature are mathematical, and contributed to the field of astronomy

through an innovative combination of experimentation and mathematics. In the 18 th century, German philosopher Immanuel

Kant sought to resolve the dispute between empiricism and rationalism in his book Critique of Pure Reason, by arguing that

experience is purely subjective and processing them using pure reason without first delving into the subjective nature of

experiences will lead to theoretical illusions. Kant’s ideas led to the development of German idealism, which inspired later

development of interpretive techniques such as phenomenology, hermeneutics, and critical social theory. At about the same

time, French philosopher Auguste Comte (1798–1857), founder of the discipline of sociology, attempted to blend rationalism

and empiricism in a new doctrine
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called positivism. He suggested that theory and observations have circular dependence on each other. While theories may be

created via reasoning, they are only authentic if they can be verified through observations. The emphasis on verification started

the separation of modern science from philosophy and metaphysics and further development of the “scientific method” as the

primary means of validating scientific claims. Comte’s ideas were expanded by Emile Durkheim in his development of

sociological positivism (positivism as a foundation for social research) and Ludwig Wittgenstein in logical positivism. In the early

20 th century, strong accounts of positivism were rejected by interpretive sociologists (antipositivists) belonging to the German

idealism school of thought. Positivism was typically equated with quantitative research methods such as experiments and

surveys and without any explicit philosophical commitments, while antipositivism employed qualita- tive methods such as

unstructured interviews and participant observation. Even

practitio- ners

100% MATCHING BLOCK 9/88

of positivism, such as American sociologist Paul Lazarsfield who pioneered large- scale survey research and statistical

techniques for analyzing survey data, acknowledged potential problems of observer bias and structural limitations in positivist

inquiry. In response, antipositivists emphasized that social actions must be studied though interpretive means based upon an

understanding the meaning and purpose that individuals attach to their personal actions, which inspired Georg Simmel’s work

on symbolic interactionism, Max Weber’s work on ideal types, and Edmund Husserl’s work on phenomenology. In the mid-to-

late 20 th century, both positivist and antipositivist schools of thought were subjected to criticisms and modifications. British

philosopher Sir Karl Popper suggested that human knowledge is based not on unchallengeable, rock solid foundations, but

rather on a set of tentative conjectures that can never be proven conclusively, but only disproven. Empirical evidence is the

basis for disproving these conjectures or “theories.” This metatheoretical stance, called postpositivism (or postempiricism),

amends positivism by suggesting that it is impossible to verify the truth although it is possible to reject false beliefs, though it

retains the positivist notion of an objective truth and its emphasis on the scientific method. Likewise, antipositivists have also

been criticized for trying only to understand society but not critiquing and changing society for the better. The roots of this

thought lie in Das Capital, written by German philosophers Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, which critiqued capitalistic societies

as being social inequitable and inefficient, and recommended resolving this inequity through class conflict and proletarian

revolutions. Marxism inspired social
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revolutions in countries such as Germany, Italy, Russia, and China, but generally failed to accomplish the social equality that it

aspired. Critical research (also called critical theory) propounded by Max Horkheimer and Jurgen Habermas in the 20 th

century, retains similar ideas of critiquing and resolving social inequality, and adds that people can and should consciously act

to change their social and economic circumstances, although their ability to do so is constrained by various forms of social,

cultural and political domination. Critical research attempts to uncover and critique the restrictive and alienating conditions of

the status quo by analyzing the oppositions, conflicts and contradictions in contemporary society, and seeks to eliminate the

causes of alienation and domination (i.e., emancipate the oppressed class).
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Science What is science? To some, science refers to difficult high school or college-level courses such as physics, chemistry,

and biology meant only for the brightest students. To others, science is a craft practiced by scientists in white coats using

specialized equipment in their laboratories. Etymologically, the word “science” is derived from the Latin word scientia meaning

knowledge. Science refers to a systematic and organized body of knowledge in any area of inquiry that is acquired using “the

scientific method” (the scientific method is described further below). Science can be grouped into two broad categories:

natural science and social science. Natural science is the science of naturally occurring objects or phenomena, such as light,

objects, matter, earth, celestial bodies, or the human body. Natural sciences can be further classified into physical sciences,

earth sciences, life sciences, and others. Physical sciences consist of disciplines such as physics (the science of physical

objects), chemistry (the science of matter), and astronomy (the science of celestial objects). Earth sciences consist of

disciplines such as geology (the science of the earth). Life sciences include disciplines such as biology (the science of human

bodies) and botany (the science of plants). In contrast, social science is the science of people or collections of people, such as

groups, firms, societies, or economies, and their individual or collective behaviors. Social sciences can be classified into

disciplines such as psychology (the science of human behaviors), sociology (the science of social groups), and economics (the

science of firms, markets, and economies). The natural sciences are different from the social sciences in several respects. The

natural sciences are very precise, accurate, deterministic, and independent of the person m
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aking the scientific observations. For instance, a scientific experiment in physics, such as measuring the speed of sound

through a certain media or the refractive index of water, should always yield the exact same results, irrespective of the time or

place of the experiment, or the person conducting the experiment. If two students conducting the same physics experiment

obtain two different values of these physical properties, then it generally means that one or both of those students must be in

error. However, the same cannot be said for the social sciences, which tend to be less accurate, deterministic, or

unambiguous. For instance, if you measure a person’s happiness using a hypothetical instrument, you may find that the same

person is more happy or less happy (or sad) on different days and sometimes, at different times on the same day. One’s

happiness may vary depending on the news that person received that day or on the events that transpired earlier during that

day. Furthermore, there is not a single instrument or metric that can accurately measure a person’s happiness. Hence, one

instrument may calibrate a person as being “more happy” while a second instrument may find that the same person is “less

happy” at the same instant in time. In other words, there is a high degree of measurement error in the social sciences and there

is considerable uncertainty and little agreement on social science policy decisions. For instance, you will not find many

disagreements among natural scientists on the speed of light or the speed of the earth around the sun, but you will find

numerous disagreements among social scientists on how to solve a social problem such as reduce global terrorism or rescue

an economy from a recession. Any student studying the social sciences must be cognizant of and comfortable with handling

higher levels of ambiguity, uncertainty, and error that come with such sciences, which merely reflects the high variability of

social objects. Sciences can also be classified based on their purpose. Basic sciences, also called pure sciences, are those that

explain the most basic objects and forces, relationships between them, and laws governing them. Examples include physics,

mathematics, and biology. Applied sciences, also called practical sciences, are sciences that apply scientific knowledge from

basic sciences in a physical environment. For instance, engineering is an applied science that applies the laws of physics and

chemistry for practical applications such as building stronger bridges or fuel efficient combustion engines, while medicine is an

applied science that applies the laws of biology for solving human ailments. Both basic and applied sciences are required for

human development. However, applied sciences cannot stand on their own right, but instead relies on basic sciences for its

progress. Of course, the industry and private enterprises tend to focus more on applied sciences given their practical value,

while universities study both basic and applied sciences.
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Scientific Knowledge The purpose of science is to create scientific knowledge. Scientific knowledge refers to a generalized

body of laws and theories to explain a phenomenon or behavior of interest that are acquired using the scientific method. Laws

are observed patterns of phenomena or behaviors, while theories are systematic explanations of the underlying phenomenon

or behavior. For instance, in physics, the Newtonian Laws of Motion describe what happens when an object is in a state of rest

or motion (Newton’s First Law), what force is needed to move a stationary object or stop a moving object (Newton’s Second

Law), and what happens when two objects collide (Newton’s Third Law). Collectively, the three laws constitute the basis of

classical mechanics – a theory of moving objects. Likewise, the theory of optics explains the properties of light and how it

behaves in different media, electromagnetic theory explains the properties of electricity and how to generate it, quantum

mechanics explains the properties of subatomic \particles, and thermodynamics explains the properties of energy and

mechanical work. An introductory college level text book in physics will likely contain separate chapters devoted to each of

these theories. Similar theories are also available in social sciences. For instance, cognitive dissonance theory in psychology

explains how people react when their observations of an event is different from what they expected of that event, general

deterrence theory explains why some people engage in improper or criminal behaviors, such as illegally download music or

commit software piracy, and the theory of planned behavior explains how people make conscious reasoned choices in their

everyday lives. The goal of scientific research is to discover laws and postulate theories that can explain natural or social

phenomena, or in other words, build scientific knowledge. It is important to understand that this knowledge may be imperfect

or even quite far from the truth. Sometimes, there may not be a single universal truth, but rather an equilibrium of “multiple

truths.” We must understand that the theories, upon which scientific knowledge is based, are only explanations of a particular

phenomenon, as suggested by a scientist. As such, there may be good or poor explanations, depending on the extent to which

those explanations fit well with reality, and consequently, there may be good or poor theories. The progress of science is

marked by our progression over time from poorer theories to better theories, through better observations using more accurate

instruments and more informed logical reasoning.
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We arrive at scientific laws or theories through a process of logic and evidence. Logic (theory) and evidence (observations) are

the two, and only two, pillars upon which scientific knowledge is based. In science, theories and observations are interrelated

and cannot exist without each other. Theories provide meaning and significance to what we observe, and observations help

validate or refine existing theory or construct new theory. Any other means of knowledge acquisition, such as faith or authority

cannot be considered science. Scientific Research Given that theories and observations are the two pillars of science, scientific

research operates at two levels: a theoretical level and an empirical level. The theoretical level is concerned with developing

abstract concepts about a natural or social phenomenon and relationships between those concepts (i.e., build “theories”),

while the empirical level is concerned with testing the theoretical concepts and relationships to see how well they reflect our

observations of reality, with the goal of ultimately building better theories. Over time, a theory becomes more and more

refined (i.e., fits the observed reality better), and the science gains maturity. Scientific research involves continually moving

back and forth between theory and observations. Both theory and observations are essential components of scientific

research. For instance, relying solely on observations for making inferences and ignoring theory is not considered valid

scientific research. Depending on a researcher’s training and interest, scientific inquiry may take one of two possible forms:

inductive or deductive. In inductive research, the goal of a researcher is to infer theoretical concepts and patterns from

observed data. In deductive research, the goal of the researcher is to test concepts and patterns known from theory using new

empirical data. Hence, inductive research is also called theory-building research, and deductive research is theory-testing

research. Note here that the goal of theory-testing is not just to test a theory, but possibly to refine, improve, and extend it.

Figure 1.1 depicts the complementary nature of inductive and deductive research. Note that inductive and deductive research

are two halves of the research cycle that constantly iterates between theory and observations. You cannot do inductive or

deductive research if you are not familiar with both the theory and data components of research. Naturally, a complete

researcher is one who can traverse the entire research cycle and can handle both inductive and deductive research.
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It is important to understand that theory-building (inductive research) and theory- testing (deductive research) are both critical

for the advancement of science. Elegant theories are not valuable if they do not match with reality. Likewise, mountains of data

are also useless until they can contribute to the construction to meaningful theories. Rather than viewing these two processes

in a circular relationship, as shown in Figure 1.1, perhaps they

Figure 1.1 : The Cycle of Research THEORY OBSERVATIONS Generalization observations Test hypotheses Industion Deduction
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can be better viewed as a helix, with each iteration between theory and data contributing to better explanations of the

phenomenon of interest and better theories. Though both inductive and deductive research are important for the

advancement of science, it appears that inductive (theory-building) research is more valuable when there are few prior

theories or explanations, while deductive (theory-testing) research is more productive when there are many competing

theories of the same phenomenon and researchers are interested in knowing which theory works best and under what

circumstances.
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Theory building and theory testing are particularly difficult in the social sciences, given the imprecise nature of the theoretical

concepts, inadequate tools to measure them, and the presence of many unaccounted factors that can also influence the

phenomenon of interest. It is also very difficult to refute theories that do not work. For instance, Karl Marx’s theory of

communism as an effective means of economic production withstood for decades, before it was finally discredited as being

inferior to capitalism in promoting economic growth and social welfare. Erstwhile communist economies like the Soviet Union

and China
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eventually moved toward more capitalistic economies characterized by profit-maximizing private enterprises. However, the

recent collapse of the mortgage and financial industries in the United States demonstrates that capitalism also has its flaws and

is not as effective in fostering economic growth and social welfare as previously presumed. Unlike theories in the natural

sciences, social science theories are rarely perfect, which provides numerous opportunities for researchers to improve those

theories or build their own alternative theories. Conducting scientific research, therefore, requires two sets of skills –

theoretical and methodological – needed to operate in the theoretical and empirical levels respectively. Methodological skills

(“know-how”) are relatively standard, invariant across disciplines, and easily acquired through doctoral programs. However,

theoretical skills (“know-what”) is considerably harder to master, requires years of observation and reflection, and are tacit skills

that cannot be “taught” but rather learned though experience. All of the greatest scientists in the history of mankind, such as

Galileo, Newton, Einstein, Neils Bohr, Adam Smith, Charles Darwin, and Herbert Simon, were master theoreticians, and they are

remembered for the theories they postulated that transformed the course of science. Methodological skills are needed to be

an ordinary researcher, but theoretical skills are needed to be an extraordinary researcher! Scientific Method The

Scientific Method Ask a Question Research Existing Sources Formulate a Hypothesis Design and Conduct a Study Draw

Conclusions Report Results
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In the preceding sections, we described science as knowledge acquired through a scientific method. So what exactly is the

“scientific method”? Scientific method refers to a standardized set of techniques for building scientific knowledge, such as how

to make valid observations, how to interpret results, and how to generalize those results. The scientific method allows

researchers to independently and impartially test preexisting theories and prior findings, and subject them to open debate,

modifications, or enhancements. The scientific method must satisfy four characteristics: ? Replicability: Others should be able

to independently replicate or repeat a scientific study and obtain similar, if not identical, results. ? Precision: Theoretical

concepts, which are often hard to measure, must be defined with such precision that others can use those definitions to

measure those concepts and test that theory. ? Falsifiability: A theory must be stated in a way that it can be disproven. Theories

that cannot be tested or falsified are not scientific theories and any such knowledge is not scientific knowledge. A theory that is

specified in imprecise terms or whose concepts are not accurately measurable cannot be tested, and is therefore not scientific.

Sigmund Freud’s ideas on psychoanalysis fall into this category and is therefore not considered a “theory”, even though

psychoanalysis may have practical utility in treating certain types of ailments. ? Parsimony: When there are multiple

explanations of a phenomenon, scientists must always accept the simplest or logically most economical explanation. This

concept is called parsimony or “Occam’s razor.” Parsimony prevents scientists from pursuing overly complex or outlandish

theories with endless number of concepts and relationships that may explain a little bit of everything but nothing in particular.

Any branch of inquiry that does not allow the scientific method to test its basic laws or theories cannot be called “science.” For

instance, theology (the study of religion) is not science because theological ideas (such as the presence of God) cannot be

tested by independent observers using a replicable, precise, falsifiable, and parsimonious method. Similarly, arts, music,

literature, humanities, and law are also not considered science, even though they are creative and worthwhile endeavors in

their own right.
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The scientific method, as applied to social sciences, includes a variety of research approaches, tools, and techniques, such as

qualitative and quantitative data, statistical analysis, experiments, field surveys, case research, and so forth. Most of this book is

devoted to learning about these different methods. However, recognize that the scientific method operates primarily at the

empirical level of research, i.e., how to make observations and analyze and interpret these observations. Very little of this

method is directly pertinent to the theoretical level, which is really the more challenging part of scientific research. Types of

Scientific Research Depending on the purpose of research, scientific research projects can be grouped into three types:

exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory. Exploratory research is often conducted in new areas of inquiry, where the goals of

the research are: (1) to scope out the magnitude or extent of a particular phenomenon, problem, or behavior, (2) to generate

some initial ideas (or “hunches”) about that phenomenon, or (3) to test the feasibility of undertaking a more extensive study

regarding that phenomenon. For instance, if the citizens of a country are generally dissatisfied with governmental policies

regarding during an economic recession, exploratory research may be directed at measuring the extent of citizens’

dissatisfaction, understanding how such dissatisfaction is manifested, such as the frequency of public protests, and the

presumed causes of such dissatisfaction, such as ineffective government policies in dealing with inflation, interest rates,

unemployment, or higher taxes. Such research may include examination of publicly reported figures, such as estimates of

economic indicators, such as gross domestic product (GDP), unemployment, and consumer price index, as archived by third-

party sources, obtained through interviews of experts, eminent economists, or key government officials, and/or derived from

studying historical examples of dealing with similar problems. This research may not lead to a very accurate understanding of

the target problem, but may be worthwhile in scoping out the nature and extent of the problem and serve as a useful

precursor to more in-depth research. Descriptive research is directed at making careful observations and detailed documen-

tation of a phenomenon of interest. These observations must be based on the scientific method (i.e., must be replicable,

precise, etc.), and therefore, are more reliable than casual observations by untrained people. Examples of descriptive research

are tabulation of demographic statistics by the United States Census Bureau or employment statistics by the
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Bureau of Labor, who use the same or similar instruments for estimating employment by sector or population growth by

ethnicity over multiple employment surveys or censuses. If any changes are made to the measuring instruments, estimates are

provided with and without the changed instrumentation to allow the readers to make a fair before-and-after comparison

regarding population or employment trends. Other descriptive research may include chronicling ethnographic reports of gang

activities among adolescent youth in urban populations, the persistence or evolution of religious, cultural, or ethnic practices

in select communities, and the role of technologies such as Twitter and instant messaging in the spread of democracy

movements in Middle Eastern countries. Explanatory research seeks explanations of observed phenomena, problems, or

behaviors. While descriptive research examines the what, where, and when of a phenom- enon, explanatory research seeks

answers to why and how types of questions. It attempts to “connect the dots” in research, by identifying causal factors and

outcomes of the target phenomenon. Examples include understanding the reasons behind adolescent crime or gang violence,

with the goal of prescribing strategies to overcome such societal ailments. Most academic or doctoral research belongs to the

explanation category, though some amount of exploratory and/or descriptive research may also be needed during initial

phases of academic research. Seeking explanations for observed events requires strong theoretical and interpretation skills,

along with intuition, insights, and personal experience. Those who can do it well are also the most prized scientists in their

disciplines.

The theories of Truth
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rely on an ontology, or a set of assumptions about what is real. We assume that gravity is real and that the mitochondria of a

cell are real. With a powerful microscope, mitochondria are easy to spot and observe, and we can theorize about their function

in a cell. The gravitational force is invisible, but clearly apparent from observable facts, like watching an apple fall. The theories

about gravity have changed over the years, and those improvements in theory were made when existing theories fell short in

explaining observations. If we weren’t able to perceive mitochondria or gravity, they would still be there, doing their thing

because they exist independent of our observation of them. This is a

philosophi- cal
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idea called realism, and it simply means that the concepts we talk about in science really and truly exist. Ontology in physics

and biology is focused on objective truth. You may have heard the term “being objective” before: it involves observing and

thinking with an open mind and pushing aside anything that might bias your perspective. Objectivity also
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involves finding what is true for everyone, not just what is true for one person. Gravity is certainly true for everyone,

everywhere, but let’s consider a social work example. It is objectively true that children who are subjected to severely traumatic

experiences will experience negative mental health effects afterwards. A diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is

considered objective because it refers to a real mental health issue that exists independent of the social worker’s observations,

and it presents similarly in all clients who experience the disorder. Objective, ontological perspective implies that observations

are true for everyone, regardless of whether we are there to observe them or not observe them. Epistemology, or our

assumptions about how we come to know what is real and true, helps us to realize these objective truths. The most relevant

epistemological question in the social sciences is whether truth is better accessed using numbers or words. Generally,

scientists approaching research with an objective ontology and epistemology will use quantitative methods to arrive at

scientific truth. Quantitative methods examine numerical data to precisely describe and predict elements of the social world.

This is due to the epistemological assumption that mathematics can represent the phenomena and relationships we observe in

the social world. Mathematical relationships are uniquely useful because allow us to make comparisons across individuals as

well as time and space. For example, let’s look at measures of poverty. While people can have different definitions of poverty,

an objective measurement such as an annual income less than Rs25,000 for a family of four is insightful because (1) it provides

a precise measurement, (2) it can be compared to incomes from all other people in any society from any time period, and (3) it

refers to real quantities of money that exist in the world. In this book, we will review survey and experimental methods, which

are the most common designs that use quantitative methods to answer research questions. It may surprise you to learn that

objective facts, like income or mental health diagnoses, are not the only facts that are present in the social sciences. Indeed,

social science is not only concerned with objective truths, but it is also concerned with subjective truth. Subjective truths are

unique to individuals, groups, and contexts. Unlike objective truths, subjective truths will vary based on who you are observing

and the context you are observing them in. The beliefs, opinions, and preferences of people are actually truths that social

scientists measure and describe. Additionally, subjective truths do not exist

indepen-
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of human observation because they are the product of the human mind. We negotiate what is true in the social world through

language, arriving at a consensus and engaging in debate. Epistemologically, a scientist seeking subjective truth assumes that

truth lies in what people say, in their words. A scientist uses qualitative methods to analyze words or other media to understand

their meaning. Humans are social creatures, and we give meaning to our thoughts and feelings through language. Linguistic

communication is unique. We share ideas with each other at a remarkable rate. In so doing, ideas come into and out of

existence in a spontaneous and emergent fashion. Words are given a meaning by their creator, but anyone who receives that

communication can absorb, amplify, and even change its original intent. Because social science studies human interaction,

subjectivists argue that language is the best way to understand the world. This epistemology is based on some interesting

ontological assumptions. What happens when someone incorrectly interprets a situation? While their interpretation may be

wrong, it is certainly true to them that they are right. Furthermore, they act on the assumption that they are right. In this sense,

even incorrect interpretations are truths, even though they are only true to one person. This leads us to question whether the

social concepts we think about really exist. They might only exist in our heads, unlike concepts from the natural sciences

which exist independent of our thoughts. For example, if everyone ceased to believe in gravity, we wouldn’t all float away. It

has an existence independent of human thought.
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One area that social workers commonly investigate is the impact of a person’s social class background on their experiences

and lot in life. You probably wouldn’t be surprised to learn that a person’s social class background has an impact on their

educational attainment and achievement. In fact, one group of researchers in the early 1990s found that the percentage of

children who did not receive any postsecondary schooling was four times greater among those in the lowest quartile (25%)

income bracket than those in the upper quartile of income earners (i.e., children from high- income families were far more

likely than low-income children to go on to college). Another recent study found that having more liquid wealth that can be

easily converted into cash actually seems to predict children’s math and reading achievement (Elliott, Jung, Kim, & Chowa,

2010).
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These findings—that wealth and income shape a child’s educational experiences—are probably not that shocking to any of us.

Yet, some of us may know someone who may be an exception to the rule. Sometimes the patterns that social scientists

observe fit our commonly held beliefs about the way the world works. When this happens, we don’t tend to take issue with the

fact that patterns don’t necessarily represent all people’s experiences. But what happens when the patterns disrupt our

assumptions? For example, did you know that teachers are far more likely to encourage boys to think critically in school by

asking them to expand on answers they give in class and by commenting on boys’ remarks and observations? When girls speak

up in class, teachers are more likely to simply nod and move on. The pattern of teachers engaging in more complex

interactions with boys means that boys and girls do not receive the same educational experience in school (Sadker & Sadker,

1994).
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People who object to these findings tend to cite evidence from their own personal experience, refuting that the pattern

actually exists. However, the problem with this response is that objecting to a social pattern on the grounds that it doesn’t

match one’s individual experience misses the point about patterns. Patterns don’t perfectly predict what will happen to an

individual person, yet they are a reasonable guide. When patterns are systematically observed, they can help guide social work

thought and action. 1.4

Concepts of Construct and Variables Concepts may also have progressive levels of abstraction. Some concepts such as a

person’s weight are precise and objective, while other concepts such as a person’s personality may be more abstract and difficult

to visualize. A construct is an abstract concept that is specifically chosen (or “created”) to explain a given phenomenon. A

construct may be a simple concept, such as a person’s weight, or a combination of a set of related concepts such as a person’s

communication skill, which may consist of several underlying concepts such as the person’s vocabulary, syntax, and spelling.

The former instance (weight) is a unidimensional construct, while the latter (communication skill) is a multi-dimensional

construct (i.e., it consists of multiple underlying concepts). The distinction between constructs and concepts are clearer in multi-

dimensional constructs, where the higher order abstraction is called a construct and the lower order abstractions are called

concepts. However, this distinction tends to blur in the case of unidimensional constructs.
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for scientific research must have precise and clear definitions that others can use to understand exactly what it means and what

it does not mean. For instance, a seemingly simple construct such as income may refer to monthly or annual income, before-tax

or after-tax income, and personal or family income, and is therefore neither precise nor clear. There are two types of definitions:

dictionary definitions and operational definitions. In the more familiar dictionary definition, a construct is often defined in terms

of a synonym. For instance, attitude may be defined as a disposition, a feeling, or an affect, and affect in turn is defined as an

attitude. Such definitions of a circular nature are not particularly useful in scientific research for elaborating the meaning and

content of that construct. Scientific research requires operational definitions that define constructs in terms of how they will be

empirically measured. For instance, the operational definition of a construct such as temperature must specify whether we plan

to measure temperature in Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin scale. A construct such as income should be defined in terms of

whether we are interested in monthly or annual income, before-tax or after-tax income, and personal or family income. One can

imagine that constructs such as learning, personality, and intelligence can be quite hard to define operationally. Figure 1.2 : The

theoretical and empirical planes of research A term frequently associated with, and sometimes used interchangeably with, a

construct is a variable. Etymologically speaking, a variable is a quantity that can vary (e.g., from low to high, negative to positive,

etc.), in contrast to constants that do not vary (i.e., Theoretical Plane Construct A Construct B Proposition Empirical Plane

Independent Variable Hypothesis Dependent Variable
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constant). However, in scientific research, a variable is a measurable representation of an abstract construct. As abstract entities,

constructs are not directly measurable, and hence, we look for proxy measures called variables. For instance, a person’s

intelligence is often measured as his or her IQ (intelligence quotient) score, which is an index generated from an analytical and

pattern-matching test administered to people. In this case, intelligence is a construct, and IQ score is a variable that measures

the intelligence construct. Whether IQ scores truly measures one’s intelligence is anyone’s guess (though many believe that they

do), and depending on whether how well it measures intelligence, the IQ score may be a good or a poor measure of the

intelligence construct. As shown in Figure 2.1, scientific research proceeds along two planes: a theoretical plane and an empirical

plane. Constructs are conceptualized at the theoretical (abstract) plane, while variables are operationalized and measured at the

empirical (observational) plane. Thinking like a researcher implies the ability to move back and forth between these two planes.

Depending on their intended use, variables may be classified as independent, depen- dent, moderating, mediating, or control

variables. Variables that explain other variables are called independent variables, those that are explained by other variables are

dependent variables, those that are explained by independent variables while also explaining dependent variables are mediating

variables (or intermediate variables), and those that influence the relationship between independent and dependent variables are

called moder- ating variables. As an example, if we state that higher intelligence causes improved learning among students, then

intelligence is an independent variable and learning is a dependent variable. There may be other extraneous variables that are not

pertinent to explaining a given dependent variable, but may have some impact on the dependent variable. These variables must

be controlled for in a scientific study, and are therefore called control variables. Moderating Effort Intelligence Independent

Mediating Dependent Academic Earning Figure 1.3. A nomological network of constructs
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the differences between these different variable types, consider the example shown in Figure 1.2. If we believe that intelligence

influences (or explains) students’ academic achievement, then a measure of intelligence such as an IQ score is an independent

variable, while a measure of academic success such as grade point average is a dependent variable. If we believe that the effect

of intelligence on academic achievement also depends on the effort invested by the student in the learning process (i.e.,

between two equally intelligent students, the student who puts is more effort achieves higher academic achievement than one

who puts in less effort), then effort becomes a moderating variable. Incidentally, one may also view effort as an independent

variable and intelligence as a moderating variable. If academic achievement is viewed as an intermediate step to higher earning

potential, then earning potential becomes the dependent variable for the independent variable academic achievement, and

academic achievement becomes the mediating variable in the relationship between intelligence and earning potential. Hence,

variable are defined as an independent, dependent, moderating, or mediating variable based on their nature of association with

each other. The overall network of relationships between a set of related constructs is called a nomological network (see Figure

2.2). Thinking like a researcher requires not only being able to abstract constructs from observations, but also being able to

mentally visualize a nomological network linking these abstract constructs. 1.5 Social Survey a. Definition : It is very difficult to

give a universally accepted definition of social survey. This is because the scope of social survey is very wide. So, generally any

definition cannot suffice to express its aims. Actually, it is practically impossible to define the different applications of social

survey in just few lines. This is because starting from a more or less eighty years from now, the classical poverty survey till

modern-day survey of urban planning or market surveyor public opinion surveyor surveys conducted by government offices

have been so varied that it is really difficult to encompass all these types under one single definition. Again, with respect to its

aims, the scope of social survey has been very wide. This because it can range from implementation of administrative decision,

from finding, cause- effect relation to shed light on some social theory. Moreover if we look at it as subject, then it may be

inclusive of characteristic of population distribution social environment, different activities, opinion of social groups and the like.
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delivered a definition of social survey in 1935 as primarily the expression of real cause of the poverty of labour class, their

problems and social nature of it. But this is not a complete definition. In modern days, social surveys are used in wider meanings

and contexts because on the one hand, .it is attached to governmental surveys, market research, public opinion research and on

the other, it is attached to different sides of social science research. Therefore social survey can be defined as scientific method

by which the cause- effect relationship is understood, with an aim to realize the real cause of an event or to understand the

source of a social problem. (b) Purpose of social survey: Some social surveys aim at exploring some data delivering those to

concerned people. In other words, such surveys have a clear descriptive aim. In the same way, as social surveys have descriptive

aims for social scientist does it is a means of forming ideas about social relationships and social behaviour of members of

society. In reality, different data’ based subjects are included in its objective For example, how does different families of various

status-positions expend their income, what is the relationship between education and social status, what is the opinion of

general public towards social security policies, and many more such issues. But it should not be believed that descriptions are

the only aim of social surveys. Many social surveys also aim at explanation. Such surveys are completely theoretical. It means

that, some surveys aim at formulating hypothesis on any theory of social science and then testing it or measuring the effect of

theories on different issues. Whatever may be the aim of such surveys, it mainly aims at establishing relationship between

different variables. This is why, such surveys require complex analysis and explanation. From the above discussion, following can

be summarized :- (1) to uphold the relation between society and the elements of social organization. (2) to search for reasons or

causes of social problems. (3) to analyse the cause-effect relationship of any social event. (4) to analyse the different opinions of

various social groups. (5) to measure the effect of any sociological theory of society. (6) to explore different data, analyse them

and over and above create theories with the help of collected facts. (c) Subject-matter of Surveys: Though it is difficult to

produce a complete list of subject-matters of social surveys but still four such subject-matters can be identified-
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ideas about the distribution of a population for example, their family- structure, marital status, age, fertility-rate, ratio of children

to aged population etc. (2) To understand the social environment and economic condition of that population. It includes,

occupation, profession, income, condition of living, social securities enjoyed etc. (3) To construct ideas on the activities of that

population. It includes their activities, behaviour, leisure activities, expenditure pattern, etc. (4) To know about different

perspectives and opinion of that population. For example, pre-poll survey, public opinion survey, market research etc. (d)

Historical Background of Social Survey: The history of social survey is not very old. The names that are associated from the

beginning are Eden, may how, and Booth. But, Booth is considered to be the father of scientific social survey. In 1886, Booth

started a survey on The lives of Labour and Citizens of London and this survey ended in 1902. In the earlier parts of the twentieth

century, Booth and Rowntree initiated many long-term social surveys. This is why they are called the torch- bearers of modem

social surveys. In the later twenty years, many scholars also initiated surveys. Among them most noteworthy is Bowley. In the

later decades of 1920s and earlier parts of 1930s, a number of survey were conducted in British Isles following the methods of

earlier studies. Later on, urban planning and governmental activities were associated with survey. Slowly, the significance of

survey increased and survey as a method also entered non- governmental sectors. In the mid twentieth century, academic

courses of surveys started to come up and was included in the syllabi of various universities. In the U. S. too, alongwith British

initiatives, various surveys were conducted. Among then, glock’s work in 1967-Survey Research in the Social Sciences was

published. In this book, the role of surveys in Sociology, Political Science, Psychology, Economics, Anthropology, Education,

Social Work, Public Health and Medical Sciences, was vividly explained. The Classical Poverty Survey : The torchbearer of modern

social survey Charles Booth started his survey in 1886 and concluded it in 1902. The results of his work was published in 17

volumes. He was a rich merchant and he felt deeply for the poverty stricken labour class and their social living, condition. The

most difficult task which he faced during his survey was how to collect data on the huge population of the labour class living in

London. He was the first to introduce “group interview” method. The data collected through this method was divided into eight

classes of families. Out of these four were situated above the poverty line and the other
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But this differentiation was not too logical since, his definition of ‘poor’ and ‘very poor’ was not perfect. But still this survey

attracted attention because it highlighted on the terrible sides of poverty and its variation. Beatric webb later on had shown how

much and to what extent, this survey had a political effect. In reality, Booths survey paved the way for scientific social survey.

After a decade later, Rowntree started his survey in 1902. The subject of his survey was “Poverty: A Study of Town Life”. His survey

was different from Booth’s methods in three respects : Firstly, he collected data on occupation, income and housing conditions

of each labour class family. Secondly, he directly- gathered data from each family, and Thirdly, the important issue of his survey

was that he was able to present a nearly perfect conception of property. He was also able to differentiate between different

strata of poverty stricken families. In his views if the total family income faulters to provide essentials to maintain the basic

physical strength of the members then it can be called primary poverty. And, if the family income can provide the least essentials

to maintain physical strength of its members, but cannot always satisfy important or unimportant expenditure of the family, it is

called secondary poverty. He also, initiated a price index for food and clothing of (≠) such families. In 1912, Bowley started a very

important survey. He conducted the survey on the living conditions of labourers in five cities. The name of this survey was

“Livelihood and poverty”. The most important contribution of Bowley was the use of sampling. Later in this method was used in

every survey. In the 1930s, surveys were conducted in random and its use became tampant : In 1932, Ford conducted a survey in

Southampton. This was published in 1934 as work and wealth in Modern Port Ford had followed Bowles’ method in this survey

but conceptu- alized poverty in different times. This new term was potential poverty. The order surveys on labour class which

were equally significant were Rowntrees survey Poverty and Progress in 1941 and Lavers’ Survey in 1950 and Abel-Smith’s work in

1965. Rowntree gave up the earlier index if poverty and substituted it with a new one- human necessity value. Lavers’ and

Rowntree both conducted a survey named Poverty and the welfare state. Abel-Smith and Townsend conducted a survey named

“The Poor and the Poorest”.
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surveys are conducted on urban planning, market research, public-opinion as done earlier. But in modern times, census is the

most elaborate survey conducted so far. In every country, under government patronage census conducted every ten years.

Exercises 01. What is social survey? What are its objectives. 02. What are the subject-matter of surveys. 03. Explain the historical

background of surveys. 1.6 Social Research (a) Social Research: In general terms, social research is a deep concern for search to

establish a new knowledge. Social research is research on Society-related any subject. Research is always conducted through

scientific methods. The tools for this are experimen- tation, observation, data-analysis and decision. In natural sciences,

experimentation is given more significance than is social science research. In social research on the other hand, observation,

data-collection, data analysis is given more importance. In teal sense, research is a process whereby existing knowledge is

tested, modified by deep observation analysis and decisions. In 1947, Western Reserve University in the us conducted a work

shop, In its report, it was said that social research is conducted to ensure the progress of pure natural sciences. But the

characteristics that are found in social research are as follows : 1. Social research is conducted in social and behavioural sciences.

2. Such researches are also conducted in sociology and anthropology. 3. To clearly understand human behaviour and to make

progress in knowledge acquired, or to reject an old theory, or modify it, or to establish, a new theory, such researches are

conducted. 4. Social research is also conducted with an aim to help in formulating policies and to see it an idea on social issues

is practically useable. 5. A social researcher starts his research with an educational aim and also to fill up the gaps in social

science knowledge. The ultimate aim of such researches is to acquire unknowledge about social facts and social environment.
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of Research in Social Work: Social work is a practical profession. The scope of social work is mainly : Proposal, Promotion,

Medical treatment of mental illness and over and above it is associated with, the positive aspects of social state. For this reason, it

is important for the social workers to have a clear idea of different social problems and the reality. Because, the lack of it, the

social researcher may find it difficult to construct an appropriate proposal and technique that would be a help for an individual or

a group. Social research is for this reason helpful for social work. It becomes easier to find solutions to a problem and also find

out the possible sources of a problem through research. In this way it helps the researcher to dwell deep into a problem and

assist him/her in making a decision as to how and where to start their work. For example, let us think that cholerea has shaped

up like an epidemic in a village. The first step a social worker should undertake is to find out what are the potential causes of

cholerea; which castes or groups are most affected by it. Moreover, the history of the disease, the source of drinking water,

opportunities for medical treatment etc. are also to be understood by the researcher. Only after having a complete

understanding of the nature of scope of the problem, he/ she will be in a position to draw a policy to solve it. But if an immediate

solution to the problem is looked for, then it is advisable to take care of the medical treatment only. But in this way there will be

ample scope for the disease to take the tony of an epidemic in the future. If a permanent solution is looked for, then along with

medical treatment, efforts should be made to eradicate the causes’ of the problem, It means that through research, if a

knowledge about the disease is formed, only then it would be possible to create a permanent solution to the problem. The

importance of research his here. It is through research, that a social worker can develop a clear concept of the disease, causes of

it and the socio-economic background of the patients. And this would had a permanent solution of the problem. With the

development of civilization, social life has become more and more complex. There has been important changes in the Social

norms and regulation of earlier times. In order to understand this complex social environment it is important to survey the

components of the social setting. It is also for this reason that research has become indispensible for the understanding of social

complexities. This is because, unless the social workers can fully understand the social environment and the social facts, it would

be impossible to carry on work for them. Whenever there is a disruption in the normal working of the society, social work

research becomes essential. It is through research that the
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of such disruption are looked for. In reality, the aim of social work is to find out the potential causes and solutions of the

problems of mankind. It also aims at finding out alternative solutions that evolve out of the understanding of complex social

problems. In summary, it can be said that the aim of social work is to build up an opposition to social problems and in this way to

enhance the scope of social work and find solutions to problems. Social research helps social workers to practically use

theoretical knowledge and help them to find out possible solutions to the problems they face. But, in reality social research and

social work research are completely different subjects altogether. (C) Features of Social Work Research: There may be some

similarities between social work research and social research but there are some characteristics of social work research, which

are as follows : 1. The aim of social work research is to explore any answer to question related to social work through the

application of structured scientific method. Besides, social work research tries to find alternative solutions to those problems

which social workers face. 2. Social work research is not always directed towards enhancing knowledge in social science. It

specially aims at finding out how this knowledge can be utilized for building up self-sufficiency and independence among

people who are in trouble. 3. Social research aims at progressive enhancement of the works of individuals, group and over and

above, the society. 4. Social work research is a part of social research. 5. Social work research is always oriented towards the

reality. It emphasizes mostly on the practicality of the problems that men face and tries to find ‘out possible solutions for it. It also

aims at finding out the practicality of the methods used. (D) Scope of Social Work Research: The scope of social work research

underlines the parameter within which social work is practically implemented. Its scope extends from establishing different

theories of social work, research on various facts, policy formulation, implementation of different programmes practical

utilization of policies and evaluation of policies and its control. In all aspects of social work research is essential. Due to changes

in ideas, development of science and technology and differences between nature and culture, social work research alongwith

changing social problems is undergoing revision.
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fact is the concept that social work has different implications in differing space and time. It is for this reason that implications of a

particular research is not applicable universally. For example, changes that take place in a urban area does not have same effect

in rural areas. But it is true that the implications of development in urban areas have some effect on rural areas as well. It is for

this reason that social work research is continuous and its importance can never be underestimated. Areas in which social work

research is immensely applied is policies-for social welfare activities, formulation of social laws and strengthening of same

security policies of some communities. Through this, there develops a deep bond of cooperation between the members of the

society. In different areas, through social work research social justice and social security is easily established through such

research the different gaps between different strata of people can be diminished. (F) Position of Social Work Research in India :

Social Work as an academic discipline was first started in Tata Institute of Social Science. In the same way, social work research

also started in the same institute. But still, it is suffice to say that social work research has not gained momentum in India. The

social work researchers in India still accept and depend solely on research methods, theories and techniques developed in the

west. Indian social work researchers lack originality in their orientation. It is not true that research methods and techniques

developed in the west are in applicable in India. But it needs revision while applying those on Indian conditions. Generally, it is

seen that there lies a gap between the results of research and what common people think. Besides that, common people have

very little knowledge about career in social work. The NGOs, government offices, international organisations, who do a lot of

social work research, do not inspire social work researchers in any pure research. The type or research conducted by such

organisations are so error some, that common people find it hard to integrate with them, It is for this reason that, though

demand for trained efficient researchers are growing but still, the scope of social work research remains unchanged. The

participatory research which are conducted usually entrusts its results on common people. But such researches should aim at

hypothesizing after understanding the needs of the mass. Many times, such researches are conducted according to the needs of

the organization which sponsors the research. Only in few cases, researches aim at the needs of the masses, evaluation of

resources and importance of policy building. The reasons behind such errors in social work research are as follows : (i) The

administrators and policy-makers give less importance or research. (ii) Insufficient financial resources are available for the

research and the aims of the financial organizations or sponsoring agents limit the scope of research.
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central organization that would help in promoting social work research. (iv) No real training centre for researchers. (v) Lack of

initiative among professional social work researchers. But in a country like India, where a substantial number of people live below

the poverty line, it can play a viable role. The importance of social work research in India can be underlined below : (1) Social

work research method : Indian Social System is dynamic. Therefore, which social work research method is applicable in which

social context of Indian society is very important to discern. The traditional methods of social work research used in Indian

conditions are case work, group work and convey organization. There is importance in evaluating the success of each method.

Because in the changing socio-cultural circum- stances in India, these methods should be evaluated so that they can be more

effective. (2) Development of Policies, Integration and Evaluation: India has a number of tribes, castes and a number of people

belonging to different classes. It is necessary to integrate the different social welfare works and evaluate these methods used.

This is because, it is important to analyse the significance and the importance of collecting evidences for different demands. It is

possible to develop varying programmes evaluate and integrate them only through research. (3) Social problem oriented

research: Different social problems such as illiteracy, superstition, poverty, unemployment, prostitution etc. are so complex that it

is possible to understand them only through research. Besides them, problems of the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, the

unorganized labour force are only to be understood through research. Other than these problems faced by AIDS patients the

negative reactions towards them also can be understood through research. Therefore, in order to understand any complex

social problem social work research has an important role to play. (4) To know the history of social work: It is impossible to

understand the present without throwing the past. It is only by analysing the history of social work, we can understand the nature

of its continuity of works already done. So, it is important for social workers to understand how changes in socio-cultural and

political spheres has had an effect on social work. So, one of the important aspects of social work research is to enlighten on the

history and its development. (5) To understand Social Work and Social Policy: Many social policies are enacted for social work. It

is important for social workers to understand the effectiveness of such policies at present and the success and failures of these

policies. It can be understood only through social work.
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the importance of social work is understood in areas like administration, establishing human rights, training of social workers and

in developing those etc. (6) Limitations of Social Work Research: Research answers questions on many unknown issues. This is

why social research is called a pioneer of modern civilization. But the level of reliable data that research can yield for natural

sciences, is some what jeopardised in case of social science. This is the reason why there are certain limitations of social work

research. These are : (i) Many social work research is based on systems approach. This approach is based on human body. The

parts of the human body perform certain particular functions. Any disruption in this working has a negative effect on the human

body. This means there is an internal cohesion and mutual dependence in the working of the parts of human body. Similarly, if

this logic is applied on research then it means that the data collected would try to find out ways to solve problems in such a way

that it would match the modern social structure. But problem arises when it is inherent in the structure. This is how social work

research begets its limitation. (ii) The problem areas where social work research is generally conducted are not analysed deeply.

As a result, in place of analysing the complex social causes, the researcher only explores some causes ignoring the others. Thus

often happens because, the amount of labour and time needed for such work is not given. So, it lacks continuity. (iii) The effect

of India’s regional differences is high on social work. To do such work,” continuous research is essential. The time and labour

needed is often not adhered to. (iv) The relationship between theory and research is significant. Though it cannot be denied that

the social work theory and its applicability is universal but still its applicability is truly limited by regional differences. In respect to

regional difference, modification of theories is so important but this aspect is not given significance by researchers. (v) Many a

times it is seen that there lies a misconception among researcher, financial institute, government office, and organisations

dealing with social work. As a result of this, the policies taken up to consider needs of common man are not always accurate. As

a result of misconception and biased ideas of the researcher, the results of research can also be misleading. (vi) In Indian

situation, behind different social work policies, are a particular impact of politics is envisaged. This political impact poses

limitations on social work research. (vii) Men hope that through research, solution to many human problems can be found. But

this concept is not true in all senses. So, social work research too, cannot always bring success and help in meeting all kinds of

demands, or bring about desired changes.
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between Social Research and Social Work Research. In 1937, Helen Jetter in her book “Social Work Year Book” said that the aim

of social work research is to find out social work philosophy, method, process, technique etc. for the problems faced by social

work researchers, in a scientific and national exploration. Differently, though social work research aim at progress in fundamental

social science. The theories of social science and methods are applied on social work and in this way, there establishes a

relationship between the two. In reality, the main differences between social work research and social research is that social

work research is always conducted from the point of view of the social worker. The differences between the two are as follows

:- The Subject Social Research of difference 1. Definition Social research is exploration of social science development through

scientific and national methods. 2. Field Social Research is conducted on behavioral sciences such associology, anthropology

etc. 3. Aim To establish clear concepts regarding social environment, social problem, human behaviour, to reject any old theory,

to reform or modify them. In short, to aim at knowledge regarding social Science research. 4. Scope The scope of social

research is very wide. Any issues of social significance are included in such research. 5. Basis Social research works on the limita-

tion of social science. Its aim is exploration of new knowledge. Social work Research Social work research is to find solutions to

the problems social workers face, through scientific and national exploration. Such research is conducted on areas where social

workers face problems. To understand the causes of the problems social workers face to find solutions to these problems, to

examine the utility of social policies. Social work research is apart of social research. As it is limited by its scope of working within

the field of Social Welfare in comparison to social research, its scope is limited. The basis of social work research is to find”

solutions to the problems of human kind.
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between Survey and Research :- Though survey and research have some common areas but still they cannot be synonymous. In

reality, survey is to analyse or explore on certain issues so that its true nature can be highlighted on. Generally, survey is

conducted to find out if a plan is researchable or not. On the other hand, to explore on a fundamental issue on the basis of

scientific and rational criterion is research. Its aim is to find out sources of knowledge and rectify’ or modify old theories. If social

survey is done explicitly that in-depth social surveys can be called research. Survey is mainly based on problems. To find art

causes of any problem is the aim of surveys. It is on the basis of surveys that a plan is made and implemented. On the other side,

it is possible to know causes of a problem through research and find out permanent solutions to them. In social surveys

importance is given to a fact and its description. So, the result of surveys are temporary but the results of researches are

permanent. The results of surveys and different recording to time space and persons on whom they and applicable. Therefore

they are flexible and universal in the same time. In case of research, specially pure research experiments are conducted. But the

scope of experiments in surveys are limited. Surveys the primarily description and sometimes analytical. On the other hand,

research is primarily normative. But in practice research is used as a term instead of surveys-as market research, public opinion

research etc. These actually mean market survey, opinion survey. Exercise: 1. What is the meaning of social research? Analyse its

objectives and scope. 2. What is the difference between survey and research. 3. Illustrate the difference between social research

and social work research. 1.7 Process of Social Work Research Idea : Research is a continuous process. The process depends

upon execution of specific work. These are like steps of a stare case who are interrelated, Scientific methods are followed to

execute these work. On the other hand the steps which are followed in a scientific research are not scattered rather they are

interrelated and interdependent. As these steps are followed and executed in a definite way in a research work thus they are

considered as research methods. The main steps of a research works are as follows :
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problems of research. 2. (a) Discussion of various theories and concepts. (b) Gathering knowledge on similar kind of research. 3.

Project preparation. 4. Draft sketch plan of the research. 5. Collection of data. 6. Analysis of collected data. 7. Detail explanation

of information based on the data and preparation of project report. But depending upon the requirement these steps can be

changed. In case of social research similar steps are followed. Since the social research are done to solve the problems faced but

the social workers and emphasises on the problem itself that is why these kind of researches are very much problem specific.

Thus identifying the problem is the initial phase of this kind of research, similarly report with recommended solutions to these

problems are the last phase of these research. The intermediate phase of the research work is considered to correlate between

the two phase. This is the most critical and major part of a research work. In this phase so many works needs to be done such as

sketch plan of the research, tools for the research, to determine the source of data and information which are to be collected,

collection of data & Information data analysis, project preparation, examining the project, Analysing of the information etc. (B)

Identification of Research Problem : Problem of a research means to determine the solution to those problems through

research. Therefore identification of research problem means the research worker will research on what to find a solution-that

means to identify or ascertain the topic of research. The researchers has to discuss thoroughly the theoretical and practical side

of the problem so as to understand them properly. For this they have to read specific problem related books as well as to talk

who such persons who have experience and have worked on similar kind of problem. This way after identifying the problem then

the research methodology is to be settled. Therefore it need various works to be done identify a problem. The good thing that

are obtained by identifying a problem are; 1. To ascertain the sphere of the topic of research.
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the topic of the research and makes the research work smoother. 3. The problem can be properly defined. 4. To differentiate

between the relevant (Research related) and irrelevant data. Identification of Research Problem is basically to determine the topic

or subject on which the research work will be carried out. This mainly depends upon the discretion of the researcher as well as

the knowledge and proficiency of the researcher, on a particular subject. Thus it is the primary job of a researcher to select the

subject area of his research. Otherwise it is not possible to reach to the goal of the research. For this he has to perform the

following; 1. The researchers have to decide the subject on which he has sufficient knowledge or among the various problems of

the society which one attracts him the most. For example a researcher may choose. ‘The malice of addiction’ as his subject of his

research. In this case the sphere of research is quite large, because cigarette, alcohol, Opium, Ganja, various drug they fall in the

range of adict substance. Therefore he have to decide among these which will be his choice of research, whether he wants to

carry out the research on smokers or alcoholic or drug adict. 2. Once the topic and the subject is selected then it is advised to

make it precise: In that case it becomes easier for the researcher to put light on a particular side of the problem such as if a

researcher decide to carry out the research on alcoholic person then he can make it more precise as whether he wants to study

the health related problem with an alcoholic person or the society related problem with an alcoholic or the role of alcoholism as

a cause behind the diplorable condition of a family. 3. After this the researcher has to determine the goal and mission of his

research. Because the mission of a research helps the researcher to reach his goal in a disciplined way. Due to this the researcher

none other but only concentrates on his research. Apart from the above steps the researcher has to follow other rules which are

as follows. 1) The researcher must exchange his views and ideas with other research fellows and interact with those persons who

have experience on similar kind of work. This will make the research more specific and effective. ii) He have to read books and

journals relected to the said research this will make him more knowledgable.
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researcher must have attraction on which he is carrying out the research work and he should have fairly good conception about

the research, which are already done in the same field. iv) It is always recommended to avoid such fields of research which has a

wide area and easily attracts the researcher. v) Above all the problem of research, or the subject has to be viable in respect of

time and money. (c) Review of Literature After selecting the topic of research the second phase of the research requires that the

researcher should gather in depth knowledge about the subject unless the researcher have a clear idea about the nature, cause

and depth of the problem, he cannot carry out the research in the right direction. Reading of books helps him to build ideas,

learn theories etc. It gives proper direction to the research work and prevents duplication of the same. It also indicates about the

problems that may be encountered while doing the research. Study of books does not only mean studying of published books,

but it includes study of unpublished books, journals, magazines, articles, Govt. reports etc. The research should make a list of

these materials, because at the end of the research the reseacher has to declare about the rferences from which he got help in

preparing the thesis. 1.8 Ethical issues in Research Ethics is the moral distinction between right and wrong, and what is unethical

may not necessarily be illegal. If a scientist’s conduct falls within the gray zone between ethics and law, she may not be culpable

in the eyes of the law, but may still be ostracized in her professional community, face severe damage to professional reputation,

and may even lose her job on grounds of professional misconduct. Social Work is a field of knowledge that maintains an ethical

and political commitment to protecting the rights of the participants in research. Prior to the creation of the resolution, the

Social Workers’ Professional Code of Ethics already indicated the need for professionals to respect the rights of participants to

have prior information about the study procedure, freedom of choice and access to the results of the studies. In research

projects conducted by social workers, it is common for the object of the study to be users of Social Work who belong to socially

stigmatized social
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groups due to factors such as income, level of education, profession or even physical and mental deficiencies. Some of the

people who participate in Social Work studies can be described, according to Barroco,as “a population considered vulnerable to

certain requirements presented by scientific research.” In this sense, the adoption of ethical care in the realization of scientific

studies is an attribute of considerable importance in the education and professional exercise of social workers. While we talk

about the Ethical issues involved in Research, it would be naive to simply and only trust in the self-guidance and morality of

individual researchers. We must keep a few things in our mind- First, knowledge and acceptance of ethical standards and

principles may vary widely between countries and disciplines and a unitary approach is therefore desirable for all stakeholders

involved. Second, the transformation of international research into something akin to a capitalistic competition of scientific

reputation with rankings and impact factors deciding on the standing and status of researchers (Münch 2014), the pressure on

the individual researcher in this system is too high to expect everyone to adhere simply to their conscience everywhere and all

the time during every phase of research. Third, Ethical concerns envisages issues of data sharing, privacy, and security.We know

these days, the misuse of online data by various actors is likely to continue, as the potential gains are huge. However, researchers

should not be left alone in addressing these issues. Rather, they should receive support from institutionalized agencies trained

and tasked in the handling of ethical issues. These do not need to take the form of established IRBs and should provide guidance

as much as restrictions Following are the Ethical Principles in Scientific Research— ? Scientific validity- A study should be

designed in a way that will get an understandable answer to the important research question ? Fair subject selection The primary

basis for recruiting participants should be the scientific goals of the study — not vulnerability, privilege, or other unrelated factors.

? Favourable risk-benefit ratio Everything should be done to minimize the risks and inconvenience to research participants to

maximize the potential benefits, and to determine that the potential benefits are proportionate to, or outweigh, the risks.
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review To minimize potential conflicts of interest and make sure a study is ethically acceptable before it starts, an independent

review panel should review the proposal and ask important questions, including: Are those conducting the trial sufficiently free of

bias? Is the study doing all it can to protect research participants? etc ? Informed consent Potential participants should make

their own decision about whether they want to participate or continue participating in research. This is done through a process

of informed consent in which individuals (1) are accurately informed of the purpose, methods, risks, benefits, and alternatives to

the research, (2) understand this information and how it relates to their own clinical situation or interests, and (3) make a

voluntary decision about whether to participate. ? Respect for potential and enrolled subjects Individuals should be treated with

respect from the time they are approached for possible participation — even if they refuse enrollment in a study — throughout

their participation and after their participation ends. This includes: ? Respecting the privacy and keeping the private information

of the respondents confidential ? Respecting the right to change the mind of the respondents, if they feel that the research does

not match their interests, and to withdraw without a penalty ? Informing them of new information that might emerge in the

course of research, which might change their assessment of the risks and benefits of participating ? Monitoring their welfare and,

if they experience adverse reactions, unexpected effects, or changes in clinical status, ensuring appropriate treatment and, when

necessary, removal from the study ? Informing the respondants about what was learned from the research
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hypothesis is an assumption about how two or more variables are related; it makes a conjectural statement about the

relationship between those variables. In social science the hypothesis will often predict how one form of human behaviour

influences another. In research, independent variables are the cause of the change. The dependent variable is the effect, or thing

that is changed. For example, in a basic study, the researcher would establish one form of human behaviour as the independent

variable and observe the influence it has on a dependent variable. How does gender (the independent variable) affect rate of

income (the dependent variable)? How does one’s religion (the independent variable) affect family size (the dependent variable)?

How is social class (the dependent variable) affected by level of education (the independent variable)? ? Hypothesis are testable

explanations of a problem, phenomenon, or observation. ? Both quantitative and qualitative research may involve formulating a

hypothesis to address the research problem. ? Hypotheses that suggest a causal relationship involve at least one independent

variable and at least one dependent variable; in other words, one variable which is presumed to affect the other. ? An

independent Variable is one whose value is manipulated by the researcher or experimenter. ? A dependent variable is a variable

whose values are presumed to change as a result of changes in the independent variable A hypothesis is an assumption or

suggested explanation about how two or more variables are related. It is a crucial step in the scientific method and, therefore, a

vital aspect of all scientific research. There are no definitive guidelines for the production of new hypotheses. The history of

science is filled with stories of scientists claiming a flash of inspiration, or a hunch, which then motivated them to look for

evidence to support or refute the idea. While there is no single way to develop a hypothesis, a useful hypothesis will use

deductive reasoning to make predictions that can be experimentally assessed. If results contradict the predictions, then the

hypothesis under examination is incorrect or incomplete and must be revised or abandoned. If results confirm the predictions,

then the hypothesis might be correct but is still subject to further testing.
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process of research 1 Problem Selection— The first step in the process of carrying out any kind of Research is to identify a

problem. This problem may be something the researcher may identifies and which may need further investigation for building up

new knowledge or information. This step involves identification of one or more research questions dealing with a specific

behaviour, event, or phenomena of interest. Research questions are specific questions about a behaviour, event, or phenomena

of interest that you wish to seek answers for in your research.Research questions can delve into issues of what, why, how, when,

and so forth. More interesting research questions are those that appeal to a broader population. Narrowly focused research

questions (often with a binary yes/no answer) tend to be less useful and less EXPLORATION RESEARCH DESIGN RESEARCH

EXECUTION Research Questions Literature Review Theory Operation- alization Research Method Sampling Strategy Researchh

Proposal Pilot Testing Data Collection Data Analysis Research Report
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less suited to capturing the subtle nuances of social phenomena. Uninterest- ing research questions generally lead to

uninteresting and unpublishable research findings. The next step is to conduct a literature review of the domain of interest. The

purpose of a literature review is three-fold: (1) to survey the current state of knowledge in the area of inquiry, (2) to identify key

authors, articles, theories, and findings in that area, and (3) to identify gaps in knowledge in that research area. Literature review is

commonly done today using computerized keyword searches in online databases. Keywords can be combined using “and” and

“or” operations to narrow down or expand the search results. Once a shortlist of relevant articles is generated from the keyword

search, the researcher must then manually browse through each article, or at least its abstract section, to determine the

suitability of that article for a detailed review. Literature reviews should be reasonably complete, and not restricted to a few

journals, a few years, or a specific methodology. Reviewed articles may be summarized in the form of tables, and can be further

structured using organizing frameworks such as a concept matrix. A well-conducted literature review should indicate whether

the initial research questions have already been addressed in the literature (which would obviate the need to study them again),

whether there are newer or more interesting research questions available, and whether the original research questions should be

modified or changed in light of findings of the literature review. The review can also provide some intuitions or potential answers

to the questions of interest and/or help identify theories that have previously been used to address similar questions. Since

functionalist (deductive) research involves theory-testing, the third step is to identify one or more theories can help address the

desired research questions. While the literature review may uncover a wide range of concepts or constructs potentially related to

the phenomenon of interest, a theory will help identify which of these constructs is logically relevant to the target phenomenon

and how. Forgoing theories may result in measuring a wide range of less relevant, marginally relevant, or irrelevant constructs,

while also minimizing the chances of obtaining results that are meaningful and not by pure chance. In functionalist research,

theories can be used as the logical basis for postulating hypotheses for empirical testing. Obviously, not all theories are well-

suited for studying all social phenomena. Theories must be carefully selected based on their fit with the target problem and the

extent to which their assumptions are consistent with that of the target problem. Selection and Formulation of Research Design

— The next phase in the research process is research design. This process is concerned with creating a blueprint of the activities

to take in order to satisfactorily answer the
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questions identified in the exploration phase. This includes selecting a research method, operationalizing constructs of interest,

and devising an appropriate sampling strategy. Operationalization is the process of designing precise measures for abstract

theoretical constructs. This is a major problem in social science research, given that many of the constructs, such as prejudice,

alienation, and liberalism are hard to define, let alone measure accurately. Operationalization starts with specifying an

“operational definition” (or “conceptualization”) of the constructs of interest. Next, the researcher can search the literature to see

if there are existing prevalidated measures matching their operational definition that can be used directly or modified to measure

their constructs of interest. If such measures are not available or if existing measures are poor or reflect a different

conceptualization than that intended by the researcher, new instruments may have to be designed for measuring those

constructs. This means specifying exactly how exactly the desired construct will be measured (e.g., how many items, what items,

and so forth). This can easily be a long and laborious process, with multiple rounds of pretests and modifications before the

newly designed instrument can be accepted as “scientifically valid.” Simultaneously with operationalization, the researcher must

also decide what research method they wish to employ for collecting data to address their research questions of interest. Such

methods may include quantitative methods such as experiments or survey research or qualitative methods such as case research

or action research, or possibly a combination of both. If an experiment is desired, then what is the experimental design? If survey,

do you plan a mail survey, telephone survey, web survey, or a combination? For complex, uncertain, and multi-faceted social

phenomena, multi-method approaches may be more suitable, which may help leverage the unique strengths of each research

method and generate insights that may not be obtained using a single method. Researchers must also carefully choose the

target population from which they wish to collect data, and a sampling strategy to select a sample from that population. For

instance, should they survey individuals or firms or workgroups within firms? What types of individuals or firms they wish to

target? Sampling strategy is closely related to the unit of analysis in a research problem. While selecting a sample, reasonable

care should be taken to avoid a biased sample (e.g., sample based on convenience) that may generate biased observations.
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— Data can be defined as the quantitative or qualitative values of a variable. Data is plural of datum which literally means to give

or something given. Data is thought to be the lowest unit of information from which other measurements and analysis can be

done. Data can be numbers, images, words, figures, facts or ideas. Data in itself cannot be understood and to get information

from the data one must interpret it into meaningful information. There are various methods of interpreting data. Data sources are

broadly classified into primary and secondary data. Data is one of the most important and vital aspect of any research studies.

Researchers conducted in different fields of study can be different in methodology but every research is based on data which is

analyzed and interpreted to get information. Data is the basic unit in statistical studies. Statistical information like census,

population variables, health statistics, and road accidents records are all developed from data. There are two sources of data

collection techniques. Primary and Secondary data collection techniques, Primary data collection uses surveys, experiments or

direct observa- tions. Secondary data collection may be conducted by collecting information from a diverse source of

documents or electronically stored information, census and market studies are examples of a common sources of secondary

data. This is also referred to as “data mining.” Primary Date- Primary data means original data that has been collected specially for

the purpose in mind. It means someone collected the data from the original source first hand. Data collected this way is called

primary data. Survey Survey is most commonly used method in social sciences, management, marketing and psychology to

some extent. Surveys can be conducted in different methods. Questionnaire Questionnaire is the most commonly used method

in survey. Questionnaires are a list of questions either an open-ended or close -ended for which the respondent give answers.

Questionnaire can be conducted via telephone, mail, live in a public area, or in an institute, through electronic mail or through

fax and other methods. Interview Interview is a face-to-face conversation with the respondent. It is slow, expensive, and they

take people away from their regular jobs, but they allow in-depth questioning and follow-up questions.
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Observations can be done while letting the observing person know that he is being observed or without letting him know.

Observations can also be made in natural settings as well as in artificially created environment. Primary data has not been

published yet and is more reliable, authentic and objective. Primary data has not been changed or altered by human beings;

therefore its validity is greater than secondary data. Advantages of Primary Data— ? Data interpretation is better. ? Targeted Issues

are addressed. ? Efficient Spending for Information. ? Decency of Data. ? Addresses Specific Research Issues. ? Greater Control. ?

Proprietary Issues Disadvantage of Primary Data ? High Cost ? Time Consuming ? Inaccurate Feed-backs ? More number of

resources is required Secondary Data Secondary data is the data that has been already collected by and readily available from

other sources. When we use Statistical Method with Primary Data from another purpose for our purpose we refer to it as

Secondary Data. It means that one purpose’s Primary Data is another purpose’s Secondary Data. So that secondary data is data

that is being reused. Such data aremore quickly obtainable than the primary data. These secondary data may be obtained from

many sources, including literature, industry surveys, compilations from computerized databases and information systems, and

computerized or mathematical models of environmental processes.
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Printed Sources There are varieties of published printed sources. Their credibility depends on many factors. For example, on the

writer, publishing company and time and date when published. New sources are preferred and old sources should be avoided as

new technology and researches bring new facts into light. Books Books are available today on any topic that you want to

research. The uses of books start before even you have selected the topic. After selection of topics books provide insight on how

much work has already been done on the same topic and you can prepare your literature review. Books are secondary source

but most authentic one in secondary sources. Journals/periodicals Journals and periodicals are becoming more important as far

as data collection is concerned. The reason is that journals provide up-to-date information which at times books cannot and

secondly, journals can give information on the very specific topic on which you are researching rather talking about more

general topics. Magazines/Newspapers Magazines are also effective but not very reliable. Newspaper on the other hand is more

reliable and in some cases the information can only be obtained from newspapers as in the case of some political studies.

Published Printed Sources There are varieties of published printed sources. Their credibility depends on many factors. For

example, on the writer, publishing company and time and date when published. New sources are preferred and old sources

should be avoided as new technology and researches bring new facts into light. Books Books are available today on any topic

that you want to research. The uses of books start before even you have selected the topic. After selection of topics books

provide insight on how much work has already been done on the same topic and you can prepare your literature review. Books

are secondary source but most authentic one in secondary sources.
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Journals/periodicals Journals and periodicals are becoming more important as far as data collection is concerned. The reason is

that journals provide up-to-date information which at times books cannot and secondly, journals can give information on the

very specific topic on which you are researching rather talking about more general topics. Magazines/Newspapers Magazines are

also effective but not very reliable. Newspaper on the other hand is more reliable and in some cases the information can only be

obtained from newspapers as in the case of some political studies. Published Electronic Sources As internet is becoming more

advance, fast and reachable to the masses; it has been seen that much information that is not available in printed form is

available on internet. In the past the credibility of internet was questionable but today it is not. The reason is that in the past

journals and books were seldom published on internet but today almost every journal and book is available online. Some are free

and for others you have to pay the price. E-journals: e-journals are more commonly available than printed journals. Latest

journals are difficult to retrieve without subscription but if your university has an e-library you can view any journal, print it and

those that are not available you can make an order for them. General Websites; Generally websites do not contain very reliable

information so their content should be checked for the reliability before quoting from them. Weblogs: Weblogs are also

becoming common. They are actually diaries written by different people. These diaries are as reliable to use as personal written

diaries. Advantage of Secondary Data They are Inexpensive They are Easily accessible Immediately available Will provide essential

background and help to clarify or refine research problem – essential for literature review Secondary data sources will provide

research method alternatives. Will also alert the researcher to any potential difficulties.
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Secondary Data 1 They may not be immediately available – takes time to define problem, sampling frame, method and analysis.

2 It does not give us complete Information Thus we say that Primary research entails the use of immediate data in determining

the survival of the market. The popular ways to collect primary data consist of surveys, interviews and focus groups, which shows

that direct relationship between potential customers and the companies. Whereas secondary research is a means to reprocess

and reuse collected information as an indication for betterments of the service or product. Data Analysis: Assessment of

Intervention effects/impacts Data collection,is followed by Data Analysis. The data is analyzed and interpreted for the purpose of

drawing conclusions regarding the research questions of interest. Depending on the type of data collected (quantitative or

qualitative), data analysis may be quantitative (e.g., employ statistical techniques such as regression or structural equation

modeling) or qualitative (e.g., case studies Focus Group Discussions or Content analysis). Data Anaysis for Quantitative data—

Numeric data collected in a research project can be analyzed quantitatively using statistical tools in two different ways.

Descriptive analysis refers to statistically describing, aggregating, and presenting the constructs of interest or associations

between these constructs. Inferential analysis refers to the statistical testing of hypotheses (theory testing). We may nw examine

statistical techniques used for descriptive analysis, and the next chapter will examine statistical techniques for inferential analysis.

Much of today’s quanti- tative data analysis is conducted using software programs such as SPSS or SAS. Data Preparation In

research projects, data may be collected from a variety of sources: mail-in surveys, interviews, pretest or post test experimental

data, observational data, and so forth. This data must be converted into a machine -readable, numeric format, such as in a

spreadsheet or a text file, so that they can be analyzed by computer programs like SPSS or SAS. Data preparation usually follows

the following steps. Data coding. Coding is the process of converting data into numeric format. A codebook should be created

to guide the coding process. A codebook is a comprehensive document containing detailed description of each variable in a

research study, items or
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that variable, the format of each item (numeric, text, etc.), the response scale for each item (i.e., whether it is measured on a

nominal, ordinal, interval, or ratio scale; whether such scale is a five-point, seven-point, or some other type of scale), and how to

code each value into a numeric format. For instance, if we have a measurement item on a seven-point Likert scale with anchors

ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”, we may code that item as 1 for strongly disagree, 4 for neutral, and 7 for

strongly agree, with the intermediate anchors in between. Nominal data such as industry type can be coded in numeric form

using a coding scheme such as: 1 for manufacturing, 2 for retailing, 3 for financial, 4 for healthcare, and so forth (of course,

nominal data cannot be analyzed statistically). Ratio scale data such as age, income, or test scores can be coded as entered by

the respondent. Sometimes, data may need to be aggregated into a different form than the format used for data collection. For

instance, for measuring a construct such as “benefits of computers,” if a survey provided respondents with a checklist of b enefits

that they could select from (i.e., they could choose as many of those benefits as they wanted), then the total number of checked

items can be used as an aggregate measure of benefits. Note that many other forms of data, such as interview transcripts,

cannot be converted into a numeric format for statistical analysis. Coding is especially important for large complex studies

involving many variables and measurement items, where the coding process is conducted by different people, to help the

coding team code data in a consistent manner, and also to help others understand and interpret the coded data. Data entry.

Coded data can be entered into a spreadsheet, database, text file, or directly into a statistical program like SPSS. Most statistical

programs provide a data editor for entering data. However, these programs store data in their own native format (e.g., SPSS

stores data as .sav files), which makes it difficult to share that data with other statistical programs. Hence, it is often better to

enter data into a spreadsheet or database, where they can be reorganized as needed, shared across programs, and subsets of

data can be extracted for analysis. Smaller data sets with less than 65,000 observations and 256 items can be stored in a

spreadsheet such as Microsoft Excel, while larger dataset with millions of observations will require a database. Each observation

can be entered as one row in the spreadsheet and each measurement item can be represented as one column. The entered data

should be frequently checked for accuracy, via occasional spot checks on a set of items or observations, during and after entry.

Furthermore, while entering data, the coder should watch out for obvious evidence of bad data, such as the respondent

selecting
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agree” response to all items irrespective of content, including reverse-coded items. If so, such data can be entered but should be

excluded from subsequent analysis. Missing values. Missing data is an inevitable part of any empirical data set. Respondents may

not answer certain questions if they are ambiguously worded or too sensitive. Such problems should be detected earlier during

pretests and corrected before the main data collection process begins. During data entry, some statistical programs

automatically treat blank entries as missing values, while others require a specific numeric value such as -1 or 999 to be entered

to denote a missing value. During data analysis, the default mode of handling missing values in most software programs is to

simply drop the entire observation containing even a single missing value, in a technique called list wise deletion. Such deletion

can significantly shrink the sample size and make it extremely difficult to detect small effects. Hence, some software programs

allow the option of replacing missing values with an estimated value via a process called imputation. For instance, if the missing

value is one item in a multi-item scale, the imputed value may be the average of the respondent’s responses to remaining items

on that scale. If the missing value belongs to a single-item scale, many researchers use the average of other respondent’s

responses to that item as the imputed value. Such imputation may be biased if the missing value is of a systematic nature rather

than a random nature. Two methods that can produce relatively unbiased estimates for imputation are the maximum likelihood

procedures and multiple imputation methods, both of which are supported in popular software programs such as SPSS and SAS.

Data transformation. Sometimes, it is necessary to transform data values before they can be meaningfully interpreted. For

instance, reverse coded items, where items convey the opposite meaning of that of their underlying construct, should be

reversed (e.g., in a 1-7 interval scale, 8 minus the observed value will reverse the value) before they can be compared or

combined with items that are not reverse coded. Other kinds of transforma- tions may include creating scale measures by

adding individual scale items, creating a weighted index from a set of observed measures, and collapsing multiple values into

fewer categories (e.g., collapsing incomes into income ranges). Data Anaysis for Quaitative Study— Qualitative analysis is the

analysis of qualitative data such as text data from interview transcripts. Unlike quantitative analysis, which is statistics driven and

largely independent of the researcher, qualitative analysis is heavily dependent on the researcher’s analytic and
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and personal knowledge of the social context where the data is collected. The emphasis in qualitative analysis is “sense making”

or understanding a phenomenon, rather than predicting or explaining. A creative and investigative mindset is needed for

qualitative analysis, based on an ethically enlightened and participant-in-context attitude, and a set of analytic strategies. Let us

take two examples to explain how we carry on Qualitative analysis. Content Analysis Content analysis is the systematic analysis

of the content of a text (e.g., who says what, to whom, why, and to what extent and with what effect) in a quantitative or

qualitative manner. Content analysis typically conducted as follows. First, when there are many texts to analyze (e.g., newspaper

stories, financial reports, blog postings, online reviews, etc.), the researcher begins by sampling a selected set of texts from the

population of texts for analysis. This process is not random, but instead, texts that have more pertinent content should be

chosen selectively. Second, the researcher identifies and applies rules to divide each text into segments or “chunks” that can be

treated as separate units of analysis. This process is called unitizing. For example, a ssumptions, effects, enablers, and barriers in

texts may constitute such units. Third, the researcher constructs and applies one or more concepts to each unitized text

segment in a process called coding. For coding purposes, a coding scheme is used based on the themes the researcher is

searching for or uncovers as she classifies the text. Finally, the coded data is analyzed, often both quantitatively and qualitatively,

to determine which themes occur most frequently, in what contexts, and how they are related to each other. A simple type of

content analysis is sentiment analysis – a technique used to capture people’s opinion or attitude toward an object, person, or

phenomenon. Reading online messages about a political candidate posted on an online forum and classifying each message as

positive, negative, or neutral is an example of such an analysis. In this case, each message represents one unit of analysis. This

analysis will help identify whether the sample as a whole is positively or negatively disposed or neutral towards that candidate.

Examining the content of online reviews in a similar manner is another example. Though this analysis can be done manually, for

very large data sets (millions of text records), natural language processing and text analytics based software programs are

available to automate the coding process, and maintain a record of how people sentiments fluctuate with time.
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criticism of content analysis is that it lacks a set of systematic procedures that would allow the analysis to be replicated by other

researchers. Schilling (2006) [20] addressed this criticism by organizing different content analytic procedures into a spiral model.

This model consists of five levels or phases in interpreting text: (1) convert recorded tapes into raw text data or transcripts for

content analysis, (2) convert raw data into condensed protocols, (3) convert condensed protocols into a preliminary category

system, (4) use the preliminary category system to generate coded protocols, and (5) analyze coded protocols to generate

interpretations about the phenomenon of interest. Content analysis has several limitations. First, the coding process is restricted

to the information available in text form. For instance, if a researcher is interested in studying people’s views on capital

punishment, but no such archive of text documents is available, then the analysis cannot be done. Second, sampling must be

done carefully to avoid sampling bias. For instance, if your population is the published research literature on a given topic, then

you have systematically omitted unpublished research or the most recent work that is yet to be published. Hermeneutic Analysis

Hermeneutic analysis is a special type of content analysis where the researcher tries to “interpret” the subjective meaning of a

given text within its socio-historic context. Unlike content analysis, which ignores the context and meaning of text documents

during the coding process, hermeneutic analysis is a truly interpretive technique for analyzing qualita- tive data. This method

assumes that written texts narrate an author’s experience within a socio-historic context, and should be interpreted as such

within that context. Therefore, the researcher continually iterates between singular interpretation of the text (the part) and a

holistic understanding of the context (the whole) to develop a fuller understanding of the phenomenon in its situated context,

which German philosopher Martin Heidegger called the hermeneutic circle. The word hermeneutic (singular) refers to one

particular method or strand of interpretation. More generally, hermeneutics is the study of interpretation and the theory and

practice of interpretation. Derived from religious studies and linguistics, traditional hermeneutics, such as biblical hermeneutics,

refers to the interpretation of written texts, especially in the areas of literature, religion and law (such as the Bible). In the 20th

century, Heidegger suggested that a more direct, non-mediated, and authentic way of understanding social reality is to

experience it, rather than simply observe it, and proposed philosophical
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where the focus shifted from interpretation to existential understanding. Heidegger argued that texts are the means by which

readers can not only read about an author’s experience, but also relive the author’s experiences. Contemporary or modern

hermeneutics, developed by Heidegger’s students such as Hans-Georg Gadamer, further examined the limits of written texts for

communicating social experiences, and went on to propose a framework of the interpretive process, encompassing all forms of

communica- tion, including written, verbal, and non-verbal, and exploring issues that restrict the communicative ability of

written texts, such as presuppositions, language structures (e.g., grammar, syntax, etc.), and semiotics (the study of written signs

such as symbolism, metaphor, analogy, and sarcasm). The term hermeneutics is sometimes used interchange- ably and

inaccurately with exegesis, which refers to the interpretation or critical explanation of written text only and especially religious

texts. Finally, standard software programs, such as ATLAS.ti.5, NVivo, and QDA Miner, can be used to automate coding processes

in qualitative research methods. These programs can quickly and efficiently organize, search, sort, and process large volumes of

text data using user-defined rules. To guide such automated analysis, a coding schema should be created, specifying the

keywords or codes to search for in the text, based on an initial manual examination of sample text data. The schema can be

organized in a hierarchical manner to organize codes into higher-order codes or constructs. The coding schema should be

validated using a different sample of texts for accuracy and adequacy. However, if the coding schema is biased or incorrect, the

resulting analysis of the entire population of text may be flawed and non-interpretable. However, software programs cannot

decipher the meaning behind the certain words or phrases or the context within which these words or phrases are used (such as

those in sarcasms or metaphors), which may lead to significant misinterpretation in large scale qualitative analysis Report Writing

— The final phase of research involves preparing the final research report documenting the entire research process and its

findings in the form of a research paper, dissertation, or monograph. This report should outline in detail all the choices made

during the research process (e.g., theory used, constructs selected, measures used, research methods, sam- pling, etc.) and why,

as well as the outcomes of each phase of the research process. The research process must be described in sufficient detail so as

to allow other researchers to replicate your study, test the findings, or assess whether the inferences derived are scientifically

acceptable. Of course, having a ready research proposal will greatly simplify and quicken the process of writing the finished

report. Note that research is of no value
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research process and outcomes are documented for future generations; such documentation is essential for the incremental

progress of science. 1.11 Conclusion From this unit we learnt that unless and until we design a Research systematically we will

not be able to reach the goal. We must be careful enough to choose the appropriate steps to attain the final result. 1.12 Exercise

1. What do you mean by Scientific Research? 2. Differentiate between Social Research and Social Work Research 3. What do you

understand by Hypothesis? 4. What are the different steps of Research Process? 1.13 Reference Concepts, Constructs, and

Variables. (2020, August 17). Retrieved May 10, 2021, from https://socialsci.libretexts.org/@go/page/26212 Formulating the

Hypothesis. (2021, February 20). Retrieved May 10, 2021, from https:/ /socialsci.libretexts.org/@go/page/7913 Oliveira, Ana

Carolina, & Guedes, Cristiano. (2013). Social Work and Ethical Challenges in Research: a bibliographic study. Revista Katálysis,

16(spe), 119-129. https:// doi.org/10.1590/S1414-49802013000300008 Weinhardt, Michael. 2021. Big Data: Some Ethical

Concerns for the Social Sciences. Social Sciences 10: 36. https://doi.org/10.3390/ socsci10020036

http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/oa_textbooks/3/ https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-hccc-research-

methods/chapter/chapter-1-science- and-scientific-research/ https://scientificinquiryinsocialwork.pressbooks.com/chapter/1-

2-science-social-science-and- social-work/ https://www.nih.gov/health-information/nih-clinical-research-trials-you/guiding-

principles-ethi- cal-research
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Work Research Structure 2.0 Objective 2.1 Introduction 2.2 Use of research in social work 2.3 Types of social work research 2.4

Conclusion 2.5 Exercise 2.6 Reference 2.0 Objective Social work research requires a focus on gaining an empathic

understanding of an individual’s feelings and the meaning that they give to everyday life with the goal to gaining greater

understanding of the individual’s behavior. For this reason is a very essential social work research. 2.1 Introduction All social

workers, from micro to macro, need to understand the root causes and policy solutions to social problems that their clients are

experiencing. Social work supervisors and administrators at agency-based settings will likely have to demonstrate that their

agency’s programs are effective at achieving their goals. Most private and public grants will require evidence of effectiveness for

your agency to receive funding and to keep the programs running. Social workers at community-based organizations commonly

use research methods to target their interventions to the needs of their service area. Clinical social workers must also make sure

that the interventions they use in practice are effective and not harmful to clients. In addition, social workers may want to track

client progress on goals, help clients gather data about their clinical issues, or use data to advocate for change. As a whole, all

social workers in all practice situations must remain current on the scientific literature to ensure competent and ethical practice.

57
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cases, a social worker needs to be able to understand and evaluate scientific information. Evidence-based practice (EBP) for

social workers involves making decisions on how to help clients based on the best available evidence. A social worker must

examine the current literature and understand both the theory and evidence relevant to the practice situation. According to

Rubin and Babbie (2017), [4] EBP also involves understanding client characteristics, using practice wisdom and existing resources,

and adapting to environmental context. It is not simply “doing what the literature says,” but rather a process by which

practitioners examine the literature, client, self, and context to inform interventions with clients and systems. As we discussed in

Section 1.2, the patterns discovered by scientific research are not perfectly applicable to all situations. Instead, we rely on the

critical thinking of social workers to apply scientific knowledge to real-world situations. Let’s consider an example of a social

work administrator at a children’s mental health agency. The agency uses a private grant to fund a program that provides low-

income children with bicycles, teaches the children how to repair and care for their bicycles, and leads group bicycle outings

after school. Physical activity has been shown to improve mental health outcomes in scientific studies, but is this social worker’s

program improving mental health in their clients? Ethically, the social worker should make sure that the program is achieving its

goals. If the program is not beneficial, the resources should be spent on more effective programs. Practically, the social worker

will also need to demonstrate to the agency’s donors that bicycling truly helps children deal with their mental health concerns.

The example above demonstrates the need for social workers to engage in evaluation research, or research that evaluates the

outcomes of a policy or program. She will choose from many acceptable ways to investigate program effectiveness, and those

choices are based on the principles of scientific inquiry you will learn in this textbook. As the example above mentions,

evaluation research is embedded into the funding of nonprofit, human service agencies. Government and private grants need to

make sure their money is being spent wisely. If your program does not work, then the funds will be allocated to a program that

has been proven effective or a new program that may be effective. Just because a program has the right goal doesn’t mean it

will actually accomplish that goal. Grant reporting is an important part of agency-based social work practice. Agencies, in a very

important sense, help us discover what approaches actually help clients.
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Work Research aims at— (1) To solve social problems and issues that shape how our society is organized, thus you have to live

with the results of research methods every day of your life. (2) To understand Research Methods that will help us to evaluate the

effectiveness of social work interventions. 2.2 Use of research in social work—Intervention research and Practice based research

Intervention Research Interventional studies are often prospective and are specifically tailored to evaluate direct impacts of

treatment or preventive measures on some social phenomenon. Each study design has specific outcome measures that rely on

the type and quality of data utilized. Additionally, each study design has potential limitations that are more severe and need to be

addressed in the design phase of the study. Interventional study designs, also called experimental study designs, are those where

the researcher intervenes at some point throughout the study. The most common and strongest interventional study design is a

randomized controlled trial, however, there are other interventional study designs, including pre-post study design, non-

randomized controlled trials, and quasi-experiments. Experi- mental studies are used to evaluate study questions related to

either therapeutic agents or prevention. Therapeutic agents can include prophylactic agents, treatments, surgical ap- proaches,

or diagnostic tests. Prevention can include changes to protective equipment, engineering controls, management, policy or any

element that should be evaluated as to a potential cause of disease or injury. Practice Based Research

95% MATCHING BLOCK 30/88

Practice-based research is a conceptual framework that allows a researcher to incorporate their creative practice, creative

methods and creative output into the research design and as a part of the research output. Smith and Dean note that practice-

based research arises out of two related ideas. Firstly, “that creative work in itself is a form of research and generates detectable

research outputs”. The product of creative work itself contributes to the outcomes of a research
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process and contributes to the answer of a research question. Secondly, “creative practice — the training and specialised

knowledge that creative practitioners have and the processes they engage in when they are making art — can lead to

specialised research insights which can then be generalised and written up as research” Smith and Dean’s point here is that the

content and processes of a creative practice generate knowledge and innovations that are different to, but complementary

with, other research styles and methods. Practice-based research projects are undertaken across all creative disciplines and, as

a result, the approach is very flexible in its implementation able to incorporate a variety of methodologies and methods within

its bounds. A helpful way to understand this is to think of practice-based research as an approach that allows us to incorporate

our creative practices into the research, legitimises the knowledge they reveal and endorses the methodologies, methods and

research tools that are characteristic of
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Social Work discipline. 2.3 Types of social work research Broadly speaking Social Work Research may be categorized in the

following ways- 1 Needs Assessment studies 2 Situational Analysis 3 Monitoring and Evaluation, 4 Impact assessment 5 Policy

research. Needs Assessment studies— A needs assessment is a systematic process that provides information about social needs

or issues in a place or population group and determines which issues should be prioritised for action. The term ‘social issue’ as

used here is intended to be deliberately broad and essentially denotes an identified problem in a place or population. Social

issues, or ‘needs’, can include health-related topics such as the increased prevalence of poor mental health in a population or

high smoking rates, or issues such as low levels of literacy or child development. In this context, a social need or social issue is

something that can be addressed by service providers (or community members in a community development initiative), so a

needs assessment gathers information about the issue that can then inform
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or policy development. A needs assessment in this context moves beyond individual assessment and explores the needs of a

community. Community is frequently defined in terms of a geographical area but a needs assessment could also explore the

needs of a specific population group; for example, the needs of single-parent families. A needs assessment in a geographical

area may also have a focus on priority population groups; for example, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Needs

assessment is most often undertaken in order to allocate or redistribute resources and design programs, policies and services.

However, needs assessment can also be considered as a form of evaluation, or as a component of program evaluation, because

it involves collecting information in order to make an evaluative judgement about what needs exist in a community, what needs

should be prioritised and how a particular policy, service, program or suite of activities will address those needs. A needs

assessment can also provide baseline data that can be used in an evaluation. Importantly, a needs assessment is best undertaken

as a systematic process (Altschuld & Kumar, 2005; Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman, 2004): 1. Decisions are made about the scope of the

needs assessment. 2. There is a plan to collect information. 3. Data are collected and analysed. 4. These data are used to

determine priorities and make decisions about resource allocation, program design and service delivery. In practice, needs

assessments are often done informally. For example, a number of clients might present with similar issues that are not met by

current services, a gap in service delivery may be observed, or a new client group becomes known, and something is designed to

address these issues. Without a systematic process of needs assessment that includes multiple forms of evidence, this ad hoc

method of meeting client need can eventually result in a fragmented service system that may not be making the most effective

use of scarce resources. There may also be client or community needs that are less visible and so not being met. Undertaking a

systematic needs assessment is a transparent and defensible way of ensuring that resources are being used in the most effective

way possible. Situational Analysis Situational analysis is an approach to research using a grounded theorizing methodol- ogy to

identify and describe social worlds and arenas of action and by representing complexity through mapmaking Clarke has taken

grounded theory beyond the more
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approach of Charmaz and Morse to create a new process of analysis that is situation-centred (i.e., largely centred on context)

and focused on a social worlds/arenas/ negotiations framework. Situational analysis is beneficial to open up the data by

providing a comprehensive framework for considering multiple connections and relationships that can influence activities – in

this case, elements of the situation that influence implementation of core public health programs. Using explanatory maps,

situational analysis provides unique visuals for understanding the phenomenon of interest and considerable potential for visual

representation of data to aid in knowledge translation activities. Visual complexity, as a means to recognize patterns and to clarify

complex systems, is part of a growing trend in social science. It allows the reader to see how complex the situation is, while

demonstrating how various parts, through interaction, influence outcomes. Situational analysis provides a means to specify and

map all the important human and nonhuman elements of a situation, emphasizing relationships, social worlds and discursive

positions Specifically, the methodology for situational analysis involves substantive theoriz- ing and story-telling through the use

of maps with a goal of critical analysis to produce a possible ‘truth,’ or the underlying structure or mechanism of action

Monitoring & Evaluation

96% MATCHING BLOCK 33/88

In the world of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) three approaches can be identified: result-oriented, constructivist and

reflexive. Every approach includes principles, methods and tools that can be used for projects that have the ambition to

contribute to (system) innovation. But they differ widely in their vision on reality, the on-going processes and their results and

how to support, manage or adjust these processes. Deciding which method is the best depends heavily on the nature of the

project, its context, and the monitoring and evaluation objectives. In practice, it may be desirable to use a selection of methods

from the different approaches in order to combine their strong points.

Social Impact Assessment (SIA) A Social Impact Assessment is a process of research, planning and the management of social

change or consequences (positive and negative, intended and unintended) arising from policies, plans, developments and

projects (UNEP, 2007). The core focus of an SIA is on the important impacts of projects and developments beyond the impacts

on natural resources. Examples of social impacts include (Vanclay, 2003):
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life – that is, how they live, work, play and interact with one another on a day-to-day basis. Their culture – that is, their shared

beliefs, customs, values and language or dialect. Their community – its cohesion, stability, character, services and facilities. Their

political systems – the extent to which people are able to participate in decisions that affect their lives, the level of

democratization that is taking place, and the resources provided for this purpose. Their health and well-being – health is a state

of complete physical, mental, social and spiritual well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. From the listed

examples above, it is clear that the SIA must look not only at social issues but also at the environmental impacts and their

interactions. For example, if the planned project impacts the availability of water and land for local food production it also leads

to social impacts, such as increases in food prices, the need to travel longer distances to buy and/or grow food. In general, an

SIA calls for close collaboration with community members, as well as other stakeholders and experts. This usually covers the

following specific areas to identify impacts and mitigation measures (State of Queensland, 2013): ? Community and stakeholder

engagement ? Workforce management ? Housing and accommodation ? Local business and industry content ? Health and

community well-being. During the SIA, the proponent is usually expected to (State of Queensland, 2013): ? Identify stakeholders’

groups and communities impacted by the project. ? Collect baseline data covering key social issues of the impacted

communities such as community history, indigenous communities, culture and key events that have shaped economic and

social development, key industries presently and in the past (if relevant); pressures or vulnerabilities experienced by these

industry sectors. ? Provide an overview of government legislation and policies that complement the mitigation measures for

social impacts that are directly related to the project.
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methods used to gather information, including a description of how the communities of interest were engaged during the

development of the SIA. ? Identify potential direct social impacts and prediction of the significance of any impacts and duration

and extent of each impact. ? List proposed mitigation measures ? Describe the monitoring framework that informs stakeholders

on the progress of implementing mitigation measures and overall project implementations. Policy Research Organizations

whether they are private or public, for-profit or not for profit are governed by a set of policies and procedures. To ensure the

optimum efficiency and utilization these policies and procedures need to be reviewed periodically. The review process not only

assesses the success or failure of the policy or procedure it also encapsulates the implementation of these policies. The research

that undertakes this role is applied policy research, which means that the research is required to gather specific information and

has the potential to create actionable outcomes (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). Over the last three decades qualitative research

methods have been recognized as a valuable tool in the social sciences and in particular management studies (Denzin & Linclon,

2000, Locke, 2001) and this has spilled over into applied social policy research.A good Policy can be framed by strong Advocacy.

Advocacy effort or campaign is a structured and sequenced plan of action with the purpose to start, direct, or prevent a specific

policy change. The ultimate target of any advocacy effort is to influence those who hold decision-making power. In some cases,

advocates can speak directly to these people in their advocacy efforts; in other cases, they need to put pressure on these people

by addressing secondary audiences. Thus-“Policy advocacy is the process of negotiating and mediating a dialogue through

which influential networks, opinion leaders, and ultimately, decision makers take ownership of your ideas, evidence, and

proposals, and subsequently act upon them.” Therefore Policy Research is a very important part of Social Work Research as it

ultimately leads to Policy making to establish Social Justice in our society.
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The learner would learn to develop a Research Approach, which is help there to explore various social phenomens. 2.5 Exercise

1. What is Social Work Research. Write down the various types of Social Work Research. 2. What do you mean by Evidence-based

Practice in Social Work Research. 3. What is Education Research, discuss with example. 4. Discuss about Policy Research. 5. How

do we carry out Social Impact Assessment. 2.6 References Martin, W., Pauly, B., & MacDonald, M. (2016). Situational Analysis for

Complex Systems: Methodological Development in Public Health Research. AIMS public health, 3(1), 94–109.

https://doi.org/10.3934/publichealth.2016.1.94 Smart.J (2019)“Need Assessment” in Families and Children Expert Panel practice

re- source” Australian Institute of Family Studies Srivastava, A. & Thomson, S. B. (2009).Framework Analysis: A Qualitative

Methodology for Applied Research Note Policy Research. JOAAG, Vol. 4. No. 2 Thiese M. S. (2014). Observational and

interventional study design types; an overview. Biochemia medica, 24(2), 199–210. https://doi.org/10.11613/BM.2014.022

https://prag-uk.org/glossary-of-terms/methodology/ https://edepot.wur.nl/185027 http://www.iisd.org/learning/eia
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Research Design Structure 3.0 Objective 3.1 Introduction 3.2 Key Attributes of a Research Design 3.3 Popular Research Designs

3.4 Mixed- Method or Eclectic Method 3.5 Selecting Research Designs 3.6 Conclusion 3.7 Exercise 3.8 References 3.0 Objective

The learner will get an idea about various lands of Research Design. The Research Design would be help to plan the Research

Methodology ways of Data collection. 3.1 Introduction Research design is a comprehensive plan for data collection in an

empirical research project. It is a “blueprint” for empirical research aimed at answering specific research questions or testing

specific hypotheses, and must specify at least three processes: (1) The data collection process, (2) The instrument development

process, and (3) The sampling process. Broadly speaking, data collection methods can be broadly grouped into two catego- ries:

positivist and interpretive. Positivist methods, such as laboratory experiments and survey research, are aimed at theory (or

hypotheses) testing, while interpretive methods, such as action research and ethnography, are aimed at theory building. Positivist

methods employ a deductive approach to research, starting with a theory and testing theoretical 66
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empirical data. In contrast, interpretive methods employ an inductive approach that starts with data and tries to derive a theory

about the phenomenon of interest from the observed data. Often times, these methods are incorrectly equated with quantitative

and qualitative research. Quantitative and qualitative methods refers to the type of data being collected (quantitative data involve

numeric scores, metrics, and so on, while qualitative data includes interviews, observations, and so forth) and analyzed (i.e., using

quantitative techniques such as regression or qualitative techniques such as coding). Positivist research uses predominantly

quantitative data, but can also use qualitative data. Interpretive research relies heavily on qualitative data, but can sometimes

benefit from including quantitative data as well. Sometimes, joint use of qualitative and quantitative data may help generate

unique insight into a complex social phenomenon that are not available from either types of data alone, and hence, mixed-mode

designs that combine qualitative and quantitative data are often highly desirable. Thus the research design refers to the overall

strategy that you choose to integrate the different components of the study in a coherent and logical way, thereby, ensuring you

will effectively address the research problem; it constitutes the blueprint for the collection, measurement, and analysis of data.

We may note that research problem determines the type of design we would apply. The function of a research design is to

ensure that the evidence obtained enables us to effectively address the research problem logically and as unambiguously as

possible. In social sciences research, obtaining information relevant to the research problem generally entails specifying the type

of evidence needed to test a theory, to evaluate a program, or to accurately describe and assess meaning related to an

observable phenomenon. With this in mind, a common mistake made by researchers is that they begin their investigations far

too early, before they have thought critically about what information is required to address the research problem. Without

attending to these design issues beforehand, the overall research problem will not be adequately addressed and any conclusions

drawn will run the risk of being weak and unconvincing. As a consequence, the overall validity of the study will be undermined.
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Attributes of a Research Design The quality of research designs can be defined in terms of four key design attributes: internal

validity, external validity, construct validity, and statistical conclusion validity. Internal validity, also called causality, examines

whether the observed change in a dependent variable is indeed caused by a corresponding change in hypothesized indepen-

dent variable, and not by variables extraneous to the research context. Causality requires three conditions: (1) covariation of

cause and effect (i.e., if cause happens, then effect also happens; and if cause does not happen, effect does not happen), (2)

temporal precedence: cause must precede effect in time, (3) no plausible alternative explanation (or spurious correlation).

Certain research designs, such as laboratory experiments, are strong in internal validity by virtue of their ability to manipulate the

independent variable (cause) via a treatment and observe the effect (dependent variable) of that treatment after a certain point in

time, while controlling for the effects of extraneous variables. Other designs, such as field surveys, are poor in internal validity

because of their inability to manipulate the independent variable (cause), and because cause and effect are measured at the

same point in time which defeats temporal precedence making it equally likely that the expected effect might have influenced

the expected cause rather than the reverse. Although higher in internal validity compared to other methods, laboratory

experiments are, by no means, immune to threats of internal validity, and are susceptible to history, testing, instrumentation,

regression, and other threats that are discussed later in the chapter on experimental designs. Nonetheless, different research

designs vary considerably in their respective level of internal validity. External validity or generalizability refers to whether the

observed associations can be generalized from the sample to the population (population validity), or to other people,

organizations, contexts, or time (ecological validity). For instance, can results drawn from a sample of financial firms in the United

States be generalized to the population of financial firms (population validity) or to other firms within the United States

(ecological validity)? Survey research, where data is sourced from a wide variety of individuals, firms, or other units of analysis,

tends to have broader generalizability than laboratory experiments where
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contrived treatments and strong control over extraneous variables render the findings less generalizable to real-life settings

where treatments and extraneous variables cannot be controlled. The variation in internal and external validity for a wide range

of research designs are shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 : Internal and external validity. Some researchers claim that there is a trade

off between internal and external validity: higher external validity can come only at the cost of internal validity and vice-versa. But

this is not always the case. Research designs such as field experiments, longitudinal field surveys, and multiple case studies have

higher degrees of both internal and external validities. Personally, I prefer research designs that have reasonable degrees of both

internal and external validities, i.e., those that fall within the cone of validity shown in Figure 5.1. But this should not suggest that

designs outside this cone are any less useful or valuable. Researchers’ choice of designs is ultimately a matter of their personal

preference and competence, and the level of internal and external validity they desire. Construct validity examines how well a

given measurement scale is measuring the theoretical construct that it is expected to measure. Many constructs used in social

science research such as empathy, resistance to change, and organizational learning are difficult to define, much less measure.

For instance, construct validity must assure that a measure of empathy is indeed measuring empathy and not compassion, which

may be difficult since these constructs are somewhat similar in meaning. Construct validity is assessed in positivist research

based on correlational or factor analysis of pilot test data.
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conclusion validity examines the extent to which conclusions derived using a statistical procedure is valid. For example, it

examines whether the right statistical method was used for hypotheses testing, whether the variables used meet the

assumptions of that statistical test (such as sample size or distributional requirements), and so forth. Because interpretive

research designs do not employ statistical test, statistical conclusion validity is not applicable for such analysis. The different

kinds of validity and where they exist at the theoretical/empirical levels are illustrated in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2. Different Types of

Validity in Scientific Research Improving Internal and External Validity The best research designs are those that can assure high

levels of internal and external validity. Such designs would guard against spurious correlations, inspire greater faith in the

hypotheses testing, and ensure that the results drawn from a small sample are generalizable to the population at large. Controls

are required to assure internal validity (causality) of research designs, and can be accomplished in four ways: (1) manipulation, (2)

elimination, (3) inclusion, and (4) statistical control, and (5) randomization. In manipulation, the researcher manipulates the

independent variables in one or more levels (called “treatments”), and compares the effects of the treatments against a control

group where subjects do not receive the treatment. Treatments may include a new drug or different dosage of drug (for treating

a medical condition), a, a teaching style (for students), and so forth. This type of control is achieved in experimental or quasi-

experimental designs Theoretical Plane Construct A Proposition Construct B Construct Validity Construct Validity External

Validity Independent Variable Hypothesis Dependent Variable Internal Validity Statistical Conclusion Validtiy Empirical Plane
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experimental designs such as surveys. Note that if subjects cannot distinguish adequately between different levels of treatment

manipulations, their responses across treatments may not be different, and manipulation would fail. The elimination technique

relies on eliminating extraneous variables by holding them constant across treatments, such as by restricting the study to a single

gender or a single socio-economic status. In the inclusion technique, the role of extraneous variables is considered by including

them in the research design and separately estimating their effects on the dependent variable, such as via factorial designs where

one factor is gender (male versus female). Such technique allows for greater generalizability but also requires substantially larger

samples. In statistical control, extraneous variables are measured and used as covariates during the statistical testing process.

Finally, the randomization technique is aimed at canceling out the effects of extraneous variables through a process of random

sampling, if it can be assured that these effects are of a random (non-systematic) nature. Two types of randomization are: (1)

random selection, where a sample is selected randomly from a population, and (2) random assignment, where subjects selected

in a non-random manner are randomly assigned to treatment groups. Randomization also assures external validity, allowing

inferences drawn from the sample to be generalized to the population from which the sample is drawn. Note that random

assignment is mandatory when random selection is not possible because of resource or access constraints. However,

generalizability across populations is harder to ascertain since populations may differ on multiple dimensions and you can only

control for few of those dimensions. 3.3 Popular Research Designs As noted earlier, research designs can be classified into two

categories – positivist and interpretive – depending how their goal in scientific research. Positivist designs are meant for theory

testing, while interpretive designs are meant for theory building. Positivist designs seek generalized patterns based on an

objective view of reality, while interpretive designs seek subjective interpretations of social phenomena from the perspectives of

the subjects involved. Some popular examples of positivist designs include laboratory experiments, field experiments, field

surveys, secondary data analysis, and case research while examples of interpretive designs include case research,

phenomenology, and ethnography. Note that case research can be used for theory building or theory testing, though not at the

same time.
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techniques are suited for all kinds of scientific research. Some techniques such as focus groups are best suited for exploratory

research, others such as ethnography are best for descriptive research, and still others such as laboratory experiments are ideal

for explanatory research. Following are brief descriptions of some of these designs. Experimental Research Design Experimental

studies are those that are intended to test cause-effect relationships (hypotheses) in a tightly controlled setting by separating the

cause from the effect in time, administering the cause to one group of subjects (the “treatment group”) but not to another group

(“control group”), and observing how the mean effects vary between subjects in these two groups. For instance, if we design a

laboratory experiment to test the efficacy of a new drug in treating a certain ailment, we can get a random sample of people

afflicted with that ailment, randomly assign them to one of two groups (treatment and control groups), administer the drug to

subjects in the treatment group, but only give a placebo (e.g., a sugar pill with no medicinal value). More complex designs may

include multiple treatment groups, such as low versus high dosage of the drug, multiple treatments, such as combining drug

administration with dietary interventions. In a true experimental design, subjects must be randomly assigned between each

group. If random assignment is not followed, then the design becomes quasi- experimental. Experiments can be conducted in

an artificial or laboratory setting such as at a university (laboratory experiments) or in field settings such as in an organization

where the phenomenon of interest is actually occurring (field experiments). Laboratory experi- ments allow the researcher to

isolate the variables of interest and control for extraneous variables, which may not be possible in field experiments. Hence,

inferences drawn from laboratory experiments tend to be stronger in internal validity, but those from field experiments tend to

be stronger in external validity. Experimental data is analyzed using quantitative statistical techniques. The primary strength of the

experimental design is its strong internal validity due to its ability to isolate, control, and intensively examine a small number of

variables, while its primary weakness is limited external generalizability since real life is often more complex (i.e., involve more

extraneous variables) than contrived lab settings. Furthermore, if the research does not identify ex ante relevant extraneous

variables and control for such variables, such lack of controls may hurt internal validity and may lead to spurious correlations.
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the procedure that enables the researcher to maintain control over all factors that may affect the result of an experiment. In

doing this, the researcher attempts to determine or predict what may occur. Experimental research is often used where there is

time priority in a causal relationship (cause precedes effect), there is consistency in a causal relationship (a cause will always lead

to the same effect), and the magnitude of the correlation is great. The classic experimental design specifies an experimental

group and a control group. The independent variable is administered to the experimental group and not to the control group,

and both groups are measured on the same dependent variable. Subsequent experimental designs have used more groups and

more measurements over longer periods. True experiments must have control, randomization, and manipulation. What do

Experimental Research tells us? 1. Experimental research allows the researcher to control the situation. In so doing, it allows

researchers to answer the question, “What causes something to occur?” 2. Permits the researcher to identify cause and effect

relationships between variables and to distinguish placebo effects from treatment effects. 3. Experimental research designs

support the ability to limit alternative explanations and to infer direct causal relationships in the study. 4. Approach provides the

highest level of evidence for single studies. Exploratory Design An exploratory design is conducted about a research problem

when there are few or no earlier studies to refer to or rely upon to predict an outcome. The focus is on gaining insights and

familiarity for later investigation or undertaken when research problems are in a preliminary stage of investigation. Exploratory

designs are often used to establish an understanding of how best to proceed in studying an issue or what methodology would

effectively apply to gathering information about the issue.It seeks to find out how people get along in the setting under

questions, what meanings they give to their actions, and what issues concern them; frequently involves qualitative methods,

Marketing research to gather preliminary information that will help define problems and suggest hypotheses The goals of

exploratory research are intended to produce the following possible insights: ? Familiarity with basic details, settings, and

concerns.
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picture of the situation being developed. ? Generation of new ideas and assumptions. ? Development of tentative theories or

hypotheses. ? Determination about whether a study is feasible in the future. ? Issues get refined for more systematic investigation

and formulation of new research questions. ? Direction for future research and techniques get developed. Descriptive Research

Descriptive research designs help provide answers to the questions of who, what, when, where, and how associated with a

particular research problem; a descriptive study cannot conclusively ascertain answers to why. Descriptive research is used to

obtain information concerning the current status of the phenomena and to describe “what exists” with respect to variables or

conditions in a situation. In a descriptive design, a researcher is solely interested in describing the situation or case under their

research study. It is a theory-based design method which is created by gathering, analyzing, and presenting collected data. This

allows a researcher to provide insights into the why and how of research. Descriptive design helps others better understand the

need for the research. If the problem statement is not clear, we can conduct exploratory research. Descriptive research involves

the gathering of facts. Measurement and sampling are central concerns; survey research is often used for descriptive purposes.

Descriptive research seeks to describe the current status of an identified variable. These research projects are designed to

provide systematic information about a phenom- enon. The researcher does not usually begin with an hypothesis, but is likely to

develop one after collecting data. The analysis and synthesis of the data provide the test of the hypothesis. Systematic collection

of information requires careful selection of the units studied and careful measurement of each variable. What do these Design

tell us? 1. The subject is being observed in a completely natural and unchanged natural environment. True experiments, whilst

giving analyzable data, often adversely influence the normal behavior of the subject [a.k.a., the Heisenberg effect whereby

measurements of certain systems cannot be made without affecting the systems].
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research is often used as a pre-cursor to more quantitative research designs with the general overview giving some valuable

pointers as to what variables are worth testing quantitatively. 3. If the limitations are understood, they can be a useful tool in

developing a more focused study. 4. Descriptive studies can yield rich data that lead to important recommendations in practice.

5. Appoach collects a large amount of data for detailed analysis. Case Study Case Study is an in-depth investigation of a problem

in one or more real-life settings (case sites) over an extended period of time. Data may be collected using a combination of

interviews, personal observations, and internal or external documents. Case studies can be positivist in nature (for hypotheses

testing) or interpretive (for theory building). The strength of this research method is its ability to discover a wide variety of social,

cultural, and political factors potentially related to the phenomenon of interest that may not be known in advance. Analysis tends

to be qualitative in nature, but heavily contextualized and nuanced. However, interpretation of findings may depend on the

observational and integrative ability of the researcher, lack of control may make it difficult to establish causality, and findings

from a single case site may not be readily generalized to other case sites. Generalizability can be improved by replicating and

comparing the analysis in other case sites in a multiple case design. Focus group research is a type of research that involves

bringing in a small group of subjects (typically 6 to 10 people) at one location, and having them discuss a phenomenon of

interest for a period of 1.5 to 2 hours. The discussion is moderated and led by a trained facilitator, who sets the agenda and poses

an initial set of questions for participants, makes sure that ideas and experiences of all participants are represented, and attempts

to build a holistic understanding of the problem situation based on participants’ comments and experiences. Internal validity

cannot be established due to lack of controls and the findings may not be generalized to other settings because of small sample

size. Hence, focus groups are not generally used for explanatory or descriptive research, but are more suited for exploratory

research.
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Action research assumes that complex social phenomena are best understood by introducing interventions or “actions” into

those phenomena and observing the effects of those actions. In this method, the researcher is usually a consultant or an

organizational member embedded within a social context such as an organization, who initiates an action such as new

organizational procedures or new technologies, in response to a real problem such as declining profitability or operational

bottlenecks. The researcher’s choice of actions must be based on theory, which should explain why and how such actions may

cause the desired change. The researcher then observes the results of that action, modifying it as necessary, while

simultaneously learning from the action and generating theoretical insights about the target problem and interventions. The

initial theory is validated by the extent to which the chosen action successfully solves the target problem. Simultaneous problem

solving and insight generation is the central feature that distinguishes action research from all other research methods, and

hence, action research is an excellent method for bridging research and practice. This method is also suited for studying unique

social problems that cannot be replicated outside that context, but it is also subject to researcher bias and subjectivity, and the

generalizability of findings is often restricted to the context where the study was conducted. The essentials of action research

design follow a characteristic cycle whereby initially an exploratory stance is adopted, where an understanding of a problem is

developed and plans are made for some form of interventionary strategy. Then the intervention is carried out [the “action” in

action research] during which time, pertinent observations are collected in various forms. The new interventional strategies are

carried out, and this cyclic process repeats, continuing until a sufficient understanding of [or a valid implementation solution for]

the problem is achieved. The protocol is iterative or cyclical in nature and is intended to foster deeper understanding of a given

situation, starting with conceptualizing and particu- larizing the problem and moving through several interventions and

evaluations. What do Action Research studies tell us? 1. This is a collaborative and adaptive research design that lends itself to use

in work or community situations. 2. Design focuses on pragmatic and solution-driven research outcomes rather than testing

theories.
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practitioners use action research, it has the potential to increase the amount they learn consciously from their experience; the

action research cycle can be regarded as a learning cycle. 4. Action research studies often have direct and obvious relevance to

improving practice and advocating for change. 5. There are no hidden controls of direction by the researcher. Grounded Theory

Grounded theory is a systematic qualitative research methodology, originating in the social sciences and emphasizing the

generation of theory from qualitative data in the process of conducting research. Grounded theory, in its original form, was

proposed by Glaser and Strauss. Grounded theory is a systematic qualitative research methodology that emphasizes the

generation of theory from data. Grounded theory operates almost in a reverse fashion to the traditional scientific method. Rather

than proposing a hypothesis and gathering data to support it, data collection is pursued first without any preconceptions. Key

points in the data are marked with a series of “codes,” which are then grouped into similar concepts or categories. These

categories become the basis of a theory. The coding process is typically performed in two steps, initial then focused coding. The

categorization process is normally referred to as axial coding. Grounded theory emerged as a research methodology in the

1960s, during a time when sociological research practices were particularly reliant on quantitative methodolo- gies. In 1967,

Glaser and Strauss coined the term grounded theory in their book The Discovery of Grounded Theory. The term refers to the

idea of a theory that is generated by—or grounded in—an iterative process of analysis and sampling of qualitative data gathered

from concrete settings, such as interviews, participant observation, and archival research. Grounded theory offers educational

researchers a method that complements varied forms of qualitative data collection and that will expedite their work. Adopting

more grounded theory strategies will enable educational researchers to further the theoretical reach of their studies and to make

tacit meanings and processes explicit. Constructivists have not only re-envisioned grounded theory, but also revised it in ways

that make the method more flexible and widely adoptable than its earlier versions. In the past, grounded theory has often been

viewed as separate from other methods. Now, the constructivist version makes the usefulness of combining grounded theory

with other approaches more apparent, as is evident in grounded theory studies in education.
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theory can make ethnography more analytic, interview research more in-depth, and content analysis more focused. Several

computer-assisted qualitative data analysis programs are built on grounded theory, and this method can add innovation to mixed

methods research. Grounded theory emphasizes focusing data collection and checking and developing analytic ideas. Hence,

grounded theory offers the tools for building strong evidence within the analysis and for explicating processes. Consequently,

grounded theorists in education have a bright future for making powerful arguments in areas such as curricular studies,

educational leadership, and educational policy Ethnographic Research Design Sometimes referred to as participant observation,

Ethnographic Research designs, revolves around field research encompass a variety of interpretative procedures [e.g.,

observation and interviews] rooted in qualitative approaches to studying people individu- ally or in groups while inhabiting their

natural environment as opposed to using survey instruments or other forms of impersonal methods of data gathering.

Information acquired from observational research takes the form of “field notes” that involves documenting what the researcher

actually sees and hears while in the field. Findings do not consist of conclusive statements derived from numbers and statistics

because field research involves analysis of words and observations of behavior. Conclusions, therefore, are developed from an

interpretation of findings that reveal overriding themes, concepts, and ideas. More information can be found here. What do

Ethnographic Research Design tell us? 1. Field research is often necessary to fill gaps in understanding the research problem

applied to local conditions or to specific groups of people that cannot be ascertained from existing data. 2. The research helps

contextualize already known information about a research problem, thereby facilitating ways to assess the origins, scope, and

scale of a problem and to gage the causes, consequences, and means to resolve an issue based on deliberate interaction with

people in their natural inhabited spaces. 3. Enables the researcher to corroborate or confirm data by gathering additional

information that supports or refutes findings reported in prior studies of the topic. 4. Because the researcher in embedded in the

field, they are better able to make observations or ask questions that reflect the specific cultural context of the setting being

investigated.
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local reality offers the opportunity to gain new perspectives or obtain unique data that challenges existing theoretical

propositions or long-standing assumptions found in the literature. Ethnography is an interpretive research design inspired by

anthropology that empha- sizes that research phenomenon must be studied within the context of its culture. The researcher is

deeply immersed in a certain culture over an extended period of time (8 months to 2 years), and during that period, engages,

observes, and records the daily life of the studied culture, and theorizes about the evolution and behaviors in that culture. Data is

collected primarily via observational techniques, formal and informal interaction with participants in that culture, and personal

field notes, while data analysis involves “sense- making”. The researcher must narrate her experience in great detail so that

readers may experience that same culture without necessarily being there. The advantages of this approach are its sensitiveness

to the context, the rich and nuanced understanding it generates, and minimal respondent bias. However, this is also an extremely

time and resource-intensive approach, and findings are specific to a given culture and less general- izable to other cultures. 3.4

Mixed-Method or Eclectic Method Mixed methods research represents more of an approach to examining a research problem

than a methodology. Mixed method is characterized by a focus on research problems that require, 1) an examination of real-life

contextual understandings, multi-level perspectives, and cultural influences; 2) an intentional application of rigorous quantitative

research assessing magnitude and frequency of constructs and rigorous qualitative research exploring the meaning and

understanding of the constructs; and, 3) an objective of drawing on the strengths of quantitative and qualitative data gathering

techniques to formulate a holistic interpretive framework for generating possible solutions or new understandings of the

problem. Tashakkori and Creswell (2007) and other proponents of mixed methods argue that the design encompasses more

than simply combining qualitative and quantitative methods but, rather, reflects a new “third way” epistemological paradigm that

occupies the conceptual space between positivism and interpretivism. What do Mixed- Method tell us? 1. Narrative and non-

textual information can add meaning to numeric data, while numeric data can add precision to narrative and non-textual

information.
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existing data while at the same time generating and testing a grounded theory approach to describe and explain the

phenomenon under study. 3. A broader, more complex research problem can be investigated because the researcher is not

constrained by using only one method. 4. The strengths of one method can be used to overcome the inherent weaknesses of

another method. 5. Can provide stronger, more robust evidence to support a conclusion or set of recommendations. 6. May

generate new knowledge new insights or uncover hidden insights, patterns, or relationships that a single methodological

approach might not reveal. 7. Produces more complete knowledge and understanding of the research problem that can be used

to increase the generalizability of findings applied to theory or practice. 3.5 Selecting Research Designs Given the above

multitude of research designs, which design should researchers choose for their research? Generally speaking, researchers tend

to select those research designs that they are most comfortable with and feel most competent to handle, but ideally, the choice

should depend on the nature of the research phenomenon being studied. In the preliminary phases of research, when the

research problem is unclear and the researcher wants to scope out the nature and extent of a certain research problem, a focus

group (for individual unit of analysis) or a case study (for organizational unit of analysis) is an ideal strategy for exploratory

research. As one delves further into the research domain, but finds that there are no good theories to explain the phenomenon

of interest and wants to build a theory to fill in the unmet gap in that area, interpretive designs such as case research or

ethnography may be useful designs. If competing theories exist and the researcher wishes to test these different theories or

integrate them into a larger theory, positivist designs such as experimental design, survey research, or secondary data analysis are

more appropriate. Regardless of the specific research design chosen, the researcher should strive to collect quantitative and

qualitative data using a combination of techniques such as questionnaires, interviews, observations, documents, or secondary

data. For instance, even
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structured survey questionnaire, intended to collect quantitative data, the researcher may leave some room for a few open-

ended questions to collect qualitative data that may generate unexpected insights not otherwise available from structured

quantitative data alone. Likewise, while case research employ mostly face-to-face interviews to collect most qualitative data, the

potential and value of collecting quantitative data should not be ignored. As an example, in a study of organizational decision

making processes, the case interviewer can record numeric quantities such as how many months it took to make certain

organizational decisions, how many people were involved in that decision process, and how many decision alternatives were

considered, which can provide valuable insights not otherwise available from interviewees’ narrative responses. Irrespective of

the specific research design employed, the goal of the researcher should be to collect as much and as diverse data as possible

that can help generate the best possible insights about the phenomenon of interest. 3.6 Conclusion An impactful research

design usually creates a minimum bias in data and increases trust in the accuracy of collected data. A design that produces the

least margin of error in experimental research is generally considered the desired outcome. Proper research design sets your

study up for success. Successful research studies provide insights that are accurate and unbiased The essential elements of the

research design are: 1. Accurate purpose statement 2. Techniques to be implemented for collecting and analyzing research 3.

The method applied for analyzing collected details 4. Type of research methodology 5. Probable objections for research 6.

Settings for the research study 7. Timeline 8. Measurement of analysis
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Explain Mixed-Method or Electic Method, and also discuss its advantages. 2. What do you understand by the tern Research

Design why is it necessary to Carryout Research. 3. Differentiate between Qualitative & Quantitative Research. 4. In what ways

Research Design help as to improve Internal & External Validity. 5. Discuss any two Popular Research Design. 3.8 Reference

https://libguides.usc.edu/writingguide/researchdesigns Omar Badreddin, “Thematic Review and Analysis of Grounded Theory

Application in Software Engineering”, Advances in Software Engineering, vol. 2013, Article ID 468021, 9 pages, 2013.

https://doi.org/10.1155/2013/46802 K. Charmaz, A. Bryant, in International Encyclopedia of Education (Third Edition), 2010
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Sampling and Methods of Data collection Structure 4.0 Objective 4.1 Introduction 4.2 Concept of sampling 4.3 Theory of

sampling 4.4 Methods of sampling 4.5 Precautions in using sampling methods 4.6 Sampling and Non-sampling errors 4.7

Methods of Data collection 4.8 Conclusion 4.9 Exercise 4.10 Reference 4.0 Objective This unit will give us a detail information

about sampling, various method of sampling of the precautions to be taken in using sampling. 4.1 Introduction A. Idea and

Importance: Sampling is very important in a research work. There are two methods which are followed to collect data. Data can

be collected ftom all the sources or few representative sources may be identified and then the data be is collectedfrom that

source. When the number of sources are very high and the periphery is also very wide spread I then the second. method is

followed. All possible sources are termed as ‘population’. But 83
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always possible to collect data from this ‘population’. But it may not be always possible to collected data from this ‘population’,

because it becomes almost impossible to meet the expense and give necessary effort to this work for a researcher. Apart ftom

this, it also becomes quite difficult and complexed for a researcher to properly momage, analyse and explain such huge volume

of data. Generally a small population that represent the actual population is selected and fron here the data, is collected, This

selection procedure is called sampling. Suppose a research will be done on the slum dwellers of Rajabagan area in Kolkata to

ascertain their socio economic status. Suppose 10,000 family lives in that slum then the population for data collection will be

1000. Even though it is quite difficult, expensive as well as time consuming andliaborious to collect data from these 1000 family.

So to. minimize his work load the researched will select 1 family in every 10 family’ out of this 1'000 family which sums up to a

total of family trom where he will collect the relevant (lata. The process of selecting the 100 family out of 1000 family is called

sampling. Although the researcher can not choose this 1 00 family as per his discretion. Specific rules are followed during

selecting the family so that the selected small population can correctly represt the entire population. Otherwise the desired result

can not be obtained from the research. The research becomes ineffective. Sampling is a very important, extensively used and

popular aspects of a research. This helps the research work to be more easier and faster. It has its own merit and demerits. If the

small sample can not correctly represent the entire population then their is each always a chance of failure of the research work.

That is why selection of sample is done very carefully and continously, some special statistical techniques are used. These me

called sampling techniques. Therefore sampling may be defined as. ‘It is to select a portion of the entire source of data in such

manner so that the inference can be drawn based on this sample. In this process a survey is conducted on a portion of the total

population and then it is decided whether to take them as sample or not In research terminology this population is called

universal. But the term population is very popular and widely used. The population may be definite or indefinite depending upon

the number of components. For example the number of books published .by a publisher is finite but the number of reader of that

book is not finite, rather it is infinite. The infmite population can be divided into two from another view point .. ‘Real’ and

Hypothetical or Imaginary. As example the number of employees in an organisation is finite but their ins iration factors are

imaginary because nothing can be said for certain in this regard.
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should have a clear conception about samples which are as follows. i) Sampling design: It is a specific plan regarding sampling so

that the representative sample can be obtained from the population. It is also to be determined that what kind of statistical

approach should be taken to draw the design. ii) Sampling distribution: In some cases where more than one sample is taken

there the statistical mean, standard deviation, range, correlation etc. or each of the sample is considered. All these value of a

sample is then listed and thus sampling distribution is done. The reliability” (confidence) level of a sample is assessed through

sample distribution. Suppose a researcher sets the confidence level of 95% in that case it is assumed that out of 100 sample, 95

of them correctly represents the total population. Significance level tells the opposite to confidence level that is some of the

sample naturally does not represent or support the entire population. Thus confidence level and significance level complements

each other. The sum of two level is always 100. Hence if the confidence level is 95% then automatically the significance level

becomes 5%. Therefore 5% significance level proves, that out of every 100 samples 5 of them does not represent the population.

iii) Sampling errors : As the sampling is made with a portion of huge population therefore one cannot expect that the sample will

always correctly express all the characteristics of a total population. There is always a chance of sampling error, it is often noted

that even after; making two or three samples from same population produces different results. This difference is called ‘sampling

errors’ on the other hand errors that occurs in data collection and analysis are human error hence they are known as non

sampling error. B. Rules relating to selection of samples : The relase that are followed for selection of sample are like – if the

topics are set at random and are more in numbers than that of the total population then they may represt the population almost

with no-error. For examples if 1000 leaves of a tree is randomly plucked and measured then if may be seen that the average

length of the leaf will be almost near to the length of all the leaves of the tree. The following two points are very important in

case of statistical analysis. i) The large the size or volume of sample the more it can represent the population. The equation is

Dependancy on sample α Number of topics included in the sample. From the above example we can say that if 500 leaves were

plucked invested of 1000 leaves as sample then dependancy/reliability of sample would decrease.
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the dependancy on sample = K 1000 (K is constant) 2nd situation dependancy on sample = K 500 Therefore in the 1 st case the

value of dependancy is 31.62K where as in 2nd case the value is 22.36K. ii) Sample selection must be done at random. As per the

abovementioned rule a portion of a large population is able to express the characteristic of the entire population. But lack of

time, find and effort prevents to collect the data from the entire population and due to this random data collection has been the

most conventional method. This rules supports the idea that if data is collected randomly then there is a chance of inclusion of

all the traits and attributes of a lage population in equal population. At the time of sample selection few cautions must be

followed. The selection have to be unbiased. Otherwise if there is any mistake in sample selection then it can not properly

express the characteristics of the entire population. So the sample must be alike with the actual population. If more topics are

included in the sample then as per the law of inertia r the chances of error is reduced and the same is increased in case of small

sample. 4.3 Theory of Sampling The selection of sampling (Theory) means the way to bring out the interrelation between the

sample and its original population. The theory of sampling helps to have an idea about the large population at the same time it

helps to correct them. Following are the joints based on which the sampling theory is evolved: i) Statistical estimation : The

sampling theory with the help of statistical estimation enables to derive some unknown characteristic of a population. This

estimation can be of two types - point estimate and internal estimate. In case of the first type the result is expressed by a single

number and in the second case the result is expressed by an expansion which has an upper and lower limit. For example in a

sample of la spare parts round defective, therefore it may be assumed that out of 100 such sample the number of defective parts

will be 10. When more than one sample is tested in similar way then on this basis it may be expressed that the probability of

defective parts may vary from 8 to 12 out of 100. ii) Testing of Hypothesis : The second objective of sampling theory is to test the

hypothesis and then either to reject or accept. This theory help to determine the logic
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difference of results as whether it is just due to chance or the difference is really significant when the hypothesis is tested. iii)

Statistical Inference: This theory helps to draw inference about the characteristic of total population from the sample. Apart from

this it helps to draw correct inference about the population. D. Importance of sampling techniques : Sampling techniques are

extensively used in case of quantitative research. It is also important in the other spheres of research. Sampling techniques are

used in the field of education, Economy, Commerce and scientific research. In fact in our day to day life we follow some

sampling techniques, because at the time of buying vegetables and daily commodities we take decision just by testing. some

sample of them, we don’t test the entire quantity. For example, the pathologists tests only 1 or 2 drops of blood to draw

inference about any disease. Therefore sampling technique is not only followed in case of research but it is followed in our daily

life. Following are the significant reason for which shows the importance of sampling techniques. i) Economy: It is quite

expensive, time consuming and laborious task to analyse all the aspects of a population. This can be reduced and controlled

through sampling techniques. ii) Reliability : If the characteristic of a population is not heterogenous and the sampling is done

with proper precaution then the sampling result should able to correctly reflect some special characteristics of the population

therefore the sampling.becomes fully reliable. iii) Detailed study: As the sample contains lesser amount of elements therefore

they can be studied deeply and in details. Since the sample is tested trom different angle, hence chances of error in the result is

much less. iv) Scientific base: There is a scientific basis of sampling techniques. Sampling is done trom the entire population in

such a way (impertially) so that the sample remain unbiase. v) Suitability in most situations: The study which are carried out for a

research work are mostly sample study. Conducting a study or survey on an entire population is a very rare case, because if the

there is a similarity in characteristic of a population then there is no deviation found in the sample too. Therefore in most

situations sampling techniques are followed. It is true that though. in case of research work sampling techniques is widely

followed but it is not applicable in all sphere. In the following areas sampling techniques may not be effective, following are the

areas where this technique is very much effective.
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When the population for research is huge and required volume of data is also vast in such cases sampling techniques is very

much essential. It not only saves time, money and labour but reduces the complexity of the research. ii) Where cent percent

accuracy is not required : There is no alternative of sampling techniques where cent percent error tree result is not required from

die research. iii) Where census is not feasible : Generally cent percent accurate result is possible to get on studying all the

elements of a population for research. Where census is not feasible in those cases sampling technique is considered as the only

solution. For example if the total quanity of mineral and ores of India is to be’measured then it is not possible to dig all the mines

and measure the quantity. So there is no alternative way than sampling techniques. iv) Homogeneity : If the overall

characteristics of a population is same then it becomes easier to use the sampling techniques and the obtained result is

accurate. This is quite true that if the sampling is faulty then the research result will also be confusing. For example if the per

family expense of slums dwellers is the subject of a research and at the time of sampling the data is collected from only those

family who lives in a concrete house then the obtained result will be in correct, because while preparing the sample, the family

who does not have a concrete house were not included. So it can be said that sampling techniques will be successful only when

it is done with proper precaution and without any biase. If the elements are collected with direction then chances of error in the

result becomes very high. Therefore it increases the chances, of failure of a research. Hence it is advisible that selection of

sample should be done’ entifically and carefully then only a research work may be carried out. 4.4 Methods of sampling It

becomes very effective to work with a .small sample which is derived from a huge population. It was mentioned earlier that

sampling method should be scientific it has to have, a scientific basis and it should be able to represent the entire population.

Otherwise there is a chance of deviation in the research. The sampling method is divided into two parts, they are: i) Random

Sampling method. ii) Non-random Sampling method. i) Random Sampling method:
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this method when sample is prepared from a large population then it includes all the elements of the population. This kind of

selection is always unbiased. That is the sampling is not influenced by the persons likings and dislikings. The elements of these

sample are called indiscriminately from the population. This method avoids personal preference. The merits of this method are

as follows : i) Potential sampling gives an idea. The assumption are unbiased and neutral. ii) The potential sample and its

effectiveness does not depend upon the details of the information, iii) In those research works where there is more number of

samples are obtained by this method, there the relative potentiality of every samples can be assertained, which is not possible in

other by other methods. The demerits of this methods are : i) Selection of sample depends upon the skill and experience of the

person. ii) It requires enough time to prepare the sample. Without preplan the sampling can not be done. iii) This relatively a

costly method. If the sampling is done unbiasedly then the cost may proportionately reduce. Type of probability sampling There

are four kinds of probability sampling. They are: 1) Simple random sampling 2) Stratified sampling 3) Systematic sampling 4)

Cluster sampling. The above four are discussed below: 1. Simple random sampling: When all the elements of an sample is

selected unbiasedly then it is called simple random sampling. The significance of this sampling is that the sample contains all the

elements of the population from which it was taken. Here importance is not given to the personal choice of the researcher. It

can be said in another way that if a sample is prepared with ‘n’ number of elements and if the sample includes as many as

possible combination of ‘n’ number elements then this method is called simple random sampling. Follow are the areas where

application of this method is ofteri seen.
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method b) Tipet’s number method c) Selection trom sequential list d) Grid method Let us have a preliminary idea about all the

above methods. (a) Lottery metbod: In this method, at first all the elements of a population is segregated and written on separate

piece of paper, then they are kept in a container. The pieces of paper are then mixed and well shaken there after each of the

pieces are picked. All the elements written in those pieces are included in the sample. This way the number of pieces are taken

out depending upon the number of elements of a sample. This is called the lottery method. (b) Tipet’s number method: This has

been named after the name of L.B.C. Tipet. Tipet prepared a table with 4 digit where all the number were unbiased by written. An

unbaised, impertial sampling can be produced from this table. For example if some one wants to prepare 50 samples out of 500

population then trom any page of Tipets table he can choose first 50 numbers. The test result showed that sampling done

through this method is quite dependable. (c) Selection from sequential List: The elements of population is listed in a sequence.

The sequence may be done on the first alphabet of the name, or may be done Geographically or just serially. The elements that

are oriented in this method, can easily be included in the sample and the selection may be started from any point. For example, if

a sample consists of 10 student of a class where the total number of student in 100 then this may be done based on the roll

number like 5,15,25, 95 or 10, 20, 30, 100 likewise. (d) Grid system: This system is followed in case of area wise sample

seleetion.Tn this system at first a complete map of the area is drawn. Then a rectangular screen is placed on the map and some

rectangles are unbiasely selected. The areas in the map that are indicated by the rectangles are then included in the sample.

Merits and demerits of simple random sampling. Following are the merits of this method :- i) The method is relatively simple and

the researcher need not have to be very much attentive as to which element is to be included and which one to be excluded in

the sample. ii) Since this is an unbiased method so chances of human error is nil.
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chances of inclusion of all the elements in the sample is equal therefore the sample can well represent the entire population. iv)

Since this is a disciplined method therefore if there is error in the results they can be easily corrected. Follwing are the demerits

of the method :- i) This method is not applicable when the size of the population is large. ii) In this method the selector does not

have any control over the elements of a sample. As a result the range of selected elements may be quite wide and it becomes

impossible to keep control over each and every element. iii) This method becomes ineffective if the population is

heterogeneous. 2. Stratified sampling: At first the entire population is divided into number of classes, and each class is considered

as strata. The significance of this method is that, that emphatically the population is divided into number of subgroups and for

stratification some precautionery measures are taken as per the following. i) Proportionate stratified sampling : In this method

the proportion of elements in a sample is same with the various strata of the total population. For example if a population

evolves 5 strata then from each strata 5 joints are identified and included in the sample. So in both situation the ratio is 1.5. ii)

Disproportionate stratified sampling: In this method equal number of element is selected to preapre the sample. This method is

also known as controlled sampling. iii) Stratified weight sampling: This method is applied where the size and volume of the strata

differes from the original population. According to this method initially equal amount of element is selected from the strata, and

their weighted average is calculated. How much weight is to be put on to which strata that depends upon the proportion of total

population and the size of the strata. This is known as stratified weight sampling method. Merits & demerits of stratified sampling

method : Following are the merits of this method : i) The selector have more control over the selection procedure, because in a

simple random sampling method there is always a chance that some important sample may not have all the elements which is

almost absolutely nil in case of stratified sampling method.
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be prepared with a small number of elements in such cases where the statra are of similar nature there the sample are prepare

with very little amount of elements even though there is no deviation the results. iii) Another significant advantage of this method

is the inaccessible can be replaced with the accessible aspects. The demerits of the method are as follows : i) This method has

been developed based on the stratification of population. Therefore if there is any fault in stratification the sampling will also be

faulty. ii) Scientific method is not properly applied while stratification. It depends upon the personal decision and choice of the

selector to prepare the strata. Therefore there is always a probability of biasness, which poses problem in future. iii) In case of

stratified weight sampling method if there is a difference of weight assigned to various strata then there is a chance of

deterioration of the quality of the sample. 3. Systematic sampling: This is another version of simple random sampling method. In

this method the elements of a population is initially organised in such a manner so that all the elements a properly distributed in

the table. The Voter list,. the Telephone directory these are the ideal example of this method. Suppose a sample with 50

elements is to be prepared out of a population that consists of 500 elements. In this situation we can select a number between 1

to 10 let us assume that the digit is 6 then the sample will be prepared based on the matrix 6,16,26,36, ........, 486,496 likewise.

This is known as systemetic sampling method. The significance of this method is the selection of elements of a sample is done in

a particular sequence. All the elements maintain equal difference. But the reliability and depend ability of the sample depends

upon their position in the table. Following are the merits of this method: i) Sample preparation is easy: ii) This method is effective

on every sphere of population accept the extinct population. The demerits of thus methods are: i) If the difference between two

element are very high then the effectiveness of the sample reduces. Therefore. it is not useful in case of preparing small sample

out of a large population,
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of error increases if more than one strata is present in the population. The other demerits of this method are: i) If the elements of

the population is not oriented properly in the table, if they have a tendency of becoming restless instead of being stable, then it

cannot correctly reflect the characteristics of the population. ii) The possibility of error is very high in this method if the

stratification has a good influence on the total population. iii) The elements are selected from the table based on their

consistancy. In this way if the difference between the elements are very high then the sample can not be considered as an ideal

sample. 4) Cluster sampling: This method is also known as multilayer samplings, because in this method the preparation of

sample is done through various layer and steps. This method is extensively used while preparing a sample from a huge

population. Generally the sampling is done in three or four stages. At the first stage the initial classification of the elements are

done and in the second stage they are again divided into subclass in the third stage the sample is prepared with the first, second

and third graded elements. This method is comparatively complex in respect to the other methods. An example may clarify the

method. Suppose a sample of 100 prefessors is to be prepared who teaches in the colleges the score affiliated by the University

of Calcutta. Suppose there is a list of professor which has 100 number of pages and each page contains 20 names which are

alphabetically sorted. Now 20 pages are chosen unbiasedly out of 100 pages then from each page 5 names are randomly

chosen. Therefore to choose 20 pages out of 100 any number between 1 to 5 is to be choosed first, suppose the number is 4

then the order of the selected page will be 4,8,12,16, .........96 and 100. After this if 5 names are taken randomly from each page

then a sample of such 100 names will be prepared. Therefore this is, a true example of combination of systematic sampling and

random sampling method. But this method is not very widely used, because the method is quite expensive and it is difficult to

keep control over the non sampling error. Non-probability sampling methods: We must have an idea about non probability

sampling method along with side by side probability sampling methods. In fact the method which is incapable of preparing

samples with all the elements of a population is known as non-probability sampling method. In this
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elements are non taken randomly. In another way, this may be said that while sampling it partly depends upon the personal

preference of the selector, this means that in this method the probability of inclusion of an element ir a sample depends upon

the convenience and consideration of the individual. This sampling method is again divided into three parts: i) Judgement or

purposive sampling ii) Convenience sampling iii) Quota sampling. i) Judgement of purposive sampling: This methods completely

depends upon the consideration and personal preference of the researcher. Though the researcher tries upto the best of his

capability to make the sample a true representative of the entire population. Even then the sample is dependent upon this

judiciousness. When a small number of element is taken from the population to prepare a sample, then thus method becomes

very much effective. If simple random sampling method is applied in such situation then there is always a chance of exclusion

some important elements in the sample. Here judgement or purposive sampling becomes very effective. For example, if the

effectiveness of the workers of an organisation is to be judged then a sample is prepared by randomly selecting 10 employees

out of 100 employees of the organisation. This sample may not have representatives from all the departments, the total sample

may consists of one / two departments. Therefore the sample result can not give a general idea about the effectivness of all the

employees of the organisation. In other way this may be said that the sample study fails to give correct idea about the objective

of the research. There is no scope to judge the reliability of the result obtained. from the sample, this is another demerit of this

method. Even though when a research is conducted to determine some unknown characteristics and features of a population

then the entire population is divided into few categories then the elements are selected by examining each and every category.

This makes the sample more reliable and representating. ii) Convenience sampling : When importance is given on the

convenience of the researcher then· it is known as convenience sampling. This kind of sampling Goes not consider the

‘probability- factor’ as well and does not depends upon the rationality of the individulas, Iristead of this sample is prepared in

such a way so that it can provide the maximum advantage to the research. When a sampling is done from a telephone directory,

registration list of automobiles then
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convenience sampling. If the simple random sampling method is applied to prepare the sample even though it can not be

considered as random sampling. The elements of the sample can not represent the entire population. Therefore this sort of

sampling remain biased and never accepted satisfactorily. Even though if some exceptional cases where the complete data is not

available of the total population the elements can not be clearly identified and where just the pilot study are conducted in such

cases thus method is applied. iii) Quota Sampling : Quota sampling is a special version of stratified sampling. In this method the

population is divided into different class based on some known characteristics of the population. After this the ratio of all the

elements of each class and the elements of the total population is determined. Now the responsibility of the researchers are laid

out, that is the study is to be carried out on what part of which classes etc. This way the proportionate data is collected from a

total population. The advantage of this method is it helps to collect information from each strata which includes various

elements of the population. Thus the collected data represents the population and reduces the expense of research. The main

drawback of this method is during stratification the biasness of the sampler becomes predominant. Apart from this, since the

sampling is not randomly done therefore the errors in result can not be statistically measured. 4.5 Precautions in using Sampling

Methods Few points are considered as precautionary measures while selecting samplingmethods. a) The sample must represent

the entire population. b) If the sample is enable to express all the characteristics of the population then it is as cannot completely

represent the population and the goal of the research remains unreached if the research is carried out with this sample: c)

Therefore the researcher has to be very much cautions to ensure that the samples are not prepared with biasness. Following are

the precautions which are followed to do the above: 1. The survey, study and data collection has to be done in definite intervals

where the characteristic change occurs quite often in a population. 2. It is to be ensured that the size of the sample should not

be small. Because a small sample fails to properly represent the population. Thereforethe size of the sample should be such so

that it can express all the characteristic: of the population.
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not be done with intension, because then it increases the chance ofbiasness. 3. If the stratification method is applied for

sampling even then principle of perfect stratification should not be followed. 4. If sampling is done from an incomplete table

then also it becomes biased. 5. If freedom is given to the data accumulator for preparing sample without any guideline then they

prepare the sample as per their convenience. In such cases situation the probabillity of unbiasness and representativeness

reduces. 6. Improper selection method makes the sample biased. Special precaution is required incase of preparing sample from

a complex, heterogeneous and huge population. 7. The researcher should always be careful to ensure that the sample is unbias

and can correctly represents. the population. (G) Sampling Reliability: Two aspects are important for selection of sample for a

research work. (i) If should be unbias and random (ii) It should be reliable. The reliability of a sample depends on correctly the

characteristics of the population. Following are the joints based on which the reliability of a sample is judged. i) Size of the

sample : Size of the sample is very important to correctly express the characterstics of the population. The bigger the size of

sample, the more it is expressive. The realibility is less when the sample is small in size. The researcher have to examine and

judge whether the sample is competent enough for scientific research. ii) By testing the representative character of a sample :

The realibility of a sample can be judged by testing the representating feature of the sample. ii) Parallel Sampling: To test the

reliability of a sample another sample is prepared from the same population. After testing the reliability of the parallel sample the

primary sample is tested. A clear idea about the two samples are obtained by comparing their results. iv) Homogeneity of the

sample : A sample which is prepared out of a large population must express all the characteristics of the population. Therefore by

testing the homogeneity the reliability of a sample is judged.
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selection : The sampling should be done in such a way that there should be no biasness at the time of selecting the elements.

The unbias selection method is more reliable. vi) Preparing sample from the main sample : This is a process of preparing sample

to sample. Many a time this is done just to test the reliability of the sample. The newly prepared sample is then well tested and

the obtained result is compared with the results of the main sample. This enables to identify any error in the main sample. 4.6

Sampling and Non-sampling errors In case of statistical analysis the error which occurs at the time of data collection, analysis

and processing they may be categorised in two part, 1. non-sampling errors and 2. sampling errors. These are discussed below :

1. Sampling errors : Generally the survey is conducted on a small portion of a large population, by taking a sample of the same.

Therefore it is quite natural that there is a possibility of differences with the result of actual population. Moreover if the survey is

conducted on more than one sample prepared from a large population even then slight deviation is seen in the results. i) Error in

sample selection : Intentional sample selection can not be unbias. Therefore it evolves error. It the elements of samples are

intentionally selectedthen it becomes biased. In case of sample selection the probability of error is very high when it is

urorginisedly selected. ii) Incomplete Investigation : If investigation is not carried out on all the elements of a sample then the

obtained information becomes biased. In such situation the question- naire method is applied. It is often seen that in such

situation all the questions are not answered. iii) Error in Data Collection: It there is any error in the method of data collection then

it is reflected in the entire process. The possible reason for error in data collection is as follows : a) If the data collector is not

careful enough at the time of data collection then the accumulated data becomes faculty for example if the data collector does

not ask questions or record the answers correctly then the information becomes faulty.
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answerer lacks in knowledge then the answers are not correct and proper. c) If the questionnaire is weak. d) If data is collected

other than any approved method. iv) Replacement : If an element or a persons on whatsoever in not present in the sample and

the data collector collects the data from a replacement, due to this the sample becomes biased and result remains incorrect. iv)

Faulty analysis : The inference of a research is drawn by analysing the collected data. But if the analysis is faulty then the sampling

error occurs. From the above discussion it is observed that the biased attitude of the data collector, answerer and information

supplier creats lot of errors. But many a times it. is also seen that with no fault of the data collector or answerer just due to

accident some error occurs. This types of error are known as unbiased error, most of the time these errors are set off just by

complementary each other, and does not influence the result of the research. 2. Non sampling errors: If the sampling is done

correctly even though it can not be said that the surveyor the research is error free. In fact in all stages of a research such as data

collection, data processing, data analysis, an error may occur. Therefore even if there is not error in sampling still the following

errors may occur which are known as Non- Sampling errors; i) The incorrect presentation and improper planning about the

subject of research ii) If there is wrong selection of population on which the research will be carriec out. iii) If data collection is

done with incomplete and faulty questionnaire. iv) Wrong approach for data collection. v) If the data collector collects in

consistant and errounious data. vi) Personal inclination or biased attitude of the presenter. vii) In correct knowledge about the

variables of the research. viii) Misutilization of average value. ix) Adapting wrong methodology for research. x) If there is any fault

in different measuring methods of the research. There may be more reasons apart from the above for Non-Sampling errors. But

if the above reason can be removed or eradicated then the research can be made error free.
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Data collection We will now learn about the methods of data collection. Types of Data t is essential to have knowledge about

some common terms that is crucial for us to know. While collection of data is concerned, we must know that there are two

types of data- 1 Primary data 2 Secondary data 1 Primary data The Data which is collected directly from the area of investigation

for a specific reason are called primary data. thus characteristically primary data are unique.. such as a doctor can prepare a

weight chart for his patient directly with the help of a weighing machine these types of data set are primary data set.At the time

of population census data is directly collected.These are primary data set primary data set are more reliable but to collect primary

data it requires more money time and labour. 2 Secondary data The data which has been previously collected by some agency

an later for some specific investigation if the investigator uses the same set of data then they are called secondary data.

Secondary data is not unique in character. when a data is availed from a census report for investigation then the collected data

are transformed into secondary data to the investigator..It is less expensive to collect secondary data because comparatively it

requires less money time and energy. The secondary data is apparrently rest reliable because while transcription or rounding up

from the source it may carry some error. It is therefore revealed from the above discussion that a data which is primary 2. an

individual the same data may be secondary to another individual,for example the data in the census report publishedBy

Government of India is primary data and the same data published in another book a reporr secondary data. ? most of the time

the source of data are divided into two primary source an second resource. The authority,Which directly collects the data from

the investigation area or called primary source, while the agency that uses the data collected from primary source to somewhere

else they’re called the second resource.
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statistical investigation the primary data is most fruitful although because of limited time an money the secondary data are also

used. therefore special precaution is needed to be taken to avoid errors of using secondary data. Examples of primary data are

the census report, the annual report of the Chief Inspector of mines in India, the common textile bulletin published from Mumbai

etc.Examples of secondary data sources are statistical abstract of the Indian union published by the central statistical

organisation New Delhi, survey report published by the statistical institution etc. Methods of data collection Data collection is a

primary job before going into a statistical work. in relation to this there are some common terms that we must know like

questionnaires, schedules etc. Questionnaire Questionnaire means a set of well defined questions about the investigation.The

questionnaire should be prepared in such a way that it should be capable of collecting all relevant data.Generally in the first

phase of observation it draught questionnaire is prepared and though their experiment answers are collected from a group of

people.. the draught questionnaire is prepared to identify the flaws and defects in the questions so that they do not appear in the

actual questionnaire.. the flaws and errors in the draught questionnaires are then removed and revised a good question is should

have the following features- ? The question is should be written in simple language and it must be relevant with the topic or

subject of investigation ? number of questions must be limited else the answerer will lose interest to respond to every question. ?

The questions should not be doubtful and difficult to understand. ? Most of the questions should have multiple choice of

answering. ? It is better to earn avoid such questions which may hurt the ego or sentiments of the answer. Schedule In this

context schedule means a list of topics or subjects on which data will be collected. Preparation of questionnaire publishing of

relevant information these are not mentioned in the schedule.These activities are interested upon the investigator The different

types of data collection can be discussed generally in the following ways during numeric data collection-
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method Mail questionnaire method Direct personal observation method Indirect oral investigation method 1. Interview method -

Data is collected directly from the spot of investigation through this method with the help of trained and experienced

investigator. The investigators are addressed as enumerator of field staff.The field staff reaches the specific locality and collect

data from the local people through personal interaction an interview with a set of specific questions.. the local people who acts

as data suppliers are to be intimated about the investigation topic and the answers obtained from the interview are carefully

recorded. this is very popular method of data collection by appointing field staff and is considered to be very effective. 2.

Questionnaire through postal - The questionnaire is the most important tool in this method the questionnaire is prepared with a

bunch of questions about the subject of investigation.. the required data are collected from the answers of these questions. the

questionnaire is sent to a group of selected data supplier by post requesting them to duly filled up the questions with their

answers an return the same by post. the correspondence include the objectives of investigation an instruction to fill up the

answers.. the confidentiality of the total method is also assured. This method is quite faster an comparatively cheaper. Some of

the problem with this methods include - reliability of the collected data through this method is relatively low lot of questionnaire

return without any answer. 3. Direct personal observation - In this method the investigator personally stays in the place of

investigation an collects the data directly through personal observation counting an measurement.The investigator does not

depends upon any other person for data collection and the collected data through this method are reliable.Up to a large extent.

Although the priority of the data depends upon the honesty wholeheartedness Anne fine observation power of the Investigator is

also included in this method. 4. In direct oral investigation - Relevant data can be obtained from some indirect sources persons

with vast. experience about this surroundings and problems are identified and then they are interviewed to collect the data. The

investigation Commission an government. committees mostly followed this method as the primary data collection method.It is

needless to mention that the sanctity of the data collected through this method entirely dependsOpondo unbiasedness of the

data supplier an honesty of the investigator.
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these ways of data collection there can be other ways where data is collected locally by appointing agents this method is

followed where supply of data is required on a regular basis. the media sector specially follow this technique. 4.8 Conclusion In

this unit we learnt about the concept of sampling. This will help to carry out out research more system its celly. 4.9 Exercise 1.

Explain the importance of sampling. 2. What are the methodologies followed. 3. Explain the main methodologies for sampling.

4.10 Reference I. Statist6ical Methods For The Social Sciences: Alan Agresti, Fifth Edition, 2018, Pearson. II. Statistics in Social

Work: An Introduction to Practical Applications, Any Batchelor, 2019, Columbia University Press. III. Sampling Design and

Analysis: Sharon L. Lohr, Second Edition, CRC Press, 2019.
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References 5.0 Objective In this unit we will get an idea about different levels of measurements as well as scales. 5.1 Introduction

100% MATCHING BLOCK 35/88

When social scientists measure concepts, they sometimes use the language of variables and attributes (also called values). A

variable refers to a phenomenon that can vary. It can be thought of as a grouping of several characteristics. For example, hair

color could be a variable because it has varying characteristics. Attributes are the characteristics that make up a variable. For

example, the variable hair color would contain attributes like blonde, brown, black, red, gray, etc. A variable’s attributes

determine its level of measurement. There are four possible levels of measurement: nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio. The

first two levels of measurement are categorical, meaning their attributes are categories rather than numbers. The latter two

levels of measurement are continuous, meaning their attributes are numbers, not categories. 103
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Nominal level of measurement Hair color is an example of a nominal level of measurement. Nominal measures are categorical,

and those categories cannot be mathematically ranked. There is no ranking order between hair colors. They are simply

different. That is what constitutes a nominal level of measurement. Gender and race are also measured at the nominal level.

When using nominal level of measurement in research, it is very important to assign the attributes of potential answers very

precisely. The attributes need to be exhaustive and mutually exclusive. Let’s think about the attributes contained in the variable

hair color. Black, brown, blonde, and red are common colors. But, if we listed only these attributes, people with gray hair

wouldn’t fit anywhere. That means our attributes were not exhaustive. Exhaustiveness means that all possible attributes are

listed. We may have to list a lot of colors before we can meet the criteria of exhaustiveness. Clearly, there is a point at which

trying to achieve exhaustiveness can get to be too much. If a person insists that their hair color is light burnt sienna, it is not

your responsibility to list that as an option. Rather, that person could reasonably be described as brown-haired. Perhaps listing

a category for other color would suffice to make our list of colors exhaustive. What about a person who has multiple hair

colors at the same time, such as red and black? They would fall into multiple attributes. This violates the rule of mutual

exclusivity, in which a person cannot fall into two different attributes. Instead of listing all of the possible combinations of

colors, perhaps you might include a list of attributes like all black, all brown, all blonde, all red, multi-color, other to include

people with more than one hair color, but keep everyone in only one category. The discussion of hair color elides an important

point with measurement—reification. You should remember reification from our previous discussion in this chapter. For many

years, the attributes for gender were male and female. Now, our understanding of gender has evolved to encompass more

attributes including transgender, non-binary, or

gender queer.
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We shouldn’t confuse our labeling of attributes or measuring of a variable with the objective truth “out there.” Another example

could be children of parents from different races were often classified as one race or another in the past, even if they identified

with both cultures equally. The option for bi-racial or multi-racial on a survey not only more accurately reflects the racial

diversity in the real world but validates and acknowledges people who identify in that manner.
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Characteristics of Nominal Scale 1. In nominal scale a variable is divided into two or more categories,

for example, agree/disagree, yes or no etc. It’s is a measurement mechanism in which answer to a particular question can fall

into either category.
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scale is qualitative in nature, which means numbers are used here only to categorize or identify objects. For example, football

fans will be really excited, as the football world cup is around the corner! Have you noticed numbers on a jersey of a football

player? These numbers have nothing to do with the ability of players, however, they can help identify the player. 3. In nominal

scale, numbers don’t define the characteristics related to the object, which means each number is assigned to one object. The

only permissible aspect related to numbers in a nominal scale is “counting.” In nominal scale, it is easy to generate responses

using close ended questions, a lot of responses can be collected in short period of time, which in turn increases reliability.

However, there is a downside to the scale, without a linear scale, participants are unable to express their degrees of response. 5.3
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Ordinal level of measurement Unlike nominal-level measures, attributes at the ordinal level can be rank ordered. For example,

someone’s degree of satisfaction in their romantic relationship can be ordered by rank. That is, you could say you are not at all

satisfied, a little satisfied, moderately satisfied, or highly satisfied. Note that even though these have a rank order to them (not at

all satisfied is certainly worse than highly satisfied), we cannot calculate a mathematical distance between those attributes. We

can simply say that one attribute of an ordinal-level variable is more or less than another attribute.
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Ordinal scale is the 2nd level of measurement that reports the ranking and ordering of

the data without actually establishing the degree of variation between them. Ordinal level of measurement is the second of the

four measurement scales. “Ordinal” indicates “order”. Ordinal data is quantitative data which have naturally occurring orders and

the difference between is unknown. It can be named, grouped and also ranked.
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This can get a little confusing when using Likert scales. If you have ever taken a customer satisfaction survey or completed a

course evaluation for school, you are familiar with Likert scales. “On a scale of 1-5, with one being the lowest and 5 being the

highest, how likely are you to recommend our company to other people?” Sound familiar? Likert scales use numbers but only

as a shorthand to indicate what attribute (highly likely, somewhat likely, etc.) the person feels describes them best. You

wouldn’t say you are “2” more likely to recommend the company. But you could say you are not very likely to recommend the

company.
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Ordinal-level attributes must also be exhaustive and mutually exclusive, as with nominal-level variables.
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Ordinal Scale Characteristics ? Along with identifying and describing the magnitude, the ordinal scale shows the relative rank of

variables. ? The properties of the interval are not known. ? Measurement of non-numeric attributes such as frequency,

satisfaction, happiness etc. ? In addition to the information provided by nominal scale, ordinal scale identifies the rank of

variables. ? Using this scale, survey makers can analyze the degree of agreement among respondents with respect to the

identified order of the variables. Advantages of Ordinal Scale ? The primary advantage of using ordinal scale is the ease of

comparison between variables. ? Extremely convenient to group the variables after ordering them. ? Effectively used in surveys,

polls, and questionnaires due to the simplicity of analysis and categorization. Collected responses are easily compared to draw

impactful conclusions about the target audience. ? As the values are indicated in a relative manner using a linear rating scale, the

results are more informative than the nominal scale. 5.4
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Interval level of measurement At the interval level, the distance between attributes is known to be equal. Interval measures are

also continuous, meaning their attributes are numbers, rather than categories. IQ scores are interval level, as are temperatures.

Interval-level variables are not particularly common in social science research, but their defining characteristic is that we can

say how much more or less one attribute differs from another. We cannot, however, say with certainty what the ratio of one

attribute is in comparison to another. For example, it would not make sense to say that 50 degrees is half as hot as 100

degrees. But we can say it is 50 degrees cooler than 100. At the interval level, attributes must also be exhaustive and mutually

exclusive.

55% MATCHING BLOCK 45/88 MGEOSE-21 All.pdf (D133844839)

The interval scale is a quantitative measurement scale where there is order, the difference between the two variables is

meaningful

and equal, and the presence
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arbitrary. It measures variables that exist along a common scale at equal intervals. The measures used to calculate the distance

between the variables are highly reliable. The interval scale is the third level of measurement after the nominal scale and the

ordinal scale. Understanding the first two levels will help you differentiate interval measurements. A nominal scale is used when

variables do not have a natural order or ranking. Questions that can be measured on the interval scale are the most commonly

used question types in research studies. To receive answers in the form of interval data, you need to limit feedback options to

variables that can be assigned a numerical value where the difference between the two variables is equal. 5.5
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Ratio level of measurement Finally, at the ratio level, attributes can be rank ordered, the distance between attributes is equal,

and attributes have a true zero point. Thus, with these variables, we can say what the ratio of one attribute is in comparison to

another. Examples of ratio-level variables include age and years of education. We know, for example, that a person who is 12

years old is twice as old as someone who is 6 years old. Just like all other levels of measurement, at the ratio level, attributes

must be mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

Ratio scale has most of the characteristics of the other three variable measurement scale i.e nominal, ordinal and interval.

Nominal variables are used to “name,” or label a series of values. Ordinal scales provide a sufficiently good amount of information

about the order of choices, such as one would be able to understand from using a customer satisfaction survey. Interval scales

give us the order of values and also about the ability to quantify the difference between each one. Ratio scale helps to

understand the ultimate- order, interval, values, and the true zero characteristic is an essential factor in calculating ratios. A ratio

scale is the most informative scale as it tends to tell about the order and number of the object between the values of the scale.

The most common examples of ratio scale are height, money, age, weight etc. With respect to market research, the common

examples that are observed are sales, price, number of customers, market share etc. Characteristics of Ratio Scale 1. Ratio scale,

as mentioned earlier has an absolute zero characteristic. It has orders and equally distanced value between units. The zero point

characteristic makes it relevant or meaningful to say, “one object has twice the length of the other” or “is twice as long.”
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doesn’t have a negative number, unlike interval scale because of the absolute zero or zero point characteristic. To measure any

object on a ratio scale, researchers must first see if the object meets all the criteria for interval scale plus has an absolute zero

characteristic. 3. Ratio scale provides unique possibilities for statistical analysis. In ratio scale, variables can be systematically

added, subtracted, multiplied and divided (ratio). All statistical analysis including mean, mode, the median can be calculated using

ratio scale. Also, chi-square can be calculated on ratio scale variable. 4. Ratio scale has ratio scale units which have several

unique and useful properties. One of them is they allow unit conversion. Take an example of calculation of energy flow. Several

units of energy occur like Joules, gram-calories, kilogram- calories, British thermal units. Still more units of energy per unit time

(power) exist kilocalories per day, liters of oxygen per hour, ergs, and Watts. Advantages of Ratio Scale ? A ratio scale has a point

zero characteristic, where the value of the variable has no value at all. Weight, height etc can be calculated on ratio scale

because they have a real zero value. However, the temperature cannot be measured on this scale because zero degree celsius

doesn’t mean there is no cold or heat for that matter. But most of the scientific variables can be measured on a ratio scale. ?

Point zero is an essential characteristic to measure a ratio between any two variables because in the absence of zero there is no

ratio. So without a zero would it make any sense to say, “Tom is driving at a speed of 100 km/hour, which is double the speed at

which Thelma is driving, which is 50 Km/hr?” ? This scale is used to calculate all the scientific variables. In fact, in the absence of

a ratio scale, scientific variables cannot be measured. 5.6
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Thurstone’s scaling method Louis Thurstone. one of the earliest and most famous scaling theorists, published a method of

equal-appearing intervals in 1925. This method starts with a clear conceptual definition of the construct of interest. Based on

this definition, potential scale items are generated to measure this construct. These items are generated by experts who know

something about the construct being measured. The initial pool of candidate items (ideally 80 to 100 items) should be worded

in a similar manner, for instance, by framing them as
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statements to which respondents may agree or disagree (and not as questions or other things). Next, a panel of judges is

recruited to select specific items from this candidate pool to represent the construct of interest. Judges may include

academics trained in the process of instrument construction or a random sample of respondents of interest (i.e., people who

are familiar with the phenomenon). The selection process is done by having each judge independently rate each item on a

scale from 1 to 11 based on how closely, in their opinion, that item reflects the intended construct (1 represents extremely

unfavorable and 11 represents extremely favorable). For each item, compute the median and inter-quartile range (the

difference between the 75th and the 25th percentile – a measure of dispersion), which are plotted on a histogram, as shown in

Figure 6.1. The final scale items are selected as statements that are at equal intervals across a range of medians. This can be

done by grouping items with a common median, and then selecting the item with the smallest inter- quartile range within

each median group. However, instead of relying entirely on statistical analysis for item selection, a better strategy may be to

examine the candidate items at each level and selecting the statement that is the most clear and makes the most sense. The

median value of each scale item represents the weight to be used for aggregating the items into a composite scale score

representing the construct of interest. We now have a scale which looks like a ruler, with one item or statement at each of the

11 points on the ruler (and weighted as such). Because items appear equally throughout the entire 11-pointrange of the scale,

this technique is called an equal-appearing scale. Thurstone also created two additional methods of building unidimensional

scales – the method of successive intervals and the method of paired comparisons – which are both very similar to the

method of equal-appearing intervals, except for how judges are asked to rate the data. For instance, the method of paired

comparison requires each judge to make a judgment between each pair of statements (rather than rate each statement

independently on a 1 to 11 scale). Hence, the name paired comparison method. With a lot of statements, this approach can be

enormously time consuming and unwieldy compared to the method of equal-appearing intervals. 5.7

Likert scale. Designed by Rensis Likert, this is a very popular rating scale for measuring ordinal data in social science research.

This scale includes Likert items that are simply-worded statements to which respondents can indicate their extent of agreement

or disagreement on a five or seven-point scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. A typical example of a six-item

Likert scale for the ‘employment self-esteem’ construct is shown in
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scales are summated scales—that is, the overall scale score may be a summation of the attribute values of each item as selected

by a respondent. Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Agree I feel good about my job 1 2 3 4

5 I get along well with others at work 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Somewhat Neutral Somewhat Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

I’m proud of my relationship with my supervisor at work 1 2 3 4 5 I can tell that other people at work are glad to have me there 1

2 3 4 5 I can tell that my co- workers respect me 1 2 3 4 5 I feel like I make a useful contribution at work 1 2 3 4 5 A six-item

Likert scale for measuring employment self-esteem Likert items allow for more granularity (more finely tuned response) than

binary items, including whether respondents are neutral to the statement. Three or nine values (often called ‘anchors’) may also

be used, but it is important to use an odd number of values to allow for a ‘neutral’ (or ‘neither agree nor disagree’) anchor. Some

studies have used a ‘forced choice approach’ to force respondents to agree or disagree with the Likert statement by dropping

the neutral mid-point and using an even number of values, but this is not a good strategy because some people may indeed be

neutral to a given statement, and the forced choice approach does not provide them the opportunity to record their neutral

stance. A key characteristic of a Likert scale is that even though the statements vary in different items or indicators, the anchors

(‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’) remain the same. Likert scales are ordinal scales because the anchors are not necessarily

equidistant, even though sometimes we treat them like interval scales.
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scale Designed by Louis Guttman, this composite scale uses a series of items arranged in increasing order of intensity of the

construct of interest, from least intense to most intense. What does that mean? Essentially, we would like a set of items or

statements so that a respondent who agrees with any specific question in the list will also agree with all previous questions. Put

more formally, we would like to be able to predict item responses perfectly knowing only the total score for the respondent The

key to Guttman scaling is in the analysis. We construct a matrix or table that shows the responses of all the respondents on all of

the items. We then sort this matrix so that respondents who agree with more statements are listed at the top and those agreeing

with fewer are at the bottom. For respondents with the same number of agreements, we sort the statements from left to right

from those that most agreed to to those that fewest agreed to. As an example, the construct ‘attitude toward immigrants’ can be

measured using five items shown in the Table. Each item in the above Guttman scale has a weight (not indicated above) which

varies with the intensity of that item, and the weighted combination of each response is used as an aggregate measure of an

observation. How will you rate your opinions on the following statements about immigrants? Do you mind immigrants being

citizens of your country? Yes No Do you mind immigrants living in your own neighbourhood? Yes No Would you mind living next

door to an immigrant? Yes No Would you mind having an immigrant as your close friend? Yes No Would you mind if someone in

your family married an immigrant? Yes No 5.9 Reliability and Validity A measure can be reliable but not valid, if it is measuring

something very consistently but is consistently measuring the wrong construct. Likewise, a measure can be valid but not reliable

if it is measuring the right construct, but not doing so in a consistent manner. Using the analogy of a shooting target, as shown

below, a multiple-item measure of a construct that is both reliable and valid consists of shots that clustered within a narrow

range near the center of the target. A measure that is valid but not reliable will consist of shots centered on the target but not

clustered within a narrow range, but rather scattered around the target. Finally, a
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reliable but not valid will consist of shots clustered within a narrow range but off from the target. Hence, reliability and validity are

both needed to assure adequate measurement of the constructs of interest. Fig. Comparison of reliability and validity Reliability

Reliability is the degree to which the measure of a construct is consistent or dependable. In other words, if we use this scale to

measure the same construct multiple times, do we get pretty much the same result every time, assuming the underlying

phenomenon is not changing? An example of an unreliable measurement is people guessing your weight. Quite likely, people

will guess differently, the different measures will be inconsistent, and therefore, the “guessing” technique of measurement is

unreliable. A more reliable measurement may be to use a weight scale, where you are likely to get the same value every time you

step on the scale, unless your weight has actually changed between measurements. Note that reliability implies consistency but

not accuracy. In the previous example of the weight scale, if the weight scale is calibrated incorrectly (say, to shave off ten

pounds from your true weight, just to make you feel better!), it will not measure your true weight and is therefore not a valid

measure. Nevertheless, the miscalibrated weight scale will still give you the same weight every time (which is ten pounds less

than your true weight), and hence the scale is reliable. What are the sources of unreliable observations in social science

measurements? One of the primary sources is the observer’s (or researcher’s) subjectivity. If employee morale in a firm is

measured by watching whether the employees smile at each other, whether they make jokes, and so forth, then different

observers may infer different measures of morale Reliable and valid Valid but not reliable Reliable but not valid
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watching the employees on a very busy day (when they have no time to joke or chat) or a light day (when they are more jovial or

chatty). Two observers may also infer different levels of morale on the same day, depending on what they view as a joke and

what is not. “Observation” is a qualitative measurement technique. Sometimes, reliability may be improved by using quantitative

measures, for instance, by counting the number of grievances filed over one month as a measure of (the inverse of) morale. Of

course, grievances may or may not be a valid measure of morale, but it is less subject to human subjectivity, and therefore more

reliable. A second source of unreliable observation is asking imprecise or ambiguous questions. For instance, if you ask people

what their salary is, different respondents may interpret this question differently as monthly salary, annual salary, or per hour

wage, and hence, the resulting observations will likely be highly divergent and unreliable. A third source of unreliability is asking

questions about issues that respondents are not very familiar about or care about, such as asking an American college graduate

whether he/she is satisfied with Canada’s relationship with Slovenia, or asking a Chief Executive Officer to rate the effectiveness

of his company’s technology strategy – something that he has likely delegated to a technology executive. So how can you

create reliable measures? If your measurement involves soliciting information from others, as is the case with much of social

science research, then you can start by replacing data collection techniques that depends more on researcher subjectivity (such

as observations) with those that are less dependent on subjectivity (such as questionnaire), by asking only those questions that

respondents may know the answer to or issues that they care about, by avoiding ambiguous items in your measures (e.g., by

clearly stating whether you are looking for annual salary), and by simplifying the wording in your indicators so that they not

misinterpreted by some respondents (e.g., by avoiding difficult words whose meanings they may not know). These strategies can

improve the reliability of our measures, even though they will not necessarily make the measurements completely reliable.

Measurement instruments must still be tested for reliability. There are many ways of estimating reliability, which are discussed

next. Inter-rater reliability. Inter-rater reliability, also called inter-observer reliability, is a measure of consistency between two or

more independent raters (observers) of the same construct. Usually, this is assessed in a pilot study, and can be done in two

ways, depending on the level of measurement of the construct. If the measure is categorical, a set of all categories is defined,

raters check off which category each observation falls in, and the
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agreement between the raters is an estimate of inter-rater reliability. For instance, if there are two raters rating 100 observations

into one of three possible categories, and their ratings match for 75% of the observations, then inter-rater reliability is 0.75. If the

measure is interval or ratio scaled (e.g., classroom activity is being measured once every 5 minutes by two raters on 1 to 7

response scale), then a simple correlation between measures from the two raters can also serve as an estimate of inter-rater

reliability. Test-retest reliability. Test-retest reliability is a measure of consistency between two measurements (tests) of the same

construct administered to the same sample at two different points in time. If the observations have not changed substantially

between the two tests, then the measure is reliable. The correlation in observations between the two tests is an estimate of test-

retest reliability. Note here that the time interval between the two tests is critical. Generally, the longer is the time gap, the greater

is the chance that the two observations may change during this time (due to random error), and the lower will be the test-retest

reliability. Split-half reliability. Split-half reliability is a measure of consistency between two halves of a construct measure. For

instance, if you have a ten-item measure of a given construct, randomly split those ten items into two sets of five (unequal halves

are allowed if the total number of items is odd), and administer the entire instrument to a sample of respondents. Then, calculate

the total score for each half for each respondent, and the correlation between the total scores in each half is a measure of split-

half reliability. The longer is the instrument, the more likely it is that the two halves of the measure will be similar (since random

errors are minimized as more items are added), and hence, this technique tends to systematically overestimate the reliability of

longer instruments. Internal consistency reliability. Internal consistency reliability is a measure of consis- tency between different

items of the same construct. If a multiple-item construct measure is administered to respondents, the extent to which

respondents rate those items in a similar manner is a reflection of internal consistency. This reliability can be estimated in terms

of average inter-item correlation, average item-to-total correlation, or more commonly. Validity Validity, often called construct

validity, refers to the extent to which a measure adequately represents the underlying construct that it is supposed to measure.

For instance, is a measure of compassion really measuring compassion, and not measuring a different
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as empathy? Validity can be assessed using theoretical or empirical approaches, and should ideally be measured using both

approaches. Theoretical assess- ment of validity focuses on how well the idea of a theoretical construct is translated into or

represented in an operational measure. This type of validity is called translational validity (or representational validity), and

consists of two subtypes: face and content validity. Translational validity is typically assessed using a panel of expert judges, who

rate each item (indicator) on how well they fit the conceptual definition of that construct, and a qualitative technique called Q-

sort. Empirical assessment of validity examines how well a given measure relates to one or more external criterion, based on

empirical observations. This type of validity is called criterion-related validity, which includes four sub-types: convergent,

discriminant, concur- rent, and predictive validity. While translation validity examines whether a measure is a good reflection of

its underlying construct, criterion -related validity examines whether a given measure behaves the way it should, given the theory

of that construct. This assessment is based on quantitative analysis of observed data using statistical techniques such as

correlational analysis, factor analysis, and so forth. The distinction between theoretical and empirical assessment of validity is

illustrated in Figure 7.2. However, both approaches are needed to adequately ensure the validity of measures in social science

research. Note that the different types of validity discussed here refer to the validity of the measurement procedures, which is

distinct from the validity of hypotheses testing proce- dures, such as internal validity (causality), external validity (generalizability),

or statistical conclusion validity. The latter types of validity are discussed in a later chapter. Face validity. Face validity refers to

whether an indicator seems to be a reasonable measure of its underlying construct “on its face”. For instance, the frequency of

one’s attendance at religious services seems to make sense as an indication of a person’s religiosity without a lot of explanation.

Hence this indicator has face validity. However, if we were to suggest how many books were checked out of an office library as a

measure of employee morale, then such a measure would probably lack face validity because it does not seem to make much

sense. Interestingly, some of the popular measures used in organizational research appears to lack face validity. For instance,

absorptive capacity of an organization (how much new knowledge can it assimilate for improving organizational processes) has

often been measured as research and development intensity (i.e., R&D expenses divided by gross revenues)! If your research

includes constructs that are highly
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constructs that are hard to conceptually separate from each other (e.g., compassion and empathy), it may be worthwhile to

consider using a panel of experts to evaluate the face validity of your construct measures. Fig. : Two approaches of validity

assessment Content validity. Content validity is an assessment of how well a set of scale items matches with the relevant content

domain of the construct that it is trying to measure. For instance, if you want to measure the construct “satisfaction with

restaurant service,” and you define the content domain of restaurant service as including the quality of food, courtesy of wait

staff, duration of wait, and the overall ambience of the restaurant (i.e., whether it is noisy, smoky, etc.), then for adequate content

validity, this construct should be measured using indicators that examine the extent to which a restaurant patron is satisfied with

the quality of food, courtesy of wait staff, the length of wait, and the restaurant’s ambience. Of course, this approach requires a

detailed description of the entire content domain of a construct, which may be difficult for complex constructs such as self-

esteem or intelligence. Hence, it may not be always possible to adequately assess content validity. As with face validity, an expert

panel of judges may be employed to examine content validity of constructs. Convergent validity refers to the closeness with

which a measure relates to (or converges on) the construct that it is purported to measure, and discriminant validity refers to the

degree to which a measure does not measure (or discriminates from) other constructs that it is not supposed to measure.

Usually, convergent validity and discriminant Theories/ideas Conceptualize Valid Measures Statistical Analysis Observations

Theoretical Realm Empirical realm
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assessed jointly for a set of related constructs. For instance, if you expect that an organization’s knowledge is related to its

performance, how can you assure that your measure of organizational knowledge is indeed measuring organizational

knowledge (for convergent validity) and not organizational performance (for discriminant validity)? Conver- gent validity can be

established by comparing the observed values of one indicator of one construct with that of other indicators of the same

construct and demonstrating similarity (or high correlation) between values of these indicators. Discriminant validity is

established by demonstrating that indicators of one construct are dissimilar from (i.e., have low correlation with) other

constructs. In the above example, if we have a three-item measure of organizational knowledge and three more items for

organizational performance, based on observed sample data, we can compute bivariate correlations between each pair of

knowledge and performance items. If this correlation matrix shows high correlations within items of the organizational

knowledge and organizational performance constructs, but low correlations between items of these constructs, then we have

simultaneously demonstrated convergent and discriminant validity Criterion-related validity can also be assessed based on

whether a given measure relate well with a current or future criterion, which are respectively called concurrent and predictive

validity. Predictive validity is the degree to which a measure successfully predicts a future outcome that it is theoretically

expected to predict. For instance, can standardized test scores (e.g., Scholastic Aptitude Test scores) correctly predict the

academic success in college (e.g., as measured by college grade point average)? Assessing such validity requires creation of a

“nomological network” showing how constructs are theoretically related to each other. Concurrent validity examines how well

one measure relates to other concrete criterion that is presumed to occur simultaneously. For instance, do students’ scores in a

calculus class correlate well with their scores in a linear algebra class? These scores should be related concurrently because they

are both tests of mathematics. Unlike convergent and discriminant validity, concurrent and predictive validity is frequently

ignored in empirical social science research. 5.10 Conclusion ?

100% MATCHING BLOCK 47/88

Nominal—level of measurement that is categorical and those categories cannot be mathematically ranked, though they are

exhaustive and mutually exclusive
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100% MATCHING BLOCK 48/88

Ordinal—level of measurement that is categorical, those categories can be rank ordered, and they are exhaustive and mutually

exclusive ? Ratio level—level of measurement in which attributes are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, attributes can be rank

ordered, the distance between attributes is equal, and attributes have a true zero point 5.11

Exercise 1. What do you mean by level of measurment. 2. Discuss the characteristic of Nominal Scale. 3. What is ordinal level of

measurement. 4. Discuss about Likart & Guttman scale. 5. Write a note on Reliability and Validity. 5.12 Reference

https://uta.pressbooks.pub/foundationsofsocialworkresearch/chapter/5-2-levels-of-

measurement#:~:text=There%20are%20four%20possible%20levels,attributes% 20are%20numbers%2C%20not%20categories.

Levels of Measurement. (2020, August 17). Retrieved May 12, 2021, from https:// socialsci.libretexts.org/@go/page/26241 Scaling.

(2020, August 17). Retrieved May 12, 2021, from https://socialsci.libretexts.org/ @go/page/26242

http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/oa_textbooks/3/
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Introduction to Statistical Methodology and exploring data with graphs Structure 6.0 Objective 6.1 Introduction 6.2 Definition of

Statistics, its Components and its Role in Social Research 6.3 Bar Charts 6.4 Pie Diagram in Social Research 6.5 Histograms 6.6

Conclusion 6.7 Exercise 6.8 References 6.0

88% MATCHING BLOCK 50/88 MATH 201 BUSINESS STATISTICS.pdf (D40557061)

Objectives By the end of this chapter, you will be able to 1. Describe

the limited but crucial role of statistics in social research. 2. Distinguish between different components of statistics and identify

situations in which each is appropriate. 3. Construct and analyse frequency distributions for both quantitative and qualitative

variables. 4. Construct and analyse bar and pie charts, histograms, and line graphs. 6.1 Introduction Students sometimes wonder

about the value of studying statistics. What, after all, do numbers and statistics have to do with understanding people and

society? The value of statistics will become clear as we move from chapter to chapter but, for now, we can 119
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the importance of statistics by considering research. Scientists conduct research to answer questions, examine ideas, and test

theories. Research is a disciplined inquiry that can take numerous forms. Statistics are relevant for quantitative research projects,

or projects that collect information in the form of numbers or data. Statistics, then, are a set of mathematical techniques used by

social scientists to organize and manipulate data for the purpose of answering questions and testing theories. Research results

do not speak for themselves. They must be organized and manipulated so that whatever meaning they have can be quickly and

easily understood by the researcher and by his or her readers. Researchers use statistics to clarify their results and communicate

effectively. In this unit, we consider some commonly used techniques for presenting research results, including percentages,

rates, tables, and graphs. These univariate descriptive statistics are not mathematically complex (although they are not as simple

as they might seem at first glance), but they are extremely useful for presenting research results clearly and concisely. 6.2

Definition of Statistics, its Components and its Role in Social Research: Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in the use of

statistical methods by social scientists, whether they work in academia, government, or the private sector. Social scientists study

their topics of interest, such as analysing how well a program works or investigating the factors associated with beliefs and

opinions of certain types, by analysing quantitative evidence provided by data. The growth of the Internet and computing power

has resulted in an increase in the amount of readily available quantitative information. At the same time, the evolution of new

statistical methodology and software makes new methods available that can more realistically address the questions that social

scientists seek to answer. You already have a sense of what the word statistics means. You hear statistics quoted about sports

events (number of points scored by each player on a basketball team), statistics about the economy (median income,

unemployment rate), and statistics about opinions, beliefs, and behaviours (percentage of students who indulge in binge

drinking). In this sense, a statistic is merely a number calculated from data. But statistics as a field can
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viewed as a way of thinking about data and quantifying uncertainty, not a maze of numbers and messy formulas. Definition.

Statistics is the art and science of designing studies and analysing the data that those studies produce. Its ultimate goal is

translating data into knowledge and understanding of the world around us. In short, statistics is the art and science of learning

from data. Statistical methods help us investigate questions in an objective manner. Statistical problem solving is an investigative

process that involves four components: (1) formulate a statistical question, (2) collect data, (3) analyse data, and (4) interpret

results. There are the three main components of statistics for answering a statistical question: ? Design: Planning how to obtain

data to answer the questions of interest ? Description: Summarizing and analysing the data that are obtained ? Inference: Making

decisions and predictions based on the data for answering the statistical question. Design refers to planning how to obtain data

that will efficiently shed light on the problem of interest. How could you conduct an experiment to determine reliably whether

regular large doses of vitamin C are beneficial? In marketing, how do you select the people to survey so you’ll get data that

provide good predictions about future sales? Description means exploring and summarizing patterns in the data. Files of raw

data are often huge. For example, over time the General Social Survey has collected data about hundreds of characteristics on

many thousands of people. Such raw data are not easy to assess—we simply get bogged down in numbers. It is more

informative to use a few numbers or a graph to summarize the data, such as an average amount of TV watched or a graph

displaying how number of hours of TV watched per day relates to number of hours per week exercising. Inference means

making decisions or predictions based on the data. Usually, the decision or prediction refers to a larger group of people, not

merely those in the study. For instance, in elections, television networks often declare the winner well before all the votes have

been counted. They do this using exit polling, interviewing voters after they leave the voting booth. Using an exit poll, a network

can often predict the winner after learning how several thousand people voted, out of possibly millions of voters.
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California gubernatorial race pitted Democratic candidate Jerry Brown against Republican candidate Meg Whitman. In the exit

poll of 3889 voters sampled, 53.1% said they voted for Jerry Brown. Using these data, we can predict (infer) that a majority of the

9.5 million voters voted for him. Stating the percentages for the sample of 3889 voters is description, while predicting the

outcome for all 9.5 million voters is inference. Statistical description and inference are complementary ways of analysing data.

Statistical description provides useful summaries and helps you find patterns in the data, while inference helps you make

predictions and decide whether observed patterns are meaningful. You can use both to investigate questions that are important

to society. For instance, “Has there been global warming over the past decade?” “Is having the death penalty available for

punishment associated with a reduction in violent crime?” “Does student performance in school depend on the amount of

money spent per student, the size of the classes, or the teachers’ salaries?” Despite its importance and usefulness, the science of

statistics is looked upon with suspicion. Quite often it is discredited, by people who do not know its real purpose and limitations.

We often hear statements such as: “There are three types of lies: lies, damned lies, and statistics”. “Statistics can prove anything”.

“Statistics cannot prove anything”. “Statistics are lies of the first order”. These are expressions of distrust in statistics. By distrust of

statistics, we mean lack of confidence in statistical data, statistical methods and the conclusions drawn. You may ask, why

distrust in statistics? Some of the important reasons for distrust in statistics are as follows: ? Arguments based upon data are

more convincing. But data can be manipulated according to wishes of an individual. To prove a particular point of view,

sometimes arguments are supported by inaccurate data. ? Even if correct figures are used, they may be incomplete and

presented in such a manner that the reader is misled. Suppose, it has been found that the number of traffic accidents is lower in

foggy weather than on clear weather days. It may be concluded that it is safer to drive in fog. The conclusion drawn is wrong. To

arrive at a valid conclusion, we must take into account the difference between the rush of traffic under the two weather

conditions.
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data does not bear on their face the label of their quality. Sometimes even unintentionally inaccurate or incomplete data is used

leading to faulty conclusions. ? The statistical tools have their own limitations. The investigator must use them with precaution.

But sometimes these tools or methods are handled by those who have little or no knowledge about them. As a result, by

applying wrong methods to even correct and complete data, faulty conclusions may be obtained. This is not the fault of

statistical methods, but of the persons who use them. 2. Displaying and Describing Categorical Data What happened on the

Titanic at 11:40 on the night of April 14, 1912, is well-known. Frederick Fleet’ s cry of Iceberg, right ahead and the three

accompanying pulls of the crow s nest bell signalled the beginning of a nightmare that has become legend. By 2:15 a.m., the

Titanic, thought by many to be unsinkable, had sunk, leaving more than 1500 passengers and crew members on board to meet

their icy fate. Here are some data about the passengers and crew aboard the Titanic. Each case (row) of the data table represents

a person on board the ship. The variables are the person’s Survival (Dead or Alive) and the person’s Age (Adult or Child), Sex (Male

or Female), and ticket Class (First, Second, Third, or Crew), etc. Table 1: Part of a data table showing four variables for nine people

aboard the Titanic
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with a data table like this and in fact with all data tables is that you can’t see what’s going on. And seeing is just what we want to

do. We need ways to show the data so that we can see patterns, relationships, trends, and exceptions. Frequency Tables: Making

Piles To make a picture of data, the first thing we have to do is to make piles. Making piles is the beginning of understanding

about data. We pile together things that seem to go together, so we can see how the cases distribute across different categories.

For categorical data, piling is easy. We just count the number of cases corresponding to each category and pile them up. One

way to put all 2201 people on the Titanic into piles is by ticket Class, counting up how many had each kind of ticket. We can

organize these counts into a frequency table, which records the totals and the category names. Even when we have thousands

of cases, a variable like ticket Class, with only a few categories, has a frequency table that’s easy to read. A frequency table with

dozens or hundreds of categories would be much harder to read. We use the names of the categories to label each row in the

frequency table. For ticket Class, these are First, Second, Third, and Crew. Counts are useful, but sometimes we want to know

the fraction or proportion of the data in each category, so we divide the counts by the total number of cases. Usually, we

multiply by 100 to express these proportions as percentages. A relative frequency table displays the percentages, rather than the

counts, of the values in each category. Both types of tables show how the cases are distributed across the categories. In this way,

they describe the distribution of a categorical variable because they name the possible categories and tell how frequently each

occurs. Class Count Class % First 325 First 14.77 Second 285 Second 12.95 Third 706 Third 32.08 Crew 885 Crew 40.21 Table2: A

frequency table of for the Titanic Table 3: A relative frequency passengers The Area Principle table for the same data The best

data displays observe a fundamental principle of graphing data called the area principle. The area principle says that the area

occupied by a part of the graph should correspond to the magnitude of the value it represents. Violations of the area principle

are a common way to lie (or, since most mistakes are unintentional, we should say err) with Statistics.
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many people were in each class on the Titanic? From this display, it looks as though the service must have been great, since

most aboard were crew members. Although the length of each ship here corresponds to the correct number, the impression is

all wrong. In fact, only about 40% were crew. 6.3 Bar Charts A bar chart displays the distribution of a categorical variable,

showing the counts for each category next to each other for easy comparison. Bar charts should have small spaces between the

bars to indicate that these are freestanding bars that could be rearranged into any order. The bars are lined up along a common

base.
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on the Titanic by Ticket Class With the area principle satisfied, we can see the true distribution more clearly Here’s a chart that

obeys the area principle. It’s not as visually entertaining as the ships, but it does give an accurate visual impression of the

distribution. The height of each bar shows the count for its category. The bars are the same width, so their heights determine

their areas, and the areas are proportional to the counts in each class. Now it’s easy to see that the majority of people on board

were not crew, as the ships picture led us to believe. We can also see that there were about 3 times as many crews as second-

class passengers. And there were more than twice as many third-class passengers as either first or second-class passengers,

something you may have missed in the frequency table. Bar charts make these kinds of comparisons easy and natural. If we

really want to draw attention to the relative proportion of passengers falling into each of these classes, we could replace the

counts with percentages and use a relative frequency bar chart. 1000 800 600 400 200 0 First Second Third Crew Class
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relative frequency bar chart looks the same as the bar chart, but shows the proportion of people in each category rather than the

counts Contingency Tables To look at two categorical variables together, we often arrange the counts in a two- way table. Here

is a two-way table of those aboard the Titanic, classified according to the class of ticket and whether the ticket holder survived

or didn’t. Because the table shows how the individuals are distributed along each variable, contingent on the value of the other

variable, such a table is called a contingency table. Table: Contingency table of ticket Class and Survival. The bottom line of

Totals is the same as the previous frequency table. 40% 30% 20% 10% 0 First Second Third Crew Class Class Survival
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the table, both on the right and at the bottom, give totals. The bottom line of the table is just the frequency distribution of ticket

Class. The right column of the table is the frequency distribution of the variable Survival. When presented like this, in the margins

of a contingency table, the frequency distribution of one of the variables is called its marginal distribution. Each cell of the table

gives the count for a combination of values of the two variables. If you look down the column for second-class passengers to

the first cell, you can see that 118 second-class passengers survived. Looking at the third-class passengers, you can see that

more third-class passengers (178) survived. Were second-class passengers more likely to survive? Questions like this are easier to

address by using percentages. The 118 survivors in second class were 41.4% of the total 285 second-class passengers, while the

178 surviving third-class passengers were only 25.2% of that class’s total. We know that 118 second-class passengers survived.

We could display this number as a percentage, but as a percentage of what? The total number of passengers? (118 is 5.4% of the

total, 2201.) The number of second-class passengers? (118 is 41.4% of the 285 second-class passengers.) The number of

survivors? (118 is 16.6% of the 711 survivors.) All of these are possibilities, and all are potentially useful or interesting. You’ll

probably wind-up calculating (or letting your technology calculate) lots of percentages. Most statistics programs offer a choice

of total percent, row percent, or column percent for contingency tables. Unfortunately, they often put them all together with

several numbers in each cell of the table. The resulting table holds lots of information, but it can be hard to understand:
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table, let s first pull out the percent of table values: These percentages tell us what percent of all passengers belong to each

combination of column and row category. For example, we see that although 8.1% of the people aboard the Titanic were

surviving third-class ticket holders, only 5.4% were surviving second-class ticket holders. Conditional Distribution The more

interesting questions are contingent. We’d like to know, for example, what percentage of second-class passengers survived and

how that compares with the survival rate for third-class passengers. It’s more interesting to ask whether the chance of surviving

the Titanic sinking depended on ticket class. We can look at this question in two ways. First, we could ask how the distribution of

ticket Class changes between survivors and non-survivors. To do that, we look at the row percentages:
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each row separately, we see the distribution of class under the condition of surviving or not. The sum of the percentages in each

row is 100%, and we divide that up by ticket class. In effect, we temporarily restrict the Who first to survivors and make a pie chart

for them. Then we refocus the Who on the non-survivors and make their pie chart. These pie charts show the distribution of

ticket classes for each row of the table: survivors and non-survivors. The distributions we create this way are called conditional

distributions, because they show the distribution of one variable for just those cases that satisfy a condition on another variable.

But we can also turn the question around. We can look at the distribution of Survival for each category of ticket Class. To do this,

we look at the column percentages. Those show us whether the chance of surviving was roughly the same for each of the four

classes. Now the percentages in each column add to 100%, because we’ve restricted the Who, in turn, to each of the four ticket

classes: Looking at how the percentages change across each row, it sure looks like ticket class mattered in whether a passenger

survived. To make it more vivid, we could show the distribution of Survival for each ticket class in a display. Here’s a side-by-side

bar chart showing percentages of surviving and not for each category:
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by-side bar chart showing the conditional distribution of Survival for each category of ticket Class. The corresponding pie charts

would have only two categories in each of four pies, so, bar charts seem the better alternative. Segmented Bar Charts: We could

display the Titanic information by dividing up bars rather than circles. The resulting segmented bar chart treats each bar as the

whole and divides it proportionally into segments corresponding to the percentage in each group. We can clearly see that the

distributions of ticket Class are different, indicating again that survival was not independent of ticket Class.
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segmented bar chart for Class by Survival Notice that although the totals for survivors and non-survivors are quite different, the

bars are the same height because we have converted the numbers to percentages. 6.4 Pie Diagram A pie chart is a circular graph

which is used to represent the total value with its components. The area of a circle represents the total values and the different

sectors of the circle represents the different component parts. The circle is divided into sectors by radii and the areas of the

sectors are proportional to the angles at the centre. In a pie chart the data are expressed as percentage. Each component is

expressed as a percentage of the total value. 100% is represented by 360 0 angles at the centre of the circle, and hence 1% is

represented by 3.6 0 angle. If P be the percentage of a certain component, the angle which represents the percentage of such

component is (3.6 0 X P) degrees. A pie chart is used to show comparison between different components, and between

components and the total value. A pie chart is also known as a Circular Chart. Example: Draw a pie chart to represent the

following data on the proposed outlay during the Fourth Five Year Plan:
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crores) Agriculture 6,000 Industries and Minerals 4,000 Irrigation and Power 2,500 Communication 4,500 Miscellaneous 3000

Total Outlay 20,000 Solution: Items Amount Percentage on Angle for Angle for each (Rs. In Total (%) each item at the centre

Crores) percentage of the Pie chart (360°/100) Agriculture 6,000 (6000 × 100)/ 3.6° 30 × 3.6° = 108° 20000 =30 Industries and

4,000 (4000 × 100) 3.6° 20 × 3.6° = 72° Minerals /20,000 = 20 Irrigation and 2,500 (2,500 × 100) 3.6° 12.5 × 3.6° = 45° Power

/20,000 = 12.5 Communication 4,500 (4,5000 × 100)/ 3.6° 22.5 × 3.6° = 81° 20,000 = 220 Miscellaneous 3000 (3,000 × 100)/

3.6° 15 × 3.6° = 54° 20,000 = 15 Total Outlay 20,000 100 3.6° 360° Agriculture Communication Miscellaneous Total Outlary

Industries and Minerals Irrigation and Power Communication 11% Miscellaneous 8% Irrigation and Power 6% Industries and

Minerals 10% Agriculture 15% Rs. (In crores) Total Outlary 50% Miscellaneous 8%
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charts display all the cases as a circle whose slices have areas proportional to each category’s fraction of the whole. Pie charts

give a quick impression of the distribution. Because we’re used to cutting up pies into 2, 4, or 8 pieces, pie charts are particularly

good for seeing relative frequencies near 1&lt;2, 1&lt;4, or 1&lt;8. Bar charts are almost always better than pie charts for

comparing the relative frequencies of categories. Pie charts are widely understood and colourful, and they often appear in but

the following figures show why statisticians prefer bar charts. Figure: Pie charts may be attractive, but it can be hard to see

patterns in them. Can you discern the differences in distributions depicted by these pie charts? Figure: Bar charts of the same

values as shown in figure above make it much easier to compare frequencies in groups.
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Quantitative Variable The production manager of the Dalmon Carpet Company is responsible for the output of over 500 carpet

looms. So that he does not have to measure the daily output (in yards) of each loom, he samples the output from 30 looms each

day and draws a conclusion as to the average carpet production of the entire 500 looms. The table below shows the yards

produced by each of the 30 looms in yesterday’s sample. These production amounts are the raw data from which the

production manager can draw conclusions about the entire population of looms yesterday. 16.2 15.4 16.0 16.6 15.9 15.8 16.0 16.8

16.9 16.8 15.7 16.4 15.2 15.8 15.9 16.1 15.6 15.9 15.6 16.0 16.4 15.8 15.7 16.2 15.6 15.9 16.3 16.3 16.0 16.3 ARRANGING DATA USING

THE DATA ARRAY AND THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION The data array is one of the simplest ways to present data. It arranges

values in ascending or descending order. First table repeats the carpet data from our chapter- opening problem, and second

table rearranges these numbers in a data array in ascending order. 16.2 15.8 15.8 15.8 16.3 15.6 15.7 16.0 16.2 16.1 16.8 16.0 16.4

15.2 15.9 15.9 15.9 16.8 15.4 15.7 15.9 16.0 16.3 16.0 16.4 16.6 15.6 15.6 16.9 16.3 TABLE: SAMPLE OF DAILY PRODUCTION IN

YARDS OF 30 CARPET LOOMS 15.2 15.7 15.9 16.0 16.2 16.4 15.4 15.7 15.9 16.0 16.3 16.6 15.6 15.8 15.9 16.0 16.3 16.8 15.6 15.8 15.9

16.1 16.3 16.8 15.6 15.8 16.0 16.2 16.4 16.9 TABLE: DATA ARRAY OF DAILY PRODUCTION IN YARDS OF 30 CARPET LOOMS
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offer several advantages over raw data: 1. We can quickly notice the lowest and highest values in the data. In our carpet example,

the range is from 15.2 to 16.9 yards. 2. We can easily divide the data into sections. In the second table, the first 15 values (the

lower half of the data) are between 15.2 and 16.0 yards, and the last 15 values (the upper half) are between 16.0 and 16.9 yards.

Similarly, the lowest third of the values range from 15.2 to 15.8 yards, the middle third from 15.9 to 16.2 yards, and the upper third

from 16.2 to 16.9 yards. 3. We can see whether any values appear more than once in the array. Equal values appear together. The

second table shows that nine levels occurred more than once when the sample of 30 looms was taken. 4. We can observe the

distance between succeeding values in the data. In the second table,16.6 and 16.8 are succeeding values. The distance between

them is 0.2 yards (16.8–16.6). In spite of these advantages, sometimes a data array isn’t helpful. Because it lists every observation,

it is a cumbersome form for displaying large quantities of data. We need to compress the information and still be able to use it

for interpretation and decision making. How can we do this? A Better Way to Arrange Data: The Frequency Distribution One way

we can compress data is to use a frequency table or a frequency distribution. A frequency distribution is a table that organizes

data into classes, that is, into groups of values describing one characteristic of the data. A frequency distribution shows the

number of observations from the data set that fall into each of the classes. If you can determine the frequency with which values

occur in each class of a data set, you can construct a frequency distribution. CONSTRUCTING A FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: 1.

Decide on the type and number of classes for dividing the data. In this case, we have already chosen to classify the data by the

quantitative measure of the number of yards produced rather than by a qualitative attribute such as colour or pattern. Next, we

need to decide how many different classes to use and the range each class should cover. The range must be divided by equal

classes; that is, the width of the interval from the beginning of one class to the beginning of the next class must be the same for

every class. If we choose a width of 0.5 yard for each class in our distribution, the classes will be those shown in table below:
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PRODUCTION IN A SAMPLE OF 30 CARPET LOOMS WITH 0.5-YARDCLASS INTERVALS Class in Yards Frequency Relative

Frequency 15.1–15.5 2 2/30 = 0.067 15.6–16.0 16 16/30 = 0.533 16.1–16.5 8 8/30 = 0.267 16.6–17.0 4 4/30 = 0.133 Total 30 1

Note: A relative frequency distribution presents frequencies in terms of fractions or percentages. The number of classes depends

on the number of data points and the range of the data collected. The more data points or the wider the range of the data, the

more classes it takes to divide the data. Of course, if we have only 10 data points, it is senseless to have as many as 10 classes. As

a rule, statisticians rarely use fewer than 6 or more than 15 classes. Because we need to make the class intervals of equal size, the

number of classes determines the width of each class. To find the intervals, we can use this equation: Width of class intervals =

(Next unit value after largest value in data – Smallest value in data)/Total number of class intervals We must use the next value of

the same units because we are measuring the interval between the first value of one class and the first value of the next class. In

our carpet-loom study, the last value is 16.9, so 17.0 is the next value. We shall use six classes in this example, so the width of

each class will be: (Next unit value after largest value in data – Smallest value in data) ÷Total number of class intervals. = (17.0 –

15.2)/6 = 1.8/6 = 0.3 yd ← 0. width of class intervals Step 1 is now complete. We have decided to classify the data by the

quantitative measure of how many yards of carpet were produced. We have chosen 6 classes to cover the range of 15.2 to 16.9

and, as a result, will use 0.3 yard as the width of our class intervals.
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points into classes and count the number of points in each class. This we have done in table below. Every data point fits into at

least one class, and no data point fits into more than one class. Therefore, our classes are all-inclusive and mutually exclusive.

Notice that the lower boundary of the first class corresponds with the smallest data point in our sample, and upper boundary of

the last class corresponds with the largest data point. 3. Illustrate the data in a chart. These three steps enable us to arrange the

data in both tabular and graphic form. In this case, our information is displayed in table and in figure below. These two frequency

distributions omit some of the detail contained in the raw data of Table mentioned above, but they make it easier for us to notice

patterns in the data. One obvious characteristic, for example, is that the class 15.8–16.0 contains the most elements; class 15.2–

15.4, the fewest. Class Frequency Relative Frequency 15.2–15.4 2 2/30 = 0.067 15.5–15.7 5 5/30 = 0.167 15.8–16.0 11 11/30 =

0.367 16.1–16.3 6 6/30 = 0.200 16.4–16.6 3 3/30 = 0.100 16.7–16.9 3 3/30 = 0.100 30 1.000
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How can we make a bar chart for a quantitative variable? We can’t, because quantitative variables don’t have categories. Instead,

we make a histogram. Histograms and bar charts both use bars, but they are fundamentally different. The bars of a bar chart

display the count for each category, so they could be arranged in any order (and should be displayed with a space between

them). The horizontal axis of a bar chart just names the categories. The horizontal axis of a histogram shows the values of the

variable in order. A histogram slices up that axis into equal-width bins, and the bars show the counts for each bin. Now gaps are

meaningful; they show regions with no observations. Figure below shows a histogram of the ages of those aboard the Titanic. In

this histogram, each bin has a width of 5 years, so, for example, the height of the tallest bar shows that the most populous age

group was the 20- to 24-year-olds, with over 400 people. The youngest passengers were infants, and the oldest was more than

70 years old. The fact that there are fewer and fewer people in the 5-year bins from age 25 on probably doesn’t surprise you

either. After all, there are increasingly fewer people of advancing age in the general population as well, and there were no very

elderly people on board the Titanic. But the bins on the left are a little strange. It looks like there were more infants and toddlers

(0–5 years old) than there were preteens.
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table is easier to interpret than the raw data, but it is still hard to get an overall impression of the data from it. The histogram is an

excellent tool for studying the distribution of a list of quantitative measurements. A histogram is a way of visualizing a frequency

table graphically—of making a picture from a frequency table. The fraction of data in each class interval is represented by a

rectangle (bin) whose base is the class interval and whose area is the fraction of data (relative frequency of data) that fall in the

class interval: #observations in the class intervel area of bin = fraction of data in class interval = ————————————— total

number of observations so that fraction of data in the class interval height of the bin = —————————————— width of class

interval The key to a histogram is that it is the area of the bin, not the height of the bin, that represents the relative frequency of

data in the bin. The area of the bin is proportional to the relative frequency of observations in the class interval. The horizontal

axis of a
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needs a scale with units. The vertical axis of a histogram always has units of percent per unit of the horizontal axis, so that the

areas of bins have units of (horizontal units) × (percent per horizontal unit) = percent. The scale of the vertical axis is

automatically imposed by the fact that the total area of the histogram must be 100% (100% of the data fall somewhere on the

plot). The vertical scale is called a density scale. The height of a bin is the density of observations in the bin: the percentage of

observations in the bin per unit of the horizontal axis. Typically, it is not the percentage of observations in the bin. A histogram is

not the same as a bar chart: In a bar chart, the height of a rectangle (bar), rather than the area of the bar, indicates the relative

frequency of observations. The width of the bar does not matter; it does not even need to have units. This makes bar charts

especially useful for displaying categorical and qualitative data, where the horizontal axis does not have a scale—it is just a way to

separate groups. Histograms are more appropriate for quantitative data. • Example:A distribution table Annual incomes of U.S.

adults in 2010 Income Percent (Thousands of dollars) 0 – 10 20 10 – 25 28 25 – 50 27 50 – 100 18 100 – 150 7 Where are the

people who earned exactly $25; 000: in 10-25 or 25-50? Endpoint convention: Intervals include the left end-point but not the

right. • Total percent = 100% • Did nobody make $150,000 or more? Yes, but they are such a small percent that they have been

\swept in” just below $150,000.
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like a bar graph? • Want to draw a diagram analogous to a bar graph, to show how the incomes are distributed. • Want income

on the horizontal axis, and vertical rectangular bars. Can’t simply use the precents as the heights of the bars, because the widths

of the bars are unequal. • Area = percent • How tall should the bars be? • 20% of the people are in the 0-to-10-thousand-dollar

interval. • Main idea: area of the bar = percent in the interval • area of bar over the 0–10-thousand-dollar interval = 20% = height

of bar × width of bar = height × 10 thousand dollars • height of bar × 10 thousand dollars = 20% • height of bar = 20% / (10

thousand dollars 20%) = 2% per thousand dollars Formula for height: height of bar = % in interval/width of interval = % in interval/

(right endpoint – left endpoint) The distribution table, along with the heights of the bars income height percent (thousands of

dollars) (% per thousand dollars) 0 – 10 20 20/10 = 2:00 10 – 25 28 28/15 = 1:87 25 – 50 27 27/25 = 1:08 50 – 100 18 18/50 =

0:36 100 – 150 7 7/50 = 0:14
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What do the heights measure? • The 10-25 bar has more people than the 0-10 bar (28% versus 20%). Its area is greater. • But it is

shorter than the 0-10 bar. So, heights do not measure \percent of people.” Areas measure that. • Heights measure \percent of

people per unit on the horizontal axis”. That’s density, or crowdedness in the interval. The 10-25 bar has more people than the 0-

10 bar, but it is less crowded. Height and crowdedness units: percent per thousand dollars Income percent (% per thousand

dollars) (thousands of dollars) 0 – 10 20 20 = 10 = 2:00 10 – 25 28 28 = 15 = 1:87 income (thousands of 5) % per thousands 150

100 50 25 10 0 0 1 2
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the people are uniformly distributed within the bars, ? about 2% have incomes in the range $5,000 to $6,000 ? about 4% have

incomes in the range $5,000 to $7,000 ? about 1.87% have incomes in the range $14,000 to $15,000 Under the assumption of

uniformity within bars, % In a subinterval = height of bar × width of subinterval Histogram: summary A histogram shows how a

quantitative variable is distributed over all its values. ? Allows for the variable to be \binned” into unequal intervals ? Horizontal

axis must be drawn to scale ? Areas represent precents height = %/width ? Units of height: % per unit on the horizontal axis Time

Plots: Displaying Data over Time For some variables, observations occur over time. Examples include the daily closing price of a

stock and the population of a country measured every decade in a census. A data set collected over time is called a time series.

We can display time-series data graphically using a time plot. This charts each observation, on the vertical scale, against the time

it was measured, on the horizontal scale. A common pattern to look for is a trend over time, indicating a tendency of the data to

either rise or fall. To see a trend more clearly, it is beneficial to connect the data points in their time sequence. Example: Is

whooping cough close to being eradicated? In the first half of the 20th century, whooping cough was a frequently occurring

bacterial infection that often resulted in death, especially among young children. A vaccination for whooping cough was

developed in the 1940s. How effective has the vaccination been in eradicating whooping cough? One measure to consider is the

incidence rate (number of infected individuals per 100,000 population) in the United States. The table shows incidence rates

from 1925– 1970.
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Rates for Whopping Cough, 1925-1970 Year Rate per 1,00,000 1925 131.2 1930 135.6 1935 141.9 1940 139.6 1945 101 1950 80.1

1955 38.2 1960 8.3 1965 3.5 1970 2.1 Sketch a time plot. What type of trend do you observe? Based on the trend from 1945–

1970, was the whooping cough vaccination proving effective in reducing the incidence of whooping cough? One can see in the

time plot below that after an initial slight increase, there was a sharp and steady decrease in incidence of whopping cough

starting around 1940. The decrease levelled off starting around 1960. These data suggest that the whopping cough vaccination

was proving effective in reducing the incidence of whopping cough.
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Performance Bicycle Products Company in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, sampled its shipping records for a certain day with these

results: Time from Receipt of Order to Delivery (in Days) 4 12 8 14 11 6 7 13 13 11 11 20 5 19 10 15 24 7 19 6 Construct a

frequency distribution for these data and a relative frequency distribution. Use intervals of 6 days. (a) What statement can you

make about the effectiveness of order processing from the frequency distribution? (b) If the company wants to ensure that half

of its deliveries are made in 10 or fewer days, can you determine from the frequency distribution whether they have reached this

goal? (c) What does have a relative frequency distribution permit you to do with the data that is difficult to do with only a

frequency distribution? Class 1–6 7–12 13–18 19–24 25–30 Frequency 4 8 4 3 1 Relative Frequency 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.15 0.05 (a)

Assuming that the shop is open 6 days a week, we see that fully 80 percent of the orders are filled in 3 weeks or less. (b) We can

tell only that between 20 percent and 60 percent of the deliveries are made in 10 or fewer days, so the distribution does not

generate enough information to determine whether the goal has been met. (c) A relative frequency distribution lets us present

frequencies as fractions or percentages. A relative frequency distribution presents frequencies in terms of fractions or percent-

ages. 6.6 Conclusion This our learners got an idea about the various statistical representatives.
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Outlet is Bar diagram. 2. What is Histograms. 3. What is Pie chart. 6.8 References I. Statistics: David Freedman, Robert Pisani,

Roger Purves, Fourth Edition, 2007, W • W • NORTON & COMPANY II. Intro Stats: Richard D. De Veaux, Paul F. Velleman, David E.

Bock III. Introductory Statistics: Sheldon M. Ross,Elsevier,Fourth Edition, 2017 IV. Statistics: A Tool of Social Research, Joseph F.

Healey, Wadsworth, Cengage Learning, Ninth Edition
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Measures of central tendencies and dispersion 7.3 Measures of Dispersions 7.4 Quartiles and other percentiles 7.5 Coefficient of

Variation 7.6 Probability Distributions 7.7 Conclusion 7.8 Exercise 7.9 References 7.0 Objective In this unit will learn about

measures of central tendencies and dispersion which will include knowledge about mean median mode 7.1 Introduction In this

module, we are going to discuss the centrality and spread of data. As you could imagine, very new set of data is filled with

mystery. You have no idea what it contains. Will it tell us something odd, something interesting, or will it just confirm something

we already knew? So when given a new set of data, where should we get started? How can we begin to feel comfortable with

our new data set? Again, let’s remember our data set is a collection of values. Some might be big, some might be small and

individually these values are likely too much to handle, but we’re hoping together all of these values will tell us a story. So what

might be a good beginning to this story? Oddly enough for many, they like to start their story in the middle. With so many data
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the center of the data? It makes sense. Knowing the center of the data would seem to give us some balance. The bigger

question is what do we mean by the center of the data? Again, let’s take a look at these two small data sets. Both may have the

same average, both have the same median values. Still, it might be that the data sets are vastly different. These data sets are small

so we can quickly view all of the data and see the differences. What happens when the data sets are enormous? How can we

measure the differences in data sets that might have very similar medians and means? Better yet, how can we get a better idea of

what kind of data makes up this data set? When we measured mean and median, we were looking for the middle. Let’s now

measure how far out from the means and averages the farthest data points lie. Summarizing data can help us understand them,

especially when the number of data is large. This chapter presents several ways to summarize quantitative data by a typical value

(a measure of location, such as the mean, median, or mode) and a measure of how well the typical value represents the list (a

measure of spread, such as the range, inter- quartile range, or standard deviation). 7.2 Measures of Central Tendency : The

farthest one can reduce a set of data, and still retain any information at all, is to summarize the data with a single value. Measures

of location do just that: They try to capture with a single number what is typical of the data. What single number is most

representative of an entire list of numbers? We cannot say without defining “representative” more precisely. We will study three

common measures of location: the mean, the median, and the mode. The mean, median and mode are all “most representative,”

but for different, related notions of representativeness. Mean The best-known and most frequently used measure of the center

of a distribution of a quantitative variable is the mean. It is found by averaging the observations. Another popular measure is the

median. Half the observations are smaller than it, and half are larger.
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smallest to the largest (or from the largest to the smallest). Example1 : The sodium levelin 20 breakfast cereals and saw various

ways to graph the data. Let’s returnto those data and learn how to describe their center. The observations(in mg) are : 0, 340, 70,

140, 200, 180, 210, 150, 100, 130 140, 180, 190, 160, 290, 50, 220, 180, 200, 210 a. Find the mean. b. Find the median. Solution : a.

we find the mean by adding all the observations and then dividing this sum by the number of observations, which is 20 : Mean =

(0 + 340 + 70 + . . . + 210)/20 =3340/20 =167. b. To find the median, we arrange the data from the smallest to the largest

observation. 0, 50, 70, 100, 130, 140, 140, 150, 160, 180 180, 180, 190, 200, 200, 210, 210, 220, 290, 340 For the 20 observations,

the smaller 10 (on the first line) range from 0 to 180, and the larger 10 (on the second line) range from 180 to 340. The median is

180, which is the average of the two middle values, the tenth and eleventh observations, (180 + 180)/2. Note : The mean and

median take different values. Why? The median measures the center by dividing the data into two equal parts, regardless of the

actual numerical values above that point or below that point. The mean takes into account the actual numerical values of all the

observations. Problem 1: The Energy Information Agencyreported the CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustionfor the seven

countries in 2008 with the highest emissions.These values, reported as million metric tons of carbonequivalent, are 6534 (China),

5833 (United States), 1729(Russia), 1495 (India), 1214 (Japan), 829 (Germany), and574 (Canada). a. Find the mean and median.
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take into account anation’s population size. Explain why it may be moresensible to analyze per capita values. Problem 2 : A list

has 10 entries. Each entry is either 1 or 2 or 3. What must the list be if theaverage is 1? If the average is 3? Can the average be 4?

Problem 3 : Ten people in a room have an average height of 5 feet 6 inches. An 11th person, who is 6 feet 5 inches tall, enters the

room. Find the average height of all 11 people. Problem 4 : Twenty-one people in a room have an average height of 5 feet 6

inches. A 22nd person, who is 6 feet 5 inches tall, enters the room. Find the average height of all 22 people. Compare with

exercise 3. Problem 5 :Twenty-one people in a room have an average height of 5 feet 6 inches. A 22 nd person enters the room.

How tall would he have to be to raise the average heightby 1 inch? ? Mathematical formulation of Average : Variables are

symbolized by letters near the end of the alphabet, most commonly x and y. The sample size is denoted by n. For a sample of n

observations on a variable x, the mean is denoted by . Using the mathematical symbol Σ for “sum,” the mean has the formula :

ONE STEP AT A TIME Finding the Median Step Operation 1. Array the scores in order from high score to low score. 2. Count the

number of scores to determine whether N is odd or even. IF N is ODD ⇓ 3. The median will be the score of the middle case. 4. To

find the middle case, add 1 to N and divide by 2. 5. The value you calculated in step 4 is the number of the middle case. the

median is the score of this case. For example, if N = 13, the median will be the score of the (13 + 1)/2, or seventh, case. IF N is

EVEN ⇓ 3. The median is halfway between the scores of the two middle cases. 4. To find the first middle case, divide N by 2. 5. To

find the second middle case, increse the value you computed in step 4 by 1. 6. Add the scores of the two middle cases together

and divide by 2. The result is the median. For example, If N = 14, the median is the score halfway between the scores of the

seventh and eighth cases. If the middle cases have the same score, that score is defined as the median. x = Σ x / n x
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210)/20 = 3340/20 = 167. Some basic properties of the mean : ? The mean is the balance point of the data: If we were to place

identical weights on a line representing where the observations occur, then the line would balance by placing afulcrum at the

mean. ? For a skewed distribution, the mean is pulled in the direction of the longer tail, relative to the median. ? The mean can be

highly influenced by anoutlier, which is an unusually small orunusually large observation. Note : An outlier is an observation that

falls well above or well below the overall bulk of the data. Outliers typically call for further investigation to see, for example,

whetherthey resulted from an error in data entry or from some surprising or unusual occurrence. Example 2 : Consider the

following threesets of observations : Set 1 : 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 Set 2 : 8, 9, 10, 11, 100 Set 3 : 8, 9, 10, 11, 1000 a. Find the median for

each data set. b. Find the mean for each data set. c. What do these data sets illustrate about the resistanceof the median and

mean? Solution : a. The median for all three data sets is ten. The values for all three sets of observation are already arranged in

numerical order, and the middle number for each is 10. b. WE know, x x/n. The Fulcrum Shows the Mean of the Central Sodium

Data 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 = 167
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= 10. set 2 : = (8+9+10+11+100)/5 = 27.6 set 3 : = (8+9+10+11+1000)/5 = 207.6 c. As the highest values become more and

more of an extreme outlier, the median is unaffected, whereas the mean gets higher and higher as the data become more

skewed. Problem 6 : The International Energy Agency5 reported the per capita CO2 emissions by country (that is, the total CO2

emissions for the country divided by the population size of that country) for 2007. For the eight largest countries in population

size (which make up more than half the world’s population), the values were, in metric tons per person : China 4.9 Brazil 1.9 India

1.4 Pakistan 0.9 United States 18.9 Russia 10.8 Indonesia 1.8 Bangladesh 0.3 a. For these eight values, the mean is 5.1. What is the

median? b. Is any observation a potential outlier? Discuss its impact on how themean compares to the median. c. Using this data

set, explain the effect an outlier can have on the mean. Comparing mean and median The shape of a distribution influences

whether the mean is larger or smallerthan the median. For instance, an extremely large value out in the right-hand tailpulls the

mean to the right. The mean then usually falls above the median. Generally, if the shape is x x x

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 154 ? Perfectly symmetric, the mean equals the median. When a distribution is close to symmetric, the tails

will be of similar length, and therefore the median and mean are similar. ? Skewed to the right, the mean is larger than the

median. In a Positively Skewed Distribution, the mean is greater in value than the median. ? Skewed to the left, the mean is

smaller than the median. In a Negatively Skewed Distribution, the mean is less than the median. Symmetric Distribution Mean =

Median Right-Skewed Distribution Median Mean Left-Skewed Distribution Mean Median
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the mean lies toward the direction of skew (the longer tail) relative to the median. This is because extreme observations in a tail

affect the balance point for the distribution, which is the mean. ? The more highly skewed the distribution, the more the mean

and median tend to differ. ? Median is not affected by an outlier. How far an outlier falls from themiddle of the distribution does

not influence the median. The median is determined solely by having an equal number of observations above itand below it. ?

Unlike the median, mean depends on how far observations fall from the middle. Because the mean is the balance point, an

extreme value on the right side pulls the mean toward the right tail. Because the median is not affected, it is said to be resistant

to the effect of extreme observations. ? Resistant-A numerical summary of the observations is called resistant if extreme

observations have little, if any, influence on its value.The median is resistant. The mean is not. You might think that it would

always be advisable to use median (and not mean) in order to know the centrality of a typical distribution. However, that is not

the case. Mean has some very useful properties and the use of it become more apparent in the modules to follow. Moreover,

there are certain advantages of having a measure that involve all the numerical values in a dataset. Forinstance, for discrete data

that take only a few values, quite different patterns ofdata can give the same result for the median. It is then too resistant.

Example 3 : The table summarizes responses of 4383 subjects in a recent General Social Survey to the question, “Within the past

month, how many people have you known personally that were victims of homicide?” Number of People You Have Known Who

Were Victims of Homicide No. of Victims Frequency 0 3944 1 279 2 97 3 40 4 or more 23 Total 4383

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 156 a. To find the mean, it is necessary to give a score tothe “4 or more” category. Find it, using the score 4.5.

(In practice, you might try a few different scores, suchas 4, 4.5, 5, 6, to make sure the resulting mean is nothighly sensitive to that

choice.) b. Find the median. Note that the “4 or more” category isnot problematic for it. c. If 1744 observations shift from 0 to 4

or more, how dothe mean and median change? d. Why is the median the same for parts b and c, eventhough the data are so

different? Solution : a. The mean is 0.16. (0*3944+1*279+2*97+3*40+4.5*23)/4383 = 0.16. [The mean is not necessarily a

possible valuefor a discrete variable.] b. The median is the middle score. With 4383 scores, the median is the score in the 2192 nd

position. Thus the median is zero. c. The median would still be zero, because there are still 2200 people who gave zero as a

response. The mean would now be 1.95. (0*2200 + 1*279 + 2*40 + 3*40 + 4.5*1767)/4383 = 1.95 d. The median is same for the

both because median ignores much of the data. The data are highly discrete; hence, a high proportion of the data falls at only

one or two values. The mean is better in this case because it uses the numerical values of all of the observations, not just the

ordering. Note : The median ignores too much information when the data are highly discrete— that is, when the data take only a

few values. An extreme case occurs for binary data, which take only two values, 0 and 1. The median equals the more common

outcome but gives no information about the relative number of observations at the two levels. Illustration : For instance,

consider a sample of size 5 for the variable, number of times married. The observations (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and the observations (0, 0, 1,

1, 1) both have a median of 1. The mean is 1 for (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and 3/5 for (0, 0, 1, 1, 1). When observations take values of only 0 or 1,

the mean equals the proportion of observations that equal 1. It is much more informative than the median. When the data are

highly discrete
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categories, it is more informative to report the proportions (or percentages) for the possible outcomes than to report the median

or the mean. Problem 7 : One variable in a study measures how many serious motor vehicle accidents a subject has had in the

past year. Explain why the mean would likely be more useful than the median for summarizing the responses of the 60 subjects.

A Rough Rule of Using Mean and Median : ? If a distribution is highly skewed, the median is usually preferred over the mean

because it better represents what is typical. ? If the distribution is close to symmetric or only mildly skewed, or if it is discrete with

few distinct values, the mean is usually preferred because it uses the numerical values of all the observations. The Mode : In

statistical language the mode in an ungrouped data is defined as the value corresponding to a peak when the observations are

arranged according to their order of magnitudes and in a grouped data it is defined as the value corresponding to a maximum

frequency.Thus,the mode of any distribution of scores is the value that occurs most frequently. For example, in the set of scores

58, 82, 82, 90, 98, the mode is 82 because it occurs twice and the other scores occur only once.The concept of themode is

most often used to describe the category of a categorical variable thathas the highest frequency (the modal category). With

quantitative variables, themode is most useful with discrete variables taking a small number of possiblevalues.The mode is a

simple statistic, most useful when you are interested in themost common score and when you are working with nominal-level

variables. Infact, the mode is the only measure of central tendency for nominal-level variables.The mode need not be near the

center ofthe distribution. It may be the largest or thesmallest value. Here are some properties of the mode : ? The mode is

appropriate for all types of data. For example, we might measure the mode for religion in Australia (nominal scale), for the grade

given by a teacher (ordinal scale), or for the number of years of education completed by Hispanic Americans (interval scale). ? A

frequency distribution is called bimodal if two distinct mounds occur in the distribution. Bimodal distributions often occur with

attitudinal variables when
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NSOU ? PGSW-VII 158 populations are polarized, with responses tending to be strongly in one direction or another. For instance,

figure below shows the relative frequency distribution of responses in a General Social Survey to the question “Do you personally

think it is wrong or not wrong for a woman to have an abortion if the family has a very low income and cannot afford any more

children?” The frequencies in the two extreme categories are much higher than those in the middle categories. ? The mean,

median, and mode are identical for a unimodal, symmetric distribution, such as a bell-shaped distribution. The mean, median,

and mode are complementary measures. They describe different aspects of the data. In any particular example, some or all their

values maybe useful. Be on the lookout for misleading statistical analyses, such as using onestatistic when another would be

more informative. People who present statisticalconclusions often choose the statistic giving the impression they wish to

convey. 50 Percent 40 30 20 10 0 Not Wrong Almost Always Wrong Only Always Wrong at All Sometimes Wrong
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exists, for the followingdata (a) l, 2, 2, 7; (b) 4, 5, 6; (c) -1, 0, 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8; (d) 2, 7, 7,8, 9, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12. Solution : (a) Since 2 is

the most frequently occurring item themode is 2. (b) Since 4, 5, and 6 occur with frequency one eachthere is no mode. (c) Here

0 occurs with frequency 2 and hencethe mode is zero. (d) Here 7 occurs with frequency 2 and 10 occurswith frequency 3 and

others occur with frequency one. If these arerepresented by a histogram then there will be two peak pointscorresponding to the

frequencies 2 and 3. Hence there are twomodes, namely, 7 and 10. This can be called a bimodal data. You should note that the

mode has several limitations. First, distributionscan have no mode at all (when all scores have the same frequency) or so

manymodes that the statistic becomes meaningless. Second, the modal score of ordinal or interval-ratio variables may not

becentral to the distribution as a whole. That is, most common does not necessarily identify the center of the distribution.

Choosing a Measure of Central Tendencey Use the mode when : 1 The variable is measured at the nominal level. 2 You want a

quick and easy measure for ordinal and interval-ratio variables. 3 You want to report the most common score. Use the median

when : 1 The variable is measured at the ordinal level. 2 An interval-ratio variable is badly skewed. 3 You want to report the

central score. The median always lies at the exact center of the distribution. Use the mean when : 1 The variable is measured at

the interval-ratio level (except when the variable is badly skewed). 2 You want to report the typical score. The mean is the

“fulcrum that exactly balances all of the scores.” 3 You anticipate additional statistical analysis.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 160 7.3 Measures of Dispersions : A measure of the center is not enough to adequately describe a distribution

for aquantitative variable. Besides locating the center of the data, any descriptive study of data must numerically measure the

extent of variation around the center. Two data sets mayexhibit similar positions of center but may be remarkably different with

respectto variability. For example, the dots in Figure 1b are more scattered than thosein Figure 1a. The Range : The difference

between the largest and smallest observations is the simplest way todescribe variability. Range : The
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range is the difference between the largest and smallest observations. The

range gives the length of the interval spanned by the observations. Example 5 : In {4, 6, 9, 3, 7} the lowest value is 3, and the

highest is 9. So, the range is 9 – 3 = 6. The range is not, however, sensitive to other characteristics of data variability.The

threedistributions in the Figure below.All have the same mean ($25,000) and range($50,000), but they differ in variability about

the center. In terms of distances ofobservations from the
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variability, and nation B theleast. The incomes in nation A tend to be farthest from the mean, and the incomesin nation B tend to

be closest. Distributions with the Same Mean and Range, but Different Variability about the Mean. Standard Deviation : Because

the sample mean, x, is a measure of center, the variation of the individual data points about this center is reflected in their

deviation from the mean Deviation = Observation – sample mean For instance, the data set 3, 5, 7, 7, 8 has mean,x = (3 + 5 +7 +

7 +8)/5 = 30/5 = 6, so the deviations are calculated by subtracting 6 from eachobservation. Calculation of Deviations

Observation (x) Deviation (x-x) 3 –3 5 –1 7 1 7 1 8 2 One might feel that the average of the deviations would provide a numerical

measure ofspread. However, some deviations are positive and some negative, and the total of the = x – x

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 162 positive deviations exactly cancels the total of the negative ones. In the foregoing example, we see that

the positive deviations add to 4and the negative ones add to –4, so the total deviation is 0. With a little reflection on the

definition of the sample mean, the reader will realize that this wasnot just an accident. For any data set, the total deviation is 0. Σ
(Deviation) = Σ(x i – x) = 0 To obtain a measure of spread, we must eliminate the signs of the deviations before averaging. One

way of removing the interference of signs is to square the numbers. A measure of spread, called the sample variance, is

constructed by adding the squared deviations and dividing the total by the number of observations minus one. Sample variance

of n observations : Example 6 : Calculating Sample Variance Calculate the sample variance of the data 3, 5, 7, 7, 8.For this data

set, n = 5. To find the variance, we first calculate the mean,then the deviations and the squared deviations. Calculation of

Variance Observation Deviation (Deviation) 2 x x – x (x – x) 2 3 –3 9 5 –1 1 7 1 1 7 1 1 8 2 4 Total : 30 0 16 sum of squared

deviations s 2 = ——————————— n – 1 = − − = ∑ ( ) x x n i i n 2 1 1
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(30/5) = 6, Sample Variance (s 2 ) = 16/(5-1) = 4. Note : Although the sample variance is conceptualized as the average squared

deviation, notice that the divisor, (n – 1) is rather than n. The divisor is called the degrees of freedom associated with s 2 . A

Technical Point : You may wonder why the denominators of the variance and the standard deviation use n – 1 instead of n. We

said that the variance was an average of the n squared deviations, so should we not divide by n? Basically, it is because the

deviations have only n – 1 pieces of information about variability : That is, n – 1 of the deviations determine the last one, because

the deviations sum to 0. For example, suppose we have n = 2 observations and the first observation has deviation (x – x) = 5.

Then the second observation musthave deviation (x – x) = –5 because the deviations must add to 0. With n = 2, there’s only n –

1 = 1 nonredundant piece of information about variability. Andwith n = 1, the standard deviation is undefined because with only

one observation, it’s impossible to get a sense of how much the data vary. Because the variance involves a sum of squares, its

unit is the square of theunit in which the measurements are expressed. For example, if the data pertainto measurements of

weight in pounds, the variance is expressed in (pounds) 2 . Toobtain a measure of variability in the same unit as the data,
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we take the positivesquare root of the variance, called the sample standard deviation. The

standard deviation rather than the variance serves as a basic measure of variability. Sample Standard Deviation s x x n i i n = = − −

= ∑ Variance ( ) 2 1 1 Example 6 : Calculating the Sample Standard Deviation Calculate the standard deviation for the data of the

previous Example. Solution : We already calculated the variance, so the standard deviation is S = 4 = 2.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 164 Example 7 : Calculate the standard deviation for the data 1, 4, 5, 9, 11. Solution : The standard deviation is

calculated in the table below : x x– x (x–x) 2 1 –5 25 4 –2 4 5 –1 1 9 3 9 11 5 25 Total 30 0 64 x = 6 s 2 = (64/4) = 16 s = 16 = 4 ?

Compare Variation in Two Data Sets, viz, data sets in problems 6 and 7 : ? An alternative formula for the sample variance is : s n x

x n 2 i i = − ∑ − ∑( ) ⎡ ⎣ ⎢ ⎢ ⎤ ⎦ ⎥ ⎥ 1 1 2 2 It does not require the calculation of the individual deviations. In hand calculation, the use

ofthis alternative formula often reduces the arithmetic work,especially when turns out to be a number with many decimal places.

Dot Diagram of Data Set in Example 6 Dot Diagram of Data Set in Example 7
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experiment a stimulating signal of fixed intensity was usedon six experimental subjects. Their reaction times, recorded in

seconds, were 4, 2, 3, 3, 6, 3. Calculate the standard deviation for the data by using the alternative formula. Problem 9 : For the

data set 8, 6, 14, 4 : (a) Calculate the deviations andcheck to see that they add up to 0. (b) Calculate the variance and the

standarddeviation. Problem 10 : The monthly rents for 7 one-bedroom apartments located in one area of the city, are 625, 740,

805, 670, 705, 740, 870. (a) The sample variance. (b) The sample standard deviation. Problem 11 : (a) For each list below, work out

the average, the deviations from average, and the SD. (i) 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 (ii) 6, 8, 9, 10, 12 (b) How is list (ii) related to list (i)? How does

this relationship carry over to theaverage? the deviations from the average? the SD? Problem 12 : Can the SD ever be negative?

Problem 13 : Can the SD ever be positive? Problem 14 : For a list of positive numbers, can the SD ever be larger than the average?

Problem 15 : What is the reason behind the use of (n – 1), rather than n, in the denominator of standard deviation? Problem 16 :

The first exam in your statistics course is graded on a scale of 0 to 100.Suppose that the mean score in your class is 80. Which

value is most plausible for the standard deviation s : 0, 10, or 50? Problem 17 : For an exam given to a class,the students’ scores

ranged from 35 to 98, with a meanof 74. Which of the following is the most realistic valuefor the standard deviation : –10, 0, 3,

12, 63? Clearlyexplain what’s unrealistic about each of the othervalues.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 166 Problem 18 : A company decides to investigate the amountof sick leave taken by its employees. A sample

of eightemployees yields the following numbers of days of sickleave taken in the past year : 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 6, 0 a. Find and

interpret the range. b. Find and interpret the standard deviation s. c. Suppose the 6 was incorrectly recorded and is supposed to

be 60. Redo parts a and b with the correctdata and describe the effect of this outlier Quartiles and other percentiles : The mean

and median describe the center of a distribution. The range and the standard deviation describe the variability of the distribution.

We’ll now learn about some other ways of describing a distribution using measures of position. One type of measure of position

tells us the point where a certain percentage of the data fall above or fall below that point. The median is an example. Itspecifies

a location such that half the data fall below it and half fall above it. Therange uses two other measures of position, the maximum

value and the minimumvalue. Another type of measure of position tells us how far an observation fallsfrom a particular point,

such as the number of standard deviations an observation falls from the mean. The median is a special case of a set of measures

of position calledpercentiles. Percentile : The pth percentile is a value such that p percent of the observations fall below or at that

value. Suppose you’re informed that your score of 1200 (out of 1600) on the college entrance exam falls at the 90th percentile.

Set p = 90 in this definition.Then, 90% of those who took the exam scored between the minimum score and1200. Only 10% of

the scores were higher than yours. p% pth Percentile
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definition gives the 50th percentile. For it, 50%of the observations fall below or at it and 50% above it. But this is simply

themedian. The 50th percentile is usually referred to as the median. Three useful percentiles are the quartiles. The first quartile

has p = 25, so it isthe 25th percentile. The lowest 25% of the data fall below it. The second quartilehas p = 50, so it is the 50th

percentile, which is the median. The third quartile hasp = 75, so it is the 75th percentile. The highest 25% of the data fall above it.

Thequartiles split the distribution into four parts, each containing one quarter (25%) ofthe observations. The Quartiles and the

MedianSplit a Distribution intoFour Equal Parts. Theinterquartile rangedescribes the spread of themiddle half of thedistribution.

Note : The median, the quartiles, and the maximum and minimum are five positionsoften used as a set to describe center and

spread. Sample interquartile range = Third quartile – First quartile 90% 10% 1200 90th Percentile 25% 25% 25% Interquartile

range 25% Lower quartile Median Upper quartile

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 168 Example 8 : An administrator wanted to study the utilization of long-distance telephoneservice by a

department. One variable of interest is the length, in minutes, oflong- distance calls madeduring one month. There were 38 calls

that resultedin a connection. The lengths of calls,already ordered from smallest to largest,are presented in Table below. Also

calculate the sample interquartile range for the length of long-distance phonecalls data given in Table The Lengths of Long-

Distance Phone Calls in Minutes 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.0 4.4 4.5 4.5 5.9 7.1 7.4 7.5 7.7 8.6 9.3 9.5 12.7 15.3 15.5 15.9 15.9 16.1

16.5 17.3 17.5 19.0 19.4 22.5 23.5 24.0 31.7 32.8 43.5 53.3 Solution : To determine the first quartile, we take p = .25 and calculate

the product 38 * .25 = 9.5. Because 9.5 is not an integer, we take the next largest integer, 10. In Table above, we see that the 10th

ordered observation is 4.4 so the firstquartile is Q 1 = 4.4 minutes. We confirm that this observation has 10 values at or below it

and 29 values at or above so that it does satisfy the conceptual definition of the firstquartile. For the median, we take p = .5 and

calculate 38 * .5 = 19. Becausethis is an integer, we average the 19th and 20th smallest observations to obtain the median, (9.3 +

9.5)/ 2 = 9.4 minutes. Next, to determine the third quartile, we take p = .75 and calculate38 * .75 = 28.5. The next largest integer

is 29, so the 29th ordered observation is the third quartile Q 3 = 17.5 minutes. More simply, we couldmimic the calculation of the

first quartile but now count down 10 observations starting with the largest value. For the 90th percentile, we determine 38 * .90

= 34.2, which we increase to 35. The 90th percentile is 31.7 minutes. Only 10% of calls last 31.7minutes or longer. Sample

interquartile range = Q 3 – Q 1 = 17.4 - 4.4 = 13.1 minutes.
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simplify the calculation of the sample percentile. Calculating the Sample 100p-th Percentile 1. Order the data from smallest to

largest 2. Determine the product (sample size) × (proportion) = np. If np is not an integer, round it up to the next integer and find

the corresponding ordered value. If np is an integer, say k, calculate the average of the kth and (k + 1)st ordered values. The

quartiles are simply the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. Sample Quartiles Lower (first) quartile Q 1 = 25th percentile Second

quartile (or median) Q 2 = 50th percentile Upper (third) quartile Q 3 = 75th percentile As with the range and standard deviation s,

the more varied the data, the larger the IQR tends to be. But unlike those measures, the IQR is not affected by any observations

below the first quartile or above the third quartile. In other words, it is not affected by outliers. In contrast, the range depends

solely on the minimum and the maximum values, the most extreme values, so the range changes as either extreme value

changes. Detecting Potential Outliers Examining the data for unusual observations, such as outliers, is important in anystatistical

analysis. Is there a formula for flagging an observation as potentiallybeing an outlier? One way uses the interquartile range. The

1.5 × IQR Criterion for Identifying Potential Outliers An observation is
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a potential outlier if it falls more than 1.5 × IQR below the first quartile or more than 1.5 × IQR above the third quartile.

Example 9 :

The sodium level in 20 breakfast cereals(in mg) are : 0 340 70 140 200 180 210 150 100 310 140 180 190 160 290 50 220 180

200 210

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 170 the breakfast cereal sodium data has Q1 = 135 and Q3 = 205. So, IQR = Q3 – Q1 = 205 – 135 = 70. For

those data 1.5 * IQR = 1.5 * 70 = 105. Q1 – 1.5 * IQR = 135 – 105 = 30 (lower boundary, potential outliers below) and Q3 + 1.5 *

IQR = 205 + 105 = 310 (upper boundary, potential outliers above). By the 1.5 * IQR criterion, observations below 30 or above 310

are potential outliers. The only observations below 30 or above 310 are the sodium values of 0 mg and 340 mg for. These are the

only potential outliers. Interpreting the magnitude of s: the empirical rule A distribution with s = 5.1 has greater variability than

one with s = 3.3, but how do we interpret how large s = 5.1 is? We’ve seen that a rough answer is that s is a typical distance of an

observation from the mean. To illustrate, suppose the first exam in your course, graded on a scale of 0 to 100, has a sample

mean of 77. A value of s = 0 in unlikely, since every student must then score 77. A value such as s = 50 seems implausibly large

for a typical distance from the mean. Values of s such as 8 or 12 seem much more realistic. Suppose that a distribution is

unimodal and approximately symmetric with a bellshape. The value of s then has a more precise interpretation. Using the mean

and standard deviation, we can form intervals that containcertain percentages (approximately) of the data. Empirical Rule Bell-

shaped Distribution
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shaped, then approximately ????? 68% of the observations fall within1 standard deviationof the mean, that is, betwen the values

of x – s and x + s (denoted x ±±±±± s). ????? 95%
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of the observations fall within 2 standard deviations of the mean (x ±±±±± 2s). ????? All or nearly all observations fall within 3

standard deviations of the mean (

x ±±±±± 3s). The empirical rule

has this name becausemany distributions of data observed inpractice (empirically) are approximately bellshaped. Example 10 :

Students require different amounts of sleep. A sample of 59 students at a college reported the following hours of sleep the

previous night. A graphical portrayal of the empirical rule 3x s All or nearly all observations About 95% of observations About 68%

of observations 3x s 2x s x s xx s 2x s 3x s

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 172 Hours of Sleep for Fifty-nine Students 4.5 4.7 5.0 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.7 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.5 6.5

6.5 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 .7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.7 8.7 9.0 9.0

9.0 9.3 9.3 10.0 Examine the 59 hours of sleep in the above table in the context of the empirical guideline. Solution : We can

calculate the following values as follows (Try!) : x = 7.18 s = 1.28 2*s = 2(1.28) = 2.56 Going two standard deviations either side of

x results in the interval : 7.18 – 2.56 = 4.62 to 9.74 = 7.18 + 2.56 By actual count, all the observations except 4.5 and 10.0 fall in

thisinterval. We find that 57/59 = .966, or 96.6% of the observations liewithin two standard deviations of x . The empirical

guidelines suggest 95%so they are close. Problem 19 : The following data represent the scores of 40 students on a college

qualification test : 162 171 138 145 144 126 125 162 174 178 167 98 161 152 182 136 165 137 133 143 184 166 115 115 95 190 119

144 176 135 194 147 160 158 178 162 131 106 157 154 Calculations with the test scores data of the above table give x = 150.125

and s = 24.677. a) Find the proportion of the observations in the intervals x + 2s & x – 2s and x + 3s & x – 3s. b) Compare your

findings in part (a) with those suggested by the empirical guidelines for bell-shaped distributions. c) Calculate the interquartile

range.
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Number Summary of Positions The quartiles and the maximum and minimum values are five numbers often used as a set to

summarize positions that help to describe center and variability of a distribution. The five-number summary is the basis of a

graphical display called the boxplot. The box of a box plot contains the central 50% of the distribution, from thefirst quartile to

the third quartile (see the margin figure). A line inside the boxmarks the median. The lines extending from the box are called

whiskers. Theseextend to encompass the rest of the data, except for potential outliers, which areshown separately. SUMMARY :

Constructing a Box Plot ????? A box goes from the lower quartile Q1 to the upper quartile Q3. ????? A line is drawn inside the

box at the median. ????? A line goes from the lower end of the box to the smallest observation that is not a potential outlier. A

separate line goes from the upper end of the box to the largest observation that is not a potential outlier. These lines are called

whiskers. The potential outliers (more than 1.5 IQR below the first quartile or above the third quartile) are shown separately.

Example 11 : The sodium level in 20 breakfast cereals (in mg) are : 0 340 70 140 200 180 210 150 100 130 140 180 190 160 290

50 220 180 200 210 min max Q1 Q3 Median

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 174 Figure below shows a box plot for the sodiumvalues. Labels are also given for the five- number summary

of positions. Box Plot and Five-Number Summary for 20 Breakfast Cereal Sodium Values. The central
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box contains the middle 50% of the data. The line in the box marks themedian. Whiskers extend from the box to the smallest

and largest

observations, which arenot identified as potential outliers. Potential outliers are marked separately. The five-number summary of

sodium values shown on the boxplot is minimum = 0, Q1 = 135, median = 180, Q3 = 205, andmaximum = 340. The middle 50%

of the distribution of sodium values range from Q1 = 135 mg to Q3 = 205 mg, which are the twoouter lines of the box. The

median of 180 mg is indicated by the center line through the box. As we saw in part a, the 1.5 * IQR criterionflags the sodium

values of 0 mg for and 340 mgfor as outliers. These values are represented on the boxplot as asterisks. The whisker extending

from Q1 is drawn down to 50,which is the smallest observation that is not below the lower boundaryof 30. The whisker

extending from Q3 is drawn up to 290, which is thelargest observation that is not above the upper boundary of 310. Problem 20

: The scores on an exam havemean = 88, standard deviation = 10, minimum = 65,Q1 = 77, median = 85, Q3 = 91, maximum =

100.Sketch a box plot, labeling which of these values are usedin the plot. Usefulness of Boxplot Diagram : ? Box plots are useful

as they show the average score of a data set. The median is the average value from a set of data and is shown by the line that

divides the box into two parts. Half the scores are greater than or equal to this value and half are less. Minimum value = 0 Q1 =

135 Median = 180 Q3 = 205 Maximum value = 340 0 100 200 300 340 400 Sodium (mg)
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the skewness of a data set The box plot shape will show if a statistical data set is normally distributed or skewed. When the

median is in the middle of the box, and the whiskers are about the same on both sides of the box, then the distribution is

symmetric. When the median is closer to the bottom of the box, and if the whisker is shorter on the lower end of the box, then

the distribution is positively skewed (skewed right). When the median is closer to the top of the box, and if the whisker is shorter

on the upper end of the box, then the distribution is negatively skewed (skewed left). ? Box plots are useful as they show the

dispersion of a data set. The smallest value and largest value are found at the end of the ‘whiskers’ and are useful for providing a

visual indicator regarding the spread of scores (e.g. the range). Normal Distribution Positive Skew Negative Skew
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subtracting the lower quartile from the upper quartile (e.g. Q3"Q1). ? Box plots are useful as they show outliers within a data set.

For example, outside 1.5 times the interquartile range above the upper quartile and below the lower quartile (Q1 - 1.5 * IQR or Q3

+ 1.5 * IQR). Box plots are useful as they show the skewness of a data set How to compare box plots : Box plots are a useful way

to visualize differences among different samples or groups. They manage to provide a lot of statistical information, including—

medians, ranges, and outliers. Q1 IQR Q3 Minimum Maximum Median Outliers “Minimum” (Q1 – 1.5*IQR) Interquartile Range

(IQR) Outliers “Maximum” Q3 + 1.5*IQR) Median Q1 (25th Percentile) Q3 (75th Percentile) –4 –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3 4
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box plots : Compare the respective medians of each box plot. If the median line of a box plot lies outside of the box of a

comparison box plot, then there is likely to be a difference between the two groups. Step 2 : Compare the interquartile ranges

and whiskers of box plots : Compare the interquartile ranges (that is, the box lengths), to examine how the data is dispersed

between each sample. The longer the box the more dispersed the data. The smaller the less dispersed the data. 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5

4 3 2 1 0 Time Slept (Hours) Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun
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the range of scores (another type of dispersion). Larger ranges indicate widerdistribution, that is, more scattered data. Step 3 :

Look for potential outliers : When reviewing a box plot, an outlier is defined as a data point that is located outside the whiskers of

the box plot. Step 4 : Look for signs of skewness : If the data do not appear to be symmetric, does each sample show the same

kind of asymmetry? Problem 21 : Vertical side-by-side box plots shown below compare the values reported by the UN of per

capita carbon dioxide emissions for nations in the European Union and in South America. Left-Skewed Symmetric Right-Skewed

Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 25 20 15 10 5 0 CO2 Europe South America Boxplot of CO2
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carbon dioxide emissions for the outlier shown. b. What shape would you predict for the distribution inSouth America? Why? c.

Summarize how the carbon dioxide emissions comparein Europe and South America. The z-Score Also Identifies Position and

Potential Outliers The empirical rule tells us that for a bell-shaped distribution, it is unusual for an observation to fall more than 3

standard deviations from the mean. An alternative criterion for identifying potential outliers uses the standard deviation. An

observation in a bell-shaped distribution is regarded as a potential outlierif it falls more than 3 standard deviations from the

mean. How do we know the number of standard deviations that an observation fallsfrom the mean? When x = 84 and s = 16, a

value of 100 is 1 standard deviationabove the mean, since (100 – 84) = 16. Alternatively, (100 – 84)/16 = 1. Taking the difference

between an observation and the mean and dividing bythe standard deviation tells us the number of standard deviations that the

observation falls from the mean. This number is called the z-score. Z-SCORE The z-score for an observation is the number of

standard deviations that it falls from the mean. A positive z-score indicates the observation is
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above the mean. A negative z-score indicates the observation is below the mean. For

sample data, the z-score is calculated as observation – mean z = ————————— . standard deviation The z-score allows us to

quickly tell how surprising or extreme an observationis. The z-score converts an observation (regardless of the observation’s unit

ofmeasurement) to a common scale of measurement, which allows comparisons. Example 12 : Suppose astudent scored 65 in a

math course and 72 in a history course. These (raw) scores tell littleabout the student’s performance. If the classaverages and

standard deviations werex = 60 and s = 20 in mathematics and x = 78 and s = 10 in history, this student’s

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 180 Z-score in mathematics = (65 – 60)/20 = .25 Z-score in history = (72 – 78)/10 = –.60 Thus, the student

was .25 standard deviationsabove the average in math and .6 standard deviations below the average in history. Problem 22 : (a) If

x = 490 and s = 120, find the z scores of 350 and 620. (b) For a z score of 2.4, what is the raw score if x = 210 and s = 50?

Problem 23 : Two cities provided the following informationon public school teachers’ salaries. Minimum Q 1 Median Q 3

Maximum City A 38,400 44,000 48,300 50,400 56,300 City B 39,600 46,500 51,200 55,700 61,800 (a) Construct a boxplot for

the salaries inCity A. (b) Construct a boxplot, on the same graph,for the salaries in City B. (c) Are there larger differences at the

loweror the higher salary levels? Explain. 7.5 Coefficient of Variation : To compare variation in different data sets, you can use

standard deviation whenthe data sets use the same units of measure and have means that are about thesame. For data sets with

different units of measure or different means, use thecoefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation (CV) of a data set

describes the standard deviationas a percent of the mean. Population : CV = (σ/µ) *100% Sample : CV = (s/x) *100% Note that

the coefficient of variation measures the variation of a data setrelative to the mean of the data.
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shows the population heights (in inches) and weights (inpounds) of the members of a football team. Find the coefficient of

variationfor the heights and the weights. Then compare the results. Heights Weights 72 180 74 168 68 225 76 201 74 189 69 192

72 197 79 162 70 174 69 171 77 185 73 210 Solution : The mean height is µ ≈ 72.8 inches with a standard deviation of σ ≈ 3.3

inches. The coefficient of variation for the heights is CV height = (σ/µ) *100% = (3.3/72.8)*100% = 4.5% The mean weight is µ ≈

187.8 pounds with a standard deviation of σ ≈ 17.7 pounds. The coefficient of variation for the weights is CV weight = (σ/µ) *100%

= (17.7/187.8) *100% = 9.4% Interpretation : The weights (9.4%) are more variable than the heights (4.5%).
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results.Sample annual salaries (in thousands of dollars) forentry level accountants in Dallas and New York City are listed. 41.6 50.0

49.5 38.7 39.9 Dallas 45.8 44.7 47.8 40.5 44.3 45.6 41.5 57.6 55.1 59.3 New York City 59.0 50.6 47.2 42.3 51.0 7.6 Probability

Distributions A prescription for the probability model of an experiment contains two basic ingredients: the sample space and the

assignment of probability to each elementary outcome.we encountered several examples where the elementary outcomes had

only qualitative descriptions rather than numerical values. For instance, with two tosses of a coin, the outcomes HH, HT, TH, and

TTare pairs of letters that identify the occurrences of heads or tails. If a new vaccine is studied for the possible side effects of

nausea, the response of each subject may be severe, moderate, or no feeling of nausea. These are qualitative outcomes rather

than measurements on a numerical scale.Often, the outcomes of an experiment are numerical values: for example,the daily

number of burglaries in a city, the hourly wages of students on summerjobs, and scores on a college placement examination.

Even in the former situation where the elementary outcomes are only qualitatively described, interestfrequently centres on some

related numerical aspects. Random Variables : A random variable X associates a numerical value with each outcome of an

experiment. In mathematical language, we say that a random variable X is a real-valued function defined on a sample space. The

word “random”serves as a reminder of the fact that, beforehand, we do not know the outcomeof an experiment or its associated

value of X. Example 1 : Consider X to be the number of heads obtained in three tosses of a coin. Listthe numerical values of X and

the corresponding elementary outcomes. Solution : First, X is a variable since the number of heads in three tosses of a coin

canhave any of the values 0, 1, 2, or 3. Second, this variable is random in thesense that the value that would occur in a given

instance cannot be predictedwith certainty. We can,
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elementary outcomes andthe associated values of X. Outcome Value of X HHH 3 HHT 2 HTH 2 HTT 1 THH 2 THT 1 TTH 1 TTT 0

Note that, for each elementary outcome there is only one value of X.However, several elementary outcomes may yield the same

value. Scanningour list, we now identify the events (i.e., the collections of the elementaryoutcomes) that correspond to the

distinct values of X. Guided by this example, we observe the following general facts. ? The events corresponding to the distinct

values of X are incompatible. ? The union of these events is the entire sample space. Typically, the possible values of a random

variable X can be determined directly from the description of the random variable without listing the sample space. However, to

assign probabilities to these values, treated as events, it issometimes helpful to refer to the sample space. Problem 1 : Identify

each of the following as a discrete orcontinuous random variable. (a) Number of empty seats on a flight fromAtlanta to London.

(b) Yearly low temperature in your city. (c) Yearly maximum daily amount of ozonein Los Angeles. (d) Time it takes for a plumber

to fix a bathroom faucet. (e) Number of cars ticketed for illegal parking on campus today.
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For one group, Ann, Barb, and Carol, each isasked which of the other two she likes best. (a) Make a list of the outcomes. (Use A,

B,and C to denote the three children.) (b) Let X be the number of times Carol ischosen. List the values of X. Probability

distribution of a discrete random variable : The probability distribution or, simply the distribution, of a discrete random variable X

is a list of the distinct numerical values of X along with their associated probabilities. Often, a formula can be used in place of a

detailed list. Example 2 : If X represents the number of heads obtained in three tosses of a fair coin, find the probability

distribution of X. Solution : We know the eight elementary outcomes and theassociated values of X. The distinct values of X are 0,

1, 2, and 3. We now calculate their probabilities. The model of a fair coin entails that the eight elementary outcomes areequally

likely, so each is assigned the probability The event [X = 0] has thesingle outcome TTT, so its probability is Similarly, the

probabilities of [X = 1], [X = 2], and [X = 3] are found to be and respectively. Collecting these results, we obtain the probability

distribution of X displayed in Table : Value of X Probability 0 1 8 1 3 8 2 3 8 3 1 8 Total 1
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the notation x 1 , x 2 , and so on, to designate the distinct values of a random variable X. The probability that a particularvalue

occurs will be denoted by f (x i ). If X can take k possible values, ..., with the corresponding probabilities f (x 1 ), ..., f (x k ), the

probability distribution of X can be displayed in the format of the above Table. Sincethe quantities f (x i ) represent probabilities,

they must all be numbers between 0 and 1. Furthermore, when summed over all possible values of X, these probabilities must

add up to 1. TABLE 2 Form of a Discrete Probability Distribution Value of X Probability f (x) x 1 f (x 1 ) x 2 f (x 2 ) . . . . . . x k f (x k )

Total 1 The probability distribution of a discrete random variable X is described as the function f (x i ) = P [X = x i ] which gives the

probability for each value and satisfies : 1. 0 ≤ f (x i ) ≤ 1 for each value x i of X 2. f x i i k ( )= = ∑ 1 1 A probability distribution or the

probability function describes the mannerin which the total probability 1 gets apportioned to the individual values of therandom

variable. Note : You should recognize an important distinction between a relativefrequency distribution and the probability

distribution. The former is a sample-based entity and is
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distribution is a stable entity that refers tothe entire population. It is a theoretical construct that serves as a model for describing

the variation in the population. The probability distribution of X can be used to calculate the probabilitiesof events defined in

terms of X. Problem 3 : Faced with a tight deadline on two major projects, you decide to hire two of the five availablepersons to

help complete the work. They have1, 2, 4, 2- and 1- years’ experience, respectively.Since their references are very similar, you

decide to select two of these workers at random.Let X denote the sum of their years’ experience.Obtain the probability

distribution of X. Expectation (mean) and standard deviation of a probability distribution : The mean of X or population mean E (X)

= µ = ∑ ∑ ( ( ) Value Probability) = x f x i i Here the sum extends over all the distinct values x i of X. The mean of a probability

distribution is also called the population mean for the variable X and is denoted by theGreek letterµ.The mean of a random

variable X is also called its expected value and, alternatively, denoted by E (X). That is, the mean µ and expected value E (X) arethe

same quantity and will be used interchangeably. Example 3 : Calculate o the mean of the following data set. Suppose a die is

tossed 20 times and the following data obtained. 4, 3, 4, 2, 5, 1, 6, 6, 5, 2 2, 6, 5, 4, 6, 2, 1, 6, 2, 4 Solution : We know, sample

mean x = Σ (Value * Relative Frequency) Rather than stopping with 20 tosses, if we imagine a very large number of tosses of a

die, the relative frequencies will approach the probabilities, each of which is for a fair die. The mean of the (infinite) collection of

tosses of a fair die should then be calculated as
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of each point and use the relative frequencies to calculate the mean as : x = 1*(2/20) + 2*(5/20) + 3*(1/20) + 4*(4/20) + 5*(3/20)

+ 6*(5/20) = 3.8 Note : Like many concepts of probability, the idea of the mean or expectation originated from studies of

gambling. When X refers to the financial gain in a gameof chance, such as playing poker or participating in a state lottery, the

name “expected gain” is more appealing than “mean gain.” In the realm of statistics, boththe names “mean” and “expected value”

are widely used. The concept of expected value also leads to a numerical measure for the spread of a probability distribution—

namely, the standard deviation. Because the mean µ is the center of the distribution of X, we express variation of X in terms of

the deviation X – µ. We define the variance of X as the expected value of the squared deviation (X – µ) 2 . To calculate this

expected value, we note that (X – µ) 2 With Takes Value Probability (x 1 – µ) 2 f (x 1 ) (x 2 – µ) 2 f (x 2 ) . . . . . . (x k – µ) 2 f (x k ) The

expected value of (X – µ) 2 is obtained by multiplying each value (x i – µ) 2 by the probability f(x i ) and then summing these

products. This motivates the definition : Variance of X = Σ (Deviation) 2 * (Probability) = Σ (x i – µ) 2 * f(x i ) The variance of X is

abbreviated as Var(X) and is also denoted by σ 2 . The standard deviation of X
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is the positive square root of the variance and is

denoted by sd (X) or σ (a Greek lower-case sigma.).
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Variance and Standard Deviation of X s m 2 2 = = − ∑ Var X( ) ( ) ( ) x f x i i s 2 = = + sd X Var(X) ( ) Example 4 : Calculate the

variance and the standard deviation of the distribution of X that appears in the Table below : x f (x) 0 .1 1 .2 2 .4 3 .2 4 .1 Solution :

We calculate the mean µ, the deviations x – µ, (x – µ) 2 and finally, (x – µ) 2 * f(x). x f (x) x f(x) (x – µ) (x – µ) 2 (x – µ) 2 f (x) 0 .1 0

–2 4 .4 1 .2 .2 –1 1 .2 2 .4 .8 0 0 0 3 .2 .6 1 1 .2 4 .1 .4 2 4 .4 Total 1.0 2.0 = µ 1.2 = σ 2 Var (X) = σ 2 = 1.2 Sd(X) = σ = 1 2. = 1.095
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probability distribution concerning Web sites visited almost every day: Find E(X), σ 2 , and σ. x f (x) 1 .1 2 .2 3 .3 4 .4 Bernoulli trials

: Often, an experiment can have only two possible outcomes.In all these circumstances, a simple probability model can be

developed forthe chance variation in the outcomes.Moreover, the population proportion neednot be known. Instead, the

probabilitydistributionwill involve this unknown population proportion as a parameter.Sampling situations where the elements of

a population have a dichotomyabound in virtually all walks of life. A few examples are : ? Survey a sample of voters and observe

how many favours an increase of public spending on welfare. ? Examine the case histories of a number of births and count how

many involved deliveries by Cesarean section. ? Inspect a specified number of items coming off a production line and count the

number of defectives. Selecting a single element of the population is envisioned as a trial of the (sampling) experiment, so that

each trial can result in one of two possible outcomes. Our ultimate goal is to develop a probability model for the number of

outcomes inone category when repeated trials are performed. We call each repetition by the simpler name—a trial. Furthermore,

the two possible outcomes of a trial are now assigned the technical names success (S) and failure (F) just to emphasize the point

that they are the only two possible results. These names bear no connotation of success or failure in real life. Customarily, the

outcome of primary interest in a study is labeled success (even if it is a disastrous event). Further conditions on the repeated trials

are necessary in order to arrive atour intended
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mathematician Jacob Bernoulli. Perhaps the simplest example of Bernoulli trials is the prototype model oftossing a coin, where

the occurrences head and tail can be labelled S and F, respectively. For a fair coin, we assign probability to success andto failure.p

= 1/ 2 to success and q=½ to failure. Bernoulli Trials 1. Each trial yields one of two outcomes, technically called success (S) and

failure (F). 2. For each trial, the probability of success P(S) is the same and is denoted by p = P(S). The probability of failure is then

P(F) = 1 – p for each trial and is denoted by q, so that p + q = 1. 3. Trials are independent. The probability of success in a trial

remains unchanged given the outcomes of all the other trials. Example 5 : Consider a lot (population) of items in which each

item can be classified aseither defective or non-defective. Suppose that a lot consists of 15 items, ofwhich 5 are defective and 10

are non-defective.Do the conditions for Bernoulli trials apply when sampling (1) with replacement and (2) without replacement?

Solution : 1. Sampling with replacement. An item is drawn at random (i.e., ina manner that all items in the lot are equally likely to

be selected).The quality of the item is recorded, and it is returned to the lot before the next drawing. The conditions for Bernoulli

trials are satisfied. If the occurrence of a defective is labelled S, we have P(S) = 5/15. 2. Sampling without replacement. In situation

(2), suppose that 3items are drawn one at a time but without replacement. Then thecondition concerning the independence of

trials is violated. Forthe first drawing, P(S) = 5/15. If the first draw produces S, the lotthen consists of 14 items, 4 of which are

defective. Given this information about the result of the first draw, the conditional probability of obtaining an S on the second

draw is then 4/14 which is not certainly equal to 5/15 and thatestablishes the lack of independence.
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independence loses its thrust when thepopulation is vast and only a small fraction of it is sampled. Consider sampling 3 items

without replacement from a lot of 1500 of items, 500 of whichare defective. With S 1 denoting the occurrence of an S in the first

draw and S 2 that in the second, we haveand P(S 1 ) = 500/1500 = 5/15 and P(S 2 ) = 499/1499 For most practical purposes, the

latter fraction can be approximated by 5/15. Strictly speaking, there has been a violation of the independence of trials, butit is to

such a negligible extent that the model of Bernoulli trials can be assumed as a good approximation. Note : If elements are

sampled from a dichotomous population at random and with replacement, the conditions for Bernoulli trials are satisfied. When

the sampling is made without replacement, the condition of the independence of trials is violated. However, if the population is

large and only a small fraction of it (less than 10%, as a rule of thumb) is sampled, the effect of this violation is negligible and the

model of the Bernoulli trials can be taken as a good approximation. Problem 5 : Is the model of Bernoulli trials plausible ineach of

the following situations? Discuss inwhat manner (if any) a serious violation of theassumptions can occur. (a) Seven friends go to a

blockbuster movieand each is asked whether the movie wasexcellent. (b) A musical aptitude test is given to 10 students and the

times to complete the testare recorded. (c) Items coming off an assembly line are inspected and classified as defective or non-

defective. (d) Going house by house down the blockand recording if the newspaper was delivered on time. The Binomial

Distribution : With a sample, we summarize such variables by counting the number or the proportion of cases with an outcome

of interest. For instance, with a sample of size n = 5, let the
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possible values for X are 0, 1, 2, 3,4, and 5. Under certain conditions, a random variable X that counts the number of observations

of a particular type has a probability distribution called the binomial. Consider n cases, called trials, in which we observe a binary

random variable.This is a fixed number, such as n = 5 for a sample of five voters. The number X(trials in which the outcome of

interest occurs) can take any one of the integervalues 0, 1, 2,c, n. The binomial distribution gives probabilities for these possible

values of X when the following three conditions hold : Conditions for Binomial Distribution ? Each of n trials has two possible

outcomes. The outcome of interest is called a success and the other outcome is called a failure. ? Each trial has the same

probability of a success. This is denoted by p, so the probability of a failure is denoted by 1 – p. ? The n trials are independent.

That is, the result for one trial does not depend on the results of other trials. The binomial random variable X is the number of

successes in the n trials. Flipping a coin n times, where n is determined in advance, is a prototype for the binomial distribution : ?

Each trial is a flip of the coin. There are two possible outcomes for each flip, head or tail. Let’s identify (arbitrarily) head as

success. ? The probability p of a head equals 0.50 for each flip if head and tail are equally likely. ? The flips are independent, since

the result for any specific flip does not depend on the outcomes of previous flips. The binomial random variable X counts the

number of heads (the outcome of interest) in the n flips. With n = 3-coin flips, X = number of heads could equal 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Example 6 : An experiment is conducted in which a person in one room picks one of the integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 at random and

concentrates on it for one minute. In another
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he believes was picked. The experiment is done withthree trials. After the third trial, the random numbers are compared

withRobin’s predictions. Robin got the correct result twice. If Robin does not actually have extrasensory perception and is merely

guessing the number, what is the probability that he’d make a correct guess on two of the threetrials? Solution : Let X = number

of correct guesses in n = 3 trials. Then X = 0, 1, 2, or 3. Let p denote the probability of a correct guess for a given trial. If Robin is

guessing, p = 0.2 Robin’s prediction of one of the five possible integers. Then, 1 – p = 0.8 is the probability of an incorrect

prediction on a given trial. Denote the outcome on a given trial by S or F, representing success or failure for whether Robin’s

guess was correct or not. Table below shows the eight outcomes in the sample space for this experiment. For instance, FSS

represents a correct guess on the second and third trials. It also shows their probabilities by using the multiplication rule for

independent events. Outcome Probability SSS 0.2 * 0.2 * 0.2 = (0.2) 3 SSF 0.2 * 0.2 * 0.8 = (0.2) 3 (0.8) 1 SFS 0.2 * 0.8 * 0.2 = (0.2)

2 (0.8) 1 FSS 0.8 * 0.2 * 0.2 = (0.2) 2 (0.8) 1 SFF 0.2 * 0.8 * 0.8 = (0.2) 1 (0.8) 2 FSF 0.8 * 0.2 * 0.8 = (0.2) 1 (0.8) 2 FFS 0.8 * 0.8 * 0.2

= (0.2) 1 (0.8) 2 FFF 0.8 * 0.8 * 0.8 = (0.8) 3 The three ways John Doe could make two correct guesses in threetrials are SSF, SFS,

and FSS. Each of these has probability equal to(0.2) 2 (0.8) = 0.032. The total probability of two correct guesses is 3(0.2) 2 (0.8) =

3(0.032) = 0.096.
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correct in n = 3 trials equals 3p 2 (1 – p) 1 = 3p 2 (1 – p) n – x . The multiple of 3 represents the number ofways that two

successes can occur in three trials (SSF or SFS or FSS). Youcan use similar logic to evaluate the probability that x = 0, or 1, or 3.

Tryx = 1, for which you should get P (1) = 0.384. Note : For independentevents, P (A and B) = P(A)P(B). Thus, P(FSS) = P(F)P(S)P(S)

=0.8 * 0.2 * 0.2. Problem 6 : Jane Doe claims to possess extrasensoryperception (ESP). She says she can guess more oftenthan

not the outcome of a flip of a balanced coin inanother room. In an experiment, a coin is flippedthree times. If she does not

actually have ESP, findthe probability distribution of the number of hercorrect guesses.a. Do this by constructing a sample space,

finding theprobability for each point, and using them to constructthe probability distribution. The formula for binomial

probabilities (Optional) : When the number of trials n is large,it’s tedious to write out all the possible outcomes in the sample

space. But there’sa formula you can use to find binomial probabilities for any n. Probabilities for a Binomial Distribution Denote

the probability of success on a trial by p. For n independent trials, the probability of x successes equals P(x)= n! x!(n- x)! p p x n x

n x ( ) , , , ,..., . 1 0 1 2 − = − Did You Know? The term wih factorials at the start of the binomial formula is n x n x n x ⎛ ⎝ ⎜ ⎞ ⎠ ⎟
= − ! !( )! which is also called the binomial coefficient. It is the number of outcomes that have x successes in n trials, such as the
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3 2 3 2 1 3 ! ! ! outcomes (SSF, SFS, and FSS) that have x = 2 successes in x = 3 trials The symbol n! is called n factorial. It

represents n! = 1 * 2 * 3 * c * n, the product of all integers from 1 to n. That is, 1! = 1, 2! = 1 * 2 = 2,3! = 1 * 2 * 3 = 6, 4! = 1 * 2 * 3

* 4 = 24, and so forth. Also, 0! is definedto be 1. For given values for p and n, you can find the probabilities of the

possibleoutcomes by substituting values for x into the binomial formula. Let’s use this formula to find the answer for the above

Example: ? The random variable X represents the number of correct guesses (successes)in n = 3 trials ? The probability of a

correct guess in a particular trial is p = 0.2. ? The probability of exactly two correct guesses is the binomial probability with n = 3

trials, x = 2 correct guesses, and p = 0.2 probability of a correct guess for a given trial, P (2) = (n! / (x! * (n – x)!)) p x (1 - p) n – x =

(3! / (2! *1!)) * (0.2) 2* (0.8) 1 = 3(0.04) (0.8) = 0.096 Problem 7 : Let us introduce a case involving possible discrimination against

female employees. A group of women employees has claimed that female employees are less likely than male employees of

similar qualifications to bepromoted. Suppose the large employee pool that can be tapped for management training is half

female and half male. In a group recently selected for promotion, none of the 10 individuals chosen were female. What would be

the probability of 0 females in 10 selections, if there truly were no gender bias? Suppose the population of individuals to choose

for promotion contained only four people, twomen and two women (instead of the very large pool of employees), and

thenumber chosen was n = 2. Do the binomial conditions apply for calculating the probability, under random sampling, of

selecting 0 women in the two choices for promotion?
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we can use the formula µ = ΣxP(x) to find the mean. However, finding the mean µ and standard deviation σ is actually simpler for

the binomial distribution. There are special formulas based on thenumber of trials n and the probability p of success on each

trial. Binomial Mean and Standard Deviation The binomial probability distribution for n trials with probability p of success on each

trial has mean µ and standard deviation σ given by m s = = − np np p , ( ). 1 The formula for the mean makes sense. If the

probability of success is p for agiven trial, then we expect about a proportion p of the n trials to be successes, orabout np total. If

we sample n = 10 people from a population in which half arefemale, then we expect that about np = 10(0.50) = 5 in the sample

will be female. When the number of trials n is large, it can be tedious to calculate binomialprobabilities of all the possible

outcomes. Often, it’s adequate merely to use themean and standard deviation to describe where most of the probability falls.The

binomial distribution has a bell shape when n is large (as explained in aguideline at the end of this section), so in that case, we

can use the normal distribution to approximate the binomial distribution and conclude that nearly all theprobability falls between

µ – 3σ and µ + 3σ. Example 7 : For the binomial distribution with n = 3 and p = .5, calculate the meanand the standard deviation.

Solution : Employing the formulas, we obtainMean = np = 3 * .5 = 1.5 Sd = = ∗ ∗ = = npq 3 5 5 75 0 866 . . . . Problem 8 : An exit

poll is taken of 3000 voters in a statewide election. Let X denote the number who voted infavor of a special proposition designed

to lower propertytaxes and raise the sales tax. Suppose that in the population, exactly 50% voted for it. a. Explain why this

scenario would seem to satisfy thethree conditions needed to use the binomial distribution. Identify n and p for the binomial. b.

Find the mean and standard deviation of the probability distribution of X.
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approximation, give aninterval in which you would expect X almost certainlyto fall, if truly p = 0.50. d. Now, suppose that the exit

poll had x = 1706. Whatwould this suggest to you about the actual value of p? Normal distribution : A random variable is called

continuous when its possible values form an interval.For instance, a recent study analyzed the time thatpeople take to commute

to work. Commuting time can be measured with realnumber values, such as between 0 and 150 minutes. Probability

distributions of continuous random variables assign probabilitiesto any interval of the possible values. For instance, a probability

distribution forcommuting time provides the probability that the travel time is less than 15 minutes or that the travel time is

between 30 and 60 minutes. The probability that arandom variable falls in any particular interval is between 0 and 1, and the

probability of the interval that contains all the possible values equals 1. When a random variable is continuous, the intervals of

values for the bars ofa histogram can be chosen as desired. For instance, one possibility for commuting time is {0 to 30, 30 to 60,

60 to 90, 90 to 120, 120 to 150}, quite wide intervals.By contrast, using {0 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, c, 149 to 150} gives lots of very

narrow intervals. As the number of intervals increases, with their width narrowing,the shape of the histogram gradually

approaches a smooth curve. We’ll use suchcurves to portray probability distributions of continuous random variables. Probability

Distribution of a Continuous Random Variable Many intervals

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 198 A continuous random variable hasd possible values that form an interval. Its probability distribution is

specified by a curve that determines the probability that the random variable falls in any particular interval of values. ? Each

interval has probability between 0 and 1. This is the area under the curve, above that interval. ? The interval containing all possible

values has probability equal to 1, so the total area under the curve equals 1. Some probability distributions merit special attention

because they are useful for many applications. They have formulas or tables that provide probabilities of the possible outcomes.

We next learn about a probability distribution, called the normal distribution, that is commonly used for continuous random

variables. It is characterized by a particular symmetric, bell-shaped curve with two parameters—the mean ì and the standard

deviation σ. Normal Distribution The normal distribution is symmetric, bell-shaped, and characterized by its mean µ and standard

deviation σ. The probability within any particular number of standard deviations of µ is the same for all normal distributions. This

probability equals 0.68 within 1 standard deviation, 0.95 within 2 standard deviations, and 0.997 within 3 standard deviations. See

Figure 6.5. Interval Smooth curve approximation Probability
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distribution in the definition tells us probabilitieswithin 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations of the mean. The multiples 1, 2, and 3 ofthe

number of standard deviations from the mean are denoted by the symbol zin general. For instance, The Normal Distribution. The

probability equals 0.68 within 1 standard deviation of the mean, 0.95 within 2 standard deviations, and 0.997 within 3 standard

deviations. The Probability between µ – zσ and µ + zσ. This is the area highlighted under the curve. It is the same for every

normal distribution and depends only on the value of z. Figure 6.5 showed this for z = 1,2, and 3, but z does not have to be an

integer—it can be any number.
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the mean is the area underthe normal curve between µ – zσ and µ + zσ. For everynormal distribution, this probability is 0.68 for

z = 1, so 68% of the area (probability) of anormal distribution falls between µ – σ and µ + σ. Similarly, this probability is 0.95 for z

= 2, and nearly 1.0 for z = 3 (that is, between µ – 3σ and µ + 3σ). The total probability for any normal distribution equals 1.0. The

normal distribution is the most important distribution in statistics,partly because many variables have approximately normal

distributions. Thenormal distribution is also important because it approximates many discretedistributions well when there are a

large number of possible outcomes. Themain reason for the prominence of the normal distribution is that many statistical

methods use it even when the data are not bell shaped. Note : the z-score for anobservation is the number of standarddeviations

that it falls from the mean. Thez-score can be used with any distribution fora quantitative variable. This includes bothnormal and

non-normal distributions. Finding Probabilities for the Normal Distribution : As we’ll discuss, the probabilities 0.68, 0.95, and

0.997 within 1, 2, and 3 standarddeviations of the mean are no surprise, because of the empirical rule. But what if we wanted to

find the probability within, say, 1.43 standard deviations? We have a table that enables us to find normal probabilities. It tabulates

the normal cumulative probability, the probability of falling below the point µ + zσ. The leftmost column of the above-

mentioned table lists the valuesfor z to one decimal point, with the second decimal place listed above the columns. µ µ + zσ
Cumulative probability
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from the original table. The tabulated probability for z = 1.43 falls in the row labeled 1.4 and in the column labeled 0.03. It equals

0.9236. For every normal distribution, the probability that falls below µ + 1.43σ equals 0.9236. Second Decimal Place of z z .00

.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 0.0 .5000 .5040 .5080 .5120 .5160 .5199 .5239 .5279 .5319 .5359 ... 1.3 .9032 .9049 .9066 .9082

.9099 .9115 .9139 .9147 .9162 .9177 1.4 .9192 .9207 .9222 .9236 .9251 .9265 .9278 .9292 .9306 .9319 1.5 .9332 .9345 .9357 .9370

.9382 .9394 .9406 .9418 .9429 .9441 Part of the original Table for Normal Cumulative (Left-Tail) Probabilities. The top of the table

gives the second digit for z. The table entry is the probability falling below µ + zσ, for instance, 0.9236 below ì + 1.43σ for z =

1.43. Since an entry in Table A is a probability below µ + zσ, one minus that probability is theprobability above µ + zσ. For

example, the right-tail probabilityabove µ + 1.43σ equals 1 – 0.9236 = 0.0764. By the symmetry of the normalcurve, this

probability also refers to The Normal Cumulative Probability, Less than z Standard Deviations above the Mean. Table A lists a

cumulative probability of 0.9236 for z = 1.43, so 0.9236 is the probability less than 1.43 standard deviations above the mean of

any normal distribution (that is, below µ + 1.43σ). The complement probability of 0.0764 is the probability above µ + 1.43σ in the

right tail.
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scores in the tablerefer to cumulative probabilities for random variable values below the mean. Since the probability is 0.0764 in

each tail, the total probability more than 1.43 standard deviations from the mean equals 2(0.0764) = 0.1528. The total probability

equals 1, so the probability falling within 1.43 standard deviations of themean equals 1 – 0.1528 = 0.8472, about 85%. For

instance, 85% of women in North America have height between µ – 1.43σ = 65.0 – 1.43(3.5) = 60 inchesand µ + 1.43σ = 65 +

1.43(3.5) = 70 inches (that is, between 5 feet and 5 feet, 10 inches). Normal Probabilities and the Empirical Rule : The empirical
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rule states that for an approximately bell-shaped distribution,about 68% of observations fall within 1 standard deviation of the

mean, 95%within 2 standard deviations,

and all or nearly all within 3. In fact, those percentages came from probabilities calculated for the normal distribution. For

instance, a value that is 2 standard deviations below the mean hasz = –2.00. The cumulative probability below µ – 2σ listed in

the table oppositez = –2.00. is 0.0228. The right-tail probability above µ + 2σ also equals 0.0228, by symmetry. See the figure

drawn below. The probability falling more than 2 standard deviations from the mean in either tail is 2(0.0228) = 0.0456. Thus, the

probabilitythat falls within 2 standard deviations of the mean equals 1 – 0.0456 = 0.9544.When a variable has a normal

distribution, 95.44% of the distribution (95%, rounded) falls within 2 standard deviations of the mean.
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the probabilities as being approximate rather than exact because that rule referred to all approximately bell-shaped distributions,

notjust the normal. Normal Probability within 2 Standard Deviations of the Mean. Probabilities in one tail determine probabilities

in the other tail by symmetry. Subtracting the total two- tail probability from 1.0 gives probabilities within a certain distance of the

mean. To Find the Value of z for a CertainCumulative Probability : In practice, we’ll sometimes need to find the value of z that

corresponds to a certain normal cumulative probability. How can we do this? To illustrate, let’s findthe value of z for a cumulative

probability of 0.025. We look up the cumulative probability of 0.025 in the body of the table. It corresponds to z = –1.96, since it

is in the row labelled –1.9 and in the column labelled 0.06. So, a probability of 0.025 lies below µ – 1.96σ. Likewise, a probability

of 0.025 lies above µ + 1.96σ. A total probability of 0.050 lies more than 1.96σ from µ. Precisely 95.0% of anormal distribution

falls within 1.96 standard deviations
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precisely 95.0% falls within 1.96 standard deviations. Example 8 : ABC is a society of high-IQ people whose members have IQ

scores at the 98th percentile or higher. The XYZ IQ scores that are used as thebasis for admission into ABC are approximately

normally distributed witha mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 16. a. How many standard deviations above the mean is the

98th percentile? b. What is the IQ score for that percentile? Solution : a. For a value to represent the 98th percentile, its

cumulative probability must equal 0.98, by the definition of a percentile. The cumulative probability of 0.980 in the body of the

table correspondsto z = 2.05. The 98th percentile is 2.05 standard deviations above themean, at µ + 2.05σ. b. Since µ = 100 and

σ = 16, the 98th percentile of IQ scores equalsì + 2.05σ = 100 + 2.05(16) = 133. In summary, 98% of the IQ scores fall below 133,

and an IQ score of atleast 133 is required to join ABC. About 2% of IQ scores are higher than 133. By symmetry, about 2% of IQ

scores are lower than µ – 2.05σ = 100 – 2.05(16) = 67. This is the secondpercentile. The remaining 96% of the IQ scores fall

between 67 and 133, which is the region within 2.05 standard deviations of the mean. 0.98 probability 0.02 tail probability 98th

percentile = µ + 2.05σ µ
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probability in tails For a normaldistribution, a. Find the z-score for which a total probability of0.02 falls more than z standard

deviations (in eitherdirection) from the mean, that is, below µ – zσ orabove µ + zσ. b. For this z, explain why the probability more

thanz standard deviations above the mean equals 0.01. c. Explain why µ + 2.33σ is the 99th percentile. To find probabilities using

Z : We’ve used the symbol z to represent the number of standard deviations a valuefalls from the mean. If we have a value x of a

random variable, how can we figureout the number of standard deviations it falls from the mean µ of its probability distribution?

The difference between x and µ equals x – µ. The z-score expressesthis difference as a number of standard deviations, using z =

(x – µ)/σ. z-Score for a Value of a Random Variable the z-score for a value x of a random variable is the number of standard

deviations that x falls from the mean µ. It is calculated as z= x -m s . The formula for the z-score is useful when we are given the

value of x for somenormal random variable and need to find a probability relating to that value. Weconvert x to a z- score and

then use a normal table to find the appropriate probability. Example 9 : The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), a college entrance

examination, hasthree components: critical reading, mathematics, and writing. The scores oneach component are approximately

normally distributed with mean µ = 500 and standard deviation σ = 100. The scores range from 200 to 800 on each component.

a. If your SAT score from one of the three components was x = 650,how many standard deviations from the mean was it? b.

What percentage of SAT scores was higher than yours?
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above the mean. In other words, x = 650 = µ + zσ = 500 + z (100), where z = 1.50. We can find thisdirectly using the formula z =

(x – µ)/σ = 650 – 500 = 100 = 1.50. b. The percentage of SAT scores higher than 650 is the right-tail probability above 650, for a

normal random variable with mean µ = 500 and standard deviation σ = 100. From Table A, the z-score of 1.50 hascumulative

probability 0.9332. That’s the probability below 650, so theright-tail probability above it is 1 – 0.9332 = 0.0668. Only about 7% of

SAT test scores fall above 650. In summary,a score of 650 was well above average, in the sense that relativelyfewstudents scored

higher. Positive z-scores occur when the value x falls above the mean µ. Negativez-scores occur when x falls below the mean.

For instance, an SAT score = 350 has a z-score of z = (x – µ)/σ = (350 – 500) /100 = –1.50. The SAT score of 350 is 1.50

standard deviations below the mean. Theprobability that an SAT score falls below 350 is also 0.0668. Problem 10 : A World

Health Organization study (the MONICA project) of health in various countriesreported that in Canada, systolic blood pressure

readingshave a mean of 121 and a standard deviation of 16. Areading above 140 is considered to be high blood pressure. a. What

is the z-score for a blood pressure reading of 140? 200 500 650 800 0.0668 0.9332
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Canada has a normaldistribution, what proportion of Canadians suffersfrom high blood pressure? c. What proportion of

Canadians has systolic bloodpressures in the range from 100 to 140? d. Find the 90th percentile of blood pressure readings. The

Standard Normal Distribution has Mean = 0 and Standard Deviation = 1 Many statistical methods refer to a particular normal

distribution called thestandard normal distribution. Standard Normal Distribution The standard normal distribution is the normal

distribution with mean µ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 1. It is the distribution of normal z-scores. For the standard normal

distribution, the number falling z standard deviations above themean is µ + zσ = 0 + z(1) = z, simply the z-score itself.

Forinstance, the value of 2.0 is two standard deviations above the mean, and thevalue of –1.3 is 1.3 standard deviations below

the mean. As Figure drawn below shows, the original values are the same as the z-scores, since z = (x – µ)/σ = (x – 0)/1 = x.
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convert each SAT score x to a z-score by using z = (x - µ)/σ = (x – 500)/100. Then x = 650 converts to z = 1.50, and x = 350

converts toz = –1.50. When the values for a normal distribution are converted to z-scores, those z-scores have a mean of 0 and

have a standard deviation of 1. That is, theentire set of z-scores has the standard normal distribution. z-Scores and the Standard

Normal Distribution When a random variable has a normal distribution and its values are converted to z- scores by subtracting

the mean and dividing by the standard deviation, the z-scores have the standard normal distribution (mean = 0, standard

deviation = 1). A Quick Look at the Theory of Probability People talk loosely about chance all the time, without doing any harm.

What are the chances of getting a job? of meeting someone? of rain tomorrow? But for scientific purposes, it is necessary to give

the word chance a definite, clear interpretation. This turns out to be hard, and mathematicians have struggled with the job for

centuries. They have developed some careful and rigorous theories, but these theories cover just a small range The Standard

Normal Distribution. This has mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1. The random variable value x is the same as its z-score.
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ordinarily speak of chance. This section of the module will present the frequency theory, which works best for processes which

can be repeated over and over again, independently and under the same conditions. Many games fall into this category, and the

frequency theory was originally developed to solve gambling problems. One simple game of chance involves betting on the toss

of a coin. The process of tossing the coin can be repeated over and over again, independently and under the same conditions.

The chance of getting heads is 50%: in the long run, heads will turn up about 50% of the time. Take another example. A die

(plural, “dice”) is a cube with six faces, labelled 1,2,3,4,5,6. When the die is rolled, the faces are equally likely to turn up. The

chance of getting an ace— is 1 in 6, or sixteen and two-third percentages. The interpretation: if the die is rolled over and over

again, repeating the basic chance process under the same conditions, in the long run an ace will show about sixteen and two-

third percentages of the time. The chance of something gives the percentage of time it is expected to happen, when the basic

process is done over and over again, independently and under the same conditions. If something is impossible, it happens 0% of

the time. At the other extreme, if something is sure to happen, then it happens 100% of the time. All chances are between these

two extremes. Chances are between 0% and 100%. Here is another basic fact. Suppose you are playing a game and have a

45%chance to win. In other words, you expect to win about 45% of the time. So, youmust expect to lose the other 55% of the

time. The chance of something equals 100% minus the chance of the opposite being Example 1 : A box contains red marbles

and blue marbles. One marble is drawn at random from the box (each marble has an equal chance to be drawn). If it is red, you

win $1. If it is blue, you win nothing. You can choose between two boxes :
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box offers a better chance of winning, or are they the same? Solution : Some people prefer box A, because it has fewer blue

marbles. Others prefer B, because it has more red marbles. Both views are wrong. The two boxes offer the same chance of

winning, 3 in 5. To see why, imagine drawing many times at random from box A (replacing the marble after each draw, so as not

to change the conditions of the experiment). In the long run each of the 5 marbles will appear about 1 time in 5. So, the red

marbles will turn up about 3/5 of the time. With box A, your chance of drawing a red marble is 3/5, that is, 60%. Now imagine

drawing many times at random with replacement from box B.Each of the 50 marbles will turn up about 1 time in 50. But now

there are 30 redmarbles. With box B, your chance of winning is 30/50 = 3/5 = 60%, just as forbox A. What counts is the ratio

number of red marbles/total number of marbles. The ratio is the same in both boxes. Problem 1 : A coin will be tossed 1,000

times. About how many heads are expected? Problem 2 : A die will be rolled 6,000 times. About how many aces are expected?

Problem 3 : Match the numerical answers with the verbal descriptions (which may be used more than once). Numerical answer

Verbal description (a) –50% (i) This is as likely to happen as not. (b) 0% (ii) This is very likely to happen, but it’s not certain. (c) 10%

(iii) This won’t happen. (d) 50% (iv) This may happen, but it’s not likely. (e) 90% (v) This will happen, for sure. (f) 100% (vi) There’s

bug in the program. (g) 200%
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experiment is
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an action, or trial, through which specific results(counts, measurements, or responses) are obtained. The result of a single

trialin a probability experiment

is an outcome. The set of all possible outcomesof a probability experiment is the sample space. An event is a subset of

thesample space. It may consist of one or more outcomes.The probability that event E will occur iswritten as P(E) and is read as

“the probability of event E.” Probabilities can be written asfractions, decimals, or percent. Here is a simple example ofthe use of

the termsprobability experiment, sample space, event, and outcome. Probability Experiment : Roll a six-sided die. Sample Space :

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} Event : Roll an even number, {2, 4, 6}. Outcome : Roll a 2, {2}. Conditional probabilities : A conditional probability

is
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the probability of an event occurring, given that another event has already occurred.

The conditional
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probability of event B occurring, given that event A has occurred,

is denoted by P(B|A) and is read as “probability of B, given A. Example 2 : Two cards are selected in sequence from a standard

deck of 52 playing cards. Find the probability that the second card is a queen, given that the first card is a king. (Assume that the

king is not replaced.) Solution : Because the first card is a king and is not replaced, the remaining deck has 51 cards, 4 of which

are queens. So, P(B|A) = 4/51 = 0.078 Note : A deck of cards has 4 suits: clubs, diamonds, hearts, spades. There are 13 cardsin

each suit: 2 through 10, jack, queen, king, ace. So, there are 4 × 13 = 52 cardsin the deck.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 212 Standard Deck of Playing Cards Hearts Diamonds Spades Clubs A♠ A♦ A♠ A♣ K ♠ K ♦ K ♠ K ♣ Q ♠ Q ♦ Q ♠ Q

♣ J♠ J♦ J♠ J♣ 10 ♠ 10 ♦ 10 ♠ 10 ♣ 9 ♠ 9 ♦ 9 ♠ 9 ♣ 8 ♠ 8 ♦ 8 ♠ 8 ♣ 7 ♠ 7 ♦ 7 ♠ 7 ♣ 6 ♠ 6 ♦ 6 ♠ 6 ♣ 5 ♠ 5 ♦ 5 ♠ 5 ♣ 4 ♠ 4 ♦ 4 ♠ 4 ♣ 3 ♠ 3 ♦
3 ♠ 3 ♣ 2 ♠ 2 ♦ 2 ♠ 2 ♣ Example 3 : The table below shows the results of a study in which researchersexamined a child’s IQ and

the presence of a specific gene in the child. Findthe probability that a child has a high IQ, given that the child has the gene. Gene

Gene not present present Total High IQ 33 19 52 Normal IQ 39 11 50 Total 72 30 102 Solution : There are 72 children who have

the gene. So, the sample space consists of these 72 children, as shown at the left. Of these, 33 have a high IQ. So, P(B|A) = 33/72

= 0.458 The probability that a child has a high IQ, given that the child has the gene, is about 0.458.
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IQ 33 Normal IQ 39 Total 72 Example 4 : A deck of cards is shuffled, and the top two cards are put on atable, face down. You win

$1 if the second card is the queen of hearts. (a) What is your chance of winning the dollar? (b) You turn over the first card. It is the

seven of clubs. Now what is yourchance of winning? Solution : (a) The bet is about the second card, not the first. Initially, this will

seem a little strange. Some illustrations may help. ? If the first card is the two of spades and the second is the queen of hearts,you

win. ? If the first card is the jack of clubs and the second is the queen of hearts,you win. ? If the first card is the seven of clubs and

the second is the king of hearts, you lose. The bet can be settled without even looking at the first card. The second card isall you

need to know. The chance of winning is 1/52. To see why, think about shuffling the deck.That brings the cards into random

order. The queen of hearts has to wind upsomewhere. There are 52 possible positions, and they are all equally likely. So,there is 1

chance in 52 for her to wind up as the second card in the deck—andbring you the dollar. (b) There are 51 cards left. They are in

random order, and the queenof hearts is one of them. She has 1 chance in 51 to be on the table. Your chancegoes up a little, to

1/51. That is the answer.
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seven of clubs. A mathematician might talk aboutthe conditional probability that the second card is the queen of hearts given

thefirst card is the seven of clubs. To emphasize the contrast, the 1/52 in part (a) iscalled an unconditional chance: the problem

puts no conditions on the first card. Problem 4 : A penny is tossed 5 times. (a) Find the chance that the 5th toss is a head. (b) Find

the chance that the 5th toss is a head, given the first 4 are tails. Problem 5 : Five cards are dealt off the top of a well-shuffled

deck. (a) Find the chance that the 5th card is the queen of spades. (b) Find the chance that the 5th card is the queen of spades,

given that the first 4 cards are hearts. The multiplication rule : To find the probability of two events occurring in sequence, you

can use theMultiplication Rule. The probability that two events A and B will occur in sequence is :

75% MATCHING BLOCK 62/88

P (A and B) = P(A). P(B|A). If events A and B

are independent, then the rule can be simplified to P (A and B) = P(A). P(B). This simplified rule can be extended to anynumber of

independent events. Example 5 : Two cards are selected, without replacing the first card, from a standarddeck of 52 playing

cards. Find the probability of selecting a king and thenselecting a queen. Solution : P (K and Q) = P(K). P(Q|K) = (4/52). (4/51) =

(16/2652) = 0.006 So,
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the probability of selecting a king and then a queen without replacementis about 0.006. Example 6 : A coin is tossed, and a die

is rolled. Find the probability of tossing a headand then rolling a 6.
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independent. P(H and 6) = P(H).P6) = (1/2).(1/6) = (1/12) = 0.083 So,

100% MATCHING BLOCK 64/88

the probability of tossing a head and then rolling a 6

is about 0.083. Problem 6 : A deck of cards is shuffled, and two cards are dealt. What isthe chance that both are aces? Problem 7

: A coin is tossed twice. What is the chance of a head followedby a tail? Problem 8 : A coin is tossed 3 times. (a) What is the

chance of getting 3 heads? (b) What is the chance of not getting 3 heads? (c) What is the chance of getting at least 1 tail? (d)

What is the chance of getting at least 1 head? Independence : Two things are independent if the chances for the second given

thefirst are the same, no matter how the first one turns out. Otherwise,the two things are dependent. Example 7 : Someone is

going to toss a coin twice. If the coin lands heads on the second toss, you win a dollar. (a) If the first toss is heads, what is your

chance of winning the dollar? (b) If the first toss is tails, what is your chance of winning the dollar? (c) Are the tosses

independent? Solution : If the first toss is heads, there is a 50% chance to get heads thesecond time. If the first toss is tails, the

chance is still 50%. The chances for thesecond toss stay the same, however the first toss turns out. That is independence. Note :

If two things are independent, the chance that both will happenequals the product of their unconditional probabilities. This is

aspecial case of the multiplication rule.
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the chance that you never win, even if you keep this up for tenyears? The Addition Rule : This section is about the chance that at

least one of two specified things willhappen: either the first happens, or the second, or both. The possibility of bothhappening

turns out to be a complication, which can sometimes be ruled out. Two things are mutually exclusive when the occurrence of

one prevents the occurrence of the other: one excludes the other. Example 8 : A card is dealt off the top of a well-shuffled deck.

The cardmight be a heart. Or, it might be a spade. Are these two possibilities mutuallyexclusive? Solution : If the card is a heart, it

can’t be a spade. These two possibilitiesare mutually exclusive. We can now state a general principle for figuring chances. It is

called theaddition rule. Addition Rule : To find the chance that at least one of two thingswill happen, check to see if they are

mutually exclusive. If theyare, add the chances. Example 9 : A card is dealt off the top of a well-shuffled deck. There is 1chance in

4 for it to be a heart. There is 1 chance in 4 for it to be a spade. What isthe chance for it to be in a major suit (hearts or spades)?

Solution : The question asks for the chance that one of the following twothings will happen : ? the card is a heart. ? the card is a

spade. If the card is a heart then it can’t be a spade: these are mutuallyexclusive events. So it is legitimate to add the chances.

The chance of getting acard in a major suit is 1/4 + 1/ 4 = 1/2. (A check on the reasoning: there are 13hearts and 13 spades, so

26/52 = 1/2 of the cards in the deck are in a major suit.) Note : If you want to find the chance that at least one event occurs,

andthe events are not mutually exclusive, do not add the chances: thesum will be too big.
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the wrong answer, by double counting the chancethat two things happen. With mutually exclusive events, there is no double

counting: that is why the addition rule works. Technically, The probability that events A or B will occur,

64% MATCHING BLOCK 65/88 StatisticalMethodsSpring2010.docx (D3486631)

P (A or B), is given by P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) – P(A and B) If events A and B

are mutually exclusive, then the rule can be simplified toP(A or B) = P(A) + P(B). This simplified rule can be extended to

anynumber of mutually exclusive events. In words, to find the probability that one event or the other will occur, addthe individual

probabilities of each event and subtract the probability that theyboth occur. As shown in the Venn diagram at the left, subtracting

P(A and B) avoids double counting the probability of outcomes that occur in both A and B. Problem 10 : You select a card from a

standard deck of 52 playing cards. Find theprobability that the card is a 4 or an ace. Problem 11 : You roll a die. Find the

probability of rolling a number less than 3 or rollingan odd number. Note : What’s the difference between mutually exclusive and

independent? “Mutually exclusive” is one idea; independence is another. Both ideas applyto pairs of events and say something

about how the events are related. However,the relationships are quite different. ? Two events are mutually exclusive if the

occurrence of one prevents theother from happening. ?

100% MATCHING BLOCK 66/88 StatisticalMethodsSpring2010.docx (D3486631)

Two events are independent if the occurrence of one does not

change thechances for the other. Note : When do I add and when do I multiply? The addition rule, like the multiplication rule, is a

way of combining chances.However, the two rules solve different problems. ? The addition rule finds the chance that at least

one of two things happens. ? The multiplication rule finds the chance that two things both happen.
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(A or B), P (A and B), or something else entirely? Butthere is also a second step—because the rules apply only if the events are

relatedin the right way. ? Adding the probabilities of two events requires them to be mutually exclusive. ? Multiplying the

unconditional probabilities of two events requires them tobe independent. (For dependent events, the multiplication rule uses

conditional probabilities.) 7.7 Conclusion We developed a knowledge about measures of central tendencies and dispension. The

solved examples helped us to understand the concept in a better manner. 7.8 Exercise 1. Define measures of central tendencies.

2. What is Range. 3. What is Mean. 4. What is Mode 7.9 References I. Statistical Methods For The Social Sciences: Alan Agresti,

Fifth Edition, 2018, Pearson. II. Statistics for Social Workers: Essential Concepts: David Royse, Denise Montcalm, Austin Griffiths,

Second Edition,2021, Cognella. III. Introductory Statistics:NeilA. Weis, 10th Edition, Pearson, 2017.
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Statistics of Relationship Structure 8.0 Objective 8.1 Introduction 8.2 What are Independent and Dependent Variables? 8.3 How

do I measure correlation? 8.3.1 How do I know how strong a relationship is? 8.4 Spurious Correlations 8.5 How can I understand

relationships visually? 8.6 How do I read a correlation table? 8.7 How can I predict variance? 8.8 Computing the correlation

coefficient 8.9 A Quick Look at the Theory of Probability 8.10 Data Processing & Analysis 8.11 Hypothesis 8.12 Conclusion 8.13

Exercise 8.14 References 8.0 Objectives By the end of this chapter, you should understand the following concepts: 1.1 What

correlation is (and is not) 219
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determine the strength and direction of a correlation based on Pearson’s r 1.3 How to use the coefficient of determination 1.4

How to read scatter grams and correlation tables 8.1 Introduction Introduction: Analyzing relationships between variables that

affect people is as important as analyzing relationships between people. Correlational methods help you better understand

people, communities, and policy. If you are interested in what protective factors might help develop resilience in your client,

correlations help with that. If you have ever wondered whether a person’s income can help predict school outcomes for their

children, correlations help with that too. Or if you have ever wondered whether older adults who are lonely are more likely to

experience poor health outcomes, correlations can provide useful context there too. The relationships between these variables

affect the people you work with, and correlations help you analyze variables more effectively. 8.2 What are Independent and

Dependent Variables? A variable is an entity that is being measured. There are two kinds of variables: independent and

dependent. ? An independent variable (x) is the input, the one that is manipulated in a scientific experiment, or one that is stable

and unaffected by the other variables you are trying to measure. ? A dependent variable (y) is the output, the one that has a

consequent role in relation to the independent variable; changes made to the independent variable affect the dependent

variable.
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comparison of income and poverty, income is the independent variable. Poverty is the dependent variable because a person’s

income level deter- mines whether that person is above or below the poverty line. In a clinical setting, the dose of an antianxiety

medication is the independent variable, and level of reported anxiety is the dependent variable. Adjusting the dose of the

medication should affect the level of anxiety. The level of anxiety is dependent on adjusting the dosage of medication to find the

best fit. 8.3 How do I measure correlation? Pearson’s r, also known as the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, was

named for British statistician Karl Pearson. Pearson’s r is a common statistical tool you will come across in academic studies. As

its name suggests is a measure of correlation. Specifically, Pearson’s r creates a scale for understanding how correlated two

variables are with each other. For your social work practice, understanding and interpreting Pearson’s r is more important than

being able to calculate it. 8.3.1 How Do I know how strong a relationship is? Pearson’s r measures both the strength of a

relationship and its direction. ? Pearson’s r can only have a value between “1 and 1. ? The strength of a relationship is determined

by the distance of r from 0, or the absolute value of r. ? The direction of a relationship is determined by whether the value is

positive or negative. Figure 1.1 : Relationships and correlation If a correlation is positive, one variable increases as the other

increases. Variable X Variable Y If a correlation is negative, one variable increases as the other increases. Variable X Variable Y
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correlation is positive, one variable follows the other. If one increases, the other increases. If one decreases, the other decreases.

This is a direct relationship. When a correlation is negative, one variable behaves the opposite of the other. If one increases, the

other decreases. If one decreases, the other decreases. This is an inverse relationship. ? If Pearson’s r is equal to 1, then the

relationship is a perfect (very strong) direct relationship. ? If Pearson’s r is equal to “1, then the relationship is a perfect (very

strong) inverse relationship. ? If Pearson’s r is equal to 0, then there is no relationship. Consider the values for the strength of a

relationship as though they fall on a scale like the one depicted in figure 1.2. Figure 1.2 : Measuring magnitude of Pearson’s r A

scale for measuring the magnitude of Pearson’s r where one end begins with “1.0 and a perfect negative correlation and the

other end is 1 with a perfect positive correlation. In the middle is a 0 where there is no relationship at all and between the ends

and the middle there are strong, moderate, and weak levels of correlation. 8.4 Spurious Correlations A relationship with either a

perfect correlation (1 or “1) or no correlation at all (0) is rare. Some variables are correlated even though no causal relationship

exists. These correlations are called spurious correlations. A spurious correlation is mislead- ing because the r value indicates that

a correlation exists between two variables but the correlation is produced through the operation of a third causal variable that is

not examined by the analysis, or the correlation may be due to random chance. For example, the number of marriages in West

Bengal is correlated with the annual deaths caused by lightning strikes in the India at r = 0.89. You just learned –1.0 –10.5 0 0.5

1.0 Perfect positive correlation Perfect negative correlation Moderate negative correlation No relationship Moderate positive

correlation Strong Weak Weak Strong
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considered a strong positive correlation. As more people get married in West Bengal, it must be more likely people in India will

be struck by lightning. Could the number of people who get married in West Bengal somehow cause more lightning strikes? Or

could the fear of getting struck by lightning cause more people in West Bengal to propose? This relationship does not make

sense. When a relationship does not make sense, you should look for other possible explanations. Here are two possible

explanations in this case: ? A third variable, population, is driving the relationship. The increase in population is leading both to

more marriages in West Bengal and to more people who could potentially be struck by lightning. ? Random chance caused

these two values to increase at the same time. Another example of spurious correlation in the social work literature has to do

with the relationship between family income and child development. Researchers have argued that income effects are driven by

unmeasured factors that are correlated with both income and child outcomes but are not captured when simply looking at

income and child development. They argue that rather than income driving the relationship, factors such as parental mental

health or motivation drive earnings and also affect child development. The underlying relationship between these other factors

leads to a spurious correlation between income and child development. If family income has a spurious relationship with child

development, the types of interventions you would consider to improve child outcomes are different. Instead of focusing on

connecting families to cash assistance programs or helping parents find jobs, you would prioritize addressing any mental health

challenges that may be driving both income insecurity and poor child development. 8.5 How can I understand relationships

visually? You can understand correlations visually using a scatterplot or scattergram—a diagram or graph that plots variables to

show their relationship. The figure below shows examples of this type of graph. Three graphs showing strong positive

correlation, no correlation, and strong negative correlation. The positive correlation has fairly closely clustered data around an

upward-sloping line with r = 0.96. No correlation has data points scattered in a way that appears random, with no clear

clustering of points and an r of 0.04. The
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correlation has fairly closely clustered data around a downward-sloping line with r = “0.94. Figure 1.3: Understanding correlation

using scatterplots In figure 1.3, the left graph shows an example of a strong positive or direct correlation (r = 0.96, very close to

1). The values of one variable increase with the values of the other variable. For example, this could show the relationship

between years of education and income. As the number of years people spend in school increases, so does their eventual annual

income, with individuals who have advanced degrees earning the highest incomes. One variable increases (education level mea-

sured by number of years) as the other increases (annual salary measured in dollars). The second graph shows an example of no

correlation. While r is not quite zero, this is a very weak correlation (r = 0.04). No relationship exists between the two variables

plotted here. Even though a trend line is included, you see no clear pattern in the points. This could show the relationship

between the amount of coffee people drink and the number of pets they own. One variable (coffee consumed measured in

ounces) does not increase or decrease in the same way the other variable (pets measured as the number of cats, dogs, birds,

etc.) does. We would expect no relationship to exist between these two variables. The final graph in figure 5.3 shows an example

of a strong negative or inverse correlation (r = “0.94, very close to “1). The values of one variable decrease as the values of the

other variable increase. This could show the relationship between college GPA and alcohol use. As the amount of alcohol

regularly consumed by college students increases, the value of their GPA decreases. One variable increases (alcohol

consumption measured in number of drinks), but the other decreases (GPA). Not all relationships are so clear, with either a

strong or weak correlation. In figure 1.4, the relationships are much weaker than those shown in figure 1.3. In p=0.96 p=0.04

p=-0.94 No correlation Strong negative correlation Strong positive correlation
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despite some outliers and no tightly clustered points, the r value is still 0.6 or “0.6, a moderate correlation. Figure 1.4: Scatterplots

for moderate correlations Two graphs showing moderate positive and negative correlations. The positive correlation has some

data points that are closely clustered around an upward-sloping line but others that are further from those clusters; r = 0.6. The

negative correlation has some data points that are closely clustered around a downward-sloping line but others that are further

from those clusters; r = “0.6. When you analyze correlation data, you must understand the relationship be- tween the strength or

magnitude of a correlation and the direction of the correlation. Of the following r values, which has the stronger correlation?

0.34 Or -0.45 The value of r = “0.45 is a stronger correlation than r = 0.34. You first use the absolute value of r to determine the

magnitude of a correlation and then take into account the direction of the relationship between the variables. The absolute

values here are 0.34 and 0.45, and 0.45 is stronger than 0.34. A negative sign before the value for r does not affect the strength of

the relationship, only the direction. If there is a negative sign, then you know the relationship is inverse. Without a negative sign,

the relationship is direct or positive. Correlations, Risk, and Resilience Much of what we know about mental illness, particularly

about the risk and resilience factors, is based on studies of correlations between diagnoses and genetic and environmental

factors. As a social worker, you will use the results of correlational research to inform your work with clients and to shape your

practice. Consider the following statements from an article in the journal Social Work r=0.60 r=-0.60 Positive correlation

Nagative correlation
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factors are markers, correlates, and—in a best-case scenario— causes. For example, although other factors are related to serious

mental illnesses such as schizophrenia, parental psychopathology is thought to influence the likelihood of developing the

disorder. How it does that—whether through genetic or environmental influences—is not yet fully understood. But the word

“risk” denotes the fact that a group of people with a similar characteristic is more likely than others in the population at large to

develop a problem (in this case, schizophrenia). The article is describing correlational research. There is a relationship between

mental illnesses such as schizophrenia and whether parents have also experienced a mental illness, but setting up experiments

to find a causal relationship is impossible. You cannot control who a person’s parents are, nor whether they have a mental illness.

Instead, once an individual has been diagnosed later in life, researchers can look back at factors from the person’s childhood, or

at the person’s lifestyle for environmental factors, but cannot limit or control factors in the person’s life to set up a more rigorous

experiment. Correlation does not guarantee there is a causal relationship, but when you cannot achieve causal results,

correlations can create a body of useful literature for practitioners to draw from. The article goes on to describe some risk

factors that are correlated with mental health disorders: Some individual, familial, and extra-familial factors appear to affect many

disorders concomitantly and, in that sense, they are “nonspecific” risks. They elevate risk for a variety of conditions. These risk

factors include child abuse; chronic family conflict; unskilled parenting; academic failure; peer rejection; poverty; racism, sexism,

and other types of discrimination; and neighborhood disorganization. Imagine you are working in a high school. You know from

this article that parental psychopathology is correlated with mental illness and that experiences of child abuse, academic failure,

and poverty are also correlated with higher risks. This knowledge could help you prioritize students for mental health screenings

and early intervention. It could lead you to include questions on your intake form about students’ family history with different

conditions. If you work in a school where poverty and racism are common experiences, this correlational research may motivate

you to develop resilience tools and training for students to mediate some of these risk factors. Fraser, Mark W., Maeda J. Galinsky,

and Jack M. Richman. 1999. “Risk, Protection, and Resilience: Toward a Conceptual Framework for Social Work Practice.” Social

Work Research 23(3): 131–143.
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read a correlation table? Scholarly articles that discuss correlation often include a correlation table or correlation matrix. Table 1.1

is an example of a correlation table. You may have never seen a table like this, but it can provide a lot of information. Table 1.1

Correlations Among Variables 1 2 3 4 1. Poverty 1 0.24 0.20 0.70 2. Population 0.24 1 0.53 0.15 3. Violent crime rate 0.20 0.53 1

0.26 4. Unemployment rate 0.70 0.15 0.26 1 First, notice that there are numbers beside each variable name and along the top of

the table. This is a common shorthand used in correlation tables instead of including the variable names in the table twice. When

there is a 1 at the top of the table, it is in place of “Poverty.” This method allows the author to save space, but the numbers could

be replaced with the name of the variable without changing the results in the table. Notice that the number 1 is repeated along

the diagonal; in other tables, these 1s may be replaced with dashes or blank spaces. The 1 occurs when a variable is compared to

itself. For example, where “Violent crime rate” and column 3 meet in the table, there is a 1, indicating a perfect correlation

between these two variables because they are the same variable. In figure 1.5 the 1s are highlighted for when a variable is

compared to itselff. 1 2 3 4 1. Poverty 1 0.24 0.20 0.70 2. Population 0.24 1 0.53 0.15 3. Violent crime rate 0.20 0.53 1 0.26 4.

Unemployment rate 0.70 0.15 0.26 1 Figure 1.5: Perfect correlations in a correlation table A correlation table highlighting the

places where a variable intersects with itself in the table and therefore has a perfect correlation. Where this happens, a 1 is shown
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those 1s create a diagonal line through the center of the correlation table. To find the value of the Pearson’s r for each set of

variables, you find the intersection where the two variables meet. In figure 1.6, you can see that if you want to find the r value for

the relationship between Poverty and Violent crime rate (indicated by the number 3 at the top of the table), you find the point

where the row and column intersect. In this case, the intersection point is at r = 0.20. 1 2 3 4 1. Poverty 1 0.24 0.20 0.70 2.

Population 0.24 1 0.53 0.15 3. Violent crime rate 0.20 0.53 1 0.26 4. Unemployment rate 0.70 0.15 0.26 1 Figure 1.6: Finding

correlations in a correlation table A correlation table indicating the intersection between the variable Poverty and the variable

Violent crime rate. The row for Poverty is highlighted, as is the third column, which corresponds to Violent crime rate. The

Pearson’s r for this relation- ship is found where the two highlighted areas cross. You may also see data tables that looks like

table 1.2. 1 2 3 4 1. Poverty – 2. Population 0.24 – 3. Violent crime rate 0.20 0.53 – – 4. Unemployment rate 0.70 0.15 0.26 1 In

this table, half of the table is left blank because the values simply repeat those listed in the lower half of the table. All the

information represented in table 1.1 is still present in table 1.2, but repeating values are only displayed once. If you look again at

table 5.1, you will notice that if you find where Poverty intersects with column 3 for Violent crime rate, it is 0.20. If you follow

Poverty in row 1 to column 3 for Violent crime rate in table 1.2, you will not find a value. Instead, follow row 3 for Violent crime

rate to column 1 for Poverty to find the same 0.20.
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1 0.24 0.20 0.70 2. Population 0.24 1 0.53 0.15 3. Violent crime rate 0.20 0.53 1 0.26 4. Unemployment rate 0.70 0.15 0.26 1

Figure 1.7: Mirrored data in correlation tables In a correlation table, there are two places where the same variables intersect.

When looking for the relationship between violent crime and poverty you can either go to the first row for Poverty and the third

column for Violent crime rate to find the Pearson’s r, or you can look at the third row and the first column. The values you find in

these two locations will be the same. 8.7 How can I predict variance? You may want to use correlations to predict what will

happen in the future rather than examine what has already happened. Pearson’s r cannot help with this, but the coefficient of

determination, referred to as r 2 , can. Variance is simply a measure of how much a set of numbers differs from their average

value.
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The coefficient of determination determines the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable that is predictable from

the independent variable. For example, the coefficient of determination

might indicate that an increase in the amount of exercise people do each day can predict 20 percent of the change in their

weight over a given period of time. The calculation for r 2 is relatively simple. Once you find the value of r, you square this value.

Because all r values are between “1 and 1, the squaring operation results in a smaller value for r 2 than for r. Suppose, for

example, that r = 0.65. r 2 = 0.65 2 = 0.65 x 0.65 = 0.42 When r 2 = 0.42, then 42 percent of the variation in one variable is

predicted by the variance in the other variable, or one variable is 42 percent effective at predicting the other.
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Using the Coefficient of Determination Often social workers have to make choices about how to target services. Resources are

limited, and they need to be used effectively. Understanding correlations and coefficients of determination can provide context

for decisions about how to use scarce resources. For example, if you work for an organization that addresses intimate-partner

violence (IPV) and you want to start a prevention program, what population should you focus your resources on? You may not

have the capacity to serve everyone. Is there a way to target your services to have the greatest effect? Some studies have tried to

find predictive variables for the incidence of IPV. These studies looked for relationships among variables such as education level,

employment status, self-esteem, experience or viewing of domestic violence as a child, previous criminal justice system

interactions, and many other factors. If you can only serve a limited number of people, what factors should you prioritize to

increase the likelihood of achieving your goal of decreasing IPV in the future? If the education level for your potential participants

varies, you can look at the correlation between education level and incidences of IPV. Suppose a study found r = 0.60 for

incidence of IPV and partner education level. r 2 = 0.60 2 r 2 = 0.60 × 0.60 r 2 = 0.36 So, a partner’s education level can account

for 36 percent of the variation in incidence of IPV. A partner’s education level may not be the best way to prioritize participation

in the program, but in social science 36 percent is quite strong. Another study found r = 0.77 for experiencing physical abuse in

childhood and being abusive as an adult. r 2 = 0.77 2 = 0.77 × 0.77 = 0.59 Therefore, experiencing abuse in childhood can

account for 59 percent of the variation in being abusive as an adult, a much higher percentage than education
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percent may not seem like a strong predictor, in social science this is considered a strong result. Given this information, you

might prioritize potential clients who report experiencing abuse in childhood over those who do not report experiencing abuse

in order to better target your resources. You should consider the implications of using predictions like this, though. Many

predictions use data about relationships that are based on behaviors of groups of people and not the individuals themselves. In

this case, targeting people to receive additional services can be helpful. Using the same information in a punitive way, such as

denying someone custody of her children, is unethical. While being abused as a child in general leads to a higher risk of

perpetuating abuse as an adult, it does not predict any one’s individual’s likelihood of perpetuating abuse. In summary, these are

some of the characteristics of r2: • The value or r 2 ranges from 0 to 1. • If the value of r 2 is 0, then the dependent variable

cannot be predicted using the independent variable. • If the value of r 2 is 1, then the dependent variable can always be predicted

without error using independent variable. • Any value for r 2 indicates what percent of variance in the dependent variable can be

predicted using the independent variable. • If r 2 is 0.5, then 50 percent of the variation in
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the dependent variable can be predicted using the independent variable. An r 2 of 0.6 means that 60 percent can be predicted,

and so on. Again, correlation is not causation, but understanding these relationships and where the strong and weak

relationships exist, can help you tailor more effective interventions, or at least better understand the individuals or populations

you are working with. There are limitations to using r 2 . To use r 2, the relationship must be linear. If the data are curvilinear, r 2 is

no longer an appropriate tool. If you graph your data on a scatterplot and find that they resemble the curvilinear graph, in figure

1.8, you cannot use r 2 to assess your data.
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and Curvilinear Distributions On the left is a linear distribution, with data points on the scatterplot clustering along a straight

upward-sloping line. On the right is a curvilinear distribution, with data values on the scatterplot beginning in the lower left-hand

corner, increasing, and then decreasing, to cluster around a curve. 8.8 Computing the correlation coefficient Here is the

procedure for computing the correlation coefficient. Convert each variable to standard units. The average of the products gives

the correlation coefficient. This procedure can be given as a formula, where x stands for the first variable, y for the second

variable, and r for the correlation coefficient: r = average of (x in standard units) × (y in standard units) Compute r for the

hypothetical data in table 1. Table 1. Data. x y 1 5 3 9 4 7 5 1 7 13 Note. The first row of the above table represents two

measurements on one subject in the study; the two numbers are the x- and y-coordinates of the correspond- ing point on the

scatter diagram. Similarly for the other rows. The pairing matters: Linear Curvilinear
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when you have two variables, and both are measured for every subject in the study. Solution. The work can be laid out as in table

below. Computing r. x in s tandard y in standard x y units units Product 1 5 “1 .5 “0 .5 0.75 3 9 “0 .5 0.5 “0 .25 4 7 0.0 0.0 0.00 5 1

0.5 “1 .5 “0 .75 7 13 1.5 1.5 2.25 Step 1. Convert the x-values to standard units, as in chapter 5. This is quite a lot of work. First, you

have to find the average and SD of the x-values: average of x-values = 4, SD = 2. Then, you have to subtract the average from

each x-value, and divide by the SD: (1 – 4)/2 = “1 .5, (3 – 4)/2 = “0 .5, (4 – 4)/2 = 0, (5 – 4)/2 = 0 .5, (7 – 4)/2 = 1 .5 The results go

into the third column of the table above. The numbers tell you how far above or below average the x-values are, in terms of the

SD. For instance, the value 1 is 1.5 SDs below average. Step 2. Convert the y-values to standard units; the results go into the

fourth column of the table. That finishes the worst of the arithmetic. Step 3. For each row of the table, work out the product (x in

standard units) × (y in standard units) The products go into the last column of the table. Step 4. Take the average of the products:

r = average of (x in standard units) × (y in standard units) = (0 .75 “ 0 .25 + 0 .00 “ 0 .75 + 2 .25)/5 = 0 .40
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the solution. If you plot a scatter diagram for the data, the points slope up but are only loosely clustered. Why does r work as a

measure of association? In figure below, the products are marked at the corresponding dots. Horizontal and vertical lines are

drawn through the point of averages, dividing the scatter diagram into four quadrants. If a point is in the lower left quadrant, both

variables are below average and are negative in standard units; the product of two negatives is positive. In the upper right

quadrant, the product of two positives is positive. In the remaining two quadrants, the product of a positive and a negative is

negative. The average of all these products is the correlation coefficient. If r is positive, then points in the two positive quadrants

will predominate, as in figure b. If r is negative, points in the two negative quadrants will predominate, as in figure c. (a) Scatter

Diagram (b) Positive r (C) Negative r Figure. How the correlation coefficient works There is another way to compute r, which is

sometimes useful: r = cov(x, y)/ (SD of x) × (SD of y) Where, cov(x, y) = (average of products xy) “ (ave of x) × (ave of y).

REGRESSION Regression is a tool that allows you to quantify a relationship between variables while also controlling for other

factors. When you learned about correlations and saw scattergrams of data for two variables plotted, the line that best fit those

data was
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regression analysis. This tool allows you to isolate the effect of one variable on another while holding other factors constant. If

you wanted to know how participation in a religious community affects health outcomes like blood pressure or anxiety, then you

would want to hold constant factors like income level, education level, age, and other health conditions to ensure that you were

only seeing the effect of the variable of interest. A common type of regression is linear regression. Linear regression fits a straight

line to the data in a way that ensures that each point is as close as possible to the line, or the line is the “best fit.” The line does

not intersect every point, but it is the best description of all the points taken together to show a relationship. In figure 9.1 , you

can see that a line has been fit to the data points. This line is created using regression analysis and the equation y = ax + b ,
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where y is the dependent variable, x is the independent variable, b is the

slope of the line or how much the dependent variable

changes for each unit of

the independent variable, and
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a is the y -intercept (the value of y when x

is zero). Figure 9.1: Linear regression
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linear regressions modeling the relationship between two variables. Many studies you see that discuss relationships but are not

randomized control trials use regression analysis. The key to successful regression analysis is choosing which variables should be

isolated and how best to do so. If you overlook a key variable and do not control for it, your results may reflect a relationship that

is not the one you believe you are studying. When using regression analysis, you are limited in the same ways as you are for any

type of inferential statistics. You have selected data relevant to the question you are trying to answer, but those data only

represent a certain group of people at a certain time. You still have to determine if the results can be applied to other

populations. When you come across a regression analysis in the literature, you should check for a few things before deciding

whether to use this information in your practice. 1. Is the relationship linear? If the pattern created by the data points does not

generally follow a straight line, then linear regression is not appropriate. 2. Are all important variables controlled for? If age is

likely to have a big effect on any health outcomes of interest, does the study control for age? What about income? Are there

other factors that could contribute to this relationship that have not been addressed? 3. Is the sample used in the analysis similar

to the people you work with? The results of these analyses are only applicable to samples that are similar. If you work with

children, a sample made up of adults is unlikely to be useful to you. If you work with people who live in cities, a sample of rural

farmers is unlikely to be useful to you. 4. Remember that correlation is not causation. Regression analysis cannot tell you that

one variable caused an effect in the other. You may find a statistically significant relationship between two variables that have

nothing to do with each other but happen to behave in similar ways. Beware of spurious correlations.
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at the Theory of Probability People talk loosely about chance all the time, without doing any harm. What are the chances of

getting a job? of meeting someone? of rain tomorrow? But for scientific purposes, it is necessary to give the word chance a

definite, clear interpretation. This turns out to be hard, and mathematicians have struggled with the job for centuries. They have

developed some careful and rigorous theories, but these theories cover just a small range of the cases where people ordinarily

speak of chance. This section of the module will present the frequency theory, which works best for processes which can be

repeated over and over again, independently and under the same conditions. Many games fall into this category, and the

frequency theory was originally developed to solve gambling problems. One simple game of chance involves betting on the toss

of a coin. The process of tossing the coin can be repeated over and over again, independently and under the same conditions.

The chance of getting heads is 50%: in the long run, heads will turn up about 50% of the time. Take another example. A die

(plural, “dice”) is a cube with six faces, labelled 1,2,3,4,5,6. When the die is rolled, the faces are equally likely to turn up. The

chance of getting an ace— is 1 in 6, or sixteen and two-third percentages. The interpretation: if the die is rolled over and over

again, repeating the basic chance process under the same conditions, in the long run an ace will show about sixteen and two-

third percentages of the time. The chance of something gives the percentage of time it it expected to happen, when the basic

process is done over and over again, independently and under and the same conditions. If something is impossible, it happens

0% of the time. At the other extreme, if something is sure to happen, then it happens 100% of the time. All chances are between

these two extremes. Chances are between 0% and 100%. Here is another basic fact. Suppose you are playing a game and have a

45%chance to win. In other words, you expect to win about 45% of the time. So, you must expect to lose the other 55% of the

time. The chance of something equals 100% minus the chance of the opposite thing.
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contains red marbles and blue marbles. One marble is drawn at random from the box (each marble has an equal chance to be

drawn). If it is red, you win $1. If it is blue, you win nothing. You can choose between two boxes: • box A contains 3 red marbles

and 2 blue ones. • box B contains 30 red marbles and 20 blue ones. Which box offers a better chance of winning, or are they the

same? Solution: Some people prefer box A, because it has fewer blue marbles. Others prefer B, because it has more red marbles.

Both views are wrong. The two boxes offer the same chance of winning, 3 in 5. To see why, imagine drawing many times at

random from box A (replacing the marble after each draw, so as not to change the conditions of the experiment). In the long run

each of the 5 marbles will appear about 1 time in 5. So, the red marbles will turn up about 3/5 of the time. With box A, your

chance of drawing a red marble is 3/5, that is, 60%. Now imagine drawing many times at random with replacement from box B.

Each of the 50 marbles will turn up about 1 time in 50. But now there are 30 red marbles. With box B, your chance of winning is

30/50 = 3/5 = 60%, just as for box A. What counts is the ratio number of red marbles/total number of marbles. The ratio is the

same in both boxes. Problem 1: A coin will be tossed 1,000 times. About how many heads are expected? Problem 2: A die will be

rolled 6,000 times. About how many aces are expected? Problem 3: Match the numerical answers with the verbal descriptions

(which may be used more than once). Numerical answer Verbal description (a) –50% (i) This is as likely to happen as not. (b) 0%

(ii) This is very likely to happen, but it’s not certain. (c) 10% (iii) This won’t happen. (d) 50% (iv) This may happen, but it’s not likely.

(e) 90% (v) This will happen, for sure. (f) 100% (vi) There’s a bug in the program. (g) 200% Some Definitions A probability

experiment is
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an action, or trial, through which specific results (counts, measurements, or responses) are obtained. The result of a single trial

in a probability experiment

is an outcome.
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The set of all possible outcomes of a probability experiment

is the sample space. An event is a subset of the sample space.
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one or more outcomes. The probability that event E will occur is written as P(E) and is read as “the probability of event E.”

Probabilities can be written as fractions, decimals, or percent. Here is a simple example of the use of the terms probability

experiment, sample space, event, and outcome. Probability Experiment: Roll a six-sided die. Sample Space: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} Event:

Roll an even number, {2, 4, 6}. Outcome: Roll a 2, {2}. Conditional probabilities: A conditional probability is
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the probability of an event occurring, given that another event has already occurred.

The conditional
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probability of event B occurring, given that event A has occurred,

is denoted by P(B|A) and is read as “probability of B, given A. Example 2: Two cards are selected in sequence from a standard

deck of 52 playing cards. Find the probability that the second card is a queen, given that the first card is a king. (Assume that the

king is not replaced.) Solution: Because the first card is a king and is not replaced, the remaining deck has 51 cards, 4 of which

are queens. So, P(B|A) = 4/51 = 0.078 Note: A deck of cards has 4 suits: clubs, diamonds, hearts, spades. There are 13 cards in

each suit: 2 through 10, jack, queen, king, ace. So, there are 4 × 13 = 52 cards in the deck.
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table below shows the results of a study in which researchers examined a child’s IQ and the presence of a specific gene in the

child. Find the probability that a child has a high IQ, given that the child has the gene. Gene Gene not present present Total High

IQ 33 19 52 Normal IQ 39 11 50 Total 72 30 102 Solution: There are 72 children who have the gene. So, the sample space

consists of these 72 children, as shown at the left. Of these, 33 have a high IQ. So, P(B|A) = 33/72 = 0.458 The probability that a

child has a high IQ, given that the child has the gene, is about 0.458. Sample Space Gene present High EQ 33 Normal IQ 39 Total

72 Example 4: A deck of cards is shuffled, and the top two cards are put on atable, face down. You win $1 if the second card is

the queen of hearts. (a) What is your chance of winning the dollar? (b) You turn over the first card. It is the seven of clubs. Now

what is your chance of winning? Solution. (a). The bet is about the second card, not the first. Initially, this will seem a little

strange. Some illustrations may help. • If the first card is the two of spades and the second is the queen of hearts, you win. • If the

first card is the jack of clubs and the second is the queen of hearts, you win. • If the first card is the seven of clubs and the second

is the king of hearts, you lose. The bet can be settled without even looking at the first card. The second card is all you need to

know.
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winning is 1/52. To see why, think about shuffling the deck. That brings the cards into random order. The queen of hearts has to

wind up somewhere. There are 52 possible positions, and they are all equally likely. So, there is 1 chance in 52 for her to wind up

as the second card in the deck—and bring you the dollar. (b)There are 51 cards left. They are in random order, and the queen of

hearts is one of them. She has 1 chance in 51 to be on the table. Your chance goes up a little, to 1/51. That is the answer. The 1/51

in part (b) is a conditional chance. The problem puts a condition on the first card: it has to be the seven of clubs. A

mathematician might talk about the conditional probability that the second card is the queen of hearts given the first card is the

seven of clubs. To emphasize the contrast, the 1/52 in part (a) is called an unconditional chance: the problem puts no conditions

on the first card. Problem 4: A penny is tossed 5 times. (a) Find the chance that the 5th toss is a head. (b) Find the chance that the

5th toss is a head, given the first 4 are tails. Problem 5: Five cards are dealt off the top of a well-shuffled deck. (a) Find the chance

that the 5th card is the queen of spades. (b) Find the chance that the 5th card is the queen of spades, given that the first 4 cards

are hearts. The multiplication rule: To find the probability of two events occurring in sequence, you can use the Multiplication

Rule. The probability that two events A and B will occur in sequence is:
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P (A and B) = P(A). P(B|A). If events A and B
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are independent, then the rule can be simplified to P (A and B) = P(A). P(B). This simplified rule can be extended to any number of

independent events. Example 5: Two cards are selected, without replacing the first card, from a standard deck of 52 playing

cards. Find the probability of selecting a king and then selecting a queen. Solution: P (K and Q) = P(K). P(Q|K) = (4/52). (4/51) =

(16/2652) = 0.006 So, the probability of selecting a king and then a queen without replacement is about 0.006. Example 6:
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A coin is tossed, and a die is rolled. Find the probability of tossing a head and then rolling a 6.
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events are independent. P (H and 6) = P(H). P6) = (1/2). (1/6) = (1/12) = 0.083 So,
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the probability of tossing a head and then rolling a 6

is about 0.083. Problem 6: A deck of cards is shuffled, and two cards are dealt. What is the chance that both are aces? Problem 7:

A coin is tossed twice. What is the chance of a head followed by a tail? Problem 8: A coin is tossed 3 times. (a) What is the

chance of getting 3 heads? (b) What is the chance of not getting 3 heads? (c) What is the chance of getting at least 1 tail? (d)

What is the chance of getting at least 1 head? Independence: Two things are independent if the chances for the second given

the first are the same, no matter how the first one turns out. Otherwise, the two things are dependent. Example 7. Someone is

going to toss a coin twice. If the coin lands heads on the second toss, you win a dollar. (a) If the first toss is heads, what is your

chance of winning the dollar? (b) If the first toss is tails, what is your chance of winning the dollar? (c) Are the tosses

independent? Solution. If the first toss is heads, there is a 50% chance to get heads the second time. If the first toss is tails, the

chance is still 50%. The chances for the second toss stay the same, however the first toss turns out. That is independence. Note:

If two things are independent, the chance that both will happen equals the product of their unconditional probabilities. This is a

special case of the multiplication rule. Problem 9: Every week you buy a ticket in a lottery that offers one chance in a million of

winning. What is the chance that you never win, even if you keep this up for ten years?
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Rule: This section is about the chance that at least one of two specified things will happen: either the first happens, or the

second, or both. The possibility of both happening turns out to be a complication, which can sometimes be ruled out. Two

things are mutually exclusive when the occurrence of one prevents the occurrence of the other: one excludes the other.

Example 8. A card is dealt off the top of a well-shuffled deck. The card might be a heart. Or, it might be a spade. Are these two

possibilities mutually exclusive? Solution. If the card is a heart, it can’t be a spade. These two possibilities are mutually exclusive.

We can now state a general principle for figuring chances. It is called the addition rule. Addition Rule. To find the chance that at

least one of two things will happen, check to see if they are mutually exclusive. If they are, add the chances. Example 9. A card is

dealt off the top of a well-shuffled deck. There is 1chance in 4 for it to be a heart. There is 1 chance in 4 for it to be a spade. What

is the chance for it to be in a major suit (hearts or spades)? Solution: The question asks for the chance that one of the following

two things will happen: • the card is a heart. • the card is a spade. If the card is a heart, then it can’t be a spade: these are mutually

exclusive events. So, it is legitimate to add the chances. The chance of getting a card in a major suit is 1/4 + 1/4 = 1/2. (A check

on the reasoning: there are 13hearts and 13 spades, so 26/52 = 1/2 of the cards in the deck are in a major suit.) Note: If you want

to find the chance that at least one event occurs, and the events are not mutually exclusive, do not add the chances: the sum

will be too big. Blindly adding chances can give the wrong answer, by double counting the chance that two things happen. With

mutually exclusive events, there is no double counting: that is why the addition rule works. Technically, The probability that

events A or B will occur, P (A or B), is given by
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P (A or B) = P(A) + P(B) – P (A and B) If events A and B
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are mutually exclusive, then the rule can be simplified to P (A or B) = P(A) + P(B). This simplified rule can be extended to any

number of mutually exclusive events. In words, to find the probability that one event or the other will occur, add the individual

probabilities of each event and subtract the probability that they both occur. As shown in the Venn diagram at the left,

subtracting P (A and B) avoids double counting the probability of outcomes that occur in both A and B. Problem 10: You select a

card from a standard deck of 52 playing cards. Find the probability that the card is a 4 or an ace. Problem 11: You roll a die. Find

the probability of rolling a number less than 3 or rolling an odd number. Note: What’s the difference between mutually exclusive

and independent? “Mutually exclusive” is one idea; independence is another. Both ideas apply to pairs of events and say

something about how the events are related. However, the relationships are quite different. • Two events are mutually exclusive if

the occurrence of one prevents the other from happening. •
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Two events are independent if the occurrence of one does not change the

chances for the other. Note: When do I add and when do I multiply? The addition rule, like the multiplication rule, is a way of

combining chances. However, the two rules solve different problems. • The addition rule finds the chance that at least one of

two things happens. • The multiplication rule finds the chance that two things both happen. So, the first step in deciding whether

to add or to multiply is to read the question: Do you want to know P (A or B), P (A and B), or something else entirely? But there is

also a second step—because the rules apply only if the events are related in the right way. • Adding the probabilities of two

events requires them to be mutually exclusive. • Multiplying the unconditional probabilities of two events requires them to be

independent. (For dependent events, the multiplication rule uses conditional probabilities.)
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Processing and Analysis Coding Qualitative Data: In quantitative research, data coding is a phase after you have collected all data.

You code by arranging the measures of variables, already in the form of numbers, into a machine-readable format to facilitate

statistical analysis. Coding data has a different meaning in qualitative research. You code by organizing the raw data into

conceptual categories (i.e., concepts and themes). Instead of a simple clerical task to prepare for statistical analysis as in

quantitative research, qualitative data coding is an integral part of data analysis. Coding encourages higher-level thinking about

the data and research questions. It moves you toward theoretical generalizations. In a qualitative study, you engage in two

simultaneous activities as you code: mechanical data reduction and analytic data categorization. Coding data is the hard work of

reducing mountains of raw data into a manageable size. Beyond making a huge mass of data more manageable, coding is a way

to impose order onto the data. In addition, coding allows you to retrieve relevant parts of the data. Coding huge amounts of

qualitative data is no simple, easy task. Between the moments of thrill and inspiration, coding qualitative data, or “filework,” is

often wearisome and tedious. The three forms of qualitative coding are open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. We

examine each next. Open Coding. You perform open coding as a first pass through the collected data. As you review the data,

you are identifying concepts and themes and assigning initial codes or labels to them. This is your first attempt to condense the

mass of raw data into analytic categories. To code, you slowly examine field notes, historical sources, or other data looking for

critical terms, key events, or shared themes. If you have pages of written data notes, you write a preliminary code or label at the

edge of a page and might highlight relevant text with brightly coloured ink. If your data is in electronic files, you can do

something similar. In this process, you want to remain open to creating new themes and to changing initial codes in subsequent

analysis. Having a general theoretical framework can help if you use it in a flexible manner.
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coding, you are bringing concepts and themes buried deep inside the data to the surface. The concepts and themes are at a low

level of abstraction. They come from your initial research question, concepts in the literature, terms used by people in the social

setting you are studying, or new thoughts you have stimulated by this immersion in the data. You can see an example of how to

open code based on LeMasters’s (1975) field research study of a working-class tavern. He found that the topic of marriage came

up in many conversations. If he reviewed his field notes, he could have open coded the field notes with the theme marriage.

Following is an example of hypothetical field notes that could be open-coded with the theme marriage: I wore a tie to the bar

on Thursday because I had been at a late meeting. Sam noticed it immediately and said. “Damn it, Doc. I wore one of them

things once—when I got married—and look what happened to me! By God, the undertaker will have to put the next one on.” I

ordered a beer, then asked him, “Why did you get married?” He replied, “What the hell you goin’ to do? You just can’t go on

shacking up with girls all your life—I did plenty of that when I was single” with a smile and wink. He paused to order another beer

and light a cigarette, then continued, “A man, sooner or later, likes to have a home of his own, and some kids, and to have that,

you have to get married. There’s no way out of it—they got you hooked.” I said, “Helen [his wife] seems like a nice person.” He

returned, “Oh, hell, she’s not a bad kid, but she’s a goddamn woman and they get under my skin. They piss me off. If you go to a

party, just when you start having fun, the wife says ‘let’s go home.’” [Based on LeMasters, E. E. (1975). Blue collar aristocrats.

Madison: University of Wisconsin Press.] When coding qualitative data, you have a choice. You can code every line of data or

code entire paragraphs or code entire pages of notes. You will find that some raw data are not important to code. They become

dross or left over and unused. The degree of detail when you code depends on your research question, the “richness” of the

data, and your purposes. Axial Coding. This type of coding is a “second pass” through the data. During open coding, you focused

on the raw qualitative data (e.g., field notes, historical
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photos, open interview transcripts). You assigned codes for the concepts, themes, relationships, and so forth that you saw in a

review of the data. In open coding, your primary focus was on the data. You were little concerned about connecting themes or

elaborating on the concepts. By contrast, in axial coding, your primary focus is on the collection of codes and the initial,

preliminary concepts or themes from the open- coding process. In this second pass, you focus on the initial concepts and

themes more than on the raw data. Nonetheless, you can continue to review the data and add new concepts and themes. In this

sense, a milder kind of open coding continues as you axial- code. During this second pass through the data, new codes, themes,

or concepts may emerge, and you should add them. You elaborate on and identify connections among themes or concepts as

you review the codes. As you review your initial set of codes, your primary focus is on organizing the concepts and themes of

the codes. While doing this, you identify a few key analytic axes, or central principles, around which you can connect and

organize the concepts and themes. This is the source of the name “axial coding.” During axial coding, you are constantly

considering causes and consequences, conditions and interactions, strategies and processes. You are looking for categories of

concepts and sets of concepts and themes that cluster together. You ask yourself questions, Can I divide this concept into

subtypes? Should I combine these three closely related concepts into a general one? Does it make sense to organize these

themes into a time sequence (i.e., A, then B, then C) or by their physical location? For example, in a field research study on

working-class life in a tavern you divide the general theme of marriage into sequential subparts (e.g., engagement, weddings, or

parenting). You mark all notes involving the parts of marriage and then relate marriage to other themes of sexuality, division of

labour in household tasks, views on children, and so on. When a theme reappears in different areas of the field notes, you

compare it to elsewhere to see connections and develop new themes (e.g., men and women have different attitudes toward

marriage).
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both stimulates thinking about linkages among the open-coding concepts and themes and introduces new codes, concepts,

and questions. During the coding, you may decide to drop some themes or explore others in greater depth. In addition, it

reinforces the connections between evidence and concepts as you consolidate codes, re-evaluate themes, and return to the

data for new evidence. The axial coding process helps you build a dense web of support in the data for increasingly

interconnected themes and codes. This is analogous to the idea of multiple indicators in quantitative research. Multiple instances

of concepts in the empirical evidence help to strengthen the connections between concepts and data. Selective Coding. This is

a last pass through the data. By this phase you probably have identified the major themes for your study. Selective coding

involves scanning the data using the central themes and concepts. You add an empirical grounding to themes and concepts and

elaborate on them. You are looking selectively in the data for several strong examples that offer clear support for each concept

and theme. You also seek data to compare and elaborate on major concepts and themes. Selective coding occurs after data

collection ended, after you have well-developed concepts and themes, and as you are finalizing concepts and themes into an

overall analysis. In this phase, you organize the concepts and themes and build toward a few main generalizations or central

themes. During selective coding, you may adjust the generalizations and central themes as you find multiple supporting

instances of them in the data. For example, in a study of working-class life in a tavern you decide to make gender relations a

major theme. In selective coding, you go through the field notes and search for strong examples of male–female differences in

talk about dating, engagements, weddings, divorce, extramarital affairs, or husband–wife relations. You then compare male and

female attitudes about each area to your other major theme, marriage. During the selective coding phase, you refine, reorganize,

and elaborate on themes and concepts as you re-examine the data and select supporting evidence. For example, in the

working-class tavern study, you re-examine the theme “opinions on marriage” and connect evidence about it to themes of

gender relations and stages of the life cycle. You seek evidence on how marriage relates to gender relations and the life cycle.

The three phases of coding work together to move you from a mass of raw data toward a final, integrated analysis.
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Coding Process for Qualitative Data Analysis
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Before you examine quantitative data, you collected in a study to test hypotheses and answer your research question, you must

first organize them in a different form. Here, data coding means systematically reorganizing raw numerical data into a form

usable by computer software. You must do this by applying consistent rules for how to transfer information from one form to

another. If you collected data in certain ways, such as a well-organized coding sheet, coding can be a simple clerical task.

However, when the data are not well organized or not originally in the form of numbers, it gets complex. You must develop rules

for assigning numbers to variable attributes. Each category of a variable and missing information needs a code. For example, you

want to examine gender, so assign or code the males as 1 and the females as 2. All of your rules and procedures for coding are

put into a document called a codebook. In addition to describing the coding rules and procedure, it has information on the

location of data for variables in a format usable by computer software. It is essential to create a well-organized, detailed

codebook and make multiple copies of it. If you fail to write down the details of the coding procedure or misplace the

codebook, you have lost the key to the data and may have to recode the data again, requiring many hours or even days of

additional work. You should think about a coding procedure and codebook before you collect any data. For example, you plan

to conduct a survey. You should precode the questionnaire before collecting data. Precoding means placing the code categories

(e.g., 1 for male, 2 for female) on the questionnaire.1 Some survey researchers also place the location in the computer format on

the questionnaire. If you do not precode a questionnaire, your first step after collecting data is to create a codebook. You need

to give each respondent an identification number to keep track of them. Information on each respondent is a data record. Next,

you transfer the information from each respondent questionnaire into a data record format that computer software can read.

Master Sheet If you are doing tabulation manually, it is always wise to enter the data into a master chart. The master chart is a

large sheet which will enable you to enter all the codes of different variables into it. It will help you to generate tables easily.
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book is prepared, the data can be transferred either to a master chart or directly to computer through a statistical package.

Going through master chart to computer is much more advantageous than entering data directly to computers because one can

check the wrong entries in the computer by comparing ‘data listing’ as a computer output and master chart. Entering data

directly to computer is disadvantageous, as there is no way to check wrong entries, which will show inconsistencies in tabulated

data at the later stages of tabulation. A sample of master chart prepared in accordance with the code book is presented in Table

below: In the master chart you can enter the data of 14 sample respondents. Likewise you can expand the number of

respondents in the column and variables in the rows. It is always better to enter code (numerical number) in the master chart.
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QUANTITATIVE DATA The purpose of data analysis is to prepare data as a model where relationships between the variables can

be studied. Analysis of data is made with reference to the objectives of the study and research questions if any. It is also designed

to test the hypothesis. Analysis of data involves re-categorisation of variables, tabulation, explanation and casual inferences. The

first step in data analysis is a critical examination of the processed data in the form of frequency distribution. This analysis is made

with a view to draw meaningful inferences and generalisation. The process of categorisation in accordance with the objectives

and hypothesis of Data Processing and Analysis the study is arrived at with the help of frequency distributions. Re-categorisation

is a process to arrange categories with the help of statistical techniques. This helps researcher to justify the tabulation. We have

seen earlier that the responses to a statement may be assigned scores or weightage. These scores or weightage are summated

and re-categorised on the bases of high, medium and low. The basic principle in the process of categorisation or re-

categorisation is that the categories thus obtained must be exhaustive and mutually exclusive. In other words, the categories

have to be independent and not overlapping. Univariate Analysis Univariate analysis refers to tables, which give data relating to

one variable. Univariate tables which are more commonly known as frequency distribution tables show how frequently an item

repeat. Examples of frequency tables are given below. The distribution may be symmetrical or asymmetrical. The characteristics

of the sample while examining the percentages, further properties of a distribution can be found out by various measures of

central tendencies. However, researcher is required to decide which is most suited for this analysis. To know how much is the

variation, the researcher has to calculate measures of dispersion. Univariate analysis is the technique of comparing and analysing

the dependency of a single predictor and a response variable. The prefix “uni” means one, emphasizing the fact that the analysis

only accounts for one variable’s effect on a dependent variable. Univariate Analysis is thought to be one of the simplest forms of

data analysis as it doesn’t deal with causes or relationships, like a regression would. Primarily, Univariate Analysis simply takes data

and provides a summary and associated pattern.
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Analysis works by examining the effects of a singular variable on a set of data. For example, a frequency distribution table is a

form of univariate analysis as frequency is the only variable being measured. Alternative variables may be age, height, weight,

etc., however it is important to note that as soon as a secondary variable is introduced it becomes bivariate analysis. With three

or more variables, it becomes multivariate analysis. Univariate Analysis is a common method for understanding data. Another

common example of univariate analysis is the mean of a population distribution. Tables, charts, polygons, and histograms are all

popular methods for displaying univariate analysis of a specific variable (e.g., mean, median, mode, standard variation, range, etc).

Example: Usually, frequency distribution tables are prepared to examine each of the independent and dependent variables.

Tables below present two independent variables and one dependent variable. Table: Table Showing Awareness of the

Respondents (The Independent Variable) Level of Awareness Distribution of Respondents Frequency Percentage High 110 39.3

Medium 106 37.9 Low 64 21.8 Total 280 100 Table: Table Showing the Respondents by Regional Development (The Independent

Variable) Regional Development Distribution of Respondents Frequency Percentage High 142 57.7 Medium 86 30.7 Low 52 14.6

Total 280 100
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Showing Wage Differentials of the Respondents (The Dependent Variable) Wage Differential Distribution of Respondents

Frequency Percentage High 78 27.9 Medium 134 47.9 Low 68 24.2 Total 280 100 Let us consider the frequency distribution

(Tables given below) which describes the awareness, wage differentials and regional development of respondents. The tables

have four rows, the first three being the categories of variables, which appear in the left-hand columns and the right-hand

columns show the number of observations in each category. The last rows are the totals of all frequencies appearing in tables. To

analyse the data, it is necessary to convert the frequencies into figures that can be interpreted meaningfully. Note, for instance,

while distribution of respondents by regional development displayed in Table above clearly shows the predominance of

respondents from ‘high’ development region whereas, distribution of respondents by wage differential in last Table indicates that

the proportions of respondents with ‘high’ and ‘low’ wage differentials are almost equal. Bivariate Analysis: Bivariate statistics are

much more valuable. They let us consider two variables together and describe the relationship between variables. Even simple

hypotheses require two variables. Bivariate statistical analysis shows a statistical relationship between variables—that is, things

that tend to appear together. For example, a relationship exists between water pollution in a stream and the fact that people who

drink the water get sick. It is a statistical relationship between two variables: pollution in the water and the health of the people

who drink it. Statistical relationships are based on two ideas: covariation and statistical independence. Covariation means that

things go together or are associated. To covary means to vary together; cases with certain values on one variable are likely to

have certain values on the other one. For example, people with higher values on the income variable are likely to have higher

values on the life expectancy variable. Likewise, those with lower incomes have lower life expectancy. This is usually stated in a

shorthand way by saying that income and life expectancy are related to each other, or covary. We
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that knowing one’s income tells us one’s probable life expectancy, or that life expectancy depends on income. Statistical

independence is the opposite of covariation. It means there is no association or no relationship between variables. If two

variables are independent, cases with certain values on one variable do not have a special value on the other variable. We usually

state hypotheses in terms of a causal relationship or expected covariation; if we use the null hypothesis, it is that there is

independence. It is used in formal hypothesis testing and is frequently found in inferential statistics. We use several techniques to

decide whether a relationship exists between two variables. Three elementary ones are a scattergram, or a graph or plot of the

relationship; a percentage table; and measures of association, or statistical measures that express the amount of covariation by a

single number (e.g., correlation coefficient). We use the bivariate contingency table in many situations. It presents the same

information as a scattergram in a more condensed form. One advantage of it over the scattergram is that the data can be

measured at any level of measurement, although interval and ratio data must be grouped. The bivariate contingency table is

based on cross-tabulation (i.e., tabulating two or more variables simultaneously). It is “contingent” because the cases in each

category of a variable are distributed into each category of a second (or additional) variable. The table distributes cases into the

categories of multiple variables at the same time and shows us how the cases, by category of one variable, are “contingent upon”

the categories of other variables.
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Group by Attitude about Changing the Drinking Age, Raw Count Table Trivariate Analysis: Sometimes researcher might be

interested in knowing whether there is a third variable which is affecting the relationships between two variables. In such cases

the researcher has to examine the bivariate relationship by controlling the effects of third/variable. This is performed in two ways.

One way of controlling the effects of a third/variable is to prepare partial tables and examine the bi-vairate relationship, and the

second method of assessing the effects of a third/variable is to compare the co-efficient of partial correlations. Let us take an

example. In the above table, if researcher wants to examine whether there is effect of regional development on the bivariate

relationship, he may prepare three partial tables giving data relating to awareness of the Act and wage differential for high,

medium and low regional development. Table: Regional Development = High (N = 142) Awareness about the Act Wage

Differential Total High Medium Low High 7 10 3 20 -21.9 -21.8 -9.3 Medium 13 26 9 48 -40.6 -33.3 -28.1 Low 12 42 20 74 -37.5

-53.8 -62.5 Total 32 78 32 142
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Development = Medium (N = 86) Awareness about the Act Wage Differentials Total High Medium Low High 8 11 4 23 36.4) -25.6

-19 Medium 9 17 8 34 -40.9 -39.5 -38.1 Low 5 15 9 29 -34.9 -34.9 -42.9 Total 22 43 21 86 Table: Regional Development = Low

(N = 52) Awareness about the Act Wage Differential Total High Medium Low High 14 7 7 28 -58.3 -53.8 -46.7 Medium 8 4 6 18

-33.3 -30.8 -40 Low 2 2 2 6 -8.3 -15.4 -13.3 Total 24 3 15 52 On examination of these three partial tables, if the researcher finds

out that bivariate relationships do not hold good, he/she may infer that it is the third variable, the regional development which is

affecting the bivariate relationship. In the partial tables for higher regional development, the proportion of people perceiving high

wage differential are those who are having high level of awareness about the Act. The similar trend can be noticed in the

remaining two partial tables. Which means regional development does not affect the bivariate relationships between wage

differential and awareness about the Act.
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Analysis When a researcher is interested in assessing the joint effect of three or more variables, he/she uses the techniques of

multivariate analysis. The most common statistical technique used for multivariate analysis is regression analysis. In the first step

of multivariable analysis, the researcher has to obtain the correlation between the variables which are having statistically

significant correlation. These variables are put in the regression analysis. One important point in applying correlation and

regression analysis is the data must be measured on ratio or interval level. Another point a researcher has to keep in mind is that

these two statistical techniques are based on certain assumptions. Hence, before applying these techniques, the researcher has

to see whether the sample selected by him fulfils those conditions. Multiple regression’s great advantage is its ability to adjust for

several control variables (i.e., alternative explanations) simultaneously. With percentage tables, you can rarely use more than one

control variable at a time. In addition, multiple regression is widely used, and you are likely to encounter it when reading research

reports or articles. Multiple regression results tell the reader two things. First, it tells the overall predictive power of the set of

independent and control variable on the dependent variable. A statistic, R-squared (R 2 ), tells us how well a set of variables

“explains” a dependent variable. Explain here means making fewer errors when predicting the dependent variable scores on the

basis of information about the independent variables. A good model with several variables might account for, or explain, a large

percentage of variation in a dependent variable. For example, an R 2 of 0.50 means that knowing the independent and control

variables improves the accuracy of predicting the dependent variable by 50 percent and that you would make one-half as many

errors in predicting the dependent variable with the variable as you would not knowing about the independent and control

variables. Second, multiple regression results give the direction and size of the effect of each variable on a dependent variable.

The effect is measured precisely with a numerical value. The higher the value, the larger the effect of a variable on predicting the

dependent variable. The sign (positive or negative) of the effect tells you the direction of the impact on the dependent variable.

For example, you can see how five independent or control variables simultaneously affect a dependent variable with all variables

controlling for
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one another. This is especially valuable for testing theories that state that multiple independent variables cause one dependent

variable. Summary of Major Types of Descriptive Statistics 8.11 Hypothesis Testing and Inferential Statistics Hypothesis testing

generates new knowledge. The human brain is constantly trying to find connections and draw conclusions about the world

around us. These conclusions become ideas, hunches, or gut feelings that we believe are true about the world. You can operate

in many parts of life solely by using these ideas or hunches, but as a social worker you want to use evidence-based practices.

Rigorously testing your ideas about how the world works is an important way to ensure that your judgment, preconceptions, and

biases are not infiltrating your work. Inferential statistics are a tool to test ideas—or hypotheses, in the jargon of statistics—to

determine if the differences or relationships are due to chance or to the treatment being tested. WHAT IS A HYPOTHESIS? A

hypothesis begins as a question about the world that forms the basis of a theory to be tested. You can think about a hypothesis

as “an educated guess.” Anytime you
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world, you look for relationships and try to make sense of what you are seeing. Hypotheses are a way to make explicit the ideas

you have about how any given relationship works. They allow you to rigorously test your educated guesses. When doing

research, you start by assuming no relationship exists between the variables you are studying. You seek to prove this assumption

incorrect, and you use statistical tests to quantify the likelihood that the relationship occurred by chance. Imagine observing that

when you offer childcare for attendees at a community meeting, more people show up for the event. You might think that the

opportunity to bring their children and have someone to watch them allowed more people to come. That might be enough for

you to start offering childcare at your next community meeting, but maybe the change in attendance just occurred by random

chance. Maybe what drove the change was that you had the meeting on a Monday instead of a Friday and the timing worked

better for people. Maybe your last meeting conflicted with an event at the local school. Maybe it was raining. Maybe parents

decided tonight was a better night than other nights. You cannot know if childcare drove the increased turnout unless you test

your hypothesis. In any given inferential test, there are two hypotheses at play: 1. Null hypothesis 2. Alternative hypothesis NULL

HYPOTHESIS The null hypothesis (expressed mathematically as H 0 ) represents the possibility that there is no significant

difference between the populations you are interested in. The null hypothesis argues that any differences are due to error or

chance, or that the two groups are the same. This would mean that there is no difference in turnout for your event whether you

offer childcare or not. Any variation is either random or linked to another factor. ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS The alternative

hypothesis (expressed mathematically as H a ) represents your assumption that the intervention made a difference. The

alternative hypothesis is your expectation about how the independent variable affects the dependent variable. Your alternative

hypothesis is that more people attend community meetings when childcare is offered.
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hypothesis is a check on your assumption. It represents the possibility that, even after the intervention, there is no difference

between the group that received the intervention and the group that did not. The null and alternative hypotheses are structured

like this: H 0 : There is no difference between the group that received the intervention and the one that did not. H a : There is a

difference between the group that received the intervention and the one that did not, and the difference is due to the

independent variable (the intervention). Here is another example: H 0 : M 1 = M 2 (The null hypothesis is that the first mean is

equal to the second.) H a : M 1 ≠ M 2 (The alternative hypothesis is that the first mean is not equal to the second.) The first

equation indicates that the mean for the first group is the same as the mean for the second group; there is no difference

between the groups. This is the null hypothesis. The second indicates that the mean for the first group differs from the mean for

the second group. This is the alternative hypothesis. NONDIRECTIONAL ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS Stating that there is a

difference makes this alternative hypothesis a nondirectional alternative hypothesis. The hypothesis in this case is that there is a

difference, but the direction is not specified. An example would be “Parental engagement affects child behaviour.” This

hypothesis does not venture a guess about whether parental engagement will improve child behaviour or worsen child

behaviour, but it asserts that there will be a difference. DIRECTIONAL ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS A directional alternative

hypothesis goes a step further. If the evidence or your experience makes you confident in the direction of a relationship, then

you can incorporate that into a hypothesis. “Providing childcare improves attendance” is a directional hypothesis, as is “Parental

engagement improves child behaviour.” CONSIDERING THE MEANS As we have discussed previously, the mean of a dataset can

provide quick, useful information about groups you are comparing. You are more likely to find a
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significant difference and reject the null hypothesis if the means of the groups are very different. Of the two groups shown in

table below, without further testing, which one is more likely to result in rejecting the null hypothesis? Table: Comparing Groups

Without any additional information, you might guess that the first experiment makes rejecting the null hypothesis more likely.

The means in experiment 1 appear much more different than those in experiment 2. You would assume that there is less overlap

between those distributions compared to the second set of distributions, even without having any other information. Using

figure 1, you can see by looking at the two distributions on a graph that the overlap in the second pair is greater than the overlap

in the first. You can think of the shaded area as the area where you could not differentiate a person who was part of sample A

from a person who was part of sample B. The larger that area, the more difficult it is to determine if there are significant

differences between the two groups. Comparing distributions using the means and standard deviations gives you a sense of

whether your inferential test will return a significant result. FIGURE .1 Using distributions to see group differences
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distributions are graphed. Each set includes two curves that graph the data for two groups. In the first set, there is a very small

area where the two curves overlap. In the second set, the curves have a much large area of overlap. Telling the difference

between the two groups where the distributions have a lot of overlap would be more difficult than telling the difference between

the groups with only a small area of overlap. HOW DO I TEST A HYPOTHESIS? Now that you understand how to make your

assumption explicit by identifying a hypothesis, you can test that hypothesis. The goal of inferential statistics is to establish a level

of confidence that a difference you observe is due to the independent variable you are testing. In figure 1, the first pair of

distributions has little overlap, which is promising for finding a statistically significant result. Little overlap is not sufficient though.

You must to do an inferential test. This chapter will introduce the t-test, a test for two groups. The following chapter will build on

that concept with ANOVA and chi-square tests, which are used if there are three or more groups. WHAT IS A T-TEST? As a

professional, you will want to know whether interventions you deliver have the desired effects. To do this, you first identify a

group of people who could benefit from the intervention. These may be your clients, community members, or some other

group. From there, you develop a test for your intervention. The most common tests are to evaluate a group prior to providing

the intervention and then again after receiving the intervention (a pre/post-test) or to give the intervention only to a subset of the

larger group, so some members receive the intervention and others do not (experimental design). In either of these situations,

you are focusing on only two groups, so the t-test is the most useful option in your statistics toolkit.

A t-
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test is used to determine whether there is a statistically significant difference between

two

groups.

There are two kinds of t-tests (table 2):
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Matrix HOW DO I INTERPRET A TEST STATISTIC? Results for t-tests in academic literature will look something like this: image

(image) Unless you are doing research, interpreting the results of t-tests is more important than calculating a t-value. We do not

cover the calculation for finding a t- value, but the results from a t-test break down into three distinct pieces of information, and

you should understand how to interpret these results. t = 2.04, df =30, p &gt; 0.05 1. t = 2.04: The t-value is a test statistic, which

is a standardized value calculated from your data, but not in the same units as your measurements. While knowing t = 2.04 may

not tell you much, knowing that a t-test was done tells you that the study had two groups—either two samples from the same

groups (pre/post) or two independent groups. 2. df = 30: The notation df refers to degrees of freedom. For t-tests, df = n – 1. If

you remember from previous chapters that n is the notation for sample size, the degrees of freedom are one less than the

sample size. If you know the degrees of freedom, you also know the size of the sample. 3. p &gt; .05: To know if there was a

statistically significant result, you need to understand the p-value. You will learn in the next section that the most common

threshold for statistical significance is p &gt; .05. These results meet that threshold, so the results are statistically significant.

Dependent t-Test A t-test for dependent means is used when a single group of subjects is being studied under two conditions—

for example, evaluating the same subjects before an intervention (pre) and after an intervention (post). Use this test when: The

same participants are being tested more than once. There are two samples (before and after). Independent t-Test The

independent groups t-test is used to evaluate whether the means of two independent samples are equal—for example,

comparing the effectiveness of an intervention by comparing the mean for a treatment group (intervention received) and a

control group (no intervention). Use this test when: Differences between two separate groups are examined. Participants are

being tested only once.
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instead, you see results like these: t = 1.7, df = 24, p &gt; 0.10 1. t = 1.7: A t-test was done, so you are dealing with only two

groups—either two samples from the same groups (pre/post) or two independent groups. 2. df = 24: The sample size was n =

25. 3. p &gt; .10: The most common level for statistical significance is p &gt; .05. These results do not meet that threshold, so

they are not statistically significant. WHAT IS STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE? Statistical significance is a key concept for consuming

research findings and understanding the limitations of “knowing” based on statistical tests. Statistical significance is the

probability that a value has a certain level of precision. P-VALUE We describe statistical significance with something called a p-

value. The p- value can also be referred to using the Greek symbol alpha (á). The most commonly used threshold for statistical

significance is p &gt; .05. A p-value, or significance level, of p &gt; .05 indicates less than a 5 percent chance of seeing the results

you found if the null hypothesis is true. If there is truly no difference between the two groups, then there is less than a 5 percent

risk that these results would occur by chance. Put another way, a 5 percent significance level means that there is a 5 percent risk

of
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rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true. (This is called a Type I error;

you will learn about error in the next section.) Prior to conducting an inferential test, the p or alpha (á) level must be set to

determine the level of risk that is acceptable for rejecting or accepting the null hypothesis. The alpha level is most commonly set

at p = .05, but it could be set higher or lower based on the appetite for risk in a given situation. You could imagine that in a

scenario where the treatment could cause harm or the side effects might be severe, your appetite for risk would be lower, so a

p-value of p = .01 would be more appropriate. Consider a situation in which a teenager is tested for and diagnosed with a severe

mental illness. This teenager will now be prescribed medications that can have serious side effects and will have to face potential

stigma from this diagnosis. Would
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accept a 5 percent risk that the test generated a false positive and the teenager does not have the diagnosed condition? Would a

1 percent chance be more acceptable? When the consequences are severe, you accept less risk. You use p-values to set the

acceptable level of risk. Statistical Significance in Political Polling Statistical significance is regularly mentioned in the news. For

example, during political campaigns, the media often report the results of public opinion polling in the form “Candidate A has the

support of 52 percent of the electorate, with a 4 percent margin of error.” Given that most polling uses the standard alpha (á)

level of p = .05, this means that there is a 95 percent chance that the true rate of support among the entire population for

candidate A is between 48 and 56. When the next week the media report a “fall” in support for candidate A to only 49 percent

(with the same margin of error), all that means is that there is now a 95 percent chance that the true rate of support among the

entire population for candidate A is between 45 and 53. Even though the media reported a “drop in support,” in reality candidate

A’s support may have held steady at anywhere between 48 and 53 ( figure 2 ). The distributions representing support of a

candidate over two weeks have a large area of overlap, which means that the candidate’s support level could have been the

same despite being reported as having declined. FIGURE 7.2 Distributions for support of a candidate over two weeks
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a p-value that is equal to or less than the alpha (á), then reject the null hypothesis (thus accepting the alternate hypothesis—your

“educated guess”). If the result is greater than the á level, then you cannot reject the null hypothesis. If you cannot reject the null

hypothesis, then there is not a statistically significant difference between the groups. Remember that if a test does not reach the

desired á level, you do not know that the intervention failed. The null hypothesis may not be true, but the sample data used in

the calculation did not provide sufficient evidence to reject it. Similarly, a p-value of .05 does not mean that you have proved the

alternative hypothesis. Even if the null hypothesis were true, there would still be a 5 percent chance of getting your result. If you

were so convinced of the relationship that you kept testing for it, in 1 out of every 20 tests, you would be able to get a result

where p &gt; .05. Remember that each time you see a positive result reported in research literature, you may not see hundreds of

attempts to test the same thing that did not find significant results. Another risk is adhering too closely to the standard of p = .05.

If a study found that the results of an intervention were significant to p &gt; .06, that result would not reach the á level of p &gt;

.05, but it might still be promising enough to continue testing the intervention. The strict focus on p &gt; .05 can be an overly

narrow way to indicate the success of an intervention. The focus on this “bright line” result in published academic research has

had the unfortunate consequence of driving some researchers to manipulate data in ways they otherwise might not have to find

p &gt; .05. (This is called p-hacking.) HOW DO I KNOW IF A SIGNIFICANT RESULT IS MEANINGFUL? Statistical significance does

not always translate into meaningful differences that non-statisticians appreciate. A “significant” result in statistics refers to solely

the p- value, even though that use does not necessarily match the colloquial use of the word. A small p-value does not

necessarily ensure a larger or more important effect, and a larger p-value does not mean the results are unimportant or prove

that the intervention does not work. With a large enough sample size, any effect, no matter how tiny, can produce a small p-

value, and with a small sample or imprecise measurements, even an intervention that has a large effect may result in a

nonsignificant p-value.
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statistically significant but not meaningful. If a study found statistically significant results that extracurricular activities for

teenagers lowered their use of alcohol, administrators would want to fund additional activities. However, if the statistically

significant result showed that extracurricular activities lowered alcohol consumption by an average of only 0.5 drinks per week,

then the practical implications may be limited. Schools may not be willing to spend more money encouraging students to

participate in extracurricular activities or creating new clubs or sports teams to lower alcohol consumption by only half a drink a

week if reducing alcohol consumption is their primary goal. Using a t-Test in Practice A city’s Department of Human Services

plans to launch a new flexible rent-subsidy pilot to reduce the number of families who become homeless and need shelter

provided by the city. The subsidy is designed to help low-income families stay in housing despite short-term fluctuations in their

income. This flexible subsidy could allow them to adjust for shifting or unstable hours at work or unexpected costs like flat tires

or medical bills. There are not enough funds to serve every eligible family, so the city randomly selects families to receive the

subsidy and creates a waiting list. They can then compare the families who receive the subsidy (n = 138) to those who are still on

the waiting list (n = 234) to see if there is a difference between the two groups in the average amount spent on social services

(table 3). Table 3 Mean Spending for Families in Treatment and Control Groups Received Subsidy On the Waiting List Mean

spending per family $9,329 $13,321 during program year There are two groups, the treatment and control group, which means

that an independent t-test is the most appropriate test to determine if there is a difference in the amount spent on social services

for families at risk of homelessness. After completing a t-test, the city staff found the following results: t = -12.46, and p&gt;

0.0001 A p-value of &gt; .0001 is extremely small. This p-value indicates that there is only a 1 in 10,000 chance that these results

are due to chance or that they represent a false positive. Given this result, the staff feel confident that the flexible subsidy has

lowered the overall cost of supporting families, and they can use this information to advocate for expanding the program in the

next year.
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study found statistically significant results that a job training program placed participants in jobs but that they held those jobs for

less than two months, then the practical implications may be limited. The state may not be willing to spend more money on job

training programs if they do not lead to long-term employment. In each case, the results were statistically significant, but the

implications for practice were not meaningful. Return to the previous examples of t-test results: t = 2.04, df = 30, p &gt; 0.05 or t

= 1.7, df = 24, p &gt; 0.10 You now know that the commonly accepted level of risk is .05. When p &gt; .05, you have sufficient

confidence that there is a difference between the groups being examined. At p &gt; .10, you have not reached a sufficient level of

confidence that the difference is produced by the intervention rather than by chance. WHAT DO ERRORS TELL ME ABOUT MY

RESULTS? When you think about testing hypotheses, you may think that the alternative hypothesis (your educated guess) will

either be rejected or not. Unfortunately, since you are never testing the entire population, determining if your result is valid is

more complicated than that. For example, there is some chance that you will find no difference between the group that received

the intervention and the one that did not, when in reality there was a difference. Alternatively, your test might find a difference

between the two groups, when in reality there was not a difference. TYPE I ERROR Type I errors (á) occur when you conclude

there is a difference when there is not (table 4). It is a false positive finding. If you are testing an antidepressant and find that the

people who took the medication have lower levels of depression, but really the difference was just due to chance, then that is a

Type I error. Table 4 Analysing Hypotheses H 0 is True H 0 is False Reject H 0 Type-I error (false positive) Finding reflects reality

Do not reject H 0 Finding reflects reality Type-II Error (False negative)
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Type II errors (â) occur when you do not find a difference that exists. It is a false negative finding. If you found that the

antidepressant did not make a difference when it actually lowered levels of depression, you have made a Type II error. You

cannot completely eliminate the risk of a Type I or Type II error when conducting tests, but you should understand the risk of

each type of error and its implications. Calculating the precise risk of error is beyond the scope of this book. For most

practitioners, it is sufficient to understand the implications of either a Type I or Type II error and know that there is always some

risk involved. Type II error can occur because a small sample size limits the power of the test. When you review literature, or are

testing interventions yourself, keep the risk of Type II error in mind if you are working with only a few people. You will have

trouble overcoming Type II error unless you can test the intervention with a larger group. Error in Practice Imagine you are a

counsellor at a high school who is concerned about an increase in the number of teenage suicides. You want to help mediate

this risk with your students. Your hypothesis is that a crisis intervention you designed will help your students, but you must test

your hypothesis to be certain. The null hypothesis is that your intervention does not make a difference and that the risk is the

same for a group that receives the intervention and a group that does not. The alternative hypothesis is that your intervention

reduces suicidal ideation— thinking about or planning to commit suicide. If you conducted an experiment to test your

intervention and found that the intervention was effective at reducing suicidal ideation, but in fact your results were just random

chance, that is a Type I error. This result would lead to the belief that the intervention helps when it does not. Teenagers may

receive a treatment that does not help them, possibly wasting time and resources or keeping them from an intervention that

would be more effective. You obtained a false positive. Instead, imagine you conducted an experiment and found that your

intervention did not make a difference in students’ suicidal ideation, when in fact it was making a difference. That result is a Type

II error. This would lead to the belief that the
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not work when in fact it could reduce the risk of suicide. Here, teenagers are not receiving a treatment that could save lives. If

you are the counsellor conducting the test, which risk is more acceptable, Type I or Type II? Do you continue testing an

intervention that may not work, or do you set aside an intervention that may be helping but that you do not yet have statistical

proof to back up? WHAT IS THE EFFECT SIZE? Effect size is a simple way of quantifying the magnitude of the difference between

two groups. Effect size emphasizes the size of the difference in terms of standard deviations, so the difference is more easily

compared across groups. The effect size is particularly valuable for quantifying the effectiveness of a particular intervention

relative to some comparison. It allows you to move beyond the simplistic “Does the intervention work or not?” to the far more

sophisticated “How well does the intervention work in a range of contexts?” Moreover, by placing the emphasis on the size of the

effect rather than any statistical significance, you can more easily translate results into their practical implications. HOW DO I

CALCULATE THE EFFECT SIZE? The effect size is calculated using Cohen’s d. Cohen’s d is a measure of effect size based on the

difference between two means. Because Cohen’s d uses the means for two groups, this measurement of effect size is only

useful in conjunction with t- tests. The effect size is calculated as follows: Cohen’s d = (x 1 -x 2 )/ {(SD 1 + SD 2 )/2} = (mean of

Experimental Group – Mean of Control Group)/Pooled Standard Deviation You can evaluate the effect size using the following

guidelines (figure 3). If Cohen’s d is around 0.2, then the effect size is small. If it is around 0.5, then the effect size is considered

medium. If the effect size is around 0.8, this is considered a large effect size. If the effect size is greater than 1, then that is a very

large effect size.
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Measuring magnitude of effect size A scale for measuring the magnitude of the effect size, ranging from 0 (no effect) to 1 or

more (a large effect). In the middle is a range from about 0.5 to 0.8 where the effect size is considered medium. When

calculating Cohen’s d, you may find a negative result. If x 1 in your equation is the experimental group and x 2 is the control

group, then a negative effect size indicates that the effect was negative (rather than improving the condition, it caused

deterioration, or rather than an increase, there was a decrease). In general, the sign of the effect size is not as important as the

magnitude. However, you should always verify that the direction of the change matches your assumption. Finding a small effect

size does not mean that the treatment under consideration has no effect. Finding a small effect size means that the only way to

identify the effect or difference is by using precise instruments with a large sample size. For large effect sizes, you may be able to

see the difference between the two groups simply by observing them. Consider an effective antibiotic. If an antibiotic was given

to one group of people suffering from an illness while the other group received a placebo, you should be able to tell who

received the antibiotic by looking at whose symptoms have ceased. This is an example of a very large effect size. You can

observe the difference without careful testing (though you should still conduct tests!). It should make sense that if Cohen’s d is

larger than 1.0, it is a very large effect size. Effect size indicates how many standard deviations the mean of the experimental

group is from the mean of the control group. If Cohen’s d is equal to 1, then there is a full standard deviation between the

means. You will remember from chapter 4 that nearly all scores fall between +/”3 standard deviations from the mean, and that

68 percent of scores fall between +/”1 standard deviation from the mean. Finding more than 1 standard deviation between the

means is a substantial difference. UNDERSTANDING EFFECT SIZE USING DISTRIBUTIONS Using graphical representations can

help clarify the meaning of the effect size.
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effect size is to standardize the size of a difference between two means using the variance between the two distributions. Start

by considering the distribution in figure 4 Two distributions with means that are close together and large standard deviations

have a large amount of overlap. In this situation, you would assume the effect size is small. You can see that the means are close

and the overlap is large. The distributions are also flat, which indicates larger standard deviations. What does this tell you about

the effect size? First, the large amount of overlap between the two distributions indicates that identifying whether a person was

in the treatment or control group would be difficult. The differences would not be clear. Second, the large standard deviation

(the distributions are more flat than peaked) means that the denominator of the effect size calculation will be larger and the

resulting Cohen’s d will be smaller. Compare the distributions in figure 4 to the distributions in figure 5. FIGURE 5 Understanding

distributions with a medium effect size
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with means that are not close together and large standard deviations have a smaller amount of overlap. In this situation, you

would assume the effect size is medium. The means in figure 7.5 appear to be more different. There is little overlap between the

two distributions, but they also appear to have large standard deviations. The denominator of the effect size calculation will be

large, and the resulting Cohen’s d will be small, though not as small as in the first set of distributions because the overlap

between the two distributions is smaller. Finally, compare the distributions in figure 4 and 5 to the distribution in figure 6. FIGURE

6 Understanding distributions with a large effect size Two distributions with means that are close together and small standard

deviations have a small amount of overlap. In this situation, you would assume the effect size is large. The means in figure 6

appear to be more similar, like those in figure 4. But the distributions are quite peaked, indicating smaller standard deviations, so

there is little overlap between the two distributions. These distributions will have a larger effect size than the distributions in

figure 4.
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• T-tests tests allow you to determine if there is a difference between two groups. • The significance level is the amount of risk

you are willing to accept that you rejected the null hypothesis, or said there was a difference between groups, when there was

no difference. • Not all statistically significant results have meaningful practical implications. • If Cohen’s d is around 0.2, it is

considered small. If it is around 0.5, it is considered medium. If it is around or above 0.8, then it considered a large effect size.

MORE ON HYPOTHESES: ONE- AND TWO-TAILED TESTS You can further refine your practice by understanding the differences

between one- and two-tailed tests. For either a one- or two-tailed test, assume you are still using the significance level of .05. A

two-tailed test distributes half of your alpha to testing the statistical significance in one direction and half to testing statistical

significance in the other direction (figure 7). This means that each tail of the distribution uses an alpha of .025. A two-tailed test

analyses the possibility that a relationship exists, without predicting its direction. For example, it tests for the possibility that a

treatment improved outcomes or worsened outcomes. Similarly, you could be interested in whether an intervention affected a

family’s earnings; a two-tailed test would test if incomes were either greater than or less than the value of the null hypothesis.

With a two-tailed test, in order to be statistically significant, the results must be in either the top or the bottom 2.5 percent of the

distribution, resulting in a p-value less than .05. FIGURE 9.2 One- and two-tailed tests
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indicates a hypothesis that specifies whether the effect of a treatment or a relationship will be greater or less than the control. A

two-tailed test is used for nondirectional hypotheses. For a one-tailed test, the area under the curve that represents p &gt; .05 is

situated at one end of the distribution, where the effect is expected to be found. For a two-tailed test, the area is split, with an

area of .025 under each end of the curve. Alternatively, a one-tailed test distributes the alpha of .05 exclusively to one end of the

distribution and does not test the other end of the distribution at all. If you wanted to know if an intervention increased family

income, a one-tailed test would give you more power to detect the increase, but it would not test for a decrease at all. You are

more likely to find a statistically significant result, but you risk missing results on the other end of the distribution. In some

situations, missing an effect on the other end of the distribution can be a serious problem. Consider the possibility that you are

interested in testing an antipsychotic medication. You want to maximize the chance of finding a statistically significant result for

improved functioning on the medication, so you use a one-tailed test. In doing so, you can no longer find evidence that the

medication is less effective than an existing drug or no treatment, whichever control you are using. Because this type of

oversight is not acceptable in many situations, two-tailed tests are generally preferred. One-tailed tests should only be used

when there is no risk or ethical concern in disregarding one direction of the effect. P-HACKING: THE PRESSURE FOR

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE In previous chapters, you have learned that the standard threshold for statistical significance is p

&gt; .05. This standard has been central to decisions about what studies are published and spread through the academic

literature, but there is now a debate about its utility. A growing number of studies that reached the p &gt; .05 threshold have not

been replicable, calling into question their original validity. Additional studies have also found that there is a preponderance of

published studies with results exactly equal to p &gt; .05. Stunningly, about 90 percent of the papers published in academic

journals documented positive findings where p &gt; .05 . The problem with the struggle to find statistical significance is that

researchers can consciously, or unconsciously, alter their results in such a way that they reach a statistically significant result and

are able to publish a more interesting article than one that fails to reject the null hypothesis.
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researchers are considering the effect of income on mental health. They first consider income as all resources of the household

(pay checks, food stamps, tax refunds, health insurance, and gift), and they do not find a statistically significant result. Then

maybe they consider income to be only money coming in from pay checks. This time they do find a statistically significant result,

and they publish this finding instead. In this case, the researchers can likely justify the change without using complicated

calculations to achieve a statistically significant p-value (though that can also happen). The problem arises when, in the search

for statistical significance, the researcher keeps trying until a statistically significant result is found. A disturbing number of

published findings cannot be replicated when the experiment is conducted again by different researchers. This has led to calls to

lower the p-value required for statistical significance or to abandon statistical significance in favour of effect size and the

inclusion of descriptive statistics. One other emerging trend is prominent academic journals’ actively promoting the publishing of

results that fail to reach statistical significance, emphasizing that data from studies that are not statistically significant should also

be considered as part of the body of literature. For your practice, you should be aware that while the p &gt; .05 level is a useful

threshold and can be suggestive of interesting results, a study that finds this result does not necessarily mean you will get the

same outcome if you repeat the intervention with the population you work with. 8.12 Conclusion Thus we get an elaborate idea

about the vari our statistical application’s along with this we developed a concept about Coding & Hypothesis. 8.13 Exercise 1.

You manage an agency that provides tutoring services. You are interested in starting a new literacy program for clients at your

agency. You serve many people at your agency, but logistically you think you can only study the effect of the new program with

60 people. You randomly assign those 60
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30 people receive services as usual and 30 people participate in your new literacy program. The results are shown in table 5.

Mean Score on Standardized Standard Deviation Reading Test (Out of 200) Services as usual 150 29 Literacy program 175 35 a.

What are the null and alternative hypotheses? b. Which t-test should you use? c. What significance level would you set? 2.

Identify if each of the following situations is an example of an independent or a dependent t-test. a. You want to know if there is

a difference in stress level between a group that did not participate in a meditation training workshop and a group that did. b. You

test older adults’ stability while walking before and after completing a falls-prevention and physical activity program. c. You

gauge whether or not a campaign against bullying changed student attitudes. 3. Identify if each of the following situations is an

example of Type I or Type II error. a. You track stress levels for children who are taken into the foster care system, measuring their

stress level when they are removed from the home, when they are in foster care, and once family reunification has occurred.

Your results indicate that family reunification does not lower children’s stress levels, but in reality, reunification does lower stress

levels. b. You are working with patients recently released from the hospital who need to monitor and manage their diabetes. You

test a system of text- message reminders for when they should take their medicine and check their blood sugar. The results

show that this intervention improved their
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the disease, but in reality, the improvement was just random chance. 4. Which of the following represents a statistically

significant result? a. t = 1.350, df = 13, p &gt; .08 b. t = 2.074, df = 22, p &gt; .025 c. t = 1.108, df = 8, p &gt; .15 5. Calculate

Cohen’s d using the information in table 6. Table 6 scores for Experimental and Control Groups Mean Standard Deviation

Experimental Group 20 2 Control Group 15 4 ANSWER KEY FOR REVIEW QUESTIONS 1. a. H 0 : The literacy program has no

effect on scores on the standardized reading test. H 1 : The literacy program increases scores on the standardized reading test.

or H 1 : The literacy program affects scores on the standardized reading test. b. independent t-test c. p &gt; 0.05 2. a.

Independent b. Dependent c. Dependent 3. a. Type II b. Type I 4. b Cohen’s d = (20-15)/ {(2+4)/2} Cohen’s d = 5/3 5. Cohen’s d =

1.67
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NSOU ? PGSW-VII 282 Unit 9 ? Computer Applications in Social Research Structure 9.0 Objective 9.1 Introduction 9.2 The

internet and social research 9.3 Common packages in social science research – qualitative and quantitative 9.4 Types of E-

Resources 9.5 Conclusion 9.6 Exercise 9.0 Objective The learner will learn about— • The internet and social research • Common

packages in social science research – qualitative and quantitative • E-resources and its proper use. 9.1 Introduction Computer

has become a very important device of our life. It has also made our life very easier. We cannot think of a life without it.

Computer can be very effectively used in conducting research activities also. This unit will help us to discover how computer

application can used while we carry out our data collection & interpretation & analysis. 9.2 The Internet and Social Research The

employment of digital technologies in social research is a rapidly growing area of development, deliberation and reflection. At its

core is the employment of Internet technologies, tools and services as an object of research, as well as a tool and 282
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researchers put forward the premise that digital technologies can both expand existing research interests and yield new themes

and questions for research. For instance, hyperlinks have given rise to (hyper) link research. Similarly, web sites and web content

have given rise to website analysis, while search engines have fed the study of search-engine results and their politics. At the

same time, digital technologies have driven researchers to revisit old methods and devise new methodological tools for research.

To overcome the drawbacks of offline methods of research, researchers often employ Internet tools and application that alter

conventional methodologies and create virtual or online versions of them. Some have even stressed the need for the research

community to dispose the necessary capacity so as to treat digital methods as ‘mainstream methodology’. Along these lines, the

employment of digital technologies in research suggests the collaboration of social and computer researchers, with knowledge

elements from various disciplines being combined so as to boost new areas of research or niche spaces for the operation of new

knowledge networks and fields of study (e.g., artificial intelligence). This leads to the deployment of new research models (e.g.,

computational social science, agent-based models) and data, the pursuit of large-scale research and the initiation of new

practices and communities of inter-disciplinary collaboration that often involves technology experts, funders, creative

practitioners, industry actors and ordinary technology users. Integrating Data and Documentation To what extent can the various

tasks mentioned above be integrated into a single process? Using a single computer program or an integrated set of programs to

carry out these tasks simplifies data management, reduces costs, and is more reliable. It is advisable to determine which program

or programs will handle data management and documentation tasks at the outset of the project. Computer-assisted

interviewing. Computer-assisted interviewing (CATI/CAPI) is increasingly being used for both telephone and personal interviews.

These programs — e.g., Blaise, CASES — typically perform a number of functions simultaneously including direct data entry,

integrity checks, and skips and fills. Somewhat similar software can be used to

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 284 format mail questionnaires and prepare data entry templates. Be aware that not all CAPI-generated

variables are needed in the data file that is deposited in an archive; variables that are artefacts of the CAPI process do not

contribute useful information for analysis. If possible, it is desirable to program the instrument to be fielded according to

specifications of the resulting data files. Keeping a focus on the ultimate desired form of the data collection can make dataset

preparation much easier. Using integrated software. Most large-scale data collection efforts now involve computer assisted

interviewing, but there are still situations in which data entry will be required — e.g., inputting of administrative records,

observation data, or open-ended question responses. A number of software tools are available to make the documentation task

easier. For projects requiring data entry directly from mail questionnaires or interview instruments, a variety of programs will not

only make data entry easier, but also carry out data integrity checks as the data are entered and create programming statements

to read the data into other programs. A good data-entry program will also recognize automatic skips and fills. For example,

suppose that a questionnaire contains a series of items on work experience. If the respondent has never worked, then as soon as

that code is keyed, the program skips to the next valid entry, filling in missing data codes in intervening fields as appropriate.

Spreadsheets and databases. Spreadsheet packages can also be used for data entry. These packages usually can be programmed

to perform integrity checks as data are entered. In addition, a variety of database packages such as Microsoft Access, MySQL, and

Oracle can be used for both data entry and documentation. Note that when such systems are intended to serve as the format for

deposit, it is important to provide full documentation for all of the fields and relationships built into the files. Other kinds of

software can be used to perform many documentation tasks. For example, word processing packages like Microsoft Word can

be used for data entry, maintenance of dataset documentation, and similar tasks, but they are not suitable tools for data integrity

checks. Producing an attractive final document using word processing is also quite simple. In fact, if the basic document has

been set up in a word processor, retrieving and merging statistical information such as frequencies and descriptive statistics from

computer output stored in an external file is a relatively easy task.
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ways to categorize information is by whether it is quantitative or qualitative. Some sources contain either quantitative

information or qualitative information, but sources often contain both. Many people first think of information as something like

what’s in a table or spreadsheet of numbers and words. But information can be conveyed in more ways than textually or

numerically.Examples of social science data include: • survey data (opinion polls, voting records) • nonsurvey data (images, maps,

sound, video, multimedia) • raw measurments, numeric tables, government statistics, and indices • text (fieldnotes, transcripts,

blogs, e-mails) • spatial (zonal, event, spatial referent) Quantitative Information – Involves a measurable quantity—numbers are

used. Some examples are length, mass, temperature, and time. Quantitative information is often called data, but can also be

things other than numbers. Qualitative Information – Involves a descriptive judgment using concept words instead of numbers.

Gender, country name, animal species, and emotional state are examples of qualitative information. Examples of types of

qualitative data that may be archived for secondary analysis include: • In-depth/unstructured interviews, including audio and

video • Semi-structured interviews • Structured interview questionnaires containing substantial open comments • Focus groups •

Unstructured or semi-structured diaries • Observation field notes/technical fieldwork notes • Case study notes • Minutes of

meetings • Press clippings Data Analysis Tools for Social Sciences R is free to download and use, and all the codes are open. At

the same time, users can easily add their own programs (once they are familiar with statistics and programming).
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strong in analysis of variance (ANOVA), the general linear model, and their extensions. SPSS performs statistical analysis on

quantitative data. The graphical user interface makes statistics analysis easier, including most complex models. It is a software

that is widely used on computers and it is used for scientific, social and econometric research. SPSS is also used as an optimal

tool for parametric analysis, correlation analysis, scale reliability testing PSPP is a statistical analysis tool developed to be a free,

open-source alternative to SPSS (which is now developed by IBM). Although not identical, it is similar in many respects, and

allows one to work with file formats common to SPSS. Unlike SPSS, PSPP does not limit the number of cases or variables which

you are able to use, nor will it require you to purchase add-ons to gain access to more advanced functions. As a fully functional

statistical analysis program, it is capable of performing descriptive statistics, y-tests, linear regression, as well as non-parametric

tests. Included in its basic design is the ability to perform analyses as quickly as possible, regardless of the volume of data

entered. In addition, you have the option of using the program through its graphical user interface (GUI), or through the more

traditional method of utilizing syntax commands. Stata is a command-based statistical package that offers a lot flexibility for data

analysis. The program language keeps a simple structure, so is easy to learn, allowing users to focus on the statistical modeling.

Excel is good is for the simplest descriptive statistics, or for more than a very few columns. It is easy to use for basic data analysis,

and is much more convenient for data entry and shape manipulating. NVivo is a qualitative data analysis package. It helps

researchers organize and analyze complex non-numerical or unstructured data, both text and multimedia. The software allows

users to classify, sort, and arrange thousands of pieces of information. It also accommodates a wide range of research methods.

It supports documents in many languages. Quantum GIS (QGIS) is open source GIS software, available for both Windows and

Mac OS. This software is free and comes with surprisingly powerful and useful tools.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 287 Codes and Coding Before survey data are analyzed, the interview or questionnaire responses must be

represented by numeric codes. Common coding conventions (a) assure that all statistical software packages will be able to

handle the data, and (b) promote greater measurement comparability. Computer-assisted interviewing systems assign codes

automatically by programming them into the instrument, so that most coding decisions are made before the instrument is

fielded. The principles discussed here apply to such situations as well as those in which coding follows data collection. E-

resources and its proper use The term ‘e-resources’ an acronym used in reference to electronic resources or electronic

information resources. These are collections of information in electronic or digital format that are accessed on an electronic

device, such as a mobile phone, computer, etc. They are published resources in electronic versions or format such as

encyclopaedias, pamphlets, e-books, e-journals, databases, etc. A number of authors have also provided their own definitions.

Adams and Bonk (1995), Scan (2010), Moyo (2004), Liu (2006) and Nicholas et al. (2009) defined electronic resources as

databases, books, journals, newspapers, magazines, archives, theses, conference papers, examination papers, government

papers, research reports, scripts and monographs in an electronic format. Swain and Panda (2009a) regarded e-resources as

reservoirs of information that may be milked through various electronic devices such as computers, smart phones, tablets, etc.

‘They are fine grained and restructured and often stored within the cyberspace in a compact form’. The major advantage of e-

resources is that they can be simultaneously accessed ubiquitously around the world by a great number of users. Nicholas et al.

(2017) also concurred that the use of electronic resources, such as search engines, was highly popular among early- career

researchers irrespective of country, language and discipline. According to AACR2, an electronic resource is: “Material (data

and/or program(s)) encoded for manipulation by a computerized device. This material may require the use of a peripheral

directly connected to a computerized device (e.g., CD-ROM drive) or a connection to a computer network (e.g., the Internet).”

IFLA defines Electronic Resources as “to those materials that require computer access, whether through a personal computer,

mainframe, or handheld mobile device. They may
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are: E-journals, E-books, Full-text (aggregated) databases, Indexing and abstracting databases, Reference database (biographies,

dictionaries, directories, encyclopedias, etc.), Numeric and statistical databases, E-images, E-audio/visual resources (IFLA,2012).

The rapid advancement of information and communication technology has brought a revolutionary change in the information

scenario and gives rise to a number of options to handle varied information sources conveniently and effortlessly. Electronic

resources (E-resources) have become the most sought after modern library’s reserves in satisfying varied needs of students,

teachers, and researchers with minimum risk and time. Information technology has changed the world and has become one of

the important tools for retrieving information. The electronic information resources have acquired a major portion of library

collections. The value and use of information resources, particularly E-resources, have increased with the time. Therefore, there

is necessity to make study on the different aspects of resources and the issues relating to the use of E-resources by users, more

particularly by the faculty members of academic institutions. 9.4 Types of E-Resources The Internet is a heterogeneous channel

with vast educational resources. These resources include: e-books, ejournals, e-mail, inter-linked hypertext documents, online

help centres, expert’s view, file transfer protocol and so on. Each of these resources has its own set of rules, but they relate to

one another in several ways (Monereo et al., 2000). Some of these resources are discussed as follow. E-books:- An e-book is the

electronic version of a book covering its full contents (text, tables, diagrams, illustrations, etc.). An e-book collection is usually set

up in an e- database, which supports full-text searching within and across titles, advanced search and bookmark functions. Users

can view full text of e-books in HTML or PDF format online. Ebooks are usually read on dedicated e-book readers or tablets

using e-reader applications. Personal computer and many smart phones can also be used to read e- books.
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the internet. It is intellectual works or research of a researcher. It provides a technologically advanced medium for expressing

ideas with less expensive, small space, easy handling and high longevity. Access to, and storage of, electronic theses is usually

facilitated by open access repositories such as the UCC (Uniform Commercial Code) institutional repository, CORA (Cork Open

Research Archive). UCC is developing an e-thesis programme to ensure that postgraduate research conducted in UCC is widely

disseminated. In many countries, a move has been made in recent years to electronic submission of theses, in parallel with hard-

copy submission, enabling theses to be searchable and readable online. E-thesis is stored in CORA, the UCC institutional

repository. This is an open access repository based on DSpace software. There is no file size limit imposed on e-theses in CORA.

E-journals:- With the advent of the internet, researchers and academics have recognized the capabilities of the information and

communication technologies as efficient means to share results and to get around barriers by full transfer of intellectual property

rights from the author to the publisher; it is also a means of improving the slow turn-over of traditional publishing (Correia and

Neto, 2006). An electronic journal is a periodical publication which is published in electronic format, usually on the Internet. An

e-journal is a journal available online or offline containing research papers, review articles, scholarly communications etc. It is

useful in higher education.Electronic journals relatively provide efficient access to information and thus they are easier to

distribute to library patrons than traditional print; in the financial stringent environment of higher education system, electronic

journals have become a medium which is cheaper than the traditional printed journals (Ellis and Oldman, 2005). According to

Rowley (2006) electronic journals take two different forms: journals that are published in print form, available in digital form and

electronic journals which do not necessarily need a publisher, and which can be managed by an editor and the scholarly

community. Both types may have a significant impact on scholarly communication and in the way knowledge is created and

disseminated.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 290 Online databases:- The most effective way to provide access to electronic books/journals in University

libraries is through subscription to online databases which can be accessed through the internet. Online databases are a

collection of electronic information sources (e-journals/e-books) by publishers from various fields and disciplines (Afolabi, 2007).

Some ofthese databases are provided free of charge to libraries in developing countries by their publishers or vendors. CD-ROM

databases:- CD-ROM databases allow users access to relevant databases without robust Internet connectivity in libraries. It is

therefore cost effective than online databases as information could be accessed off-line without paying for telecommunications

fee (Afolabi, 2007). Besides, CD-ROM databases are of immense value over print if the system is networked, as patrons at their

terminals could access information without coming to the library. The information revolution brought forth by advances in

information and communication technology has enabled universities and colleges around the world to take advantage of these

developments. New modes of teaching, learning and accessing information have emerged as a result of Internet and World Wide

Web (Darkwa et al., 2007). CD-ROM databases are important tools for identifying the bibliographic details of potentially useful

documents and ensure easy access to large volumes of literature for research. Electronic Mail (e-mail):- This is an instantaneous

electronic message from a sender to the recipient. It is the most used application on the internet. Another variant of the e-mail is

to provide a list through which a subscriber receives and participates in a group discussion through e-mail. Each user has a mail

box address to which messages are sent (Griffith, 2002; UCB Library; 2004c&d, University Libraries, 2003;Steinger, 2001). The e-

mail is relevant for communication between teachers and students, peers (teacher-teacher, student-student), and with parents.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP):- File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a standard internet protocol for transmitting files between computers

on the internet. It allows a computer to rapidly retrieve complex files intact from a remote computer and view and save such files

on your computer (UCB Library, 2004d). Remote Login:-

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 291 This permits a computer user to log on to another computer and use it as if the user were there. Through

remote login, lecturers can access to their university’s computer from any other computer connected to the internet anywhere

in the world. Files can be downloaded, even common computer operation like rebooting can be accomplished (UCB Library,

2004c&d). To remote login to a computer, you must know its address which can be words (mail.yahoo.com) or numbers

(216.109.127.28). Gopher:- It is one of the earliest resources on the internet. It is the only method for assessing internet

documents. Some gopher texts may still be found linked on the web page, but they are more or less subsumed in the World

Wide Web (Griffith, 2002; UCB Library, 2004d). The World Wide Web (WWW):- The World Wide Web (www, W3) is an information

system of interlinked hypertext documents that are accessed via the internet. It has also commonly become known simply as the

Web. The WWW incorporates almost every protocol available on the internet (e-mail, FTP, Telnet, Usenet, etc.). The web provides

opportunities for retrieving text documents, viewing images, animation, and video, listening to sound, speaking and hearing

voices, provided one’s computer has the capacity and software (UCB library, 2004a&d; University Libraries, 2003). The web relies

on hypertext as its means of information retrieval. Hypertext is a document that connects to other documents, that is, the ability

to have web pages containing links, which are areas on pages or button or graphic which can be clicked to retrieve another file

unto the user’s computer. Advantages of E resources Accessing information through electronic Libraries:- Electronic Libraries

which offer an important advantage in accessing information required from related sites are classified into two different groups:

open or closed access web sites of universities, and other web sites which are completely open through the internet. The closed

sources in Electronic Libraries in universities are based on e-books and e-journals and are completely trustworthy. These

collections are ideal for the undergraduate, post-graduate students, researchers, and academicians.
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with conducting research. Going to a library and searching through a card catalogue by hand can be laborious and inefficient

compared to searching for the same information on a computer. Many institutions offer online library systems which allow

students to find information on books using lab computers and to access databases of scholarly articles that they can read

online. Submission of assignment through e-mail:- E-mail allows students and teachers to contact one another even if they

cannot physically meet. It enables educators to send out announcements, such as assignments or a course syllabus, without

having to hand out paper copies. Students can submit assignments via email or some other online submission system, which can

cut down on the amount of paper waste produced by the institution. E-mail is also advantageous for those students who miss

the class and important class-notes. Data/ File storage through Cloud Computing:- Cloud computing offers the possibility of

outsourcing IT requirements to suppliers on the internet. To take full advantage of the opportunities offered requires a

professional approach to procuring cloud services and culture change in the way ICT is provided and exploited within research,

teaching- learning and the management of universities. Sourcing from the cloud is one way of meeting short-term peaks in

demand for computing requirements, individual software applications, or larger and long-term support and processing services.

Concerns of using E resources Besides the benefits of e-resources use, a number of publications have shown the adverse impact

of e-resources on university and college students, such as discomfiture in reading on the screen, problems in internet access

and speed, poor infrastructure, lack of sufficient skills to use the e-resources, and perceptional change resulting from right to use

rather than physical possession (Chauhan, 2004) etc. Some of the adverse impact are discussed as follow: Plagiarism:- The

abundance of e-resources on the internet do encourage students to copy out others work to be presented as theirs. These

resources are free and downloadable.
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important issue. Lack of reliability and quality of information:- Not every information on the Internet is useful for educational

purposes. At times information comes from unknown and sometimes unreliable sources. The e-resources on the internet are

sometimes not regulated or monitored, for there is no quality control. (Monereo et al., 2000; Paris, 2003). Quality control issues

with online information:- Part of what makes the issue of information overload so problematic is that not all of the information

on the internet is of high quality, and there is no quality control mechanism to help parcel out the reliable from unreliable

information. Many papers that have not been peer reviewed or gone through some other vetting process are now out in the

public domain. This results in the need for scholars to sort through and figure out what is quality information on their own.

Overload of information:- Because of the large amount of material on the internet, many scholars feel that they are overloaded

with information, and many faculty and students surveyed report that this can be overwhelming for them. Financial constraints:-

E-resources are expensive in nature. Downloading and printing each article will be a costly affair. This means a net increase in

economic and ecological costs and it becomes a relatively expensive way to acquire a single copy. Many e- journals do charge

subscription fees. The pricing schemes of some suppliers are very complicated and limiting, and this might hinder libraries from

utilizing e- journals. Changes in work habits:- Changes in work habits include reading from a computer screen, and the physical

discomfort of eyestrain and hunched posture that accompanies this. Further, many faculty and students expressed a preference

for something they can hold in their hands (e.g. a book and journal). A combination of these factors leads faculty and students to

print out most online materials. They will read an abstract of an article or glance through an online document to judge if it is

something they want to read further, but will print it out in order to read it fully.
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how various software may be used. This unit also helped us to know about the e-resources and how we may use these e-

resources in developing our material without getting thepped into plagicrism. 9.6 Exercise (1) What are advantages of E-

resources. (2) Discuss some common packager in Social Science Research. (3) Explain spread sheet. (4) Discuss the use of

Internet in Social Research. 9.7 Reference 1. American Psychological Association. Publication manual of the American

Psychological Association. New York: American Psychological Association; 2009. 2. Cargill M,O’Connor P. Writing scientific

research articles: strategy and steps. Oxford: John Wiley and Sons; 2013. 3. Booth WC,ColombGG,Williams JM. The Craft of

Research. Chicago: University of Chicago Press; 2009.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 295 Unit 10 ? Research Reports 10.0 Objectives 10.1 Introduction 10.2 Planning outline of report 10.3 Editing

for accuracy and neatness 10.4 Standard formatting for referencing 10.5 Footnotes and bibliography 10.6 Dissemination of

findings 10.7 Preparing research abstract 10.8 Book review 10.9 Conclusion 10.10 Exercise 10.0 Objectives In this unit our

learners will know how to develop a Research report. 10.1 Introduction Writing a Perfect Research Report in a special Skill. A

Report will considered upto the mark it follows all the steps, of Research. It should be well planned, properly edited with lot of

accuracy & if I must have proper referencing. Let us we how we can develop of good Research Report this will also help our

learner to writ their dissection also. 10.2 Planning Outline of Report Dissertation / Research is an integral part of academic

discipline. The project/ research work must be systematically written in a form of report. The first task to be completed before

starting a report is to determine what needs to be addressed. 295
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structure for a report and the questions to be answered in each section are the following. • Introduction - What will the readers

gain from reading the report? • Method of obtaining facts - Are the facts reliable? • Facts - What have you found that is useful for

the readers? • Discussion - How do the facts work from the reader’s point of view? • Conclusions - Why are the facts significant

to the readers? • Recommendations - What do you think the readers should do? • References – You should provide a list of all

the authors you have cited in your report where from you take ideas, theoretical knowledge etc. • Attachments /Appendices /

Annexure: These contain supporting information, such as transcripts of interviews, results of surveys, a glossary and results from

experiments. This is a basic structure, not an outline. Some of these elements may be in a different order, addressed together, or

completely omitted. An effective report includes these elements to improve the usability and usefulness of the report.

Synchronization of elements should be kept in mind while formulating the final points and outline of the report. Introduction: For

some reports, the introduction may only need to be a sentence or two, but for longer more extensive reports it may take

multiple pages. The introduction is where the objective of research is stated and briefly explained. An introduction should tell the

reader what the main focus of the report is and in doing so tell the reader why the research and report is important for them to

read. Essentially we answer the question “What will we gain from reading this report?” The introduction should explain the

problem that the report is aiming to solve. For longer reports, your introduction may take multiple pages. Such things such as 1)

What problem your report solves, 2) what activities you performed toward solving that problem and 3) how your readers can

apply your information to their own efforts towards solving the problem should be answers within the introduction. Also, ensure

that within your introduction your main points are stated.
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information. Stating where you obtained your information will help to tell the readers if your research is reliable. Your method will

help readers to understand the uses and limitations of your research. A good, descriptive method section will allow anyone else

to recreate your experiment exactly and obtain the same result. Be very detailed in the method section and reread it as if you

were trying to do this experiment for the first time based on your method section. Results: The results section is the most

valuable part of the report to readers. The whole point of research is to find the results so they need to be conveyed clearly and

effectively. A results section may likely contain tables, graphs, text, and pictures. Include anything that is important in showing

the reader what was found through research. Do not include extraneous information as it will only clutter the results section.

Make sure you check the date of your information, where it comes from, and who the source was. Keep the prose simple and

descriptive in this section, leave the analysis of the results for the discussion section. Discussion:The discussion section is where

you interpret your results. Your results section may be nothing but tables and graphs with a few accompanying sentences. Your

discussion section is where you make sense of those tables and graphs and explain how they relate to the problem or question

the report is trying to research. The discussion also explains what the results mean to the company. In some reports, mainly

shorter ones, the discussion and facts sections may be put into one to make reading the report shorter and easier.

Conclusion:The conclusion section explains why the results are important and how they affect the reader. It is a good practice to

summarize your facts and restate the problem so the reader clearly understands the importance of your findings. This is your

chance to tell the reader how they or the company will benefit from your findings. The conclusion usually does not make

recommendations for action but will inevitably get the reader thinking about it. Recommendations: Here is where you state the

purpose of the report and what you want to be accomplished after the readers are done with your report. This section may not

be in some reports because the decision to be made may be beyond your knowledge and power.
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paper, but it is perhaps the most important. Many students skip the revision process, mistaking editing for revision. While editing

is also very important, revision is an integral part of any good writing process. During revision, you should try to see your work

from different perspectives and different angles. When you revise, it’s particularly important to keep your target audience in mind.

You may need to make changes to content and organization. You may have to go back to the research stage of your process to

find more information. You may need to cut out information that doesn’t relate to your thesis or focus. Revision is about making

big changes to your writing to improve flow, development, and focus. Editing is a stage of the writing process in which a writer

or editor strives to improve a draft by correcting errors and making words and sentences clearer, more precise, and as effective

as possible. The process of editing involves adding, deleting, and rearranging words to cut the clutter and streamline overall

structure. Revision and editing are both important parts of the writing process, yet many students skip revision and don’t spend

enough time editing. It’s important to remember that these steps are separate and that each step takes time. The following pages

will help you develop strong revision and editing strategies for your writing process.The revision process is an essential aspect of

writing and one that you should build in time for before submitting your written work. Revision means to “re-see” the piece of

writing.It isn’t just proofreading your paper or correcting grammar, punctuation, or spelling errors. Revision is stepping back and

looking at your paper as a whole and seeing if you are effectively saying what you intend to say. It is giving your paper a thorough

look to see how you can make it stronger. Your goal should always be to write clearly, concisely, and in an engaging way.One

way to go about re-seeing your writing is to do it in three stages. Many people skip the first stage, but looking at the big picture is

crucial in making sure you have a well-developed essay that expresses your ideas. Importance of Editing:Whether you’re working

toward completing an assignment or hoping to get something published, tightening your writing and fixing mistakes
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ideas, a reimagining of images, and sometimes, even a radical rethinking of the way you’ve approached your topic. Types of

Editing:There are two types of editing: the ongoing edit and the draft edit. Most of us edit as we write and write as we edit, and

it’s impossible to slice cleanly between the two. You’re writing, you change a word in a sentence, write three sentences more,

then back up a clause to change that semicolon to a dash; or you edit a sentence and a new idea suddenly spins out from a

word change, so you write a new paragraph where until that moment nothing else was needed. That is the ongoing edit. For the

draft edit, you stop writing, gather a number of pages together, read them, make notes on what works and doesn’t, then rewrite.

It is only in the draft edit that you gain a sense of the whole and view your work as a detached professional. It is the draft edit that

makes us uneasy, and that arguably matters most. Editing CheckpointsThe final step for the writer is to go back and clean up the

rough edges... Here are some checkpoints: Facts: Make sure that what you’ve written is what happened; Spelling: Check and

recheck names, titles, words with unusual spellings, your most frequently misspelled words, and everything else. Use a spell

check but keep training your eye; Numbers: Recheck the digits, especially phone numbers. Check other numbers, make sure all

math is correct, give thought to whether numbers (crowd estimates, salaries, etc.) seem logical; Grammar: Subjects and verbs

must agree, pronouns need correct antecedents, modifiers must not dangle (make your English teacher proud); Style: When it

comes to repairing your story, leave the copy desk feeling like the washing machine repair guy who has nothing to do. Editing is

shaping and creating the writing as much as it is something that refines and polishes it. 10.4 Standard Formatting For Referencing

In order to reach unity and standard through which articles, research reports and other scientific documents published, many

different kinds of scientific writing styles have been provided to present final research reports in an acceptable and uniform

manner. For this reason, different kinds of styles are introduced to the researchers. One of the most comprehensive one was

presented by American Psychology
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the mentioned styles, there are many other styles like IEEE, Harvard and Chicago. Many journals and research centers, based on

their scientific domain, choose one of these standard styles. Some journals and academic centers have their own styles and

formatting, but theirs are mostly or slightly similar to standard styles introduced by (APA, AMA and on). Styles try to establish a

simple set of procedures, or rules, which would codify the many components of scientific writing to increase the ease of reading

comprehension. Rules of style in scientific writing encourage full disclosure of essential information and allow us to dispense

with minor distractions. Style helps us express the key elements of quantitative results, choose the graphic form that will best suit

our analyses, report critical details of our research protocol, and describe individuals with accuracy and respect. It removes the

distractionof puzzling over the correct punctuation for a reference or the proper form for numbers in text. The authors of all

scientific papers, whether university students or researchers, need to have enough knowledge about the specific styles based on

which they are going to write. Among authors, university students are the largest group who are asked to prepare many different

kinds of scientific essays during their academic years. Styles and formatting have an important role in increasing access to the

content and meaning of text. The importance of obeying styles and formatting rules is of significant importance so that many

articles and research reports may be rejected due to lack of adherence to these styles. In this regard, all authors must have a

comprehensive knowledge about writing and formatting style so that they could be able to produce their contents according to

the standards which are required by each style. Any research article and research report typically has a standard structure. This

structure helps to ease communication and interaction between reader and writer. This standard structure is known as IMRAD

which stands for introduction, method, results and discussion. IMRAD is a method to make any scientific text look much more

logic. It provides many facilities to writer in expressing his or her ideas in more systematic way and also helps the reader to

effectively get the main ideas and gist

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 301 of the text and enables the reader to scan or skim for information in a more rapid way. IMRAD shape the

skeleton and frame of research reports. Cargill and O’Connor in their book “Writing Scientific Research Articles: Strategy and

Steps” considered the needs of those who are early-career researchers in the sciences. This book uses a practical approach to

develop scientific skills. The book consists of three necessary stages for providing any successful text like: Developing strategy,

developing story and using language. The materials provided in this book are presented in a step by step manner to help the

authors prepare their manuscript scientifically. Booth and Colomb and Williams in their book known as “The Craft of Research”

provided some information to meet the needs of all researchers in any field such as academic, political, or commercial. It

provides the researchers with information about how to extract a research problem from a topic or a question, how to organize

and provide a draft as well as how to revise a research report in order to make it more understandable and comprehensive. APA

stands for the American Psychological Association. Most papers that use APA formatting and citation style are those written in

the Social Sciences: Psychology, History, Political Science, Economics, Geography, and Sociology. In addition to the Publication

Manual of the American Psychological Association from time to time, the APA maintains its own website with multiple examples

of how to format your paper and cite your sources. Papers constructed according to APA guidelines generally include the

following elements:Title Page, Abstract, Body, Subsections within the body, with headings, Tables and Figures, Basic Form: APA

style dictates that authors are named with their last name followed by their initials; publication year goes between parentheses,

followed by a period. The title of the article is in sentence-case, meaning only the first word and proper nouns in the title are

capitalized. The periodical title is run in title case, and is followed by the volume number which, with the title, is also italicized. If a

DOI has been assigned to the article that you are using, you should include this after the
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use the URL of the website from which you are retrieving the periodical. Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C. (Year). Title of

article. Title of Periodical, volume number (issue number), pages. https://doi.org/xx.xxx/yyyy Basic Format for Books Author, A. A.

(Year of publication). Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle. Publisher Name. DOI (if available) Edited Book, No Author

Editor, E. E. (Ed.). (Year of publication). Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle. Publisher. DOI (if available) Edited Book with an

Author or Authors Author, A. A. (Year of publication). Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle (E. Editor, Ed.). Publisher. DOI (if

available) A Translation Author, A. A. (Year of publication). Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle (T. Translator, Trans.).

Publisher. (Original work published YEAR) DOI (if available). Article or Chapter in an Edited Book Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Year

of publication). Title of chapter. In E. E. Editor & F. F. Editor (Eds.), Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle (pp. pages of

chapter). Publisher. DOI (if available) Article in Print Journal Scruton, R. (1996). The eclipse of listening. The New Criterion, 15(3),

5–13. Article in Electronic Journal Baniya, S., &
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Weech, S. (2019). Data and experience design: Negotiating community-oriented digital research with service-learning. Purdue

Journal of Service- Learning and International Engagement, 6(1), 11–16.

https://doi.org/10.5703/ 1288284316979

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 303 Article in a Magazine Peterzell, J. (1990, April). Better late than never. Time, 135(17), 20–21. Article in a

Newspaper Schultz, S. (2005, December). Calls made to strengthen state energy policies. The Country Today, 1A, 2A. Book

Review Baumeister, R. F. (1993). Exposing the self-knowledge myth [Review of the book The self-knower: A hero under control,

by R. A. Wicklund& M. Eckert]. Contemporary Psychology, 38(5), 466–467. MLA stands for the Modern Language Association.

Most papers that use MLA formatting and citation style are those written in the humanities, especially in languages and literature.

In 2016, the MLA Handbook was updated in an effort to simplify much of the documentation process in MLA format. The

Chicago Manual of Style, favored by some fields in the humanities, such as history, uses a raised numeral in the text after the item

cited, and then either a footnote at the end of the page or an endnote at the end of the essay. These notes contain full

bibliographic information about the source. Additionally, a complete bibliography is typically included at the end of the paper.

10.5 Footnotes and Bibliography The foot/end note list is a list of all the sources that have been cited in the assignment. The list

is in numerical order showing books, journals, webpages and other sources. All sources are in this list regardless of type. There

may be items which you have consulted for your work, but not cited. These can be listed at the end of your assignment in a

bibliography. These items should be listed in alphabetical order by author and laid out in the same way as items in your

foot/endnote list. Footnotes are a very useful way of providing extra information to the reader. Usually, it is non-essential

information which can be placed at the bottom of the page. This keeps the main body of text concise. You can either have a

footnote list where all the references are at the bottom of each page or an endnote list at the end of the assignment/chapter.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 304 • The list should be in numerical order and each number matches and refers to the one in the text •

Books, paper journal articles, e journal articles, and so on are laid out in a particular format that must be followed • Ibid. can be

used when the details of an item have been referred to directly before in the previous reference • Op. Cit. can be used when the

details of an item have been referred to before but other references have occurred in between • You can use square brackets or

superscript The Use of Footnotes Footnotes are the acceptable method of acknowledging material which is not your own when

you use it in an essay. Basically, footnoted material is of three types: 1. Direct quotations from another author’s work. (These

must be placed in quotation marks). 2. Citing authority for statements which are not quoted directly. 3. Material of an explanatory

nature which does not fit into the flow of the body of the text. In the text of an essay, material to be footnoted should be marked

with a raised number immediately following the words or ideas that are being cited. Bibliography The bibliography should be on

a separate page. It should list the relevant sources used in the research for the paper. This list should be arranged alphabetically

by the surname of the author. (Unlike the footnote reference, the surname is shown first, set off from the rest of the information.)

The information required is: author, title, place of publication, publisher and date of publication. 10.6 Dissemination of findings

Research dissemination, as the written or oral representation of project findings, usually happens at the end of a research project.

Dissemination refers to “a planned
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be received and, where appropriate, communicating and interacting with wider policy and…service audiences in ways that will

facilitate research uptake in decision-making processes and practice” (Wilson, Petticrew, Calnan, &Natareth, 2010, p. 91). In other

words, dissemination of research findings involves careful planning, thought, consideration of target audiences, and

communication with those audiences. Writing up results from your research and having others take notice are two entirely

different propositions. In fact, the general rule of thumb is that people will not take notice unless you help and encourage them

to do so. Successful dissemination of your research findings requires you to determine who your audience is, where your

audience is, and how to reach them. When considering who your audience is, think about who is likely to take interest in your

work. Your audience might include those who do not express enthusiastic interest but might nevertheless benefit from an

awareness of your research. Your research participants and those who share characteristics with your participants are likely to

have some interest in what you’ve discovered in your research. Other scholars who study similar topics are another obvious

audience for your work. Perhaps there are policymakers who should take note of your work. Organizations that work in an area

related to the topic of your research are another possibility. Finally, any and all inquisitive and engaged members of the public

represent a possible audience for your work. 10.7 Preparing research abstract Communicating research findings is an essential

step in the research process. On occasion, you need to write a short abstract of the research paper that precedes the

introduction. When you write an abstract, pay attention to these issues: o Position the theme or case within the framework of

theories and discussions o Formulate a clear objective o Briefly describe the most significant results of the research o Make a list

that contains at least three relevant keywords

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 306 1. Title (short title) Title should be short but informative 2. Abstract An abstract must accompany every

article. It should be a brief summary of the significant items of the main paper. An abstract should not normally exceed 200

words. It should not contain literature citations or illusions to the tables or illustrations. All non-standard symbols and

abbreviations should be defined. It may be strictly written by following the subheadings. i. Purpose of the study: In simple words

tell readers about the aim of this study. No discussion, no story only aim of this study . ii. Methodology: Give name, brand, type of

tools, methods, software, review, and survey that has been used to do this study. No discussion or explanation. iii. Main Findings:

Write only the main results in few words. No discussion or explanation. iv. Applications of this study: where this study can be

useful, give the name of area, disciplines etc. v. Novelty/Originality of this study: what is new in this study that may benefit

readers or how it is advancing the existing knowledge or creating new knowledge in this subject? 3. Keywords List of all

keywords proposed by the authors, separated by commas. Avoid big phrases 4. Text • introduction: subject, scope of the subject,

goals of your paper and finally the organization of your paper are to be mentioned • main text: all important elements of your

scientific message are to be mentioned • conclusion: summary of the paper Results and Discussion - may be combined or kept

separate and may be further divided into subsections. This section should not contain technical details. Abbreviations and

acronyms should be used sparingly and consistently. Where they

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 307 first appear in the text, they should be defined; authors may also explain large numbers of abbreviations

and acronyms after the conclusion part. Computational Part - in theoretical papers, technical details such as the computational

methods, and models applied or newly developed models should be presented in an appropriately named section. Sufficient

detail should be provided to enable readers to reproduce the calculations. Acknowledgements - Information concerning

research grant support and the assistance of colleagues or similar notes of appreciation should appear in an Acknowledgements

section. Tables Authors should use tables only to achieve concise presentation, or where the information cannot be given

satisfactorily in other ways. Tables should be numbered and referred to in the text by number. Each table should have an

explanatory caption which should be as concise as possible. Figures Authors may use line diagrams and photographs to illustrate

these from their text. The figures should be clear, easy to read and of good quality. Styles and fonts should match those in the

main body of the article. Lettering and lines should be of uniform density and the lines unbroken. Axis labels should be in bold

face. Units should be placed next to variables in parentheses. All figures must be mentioned in the text in consecutive order and

be numbered. Schemes These are sequences of reactions. They should have brief titles describing their contents. Schemes

should be numbered. Images Authors can attach files in formats like BMP, GIF, JPEG formats. 5. Reference list A complete

reference should give the reader enough information to find the relevant article. Please pay particular attention to spelling,

capitalization and punctuation here. Completeness of references is the responsibility of the authors. A complete reference

should comprise the following:

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 308 10.8 Book review A book review describes, analyzes and evaluates. The review conveys an opinion,

supporting it with evidence from the book.Writing a book review can help increase your understanding of, and appreciation for

books you read. Reviews you write can help others decide whether or not to read the book. If this is an assignment, or if you

have decided to share your opinions of a book you have recently read, this course can guide you in writing a helpful review.
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Book reviews typically evaluate recently-written works. They offer a brief description of the text’s key points and often provide

a short appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of the work. Readers sometimes confuse book reviews with book reports,

but the two are not identical. Book reports commonly describe what happens in a work; their focus is primarily on giving an

account of the major plot, characters, and/or main idea of the work. By contrast, book reviews are most often a college

assignment,

100% MATCHING BLOCK 87/88

but they also appear in many professional works: magazines, newspapers, and academic journals. They typically range from

500-750 words, but may be longer or shorter. A book review gives readers a sneak peek at what a book is like, whether or not

the reviewer enjoyed it, and details on purchasing the book.

The objectives of this course are to: 1. Describe the purpose and elements of a book review, 2. Explore examples of good book

reviews, 3. Help you form opinions about a book as you read it, 4. Identify questions to consider as you read, assess, and report

on a book, 5. Suggest topics to include in a book review, 6. Help you organize and write a book review While this course

specifically refers to book reviews, the same approach can be followed to review articles or similar publications. Begin by

deciding if you are writing a book report or a book review.A book report is an essay discussing the contents of a book, written as

part of a class

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 309 assignment issued to students in schools, particularly in the United States at the elementary school

level.In contrast, a book review is a form of literary criticism in which a book is analyzed based on content, style, and merit. This

course focuses on writing a book review.
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Book reviews typically evaluate recently-written works. They offer a brief description of the text’s key points and often provide

a short appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of the work.

In general, a review is a critical evaluation of a text, event, object, or phenomenon. A book review describes, analyzes, and

evaluates. The review conveys an opinion, supporting it with evidence from the book. Above all, a review makes an argument

consisting of commentary, not merely a summary. A book review addresses the question: “Does the book deliver on its

promise?” The two resulting questions: “What does it promise?” and “What does it deliver?” are then answered by citing evidence.

Steps to be followed: When writing the review, use the notes gathered above to address the following topics in approximately

this order. 1. Introduction— Identify the title, author, publisher, date, length, ISBN, genre (i.e. Fiction, non-fiction?), audience (i.e.

age, reading level, interests, specialties…) 2. Content Summary— Briefly summarize the book. If you can convey both the tone

and the message of the book in a single sentence, your review will be off to a good start. For nonfiction books identify or

formulate the book’s thesis statement. Describe the general argument and evidence provided to support that thesis. For fiction

books, include a plot summary, themes, character descriptions, background context and how the story corresponds to reality or

similar books. Avoid plot spoilers. 3. Analysis and Evaluation—Focus on your subjective evaluation of the book. Consider the list

of analysis topics to cover and address those topics that are most relevant and important to this review. Consider the list of

questions to answer and address those questions that are most relevant and important to this review. Much of this section will

consist of paragraphs of the form: Conclusion, evidence, evidence, and evidence, or Evidence, evidence, evidence, and

conclusion. 4. Conclusion—Briefly state your opinion of the book based on the preceding analysis. Answer the question, “Does

the book deliver on its promise?” Make a clear recommendation to any prospective readers.

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 310 Reread, reflect, refine, and revise—Read over your first draft and revise it to improve its flow, coherency,

clarity, and overall impact. Ensure the review makes clear what you want to say. Request Comments from a colleague— Ask

someone who’s opinion you trust to read over your draft and suggest how it can be improved. Use their feedback to improve the

review. If you are a student ensure this form of collaboration is permitted by the academic polices of your school.
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When you are ready to write Begin with a short summary or background of the work, but do not give too much away. Many

reviews limit themselves only to the first couple of chapters or lead the reader up to the rising action of the work. Reviewers of

nonfiction texts will provide the basic idea of the book’s argument without too much detailed. The final portion of your review

will detail your opinion of the work. When you are ready to begin your review, consider the following: ••••• Establish a

Background, Remember your Audience: Remember that your audience has not read the work; with this in mind, be sure to

introduce characters and principles carefully and deliberately. What kind of summary can you provide of the main points or

main characters that will help your readers gauge their interest? Does the author’s text adequately reach the intended

audience? Will some readers be lost or find the text too easy? ••••• Minor principles/characters: Deal only with the most

pressing issues in the book. You will not be able to cover every character or idea. What principles/ characters did you agree or

disagree with? What other things might the author have researched or considered? ••••• Organize: The purpose of the review

is to critically evaluate the text, not just inform the readers about it. Leave plenty room for your evaluation by ensuring that

your summary is brief. Determine what kind of balance to strike between your summary information and your evaluation. If

you are writing your review for a class, ask your instructor. Often the ratio is half and half. ••••• Your Evaluation: Choose one or

a few points to discuss about the book. What worked well for you? How does this work compare with others by the same

author or other books in the same genre? What major themes, motifs, or terms does
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the book introduce, and how effective are they? Did the book appeal to you on an emotional or logical way? •••••

Publisher/Price: Most book reviews include the publisher and price of the book at the end of the article. Some reviews also

include the year published and ISBN. Revising When making the final touches to your review, carefully verify the following: •

Double-check the spelling of the author name(s), character names, special terms, and publisher. • Try to read from the vantage

point of your audience. Is there too much/ enough summary? Does your argument about the text make sense? • Should you

include direct quotes from the reading? Do they help support your arguments? Double-check your quotes for accuracy. 10.9

Conclusion This unit gave us a detailed understanding about writing the Research Report. Now it will be easier for our learner to

also write their Dissertation which they are supposed to submit in MSW-II. 10.10 Exercise 1. What is the structure for writing any

Research Report. 2. What is the Importance of Book Review. 3. Explain “Disseminations of finding”. 4. How do we prepares the

Research Abstract. 5. Davis, F. “The Effective Editor.” Poynter, 2000 6. Anderson, Jeff. “Everyday Editing.” Stenhouse, 2007 7.

Zinsser, William. “On Writing Well.” Harper, 2006 8. https://owl.purdue.edu/
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owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_formatting_ and_style_guide/general_format.

html

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 312 Unit 11 ? Open Educational Resources 11.0 Objectives 11.1 Introduction 11.2 Open Educational Resources

(OER) 11.3 History and Development 11.4 Challenges of using OER 11.5 OER and resource based learning 11.6 Conclusion 11.7

Exercise 11.8 References 11.0 Objectives The learners will know about Open Educational Resources and how effectively it can be

used with CC-licences. 11.1 Introduction OER are teaching resources that have an open-copyright license (such as one from

Creative Commons), or they are part of the public domain and have no copyright. Depending on the license used, OER can be

freely accessed, used, re- mixed, improved, and shared. Open educational resources (OER) are teaching, learning, and research

resources that, through permissions granted by their creator, allow others to use, distribute, keep, or make changes to them.”

11.2 Open Educational Resources (OER) Open Educational Resources (OER) are teaching, learning, and research materials that

are either (a) in the public domain or (b) licensed in a manner that provides everyone with free and perpetual permission to

engage in the 5R activities. • Retain – make, own, and control a copy of the resource • Reuse – use your original, revised, or

remixed copy of the resource publicly 312
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copy of the resource with other existing material to create something new • Redistribute – share copies of your original, revised,

or remixed copy of the resource with others The Open Education program at Creative Commons works to minimize barriers to

effective education, supporting the CC mission through education, training, advocacy and outreach on using open licenses and

open policies to maximize the benefits of open education (content, practices and policy). Our work spans all levels of education,

industry and government. One goal of Creative Commons is to increase the amount of openly licensed creativity in “the

commons” — the body of work freely available for legal use, sharing, repurposing, and remixing. Through the use of CC licenses,

millions of people around the world have made their photos, videos, writing, music, and other creative content available for any

member of the public to use. Examplesof OER Types of OER include (but are not limited to) syllabi, lesson plans, learning

modules, lab experiments, simulations, course videos, discussion prompts, assignments, assessments, library guides, and course

design templates. Open educational resources (OERs) are learning materials that can be modified and enhanced because their

creators have given others permission to do so. The individuals or organizations that create OERs—which can include materials

like presentation slides, podcasts, syllabi, images, lesson plans, lecture videos, maps, worksheets, and even entire textbooks—

waive some (if not all) of the copyright associated with their works, typically via legal tools like Creative Commons licenses, so

others can freely access, reuse, translate, and modify them. OER Definitions The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation Open

Educational Resources are teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or have been released

under an intellectual property license that permits their free use and repurposing by others. OER include full

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 314 courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, and any other tools,

materials, or techniques used to support access to knowledge. The term “open education” to encompass the myriad of learning

resources, teaching practices and education policies that use the flexibility of OER to provide learners with high quality

educational experiences. Creative Commons defines OER as teaching, learning, and research materials that are either in the

public domain or licensed in a manner that provides everyone with free and perpetual permission to engage in the 5R activities–

retaining, remixing, revising, reusing and redistributing the resources.” OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development) “digitised materials offered freely and openly for educators, students, and self- learners to use and reuse for

teaching, learning, and research. OER includes learning content, software tools to develop, use, and distribute content, and

implementation resources such as open licences.” UNESCO “teaching, learning and research materials in any medium, digital or

otherwise, that reside in the public domain or have been released under an open license that permits no-cost access, use,

adaptation and redistribution by others with no or limited restrictions.” The Cape Town Open Education Declaration “Open

educational resources should be freely shared through open licenses which facilitate use, revision, translation, improvement and

sharing by anyone. Resources should be published in formats that facilitate both use and editing, and that accommodate a

diversity of technical platforms. Whenever possible, they should also be available in formats that are accessible to people with

disabilities and people who do not yet have access to the Internet.” The Wikieducator OER Handbook “The term “Open

Educational Resource(s)” (OER) refers to educational resources (lesson plans, quizzes, syllabi, instructional modules, simulations,

etc.) that are freely available for use, reuse, adaptation, and sharing.”

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 315 Why are open educational resources beneficial? Applying open licenses to educational materials allows

educators to collaborate when building materials specifically differentiated for their students. For example, a mathematics

teacher might acquire openly-licensed word problems for her students, but re-write the exercises to include language that is

more geographically specific or demographically relevant. In turn, she can share her modified problems with others who may

wish to use them. At the same time, collaborating on OERs allows educators to work together when ensuring consistency

among their materials. Public school teachers in the United States, for instance, may wish to share resources they’ve developed

in order to adhere to government-mandated educational standards, like the Common Core State Standards. Some educators

suggest that OERs might help reduce costs associated with producing and distributing course materials in both primary and

secondary educational institutions. Teachers can download these materials—often at low costs—for use in their classrooms, but

they can also update these materials and share their contributions with others, keeping content timely, relevant, and accurate. In

this way, they needn’t wait for textbook companies to issue entirely new editions of their (traditionally copyrighted) learning

materials. Students also benefit from open educational resources when they access these materials to supplement the education

they might receive in a classroom. Some students do not have access to a high-quality education, but using OERs affords them

opportunities to enhance their knowledge independently—in spite of the barriers preventing them from acquiring the knowledge

and skills they seek. Using OER can provide tremendous cost savings for students as well as impact student success and

completion rates. The cost of textbooks can be a huge financial burden on students, which not only affects student success, but

could also delay graduation for students who are taking fewer classes per term because of that cost, further increasing financial

costs for students over time. OER provide students with day one access to free course materials, and research reviewed by the

Open Education Group shows that most students perform as well or better using OER course materials compared with students

using traditional textbooks.
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they can make the most of them to support their learning. They no longer have to wait for financial aid disbursements or delayed

shipments from online orders. Open educational resources are most useful when educators distribute them in open formats, so

teachers and students can use those resources regardless of the particular technical platforms their schools have adopted.

Projects like the OER Commons act as repositories for high-quality open educational resources. What are MOOCs? Massive

open online courses (MOOCs) are online courses accessible to anyone with a computer and access to the Internet. People call

these courses “massive” because their enrollment is open to more students than traditional educational institutions might permit

—meaning that hundreds (even thousands) of students might participate in a particular MOOC. Today, many colleges and

universities have joined organizations committed to providing high-quality education through MOOCs. One example is edX, a

non-profit education partnership that in 2012 grew from a collaboration between MIT and Harvard (Stanford joined the effort in

2013, and now several dozen colleges and universities from around the world have, too). edX offers students tuition-free

opportunities to enroll in courses on a variety of subjects from instructors across the globe. Students register, attend, and

complete their classes online. In 2013, edX released the source code for its online learning platform, so programmers could

download and help improve it. Others could even use it to build their own education platforms. Similar online educational

ventures include Khan Academy and Coursera. The extent to which various MOOCs license their course materials for remixing

and reusing differs from one institution to another. 11.3 History and Development OER and the open movement have recently

evolved, and in many ways they challenge age-old educational traditions and conventions. The catalyst has been the

pervasiveness of the Internet and the ability to copy and distribute digital content. In
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resources for free. However, the most commonly known OER initiative came from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(USA) in 2001; by 2002, it had released 32 courses with open licences and set a precedent in terms of openness of university

courseware. Taking note of this development, UNESCO in 2002 convened the Forum on the Impact of Open Courseware for

Higher Education in Developing Countries, where the term OER was coined. Since then, many other education service providers

around the world have used open licences and the Internet to share teaching and learning resources. The Cape Town Open

Education Declaration (2008) and the Paris OER Declaration (2012) provided guidelines and encouragement for governments to

release educational resources—especially those created using public funding—with open licences. The integration of OER into

national policy is an ongoing and slow process, but there have been successes in countries such as the USA, South Africa, Kenya,

Ghana, Poland, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.12 In 2013, Antigua and Barbuda adopted an OER policy within the

framework of its national policy on information and communication technology (ICT) in education. In 2014, the National Mission

on Education through ICT (NMEICT) in India adopted an open licence policy13 for all of its outputs, releasing as OER all content

generated with its funding. Types of OER OER can be divided into as many “types” as there are needs within the education sector.

While assets—such as worksheets, lesson plans, lesson resources, reference articles and so on—are perhaps an obvious category,

you will remember from lesson 1 that the term also encompasses open courseware (OCW). Although there is no consensus

regarding OER categories, Creative Commons48 has a useful list that includes the following types: • Digital learning objects

(individual digital assets); • Digitised object libraries (online collections of assets); • OER encyclopaedias (collaborative written

reference materials); • Open online archives (repositories of collected OER);
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programmes); • OER courses (short courses); • Open course archives (libraries or indexes of courses); • Online tools that support

the open community It is useful to keep these categories in mind when searching for OER on the Internet, as each will generate

different results. For example: object libraries are more likely to identify individual assets; an OER encyclopedia will yield

definitions and descriptive content; OER courseware repositories will have course materials loosely linked together so that one

could, theoretically, run the course again; and OER courses provide both content and a learning pathway through the materials.

Directories, Platforms and Repositories Another way of organising or categorising OER is according to the level of functionality

offered by the OER website. For example; • Directories: A directory provides lists of OER and links to resources available

elsewhere on the Web. Examples include COL’s OER Directory and, in the case of open access journals, the Directory of Open

Access Journal (DOAJ), which links to research articles in the same way. • Platforms: By platform, we mean specific digital tools

designed to “do” something with the OER. This could include tools to develop new, or adapt existing, OER. Alternatively, the

platform could be designed to license new OER with an open licence. An example of the former is WikiEducator, which provides

an online environment for authoring new resources. We saw in the previous lesson an example of the licensing platform

designed by Creative Commons. • Repository: A repository is a database or collection of OER, usually ones developed by a

particular institution. A well-known example of an institutional repository is the MIT’s Open Courseware Repository. Of course,

some organizations and institutions offer combinations of the above functionality, so it is quite possible to find a mix of these

functions within the same OER website.
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always straightforward! Practitioners face various challenges when it comes to harnessing OER. Current frustrations for users of

OER often include: • Sourcing appropriate OER: This is an issue because there is no one-stop shop for OER. They are scattered

across the Internet (this problem is explored in lesson 3). • Understanding open licences: Not everyone is familiar with different

open licences and what they permit (to overcome this problem, see lesson 2). • Adaptation of OER requires new skills: To adapt

and repurpose OER, the practitioner needs more than basic ICT skills and also needs practice in revising and remixing resources.

• Traditional mindsets predominate: Many educators feel it is wrong to use other people’s work, and thus they protect, rather

than share, their own resources • Robust Internet connectivity and good ICT availability are essential to access and adapt OER. •

Schools and universities seldom incentivize lesson creation Institutions Promoting OER The list of institutions, organisations and

individuals involved with developing and promoting OER is ever expanding, and growth has accelerated in recent years. Below,

however, are three globally active institutions that are worth highlighting. Commonwealth of Learning (CoL) is an

intergovernmental organisation created by Commonwealth Heads of Government to encourage the development and sharing

of open learning/distance education knowledge, resources and technologies. COL has for many years been at the forefront of

the OER movement, facilitating numerous initiatives. It was the first intergovernmental organisation to adopt an open licence for

all of its publications. COL encourages governments to officially recognise the importance of sharing OER, through policy

development—either as a stand-alone policy or within the broader realm of ICT-in-education policy. COL has developed several

resources on OER to build teachers’ capacity and develop teaching and
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office in New Delhi: the Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA). The United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) believes that OER “provide a strategic opportunity to improve the quality of education as

well as facilitate policy dialogue, knowledge sharing and capacity building.” The Paris OER Declaration, adopted during the World

OER Congress held in June 2012 at UNESCO headquarters, was a significant step for the development of national policies

supporting OER. The declaration’s ten points encourage governments to contribute to the awareness and use of OER and to

develop strategies and policies to integrate OER in education. In 2013, UNESCO adopted an open access policy for all of its

publications, in line with its commitment to promote and support OER and OA. OER and e-learning OER is not synonymous with

online learning or e-learning, although many people make the mistake of using the terms interchangeably.Openly licensed

content can be produced in any medium: paper-based text, video, audio or computer-based multimedia. A lot of e-learning

courses may harness OER, but this does not mean that OER are necessarily e-learning. Indeed, many open resources being

produced currently – while shareable in a digital format – are also printable. Given the bandwidth and connectivity challenges

common in some developing countries, it would be expected that a high percentage of resources of relevance to higher

education in such countries are shared as printable resources, rather than being designed for use in e-learning. OER and open

learning/open education Although use of OER can support open learning/open education, the two are not the same. Making

‘open education’ or ‘open learning’ a priority has significantly bigger implications than only committing to releasing resources as

open or using OER in educational programmes. It requires systematic analysis of assessment and accreditation systems, student

support, curriculum frameworks, mechanisms to recognize prior learning, and so on, in order to determine the extent to which

they enhance or impede openness. Open learning is an approach to education that seeks
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of success in an education and training system centred on their specific needs and located in multiple arenas of learning. It

incorporates several key principles: • Learning opportunity should be lifelong and should encompass both education and

training; • The learning process should centre on the learners, build on their experience and encourage independent and critical

thinking; • Learning provision should be flexible so that learners can increasingly choose, where, when, what and how they learn,

as well as the pace at which they will learn; • Prior learning, prior experience and demonstrated competencies should be

recognized so that learners are not unnecessarily barred from educational opportunities by lack of appropriate qualifications; •

Learners should be able to accumulate credits from different learning contexts; • Providers should create the conditions for a fair

chance of learner success. (Saide, n.d.) As this list illustrates, while effective use of OER might give practical expression to some

of these principles, the two terms are distinct in both scope and meaning. 11.5 OER and resource based learning There has been

significant emphasis placed in OER discussions on the quality of OER. This makes the concept of resource-based learning of

particular interest. Despite this, debates over OER have typically made little reference to the concept of resource-based learning

until recently. This may be because the emphasis in most global OER discussion has been on the sharing and licensing of existing

materials, a significant proportion of which has included simply sharing lecture notes and PowerPoint presentations used in

face-to-face lectures. What does the notion of resource-based learning mean, in essence? It means moving away from the

traditional notion of the ‘talking teacher’ to communicate curriculum; a significant but varying proportion of communication

between students and educators is not face to face but
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that does take place typically does not involve simple transmission of knowledge from educator to student; instead it involves

various forms of student support, for example, tutorials, peer group discussion, or practical work. Resource-based learning is not

a synonym for distance education. Rather, resource based learning provides a basis for transforming the culture of teaching

across all educational systems to enable those systems to offer better quality education to significantly larger numbers of

students. Many courses and programmes at all levels of education now incorporate extensive use of instructionally designed

resources, as educators have learned the limitations of lecture-based strategies for communicating information to students. The

use of resource-based learning does not of course imply any intrinsic improvements in quality of learning experience. The extent

to which shifting the communication of curriculum to instructionally designed resources leads improves the quality of education

depends entirely on the quality of the resources developed. To summarize: • There is no direct relationship between OER and

resource-based learning. • Many OER available online have not explicitly been designed as part of a deliberate strategy to shift to

resource-based learning. • Likewise, most practice in resource-based learning currently uses fully copyrighted materials rather

than OER. Nevertheless, linking OER and resource-based learning provides an opportunity to leverage both most effectively.

Understanding Copyright Copyright is an exclusive, transferable right given by law to a creator/author for a fixed number of years

to copy, print, publish, perform, film, record or otherwise control the use of literary, musical, dramatic or artistic works. Copyright

is a legal protection given to the original creator of a work, which may be in any form. In this context, “work” means an explicit

description or expression of an idea, not just the ideas themselves; the law only protects the specific and original expression of

ideas.Copyright is a legal right created by the law of a country that grants the creator
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of enabling the creator (e.g., the photographer of a photograph or the author of a book) to receive compensation for their

intellectual effort. The exclusive rights are, however, not absolute and do not give the creator total control of their work, because

the rights are bound by limitations and exceptions to copyright law. Copyright is a form of intellectual property, applicable to any

expressed representation of a creative work. The rights that copyright reserves include control over reproduction, derivative

works, distribution and public performance, as well as “moral rights,” such as attribution. Although copyright law varies by

jurisdiction, there is generally a clause that makes special permission for “fair use” or “fair dealing”; normally, this allows a written

work (for example) to be copied for the purpose of private study, research, book review, reporting and similar non-commercial

uses. Fair use does not give permission to use copyrighted materials in full. Moreover, the extent of the use is limited and not

clear, which can lead to litigation. Normally ownership of the intellectual property of an article or book resides with the author,

except when the author’s employer claims ownership under the conditions of employment. This may be the case when teachers

are employed by universities to write learning content. However, works for hire are handled differently in various institutions. As

long as the copyright of a work remains with the author, legally the author can undertake economic activity associated with the

work. This economic right introduces conflict when certain types of works are developed using public funds. The issue of the

“moral rights” related to the work arises when the right of the work is with the employer or the funding agency. The Creative

Commons Licensing System In recent years, Creative Commons (CC) has, in education, become the most popular licensing

system. Creative Commons has designed a collection of licences to ensure that there is a suitable licence for sharing content

under various conditions. The advantages of using a Creative Commons licence are: • There is almost certainly a ready-made

licence that will suit the publisher’s requirements, saving time and effort in drawing up a custom licence.
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of a work will immediately understand the conditions of the licence. • The licences have machine-readable metadata to make it

easier for others to find a CC-licensed resource on the Web. • The Creative Commons licences are based on the following: •

Legal code: Expansive legal language, tested in several cases. • Commons code: Simple, icon-based approach to recognise the

features of a licence • Digital code: Enables search engines to locate resources using CC Rights Expression Language. All

Creative Commons licences are constructed from a combination of four specific “rights” or conditions that can be reserved by

the creator or author of the resource. These include the following: A. Attribution:All CC licences require that others who use your

work in any way must attribute it – i.e., must reference the work, giving you credit for it – the way you request, but not in a way

that suggests you endorse them or their use of the work. If they want to use your work without giving you credit or for

endorsement purposes, they must get your permission first. B. Non Commercial: You let others copy, distribute, display, perform,

modify (unless you have chosen No Derivatives) and use your work for any purpose other than commercially. If they want to use

your work commercially, they must get your permission first. C. No Derivatives: You let others copy, distribute, display and

perform only original copies of your work. If they want to modify your work, they must get your permission first. D. Share Alike:

You let others copy, distribute, display, perform and modify your work, as long as they distribute any modified work on the same

terms. If they want to distribute modified works under other terms, they must get your permission first.
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commercially,a s long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of licences offered.

Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materisl. Attribution-ShareAlike CC BY-SA This licence lets

others remix, tweak and build upon your work, even for commercial purposes, as long as they credit you and license their new

creations under the idential terms. This licence is often compared to “copyleft” free and open source softward licences. All new

works based on yours will carry the same licence, so any derivatives will also allow commercial use. by Wikipedia, and its is

recommended for materials that would benefit from incorpora- ting content from Wikipedia and similarly licensed projects.

Attribution- NoDerivs CC BY-ND This licence allows for redistribution— commercial and non- commercial—as Attribution-

NonCommercial CC BY-NC This licence lets others remix, tweak and build upon your work non- commercially, and although

their new works must also The most popular combinations of Creative Commons rights or conditions make up these six licences

NSOU ? PGSW-VII 326 long as the work is passed along unchanged, in whole and with credit to you. acknowledge you and be

non-commercial, they don’t have to license their derivative works on the same terms. Attribution- NonCommercial- ShareAlike

CC BY-NC-SA This licence lets others remix, tweak and build upon your work non-commercially, as long as they credit you and

license their new creations under the idential terms. Attribution- NonCommercial- NoDerivs CC BY-NC-ND This licence is the

most restrictive of the six main licences, only allowing others to download your works and share them with others as long as

they credit you, but they can’t change them in any way or use them commercially. While all of these six Creative Commons

licences are more open than full copyright (i.e., all rights reserved), some are more open than others. It is up to the author or

creator of the resource to determine how open the new resource’s licence should be and to choose the appropriate licence.

The less restrictive the licence, the more useful the resource can potentially be for other educators. It is worth trying out the

Creative Commons’ online licence generator to help you work out what is the most appropriate licence for you.
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restrictiveness of each licence: 11.6 Conclusion Our learner understood about licencing & copyright issuer, white using the OER.

This will help our learners to get resource from right sitar & develop their own material scientifically. 11.7 Exercise 1. What is OER?

2. What is MOOCs. 3. What are the challenger of using OER. 4. What is creative common licensing system. 11.8 References 1. A
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process of systematic logical reasoning called rationalism. In

particular, Aristotle’s classic work Metaphysics (literally

meaning “beyond physical [existence]”) separated theology

(the study of Gods) from ontology (the study of being and

existence) and universal science (the study of first principles,

upon which logic is based). Rationalism (not to be confused

with “rationality”) views reason as the source of knowledge or

justification, and suggests that the criterion of truth is not

sensory but rather intellectual and deductive, often derived

from a set of first principles or axioms (such as Aristotle’s “law

of non-contradiction”). The next major shift in scientific

thought occurred during the 16 th century, when British

philosopher Francis Bacon (1561-1626) suggested that

knowledge can only be derived from observations in the real

world. Based on this premise, Bacon emphasized knowledge

acquisition as an empirical activity (rather than as a reasoning

activity), and developed empiricism as an influential branch of

philosophy. Bacon’s works led to the popularization of

inductive methods of scientific inquiry, the development of

the “scientific method” (originally called the “Baconian

method”), consisting of systematic observation, measure-

ment, and experimentation, and may have even sowed the

seeds of atheism or the rejection of theological precepts as

“unobservable.” Empiricism continued to clash with

rationalism throughout the Middle Ages, as philosophers

sought the most effective way of gaining valid knowledge.

French philosopher Rene Descartes sided with the

rationalists, while British philosophers John Locke and David

Hume sided with the empiricists. Other scientists, such as

Galileo Galilei and Sir Issac Newton, attempted to fuse the

two ideas into natural philosophy (the philosophy of nature),

to focus specifically on understanding nature and the

physical universe, which is considered to be the precursor of

the natural sciences. Galileo (1564-1642) was perhaps the

first to state that the laws of nature are mathematical, and

contributed to the field of astronomy through an innovative

combination of experimentation and mathematics. In the 18

th century, German philosopher Immanuel Kant sought to

resolve the dispute between empiricism and rationalism in his

book Critique of Pure Reason, by arguing that experience is

purely subjective and processing them using pure reason

without first delving into the subjective nature of experiences

will lead to theoretical illusions. Kant’s ideas led to the

development of German idealism, which inspired later

development of interpretive techniques such as

phenomenology, hermeneutics, and critical social theory. At

about the same time, French philosopher Auguste Comte

(1798–1857), founder of the discipline of sociology,

attempted to blend rationalism and empiricism in a new

doctrine
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the natural sciences. Galileo (1564-1642) was perhaps the

first to state that the laws of nature are mathematical, and

contributed to the field of astronomy through an innovative

combination of experimentation and mathematics. In the 18

th century, German philosopher Immanuel Kant sought to

resolve the dispute between empiricism and rationalism in his

book Critique of Pure Reason , by arguing that experience is

purely subjective and processing them using pure reason

without first delving into the subjective nature of experiences

will lead to theoretical illusions. Kant’s ideas led to the

development of German idealism , which inspired later

development of interpretive techniques such as

phenomenology, hermeneutics, and critical social theory. At

about the same time, French philosopher Auguste Comte

(1798–1857), founder of the discipline of sociology,

attempted to blend rationalism and empiricism in a new
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called positivism. He suggested that theory and observations

have circular dependence on each other. While theories may

be created via reasoning, they are only authentic if they can

be verified through observations. The emphasis on

verification started the separation of modern science from

philosophy and metaphysics and further development of the

“scientific method” as the primary means of validating

scientific claims. Comte’s ideas were expanded by Emile

Durkheim in his development of sociological positivism

(positivism as a foundation for social research) and Ludwig

Wittgenstein in logical positivism. In the early 20 th century,

strong accounts of positivism were rejected by interpretive

sociologists (antipositivists) belonging to the German idealism

school of thought. Positivism was typically equated with

quantitative research methods such as experiments and

surveys and without any explicit philosophical commitments,

while antipositivism employed qualita- tive methods such as

unstructured interviews and participant observation. Even
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of positivism, such as American sociologist Paul Lazarsfield

who pioneered large- scale survey research and statistical

techniques for analyzing survey data, acknowledged potential

problems of observer bias and structural limitations in

positivist inquiry. In response, antipositivists emphasized that

social actions must be studied though interpretive means

based upon an understanding the meaning and purpose that

individuals attach to their personal actions, which inspired

Georg Simmel’s work on symbolic interactionism, Max

Weber’s work on ideal types, and Edmund Husserl’s work on

phenomenology. In the mid-to-late 20 th century, both

positivist and antipositivist schools of thought were subjected

to criticisms and modifications. British philosopher Sir Karl

Popper suggested that human knowledge is based not on

unchallengeable, rock solid foundations, but rather on a set

of tentative conjectures that can never be proven

conclusively, but only disproven. Empirical evidence is the

basis for disproving these conjectures or “theories.” This

metatheoretical stance, called postpositivism (or

postempiricism), amends positivism by suggesting that it is

impossible to verify the truth although it is possible to reject

false beliefs, though it retains the positivist notion of an

objective truth and its emphasis on the scientific method.

Likewise, antipositivists have also been criticized for trying

only to understand society but not critiquing and changing

society for the better. The roots of this thought lie in Das

Capital, written by German philosophers Karl Marx and

Friedrich Engels, which critiqued capitalistic societies as being

social inequitable and inefficient, and recommended

resolving this inequity through class conflict and proletarian

revolutions. Marxism inspired social
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revolutions in countries such as Germany, Italy, Russia, and

China, but generally failed to accomplish the social equality

that it aspired. Critical research (also called critical theory)

propounded by Max Horkheimer and Jurgen Habermas in the

20 th century, retains similar ideas of critiquing and resolving

social inequality, and adds that people can and should

consciously act to change their social and economic

circumstances, although their ability to do so is constrained

by various forms of social, cultural and political domination.

Critical research attempts to uncover and critique the

restrictive and alienating conditions of the status quo by

analyzing the oppositions, conflicts and contradictions in

contemporary society, and seeks to eliminate the causes of

alienation and domination (i.e., emancipate the oppressed

class).
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Science What is science? To some, science refers to difficult

high school or college-level courses such as physics,

chemistry, and biology meant only for the brightest students.

To others, science is a craft practiced by scientists in white

coats using specialized equipment in their laboratories.

Etymologically, the word “science” is derived from the Latin

word scientia meaning knowledge. Science refers to a

systematic and organized body of knowledge in any area of

inquiry that is acquired using “the scientific method” (the

scientific method is described further below). Science can be

grouped into two broad categories: natural science and

social science. Natural science is the science of naturally

occurring objects or phenomena, such as light, objects,

matter, earth, celestial bodies, or the human body. Natural

sciences can be further classified into physical sciences, earth

sciences, life sciences, and others. Physical sciences consist

of disciplines such as physics (the science of physical

objects), chemistry (the science of matter), and astronomy

(the science of celestial objects). Earth sciences consist of

disciplines such as geology (the science of the earth). Life

sciences include disciplines such as biology (the science of

human bodies) and botany (the science of plants). In contrast,

social science is the science of people or collections of

people, such as groups, firms, societies, or economies, and

their individual or collective behaviors. Social sciences can be

classified into disciplines such as psychology (the science of

human behaviors), sociology (the science of social groups),

and economics (the science of firms, markets, and

economies). The natural sciences are different from the

social sciences in several respects. The natural sciences are

very precise, accurate, deterministic, and independent of the

person m
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aking the scientific observations. For instance, a scientific

experiment in physics, such as measuring the speed of sound

through a certain media or the refractive index of water,

should always yield the exact same results, irrespective of the

time or place of the experiment, or the person conducting

the experiment. If two students conducting the same physics

experiment obtain two different values of these physical

properties, then it generally means that one or both of those

students must be in error. However, the same cannot be said

for the social sciences, which tend to be less accurate,

deterministic, or unambiguous. For instance, if you measure a

person’s happiness using a hypothetical instrument, you may

find that the same person is more happy or less happy (or

sad) on different days and sometimes, at different times on

the same day. One’s happiness may vary depending on the

news that person received that day or on the events that

transpired earlier during that day. Furthermore, there is not a

single instrument or metric that can accurately measure a

person’s happiness. Hence, one instrument may calibrate a

person as being “more happy” while a second instrument

may find that the same person is “less happy” at the same

instant in time. In other words, there is a high degree of

measurement error in the social sciences and there is

considerable uncertainty and little agreement on social

science policy decisions. For instance, you will not find many

disagreements among natural scientists on the speed of light

or the speed of the earth around the sun, but you will find

numerous disagreements among social scientists on how to

solve a social problem such as reduce global terrorism or

rescue an economy from a recession. Any student studying

the social sciences must be cognizant of and comfortable

with handling higher levels of ambiguity, uncertainty, and

error that come with such sciences, which merely reflects the

high variability of social objects. Sciences can also be

classified based on their purpose. Basic sciences, also called

pure sciences, are those that explain the most basic objects

and forces, relationships between them, and laws governing

them. Examples include physics, mathematics, and biology.

Applied sciences, also called practical sciences, are sciences

that apply scientific knowledge from basic sciences in a

physical environment. For instance, engineering is an applied

science that applies the laws of physics and chemistry for

practical applications such as building stronger bridges or

fuel efficient combustion engines, while medicine is an

applied science that applies the laws of biology for solving

human ailments. Both basic and applied sciences are

required for human development. However, applied sciences

cannot stand on their own right, but instead relies on basic

sciences for its progress. Of course, the industry and private

enterprises tend to focus more on applied sciences given

their practical value, while universities study both basic and

applied sciences.
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Scientific Knowledge The purpose of science is to create

scientific knowledge. Scientific knowledge refers to a

generalized body of laws and theories to explain a

phenomenon or behavior of interest that are acquired using

the scientific method. Laws are observed patterns of

phenomena or behaviors, while theories are systematic

explanations of the underlying phenomenon or behavior. For

instance, in physics, the Newtonian Laws of Motion describe

what happens when an object is in a state of rest or motion

(Newton’s First Law), what force is needed to move a

stationary object or stop a moving object (Newton’s Second

Law), and what happens when two objects collide (Newton’s

Third Law). Collectively, the three laws constitute the basis of

classical mechanics – a theory of moving objects. Likewise,

the theory of optics explains the properties of light and how it

behaves in different media, electromagnetic theory explains

the properties of electricity and how to generate it, quantum

mechanics explains the properties of subatomic \particles,

and thermodynamics explains the properties of energy and

mechanical work. An introductory college level text book in

physics will likely contain separate chapters devoted to each

of these theories. Similar theories are also available in social

sciences. For instance, cognitive dissonance theory in

psychology explains how people react when their

observations of an event is different from what they expected

of that event, general deterrence theory explains why some

people engage in improper or criminal behaviors, such as

illegally download music or commit software piracy, and the

theory of planned behavior explains how people make

conscious reasoned choices in their everyday lives. The goal

of scientific research is to discover laws and postulate

theories that can explain natural or social phenomena, or in

other words, build scientific knowledge. It is important to

understand that this knowledge may be imperfect or even

quite far from the truth. Sometimes, there may not be a

single universal truth, but rather an equilibrium of “multiple

truths.” We must understand that the theories, upon which

scientific knowledge is based, are only explanations of a

particular phenomenon, as suggested by a scientist. As such,

there may be good or poor explanations, depending on the

extent to which those explanations fit well with reality, and

consequently, there may be good or poor theories. The

progress of science is marked by our progression over time

from poorer theories to better theories, through better

observations using more accurate instruments and more

informed logical reasoning.
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We arrive at scientific laws or theories through a process of

logic and evidence. Logic (theory) and evidence

(observations) are the two, and only two, pillars upon which

scientific knowledge is based. In science, theories and

observations are interrelated and cannot exist without each

other. Theories provide meaning and significance to what we

observe, and observations help validate or refine existing

theory or construct new theory. Any other means of

knowledge acquisition, such as faith or authority cannot be

considered science. Scientific Research Given that theories

and observations are the two pillars of science, scientific

research operates at two levels: a theoretical level and an

empirical level. The theoretical level is concerned with

developing abstract concepts about a natural or social

phenomenon and relationships between those concepts (i.e.,

build “theories”), while the empirical level is concerned with

testing the theoretical concepts and relationships to see how

well they reflect our observations of reality, with the goal of

ultimately building better theories. Over time, a theory

becomes more and more refined (i.e., fits the observed reality

better), and the science gains maturity. Scientific research

involves continually moving back and forth between theory

and observations. Both theory and observations are essential

components of scientific research. For instance, relying solely

on observations for making inferences and ignoring theory is

not considered valid scientific research. Depending on a

researcher’s training and interest, scientific inquiry may take

one of two possible forms: inductive or deductive. In

inductive research, the goal of a researcher is to infer

theoretical concepts and patterns from observed data. In

deductive research, the goal of the researcher is to test

concepts and patterns known from theory using new

empirical data. Hence, inductive research is also called

theory-building research, and deductive research is theory-

testing research. Note here that the goal of theory-testing is

not just to test a theory, but possibly to refine, improve, and

extend it. Figure 1.1 depicts the complementary nature of

inductive and deductive research. Note that inductive and

deductive research are two halves of the research cycle that

constantly iterates between theory and observations. You

cannot do inductive or deductive research if you are not

familiar with both the theory and data components of

research. Naturally, a complete researcher is one who can

traverse the entire research cycle and can handle both

inductive and deductive research.
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It is important to understand that theory-building (inductive

research) and theory- testing (deductive research) are both

critical for the advancement of science. Elegant theories are

not valuable if they do not match with reality. Likewise,

mountains of data are also useless until they can contribute

to the construction to meaningful theories. Rather than

viewing these two processes in a circular relationship, as

shown in Figure 1.1, perhaps they
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can be better viewed as a helix, with each iteration between

theory and data contributing to better explanations of the

phenomenon of interest and better theories. Though both

inductive and deductive research are important for the

advancement of science, it appears that inductive (theory-

building) research is more valuable when there are few prior

theories or explanations, while deductive (theory-testing)

research is more productive when there are many competing

theories of the same phenomenon and researchers are

interested in knowing which theory works best and under

what circumstances.
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Theory building and theory testing are particularly difficult in

the social sciences, given the imprecise nature of the

theoretical concepts, inadequate tools to measure them, and

the presence of many unaccounted factors that can also

influence the phenomenon of interest. It is also very difficult

to refute theories that do not work. For instance, Karl Marx’s

theory of communism as an effective means of economic

production withstood for decades, before it was finally

discredited as being inferior to capitalism in promoting

economic growth and social welfare. Erstwhile communist

economies like the Soviet Union and China
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eventually moved toward more capitalistic economies

characterized by profit-maximizing private enterprises.

However, the recent collapse of the mortgage and financial

industries in the United States demonstrates that capitalism

also has its flaws and is not as effective in fostering economic

growth and social welfare as previously presumed. Unlike

theories in the natural sciences, social science theories are

rarely perfect, which provides numerous opportunities for

researchers to improve those theories or build their own

alternative theories. Conducting scientific research, therefore,

requires two sets of skills – theoretical and methodological –

needed to operate in the theoretical and empirical levels

respectively. Methodological skills (“know-how”) are relatively

standard, invariant across disciplines, and easily acquired

through doctoral programs. However, theoretical skills

(“know-what”) is considerably harder to master, requires

years of observation and reflection, and are tacit skills that

cannot be “taught” but rather learned though experience. All

of the greatest scientists in the history of mankind, such as

Galileo, Newton, Einstein, Neils Bohr, Adam Smith, Charles

Darwin, and Herbert Simon, were master theoreticians, and

they are remembered for the theories they postulated that

transformed the course of science. Methodological skills are

needed to be an ordinary researcher, but theoretical skills are

needed to be an extraordinary researcher! Scientific Method

The
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In the preceding sections, we described science as

knowledge acquired through a scientific method. So what

exactly is the “scientific method”? Scientific method refers to

a standardized set of techniques for building scientific

knowledge, such as how to make valid observations, how to

interpret results, and how to generalize those results. The

scientific method allows researchers to independently and

impartially test preexisting theories and prior findings, and

subject them to open debate, modifications, or

enhancements. The scientific method must satisfy four

characteristics: ? Replicability: Others should be able to

independently replicate or repeat a scientific study and obtain

similar, if not identical, results. ? Precision: Theoretical

concepts, which are often hard to measure, must be defined

with such precision that others can use those definitions to

measure those concepts and test that theory. ? Falsifiability: A

theory must be stated in a way that it can be disproven.

Theories that cannot be tested or falsified are not scientific

theories and any such knowledge is not scientific knowledge.

A theory that is specified in imprecise terms or whose

concepts are not accurately measurable cannot be tested,

and is therefore not scientific. Sigmund Freud’s ideas on

psychoanalysis fall into this category and is therefore not

considered a “theory”, even though psychoanalysis may have

practical utility in treating certain types of ailments. ?

Parsimony: When there are multiple explanations of a

phenomenon, scientists must always accept the simplest or

logically most economical explanation. This concept is called

parsimony or “Occam’s razor.” Parsimony prevents scientists

from pursuing overly complex or outlandish theories with

endless number of concepts and relationships that may

explain a little bit of everything but nothing in particular. Any

branch of inquiry that does not allow the scientific method to

test its basic laws or theories cannot be called “science.” For

instance, theology (the study of religion) is not science

because theological ideas (such as the presence of God)

cannot be tested by independent observers using a

replicable, precise, falsifiable, and parsimonious method.

Similarly, arts, music, literature, humanities, and law are also

not considered science, even though they are creative and

worthwhile endeavors in their own right.
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The scientific method, as applied to social sciences, includes

a variety of research approaches, tools, and techniques, such

as qualitative and quantitative data, statistical analysis,

experiments, field surveys, case research, and so forth. Most

of this book is devoted to learning about these different

methods. However, recognize that the scientific method

operates primarily at the empirical level of research, i.e., how

to make observations and analyze and interpret these

observations. Very little of this method is directly pertinent to

the theoretical level, which is really the more challenging part

of scientific research. Types of Scientific Research Depending

on the purpose of research, scientific research projects can

be grouped into three types: exploratory, descriptive, and

explanatory. Exploratory research is often conducted in new

areas of inquiry, where the goals of the research are: (1) to

scope out the magnitude or extent of a particular

phenomenon, problem, or behavior, (2) to generate some

initial ideas (or “hunches”) about that phenomenon, or (3) to

test the feasibility of undertaking a more extensive study

regarding that phenomenon. For instance, if the citizens of a

country are generally dissatisfied with governmental policies

regarding during an economic recession, exploratory

research may be directed at measuring the extent of citizens’

dissatisfaction, understanding how such dissatisfaction is

manifested, such as the frequency of public protests, and the

presumed causes of such dissatisfaction, such as ineffective

government policies in dealing with inflation, interest rates,

unemployment, or higher taxes. Such research may include

examination of publicly reported figures, such as estimates of

economic indicators, such as gross domestic product (GDP),

unemployment, and consumer price index, as archived by

third-party sources, obtained through interviews of experts,

eminent economists, or key government officials, and/or

derived from studying historical examples of dealing with

similar problems. This research may not lead to a very

accurate understanding of the target problem, but may be

worthwhile in scoping out the nature and extent of the

problem and serve as a useful precursor to more in-depth

research. Descriptive research is directed at making careful

observations and detailed documen- tation of a

phenomenon of interest. These observations must be based

on the scientific method (i.e., must be replicable, precise,

etc.), and therefore, are more reliable than casual

observations by untrained people. Examples of descriptive

research are tabulation of demographic statistics by the

United States Census Bureau or employment statistics by the
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Bureau of Labor, who use the same or similar instruments for

estimating employment by sector or population growth by

ethnicity over multiple employment surveys or censuses. If

any changes are made to the measuring instruments,

estimates are provided with and without the changed

instrumentation to allow the readers to make a fair before-

and-after comparison regarding population or employment

trends. Other descriptive research may include chronicling

ethnographic reports of gang activities among adolescent

youth in urban populations, the persistence or evolution of

religious, cultural, or ethnic practices in select communities,

and the role of technologies such as Twitter and instant

messaging in the spread of democracy movements in Middle

Eastern countries. Explanatory research seeks explanations of

observed phenomena, problems, or behaviors. While

descriptive research examines the what, where, and when of

a phenom- enon, explanatory research seeks answers to why

and how types of questions. It attempts to “connect the dots”

in research, by identifying causal factors and outcomes of the

target phenomenon. Examples include understanding the

reasons behind adolescent crime or gang violence, with the

goal of prescribing strategies to overcome such societal

ailments. Most academic or doctoral research belongs to the

explanation category, though some amount of exploratory

and/or descriptive research may also be needed during initial

phases of academic research. Seeking explanations for

observed events requires strong theoretical and

interpretation skills, along with intuition, insights, and

personal experience. Those who can do it well are also the

most prized scientists in their disciplines.
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rely on an ontology, or a set of assumptions about what is

real. We assume that gravity is real and that the mitochondria

of a cell are real. With a powerful microscope, mitochondria

are easy to spot and observe, and we can theorize about their

function in a cell. The gravitational force is invisible, but

clearly apparent from observable facts, like watching an apple

fall. The theories about gravity have changed over the years,

and those improvements in theory were made when existing

theories fell short in explaining observations. If we weren’t

able to perceive mitochondria or gravity, they would still be

there, doing their thing because they exist independent of

our observation of them. This is a
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idea called realism, and it simply means that the concepts we

talk about in science really and truly exist. Ontology in

physics and biology is focused on objective truth. You may

have heard the term “being objective” before: it involves

observing and thinking with an open mind and pushing aside

anything that might bias your perspective. Objectivity also
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involves finding what is true for everyone, not just what is

true for one person. Gravity is certainly true for everyone,

everywhere, but let’s consider a social work example. It is

objectively true that children who are subjected to severely

traumatic experiences will experience negative mental health

effects afterwards. A diagnosis of post-traumatic stress

disorder (PTSD) is considered objective because it refers to a

real mental health issue that exists independent of the social

worker’s observations, and it presents similarly in all clients

who experience the disorder. Objective, ontological

perspective implies that observations are true for everyone,

regardless of whether we are there to observe them or not

observe them. Epistemology, or our assumptions about how

we come to know what is real and true, helps us to realize

these objective truths. The most relevant epistemological

question in the social sciences is whether truth is better

accessed using numbers or words. Generally, scientists

approaching research with an objective ontology and

epistemology will use quantitative methods to arrive at

scientific truth. Quantitative methods examine numerical data

to precisely describe and predict elements of the social

world. This is due to the epistemological assumption that

mathematics can represent the phenomena and relationships

we observe in the social world. Mathematical relationships

are uniquely useful because allow us to make comparisons

across individuals as well as time and space. For example,

let’s look at measures of poverty. While people can have

different definitions of poverty, an objective measurement

such as an annual income less than Rs25,000 for a family of

four is insightful because (1) it provides a precise

measurement, (2) it can be compared to incomes from all

other people in any society from any time period, and (3) it

refers to real quantities of money that exist in the world. In

this book, we will review survey and experimental methods,

which are the most common designs that use quantitative

methods to answer research questions. It may surprise you to

learn that objective facts, like income or mental health

diagnoses, are not the only facts that are present in the social

sciences. Indeed, social science is not only concerned with

objective truths, but it is also concerned with subjective truth.

Subjective truths are unique to individuals, groups, and

contexts. Unlike objective truths, subjective truths will vary

based on who you are observing and the context you are

observing them in. The beliefs, opinions, and preferences of

people are actually truths that social scientists measure and

describe. Additionally, subjective truths do not exist
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of human observation because they are the product of the

human mind. We negotiate what is true in the social world

through language, arriving at a consensus and engaging in

debate. Epistemologically, a scientist seeking subjective truth

assumes that truth lies in what people say, in their words. A

scientist uses qualitative methods to analyze words or other

media to understand their meaning. Humans are social

creatures, and we give meaning to our thoughts and feelings

through language. Linguistic communication is unique. We

share ideas with each other at a remarkable rate. In so doing,

ideas come into and out of existence in a spontaneous and

emergent fashion. Words are given a meaning by their

creator, but anyone who receives that communication can

absorb, amplify, and even change its original intent. Because

social science studies human interaction, subjectivists argue

that language is the best way to understand the world. This

epistemology is based on some interesting ontological

assumptions. What happens when someone incorrectly

interprets a situation? While their interpretation may be

wrong, it is certainly true to them that they are right.

Furthermore, they act on the assumption that they are right.

In this sense, even incorrect interpretations are truths, even

though they are only true to one person. This leads us to

question whether the social concepts we think about really

exist. They might only exist in our heads, unlike concepts

from the natural sciences which exist independent of our

thoughts. For example, if everyone ceased to believe in

gravity, we wouldn’t all float away. It has an existence

independent of human thought.
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One area that social workers commonly investigate is the

impact of a person’s social class background on their

experiences and lot in life. You probably wouldn’t be

surprised to learn that a person’s social class background has

an impact on their educational attainment and achievement.

In fact, one group of researchers in the early 1990s found

that the percentage of children who did not receive any

postsecondary schooling was four times greater among

those in the lowest quartile (25%) income bracket than those

in the upper quartile of income earners (i.e., children from

high- income families were far more likely than low-income

children to go on to college). Another recent study found

that having more liquid wealth that can be easily converted

into cash actually seems to predict children’s math and

reading achievement (Elliott, Jung, Kim, & Chowa, 2010).
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These findings—that wealth and income shape a child’s

educational experiences—are probably not that shocking to

any of us. Yet, some of us may know someone who may be

an exception to the rule. Sometimes the patterns that social

scientists observe fit our commonly held beliefs about the

way the world works. When this happens, we don’t tend to

take issue with the fact that patterns don’t necessarily

represent all people’s experiences. But what happens when

the patterns disrupt our assumptions? For example, did you

know that teachers are far more likely to encourage boys to

think critically in school by asking them to expand on

answers they give in class and by commenting on boys’

remarks and observations? When girls speak up in class,

teachers are more likely to simply nod and move on. The

pattern of teachers engaging in more complex interactions

with boys means that boys and girls do not receive the same

educational experience in school (Sadker & Sadker, 1994).
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History of Scientific Thought It may be interesting to go back

in history and see how science has evolved over time and

identify the key scientific minds in this evolution. Although

instances of scientific progress have been documented over

many centuries, the terms “science,” “scientists,” and the

“scientific method” were coined only in the 19 th century.

Prior to this time, science was viewed as a part of philosophy,

and coexisted with other branches of philosophy such as

logic, metaphysics, ethics, and aesthetics, although the

boundaries between some of these branches were blurred. In

the earliest days of human inquiry, knowledge was usually

recognized in terms of theological precepts based on faith.

This was challenged by Greek philosophers such as Plato,

Aristotle, and Socrates during the 3 rd century BC, who

suggested that the fundamental nature of being and the

world can be understood more accurately through a
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People who object to these findings tend to cite evidence

from their own personal experience, refuting that the pattern

actually exists. However, the problem with this response is

that objecting to a social pattern on the grounds that it

doesn’t match one’s individual experience misses the point

about patterns. Patterns don’t perfectly predict what will

happen to an individual person, yet they are a reasonable

guide. When patterns are systematically observed, they can

help guide social work thought and action. 1.4
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process and contributes to the answer of a research

question. Secondly, “creative practice — the training and

specialised knowledge that creative practitioners have and

the processes they engage in when they are making art —

can lead to specialised research insights which can then be

generalised and written up as research” Smith and Dean’s

point here is that the content and processes of a creative

practice generate knowledge and innovations that are

different to, but complementary with, other research styles

and methods. Practice-based research projects are

undertaken across all creative disciplines and, as a result, the

approach is very flexible in its implementation able to

incorporate a variety of methodologies and methods within

its bounds. A helpful way to understand this is to think of

practice-based research as an approach that allows us to

incorporate our creative practices into the research,

legitimises the knowledge they reveal and endorses the

methodologies, methods and research tools that are

characteristic of
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In the world of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) three

approaches can be identified: result-oriented, constructivist

and reflexive. Every approach includes principles, methods

and tools that can be used for projects that have the ambition

to contribute to (system) innovation. But they differ widely in

their vision on reality, the on-going processes and their

results and how to support, manage or adjust these

processes. Deciding which method is the best depends

heavily on the nature of the project, its context, and the

monitoring and evaluation objectives. In practice, it may be

desirable to use a selection of methods from the different

approaches in order to combine their strong points.
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When social scientists measure concepts, they sometimes

use the language of variables and attributes (also called

values). A variable refers to a phenomenon that can vary. It

can be thought of as a grouping of several characteristics. For

example, hair color could be a variable because it has varying

characteristics. Attributes are the characteristics that make up

a variable. For example, the variable hair color would contain

attributes like blonde, brown, black, red, gray, etc. A variable’s

attributes determine its level of measurement. There are four

possible levels of measurement: nominal, ordinal, interval,

and ratio. The first two levels of measurement are categorical,

meaning their attributes are categories rather than numbers.

The latter two levels of measurement are continuous,

meaning their attributes are numbers, not categories. 103
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We shouldn’t confuse our labeling of attributes or measuring

of a variable with the objective truth “out there.” Another

example could be children of parents from different races

were often classified as one race or another in the past, even

if they identified with both cultures equally. The option for bi-

racial or multi-racial on a survey not only more accurately

reflects the racial diversity in the real world but validates and

acknowledges people who identify in that manner.
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Nominal level of measurement Hair color is an example of a

nominal level of measurement. Nominal measures are

categorical, and those categories cannot be mathematically

ranked. There is no ranking order between hair colors. They

are simply different. That is what constitutes a nominal level

of measurement. Gender and race are also measured at the

nominal level. When using nominal level of measurement in

research, it is very important to assign the attributes of

potential answers very precisely. The attributes need to be

exhaustive and mutually exclusive. Let’s think about the

attributes contained in the variable hair color. Black, brown,

blonde, and red are common colors. But, if we listed only

these attributes, people with gray hair wouldn’t fit anywhere.

That means our attributes were not exhaustive.

Exhaustiveness means that all possible attributes are listed.

We may have to list a lot of colors before we can meet the

criteria of exhaustiveness. Clearly, there is a point at which

trying to achieve exhaustiveness can get to be too much. If a

person insists that their hair color is light burnt sienna, it is not

your responsibility to list that as an option. Rather, that person

could reasonably be described as brown-haired. Perhaps

listing a category for other color would suffice to make our

list of colors exhaustive. What about a person who has

multiple hair colors at the same time, such as red and black?

They would fall into multiple attributes. This violates the rule

of mutual exclusivity, in which a person cannot fall into two

different attributes. Instead of listing all of the possible

combinations of colors, perhaps you might include a list of

attributes like all black, all brown, all blonde, all red, multi-

color, other to include people with more than one hair color,

but keep everyone in only one category. The discussion of

hair color elides an important point with measurement—

reification. You should remember reification from our

previous discussion in this chapter. For many years, the

attributes for gender were male and female. Now, our

understanding of gender has evolved to encompass more

attributes including transgender, non-binary, or
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Ordinal level of measurement Unlike nominal-level measures,

attributes at the ordinal level can be rank ordered. For

example, someone’s degree of satisfaction in their romantic

relationship can be ordered by rank. That is, you could say

you are not at all satisfied, a little satisfied, moderately

satisfied, or highly satisfied. Note that even though these have

a rank order to them (not at all satisfied is certainly worse

than highly satisfied), we cannot calculate a mathematical

distance between those attributes. We can simply say that

one attribute of an ordinal-level variable is more or less than

another attribute.
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This can get a little confusing when using Likert scales. If you

have ever taken a customer satisfaction survey or completed

a course evaluation for school, you are familiar with Likert

scales. “On a scale of 1-5, with one being the lowest and 5

being the highest, how likely are you to recommend our

company to other people?” Sound familiar? Likert scales use

numbers but only as a shorthand to indicate what attribute

(highly likely, somewhat likely, etc.) the person feels describes

them best. You wouldn’t say you are “2” more likely to

recommend the company. But you could say you are not

very likely to recommend the company.
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Interval level of measurement At the interval level, the

distance between attributes is known to be equal. Interval

measures are also continuous, meaning their attributes are

numbers, rather than categories. IQ scores are interval level,

as are temperatures. Interval-level variables are not

particularly common in social science research, but their

defining characteristic is that we can say how much more or

less one attribute differs from another. We cannot, however,

say with certainty what the ratio of one attribute is in

comparison to another. For example, it would not make

sense to say that 50 degrees is half as hot as 100 degrees. But

we can say it is 50 degrees cooler than 100. At the interval

level, attributes must also be exhaustive and mutually

exclusive.
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Ratio level of measurement Finally, at the ratio level,

attributes can be rank ordered, the distance between

attributes is equal, and attributes have a true zero point. Thus,

with these variables, we can say what the ratio of one

attribute is in comparison to another. Examples of ratio-level

variables include age and years of education. We know, for

example, that a person who is 12 years old is twice as old as

someone who is 6 years old. Just like all other levels of

measurement, at the ratio level, attributes must be mutually

exclusive and exhaustive.
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Thurstone’s scaling method Louis Thurstone. one of the

earliest and most famous scaling theorists, published a

method of equal-appearing intervals in 1925. This method

starts with a clear conceptual definition of the construct of

interest. Based on this definition, potential scale items are

generated to measure this construct. These items are

generated by experts who know something about the

construct being measured. The initial pool of candidate items

(ideally 80 to 100 items) should be worded in a similar

manner, for instance, by framing them as
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statements to which respondents may agree or disagree (and

not as questions or other things). Next, a panel of judges is

recruited to select specific items from this candidate pool to

represent the construct of interest. Judges may include

academics trained in the process of instrument construction

or a random sample of respondents of interest (i.e., people

who are familiar with the phenomenon). The selection

process is done by having each judge independently rate

each item on a scale from 1 to 11 based on how closely, in

their opinion, that item reflects the intended construct (1

represents extremely unfavorable and 11 represents

extremely favorable). For each item, compute the median

and inter-quartile range (the difference between the 75th and

the 25th percentile – a measure of dispersion), which are

plotted on a histogram, as shown in Figure 6.1. The final scale

items are selected as statements that are at equal intervals

across a range of medians. This can be done by grouping

items with a common median, and then selecting the item

with the smallest inter- quartile range within each median

group. However, instead of relying entirely on statistical

analysis for item selection, a better strategy may be to

examine the candidate items at each level and selecting the

statement that is the most clear and makes the most sense.

The median value of each scale item represents the weight to

be used for aggregating the items into a composite scale

score representing the construct of interest. We now have a

scale which looks like a ruler, with one item or statement at

each of the 11 points on the ruler (and weighted as such).

Because items appear equally throughout the entire 11-

pointrange of the scale, this technique is called an equal-

appearing scale. Thurstone also created two additional

methods of building unidimensional scales – the method of

successive intervals and the method of paired comparisons –

which are both very similar to the method of equal-appearing

intervals, except for how judges are asked to rate the data.

For instance, the method of paired comparison requires each

judge to make a judgment between each pair of statements

(rather than rate each statement independently on a 1 to 11

scale). Hence, the name paired comparison method. With a

lot of statements, this approach can be enormously time

consuming and unwieldy compared to the method of equal-

appearing intervals. 5.7
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